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PREFACE 

The literature on photography abounds with books devoted to the elementary 

or purely artistic phases of the subject. Few books are devoted to the serious aspects 

of the technique of the photographic process or to the scientific basis underlying 

photography and its applications, and most of these treat only of some restricted 

branch of photography. 

This ‘‘ Handbook of Photography” was born of the desire of the editors to possess 

for their own use a comprehensive, authoritative reference work on photography 

and its technical and scientific applications—a reference text having the directness, 

rigor, and authority which might be found, for example, in the various engineering 

handbooks. 

A number of workers in the photographic field, selected for their specialized 

knowledge, have cooperated in the preparation of material for this handbook. The 

work of the editors has been largely that of planning, organizing, and editing the 

individual manuscripts for each chapter, as well as of organizing the book as a whole. 

The editors wish to express their appreciation to Richard S. Morse of the Eastman 

Kodak Co. and to Dr. Charles J. Smalley for the critical reviewing of several manu- 

scripts included in this volume. Several of the illustrations are reproduced through 

the courtesy of the Bausch and Lomb Optical Co., the Eastman Kodak Co., and 

Julius Springer. 
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CHAPTER I 

OUTLINE OF PHOTOGRAPHY 

By KeirH HENNEY AND BEvERLY DUDLEY 

Present Status of Photography.—The fact that vision is the sense upon which we 

depend most in arriving at our ideas and conclusions of the exterior world is probably 

the reason why visual representations have always been so important in conveying 

intelligence between people. Crude drawings and sketches, for the purpose of impart- 

ing ideas, certainly antedate the written word and probably also the more refined 

elaborations of the spoken word, and they still find application. Orthographic 

projections, isometric perspective drawings, and symbolic or graphical representations, 

usually technical in character, are later developments of the first crude factual type 

of drawings. A totally different type of intelligence conveyance, in which aesthetics 

and the appreciation of the beautiful play a dominant part, has been developed in the 

various methods of painting, drawing, and the graphic arts. All these powerful 

methods of conveying intelligence—be it factual data or a desire to point out the 

beautiful in nature—depend for their success upon the interpretation of results 

through our visual sense. All of them make use of light as the common factor. 

With the introduction of practical photographic processes beginning about 1837, a 

new, accurate, and relatively rapid means of portraying visual sensations became 

possible. At first these photographic processes were slow, cumbersome, and were 

infrequently employed, at least judged by present standards. But the results that 

could be obtained in the hands of skilled workers were quite remarkable. With the 

introduction of dry plates and roll film in the latter part of the nineteenth century, 

considerable impetus was given to photography. It became possible to use photo- 

graphs to replace hand drawings for purposes of illustration in reading matter. Pic- 

tures could be made, relatively quickly, of many things for which a graphical record 

was desired. A new field of artistry became possible, although even now there are 

some who refuse to admit the artistic possibilities of photographic methods. The 

introduction of the film rather than the glass plate as a base for the photographic 

emulsion made possible the motion pictures and aided the adoption of photography as 

a hobby by a vast army of amateur photographers. 

More recently, the introduction of high-speed film materials having good color 

sensitivity throughout most, if not all, of the visible spectrum and the wide acceptance 

of high precision cameras of miniature size produced a public ‘‘picture consciousness”’ 

which has been considerably strengthened in the last decade. This has resulted in, 

or perhaps it would be more precise to say that this has been associated with, con- 

siderable improvements in the graphic arts. Magazines, books, and newspapers are 

better illustrated than ever before, and there are more illustrations used in them. 

Since about 1935 or 1936 a number of publications have appeared which have been 

almost completely devoted to the pictorial representation of current events. Indeed 

1 
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the effectiveness of pictures is so great that a large portion of newspaper readers, 

at least in the large metropolitan areas, form their opinions and biases through pic- 

tures rather than through the written word, and there is some doubt as to whether, 

the users of such printed matter can truly be called ‘‘readers.” 

The universal appeal of pictorial representations, the wide applicability of photog- 

raphy to practically any and every activity directly or as an important adjunct, and 

the high quality and reliability of photographic equipment, together with its relative 

“‘foolproofness,’’ have enabled even the youngest tyro to obtain recognizable pictures. 

Yet, in its more advanced forms, photography presents a challenge to the best artist, 

or scientific worker, or serious amateur. Because there is no field in which photog- 

raphy may not be used, it has an appeal which is perhaps more universal than any 

other hobby, so far as the amateur is concerned. The applications of modern photog- 

raphy are without number. 
The most common field of photography is probably the motion-picture field. Each 

week millions of persons in the United States obtain entertainment, education, and 

emotion from motion pictures. The motion-picture industry is one of the largest in 

this country, and it affects the lives of all of us to such an extent that little further 

comment need be made on this subject. 

Press photography is perhaps the next most important field affecting the greatest 

number of persons. Not only is it possible for the press photographer to supply his 

local paper with pictures of neighboring events but, because of the assistance which 

electrical science has rendered press photography, it is also possible to transmit 

photographs over a telephone circuit to any two points between which telephone com- 

munication exists. The publication of pictures of football games while the game is 

still in progress, even in cities far removed from that in which the game is played, 

has become so commonplace within the past several years as to occasion no particular 

comment. Indeed, one now looks for pictures of important events very shortly after 

they have transpired, and the large paper which does not supply this service is likely 

to be regarded as not being ‘‘up on its toes.” 

Although still employing other methods of pictorial presentation, modern adver- 

tising is using photography in increasing doses. Many examples of this type of com- 

mercial photography have high artistic merit and show much originality. 

In other ways photography is used in science, engineering, medicine, law, education, 

and other professions and trades for establishing recorded data, for making observa- 

tions and securing more or less quantitative data than would be possible through 

the use of the human eye only. X-ray photographs, for example, are of inestimable 

importance, not only in the medical sciences where they had their first appearance, 

but also in industrial analysis for the detection of flaws and other defects in metals. 

Infrared plates have permitted taking photographs of objects invisible to the human 

eye. High-speed photographs have apparently slowed down motion to enable studies 

to be made of fast-moving objects. In astronomy practically all present-day work is 

accomplished through the aid of photography, the astronomer seldom looking through 

the telescope for purposes of observation. Photographs taken in the stratosphere, 

with the aid of infrared plates, have shown the curvature of the earth. Through the 

aid of aerial mapping, photography is used to survey, quickly and accurately, large 

areas which might otherwise not be surveyed because of cost and inaccessibility. 

Photomicrography is important to the research worker in recording the microscopic, 

whether his field be foods, textiles, metallurgy, medicine, biology, chemistry, or 

what not. : 

Color photography is just beginning to make its appearance in practical form. 

Although color photography may be said to have had its origin in 1861 with the work 

of Maxwell, it is only within the past few years that high-quality color motion pictures 
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have been available. Color photography for the amateur is gradually approaching, 

for already it is possible for him to purchase color film and make his own trans- 

parencies. Making prints in color from this color film or from color-separation nega- 

tives is still such a complicated and costly process that relatively few amateurs 

have attempted this field. But, in time, color processes will undoubtedly be developed 

into such a form that the average amateur can make complete use of color. Black- 

and-white prints may then be expected to be seen only in exceptional cases or where 

the utmost economy must be effected. 

In practically every phase of industry, photography is employed at the present 

time. It is impossible to enumerate the various uses to which photography may be 

put, but perhaps enough has already been written to indicate its importance. What. 

has been accomplished in the past provides a background by which we may make some 

type of estimate of the developments yet to come. 

Elementary Photographic System in Monochrome.—All modern photographic 

processes depend for their operation upon the photochemical action which takes 

place when “‘light’’ strikes certain sensitized materials. In the vast majority of cases 

which are referred to as photographic processes, the photosensitized material consists 

of a thin layer or emulsion of a silver halide deposited on a transparent supporting 

base of glass, nitrocellulose gelatin, or paper. A photochemical change occurs in the 

silver halide grains which are exposed to light, although the exact nature of this 

alteration has not yet been entirely satisfactorily explained. Exposure of the grains 

of the silver halide produces a “‘latent image”’ of the object focused on the photo- 

graphic material by a lens system. With the proper chemical processing operations, 

the exposed grains of silver salt are changed to metallic silver, and the unexposed 

grains are dissolved out of the emulsion. Since the silver grains are black when 

viewed by transmitted light, the light portions of the original image become dark, 

and the dark portions of the original object become more or less transparent. Thus 

the light and dark portions of the original object have been reversed, and for this 

reason the combination of the developed silver grains on their support of glass or 

gelatin is known as a negative. 

If we now use this negative, in conjunction with a light source, as a new image 

and go through another similar photographic process, we can obtain on a glass plate, 

gelatin film, or, more usually, a paper base, another image. However, this second 

image will be reversed in intensity from that of the first negative; it will be a negative 

of a negative, and will therefore show bright and dark areas in monochrome in accord- 

ance with the original image. 
This is the essence of the more common black-and-white photography. The 

details of the various operations will be dealt with in subsequent chapters of this 
book, but a brief introduction of the essential operations will be given in this chapter 

to provide a certain degree of unity and coherence which could not otherwise be 

obtained in a reference volume such as this handbook. 

Light Source.—To actuate the photographic plate, the light source which is to be 

used must produce some radiation in the spectral region in which the sensitized plate 

is sensitive. All usual photographic materials are most sensitive in the blue end of 

the visible spectrum. Those photographic materials which are sensitive only to the 

blue end of the visible spectrum are usually known as “ordinary” or orthonon mate- 

rials, indicating that their sensitiveness does not extend through the complete visual 

spectrum. Orthochromatic materials are sensitive in the blue, green, and, more or 

less, the yellow portions but are insensitive to the orange and red regions of the visible 

spectrum. Panchromatic materials are sensitive to all portions of the visible spec- 

trum but still are more sensitive to the blue than red. Therefore, so far as the light 

source is concerned, almost any source of visible light can be used with panchromatic 
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materials. Since incandescent light sources have the predominance of their energy 

in the red region, the exposure time required with such a source will be greater with 

orthochromatic materials than with panchromatic materials. With orthonon mate- 

rials and incandescent lamps, the exposure time will be still further increased. When 

using orthonon emulsions it may be desirable to use a light source having a large 

portion of its energy in the blue end of the visible spectrum. This may be accom- 

plished by using mercury-are lamps. 

Photography by Reflected Light—Although the source of light provides the radiant 

energy which actuates the photosensitive material, it is not the image.of the light 

source which it is usually desired to record photographically. It is almost the universal 

procedure, except in special branches of photography, to record the image of some 

object which is illuminated by the light source. The light reflected from the subject 

and falling on the photographic sensitized material produces the latent image. Since 

this is usually the case, the reflection characteristics of the subject to be photographed 

are Just as Important as the spectral characteristics of the hght source or the photo- 

graphic material. 

All materials behave with respect to light in three distinct ways: they may reflect, 

absorb, or transmit light. There are no perfect absorbing, reflecting, or transmitting 

mediums, and, in general, all three characteristics take place at the same time and 

under the same conditions. A given medium, however, may show one of these three 

properties to a very large extent and the other properties to a very small extent. 

Consequently we refer to the medium in terms of the characteristic which it exhibits 

predominately. 

The reflectance of a surface depends upon the nature of its surface as regards 

smoothness and polish, its color, and even the type and relative position of the light 

source with which it is used. A nonselective reflecting surface is one which changes 

the direction of the light rays of all wavelengths reaching it instead of absorbing them. 

A colored reflecting surface is one in which the amount of reflection is not uniform 

throughout the visible spectrum. A blue surface reflects blue light and shows more or 

less absorption in the other portions of the visible spectrum; a purple surface shows 

relatively high absorption in the yellow region and comparatively large reflection in the 

blue and red ends of the visible spectrum. 

Lens and Focusing System.—In order that the illuminated subject may form a 

plane, two-dimensional image on the photographic film it is necessary that the outline, 

contrast, surface configurations, and other visual characteristics of the real subject be 

represented properly on the photosensitive material. This requires the use of a lens 

and focusing system of which the primary purpose is to focus the subject properly 

on the photosensitive material. The degree to which the latent image is produced 

is directly proportional to the amount of light falling upon the photosensitive material 

and the length of time of exposure. Therefore, if more light can be transmitted 

through the lens and can be made to fall on the plate, a shorter exposure will suffice 

to produce a given photographic effect. 

The optical system of the camera depends to a large extent upon the type of 

photography which is to be accomplished. For astronomical photography, for 

example, the lens system would be a telescope; for spectroscopic photography a prism 

or grating forms an important part of the optical system; for photomicrography a 

microscope is essential; whereas for ordinary amateur photography, a single lens not 

highly corrected may suffice. For most types of photographic work, the lens system 

should have certain particular characteristics and attributes, which will be discussed 

in greater detail in Chap. II but which will be mentioned here. 
In general, what is desired in most photographic applications is that the image on 

the photosensitive plate be an accurate two-dimensional reproduction of the three- 
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dimensional subject as might be seen with one eye of the observer were it placed at 

the same position as the camera lens. 
Briefly, it may be said that photographic lens systems differ from other lens sys- 

tems in that they cover a wide angle of view. Telescopes, microscopes, and other 

objectives cover a field of view of perhaps 5 or 10°. A photographic lens system 

usually covers a field of view of 45 to 60°; in wide-angle photography the field of view 

may extend to 90 or 135°, and an extreme case has been recorded in which the field 

of view was as great as 180°. Throughout this large range of view, the lens system 

must be properly corrected for all forms of distortion, and all spectral colors must be in 

focus on the same plane simultaneously. Moreover, provision must be made for 

focusing the image on the photographic plate, although, in the simpler and less expen- 

sive cameras for amateur use, the lens is fixed once and for all to take pictures with 

reasonable sharpness of focus from infinity to some distance (usually between 6 and 

20 ft.) near the camera. 

Shutter —The shutter in cameras consists of an aperture of some sort through 

which light from the image and lens passes on its way to the photographic plate. 

The function of the shutter is to act as a light chopper, 7.e., to open for a length of 

time sufficient to permit a definite quantity of light to fall upon the plate, thereby 

producing a latent image. The amount of time during which the shutter is open and 

permits the passage of light to the film depends upon the intrinsic brightness of the 

illuminated subject, the “‘speed”’ of the lens system, whether or not there is motion 

taking place in the subject being photographed, and, if so, the speed of the object, 

the distance of the object from the lens, and the direction of relative motion with 

respect to the lens, as well as upon the speed or sensitivity of the photosensitive mate- 

rial. The exposure is definitely associated with the “speed” of the lens, the intrinsic 

brightness of the illuminated subject, and the duration of time for which the open 

shutter permits light to pass through the lens to the photographic plate. 

Various types of shutters are made at the present time, and each of these has its 

own peculiar characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages. There is no single 

shutter which, under all conditions, will provide ideal light-chopping conditions. 

Therefore, under certain circumstances, distortion of the photographed image will be 

apparent, or various portions of the photographic plate will not be uniformly exposed, 

thereby producing distortion by improper rendition of tone values. 

Photographic Sensitive Materials —The most important component of the entire 

photographic process, and the one which alone makes photography possible, is the 

sensitive plate or film; all other equipment, no matter how useful, is supplementary and 

of no avail without the photographically sensitive material. The characteristics of 

photographic sensitive materials will be discussed in greater detail in Chap. VI. 

If true tonal rendition is to be achieved in monochromatic photography, the amount 

of silver deposit on the negative should be exactly proportional to the intensity of 

illumination of the subject being photographed. The brightness range of most 

ordinary subjects is not usually greater than 100 to 1 and this range can generally be 

accommodated by average photographic negative materials. Where the silver deposit 

of the negative is not proportional to the illumination intensity of the subject being 

photographed, some tonal distortion will occur. Tonal distortion may also take 

place in printing the paper positive from the negative, so that for accurate tone 

reproduction both the negative and the print must have their exposure factors timed 

(other factors also enter into the matter but will be discussed in detail later) properly to 

produce a final result (print) having the same luminous visual intensity variations as 

the original subject. 

Camera as an Integrated Unit.—The camera shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 is 

the device which contains the various essential mechanical and optical elements for 
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making the negative. Essentially it is a lighttight box holding the negative film or 

plates upon which the image is impressed. At the other end of the lighttight box 

is the lens and focusing system. The shutter may be before, behind, or between the 

elements of a complicated lens system, or in focal-plane shutters it may be immediately 

next to the photosensitive material. In addition to these essential elements, the 

camera is provided with a variety of semiessential and highly convenient features and 

adjustments. These include focusing rack and pinion arrangements; methods of 

aligning or misaligning the lens, with respect to the plate, for producing or eliminating 

certain distortions; a ground glass or optical focusing system; provisions for deter- 

mining the angle of view to which the film will respond; methods for quickly changing 

from one plate to another; screwheads for attaching to tripod supports, view finders, 

range finders, etc. 

The various types of work which are attempted make it desirable to put emphasis 

on certain features, perhaps at the expense of other features, for specialized branches 

of photography. For this reason a wide variety of cameras of different construction 

ee 
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Fic. 1.—Diagram of camera focused on object, ready for making a photograph. 

is available. Each of these has its own field of maximum utility, but no single type 

of camera is ideally suited to all types of photography. Large studio-type cameras 

with a wide variety of adjustments which can be made quickly and conveniently are 

frequently used when large prints of high detail are required. But these cameras are 

bulky. The miniature camera which has become so popular within the past decade 

is admirably adapted to rapid-fire picture taking, is eminently suited to candid 

photography. Its negatives are subject to deleterious effects of grain, scratches, 

and other negative imperfections, as the print must be enlarged to be useful. Minia- 

ture cameras do not have adjustments for eliminating angular or perspective distor- 

tion. For photography in which action plays a large part, the reflex type of camera is 

very popular since it enables the operator to view the subject up to the moment of 

taking the picture, and to center properly the most important action. The focal- 

plane shutters of these reflex cameras are sufficiently fast to stop motion where a 

between-the-lens shutter could not be used satisfactorily. 

Developing and Fixing.—After the negative material has been exposed and the 

latent image is impressed on it, it becomes necessary to develop and fix the negative 

before it can be used to provide a print. The developing process is one in which 

the silver halide grains which were exposed to light are reduced to metallic silver, the 

process being carried on in the dark to prevent further exposure or fogging of the 

negative material. The fixing process dissolves out the undeveloped silver halide 

grains and leaves the metallic silver untouched. The fixed negative must be washed 

to free it from the fixing solution, as otherwise the negative may turn yellow or brown 

with aging. 
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Printing.—The final operation is that of making the print by enlarging or contact 

printing. Like the negative, the exposed print must be developed, fixed, and washed. 

Motion-picture Photography.—The differences between still- and motion-picture 

photography are differences of degree rather than differences of fundamental opera- 
tion. The same fundamentals are necessary, v7z., illumination, lens, camera, sensitive 

material, and chemical operations of developing, fixing, and printing. One difference is 

that the individual pictures made are very small compared to those usually employed 

in still photography. But many miniature cameras make negatives which are only 

slightly larger than motion-picture frames. The chief difference between still- and 

motion-picture photography is that in motion-picture work numerous frames are 

exposed one after the other in rapid succession. One common practice is to make 
24 exposures per second. 

The prints, which are made on transparent film instead of on paper are viewed 

by projection upon a screen. When these frames are properly projected upon a screen 

in rapid succession the photographed subject appears to be in motion. Because of 

the physiological factor known as the persistance of vision, the human eye does not 

perceive each individual frame separately as such and is unaware that the motion 

picture is made up of many discrete frames, none of which record any appreciable 

motion. The film is projected intermittently, and flicker, due to the stop-start 

motion of the film through the projection camera, must be overcome. This is accom- 

plished by projecting a fairly large number of frames per second (usually 24) and by 

projecting each frame twice by momentarily cutting off the light in the middle of the 

period for which an individual frame is in the light beam. 

Amateur motion-pictures cameras employ 16- or 8-mm. film; professional machines 

use 35-mm. film. Some 8-mm. pictures are made by using 16-mm. film which is 

capable of recording two images side by side if the film is properly run through the 

camera twice. In processing this film the two halves are slit apart and the ends 

joined. 

Photography in Colors.—In color photography, a subject is photographed, in 

effect, three times, each negative produced being made by exposure through a filter 

which passes approximately one-third of the visible spectrum. If positive prints 

from these three negatives are properly dyed or otherwise colored and are placed in 

superposition, a colored image will result. This print will closely resemble the original 

subject in form, contrast, and in color. 

Red, green, and blue-violet filters are used to divide the visible spectrum into 

three parts for making the three negatives. The negative taken with the red filter 

contains densities which are proportional to the amount of red present in the original 

subject and which are passed by the red filter. Wavelengths corresponding to blue- 

violet and green are not passed by the red filter but are passed on to the negatives 

exposed behind the blue-violet and green filters, respectively. The process of making 

negatives from light corresponding to only a portion of the visible spectrum is known 

as “separation,” and the negatives are known as separation negatives. It is quite 

likely that four or more divisions of the spectrum could be made with the possibility 

of greater fidelity in color of the final result, but this has not been found to be necessary. 

At the present time there are two general methods of color photography, the 

additive and the subtractive methods. Both of them are based on the fundamental 
necessity of making color-separation negatives. 

In the additive-color process the separation negatives may be made as outlined 

above. Black-and-white prints made from these negatives on transparent material 

(films or plates) may be placed in three projection lanterns and projected upon a 

screen, each image being accurately registered with the others. The positive print 

made from the red-filter negative is projected through the red filter; the positive made 
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from the green-filter negative is projected through the green filter; and, finally, the 
blue-violet-filter positive is projected through the blue-violet filter. | 

Since the red-filter positive will be transparent where there was red in the subject, 

the red beam of the lantern will get through the positive and be projected upon the 

screen. Since, however, no green or blue-violet got through the red filter, these parts 

of the scene will be represented on the red-filter positive by dense deposits of silver, 

and none of the red lantern beam will get to the screen. Similarly, the green and 

blue-violet portions of the subject will be projected upon the screen by the appro- 

priate lanterns. 

Present-day color films and plates (except Kodachrome) are based on the additive 

principle. Between the support and the photosensitive material is placed a myriad 

of small blue, red, and green filters arranged in a regular or a heterogeneous pattern. 

The film or plate is exposed with the support side of the structure next to the lens, 

so that the rays of light reflected from the subject must go through the support and 

the myriad of filters. Light from a red portion of the subject will get through the 

red filters and expose the sensitive grains immediately behind the small red filters. 

Similarly the blue and green portions of the subject are recorded behind their corre- 

sponding filters. The material is now developed as a negative. The portions repre- 

senting color in the original subject are deposits of silver and are more or less opaque. 

The negative is then bleached which removes these silver deposits and renders the 

negative transparent in the regions where there was light of the appropriate color in 

the subject. Next, the film is exposed to white light and developed again. In this 

process the silver halides, not exposed .by the reflected light from the subject and 

representing portions of the subject which reflected no light, are rendered opaque. 

If, therefore, there were no filters in the material, the plate or film would look like 

any other positive transparency. The small filters, however, are not destroyed by 

the processing, and light must pass through them before passing through the trans- 

parent portion of the positive which represent colored portions of the original subject. 

In the subtractive process black-and-white positive prints are made from each 

of the separation negatives. The opacity of each part of these positives is inversely 

proportional to the light reflected from portions of the subject in which there was 

color of the wavelengths transmitted by the filter through which the corresponding 

negative was made. A heavy silver deposit on the red-filter positive represents a 

portion of the subject in which there was very little red. Looked at in another way, 

this heavy silver deposit represents a portion of the subject in which there was con- 

siderable nonred. Since white light minus red appears blue-green to the eye, the 

nonred portions of the positive are colored nonred (blue-green.) By any one of 

several processes, therefore, the silver deposits in the positives are dyed in colors 

complementary to those of the filters through which the negatives were made. 

Thus the blue-violet-filter positive is colored yellow; the red-filter positive is 

colored blue-green (cyan); and the green-filter positive is colored magenta. When 

these three positives are superimposed and viewed by transmitted light or by light 

reflected from a white support placed under the three superposed positives (paper 

print), a colored image of the subject appears. 

The essential difference between the additive and the subtractive processes is the 

use of colored light for viewing the additive positives (either from a lantern in projec- 

tion or from the multitudinous filters which are part of the color material) and the 

use of white light for viewing the subtractive prints. In the additive processes the 

final result is made up by the addition of the individual contributions of the several 

colored images to an unilluminated screen. In the subtractive process, the purpose 

of the blue-green positive (made from the red-record negative) is to subtract from 

the white light, by which the result is viewed, the wavelengths that did not exist in 
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the subject. Thus the blue-green positive subtracts blue-green or nonred from the 

white light. Since white light may be made up of blue-green and its complementary 

red, the result of subtracting blue-green from a white screen is the same as adding 

red to an unilluminated screen. Similarly the magenta positive subtracts nongreen 

from the white light; yellow subtracts nonblue-violet from the white light. 

In the final subtractive print, red portions of the subject are represented by yellow 

and magenta superposed; blue-is represented by blue-green and magenta; and green 

is represented by blue-green and yellow superposed. Where there was no color in 

the subject, there is no deposit of color on the final print and thus the white light by 

which the result is viewed passes through the positives unobstructed. Where there 

was black in the subject, all three colors are superposed in the final print and therefore 

the result is white light minus magenta, blue-green, and yellow. Since the wave- 

lengths represented by these three colors cover the entire visible spectrum, all wave- 

lengths to which the eye is sensitive are subtracted, and none of the white light is 
reflected or transmitted to the eye. This portion of the image appears black in 

consequence. 

Since there is always some color in an additive picture but since there may be no 
color in portions of the subtractive print, the latter is brighter and more contrasty. 

Unlike the additive material in which many small filters are a part of the material, 

Kodachrome is a color film in which the colors come about in another way. Koda- 
chrome is a subtractive material. It is made up of three distinct layers of color 

material each substantially sensitive to only a portion of the spectrum. As a part of 

the processing of the film these layers are dyed in colors complementary to the colors 
they recorded when the exposure was made. 



CHAPTER II 

THE OPTICS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES 

By R. KINGSLAKE 

The Nature and Properties of Light.—In spite of the enormous amount of theo- 

retical and experimental work that has been done on light, its real nature still remains 

a mystery. The original corpuscular theory of Newton (1643-1727), in which light 

was supposed to consist of a hail of small discrete particles, was abandoned in favor 

of the wave theory of Huygens (1629-1695), Young (1773-1829), and Fresnel (1788— 

1827) because it did not adequately explain the phenomena of polarization, inter- 

ference, and diffraction. The physical nature of the light waves postulated by 

Huygens was hotly debated during the nineteenth century, the matter reaching its 
climax in Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory of light (1873). 
Even this elaborate and comprehensive theory could not explain 

certain aspects of the photoelectric effect or of the observed 

spectral distribution in the radiation from a hot body; an attempt 

to explain these phenomena led Planck (1900) to develop his 

quantum theory, which is a very elaborated form of corpuscular 

theory. At the present time, we have the two incompatible 

theories of light (electromagnetic waves and discrete quanta) 

in use together, the physicist choosing to adopt whichever theory 

best fits his experimental conditions. 

Fortunately, in discussing lens action we need consider only 

the simple wave theory of light, without even inquiring into 

the nature of the hypothetical medium through which the waves 

are propagated. We call this medium the ether, and we adopt 

W the simple Huygenian assumption that the wave front is 
w! propagated by means of wavelets which start from every point 

Fig. 1.—Prog- on a wave front, their common envelope constituting the new 

ress of a wave by wave front. In Fig. 1 the full line W represents a wave front at 

means of wavelets. any given instant, the wavelets starting out from a number of 
points are shown, together with the new wave front W’ at a later time. 

The velocity of light (c) is very high, being about 3 X 101° cm. per sec. in vacuum, 

but light travels slower in passing through matter. The ratio of the velocity of light 

Taste I.—Some Typicat APPROXIMATE REFRACTIVE INDICES 
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in vacuum to its velocity in a transparent material ts called the “‘refractive index’”’ 

of the material (see page 12). In practice, however, the refractive index is taken as 

being the ratio of the velocity of light in air to that in the material, since practically 

all lenses are used in air and the refractive index of the material relative to air is the 

really significant figure. The refractive index of air relative to vacuum is about 

1.00028. Some other typical refractive indices are given in Table I. 

Since light consists of waves of some kind, there must be a wavelength (A), which 

is the distance from crest to crest measured along the direction in which the light is 

traveling; and there must be a definite frequency (v) or number of waves passing a 

given point in a second. Furthermore, if c is the velocity of light, then these quan- 

tities are related by 

c = dy (1) 

It is found that the velocity cis about 3 X 101° cm. per sec., or 186,000 miles per sec., 
for light of all colors in air, but it is also found that light of any one pure spectral 

color has a definite frequency »v and hence a definite wavelength \ in air. For light 

which is visible to the eye, these frequencies are very high, and the wavelengths are 

very short. Light waves too short to be seen are called ultraviolet and will affect a 

photographie emulsion or a photoelectric cell; light waves too long to be visible are 

called infrared, of which the shorter infrared waves up to \ = 0.0012 mm. can be 

photographed by means of special infrared-sensitive emulsions. 

In Table II are given the approximate limits of the regions in the spectrum which 

appear to have the colors stated, but it should be remembered that color is a physio- 

logical or even a psychological phenomenon and that the colors of natural objects are 

never pure spectral colors but always more or less broad bands or mixtures of various 

pure colors. White light consists of a mixture of all the colors of the spectrum. 

TaBLe I].—AppROxXIMATE WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY LimITs OF COLORS 

IN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM 
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In the above table, the wavelength limits are given in microns. The micron 

(written pw) is equal to one-thousandth of a millimeter. Wavelengths are often 

expressed in terms of angstrom units aA = 10-4 » = 10-7 mm.) or sometimes in 

millimicrons (my). For example, the wavelength of monochromatic sodium light 

is 5893 A. or 589.3 mu or 0.5893 » or 0.0005893 mm. This length is approximately 

1/50,000 in. 
Since the velocity of light is less in glass than in air, it follows that the light waves 

will become closer together in glass, as indicated schematically in Fig. 2, and hence 

the wavelength is reduced in glass to the same extent as the velocity. On emerging 

into air again, both the velocity and the wavelength resume their original values. 
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Polarized Light.—In ordinary light, the waves are vibrating in every direction, but 

it has been known for a long time that light reflected off the surface of glass at the 

correct angle! is vibrating in only one’ plane. Such a light is called polarized light, 

and has a number of interesting properties. For example, if polarized light vibrating 

in a horizontal plane is allowed to fall upon a vertical plate of glass at the polarizing 

angle, the whole of the light will be transmitted, and none of it will be reflected. This 

latter case is of great use in photography as a means of reducing the specular reflection 

or “‘glare’’ from polished surfaces. 

In practice, light is polarized by means 

of Nicol prisms made of calcite, or by 
‘‘polaroid”’ filters. Polaroid is a sheet of 

plastic material containing certain sub- 

microscopic crystals which transmit only 

those vibrations taking place in one direction. 

Light Rays.—Since the new wave front 

formed by the Huygenian wavelets is 
Fic. 2.—Passage of light waves parallel to the original wave front, the 

through glass and air, showing change light will travel along lines which are every- 
in wavelength in passing from one medium : 
PRS ts a where perpendicular to the wave fronts 

themselves. These lines representing the 
light paths are called “rays,” and almost all our discussions of lens action will be on 

the basis of these rays, even though physically rays have no existence. Rays are 

the analogue of a railroad track, light quanta being the trains, with the difference that 
the quanta are in some unknown way accompanied by light waves which spread out 
on all sides of the ray and cause interference effects with the waves belonging to the 
neighboring rays. However, since the wavelength of the light is very small, these 
interference effects cause, in general, only an unimportant fine structure withm the 

light distribution obtained on the assumption that each ray carries its proper share 

of the total amount of light in the beam. We 

may therefore say, in general, that where many 

rays cross there is likely to be a strong concentra- 
tion of light. 

The Law of Refraction. When a train of light 

waves falls obliquely on the surface of separation 

between two different mediums in which the 

speed of light is different, the parts of the waves 

which cross the boundary will be accelerated or 

retarded, causing the waves to take up a new 

direction in the second medium (Fig. 3). 

Considering now the ray path, we find that it 

is bent at the surface as shown dotted in Fig. 3, 

the whole phenomenon being known as ‘‘refrac- 

tion.” If the angles between the ray and the normal? on left and right of the sur- 

face are, respectively, 7 and 2’ and if the refractive indices are similarly n and n’, 

then it can be shown that these quantities are related by the equation 

Fig. 3—The refraction of light. 

nm sin t = n’ sin 2’ (2) 

which is the well-known “‘law of refraction.” The two parts of the ray and the normal 
all lie in one plane called the “‘plane of incidence.’”’ It should be noted that, because 

1 This angle of incidence is such that its tangent is equal to the refractive index of the glass. 
> The “‘normal”’ is a line drawn perpendicular to the refracting surface at the point where the ray 

strikes it. 
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of the symmetry of Eq. 2, the light may travel along a ray in either direction without 

changing the refraction conditions 
The Action of a Lens.—The action of a lens is illustrated in Fig. 4. If expanding 

light waves start out from a point source B and travel toward a lens, presently one 

point of the wave will meet the lens, say at a. Then from a to ¢ the light will travel 

slowly, while the light from d, which later reaches the rim of the lens, will continue at 

its original speed. All the intermediate parts of the wave will travel through some 

air and some glass, so that by the time the light inside the lens has reached c, the light 

from d will have reached e, and the emerging wave front will be ec as shown. This 

wave now proceeds onward, and, if the wave happens to be concave as shown, it will 

shrink to a ‘‘focus” at B’. We can imagine an ideal lens in which the emerging wave 

will be spherical, centered about a single point B’, but in practice, owing to the limita- 

tions imposed by the use of only spherical surfaces and by the limited availability of 

optical glass types, the emerging wave will generally not be spherical and there will 

Fic. 4.—Refraction of light waves by means of a lens. 

not be a perfect focus at B’. In such a case, we say that the lens has “‘aberrations,”’ 

the nature of which will be discussed below. 

We may, if we wish, discuss the action of this lens by the ray method by drawing 

the orthogonals (perpendicular lines) to the wave fronts as in Fig. 4. These rays are 

there shown dotted in, and it is seen at once that for our ‘‘ideal”’ lens all the rays 

emerging from it will cross at B’, whereas if the lens has aberrations, some of the rays 

will miss B’ and cause a confused patch of light at B’ instead of a sharp focus. 

Lens Calculations.—For reasons connected with the manufacturing processes at 

present in use, only spherical or plane refracting surfaces are used in photographic 

lenses. Some attempts are being made to employ aspherical surfaces, but these are 

still entirely experimental. It is a comparatively simple matter to calculate the 

path of a light ray through a lens system, if the radii of curvature of the surfaces, 

the thicknesses of the successive lenses, and the refractive indices of the glasses are 

all given. The formulas by which these calculations are made assume a particularly 

simple form for the special case of a ‘‘paraxial’’ ray, which is a ray lying very close 

to the optical axis! of the lens. For such a ray, if s, s’ are the distances of: object and 

image, (7.e., the crossing points of the ray with the axis) from a single refracting surface 

of radius r separating two mediums having refractive indices n and n’, then it can be 

proved that 

min sar (3) 

By applying this formula successively to all the surfaces in a lens, the position of the 

final image of a given object point can be determined. 
The signs in this equation are correct if distances are measured outward from the 

pole of the surface as origin, and are regarded as positive or negative if to the right 

or left of the surface, respectively. 

1 The “‘axis’’ is defined as the line passing through the centers of curvature of all the lens surfaces. 
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Focal Length of a Lens.—The above process is a very laborious one, and to simplify 

it Gauss, about 1841, devised his system of principal and focal points. These are 

defined as follows: In Fig. 5 is shown a general lens system of any internal construc- 

tion, such as a photographic objective, and a series of rays from a very distant axial 

object point is shown entering the left-hand end of the system. These will all 
emerge from the other end of the lens as a converging beam, as shown, and each ray 
will evidently possess an “‘equivalent refracting point” where the entering and emerg- 

ing portions of the ray intersect. The surface which joins up all these equivalent 

Fic. 5.—The equivalent refracting surface of a lens. 

refracting points is called the ‘‘equivalent refracting surface”’ of the lens, and where 

this crosses the axis is the ‘‘second principal point’’ P2 of the lens. Also, the point 

at which the innermost rays lying close to the axis cross the axis is called the “‘second 

foeal point”’ F's, the distance from P2 to F2 being the focal length of the lens. If rays 

from a distant object point enter the lens at the right-hand end, there will be another 

principal point P; and another focal point F1, the distance between them being another 

focal length. It can be proved that, in any lens whatever, these two focal lengths 

are equal. 

Combination of Two Lenses.—If two lenses of focal lengths fi and fz are used 

together in succession, the focal length F of the combination will be given by 

1 1 1 d 

Daogsin Sa P 
where d is the distance between the second principal point of the first lens and the 

first principal point of the second lens (Fig. 6). 

(4) 

Fig. 6.—A system composed of two separated lenses. 

It should be noted that if f; and f2 are both positive, 7.e., convex lenses, then 

increasing their separation will lengthen the combined focal length. On the other 

hand, if a positive and a negative lens are separated, the focal length of the combina- 

tion is shortened. In the case when d is equal to f1, the combined focal length is also 

fi, and hence the presence of a second lens in the focal plane of the first lens does not 

affect the focal length of the first lens. In the limiting case when d = f; + fo, the 

1 This statement is incorrect if the image and object happen to be situated in different mediums. 

The eye and the oil-immersion microscope objective are the only important systems in which this 

oceurs. 
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power becomes zero and the focal length is infinite. This case represents the common 

telescope, or the so-called afocal system. 

Distances of Object and Image. 

1. From the Principal Points.—If p, p’ are the distances of object and image, 

respectively, from the first and second principal points of a lens and if f is the focal 
length, then 

=a +5 (5) 
2. From the Focal Points.—If x, x’ are the distances of object and image, respec- 

tively, from the first and second focal points of a lens, then 

xe’ = —f? (6) 

In both these equations, distances measured to the left of their respective focal or 

principal points must be regarded as negative and distances to the right as positive. 

Calculation of the Focusing Scale for a Camera.—lIf the focal length of a camera 

lens is f, we may use the formula xz’ = —f? to calculate the positions of the divisions 

on a focusing scale. For if xz is the distance from the object to the first focal point of 
2 

the lens, the distance of the object from the lens is (f — x), and 2’ = — is the distance 

to be marked off from the » mark on the focusing scale. Remember that the sign 
of x will be negative if the object is to the left of the lens, with the light going from 

left to right. This procedure applies only in the case of cameras in which the entire 

lens is moved back and forth to focus it. In some recent cameras only the front 

element of the lens is adjusted for focusing, and in these cases the correct focusing 

scale must be determined by computation or by direct trial and error. On account 

of the variation in the aberrations caused by this method of focusing, the trial-and- 

error method of constructing a focusing scale is probably the most satisfactory. The 

advantages of moving only the front lens are (1) greater rigidity is possible in the 

camera if no sliding front has to be provided and, (2) a very small longitudinal move- 

ment of the front lens often produces a very large movement of the final image on the 

plate. 

The Thin Lens.—If a lens is extremely thin, its two principal points fall together 

within the lens, and we can then measure all our distances from the thin lens instead 

of from one or other of the principal points. This is often a great assistance in making 
approximate lens calculations or measurements. 

Concave Lenses.—Concave lenses fit into the scheme outlined above for convex 

lenses, provided we remember that the focal points are interchanged in position (Fig. 

Fig. 7.—Focal and principal points of a concave lens. 

7) as compared with a convex lens. This affects the use of the formula zz’ = —f?, 
connecting the distances of object and image from their respective focal points. To 

use this equation with a concave lens, if the light travels from left to right, c must mean 

the distance from the object to the first focal point (on the right) and 2’ is the distance 
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from the image to the second focal point (on the left). The two principal points 

fall within the lens as usual, and the focal length is now negative. 

The Size of the Image.—The size of an image can be obtained at once if it is 

remembered that any ray entering toward the first principal point of a lens leaves from 

the second principal point at the same slope as it enters (Fig. 8). Thus, if an object 

subtends an angle @ at the first principal point of a lens, the image will subtend the 

same angle @ at the second principal point. 

Therefore, if p, p’ represent the distances of the 

object and image from the two principal points, 

respectively, the magnification will be given 

by 

Fic. 8.—Equal slope property of 
the principal points. In this dia- m ‘ 2 : : = 
gram 6: = 62. object size object distance p 

_ image size _ image distance _ p’ 
(7) 

If object and image distances are measured from the focal points (x, x’), then the 

magnification is given by 

ani 
ae (8) 

(A negative magnification merely implies an inverted image.) If an object is very 

distant and subtends an angle 6 at the lens, its image will lie in the focal plane and will 

also subtend an angle 6. Thus the linear size of the image in this case will be equal 

to f tan @. 

Telephoto Lenses.—A telephoto lens is a lens having a long focal length but 

a short ‘‘back focal distance,” or distance from the rear lens surface to the focal point. 

The long focal length ensures a large-scale picture, but, since the image is close to the 

back of the lens, the over-all camera length is kept short. This result is achieved by 

using a positive front element and a negative rear element, usually of approximately 

equal focal length, separated by a finite distance. In such a combination (Fig. 9) the 

Fic. 9.—The telephoto lens. 

two principal points fall in front of the convex element, giving the desired long focal 

length and short back focus. The focal length of the system can be altered by chang- 

ing the separation. In the past, many ‘‘telenegative”’ lenses have been designed for 

use behind an ordinary photographic lens to convert it into a telephoto lens; it is now 

customary to use only complete telephoto lenses properly designed for the purpose. 

The ratio of focal length to back focal distance is called the ‘“‘telephoto magnification.”’ 

Longitudinal Magnification.—If an object has a depth qg along the lens axis, then 

its image will have a depth q’ along the axis (Fig. 10), where A’, B’ are, respectively, 

the images of the object points A, B. Then the ratio q’/q is called the “‘longitudinal 

magnification” of the image. It can be shown that, 7f g and q’ are small, the longi- 

tudinal magnification m’ is equal to the square of the ordinary magnification m. Hence 

in any ordinary camera, where m is generally fairly small, m’ is very small, and a 

considerable range of object distances appear equally in focus on the plate. On the 

other hand, in photomicrography where the magnification m is high, m’ is very high, 
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and only a very thin section of the object appears sharply in focus at a time. In this 

connection, it should be noted that for a fixed lens, if the object is moved to the right, 
the tmage moves to the right also. 

Fic. 10.—Diagram illustrating longitudinal magnification. 

Image of a Sloping Object.—It can be shown that a perfect lens will produce an 

undistorted image of a plane object set perpendicular to the axis, in a plane also per- 

pendicular to the axis. If the object is plane but is inclined to the axis, then a perfect 

lens will produce an image on a plane which is also inclined to the axis, but the image 

will not be perfectly sharp all over. Thus when photographing a sloping object, it is 
necessary to stop down the lens if a sharp 

picture is desired. A good rule for the I 

correct arrangement of object, lens, and Pie 

plate is to ensure that object and image Zi ra 
planes meet on the median plane of the 
lens (Fig. 11). The image will, of course, 

be badly distorted, but the distortion can 

be rectified by projection printing from a 

tilted negative, using a tilted easel to hold 

the bromide paper. 

Measurement of Focal Length of a | 
Camera Lens.—The simplest method is to fig, 11.—Photography of an oblique 
stand the camera flat upon a table covered object. 
with a sheet of paper and to turn it until 

the image of a distant object falls just at one edge of the picture. A pencil line x 

(Fig. 12) is then made along one side of the base of the camera, and the camera is 

rotated on the table until the same distant object just falls at the opposite edge of the 

picture. Another pencil line y is then drawn along the side of the camera base, and 

the two lines are produced until they intersect at P. The angle 6 between them repre- 

sents the angular field of the camera corresponding to 

the particular linear size of the picture used. Hence, 

by drawing a line across the previous two lines, of 

length equal to the linear picture dimension D, the 

focal length f can be at once read off. 

The focal length can also be measured by a ‘‘nodal 

slide’’ method. In this, the lens is mounted hori- 

zontally on a simple slide over a vertical axis of rota- 

tion. The image of a distant object is carefully 

observed while the lens is turned through a few 

degrees about the vertical axis, and the lens is then moved back and forth on its 

slide until no sideways motion of the image is seen during this small rotation. In this 

case the vertical axis passes through the second principal point of the lens, and the 

direct distance from the vertical axis to the image gives the focal length (Fig. 18). 

This follows from the equal-slope property of rays entering toward the first principal 

point of a lens and leaving from the second. 

Limitation of the Beam of Light.—In every lens system, there is some material 

stop or diaphragm which actually limits the size of the beam of light passing through 

Fre. 12.—Determination of the 
focal length of a lens. 
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the system from a given object point. It may be a variable-iris diaphragm, as in a 

photographic lens, or it may be a lens cell as in a telescope or a projection lens or a 

microscope objective. By analogy with the eye, this stop is called the “‘iris” of the 

system. By further analogy with the eye, the image of the iris as seen from the 

entrance end of the system is called the ‘‘entrance pupil,” this pupil being therefore 

the common base of the cones of rays entering the 

system from various points in the object plane. 

Similarly, the image of the iris formed by that part 

of the lens system lying between the iris and the 

image is called the ‘‘exit pupil,’’ which is thus the 

1G. MIS Diateien  Gluetenene common base of all the cones of rays proceeding 

ihemmaduibchides from the lens to various points in the image. The 
entrance and exit pupil are evidently images of each 

other, since they are both images of the iris. 

The positions of the iris and the pupils in a symmetrical lens are indicated in 

Fig. 14, together with a typical beam of light passing through the system from a 

distant object to the image. 

— f a symmetrical lens. Fic. 14.—The iris and pupils 

The Brightness of Optical Images.—In Fig. 15 is shown a lens represented merely 

by its two pupils. If the extreme entering ray from an axial object point has a slope @ 

Entrance 

Fic. 15.—Passage of light through a lens. 

and the emerging ray a slope 6’, then the illumination E (foot-candles) on the photo- 

graphic plate at B’ is given by 

E = kB sin? 6’ (9) 

Here B is the intrinsic brightness of the object (in candles per square foot), and k is 

the transmission of the lens. ‘‘Transmission’’ is defined as the ratio of the amount of 

light leaving the lens to the amount entering it and is always less than unity; it will be 

discussed more fully on page 23. 
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It should be noted especially that this expression for H does not depend in any 

way on the distance of the object or on the slope 6 of the entering ray but only on the 

intrinsic brightness of the object and the slope of the emerging ray. This is because 

there is a compensation here between the light-gathering power of the lens and the 

magnification. Suppose for example the distance of the object shown in Fig. 15 

from the first focal point of the lens were reduced to half. The angle @ would be 

doubled, and the-amount of light entering the lens from each little element of the 

object would become four times as great. But the image would now be twice as 

large as it was, and hence it would have four times its former area. Thus four times 

as much light would be spread over an image four times as large, and the resulting 

allumination on the plate would be unchanged. 

Relation between Exposure and Aperture Ratio.—The relation between the 

aperture ratio of a lens and the illumination in the image can be deduced from the 

consideration that in a perfect lens the equivalent refracting surface (‘‘principal 

plane’”’) is a sphere centered about the focal point 

(Fig. 16). Hence, if h is the height of the incident 

ray above the lens axis, sin @’ is approximately equal 

to (h/f). Now the diameter of the entering beam 

(the entrance-pupil diameter) is equal to 2h, hence 

the ‘“‘aperture number”’ or ratio of the focal length 

to the diameter of the entrance pupil is equal to 
f/2h = 1/(2 sin 6’). If this number is represented 

by A, e.g., A = 4.5 for an f/4.5 lens, we see that Fre. 16.—The aperture ratio of a 
sin 6’ = 1/2A, and hence the image illumination is perfect lens. 
given by H = krB/4A? accurately for all apertures up to the very largest. Thus we 

reach the familiar result that the required exposure is proportional to the brightness 

of the object and inversely proportional to the square of the f-number and is inde- 
pendent of the distance of the object. 

It is also interesting to see that the greatest possible aperture ratio! is f/0.5, for 

at this value 6’ = 90° and the extreme ray would just graze the plate. Even this 

ratio is, strictly speaking, unattainable, for there must be some space between the 

back of the lens and the image plane. 

If the bellows of a camera is extended to focus a near object, then the value of 

original-image seams), eae 

new-lmage distance 
6’ becomes diminished in proportion to the ratio ( 

exposure required must be divided by the square of this ratio. Thus in changing 

from a distant object to equal conjugate distances (unit magnification), the aperture 

numbers must all be doubled, and the exposure made four times as great. If the 

magnification actually used is m, all marked f-numbers should be multiplied by 
(1 + m), and exposures by (1 + m)?. 

The effect of a change of bellows length on exposure is very small except when the 

object is quite close to the lens, as may be seen from Table III. 

The “Uniform Scale” (U. S.) system of designating the stops in a photographic 

lens is. based on the area of the iris opening rather than its diameter. When it was 

introduced, f/4 was felt to be the limit of large apertures and was called “‘U. S. 1.” 

Then the other apertures fell as shown in Table IV. This system is now practically 
obsolete. 

1 Bracey has designed a lens for astronomical purposes consisting of a reversed oil-immersion micro- 

scope objective, the photographic plate being attached by a layer of oil to the back (plane) surface of 

the lens. The aperture of this is given as f/0.36, such a speed being possible since for an immersion 
lens of this type, aperture number is defined by f/2nh where n is the index of the oil, say 1.52. Bracey, 
Astrophys. J., 83, 179 (1936). 
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TasBLeE IJ].—Errect oN Exposure, MAGNIFICATION, AND APERTURE, OF 

EXTENDING BELLOWS 

Distance between object and 

lens in multiples of the focal 

len pth hee he eee ae o|100f| sof | 20f | 10f | 5f | 3f | 2F nf 

Magnification, m............-. 0 |0.01 |0.02 [0.05 |0.11 |0.25 |0.50 |1.0 pert =m 

Multiply fnumber by.......... 1/1.01 /1.02 [1.05 [1.11 |1.25 |1.50 |2.0 | A +m) =— = 7] 

2 

Multiply exposure by.......... 1/1.02 |1.04 |1.11 |1.24 |1.56 |2.56 |4.0 | (@ + m)2? = a 
: Ga we 

Distance between lens and film, | ith 

in multiples of focal length. ..| f |1.O1f|1.02f/1.05f)1.11f|1.25f|1.50f|2.0f| 74 = (1 + m)f 
Bellows extension, from infinity | ; 

position, in terms of focal | | | f 

Neneh tics a eae 0 |0.01f|0.027\0.05f |0.117|0.25f/0.50f\1.0f LE ia ers err] 

TasBLeE I[V.—Comparison oF METHODS OF SPECIFYING APERTURES 

PeTLU DDO aad «Seer ahr e asec Soh es MRT Oe emer oy abun pa rete Je sacs 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 

TWRaSe mum bersey cere koe eit AE pee ance ae ees 1 2 4 8 16 32 

Measurement of Aperture Ratio.—As the aperture ratio is defined as A = f/D 

where D is the diameter of the entrance pupil, it is necessary to measure f and D 

separately. The measurement of focal length is given on page 17. The entrance 

pupil can be measured by means of an ordinary traveling microscope equipped with 

an objective having a sufficiently long working distance to reach down into the lens 

as far as the entrance-pupil plane. Alternatively, the emerging parallel beam from a 
point of light at the focus may be allowed 

to fall on a piece of photographic printing 

paper, and the diameter of the disk of 

light so formed can be measured directly. 

If the experiment is performed while the 

lens is mounted upon a nodal slide, both 

f and D can be determined together. 

Variation of Illumination over the 

Image.—The discussion of image illumi- 

nation given on page 18 refers specifically 

to the center of the picture. At a field 

angle ¢ from the lens axis, the illumina- 

tion will be reduced to Ey cos* ¢, where Ey is its value on the axis. Two of these 

cosine terms appear because the oblique-image point is farther from the lens than 

Fig. 17.—Oblique illumination in a camera. 

TABLE V.—VARIATION OF ILLUMINATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE 
Angle ¢ from Relative 

Optical Axis, Light 

Degrees Intensity 

0 1.000 

5 0.984 

10 0.941 

15 0.870 

20 0.780 

25 0.675 

40 0.344 

60 0.062 
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the axial image point, one cosine is present because the aperture is projected as an 

ellipse in the outer parts of the field, and the fourth arises from the obliquity of the 

light as it falls on the plate (Fig. 17). Table V shows the variation in light inten- 

sity on the photographic plate for various angles off the optical axis. 

The Vignetting Effect.—In addition to the loss of light caused by the cos* ¢ law 

(Table V), in many lenses the mounts cut off oblique pencils more than axial pencils, 

causing the illumination in the outer parts of the picture to be still less (Fig. 18). 

OCD 
Fig. 18.—Diagram illustrating vignetting effect. 

To an eye at A, the lens has a circular aperture, but viewed from B, the aperture is 

limited by the overlap of two ellipses, as shown at the right of Fig. 18. The com- 

bination of the cos? ¢ relation with vignetting may produce such a diminution of light 

that the corners of the photographic print appear dark, and sometimes almost black. 

The vignetting effect can generally be reduced by stopping the lens down. 

The magnitude of the vignetting effect can readily be determined by the arrange- 

ment shown in Fig. 19. In this diagram, S represents a lamp and G an opal-glass 

Fig. 19.—Diagram showing the measurement of vignetting effect. 

plate before the lens L to be investigated. & is a row of pinholes in a metal screen 

placed in the focal plane of the lens and near a photographic plate P. Each pinhole 

in R will project on the plate a picture of the shape of the lens aperture correspond- 

ing to the particular point in the field occupied by the pinhole. 
The Light Transmission of a Lens.—It might be thought that as a lens is made of 

glass, its light transmission would be determined only by the transparency of the 

glass itself. This is unfortunately very far from the case because a surface separating 

air from a medium of refractive index n reflects back a proportion [(n — 1)/(n + 1)]? 
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of all light falling on it within 20 or 30° of the normal. This value ranges from 0.04 

(4 per cent) for n = 1.5 up to 0.067 for n = 1.7. Consequently, taking a mean 

reflecting power of 0.05, the transmission of one glass-air surface is about 0.95, and if 

a lens has p glass-air surfaces, the over-all transmission will be (0.95)?. Values of 

this are given in Table VI. 

Now most of this reflected light emerges back again through the front of the lens, 

but 5 per cent of it is again reflected by each surface as the hight passes through it, 
with the result that each double internal reflection causes about 0.25 per cent of the 

incident light to go back into the camera as unwanted light. If the theory is worked 

out fully including the effects of further multiple internal reflections, it is found that 

for light entering the lens along its axis, the total light transmitted is given by the 
fraction (1 — r)/[1 + (p — 1)r] whereas it was seen above that the useful light is 

only (1 — r)”. In these formulas r is the fraction reflected at each surface, and p is 

the number of surfaces. The difference between these two amounts represents the 

intensity of the unwanted light, which reaches alarming proportions in a lens con- 

taining five or six separate elements (see last column, Table VI) and explains why a 

picture taken by a simple landscape lens in a cheap camera is often much more 

contrasty than the same picture taken with a complex anastigmat. Hach double 

internal reflection, of course, forms an image of the source somewhere, but as these 

ordinarily fall very far from the plate, they are recorded as general illumination and 

not as specific images. However, it does occasionally happen that one or more of 

these doubly reflected images falls on or nearly on the plate, where it forms a most 

annoying ‘‘ghost image.”’ Ghosts of this type are most likely to occur when photo- 

graphing a bright object such as the sun or an artificial source of light against a dark 

background. Occasionally a faint image of the iris itself is formed, after two internal 

reflections, on or almost on the plate, causing a ‘‘flare spot”’ to appear in the center of 

the picture. 

Tasie VI.—Srray Licut in LEensEs (r = 0.05) 

Number of Useful light Total light Difference Ratio of unwanted 

glass-air transmitted, transmitted, (stray light), to useful light, 

surfaces per cent per cent per cent per cent 

2 90.25 90.48 0.23 0.24 

4 81.45 82.61 1.16 1.42 

6 73.50 76.00 2.50 3.40 

8 66.34 70.37 4.03 6.08 

10 59.87 65.52 5.65 9.44 

12 54.03 61.29 7.26 13.45 

u U i 

The true transmission of the glass itself sometimes becomes significant, especially 

in the near ultraviolet region of the spectrum, if extra-dense flint glasses have been 

included in the lens. This may become noticeable in enlargers used with ordinary 

developing papers which have a large portion of their sensitivity range in the near 

ultraviolet part of the spectrum. No fear need be entertained as to the infrared 

transmission of a lens, for optical glasses transmit to a wavelength of 2.5 » whereas 

no photographie plate has yet been made which is sensitive beyond 1.2 » in the 

infrared. 
Bubbles and scratches in a lens generally act merely as direct obstructions to 

light and, unless of unusually serious magnitude, are insignificant. However, it 

should not be forgotten that enough light may be diffracted by a scratch to cause 
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some softening of the contrast. Indeed, some ‘‘diffusion attachments” operate on 

this principle. 

Optical Density.—While on the subject of light transmission, it is convenient to 

introduce the frequently occurring concept of optical density. ‘‘Light transmission ”’ 

is defined as the ratio of the amount of light leaving the system to the amount entering 

it in the same time. This is a ratio which is never greater than 0.9, since that is the 

transmission of a single lens or plate of glass. 

Since the transmissions of plates or other elements passed in succession by a beam 

of light must be multiplied together to yield the over-all transmission, it is more con- 

venient to adopt a logarithmic unit which can be directly added for successive trans- 

missions. Such a unit is ‘‘optical density,’’ which is defined as log (1/transmission). 

Thus transmissions of 1, 10, and 50 per cent have densities, respectively, 2.0, 1.0, 

and 0.301. A transparent clear-glass plate transmitting 90 per cent of the light, has a 

density of 0.046. 

The term ‘‘opacity’’ is sometimes used for the reciprocal of the transmission. 

Thus a transmission of 50 per cent has an opacity of 2 and a density of logio 2, or 

0.301. If several plates are used in succession, their opacities must be multiphed 

together to get the over-all opacity. 

Cleaning a Lens.—Dirt or finger marks on a lens act both as obstructions to 
light and as diffracting agents which soften definition and contrast. A lens should 

not be cleaned more than necessary as grit is likely to be harder than glass and indis- 

criminate wiping may scratch the lens surfaces. Clean chamois leather moistened 

with alcohol is a good cleanser, followed by the minimum of polishing with a dry 

chamois leather. Soft tissue paper or specially made lens paper may also be used. 

A lens should not be taken apart unless absolutely necessary as this will admit dust 

and dirt which will settle eventually on the inner lens surfaces. Slight decentration 

may also arise from casual disassembly of a lens. 

If a lens has been dropped, it may be found that one of the balsam layers between 

the elements of a cemented component has started to break apart. In this case the 

lens should be returned to the makers to be recemented; this is not a job for the user to 

undertake himself. 

Depth of Field.— We have so far supposed that the whole of our object lies in a 

plane at a fixed distance from the camera and that the image is sharply focused on the 

plate. If either of these conditions is not fulfilled, we shall, of course, obtain a 
blurred image. In practice it is found that a certain slight amount of blur is tolerable 

because it cannot be detected in the final picture, and thus we have a certain deter- 

minable ‘‘depth of field’”’ for our camera, which is the range over which the object or 

the photographic plate may be moved along the axis of the lens before the consequent 

blurring of the picture becomes noticeable. To obtain a quantitative measure of this 

effect, we consider the passage of the beam of light from a single object point to the 

corresponding image point. If this image point is out of focus, a “circle of confusion” 

will be seen on the plate instead of a point of light, and if the diameter of this circle of 

confusion subtends an angle of a minute of arc or less at the observer’s eye, he will be 

unable to say whether the image is in sharp focus or not. 
Now a minute of arc is an angle of 1 in 3400, so that a circle of 0.1-mm. diameter 

should just be distinguishable as such when viewed at a distance of about 12in. As 

this is the normal viewing distance for direct contact prints, a circle of confusion of 

0.1-mm. diameter provides the limit of our depth of focus for such cases. 

However, when the photographic picture is subsequently enlarged, as occurs in 

motion pictures for example, it is necessary to adopt a much more stringent criterion 

of sharpness than 0.1 mm.; indeed, the limit is then fixed by the coarseness of the grain 

structure in the photographic emulsion, The measured ‘“‘resolving power’’ of 
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emulsions runs from 30 lines per millimeter for fast negative emulsions down to 

80 lines per millimeter for process plates and lantern plates. Thus we may expect 

that the minimum discernible circle of confusion over this range of emulsions will be 

similarly from 0.03 to 0.01 mm. On the average, it is commonly stated that, for the 

highest definition requirements, a circle of confusion of 14900 in. (0.025 mm.) is per- 

missible, while 0.1 mm. is satisfactory in making direct-contact prints. 

Depth of Focus in the Image.—In Fig. 20 is shown the cone of rays from a lens in the 

neighborhood of an image point. Assuming that the lens is perfectly corrected, this 

cone will shrink to a point at the best focus, and 

expand uniformly within and beyond this focus. 

Evidently, if the plate is situated anywhere in 

the range for which the expanded beam has a 

diameter less than that of the permissible circle 

Fie. 20.—Depth of focus in the of confusion c, the image will appear perfectly 

akon sharp, whereas outside this range some diffusion 

will be observed. If this range extends to a distance R to each side of the perfect 

focus, then R = cA, where A is the aperture number of the lens. The use of this 

relationship is chiefly found in determining the precision of focusing necessary in a 

camera, the permissible degree of nonflatness in films, etc. 

Depth of Focus in the Object.—So far as the practical photographer is concerned, the 

important aspect of depth of focus is the range of distances in the object which will 

appear substantially in focus on the plate. Thisis more properly called ‘‘depth of field.”’ 
If the camera is focused accurately on a certain plane in the object, at a magnifica- 

tion m, then the distance beyond the focused plane corresponding to a circle of con- 

fusion c on the plate, is given by 

cs 
It = ae (10) 

where d is the diameter of the entrance pupil of the lens, and s is the longitudinal 

distance of the focused object plane from the entrance pupil. Similarly, the depth 

of focus within the focused plane is 

cs 

Be = nd Fe Gy 
If the object is fairly near the camera, md is large compared to c, and we can write 

approximately 

cs 
1S Ry = ma (12) 

As an example in the use of these formulas, suppose we have an f/4.5 lens of focal 

length 100 mm. (4in.). Then with an object at 10 ft. (3.28 m.) distance and assuming 

a permissible circle of confusion of 0.1 mm. on the film, we have 

s = 3280 mm. 

100 

ec = 0.1 mm 

eS Hi et 
ie see f, wsls 
md = 0.70 

R= = NO dan eee aa 

ki — 228 = 546 mm. = 21.5 in. = 1 ft. 10 in. 
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Hence the whole depth of acceptably sharp field would be from 8 ft. 8 in. to 11 ft. 

10 in. 

By the approximate formula (12) we have 

R, = Ry = 469 mm. = 18.5 in. = 1 ft. 6 in. 

giving a range from 8 ft. 6 in. to 11 ft. 6 in. 

Depth of Focus, Including Enlargement of the Print.—It can easily be shown that if 

we photograph the same object with two lenses of different focal lengths and diameters, 

if we subsequently enlarge the smaller picture to make it the same size as the larger 

picture, and if we insist on equally sharp definition in the two final equal-sized pictures, 

then the depths of focus of the two cameras will be proportional solely to the diameters 

of the two lenses. Thus an f/2 lens of 2-in. focus and an f/4 lens of 4-in. focus both 

have a diameter of lin. The 2-in. lens forms a picture half as large as the 4-in. lens, 

but after enlargement to make them equal in size, the depth of focus of each will turn 

out to be the same. This property constitutes the real advantage of the miniature 

camera, in that 1t permits the use of a fast lens without loss of depth of focus. 

The Hyperfocal Distance.—In a fixed-focus hand camera, it is desirable to choose 

the focused plane so that the extreme end of the beyond-focus depth just reaches 

infinity. In this case, we write Ri = ©, whence md = c from Eq. (10). Now since 

m = f/x |Eq. (8), page 16], our focused distance in this case will be given by x = fd/c. 

This is called the ‘‘hyperfocal distance.”” It should be noted that in a camera cor- 

rectly focused for this distance, the within-focus depth just reaches 2/2. As an 

example, consider a camera lens of 100-mm. focal length and aperture f/8. The 

diameter of the pupilis d = 19% = 12.5mm., and the hyperfocal distance is given by 

x =fd/c = (100 X 12.5)/0.25 = 5.0 m. (16 ft.), assuming the permissible circle of 

confusion on the plate corresponds to c = 0.25 mm. The range of object distances 

sensibly in focus then runs from © up to 2.5 m. (8 ft.). 

The Resolving Power of a Lens.—If we follow through all the implications of the 

Huygens wave theory of light, we find that the image of a point source formed by a 

perfect lens is not a true point, but a small disk of light surrounded by a series of very 

faint rings of light, called an ‘‘Airy disk.’”’ The practical diameter of the central 

circular patch is found to be 2\f/d, where ) is the wavelength of the light used (approx- 

imately 0.0005 mm.), f is the image distance from the lens, and d is the clear diameter 

of the lens. Hence two close point sources will be just ‘‘resolved”’ if their separation 

is equal to \f/d or \A, where A is the aperture number of the lens. This quantity 
‘is so small that it scarcely ever enters into photographic problems, for even at f/16, 

as might be used for copying work, the least resolvable separation of two adjacent star 

images is 16A = 0.008 mm., while the grain of even a process plate is at least twice as 

large as that and with ordinary plates it may reach ten or twenty times as large. 

The Pinhole Camera.—A type of camera which should not be despised is the 

common pinhole camera, which is simply an ordinary camera having a pinhole in 

place of a lens. ‘The size of the pinhole is of considerable importance, for if it is too 
large the picture will be blurred owing to the spreading of the cones of light from the 

various object points as they pass through the hole, but on the other hand if the pin- 

hole is too small the light waves will spread out owing to diffraction effects, again 

causing a blurred picture. There is thus an optimum size of hole to be used with 

any given length of camera. It can be shown that the image of a single object point 

will be as small as possible, as a result of interference effects between light waves from 

the different parts of the hole, if the diameter of the hole A is given by the following 
formula: 

A® = 0,00007f (13) 
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where f is the length of the camera from pinhole to plate. This formula leads to the 
values given in Table VII. 

TaBLE VII.—Oprimum SizE oF PINHOLE 

PARI oe ces. eum ome SEN ah eee coed Cae cake Peco ot ite ants oe ge eins 3 4 6 10 

BAC Yn als tes VR eh UN Ra se re Mn 0s pie oe pl aR aR 0.014 0.017 0.020 0.026 

Relative apertures ics -.cssnus ener en ca eo ee eee ee £/210 £/230 £/300 £/380 

Sizefohaimareypoints Where ae sees eee ero eae 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.008 

In the fourth line of Table VII is given the size of the spot of light falling on the 

plate from each separate object point for the stated values of f and A. It will be 

noticed that the image spots are in every case less than one-third as large as the 

pinhole itself and are not much greater than the normal sharpness requirement for 

ordinary photography. The relative apertures are very low (less than f/200) hence 

a long exposure is required, but, with a fast plate in bright sunlight, even this will 

amount to only afew seconds. The entire absence of distortion for any size of angular 

field is a very great advantage afforded by the pinhole camera, in addition to its 

evident cheapness and simplicity. 

The variation in illumination over the field of a pinhole camera would be equal 

to that given by the cos‘ ¢ law expressed in Table V, page 20, if the pinhole is pierced 

in a plane thin sheet of opaque material. If the edges of the pinhole have been raised 

by the insertion of the pin or if the sheet material has considerable thickness, then 

there will be some vignetting of the oblique beams, resulting in still less light at the 

corners of the picture. It is unlikely that a pinhole photograph would be satisfactory 

if a field much greater than about 90° were attempted. 

Perspective Effects of Photography.—To understand the nature of photographic 

perspective, we need merely consider the tracks of rays from all parts of an extended 

scene into a simple pinhole camera. No change in the ray directions occurs at the 

pinhole, each ray continuing along its rectilinear path until intercepted by the photo- 

graphic plate. The picture formed on the plate is then necessarily a “correct” 

representation of the three-dimensional object projected upon a two-dimensional 

plane surface. A pinhole is considered here instead of any real lens for simplicity and 

to be sure that distortion or other optical aberrations shall be absent. 

However, such a picture although “‘correct’’ would not look pleasing unless it 

conformed to a number of long-established conventions. The first is that the plate 

plane shall be vertical. This corresponds to holding our eyes so that we look directly 

forward in a horizontal plane. If we tilt our head and:look upward at a high building, 

we see the vertical sides of the building appearing to converge to a point in the sky, 

but we do not ordinarily realize that this is so, and we object strongly to a photograph 

taken on a nonyertical plate which shows this effect. On the other hand, a deliberate 

exaggeration of this appearance may be used to suggest great height in a building. 

The second convention that must be observed is in the distance of the camera 

from the object. To look with our eyes at an automobile end-on from a distance of 

3 or 4 ft. shows the near end disproportionately large and the far end relatively small. 

However, in a photograph, this disproportionate magnification of various parts of the 

picture can appear unpleasant or even absurd, and it should be avoided by always 

placing the camera as far as possible from the object to be photographed. To yield 

a picture of the required size, a lens of sufficiently long focal length must, of course, 

be used, and this is one of the chief objections to small hand cameras equipped with 

fixed short-focused lenses. A good rule is never to place the camera closer than 10 ft. 

from a person or other medium-sized object which it is desired to photograph. 
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The third point to notice is that for proper perspective the print must be viewed 

from the point originally occupied by the center of the lens. With amateur snap- 

shots, this point is frequently too close to the print for the eye to accommodate, and 

a magnifier must be employed. The ideal magnifier is one having a focal length 

equal to that of the camera lens. If such a magnifier is used, the improvement in 
perspective is often amazing, and the whole scene takes on an impression of great 

reality. If the picture is enlarged, the viewing point is carried away from the print in 

proportion to the degree of enlargement, and for this reason alone enlargements of 

snapshots are frequently found to be much more “‘natural”’ and pleasing to the eye 

than the original contact prints. A good rule with miniature cameras is to enlarge 

by the ratio of 15 in. to the focal length of the camera lens, on the assumption that 

the enlargement will be viewed at approximately 15 in. distance. 

A fourth factor which sometimes accounts for an unnatural picture is the size of 

the angular field of view covered by the photograph. Artists rarely show more than 

30 or 40° in one picture, and photographs which include very much more than this are 

often deceptive. Almost all photographs taken with a wide-angle lens covering a 

field of 80 or 90° or even more are unsatisfactory, a typical example being a close view 

in a small steamship cabin which looks like a wide and spacious room in the print. 
The data in Table VIII may be useful, relating the focal length and size of angular 

field of lens with the size of picture produced by it. 

TaBLe VIII.—Ancuuar FIEup or LENS 

Focal length of lens 

Size of picture 
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Choice of Focal Length for Various Purposes.—Under all circumstances a good 

rule to follow is that the focal length should be as long as possible, if good perspec- 

tive representation is desired. In particular for portraiture, to form a head 

image, say, 3 in. high, a magnification of about one-third is required, and therefore if 

the subject is to be, for example, 9 ft. from the lens, the plate must be 3 ft. from the 

lens, requiring a focal length of 28in. As this is very long, it is generally necessary to 
place the subject at less than 9 ft. from the camera, with consequent slight ‘‘dis- 

tortion” of the perspective. 

However, in spite of everything, small lenses are by far the most popular, mainly 

from considerations of portability and cheapness and because the depth of focus 

for a given f-aperture is considerably increased. Optically, also, small lenses are better 

because the aberrational defects in a particular type of lens shrink with the scale on 

which the lens is constructed, while the various aberration tolerances remain 

unchanged. Thus it is often possible to make an f/1.5 lens for 16-mm. motion 

pictures of a design which could not be made to exceed, say, f/2.0 when used with 

35-mm. films, or perhaps f/2.5 for a miniature camera covering two frames of 35-mm. 

film. 

Lens Defects.—We have discussed so far the properties of a perfect lens. In 

practice no lens is perfect and some slight knowledge of the kinds of defects likely to 

be encountered is useful to the practical photographer. The principal aberrations 

may be listed as follows: 

1. Spherical aberration. A longitudinal variation of image position for different 

zones of the lens. 

2. Coma. Variation of image size for different zones of the lens. 

3. Chromatic aberration. Longitudinal variation of image position for different 

colors. 

4. Chromatic difference of magnification, or transverse chromatic aberration. 

Variation of image size for different colors. 

5. Distortion. Variation of magnification in different parts of the field. 

6. Astigmatism. A longitudinal separation between the images of radial and 

tangential lines in the field. 

7. Curvature of field. A curvature of the ‘‘field surfaces”? obtained by joining 

up the radial and tangential astigmatic images over the entire field. 

These will be considered separately. 

Spherical Aberration.—In practically every lens of any kind it is found that 

rays from an object point on the lens axis, entering the lens at different distances out 

from the center, cross the axis again on the image side at different points. This is 

clearly a defect, since in a perfect lens all the rays from an axial object point cross 

the axis again together at the image point. 

The situation for an entirely uncorrected simple convex lens is indicated in Fig. 21. 

The point P represents the “‘axial image point,’”’ which is the crossing point of rays 

passing through the lens near its center. The position of this image point is given 

by the formulas on page 15. Now in a simple lens, the other rays which pass through 

the outer parts of the lens fall short and cross the axis at points M, N, ete. The 

distance from P to M is called the spherical aberration of the lens for the particular 

ray concerned, usually the extreme marginal ray at full aperture. Evidently stopping 

down the diaphragm of such a lens will reduce the spherical aberration drastically. 

The dotted curve in Fig. 21 is a graph connecting the height of incidence of the ray 

with the position of. its crossing point with the axis. This graph is approximately 

a parabola for an uncorrected lens because the aberration increases approximately 

as the square of the height of incidence; thus halving the lens diameter reduces the 

aberration to one-quarter of its previous amount. 
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In a spherically corrected lens, the aim is to make the extreme marginal ray cross 

the axis at the point P, which can be accomplished by a suitable choice of lens shape 

and construction. Then it generally happens that the intermediate rays do not cross 

the axis at this focus but fall a little short of it, giving the situation indicated in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 21.—Diagram illustrating spherical aberration. 

This small residual aberration for the intermediate zones of the lens is known as “‘zonal 

aberration”’ and is generally negligible, but it becomes of serious magnitude in micro- 

scope objectives and photographic lenses of over f/3 relative aperture. In large 

telescope objectives, zonal aberration would be so serious if spherical surfaces were 

Fig. 22.—Diagram illustrating zonal aberration. 

used that one or more of the lens surfaces is invariably made aspherical by judicious 

hand retouching, and consequently the quality of such a lens ultimately espeuss more 

on the skill of the retoucher than on the care of the designer. 

The general effect of large spherical aberration in a lens is to produce an image of a 

point source consisting of a bright central point (the focus of the axial 

rays, represented by P in the ray diagrams) surrounded by a halo of 

light caused by the rays which miss the point P, as indicated in Fig. 

23. With an extended object, of course, every point will be imaged as 

a patch of this sort, all the central bright spots serving to outline the 

image, and all the halos merging together to produce a general fog or Brees 

haze over the picture. On stopping down the lens by means of its iris Tmage of a 
diaphragm, the halo becomes smaller, the central brightness remaining point source 

virtually unchanged until the entire halo has gone. Further stopping When spher- 

beyond that stage diminishes the central brightness also. ae ene a 

The author once examined an f/1.5 lens which had a large residual n¢. 
of spherical aberration of this type. The outer halo could be com- 

pletely removed by stopping the lens down to f/2.9, after which further stopping down 

merely diminished the brightness of the central spot. As far as extended objects are 

concerned, this lens would give its best image at f/2.9. Any enlargement of the 

aperture beyond f/2.9 would produce a haze over the whole picture resulting in bad 
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loss of contrast, the effect being almost similar to admitting stray light into the 

camera by making holes in the bellows! 

Spherical aberration can be immediately recognized in a lens by letting it form an 

image of a distant point source through a filter, to make the light reasonably mono- 

chromatic, and then examining the image with a strong magnifier or a low-power 
microscope. 

Coma.—Coma is an aberration which does not exist in the center of the image 

(the lens axis) but increases steadily for images lying progressively farther out in the 

Fic. 24.—Image produced when coma is present. 

field. It is essentially a difference in magnification, or distance of the image from the 

lens axis, for different zones of the lens. Each zone forms a minute ring image of an 

object point, all the various rings falling between two lines at 60° to one another as 

indicated in Fig. 24. The strongest concentration of light is, as for spherical aber- 

ration, where the rays through the middle of the lens form their focus, v7z., at P in 

Fig. 24. This comatic (cometlike) form of star image off the axis of the lens is very 

commonly found in an ordinary astronomical telescope having a slightly tilted 

objective. It is common too in photographic lenses, but there it is generally so 

700 

Wavelength in mu p oOo ro) 
—>/ joht Position of Focus 

direction 
Fig. 25.—Curve relating wavelength with position of focus, for a simple lens and for an 

achromat. 

mixed with astigmatism and other aberrations that few people have ever seen an 

image afflicted with pure coma and nothing else. 
Chromatic Aberration.—This is characterized by a longitudinal displacement of 

the image plane for different wavelengths (colors). In an uncorrected positive lens 

the violet focus is the shortest and the red the longest, the other colors falling into 

their place between the two extremes. In an achromatic lens an attempt is made by 

combining two or more different kinds of glass to unite two colors at a common focus. 
When this is done, the intermediate colors fall closer to the lens than the united pair, 
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and the extreme colors fall beyond, so that the curve connecting wavelength (A) 

with image position becomes bent back on itself as shown in Fig. 25. This means 

that in the neighborhood of one wavelength the lens is substantially free from chro- 

matic aberration, that being the ‘‘minimum focus wavelength”’ corresponding to the 

point m in Fig. 25. For lens systems to be used before the eye, this minimum-focus 

wavelength should fall at about 0.55 u, which is the peak of the sensitivity curve of 

the eye, but for photographic work with ordinary plates, it should fall much lower, 

say at 0.45 » or even less. For use with panchromatic materials having a very broad 

range of color sensitivity and sometimes even with two definite peaks of sensitivity 

at different wavelengths, the best position of the minimum-focus wavelength has not 

yet been decided. The only solution may be to make “apochromatic”’ lenses, 1.e., 

lenses in which the curve in Fig. 25 is practically flat or in which it has a double bend 

giving union of three colors at a common focus. Hither of these conditions is hard to 
fulfill and is indeed almost impossible because of the necessity of correcting all the 

other aberrations at the same time. The longitudinal extent of the chromatic 

aberration of a lens is not diminished by stopping down, but its seriousness is reduced 

[oe Des ae at eee | 

Barrel Original Object Pincushion 

Fig. 26.—Outline of square images produced when distortion is present. 

because the depth of focus becomes increased at smaller aperture and thereby absorbs 

more of the chromatic aberration. 
Chromatic Difference of Magnification.—This exists in any lens in which the focal 

length is different in different colors; it should be carefully distinguished from ordinary 

chromatic aberration in which the position of the focal point varies in different colors. 

Chromatic difference of magnification produces colored fringes round the outer edges 
of the image, and in photography these are recorded as blurred outlines. The effect 

becomes worse if the image point lies farther from the center of the picture. It is 

especially serious in lenses to be used in color photography or in three-color process 

work, and it is not improved in any way by stopping down the lens. 
In modern miniature cameras with good lenses, this defect is never likely to be 

large enough to be noticeable, even when taking pictures on Kodachrome film. Its 

effect in enlargers is liable to be much more serious, and is discussed under process and 

enlarging lenses below (on page 48 in Chap. III). 

Distortion.—When distortion is present in a lens, the magnification is not constant 

all over the picture, but the outer parts may be magnified less or more than the central 

parts. These cases are illustrated in Fig. 26. In the upper part of that diagram are 

shown images of a uniformly divided scale taken with a lens having these two types of 

distortion, and in the lower part of the figure are shown the effects of these distortions 

on the image of asquare. In the latter case, since the corners of the square are farther 

out than the sides, they are magnified relatively less or more than the sides, and hence 

the square is distorted into a barrel- or cushion-shaped figure. In each case, the 

perfect square-image is shown dotted. Distortion is unaffected by stopping down 

the lens, and is very serious in any lens where measurements are to be made on the 

plate, e.g., in process lenses or lenses for map copying or aerial surveying. Lenses with 
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a symmetrical construction are generally found to have very little if any distortion. 

Distortionless lenses are called ‘‘orthoscopic”’ or ‘‘rectilinear.”’ 

Astigmatism.—This aberration, like coma, does not exist on the axis of a well- 

centered lens but increases rapidly in the oblique pencils. It is characterized by a 

longitudinal difference in position between the images of radial lines in the field and 

Fic. 27.—An astigmatic image. 

tangential lines. Thus, if a wheel having a tangential rim and radial spokes is photo- 

graphed the spokes may be in focus and the rim blurred, or vice versa (Fig. 27). In 

any oblique pencil through the lens from an extraaxial object point, the imaging beam 

nowhere contracts to a point when astigmatism is present (hence the name), but 

instead it shrinks to a pair of focal lines. Thus a series of sections across such a 

beam would appear as indicated in Fig. 28 if shown side by side. In this figure, the 

Fig. 28.—Diagram illustrating the images which are obtained when astigmatism is present. 

focal line marked R points radially in toward the center of the picture, and hence 

radial lines in the picture would be imaged sharply there. The other focal line T is 

tangential to the picture, and tangential lines in the image are sharply defined there. 

Midway between the focal lines the beam has a circular section, which represents 

generally the position of best average definition. 
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Vignetting in a lens affects the astigmatism of very oblique pencils, because, 

when vignetting is present, the effective aperture of the lens is the intersection of two 

ellipses as shown in Fig. 28, and hence the lens aperture in the radial direction is 

smaller than in the tangential direction. This small radial aperture makes the 

radial focal line short, but it also gives great depth of focus to the tangential line; 

similarly, the large tangential aperture makes the tangential focal line long but gives 

the radial line very little depth of focus. Generally speaking, the result of this is 

that the radial lines have a definite focal position, whereas tangential lines are equally 

sharp over a considerable range of positions, and indeed often it is impossible to say 

where is the plane of best definition of tangential lines in the corners of the picture. 

Curvature of Field.—If all the tangential focal lines in the image of a plane object 

are joined, they are found to lie on a surface called the “‘tangential field curve” of the 

lens; similarly the radial focal lines all lie on the “radial field curve”’ or, as it is more 
usually called, the ‘‘sagittal field curve” of the lens. These two field curves touch 

at the center of the field since the astigmatism always vanishes there, and in a well- 

corrected lens they both approximate reasonably to the plane of the plate. The 

field curves of a typical lens are shown in Fig. 29. Stopping down the lens does not 

Ht. 

Fig. 29.—The field curves of a typical lens. The particular curves shown apply to the 
Cooke wide-angle f/8 lens. 

affect the positions of these image curves, but it increases the depth of focus and 

shortens the focal lines themselves, so in practice it considerably reduces the effect 

of astigmatism on the image. 

The Angular Field of a Lens.—This is limited by the state of correction of the lens 

aberrations, and generally the limits of the useful field of a lens become very evident 

in a photograph of some flat object (the front of a building, for instance) taken at full 

aperture on a large plate. The limit is usually expressed as the useful angular field 

measured outward from the axis before definition becomes too bad to be tolerated; 

this should strictly be called the ‘‘semifield.”” Sometimes the whole angular extent 

of the usable field is specified, and sometimes the field is indicated by stating the size 

of plate covered by a lens of given focal length. For ordinary lenses, a semifield of 

22 or 25° is considered normal. For wide-angle lenses, 45° is a reasonable limit, 7.e., 

a 90° total field. Motion-picture lenses have smaller fields, for instance a lens of 

l-in. (25.4-mm.) focal length for use with 16-mm. motion-picture film need only 

cover a semifield of 13°50’, as each frame has the dimensions 7.5 by 10 mm., giving 

a diagonal length of 12.5 mm. The 35-mm. film has a frame of dimensions 18 by 24 

mm., with a diagonal of 30 mm., and hence, when used with a lens of 2-in. focal 

length, the semifield is 16°30’. In the Leica and other miniature cameras covering 

two adjacent frames of 35-mm. film, the picture size is 24 by 36 mm., giving a diagonal 

of 43.2 mm., and hence with a 2-in. lens the semifield to be covered is 23°. With a 
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3-in. lens this drops to 15°48’. A common rule is that the diagonal of the field is 

about equal to the focal length of the lens; this rule implies a semifield of about 26° 

(see Table VIII for further illustrations). 

Effect of Inserting a Parallel Plate into a Light Beam.—There is optically no 

effect whatever from the insertion of a plano-parallel plate of glass or other homo- 

geneous transparent material into a parallel beam of light. Hence filters, prisms, etc., 
required for use with a lens focused on a distant object should be inserted into the 
beam before it enters the lens. 

Fie. 30.—Passage of a converging beam through a parallel glass plate. 

The situation is quite different if the parallel plate is inserted into a converging or 

diverging beam. If the beam is such that its central ray falls perpendicularly on the 

parallel glass slab, it is affected in the manner indicated in Fig. 30. Suppose the 

beam without the slab comes to a perfect focus at B, then when the slab is inserted 

the focus will be shifted away by about one-third of the slab thickness to B’. More- 

over, the foci of rays at different slopes through the plate will be shifted by different 

amounts, resulting in the introduction of considerable spherical aberration. 

But an oblique pencil is upset by the slab in a much more complicated fashion. 

In Fig. 31, if B is a perfect image point before 

inserting the slab, the image may go to a position 

B’ after inserting the slab; but if A’B’ is greater 

or less than AB there will be distortion intro- 

duced, and moreover the image B’ will in general 

suffer from spherical aberration, coma, astigma- 

tism, and all the other aberrations due entirely 

to the passage of the rays through the slab. 

The amounts of these aberrations due to the 

parallel-sided slab are independent of the position 

of the slab but depend only on its thickness and 

refractive index. These remarks apply directly 

Fic. 31.—Passage of an oblique 0 filters inserted between the lens and the picture 
pencil of rays through a parallel and to reflecting prisms of all kinds, which are 

plate. optically equivalent to a parallel slab plus one or 

more plane mirrors. 

The firm of Taylor-Hobson has designed special camera lenses for use in Tech- 

nicolor, for in that process a beam-splitting prism must be inserted between the lens 

and the film; ordinary lenses would be useless here on account of the great thickness of 

the prism and the strong convergence of the rays passing through it. 

Simple Lens Tests.—Undoubtedly the simplest test for a photographic lens is to 

photograph on a fine-grain film a distant vertical wall carrying on it sharp detail such 

as pieces of paper covered with printed matter of various sizes. The experiment 

should be done outdoors, but not in direct sunlight, so as to secure uniformity of 

illumination. In this way any nonuniformity of illumination over the field, due to a 
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combination of vignetting and the cos‘ ¢ law, will be made apparent, together with 

the quality and sharpness of definition over the whole field. To detect inequality of 

illumination most easily, the exposure should be on the short side, because then the 

underexposure produced by vignetting becomes exaggerated. Enlarger lenses should 

be tested with a cross-ruled glass screen in place of the negative, the image being 
caught on a sheet of bromide paper. 

There have been many special lens-testing benches constructed which facilitate 

the testing of photographic lenses, but the direct photographic test, accompanied by 

tests for ghost images (see page 22), is likely to be as useful and as satisfactory as any 

other for the actual photographer to perform 

himself. A brief bibliography of lens tests is given 

at the end of this chapter. 

Enlarging Lenses.—In general, the require- 

ments to be satisfied by the lens on an enlarger are 

not essentially different from those of a camera 

lens. There are, however, a few minor points 

which should be emphasized. Strictly, enlarging 

lenses should be designed for the approximate 
magnification under which they will be used, as a 
change in object distance may seriously upset the 

corrections of a photographic lens. For instance, 

some good anastigmats which give a flat field with 
a distant object project an image when used in an 

enlarger which is backward curving, 7.e., an image 

in which the corners are too far from the lens. 

Fortunately stopping down the enlarging lens will 

help all aberrations except distortion and trans- 
verse chromatic aberration. As regards these two 

defects, it can easily be shown that, if the lens is 
symmetrical about a central stop, they will be 

automatically removed when used at unit magni- 

Fig. 32.—Diagram of a Fic. 33.—Diagram of the brilliant 
simple view finder. view finder. 

fication. Hence, if good correction of these aberrations is important, a lens of 
a symmetrical type is to be preferred for use on an enlarger. Incidentally, in 

three-color work with color-separation negatives, chromatic difference of magnifica- 

tion is a very serious defect and should be avoided wherever possible. For com- 

mercial color work, apochromatic process lenses are made in which this aberration is 
very well corrected for all colors of the spectrum. 

View Finders.—The simplest view finder is really a small camera with a simple 

lens, a mirror, and a ground-glass screen (Fig. 32), and, since only a single mirror is 

used, the picture seen is reversed from left to right. However, as ground glass is very 

wasteful of light, it is more usual now to project the image into the plane of a viewing 

lens, which is so chosen as to project an image of the first lens into the plane of the 

observer’s eyes (approximately) (Fig. 33). The observer then sees a brilliant picture 
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in the plane of the viewing lens on which the effective outline of the field can be etched 

or marked in some suitable way. The size of the etched frame bears the same relation 

to the camera picture as the focal length of the finder lens bears to that of the camera 

lens. 

For cameras held close to the face, a direct-vision view finder may be used con- 

sisting of a plano-concave lens cut to a rectangular shape (Fig. 34). The eye position 

is often indicated by a small view hole, and the field limits are marked on the lens at 

the position corresponding to a semifield ¢ projected outward from the point £’, 

which is the virtual image of EH formed by the concave lens. In using this finder, the 

eye must be accommodated sufficiently to see the image of distant objects formed by 

the lens, and in a small compact camera this may be too close for convenient vision. 

In such a ease, a convex lens may be mounted at EH, having its focal plane coinciding 

with the image of distant objects formed by the concave lens, 2.e., with its posterior 

focal point. The finder then becomes simply a reversed Galilean telescope. 

Fic. 34.—Diagram showing optical paths in a direct-vision view finder. 

Parallax in View Finders.—Since the view-finder lens is necessarily displaced to 

one side of the camera lens, the picture seen in the view finder will be correct only for 

objects at one distance, usually infinity. Some cameras therefore contain an arrange- 

ment which automatically causes the axes of finder and camera to converge correctly 

while adjusting the focus so as to intersect at the focused object, while others show 

a series of frames which outline the field seen at various distances, for instance, very 

distant, 6 ft. and 2 ft. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVE 

By R. Kinesuake 

Landscape Lenses.—Historically, photographic lenses fall into two groups, the 

early period prior to 1886 and the anastigmat period since that time. In that year a 

revolution occurred in lens design as a result of the successful development of barium 
crown glass by Abbe and Schott, in Jena. 

The earliest photographs were made by placing paper covered with a light- 

sensitive material in the focal plane of a camera obscura, the lenses used being first 
simple plano-convex lenses, and later sim- 

ple meniscus “‘landscape” lenses as sug- | 

gested by Wollaston in 1812 (Fig. 1). A 

suitably designed meniscus lens, with a 

stop in front of it on the concave side of 

the lens, will give good pictures at f/11 or | 

f/16, covering with moderate definition a Fic. 1.—Meniscus Fie. 2.—Achro- 
total field of about 45°. This lens is stil] 1#4scapelens of Wol- matic landscape lens 

: : laston. of Chevalier. 
universally adopted in low-priced cameras. eva ted 

In addition to its cheapness, this lens has the advantage of possessing only two glass- 

air surfaces. 

The lack of achromatism of this lens was soon found to be a disadvantage, even 

before the camera obscura became a photographic camera, and the achromatic land- 

scape lens was introduced by Chevalier in 1821 (Fig. 2). The process of achromatiza- 

tion automatically removed both of the chromatic aberrations, thus improving the 
definition in a twofold manner. 

The Petzval Portrait Lens.—The landscape lens at f/11 was successfully adopted in 

the early daguerreotype process, but exposures of half an hour or more were necessary 

even in sunlight. Consequently when daguerreotype portraiture was attempted, the 

need soon arose for a much faster lens. J. Petzval, 

of Vienna, solved the problem in 1841 by the design 

of his well-known portrait lens (Fig. 3), which is 

- still popular although its regular manufacture has 

been abandoned in recent years since the introduc- 

tion of anastigmats of equal or greater speed. The 

Petzval lens contained four single lenses and six 

glass-air surfaces and covered a field of 25° at an 
aperture of f/3.4. This general design was subsequently improved by Dallmeyer, 

Voigtlander, Zincke-Sommer, and Steinheil, reaching finally an aperture of f/2.4. It 

suffered from the disadvantage of astigmatic defects in the outer part of the field, 

which could not be removed so long as the designer was limited to the use of ordinary 

crown and flint glasses. 

Orthoscopic Lenses.—The processes of photography were at this time undergoing 

rapid improvement, and by 1858 the wet-collodion process had become generally 

adopted. Its relatively high speed made indoor and architectural photography a 
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Fie. 3.—Petzval portrait lens. 
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practical possibility. At once the distortion of the landscape lens and the limited 
field of the portrait lens became strongly noticeable and objectionable. In 1859, 

J. T. Goddard attempted to remove the distortion of the landscape lens by intro- 

ducing a cemented doublet between the lens and the diaphragm. Within the following 
few years many other nondistorting or ‘‘orthoscopic”’ lenses were introduced, most of 

which comprised two identical lenses placed symmetrically about a central stop, such 

as Steinheil’s ‘‘periscopic”’ lens of 1865 (Fig. 4). The argument here was that if the 

lens is in front of the stop, pincushion distortion arises, whereas if the stop is in front 

of the lens, the distortion is barrel-shaped. Thus, when both lenses are used together, 

their distortions will neutralize each other. Some extremely wide-angle lenses were 

made at this time, notably the Harrison and Schnitzer Globe lens, Sutton’s panoramic 

Fic. 4.—Steinheil’s peri- Fie. 5.—Busch Pantoskop 

scopic lens. wide-angle lens. 

lens containing water inside a hollow thick glass sphere, and the Busch Pantoskop lens. 

This latter covered a field of 100° at f/30 (Fig. 5). 

The Effects of Shifting the Stop.—The real advantages of the symmetrical con- 

struction were not at first realized. These follow from a consideration of the laws 

governing the changes of aberrations as the stop is moved longitudinally along the 

lens axis. These changes may be represented symbolically by the equations: 

Sph* = Sph 

Coma* = Coma + K X Sph (1) 

Ast* = Ast + 2K X Coma + K? X Sph 

The asterisk (*) indicates the value of each aberration after the stop has been shifted 

by an amount represented by K. Thus, shifting the stop does not affect spherical 

aberration at all, but it changes the coma if spherical aberration is present, and it 

changes the astigmatism if either spherical aberration or coma or both are present. 

In the landscape lens, the stop is placed at such a position that the coma is just neu- 

tralized by the (K X Sph) term in the second equation above. Thus a landscape 

lens must have spherical aberration if it is to be coma-free, and, of course, coma is a 

much worse defect than spherical aberration since coma increases as the field increases, 

whereas spherical aberration is constant over the entire SZ 
SF field. The field of a landscape lens must then be flattened 
FZ ; : 
Z by a suitable choice of lens shape. 

TTIN IT The Rapid Rectilinear Lens.—In 1866, Dallmeyer and 

Steinheil simultaneously and independently realized that, 

if two identical lenses are mounted symmetrically about 

a central stop, the three transverse aberrations-distortion, 

chromatic difference of magnification, and coma, are 

automatically removed (or drastically reduced), and hence each component of such 

a symmetrical system need not be corrected for any of these three aberrations. 

They therefore constructed a symmetrical lens, each half of which was corrected for 

longitudinal chromatic and spherical aberration; the astigmatism was then removed 

by placing the stop at the correct position relative to each component to make use of 

the (2K X Coma) term in the third equation above. In this way they produced the 

Fie. 6.—Rapid rectilinear 

lens. 
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well-known Rapid Rectilinear or Aplanat lens (Fig. 6), covering a field of 45° at f/8, 

and giving excellent definition at the center of the picture because of the good 

spherical correction. 

The Petzval Theorem.—Actually, the astigmatism in the Rapid Rectilinear lens 

was deliberately not reduced to zero because that would give rather a badly curved 

field. There is a simple theorem named after Petzval, which states that the radius of 

curvature of the central part of the astigmatism-free field of a lens is given by p in 

1 n—n ——— seat 1s as 2 
p > mn’ r ) (2) 

where r is the radius of curvature of a surface in the lens separating materials of 

refractive index n and n’, the summation to be made for all the refracting surfaces in 
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Fic. 7.—The Petzval surface and astigmatism curves. 

the lens system. This sum is independent of the object distance, the thicknesses and 

airspaces in the system, and the stop position. It is therefore a very inflexible quan- 

tity which it is hard to vary or control. The surface whose radius p is given by Eq. (2) 

is called the ‘‘Petzval surface”? and represents the shape of the field if astigmatism 

is corrected. 
If astigmatism is present, however, it is found that the longitudinal distances from 

this Petzval surface to the radial (sagittal) and tangential (meridional) focal lines, 

respectively, are in a ratio of 1:3, as indicated in the various cases illustrated in Fig. 7. 

In case a of this figure, it is clear that the introduction of a little negative (over- 

corrected) astigmatism has flattened the effective field, as compared with case é 

in which the astigmatism is zero. The ideal case is, of course, 

zero Petzval sum and zero astigmatism; this condition is | 

realized approximately in the modern ‘‘anastigmat” lenses 

(case d). 

Attempts to Reduce the Petzval Sum.—It soon became 

apparent that a flat field free from astigmatism could only be 

obtained if the Petzval sum were drastically reduced in F1¢. 8.—Hypergon 

magnitude. This could be done in three different ways: (1) A Taisehisle Ueas. 

single lens could be made to have a low sum by giving it a meniscus form with equal 

outside radii and considerable thickness. This shape appears commonly in many 

types of anastigmat, reaching its limit in the nonachromatic Hypergon (Fig. 8) whichis 

designed to cover a field of 140° at f/22. (2) In an achromatic lens, if the crown and 

flint components are separated by a finite distance, the flint must be strengthened to 

compensate for its smaller effective diameter, and this will at once reduce the Petzval 

sum. (3) To fulfill the Petzval sum and also the achromatic condition in a reason- 
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ably thin cemented doublet, the ratio of the V of each glass! to its refractive index n 

must be the same. Unfortunately in ordinary crown and flint glasses the n and V 

change in opposite directions, as indicated in Table I. 

TaBLeE ].—INDEXx AND DISPERSION OF OLD TypEs oF GLASS 

Type Index n |} Constringence V V/n 

EV ATAU GRO WI scorer year SEES ES Ie EER ae TE Pi fas 1.5175 60.5 39.9 

Tbh evel fol oh ria sb on reeketn eae gegdne ue fen bin. ean een mabe Ls rata in pate oan aha Salta) A atid 1.5290 51.6 33.8 

i aed an enn SUDO Race ede Cos Sa AEA BRR ea REARS OCR Pt min BU ei or NRE gas 1.5746 41.4 26.2 

IDXeraeSeeh DT AU TAs Ah eReaneeeteu mE ache Boe meer A biome mime a nomic IRE eens See ae 1.6041 37.8 23.5 

MXChA=G ONS Cf Lnb yey gee res oo ocean aR enter ak 2) att Bee oDEE ge 1.7402 28.4 16.3 

a a | 

However, by the use of barium glasses introduced by Schott and Abbe in 1886, 

it becomes possible to select pairs of glasses in which the values of V/n are the same 

(Table IT). 

Tas_E I].—INDEX aND DispERSION OF SomE ‘“‘NEw” Guass Parrs 

Type Index n | Constringence V V/n 

AREA Tbe ees Se ee nce eae, le el MBS De arace T ACe 1.6530 46.2 27.9 

Usa ch Geflam tee phan. sees ae eee oe noes lic Stes ec a pee le eo Se 1.5674 43.8 27.9 

ID ENS hbanitmeCro wise me ese hei: male Ae me arp een ees mS ace ene a 1.6098 53.3 3a. 1 

TOR nena ved ale Tabb oa een ca tnt SAE A era eR be Ger tool po eel ees POEL a 1.5290 51.6 33.8 

Densebanriwim Crow yes yey heehee ss Rus Tee bene ee ek EIR Pale) alee 1.6016 59.9 37/533 

Melescope finite eg see Shs ais eran eee TTR restate Tare | 1.5151 56.4 37.2 

The first lens to include these new glass pairs was the Ross Concentric (Fig. 9) 

designed by Schréder in 1888. This lens was a symmetrical system of two flat-field 

achromatic landscape lenses; not being spherically corrected, its aperture was limited 

to f/16, but it satisfactorily covered a wide field. 

Now to correct the spherical aberration of a thin cemented doublet it is necessary 

that the convex element should have a lower index than the concave, as in the Rapid 
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Fic. 9.—Ross Concen- Fig. 10.—Protar Fig. 11.—Protar f/4.5 

tric lens. lens developed by lens. 
Rudolph. 

Rectilinear type, but in a new achromat combination the convex element must have a 

higher index than the concave. It is thus impossible to design a thin spherically 

corrected achromatic lens of the new glasses. Dr. Rudolph of the Zeiss Company 

realized this, and in 1890 produced his Protar lens (Fig. 10) consisting of an old-type 

achromat in front, and a new achromat behind. The front lens was given a very low 

or zero focal power, and it had enough overcorrected spherical aberration to com- 

1 The V-number of a glass is the reciprocal of its dispersive power, or V = (np — 1)/(mr — nc). It 

is sometimes called the ‘‘constringence’’ or Abbe number of the glass. 
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pensate the inevitable spherical undercorrection of the new achromat rear element. 

Similarly, the glasses for the rear element were so chosen that the Petzval sum of the 

rear would compensate that of the front element. The shapes of the lenses were also 

chosen so as to correct the coma and astigmatism of the whole system. 

The Protar lens, as first made, operated at f/7.7 or less. However, its aperture 

was subsequently raised to f/4.5 by changing the rear component into a triplet (Fig. 
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Fie. 13.—Symmetrical Fig. 14.—Voigtlander Col- 

double-protar lens. linear. _ 

11) in which the positive barium crown element was divided into two parts placed 

one on each side of the light flint negative element. 

In 1893, as a result of the simultaneous and independent activities of Rudolph at 

Zeiss and von Héegh at Goerz, the old and new achromat elements of the Protar were 

combined into one. The Zeiss Triple-Protar and the Goerz Dagor were practically 

identical designs, consisting of a symmetrical arrangement of two cemented triple 

elements (Fig. 12). Each element was in external form a thick meniscus lens, this 
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Fic. 15.—Watson Holo- Fic. 16.—Reichert Com- Fic. 17.—Rietzschel 

stigmat. binar. Linear. 

shape helping to reduce the Petzval sum in addition to flattening the field. The 

refractive indices were in the order high-medium-low while the V-numbers of the 

glasses were, respectively, high-low-high. Thus, if an imaginary line is drawn to 

bisect the middle lens of each element, the outside doublets are evidently new achro- 

mats and the inside doublets are old achromats. 

In the same year, Rudolph designed the convertible double-protar lens (Fig. 13) 

in which the new and old achromats were directly cemented together forming quad- 
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Fic. 18.—Goerz Pantar. Fie. 

Th Yn : SES 

19.—Goerz Convertible Fic. 20.—Half of Turner- 
Anastigmat. Reich convertible lens. 

ruple elements, which were then mounted symmetrically in pairs about a central stop. 

Because of the high degree of correction of these elements, they could be used sepa- 

rately as anastigmatic landscape lenses at f/12 or combined together in pairs to make 

a “set” of interchangeable lenses. Thus by having a ‘‘set”’ of three lenses of different 

foci, six possible focal lengths could be obtained. This design is still largely used by 

commercial photographers. Other variations of these symmetrical cemented anastig- 

mats soon followed. Some typical examples are given in Table III: 
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TasBLeE III].—Symmerricat ANASTIGMATS 
Manufacturer Lens System 

Two Triplets 

BUSCH CUA T ye osscrerers ey aye eae are eeee soe nee tea er aa ? 

Goerz SDA ore wer scree ree ere eee Te Es te a A + — +: (Fig. 12) 

Gundlachtberioraphicaerterca oe ae ar eae ee een 2 

Rodenstock #hikonarycijeree ae. eee Oc eee ee ? 

Schneider Anculon:s< seer ets Seen er ee ee es — + —: (Fig. 15) 

Schneider oyammara pees ok ee Meee ene ee ae nee te + — +: (Fig. 12) 

StemhelkOrthostiamatmeeeree ce noe eee eee ++ — : (Fig. 14) 

Voirtland er. Collineanaae yy. tee ee | eee een ern ae ++ — : (Fig. 14) 

WratsontEHolostigmat crm. esse. ee eee ee eee — + — : (Fig. 15) 

Zeiss Convertible Protar ; 

Zeiss Ortho Protar } Te i 5 i ei de aie nen CN 2) 

ZeisswhriplevProtatwcr.. “taco esos ner ae ae + — +: (Fig. 12) 

Two Quadruplets 

Becki Bystremaryasc con intr ttny eee cs neck eoe ae — ++ —: (Fig. 18) 

Goerze Ran tare ys exces tree bec e hoe NS as ey ed eT ae +—++: (Fig. 18) 

Reichert™C om binary espace eects ert ee eta Scone ve ee en ++ — +: (Fig. 16) 

Rietzschel ME ear ice sexs secre ees Ee ee ee nS ee eae + — + — : (Fig. 17) 

Simon’ Octanars 6epetatie aoe eee ae oe ye ge ee SP ap = ae 8 Ge, 16) 

ZEISSMO OUDELE TOLAT Session pace ee Pee ro ba cpawe Sel cen ey tant oe — ++ —: (Fig. 18) 

Two Quintuplets 

Goerz Convertible Anastigmat Series II................... — + — + —: (Fig. 19) 

MUrNEr- Hel Chlens. ster ee eve ee ae eh dtr ae ee — —+ + —: (Fig. 20) 

These completely cemented symmetrical lenses do not generally exceed f/6.3 

in aperture, with some exceptions up to f/4.5, but they cover a wide field of as much as 

90° in some cases. Some of the triplets are convertible but generally only at reduced 

aperture. In some cases a front lens of one type is convertible with a back lens of a 

different type such as the Polyplast of Dr. St&ble (Fig. 21). 
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Fie. 21.—Polyplast Fig. 22.—Meyer Plasmat, f/4. 
convertible lens. 

The convertible lens has largely disappeared from amateur use with the advent of 

fixed-lens hand cameras. To use a convertible lens adequately, a tripod and focusing 

screen are really necessary. 

In recent years, considerable improvements have been made by separating one or 

more of the lenses in these symmetrical types, and in some cases departing from strict 
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Fie. 23.— Fic. 25.—Meyer Kino-Plas- 

Half of Taylor- Angulon. mat, f/1.5. 
Hobson converti- 

ble lens. 

symmetry. For example, in the Meyer Plasmat f/4 (Fig. 22), the two lenses nearest — 

the stop in the Goerz Dagor have been detached, the same type of construction being 

adopted in the Ross f/4 wide-angle Xpres, the Schulze Euryplan f/6, the Busch 
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Stigmar f/6.3, the Bausch and Lomb Aero lenses, and the Zeiss distortionless Orthom- 

etarf/4.5. Some advantage has been gained by separating the old and new achromats 

in the double-protar type, for instance in the new Taylor-Hobson Series 15 con- 

vertible anastigmat f/6.8 (Fig. 23). The Schneider Ortho-Angulon contains two 

symmetrical quadruplets in which the inner elements have been detached (Fig. 24). 

The Meyer Kino-Plasmat f/1.5 is an extreme variant of these nearly symmetrical 

types (Fig. 25). 

The Cooke Lens.—These recent developments represent the limit to which the 

wide-angle symmetrical ‘‘continental”’ type of lens has been carried. At the other 

end of the scale, we have the Petzval portrait lens and its variants, which have a large 

aperture (up to about f/2.4) but cover only a rather small field (20°). The limit along 

this line is the recent Zeiss R-Biotar for motion-picture photography of X-ray images 

on fluorescent screens, which has an aperture of f/0.85 and covers a field of only 

14° (Fig. 26). 
In order to provide a lens having intermediate properties between these ‘‘conti- 

nental” and ‘‘Petzval”’ types, H. Dennis Taylor in 1893 and succeeding years devel- 
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tion-picture X-ray photography. Aareon: « positive mele 

ments. 

oped the well-known Cooke lens in which the Petzval sum is reduced by separating 

the constituents of an achromat.! A simple separated doublet would suffer from 

very bad distortion and transverse color; therefore, Taylor divided the positive 

element into two and mounted the negative element between them (Fig. 27). 

Although it is theoretically possible to design such a lens using old glasses, he shortened 

the system and made the corrections easier by using barium crown instead of ordinary 

crown for the convex elements. This type of lens can be made in apertures up to 

f/3.5, to cover a field of 55°, and has the great advantages of weak curves, few com- 

ponents, and no cemented surfaces. At the same time it has six glass-air surfaces, 

but if the iris is placed in the rear airspace no trouble from ghosts or flare spots is 

ordinarily encountered. The Cooke type of lens is made by many firms and has been 

regarded as the major real invention in lens design since the advent of the new glass 

types. The Beck Neostigmar is really of the Cooke type, with the diaphragm placed 

in the front airspace (Fig. 28). 

The aperture of the Cooke lens was raised to f/2.3 in 1925 by Bielicke in the 

Astro Tachar lens (U. 8. Pat. 1540752), and in 1926 by Lee in the Taylor-Hobson 

f/2.5 Speedic lens, by splitting the rear positive element into two closely spaced posi- 

tive lenses (Fig. 29). Even the recent Zeiss Sonnar lens (Fig. 30) covering 54° at 

f/1.5 may be regarded as a development of the Cooke type in which both the middle 

negative lens and the rear positive lens have been made into cemented triplets, 

although, of course, it by no means follows that this design was actually arrived at 

by successive modifications from the original Cooke type. 

1Taytor, H. D., Optical Designing as an Art, Trans. Optical Soc. (London), 24, 143 (1923). 
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Another modification of the Cooke lens is the Aldis lens (Fig. 31) designed in 

1901 by H. L. Aldis, to cover 35° at f/6. In this type the front two lenses are thick- 

ened and cemented together to form a low-power negative system of such a shape as to 

correct the aberrations of the single positive lens forming the rear element. 
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Fig. 29.—Taylor-Hobson Fie. 30.—Zeiss f/1.5 Fig. 31.—Aldis 
f/2.5 Speedie lens. Sonnar lens. lens; modification of 

Cooke lens. 
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The Four-piece Lens.—In connection with the Cooke lens above, it was mentioned 

that the Petzval sum can be reduced by separating the positive and negative elements 

of an achromatic doublet. If two such separated doublets are mounted symmetrically 

about a central stop, a lens is obtained which offers even more possibilities for a good 

design than does the Cooke lens. Two independent series of designs based on this 

general principle have been developed, one in which the four lenses are all biconvex or 

biconcave and the other in which all four lenses are meniscus-shaped. The first form 

is exemplified by the Goerz Celor f/4.5, designed by von Hoéegh in 1898 (Fig. 32). 

Later modifications of this type are the Goerz Dogmar, the Steinheil Unofocal, and 

the Taylor-Hobson Aviar. The second form may be said to have originated in the 

Alvan Clark lens of 1889 (U. S. Pat. 399499) in which two Gauss-type telescope 

objectives were combined together with their concave sides facing a central stop. 
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Fig. 32— Fie. 33—Ross Homo- Fie. 338a.—Bausch Fic. 34.—\Unar lens 

Goerz Celor centric. and Lomb Metrogon. of Rudolph. 
f/4.5. 

The Gauss telescope objective consists of a meniscus-shaped crown and flint elements 

in close contact and is characterized by being spherically corrected at two different 

wavelengths, thus having exceptionally good spherical correction throughout the 

whole spectrum. One of the first anastigmats to embody this principle was the 

Ross Homocentric (Fig. 33) and the identical Meyer Aristostigmat designed by 

Kollmorgen in 1902. The type is still being adopted for some purposes such as the 

f/10 process lens of Bausch and Lomb. An extreme example of this form is the 

Richter lens (U.S. Pat. 2031792), the same type of construction being adopted in the 

Bausch and Lomb Metrogon (Fig. 33a). The glass types employed in these sym- 

metrical four-piece lenses are generally barium crown and light flint, but it is quite 

possible to satisfy the Petzval sum with old glasses as was shown by Martin in the 

Busch Omnar in 1902. Rudolph tried mixing the Celor and Homocentric types by 

using the front half of the Celor with the rear of the Homocentric types in his Unar 

lens (Fig. 34), but it was not long manufactured. The Wray Lustrar is also of this 

general type (Fig. 35). 

Variations of the Celor type soon appeared. For example, Goerz made the two 

negatives into cemented triplets in the Alethar process lens (Fig. 36), and Rudolph 
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raised the aperture to f/3.6 with a 65° field in his symmetrical Planar lens (Fig. 37) 

by making both negatives into hyperchromatic negative doublets. This Planar type 

has provided the inspiration for a number of recent unsymmetrical lenses of extremely 

large aperture such as the Taylor-Hobson Opic f/2 (Fig. 38), the Zeiss Biotar f/1.4 
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Fig. 35.—Wray Lustrar. Fic. 36.—Goerz Alethar process WiG@. Bis 1h We 
lens. dolph’s symmetrical 

Planar lens. 

(Fig. 39), the Schneider Xenon f/2, the Bausch and Lomb Raytar f/2.3, and the 

Kodak Ektar f/2. In extreme cases the rear positive lens is also doubled, either 

cemented or separated, as in the Xenon f/1.3. The Portrait Euryplan (Fig. 40) is 

really of the Planar type. 
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Fie. 38.—Taylor-Hobson Fic. 39.—Zeiss Biotar, Fig. 40.—Schulze Portrait 
Opic f/2. f/1A4. Euryplan. 
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The Ernostar lens f/1.8 (Fig. 41) designed in 1924 by Bertele is a four-piece lens 

in which the second negative has been made into a thick cemented triplet. The Meyer 
Primoplan f/1.9 is similar, but the second lens is a doublet of deep meniscus form 

(Fig. 42). In the Taylor-Hobson Super-speed Panchro f/1.3, the second lens is a 

doublet and the rear a triplet (Fig. 43). 
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Fig. 41.—Ernostar f/1.8 Fie. 42.—Meyer Pri- Fig. 43.—Taylor-Hob- 
lens designed by Bertele. moplan f/1.9. son Super-speed Panchro, 

f/1.3. 

The Tessar Lens.—By cementing together the rear elements of an unsymmetrical 

Celor-type lens, Rudolph in 1902 produced the Tessar lens (Fig. 44), which is probably 

the best known and most generally used type of lens produced in recent times. 
The glasses are the familiar dense barium crown for the positives and light flint for the 

negatives, and the airspaces are adjusted to fulfill the Petzval sum. In a sense, the 

Tessar can be regarded as an extension of the Cooke three-lens type, but it is, perhaps, 

more accurate to regard it as a logical simplification of the four-lens type of construc- 

tion. Another view is that the Tessar is a combination of the front half of a Cooke 
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lens with the rear half of the original Protar lens. The Tessar lens has been made in 

apertures ranging from f/15 as an apochromatic process lens, down to f/2.7 for cine 

purposes. The field runs from 45 to 75°, depending on the aperture and focal length. 

Modifications of the Tessar Type.—The first modification of the Tessar type of 

construction was the Voigtlander Heliar f/4.5 (Fig. 45) and Dynar f/6 (Fig. 46) 

designed by Harting in 1902, in which both the front and rear positive elements are 
made into cemented doublets. In a sense, these lenses are thus modifications of the 
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Fig. 44.—Tessar lens Fie. 45.—EHarly model of Fie. 46.—Voigtlander 
designed by Rudolph. Voigtlander Heliar lens. Dynar. 

The Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, designed by Booth in 1919, is of the same 

general type as the Dynar. The modern Heliar lens is also of the Dynar type, the 

original Heliar type being no longer made. In 1903, Harting designed the Oxyn 

f/9 (Fig. 47) for process work, in which the front element of a Heliar was combined 

with the rear of a Dynar. This lens also is no longer made. In the Voigtlander 

Heliostigmat (Fig. 48), the front lens is doubled but the rear lens is a single positive 
This is a kind of inverted Tessar type. 

Cooke type. 

element. 
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Fic. 48.—Voigtlander 
Heliostigmat. 

KK ee SZ; 
Fig. 47.—Oxyn lens de- 

signed by Harting. 
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The Zeiss Biotessar f/2.7 (Fig. 49), designed by Merté in 1925, is really a Dynar in 

which an additional thin positive lens has been cemented to the front face of the rear 

doublet making it into a triplet. 
Another modification of the Tessar is the Ross Xpres (1913) in which the rear 

lens is a triplet instead of a doublet (Fig. 50). This is made in apertures from f/1.9 

to f/4.5, and covers a field of about 53°. The Gundlach Radar (Fig. 51) has also a 

triplet rear element. 
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Fig. 49.—Zeiss Biotessar Fic. 50.—Ross Xpres Fig. 51.—Gundlach 
Radar. f/2.7. 

Telephoto Lenses.—A telephoto lens consists merely of a pair of widely spaced 

positive and negative elements. In sucha system, the principal points are shifted out 

beyond the positive element so that, if this positive lens is turned toward the object, 

the true or equivalent focal length of the system will be much greater than the back 

Hence a lens of long focal length, giving a large image, can be used on a small ‘focus. 
The earliest telephoto lenses were merely camera having a short bellows extension. 
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small Galilean telescopes with the eyepiece racked out far enough to project a real 

image on the photographic plate. By 1891, optical manufacturers began making 

achromatic negative lenses in adaptors by which they could be mounted behind ordi- 

nary photographic lenses. Such ‘‘telenegative” lenses were rather unsuccessful on 
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Fig. 52.—Busch Bistelar, 2 X, Fic. 53.—Zeiss Magnar 3 X, f/10. 

Ute 

account of the low speed and poor correction of the whole system, but at f/11 or less 

they could be useful. By varying the separation of the telenegative lens from the 

positive lens, the over-all power of the system could be changed, such adjustable or 

Pancratic lenses giving a range of from 2X to 8X magnification. 
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Fig. 5 ns .—Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6. Fig. 55.—Taylor-Hobson 2, 
f/3.5 telephoto lens. 

However, it was soon realized that even a magnification 2X is a very considerable 

advantage, and in 1898 Zeiss produced a complete telephoto lens of 2X to 3X power, 

at an aperture of f/6 tof/10. This was followed by other fixed-focus telephoto lenses, 

notably the Busch Bistelar 2 f/7 (Fig. 52) designed by Martin in 1906, and the 
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Fig. 56.—Taylor-Hobson 2.3 X, f/5 Fie. 5 
distortionless telephoto. 

7.—Zeiss Tele-Tessar. 

Zeiss Magnar 3X (Fig. 53) f/10 by Rudolph and Wandersleb. Both these systems 

consisted of a cemented positive doublet in front and a cemented rear negative doublet. 

Most manufacturers have made telephoto types since 1900, of various constructions, 
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Fra. 58.—Voigtlinder Tele- Fie. 59.—Voigtlinder Tele- 
Dynar, f/6.3 lens. Dynar f/4.5 lens. 

but the aperture remained low until the Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 lens (Fig. 54) designed 

by Booth in 1919, and the Taylor-Hobson 2 X telephoto f/3.5 by Lee in 1925 (Fig. 55). 

The inevitable distortion of ordinary telephoto systems was finally overcome by Lee 

in the Taylor-Hobson distortionless telephoto f/5, 2.3 (Fig. 56). 
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Other types of telephoto lens are the Zeiss Tele-Tessar (Fig. 57); the Voigtlander 
Tele-Dynar (Figs. 58, 59); the Ross Teleros (Fig. 60) and Telecentric (Fig. 61); the 

Stable Neoplast (Fig. 62); the Plaubel Tele-Makinar (Fig. 63); the Schneider Tele- 

Xenar (Fig. 64); and the Goerz Telegor (Fig. 65). 

The telephoto lens is now enjoying a new lease of life with the advent of miniature 

cameras and amateur motion pictures on 16-mm. film. It should be pointed out, 
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Fic. 60.—Ross Teleros. Fic. 61.—Ross Telecentric. 

however, that for these purposes some firms sell ordinary lenses of relatively long 

focus under the name of telephoto lenses, which are designed to give larger pictures 

than are obtained with the standard lens for that type of camera. This practice is 

justified by the much better definition and larger aperture obtainable with ordinary 

lenses than with real telephoto lenses. 

Reversed Telephoto Systems.—In some cases, particularly with very short-focus 

lenses, the working distance (or back focus) is too short to accommodate auxiliary 
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Fig. 62.—Stable Neoplast. Fic. 63.—Plaubel 
Tele-Makinar. 

apparatus such as the mirror in a reflex camera, the shutter in a cine camera, and in 

particular the beam-splitting prism of a Technicolor camera. In such cases there is a 

real advantage in placing a negative lens in front and a positive lens behind. 

A notable example of this general construction is the Hill lens made by Beck 

(Fig. 66) to photograph the whole sky in a single picture. 
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Fic. 64.—Schneider Tele-Xenar. Fic. 65.—Goerz Telegor. Fie. 66.—Hill 

: sky lens made by 
Beck. 

Process Lenses.—Lenses for making half-tone and other printing blocks are 

designated ‘‘process lenses”’ and usually operate at approximately unit magnification 

and at low aperture (say f/10 to f/30). For these reasons a symmetrical type of 

construction is generally adopted, favorite types being the Celor or Homocentric 

forms containing four separated single lenses. Actually for photographing black 

lines on a white ground, the stray light due to internal reflection between eight glass- 

air surfaces is liable to cause loss of contrast, and it is likely that clearer reproduction 

might be obtained if a lens having fewer glass-air surfaces such as the Dagor were used. 
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It is clear that a high degree of freedom from distortion is most necessary in a proc- 

ess lens, especially in one used to copy maps or any other diagrams on which measure- 

ments are tobemade. All aberrations other than distortion and transverse chromatic 

aberration can be eliminated by stopping the lens down to a small aperture, and the 

two latter aberrations will also vanish if the lens is symmetrical and used at unit 

magnification. However, in lenses suitably designed, these two aberrations can 

be made negligibly small even for magnifications other than unity. 

For three-color process work, it is clearly essential to use a lens in which the 

transverse chromatic aberration is very highly corrected, since the size of picture 

produced must be identical in red, green, and blue light. Such a lens is called an 

‘‘apochromatic process lens,’’ and ordinarily requires very careful choice of glass in 

its design. 

Enlarger Lenses.—In general, the requirements to be satisfied by an enlarging 

lens are not essentially different from those of a process lens. If an ordinary camera 

lens is used for enlarging, trouble may arise because such a lens has been designed for 

use with a distant object, and in an enlarger it operates at a magnification of one or 

two only. The effect of this may be that a lens having a well-corrected flat field 

when used on a camera has a curved field on an enlarger, and the definition may 

become worse still on account of coma and other aberrations which disappear when a 

distant object is used. Stopping the lens down will assist all these defects except 

distortion and transverse chromatic aberration, as was mentioned above under 

Process Lenses. Incidentally, for three-color separation work, an apochromatic 

objective is really necessary, for even the residual longitudinal chromatic aberration 

of an ordinary lens may give a blurred red image with perfectly sharp blue and green 

images. 

Aero Lenses.—The lenses used in aerial photography fall into two groups, v72z., 

those for aerial surveying and those for military purposes. In the first group the 

aperture need not be high as aerial surveying is carried out only in perfect weather 

with bright sunlight, and it is doubtful if such photographs would be taken at an 

aperture greater than f/8 or f/11. On the other hand, distortion and to a lesser 

extent coma and transverse chromatic aberration must be corrected to a very high 

degree since extremely precise measurements are to be made on the photographs taken 

from the airplane. It goes without saying too that the definition over the whole 

picture must be very sharp. The achromatism should tend toward the green or yellow 

regions of the spectrum as a yellow haze-cutting filter is invariably used in surveying 

work. 
For military purposes, however, a speed of at least f/4.5 is necessary since pictures 

must often be made in poor light, but distortion need not be quite so highly corrected 

as is necessary for map making. Nevertheless good distortion correction is valuable 

if it can be obtained, for then the same lens can be used for surveying if desired. 

In all airplane work, a long focus is desirable to give a large-scale photograph when 

taken at a considerable altitude. 
Lenses for Infrared Photography.—As was mentioned above under the description 

of chromatic aberration (page 30), when a lens is achromatized by the use of crown 

and flint glasses, there is one particular wavelength for which the focus falls closest to 

the lens. If a lens is intended to be used specifically in the infrared, 7.e., for wave- 

lengths between 0.75 and 1.2 uw, the minimum focus should be at perhaps 0.9 or 1.0 u, 

instead of being at 0.55 » as in visual achromatism, or at 0.48 » for photographic achro- 

matism. Thus, lenses for infrared use must be heavily overcorrected chromatically. 

Since a lens achromatized in this way would be virtually useless in blue light, an 

infrared filter is sometimes incorporated into the lens to prevent its use for other 

purposes. 
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Portrait Lenses.—Any lens of sufficient aperture may be used for portraiture. 

Moreover, as was mentioned on page 26, good perspective demands a long focus, 

consequently portrait lenses are usually somewhat large in size. The field to be 

covered in portraiture is usually very small, and consequently a lens of the Petzval 

type is really surprisingly satisfactory. 

For artistic photography, there is a considerable demand for ‘‘soft-focus” or 

‘‘diffusion”’ effects. These effects can be obtained by placing over the lens a diffusion 

attachment, which is merely a glass disk carrying 

ridges or other means for diffracting a portion of 

the light. Some lenses are, however, specially 

designed to give a softness of contrast by deliber- 

ately leaving a suitable residual of spherical or 

chromatic aberration, or both, in the design. It 

is essential for this purpose that the definition 

itself shall be good, but there must be a softness 

or diffuseness of the light superposed on the image. In some lenses variable diffusion 

may be obtained by sliding one lens along the barrel. In other cases, the diffusion 

can be varied by stopping down the iris diaphragm. An interesting design for 

diffuse portraiture is the Dallmeyer-Bergheim lens, which consists of a telephoto 

combination of two simple lenses with variable separation to give variable sizes of 

pictures (Fig. 67). : 

Anamorphic Systems.—It is occasionally desired to have a lens which will give 

different magnifications in two direc- 

tions... This is possible by means of 

cylindrical lenses used in the manner 

indicated in Fig. 68. If the two lenses 

are equal in power and arranged with 

axes perpendicular to one another, the 

magnifications in the directions of the 

cylinder axes will be m and 1/m, respec- 

tively. The value of m will become greater, the greater the separation between the 

lenses. The relative values of the magnifications can be altered by using two lenses 

of unequal focal length. If one cylindrical lens is rotated relative to the other, the 

image of a square becomes distorted into a rhomboid. 

Supplementary Lenses.—These are lenses intended to be attached to the front 

of an existing lens to lengthen or shorten the focal length. They are generally simple 

Fic. 67.—Dallmeyer-Bergheim 
diffuse portrait lens. 

Fig. 68.—An anamorphic optical system. 

Fig. 69.—Passage of light rays through a portrait-attachment supplementary lens. 

meniscus landscape-lenses, designed to work with a stop situated at the entrance-pupil 

of the existing lens, as indicated in Fig. 69. If the supplementary lens is positive, 

the over-all focal length is shortened, and on a focusing camera the picture seen will be 

reduced in size. With a fixed-focus camera such as a cheap box camera, the addition 

of a positive lens in this way enables close objects to be photographed. The correct 

1 For a full discussion of the various means by which this may be attained, see Newcomer, U. S. 

Pat. 1932082 (1933); 1945950 and 1945951 (1934). 
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distance of the object is then marked on the lens mount, and the auxiliary lens becomes 

a “portrait attachment.” 

If a negative lens is added to an existing lens, the focal length is increased, and a 

larger picture results. The original Dallmeyer Adon lens was an interesting extreme 

case of a supplementary lens, for the Adon was a 2X Galilean telescope system; if the 

telescope were focused correctly for infinity, it would serve to double the size of the 

image of a distant object without upsetting the focus adjustment of the camera. 

Astronomical Photographic Lenses.—At first, astronomical photography was done 

by merely placing a photographic plate in the focal plane of an ordinary telescope. 

However, in such a case the field of view is very small, being only about a degree in a 

refracting telescope and but a few minutes of arc in a reflector. Also, in a refractor 

the visual achromatism is entirely unsuited to photographie work, and a chromatically 

undercorrected zero-power ‘correcting lens”? is commonly inserted in the telescope 

tube to improve the achromatism for photography. 

As soon as photographic materials of a suitable character became available, 

toward the end of the last century, astronomical photography rapidly became more 

and more common. To cover a wide field of sky in a single exposure, large photo- 

graphic lenses of the Celor or Cooke types were used. These have been constructed in 

focal lengths of several feet, at apertures up to f/6 and are very highly corrected 

systems. 

In recent years, a number of interesting small lenses of great relative aperture have 

been developed for astronomical purposes. The first was Dennis Taylor’s f/2 lens! 

consisting of two similar cemented trip- 

let combinations, together with a strong 

concave lens placed very close to the 

foeal plane (Fig. 70). This concave lens 
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acts as a “‘field flattener,” according to \< ZR A 

the plan suggested in 1866 by Piazzi- EA | RA 
D) > stro lens. SS Smyth. By virtue of its position, the Fic. 70.—Taylor f 

concave lens has practically no effect on 

the focal power or on the spherical aberration of the system, but it carries its full 

weight in reducing the Petzval sum. The Piazzi-Smyth lens has also been applied 

to large reflecting telescopes by Ross to improve their field of view. 

In 1934, Rayton of the Bausch and Lomb Company constructed a high-speed 

spectrographic objective for Mount Wilson observatory, which consisted of a 4-mm. 

microscope objective enlarged eight times so as to give a focal length of 32mm. The 

numerical aperture of the microscope objective was 0.85, giving an f-number of 

1/(2 X 0.85) = 0.59. Even this very high speed was surpassed in 1936 by Bracey? 

who similarly enlarged an oil-immersion microscope objective having a numerical 

aperture of 1.4. This gives an equivalent f-number of 1/(2 X 1.4) = 0.36 and repre- 

sents an increase in speed of 2.7 times over the Rayton lens. The objections to this 

lens are, however, the extreme smallness of the spectrum produced by it, since its 

focal length is only 16 mm., and also the necessity of oiling the plate to the back of the 

lens. Nevertheless, it represents the ultimate limit which has been achieved in the 

effort to obtain speed in a photographic lens. 

The Principal Types of Photographic Lenses.—The following list includes most of 

the lenses made by some of the more prominent manufacturers in recent years. The 

data of current lenses have been derived from the makers’ catalogues and advertise- 

ments in photographic journals, and from information supplied by them. The 

properties of obsolete lenses have been drawn largely from the bibliography given 

1 Brit. Pat. 127058. 
2 Astrophys. J., 83, 179 (1936). 
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below. While every effort has been made to secure accuracy, there may be some 

errors and omissions in the list. Also some firms have been omitted entirely as their 

catalogues were not available at the time of writing. It should be realized that the 

lens market is continually changing, old and unsatisfactory types being constantly 
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1.—Bausch and Lomb Plas- 

tigmat Portrait lens. Isostigmar. 

withdrawn from circulation and new designs substituted. Also, various firms have 

recently combined, thus eliminating a number of overlapping types of lens. Notable 

examples of this are the Zeiss-Ikon system, containing Zeiss, Goerz, Ernemann, Ica, 

and Contessa-Nettel, which was formed in 1926. The Agfa Company has recently 
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Fig. 73.—Dallmeyer Stigmatic Fic. 74.—Dallmeyer Stig- Fre. 75.—Dallmeyer 

T/A. matic f/6. Stigmatic f/7.5. 

absorbed Rietzschel. Reichert has made no photographic lenses since the war, and 

Beck has recently given up all photographic lenses except the Hill sky lens. The 

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company ceased operations a few years ago. Many 

makers of cameras and enlarging equipment supply lenses, purchased from another 
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Fig. 76.—Kodak f/2.7 cine Fic. 77.—lLaack Polyxentar. Fic. 78.—Meyer Makro- 
lens. Plasmat f/2.9. 

manufacturer, which are sometimes engraved with the name of the maker of the 

apparatus. This accounts for a number of names which are not included in Table VI. 
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Fig. 79.—Plaubel Tele-Peconar Fie. 80.—Rodenstock Fic. 81.—Roden- 
ios Imagonal. stock Pantagonal 

wide angle. 

In addition to the types in Table VI, many firms have made in the past lenses of 

the rapid-rectilinear, Petzval portrait and simple landscape types, all of which are now 

obsolete but are still to be found in common use. Lenses of the rapid-rectilinear type 

have been given various trade names, for example: 
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Beck: Biplanat, Symmetrical, Portrait Biplanat 

Berthiot: Périgraphique 

Busch: Rapid Symmetrical, Rapid Aplanat, Wide-angle Aplanat 

Dallmeyer: Rapid Rectilinear 

Fleury-Hermagis: Eidoskop 

Goerz: Lynkeioskop and Paraplanat 

Hartnack: Pantoskop 

Tlex: Convertible Rapid Rectilinear 

Meyer: Aristoplan and Aristoplanat 

Rodenstock: Recti-aplanat, Wide-angle Aplanat 

Schulze: Orthoskop and Sphiariskop 

Steinheil: Aplanat 

Suter: Aplanat 

Voigtlander: Euryskop 

Wollensak: Versar 

Wray: Platystigmat 

Also the very interesting series of Steinheil lenses, in which an attempt was made to 

reduce the Petzval sum by using old glasses, has been omitted. They are given in 

Table IV: 

TaBLe [V.—STEINHEIL LENSES 

Lens f-number| Field Year 

Grow Alemany. sie 5 ols oleae Cece ioe eeeorad a aieronanc 8 oresteeer o-ojeartaiot 0 6 56° 1879 

GEOuUpP AME] am ete Sacco See cette eee eaeena tng eee MMSE thee age 6 62° 1881 

Tonia’ Armia binGthean ss eee mobic clea cpibic nad come Meiers rams 3 4 30° 1881 

Reval. Amita bmeiecc: de eee ee Oe oO es COMO SSMS am aie mora wo ScD 6 60° 1893 

Most manufacturers have made portrait lenses of the Petzval type or one of its 
Table V gives a modifications. These are now largely but not entirely obsolete. 

list of some of them: 

TaBLE V.—PortTrRait LENSES 

Maker Lens f-number | Field Foci 

INBIRN » 5.0.0.6 BerE SO ERS CIE OTE CREEL Clon Orne ene et Ocellar 222 20° 35-65 mm. 

SOC km Pee rere cynic Sie Chey cae eR ee eo Studio lens 3-6 3t° 6—24 in. 

IDL baRAER TEI sc, 515 Sen ea Ee oe Taree eosin Patent Portrait 3 36° 6-17 in. 

TD NSTC Cie gs chesia bch ee Ce aera ec ane Cac Patent Portrait 4 36° 10-30 in. 

iD) alley errr oes teres Mesos gu Settee) segavne ecu Sree Patent Portrait 6 41° 9-37 in. 

(Ghiinclene nis b 5b eee sets een ne cer Siena oer Portrait A 5 60° 9-20 in. 

(Citwnc leven: a5. 3 ces cia SINE EET e Cece Re nT chs acer Portrait B 4 60° 719-24 in. 

VOC ENSHOC IE ePae rae ts, ec lee gos eee metas os coches senate Studio rapid lens 33.5) —- 14—48 in. 

VOSS Re ees el ts cp leagauite ds, Sagal. aoe ahaa Rapid Portrait 3.5 a 814-16 in. 

Wo llensalke, Ayah ote on feces acake meee en ap shew Hneniesbic Vesta 5 —_— 6-14 in. 

WollenS alka arcrtak cpettbs Radley aoe cae eerie heceteue e Vitax 3.8 — 10—20 in. 

VV AV ESR ee ng arte get epee Ty hacen ee yah je Studio lens 4.5 — 10-12 in. 

Principal Types of Anastigmat Lenses.—In Table VI, which follows, the lenses are 

given in alphabetical order under each manufacturer. A number immediately after 
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TaBLE VI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES 

Name i meh, Foci Come auc! Hare Remarks 
number | degrees number 

Aldis Brothers, Sarehole Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, England. 

IN CLO sO EA ae 5.6 23 20 in. — Aero 

IPhotomicrosse eee 3 _— 0.9, 1.4 in. _— Photomicrography 

IPhovomiCronaeee eee 6.5 — 2 onine — a 

SeriesiOes sae ae 3 40 2-12 in. Cooke 27(?) Portrait, general 

Seriestalltrey - ceraccnccrs te 4.5 53 4—16 in. Tessar 44(?) 

Senlest2n.te Sine: eee tale 6 53 4—6}4 in. 31 

Seniesp2ass4 sanas setiee: 6.3 53 4-14 in. Cooke 27(?) 

SERIES RO ey ne ees eee ott 52 5-11 in. 31 

Seles iS Gein cS tai oil 100 5-11 in. —_— Wide angle 

Agfa. I.G. Farbenindustrie, Frankfurt, Germany. (Agfa Ansco Company, Binghampton, N. Y.) 

MADOLST Noe eeeeu orn econ ets 4.5 60 85, 105 mm. Cooke 27 Small cameras 

IB imate ae ees 11 60 100 mm. Periscopic 4 = of 

IER TE Ga eicietae ote iniale 8.8 60 75 mm. Achr. men. 2 a ss 

Neestankcanc coe 5.6 65 75, 100 mm. Cooke 27 = ss 

Mest aren vrstyes-asy sue neeees 6.3 60 50-130 mm. “ ws ss ss 

dip estan sn seni ce ee euseoe Oath 65 100 mm. re ue eC st 

Meestan ss deuce: wer hs 8.8 65 100 mm. re co SS ss 

Kine anastigmat ...... 2.8 35 12-20 mm. oH “e Cine 8, 16 mm. 

Kine anastigmat....... 3.5 35 20-50 mm. * ay Cine 16 mm. 

Meni SCUSHaER ee eRier 13 — 75-100 mm. Landseape 1 Box cameras 

Ocalan Saris aches ceo 57 20 35-65 mm. Petzval portrait 3| Cine 16 mm. 

Prolinesrse wae eee 1.9 40 135 mm. 4-lens, mod. Portrait 

Cooke 

Solinariaeas- oes 3.5 55 50 mm. Qatar partie 

Soliman Peto cigie rerera ease 3.9 65 75 mm. ae : Small cameras 

Solinameseoscisoese moe 4.5 65 50-135 mm. f ; 

Symrmetarse eee 1.5 35 12, 20 mm. 5-lens, unsymm. | Cine 8, 16 mm. 

Tele-ansatz............ 6.3 30 200 mm. 2 doublets Tele 

Tele-cine-anastigmat ... B35) 9 80 mm. 4 lenses “cine 

Astro-Gesellschaft M.B.H., Berlin-Neukélln, Lahnstrasse 30, Germany. 

PA'S Gameg eevee sascha ae pies 3.5 — — — Cine 

ASER ATE eM a corelo cn eee 97 — — — “min. cam. 

ARHROASINOS sonoconseeos UBD — — — ha 

Rantachars and eae eco: 1.8 — — — 

Rantachansee ieee 2.33 = = = 

ortralberprsn crest) srs eer 2.3 — | 75-100 mm. = Portrait. (Soft focus 
also made) 

RAK TObjecbhiviess sees 125 — | —- — X-ray cine 

Machawyge een scons eee RS =< | — — Cine 

Macharetteseeeecnnee 15% ais | — = be 

Macharetteaceeeeermae 1.8 = = — oe 

Machonee ss wore: 0.95 — —_ — A 

WAGBACIOs so ¢000055n8 leu = 10-80 em. = Tele 
| 
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TaBLe VI.—PuorocraPHic OssEcTIvEs.—(Continued) 

Name if Bae Foci fype/and figure Remarks 
number | degrees number 

Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

IAGO ISI. oreo Ee 4 62 814 in. Plasmat 22 Aero 

(NerOplensmrcrien. ssc: 4.5 55 12 in. fe < 2 

WAfernoglenshe-c nce ae ont 5 75 814 in. ss . s 

AGRO) ISN Se bie eee ee 6 65 6 in. ss ot a 

Acro lens. scodaseceaee 11 75 614 in. ue “ 
Aero Tessar............ 6 27 24 in. Radar 51 : 

Aero Tessar............ 6 45 24 in. od oe 

Convertible Protar series 

UBis 6:6 Sieve Cas OTE 6.3-7.7| 63 4—23 in. Double protar 13} Convertible 

Extreme wide angle, F 

BEDIESROR eS cise a aches ou 18 90 314-37 in. Protar 10 Wide angle 

Medium wide angle, 

SELIEST4e Citas ae a eS 70 214-48 in. so Be a a 

Metrogon........... es 6.3 90 514, 6 in. 33a Aero wide angle 

Micro Tessar........... 4.5 — 16-72 mm. Tessar 44 Photomicrography 

Plastizmatene ees 4-s. 4. 5.6 40 9-18 in. 71 Portrait 

Process-anastigmat..... 10 35 13-25 in. Homocentrie 33 | Process 

IPTOUAIEESCLICS#/in a. s 1225 56 7-39 in. Half of protar 13 | Landscape 

INGRAIDIES cok bolo DEES 24.83 53 35-152 mm. Biotar 39 Cine 35 mm. 

(SIIREIE. 64:6 /s eee a 4 44 16—22 in. Cooke 27 Portrait 

Messarten.. e625 esc sens 3.5 53 32-75 mm, Tessar 44 Cine, min. ¢am. 

PRESSaRA eee eas 4n5 60 344-1944 in. * ne 10 & 12 in. for aero 

PRESSAT AD ek bese ae oie se 6.3 62 314-2314 in. ‘a * General, photomicro- 

graphy 

Beck. R. and J. Beck, Ltd., 69 Mortimer St., London W.1., England. 

Bystigmar.........:.:. 6 60 416-11 in. 13 Convertible 

@imeslens) <5 6 ees 55k: 83.65) 41 1. 6-8 in. — Cine 35 mm, 

Isostigmar 0 .......... 3.5 60 2-8 in. 72 

Ksostigmar I..:........ 4.5 60 3-12 in. 72 

Isostigmar 6........... 5.6 54 946-17 in. 72 

Isostigmar 2........... 5.8 70 3-8 in. 72 

Isostigmar 4........... 6.3 90 314-19 in. 72 

Isostigmar la.......... 6.5 62 9-19 in. 72 

Isostigmar 3........... Ut 65 416-9 in. a2} 

Isostigmar 5........... 11 —_— _— 72 Process 

Neostigmar1.......... 4.5 60 5-814 in. 28 

Neostigmar 2.......... 6 70 5-8 in. 28 

Neostigmar 3.......... 7.7 62 5-1014 in. 28 

Robin Hill lens. 22 180 — 66 Sky lens 

Boyer. Les Etablissements Boyer, 25 Blvd. Arago, Paris (13e). 

TB Yermd 1S che ce eae oe eee 6.8 85 5-25 em. Dagor 12 Convertible 

Opal em cnaeracce sushe nis 4.5 56 5-50 cm. — Portrait, soft 

IRerl emer ice peeraaerte 5. 9 105 60-145 mm. —_ Wide angle 

Igy oviss 5 Gets dasha eee 3.5-4.5} 30 30-70 cm. Cooke 27 Portrait 

Sap irae yt oe lee she 1.4 45 15-100 mm. 6 piece Cine, min. cam. 

Saphir 1.9 45 15-100 mm. — a B oe 
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TasBLeE VI.—PuHotTocrRaPHic OpsEcTIvES.— (Continued) 

f- Field, Foci Type and figure 

number 
Remarks 

degrees number 
Name 

Boyer. Les Etablissements Boyer, 25 Blvd. Arago, Paris (13e). (Continued) 

Saphinscce een eee DD 45 15-100 mm. — Cine, min. cam 

Saphilice soc evra 3.5 62 15-170 mm. Tessar 44 

Saphings scope eee ee 4.5 64 40—500 mm. yo Oi 

Saphire sg nuyncaseyaes ae 6.3 62 54-500 mm. re oi : 

saphir-Aviation......../4.5- 6.3] 64 20-120 em. a ag Aero 

Saphir Apone esses ee de 9 -12.5}) 40 30-120 cm. — Process 

Saphintsry eee eee 4.5 — 85-210 mm. Tessar 44 Enlarging 

Topaz. 2.9 52 2-18 cm. Cooke 27 

Topaz. 33.51%) 52 2-18 cm. a os 

Topaz. 4.5 58 75-135 mm. i si 

ODAZ A arctan 6.3 58 58-210 mm. “9 ee 

Busch. Emil Busch A.G., Optische Industrie, Rathenow bei Berlin, Germany. 

IBIStELAT Ae aCe 7 30 20-55 cm. 52 Tele 

Glaukars. ee eee): Doe — 13 mm. Cooke 27 Cine 8 mm. 

Glaukairs see 2 ee 2.8 35 20 mm. “s Ss “16 mm. 

Gisukarses cece sen 3.1 47 60—400 mm. “ % 

Glaukar ie ae dee ae 4.5 BY 85-165 mm. a ~ 

Glaukareeere cee 6.3 62 90-150 mm. oe os 

Glyptar...... RO Re RES 3.5 53 25-75 mm. Tessar 44(?) 

Gly ptarNetsrone sone se 4.5 53 55-400 mm. ae ac 

WMeukarccyepyvoejee ci gees 6.8 61 90-250 mm. Two triples, 

symm. 

hewkarie, fcc see etl 61 330-450 mm. ie fi 

heuka iyo eon a re 9 80 65-300 mm. e Oe 

Omnaiey eae ee 4.5 75 13-25 cm. Homocentriec 33 

Omnarseris toe ee Dao) 75 9-45 cm. 1 oe 

Omar anki ase Got 80 9-55 cm. a st 

iPerscherds-55. 5. oa 4.5 38 21—48 cm. Special design Artistic photography 

IRerscheld@e ene aa ae 5.5 38 60 cm. a i 

SheMale Cee acne 6.3 —_— —_— Plasmat 22 Convertible 

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., Willesden, London N.W. 10., England. (Medo Photo Supply Co., 15 West 47th 

St., New York.) 

IA CONSE ine aee Sacre 10-37 16-24 | 12-44 in. (var.)] Bistelar 52 Variable tele 

Anastigmat..... ....- 3.5 — 13-75 mm. — Cine, 8, 16 mm. 

Dallmeyer-Banfield..... 6 33 18-30 in. — Portrait soft 

Dallmeyer-Bergheim. . 6.5-15 — 12—55 in. (var.) 67 Var. tele, soft portrait 

iD atloniGaaess eee 5.6 30 4-30 in. 54 2X telephoto 

DD allonel Sip) ee 6.5 24 6-12 in. 54 ao ae 

ID aillonradiiice sre wa ari 6.8 20 15 in. Bistelar 52 26K 

ID allonyl Gea eee atl 30 12-40 in. 54 2X i, 

Dalmac shee ieee a 3.5 50 2-15 in. = 

Enlarging anastigmat... 4.5 — 2-814 in. — Enlarging 

Grandachlae sane | 10 12 25 in. 10 in., f/4 Petz- | 

val, with 4-in. | 
neg. lens | Tele 
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TaBLe VI.—PuHoTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

Name 

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., Willesden, London N.W. 10., England. 

St., New York.) (Continued) 

Portrait anastigmat..... 

Portrait anastigmat... . 

Portrait anastigmat.... 

SOEnACHO Men iahes bon Ss avers 

Soft-focus lens.......... 

Speed anastigmat....... 

Stigmaticul ys «5... - aan 

Stiemlael Creager ce. ..5 Acie os 

Stremvacichoe st -sincs.5 els < 

Superssixeerycen ie sacs ca 

Triple anastigmat...... 

Wide-angle anastigmat. . 

IBiochroneees pers 4 ca 

@oronawasen stent 32 = 

@oryron 3.3.6. ese ss: 

Field, 

degrees 

_ _ 

Oo Wo OH 

Or 

OO 

FPNRNOPRE RP RPDRPRWADH LP 

We) 

—_ 

C. P. Goerz, Berlin. 

Winer Orertes ee ts es 

WinkegOneryseladcin 5 cee 

(CHiNEOIPS & oo aceon ete 

Cinezorse ene ee ae 

Convertible anastigmat 

series 2 . 

(Now Part of Zeiss-Ikon.) 

85 
64 12-21 cm. 

38 

Foci 

16 28 in. 

48 6,9 in. 

25 6—24 in. 

53 1-12 in. 

53 3-30 in. 

25 9-12 in. 

46 9-15 in. 

56 10-18 in. 

56 10-18 in. 

56 3-18 in. 

47 1-12 in, 

45 15-76 mm. 

40 6-12 in. 

70 4-15 in. 

75 3-16 in. 

48 1-6 in. 

= 12-75 mm. 

100 3-9 in. 

= 50-360 mm. 

= 25-135 mm. 

Type and figure 

number 
Remarks 

(Medo Photo Supply Co., 15 West 47th 

Same with 5-in. 

neg. lens 

Bistelar 52 

Dynar 46 

Tele 

Conv. soft portrait 

Tele 2X 

“ 

Portrait, var. soft 

Portrait, general 

Cine 16 mm. 

Portrait 

Convertible 

Cine, general 

“8, 16 mm. 

Wide angle 

C. Friedrich, Munich, Germany. 

4 uncem. lenses 

Cooke 27 | 

34th St., New York.) 

70 30-120 cm. 

— 14-70 in. 

70 6—48 cm. 

70 9-27 cm. 

—_— 25 mm. 

— 50-100 mm. 

70-90 | 4-90 cm. 

90 30-120 cm. 

48 3-12 in. 

48 12-16 in. 

54 8-24 in. 

140 6-12 cm. 

15-100 mm. 

35-100 mm. 

86-276 mm. 

6-134 in. 

= ee ee ee eee 

(C. P. Goerz American Optical Company, 317 East 

36 

Celor 32 

32 unsymm. 

32 

32 

19 

12 

12 

Celor 32 
“a “cc 

18 

Celor 32 

65 

Cooke 27 

Process 

Apo process 

Cine 

Convertible 

Wide angle 

Process 

Extreme wide angle 

Cine 
“cs 

Convertible 

Tele 
“ 
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TaBLE VI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

f- Field, Type and figure 

SERS number | degrees 2a number EBELDES 

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

Anastigmat, series 4.... 6.3 60 5-16 in. Celor 32 

Ey periony: (5.286 eae oe 4 52 7-18 in. —- Portrait, soft 

Reneraphicn ana ee 5.6 56 6-16 in. Two triples Convertible 

1REKs Enea trier aIe cicioiea 4.5 62 314-18 in. 51 

Turner-Reich.......... 6.8 57 5-15 in. 20 ee 

Ultrastigmat........... 11,8 —= 44 8 mn, = Cine 35 mm. 

Ilex Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

Anastigmat series D.... o® 61 344-12 in. — 

Cinemat=-- eee ooo 1.5 30 1, 2 in. — Cine 16, 35 mm. 

Wextigmataane eae 6.3 58 314-2316 in. —_ Convertible 

Medium wide-angle..... 16 80 514-1234 in. — Wide angle 

Paralronmgecisoracre ese 4.5 53 32 mm., 3}¢- — Cine, general 

20 in. 

Paragon-Cinemat....... ein) 33 2) INS —_— “35 mm., min. 

: cam. 

Photoplasticyse sees soe 4.5 45 445-21 in. = Portrait, var. soft 

Portraits ee 3.5,3.8| 46 10-16 in. —_ t 

IRortraitee eee eee 5 45 6144-21}¢ in. — Be 

Super-Cinemat......... 2.6 46 35-75 mm. — Cine 35 mm. 

Kern et Cie., A.G., Aarau, Switzerland. (Kern Company, 136 Liberty St., New York.) 

Kernulens? 2-5 6.0. s5 ot eee 4.5 —_— 105-120 mm. Celor 32 

Kern lens): 5 <5 tecseen re 6.3 — 85-480 mm. eo es 

Rernon)c\Sen0ee! Sees: Boh 65 100, 150 mm. | Tessar 44 

EWELMON ye ees tein ees eee he 4.5 65 80—150 mm. tg SS 

Kino-Aufnahme- 

Obrektivae-eeeeae eee 1.8 — 30-75 mm. Speedic 29 Cine 

Kino-Aufnahme- 

Objektivaxccoceosee ne 2 — 25-75 mm. Cooke 27 ” 

Kino-Aufnahme- 

Obiektivines. cen eee 3.5 —_— 25, 35 mm. ns ‘ ss 

Kino-Aufnahme- 

Objektivaee a seeh ea 4.5 — 35 mm. * a a 

IPOLtraItt tens Mon onsets 4.5 — 18-36 cm. “ Be Portrait 

Spezial Objektiv........ 7.8 65 185 mm. 6-lens, symm. Aero 

Kodak. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

24 13, 25 mm. Celor 32 Cine 16 mm. Anastigmat............ 1.9 

Anastizmaten secs D4 14 102 mm. 76 Sey 

Anastiemsatpaeeeeeaeer 27 40 13-15 mm. Cooke 27 Si" Mid lees 

Anastizimateorieniemnnne 33553 36 56, 65 mm. Celor 32 Enlarging 

Anashizmatnnereenin ine 3a) 36 12.7-50 mm. Cooke 27 Cine 16 mm. 

Anastizmat-- see. 4.5 19 38-152 mm. Dallon 54 Cine tele 

Anastizmate sncianae sae 4.5 52 3-12 in. Tessar 44 

Anastiematenaceeeeeie 5 46 lin. San aes Enlarging 
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Taste VI.—PnHoToGRAPHIc OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

Name if 
number 

Kodak. 

Anastigmat............ 6.3 

Anastigmat............ 6.3 

Anastigmat............ Test 

PAA aInTONMee a tices setae a. 4.5 

Aviation...... 5 

Aviation 6 

IBV RID a4 5'6 oo oc Ene Y 

TGC? 3.30.0 cee Se RS HO 7.9 

Photostat anastigmat...| 10 

Process anastigmat..... 8 

Process anastigmat..... 10 

Field, 

degrees 

Eastman Kodak 

52 

52 

48 

46 

46 

24 

54 

52 

50 

50 

50 

Foci 

53-128 mm. 

170 mm. 

130 mm. 

10 in. 

1214 in. 

24 in. 

45 mm. 

98-173 mm. 

13-21 in. 

10 in. 

18 in. 

Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

Type and figure 
Remarks 

number 

(Continued) 

Cooke 27 

Celor 32 

aN: Enlarging 

Tessar 4 Aero 

Biotar 39 Min. cam. 

Cooke 27 Enlarging 

Celor 32 Photostat 

ie 3 Process 

Tessar 44 Hy 

Laack. Julius Laack Séhne, Curlandstrasse 60, Rathenow, Germany. 

@inewensiaes ss fe 8 — 15-85 mm. Petzval 3 Cine 

Cine-Pololyt........... 2 27 25 mm. Cooke 27 Cine 16 mm. 

Cine-Polyxentar........ 1.3, 1.8 — 12.5—-25 mm. Cel Cine 8, 16 mm. 

Dialytar 3.5 60 7.5-30 cm. Celor 32 

Dralivtateee crip stn hes 4.5 65 7.5-36 cm. ay Coat 

Wyaliytariers sschenckecnss oo + 6.3 85 7.5—-21 cm. Homocentriec 33 | General, wide angle 

Dralysar Pees. 3.5 55 30, 36 cm. Cooke 27 Portrait 

IDighytare lan... foc: 4: oa 50 15-165 mm. Tessar 44 Min. cam. 

Dyalivdiate do. ae M svcd ices 36 50 2-30 cm. * ag 

Dialivtar 2... cc's cache 4.5 60 2.5-40 em. re 

Dialyianelscn ssc es 6.3 65 7.540 cm. e cs 

Dialytar wide-angle..... 8.7 100 7.5—25 em. Homocentric 33 | Wide angle 

Enlarging anastigmat... 3.5 — 2.5-12 em. Cooke, 2 Cheap enlarging lens 

Enlarging anastigmat.. . 4.5 —— 2.5-13.5 cm. % o Le iA <3 

Enlarging anastigmat... 6.3 = 5.5-13.5 em. oe e - i. Re 

IROOM es ne cce soos 2.9 —_— 2-7.5 cm. ne ue 

IRololiyiteee een ste eee 3.5 55 2-16.5 cm. og oe 

Pololyt 4.5 55 7.5-36 cm. i 4 

PWG bas on Sea eee 6.3 65 7.5-36 em. ie ‘ 

IRolyxentar. ...cc.uq00.-. 4.5 70 7.5-30 cm. a 

Polyxentanr...:-)..=\2': .; 6.8 70 18-36 cm. 77 

Regulyitrmchiccge. esi. 4 - 4.5 50 105 mm. Cooke 27 Hand cameras, focus- 

ing by front lens only 

Rerubyit cies cca wioc men a 6.3 60 105 mm. ss oe 

Repro-Polyxentar...... 9 13.5-36 cm. 77 Process 

Teleanastigmat......... 6.3 35 20-27 cm. Two doublets Tele 

POX Ones Aree Kala es 3.5 2.5-21 cm. | Four lenses Enlarging 

PREXOMBAAE A so. skekesiskse ds 4.5 2.5—21 cm. Se si oo 

E. Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany. (750 Fifth Ave., New York.) 

IDE EONS a on GeO Lone Bs Bold || os 20 mm. Cooke 27 Cine 16 mm. 

lal WTR P ty acle ss eres eee Bo 65 35, 50 mm. Tessar 44(?) Min. cam. 

LOTTO a 2 osc EES 4 27 90, 1385 mm. “ - 2 te 

lal bane yen ae eae ee ee are a 6.3 24 105 mm. Mg ‘s oe so 

ELK ON seats ie wore Rom hee 1.9 34 73 mm. 6 comp, cem. oF ie 

Mektonsecms (ciecien es 2) 48 50 mm. rates “ nG es 
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TasLeE VI.—PuotoGrapPuic Ossectives.—(Continued) - 

Name 

HE. Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany. 

Hugo Meyer, Gérlitz, Germany. 

Aristostigmat.......... 

Aristostigmat.......... 

Double-Aristostigmat... 

Double-anastigmat..... 

Double-Plasmat........ 

Double-Plasmat........ 

Helioplantee ee eae 

MUL plangeece ee aa 

IAA EMS Gs seo oduacds.6 

Kino-Plasmat.....:..-- 

Kano-Plasmat........-\- 

Makro-Plasmat......... 

Portrait-Trioplan....... 

Primoplanseeeeeeeee 

IPrimotarnneeeen eee ae 

Tele-megor...... Seay. 

inoplaneaeeeeee conc 

rio planteccy oe toes 

A Gatoyo) Eines aon plone Oolo 

Veraplanias- cece 

Wide-angle Aristostig- 

> or 

f- 

loon ia 

on or or on (2) Co WO OH 

ae 

We) 

OPN R ORF WONHONHORRARA 

Pwao © io“) 

We) 

Field, 

number | degrees 

100 

Foci 
Type and figure 

number 
Remarks 

(750 Fifth Ave., New York.) (Continued) 

135 mm. 

cem. 

28 mm. 5 comp. 

25 mm. 7 comp. partly 

cem. 

12 mm. pal ae a 

50 mm. Biotar 39 

200 mm. = 

90 mm. 4 comp., middle 

cem. 

50 mm. Tessar 44 

95 mm. — 

134-20 in. Homocentrie 33 

144-20 in. s se 
4-90 cm. 4 cem. lenses, 

symm. 

145-30 in. Dagor 12 

2-19 in. 22 

2-19 in. 22 

55-250 mm. Celor 32 

— Plasmat 22 

2-24 in. of es 

15-88 mm. 25 

2-12 cm. 25 

1—12 in. 78 

3-19 in. Cooke 27 

13-100 mm. 42 

— Tessar 44 

14-34 in. Plasmat 22 

3-9 in. Dallon 54 

15-210 mm. Cooke 27 

3-14 in. rt os 

2-14 in. oC i 

3-11 in. Homocentric 33 

4 comp., middle} Min. cam. 

“cc “ 
wide angle 

Cine 16 mm. 

“8,9 mm. 

Min. cam. 

Min. cam. tele 

Portrait soft 

Enlarging 

Enlarging 

(245 West 55th St., New York.) 

Wide angle 

Convertible 

Enlarging 

Convertible 

Cine 
a“ 

Portrait 

Min. cam. 

Process 

Tele 

Wide angle 

O.1.P. Société Belge d’Optique et d’Instruments de Précision, Blvd. Albert 148, Ghent, Belgium. 

40 

60 

58 

58 

45-440 mm. Cooke 27 

135, 150 mm. 3 ay 

90-150 mm. ie Si 

50-210 mm. Tessar 44 

Portrait var. soft 
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TaBLE VI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continied) 

Name 
number 

f- Field, 

degrees 
Foci 

Type and figure 
Remarks 

number 

Plaubel A.G., Kénigstrasse 66, Frankfurt a.M., Germany. (Photo Marketing Corp., 10 West 33rd St., 

New York.) 

Anticomar............. 2.9 — 75-180 mm. Tessar 44 

Anticomar............. 4.5 — 30 cm. my oy 

Heliorthar............. 2 _— _— — 

IMiatkin‘a rey secchcdis ps ce 6.3 — _— = 

Neocomar...........:. 1.8 —_— — — 

Rapid wide-angle Orthar 6.8 ie 73 mm. Homocentric 33 | Wide angle 

Supracomar............ 2 58 45 mm. Biotar 39 

Telemakinar........... 6.3 — 21 cm Bistelar 52 Tele 

Telemakinar........... 5.4 — 21 cm . yo a 

Telemakinar S......... 4.8 — 19 cm 63 “ 

Telemakinar S......... 6.3 —_— 19 cm 63 oe 

Tele-Peconar....... ee 3 9 X 12) 1-2 m. 79 Var. tele 
: cm. 

C. Reichert, Optische Werke, Vienna XVII, Austria. 

Combinar 35.5602 e« 6.3 82 9-24 cm. 16 Convertible 

Neukombinar.......... 6.8 95 6-30 cm. — Wide-angle conv. 

OAT ate oie in. Goose 4 55 3-10 cm. — 

SOlae eee sie noice 6.8 61 12-21 cm. Celor 32 

Rietzschel, Munich, Germany. (Now Part of Agfa Company.) 

Adjustable Telephoto... 9 — — — Tele 

fim erin Alert: as yccs scree crate 4.5 75 6—42 cm. 17 Convertible 

IAPVEE YS 1235 ora ite OnE ee 5.5 75 6-60 cm. 17 a 

ILim@ar C/; casos eames 6.8 75 6-90 cm. 17 s 

Reproduction Objective 11 — 30-120 cm. — Process 

G. Rodenstock, Optische Werke, Munich 15, Germany. 

Apo-Process-Eurynar... — — —_— — Process 

MK Ona ge aa oe cise Oe ose 6.8 — 11-18 cm. Two triples, Convertible 

symm. 

IDWAYRON. seg osenoonoeee 4.5 48 21-60 cm. Cooke 27 

INUIAATENPD OS Seco kanaede 3.5 50 75-150 mm. Celor 32 

Uy Nato eer elke ks: 4.5 56 50-300 mm. io: 

IUIGY MATa. ores + ale ci 6.5 60 105-480 mm. pe ee 

Tama zon nhs ete esses 5.8 42 17-48 cm. — Portrait var. soft 

iimaaron aller acy. 6 a 6.8 60 6-150 cm. 80 

ITAL Ap ieresro ei iee ets — — — Homocentric 33 

Pantagonal............ 18 125 8-75 cm. 81 Wide angle 

erie One ores oie axe.s sue -e0s 12 110 9-75 cm. Protar 10 Wide angle 

Tele-ansatz............ — — — — Var. tele 

“INSIDERS is a preicie aero Ree 2.9 50 50-105 mm. Cooke 27 

MIRELINGA Te cee pancte oxsvatone eet ravers 4.5 55 50-300 mm. s oy 

INSITE Ts 5 oad. o Bae a aoe 6.3 60 75-300 mm. 2 a 

WEEP cot tee oo eae 3.5 52 50-105 mm. Tessar 44 

WSO SG chee eo Seo 4.5 58 50-480 mm. es “4 
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TaBLeE VI.—PuHotTocGRAPHic OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

| 1 

| f- Field, Foci Type and figure 
oci 

| number | degrees number 
Name Remarks 

Ross, Ltd., Clapham Common, London 8.W.4., England. (Medo Photo Supply Co., 15 West 47th St., 

New York.) 

Apo-Process-Xpres..... 9-16 60 13-48 in. — Process 

Combinable............ 5.5 58 4—21 in. — Convertible 

Compound-Homocentrice 6.8 — —_— Two triples, 

: symm. 

Concentnicusreeee eee 16 — — 9 Wide angle 

Homocentriche eases. Ho8 56 12-24 in. 33 

Homocenthiceeeaeeeie ie 6.3 56 5-15 in. 33 

Homocentric: 9... 2 =.= = - | -@8 56 4-12 in. 33 
Hiomocentric. ++... -- 4: 8 56 7-24 in. 33 

Homocentric........-.:- | 8 —_— — — Process 

Process Xpres..........| 9-16 60 13-48 in. = Process 

shelecentricaseeeee eee 6.8 30 9-17 in. 61 2X tele 

MelerOSe een ee Bao 30 6—22 in. 60 pe 

IRCLETOS eRe ee eee 6.3 18 9-25 in. —_ Betas 

MelenOsence. «se see 8 30 40 in. 60 2a 

Widesancles- 5 so. 2o6 oe 16 95 3-12 in. — Wide angle 

Wide-angle-Xpres...... 4 80 4-20 in. Plasmat 22 Aerial, infrared 

RTS: crates ened ae 1.9 45 1-3 in. — Cine 

ORES af ces Semone eb: 2.9 53 1-10 in. 50 

EXCDNES Meee eer here eee 3358) 53 114-10 in. 50 

PXCPNES seein Waterco ese 4.5 53 3-21 in. 50 

H. R. Roussel, 3 Blvd. Richard Lenoir, Paris XIe, France. 

Ky NOG an searsC ORO. 3.5 — 20-100 mm. — Cine 

Styloniyc-aaesraoecr ee 3.5 34 35-300 mm. Tessar 44 

Styvlonsasn.caet esi Soe 4.5 53 50-400 mm. - - 

Stylorscrecis ossvn sinc ensusenne Lah 53 75-200 mm. ts aa 

Stylotaccscs ee ae 6.3 53 54-500 mm. - % 

MrVlOTece occ ee eee 4.5 58 105-135 mm. | Cooke 27 

MAY LOR sons isinccie Stole a 6.3 58 54-270 mm. = +S 

Jos. Schneider and Co. Optische Werke, Bad Kreuznach, Germany. (Burleigh Brooks Inc., 127 West 

42nd St., New York.) 

INGO) GIR ened ro eagidie ec 4.5 53 10—20 in. Dynar 46 Aero 

JNA} NS Segbiosc Goo Gate 6.8 105 314-84 in. Holostigmat 15 Wide-angle conv. 

Componaras seer 3358) — 2-514 in. — Enlarging 

Componartee eee 4.5 — 2-514 in. — oe 

Dasy kare sce wees 12.55 — — — Wide angle 

ESCONA T= Peyeees ays eee 4.5 60 —_ Celor 32 

Kanoplankerae erie iore BAT On — —_— Cooke 27 Cine 

35) 

Kino—en only... 52 2. lay 7? 55 16-80 mm. 7 comp., 4 cem. “8, 16 mm. 

Ortho-Angulon......... | 4.5 —_ — 24 
Radionar eee eee | 2.9 56 one Cooke 27 Focused by adj. front 

| lens 

Radion anata Ha asteats 53 2-3 in. ii ae a 

Radiona ee reeeeiceenerr 4.5 60 2-5 in. : ‘i me 

IRAGCHOM os boebooaden 56 6.3 56 3-12 in. os ‘ a es 
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TasBLeE VI.—PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

f- Field, Type and figure 

number | degrees number 
Name Foci Remarks 

Jos. Schneider and Co., Optische Werke, Bad Kreuznach, Germany. (Burleigh Brooks Inc., 127 West 

42nd St., New York.) (Continued) 

Symmanreeeer es ores... 6.8 80 2-14 in. Dagor 12 Convertible 

mhele>Nengr se at) e cs. 3.8 — 3, 4 in. 64 Distortionless tele cine 

16 mm. 

Tele-Xenar............. 4.5 35 5—9 in, 64 Tele 

Tele-Xenar............ 5.5 48 7-14 in. Dallon 54 ee A2OX 

OTOP 5 So co ee 2.8 53 1144-4 in. Tessar 44 

NGIP 5 .o/ heals SSS Ee 3.5 57 114-12 in. s 4 

IS@TERS oe RIS ee eee 4.5 57 2-19 in. 7 - 

INGTAPs eee tibiae Mee ee 5.5 57 3-12 in. a + 

INMETION Hea ee eee se 1.3 27 iL th. Like Biotar 39, Cine 16 mm. 

With Double 

back lens 

XENON eos. cae OA 1.5 33 2 in. s a ss “ 35 mm. 

IX@NCGHN a oc: She Reena 2 55 20-80 mm. Opic 38 “| min. cam. 

Schulze; Later Schulze und Billerbeck, Potsdam, Germany. 

hinyplanele es sock. 4.5 80 9-32 cm. 40 Portrait 

Euryplan 2...... Bate ee 6 90 6-60 cm. Plasmat 22 

Rony planuomeeen ess te Lat 82 6—60 cm. - 2 

G. Simon, Dresden, Germany. 

Octanarerrt. etek. 6.3 — —_— Combinar 16 

PREC anaes 50) sci a- 4.5-6.8 —_— — Homocentrie 33 

Dr. Staeble G.M.B.H., Munich, Germany. 

Choroplastesicc sas.) — _— — Homocentrie 33 

ineoplasth.... 8) 24. -++ 12.5 — —_— Protar 10 

INeoplastmeniaite cosh: —_— — —_— 62 Tele 

Rolyplasthc ccs, .0 2 5.9-12.5) — 8—43 cm. 21 Convertible 

C. A. Steinheil Séhne, Munich, Germany. 

(CEES Pin. ecsel COeeeene ae 2.54.8 — — Cooke 27 

Orthostigmat B........ 6.8 85 5—60 cm. Collinear 14 Convertible 

Orthostigmat D........ 8 80 6-25 cm. KS e ” 

Orthostigmet F........ 9 75 36-90 cm. ee ee Apo Process 

Orthostigmat D........ 10 80 30-90 cm. Be “ Process 

Orthostigmat H........ 12 100 7-25 cm. ss zs Wide angle 

“IN a TRS 6 penne ato cee aes 2.8 —_— — — 

Wnofocalits....05..% 4.5 60 11-50 cm. Celor 32 

Unofocal 2............ 6 70 6-30 cm. sarge 
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TasLeE VI.—PuHotToGRaPHic OnjEcTIVES.— (Continued) 

Name 

Taylor, Taylor and Hobson Ltd., Leicester, England. 

f- 

number 

Field, 

degrees 
Foci 

Type and figure 

number 
Remarks 

(Eastman Kodak Stores, Chicago.) 

Anglic, series 7b........ 

Apo, series 9........... 

Aviar, series 2.......... 

Aviar, series 3b......... 

Cooke-anastigmat, series 

Cooke-lens, series 2a.... 

Cooke-lens, series 3a... . 

Cooke-lens, series 4a... . 

Cooke-lens, series 5a... . 

Cooke-Convertible an- 

astigmat, series 15.... 

Corie, series 13......... 

Distortionless Telephoto 

Eltic, series 8b......... 

Opie, series 0........... 

Pan chro nceimcisvsn ciara 

Planital-Apo........... 

Portrait, series 14...... 

Portrellic, series 2e..... 
Portrellic, series 2c..... 

Portric, series 2d....... 

Portronic, series 6a..... 

Pressic, series 2a....... 

Process, series 5b....... 

Speedic series 10....... 

Speed Panchro......... 

Super-speed-Panchro.... 

BRET CHS ercteceiae ects este cyte 

Voigtlander und Sohn, Brunswick, Germany. 

Con kD 

> or or w 

(04) l— 
|woouwr Pr QOnN NNW WON @ OAaAnnaw»wnaw n 

bo Or 

or b aw 

Apo-Collinear.......... 

Cine-Heliostigmat...... 

Collineary2neee ole eee 

Collinearish eee ee 

Collinear 4............ 

Dyin en eee Ae Re Poe 

Velian Noe tee ee 

el ares 2 rset ee 

Heliostigmat........... 

ieloman esi c4 asia 

eledynareenes eee 

Teledynar (& Cine-tele 

anastigmat)......... 

Universal-Heliar........ 

Wioistarc. veneer 

W-Z soft-focus enlarging 

or or Or Or Or Or WD W Or: 

ou or 

90 

62 

51 

53 

53 

48 

62 

60 

65 

66 

35 

62 

66 

80 

60 

45 

60 

30 

55 

30 

58 

58 

30 

45 

314-12 in. 

13-48 in. 

6-13}4 in. 

814-15 in. 

13-21 in. 

5-18 in. 

5-18 in. 

5-18 in. 

5-18 in. 

12% in. 

614 in. 

8-101¢ in. 

14-5)¢ in. 

2, 3 in. 

1614-24 in. 

13—21 in. 

1014-18 in. 

1014-15 in. 

1014-15 in. 

13-18 in. 

614, 714 in. 

9-36 in. 

614-914 in. 

24-108 mm. 

214 in. 

814-20 in. 

8—40 in. 

114-4 in. 

3-20 in. 

2-23 in. 

4-12 in. 

214-12 in. 

34-12 in. 

114-24 in. 

814, 134 in. 

105 mm. 

14—63 in. 

514-14 in. 

5146-14 in. 

534-12}¢ in. 

534-914 in. 

12-19 in. 
75-105 mm, 

7 in. 

Celor 32 
“ “é 

27 

27 

27 

27 

23 hemisymm 

56 

55 

38 

29 

29 

Opie 38 

43 

Dallon 54 

14 

48 

14 

14 

14 

46 

46 (formerly 45) 

46 ay a 

48 

Cooke 27 

47 

Tessar 44 

58 

59 

46 

Cooke 27 

Wide angle 

Process 

Aero, general 
oe “cc 

For color separation 

Convertible 

Tele 2.3X 
se 2x 

Cine 

Process 

Portrait 

ae , var. soft 

Home portrait 

Portrait, var. soft 
“a “a “ 

Process 

Cine 35 mm. 

Tele 2X 

(Willoughby’s, 110 West 32nd St., New York.) 

Process 

Cine 

Convertible 
“ 

Wide-angle conv. 

Portrait 

Process 

Telephoto 2X 

Cine tele 2X 

Portrait var. soft 

Enlarging 
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Taste VI.—PuHoTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

Name Foci 
Type and figure 

number 
Remarks 

Holostigmat la..... 

Holostigmat 1...... 

Holostigmat 3..... 

Holostigmat....... 

Anastigmat 5...... 

Cine-Velostigmat.... 

Cine-Velostigmat... 

Cine-Velostigmat.... 

Cine-Velostigmat.... 

Cine-Telephoto..... 

Cine Verito......... j 

Extreme wide angle. 

Weinitiino po qedec omen 

Velostigmat la..... 

Velostigmat 2...... 

Velostigmat 3...... 

Velostigmat 4...... 

Velostigmat Process. 

\WGiniOe ao coeerroaonne 

VWolitescssstomoemiee 

15 

15 

15 

15 

Convertible 
“ac 

Process conv. 

Wide angle 

Ped: 4.6 75 414-834 in. 

se ie 6.1 70 4-14 in. 

aehact 9.5 61 11—26 in. 

Brot es Lt 110 3-9 in. 

iets 6.5 70 54, 6% in. 

Wollensak Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

Rane eo — 316-13 in. 

ale 1VS5) 25 25, 50 mm. 

Diaceus 1.9 25 12 mm. 

anys 2.7 25 12—25 mm. 

puke Bo) 25 12, 25 mm. 

soo Boe—t.5)|| 220) 119-6 in. 

eee 3354) I, % riot, 

soosl| Week 95 416-13 in. 

mca So) 44 14-19 in. 

eee 6.3 63 416-1714 in. 

ner 4.5 53 314-16 in. 

waters 9.5 90 416-9 in. 

bysteee 6.3 60 344-12 in. 

acol| i 50 1014-30 in. 

een 4 53 5-18 in. 

renek 8 oS 5-16 in. 

Wray Ltd., Optical Works, Bromley, Kent, England. 

Cine 8, 16 mm. 
“cc oes oe 

“c AG Ga “ 

“e cee “cc 

16 mm. 

soft focus 

Wide angle 

Portrait soft 

Convertible 

“ 

Wide angle 

Process 

Portrait, soft 

Apo Lustrar........... 10 — 13-25 in. — Process 

Diffused-image objective 4 — 6-10 in. —_— Portrait, soft 

HUIS ELT cece coe ae i & — 25, 50 mm. = Cine 

MWATGURE TCs 6 oc oO ore Cr OeIene 2.5 = 34-2 in. 35 “, general 

us trance ee sceustsce se 2.8 — 3-8 in. 35 

HAUISCLALH eee et: 3.5 — 20, 25 mm. 35 Cine 

NMISETAT ee eee sea 4.5 50 3-15 in. Celor 32, un- 

symm. 

NGUSETALee ee es et 6.3 50 31-15 in. ~ Soe 

IBluSstranserice es es ote 3.5 -— 2-4 in. Teleros 60 “tele 

IPIUIStEAT Ee ice stele eae 4.5 24 2-15 in. oe BS Tele 

BWStratee eee ores =) 6.3 30 6-18 in. o *s fs 

Process-Lustrar........ 10 64 13-25 in. Lustrar 35 Process 

Process-Lustrar........ 16 64 30, 36 in. oY es *s 

SUP apeeketeeberer ere crees secre Bola 46 2-5 in. Cooke 27 

SUDATRMMEY thre caer aiceites 4.5 46 2-5 in. “ es 

Universal anastigmat... 6.8 90 316-7 in. Dagor 12 Convertible 

Wide-angle anastigmat. . 16 100 4-7 in. Protar 10 back | Wide angle 

to front 

Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany. (485 Fifth Ave., New York.) 

Apopblanarsee aces: 7.5-12.5] 30-38 | 16—68 in. 37 Process 

Apo Tessar............ 9-15 35-45 | 916-72 in. 44 we 

IBiOTON ae sire stesso 2.8 63 35 mm, 6 comp. partly | Min. cam. 

cem. 

IBIGbATS rae erica ets 2 55 40-80 mm. 39 - - 

TBOUCIPS pe Regent eae ene 1.4 40 20-70 mm. 39 Cine, min. cam. 

IBiotessarnvaise + setocieeies 2.8 42 514, 6% in. 49 
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TaBLeE VI.—PuHoTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES.—(Continued) 

f- Field, Foci Type and figure 
Remarks 

number | degrees number 
Name 

Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany. (485 Fifth Ave., New York.) (Continued) 

Convertible Protar 6a... — — 15 Convertible 

Double Amatar........ 6.8 — — — ss 

Double Protar......... 6.3-7.7 | 45-75 | 4-16 in. 13 oe 

Kino-tele-Tessar....... 4 14 3-6 in. —_ Cine tele 

IN on anpeeeyier: hioiern iate 10 18 45 cm. 53 Tele 3X 

Or;thometansaseoeeee ee 4.5 64 35 mm., 210—| Plasmat 22, un-/| Distortionless aero, 

250 mm. symm. min, cam. 

Ortho-Protansoeaaoe eo: 8 — — 15 Distortionless, for 

photogrammetry 

Plarians tes itetsta sees 3.6-6.3 | 62-72 | 2-47 cm. 37 Process 

Protan Ute scemits aoc es 4.5 —_— —_— 11 

iProtar2sq.d- ss sae 6.3 — — 11 

IProtaniZauaeeer era 8 75 9-43 cm. 11 

IProtan/S asec cee ae a 7.2 — — 11 

Protameaee-eeee eee: 9 97 7.541 cm. 10 

Brotanvas ss ag sessnci = 12.5 100 = 10 Wide angle 

IPrOtaTsO tee ee een 18 100 144-1014 in. 10 Wide angle 

Protaras ecice ae e 12.5 45-50 | 7—27 in. Half a double | Landscape 

protar 13 

Quadruple-Protar 7..... 6.3 — — 13 Predecessor to double 

protar 

Quartz anastigmat..... 4.5 40 434, 10 in. — Achr. or nonachr. for 

ultraviolet 

R=Biotaleeaee ooo 0.85 14 45, 55 mm. 26 Cine for X-ray screens 

Sonn ate hee yeeteysreer cris 1.4 27 25 mm. 30 Cine, min. cam. 

Sonnare {9-466 soso ae 1.5 45 50 mm. 30 " * me 

Sonnarenssee cise; 2 B7/ 10-85 mm. — Ny a § 

SONNAM eae cee Ao ieee 2.8 30 50, 180 mm. — “ s° a 

SOUMATN ites ee 4 25 75, 135 mm. 4 comp. partly Ss ay oe 

cem. 

Tele-Tessar.........2-.- 6.3 26 18—40 cm. 57 Tele 

Messen rots Seis essere 257, 45 15-50 mm. 44 Cine 

BRESSAT eras Stu. Gis Seneneuche 2.8 50 2-3 in. 44 Min. cam. 

CReGs anus th eeaiecavs nw aucaushe 3% 35-65 | 28-75 mm., 2— 44 Cine, general 

12 in. 

MOSS ATA aye atscc--cste.cdsyaee esis 4.5 60 114-20 in. 44 

MESS ALA Kye We, wool erases sobs 6.3 65 3—24 in. 44 

Messatyjet eee ey etek: 5 27 20, 28 in. 44 
MNESSATNAS 3 sicreruske eas ease 8 75 28-55 mm. 44 Wide angle for min. 

cam. 

AMR IGhNea, OAs epic as soo S Boo), Zhe 52 5-12 em. Cooke 27 

Pa Qo ltt) con eiie ot oo ec oI 4 28 85 mm. ry * Min. cam. 

ihriotarsee cere ate. 5.6 25 105 mm. a 4 i ov 

ripleserotiEee seen 5.6 — —_ Dagor 12 

4 Nato) (ingen creeraticecr iets | 4.8 27 20—28 in. Cooke 27 Portrait, aero 

(Unarten were eee |4.5-6.3] 65 11-46 em. 34 

Zeiss-Ikon, Dresden, Germany. 

INebtare ac. seo eek 3.5-7.7| 56 105-110 mm. | Cooke 27 Small cameras 

INOvare§ .. Sethe Soci ete 4.5 56 — Tessar 44(?) ee be 

Novar 6.3 56 50-120 mm. Cooke 27 a * 
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a name refers to the ‘“‘series number” of that particular lens. In the second column 

is the f-number or range of f/-numbers made, and in the third is the whole angular 

field covered by the lens. In column four the range of available focal lengths is 

stated. In the fifth column appears the diagram number illustrating the internal 

structure of the lens and also, in some cases, the name of a well known member of 

each type. This entry does not imply that the lens in question is a copy of the original 

type; it may be an entirely independent design using radically different glasses and 

radii of curvature, as has occurred, for example, in the Dynar and the Pentac, which 

appear alike in a diagram but which are really quite dissimilar designs. 

In the last column appear remarks as to the purpose or uses of the various lenses. 

A dash (—) in any column implies that the particular information was not available. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CAMERAS 

By Keira HENNEY 

BASIC ELEMENTS 

Any camera must have the following parts: a lens to form the image upon the 

sensitive material; a holder for the sensitive material; a lighttight enclosure (fre- 

quently a tube or bellows) to cover the space between the lens and the sensitive mate- 

rial; a shutter to open and close the lens aperture for the desired exposure time; a 

finder to show what is being photographed. 

The simplest camera, e.g., the popular box camera, has these elements in exceed- 

ingly simple form. The lens is fixed focus; the shutter is a simple flip-flap arrange- 

ment that makes an exposure with each push of the shutter lever whether up or down; 

the film runs over a pair of rollers as it is taken from the unexposed film spool and is 

wound up on the take-up spool. 

To these basic elements other accessories and convenient adjustments may be 

added. The lens may have an adjustable diaphragm so that the amount of light 

admitted to the film or plate in unit time and the depth of focus may be controlled. 

The lighttight enclosure (the bellows) may be extensible so that the lens-film dis- 

tance may be varied as required for focusing images at greater or lesser distances 

from the lens; the shutter may have various speeds so that exposure may be controlled 

independently of the aperture opening, and a spirit level may be added; the front 

board carrying the lens may be adjusted up or down and sideways or swing hori- 

zontally and vertically from some median position; the back which holds the film 

or plate may swing about a vertical or horizontal pivot; the bellows may have double 

or triple extension for photographing objects very near the lens and so on. 

If the camera is to be focused, there must be a focusing scale or some other method 

must be provided for determining the correct distance of lens-to-film for a given 

object-to-lens distance. 

Focusing is accomplished in several ways. The lens-film distance may be adjusted 

by extending or closing the bellows, or by screwing the lens and shutter into, or out of, 

a helical mount. The front lens only may be adjusted as to lens-film distance. 

Finally, the front lens may be removed completely for close-ups. The focal length 

of a camera lens may be increased or decreased by using either the back or front ele- 

ments singly (if so designed) or by the use of accessory clip-on lenses. 

A variable diaphragm opening may be provided by a simple series of holes in a 

metal slide which may be moved in front of the lens, or it may be continuously variable 

in diameter as in an Iris. 

The speeds at which the shutter may be opened and closed may be few or many; 

or the speed may be continuously variable over a wide range. Inexpensive hand 

cameras for amateur use seldom have shutter speeds slower than 145 sec. because of 

the impossibility of getting snapshots at slower speeds without accompanying move- 

ment of the subject or camera during exposure. These cameras seldom have shutter 

speeds greater than {99 sec. In cheap cameras the actual periods of time during 

which the shutter is open may vary widely from the marked speed. On the other 
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hand, more expensive shutters may have numerous speeds, and the actual periods of 

opening may correspond fairly closely with the markings placed on the shutter by the 

manufacturer. 

The shutter may be an iris type or of the focal-plane type. These are described 

more fully in the section on shutters. 

The enclosure between lens and film must be lighttight and in the focusing types 

of camera must be flexible. The simplest enclosure is that of a box camera. It is 

rugged and rigid and enables the lens to be maintained in a fixed position with respect 

to the sensitive material. In other types of camera the bellows is a molded or metal 

section into which another molded or metal section turns. With lenses of short focal 

length the variable lens-film distance is not very great, but the necessary accuracy of 

adjustment may be increasingly great. 

The most common form of lighttight enclosure is the leather or composition 

bellows. If images are to be photographed natural size, the bellows must extend to a 

length equal to at least twice the focal length of the lens. When the bellows is not fully 

extended, it tends to sag and to cut off the edges of the picture. Therefore hooks are 

usually provided to hold up the center of the bellows when the lens is focused on 

distant objects, or when the camera is closed. These hooks engage with eyes on the 

camera frame automatically when the camera is closed and disengage when the 

bellows is extended beyond the point where support is needed. 

The scene or object to be photographed is located in a view finder in the smaller 

cameras and upon a ground-glass screen placed in the focal plane in larger cameras. 

View finders are of several types as described on page 80. 

CAMERA TYPES 

Pinhole Camera.—The earliest, and simplest, form of camera uses a pinhole 

instead of a lens. Although it is capable of producing very beautiful landscapes of 

great softness, the pinhole camera is of academic interest only at the present time. 

A minute hole is punched in a sheet of metal or other opaque material and is placed in 

front of a lighttight enclosure at the rear of which is a screen on which the image is 

allowed to fall. The sensitive material may be placed upon this screen. 

The pinhole has some advantages over the best of lenses. It suffers no distortion. 

It has infinite depth of field. It will cover a very wide angle, 125° compared to the 

75 to 90° covered by a modern wide-angle lens. Photographs made with the pinhole 
have apparent depth that often compares most favorably with stereoscope camera 

pictures. Furthermore the pinhole camera is cheap! 
The disadvantages are the excessively long exposures necessary and the fact that 

“‘wire sharpness” is not possible. 

In Fig. 1 will be seen a side view through a pinhole camera. Point sources of light 

are not brought to a point focus as with a converging lens. A point source produces a 

cone of light, the dimensions of a cross section of the cone depending upon the size of 

the aperture. If the pinhole is circular, the cone will be circular; and if the hole 

is square, the point source will become a small square of light when it falls upon the 

screen. These circles (or squares) of confusion increase in size as the screen is moved 

away from the hole; but, since the image is enlarged at the same time and to the same 

degree as the enlargement of the circle of confusion, the relative sharpness of the 

image for a given pinhole is independent of the aperture-screen distance. The size 

of the image is increased by increasing the distance between pinhole and screen. The 

time of exposure will be directly proportional to the square of the distance between 

pinhole and screen. 

Increasing the size of the hole will increase the illumination but will also increase 

the circles of confusion so that the sharpness of the picture will suffer. Decreasing 
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the size of the hole will increase the sharpness—up to a certain point. As the size 
of the hole approaches one-half wavelength of the light being used (for example the 
blue Fraunhofer G line), the phenomenon of diffraction will cause the image of a point 
source to become a series of concentric circles of maximum and minimum brightness, 
thereby ruining the image. 

For a given wavelength of light and a given screen-pinhole distance there is a best 
diameter of hole (see page 26.) For example at a screen distance of 6 in. the best 

diameter of hole is 0.02 in. This amounts to a working aperture of f/300 so that the 

pinhole in this case would have a speed 14500 of that of an f/6 lens. 

Pinhole Camera Construction.—Since this type of camera is occasionally used for 

pictorial work, the following data will outline the practical angles of pinhole-camera 

Pin fole 

dt+2x/2 
ie 

<+Pfinhole d 

/inage 

Fig. 1.—Fundamentals of pin- Fig. 2.—Relation of aper- 
hole camera. Image of point ture and image size for best 
source is circular if pinhole is definition. The best radius 
circular. Image at Bis larger than of hole = a/ rd where \ = 
image at A; as image becomes wavelength of light to be 
larger, definition becomes poorer. used and d = distance of 

screen from aperture. 

construction. A thin sheet of copper or brass may be punctured by a needle and 
tacked to a larger piece of wood or other material. If the metal in which the hole is 

punched is comparatively small, there is greater likelihood that the piece will not be 

deformed during the puncturing process. The metal plate may be laid down on a 

piece of wood, the needle being forced through the center of the metal with a quick 

tap of a mallet. The hole should then be cleaned up by means of a small file, when 

the needle is again thrust through the hole. Now the metal sheet should be blackened 

by holding it over a smoky flame or by dipping it while hot into nitrate of: silver. 

Several pinholes of different sizes may be mounted on a piece of cigar-box wood or 

other light material and arranged to be pushed in front of an aperture in the front 

of the camera. Since the exposure time is so long a shutter will not be needed. All 

that is necessary is to push the desired pinhole to the center of the aperture, and to 

push it away at the end of the exposure. Sufficient space must be allowed between 

the several pinholes so that the camera aperture is effectively closed when no pinhole 

is in position in front of this aperture. 

Table I will be useful in determining needle size. 

Clerc! notes that a 5-sec. exposure will suffice when using a very rapid modern 

plate for an open landscape at midday in fine weather with an aperture of 0.6 mm. 

with the plate at a distance of 8 in. from the pinhole. 

1‘**Photography, Theory and Practice,’’ 2d ed., Pitman (1937). 
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TaBLe I.—PinHOLE CamERA Data 

Pinhole diameter, Nearest | Pinhole to screen 

in. needle size distance, in. 

0.053 it 40 

0.040 4 20 

0.032 5 14 

0.027 u 10 

0.023 8 3 

0.020 10 5 

Box Cameras.—Many a photographer has started along his chosen path with a 

box camera. A tyro can make no better pictures with an expensive camera with 

many adjustments than he can with the simplest of all cameras—any more than a 

beginner at the piano can make better music on a $1000 instrument than he can on 

a secondhand battered piano. It is true, however, that the better cameras have 

greater potentialities in the hands of even the inexperienced amateur if he is willing 

to follow directions and to make haste slowly when it comes to trying out all the 
adjustments. 

A box camera is distinctly a box with a lens at one end, and with some sort of 

negative carrier at the other end. The lens is of small aperture so that all objects 

between about 8 or 10 ft. and infinity have reasonable sharpness. The relative slow- 

ness of the lens (f/11 to f/16) is not such a handicap as it was before the advent of 

modern fast emulsions now in common use. 

The box camera is cheap; prices vary from less than a dollar up to $5. Picture 

sizes vary from postage stamp size (Ulea) or less (Coronet uses 

16-mm. film) to one-half vest-pocket and up to 314 by 414 in. | 

Some box cameras have masks in them making it possible to 

make pictures of two different sizes on a given size of film. Some 

cameras have built-in yellow filters; in others the front lens of a 

simple doublet is movable so that close-up pictures may be made. 

For example the Eastman Kodak Diway lens (Fig. 3) has a thin (¢-op7 fens 

low-power negative lens in front of the diaphragm. This lens is ‘emovable 

removable by a lever, and the back component alone is focused for Fie. 3.—Kodak 

objects at 616 ft. The depth of field at this aperture (f/12.5) Binway ere: 

is from 5 to 10 ft. The front lens is normally in place and keeps dust out of the 

shutter. 

The cheapest box cameras have ground-glass finders; better cameras of the box 

type have brilliant finders (see page 80 for description of finders. ) 

Some modern miniature cameras are little more than box cameras of advanced 

design, since the lens is practically fixed focus. Several 35-mm. cameras have f/4.5 

lenses which are used at all distances from 18 ft. to infinity by merely pulling the lens 

out of the camera body to a stop position. For subjects closer than 18 ft. the lens 

is pulled out another notch, when all subjects between 6 and 18 ft. will be reasonably 

sharp. 

Some so-called reflex cameras are merely box cameras with a large reflection type 

view finder. 

The great virtues of the box camera are its simplicity and its cheapness. There 

are few adjustments. All that is required for good pictures is fair light, a steady hand, 
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and the ability to keep the subject from approaching too close to the lens. The 

negatives will stand some enlargement, but not a great deal, naturally. 

Folding Cameras.—Next above the box camera in complexity is the folding 

camera for roil film. This group comprises cameras from the very cheapest to the 

most expensive. The simplest camera of this type has a lens which snaps forward into 

fixed position when the front of the camera is opened. It is used, therefore, exactly 

like a box camera with the advantage that it is more compact. Its lens operates at 
about the same aperture as that in the box camera. 

With lenses of larger aperture and consequently of smaller depth of focus, some 

means of focusing must be provided. The lens as a whole may be moved along a 

track with a focusing scale in feet or meters placed alongside; or the lens may turn 

Fiag. 4.—Single folding camera. 

mm a threaded mount, or only the front element of a doublet may turn, with the distance 

scale placed along a circular portion of the camera structure. 

Folding roll-film cameras are seldom equipped with lenses of greater aperture than 

f/6.3 or f/4.5. One reason is the cost of such lenses, and another is the shallow depth 

of field. When the camera at large apertures is focused upon a near object and 

operated with the diaphragm wide open, the user must estimate the distance to the 

subject with accuracy greater than that possessed by the average person. Since at 

any aperture the required accuracy of adjustment of the lens-film distance increases 

as the lens-subject distance decreases, cameras of the type being described are seldom 

equipped for working closer to a subject than 6 ft. If, however, a short-focal-length 

lens is to be used, as in a miniature camera, the lens may have a lore aperture, and 

focusing may be poeante up to within 3 ft. a the subject. 

Thousands of miniature cameras with fairly large-aperture lenses but not equipped 

with coupled range finders find their way to the secondhand market because the pur- 

chaser cannot get sharp pictures—largely due to the lack of the necessary ability 

to estimate distance. A purchaser of a miniature camera naturally expects enlarge- 
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ments. An out-of-focus condition that will not mar a contact print, however, becomes 

excessively annoying when an enlargement of any reasonable magnification is made. 

Folding roll-film cameras may be purchased in sizes from 35 mm. and half vest- 

pocket up to postcard (314 by 514 in). Prices vary from a few dollars up to several 

hundred. 

TaBLE IJ].—Focat Lenctu or LENSES USED oN ROLL-FILM CAMERAS 
Picture Size, In. Focal Length, In. 

(Approximate) (Approximate) 

1 xX1% 2 

154 X 2144 3 

214 X 314 4 
216 X 414 5 

314 x 4% 5% 

314 X 536 634 

The better grades of roll-film cameras have rising and falling fronts (the extent of 

rise or fall may be about one-fourth the height of the picture) which make it possible 

to raise or lower the lens to include or exclude various portions of the foreground. 

The better cameras have superior general construction, are heavier, and are more 

sturdy. They often have two finders, a brilliant type and a wire type. j 

The folding type of camera possesses several advantages over the box type of 

camera. It is more compact; better models have better lenses and more adjustments. 

Since the lens may be focused accurately upon the desired subject, enlargements of 

considerable magnification are possible. 

Hand Cameras for Plates and Film Packs.—Approaching the professional view 

camera in complexity, sturdiness, and general utility are the hand cameras designed 

to use either film pack, plates, or cut film in plateholders. Such cameras have been 

built in sizes as small as vest pocket, but the most popular sizes are the 6 by 9 cm., 

9 by 12 cm. and 4 by 5in. They are generally fitted with a shutter of the Compur 

type; they carry well-corrected lenses of the anastigmat type with apertures of f/4.5, 

f/3.5, and sometimes f/2.8 and often have double extension bellows for making 

pictures approaching natural size. They have fronts which can be raised or lowered 

or moved sideways, and some of the more versatile have removable lens boards, 

reversible backs, triple extension bellows and tilting backs. Such cameras differ 

from a studio or view camera only in being more compact and less weighty. The lens 

and bellows may be racked back into the camera frame and the front closed. The 

camera then becomes very compact. A few models are thin enough to be placed in a 

coat pocket. 
Cameras of this general type are often fitted with focal plane shutters and are used 

for newspaper and sport photography. The popular Speed Graphic is of this type. 

When equipped with a coupled range finder and a flash-bulb synchronizer, the graphic 

type of camera is an extremely versatile instrument. They are available in sizes 

from 244 by 34 in. to 4 by 5 in. 

View and Studio Cameras.—The chief difference between view or studio cameras 

and the better hand cameras lies in the compactness of the latter. View and studio 

cameras fold up but not into such small space as the hand cameras. View and studio 

cameras usually have frames of wood, hand cameras are usually built on metal 

frames. View and studio cameras are made in sizes from 314 by 414 in. up. The 

lenses of these cameras are removable. Focusing from the back is possible. This is 

of importance in close-up work (especially with wide-angle lenses) where the front 

of the camera might obtrude itself into the field of view. 

The studio camera is heavier and bulkier than the view camera and is usually 

mounted on a support which can be rolled about the studio on wheels. 
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A typical 8- by 10-in. studio camera has the following characteristics: triple exten- 

sion bellows (30 in.); back capable of being raised to form an angle of 45° with the 

camera bed or of being dropped through an are of more than 70°; rising and falling 

front movement of 314 in. above center and 34 in. below center; lateral movement of 

lens of 2 in. and a horizontal swing of 80°; weight, 934 lb.; dimensions folded, 414 by 

1144 by 113% in. 
Reflex Cameras.—In the reflex camera it is possible to focus the image of the 

subject to be photographed until the instant of exposure. This important and useful 

feature is accomplished in the following manner. 

A mirror at an angle of about 45° is placed between the lens and the ground-glass 

focusing screen which is placed, not directly behind the lens as in other cameras, 

but in the top of the camera and at 90° to the path of the rays from the lens to the 

sensitive material. The image, therefore, 

is seen right side up and full size (usually), 

although reversed from left to right. When 

the exposure is to be made, the mirror 

moves out of the way of the hight rays. The 

mirror is pivoted about its upper end, and 

before the shutter is opened for the expo- 

sure, the mirror is urged upward by a spring 

to close the top of the camera so that no 

light through the ground glass can fog the 

film. 

The great advantage of the reflex camera 

is the fact that a moving object can be 

followed on the ground-glass screen and kept 

in continuous focus until the exposure is 

made. For this reason the reflex is the 

favored camera for action photography. 

The disadvantages of the reflex are: (1) bulk 

and weight; (2) to get sufficient light on the 

cs screen, it is necessary to focus with the lens 

Fia. 5.—Graflex form of reflex camera. wide open. If, then, the lensis to be stopped 
zi hood; 2, ground glass; 3, mirror; 4, gown before making the exposure, the time 
ocusing knob; 5, lens. d ’ 

taken to adjust the stop and to recompose 

the picture may eliminate one of the reflex camera’s great advantages. 

The ground-glass screen is surrounded by a hood to keep light from it, except that 

coming from the lens. In small reflex cameras, focusing becomes more difficult 

because of stray light getting on the screen. Certain of the small reflex cameras have 

rather large hoods, which keep stray light from the screen and thereby aid the user to 

get sharp focus. Many small reflex cameras have built-in magnifying lenses located 

over the center of the screen so that still sharper focus is possible. The grain of the 

ground-glass screen may sometimes be too coarse to allow the accuracy of focusing 

necessary when the lens aperture is large. 

One way to get around the difficulty of focusing the reflex camera at small lens 

apertures is to use two lenses, one for making the picture and one for focusing. These 

lenses are moved with the same focusing adjustment, so that, when the image is 

accurately focused upon the viewing screen, it is also in sharp focus on the sensitive 

material. The focusing lens may have longer focal length than the picture-taking 

lens, so that an enlarged image will be seen on the focusing screen. Because the 

depth of field of the focusing lens is shallower than that of the taking lens, the user 

will get sharper images than if the two lenses have the same focal length. One 
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difficulty of the reflex camera is the fact that it is focused and adjusted at waist level. 

In a crowd it is desirable to use a camera which can be held at (or above) eye level; 

not all reflex cameras can be held upside down for such situations. Certain high-grade 

miniature reflex cameras are equipped with eye-level finders of the wire frame type. 

Miniature Cameras.—Recent years have seen a remarkable sale of so-called 

miniature cameras. This increase in popularity of small cameras—which are not at 

all recent in origin or use—is due to several causes, not the least of which is that finish- 

ing plants catering to amateurs are now equipped to give good service on the small 

films used and can now deliver an enlargement of reasonable size which compares 

favorably in quality with a contact print of the same size and made from a larger 

negative. 

From the user’s standpoint the miniature camera has the following advantages: 

the camera is compact; it is cheap to operate; its short-focal-length lens has much 

greater depth of field! than the lenses on the larger amateur cameras; these lenses 

may have exceptionally large apertures without too great expense; small lenses are 

easier to correct for distortion so that the miniature camera will produce negatives 

which may be enlarged many diameters; high shutter speeds are possible with the 

small between-lens shutters used in small cameras. To these advantages of the 

camera and its accessories must be added those secured by modern high-speed and 

fine-grain films. 
The disadvantages of the miniature camera are largely those which arise from the 

fact that the image is small and in general cannot be seen on a ground-glass screen as in 

larger cameras. The difficulty of composing a picture is increased on this account. 

Because of the small size of picture made with miniature cameras, it is practically 

necessary to enlarge all the pictures. In the enlargement process, some fineness of 

detail is inevitably lost, especially in large “blow ups.” A print 8 by 10 in. made 

by contact from an 8- by 10-in. negative will have greater detail than one blown up 

from a 24- by 36-mm. negative. Therefore, in those situations where the maximum 

detail is required, the large camera must be used. This is the case where photo- 

engravings are to be made with a fine screen for use on coated paper. The loss of 

detail will not be apparent, however, if engravings are made with coarse screens or are 

printed on anything but the better grades of coated paper. 

The miniature camera of good construction and with coupled range finder comes 

the nearest to the “‘universal camera” of any yet devised. It will make pictures 

under light conditions which would preclude the possibility of any sort of success 

with large cameras having longer focal-length lenses of smaller aperture. The minia- 

ture will make pictures which can be enlarged many diameters and thus can compete 

with the larger cameras when a large print is desired—with the disadvantage that the 

detail in the enlargement will not be so great as in the contact print. The depth 

of field of the short focal-length lenses used on miniature cameras is a distinct advan- 

tage not possessed by lenses of larger focal length used on large cameras. 
Portability is one of the small camera’s great advantages. 

Types of Miniature Cameras.—Cameras taking pictures 214 by 214 in. in size are 

usually classed as ‘“‘miniatures”’ although no strict definition is possible. Cameras of 

this general class, therefore, may be grouped as follows: (1) small cameras not equipped 

with coupled range finders; (2) small cameras equipped with coupled range finder; 

(3) reflecting cameras. 

In group 1 are found fixed-focus cameras or cameras which may be focused. The 

latter are equipped with focusing scales. With the latter camera the user must first 

estimate, or measure, the distance of the object from the lens and then set the camera 

1 When the lens is focused upon an object 4 ft. distant, the range of sharp focus for a 2-in. lens 

operating at f/2 is about 3 in; with a 514-in. lens the range of sharp focus at f/4 is about 1 in. 
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accordingly. The camera may make a single exposure, or it may carry enough film 

to make 36 exposures. The lenses are fairly well corrected. Some are equipped with 

masking devices so that, on a given film, two sizes of pictures may be made. Cameras 

of this type, equipped with large-aperture lenses, produce good results in the hands 

of those who can estimate or measure distance accurately. In general, however, 

the user cannot expect to enlarge his negatives as much as negatives made with 

cameras having coupled range finders and lenses with greater correction. These 

small guess-the-distance cameras are not comparable with the second group for the 

serious photographer. 

In the second group are those cameras which represent the acme of manufacturing 

precision. In size of picture made, they range from the 24- by 36-mm. negative made 

on 35-mm. standa d motion-picture film to 214 by 344 in. They utilize coupled range 

finders. They are fitted with lenses with very high correction, often arranged to be 

interchangeable with other lenses of shorter or longer focal length. In the Leica, 

Contax, Exakta, and similar types of cameras a focal-plane shutter operating at 

speeds up to 4250 sec. is supplied. The accuracy of adjustment and the correction 

of the lenses is so great in these cameras that enlargements of 10 to 30 times are not 

out of the ordinary at all. In afew cameras, roll film, cut film, or plates may be used. 

Many accessories are available for cameras of this general class, which extends the 

possibilities of the camera. The user need not purchase anything but the camera and 

lens, however, to have a complete outfit. The additional lenses, and other accessories, 

will cost a great deal more than the camera itself and form desirable equipment which 

can be accumulated over a period of time—or never purchased at all. An important 

feature is the mechanical coupling between the shutter-cocking mechanism and the 

film-advance mechanism, making it impossible to make double exposures. 

In the third group are the reflecting cameras. Some of them have a single lens; 

others have two lenses, one for focusing and one for making the exposure. In general 

these cameras do not have interchangeable lenses, although front lenses may be used 

to reduce or increase the focal length of the taking lens. Certain models, however, are 

equipped so that the lenses may be changed for others of longer or shorter focal length. 

In the Contaflex of Zeiss Ikon the focusing lens brings the image, not to a ground- 

glass screen, but to a plano-convex lens of rectangular shape, the underside of which 

is matted. The image is ‘‘brilliant”’ to the corners. For critical focusing a magnify- 

ing lens can be swung into position over the image. This latter feature is character- 

istic of several of the miniature reflex cameras. In addition, the Contaflex has a 

built-in photoelectric exposure meter. 

Certain two-lens cameras are not reflex types. The second lens is merely a view- 

finder lens and is not connected mechanically with the taking lens. The second lens 

makes it possible for the user to see an image of his scene full size and right-side up by 

means of a reflecting mirror. The finder lens is of fixed focus and is not connected 

with, or related to, the taking lens. The latter must be set to the correct focusing 

position after the user has estimated or measured the distance of the subject from the 

lens. 

Optical and Mechanical Requirements for Miniature Cameras.—Speaking before the 

Photographic Society of America, Rochester, 1938, H. W. Zieler discussed the maxi- 

mum inaccuracies that may exist in manufacture and alignment maintenance in a 

high-grade camera making a negative 1 by 114 in. in size. He stated that a 2-in. lens 

at 34 ft. at an aperture of f/1.5 must be focused with a maximum tolerance of 

0.001 in. The focal length of the lens must be matched to the focusing mechanism 

to within 0.001 in. The total variation from all causes in the mechanical dimensions 

of the coupled range finder must not be over 0.001 in. 
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Fic. 6A. Fie. 6B. 
Fic. 6A.—Opaque screen projector recommended for continuous reference or reading 

16-mm. film pictures. The projector is equipped with an advancing lever which advances 
documents one picture at atime. It also has a winding crank which enables the operator 
to move the film rapidly through the projector. 

Fic. 68.—Library-type projector for 35-mm. film records. 

eos 

Fic. 6C.—Recordak check and document recorder. 
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All this shows the precision of manufacture, and the precision of maintenance 

required, if the small camera is to produce 8- by 10-in. prints (8X enlargements) 

that are satisfactory from the standpoint of detail. 

Sequence Cameras.—Several miniatures have optional accessory rapid-film 

winders which shorten the time required to wind up a new film and to set the shutter. 

The Robot camera has a built-in device which makes the exposure when the release 

button is pushed, moves the film forward, and cocks the shutter when the release is 

allowed to return to its normal position. When a strong spring is wound up by the 

user, it is possible to make 24 exposures as fast as the release button can be pressed. 

A sequence of exposures made with this camera resembles a series of frames made with 

a motion-picture camera with the exception that each individual exposure may be 

made in lé09 sec. Interchangeable lenses are available for the camera. 

Stereoscope Cameras.—Double-lens cameras for making stereoscopic exposures 

are described in the chapter on Stereoscopic Photography. These cameras range in 

price from $12 up to several hundred dollars. The simplest use ordinary roll film 

and make individual pictures 214 by 2!4 in. The higher priced units have reflex 

focusing, use plates or film, and come in several sizes, usually 45 by 107 mm. or 

6 by 13 cm. 

Identification Cameras.—These cameras are for use in schools, etc., where a large 

number of portraits are to be made for identification purposes. One type, listing at 

about $100, holds 100 ft. of negative film, unperforated, giving 500 exposures 13¢ in. 

wide. The camera is operated 4 ft. from the subject and is fitted with an f/3.5 lens. 

Another type holds 200 ft. of film; taking 1000 individual exposures, and is fitted with 

an f/4.5 lens of good correction. Printing machines are available for this type of 

camera. 
Certain 35-mm. cameras are available which hold enough film for 250 exposures; 

these may be used for schools, etc., where a large number of negatives are to be made 

without the bother of frequent change of film. 

Panorama Cameras.—Cameras of this type have means for revolving the camera 

on the tripod so that it covers a field of view wide in relation to its height. Thus the 

panorama camera is useful for covering large groups of people, as at conventions and 

gatherings, large estates, mountain vistas, geological surveys, etc. In the Folmer 

Graflex No. 10 Circuit panorama camera, speeds varying from 14 to 42 sec. are 

available; the lens is a triple convertible with focal lengths of 10, 1514, and 20 in. and 

is equipped with a meter to indicate the amount of film used for any exposure, per- 

mitting the determination of the amount of film left in the container. Film in 

lengths up to 10 ft. and widths of 6, 8, and 10 in. is used. 

Recording Cameras and Projectors.—A valuable extension of the use of Aad 

graphic equipment lies in the recording of documents, such as bank checks, books, 

letters, etc. Devices for this purpose are really automatic cameras which make 

the exposures as fast as the documents are fed into a hopper at oneend. The operator 

does not need to be an expert photographer. Banks may photograph up to 100 checks 

per minute with the Recordak. The microfilm Recordak uses 35-mm. fine-grain film 

and is adapted to the use of libraries, companies wishing to record blueprints, ete. 

Projection machines are furnished for viewing the photographed records. Recor- 

daks are supplied on a rental basis; library-type projectors are sold to the user. 

CAMERA ADJUSTMENTS 

With the exception of the fixed-focus cameras of exceeding simplicity, all cameras 

have certain adjustments which increase their versatility. These adjustments are 

listed below. 
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Focusing.— Usually focusing is accomplished by changing the lens-film distance 

by moving the entire lens. The lens may sometimes be screwed into a threaded 

mount instead of being moved by means of a bellows. In other cases only the front 
section of the lens may be moved. As already indicated, certain simple cameras 

have only two focusing positions of the lens, one for close-ups and one for distant 

scenes. In either of these positions the lens acts as a fixed-focus lens. 

Rising Front.—The lens board may be raised above a median position so that less 
of the foreground and more of the upper part of a picture may be included without 

Fie. 7.—Typical adjustment of lens with respect to focal plane. 

tilting the camera, a method which produces bad perspective. Tall buildings may be 

photographed in this manner, especially if the camera is equipped with a swing back. 

Falling Front.—The lens board may be lowered so that more of the foreground may 

be included. 

Side Movement of Lens.—When the camera is placed so that the picture is to be 

made the long way of the film, a rising and falling motion of the lens is made possible 

by another adjustment. This sideways movement (when the camera is vertical) 

can be employed to include more of the right or left of a picture without moving the 

position of the film. 

Swing Back.—This adjustment permits the film to be tilted about a horizontal 

pivot through the center (or some other line) of the film. By this means the top 
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(or bottom) may be moved closer to the lens. It is usually possible to make the same 

adjustment along a vertical axis. 

If the camera is pointed upward to include in the picture the top of a building or 

other tall object and if the plate is not maintained parallel to the lines of the building, 

these lines will seem to converge near the top. This distortion is apparent and not 

real, because, if the eye is placed at the position of the lens, it will be seen that the 

lines of the building do converge. In a photograph, however, the viewer does not 

wish the actual truth but wishes to see the building as he would see it if viewed from 

a more distant point. 

By combining the use of the rising front and the swing back the lines of the building 

can be kept parallel. The film should be maintained parallel to the lines of the build- 
ing by means of the swing back, and the top of the building should be brought into 
the scene by using the rising front. 

By making use of the swing back it is often possible to bring into sharp focus two 

objects located at different distances from the camera. If an object near the top 
of the picture is to be in focus at the same time an object near the bottom is in focus 

and if the two objects are at different distances from the lens, the edge of the film 

Fic. 8.—By tilting the swing back from vertical position, top and bottom of stairs can be 

more nearly focused at the same lens position. 

that represents the more distant object should be moved closer to the lens than the 

edge on which the closer object is to be registered. 

When the swing back and rising front are to be used, the lens of the camera should 

be able to cover sharply a larger area than the normal size of the sensitive material. 

In these cases the image at the edge of the film is of importance; therefore the lens 

must be well corrected and should be used at as small an aperture as the exposure 

time will permit. 

Removable Lens Board.—View and studio cameras and some folding hand cameras 

have removable lens boards so that lenses of longer or shorter focal length may be used 

interchangeably. 

Reversible Back.—Cameras used by advanced amateurs and by professionals have 

reversible backs so that the picture may be made either with the short or the long 

dimension of the plate as the bottom of the picture without turning the camera itself. 

Such cameras do not require a tripod hole on the long dimension of the camera body. 

Other Adjustments.—Occasionally the bed of the camera may be tilted upward or 

downward; the back may be raised as well as tilted, ete. Such adjustments are useful 

when making exposures in cramped quarters or when using wide-angle lenses, but in 

general these adjustments are seldom used. 

CAMERA ACCESSORIES 

View Finders.—The majority of cameras are equipped with view finders by which 

the user can tell when he has included the required subjects in his scene. View and 

studio cameras do not usually have such finders. The picture is composed upon a 

ground-glass screen. 
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Simplest of the view finders is the direct-vision type. This consists of a wire frame, 

more or less the exact size of the film or plate to be used, and a peep sight. Usually 

the frame is situated at the lens position; the peep sight is usually at the focal plane. 

The camera is held at eye level; therefore the picture composed in this type of finder 

tends to be more natural than one composed in a type that must be held at waist 

level. (Photographers for fashion magazines usually choose a very low point of view 

to accentuate the vertical lines of the models and their clothes rather than the hori- 

zontal lines. A reflex type of camera is preferred for this purpose. ) 

The frame and the peep sight need not necessarily be located, respectively, at the 

lens and at the focal plane, but wherever they are located, their relative dimensions 

with respect to each other and the eye and to their respective locations must be such 

that the eye will see what the camera lens embraces. These finders generally fail to 

include the proper view when the camera is very close to the object and should not be 

relied upon for close-ups. 
Reflecting-type Finders.—Cameras of the simplest types are usually equipped 

with a finder consisting of a lens, a mirror, and a ground glass upon which the lens 
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Fig. 9.—Direct-vision view finder. 

focuses the image. The image is right side up but is reversed, right to left. The focal 

length of the finder lens is short enough (about 1 in.) so that a small image is produced 

and all objects within the range of the camera adjustment will be in focus. There is 

no relation between the focal lengths of the finder and the camera lenses. 

A reflecting type of finder which is more efficient in its use of the light collected by 

the lens is commonly known as the “‘brilliant” type. The lens forms an image, not 

upon a ground-glass screen, but in a second lens which confines the light collected into 

a narrow cone and directs it to the user’s eye. At a normal viewing distance of 12 

in. above the finder, the cone of light is wide enough to include both eyes of the user. 

It is necessary that the user assume such a position that his eyes intercept the cone of 

light or he will not see the image of the scene he is to photograph. A hood is usually 

part of a brilliant finder. It shields the image from extraneous light. 

In still another type of finder (direct-vision optical finder) a strong negative lens 

forms a virtual image in front of the lens and a weak positive lens projects this virtual 

image to a comfortable position with respect to the eye, 7.e., about 15 ft. away. The 

image in such an optical finder is erect and not reversed. 
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More elaborate finders are arranged to indicate to the photographer when his 

camera is properly focused as well as to show him the field of view that is being covered. 

|; confined fo 
I] @ narrow 
1 Gone 

_Real image yo ------- Real image 
on ground tn this lens 

Light scattered 
in all olirections 

--- Camera 

Ground Glass Finder Brilliant Finder 

Fic. 10.—Common types of finders. 

The field seen through the finder is often smaller than that actually covered by the 

lens, so that the user is certain of getting into his picture all that he sees in the finder. 

The fact that the lens of the camera and the lens of the finder do not view the subject 

from the same point is not a serious matter unless close-ups are made. Errors due to 

separation of the two lenses are minimized 

by placing the finder as close as possible to 

the camera lens and by making the finder 

axis and the camera axis intersect at about 
15 ft. in front of the camera. 

is Parallax.—Certain view finders auto- 

Object Image Image y- matically compensate the error arising from 

by byle parallax which causes the picture as actually 

L, &L Ly registered on the sensitive material to be 

Fic. 11.—Use of negative lens to form different from that seen in the view finder. 
virtual image in front of lens Li which is 4. the camera is brought close to the object 
then projected to a comfortable position ; 5 : i ay 
with respect to the eyes. the view is restricted by a mask which is 

mechanically connected with the coupled 

range-finder mechanism. In general, however, the photographer must be careful 

to include the desired object in the center of his composition when working 

up close to the object and when relying upon the view finder to determine what is 

actually being photographed. If the camera is equipped with a ground glass, it will 

be much safer to make the actual composition by this means than to rely upon the 

view finder. ; 
Focusing Scale.—Cameras of the focusing type must use a focusing scale unless 

the operator is to focus his scene on a ground-glass screen each time he makes an 

exposure or unless he has an “‘automatic focus” type of coupled range finder. All but 

reflex, view, and studio cameras employ a focusing scale which may be used or not as 

the owner of the camera desires. With lenses of long focal length it is more important 

to estimate distance accurately than with short-focal-length lenses because of the 

shallower depth of field of the former. If the negatives made by the short-focal-length 

lens are to be enlarged to the same size as those produced by the longer lens, the 

accuracy of focusing must be the same. 
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The following formula may be used in marking out a focusing scale. First deter- 

mine the setting of the lens for focusing upon a distant (infinity) object. Then the 

difference between the lens-film distance for this setting and that required to focus 

accurately upon a nearer object will be found from 

cul Di te 

where f = the focal length of the lens in inches; 

s = the distance of object to lens in inches; 

D = the distance, in inches, of the lens from the infinity position. 

Example.—Design a focusing scale for a 5-in. lens. The lens focuses a distant object sharply when 

it is 5in. from the film. An object 25 ft. from the lens will be sharply focused when the lens is moved 

away from the infinity setting by f2/(s — f) in. or 25 + [(25 X 12) — 5] or 0.085 in. If the object is 

only 6 ft. from the lens, the lens must be moved away from the infinity setting 25 +. (72 — 5) or 0.37 in. 

from its infinity setting. 

With cameras having lenses of focal lengths of about 5 to 6 in. and having focusing 

scales parallel to the motion of the lens in focusing, the maximum error in estimating 

WZNG Am 
=e Li 

Fig. 12A.—Range finder in Fic. 12B.—Coupled range Fig. 12C.—Out-of-focus 
focused position. finder in unfocused position. adjustment of range finder 

with horizontally split file. 

distance is such that at f/8 the lens must be set to within 142 in. of the position 

determined by accurately focusing on a ground glass. If the lens has a shorter focal 

length and correspondingly greater depth of field, then the error in estimating distance 

and setting the lens for the estimated distance may be greater. On vest-pocket size 

and somewhat larger cameras the maximum permissible error is of the order of the 

distance between the 25- and the 50-ft. marks on the focusing seale. For miniature 

cameras the error should not amount to more than the interval between the 13- and 

20-ft. marks. Naturally the error may be greater if the camera lens is operated at a 

smaller aperture. 

Range Finders.—A valuable accessory to any camera is a range finder by which 

the user is enabled to measure accurately the distance of the object from the lens. 

The photographer may then set the lens-film distance by means of the focusing scale, 

or, if the range finder is mechanically connected to the lens in some manner, the act 

of measuring the distance automatically sets the lens-film distance. 

Range finders are of several types (described below) all depending upon the prin- 

ciple of presenting to the photographer two images of the object. When the range 

finder is properly adjusted, the two images merge, and the distance to the object is 

read from a scale attached. In some range finders the object or field of view is split 

so that one-half is displaced with respect to the other when the range finder is wrongly 

adjusted. In others two complete images are visible until the exact adjustment is 

secured. 
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Principle of Range Finders.—In Fig. 13 consider two rays of light from an object E 

so far distant that the rays from it are essentially parallel. Let these rays pass through 

apertures 0 and Q. The rays will also pass through A and B. Now consider another 

object situated on the ray passing through O. The ray from D passing through O will 

pass through B but, because of the closeness of D, a ray from it passing through @ will 

not pass through A but rather through some point such as C. The closer the object 

D, the further apart will Band Cbe. Thus the distance between B and C is a measure 
of the distance of the object D from the line OQ. If some means is provided at Q to 

bend the ray from D so that it goes through A, the amount of adjustment necessary 

will be a measure of the distance from Oto D. A fixed point of comparison is provided 

G 

| 
A aay 

2 | From 
\aistant 
| object 
je 

B tl 

O| D 
Fic. 13.—Elements of coupled range finder. 

by reflecting the beam twice and moving B over to the original position of A. Thus 

B and C, when adjusted to C’, are presented to the eye together, and any difference 

in their positions is readily seen (see Fig. 14). 

The distance between O and Q is known as the base of the range finder. Increasing 

the base increases the accuracy of the distance determination but increases the difhi- 

culty of using the device. If too great a base distance is used, the two images may be 

so far apart that it will be difficult for the user to find them. 

Kodak Pocket Range Finder.—In Fig. 15, with the eye at the indicated position, 

the field of view is divided horizontally by the edge of the mirror 1 so that one-half 

of the field comes straight to the eye while the other half is brought to the eye by 

Fic. 14.—Mechanism of range finder by which point C is moved to C’, the relative motion 

required being a function of the distance. 

reflections from mirrors 1 and 2. These mirrors are approximately 1}9 inches apart. 

This distance constitutes the base of the range finder. When the mirrors are parallel 

to each other, the vertical lines of an object at infinity appear continuous in the two 

halves of the field. For objects closer to the range finder, mirror 1 must be moved 

so that it is not parallel to mirror 2 in order to make the two halves of the field merge. 

This is accomplished by turning the actuating cam which swings the lever bearing 

mirror 1. The spring urges the lever against the cam so that backlash in the cam is 

eliminated. Because of the definite relation which exists between the angle between 

the mirrors and the distance from the object as viewed in the range finder, it is possible 

to calculate a scale which indicates the distance directly when the two halves of the 
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field coincide. This scale is mounted in the window of the actuating cam so that 

as the cam is rotated the scale rotates with it and a small index mark indicates the 

distance between image and range finder. A small lens is placed so that the scale is 

easily seen at one edge of the view. 

Distance 

Actuating SE2i( = eay Ww 
a 

Scale reading Jens----~ 

Fie. 15.—Kodak pocket range finder. 

Kodak Coupled Range Finder.—Mechanically coupling the range finder to the lens 

of a camera enables the user to measure distance and set the lens of his camera with 

one motion. Thus the range finder becomes a focusing device rather than a distance 

indicator, although it will also measure the distance of the object to be photographed. 

In the Kodak coupled range finder employed on certain miniature cameras, two 

images of the same object are created by two lenses. To make the two images coin- 

Objective a 
Field lens fens L a Ae 

DO wigind ; \ % Les 

Dividing lin oS Erecting prisn 
Ocular lenses Me < : /Camera lens 

“a XK ee mounted here 

LY a R és cs --"- 
P, : Adjusting cam for 

camera Tens e 
. x 

Ps SS ee 
a ee 

Objective sens M----- a 

.---Image formed by /ens L Dita p 

*----Image formed by lens M 

Freld of view 
Fig. 16.—Kodak coupled range finder. 

cide, one lens is moved with respect to the other. The objective lens of the range 
finder is carried on a movable support which is actuated by an adjusting cam which 

is turned by the focusing knob. Turning this knob moves the camera objective along 

its axis and thereby focuses it by means of a helical thread. This cam is so con- 

structed that, when the range-finder objective is correctly placed for the given object, 

the camera objective is focused upon this object. 
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The two images presented to the eye of the user form a field divided into two 

halves. With the camera in normal position the lower half of the image as viewed 

in the eyepiece is the fixed portion of the image. When the camera lens is out of 

focus, the upper half of the image is displaced to the right or left. Focusing consists 

in bringing these two halves of the field into proper relationship so that a unified 

image results. ; 

In Fig. 16 the two images created by L and M occur on the face of prism P, at the 

common boundary of prisms P2 and P;. The rays from M travel above prism P2 

while the rays from L travel inside the prism P2 and are reflected at a point just below 

the other rays. Both rays are then deflected by prism P; back to form the split image. 

Prism P, is an erecting prism to present the image to the eye right side up. The field 

lens collects all the rays forming the image so that 

they are carried to the eye. The ocular lenses are 

provided so that the images, which are only a short 

distance from the eye, may be seen easily. The 

objectives and oculars actually amount to two small 

telescopes giving a magnification of 3X. 

The eyepiece, which carries the ocular lenses, is 

adjustable along its axis to allow for variations in 

individual eyesight. The user is instructed to adjust 

the eyepiece for an object 8 ft. away, a setting which 

enables images for both distant and near objects to 

be accommodated by the eye. 

Leica Coupled Range Finder.—The principle of 

the range finder fitted to Leica 35-mm. cameras may 

be seen from Fig. 17. 

““A ray of light! from the object at O passes 

through the window A, through the glass sheet C, 

which is set at an angle of 45° to line O A, through the 

window D, and into the eye at H. Another ray of 

light from the same point on the object passes 

through window F, is reflected from mirror G, then 

from the glass sheet C, and finally passes through 

window D into the eye at H. Thus the eye at # will 

Fre. 17=_Principle ot areas two images, a direct one, such as that shown in the 

range finder. large circle in Fig. 12, and one reflected from the 
mirror G, which is the one shown in the small circle in 

Fig. 12. The mirror G can be rotated about an axis H by means of lever L, and it is 

obvious that if this mirror G is rotated to the proper position the ray of light OGC will 

then emerge from window D along the line OZ, and the two images will seem to have 

become one, or are coincident. Corresponding to this proper position of the mirror G, 

the end of the lever L indicates on the empirically calibrated scale S the distance OC, 

which is called the ‘‘range”’ of the object at O.” 

Figure 18 shows the range finder as fitted to the cameras. A collar, which is part 

of each lens available for the Leica camera, fits against a small roller which in turn 

actuates the prism of the range finder. The field seen in the range finder is enlarged 

about 114 times. A circular image is seen in the Leica range finder, the center of 

the image being brighter than the surrounding part of the field. Two complete 

images are seen in this center portion unless the range finder is properly focused for the 

desired object. 

1 CornoG, I. CiypEz, The Autofocal Camera, Am. Phot., January, 1937, p. 1. 
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An orange-red filter may be placed over one of the range-finder ports so that a deep 

color is imparted to one of the images, increasing the ease of accurate focusing by an 

increase in contrast between the two images. 

The base of the Leica range finder is approximately 40 mm. 

Zeiss Coupled Range Finder.—The principle of this type of finder is shown in 

Fig. 19. 

Fic. 18.—Leica range finder as fitted to camera. 

“At P’ there are two prisms of triangular cross section and very small angle. 

Viewed in the direction of the arrow these prisms would look like the inset in Fig. 19. 

In the figure these prisms are shown in such a position that a ray of light such as OP 

will pass through them without any change in direction, and the ray would go along 

the line OE into the eye at EH; together they act 

here like a sheet of glass with parallel faces. These 

prisms are arranged so that they will rotate 

about the line OPH in opposite directions and at e) 

equal rates as the focusing device of the camera is 

adjusted. Having been turned for a little way, = 

the pair no longer act like a sheet of plane parallel mies 
Side View glass, but like a single prism, since now one side 

of the combination is thicker than the other. 

This can easily be demonstrated by using the 

pointed ends of two lead pencils to represent the 

prisms, holding the pencils perpendicular to 

the plane of Fig. 19, and rotating each towards the 

right-hand side of the figure, in opposite directions. ——~> 

The result is that the ray of light is caused to 

deviate from the path OPE to the path OPE’. In 

this case mirror G is fixed, as is the sheet of glass 2 Sia P 

C, so that the ray OGC passes into the eye at E’. 

It is obvious that by rotating the prisms as C | ( 

described the two images can be brought into Dest 

coincidence along the line PH’.” 
In the Zeiss range finder, use is made of the EE! 

fact that the color of light passing through a very py. 19. Zeiss coupled range finder. 
thin metallic layer is complementary to the color 

of the light reflected by the layer. The colors into which white light are split by a 

semitransparent gold coating are red and green which, when mixed, become white 
again. 

The image-dividing mirror is given a coating of gold so that the objects in the 

image will be seen in nearly their natural colors in the central field when the camera is 

properly focused because the green and the red portions of the image will be rejoined 

then. The mechanical details of the range finder are shown in Fig. 20. 

of Prisms 
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The base of the Zeiss range finder is approximately 4in. The field of view of the 

red image is reduced in size so that only the part of the scene to be reproduced with 

maximum sharpness is visible. 

The following notes on range finders are taken from the Zeiss Ikon bulletin ‘‘ Con- 

tax Photography.” 

The simplest form of range finder comprises merely two mirrors, one fixed in 

position and the other variable (see Fig. 21). Since ‘‘the full distance range between 

infinity and about 3 ft. only involves a movement of the movable mirror through some 

Glass pencil--> 
with sem/-gildeo 
mirror and 
reflecting prism 2 

Circular wedges 

Fie. 20.—Rotating-wedge range finder. 

<+ixeo/ 
Fixes OC mirror 
mirror 

£ye 

Fic. 21.—Simple two-mirror range finder. 

Fic. 22.—Rotating-wedge type of range finder. 

3° which must be linked up with a movement of the focusing mount of the lens 
through 140°, . . . a small error in the mirror will involve a considerable error in the 

focusing. 

‘“A very considerable advance on this construction is reached in the rotating- 

wedge distance meter. In this instrument, a range of focusing distances between 

infinity and 3 feet involves a revolution of the two wedges through 90°, so that a gain 

in accuracy is reached, together with a comparative immunity from mechanical 

breakdown and damage through shock. 

“A further gain which the wedge principle introduces is that the base distance can 

be made of a solid glass pencil, one end of which is semi-gilded. This, though valuable, 
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is not so important as the possibility of separating the wedges from the base prism. 

The wedges can be placed on the actual lens mounting, while the base prism and eye- 

piece remain in the camera body. In this way, those portions of the meter which are 

most sensitive to mechanical shock can be safely protected by the body, thus affording 

a very high degree of security from breakdown. 
‘‘A still further step in the development of the distance meter may be taken. The 

distance meter may work on the ‘swing-wedge’ method, and its field of view is arranged 

to agree with that of the camera lens. A combined distance meter and view finder 

thus results. The swing-wedge principle involves the use of two cylindrical lenses, 

their outer sides plane and their inner sides ground circular, placed in close con- 

tact. The front lens is concave, and remains stationary, while the rear lens, which is 

convex, swings from side to side. The combined distance-meter-view-finder makes it 

possible to increase the field of view through the distance meter that would otherwise 

only be possible with the rotating wedge distance meter by increasing considerably 

the size of the camera. Such combination is clearly useful from the point of view of 

ease in focusing, quickness of exposure after focusing, and certainty of sharp pictures, 

since there is only one eyepiece to be looked through instead of two.” 
Accuracy of Coupled Range Finders.—The following data are taken from a paper 

by Cornog.! 

““The principle of the range finder may be discussed in connection with Fig. 17. 

The ‘range’ of the object is the distance CO, or R, measured from the center line 

connecting the two mirrors G and C, and the ‘base’ B of the instrument is the distance 

between the centers of these same mirrors. The base B subtends the angle X at the 
object, so that 

tan X = = (1) 

where X is expressed in radians and B and A in feet, or meters. This relation may be 

expressed in terms of the position of the lever arm on the scale S (Fig. 17), as in Eq. 2, 

L B 
S = y tan! R (2) 

“The range of the object is given, therefore, by the expression 

B 

~ tan X (3) 

which may be called the ‘law’ of the range finder. 
‘‘Since the angle X is always very small, it is necessary that a range finder be well 

constructed if precise results are to be obtained: given a good instrument, the deter- 

mining factor then becomes the adjustment for coincidence. In a reasonably well 

constructed instrument of the type of Fig. 17, such as may be found on a camera, the 

base length is about two inches, and with ordinary care in setting for coincidence an 

object twenty feet distant can be located within +4 inches, or within a length of 

8 inches, while if the object is only three feet away its position can be located within 

+0.1 inch, or within a length of 0.2 inch.” 
A good lens operating at an aperture of f/1.5 focused on an object 20 ft. distant 

will have a depth of focus from 17 ft. 10 in. to 22 ft. 10 in.; focused on an object 4 ft. 

distant objects between 3 ft. 11 in. and 4 ft. 114 in. will be in focus (circle of confusion 

4400 in.). Thus it may be seen that the accuracy of adjustment of the range finder 

is such that the depth of field of even the fastest lens will take care of minor errors in 

operating the range finder. 

1 Tbid. 
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Depth-of-field Indicator.—A useful accessory included on most miniature cameras 
and on many larger cameras is a depth-of-field, or depth-of-focus, table. Such a 

table shows the distance range which will be in sharp focus when the camera is focused 

upon a given distance and the lens is working at a given aperture. Often the depth- 

of-field table is in the form of an indicator which shows the user the depth as soon 

as he has focused the lens upon the desired distance. All such depth-of-field scales 

or indicators are based upon a certain value of the circle of confusion (see below); 

on miniature cameras in which the negatives are often enlarged considerably in 
making prints, the circle of confusion considered is much smaller than is used when 
large-size images are secured. 

Illustrations of two types of depth-of-field indicators are shown. 

Depth of Field.—If a lens is focused upon a given distance, objects in the plane at 

that distance will be sharply in focus. Objects near this plane will not be so sharply 
focused, but they will be sharper than objects at greater distances from this plane. 

If the lens is stopped “down, objects at 

considerable distance from the plane upon 

which the lens is focused may be relatively 

sharp, although not so sharp as objects in the 

plane upon which the lens is accurately 

focused. 
The distance from the nearest to the 

farthest subjects which appear sharply focused 

is called the depth of field. But this distance 

range is subjective, depending upon the inability of the human eye to distinguish 

between a point and a small circle. 

If the lens is focused accurately upon a given plane, then points of light in other 

planes will not produce points of light in the plane of the film but will produce circles 
which are cross sections of the pencils of light which come to a point focus in front of, 

or behind, the film plane. Therefore, the only points of light existing in the film plane 

are images of points of light in the plane upon which the lens is exactly focused. All 

other points in front of or behind this plane will be reproduced upon the film plane as 

circles, larger circles being produced by point sources existing at greater distances 

from the plane upon which the lens is focused than by points nearer the plane upon 

which the lens is focused. These circles are known as ‘‘circles of confusion.” 
It is generally assumed that, if a print is viewed from a distance of 12 in., circles 

of confusion 14009 in. in diameter or less will not be perceived as circles by the eye; 

they will look like points. 

A depth-of-field table, can be calculated on the basis of a given circle of confusion. 

If a camera makes negatives which are not to be enlarged, then the depth-of-field 

table may be based upon a circle of confusion of 14459 in. If, however, negatives 

are to be enlarged so that the resultant print has circles of confusion no greater than 

1650 Im., the accuracy with which the camera is focused must be correspondingly 

greater. Depth-of-field tables used with miniature cameras are often based upon 

a circle of confusion as small as 14999 in. 

Depth-of-field Table-—Assuming a permissible circle of confusion, the distance 

from the lens of the nearest object which is in focus when the lens is focused upon 

infinity, is known as the hyperfocal distance. This varies with focal length, circle of 

confusion, and aperture. The hyperfocal distance, in feet, is 

F2 

T= OKT) i. 
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where F = the focal length of the lens in inches; 

f = the working aperture f/number; 

C = the diameter of the circle of confusion in inches. 

The hyperfocal distance is sometimes defined as 

the distance of the nearest object in focus when the 

lens is focused upon this object sharply and when 

objects very far away are acceptably sharp. The 

value of H is used in calculating depth of focus as 

outlined below. 

In making a depth-of-focus table the distances 

desired are the distance to which sharpness extends Eig. 24 Pointy soureomin 

beyond and inside the distance upon which the lens focused to a point only in image 
is focused. Thus, if the lens is focused upon a plane Plane. Elsewhere the point 
10 ft. from the camera, between what limits will other Pecomes 2 circle. 

objects be focused? These distances may be obtained as follows: 

| | 
| 

or 

lal XX & 
Near distance = Eda a = Dy (5) 

; H 
Far distance = i xe = D7 (6) 

and for objects 6 ft. or less from the camera 

Near distance = a = Dy (7) 
H + (« — 12 

Far distance = Hl Xe raver, Dr (8) 
H = Oh —— 5) 

where H = the hyperfocal distance in feet; 

a = the distance in feet to which the camera is focused; 

f = the foeal length in inches. 

Example.—Assume a lens of 5-in. focal length, aperture f/5, circle of confusion of }499 in. diameter. 

What is the hyperfocal distance and what are the nearest and farthest objects in focus when the lens is 

focused on an object 25 ft. distant? Hyperfocal distance H = F2/(f X C X 12) ft. 

5X5 X400 — 10,000 _ H TE ed ee 

Therefore, if the lens is focused upon infinity, objects 167 ft. from the camera and beyond will be in focus. 

HXa _167X25_ 4, 
H+a i67+25° ~~ 

5 7 HXa 167 X 25 
Far-object distance = W—a~ 167 —25 

Near-object distance = 

= 27.4 

Therefore objects within a range of 21.7 and 27.4 ft. will be in focus. 

It will be noted that the depth in front of the plane upon which the lens is focused 

is shallower than the depth behind (farther from the camera) the image plane. At 

25 {t., an object 3.2 ft. in front of the 25-ft. plane will be in focus; an object 4.4 ft. 

behind this plane will be in focus. If, therefore, it is desirable to make an object 

closer than 21 ft. be in focus at the same time an object 25 ft. distant is in focus, 
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it will be necessary to focus the camera on a plane somewhat closer than 25 ft. for a 

given aperture.! 

Universal Depth-of-field Table.—In the following table (Eastman Kodak) the data 

are figured for a circle of confusion such that the angle between two lines connecting 

the edges of the circle with the optical center of the lens is 2 min. of are. This amounts 

to a circle whose diameter is approximately 14900 of the focal length of the lens. In 

such a table the circles of confusion are large for large prints and small for small prints. 

TasBLE II].—UNIvERSAL DEPTH-OF-FIELD TABLE! 

Aperture 

EWS 35 25 17.5 12.5 9.0 6.0 4.5 3.0 22) 1.5 
eter, 

mm. 

Distance 

focused Depth of field, ft. 

upon, ft. 

Over100}195 - ~, 71 -c |51 -c |34 -co |26 -o |17 -o |12 -o |8.5-0 

100 | 66.5-202 415-0 |34.0-2 |[25.5-0 |19.5-0 |14.5-0 |11.0-2 |8.0-« 
50 | 39.9- 66.9 25.2-2 |20.2-c0 |16.9-0 |12.6-0 |10.0-0 |7.5-< 
25 22.2- 28.6 5|16.7-49.2|14.4-95.0/12.6-2 |10.Q—0 8.3-20 |6.3-20 

15 13.9- 16.2 1/11.9-23.0)10.4-26.9| 9.4-36.5] 7.9-00 6.8-200 |5.4-00 

10 9.5- 10.5 8.8-11.7| 8.4-12.4) 7.7-14.2] 7.2-16.5| 6.3-21.0| 5.5-51.5|4.6-<2 

8 7.7= 8.3 7.2— 9.0} 6.9- 9.5} 6.5-10.5} 6.1-11.6] 5.4-15.1] 4.9-22.2/4.1-o 

6 o> 7) 5.5- 6.6] 5.4— 6.8] 5.1— 7.3) 4.9- 7.9) 4.4-10.0) 4.1-11.7/3.5-21 

5 4.8- 5.1 4.7— 5.4] 4.5- 5.6) 4.3- 5.9) 4.2- 6.3] 3.9- 7.9] 3.5- 8.5|3.1-12.5 

4 3.9- 4.1 3.8- 4.2) 3.7—- 4.3] 3.6— 4.5] 3.5— 4.7| 3.3- 5.7) 3.1- 5.8/2.8- 7.5 

3.5 | 3.4 3.6 3.3- 3.7] 3.3- 3.8] 3.2—- 3.9] 3.1- 4.1] 2.9- 4.8] 2.7- 4.9|2.5- 5.9 

3 3.0- 3.0 2.9- 3.1] 2.8- 3.2) 2.8- 3.3] 2.7- 3.4) 2.6— 3.6] 2.4 3.9|2.2- 4.2 

BO || BGS BE 2.4— 2.6] 2.4— 2.6] 2.3- 2.7) 2.3- 2.8] 2.2— 2.9} 2.1— 3.1]1.9- 3.5 

_ 1Computed for critically sharp definition, for fine detail. Where fine detail is not concerned, as in portraiture, the depth 
is effectively greater. This table applies only to normal lens equipment, not to wide-angle, long-focus, or telephoto lenses. 

The obvious use for a scale or indicator showing depth of focus is to determine 

the nearest and most distant planes which will be in focus when the lens is accurately 

focused upon a certain plane. But the indicator may be used in other ways. As an 

example suppose that it is desirable to bring both a near and a far object into focus. 

Which shall one focus upon, the near object or the far object? 

Suppose an object is 15 ft. from a camera which has a lens of 2-in. focal length. 

At the same time, an object at infinity must be in focus. Such a lens, focused at 

15 ft. and working at f/9, will focus all objects between 914 and 35 ft. with good sharp- 

ness. But the distant object is farther away and will not be sharp. If, however, 

the lens is focused upon a plane 26 ft. distant, all objects between infinity and 12.6 ft. 

will be in focus. Therefore the camera should not be focused upon either the near 

object or the distant object but somewhere between. 

Other Accessories.— Discussion of filters, diffusion disks, accessory supplementary 

lenses, plates, and films will be found in several other chapters of this book. 

Other accessories used by the well-equipped photographer include tripods, cut- 

film holders, film and plate adapters, ete. 

1 Gorpon, ALFRED, Depth of Focus in a Nutshell, Am. Phot., February, 1937, p. 112 (how to make 

scales and charts); and Martin, F. T., Seale for Indicating Exposures When Bellows is Extended, 

Am. Phot., January, 1938, p. 38. 
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The tripod is a necessity in all except candid and sports photography. The tripod 

must be chosen for the function it is to perform. If it is to support a small camera 

for a single shot, it need not be so heavy or so stable as the tripod which must support 

a heavy camera such as that used for making color-separation negatives. For the 

small camera the metal folding tripods are suitable, those made in the Orient excepted. 

In nearly every case these Oriental tripods are ‘‘weak in the knees.”” They must be 
chosen with extreme care. A 9- by 12-cm. camera can be supported on a metal 

telescopic tripod for a single shot, but, if separation negatives are to be made, a 

sturdier support is needed. In this case where three exposures must be made from 
exactly the same point of view, a wooden tripod of heavy construction is recommended. 

The tripod will tend to slip along the floor or surface less if its legs make a fairly 

large angle with the floor or ground. On the other hand, it will tend to move less 

when changing films, etc., if the angle with the ground or floor is small, 7.e., if the 

tripod legs are well spread out. Rubber feet are useful on floors; spokes are advisable 
when the tripod is to be used out of doors. 

Hand cameras as purchased are usually supplied with three plateholders. These 

are metal single plateholders into which cut-film sheaths may be placed. Reducing 

sheaths are available for these metal plateholders. These sheaths fit into the slots 

where the plates ordinarily fit, and the sheaths themselves have grooves into which 

the cut film may be used. A film-pack adapter is merely a holder made of metal, 

usually, with an extension on the rear into which the film pack may be placed. 

Folding roll-film cameras are seldom equipped with plateholders or detachable 

backs into which cut film, plates, or film-pack adapters may be placed. Studio or 

view cameras employ film or plateholders habitually. These are usually made of 

wood and are made in forms which will take either plates or films. In those which 

hold plates, film sheaths may be placed so that either plates or films may be employed. 
Therefore the plateholder is more universally useful than the holder adapted only 

for cut film. 

Wooden plate or film holders tend to warp in damp places; metal holders tend to 
rust. 

Synchronized flash guns are devices which enable the photographer to fire off a 

flash bulb at the same instant the shutter of his camera is opened. In principle they 

are all alike although the practical application of the several types may differ. 

When the shutter release is pushed to the point where the shutter is opened an 

electrical contact ismade. Such devices are generally used with between-lens shutters 

and not with focal-plane shutters. In the latter type of shutter, the various portions 

of the film or plate are exposed in sequence as the shutter opening moves across the 

image plane. The photographer is likely to find on his negative only a portion of 

the expected picture when the focal-plane type of shutter is used, unless the syn- 

chronized device is properly engineered with this type of shutter in mind. 

A lens shade is an accessory that is little used, but which should be in every 

photographer’s kit. Many a photograph, taken slightly against the light, which has 

turned out to be rather hazy would have been sharp if a lens hood or shade had been 

used. 

CAMERA-OBJECT RELATIONSHIPS 

The material in this chapter, up to this point, deals with the physical equipment 

by which photographs are made. Good pictures, however, depend not only upon the 

equipment but upon the manner in which this equipment is used. Much depends 

upon where the camera was placed when the exposure was made, e.g., how close to or 

how far from the object. It is here, and in other matters, that the photographer must 

use judgment; and, while this handbook is concerned almost exclusively with physical 
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equipment, the following material in this chapter (and a few paragraphs in the chapter 

on Optics of Photographic Lenses) deals with the proper relations that must exist 

between the camera and the object to be photographed, if a pleasing result is to be 

secured from the photographer’s efforts. 

Perspective.—Most photographs are attempts to represent, on a two-dimensional 

plane, a three-dimensional scene or object. One of the photographer’s most difficult 
problems is to give the viewer of the photograph some idea of the relations in space 

existing between the several parts of the scene or object. The appearance of the 

several objects of a scene in respect to their relative positions and dimensions is known 

as perspective. Ifa photograph shows these several objects to be in the same relative 

position and dimension as they would appear to the eye if placed at the position of the 

lens, the perspective of the photograph is natural. A good lens always does this: the 

photograph made with it is natural if the eye looks at the print from the proper 
viewpoint—but this is rarely the case. 

When one looks down a long lane of trees, those trees in the receding distance seem 

to become shorter and shorter as the distance increases. If the photograph makes the 

B D 

Fic. 25.—Two objects of same height (AB and CD) are focused at X’Y’ and X’Z’ by long- 

focus lens or at X Y and XZ by short-focus lens. 

nearer trees appear taller, when compared to the distant trees, than they would appear 

if the observer were actually looking at the scene, the perspective is exaggerated and is 

unnatural, 

If certain conditions are fulfilled, the perspective of the photograph will be more 

natural than if these conditions are not carried out. It is often said that a long-focus 

lens produces better perspective than a short-focal-length lens. It is true that the 

focal length of the lens enters into the problem, but the essential condition to be 

fulfilled is that the angle subtended by the print at the eye must be equal to the angle sub- 

tended by the object at the lens. Under this condition the perspective of the print will 

be natural. 

The angle subtended by the print at the eye depends upon the viewing distance. 

Since 10 in. is generally considered as normal viewing distance, when the print is held in 

one’s hands, the lens to be used is one that will focus upon the sensitive material when 

placed 10 in. from that sensitive material—in other words, a 10-in. lens focused upon 

infinity. 

All pictures made from the same viewpoint, no matter whether with a long-focal- 

length lens or a short-focal-length lens, will have the same perspective. The short- 

focal-length lens may include a wider field of view, and a given object will be smaller 

than when made with the long lens, but if the fields of view of the final prints are the 

same and if the relative heights of two objects in the two prints are measured, they 

will be found to be the same. 

In Fig. 25, AB and CD are two images of equal height but one is closer to the 

camera lens than the other. A short-focal-length lens will focus these images in the 

plane XYZ. Object AB will have a height on the image plane of XY, and object 
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CD will have a height of XZ. The ratio of XZ to XY will be equal to the ratio of 
BA to EC. A long-focal-length lens will focus the two objects in the plane X’Z’, and 

the ratio of the two image heights will be X’Z’/X’Y’, which, by similar triangles, is 

Fic. 26.—Effect of moving close to object to increase image size. Viewed at normal 
distance (10 in.) a print made under these conditions will appear distorted in perspective. 

equal to BA/EC. Therefore the perspective will be exactly the same in the two 

cases. The images produced by the long-focal-length lens will be larger than the 

images produced by the short-focal-length lens, but the angle subtended at the lens by 

the two objects will be exactly the same in the two cases. The print made with the 

long-focus lens should be viewed at a distance OX’, while the print made with the lens 

of short focal length should be viewed at a distance of OX. If the image XYZ is 

enlarged so that it has the same dimensions as X’Y’Z’, then it may be viewed at 

the distance OX’, and so far as perspective is concerned there will be no difference 

between the two prints. 

The objection to the lens of short focal length is the natural tendency of the user 

to move up close to the subject in order to get a large image. ‘This is sure to 

produce an exaggerated perspective. In Fig. 26 the relative sizes of the two 

images on the final print will be XZ/XY = X’Z'/X’Y’ = AB/EC when made with 

the two lenses from the same viewpoint. If the short-focal-length lens is moved 

closer to the image (Fig. 26), the ratio of the two images will be X"Z"/X"Y" = 

AB/FC, with the result that the nearer object will be larger, when compared to the 

farther object, than it appears in the print made from the longer focal-length lens. 

Example.—The relation between image distance, object distance, and focal length of lens is 

Tice allt 

QO” @=F 

where O = size of object; 

I = size of image; 

d = distance of object from lens; 

F = focal length of lens. 

Assume two poles in the ground, 10 m. apart and 10m. high. The camera is first placed 20 m. from 

the first pole. The focal length is 5 cm. (0.05 m.). On the print the nearest pole will have an image 

height determined by the above formula of 1000 em./(L/O) = 19°99 = 2.5 cm. The pole farther 

away will have a height of 1.66 cm. These two images will have a ratio of 2.5:1.66 or 1.5. The image 

of the nearer pole will be 1.5 times as high as the one farther away. 

Now move closer to the poles so that the negative is made at a distance of 10 m. from the nearer pole. 

In this case the two image heights will be, respectively, 5 cm. and 2.5 cm., or the nearer pole will be 

twice as high as the farther pole. 

Proper Viewing Distance.—Prints must be viewed at the proper distance if the 

perspective is to be natural. Consider two prints, one made with a short-focal-length 

lens and the other with a long-focus lens. The short-focus lens was moved closer 

to the object when the exposure was made to secure an image more nearly equal in 

size to that of the other lens. If the print made with the short lens is held at the 

same distance as the print made with the longer lens, the perspective will not be 

natural, but if the smaller print is moved closer to the eyes, the perspective will seem 
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more natural. The viewer may have to shut one eye so that he can approach close 

enough to the print to embrace all of it, but the perspective will be more nearly like 
that made with the long lens. 

If a scene is photographed with a lens covering a very wide angle, it will be difficult 

to view the entire picture at once, so that the print will be moved away from the eyes. 

This distorts the perspective. On the other hand, if a telephoto lens is used which 

covers a very narrow angle, it will be natural for the user to move the print closer to 

the eyes so that the print fills the field of vision. This distorts the perspective in the 

other direction. 

The important criterion is that the print is to be viewed at such a distance that the 

angle subtended at the eye is equal to the angle subtended at the lens by the object. 

An enlargement from a negative made with a short-focal-length lens and viewed 

from the proper viewing distance will often have a better perspective than a print 

made by contact with a negative produced with a lens of longer (although improper) 

focal length for the viewing distance to be employed. A 5- by 7-in. print made with 

a 7-in. lens should be viewed at 7 in. viewing distance. If 

held at 10 in. the perspective will be somewhat unnatural. 

A negative made with a 2-in. lens and enlarged 5 times 

will produce a print when viewed at 10 in. which will 

have more natural perspective than the contact print of 

the same size made with the 7-in. lens. The difference 

in perspective, however, will be small. 

If L is the viewing distance of the print, f is the 

focal length of the taking lens, and n is the linear mag- 

nification of the print compared with the negative, then* 

L = nf ; (9) 
Fig. 27.—Relations be- 

tween focal length of taking 
lens and proper viewing 
distance for print. known. 

from which the correct viewing distance or the best linear 

magnification may be found if the other two factors are 

Example.—What is best degree of enlargement for a negative made with a 2-in. (5-cm.) lens when 

the print is to be viewed at 30 in.? (This figure approaches the distance at which salon prints are 

viewed.) 

Thus a print from a 35-mm. negative should be approximately 13 by 20 in.; or at a viewing distance 

of 10 in. the best size for a 35-mm. enlargement is 5 by 7 in. 

Choice of Focal Length.—Since the eye includes an angle of about 50°, it is advis- 

able to include only this angle in a print. Thus we have the rule that the focal length 
of the lens should be equal approximately to the diagonal of the plate or film to be 

covered. For example, a certain lens designed to cover a 4- by 5-in. plate has an 

equivalent focal length of 61345 in. Focused upon an object at infinity, this lens 

subtends at the plate an angle of approximately 53°. 

1 This may be proved by Fig. 27. Let d be the diagonal of the plate to be covered by a lens of focal 

length f, and let D be the diagonal of the enlargement. The condition is that the print and the negative 

subtend equal angles at the eye of the observer and at the lens, respectively. 

By similar triangles, D/2 + d/2 =L +f =D +d. 

But D = nd. Therefore 

or 



CHAPTER V 

SHUTTERS 

By Auan A. Cook 

In the early days of photography shutters were seldom necessary. Photosensitive 

materials were slow and long exposures were required. Dry plates appeared in 1880, 

roll film in 1884, and the first Kodak in 1888. For successful amateur photography 

there was then a need for an exposing device to uncover the camera lens for a definite 

short period of time and then to close it again. 
There were earlier shutters, many of them homemade. Some were built like a 

guillotine with a simple slide and a slit in it and a rubber band set of springs to snap 

the slide opening across the front of the lens—an 

early conception of the focal-plane shutter. 

Another type consisted of two blades sliding 

like double doors at right angles to the lens axis 

or pivoted above to swing out at the start of the 

exposure and back into an overlapping position 

at the center when the exposure ended. Such 

blades were of light thin material and could be 

located between the lens elements. The casing 

could serve as a holder for the lens mounts. 

Interlens Shutters.—The principles of this 

early design were naturally carried into the 

development of the interlens shutter. This term 

will be used to describe shutters that open 

centrally and are located between or near the 

lens elements, as distinguished from focal-plane 

shutters which are located near the plane of the 

y 

N S 

film or plate. 

Single-blade Shutters—The interlens shutter 

in its simplest form is an exposure mechanism Fig. 1.—Construction details of 

with a single moving blade. Inexpensive box Eastman _ single-blade automatic 
cameras are usually equipped with a device of Shutter (Julius Springer). 

this kind and Fig. 1 shows the details of construction of such a shutter from 

an Eastman camera. A is the release lever, and B is the release-lever spring, 

which has a double action according to the position of the double-action link C. 

The main spring D connects C with the shutter blade H. For alternate exposures this 

blade oscillates between the position shown in solid lines in Fig. 1 and the dotted-line 

position. At each pressure on the release lever the opening in the blade G revolves 

over the lens opening H to give an exposure of about 145 sec. The lug F stops the 

rotation of the blade at the proper place after exposure. Note that both the link C 

and the main spring D have a double action for alternate exposures and that the 

actuating force on the blade is not the direct pressure of the release lever but the effect 

of the tension produced in the main spring D. J is a lug which holds the blade until 

the pressure on the D spring has developed maximum tension. 

97 
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A more modern box-camera shutter is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two moving 

parts and two springs. When the exposure trigger is depressed, shutter cover 14 

moves from a position in contact with stud 15 (Fig. 2A) to stud 16. In so doing, 

cam edge 25 of the shutter cover contacts stud 18 on the shutter blade, moving it 

Fie. 2.—Shutter of modern box camera. 

across the face of the camera so that the opening in the shutter blade, 26, comes 

opposite the opening 4, thereby exposing the film. When the trigger is released, 

spring 11 causes the cover to move from its position in B to its original position in A. 

Another, more complex, single-blade shutter is shown in Fig. 3. A isa view of the 

individual parts of the No. 1 Kodo shutter 

of Eastman Kodak. B shows the assem- 

bled shutter. 

Figure 4 shows how a disk diaphragm 

operates to provide four different sized 

openings for the lens to permit an adjust- 

ment for varying light conditions. 

Before going on to shutters of more 

complicated design, it will be advisable to 

define more accurately the different parts 

of an interlens shutter and describe their 

Fig. 3A. Fie. 3B. 
Fic. 3A.—Parts of No. 1. Kodo shutter for box camera. 1, speed pointer; 2, speed- 

pointer rivet; 3, opening lever; 4, opening-lever rivet; 5, blade controller; 6, blade-opener 

rivet; 7, trigger spring; 8, trigger assembly; 9, trigger screw. [ 

Fic. 38.—Modern box-camera shutter, completely assembled. 

function. In general, an interlens shutter has a casing which serves as a lens holder 

and contains three separate units: 

1. A diaphragming device to provide an adjustable aperture for the lens. 

2. A blade mechanism to open and close for exposure. ; 

3. A retarding device to slow down the action of the blades from maximum speed 

of action, thus providing a series of definite time intervals and a lever which can be set 

to operate the shutter at any one of these intervals. 
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Diaphragms are commonly of two types. The rotating disk shown in Fig. 4 is the 

cheapest, but it does not provide a continuous series of lens openings and is bulky if 
more than a few stops are to be used. The iris 

diaphragm consists of a number of ring sectors, 

usually made of thin metal, which will be called 

“diaphragm leaves.”’ Figure 5 shows the action of 

a typical iris leaf. It has a pivot A at one end, the 

other end is provided with a stud or some similar 

Fig. 4. Wie, HH, 

Fic. 4.—Disk diaphragm of simple Kodak shutter. 

Fig. 5.—Action of a single diaphragm leaf (Julius Springer). a, fixed end of leaf on 

pivot; 6, movable end of leaf at full opening; 61, movable end of leaf at intermediate 
position; 62, movable end of lead at smallest opening. 

fastening which is fitted into a short slot in a rotatable ring. Three different posi- 

tions of the single leaf are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows how a seven-leaved 

Fig. 6.—Action of seven-leaved iris diaphragm (Julius Springer). 1, full opening; 2, half 

closed; 3, smallest opening. 

Fig. 7.—Complete iris-diaphragm assembly (Julius Springer). a, mounting plate, 
b, leaves, 12 in all; c, slotted ring; d, iris opening indicator; e, iris ring connected to d; f; 
slot to limit rotation of ring; g, slot in which movable end of leaf is carried; h, stud that 

pivots fixed end of leaf in mounting plate. 

diaphragm operates in the same three positions. The central lens opening can be 

made larger or smaller by simple rotation of a slotted control ring in which the free 

ends of all the leaves are fitted. 
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Figure 7 is a complete iris-diaphragm assembly with 12 leaves to provide openings 

that are almost complete circles. This drawing shows the number of parts involved 

and gives an idea of the small space within which they can be fitted. This is an 

important point because the available space between the lenses in modern photo- 

graphic objectives is very limited. In small short-focus lenses there is often only 
1g» in. of space for diaphragm leaves. 

Multiblade Shutters.—About 1900, single-blade shutters were found to be inade- 

quate. Photography had to find means of “‘stopping’”’ faster motion. Double- 

blade shutters, as shown in Fig. 8, were the first answer to thisdemand. A, B, and C 

Fic. 8A.—FPK Automatic shutter made by Bausch & Lomb (from W. O. Hammer) 
1, release lever; 2, pump for bulb release; 5, exposure indicator; 7, diaphragm adjustment 

and indicating lever; 8, lever operating blades; 9, levers operating for bulb and time 
exposure. 

2 Le 

Fic. 8B.—Automatic shutter made by Bausch & Lomb (from W. O. Hammer). iS 
release lever; 2, pump for bulb release; 3, pump for retarding device; 5, diaphragm indicator 

and adjusting cam; 7, diaphragm lever; 8, diaphragm leaves; 9, blades. 
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O 
O 

Fic. 8C.—Wollensak Regno setting shutter. 1, release Fig. 9.—Blade 

lever; 2, pump for bulb release; 3, pump for retarding device; action of double- 

4, setting lever; 5, exposure indicator; 7, diaphragm lever. blade shutters. 
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(b) 
Fic. 10.—Blade action of three-blade Fic. 11.—Compact shutter and lens 

shutter (Julius Springer). (a), blade assembly (Julius Springer). a, back 
open; (b), blade closed; 1, pivot of blade . case or housing; 6, front cover plate; 

5; 2-3, pivots of blades which have been c, mechanism mounting plate; d, front 
removed for illustration (they are exactly lens mount; e, back lens mount; f, iris 
similar to 5); 4, mounting plate; 5, diaphragm leaves; g, shutter blades; h, 
blade; 6, stud to connect blade 5 with diaphragm lever and indicator; 7, disk 

sector ring 8; 7, slot in sector ring; for t, b, or ¢ exposures; k, exposure indi- 
8, sector ring; 9, spring; 10, stop stud cating ring; 1, diaphragm scale; m-n, 
fixed on plate 4. levers to regulate the gear-retarding 

device. 
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Fig. 12.—Photograph 
showing the construction 
of the popular Compound 
shutter, made by Freder- 
ich Deckel, Munich. 1, 

finger release; 2, air pump 
for bulb release; 3, pump 
retarding device; 4, setting 
lever for motor spring; 5, 
exposure indicator (time, 

bulb, instantaneous); 6, 
speed-setting dial; 7, dia- 
phragm adjusting and indi- 
cating lever; 8, adjusting 
cam under speed-setting 
dial; 9, pin to connect cam 

8 with dial 6. 

Fig. 13.—Retarding device of the 
Compound shutter (Julius Springer). 
a, air cylinder; b, speed-setting dial; 
¢, speed-setting cam, pivoted at d; d, 
pivot for speed-setting cam; e, piston 
inside cylinder; f, retard-lever link; 
g, pivot for retard-lever link; A, 

retard lever; 7, pin connecting dial 
and cam and regulating position of 
the link f. 

(te 
1 

Fic. 144.—Mechanism of mod- 

ern Compur shutter, #0 (Julius 
Springer). a, backing case; c, set- 
ting lever, linked with leaves ci and 

¢2 and mainspring c¢3; é, release lever, 

linked with levers d, f, and g; h, 
trigger for the sector ring, moved by 
e; t, ki to ks, retarding device; 

é, €1, mechanism of self-timer; m, pro- 
jections of sector ring; 71, knob for 
operating self-timer; 0, cable-release 

bushing; p, stop for release lever e. 
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are different makes of shutters of this period. The blades are clearly shown—in the 

closed position in 8A and 8C, in the open position in Fig. 8B. Although these shutters 

were a great advance over previous models and were used all over the world on 

American-made cameras, they were merely one step in a long series of development. 

As increasing speed and accuracy became necessary, a different type of blade action 

was devised. 
Figure 10 shows a three-blade shutter with blades 2 and 3 removed. In this 

illustration, 5 is a blade which is operated by rotation of the ring 8 through pressure 

Fie. 148.—Retarding device of the Compur shutter (Julius Springer). J, shutter 
set for slowest speeds to 1{9 sec.; JJ, shutter set for medium speeds from 14 9 to }4 99 sec.; 
ITT, shutter set for fastest speeds. 

The labeled parts are as follows: a, speed-indicating dial; b, fixed plate support for cam; 
c, pivot for dial and cam; d, e, speed-control cams working together; f, pin connecting the 
cams with dial a; g, h, pins regulating positions of two levers by cams; 2, pivot of gear sector 
s; k, pivot or setting lever p; 1, pivot of retard lever t; m, n, escapement mechanism which 
is thrown out of action at speeds of 149 sec. and faster; 0, pivot of escapment lever 2; 
p, setting lever; 7, gear retard, acting with z and m (these gears do not operate at maximum 
speed because the gear sector s is depressed to its lowest extent by pin h before lever p 
is operated); s, gear sector pivoted at 7; t, retard lever; z, gear retard. 

on stud 6 which is firmly attached to the blade. Note that only a few degrees of 

rotation of the ring 8 suffice to open the blade completely and that spring 9 acts to 

close it by pulling the ring back to position 6 where it is stopped by stud 10 which is 

fixed in the case. All this makes for rapid action when the parts are made of light, 

rigid material. 

These are only typical of the principles of modern shutters because shape and 

number of blades as well as the method of operating them are all subject to wide 
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variations in different commercial designs. The question of blade action in relation 

to shutter efficiency will be discussed in a later paragraph. 

There is one design of blade mechanism which is worth noting although shutters 

made to that pattern are no longer on the market. This design is characterized by 

blades revolving in one continuous motion from closed position through open position 

to closed again. The principle itself is interesting because blades that open and close 

in one motion are theoretically capable of higher speeds than the design actually used 

at present in which the blades open, come to rest, and then close again. 

Setting Setting lever 
Cable release _ fever Se/f-timer 
bushing «— ralease cotch Release elt 

lever timer 

Release 

lever 
~— Coble release 

Fig. 15.—Photograph of modern Compur' Fic. 16.—Illustration of Kodamatic shut- 
shutter. ter. 

Fig. 17.—Mechanism of Wollensak Betax shutter. 

Retarding Devices.—In the timing-control mechanism of a shutter there have been 

tried a number of different mechanical principles. Among the first were adjustable 

spring tension on the main lever of the shutter (the one which operates the blades) 

and the application of a leather brake to a coil spring to slow down its action. The 

air pump as a retarding device was mentioned in an American patent in 1885 and has 
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been used a great deal. It is reliable so long as it can be kept clean, but this is hardly 

possible in a hand camera that is exposed to dust when in use. A later method, first 

- made practical in 1910, depends on the braking action of a train of gears or an escape- 

ment-wheel mechanism of some kind. This gear and escapement retarding device 

is now considered the most accurate yet devised and is used on all modern interlens 
shutters. 

With three separate mechanisms built into one small casing, it is not surprising 

that a photographic shutter is a complicated mechanism. It has to be to fulfill the 

functions of diaphragm action and timing control. Figure 11 is a drawing of the 

complete assembly with lenses attached. The mechanical clearances are very small 

especially in the smaller outfits, and this is one reason why amateur repairs nearly 

always end up by ruining the shutter completely. The remarkable fact about shutters 

is that designers have been able to put so much mechanism into a small space and 

that manufacturers have been able to 

make them perform reliably. 

Automatic Action.—There is one other 

point to be considered in this short outline; 

the difference between automatic shutters 

and those that have to be set for each 

exposure. Early shutters were all the 

second type; there was a setting lever plus 

a release lever, and two operations were 

required to complete the exposure. This is 

Bi cs hie 2 
Fig. 18.—Retarding device for Wol- 

lensak Betax shutter. 1, lever engaging : : 
pinion on escapement; 2, escapement; 2 disadvantage that was recognized at the 

3, pallet whose number of oscillations beginning of shutter development. Auto- 

are controlled by escapement 2; 4, pallet matic shutters were attempted by designers 
lever, offering resistance and providing ieee 
smoothness of operation; 5, slot in escape- %% early as 1892. The principle had 
ment balance in which pallet lever rides. already been demonstrated in the trigger 

action of automatic revolvers. As applied 

to shutters, this trigger action consists of some mechanical arrangement of two springs 
on the main lever of a shutter in such a fashion that the shutter blades are closed by 

spring 1 after being forced by hand against the pressure of spring 2; 7.e., spring 2 

opens the blades when released after tension is applied to it by hand. After its action 

of opening the blades, it is disconnected from the lever by a slip catch (or some similar 

device) and spring 2 is then free to close the blades. 

It is a simple device mechanically, and there are many ways to accomplish this 

automatic feature of shutter action. But there is, as usual, a disadvantage. In 

automatic shutters spring 2 must open the blades against the pressure of spring 1, 

TaBLE IJ].—Wo.LLENSAK SHUTTER DIMENSIONS 

Over-allblencth sine eee eee cere 0.710 0.808 0.827 0.946 1.024 1.024 

Diameterncase swe. Heels ei one Stee eee 1.521 1.970 2.345 2.940 3.705 4.660 

Maximum diaphragm opening............ 0.552 0.710 1.024 1.380 1.761 DB 

Hrontglenssopenincar nae aoe 0.838 1.059 1.204 1.764 2.389 2.901 

Mhreaadsyipersimis-y siete sisaske ave ove een 50 50 50 40 40 40 

Backwlenskopentn eae ees icmiaric oes 0.838 1.059 1.204 1.764 2.389 2.901 

Threads nip eramepy-s capa voter chore selsneteveresie 50 50 50 40 40 40 

enetheflanceshub sine eeerierrseiielelleiet- ea 0.177 0.197 0.197 0.293 0.316 0.335 

Diametermflanse hubsseee reece 0.953 1.185 1325) 1.997 2.623 3.128 

Phreadsspern uma eke eee ees esta eae 40 40 40 30 30 30 
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therefore it must be stronger than spring 1. From this it follows that an automatic 

shutter never closes so fast as it could if it did not have this double-spring feature. 

For this reason the fastest interlens shutters are not the automatics but are of the 

type that must be set by hand before each exposure. 

TasLE [V.—DIMENSIONS—WOLLENSAK STUDIO SHUTTERS 

No. ea ie ea Light opening, in. Lens opening, in. Bulb attachment 

1 34 2 Ve 21335 No. 4 

2 4% 2 Hie 21546 No. 5 

3 4Vg 21546 31345 No. 5 
4 548 3 2 37%o No. 6 
5 6% 4 4 ho No. 6 

Focal-plane Shutters.—Interlens shutters have certain disadvantages: (1) maxi- 

mum speed at present is about 1400 sec.; (2) their efficiency at high speeds is low; (3) 
shutters of large size are always slower than small ones of the same design on account 

of the increased friction and the inertia of the parts that must be set in motion. This 

is a decided disadvantage with large-aperture lenses and has led to an almost universal 

use of focal-plane outfits for high-speed photography. 

Fig. 19.—Curtain of Graflex shutter. 

The focal-plane shutter is simply a black curtain, like a window shade, on two 
rollers with slits of different width cut across it. Figure 19 is the curtain which can 

be wound to use any one of four slits. (The square opening at the top is for time and 

bulb exposures.) The spring tension on the curtain is also variable and is controlled 

by a separate winding key. The results, expressed in reciprocals of 1 sec., are tabu- 

lated on the index plate, Fig. 20. The whole 

outfit, fitted in its frame and assembled on 

the back of a Graflex camera, is illustrated 

and described in Fig. 21. This is probably 

the simplest form of focal-plane shutter. 

In the Leica camera the design has been 

changed to provide a slit of variable width 

instead of a number of slits, and the film- = = 

winding mechanism has been geared to the /f THE BM a ate iareas 

shutter-winding shaft so that both oper- ese ROCHESTER, N. Y;, U.S.A. 
ations are performed with one motion. — 
This shutter is now actually made up of 
two curtains. The separation of the ends 

is the slit of variable width. Slit width is adjusted to the proper value, in setting the 

shutter for exposure, by winding up the curtains on one roller. When released, spring 

pressure on two separate rollers at the other end of the camera draws the two curtains 

across the film aperture as a unit. The range of rated speeds on the latest Leica 

cameras is from 1 to 000 sec. 

R.B.GRAFLEX-SERIES D 

Fie. 20.—Index plate for setting the 
speed of Graflex shutter. 
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The shutter of the Contax camera uses a metal strip assembly instead of cloth as 

curtain material with an adjustable width of slit. This Contax shutter is rated at 

l¥o50 sec. at its fastest speed. 

The advantage in respect to speed that focal-plane shutters have over those of the 

interlens type is due to the fact that the focal-plane shutter does not expose the whole 

area of the film at once. The blades of an interlens shutter actually move much 

faster than a curtain at the focal plane; for example, assume a 1¢-in. slit in a curtain 

shutter set for 4900 sec. in a miniature camera, the film width being about 13¢ in. 

(z.e., 11¢ in.), and the slit requires 114000 or 0.00909 sec. to complete the exposure. 

Compare this with an interlens shutter where at maximum speed the blades open and 

close completely within 1409 or 0.002 sec. in the fastest models. 

Aperture 
|__ indicator 

Curtaw7 

winding key 

bee Re/ease 
trigger 

Tension 
indica for 

fension 
winding knob 

Fig. 21.—Back of Graflex camera showing focal-plane shutter construction. 

A disadvantage accompanies the high speed of focal-plane shutters. The result 

is distortion, caused by the fact that a moving object is not completely ‘‘stopped”’ 

by a focal-plane shutter but changes its position during the time required for the slit 

to travel across the area of the film. The elliptical wheels of racing cars are a familiar 

example of this. This distortion makes the focal-plane shutter unsuitable for aerial 

mapping where complete freedom from distortion is desirable. 

Shutters of Special Types.—There are few other kinds of shutters that need be 

mentioned. Those for studio use are generally made only in large sizes, to accommo- 

date portrait lenses, and are limited to a bulb exposure. In these shutters one set of 

blades often serves for both diaphragm and shutter blades by the introduction of a 

stop ring which can be adjusted to prevent the blades from opening to their full 

extent when the release is operated. Exposures of about 4 sec. are the fastest possible 

with these outfits, and longer exposures are secured by holding the release for the 

required length of time. 

In a stereo shutter two separate blade assemblies are mounted at the proper dis- 

tance in a single casing and connected by a long lever to operate from the standard 
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mechanism of one of the shutters. Shutters of this type are never so fast as the 

‘standard models with one set of blades. 

Another and different principle is found in the louver or Venetian-blind shutter. 

One model was designed for use in an aerial camera and was located midway between 

the lens and the plate. There have been few practical applications of this type. 

Efficiency and Accuracy of Shutter Testing.—J/nterlens Shutters.—Efficiency may 

be defined as the ratio of light transmitted by a shutter during the exposure interval 

to the amount of light that would have gone through if the full aperture had been open 

during that interval. An efficient shutter is one whose blades open fast and close 

fast; the wide-open position should be held for as long a part of the prescribed exposure 

time as possible. [Efficiency varies with the size of lens aperture that is employed. 

The efficiency ratio may be expressed graphically when the constants of the shutter 

have been determined. A typical set of such diagrams are shown in Figs. 25, 26, 

4 y 4 4 4 , 5 4 4 4 4 Hy 4 , 5 y 5 4 4 3 y 4g 4 3 4 y 
ZZ 

A UZ 

a al UZ74 122 

7 

: 

7 

COLLSLEL) 

P7772) SOS 

EN 4 

WS 

S wwe ae 
SLLLLEL A oe 

SOS NOOO 

Z 
SHON : I SS bh t Qa 

bh 
ow 

iy 

SSS 
(LASALLE 
RS 

LLL 

SS 

NN 
CALLED 

DRL hb ddd VELA 

' 

g h g 
Fig. 22.—Focal-plane shutter of Leica camera. The parts labeled are as follows: 

c, roller for extension bands of lower curtain 7; f, upper curtain; g, extension bands; h, 
spring roller for bands g of upper curtain; 7, lower curtain; 7, spring roller for lower curtain; 
k, pin connecting rollers c and e; m, winding knob; n, coupling pin connecting winding knob 
m with axle. 

and 27. In these the area DT (or 24 DT for Fig. 27) represents ideal performance or 

full opening for the total interval at which the shutter is set to operate. The shaded 

area in each diagram represents the time the shutter is actually open, and the ratio 

of the two is the efficiency in percentage. 

The determination of the constants of any particular shutter requires special 

equipment of a high order of precision. One really needs a slow-motion picture of the 

shutter blades in the act of opening and closing, and the separate pictures must be 

exactly timed. Such a set of pictures is presented in Fig. 28, and the time interval 

between pictures in this case is {099 sec. The timing accuracy of the shutter is 

shown also, being 114909 sec. for this particular exposure. Efficiency is here 

measurable by simply comparing the total open area of the blades in all exposures on 

the print and the ideal area of 11 pictures at the full circular aperture; in this case it is 

about 60 per cent. 
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The apparatus required to make such an analysis, as shown in Fig. 29, was designed 

by P. G. Nutting for use in the Kodak Laboratories. It consists of an are lamp as 
light source, a constant-speed motor to drive a cylinder on the rim of which are 

20 small flat mirrors, a holder for the shutter, a small lens to form an image of the 

blades, and a rotating drum to hold the film that is to record the separate images. 

The mirror cylinder must turn at exactly 50 r.p.s. (or 3000 r.p.m.) if its 20 mirrors 

Fig. 24.—Linked metal bars (lower left) and assembly of bars in focal-plane shutter for 

Contax. 

are to give exactly 1000 flashes per second on the shutter blades. It is impossible to 

make an accurate determination of efficiency without special apparatus like this. 

Photometric methods are accurate if properly carried out, but they involve consider- 

able labor for a complete analysis. 

Focal-plane Shutters.—In the case of focal-plane shutters, efficiency is more easily 

determined. All one needs to know is the essential lens and shutter dimensions 
given in Fig. 30. Examination of this drawing shows that the distance H between 

the shutter curtain and the film is the determining factor in efficiency. Only when 
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E =0, 2.e., when the shutter is at the emulsion surface, is a focal-plane shutter 

100 per cent efficient. The aperture ratio of the lens also enters into the calculation, 

so that a focal-plane shutter 80 per cent efficient for an f/4.5 lens may be totally 

“Tite Tak 

Fig. 25. Fic. 26. Fig. 27. 
Fic. 25.—Efficiency diagram of interlens shutter. The total time of operation of the 

shutter is 7; the time during which the leaves are entirely openis 72. During the interval 
T; the shutter is opening, whereas during 73 it is closing. D represents the diameter of 
the aperture. The efficiency is the ratio of the shaded area to the area of the entire 
rectangle, and may be expressed as 

_ D@a se 16T, + Ts) 
DT 

In this case, the efficiency is 86.5 per cent. 
Fie. 26. —Efficiency diagram for interlens shutter. The efficiency of the shutter 

represented i in this case is less than that of the shutter of Fig. 25 because the ratio of T2/T 
is much less than in the former case. Efficiency is 61.1 per cent. 

Fic. 27.—Efficiency diagram of interlens shutter, illustrating that for a given shutter 
speed, the shutter efficiency, 7, increases as the diameter of the aperture, D, is increased. 
Efficiency is 84.5 per cent. 

Fic. 28.—Shutter test strip. The single exposures are made with a time interval of 
4000 sec. each. Shutter efficiency is about 60 per cent for this case. 

Soe 

Fie. 29.—Shutter-testing outfit of P. G. Nutting. a, arc lamp; b, motor drive; c, mirror- 

wheel assembly; d, shutter holder; e, auxiliary lens; f, drum for film strip. 

unsuitable when an f/2.0 lens is put on the same camera. In Fig. 31, slit width and 

efficiency are plotted for three different values of e, and typical efficiency curves 

are drawn to show how efficiency varies with lens aperture. 
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Shutter Tests.—To test the accuracy of a shutter one does not need the special 

equipment required to make a measurement of efficiency. Neon tubes operated on 

60-cyele a.-c. line give 120 flashes per second, which is suitable for testing the slow 

range of shutter speeds. Such a test requires only a good tripod or a steady hand. 

The pictures must be taken at night. Pick out a neon sign in which one vertical 

line is well separated from the rest, take the picture from about 6 ft. distance and 

from a position such that other lights do not fog the film, and swing the camera 

steadily during the exposure so that the image of the neon tube moves steadily across 

the center of the field during the time the shutter is open. This will give one flash 

of light on the film for every 14 29 sec. that the shutter was open, (for 60-cycle source), 

and by simply counting the number of lines the 

length of the exposure can be calculated. 

For faster exposures a rotating automobile 

P tire is a suitable test object. The idea is to 

measure with the shutter the length of travel 

ie en 2 of a piece of white tape stuck on the wheel in a 

Y OY x x WN ete radial position to extend all the way from the 
D RRR RRR RANK outer rim of the tire, the point where it touches 
ENN a the road, to the center of the hub cap. In an 

XX open space where there is plenty of light, jack 

up one back wheel of the car. Use a long piece 

of white tape 1% in. wide, mark it with two lines 

as shown in Fig. 32, and stick it firmly on the 

tire and hub. If the speedometer is correct 

Fie. 30.—The essential lens and 44 reads 15 m.p.h. when the picture is taken, 
shutter dimensions required for deter- 4 : : 
mining the efficiency of focal-plane the outer portion of the tire will then be rotat- 
shutters. C, curtain of focal-plane ing at 30 m.p.h., when one wheel only is rotat- 

shutter; D, diameter of the lens ing. This speed is 158,400 ft. per hr., 44 ft. per 
aperture; H, distance between shutter sec., or 528 in. per sec. (0.528 in. per 1400 sec.) 
and photographic material; F, focal : 
length of lens; L, camera lens: P, plane The photograph should be taken with the 

of photographic material; S, width of camera in line with the axle and at a distance 

slit in shutter curtain. For focal- such that the wheel and tire fill about half the 
plane shutters, the efficiency is given Ben aire, By measuring on the print and 

by 3 
1 SF sealing from the 5.28-in. distance marked on 

hg ED SF +ED the tape, the travel of the }4-in. width of the 
lg SF tape during the shutter opening can be meas- 

ured. One must remember that the tape is 

actually 144 in. wide. It should appear 14 plus 0.528 in., or 1.028 in. wide for a shut- 

ter exposure of exactly 4000 sec. Furthermore, the travel of any point of the tape 

not on the outermost portion of the tire is proportional to its distance from the 

center of the hub, and its rate of travel can be easily determined. On a 16 by 5.50 

tire, for example, the outside diameter is 27 in., radius 13.5 in. For a point 10 in. 

from the hub the speed ratio is 10 divided by 13.5 times 0.528 in.—which equals 0.391 

in. in Yooo sec. 

The results of this method of testing will be found difficult to interpret in the case 

of focal-plane shutters, because of the distortion factor previously mentioned. It 

does give a true measure of the ability of a shutter to stop motion and to that extent 

is a reliable test of accuracy when carefully carried out. 

Care of Shutters.—It is in order to list a few precautions for the user of photo- 

graphic shutters of any type. A good shutter is built like a good watch and should be 

treated with the same consideration. It should not be oiled, greased, cleaned, or 

taken apart by anyone except an expert repairman. If the shutter fails to work 

properly, send it to the manufacturer for repair. Keep it as free from dust and dirt 
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as possible and in a case of some kind when not in use. Cameras with focal-plane 

shutters made of cloth should not be left open in the sunlight; the sun’s image is hot 

enough to burn holes in them. In fact, it is unwise to leave a camera open in the 

sunlight at any time. The reason for this is that the emulsions used on films have 
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Fig. 31.—Efficiency of focal-plane shutter at different distance from the film plane to 
the shutter curtain, e. Curve e = 0 represents ideal case, impossible in practice; curve 

= 3 is plotted for f/4.5 lens of 120-mm. focal length, curve e = 10 is plotted for f/5.7 lens 
of 260-mm. focal length; curve e = 23 is plotted for f/5.7 lens of 260-mm. focal length. 

Sb. 2 ” 

ostance 

Fig. 32.—Automobile tire as a shutter test object. If Pi is the angular velocity of the 
point pi, and P» the angular velocity of ps, then P2/P1 = p2/pi, and the shutter speeds may 
be determined by photographing the wheel while rotating at a known speed. 

been enormously increased in speed during the past few years. Cameras and shutters 

have not yet caught up with them, from the point of view of being built to prevent 

fogging when the outfits are left in bright sunlight for a considerable length of time. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS 

By Haywoop ParKER 

Many substances are sensitive to light and thus can be used to form photographic 

images. The modern art and science of photography, however, is based almost 

exclusively on the use of the light-sensitive gelatino-silver halide emulsions. The use 

of various other materials, such as bichromated colloids, the ferroprussiate or blue- 

print papers, the diazotype materials, and even the collodion wet plate, is restricted 

to such specialized fields that they are not generally included in discussions of photo- 

graphic materials. 

In general, photographic materials are made up of two basic parts: the light-sensi- 

tive emulsion, in which the image is formed; and the base or mechanical support 

which maintains the emulsion in the correct geometrical form. In addition to these 

two essentials, practical materials often contain additional layers for various special- 

ized purposes. 

Photographie emulsions in general fall into two classes: negative emulsions, very 

sensitive to light and intended for use in the camera; and positive emulsions, much 

less sensitive and used for preparing prints from the camera negative. Although 

there is actually no sharp division between these two classes, in general their prop- 

erties differ so greatly that they are usually considered separately. 

The Emulsion.—The light-sensitive layer, or photographic emulsion, consists of a 

suspension of minute silver halide crystals in gelatin. Thus it is not a true emulsion 

in the colloid chemical sense but, by virtue of widespread and long continued use, 

the term has taken on this specialized meaning in photography, and there is little 

danger of confusion. 

Preparation.—Negative emulsions are prepared by adding a solution of silver 

nitrate slowly to a solution of potassium bromide and gelatin, with continual stirring. 

By double decomposition this produces a precipitate of silver bromide which is kept 

dispersed and prevented from settling by the gelatin. Since free silver ions tend to 

react with gelatin, care is taken to keep the potassium bromide present in excess 

throughout the precipitation. 

After precipitation is complete, the emulsion is digested, by boiling if it is acid, 

or at a moderate temperature if it is made alkaline with ammonia. During this treat- 

ment, the smallest crystals tend to go into solution and to precipitate on the larger 

crystals (Ostwald ripening); there is also a tendency for recrystallization through 

collisions and coalescence.! 

When the ripening has been carried to the desired point, the emulsion is cooled to 

allow the gelatin to set. It is then shredded into small pieces and washed in cold 

water to remove the soluble potassium nitrate formed as a by-product of the precipita- 

tion reaction as well as the excess potassium bromide. 

After washing, the emulsion is again melted, and more gelatin and various special 

agents such as hardeners, wetting agents, ete., are added. Next the emulsion is given 

a further ripening treatment and is then mixed thoroughly, filtered, and coated in a 

1 SHEPPARD, S. E., and R. H. Lampert, Grain Growth in Silver Halide Precipitates, ‘*‘ Colloid 

Symposium Monograph,”’ vol. 6, p. 265, 1938. 
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thin uniform layer on the properly prepared support material. Here it is set by 

chilling and dried. The drying conditions must be carefully controlled to prevent any 

sudden changes in the rate of drying, which would cause variations in the sensitivity 
over the surface of the emulsion. 

For most negative emulsions a small percentage of potassium iodide is mixed with 

the potassium bromide. This produces mixed crystals of silver bromoiodide which 

are more sensitive to light than the pure silver bromide. The ripening treatments also 

cause a great increase in sensitivity, partly because of the increase in grain size but 

largely due to a reaction with certain components of the gelatin. 

Positive emulsions are prepared in a similar manner, except that chlorides or 

mixtures of chloride and bromide are normally used instead of bromide and iodide. 

Chloride emulsions for contact printing papers are often coated without washing to 

remove the soluble salts. 

In actual practice, each of the above steps may involve several operations, and all 

the steps are mutually interdependent. They must all be carefully adjusted to one 

another in order to obtain the properties desired in the finished emulsion. While a 

great deal of research has been carried out by photographic manufacturers on the 

effects of variations in the different steps, very little of the information gained has 

found its way into the scientific literature. Actually this is of little importance since 

it is a knowledge of the properties of the finished materials, rather than the details of 

manufacture, which is of interest to the user of photographic materials. 

Photographic Gelatin.—The unique importance of gelatin in photography is due to 

its desirable physical characteristics, combined with certain peculiar and very valuable 
chemical properties. 

Physically, gelatin has the property of absorbing water and swelling. Below a 

certain temperature range (ordinarily 35 to 40°C.) this swelling is limited, and the 

gelatin remains in the semisolid gel form. Above this temperature the swollen gelatin 

melts to the sol form, or a colloidal solution, which will take up water without limit. 

When the sol is cooled, however, it will again set to a firm gel even in concentrations 

as low as 1 percent. Thus the gelatin is particularly suited for use as the binder for 

the sensitive silver halide grains, since it can be made alternately liquid or solid as 

required in the various steps of manufacture, and after exposure of the finished mate- 

rial it will again swell to allow penetration of the developer chemicals to the exposed 
grains. ; 

In addition to its action as a mechanical binder, it also acts as a protective colloid. 

If aqueous solutions of silver nitrate and potassium bromide are mixed, the resulting 

minute particles of insoluble silver bromide rapidly agglomerate into a curdy precipi- 

tate which settles out. Also, the particles:are spontaneously developable, 7.e., a 

normal photographic developer solution will reduce all the silver bromide particles to 

metallic silver, even without exposure to light. However, if even a small quantity of 

gelatin is present, it prevents the agglomeration of the particles, and it also prevents 

any action by the developer until the grains have been rendered developable by 

exposure to light or by some chemical action. 

An equally important property, however, is the effect of gelatin on the sensitivity 

of the grains. When the silver bromide is first precipitated, it is comparatively 

insensitive. During the digestion, however, the sensitivity may be increased from 

100 to 1000 times, provided a suitable gelatin was used and the initial precipitation 

was made in the proper manner. This sensitizing action is partly due to the presence 

in the gelatin of minute quantities of certain types of organic compounds containing 

labile sulfur which, under the conditions of the digestion is capable of reacting to form 

specks of silver sulfide on the surface of the silver bromide grains. ! 

1 SHEPPARD, S. E., Photographic Gelatin, Phot. J., 65, 380 (1925). 

, Some Factors in Photographie Sensitivity, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 24, 500 (1935). 
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Silver Halide Crystals —The photographic properties of the emulsion are con- 

trolled chiefly by the composition, size, and condition of the silver halide crystals. 

The slower positive emulsions are composed of silver chloride, silver bromide, or 

mixtures of the two in various proportions. The faster negative emulsions consist of 

pure silver bromide, or, more usually, silver bromide with a small proportion (3 to 

5 per cent) of silver iodide. 

Fig. 1—Grain structure of a medium-speed emulsion. (Magnification, about 1580. 

Fig. 2.—Grain structure of an ultrarapid emulsion, showing the hexagonal and triangular 
shape of many of the grains. (Magnification, about 3500 X.) 

The grains vary in size from submicroscopic up to as much, in exceptional cases, 

as 7 or 8 win diameter. The available evidence indicates that all the grains, even 

those below the limits of resolution of the microscope, are definitely crystalline. The 

larger grains show the form of flat hexagonal or triangular plates with rounded 

corners, though occasionally needle-shaped crystals and irregular lumps appear! 

1 TRAvELLI, A. P. H., and 8. E. SHEpParp, ‘‘ The Silver Bromide Grain of Photographie Emulsions,’’ 

Van Nostrand, (1921). 
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(see Figs. 1, 2). Owing to the unidirectional shrinkage of the emulsion in drying, 

these flat crystals are oriented parallel to the plane of the emulsion.!. Though the 

smaller grains appear only as round spots in photomicrographs, owing to limitations 

of the resolving power, it is reasonable to believe that they belong to the same erystal 

species as the larger grains. 

In any one emulsion the large grains show, as a class, higher sensitivity than the 

smaller grains, though this difference is statistical and there are many individual 

exceptions. 

In bromoiodide emulsions the large grains also contain a higher proportion of 

iodide; this may be a contributing factor in the greater sensitivity, but it is not 

the only factor since the grains in pure bromide emulsions show a similar increase in 

sensitivity with size.? 

The sensitivity to light, or rather to developability, is not uniform over the aartace 

of the grain but is concentrated at one or more sensitivity specks. It has been estab- 

lished that these sensitivity specks are caused by minute quantities of silver sulphide 

in the crystals. These impurities probably produce strains in the crystal lattice and 

tend to concentrate or orient the products of light action from the adjacent portions 

of the crystal in order to form developable nucleii. 

Since the grains of different sizes differ in sensitivity, the characteristics of the 

emulsion depend to a considerable extent on the way in which its grains are distributed 

along the various sizes. The size relations of the grains are best shown by size- 

frequency curves in which the number of grains falling in each class size, expressed as 

a fraction of the total number of grains, is plotted against the class size. In general, 

emulsions containing very small grains are slow, and the sensitivity increases as the 

average grain size is increased. When the majority of the grains are in one size group, 

2.e., when the size-frequency curve shows a high maximum with only low wings, the 

emulsion tends to be more contrasty; if the sizes are more widely distributed, the 

maximum contrast tends to be lower. These relations are only general and are modi- 

fied by other factors affecting the grain sensitivity, such as the extent of formation 

and the distribution of sensitivity specks. The size-frequency curves for the grains 

in two typical emulsions are shown in Fig. 3. Curve B is for a slow lantern-slide 

emulsion that has comparatively low speed and high contrast; curve A is for a portrait- 

film emulsion which has comparatively high speed and low contrast. 

The size distribution and the sensitivities of the grains are determined by the 

conditions of precipitation and ripening of the emulsion. ‘The initial grain sizes are 

determined by such factors as the concentrations of the silver nitrate and potassium 

bromide solutions, the quantity of gelatin present, and the rate of mixing. ‘The final 

size distribution is affected by the nature of the original precipitate and by the con- 

ditions of digestion. The presence of silver halide solvents such as excess potassium 

bromide or, in the case of alkaline digestion, of ammonia, seems to favor the production 

of larger grains through Ostwald ripening, by facilitating the solution of the smallest 

grains. The sensitivity specks of silver sulphide are also formed during the digestion, 

and their production is controlled by the conditions of the digestion and the nature of 

the gelatin. 

Other Emulsion Components.—In commercial practice, various substances in 

addition to the gelatin and silver halide are added to control the properties of the 

emulsion. Sensitizers to increase the light sensitivity may be either ‘‘chemical.”’ 

1 SILBERSTEIN, L., The Orientation of Grains in a Dried Photographic Emulsion, J. Optical Soc. Am., 

5, 171 (1921). 

2 SHepparp, S. E., and A. P. H. Traveuui, The Sensitivity of Silver Halide Grains in Relation to 

Size, J. Franklin Inst., AYE, 829 (1927). 

3 Curpisorr, K. W., ‘‘Ripening of Photographic Emulsions,”’ p. 405, IXth Cong. intern. phot., 

Paris (1935). 
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such as the various classes of sulphur compounds which apparently act by favoring 

the growth of sensitivity specks and which cause a general increase in sensitivity, 

or ‘‘optical,’”’ such as the dyes which extend the absorption bands of the dyed grains, 

thus extending the sensitivity to new regions of the spectrum. Antifogging agents of 

various chemical types are added to restrain the formation of spontaneously develop- 

able fog grains and to allow the digestion process to be carried as far as possible. 

The physical properties of the emulsion are modified by hardening agents that 

decrease the swelling and raise the melting point of the gelatin so that it can withstand 

higher temperatures in processing. Chrome alum was originally widely used, though 

more recently organic tanning agents have been introduced. Wetting agents which 

reduce the surface tension of the melted emulsion are added to facilitate the coating. 

Printing-paper emulsions contain other addition agents, or doctors, of various 

types to control such properties as image color, contrast, surface texture, etc. 

Thm oy oO Moos G i. © 
Grain Size (Area of Grains in Square Microns) 

Fig. 3.—Size-frequency curves for the grains of two typical emulsions. Curve B is for slow 
lantern-slide emulsions, while curve A is for portrait-film emulsion. 

Physical Properties of the Emulsion. Thickness.—Negative emulsions are usually 

coated comparatively thick, 0.0012 to 0.0016 in. (0.03 to 0.04 mm.) when dry, in order 

to obtain a long exposure scale (good exposure latitude).! Positive emulsions are nor- 

mally somewhat thinner, while emulsions designed for reversal processing are much 

thinner, so that in the first exposure the high-light areas are exposed practically com- 

pletely, giving clean high lights in the positive. With images viewed by reflected light, 

such as prints on paper, the maximum density is limited by reflections from the sur- 

face, rather than by total concentration of silver. Therefore paper emulsions may be 

coated very thin to give conveniently rapid processing. 

Because of the nature of the coating process, emulsions on continuous strips of 

support, such as paper or film base, can be coated with extremely uniform thickness, 

while with emulsions on plates there may be some variations in thickness, unless 

polished plate glass is used. 

Melting Point.—Emulsions with plain unhardened gelatin usually melt in pure 

water at about 95°F.; however, most emulsions have at least some hardening, so that 

the average melting point is more nearly 105 to 110°F., and some special emulsions 

have much higher melting points. The succession of processing solutions, at various 

pH values and with various salt concentrations causes a cycle of swelling and deswell- 

ing changes which may test the tenacity of the gelatin to the utmost. Therefore, 

1 SHEPPARD, S. E., “Behavior of Gelatin in the Processing of Motion Picture Film,’’ Trans. Soc. 

Motion Picture Engrs., 11, 707 (1927). 
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unless special precautions are taken, the safe processing temperature is at least 20°F. 

below the melting point in water. This would indicate that hardening might be 

desirable with all emulsions, but since the hardening reduces the swelling and thus the 

penetration of processing solutions, it may affect the developing characteristics 

unfavorably; consequently a high degree of hardening is given only where the con- 

ditions of use demand it, as with emulsions for use in tropical climates. 

The melting point alone, however, is not the only measure of permissible processing 

temperatures, since thickly coated emulsions are more susceptible to mechanical 

damage when swollen than are thinly coated emulsions with similar melting points. 

Optical Properttes.—Since the silver grains reflect a certain amount of the incident 

light, the emulsion forms a turbid medium, in which the light is scattered to a certain 
extent around the point at which it enters the emulsion. This causes a small spreading 

of the developable image around the edges of the optical image; this spreading is 

ealled “irradiation.” The amount of spread is proportional to the exposure, in any 

particular emulsion, but for most work the effect on the definition is not of importance 

except for very great exposures. When the negative image is to undergo considerable 

enlargement in printing, as in miniature-camera negatives, overexposure should be 

avoided to prevent loss of definition from irradiation. Also when precise measure- 

ments are to be made on the developed image, this spreading must be taken into 

account. The spreading is occasionally of practical value, as in the measurement of 

brightness in astronomy. Since a star image is practically a point, it is too small for a 

measurement of density. However, since the distance to which the irradiation is 

effective is proportional to the brightness, the diameter of the developed image gives 

a measure of the brightness of the star.! 

Effects of Processing.—As has been mentioned, the gelatin swells to different extents 

in the various processing solutions, but so long as a critical temperature is not exceeded, 

it shrinks on drying to substantially its original form. The presence of a silver image 

does cause minute changes, however, so that, for instance, two adjacent point images 

tend to draw closer together during the processing, and, in extremely precise measure- 

ments of position, this factor must be considered. Also, since near the edges of a 

plate the strains are not evenly balanced, a slight distortion may occur. For this 

reason precise measurements are never attempted near the edges of a plate. 

Supports.—The material used as a mechanical support for the emulsion must first 

of all be photographically inert, 7.e., it must have no deleterious action on the emulsion 

before exposure, on the latent image produced by the exposure, or on the final silver 

image produced by development, and it should not be affected by the solutions used in 

processing the exposed emulsion. The physical properties required vary considerably 

and are determined by the use to which the material will be put. Of the various mate- 

rials which might be suitable, the only ones in common use are glass, cellulose ester 

films, and paper. 

Glass.—For many years glass was the chief, and is still an important, base for nega- 

tive emulsions and positive transparencies. It is practically completely inert and 

transparent, and it maintains its form without bending and without any shrinking or 

swelling during or after processing. However, it has the disadvantages of weight, 

bulk, fragility, and, for some applications, nonflexibility. Therefore it has been 

superseded for most purposes by the more convenient cellulosic films, though it is still 

used for those special applications where rigidity and absolute freedom from swelling 

or shrinking are important. Also, because of the possibility of coating single plates by 

hand or small batches of plates by machine, it is generally used for experimental 

emulsions which are used only in small quantities, such as the various specially sensi- 
tized emulsions used in spectroscopy and astronomy. 

1 Ross, F. E., ““The Physics of the Developed Photographic Image,”’ Van Nostrand (1924). 
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Glass for photographic use should be flat and free from any imperfections which 

affect the transparency, such as bubbles or striations, and it should preferably be prac- 

tically colorless. For most purposes, specially selected cast or drawn glass is suitable, 

though for certain special cases, such as very large size plates used in photomechanical 

reproduction, ground and polished plate glass is used. 

For the ordinary plate sizes, up to 8 by 10 in., glass approximately 0.05 to 0.06 in. 

thick is generally used. The larger sizes are usually coated on heavier glass, the thick- 

nesses used for one type of plate being shown in Table I. 

Taste [.—THIcKNEss oF Guass USED IN PLATES FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS 
Plate Size Thickness, In. 

8 X 10 0.060 

10 X 12 0.075 

11 x 14 0.085 

14 x 17 0.085 
16 X 20 to 24 X 31 0.130 (4) 

26 X 34 to 30 X 40 0.190 (36) 

Occasionally plates are supplied on specially thin glass that has a certain amount of 

flexibility, hence permitting the use of the plates in instruments, such as certain types 

of spectrographs, where the focal plane is shghtly curved. 

Since the emulsion will not stick to plain glass, plates are subbed with some mate- 

rial such as sodium silicate or hardened gelatin to which the film emulsion ean adhere. 

Film.—Photographic film base is normally composed of a cellulose derivative, 

usually cellulose nitrate or cellulose acetate, mixed with certain materials, called plas- 

ticizers, which keep the film flexible and transparent. Camphor is the usual plasticizer 

for nitrate film, while various high-boiling-point organic liquids, such as certain of the 

hydroxy-substituted amines or certain organic phthalates, are used with cellulose 

acetate. 

Film is light in weight, flexible, strong, and transparent. 

The flexibility allows it to be used in long strips that can be fed through the camera 

or other apparatus, slowly or rapidly as desired, by more or less simple mechanical 

means. The light weight and mechanical toughness also give film an advantage over 

glass by simplifying the problems of storage, handling, and transportation, particularly 

when any considerable quantities are involved. Film is not completely inert but 

swells slightly in the processing solutions, and shrinks on drying, but this is of impor- 

tance only where the most extreme precision in reproduction of geometrical form 

is required, as in some astronomical work and in aerial mapping. Materials for these 

purposes are available on film base which has been specially treated so that the dimen- 

sional changes are practically zero. 

Cellulose acetate film has the advantage of low imflammability, since it presents no 
greater hazard than an equal weight of newspaper. In the past, its physical and 

mechanical properties were not so desirable as those of nitrate film. In recent years 

these properties have been much improved, and acetate film is finding increasing use, 

particularly where the fire hazard offered by nitrate film is of consequence. 

The thickness of film base varies according to the type of film and manner in which 

it willbe used. Thus roll film must be sufficiently flexible to pass through the camera 

readily. Cut films, on the other hand, should be sufficiently stiff to remain flat in the 

film holder and to handle conveniently during and after processing. Motion-picture 

film must be sufficiently flexible to pass through the camera or projector, though the 

curves are not so sharp as in some roll-film cameras, and the film must be strong enough 

to withstand the strain imposed by the pull-down mechanism. Some representative 

values are shown in Table II, 
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The emulsion will not adhere directly to cellulose nitrate or acetate. Therefore, 

the surface of the film base must be specially prepared to ensure adhesion of the emul- 

sion.! This is usually done by coating with a thin layer of substratum or ‘‘sub”’ 

containing an adhesive, such as gelatin, a solvent for the adhesive, and a solvent for 

the film base. Since the sub contains both solvents and nonsolvents for the gelatin 

as well as for the cellulose esters, the relative proportions of the constituents must be 

chosen with care. 
Paper.—Paper is an ideal support for photographic prints since it is more or less 

flexible, opaque, economical, and durable. The requirements are rather rigid, since 

the paper must not affect the keeping properties of the emulsion or the permanence 

of the developed image and must be unaffected by the immersion in alkaline developers 

and acid-fixing baths. Photographic paper is made from specially pure stock, with 

particular attention to freedom from metallic impurities and any substances which 

might affect the emulsion or the silver image, either directly or through decomposition 

products. Originally rag stock was much used, but with the increasingly severe chem- 

ical treatments given cloth fibers in dyeing, cleaning, and stripping the dyes, particu- 

larly the use of chlorine bleaches, the rag fibers are often rather badly broken down; 

hence high-grade sulphite pulp has been found to produce more stable papers. 

Papers for positive emulsions are made in both single weight and double weight 

and are provided with a coating of baryta in hardened gelatin to present a smooth 

surface for the emulsion, and to increase the reflecting power of the paper. The 

texture of the print surface is controlled largely by the composition and handling of 

this baryta coating. 

For some applications, where very rapid processing and drying is important, the 

paper base is waterproofed by impregnation with a lacquer of cellulose nitrate or 

cellulose acetate. 

Requirements for Special Cases.—While certain properties, such as inertness toward 

the emulsion or the processing solutions, are required of all support materials, certain 

particular properties may become of great importance in materials for specialized 

uses. Thus the motion pictures require a flexible base with considerable mechanical 

toughness, exhibiting little shrinkage during processing or on aging. Ordinary 

amateur photography, making use almost exclusively of roll film and film packs, 

is based on the use of a flexible film support, but factors such as toughness and low 

shrinkage are of less importance. Certain very precise fields on the other hand, such 

as astronomy and precision cartography, can tolerate no shrinkage or distortion; 

hence they utilize only emulsions on glass. In aerial mapping, where low shrinkage 

is Important, the factors of weight and flexibility are also of great importance, so that 

specially prepared low-shrinkage film is used. 

In most fields of photography, however, these refinements are of no significance, 

and the choice of support material can be made on the basis of greatest convenience 

in use, which in most cases means film. 

Protective and Other Additional Coatings.—In addition to the base or mechanical 

support, and the sensitive emulsion, many commercial materials have other layers 

which improve the photographie or mechanical properties in various ways. 

Gelatin Backing (Noncurling).—Since the gelatin emulsion swells on wetting and 

shrinks on drying, while the film base is substantially unaffected, strains are produced 

1 Fucus, E., Preliminary Preparation of Photographic Layers, Phot. Ind., 34, 552 (1936). 
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which tend to cause the material to curl. The early films, coated on a comparatively 

thin base, often curled into a ight roll no larger than a pencil. In order to prevent 

this curling, most films are now coated on the back with a layer of hardened gelatin, 

which has practically the same shrinkage as the emulsion and so balances the strains. 

Antthalation Backings—When a beam of light enters the emulsion, it is scattered 

to some extent by successive reflections from the surfaces of the silver bromide grains, 

causing irradiation, as has been described. At the brighter points in the image the 

emulsion cannot absorb all the light, and a considerable portion passes into the base. 

Of this light, the rays which strike the back of the support nearly normal to the surface 

pass out into the air and do no harm, provided the plateholder or pressure plate has a 

nonreflecting surface. However, all rays striking the rear surface at less than a cer- 

tain critical angle undergo total internal reflection and pass back through the base, 
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Fic. 4.—Diagram illustrating how halation is produced in ordinary emulsions by surface 
reflections. 

reaching the emulsion at some distance from the original image. Thus, around every 

bright point of the image, there is produced a circle or halo of light, with a diameter 

depending on the thickness of the base (hence it is smaller for film than for glass). 

This effect, called ‘‘halation,” is illustrated in Fig. 4. The halation can be prevented 

by placing some material between the emulsion and the rear air surface which will 

absorb the troublesome light. Thus the base can be dyed a light gray, and, since the 

halation-producing light passes twice through the emulsion at a considerable angle, 

it is greatly reduced in intensity, while the printing light, which must pass only once, 

is only slightly affected. With films which have a gelatin backing, however, it is 

more customary to color the backing with a dye, or a pigment, which is decolorized 

during treatment in one of the usual photographic solutions, such as developer or 

fixing bath. Since it is only necessary to absorb light to which the emulsion is sensi- 

tive, orthochromatic materials are usually provided with a red backing which absorbs 

blue and green, while panchromatic materials are provided with a dark-green backing 

which absorbs chiefly red and blue but also some green. 

Double Coating.—In order to increase the exposure latitude or the brightness 

range which they can record, some films (and plates) are coated with two thicknesses 

of emulsion. The bottom emulsion is usually slower than the top emulsion, so that it 

is not affected until the exposure approaches the shoulder region for the top emulsion. 
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For this reason it greatly extends the straight-line portion of the characteristic curve 

for the combination. 

The slow bottom emulsion also reduces the effect of halation to a considerable 

extent, because it absorbs part of the light that would otherwise get through to the 

base and also, being less sensitive, it is affected much less by the light which is reflected 

from the rear surface of the base. 

Overcoating.—The grains of the emulsion can be made developable by mechanical 

action as well as by light action, so that scratches and abrasions show up as dark 

streaks after development. In order to prevent the formation of such defects during 

handling, films are often provided with a thin top coating or overcoating of clear 

gelatin. Film-pack emulsions are practically always overcoated, as are some roll 

films. Since the overcoating hinders diffusion of the processing solutions to some 

- extent, an overcoated emulsion usually develops more slowly than a similar emulsion 

without the overcoat. This is why certain film packs require a longer time of develop- 

ment than the corresponding emulsions on roll film. 

Paper emulsions are often particularly sensitive to abrasion, so that they are often 

given an overcoat or ‘‘antiabrasion”’ layer. 

Stripping Film.—In certain special processes, particularly in the graphic arts, it is 

desirable to remove the emulsion from its original support and transfer it to a new 

support, either so that it can be trimmed as desired and combined with portions from 

other negatives or so that it can be reversed, right for left. Emulsions for this purpose 

are generally coated on a thin skin of hardened gelatin or cellulose nitrate or acetate, 
to give them sufficient mechanical strength for handling after stripping. This skin is 

cemented to the support by an adhesive which holds it in place until stripping is 

desired. 

Characteristics of Photographic Materials—The methods of measurement and 

the significance of the various relations between exposure, development, and density— 

2.e., the sensitometric characteristics, such as emulsion speed, contrast, latitude, fog, 

etc.—are discussed in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry, and some values are 

given below in the discussion of specific materials. 

In addition to the speed, contrast, rate of development, etc., there are several 

other properties to be considered in the selection of materials for any particular 

purpose. Of these, the spectral sensitivity and the graininess and resolving power are 

probably the most important. i 

Spectral Sensitivity—The normal human eye is sensitive to radiant energy over 

the wavelength range from approximately 400 to 760 mz, or from violet to red, with 

the maximum of sensitivity to the yellow-green, at around 550 (Fig. 5). 

The spectral sensitivity of the photographic emulsion, however, is quite different, 

beginning far in the ultraviolet and overlapping the visual sensitivity only in the blue. 

The different silver halides vary slightly, but all are practically completely insensitive 

to green, yellow, and red. Therefore ordinary emulsions are said to be color blind, 

because they reproduce colored objects in very different brightness relations than are 

seen by the eye. 

This normal sensitivity of the silver halide can, however, be greatly extended by 

the use of certain sensitizing dyes. At first, commercial emulsions were sensitized 

only into the green. This gave a very noticeable improvement in the rendition of 

colored objects but hardly justified the name ‘‘orthochromatic”’ (true color) which was 

applied to distinguish these improved emulsions from the ordinary color-blind mate- 

rials. Later, when really ‘‘true color’’ emulsions were produced, which were sensitive 

to the red as well as the blue and green, they were called ‘‘panchromatic”’ (all color). 

The first panchromatic emulsions had only low sensitivity to the green and red as com- 

pared to the normal blue sensitivity, but, as new and better sensitizing dyes became 
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available, the sensitizing was improved to the extent that the present supersensitive 

type of panchromatic emulsions have very high red and green sensitivity. 

The use of sensitizing dyes is not limited to the visible regions of the spectrum but 

has enabled the sensitivity to be pushed far into the infrarea; hence now the photo- 

graphic emulsion is much more versatile than the eye, and it is possible to take pictures 

with the completely invisible radiations on either side of the visible spectrum. 

Types of Dyes.—In order to exert a sensitizing action, a dye must stain the silver 

halide; beyond this, however, the various sensitizers apparently have no common 

characteristics. Sensitizers are found in many chemical classes, but the majority of 

the most useful dyes seem to belong to either the cyanines, the xanthenes, the styryls, 

or the flavines.! As would be expected, the dyes, or rather the dyed silver halide, 

must absorb the wavelengths to which sensitivity is conferred. It has been found 

that this holds quantitatively and that for any single dye the spectral sensitivity curve 
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Fic. 5.—Spectral characteristic of eye sensitivity (curve D) compared with sensitivity 
of various types of photographic materials. Curve A is the characteristic for a typical 
noncolor sensitive film, curve B that for typical orthochromatic material, and curve C that 
for a representative panchromatic emulsion. 

is practically exactly the same shape as the spectral absorption curve of the dyed 

grains.” 

The amount of dye needed is very small, and in fact, if the concentration is 

increased above a certain optimum value, the sensitivity decreases sharply. In a 

few cases where measurements are available, this optimum seems to correspond 

approximately to a monomolecular layer of dye on the surface of the grains. 

Methods of Use-——Commercial emulsions are usually sensitized by adding the 

sensitizing dye directly to the emulsion before coating. Coated plates may also be 

sensitized by bathing in solutions of the dyes. The time of treatment, dye con- 

centration, etc., vary with the different dyes.‘ 

Bathing plates in sensitizing solutions was formerly practiced rather widely by 

experimenters in color photography and by scientific workers needing materials 

sensitized to special regions of the spectrum. The manipulation is rather difficult, 

1Sraup, C. J., J. A. LeEERMAKERS, and B. H. Carro.uu, Optical Sensitizing of Photographie Emul- 

sions (paper presented at fall 1937 meeting of Am. Chem. Soc.). ° 

2 LEERMAKERS, J. A., Quantitative Relationships Between Light Absorption and Spectral Sensitivity 

of Dye-sensitized Photographic Emulsions, J. Chem. Phys., 5, 889 (1937). : 

3 LEERMAKERS, J. A., B. H. Carrouu, and C. J. Sraup, Photographic Emulsions, J. Chem. Phys., 5, 

893 (1937). 

4 Dunpon, M. L., Color Sensitizing Photographie Plates by Bathing, 4m. Phot., 20, 670 (1926). 
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however, and the degree of sensitizing is apt to vary, not only from plate to plate 

but even over the surface of one plate, therefore, with the wide variety of sensitizings 

now available in commercial emulsions and the possibility of obtaining any of a large 

number of other sensitizings on special order,! the need for sensitizing by bathing has 
practically disappeared. 

Measurement and Specification of Spectral 

Sensitivity.—The spectral sensitivity of an emul- 

sion can be measured by the ordinary sensitomet- 

ric procedures by confining the exposing light to 

a single wavelength, as with a monochromator, or 

to limited regions of the spectrum, as with color 

filters. However, a quicker and more convenient 

method, which at the same time gives more 

readily comprehended pictorial presentation, is to 

expose the material in a spectrograph equipped 

with a neutral density wedge over the slit.? 

In either case, the results show the spectral 

response of the material to the particular light 

employed. In order to obtain the absolute spec- 

tral sensitivity, it is necessary to take into account 

the spectral distribution of energy in the exposing 

light. 

Spectrograms contain the more complete gen- 

eral information but require considerable care in 

interpretation. In particular, it is necessary to 

consider the spectral quality of the light used in 

the exposure. Spectrograms are usually made to 

““day-light,’’ which is supposed to correspond to 

“mean noon sunlight,” which is defined as having 

a color temperature of 5400°K., or to “‘tungsten”’ 

at a color temperature of 2360°K., which is com- 

paratively poorer in blue and stronger in red than 

the ‘‘daylight.”’ In either case, the short wave- 

length, or blue, end of the spectrogram is artifi- 

cially restricted by absorption by the glass in the 

apparatus, so that the spectrogram is apt to givea 

false impression of the sensitivity to blue. 

The wedge over the slit generally has a uniform 

density gradient, so that the exposure decreases 

logarithmically with the height above the base line. 

Spectrograms for various types of negative 

materials are shown in Fig. 6. 

A spectrogram is, essentially, a response curve 

for ight of one particular quality. Equal-energy 
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Fie. 6.—Spectrograms, made 

with tungsten illumination, and 

various color sensitizings, as fol- 
lows: 1, ordinary unsensitized 

emulsion; 2, 3, and 4, various 
degrees of orthochromatic sensi- 
tizing; 5, type A panchromatic; 6, 
type B panchromatic; and 7, type 
C panchromatic. Curve 8 shows 
the spectral sensitivity of the 
human eye. 

curves (Fig. 5) in which the absolute sensitivities are plotted against wavelengths 

give more quantitative information but are also much more difficult to construct. 

From the equal-energy curve, response curves can be obtained for any light whose 

spectral distribution is known, merely by multiplying the sensitivity at each wave- 

length by the relative energy in the light at that wavelength. 

1 Mess, C. E. K., Photographic Plates for Use of Spectroscopy and Astronomy, J. Optical Soc. Am., 

21, 754 (1931); 22, 204 (1932); 23, 229 (1933). 

2 Jongs, L. A., Photographic Sensitometry, J . Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 18, 324 (1932). 
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Even ordinary spectrograms, however, are very useful, particularly in comparing 

various emulsions, since they present graphically the differences in spectral sensitivity. 

This is particularly true with emulsions used for certain scientific purposes where the 
sensitivity over a limited wavelength range may be very important. 

Unfortunately, neither the spectrogram nor the equal-energy curve can be defined 

by afew numerical constants. For most practical applications, it is sufficient to know 

the integrated response over various spectral regions, and this can be expressed 
numerically. 

In most practical applications, as for instance in color photography, this selection 

of definite spectral regions is accomplished by the use of color filters which transmit 

only the region desired. Therefore, the “‘filter factors,’ or the ratios between the 

sensitivity to the unfiltered light and the sensitivity to the portions of that light passed 
by the filters, often give the most useful quantitative information. 

Obviously, the filter factor will depend on the quality of the light as well as the 

transmission of the filter and the color sensitivity of the emulsion. Thus the factors 
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Fiq. 7.—Curves for several typical photographic materials illustrating failure of the 
reciprocity law. 

quoted by the manufacturer of an emulsion can be accurate for light of only one quality, 

and it will be necessary to make a correction when light of any other quality is used. 

Reciprocity Failure—In calculations of photographic exposures, validity is 

implicity assumed for the reciprocity law of Bunsen and Roscoe, which states that the 

product of a photochemical reaction is proportional to the total energy involved, 2.e., 

the product of intensity and time, and is independent of the absolute value of either 

factor separately. It has long been known, however, that this rule does not hold for 

photographic emulsions and that for each emulsion there is an optimum intensity for 

which the exposure required to give a certain density is a minimum. This is shown 

for several commercial plates in Fig. 7, where the curves show the exposures required 

to produce a density of 0.6 for a wide range of intensities. 

In most normal photographie practice this reciprocity law failure is not of great 

concern, since, as can be seen, most of the curves show very little slope over the range 

of exposure times ordinarily encountered. However, in any photometric work and 

in cases where the exposures are very long, as in astronomical photography, or 

extremely short, as in sound recording, the reciprocity failure must be taken into 

account. ov 

Closely related to the reciprocity failure is the intermittency effect,! or failure of 

an exposure given in several installments to give the same density as a continuous 

1 Wess, J. H., The Relationship between Reciprocity Law Failure and the Intermittency Effect in 

Photographie Exposure, J. Optical Soc. Am., 23, 157 (1933). 
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exposure of equal total energy and at the same intensity. This effect, likewise, is of 

no concern in normal photographic practice. 

The precautions which must be observed in photographic photometry to avoid 

errors from these and various other sources have been discussed by Harrison! and more 

recently by Jones.? 

Graininess.—The photographic image is composed of discrete particles of silver, 

and thus under sufficiently high magnification the apparently smooth image presents 

a granular or mottled appearance. Since even the largest grains are only a few microns 

in diameter, very high magnification would be necessary to make the individual grains 

visible. Nevertheless, with negative emulsions particularly, the inhomogeneous 

appearance becomes noticeable at low magnification, in some cases at less than 5X 
linear enlargement. This inhomogeneous appearance, termed graininess, seems to be 

due to a clumping or grouping of the individual grains into more or less dense clusters, 

with areas of lower density between them. This graininess is of no concern when the 

image is to be viewed or printed in its original size but becomes very important when 

the image is to be enlarged greatly. Thus it is important in miniature-camera work, 

in motion pictures, and in certain scientific work, such as spectrography. 

Graininess is determined chiefly by the nature of the emulsion, but with any 

particular emulsion it is affected by such things as the composition of the developer, 

the degree of development, the density, the nature of the enlarging optics, the contrast 

of the printing medium, and the sharpness and definition in the negative image. In 

general, graininess increases with gamma, increases with density, and is more notice- 

able if the negative image is not sharp. Graininess is also more apparent when there 

are any considerable areas of uniform density in the print. Thus, in any attempt to 

compare the graininess of two emulsions, all these factors must be held constant. 

Since the nature of the emulsion is itself controlled by so many factors, it is impos- 

sible to make definite statements which hold without many exceptions. In general, 

however, it can be said that graininess tends to increase as the emulsion speed increases. 

Thus, when the image is to be enlarged to any extent, it is usually undesirable to 

employ a very high-speed emulsion unless the conditions of exposure demand it. 

However, since this relation holds in only a general manner, the emulsion speed should 

never be taken as more than a rough indication of the probable graininess. 

The method of measuring graininess depends on the use to which the emulsion 

will be put. Thus graininess of miniature negatives should be judged from carefully 

prepared enlargements, ? while graininess of motion-picture film should be judged under 

actual projection conditions.* For scientific work, such as spectroscopy, the relative 

graininess can be judged from microphotometer tracings of regions uniformly blackened 

to a density of 0.3.5 Curves of this type for some typical commercial plates and for a 

group of special emulsions supplied for use in spectroscopy are shown in Fig. 8. 

Methods of using microphotometer tracings to derive quantitative values for 

graininess have also been proposed.°® 

1 Harrison, G. R., Instruments and Methods Used for Measuring Spectral Light Intensities, 

J. Optical Soc. Am., 19, 267 (1929). 

2 ForsytHeE, W. E., editor, ‘‘ Measurement of Radiant Energy.’’ Reference is made especially to 

Chap. VIII, Measurements of Radiant Energy with Photographie Materials, by L. A. Jones. 

3 CRABTREE, J. I., and Virrum, A New Ultra Fine Grain Developer, Am. Phot., 30, 188 (1936). 

4 CRABTREE, J. I., and C. H. ScHwiNGEL, Duplication of Motion Picture Negatives, J. Soc. Motion 

Picture Engrs., 19, 891 (1932). 

5 Mess, C. E. K., ‘“‘ Photographic Plates for Use in Spectroscopy and Astronomy,’ Eastman Kodak 

Co. 

6 VAN KREVELD, A., Objective Measurements of Graininess of Photographic Materials, J. Opt. Soc. 

Amer., 26, 170 (1936). 

Goetz, A., and W. O. Goutp, The Objective Quantitative Determination of the Graininess of 

Photographic Emulsions, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 29, 510 (1937). 
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Resolving Power.—The ability of the emulsion to reproduce fine detail is limited by 

the inhomogeneity of the image and the spreading of light around the edges of the 

optical image. The resolving power is conditioned by two factors, the turbidity and 

the contrast.! 

The turbidity is dependent on the light-scattering power and the absorption of 

the emulsion. Thus coarse-grain emulsions which show greater scattering tend to 

have lower resolving power, while emulsions which have been dyed to increase the 

absorption (so that the exposure is confined to the surface crystals) show an increase | 

in resolving power. In actual practice, the effective resolving power depends on a 

number of factors besides the emulsion properties, particularly the contrast of the 

optical image, the density of the image produced, and the spectral quality of the expos- 

ing radiation. 
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Fic. 8.—Microphotometer tracings of regions of uniformly blackened areas of various 

photographic films, showing relative graininess. The Roman numerals refer to the basic 
emulsions supplied with various types of color sensitizing for spectrographic work. 

Resolving power is measured by photographing a series of line gratings, the 

numerical value being equal to the number of equal-width black and white lines per 

millimeter that can be resolved. Since the resolving power depends on so many 

external factors in exposure and development, the absolute value is of much less 

importance than the relative values for different emulsions. The average resolving 

powers for a group of emulsions covering a consideréble range of speed and contrast 

are shown in Table III. These values were obtained with an optical image contrast 

of 20 and for the density showing maximum resolving power when development was 

carried to give y = 0.8 yz. 

Negative Emulsions.—Because of the extremely varied types of work which must 

be handled in the various fields of photography, negative emulsions with widely vary- 

ing characteristics are needed and have become available. The chief variations are 

in spectral sensitivity, speed, contrast, graininess, and resolving power. 

Spectral Sensitivity.—As mentioned previously, ordinary emulsions are sensitive 

only to blue and ultraviolet light, orthochromatic emulsions are sensitive also to green, 

and panchromatic emulsions are sensitive to all colors of the visible spectrum. 

* Ibid. 
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Ordinary emulsions are used for photoengraving line and half-tone work, for 

copying from various types of black-and-white originals, and. to a limited extent, for 

certain types of commercial work and some outdoor subjects. 

Orthochromatic materials are widely used for general photography, particularly 

for exposures by daylight. With materials having a high green sensitivity, the render- 

ing of colored objects is appreciably better than with ordinary materials, though reds 

are still rendered too dark and blues too light. Many workers, however, feel that 

this disadvantage is offset by the convenience of being able to handle the ortho- 

chromatic materials under red safe lights, which give considerable illumination in the 

darkroom. 
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The degree of orthochromatism, or the ratio of green to blue sensitivity varies 

considerably among the many materials available. Thus the filter factors for the 

various materials vary considerably, particularly with the heavier correction filters 
and the contrast filters. 

Panchromatic materials are used in all cases where a reasonably true rendering 

of the tone values of colored objects is desired. They are also very useful for exposures 

by artificial light, which is rich in red and poor in blue light. Under such conditions 

the red sensitivity gives the panchromatic materials a much higher effective speed 

than either the orthochromatic or ordinary emulsions. Naturally, panchromatic 

emulsions are necessary for natural color photography, at least for the red-filter 
negative. - 

Panchromatic materials differ considerably among themselves in the relative 

sensitivities to the blue, green, and red regions of the spectrum. While there are a 

great many variations, panchromatic sensitizings can be grouped for convenience into 

three types, for which typical spectrograms are shown in Fig. 6. 

Type A, or ordinary panchromatic, which was the only sensitizing available until 

a few years ago, has a comparatively high sensitivity to the blue, with much lower 

sensitivities to green and red. It is used in only a few materials at present. 

Type B, or orthopanchromatic, has a high green and blue sensitivity and only 

slightly lower red sensitivity. It most nearly matches the color sensitivity of the eye, 

though blues are still rendered slightly too light. With daylight this can be com- 

pensated by the use of the light-yellow Wratten K2 filter, which holds back part of the 

blue light. With artificial light the reds and blues both are rendered slightly too 

light, and the correct rendering is obtained in combination with the light-green 
Wratten X1 filter. 

Type C, or hyperpanchromatic, has fairly high green sensitivity but even higher 

red sensitivity. It is used principally when the highest possible speed is desired, 

particularly with artificial light. Emulsions with this sensitizing render both blues 

and reds somewhat too light and green and yellow-green too dark. However, a true 

tone rendering can be obtained by use, with daylight, of the light-green Wratten X1 
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filter, which holds back both blue and red slightly, and, with artificial light, by the 
darker Wratten X2 filter, which holds back more of the red. 

Average filter factors for these three types of panchromatic sensitizings and for 

several degrees of orthochromatic sensitizing are given in Table IV. For most pur- 

poses these are sufficiently accurate; it is only necessary to know to which group any 

emulsion belongs. For very precise work, where very close matching of exposures 

is necessary, the exact filter factors for any particular material can be obtained from 
the manufacturer. However, since the filter factors depend on the spectral quality 

of the light as well as on the emulsion, the values will hold only for light of the quality 

specified. For light of any other quality they will serve only as a rough guide. 

TaBLE [V.—FILTER Factors FOR THE TyPEs OF EMULSION SENSITIVITY ILLUSTRATED 

IN Fic. 6 
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Speed and Contrast.—The ‘‘emulsion speed”’ is a measure of the sensitivity of the 

emulsion and determines the exposure required to produce the desired image. The 

several methods of measuring speed differ greatly from one another; but, however 

determined, a practical speed rating should indicate the relative exposure required to 

produce a negative of good quality. For this, we do not need an absolute value but 

only relative values which will give the ratios between the exposures required by 

different films. 
The relative speeds of the negative emulsions vary over a range of over 100 to 1 for 

daylight and even greater range for artificial ight. Naturally, emulsions at the 
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extremes of this range are used only for special purposes, while the great majority of 

materials in general use is grouped within a range of about 3 to 1, with the upper side 

of this range roughly one-fourth the speed of the extreme ultrafast emulsions and the 

lower side about six times the speed of the slow-process emulsions. 

Except for a few extremely fine-grain special copying materials, the slowest nega- 

tive materials are the so-called ‘‘process’’ emulsions used chiefly in the graphic arts. 

They have high resolving power, low graininess, high rate of development, and high 

contrast. Thus they are particularly suited for copying black-and-white and line 

originals and for half-tone work. The regular process materials have ordinary non- 

color sensitive emulsions, but panchromatized emulsions are also available with the 

general characteristics of the process materials, though with somewhat higher speed. 

The ‘‘commercial”’ emulsions have from about four to eight times the speed of the 

ordinary process emulsions. They have fairly fine grain and high resolving power, and 

the contrast can usually be varied over a considerable range by proper choice of 

developer and developing time. They are useful for copying and for general com- 

mercial work, particularly in the studio in cases where very short exposures are not of 

particular importance. They are available with ordinary, orthochromatic, or pan- 

chromatic emulsions, the speed increasing in that order. 

Above the so-called commercial emulsions there is a large group which makes up 

the majority of negative materials, including practically all the amateur roll films, 

as well as the films used for portrait work and for a large part of the general commer- 

cial work. The emulsions in this group are practically all either orthochromatic or 

panchromatic, and the speeds range from about equal to about three times that of the 

faster commercial emulsions. The contrast and development characteristics vary 

over a wide range, but in general the contrast is considerably lower than for the com- 

mercial emulsions. In general, the materials in this group offer the most practical 

compromise between the various desirable properties, such as ease of handling, reason- 

ably high speed, considerable exposure latitude, graininess low enough for most uses, 

good keeping qualities, etc. 

In addition to this large group of general-purpose materials there are a few ultra- 

speed emulsions with speeds ranging up to practically four times the upper limit of the 

general group. They are intended for use only in cases where extreme speed is essen- 

tial, as in press photography where exposures are often made under very difficult 

conditions. They are available with both orthochromatic and panchromatic 

sensitizings. 
Factors Influencing Choice of Negative Emulsions.—For the great majority of 

photographic work practically any of the fairly fast emulsions, those falling in the 

“‘yortrait”’ group in the classification above, will serve quite satisfactorily. For some 

special types of work, however, certain other emulsions will be definitely superior. In 

selecting an emulsion for any particular purpose the various properties such as speed, 

color sensitivity, contrast, exposure latitude, graininess, and resolving power should be 

considered, but the choice should be determined by those characteristics which are of 

real importance in the work at hand. 
Thus, while emulsion speed is undoubtedly very important, it will often be more 

desirable to consider how slow a material can be used, rather than to seek the fastest 

material available, since this allows much greater leeway in selection of other desirable 

characteristics.? 
Somewhat connected with speed is the question.of color sensitivity. Thus, for 

exposures with tungsten light, panchromatic emulsions are necessary, except in cases 

where long exposures can be given. Panchromatic materials are becoming increas- 

ingly popular for general work and are necessary where various colors must be rendered 

1 Cassipy, E. H., Are Fast Films Worth the Price?, Brit. J. Phot., 84, 84 (1937). 
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in a reasonably true tonal relationship or where orange or red filters are used. They 

are particularly valuable in portrait photography since they avoid the exaggeration of 

skin defects given by blue-sensitive materials and thus minimize the need for 

retouching. In many cases, however, particularly for daylight exposures, ortho- 

chromatic or even ordinary materials will be quite satisfactory and may be desirable. 

Thus some landscape workers prefer these to panchromatic emulsions because the 

greater reproduction of blue atmospheric haze increases the apparent separation of 

planes and enhances the “‘aerial perspective.” 
The user often does not give much consideration to the contrast characteristics, 

probably because with many emulsions the contrast can be varied over a considerable 

range by proper control of exposure and development (Fig. 9) and because the range 

of contrasts obtainable in printing materials makes it possible to obtain acceptable 

prints from negatives of widely varying contrast. In some applications, however, the 
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Fig. 9.—Graphs illustrating the fundamental characteristics of negative materials. 
The large curve shows the D-logi) E characteristic, sometimes referred to as the H and D 

curve. The smaller graph shows the manner in which fog and gamma increase with time 
of development. 

contrast characteristics are very important. This is particularly true with the various 

processes of color photography, where a low-contrast negative which will not exceed 

the exposure range of the printing process is usually needed. Also in copying line 

originals the high contrast desirable to offset the inescapable losses from such sources 

as lens flare can only be obtained with some of the special high-contrast materials. 

Exposure latitude is to a considerable extent dependent on contrast. Thus very 

high contrast materials can obviously have very little exposure latitude. Fortunately 

this is not serious as in practically all cases where very high contrast is needed the 

exposures are under precise control. For normal work, however, particularly with 

daylight exposures, a certain amount of latitude is very desirable. Fortunately, most 

of the modern double-coated emulsions have even more latitude than is often used. 

Graininess and resolving power have become of considerable importance since the 

wide adoption of the miniature camera. Obviously, with any of the small negatives 

which require many times enlargement, the graininess is very important. With the 

larger sizes of negatives, however, which will be used only for contact printing or for a 

limited degree of enlargement, the graininess of most modern materials is so low that it 

can be disregarded, at least until all other desirable characteristics have been obtained. 
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Types of Negative Materials.—The various emulsions are supplied on plates, cut 

films, roll films, film packs, and the special modifications of these such as motion- 
picture films. 

Plates and cut films, which are loaded into holders or special magazines in the 

darkroom, are most widely used commercially and are the only forms available in the 

larger sizes. Since they are handled in holders, they are particularly suited for use 

with the professional types of cameras using ground-glass focusing. Also, since each 

negative is a separate entity, it can be exposed and developed individually, which is 

often very desirable. Because of the wide variety of applications, most of the various 

emulsion types are available in this form. Most of the special emulsions, such as the 

spectroscopic materials which are coated on special order, are supplied only on plates. 

Film packs have many of the desirable characteristics of cut films, such as use with 

ground-glass focusing and individual handling when necessary, but with the additional 

advantage that the films in the pack are protected from light, both before it is used and 

after the films have been exposed. Thus the film pack can be loaded into and removed 

from the holder or adapter in the light, and a darkroom is necessary only for develop- 

ment of the films. The films used in the packs must be flexible and so have a thinner 

base than cut films. The result is that the films are more difficult to hold flat; hence, 

while film packs serve excellently in the smaller sizes, up to about 4 by 5 in., they do 

not work particularly well in the large sizes. Only the more widely used emulsions are 
furnished in film packs. 

Roll films consist of a long strip of film wound on a flanged wooden or metal spool 

with an opaque backing paper. This backing paper is sufficiently longer than the 

film to provide a leader for threading through the camera without exposing any film 

to the light. Because of their great convenience, roll films are most widely used by 

amateurs. Previously only one or two emulsions were available on roll films, but now 

a wide selection of medium and high-speed emulsions, with orthochromatic or pan- 
chromatic sensitizing, can be obtained. 

A comparatively new development is the daylight-loading magazine containing 

a short length of 35-mm. film, with standard motion-picture negative perforation, for 

use In miniature cameras. In this case the film is wound on a spool inside a lighttight 

container, with the end of the film extending through a slit, light-locked with black 

plush. The end of the film which is threaded into the camera in the light is, of course, 

fogged, but after the camera is closed, fresh film is drawn from the magazine. When 

the whole strip has been exposed, it is wound back into the magazine and so can be 
removed from the camera in the light. 

Aerial films can be considered as a special type of roll film, supplied in greater 

widths and in very much greater lengths than ordinary roll film. Instead of a full- 

length backing paper, which would add unnecessary bulk and weight, they are supplied 

with opaque leader strips cemented to the ends of the film and long enough to wrap 

several times around the roll, thus protecting it from light. Because of the large 

negative size, the film base is thicker than that for roll film and is often especially pre- 
pared to have very low shrinkage. 

Motion-picture film consists of long narrow strips, having perforations along one 

or both sides to allow accurate positioning of successive small portions of the film in 

the exposure aperture of the camera. For commercial users the film is usually fur- 

nished wound on simple cores and requires a darkroom for loading into the camera 

magazine. The films supplied for amateur use, however, are wound on special reels 

with solid flanges which allow daylight loading. The 35-mm. films are usually avail- 

able on either nitrate or safety (acetate) base, while 16-mm. films can be furnished 

only on safety base. 
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Negative papers are occasionally mentioned as being more economical than film. 

The grain of the paper, however, makes them unsuited for the regular photographic 

uses requiring contact printing or enlarging. Negative papers, or fast emulsions 

coated on paper base, are finding wide use in various types of recording instruments 

and for copying documents and drawings. A special waterproof paper base, coated 

with a thin emulsion suitable for reversal processing is used for the “‘direct positives” 

produced by the while-you-wait automatic portrait machines. 

Standard Sizes.—In the course of the evolution of photography, cameras taking 

many and various sizes of films or plates have been introduced. While many of the 

odd sizes have become more or less obsolete, enough cameras remain in use to require 

the supplying of an unnecessarily large number of film and plate sizes. Thus one 
manufacturer lists 30 sizes of roll films, 13 sizes of film packs, 49 sizes of cut films, and 

37 sizes of plates. Even this does not show the total number of negative sizes, since 

there are a number of cameras using one of the regular roll films but making an odd 

size negative in order to get more pictures per spool. 

Fortunately, there seems to be a tendency for most new apparatus to use one of the 

more popular sizes listed in Table V. This is very desirable since the odd sizes are 
sometimes difficult to obtain, while the popular sizes are generally available and the 

rapid turnover insures reasonably fresh stock. 

In connection with these sizes, it should be noted that the nominal dimensions for 

cut films and plates are the upper limit of the actual dimensions and the lower limit for 

interior dimensions of the film and plateholders. With roll films and film packs on 

the other hand, the listed sizes are the nominal sizes of the picture area and the actual 

film size may be somewhat greater. 

In commercial photofinishing it is the usual practice to employ printing masks 

somewhat smaller than the actual negative image size in order to allow a slight toler- 

ance in positioning the negative on the printer. 

TasBLE V.—MoreE Porurtar NEGATIVE SIZES 
Inches 

1 x 1% (24 X 36 mm.) 

15g X 2) 
244 x 3% 

216 X 3% (6.5 X 9 em.) 

21g x 434 
344 xX 444 
344 xX 434 (9 X 12 cm.) 

344 X 56 
x & 

hi X< o 

S >< 10 

10 XK 12 

1D xX 4 

In the case of motion-picture films the permissible variations are much smaller 

than with cut films or roll films. The various measurements and tolerances for the 

sizes which have been standardized in this country are shown in Fig. 10. 

The 35-mm. film is standard for professional motion pictures. Most of the prints 

in this size are made on nitrate-base film, and in most localities there are strict safety 

regulations governing the showing of such prints. Prints on acetate film are not 

affected by such restrictions. 
The 16-mm. film was originally introduced as an amateur film, though it is coming 

into more general use in educational, advertising, and other semiprofessional fields as 

well asin strictly amateur work. Films in this size are required by law to be on acetate 

“safety”? base, which offers no more fire hazard than an equivalent weight of news- 
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print. Most 16-mm. films are put through a reversal process to obtain a positive 

image on the same film that was exposed in the camera. However, there are films 

available for the regular negative-positive processing. Emulsions of various speeds 

and with both orthochromatic and panchromatic sensitizings are available, as well as 

several direct-color films. 

For sound recording on 16-mm. film, the perforations are omitted from one side, 

making this space available for the sound track without encroaching on the picture 

area. Thus the regular silent film can be run in sound projectors without any change 

in size or position of the projection aperture. Sound film cannot be used in silent 

projectors unless they are fitted with special sprockets and pulldown claws operating 

on only one side of the film. 

STANDARD 35-MM. FILM STANDARD 16-MM. FILM 

CUTTING AND PERFORATING DIMENSIONS CUTTING AND PERFORATING DIMENSIONS 
OF NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE RAW STOCE OF NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE RAW STOCK. 

These dimensions and tolerances appty to the material im- These dimensions and tolerances apply to the material im- 
mediately after cutting and perforating. mediately after cutting and perforating. 

Inches Millimeters 

1.378 + 0.000 
— 0.002 

i*} a 8 + So as 

grpee’ § SRSa55R VERREERI 290009: 

ooo 

aegeee 
0.020 approx. 0.51 approx. 

r* 18.70 = 0.015 ‘475.0 = 0.381 
POAWWOAwW 0.010 approx. 

30.0 + 0.03 RaQasoaw i 
ee 

© LZ = the length of any 100 consecutive perforation intervals, °L = the length of. any 100 consecutive perforation intervals. 

Fic. 10.—Dimensional standards for 35-mm. and 16-mm. film as standardized in the United 
States of America. 

The 8-mm. film was derived from the 16-mm. size in an attempt to lower the film 

cost to amateurs. Since the picture area is only one-fourth that of the 16-mm. film, 

graininess and resolving power are very important, and it is necessary to use specially 

prepared and very thinly coated emulsions. There are two 8mm. systems inuse. In 

one case, the film is originally 16-mm. wide, and it is run twice through the camera, 

exposing one-half of the width on each passage. After processing, the film is slit to 

give two lengths of the 8-mm. width, with perforations on only one side. In the 

other case, the camera takes the film in the final 8-mm. width. The double-width 

film has less tendency to give trouble from stretching of the wet film during processing. 

Identification of Cut Films.—Since it is often difficult to identify the emulsion sur- 

face of cut films for proper loading into the film holder, cut films are usually supplied 

with reference notches near one corner. When the notches are on the right side of the 

top edge, the emulsion side of the film faces the operator. In addition, the number, 

shapes, and arrangement of the notches are used to identify the type of emulsions as 
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indicated in Fig. 11. Each manufacturer uses a different notching code, so the user 
must take care not to confuse them. 

%F PANCHROMATIC-NITRATE 
SUPERSENSITIVE PLENACHROME PORTRAIT - NITRATE (NON-HALATION BACK) 

PORTRAIT X-F PANCHROMATIC-SAFETY 
nv Iwill) POR MRAITISSA REMY, (NON-HALATION BACK) 

COMMERCIAL ORTHOCHROMATIC 7 

IGHLY GREEN SENSITIVE (MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY) IGHLY GREE 
SUPER PLENACHROME PRESS (MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY) (NON-HALATION; NON-ABRASION) enn 

SUPERPAN PORTRAIT COMMERCIAL- PANCHROMATIC PROCESS 
MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY) MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY, 
(INON-HALATION BACK) (MADE IN Se EEN ARe Suen) 

SUPERSENSITIVE PANCHROMATIC 

SOLAN Se ane YE GAD IN| SAT ETN BASE ONLY} (MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY) 
(NON-HALATION BACK) NON-HALATION BACK) 

COMMERCIAL PANCHROMATIC San an) 

FINE GRAIN PANCHROMATIC X-F ORTHO PRESS 

ssupenpanpwess 1 (NgREAuton'ane) N™)— (NONHASAMon Bacar ON? 
COMMERCIAL | 

ee ea | 
X-F PAN PRESS 

(MADE IN SAFETY BASE ONLY) 
PROCESS (NON-HALATION BACK) 

(a) (b) 
PORTRAIT - PAR SPEED SUPER ORTHO PRESS COMMERCIAL PAN 

PORTRAIT-SUPER SPEED ORTHO PANCHRO PRESS PROCESS 

PORTRAIT—- PAN SUPER PANCHRO PRESS PROCESS PAN 

PANATOMIC-X COMMERCIAL 

=. Ee ae ON A = \ Samo) | KODACHROME PROFESSIONAL 
FILM- DAYLIGHT TYPE 

SUPER-XX COMMERCIAL MATTE ed | 

eee le PROFESSIONAL 
ORTHO PRESS COMMERCIAL ORTHO FILM- TYPE 

Fic. 11.—Reference notches cut into cut film for purposes of identification. When 
the emulsion side faces the photographer, the notches are in the top-right corner. (a) 
Agfa Ansco film. (6) DuPont film. (c) Eastman film. 

Positive Materials.—The positive emulsions used for photographic prints differ 

considerably among themselves but, in general, have much finer grain and are much 

slower than the negative emulsions and have somewhat higher contrast. Positives 

are made both on transparent supports for viewing by transmitted light, either directly 

or by projection, and on opaque supports for viewing by reflection. The differences in 

the optical conditions in these two cases so change the apparent properties that it is 
necessary to consider them separately. 

Transparencies.—The principal positive materials which are viewed by transmitted 

light are motion-picture positive films and lantern-slide plates, which are both nor- 

mally used for projection of the image on a screen. 
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Motion-picture positive film is coated with a bromide emulsion which has approxi- 

mately the speed of the slower process negative emulsions. It is not color sensitized, 
as it is always exposed to a negative in monochrome, and it is desirable to be able to 

handle it under bright orange or green safe lights. The maximum gamma is rather 

high, and the behavior during development differs somewhat from that of most nega- 
tive emulsions in that, as the development time is increased, not only is the slope of the 

characteristic curve (gamma) increased but the curve is shifted to the left, as shown in 
Fig. 12. Thus the correct exposure depends very markedly on the degree of develop- 

ment to be given. 

The toe portion of the curve is of more importance than in the case of negative 
materials, since it is desirable that the brightest high lights should have as low a density 

as possible, in order to allow a bright screen image. This introduces some distortion 

of tone values since the high-light tones, falling on the toe of the curve, will havea 

Fog. 
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Fic. 12.—Characteristic curves for a typical motion-picture positive emulsion. 

lower contrast than the middle tones and shadows. Thus the attempt is made to 

keep the toe of the curve as short as possible. 

The graininess is much lower and the resolving power much higher than for the 

ordinary negative materials. For this reason and because reasonably high contrast is 

readily obtained, positive film is used to some extent in microcopying work. 

Positive emulsions of extra-high contrast are available for special work. 
Lantern-slide plates of the ordinary type have emulsions somewhat similar to that 

of positive film. They are available, however, in several degrees of contrast. As with 
other positive materials the more contrasty emulsions are somewhat slower. The 

normal tone of the developed image is a neutral black, but slightly warm or cold tone 

images can be obtained by proper modification of the developer. 

A special type of lantern-slide plates, coated with a slower chlorobromide emulsion 

of very fine grain, allows a wide variation in image tone. By proper control of the 

development conditions, with corresponding variations in exposures, the image tone 
can be varied from a neutral black through a warm brown to a sepia, and in some cases 

even to a red. 
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Paper Prints.—The great majority of photographic prints are made on paper and 

are viewed by reflected ight. This has two important effects. First, a certain frac- 

tion of the incident light is reflected by the emulsion surface and the grains near the 

surface; this reflected hight definitely limits the maximum black that can be obtained. 

Thus, with some matte-surface papers where the diffuse reflection is considerable, the 

maximum black reflects as much as 6 per cent of the incident light, thus giving a total 

brightness range from high lights (represented by the clear paper base) to shadows of 

only 15 to 1 or a density range of 1.18. With certain glossy papers, on the other 

hand, where the diffuse reflection is low, the total density range may be as much as 

1.7 or more. ‘This effect definitely limits the tone range that can be reproduced by 

any particular paper. Fortunately, the brightness range, at least of the important 

parts, of normally lighted subjects is usually not greater than about 1 to 40 and so can 

be reproduced satisfactorily on paper. While the maximum density varies also with 

the particular type of emulsion, average values for the various surface finishes are as 

follows: 

GOSS ies Fics ca fea 35 0s Yeats Su heer a ene HE eG eh StI NET SilSwid DIEU SRELE sR CREO RGR REC ORe UG cf 

SOV a GU ees rays aks ea er ae Ter SIG a Ene epel Sr 5 ka Ss gas PONTO About 1.4 

NY IF oe er Opa crs CRORE eased Re et ANS ero ee Ee ER MRR ro St O55 0 About 1.2 

The manner in which the light is reflected depends upon the state of the surface. 

With an optically smooth or ‘‘glossy”’ surface, the angle of reflection is equal to the 

angle of incidence, as with a mirror, and little or no light is scattered in other directions. 

With an optically rough surface, on the other hand, the reflected light is scattered in 

all directions. In the case of a photographic print, or any other picture on paper, it 

is the ‘‘diffuse”’ or scattered reflection which limits the maximum density, since the 

print can be turned so that the specular, or mirrorlike, reflection does not reach the 

eye. In measuring the diffuse reflection, in order to calculate the density, the paper is 

usually illuminated at an angle of 45° and viewed normal to the surface. 

The second effect is that, in the high lights and middle tones, the light passes 

through the emulsion to the base and then is reflected back through the emulsion. 

Therefore each area of the silver deposit has twice the density it would have for trans- 

mitted light. Thus, since the maximum density is already limited by reflection, paper 

emulsions are coated very much thinner than emulsions of film or glass. 

For papers, three types of emulsions are used, differmg in the composition and 

grain size of the silver halide; bromide, for black tones; chloride, for black tones; and 

chlorobromide of very fine grain for warm tones on direct development. 

Speed.—Paper emulsions cover a wide range of speeds, the ratio between the 

slowest and fastest paper emulsions being considerably greater than the ratio between 

fast papers and the fastest negative materials, as is shown by the approximate values 

in the table. 

TasLE VI.—Revative SENSITIVITY OF Various PHoroGRAPHIC MATERIALS 
Type of Emulsion Relative Sensitivity 

Positive! emulsions; (lanternistidew etc.) see eee eee eee eee 1,000-3 ,000 

1Byojsautalae SEN lee a OO Goat ome Deion ocd 6 ac ceric ome nea oc odo. 300-1 ,000 

Chiorobromideypapers awalmMnton ese eerie nee iack ein nelen niet renee 100-200 

Special warm-tone lantern slides, according to tone desired.............. 1-25 

Chloride: Pape4#©s\cc.c\/ deve le 5 Se whale eave eis Pa TTR) otic ao oet sie nelle te Rete Peo 1-5 

Bromide emulsions are comparatively fast, having speeds only slightly less than 

the positive films, and so are suitable for printing by projection. Chloride papers are 

very slow and so are normally suitable only for contact printing. The chlorobromide 

papers cover a considerable range in speed, depending on the composition. The slower 

ones, with speeds similar to the chloride papers, are suitable only for contact printing. 
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Others, with higher bromide content, may be used for either contact or projection 

printing while the fastest ones are suitable chiefly for projection. 

In general, for any particular type of paper emulsion, the more contrasty grades 

are slower than the softer grades. 

In connection with speed, the spectral sensitivity is important. The chloride 

emulsions and the very slow chlorobromide emulsions are sensitive to the violet and 

near ultraviolet but have very little sensitivity above 450 my. Thus they may be 

handled safely under a bright-yellow safe light with a cut between 500 and 550 mu. 

The faster chlorobromide emulsions have additional sensitivity in the blue, extending 
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Fig. 13.—Spectrograms for various paper emulsions, compared with the spectral trans- 
missions of suitable safe-light filters. 

up to about 500 muy, and the bromide emulsions are sensitive still further, up to about 

520 my. Thus for safe handling these emulsions require safe lights which pass no 

light at wavelengths shorter than about 550 my (Fig. 13). 

In all cases the maximum sensitivity is in the violet and near ultraviolet; conse- 

quently the tungsten light which is nearly always used for printing is really very 

inefficient, as only a very small percentage of the radiated energy is effective in print- 

ing. Mercury-vapor lamps and other sources of ultraviolet radiation are much more 

efficient so far as photographic action is concerned, but because of cost, inconvenience, 

or insufficient intensity, they are seldom used. 

The so-called “‘high efficiency”’ tungsten lamps are sufficiently effective, and, since 

they are convenient to handle and are comparatively inexpensive, they are generally 

used for printing. However, it should be remembered that the proportion of light 
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of the shorter wavelengths decreases rapidly as the voltage is lowered, so that fluctua- 

tions in line voltage may cause considerable changes in printing time, even though the 

visual brightness is not noticeably affected. 

Contrast, Effect of Development.—Owing to the thinness of coating and the fine 

grain, paper emulsions develop rapidly. During the very first period of development 

the contrast increases with time as in the case of negative emulsions. During this 

period, however, the shadow density is low and the characteristic curve is badly dis- 

torted. As the shadow density approaches the maximum black, the curve is straight-~ 

ened out somewhat and then begins to move to the left, with no change in slope or 

contrast and with little or no further increase in shadow density. These effects vary 

slightly with the different types of emulsions, for instance, with some bromide and 

chlorobromide papers, the contrast does increase slightly on continuing development 

after the maximum black is reached. 
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Fie. 14.—Typical D-logip E curves for chloride paper. The lettered curves represent 

different times of development. These curves show that development affects the speed, 
but does not affect the gamma appreciably. 

The effect of time of development on the characteristics of chloride, chlorobromide, 

and bromide types of papers is shown, respectively, in Figs. 14, 15, and 16. Time of 

development increases, for the various curves, in alphabetical order. 

In general, however, since it is necessary to develop sufficiently to reach the maxi- 

mum black in order to avoid uneven development, muddy shadows, and distorted 

tone rendering, the contrast cannot be controlled in development. On the other hand, 

since there is usually a period between the time when the maximum black is reached 

and when development fog appears, during which the densities continue to increase 

without changing contrast, 1t is possible to correct for slight variations in exposure by 

adjustment in development. This exposure-development latitude varies considerably 

between the different papers. 

It has been suggested that the contrast of a particular paper could be varied by 

changing the developer formula. While in isolated cases this might be possible, it has 

been shown that the variations normally obtained are less than the differences between 

two adjacent contrast grades of the paper. ! : 

Paper Contrast.—As little or no control of contrast is possible during development, 

many of the papers are supplied in several degrees of contrast. In the case of negative 

1 Benepict, H. C., Facts and Foibles in Photography, Camera Craft, 48, 226 (1936). 
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emulsions the contrast can be expressed in terms of the slope of the characteristic 

curve or of the density difference obtained for a given range of exposure or range of 

object brightness. Because of the length of the straight-line portion of the curve, it is 

Density - Dy 

Se WP i Ms) 2.1 DA 27 (30) 
Log Exposure, Log Ey 

Fie. 15.—D-logi) E characteristics for a typical chlorobromide paper. 

not difficult to obtain theoretically correct tone reproduction in the negative. With 

papers, on the other hand, the straight-line portion of the characteristic curve is com- 

paratively short, and, except when special effects are wanted, it is necessary to make use 

of the full density range, which is determined by the paper surface and type of emul- 
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Fig. 16.—D-log 10 # curves for a typical bromide paper for development times which increase 

in alphabetical order. The characteristics resemble those of negative emulsions. 

sion. Thus it is not possible to obtain perfect reproduction over the whole range of 
tones. However, if the extreme shadow tones are ignored, the negative exposure can 

be so chosen that, with the proper combination of materials, the curvature in the 
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negative just balances the curvature in the positive, giving practically perfect repro- 
duction over the greater part of the tone scale.! 

The range of negative tones which can be reproduced in the print is determined 

by the paper-exposure scale, or the ratio between the exposure which will just produce 

a visible density and the least exposure which will produce the maximum black. 

Since negatives made by amateurs are made under widely varying conditions of 

lighting, and consequently of subject brightness, and since development conditions 

are not always carefully controlled, amateur negatives vary widely in density range. 

Therefore printing papers for amateur use are usually supplied in a number of grades 

of contrast, with exposure scales varying from about 1:5 for the extra-contrast papers, 
to as much as 1:50 for the very soft papers. This range of contrasts is covered in five 

_or six steps, so that it is possible to get acceptable prints from negatives having density 

ranges between 0.7 (opacity range of 5 to 1) and 1.7 (opacity range of 50 to 1) (Fig. 17). 

16 32 64 
Exposures 

Fic. 17.—Relative contrast of six types of printing paper popuarly used in amateur 
photography. The slope of the curve is a measure of contrast, whereas the distance from 
unity to the projection on the abscissa is a measure of the relative exposure range obtainable. 

The professional photographer’s negatives are usually made with controlled light- 

ing and controlled conditions of development, and so have a comparatively uniform 

density range. ‘Therefore papers for professional use are often made in only one 

or two degrees of contrast, corresponding approximately to the “‘normal”’ grade of the 

amateur papers. 

Although all the paper-emulsion types can be made in a range of contrasts, the 

chloride or gaslight papers tend in general to have the shortest exposure scales (most 

contrasty), and the bromide papers tend to have much longer exposure scales. The 

chlorobromide papers are, in general, intermediate. 
Although paper contrast could be expressed by a numerical value, derived possibly 

from the exposure scale, photographers in general do not have the means for measuring 

the density ranges of their negatives in order to make use of such values. Therefore 

the various contrast grades have been designated by such descriptive terms as ‘‘soft,”’ 

‘““medium,” ‘“‘normal,” “‘hard,” ‘‘vigorous,” ete. This works fairly satisfactorily, 

though there is the disadvantage that, since the terms are only generally descriptive, 

different manufacturers may use one term for papers of considerably different exposure 

scale. 

1 Joneses, L. A., The Evolution of Negative Film Speeds in Terms of Print Quality, J. Franklin 

Inst., 227, 297 (March 1939). 
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The exposure scales for the three contrast grades of a typical enlarging paper are: 

normal, 32; medium, 16; and contrast, 11. The scales for the various contrast grades 

of a typical amateur contact-printing paper run from 45 for the softest to 4.5 for the 
most contrasty. 

Image Tone (Color).—The chloride emulsions and the bromide emulsions usually 

tend to give images of neutral or cold black tones on normal development, and many 

of them will give definitely blue-black tones with very active developers. Slightly 

warm tones can sometimes be obtained with restrained or slow-acting developers, 
but the possibilities for control are normally rather limited. 

The fine-grain chlorobromide emulsions tend to give warm-toned images on direct 

development, particularly with the slower types of papers. Even warmer tones, 

ranging to definite browns, can be obtained by the use of restrained developers. 

Also, the colors given by the various aftertreatments depend very markedly on 

the size and condition of the grains in the original silver image. The effectiveness of 

the treatments also depend on the condition of the silver grains. Thus the direct 

sepia-toning solutions, such as the hypo-alum toner, work comparatively rapidly and 

give pleasing results with the naturally warm-toned images on chlorobromide papers, 

but work only very slowly, if at all, with the coarse-grained cold-tone images on 

bromide paper. On the other hand, the bleach and redevelop type of sepia toner 

which works satisfactorily with cold-tone images tends to give unpleasant yellow 

tones with the naturally warm-tone images. 

In addition to the inherent color determined by the size and condition of the grains 

of the silver grains, the apparent-image tone is markedly affected by the color of the 

base, which is usually white or very slightly tinted cream or buff but is occasionally 

supplied with a comparatively strong color. 

Sheen.—As has been mentioned, paper surfaces vary in sheen, or the ratio between 

specular and diffuse reflection, from the almost purely specular glossy surfaces to the 

almost purely diffuse matte. Although the degree of gloss probably could be expressed 

quantitatively, as by the percentage of specular reflection, this would be of little value 

to most users, and the descriptive terms such as glossy, luster, semimatte, matte, etc., 

are more generally understandable and useful. 

While the choice of sheen is largely a matter of personal preference, some types of 

prints definitely call for specific surfaces. Thus small contact prints are generally 

made on glossy papers because of the greater density range and the sharper rendering 

of fine detail. For the same reasons the glossy surface is preferred, usually demanded, 

for pictures to be reproduced by any of the photomechanical processes. For portrait 

and pictorial prints on the other hand, the softer and less glaring surfaces, such as 

luster and semimatte, are usually preferred. The matte surfaces are easiest to work 

on with pencil or water or oil colors. 

The sheen is controlled by incorporating in the emulsion various inert substances 

such as starch and by varying the composition and method of application of the 
baryta layer. 

Texture.—In addition to the almost microscopic surface irregularities which con- 

trol the sheen, the papers may have coarse irregularities giving various degrees of 

roughness to the surface. Smooth surfaces can be obtained with any sheen from 

glossy to absolute matte, but the rough surfaces cannot give a real gloss. 

In addition to the various degrees of roughness, some special-purpose or novelty 

papers have a definite surface pattern such as the linen finish. 

Smooth or fine-grain surfaces are preferable for small prints, while the rougher 

surfaces may be valuable for large prints and enlargements, either for suppressing an 

excess of fine detail or, with a high degree of enlargement, for concealing lack of fine 
detail and suppressing the apparent graininess. 
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The various degrees of roughness are usually controlled by varying the composi- 

tion and coating conditions of the baryta layer; the pattern textures are produced on 

the baryta layer under pressure by embossed rollers. 

Weight or Thickness—Most papers which will be used for small-size prints are 

supplied on either single- or double-weight stock, while papers for large prints, such 

as the professional papers and enlarging papers, particularly those with rough sur- 

faces, may be supplied only in double weight. Some papers, such as those for post- 

eard prints, are supplied on a thin cardboard. 

Papers having the usual baryta coating cannot be folded without cracking. 

Therefore a few papers, such as those used for document copying and for advertising 

illustrations which will be folded for mailing, are supplied on a special thin base with- 

out the baryta layer. 
Special Emulsion Types.—In addition to the regular black-and-white negative 

and printing emulsions already described, there are a number of more or less special- 

ized emulsions which, because of special requirements in the mode of use or in the 

method of preparation, differ in properties sufficiently to justify separate discussion. 

Printing-out Papers.—At present the vast majority of photographic prints are 

made on developing-out papers, with which the latent image produced by exposure is 

converted to a visible silver image by the action of the developer solution. Printing- 

out papers (P O P), on which the visible image is produced by direct photochemical 

darkening, were formerly widely used but are now used only in special cases, such as 

the preparation of portrait proofs, and are losing ground even here. 

While the normal developing-out emulsions are prepared with an excess of soluble 

halide, printing-out emulsions contain an excess of soluble silver salt, usually the 

tartrate or citrate, which acts as an acceptor for the halogen liberated by the photo- 

chemical action. 

The sensitivity is naturally very low; the papers can be handled safely in artificial 

light or weak daylight, and for printing they require a light rich in ultraviolet, such 

as that from a carbon-are or a mercury-vapor lamp or strong daylight. Even so, the 

exposures are a matter of minutes. The contrast is fairly low, the exposure scale 

being equal to that of the softer grades of bromide paper. 

After exposure, the image can be fixed by removal of the unchanged silver salts 

with a solvent such as hypo. This leaves the image an unpleasant yellow color, 

which can be corrected by toning the image by precipitation of gold, to give red or 

reddish-purple tones, or precipitation of platinum, to give black tones. Even aside 

from the unpleasant color, the untoned image is rather impermanent because the very 

finely divided silver is rapidly attacked by any sulphur compounds in the paper or in 

the atmosphere. Toning can be done after fixing but gives more dependable and 

uniform results before fixing. Portrait proofs on P O P are seldom fixed or toned. 

P O P emulsions may be in either gelatin or collodion. In Europe, printing-out 

papers supplied for amateur use sometimes have the toning agents incorporated in 

the emulsion (self-toning papers), so that prints can be made without a darkroom and 

can be processed merely by washing in water. 

Because of the excess of soluble silver salts, printing-out-paper emulsions are 

rather unstable and tend to darken on aging if any moisture is present. This can be 

prevented by keeping the paper thoroughly desiccated. 

Reversal Emulsions.—In some cases it is desirable or necessary that the final posi- 

tive image be produced in the same emulsion as was used for the original exposure. 

At the completion of development, the emulsion contains two images, the negative 

image of silver and a complementary positive image of the unaffected silver halide 

which is normally removed by fixation. Thus, if the silver image is removed by 

treatment in a bleach bath which does not attack the silver halide, the residual silver 
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halide can be blackened, by exposure and development or by chemical action, to give 

the desired positive. 

In ordinary emulsions, there is much more silver bromide than is used in a normal 

negative image, and the highlights of the residual positive will be dense and fogged. 

Therefore emulsions intended for reversal processing are thinly coated so that the 

high lights of a normally exposed, negative image will use up practically all the silver 

halide. 

There are always some very small insensitive grains which will not be affected by 

the first development, even in heavily exposed areas, and thus remain to fog the 

high lights of the positive. Therefore a silver halide solvent, such as ammonia or 

hypo, is often used in the developer or in a rinse bath after development, to dissolve 

out these small grains, thereby increasing the brilliance of the positive image. 

When all the residual silver halide is utilized in the positive, there is no latitude for 

the original exposure, and any small local variations in thickness, which in ordinary 

work would be of no importance, have a marked effect. While some compensation 

for variations in negative exposure can be made by regulating the action of the silver 

halide solvent, the range of control is imited. A much greater degree of control can 

be exercised by taking advantage of the differential sensitivity of the residual silver 

halide grains and giving a controlled second exposure. Thus, where the negative 

exposure was heavy, there will be little silver halide left, and it is given a heavy 

exposure to render it all developable. On the other hand, where the original exposure 

was hight, there will be a great deal of silver halide left and a slight second exposure is 

given, so that only part is rendered developable and the final positive is not too 

dense. ‘ 

In this process, after removal of the negative image, the film is scanned by a photo- 

electric cell which controls the intensity of the second exposure. Where the negative 

image was heavy, there is less residual silver bromide, so that more radiation reaches 

the photocell, which in turn increases the second exposure. With a thin or under- 

exposed negative image, the reverse occurs. Thus the density of the positive image is 

compensated as described above, and positives of good quality are obtained with a 

wide range of camera exposures. 

Reversal M aterials.—Screen-plate color materials, such as the Lumiére Autochrome 

plates and Dufaycolor films must be processed by reversal so that the positive image 

will be in register with the screen-filter elements. They are usually processed with an 

ammonia first developer and a strong second developer which completely blackens 

the residual positive image. There is little or no latitude in exposure. 

Substandard motion-picture films, particularly for amateur use where only one 

positive is ordinarily needed, are processed by reversal in order to obtain better defini- 

tion and lower graininess and to reduce the cost. Since exposures are made under 
widely varying light conditions, some type of compensating processing is practically 

a necessity. The Kodak automatically controlled second exposure was devised to 

compensate for varying exposures throughout a single length of film. 

“Direct positive’? paper for automatic portrait machines has a fairly fast fine- 

grain orthochromatic emulsion thinly coated on a waterproofed paper base and is 

processed by reversal in order to reduce the time between exposure and delivery of the 

finished print. Lighting and exposure are standardized, and the whole residual posi- 

tive is darkened either by full exposure and redevelopment or, more generally, by 

conversion to silver sulphide. 

In addition to the regular reversal process, there are other methods of securing the 
effect of a positive image directly. The so-called ‘‘tintype”’ made use of a collodion 

emulsion coated on a black support and developed to give a whitish silver deposit, 

which then appeared as a positive against the dark background. 
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When sufficient exposures can be given, duplicates can be produced directly by 

making use of the solarization region of the characteristic curve. Duplicating films 

and papers are available which have the whole emulsion made developable by treat- 

ment during manufacture. Exposure to light reduces the developable density, so 

that exposure behind a negative gives a negative, or behind a positive a positive. ! 

X-ray Films.—Because of the very low absorption of X-rays by the silver halide 

of the emulsion, only a small portion of the incident radiation is effective in producing 

a developable density. In order to increase the absorption and thus the photographic 

effect, emulsions for use with X rays contain a high percentage of silver bromide and 

formerly were very thickly coated. Because of the difficulties encountered in devel- 

oping and fixing these thick emulsions, X-ray films are now given emulsion coatings of 

normal thickness on both sides. 

Even with emulsions very rich in silver bromide, when the more penetrating 

X rays are used, the direct action on the photographic emulsion is comparatively 

slight, and it is now customary to place the film between intensifying screens coated 

with a substance such as calcium tungstate, which fluoresces under the action of 

X rays. Thus the greater part of the exposure is due to visible light from the intensi- 

fying screens. ’ 

Since the radiographs are often needed in a hurry, particularly in emergency 

surgical cases, and since it is often not possible to keep the processing solutions down 

to the recommended temperature, X-ray emulsions are usually hardened to a greater 

degree than most negative films, in order to reduce the risk of trouble or damage from 
excessive swelling. 

Emulsions for Color Photography.—Because of the great differences between the 

various systems of color photography, the characteristics required of the emulsions 

used also vary greatly. 
Additive Processes.—The only additive processes of practical importance at the 

present are the integral screen-plate processes such as the Autochrome plates and the 

Agfacolor and Dufaycolor films, which are processed by reversal, and the Finlay 

process which uses separate taking and viewing screens. The requirements of the 

reversal processes have been discussed. ‘The Finlay process, which uses compara- 

tively coarse mosaic screens, employs a regular fast panchromatic plate for the nega- 

tive, the only requirement being that the color sensitivity be sufficiently uniform to 

remain properly matched to the taking screen and compensating filter. The plate 

exposed behind the taking screen in an ordinary camera is developed to a negative in 

the regular manner. Prints are made on positive plates, similar to lantern-slide 

plates, which are then bound in register with the viewing screen which has the same 

pattern as the taking screen. Thus as many positives as desired can be made from 

one negative, also there is a chance to control the contrast and to compensate for 

errors in exposure of the negative by controlling the exposure and development of the 

positive. This and other advantages claimed over the reversal processes are some- 

what offset by the larger size of the individual screen elements. 

Subtractive Processes—The materials used in the various subtractive processes 

can be divided into negative, positive, and reversal. Color-separation negatives 

obtained by any of the taking systems can in most cases be used with any one of 

several printing systems, while the reversal system gives the color photograph directly, 

as with the additive processes. 

Negative Materials.—The simplest system, from the viewpoint of demands on the 

emulsion, is the production of the three color-separation negatives by successive 

exposures in an ordinary camera. Practically any panchromatic emulsion could be 

1 Bartru, W., A Film Emulsion for Making Direct Duplicates in a Single Step, J. Soc. Motion 

Picture Engrs., 27, 419 (1936). 
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used, provided its contrast characteristics were suitable for the subject and the 

printing process to be used. Asa matter of convenience, however, it may be desirable 

to choose a material which has, as nearly as possible, equal filter factors for the three 

tricolor filters. For most lighting conditions, this will mean a material with a type B 

or orthopanchromatic sensitizing. 

Since the making of three successive exposures is ordinarily practical only for 

still-life subjects and since satisfactorily accurate one-shot cameras are very expensive, 

various bipack and tripack films have been developed, to allow one exposure in an 

ordinary camera. 
The tripack consists of three films placed in contact and exposed simultaneously, 

to make the three separation negatives. The first two films are placed with their 

emulsion surfaces in contact, so that the front film, which is blue sensitive, is exposed 

through the base. This emulsion is yellow-dyed, or carries a yellow-filter layer on its 

surface, to prevent any blue light from reaching the two rear films. The second film 

is orthochromatic and so makes the green-sensation record. It is on a thin support 
and is backed with a red-filter layer so that only red light reaches the rear panchro- 

matic emulsion. 
The two front emulsions must be as thin and transparent as possible, in order to 

- avoid excessive absorption of light, which would increase the exposure required, and in 

order to reduce scattering of light which makes the rear image unsharp. The ratios 

between the speeds of the three emulsions must be correct to compensate for the 

absorption of light in the first and second emulsions, so that the one exposure will give 

three well-matched negatives. It is desirable, but not necessary, to have the develop- 

ment rates adjusted so that the three negatives can be developed together. 

Because of the scattering of light in the first two emulsions, and the separation of 

the rear emulsion by the thickness of the film base, the loss of definition is such that 

tripack negatives usually do not give satisfactory enlargements and so are more suit- 

able for use in the large sizes of studio and view cameras than in the smaller hand 

cameras and are more satisfactory for portraiture than for general commercial 

work. 

To reduce this loss in definition, while still avoiding many of the complications of 

the double-mirror cameras, various bipacks have been devised. The bipack is 

essentially a tripack with the rear film removed and exposed directly to a second 

image supplied by some type of beam splitter, such as a semitransparent mirror. 

The front emulsion of the bipack, which is exposed through the base, makes the blue 

negative, while the back emulsion may make either the green or red negative, depend- 

ing on the design of the pack. In the Technicolor and Eastman bipack systems, the 

red negative is made on the rear film of the bipack, and the green negative is made ona 

separate film.! 

Positive Materials —To obtain a color print from the three separation negatives, 

three positive images, in dyes or pigments of the respective complementary or minus 

colors, are superimposed in register. Thus a yellow positive, which absorbs blue, is 

made from the blue-filter negative, a magenta, which absorbs green, from the green- 

filter negative, and a blue-green (cyan), which absorbs red, from the red-filter negative 

(see chapter on Color Photography). These can be made by any of several processes. 

A number of these, such as the bichromated gelatin, or so-called carbon process, the 

gum-bichromate process, and their various modifications (particularly the widely 

used carbro process) do not directly involve the use of sensitive silver halide emulsions, 

and so they need not be described here. However, there are several methods in 

which silver images are used to form dye or pigment images of the proper color. 

1 Baru, J. A., The Technicolor Process of Three Color Cinematography, J. Soc. Motion Picture 

Engrs., 25, 127 (1935). 
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Toning Processes for Color Photography.—One obvious method of converting 

the black-and-white silver image into a color image is by toning, with either inorganic 

or dye tones. The emulsions carrying the three-color images are then superimposed 

bodily on a white base. Thus the three positives are separated by the thickness of the 

emulsions and their supports. In order to reduce the total thickness to a minimum, 

the Chromatone process makes use of stripping films, in which the special printing 

emulsion is coated on a very thin cellulose film which is cemented to a heavier film 

base with an adhesive soluble in warm water. Thus the heavy bases furnish protec- 

tion during the development and toning processes and are discarded when the emul- 

sions are transferred to the final support. This particular process is understood to 

use special inorganic toning solutions, in which the silver images are converted into 

colored inorganic compounds, but dye tones, with the silver image converted into a 

compound which could mordant the dyes, might also be used. 

Pigmented Gelatin.—Rather than use the silver image as a base for the color image, 

it can be used to form a relief image in pigmented gelatin, similar to that obtained with 

the various ‘‘carbon”’ processes. In this case, pigment of the proper color is incor- 

porated in the emulsion during manufacture. The emulsion is exposed through the 
transparent base, and the absorption of light by the pigment holds the image near 

the bottom of the emulsion. Thus, when the gelatin is hardened in the vicinity of the 

silver image, either during development or by means of a special silver bleach, and the 

unhardened gelatin removed with warm water, there is left a relief image with thick- 

ness proportional to the density of the silver print. The three partial color positives 

thus obtained are then transferred to the final support. In the carbro process, the 

differential hardening is caused by the action of the bleach on a silver image in contact 

with the layer of pigmented gelatin. 

Imbibition Processes.—If, instead of making colored relief images which are 

cemented together, plain gelatin reliefs are made, they can be used as printing matrices 

by saturating them with dye solutions of the proper colors, and placing them, one at a 

time, in close contact with a gelatin layer containing a mordant to which the dyes will 

transfer. 
Wash-off relief film has an unhardened positive emulsion containing a yellow dye 

to control the penetration of the printing light. The film is exposed through the base, 

and the silver image is developed to completion. It is then treated in an acid bichro- 

mate bleach which oxidizes the silver image and hardens the adjacent gelatin. Bath- 

ing in warm water removes the unhardened gelatin and develops the relief image, or 

matrix. After fixing, washing, and drying, the matrix is bathed in the proper dye 

solution. The three dyed matrices can be superimposed in register for inspection of 

color balance and contrast. Changes in contrast can be effected by controlling the 
acidity of the dye solutions, and slight inaccuracies in color balance can be corrected 

by washing out part of the excess colors. When the color balance is satisfactory, the 

matrices are squeegeed successively into close contact with a gelatin-coated paper 

containing an aluminum mordant. Thus in the final print the three dye images are 

contained in a single gelatin layer. Additional prints can be made merely by redyeing 

the matrices and transferring as before. 

The Technicolor process uses this type of imbibition printing, transferring the 

successive dye images to a gelatin-coated final film. j 

Catalytic Bleach.—Another method of utilizing the silver image directly in the 

formation of the dye image makes use of the fact that certain reagents, which alone 

have no effect on the dye, destroy it wherever there is a silver image. Thus this is in 

effect a reversal process, giving a negative dye image from a negative, and a positive 

dye image from a positive. However, because of the absorption of light by the dye, 

the sensitivity is so low that it is suitable only for printing. 
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The Kodachrome Reversal Process.—This process uses an integral tripack, or mono- 

pack, with the three emulsions for making the color-separation negatives and their 

corresponding partial-color positives coated on one support.! Thus the difficulties of 

handling three separate films is avoided, and exposures can be made in any ordinary 

camera. The emulsion next the base is sensitized to red, the middle emulsion is sen- 

sitized to green, and the top emulsion is sensitive only to blue and carries a yellow dye 

to prevent blue light from reaching either of the lower layers. The different emulsions 

are separated by very thin layers of clear gelatin. Since the total residual positive 

method of reversal is used, the emulsions are very thin, and the total thickness of the 

three combined emulsions and two intermediate layers is no greater than the thickness 

of an ordinary negative emulsion. 
The three partial-color positives are produced during the development of the 

silver positives by interaction between ‘“‘coupling’”’ compounds and development 

reaction products to form dye densities proportional to the silver densities. The 

formation of three different dye images in their appropriate layers requires a rather 

complicated processing procedure which can be handled satisfactorily only by properly 

controlled processing stations. 
The three emulsion layers must not only be coated extremely uniformly but must 

be very accurately balanced for color sensitivity, speed, and contrast. This requires 

very rigid control in manufacture. The result, however, is that the user has no worry 

other than giving a reasonably correct exposure. 
' 
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CHAPTER VII 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SENSITOMETRY 

By Brverty DupDLEY 

Introduction. Meaning of Photographic Sensitometry.—The term “photographic 

sensitometry”’ is frequently used in a restricted sense to specify the sensitivity of 

photographic materials to visible light or other radiations. A somewhat broader 

view will be taken here. We shall use the term photographic sensitometry to denote 

the quantitative determination of all the various characteristic responses of the photo- 

graphic materials to radiant energy. By radiant energy we shall usually mean 

visible light. 

According to this definition, photographic sensitometry deals with those character- 

istic responses which are produced by: (1) the intensity and spectral distribution of 

the source of radiant energy acting upon the photosensitive materials, (2) the total 

duration of time and the manner in which the photographic materials are exposed to 

radiant energy, and (3) the processing (developing, fixing, washing, drying, etc.) to 

which the photographic materials are subjected. 

The characteristics of photographic materials which may be determined through 

sensitometry include: (1) the response to the intensity of the source of energy to which 

the material is exposed, usually specified in some ‘‘speed”’ or “‘sensitivity”’ rating; (2) 

the spectral sensitivity, or the relative response to energy at various wavelengths; 

(3) the response to exposure of continuous duration; (4) the effect of intermittent 

exposure, involving the manner in which photographic materials integrate the energy 

to which they are exposed; (5) the response of the photographic material to varying 

conditions of processing (especially development) for specified exposure; and (6) the 

graininess. According to our definition such matters as the resolving power of the 

photographic material and the distortions of the images which occur also properly 

belong to the province of photographic sensitometry. However, these matters are 

not of sufficient general importance and interest to be treated in this chapter, although 

they may be of considerable practical importance in certain branches of photography, 

such as astronomical photography or where images must be reproduced accurately 

to scale. 

Photographic sensitometry may be used to determine the characteristics of photo- 

graphic materials which reproduce colored images as well as those materials which, 

for want of a better name, may be termed monochrome, and which produce images in 

varying densities without any appreciable spectral selectivity. The sensitometry of 

materials for color photography is somewhat more involved, elaborate, and extensive 

than that required for monochrome photography, but the fundamental principles 

involved are identical in both cases. 

In general, the procedure for the determination of sensitometric data is as follows: 

Test strips of the material under examination are given precisely known, graded 

exposures to a light source of specified intrinsic luminous intensity and spectral dis- 

tribution. These strips are developed for specified lengths of time under known 

conditions of temperature, in a developer of known composition and concentration. 

The developer used depends upon the purpose for which the sensitometric measure- 

ments are made, but it is usually one which produces an unstained neutral-gray 

153 
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deposit of silver. The test strips are then dried, after which the densities of the 

silver deposits for each exposure step on the same strip are measured. The values of 

density and the corresponding values of the logarithm of exposure are plotted for each 

strip. Similar plots are made for other strips having different times of development, 

so that a family of curves D = logio H isobtained. This family of curves gives most of 

the essential information relating to the characteristics of photosensitive materials. 

The determination of the sensitometric characteristics of photographic materials 

requires a knowledge and control of (but preferably standardization of) the following 

conditions and apparatus: 

1. A light source emitting radiations of known spectral distribution and known 

intensity. 

2. A means for producing a series of graded exposures of known magnitudes. 

3. Standardized conditions of processing (especially with regard to development) 

the material under test. 

4. A method of determining quantitatively the density, graininess, and other 

characteristics of the material after exposure and processing. 

5. A method of properly interpreting quantitatively the results of sensitometric 

measurements. 

From standardization of 1 and 2 it is possible to determine the magnitude and 

character of the stimulus (exposure) apphed to the photographic material. Step 4 

enables us to determine the characteristic responses of the photographic material to 

the various stimuli provided by steps 1 and 2. Step 5 not only enables us to correlate 

properly the stimuli and its response, but enables us to express the causal relations in 

such manner as to permit of optimum use of photographic materials, filters, ight 

sources, and other accessories. An understanding of photographic sensitometry is 

also useful in recognizing and correcting faults of over- or underexposure, incorrect 

rendition of tone, incorrect rendition of colored objects in monochromatic or color 

photography, etc. 

Application of Sensitometry.—Originally photographic sensitometry was used 

almost exclusively by manufacturers of film material for the determination of film 

characteristics and by a few scientific workers using photography. The first impetus 

toward extensive general uses of photographic sensitometry came from the motion- 

picture field with the introduction of sound pictures. While sensitometric methods 

and processes are not yet employed by the average photographer or serious amateur 

(nor are they likely to be used except in the simplest fundamental steps), a knowledge 

and understanding of sensitometric methods may not only be advisable in aiding the 

proper exposure and processing for portraits, pictorial, and other subjects but may be 

essential—or very nearly so—for motion-picture work, certain kinds of scientific 

photography, and color, aerial, and other branches of photography where exacting 

requirements must be met. 

Light Sources for Photographic Sensitometry.—The first step in photographic 

sensitometry involves giving the photosensitive material a series of standard (or at 

least precisely known) exposures. The exposure of the material under accurately 

known conditions is accomplished by means of a sensitometer which consists, func- 

tionally, of (1) a standard source of light or other radiation and (2) some form of 

exposing device, such as an accurate shutter, which determines the quantity of light 

which is permitted to act on the photosensitive material. 

We shall first give some consideration to the light sources and the exposure devices 

suitable for sensitometry. In a later section consideration will be given to sensitom- 

eters in which the light source and exposure device are combined. 

Practical Light Sources.—The most important of a wide variety of light sources 

which have been used for photographic sensitometry include, in approximately 
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chronological order: (1) sunlight, (2) the British Parliamentary candle, specifications 

for which were given as early as 1860; (3) a phosphorescent plate in which the radia- 

tion was provided by a layer of calcium sulphide activated by burning magnesium 

ribbon; (4) the Harcourt pentane lamp which burns a mixture of pentane vapor and 

air; (5) the Hefner lamp which burns pure amy] acetate (and which is still sometimes 

used as a standard light source); (6) acetylene flames of various types with completely 

specified burners; and (7) incandescent electric lamps. Unfortunately none of these 

standards is ideally suited to photographic sensitometry, principally because of lack 

of precision and reproducibility, but also in some cases because of unsuitable spectral 

distribution of energy. 

The characteristics necessary in a light source for photographic sensitometry are: 

1, Accurately known (preferably standardized) and appropriate spectral-energy 

distribution. 

2. Adequate intensity of output so that exposures need not be too long. 

3. Stability of characteristics throughout the useful life of the light source. 

4. Reproducibility of characteristics between successive uses of the light source. 
5. Convenience in use. 

These requirements are fulfilled in the most desirable manner, for purposes of 

photographic sensitometry, by incandescent lamps which have been carefully stand- 

ardized and which are operated under carefully controlled conditions. _ 

Modern practical sources of light for photographic sensitometry may be made 

from: 

' 1. Cylindrical acetylene flame devised by Fery and Sheppard and Mees, fitted 

with suitable filter (Wratten No. 79). 

2. Tungsten lamps operating at a color temperature of 2360°K. fitted with a Davis 

and Gibson liquid filter. 

This latter type of light source was standardized as a satisfactory light source for 

photographic purposes at the seventh International Congress of Photography which 
met in London in 1928. 

Both the spectral-energy distribution of the radiation emitted from the luminous 

source as well as the intensity or magnitude of these radiations affect the density of 

the exposed and developed photographic material. Consequently these two charac- 

teristics of the luminous source must be accurately known if precise sensitometric 

results are to be obtained. 

The spectral composition of a luminous source specifies the relative amounts of 

energy emitted at various wavelengths. Usually this relation is represented by 

means of a spectral-energy curve in which the abscissas are wavelength and the 

ordinates are relative energy. Figure 1 shows spectral-energy curves for one type of 

luminous source. 

Effect of Spectral Distribution of Light Source.—It is important that the spectral- 

energy distribution or color composition of the radiations emitted by any source 

which is to be used as a standard of intensity in photographic sensitometry shall be 

known and appropriate because photographic materials do not have the same spectral 

sensitivity as does the human eye, which is used in the subjective evaluation of the 

characteristics of any light source. Furthermore, with respect to their spectral 

sensitivities, photographic materials differ enormously among themselves. Photo- 

graphic materials are more sensitive at the blue and ultraviolet end of the visible 

spectrum than elsewhere. Consequently a denser silver deposit will result if the 

luminous source of given absolute intensity has most of its energy in the blue end of 

the spectrum rather than in some other region. In fact, the use of certain types of 

safe lights for photographic darkrooms depends upon so choosing the light source with 

respect to the film characteristics that the visible hight occurs at that: portion of the 
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spectrum for which the film is relatively insensitive. A 15-watt red lamp used as a 
safe light for noncolor-sensitive emulsions may produce no appreciable exposure 

or fog, whereas a 15-watt blue lamp might badly expose the film under the same 

conditions. 

_ 

Relative Energy 

300 400 500 600 700 
Wavelength in me 

Fic. 1.—Curves of energy output plotted against wavelength for tungsten lamps operating 
at three different temperatures. 

The sensitivity of the human eye to equally intense radiations of different wave- 

lengths is termed the visibility curve. The visibility curve for the average human eye 

is given in Fig. 2. The net over-all response of the human eye to a light source con- 

Visibility, v 

400 500 600 700 
Wavelength in Millimicrons 

Fig. 2.—Spectral sensitivity of the normal human eye. 

taining energy at many wavelengths depends upon the visibility curve of the human 

eye, as well as spectral-energy distribution of the light source, and is termed the 

luminosity. If a light of given intensity is yellow, the luminosity will be high, as 

the human eye is most sensitive to yellow; if the same amount of energy is used in a 
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deep red or a blue light, the luminosity is small, as the eye is relatively insensitive to 

these colors. If the energy is concentrated in the infrared or the ultraviolet portions 

of the spectrum, the luminosity is zero, for the eye is not sensitive to these radiations. 
An exactly analogous situation exists with regard to photographic materials. 

Corresponding to the visibility curve of the human eye, the sensitivity of a photo- 

graphic material to radiation of a given wavelength is known as its photobility. The 

net or over-all response of a photographic material exposed to heterochromatic light 

is the product of the spectral-energy distribution of the light source and the photo- 

bility’ it is termed the “‘photicity”’ of the material. Photicity of photographic mate- 

rials is analogous to the luminosity of the human eye (see Chap. X, Light Filters). 

Although by no means a rigorous treatment of the subject, the previous paragraphs 

will indicate the necessity of maintaining known or standard conditions for precise 

sensitometric work. It is also necessary to determine just what is a suitable or 

appropriate spectral-energy distribution for the light source used in sensitometry. 

Relative Intensity 

300 400 ou 
Wavelength in Millimicrons 

Fig. 3.—Relative spectral intensity of mean noon daylight at Washington, D. C. 

Selecting a Standard Light Source.—In establishing standards for sensitometry, 

it is desirable that the standards be such as will give useful results in practice. Since 

a very considerable portion of all photographic negatives are exposed with daylight 

illumination, there are certain practical advantages in choosing for the sensitometric 

light source one which will provide a spectral-energy distribution giving white light 

similar to that of daylight. Because ‘‘daylight”’ varies considerably both according 

to time and geographical location, it is more practical to specify the characteristics of 

the white light of the sensitometric source in terms of the average daylight over a 

long period of time. Measurements on mean daylight have been made over a number 

of years; the curve for mean noon daylight at Washington, D. C., is shown in Fig. 3. 

Once having established a suitable standard so far as regards spectral-energy dis- 

tribution, the next step is to find a means of realizing this standard under controlled 

conditions. 

None of the light sources which have been used produce a spectral-energy curve, 

of themselves, sufficiently like that of mean noon daylight to be suitable for photo- 

graphic sensitometry. The most suitable, convenient, and precise light sources 

(incandescent lamps) produce spectral-energy curves which are lacking in blue and ~ 

excessive in red radiations. However, the spectral-energy distribution of the tung- 

sten lamp can be made to approximate that of mean noon daylight quite satisfactorily 

through the use of appropriate (Davis-Gibson) filters. 
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Effect of Voltage on Incandescent Lamps.—The spectral-energy distribution, as well 

as the intrinsic brightness, of incandescent lamps depends upon the temperature at 

which they are operated, and this in turn depends upon the filament voltage and 

current. Therefore, for precise standardized conditions, the filament voltage must be 

maintained constant. Maintaining constant voltage on the filament of the lamp 

likewise keeps the absolute magnitude of the emitted radiation constant, another 

essential requirement for sensitometry. 

As the temperature of the tungsten lamp is raised, a larger portion of the total 

energy is shifted into the blue end of the spectrum so that the lamps tends to approach 

a more nearly white light source. But, even at the highest temperature at which 

tungsten lamps can be operated, a filter is required, for incandescent lamps are still 

entirely too deficient in blue radiation to produce a true white-light source. Further- 

more, as the temperature of the lamp is raised, the life is considerably decreased and 

the characteristics change more rapidly with age. A temperature of about 2500°K. 

is the highest at which incandescent lamps may be operated if they are to give satis- 

factory characteristics so far as life, reproducibility, and precision are concerned. 

The manner in which the life, radiant energy, and other characteristics of tung- 

sten-filament lamps vary with the applied voltage has been studied at the National 

Bureau of Standards.! Some of the results of this investigation may be used to 

determine the effect on the light output of small variations in applied voltage. Sup- 

pose we let F represent the luminous output (lumens) of the lamp at voltage V, and 

F the normal or rated luminous output of the lamp at its normal or rated voltage, V». 

Then we may use the approximate relation 

Pe Fis) () 

(where Be is an exponent which depends upon the size and type of the lamp) to com- 

pute the allowable variation in voltage for a specified small variation in luminous out- 

put. In order to make the most use of this equation, it is desirable to specify F and V 

in terms of the normal values Fy and Vo, and the variations from these normal values, 

b and d, respectively. We may therefore write 

1) = JAQ(L se (0) (2) 

and 

V = Vol + d) (3) 

where b represents the change in luminous output as a result of the voltage variation d. 

Substituting these last two equations into Eq. (1), we have 

ab By " F =F((1 +b) = P| vo( =") | = Fy + dy (4) 
from which 

Geb) =@ ear (5) 

From Kq. (5) the maximum allowable voltage variation, +d which may be tolerated 

for a specified fluctuation in luminous output +b is then given by 

1 

+d = (1 + b)B: —1 (6) 

In all these equations, the plus signs are to be used if the voltage (and hence the hight 

output) increases, whereas the minus signs are to be used if they decrease. Figure 4 

1 Barrow, L. E., and J. FRANKLIN MEyeR, ‘Characteristic Equations of Vacuum and Gas-filled 

Tungsten Lamps,” Bur. Standards J. Research, 9, 721 (1932). 
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shows the variation in light output for various types of incandescent lamps for small 

voltage fluctuations. 

Per Cent of Normal Life, Lumihous Fluxand Power Consumption 

30 
70 80 90 100 125 

Per Cent of Normal Voltage 

Fic. 4.—Variations of life (Z), light output (Ff), power consumption (P), and current con- 
sumption (J) of tungsten lamps in terms of normal filament voltage. 

For simplicity in calculation without the use of tables, Eq. (6) may be expanded 

by means of the binomial-expansion theorem. The first three terms of this expansion 

are: 

b (1 — B.)b? 4 (1 — Bz)(1 — 2B2)b$ 

The expansion of Eq. (7) is only valid for small values of b, in which case the series 
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converges rapidly and the third term will seldom be required. Values of Be for 

various types of incandescent lamps are given in Table I. 

TABLE [.—VauuEs oF B ror Various INCANDESCENT Lamps 

Value of 

Power rating, Type of lamp 
watts 

Be Bs Bs Bs 

Vacuumilampreceacciecac cemeteries 15— 60 3.513 1.5805 0.5805 13.5 

Gas-filledtlampsie occ eae pees 40— 60 3.685 1.523 0.523 13.5 

Gas-hlledtlamps= soa eee 60-150 3.613 1.523 0.523 13.5 

Gas-filledilampsaeies acer oe Sens 200-250 3.384 1.543 0.543 13.1 

To illustrate the use of this equation, let us find the maximum permissible voltage 

variation d for a variation of 1 per cent of the light output, 7.e., b = 0.01, for a 100-watt 

lamp. For lamps between 60 and 150 watts, Bz: = 3.613, so that, substituting values 

for 6 and B, into Eq. (7), we obtain, for an increase in voltage, 

+d = 0.0027678 + 0.00001001 = 0.002778 = 0.2778 per cent © 

Thus, in order to maintain the light output constant to within 1 per cent, the voltage 

applied to the lamp must be maintained constant to within about 14 per cent. 

The plus signs in the above equations are to be used when d and b increase; the 

minus signs are used when they decrease. We therefore get two answers for a given 

voltage variation (depending upon whether the variation is an increase or a decrease). 

The above example was considered to be an increase in both b and d. If it had been 

considered a decrease, the result would have been —0.2758 per cent which, for prac- 

tical purposes is the same thing. 

The best types of commercial voltmeters are accurate to within 0.25 per cent; 

laboratory standards are available which are accurate to 0.1 per cent. Consequently, 

for precise sensitometric work the most accurate voltmeters are required to maintain 

the voltage constant, or recourse must be made to potentiometric methods of control. 

Filters for Incandescent Sources of Luminous Intensity—Since none of the light 

sources which are suitable for photographic sensitometry—from the standpoints of 

convenience, reproducibility and stability of characteristics, or adequate intensity— 

have spectral-energy-distribution curves approximating that of mean noon sunlight, 

it is necessary to select a source of light on other grounds and then to modify its spec- 

tral distribution through the medium of absorbing filters. 

An acetylene flame, used in conjunction with a Wratten No. 79 filter has been used 

for some time as a suitable source of white light. Although the spectral distribution 

of this combination departs appreciably from that of mean noon sunlight, this depar- 

ture is frequently of little practical importance. In fact Jones states that ‘‘speed 

values determined from this source-filter combination using materials differing widely 

in spectral sensitivity agree very well with speed values determined by using actual 

sunlight.” 

A liquid filter has been developed by Davis and Gibson! which, when used with an 

acetylene flame or incandescent electric lamp operated at 2360°K., produces a close 

approximation to mean noon sunlight. The filters are stable and easily reproducible. 

For use with an incandescent light source operating at 2360°K., the filter is made up of - 

two solutions as follows: 

1 Davis, R., and K. Grsson, Trans. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 12 (May, 1928). 
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Exposure Devices.—In making photographic sensitometric measurements, it is 

customary and convenient to subject several strips of the material to be tested to a 

series of graded exposures so that the developed test strip contains varying amounts 

of silver deposit from the minimum (represented by fog density) to the maximum 

possible for the type of material under test. Usually the test strips are exposed in a 

series of discrete or stepped exposures varying in geometrical ratio, and the developed 

test strip is sometimes spoken of as a scale of grays. To expose a test strip of this 

type some type of exposure modulator or graduated exposure-determining device is 

required. Furthermore it is essential to know the manner in which the density of the 

silver deposit builds up with the duration of the exposure time, as well as with the 

manner in which the photographic material is exposed. 

Reciprocity Law and Intermittency Effects.—It is usually assumed that the photo- 

chemical reaction of photographic materials is directly proportional to the total 

energy affecting the material and that the exposure E is equal to the intensity of the 

radiations J impinging upon the plate and the time ¢ during which these radiations 

act. As a result of this assumption, it is implicitly assumed that the photochemical 

effect is independent of the absolute value of either factor, J or ¢ and, consequently, 

that the photographic materials properly integrate the effects of incident radiant 

energy. To a first approximation, this assumption is true. This is the reciprocity 

law. 

The assumption is not exactly true for photographic materials, however, and while 

the failure of the reciprocity law is usually insignificant for most applications of 

photography, it cannot be neglected where extremely long or extremely short exposures 

are given. The intermittency effect, by which is meant the failure of a photographic 

material to record the same density for a continuous exposure as for intermittent 

exposure of the same total energy, is closely related to the failure of the reciprocity 

law. Like the failure of the law of reciprocity, the intermittency law does not produce 

appreciable errors for the majority of applications to which photosensitive materials 

are used. However, neither effect can be neglected where precise results are desired, 

such as in photographic sensitometry, or where very short or very long exposures are 

involved. 
Both of the effects mentioned above must be given consideration in photographic 

sensitometry since these factors affect the design and construction of suitable sen- 

sitometric exposure devices. An exposure device operating continuously does not 

produce the same effect as an intermittent exposure device which permits the same 

total energy to be impressed on the photographic materials. These two factors also 

affect the definition of exposure for sensitometric work, and the proper interpretation 

of sensitometric data. 
Several formulas have been derived to express the response of the photosensitive 

material for those cases where intermittency effect and failure of the law of reciprocity 

need be considered. Of these, one of the simplest which agrees reasonably well with 

1 J. H. Webb has published a number of important papers on the reciprocity law in the Journal of 

the Optical Society of America. 
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experimentally observed facts, especially for low-intensity exposures, expresses the 

exposure! H# in terms of the luminous intensity of specified distribution J and the total 

time of exposure ¢ in the form 

B= It (8) 

where the exponents may have values greater than unity. Some investigators have 

found more complicated relations in which it was necessary to express the exposure 

in terms of the characteristics of the photographic material under investigation. 

Obviously this is an undesirable situation, and it is convenient to have the various 

factors involved as independent of one another as possible. 

Since the failure of the law of reciprocity and the intermittency law do not produce 

appreciable errors for the ordinary range of luminous intensities and exposure times 
used in sensitometry (or in general photography, for that matter), the exposure has 

been defined to be 

E =I (9) 

This is a simple relation for the exposure and is based on the assumption that the 

exposure is of continuous duration. This definition of exposure, which is used in 

sensitometry, has the additional advantage that effects of intermittency can be 

studied independently, using the continuous exposure, as employed in ordinary sensi- 

tometric methods, as a standard of comparison. In photographic sensitometry the 

exposure is expressed in meter-candle-seconds unless otherwise stated. 

Methods of Making Exposure.—The adoption of the above definition of exposure 

makes it evident that the graduated exposure of sensitometric strips may be controlled 

in any one of three ways: 

1. By keeping the intensity J constant and varying ¢. 

2. By keeping ¢ constant and varying the intensity J. 

3. By varying both J and t. 

In these three cases it is assumed that the spectral-energy distribution of the 

luminous source remains unchanged. . 

For simplicity in the construction and use of sensitometers, only the first two meth- 

ods are in common use, and the first two classifications enumerated above give rise to 

the two classifications of sensitometers or exposure devices in common use. If the 

Ulumination is maintained constant and exposure is varied by altering the time 

throughout which exposure takes place, a time scale of exposure is obtained. A 

sensitometer operating on this exposure principle is termed a “‘time-scale sensitome- 

ter.”” On the other hand, if the time during which the exposure is made is kept con- 

stant and the exposure is varied by altering the intensity of illumination between 

successive steps, an intensity scale of exposure results. A sensitometer using this 

principle is commonly referred to as an intensity-scale instrument. Both the inten- 

sity-scale and the time-scale sensitometers may be made to produce a sensitometric 

strip which is either continuous or stepped in its density variation. 

Following Jones,2 we may classify exposure devices in the following manner: 

Type I: Intensity-scale instruments 

TI variable, ¢ constant 

1. Continuously varying exposure 

2. Stepped exposure 

1In this case, we use the term exposure (for want of a better name) to indicate the intensity-time 

product function, which will be integrated by the photographic material so as to give the same effect 

as if the law of reciprocity was exactly followed and the intermittency law was nonexistent. 

2 Jonss, L. A., Photographie Sensitometry, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 18, 32 (19382). 
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Type II: Time-scale instruments 

I constant, t variable 

A. Exposure intermittent 

1. Continuously varying exposure 

2. Stepped exposure 

B. Exposure nonintermittent 

1. Continuously varying exposure 

2. Stepped exposure 

Intensity-scale Exposure Devices.—Probably the first attempts at photographic 

sensitometry were made with plates or tablets having numerous areas of varying 

transmission (or density) which were placed in contact with the photographic material 

under test and then exposed to a suitable light source for a known length of time. The 

areas of varying density were numbered, and the faintest number which could be 

read, after exposure and development, indicated the speed or sensitivity of the mate- 

rial. A later modification of this general principle made use of tablets whose density 

varied continuously, rather than in steps. 

Intensity-scale sensitometers have also been introduced which consist of a series 

of tubes or cells of equal length, at one end of which is placed the photographie plate, 

the other ends of the various tubes being closed by opaque plates containing apertures 

of variable areas. If these apertures and tubes are properly illuminated, the exposure 

of the film will be directly proportional to the area of the aperture. 

A method of obtaining directly the H and D curve of a photographic material using 

a square neutral-gray wedge behind which the photographic material under test is 

exposed was suggested in 1910 by R. Luther. The resultant negative is preferably 

developed to a high contrast. After being rotated through 90° with respect to its 

original position, the negative is placed in register with the wedge through which the 

exposure was made, so that the lines of equal density on the negative are perpendicular 

to the lines of equal density on the tablet wedge of continuously graded density. By 

direct observation of this wedge-negative combination, the density-log EF characteristic 

may be seen. By making a print through the wedge and the negative, preferably on 

high-contrast paper, a permanent record may be obtained. This method of determin- 

ing the D-logio E characteristics has advantages where a rapid means of testing is 

desired. It is not likely, however, that sufficient precision can be obtained for stand- 

ardized sensitometric work. 
It is generally agreed that an intensity-scale instrument represents the ideal form 

of sensitometer since photographic materials are almost always exposed under variable 

intensity conditions in practice. However, no really satisfactory sensitometer of the 

intensity-scale type giving the required reproducibility, intensity, and precision has 

been developed for commercial use. 

None of the intensity-scale instruments is completely satisfactory for sensitometric 

work, primarily because such devices are inherently complicated and require the high- 

est degree of mechanical and optical workmanship to obtain the necessary precision. 

The wedges (either stepped or of continuously varying density) which are required are 

difficult to produce accurately with nonselective absorption and proper density varia- 

tion. They must be stable, reproducible, and permanent in their characteristics. 
Since they diffuse the light passing through them, the results obtained through their 

use will correspond only to the conditions under which the graduated density tablets 

were used. With the tube type of sensitometers, it is required that the illumination 

level be as uniform as possible; moreover the intensity range is limited. 

Intensity-scale devices may be produced by: 

1. Varying the distance between the light source and the sensitive material for the 

various exposures. 
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2. Using different areas of a uniformly lighted source. 

3. Reducing the intensity of the light reaching the different portions of the sensitive 

material by means of screens of known absorbing power. 
The last of these is the only method now in general use. 

Time-scale Exposure Devices.—Al|though, in practice, photographs are taken with a 

shutter giving sensibly the same time of exposure to all parts of the negative, it is most 

convenient and accurate to use time-scale devices in photographic sensitometry. The 

reason lies in the greater simplicity, ease of construction, and inherent precision of 

time-scale exposure modulators as compared with intensity-scale modulators. Such 

time-scale devices make use of a constant source of illumination and vary the exposure 

by altering the time during which this light impinges on the photographic material. 

Consequently a simple light chopper will suffice for this system. Such a light chopper 

may take the form of: (1) a rotating wheel or drum with various segments cut out 

through which the light passes as the wheel is rotated, (2) a slotted plate falling under 

the influence of gravity or moved at some uniform velocity, or (8) a slotted tape which 

moves past the aperture through which the light passes to expose the photographic 

material. The slotted rotating disk or drum is usually the most convenient form of 

varying the exposure and can be made to give either intermittent or nonintermittent 

exposures. Nonintermittent exposure modulators may be made by rotating the disk 

sufficiently slowly that the required exposure is obtained with one complete revolution 

of the disk. Intermittent exposures result if the required exposure is built up through 

successive individual exposures obtained from several revolutions of the disk. The 

slots may be cut to give steps of varying exposure. 

Differences between Intermittent and Continuous Exposure.—A distinction must be 

made between these two types of exposure devices, as it has been found that they do 

not give the same results. The reason behind this discrepancy lies in the fact that 

photographic materials have been found not to integrate an intermittent exposure 

correctly, except to a rough first approximation. For this reason the characteristics 

of the photographic material observed by intermittent exposure will depend upon 

the intermittency of exposure as well as the total time duration for which the exposure 

is made. As might be expected the magnitude and character of the intermittency 

effect varies with the character of the photographic material under consideration. 

Furthermore, whereas the speed is higher and the gamma lower! for nonintermittent 

exposures as compared with intermittent exposures for certain intensity levels, this 

condition may be reversed at other intensity levels at which the comparisons are 

made. For these reasons the effects obtained with intermittent and nonintermittent 

exposures cannot be compared. Since intermittent exposure is not encountered in 

practice, there is good reason for preferring the nonintermittent-exposure type of 

device in sensitometry. 

Rotating disks, falling plates, and other time-varying exposure modulators can 

be made rather accurately, the precision being determined by the precision with which 

the slots are cut or the precision with which the shutter devices are moved past the 

film to give the necessary exposure. When rotating-disk exposure devices are used, 

the speed of rotation may be determined with precision by means of rotation counters. 

With a precisely cut disk properly driven, accurate results are easily obtainable. 

Since the characteristic curves of photographic materials are customarily plotted 

in linear rectilinear coordinates with density D as the ordinates and logio EH as the 

abscissas, it is convenient to make the progressive exposure steps of the sensitometer 

bear a logarithmic ratio to one another. This may be accomplished by so cutting the 

disks that the angle of arc in successive steps bears a known ratio to one another. The 

disk used by Hurter and Driffield was based on this principle. It had nine apertures 

1 See p. 190 for definitions of speed and p. 179 for definition of gamma. 
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or slots decreasing in angle of arc from the center outward. The largest aperture was 

180°, the second one was 90°, the third 45°, etc. The relation between the aperture, 

angle of arc of the aperture, and the relative exposure of their disk is given in Table II. 

TasBLE I].—ExPosuRE CHARACTERISTICS FOR SECTORED Disk 

Aperture number............. 2 3 8 9 

Are angle, degrees............ 180 90 45 PP) 5) 1.3 0 

Relative exposure............ 256 128 64 32 2 1 

MOU ORE Biers sree eas \cieis sales 3 2.41 2.11 1.81 0.3 0 

It will be seen that logio Hrezx is a uniform progression; the absolute value of 

the exposure of the nth step being twice that of the (n — 1)st step. At the present 

time successive steps are often made equal to 1/2 or 1/2 times the next step in order 
that more steps and finer gradations may be obtained between successive steps. 

Practical Sensitometers.—Practical sensitometers usually take the form of a rotating 

disk or cylinder in which slots of various widths are cut. Figure 5 shows the working 

Fic. 5.—Diagram showing the construction of the Eastman Type IIb sensitometer. 

essentials of the Eastman Type IIb sensitometer popularly employed in motion-picture 

work. A line switch LS turns on current to a standardized lamp L, whose intensity is 

controlled by adjustments of the rheostat R. The beam from the lamp travels in a 

cone until it strikes the mirror M, which reflects the beam upward to the motion- 

picture film f, held in position by the plate PL. A shutter is provided at S, and a filter 

may be used, if desired, at F. The exposure drum D is driven by the synchronous 

motor SM through the gear train G and is coupled to the shutter S in such a way that 

the shutter is opened for only one complete revolution of the drum D. Slots are cut 

in the drum in such a way that the exposure for each slot is 1/2 times that of the 

preceding slot. The total exposure range of the drum is 1024 to 1. 
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Development for Sensitometry.—The sensitometric strips are developed after 

exposure. Since the density of the silver deposit depends upon the developing condi- 
tions as well as upon the exposure, it is apparent that the developer and the conditions 

of development must be standardized for precise sensitometric work. The conditions 

which are chosen for standardization, however, cannot be established once and for 

all, for consideration must be given to the type of work being accomplished. The 

development conditions will obviously be different for research work on developers 

than for routine processing of a certain class of film. 

The investigations of various workers have shown that the constitution of the 

developing solution affects such photographic characteristics of a given material as 

rate of development, contrast, density, fog, latitude, speed, etc. A paper by Clark! 

summarizes the effect of changes in the constitution of developers and may be con- 

sulted by those interested. 

Developers for Sensitometry.—For a comparison of emulsion characteristics and for 

investigations in which the control of processing is not involved, standard developers 

and developing conditions may be established for photographic sensitometric work. 

A developer suitable for this class of work should have the following characteristics: 

1. Good reproducibility 

. Low temperature coefficient 

. Low sensitivity to changes in concentration of bromide 

. Production of neutral density image free from stains and selective absorption. 

. Good keeping qualities. 

For many years a pyro developer was used for sensitometric work. Such a devel- 

oper was generally suitable since pyro developers were extensively used in practice. 

However, since some of the reaction products of pyro developers are definitely colored 

and are absorbed by the film, the developed negative has a yellowish stain which has 

considerable absorption to the blue, violet, and ultraviolet. The photographic and 

visual density are therefore likely to be quite different and corrections are required 

when converting one density into the other. Pyro developers have fallen somewhat 

into disuse during recent years, so that a pyro developer for sensitometric work does 

not have the merit it formerly possessed. 

A developer suggested by Sheppard and Travelli,? suitable as a standard developer 

for scientific sensitometric work, consists of: 

Or ® CO bo 

p-Amnophenolahyarochlorideberee ae oe ieee iin: ieee 7i4 gs. 

Sodimmiksulphites(nbydrous) hese noes Ee nen an eee eee 50 sg. 

Sodiumucarbonater(anbyd:0us) Seems eee ere eee eee 50g. 

TWiat Greciti ON MA Ke Sp. peteeas ssa clesesateadsiorapsvavarewsmcntctecban <i CHUN aH RPE acted braieva atica cect SSH RE ee open ea 1000 ce. 

This developer produces a neutral-gray deposit, has desirable fog characteristics, 

contains no bromide, and is relatively insensitive to the presence of bromide so that the 

regression of inertia with increase in time of development and speed should be inde- 

pendent of development time. This developer has a relatively high temperature 

coefficient,* so that for precise sensitometric work the temperature must be controlled 

accurately during development. 

1 CLARK, W., Phot. J., 65 (n.s. 49), 76 (1925). 

2 Jones, L. A., ‘‘ Photographic Sensitometry,’’ Eastman Kodak Co. (1934). 

3 The temperature coefficient for a particular developing agent is defined as the ratio of the velocity 

constants k for any two temperatures. The difference in temperatures for the two velocity constants 

is chosen as 10°C. Thus, if k20 is the velocity constant at 20°C., and kzo is the velocity constant at 

30°C., the temperature coefficient 7 of this developer between 20° and 30°C. will be 

r= (10) 
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If sensitometry is being carried out for the control of photographic processing, it is 

desirable that the developer and the developing conditions be as nearly as possible 

like those under which the processed materials are being developed. Not only should 

the same type of developer be used, but the same developing solution should be used 

at the same time that processing is accomplished. The developer becomes exhausted 

upon use, and its effective composition changes. Consequently the action of the 

developer after some use may be considerably different from that when the developer 

was freshly compounded. To insure that the developed sensitometric strips will 

afford a precise index of the processing performance which it is desired to test, it is 

essential that the sensitometric strips be developed along with the material under 

test in such a way that both types of material receive identical processing. 

Technique of Development.—In its broad aspects, the technique of development for 

sensitometry is no different from the development technique of other photographic 

materials. However, the particular problems involved in sensitometry often make it 

desirable to pay more than ordinary attention to such factors as (1) evenness of 

development, (2) temperature of the developer, (3) agitation of developing solutions, 

(4) prevention of bubbles, streaks, stains, etc. 

Through the use of thermostatic control, it is easily possible to control the tempera- 

ture of the developing solution to +0.1°C., and through more elaborate temperature- 

control baths still further control can be effected. Temperature variations of 0.1°C. 

will not cause serious errors in sensitometric work due to the temperature coefficient of 

developers. Where thermostatic control of the developing solutions is not possible or 

practicable, the temperature of the developing bath may be maintained reasonably 

constant by immersing the developing tank or tray in a large tank of water which is 

thoroughly agitated. After the developing solution is in temperature equilibrium 

with its surrounding bath, the thermal inertia of the water surrounding the developing 

tank will assist in preventing sudden or appreciable temperature variations of the 

developing bath. 
In any case it is desirable to use a comparatively large volume of developing solu- 

tion so that the reaction products may be considerably diluted, thereby influencing the 

effective concentration of the solution a minimum amount. The sensitometric strips 

should be agitated in the solution so that fresh solution is constantly presented to their 

surfaces. Rocking the trays or tanks has been found beneficial and produces fairly 

uniform results. Brushing the surface of the strip with a camel’s-hair brush is another 

very effective means of removing exhausted developer from the surface of the strips 

but is probably not so reproducible as rocking the trays, since different workers handle 

the brush strokes differently. 

Density Determinations.—With the test strips exposed to a series of known expo- 

sures and developed under specified and controlled conditions, it now remains to 

evaluate in some appropriate manner the response of the photographic material (the 

amount of silver deposit) to the stimulus (exposure). Visual inspection of the silver 

deposit is unsatisfactory. For quantitative work, the magnitude of the silver deposit 

corresponding to the various exposures on the strip is determined optically by the 

amount of light which the photographic material transmits or reflects. In the case of 

negatives, the transmission of the material may be used; for printing papers, the 

amount of reflected light determines the density. 

Fundamental Definitions Used in Sensitometry.—Before we can discuss the deter- 

mination of density properly, it is essential to establish certain definitions. To do 

this, let 7) be the luminous flux incident upon the negative, J; the luminous flux trans- 

mitted through the negative, 7 the transmission of the negative, O its opacity, and D 
its density. Then, by definition, 
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aa (11) 

— Io O = ih (12) 

Io il 
D = logio O = login — = login H = —logio T (13) 

TI; A 

To a first approximation, D is proportional to the amount of silver deposited per unit 

area. 

Similar equations may be derived to apply to printing papers as well as to nega- 

tives. If Zo is the luminous flux reflected by the white paper having no exposure and 

T, is the light flux reflected from the paper having a deposit of silver whose density is 

D, then 

Di logio (3) (14) 

There is nothing in the preceding equations which leads one to suspect that the 

application of these formulas would not give definite and precisely reproducible results. 

Fic. 6.—Polar diagram illustrating the scattering of light in passing through a photographic 
film. 

That such is not the case depends upon the fact that in passing through the developed 

silver image of a negative, the light beam is scattered, as shown in Fig. 6, so that the 

determination of density and transmitted light flux depends upon the manner in which 

the transmitted light flux is measured. 
Scattering of Light by Negative-—To study in greater detail the significance of the 

scattering of light, suppose J in Fig. 7 represents a narrow pencil or beam of light inci- 

dent upon the photographic negative to be measured for density. In passing through 

the negative, part of the beam is transmitted directly through the film A; part of the 

light is also scattered or diffused as it passes through the film, and emerges at some 

angle from normal. If we investigate the intensity of the transmitted rays as a func- 

tion of the angle or direction from the point where the normal rays emerge, we find 

that we can construct a polar diagram as shown in Fig. 7. The lengths of the vectors 

represent the intensities of the light in that direction. Obviously, a three-dimensional 

vector plot is obtained, although, for simplicity, only a two-dimensional drawing is 

shown in the plane of the paper. The outline or envelope of these vectors shows the 

manner in which the emergent light is distributed as a result of partial diffusion of the 

normal ray Jo. 

By means of this diagram it may be seen that the value of the transmitted light 

will depend upon the manner in which it is measured, and consequently several values 

of density can be obtained. 
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If we measure all the light transmitted through the negative, 7.e., if we determine 

all the light in the envelope (by means of an integrating sphere, for example), as shown 

in Fig. 8, we obtain what is known as diffuse density. 

The light transmitted through a negative may be measured by means of an inte- 

grating sphere and radiant-energy detector. The integrating sphere consists of a 

hollow sphere whose inner surface is covered with some coat of diffusing and reflecting 

material. The film is placed in contact with a small aperture in the integrating sphere, 

the aperture being small compared with the dimensions of the sphere. Thus the film 

and aperture are sensibly a portion of the spherical surface of the integrating sphere. 

Fig. 7.—Polar diagram illustrating the scattering of light in passing through a photo- 
graphic film. The relative intensity of the emerging beam in any direction is proportional 
to the length of the arrows in that direction. 

The detector may be a phototube and associated electrical circuit, a thermocouple, 

bolometer, or similar device. Preferably a nonselective indicator should be 

used. Direct rays from the aperture are prevented from reaching the indicating device 

by means of a shield, and only that energy coming through the aperture which has 

been reflected by the spherical walls of the integrating sphere affects the indicating 

device or detector. 

If now, the film is placed very close to the aperture, as in Fig. 8, so that it forms a 

portion of the wall of the integrating sphere, the transmitted rays normal to the film, 

Fig. 8.—By measuring all the light Fic. 9.—By measuring only that por- 
passing through the negative, the diffuse tion of the light passing straight through 

density is determined. the negative, specular density may be 
determined. 

as well as the diffused rays coming through the negative, will be collected by the 

integrating sphere and will determine the reading of the indicating device. 

Diffuse and Specular Density.—The value of the density computed from the inci- 

dent and emergent light in this case is known as “‘diffuse density.”’ It is based upon 

measurement of the total transmission of the negative (both normal or undeflected, as 

well as diffused light) and will give the smallest possible value of density. The meas- 

urements made on the basis of diffuse density are appropriate for contact prints, since 

contact prints use all the transmitted light. 

If now the film is removed a considerable distance from the aperture, as in Fig. 9, so 

that the only rays passing through the aperture are those which are transmitted by 
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the negative without diffusion, the value of density obtained from such measurements 

will be higher than the diffused density. The reason for this is that in this case not all 

the transmitted light is used to actuate the indicating device; the diffuse component 

does not affect the indicating device at all, or only shghtly. Density determinations 

based on such measurements are known as specular-density measurements. The 

magnitude of the difference in determinations of diffuse and specular density will 

depend upon the size and shape of the grains in the emulsion, grain-size frequency 

distribution, thickness of the layer, number of developed grains per unit area of the 

layer, and similar characteristics of the film. ; 

If the negative has some intermediate position from those mentioned above, some 

intermediate value of density will be determined. Density determinations made in 

some such manner as shown in Fig. 10, 

where the normal rays as well as some of 

the diffused rays are effective in actuating 

the indicating device, are known as inter- 

mediate densities. Obviously an indefinite 

number of intermediate densities may be 

determined, depending upon the relation of 

Fic. 10.—Intermediate density may the film and the aperture of the integrating 
be determined from measurements which sphere. 
make use of the specular as well as some 
of the diffused rays of light passing 
through the negative. 

The relation between diffuse and specular 

density gives a measure of the discrepancies 

of the various methods of density determina- 

tion. The ratio of the diffuse density, sometimes designated by DI to the specular 

density D+}, has been designated as Q by A. Callier who first studied this subject. 

The quantity Q, which is defined to be 

_ DI Q= Dt (15) 

is known as Callier’s factor coefficient or Q factor. 

In general, Q may be expected to vary from 1.0 for grainless plates to 1.9 or more 

for fast plates with appreciable grain. The value of Q is not a constant for a given 

type of film or plate, however, but depends upon the density of the film or plate as 

Taste IJ].—MrasuremMENTS SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN Q AND Density! 

Diffuse density | Specular density |} Callier’s factor 

Dt D|| Q 

0.0641 0.108 1.68 

0.110 0.180 1.64 

0.223 0.332 1.49 

0.335 0.509 1.41 

0.460 0.650 1.41 

0.550 0.770 1.40 

0.640 0.891 1.39 

0.790 1.07 1.36 

1.08 1.44 1.37 

1.31 1.75 1.34 

1.58 2.00 1.27 

1.89 2.40 1.25 

1From L. A. Jones, “Photographic Sensitometry,” Eastman Kodak Co. (1934). 
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well. Table III, taken from Jones,! shows the manner in which Q depends upon the 

density of the negative. 

Effective Density of Printing.—Since the conditions under which contact printing 

is done make use of all the transmitted light, it is evident that the most useful density, 

or the effective value of density for contact printing is diffuse density. For all prac- 

tical purposes the diffuse density may be used as the effective density values for contact 

printing. 

Unfortunately, the effective density of a developed film or plate cannot be so 

readily specified for projection printing. The reason lies in the fact that projection 

printing corresponds more nearly, in its optical system, to some intermediate value of 

density which varies with the enlarging conditions. In some instances, however, the 

conditions for projection printing may closely approach the conditions for specular 

density. They are generally nearer to specular than to diffuse density. The effective 

density of a developed negative for projection printing depends upon the optical 

system used in the projection equipment. 

Densitometers.—Having exposed the sensitometric strips in a known and predeter- 

mined manner and having developed them under standardized or known conditions, it 

is now necessary to determine quantitatively the effects produced by the exposure. 

This is done by measuring the amount of silver deposit per unit area or the density 

of the negative. Such a measurement is made most readily with a special form of 

photometer designed to measure the magnitude of the light transmitted by the silver 

deposit on the film. Such a form of specialized photometer is called a densitometer, 

or, if the area being measured may be limited to that of a small hole or slit, a micro- 

densitometer or microphotometer. 

There are various types of densitometers, operating on various principles. All 

of them, however, make use of determinations of the radiation incident on a detector, 

both without and with the negative—whose density is to be determined—in the path 

of the light beam. 

All densitometers contain as fundamental features a source of light to provide 

the measuring beam passing through the negative, a means of limiting this beam to the 

desired area of the negative, and a means of comparing the brightness of this beam with 

that of another (or a part of the same beam) which has not been made to pass through 

any portion of the negative. The densitometer must, therefore, provide some means 

for measuring the intensity of the ight without the negative in one of its beams Io 

and the intensity of the same or an equal light beam with a portion of the negative in 

its path J and must provide some means for comparing these two intensities. Thus, 

essentially, all density (or transmission) measurements may be regarded as determi- 

ning the difference between two different conditions. 

Some detecting or indicating device is required to compare the relationship of 

these two conditions. The comparison between the intensities of these two lght 

beams, which should have the same spectral distribution, can be made by visual obser- 

vation. In this case, accurate and reproducible results can be obtained only when the 

two light beams being compared can be placed side by side in an optical system and 

when provision has been made for diminishing the intensity of the stronger beam con- 

tinuously, by known amounts and without changing its spectral distribution, until it 

matches the intensity of the weaker beam. In densitometers which make use of visual 

comparisons, a good balance can be obtained only if the two light beams are of the 

same color. Moreover, the judgment of the operator enters into the determination 

of the conditions of balance. Because of the vagaries of human judgment over a 

period of time, these subjective methods of measurement do not usually give such 

1 Jonus, L. A., “Photographic Sensitometry,” J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 18, 324 (1932). 
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precise and reproducible results as measurements made with an objective detector such 

as a phototube or thermocouple. This is especially true when the eye is subject to 

fatigue. A very important advantage of subjective determinations of density, how- 

ever, is the wide range of light values over which the eye is sensitive. Another advan- 

tage is that such systems may be less expensive than objective methods, since no 

indicator need be incorporated in the densitometer itself. 

In the case of objective densitometers, the indicating instrument may be a photo- 

tube (either photovoltaic, photoconductive or photoemissive), a thermocouple, or 

similar radiant-energy-detecting device. These detecting indicators may be selec- 

tively sensitive to radiations of various wavelengths, as in the case of phototubes, or 

may respond uniformly to radiations over a wide range of wavelengths, as in the case 

of the thermocouple. In selecting an indicator for a densitometer, consideration must 

be given to the wavelength-response characteristic of the detecting device, as well as 

the frequency-energy characteristic of the luminous source, for the results obtained 

depend considerably upon these two factors. 

Subjective-type Densitometers.—The subjective or eye-matching densitometers are 

usually modifications of some well-known type of photometer. Because of the simple 

optical means which it provides for matching two beams of light and because of the 

fairly high precision attendent with its use, the Lummer-Brodhun cube employed in 

photometry is most frequently used as the method of comparing the intensity of the 

two light beams. In order that variations in the brightness of the lamp may be 

eliminated, 1t is common practice to use a beam-splitting device which produces two 

optical beams from the same luminous source. The intensity of both beams will vary 

together if fluctuations occur in the intensity of the light source, but the ratio of the 

intensities of the two beams will remain unchanged. ‘The principal variations in the 

design of photometers of this type occur in the means used to diminish the intensity of 

the stronger beam. Methods most commonly used for this purpose include absorbing 

filters or wedges, rotating sectors, polarizing plates whose axes may be varied with 

respect to one another, variable diaphragms, and variable distance between the detec- 

tor or comparator and the lamp in order to make use of the inverse square law. 

Objective-type Densitometers——The objective (or physical) type of densitometer 

may be similar in many respects to the subjective type of densitometer. The two 

forms differ in one important respect, however, in that as a means of comparing the 

two light beams, the human eye is replaced by some sensitive element such as a photo- 

electrically sensitive device, a thermocouple, radiometer, or similar piece of physical 

apparatus. This sensitive element is connected directly or through appropriate 

amplifying systems to a deflecting device, such as a galvanometer, so that objective 

comparisons may be made between the two light beams. Two advantages result from 

the use of an objective indicator. In the first place, the results obtained are likely to 

be more precise and reliable, since they do not depend upon the judgment of the 

observer. Secondly, by making an appropriate choice in the selection of the sensitive 

element and light source, it is possible to make measurements in portions of the spec- 

trum to which the eye is insensitive. 

Objective densitometers may be made in three types: (1) null instruments, (2) 

deflection instruments, and (3) automatic-recording densitometers. The null type of 

instruments are in general similar to subjective instruments in that the measuring 

and comparison beams are balanced against one another. Their intensities are 

brought to equality by reducing the intensity of the stronger beam until they are 

matched, when the indicating device will read zero or some other reference value. 

Null instruments are among the most precise types of densitometers which have been 

constructed, since it is usually possible to balance out most, if not all, of the factors 

producing irregularities or systematic errors. 
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In the deflecting type of densitometer, the difference in intensity of the measuring 

and comparison light beams is measured directly by some deflection instrument, and 

no effort is made to create equality between the intensities of the two beams. 

Automatic-recording densitometers are elaborations of the null or deflecting type 

of instruments. In place of the deflecting type of indicator, a recording pen is pro- 

vided which makes a plot of the density as the position of the photosensitive material 

under measurement is changed. 

A wide variety of densitometers and microdensitometers has been described in the 

literature for general photographic research and for such specialized branches of 

photography as radiography, astronomical photography, spectroscopy, etc. A few 

representative densitometers for general photographic work will be described, but for 

Fig. 11.—Diagrammatic illustration showing the essential design of the Capstaff-Green 
densitometer which makes use of the inverse-square law of illumination. 

additional detailed information or for information on densitometers for specialized 

applications, the technical literature should be consulted. 

Capstaff-Green Densitometer.—The Capstaff-Green densitometer is of the subjec- 

tive type and depends upon the inverse-square law for its calibration and for its method 

of balancing the equality of the comparison and measuring light beams. A diagram 

showing the essential elements of construction is shown in Fig. 11. This densitometer 

consists of a light source which is split into two beams. One beam traverses the path 

from lamp J to the reflecting mirrors M, M’, M” and finally falls upon a partially 

reflecting mirror VM in the eyepiece H. The other beam travels directly from the lamp 

I through a diffusing screen S, upon which the negative to be measured is placed, and 

thence to the partially reflecting mirror /. The lamp may be moved up and down on 

a Suitable carriage. It is driven by a steel tape passing over pulleys, the tape being 

graduated to read density directly. The lamp is adjusted to its zero or reference 

position with the negative removed until both fields of the mirror in the eyepiece are 

equally illuminated. The negative is then inserted on the screen S and the lamp 
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again moved until a balance of intensity is obtained in the eyepiece, when density of 

the negative may be read directly from the calibrations of the steel tape. Calibration 

of this tape involves the inverse-square law. 

OLLELS SLA LA CEA AS ISS SIL ILL 

Fig. 12.—Optical system of the Capstaff-Purdy densitometer manufactured by the 
Eastman Kodak Company. The negative is placed on the stage, H, and light from the 
lamp A is split into two beams. One beam passes directly through the negative to the 
eyepiece, J, whereas the other travels from the lamp to the mirrors B, D, and F, where it-is 
reflected onto a split mirror G and then is reflected to the eyepiece J where a split field is 

observed. When the wedge, W, is adjusted so that the two fields of the eyepiece match, 
the density may be read off from the wedge calibration. The knurled screw, K, is used in 
making adjustments for the reference position of the wedge. 

Capstaff-Purdy Densitometer.—The Capstaff-Purdy densitometer manufacturered 

by the Eastman Kodak Company is an example of a subjective type of instrument 

which depends for its indications upon a calibrated wedge. Figure 12 shows a diagram 

a alae Sed) 
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Fig. 13.—Side and panel views of the Capstaff-Purdy densitometer. 

of the essential optical system of this densitometer, and Fig. 13 shows a schematic 

diagram of the completed device. Here again the light from the lamp A is split into 

two beams. One of these traverses from the lamp A through a diffusing glass H (over 
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which the negative is placed) and then passes through a field-forming photometer 

head. This latter consists of the partly reflecting, partly absorbing, mirror F and the 

mirror G, which has a circular disk from which the silver has been removed so that the 

direct rays from the lamp may pass through it. The other beam traverses the path 

from the lamp A to the mirror B through a graduated wedge C, a second mirror D, and 

finally impinges on the partially reflecting mirror F’, where it is reflected to the mirror 

G and viewed together with the direct beam from A. Equality of the direct and 

reflected beams is obtained by rotating the calibrated wedge W until a portion of the 

wedge having suitable absorption intercepts the reflected ight beam. The match of 

the two fields is made by looking through the eyepiece J and rotating the circular 

wedge. The initial adjustment for zero density (when the negative is removed from 
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Fig. 14.—External view of Eastman transmission densitometer. 
Fig. 15.—Optical parts as used in the Martens polarization photometer head. The 

essential parts are: A, Wollaston polarizing prism; B, biprism for splitting the field; 
C, analyzing Nicol prism; J, index pointer; Zi, field lens cemented to Wollaston prism; L, 

eyepiece lens; O, aperture for one field; O’, aperture for other field; S, scale. 

the densitometer) is made by moving the position of the lamp slightly by means of the 

key K. 
Figure 14 shows an external view of the completed instrument. The edge of the 

wedge projects beyond one side of the case and may be rotated by the finger. The 

wedge is made by copying on a photosensitive plate a circular wedge cast in gray-dyed 

gelatin. Each such wedge must be calibrated against a standard before the densitom- 

eter can be used to indicate density directly, and a suitable calibration scale must be 

affixed to the circular wedge. The scale is read through a small circular window. 

Marten’s Polarization Densitometer.—Another form of subjective densitometer is 

the Marten’s densitometer, which makes use of the variation in absorption of two polar- 

izing prisms as their axes are rotated with respect to one another. A polarizing plate 

or crystal, usually designated as a polarizer, is used for the production of a beam of 

plane-polarized light. Another polarizing device, called the analyzer, is placed in 

alignment with the polarizer. Through the relative rotation of the polarizer and 

analyzer, the intensity of the light transmitted by the combination may be controlled. 

Figure 15 shows the schematic diagram of the optical parts of the Marten’s polari- 

zation photometer head, and Fig. 16 shows the complete instrument, including the 
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arrangement of split-beam illumination. In Fig. 15, ‘‘two beams of light enter the 

instrument through two circular apertures, O and O’, each approximately 6 mm. in 

diameter. Both of these beams are polarized by means of the Wollaston prism A, 
which splits the light into two components, one of which is polarized in a plane per- 

pendicular to that of the plane of polarization of the other. On the upper face of the 

Wollaston prism is cemented a Fresnel biprism which forms the photometric field. 

The analyzing prism C is of the Nicol type. The lens LZ; cemented to the lower face 

of the Wollaston prism is a field lens, while Lz is the eyepiece lens. The analyzing 

prism C is supported so that it may be rotated about the optical axis of the instrument, 

its orientation being indicated by the index J reading on a scale S, which remains in a 

fixed position relative to the Wollaston prism A. The photometric field as seen by 
the eye placed at the exit pupil of the eyepiece is circular in shape, divided along a 

I 
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Fic. 16.—Section diagram showing construction of Martens polarization densitometer. 
The essential parts are: 1, lens for forming an image of subject, M at apex of biprism; MV, 
light source diffusing plate; N, analyzing Nicol prism; P, photographic plate to be measured; 
p, prism for reflecting light from M to eyepiece; gq, prism for reflecting light from M through 
photographic plate, P, to eyepiece. 

diameter by an image of the apex of the biprism Bb. The field thus consists of two 

juxtaposed semicircular areas, the relative brightness of the two being controlled by a 

rotation of the analyzer C. One half of this photometric field is iluminated by hight 

which enters the aperture O, while the other is illuminated by light which enters the 

aperture O’. If the densities of the two beams entering the instrument are equal, the 

two halves of the photometric field will be of identical brightness when the index J 
reads at 45 degrees on the scale S or at a similar position in each of the other three 

quadrants of the graduated scale S. If an absorbing material is placed over one of the 

apertures (either O or O’) the two parts of the field will no longer be of equal brightness 

but by rotating the analyzer C the brightness can be restored. The relative brightness 

of the two parts of the photometric field for any specified angular relationship between 

the position of the analyzer and the polarizer may be computed by means of the 

tangent-square law. Hence for any setting which has been made to equalize the 

brightness of the two fields, after the insertion of the photographic density in one of 

the two beams, the magnitude of that density may be directly computed.”’! 

1 Jonss, L. A., ‘‘Photographic Sensitometry,’’ Eastman Kodak Co. (1934). 
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The instrument shown in Fig. 16 is usually referred to as the Marten’s photometer 

head, and in order to construct a satisfactory instrument for the measurement of 

density, this must be associated with certain elements suitable for illuminating the 

photographic density to be measured and for providing the comparison beam. One 

arrangement for the provision of satisfactory illumination is shown in Fig. 16, in which 

M represents a ground-glass diffusing surface illuminated to a relatively high level by 

some external light source placed to the left of M/Z in the figure. The total-reflecting 

prism p reflects light from M through one of the apertures in the nosepiece of the 

photometer head, thus serving to provide the comparison beam which illuminates 

one-half the photometric field. A lens 1, mounted as shown just below the nosepiece 

of the photometer head, forms an image of M approximately in the plane occupied by 

the apex of the Fresnel biprism. A second total-reflecting prism g reflects light from 

M through the other aperture of the nosepiece, thus illuminating the other half of the 

photometer field. The photographic plate or film to be measured is placed in the 

position as indicated at P. In this arrangement of the Marten’s polarization photom- 

eter, the illumination of the photographic deposit to be measured is by means of a 

semispecular beam of light; hence the value of density approaches that of specular 

density for the deposit in question. By placing a small disk of white pot-opal glass 

immediately below P, it will be possible to obtain readings of diffuse density. In this 

case, it will, of course, be necessary to balance the illumination by the insertion of a 

proper amount of absorbing material in the comparison beam reflected by the small 

prism p. Under such conditions, it is somewhat difficult to obtain sufficient illumina- 

tion to read very high densities with precision. The ground glass M may, however, 

be removed, and by using a light source of high intrinsic brillianey and a properly 

designed optical system, a high concentration of light flux may be obtained on the 

opal glass directly underneath P; in this way more satisfactory results may be obtained 

in reading high values of diffuse density. 

Interpretation of Results.—It now remains to interpret the results of the exposure, 

development, and density-determining processes which we have gone through for our 

sensitometric determinations. ‘There are a number of ways in which the results of the 

sensitometric process may be interpreted, but generally graphical methods of inter- 

pretation are most useful and direct. 

H and D Characteristic.—The most important relation in photography, so far as 

concerns the characteristics of photosensitive materials, is that showing the relation 

between the exposure of the material and the resulting density of the silver deposit. 

This relation is shown in Fig. 17 by means of the familiar characteristic curve or H 

and D curves, named in honor of Hurter and Driffield—early research workers in the 

field of photographic sensitometry. This characteristic curve is obtained by giving 

the photographic-sensitive material a series of graded exposures, the exposure of one 

step bearmg a known relation to that of the preceding and succeeding steps. The 

density of each step in the developed silver image is then measured and is plotted 

against the logarithms (to the base 10) of the corresponding exposures. Because of 

the scales used, these characteristic curves are sometimes referred to as the D-logio E 

curves. One reason for using a logarithmic scale for exposure is because large ranges 

of exposure values are encountered, and this wide range could not be compressed con- 

veniently into a linear scale. By plotting the density against the logarithm of the 

exposure, it is found that the characteristic curve begins by curving upward from the 

zero-density axis. An approximately linear region of the curve then usually fol- 

lows, especially in the case of negative materials. The curve finally decreases in 

slope and, after reaching some maximum value, generally decreases in density for 

extremely large values of exposure. These five regions are commonly known, respec- 

tively, as the region of no exposure (AB), the region of under exposure (BC), the 
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region of correct exposure! (CD) in which density is proportional to logiy #, the region 

of overexposure (DEF), and the region of reversal (HF), since in this last region density 

decreases rather than increases with increasing exposure. 

In the case of many photographic materials, it has been found experimentally 

that a considerable portion of the H and D curve is represented satisfactorily, within 

the limits of experimental error, by a straight line. The linear relation between the 

logarithm of the exposure and the density is of utmost importance in the correct 

rendering of tone values in black-and-white photography and in the correct rendering 

of both tone and color in color photography. For the correct proportional rendering 

of the various object brightnesses in the negative, the camera exposure is usually 

adjusted so that the straight-line portion of the D-logio HE curve, 7.e., the region 

between C and D, is used. For the fulfillment of this condition the minimum density 
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Fie. 17.—Typical D-logiy) EH or H and D characteristic curve for photographic materials, 
with important regions specified. 

in the negative (corresponding to the deepest shadow in the object) must not be less 

than that of point B, and the maximum negative density (corresponding to the highest 

light in the object) must not exceed that of point EL. 

Latitude.—Projection of the points C and D on the two rectangular axes determines 

the range in density as well as the exposure range for which linearity between density 

and log E exists. The exposure range for which this linearity exists is called the 

latitude of the photographic material. Thus latitude is defined to be 

L = logic Ez — logo FE, = logio = (in logio H units) (16) 
BE, 

= BE» = i, 

1 The linear portion of the D-logio E curve is called the region of correct exposure because it is 

usually desired to have the opacity of the negative directly proportional to the exposure. Thus the 

usually desired condition is that for which O = kH. Since D = A + logio O, the usually desired 

condition requires that relation between density and exposure be 

D = A + logio k + logio H = B + logio EF 

(in exposure units) (17) 

which condition is fulfilled by the linear region of the H and D curve. 

Of course, it may sometimes be desired to introduce certain forms of distortion intentionally in 

order to attain artistic or other desired effects. In this case, the straight-line portion would not neces- 

sarily represent the region of correct exposure. 
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The latitude of a photographic material is closely related to the maximum contrast 

which may be recorded on that material without distortion of tone rendering. For 

proper tone rendering the maximum contrast Cmax of a photographic material may be 

specified as the difference in densities between the extreme ends of the straight-line 

portion of the H and D curve. If D2 is the maximum density corresponding to the 

point D on the straight portion and D, is the minimum density on the straight portion 

of the curve, the maximum contrast for correct tone rendition is 

Oran — D2 Se, Di (18) 

But D, = A + y login H2, and D: = A + y logio Hi. Consequently, the maximum 

contrast may be expressed in terms of the exposure range, and latitude may be 

expressed as 
7 

E, 
Ei, (19) 

= 7L (20) 

Oe = 97 logic Ey, — ay; logio H,=y logio 

where L is expressed in logio H units. In these equations, y is the slope of the straight- 

line portion of the D-logi) HE characteristic. Attention should be directed to the fact 

that the Z and y for a given photographic material depend upon the characteristics of 

material as well as its development. For a given photographic material y depends on 

development. The symbols Cmax, L, and y refer only to the straight-line portion or 

linear region of the D-logi) EF curve; the extension and the application of these symbols 

to the curved portions of the characteristic is unwarranted. 

Gradient and Gamma.—The gradient or slope of the H and D characteristic is 

another important factor in specifying the characteristics of photosensitive materials. 

The gradient of the D-logiy E characteristic is defined as the derivative 

dD 
G= ‘ddogis E) = tane (21) 

where, as usual, dD represents a differential increment of density, d(logiy LZ) represents 

a differential increment of logio ZH, and @ represents the angle between the character- 

istic curve and the abscissa. In general the gradient is not constant. At the extreme 

left of the curve, the gradient may begin with a finite value, in the region of under- 

exposure, but builds up to a maximum value in the region of correct exposure repre- 

sented by the straight line. Beyond the point D the slope (gradient) continually 

decreases in the region of overexposure until at the point H, representing the maximum 

density to which the material may be processed, the gradient is zero. Beyond point 

E the gradient is negative in the region of reversal. 

For the straight-line portion of the curve the gradient of any single characteristic 

curve is constant and is usually defined in terms of the angle a which the line CD 

makes with the abscissa. The slope of this straight line is designated as 

dD 
GG FIG eeEN Ie tan a = 7 = constant (22) 

Since the region between D and C is constant, we may replace the differentials by 
finite differences and write 

AD 
a A logio E (23) 

UY 

Thus, if Dz and D, are the density differences corresponding to exposures of E» and 
£; (in meter-candle-seconds), then so long as these two points Di-logiy Ei and Ds-log1y 
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E>» fall on the straight-line portion of the curve, y can be calculated from the relation — 

a (Dz — Di) 

yds (logio E, — log 10 E,) Cy) 

Dae (25) 
zs logio E2/E, 

Although 7 is given as the tangent of the angle a, it should be realized that the true 

value of y cannot be determined by measuring (by means of a protractor, for example) 

the slope of the curve. The reason for this is that the choice of the scales in the 

graphical plot affects the slope of the curve as plotted but does not affect the relation 

between the corresponding density and exposure values. From this last relation we 

are able to calculate, for the straight-line portion of the curve, differences in density 

produced by exposure increments, when y is known. Thus 

IND) = (A logio E) = Do — D, = (log z) (26) 

Inertia.—The extension of the straight line DC to the axis of 0 density 

defines the inertia of the photographic material. The inertia 2 thus represents the 

SOU 0 10 0 1.0 20 
Log,,E (M.C:S.) 

Fic. 18.—Family of D-logio E curves for different times of development. The y cor- 
responding to the development time T is specified for each curve. 

minimum exposure which produces a deposit of silver, under the assumption that the 

H and D characteristic is a straight line down to zero density. 

So far we have been considering a single D-logio E curve which, for purposes of 

simplicity, has been somewhat idealized. However, it has already been mentioned 

that the particular H and D curve for a given material depends, not only on the 

photographic material itself, but also on the processing conditions. Furthermore, 

certain of the idealized conditions which have been implicitly assumed do not always 

occur in practice, and the deviation from the ideal case requires further study. 

To study the effects of nonidealized conditions and of processing on the character- 

istics of photographic sensitive materials, consider the family of H and D curves of 

Fig. 18. These curves represent a series of D-logio H curves as might be obtained for 
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some practical photographic material. ‘The region of reversal is not included in these 

curves, as it is of no practical importance. 

The various individual curves of the family of Fig. 18 have been plotted for varying 

times of development. The lowest curve is for a development time of 2 min., and the 

highest curve represents development time of 15 min. 

The finite density for very low values of exposure represents density due to 

development and other types of fog. It is at once apparent, as might be expected, 

that the fog density increases with the time of development. Although fog occurs in 

all practical cases (it may be relatively low for certain types of emulsions), fog does 

not contribute anything useful to the image but merely provides a deposit of silver 

uniformly over the surface. For this reason the curves often published by manu- 

facturers are ‘‘corrected for fog”’ by subtracting the amount of fog density—assumed 

constant for all values of exposure—from the measured density at any specified 

Gamma 
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Fie. 19.—Time-gamma curves for typical photographic materials for two different values 
of development constant k. 

exposure value. ‘The effect of this fog correction is to shift all the curves somewhat 

lower on the density scale. For such fog-corrected characteristics the density indi- 

cated by the ordinates is, not the absolute value of density of the photographic mate- 

rial, but rather the density due to exposure in excess of the fog density. If the fog 

density is very small, as in the case of process or lantern-slide materials, the corrected 

and uncorrected family of curves may not differ appreciably. The difference between 

curves which are or are not corrected for fog will be much greater, however, in the case 

of many panchromatic materials which have inherently greater fog. 

Time-gamma Curves.—It will be seen from Fig. 18 that the increase in gamma is 

not a linear function of the development time. Instead y increases fairly rapidly with 

time for low values of development time, but as the development time increases, 

the increment in per unit of time decreases. Ultimately, the characteristic 

curves approach a definite value of gamma when the time of development is 

infinitely long. The value of the maximum gradient, or Gmax, for infinitely long 

development time is known as ‘‘gamma infinity”? and is represented by the 

symbol y.. If we plot y against the time of development 7a, the manner in which + 

increases with developing time will become more evident. The y-Ta curve of Fig. 19 
shows this relationship, from which it is evident that, as Ja is prolonged, y approaches 

a limiting value which is designated y. and commonly spoken of as gamma 
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infinity. The value of gamma infinity is of considerable significance in both the 

practical and theoretical aspects of sensitometry. 

The time-gamma curves are often useful in the processing of photographic mate- 

rials. It has already been indicated that a desirable relation between the density of 

the silver deposit and the brightness of the image is attained for a value of gamma 

equal to unity. Therefore, if a time-gamma curve for a particular type of photo- 

sensitive material and developer is available, reference to the y-7'4 curve will indicate 

immediately the development time required to give this value of gamma. The time- 

gamma curves for the same photographic material for two values of k are given in Fig. 

19. The ultimate value of gamma attained, however, y.,, is shown as being the same 

in both eases, although this is not always necessarily true. 

If development proceeds in accordance with a simple law of physical chemistry, 

as it does for many materials, at least approximately, it can be shown that, theoretically, 

the time-gamma curve is related to the maximum value of gamma through the 
equation 

yp Sol =e) (27) 

where k = the constant of development; 

= the time of development; 

Yeo = the maximum value of gamma to which the photographic material can be 

developed. 

This equation holds for many types of materials, although the validity of these 

theoretical relationships in practice depends upon the degree to which the actual H 

and D curve conforms with the theoretical or ideal family of H and D curves. 

From this last equation, the value of y.. can be determined if we know the value of 

y which is obtained for a development time ¢, when development has been carried 

on with a developer whose development constant is k. Thus 

ie = == (28) 

Often, however, the value of the development constant is not known with sufficient 

precision to be useful in the above equation for the determination of gamma infinity. 

In such cases y.. may be determined from the measurements made on two density 

strips, both of which have been processed together in the same’solution, but for differ- 

ent lengths of time. For these conditions, we have, for the first sensitometric strips 

processed for time 1, 

y= qh aay) (29) 

and for the second strip developed for time fz, 

Me = WACl = G4) (30) 

If we process the second strip twice as long as the first strip, then te = 2¢:, and the 

equation for 72 becomes 

yo = Yell — e-™) = yo[l — (eH)? (31) 
Combining these two equations for yi and y2, we obtain 

MOS Vik 

yal 

Seakts (32) 

from which the development constant is found to be, 

k= a loge (+) (33) 
‘1 
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Certain development characteristics of any particular photographic material may 

be deduced from the values of y and k. The following table is prepared from material 
on this subject by L. A. Jones. 

TaBLe [V.—Errect oF k AND y ON NBGATIVE 

k Y Effect on development Effect on gamma 

FT ee 8 8c at's High Starts quickly and proceeds at a | Builds up to a high value (process 

high rate. Image may be built | plates typical example) 

up to high contrast by con- 

tinued development 

Eicher Aaya past ois Low Image flashes up quickly but does | Builds up quickly but soon ceases 

not build up to high densities to increase. Reaches relatively 

low limiting value 

OWA ees creer eve cn High Development starts slowly, but | Builds up gradually at low rate, 

by continued development high | but with extended development 

densities may be obtained time high values of are obtained 

IEDR 5 eee eo eee Low Development starts slowly. Im-| Increases at a relatively low rate 

age does not build up to high] which soon decreases, approach- 

contrast ing low value as limiting factor. 

Further development does not 

increase contrast 

Time of Development for Required Gamma.—Sometimes it is required to know the 

development time to obtain a given value of y. Provided the development constant is 

known [or can be calculated from Eq. (33)], the development time can be determined 

from the equation 

Y= ST) = Yo = Nee (34) 

Memes yE ek (35) 
Yo 

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides, dividing by k, and making all values posi- 

tive, we obtain 

poi Veo 
baie log. (= & =" (36) 

It is therefore seen that the time of development depends upon the value of y to 

which the material is processed, as well as upon the maximum value of y of the mate- 

rial. For purposes of preparing tables showing relative sensitometric characteristics 

of photographic materials, a value of gamma equal to unity is arbitrarily chosen. 

The time of development to attain unity gamma is expressed symbolically as 7'y_; and 

is given by 

yl We 

Pratg. iB OPF i= = =) wae 

If y. is less than unity, this equation has no meaning, as evidenced by the fact that 

Ty—1 will then be negative. 
Spectral Sensitivity of Photographic Materials.—No treatment of the subject of 

photographic sensitometry would be complete without some mention of the spectral 

sensitivity of photographic materials or the relative sensitivity to radiations of various 

colors or wavelengths and the methods of determining spectral sensitivity. This is 

especially true since panchromatic materials have come into extensive use. The 
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recent introduction of practical forms of color films also makes desirable a treatment 

of spectral sensitivity of photographic materials. 

A knowledge of the way in which sensitivity of photographic materials is dis- 

tributed throughout the spectrum is of importance from the practical as well as the 

theoretical points of view. In monochrome photography the spectral sensitivity of 

the negative material completely governs the monochrome brightness of the colors 

in the original image, although filters may be used to modify spectral characteristics 

of the negative. The rendition of color in color photographic processes is determined 

largely by the spectral sensitivity of the negative material. It is well known, for 
example, that in black-and-white photography fairly pure red, orange and yellow 

are rendered in about the same tone value as black with ordinary blue-sensitive mate- 

rials. In the case of some panchromatic materials which have been rendered very 
sensitive to the longer wavelengths of visible radiations, these same colors may be 

rendered as almost white. The correct rendering of colored objects on the black-to- 

white tone scale, which represents the entire discrimination gamut of the photographic 

process, is conditioned almost entirely by the spectral sensitivity of the material. 

It is evident, therefore, that a knowledge of the spectral sensitivity characteristic 

of photographic materials which determines responses such as are mentioned above, 

is of great importance wherever monochrome or color rendering of colored objects 

is to be considered. 
A brief outline of the historical development of the determination of spectral 

sensitivity is given by Jones.? 

Methods of Determining Color Response.—All the available methods used 

for determining the spectral sensitivity or color response of photographic materials 

involve the isolation of more or less narrow spectral bands. These bands are then 

impressed on the photographic material under specified exposure conditions. The 

response produced when the photosensitive material is exposed to these more or less 

homogeneous radiations is then observed either qualitatively or quantitatively. For 

this observation a wide variety of spectral instruments has been devised. Suitable 

instruments include monochromatic sensitometers, spectrographs, tricolor tablets, 

ratiometers, color charts, and filter assemblies. The methods for producing the 

required spectral bands may be grouped into (1) dispersion radiation methods and 

(2) methods using filters and white light. The dispersion methods make use of some 

suitable dispersion element such as a prism or grating and may be roughly classified 

into two types, depending upon what proportion of the spectrum acts on the photo- 

graphic material at a given time. In one classification, only a narrow band of the 

spectrum is exposed to the photosensitive material, and the type of instrument used to 

provide the necessary narrow band of radiant energy is a monochromatic sensitometer. 

In the other classification, which may make use of a spectrograph, the entire visible 

spectrum—or a fairly large part of the spectrum—amay be used in exposing the photo- 

graphic material. Since the method of operation is different and since the results in 

these two cases are expressible in different ways, it seems desirable to give some 

brief consideration to these two dispersion methods. 

Dispersion Method Using Monochromatic Sensitometer.—In the dispersion method 

using a monochromatic sensitometer, radiation of high spectral purity—as obtained 

from a grating, prism, or double prism—is permitted to expose the photographic mate- 

rial for varying lengths of time, corresponding to varying exposures. The time of 

exposure is varied by some suitable mechanism, a satisfactory method being that in 

which a slotted sector disk provides varying exposures when it is rotated. A mono- 

chromatic sensitometer operating on this principle and described by Jones and Sand- 

1 Jonus, L. A., “Photographie Sensitometry,’’ Eastman Kodak Co. (1934). 
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vik!, makes use of a disk so cut as to produce 12 exposures, each of which is twice the 

duration of the preceding one. The total range of exposures is 2048 to 1 for a com- 

plete rotation of this disk. The absolute values of exposure are determined by the 

velocity with which the disk rotates and the intensity of the energy impinging upon 

the plate. The radiant energy acting upon the photographic plate is measured by 

means of a thermopile placed in the same plane as that of the material being exposed. 

Except for the radiation-dispersion system and the greater sensitivity and refine- 

ments necessary because monochromatic rather than heterochromatic radiations 

are being measured, the monochromatic sensitometer is similar to the ordinary 

sensitometer; the exposed test strips obtained are similar to those of the ordinary type 

of sensitometer. The exposed strip is developed under standardized conditions, and 

the densities corresponding to the various exposure conditions are determined in the 
manner already described. Where it is necessary to study the effects of developing 

conditions, a series of strips is made under identical exposure conditions, but the 

conditions of development are altered as may be required. With a series of such 

strips, representing various conditions of exposure and development at any given 

monochromatic radiation, the characteristics of the photographic material for that 

radiation may be determined. By making other observations at different wave- 

lengths, the complete wavelength-exposure-density characteristics of the material 
may be determined. The results may be plotted in the usual manner as a family of 

D-logi) E characteristics or as gamma-development time curves except for the manner 

in which the radiant energy of exposure is specified. 

In the ordinary methods of sensitometry, exposure values are given in terms of 

the meter-candle-second for a white light source. A white light source has no signifi- 

cance in monochromatic sensitometry, so that some other unit of measurement is 

needed. ‘The unit of exposure which has been most widely adapted for this purpose is 

the erg. Since the photographic material integrates more or less perfectly the energy 

which falls upon it over a period of time, it is necessary, of course, to include the time 

factor, and in expressing photographic exposure in energy units it is necessary to 

multiply the rate at which energy falls upon the surface (radiant flux density) by the 

time during which the exposure persists. Exposure, therefore, must be expressed in 

terms of ergs (or other suitable energy units) per unit area. 

The monochromatic sensitometric data may be plotted in the usual manner except 

that curves for each monochromatic radiation will be obtained instead of a single set 

of data corresponding to white light radiation. If several H and D curves are 

plotted for varying wavelengths of monochromatic radiation, it will be found that the 

D-logiy E curves vary, depending upon the wavelength at which measurements were 

determined. If families of D-logi) F curves are available, the characteristics of the 

photographic material may be plotted as a function of the wavelength of radiation. 

The curve of Fig. 20 shows the gamma versus wavelength plot for varying develop- 

ment conditions, whereas Fig. 21 shows a family of H and D curves, one curve being 

determined for each of several wavelengths of monochromatic radiation. 

With a set of data available showing density and gamma as a function of exposure, 

developing conditions, and various monochromatic radiations, it is possible to deter- 

mine the relative spectral sensitivity of the material. Several possible methods are 

available for expressing spectral sensitivity. We might, for example, compute spectral 

sensitivity in terms of the reciprocal inertia for various monochromatic radiation 

measurements in much the same way as sensitivity for a white light source is specified 

in the H and D system. We might define spectral sensitivity in terms of the energy 

required to give a specified value of density (say unity) for a fixed time of development, 

- Jongs, L. A., and O. Sanpvik, Spectral Distribution of Sensitivity of Photographie Materials, 

J. Optical Soe. Am., 12, 401, 484 (1926). 
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but the results in this case will not be directly comparable with those determined in 

the first instance. 

For theoretical purposes there is considerable argument for defining spectral 

sensitivity in terms of the energy required to give a density of unity when development 

Gammg (7) 

300 400 -500 600 700 
Fig. 20.—Typical curves showing the variation of y with the wavelength of light, for the 
development times indicated. The wavelengths of light are measured in millimicrons. 
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Fig. 21.—D-log)) E characteristics of typical negative material, measured at four different 
wavelengths, for identical processing conditions. In general the y increases with the wave- 
length, and this fact has important practical considerations in color photography. 

for all wavelengths is carried out to a gamma of unity. For practical purposes, 

however, it seems that the evaluation of spectral sensitivity in terms of a fixed develop- 

ment time is more suitable, and, in order to discount somewhat the misleading effects 

of gamma variation, it seems probable that the determination of the energy per unit 

area of the photosensitive material required to give a density of unity, for a fixed time 

of development, is most satisfactory as a mode of expressing spectral sensitivity. 

The most suitable development time is probably that which produces on a sensitom- 
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etric strip exposed to white light a gamma approximately equal to that at which the 

material is usually developed in practice. In Fig. 20 is shown a spectral-sensitivity 

curve determined in this manner. This is for high-speed panchromatic motion- 

picture film, the development time used being that which gives a gamma of 0.7 on a 

white-light sensitometric strip. 

“Tt should be borne in mind that the spectral sensitivity curve, when plotted in 

accordance with the specifications given in this section, represents the characteristics 

of the photographic material itself, quite apart from any consideration of the energy 

distribution in the light source used.’’! The curve of Fig. 20 shows the spectral 

sensitivity when used with a hypothetical light source emitting equal amounts of 

energy at all wavelengths, and corresponding, therefore, to ideal white hght. If it is 

desired to determine the effective spectral response when used with some other hght 

source in which the spectral-energy distribution deviated from this equal-energy 

distribution, it will be necessary to compute a new family of characteristic curves 

showing the effective spectral sensitivity of the photographic material when used with 

the desired light source. These effective spectral sensitivity curves may be computed 

Diffraction 
rating, Neutral 

y weage Shutter 
/ 

/ | Condenser 
;Source 

sensitivity of films when used with specified light source. This method does not determine 
absolute film characteristics, but relates them to the light source employed in making the 

measurements. 

from the spectral sensitivity for curves of an ideal white light source and the curve 

of spectral-energy distribution of the light source actually used. The method of 

determining spectral sensitivity by means of monochromatic sensitometers, although 

precise, is tedious and time consuming. 

Dispersion Methods Using Wedges with Spectroscopes.—More rapid, although less 

accurate, methods of determining the relative spectral response characteristics of 

photographic materials have been devised in which a spectrum, such as that from a 

prism or grating, is permitted to fall on a film after having passed through a neutral 

density wedge of constant gradient. The wedge is so placed with respect to the 

spectrum that it attenuates all portions of the spectrum equally well. This is accom- 

plished by spreading out the spectrum in one direction and by placing the wedge so 

that its density contours are perpendicular to the wavelength scale. Figure 22 

shows the essential elements in such a wedge spectrogram method of determining the 

spectral characteristics of emulsions. 

The wedge spectrogram method has the advantage of speed and simplicity 

and gives in graphic form good indications of the relative spectral sensitivity of 

the photographic material. A typical wedge spectrogram is shown in Fig. 23, 

1 Jones, L. A., ‘Photographie Sensitometry,’’ Eastman Kodak Co. (1934). 
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from which it will be seen that the transition edges are not sharply defined. By mak- 

ing a series of successive positive and negative prints of the original wedge spectro- 

gram, using photographic materials and developers producing high contrast, it is 

possible to sharpen this edge to obtain a negative or positive in which this edge is 

rather clearly defined. This procedure is seldom used, however, for it is customary 

to inspect the results directly from the original wedge spectrogram, determining from 

this visual inspection the relative sensitivity at various wavelengths. In the original 

wedge spectrogram, the relative sensitivity will be indicated by the amount of silver 

deposit and the extent of blackening of the negative; the examples shown are prints 

made from original wedge-spectrogram negatives. 

It should be noted that the results obtained in this case represent, not only the 

spectral-sensitivity characteristics of the photographic material, but the combined 

results of the photographic sensitivity and the spectral-energy distribution of the light 

source. Thus, the wedge spectrogram represents the spectral photicity of the mate- 

rial for the given light source and provides curves which are at variance with those 

which may be obtained by methods using monochromatic sensitometers. 

Fic. 23.—Typical wedge spectrogram for panchromatic material. 

The wedge used over the slit in Fig. 22 has a linear and constant density gradient, 
and therefore the distribution of radiation along the slit increases logarithmically 

from one end of the slit to the other. The resultant envelope curves are thus logarith- 

mic in form and cannot be compared directly with the curves obtained by mono- 

chromatic sensitometric methods. It should also be kept in mind that, if the wedge 
is not completely a neutral gray over the range of wavelengths for which the light 

source produces radiations and the photographic material is sensitive, then the over- 

all wedge spectrograms will be affected by the selective absorption of the wedge. For 

wavelengths below about 450 mp wedges have appreciable selective absorption, so that 

the apparent decrease in sensitivity of photographic materials at the short visible 

wavelengths is partly due to selective absorption of the wedge. 

Stepped wedges, rather than constant-gradient wedges, have also been used and 
have been found to be useful where it is desired to make density measurements directly 

from such spectrograms. If the wedge is removed completely, the density of the 

silver deposit will give an indication of the spectral sensitivity of the photographic 

material when used with the given light source. In this case, measurements of the 

amount of silver deposit at various wavelengths by means of a microdensitometer 

enable spectral-photicity curves to be obtained. 

Selective Absorption Methods.—The spectral sensitivity of a photographic material 

as determined by the methods of monochromatic sensitometry and by the usual 

spectrographic technique is most conveniently and almost necessarily expressed 

graphically, the usual mode being a curve showing sensitivity as a function of wave 

length. It is almost impossible to express the information relative to the spectral 

sensitivity as derived by these methods in brief numerical terms. It is frequently 

desirable to sacrifice some of the precision of the methods already discussed for less 
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precise methods in order to obtain a more simple specification expressible in a few 

numerical terms of the spectral sensitivity of the photographic material. A common 

numerical method of specifying the color sensitivity makes use of the relative sensitiv- 

ity of the photographic material to a fairly wide range of wavelengths in a given region 

of the visible spectrum. In order to isolate the desired regions of the spectrum, selec- 

tive filters are commonly employed. 

Probably the most widely used and the most useful method of this type involves the 

use of three filters having such selective absorption characteristics as to divide the 

spectrum into three broad bands, each having approximately the same range of wave- 

lengths. In the ideal case a set of tricolor filters for this type of work might have 

complete transmission between the ranges of 400 to 500 my, 500 to 600 my, and 600 to 

700 mz, respectively, with very sharp cutoffs and complete absorption outside the 

three transmission ranges. Such filters would not diminish the intensity of the light 

in their transmission band because of the ideal transmission characteristics which 

have been assumed. By exposing four test strips of a given photographic material 

to a given light source properly, a tricolor specification for the spectral photicity of the 

photographic material may be obtained. In order to do this, one of the test strips 

should be exposed through each of the three tricolor filters, while the fourth strip 

should be exposed directly to the light source without the use of any filter. The test 

strips are processed in the usual manner, and the density of silver deposit on the four 

strips is determined. The test strip for which no filter was provided will be the 

densest, since all the spectral energy of the light source fell upon it. Let the density 

of this test strip be Do. Let the density of the test strips be D1, De, and Ds, for the 

green, blue, and red filters whose transmission bands are 400 to 500 mu, 500 to 600 mz, 

and 600 to 700 mu, respectively. Then the tricolor sensitivity of the photographic 

material (when used with the given light source) may be determined as follows: 

Da 
DR Sr (38) 

Da = 

Dg 

In practice, of course, such ideal filters as have been assumed do not exist and do 
not transmit unabsorbed all wavelengths in their transmission bands. Because of the 

absorption in the transmission band, it is necessary to multiply the ideal factors or 

sensitivities, as given above, by multiplying factors K1, K2, and K;(eachless than 

unity), which factors represent the mean transmission of the practical filter in the 

transmission region. 

A typical set of filters for tricolor work, such as might be used for determining the 

tricolor sensitivity of photographic materials, are the Wratten No. 25, Wratten 

No. 58, and Wratten No. 49 filters. The approximate factors for these filters are, 

respectively, Ki = 0.8, Ky = 0.3, and K; = 0.15. Consequently, if these filters are 

used with the four test strips to give a specification of the tricolor sensitivity of photo- 

graphic materials used with a given light source, the sensitivities may be expressed as 

KiD, 
Da! (41) 

(42) 
0 

hole Ss (43) 
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Here, as with the case of the spectral sensitivity determined by means of the wedge 

spectrograph, the results obtained are the spectral photicity of the material, 7.e., the 

relative sensitivity evaluated according to the light source used in the measurements, 

rather than the absolute sensitivity of the photographic material. However, it is 

ordinarily the spectral photicity, rather than the absolute spectral sensitivity of the 

material, which is of greater practical importance. 

The method of determining the tricolor sensitivity of a photographic material 

through the use of three filters which divide the spectrum into three approximately 

equal broad bands may be extended, if desired, so that the spectral response at more 

than three points may be determined. The procedure is the same as that already 

outlined, except that more filters (usually “monochromatic” filters) are used to 

determine the relative response at various wavelengths. Comparison with the test 

strip for which no filter was used will enable the relative sensitivity to be determined 

for the wavelength band which the filter transmits. The results obtained in this 

manner can be expressed numerically, but the method becomes laborious and time 

consuming and is not very precise. 

A similar method of determining the relative spectral-response characteristic of 

photographic materials is available through the use of progressive cut filters, which 

may be used to isolate various regions of the spectrum for the determination of the 

relative spectral response in the transmission range. The disadvantages of this system 

are similar to those enumerated above. This method has been used where a mono- 

chromatic spectrophotometer or a wedee spectrograph is not available but otherwise 

has little practical use. 

Speed or Sensitivity.— By speed or sensitivity of a photosensitive material is meant 

the amount of radiant energy required to produce a stipulated density or density 

difference. It has already been mentioned that the characteristics of the D-logiy E 

curve depend to a marked extent upon the processing to which the photographic mate- 

rial is subjected. For the complete specification of the H and D characteristics of a 

photographic material, a family of D-logio EK curves is required. ‘Therefore it is 

evident that no single numeric or “‘figure of merit”? can completely and adequately 

specify the characteristics of the material. Nevertheless, several different methods of 

expressing sensitivity or speed by means of a single quantity have been developed and 

are more or less widely used in this country as well as in Europe. Because of the 

fact that the true speed and sensitivity of the material depends upon the processing and 

because the processing conditions in actual use frequently differ widely from those for 

which the speed determinations were made, the absolute values of film speeds have 

little significance. Relative speeds, as determined by the same manufacturer for 

different types of emulsions of his manufacture. have somewhat greater significance. 

Speed ratings of one manufacturer may not be comparable with those of another. 

It should be pointed out that the comparison of various types of photographic 

sensitive materials on a basis of speed or sensitivity is a problem which not only is 

difficult but which has not yet been completely and satisfactorily solved. Several 

methods of determining speed or sensitivity of photosensitive materials are available, 

and each system has its advantages and shortcomings. In most of the systems the 

speed rating is affected by conditions of processing, and this introduces complications 

of a practical nature, tending to mitigate against too wide dissemination of speed 

ratings by manufacturers who find themselves in a competitive field. Because of the 

lack of any generally accepted and recognized standard of speed, manufacturers are 

sometimes reluctant to give speed ratings of their photographic materials. Moreover, 

the various methods of rating speed do not give comparable results, and for this 

reason, the tables of film speeds which are published should be regarded merely as 

qualitative and approximate. 
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Several methods for assigning to every kind of emulsion an arbitrary number to 

serve as an index of its relative speed have been devised. In each system the number 

increases with the speed or sensitivity of the emulsion, but the different systems are 

rather inconsistent and do not produce results which are comparable with one another 

because of the different speed criteria used. The most widely used systems for deter- 

mining sensitivity of emulsions are based on: 

1. The threshold speed, which was the earliest method of specifying film or plate 

characteristics. 

2. Inertia speed, a later method introduced by Hurter and Driffield. 

3. Latitude-inertia speed, which is coming more and more into common use. 

4. Minimum useful gradient speed. 

0 
Log, E 

Fig. 24.—D-log,) E characteristic and the exposure values from which a number of well- 

known speed systems are determined. This curve is used only for purposes of illustration 
and does not represent the characteristic of any particular material. 

Threshold-speed Ratings.—In methods of sensitometry which do not involve the 

measurement of the densities of the developed strip, the only possible means of deter- 

mining speed is to note the exposure required to produce a density which is just 

perceptible. Actually fog density is always present to a greater or lesser extent and 

will contribute to the minimum perceptible density, so that what is usually determined 

is the minimum perceptible density difference due to exposure and fog. A further 

disadvantage of this method is that the minimum perceptible density depends greatly 

upon the conditions under which inspection is made. Consequently, unless the 

density determinations are made under carefully controlled and standardized condi- 

tions, the values of threshold speed obtained by different observers, from the same test 

strip, may differ widely. 
The earliest method of determining the sensitivity or speed of photographic mate- 

rials made use of the threshold sensitivity. By threshold sensitivity is meant the 

minimum exposure which will result in a detectable deposit of silver, as represented by 

the exposure E; in Fig. 24. This method is based on the assumption that an emulsion 

having a low threshold exposure will be a relatively fast emulsion. The most familiar 

speed ratings based upon the threshold speed are the Scheiner ratings, the Eder-Hecht 

speeds, and the DIN numbers, of which the latter is a modification of the threshold- 

speed method. 
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The Scheiner ratings are derived from the Scheiner type of sensitometer which 

employs a sector wheel having a continuously graded, rather than a stepped, exposure 

variation. The aperture of the original Scheiner sensitometer was bounded by a 

continuous logarithmic curve arranged so that the maximum aperture was 100 times 

as large as the minimum. A linear scale, divided from 1 to 20 in equally spaced 

units, was placed along the slot aperture, so that the 20 sensitometric steps corre- 

sponded to a sensitivity or speed range of 100 to 1. This scale was placed between 

the rotating sector of the sensitometer and the photosensitive material, so that the 

images of reference cross lines, together with the Scheiner numbers, appeared on the 

plate after exposure and development of the sensitometric strip. Because of this 

arrangement the Scheiner speed scale consists of numbers in arithmetic progression 

from 1 to 20, corresponding to a speed or sensitivity range of from 1 to 100. In the 

Scheiner type of sensitometer the larger numbers represent denser deposits of silver 

produced during exposure. ‘The speed or sensitivity of the material was expressed 

by the densest line or number which could be read. The relative sensitivity given 

by any specified number in the Scheiner rating is 1.27 times as great as the sensitivity 

represented by the next lower number in the Scheiner scale. 

The Austrian Eder-Hecht speed is similar to the German Scheiner rating in that an 

arithmetic progression of the speed numbers represents a geometric progression of 

relative sensitivity or speed. The Eder-Hecht sensitometer consists of a continuously 

graduated density wedge, behind which the photosensitive material is placed for an 

exposure of specified intensity and duration. Across this wedge, lines representing 

density contours are ruled. The lines are numbered so that the greatest density of 

the Eder-Hecht wedge is represented by the largest numbers. The density gradient 

of the Eder-Hecht wedge is stated by Jones to be 0.4 density units per centimeter but 

the tablets are not very precise and discrepancies between wedge calibration is fre- 

quent. If it is assumed that the wedge has a uniform density gradient, an arithmetic 

progression of speed numbers represents a geometric progression of relative sensitivity 

or speed. In this respect, at least, the Scheiner and Eder-Hecht ratings are similar. 

However, the actual numbers used to designate the sensitivity of a particular film in 

the two systems are considerably at variance. 

Although the method of sensitometry which makes use of the minimum detectable 

deposit of density is simple and requires no sensitometric measuring equipment, the 

system is not a very satisfactory one and has several inherent and serious disadvan- 

tages. The main objection to this system is that it is difficult to determine the 

exposure for which a “‘just detectable” density is produced. Even if it were not 

difficult to determine minimum detectable density, the shape of the D-logio F curve is 

such that the point FE, of Fig. 24 cannot be determined accurately. Furthermore the 

speed rating is determined from the characteristics of the D-logio E curve at the foot 

of the curve corresponding to underexposure. The ratings based on minimum 

detectable density differences consequently do not give any information for the region 

of correct exposure, nor do they give any information relating to the extreme upper 

portions of the H and D curve. It is perfectly possible, therefore, that the minimum 

detectable density may be due to fog rather than intentional exposure. It is also 
possible for two emulsions having widely varying D-logio E curves to produce fog 

density at the same minimum exposure. Thus, whereas the two films might bear the 

same Scheiner or Eder-Hecht ratings, their D-logio E characteristics could easily be 

quite dissimilar. The Scheiner rating system has found extensive use, especially in 

Europe, despite its obvious disadvantages. 
A modification of the threshold-sensitivity method which overcomes the difficulty 

of determining the minimum detectable density is the Deutsche Industrial Normal 

rating system. This is usually referred to as the DIN system. According to the 
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DIN system, the reference value adopted is the exposure required to produce a density 

of 0.1, 7.e., an opacity of 1.26 or a transmission of 0.79, represented by the point Hp on 

the curve of Fig. 24 when the test strip is subjected to a specific development pro- 

eedure. This criterion obviates the first objection to the Scheiner and Eder-Hecht 

systems, since it determines the index from a precise, definitely specified and measured 

density rather than from an estimation of barely perceptible fogging. In practice the 

emulsion is exposed through a step wedge, which is a plate in which successive steps 

differ in density by a constant amount. ‘The various steps are numbered, and the 

number corresponding to the step which produces a density of 0.1 is the DIN number. 

Like the Scheiner and Eder-Hecht systems, however, the DIN system ignores the 

general form of the D-logio EH curve. The DIN rating is based upon data taken in the 

region of underexposure. ‘The speed numbers are determined through the use of 

developing technique which gives the greatest film sensitivity. 

Inertia-speed Ratings.—A considerable improvement over the threshold sensi- 

tivity of specifying emulsion speed was made by Hurter and Driffield, who suggested 

that the speed of a photographic material could be specified satisfactorily in terms of 

its inertia. Thus they adopted as their criterion of speed the exposure indicated by 

the extension of the straight-line portion of the D-log E curve to the axis of zero den- 

sity, the corresponding exposure being the inertia of the photosensitive material. 

By so doing, they took into account the shape of the H and D curve in the region of 

correct exposure. The exposure HL, of Fig. 24, corresponding to the extension of the 

linear portion of the D-log E curve to the exposure axis, is called the “‘inertia”’ of the 

emulsion, and the inertia value is frequently referred to as 7. Hurter and Driffield 

proposed to specify the speed or sensitivity S by the relation 

Se (44) 

where 7 = the inertia of the photographic material E;; 

k = an arbitrarily determined constant. 

Hurter and Driffield originally chose the value 34 for k since, at the time they made 

their researches, this figure gave speed values for practical materials which were 

convenient in magnitude. However, other values for k have been used, the number 
10 being in common use. 

Hurter and Driffield used the inertia as a measure of film speed since they took this 

point to be indicative of the beginning of the region of correct exposure and proper 

tone rendition. The H and D speed rating is, therefore, a system of numbers pro- 

portional to the inertia values through the factor k. An essential difference between 

the Hurter and Driffield system and the methods based on threshold speeds is that the 

inertia is determined from measurements at several points on the curve, while in the 

threshold or one-tenth-density systems, sensitivity is determined from a single observa- 

tion. In this respect the H and D system is the more rational procedure since the 

Scheiner, Eder-Hecht, and DIN systems ignore the linear portion of the curve. 

However, the H and D system gives no indication of the latitude or exposure range of 

the photographic material. 

Figure 25 shows how two emulsions could have the same threshold but different 

inertia. Thus, according to the Scheiner system, both would have the same speed, 
while, according to the H and D system, one emulsion would be much faster than 

the other. On the other hand, the H and D system ignores completely the foot of 

the curve. However, there are times when it is desirable to permit a portion of the 

image to extend into this region. In the H and D system the relation of speed to 

index number is linear, while in the Scheiner system it is not. Thus, 26° Scheiner 
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indicates a speed twice that of the 23° Scheiner, while 1300 H and D is twice as fast as 

650 H and D. 
The Watkins speed scale, like the H and D, is based on the inertia of the photo- 

graphic material but uses for k the number 68 

instead of 34 chosen by Hurter and Driffield 

or the value 10 frequently used in the United 

States. However, L. A. Jones (‘‘ Photographic 

Sensitometry”’) reports that the Watkins con- 

stant, as determined from measurements on 

emulsions, is more nearly 50 than 68. 

The Wynne system is another one of 

several in which plate speed is specified in 

terms of inertia and differs from the others in 

the units selected for the specification of film 

or plate speed. The numbers of the Wynne 

Log;,— system are expressed in terms of lens aperture, 

Fig. 25.—D-logiy # curves showing as indicated by the symbol F which precedes 
that two emulsions might have the same T 
threshold speed (as determined by the the Wynne speed number. The Wynne 
point at which their curves reach the Tatings are proportional to the square root of 

abscissa) but quite different inertia the Watkins number multiplied by 6.4. Thus 
values. The differences are due to the g Watkins speed of 64 corresponds to a Wynne 
curvature of the toe of the curves. speed of 51.2. 

Density 

For many purposes and under many conditions, the expression of speed in terms of 
inertia is of great value. As long as all the straight-line portions of a family of 

D-logio E curves pass through a common intersection point which lies on the logio # 

axis, inertia and hence speed are independent of development time. Under such 

Tg 

Density 

atlas ty 
Fic. 26.—D-logio E curves with depressed common intersection point, illustrating 

that the inertia speed of a film may depend upon the degree of development which it 

receives. 

conditions the speed becomes a very significant constant for the photographic material. 

Unfortunately, the existence of a common intersection point lying upon the logic 

axis is frequently not found in practice. In most cases of normal development a 

common intersection point is found, provided that proper corrections have been made 

for fog. This intersection point very frequently lies below the logio HZ axis and in 
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relatively rare cases is located above that axis. Assuming for the moment that a 

common intersection point does exist, its coordinates may be represented by a and b as 

shown in Fig. 26, and it has been proposed to define the speed of the material in terms 

of the coordinates of this point. Under such conditions it is evident that the inertia is 

a function of gamma, and hence speed based upon inertia value will become a function 

of gamma. A speed value of this nature can only be significant provided the corre- 

sponding gamma value is specified. For the purpose of certain theoretical investiga- 

tions into the nature of exposure and development, a knowledge of the coordinates 

of the intersection point, as shown in Fig. 26, may be of great value, but it does not 

appear to be very significant for the purpose of determining the practical speeds. 

Another difficulty with this method of specifying emulsion speeds is that some 

photographic materials do not have a common point of intersection for the various 

D-logio E curves, and some materials—especially some positive printing papers—do 

not have a very satisfactory straight-line relation between density and the logarithm 

of the exposure. There is also a wide divergence in the relative shape of the curve 
in the region of underexposure. 

Latitude-inertia Method of Speed Determination.—A modification of the inertia- 

speed ratings, which is in reality another method of rating film speed, is the method 

in which the speed is specified in terms of the inertia as well as the latitude of the 

emulsion. 

In the Weston system of film-speed rating, which has found wide acceptance in the 

United States, the speed is determined from the D-logi) E characteristic of the film, 

processed to the value of gamma most frequently encountered in practice for that 

particular type of film. As shown in Fig. 24, the Weston film-speed number S is given 

by 

S = ens Be (45) 

where logio Hy, determined from the characteristic curve, is chosen to be numerically 

equal to the gamma of the curve, 7.e., logio Ew. 

Minimum Useful Gradient Speed.—Another method of specifying speed or sensi- 

tivity is based on some minimum useful gradient or slope of the D-logiy E characteristic 

eurve. When it is considered that the chief functions of a photographic negative 

material as used in practice is to reproduce as density differences the brightness differ- 

ences existing in the object photographed, it seems logical to demand that the mini- 

mum useful exposure be determined by some specified gradient of the D-logio EF 
characteristic. 

A system has been suggested that allows for the actual usefulness of the upper 

part of the region of strict underexposure as the Weston system does not and 

the H and D does only accidentally—but allowing for it in a manner that avoids the 

dangers of the Scheiner and DIN systems. In this realistic approach to the problem 

of speed rating, the measure of sufficient exposure would be that exposure for which 

the rate of increase of density with increasing logiy E first reaches a certain fraction 

of the rate found in the linear portion. This fraction would be the fraction of the 

proper contrast shown in the (strictly underexposed) deepest shadows, in an otherwise 

perfect negative exposed to the predetermined minimum useful gradient. 

The difficulty with such a system is in the matter of deciding upon the value which 

is to be taken as representing the minimum useful gradient. According to Sheppard, 

the minimum useful gradient will in general depend not only upon the negative but 

also upon the positive aspect of tone reproduction, so that its fixation is not expressible 

by a unique function of the negative material itself. 
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Nevertheless, the Eastman Kodak Co. has recently adopted a method of film- 

speed rating based on minimum useful gradient.1 This method involves drawing the 

characteristic curve, and selecting the exposures at which the slope (or gradient) of 

the curves is 0.3 that of the average gradient for a log exposure range of 1.5, the origin 

of this exposure range being taken at the threshold value. 

Comparison of Speed Ratings in Common Use.—Before closing the subject of the 

speed or sensitivity ratings of photographic materials, it may be well to compare the 

ratings of the various methods in common use. Such a comparison between ratings 

based on various modes of determining speed has no justification, from theoretical 

considerations. But intercomparisons of the various film-speed ratings has some 

practical utility, in these days of elaborate exposure meters, when the film speed is 

given in one mode of rating and the exposure-determining device is based on some 

other system. The practical photographer is then faced with the problem of deter- 

mining the method of transposing from one system to another. 

Appendix B gives the comparative ratings of the more important film-speed rat- 

ings In use at the present time. The data in this table may be considered to represent 

average conditions fairly well. The characteristics of some particular emulsion in 

question may be such as to prohibit use of this Appendix B for comparisons with any 

degree of precision. Consequently, for any specific situation, the translation from 

one speed rating to another can be used only as a rough approximation or as a guide to 

the correct order of magnitude. 

Some Practical Applications of Sensitometry.—In its scientific aspects, photo- 

graphic sensitometry is of considerably more importance to the manufacturer of photo- 

graphic materials, the motion-picture laboratory technician, the astronomer, the 

physicist, the color engraver, and the advanced worker in color photography than to 

the commercial or amateur photographer. Yet even the least scientifically inclined 

photographer makes some use of sensitometric principles when he makes a successful 

negative or print, and a complete understanding of the significance and technique of 

sensitometry will aid in making better photographs. It is the purpose of this section 

to discuss some of the more practical aspects of sensitometry and the application of 

sensitometric concepts to the making of photographs having proper monochrome 

rendition of tone. 

Characteristics of Negatives.—It has been shown that the D-logip E characteristic 

is one of the most important in specifying the stimulus-response relation of photo- 

graphic materials, especially if we limit ourselves to a discussion of monochrome 

photography. This characteristic may be used in a qualitative sort of way, to detect 

defects in exposure or processing of negative materials. The methods for so doing 

may be applied by anyone who has a proper understanding of the philosophical signifi- 

cance of photographic sensitometry, even though he does not possess measuring 

equipment. 

In exposing a negative, the relation between the brightness of the original subject 

being photographed and the brightness of the film when viewed by transmitted light 

has been reversed; it is for this reason that the film is called a negative. The brighter 

the original subject, the darker (the more dense) will be the resulting negative, for the 

same time of exposure. Similarly, the brighter portions of the subject will show up on 

the negative as denser or more opaque portions in the representation of the original 

subject. There is consequently some sort of correspondence between the brightness of 

the elementary areas of the original subject and the opacities of the corresponding areas 

as seen in the negative. In order that the negative may portray properly the original 

subject, it is necessary that the brightness of the elementary areas of the original subject 

be directly proportional to the opacity of the corresponding elementary areas as 

1 CLARK, WALTER, The Problem of Film Speeds, Photo Technique, 1, 12 (1939). 
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photographed on the negative. If we designate by B» the brightness of the brightest 
part of the original image and by B; the brightness of the darkest elementary area of 

the original image and if we designate the opacities of the corresponding elementary 

areas by O2 and O; and the transmission by T2 and 7, respectively, then we require 

that the condition of proper photographic reproduction be such that 

Be = AO, 7 a (46) 

and 

Iya On = (47) 

where A is a proportionality constant. The brightness range of the original subject is 

AB = B, — B,, and the opacity range of the corresponding subject as photographed as 

AO = AO. — AO,. Therefore, the relation between the brightness range of the 

original image and the image as photographs is such that 

AB = A(AO) (48) 

These relations show that for accurate rendition of tone values in monochrome, the 

brightness and the brightness range of the original image must be rendered on the 

negative as proportional opacities and opacity 

ranges, respectively. 
If we plot a curve of the brightness and opac- 

ity of the original and photographed images on 

rectangular coordinates, as in Fig. 27, we obtain g 

a straight line for the region of correct exposure. 

But the brightness of the original image deter- 

mines the exposure which is given to the photo- 

graphic material so that we might, if we chose, 

plot Fig. 27 with exposure as the abscissas rather B 

than the brightness. We would then have a Fic. 27.—Opacity of negative 
graph showing a straight-line relationship between material as a function of the bright- 

the exposure of the original image and the opacity ness of the subject being photo- 
of the photographed image. graphed. The curve greatly re- 

, sembles the typical D-logio # 
Let us go one step farther and, instead of characteristic. 

plotting the exposure and the opacity, plot the 

logarithms of these values on cross-section paper. The resultant graph would then 

have as its ordinates logio O, which by definition is the density, and would have 

as its abscissas logi,) H. We find that this new plot is, consequently, merely the 

straight-line portion of the H and D characteristic, and we may immediately draw the 

conclusion that for properly rendering tone values the exposure and density relations 

must be such that the entire image is photographed on the straight-line portion of the 

H and D curve. 
If the exposure is so chosen that all the brightness range of the original subject. 

does not fall upon the straight-line portion of the curve, some distortion ‘of tone 

values will occur. If too small an exposure is given, the less bright portions of the 

original image may be compressed in the density range required for accurate reproduc- 

tion. This condition will be apparent to the photographer by the fact that the detail 

is lacking in the shadows of the original subject (the less dense portions of the nega- 

tive). On the other hand, if too great an exposure is given, the brightest portions of 

the original subject may not be represented on the negative by their true proportional 

differences in density. In this case, the practical photographer makes use of sensi- 
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tometric concepts by saying that the high lights of the original image (the most dense 

portions of the negative) lack detail. But if the exposure is correctly chosen and if the 

brightness range of the original subject is such that the entire brightness range can be 

photographed on the linear or portion of the D-logi) # characteristic, then all tones of 

the original image will be proportional to the density of the corresponding photo- 

graphed image, and correct tone rendition occurs, so far as the negative is concerned. 

We have now to investigate another characteristic of negatives. So far we have 

been concerned only with the fact that true tone rendition requires that the brightness 

of the elementary areas in the original image be reproduced on the negative by opacity 

values which are proportional to the brightness of the corresponding area photo- 

graphed or by density values which are proportional to the logarithm of the brightness. 

We have not inquired into the absolute value of the proportionality constant A in the 

previous equations, which is a measure of the contrast of the negative. 

Suppose, first of all, that the opacity-brightness relations (or the density-logio Z 

relations) are such that the brightness of an elementary area of a photographed image 

is exactly equal to the brightness of the correspond- 

ing area of the original image, 7.e., that A = 1, in 

Eqs. (46) to (48). Then the contrast or density 

range of the negative will be exactly equal to the 

contrast of the original subject. If, however, the 

density range of the negative is less than this ideal 

value, the original brightness in the subject is com- 

pressed, and the tones in the negative are too 

““flat.”? On the other hand, if the density range in 

the negative is greater than the ideal case, the 

fits brightness of the original subject is exaggerated in 

MG: Bei CSE OCISTIG OTe the negative, and the negative is said to be ‘‘too 
of photographic materials. In con- y 

sidering true tone rendition by Contrasty.” 
photographic methods, it is con- The contrast in negatives is its density range, 

venient to consider only the linear 7.¢ the range from the minimum or fog density to 
region for which the density differ- . : ; : ae 
Baceionadatiende Mapolve its maximum density. If we wish to limit ourselves 

to a consideration of the portion of the D-logiy E 

curve for which correct tone rendition occurs, then the density range is that corre- 

sponding to the linear portion of the D-logiy) EH curve. For this region of the curve, 

we have from Fig. 17 the relation for contrast C: 

LogigE 

C = AD = Dz — D, = y(login He — logio £1) = vy logio (=) (49) . 
l 

This last relation shows that the contrast AD is proportional to the y and to the expo- 

sure range. So long as we stay on the linear region of the D-logi) H curve, we may 

use y aS a measure of the contrast obtainable; the contrast actually obtained depends 

upon #, and £; as well as upon y, however. 

It has already been shown (see page 181) that for any given photographic negative 

material, the value of y depends upon the processing conditions. Specifically, it 

has been shown that, for a given film and developer, y depends upon the time and 

temperature of development. Therefore, for a given exposure range, we may control 

contrast by the manner in which the negative material is developed (or by the value of 

y to which the material is processed). 

The exposure and development conditions and their effects on the characteristics 

of negatives may be shown graphically as in Fig. 28. This curve enables us to bring 

out a third point not already mentioned. In Fig. 28, the exposure range for the 

straight-line portion of the curve is L. If logio Hmin and logio Emax specify the mini- 
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mum and maximum values of exposure for the straight-line portion of the curve, then 

L= logic Ema (50) 
[Dimes 

If now, the brightness range of the subject being photographed (AB) is greater than 

L, then no matter how accurately the exposure of the negative is timed, some portion 

of the brightness range of the original subject will fall on the curved portions of the H 

and D characteristic and cannot be precisely and accurately reproduced, so far as 

concerns tone value. Consequently, a third condition which must be fulfilled is that 

the brightness range of the original subject must be equal to, or less than, the exposure 

range R, corresponding to the straight-line portion of the negative. 

On the other hand, if the actual exposure range or brightness range of the original 

subject is small compared to the linear region of the photographic material, appre- 

ciable variation in absolute exposure can be tolerated without loss of fidelity of tone 

rendering. 

We may now summarize the essential conditions which must be fulfilled to obtain 

correct tone rendition of the original subject in the negative. Correct exposure is 

required in order that the straight-line portion of the characteristic curve may be 

utilized or in order that the density of all tones of the original image may be recorded 

on the negative proportional to the corresponding logarithm of the brightness of the 

original image. Furthermore, the brightness range of the original subject should not 

exceed the exposure range corresponding to the linear region of the D-logio E charac- 

teristic. Finally, in order that all tones may be correctly rendered, it is essential that 

the negative be properly developed. ‘Thus we can hope to obtain true tone rendering 

in a negative only by following three fundamental axioms: (1) the negative must have 

a linear exposure range equal to or greater than the brightness range of the subject 

it is desired to photograph in correct tone rendition; (2) the exposure must be correct, 

so that the image will be reproduced through the use of the straight portion of the 

D-logio FE curve; and (8) processing conditions must be such as to produce a negative 

whose y is unity. In the last case, it is customary to say that correct tone rendition 

requires the negative to be developed to a gamma of unity, and such developing 

procedure is a sufficient condition. For making the final print, however, it is not a 

necessary condition, and so far as printing is concerned, this last requirement is 

unnecessarily severe. But as applied to the negative, as an end in itself, the above 

three conditions must be fulfilled if proper tone rendering in monochrome is to be 

attained. 

Characteristics of Positive Materials.—In nearly all photographic applications, the 

negative is used merely asameanstoanend. Weare not accustomed to view pictures 

in which the brightness ranges are transposed into density ranges. The usual pro- 

cedure is to make another reversal of the photographed image by making a positive 

or print. The process of making a positive (usually a print on paper) may be regarded 

merely as making a negative of an image in which the brightness areas have been 

reversed, 7.e., that of making a negative of a negative. Considered in this light, it is 

evident that the same type of arguments as have already been used for formulating 

the conditions of correct tone rendition in the case of the negative, apply equally well 

to the proper tone rendition in the case of positive prints. Largely due to inherent 

differences between the characteristics of negatives and the corresponding character- 

istics suitable for making positive reproductions, certain minor modifications may be 

required. 

In discussing positive printing materials, it is desirable to differentiate between two 

types, so far as concerns the method by which the image is viewed. Certain positive 

materials, such as motion-picture films and lantern slides, are transparent and are 
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consequently viewed by transmitted light. Such materials require little comment at 

this time, since their characteristics resemble those negative materials which have 

already been discussed. They differ from negative materials mainly in that their 

speeds are lower, and the maximum values of their gammas are usually higher than 

those of negatives. Spectral sensitivity, latitude, grain, ete., of positive materials 

may also differ from those of negative materials. The other classification of positive 

materials includes opaque materials, such as printing papers, which must be viewed 

by reflected light. Their characteristics are sufficiently different from those of nega- 
tive materials to warrant some consideration at this point. 

Printing papers of the bromide type, designed for making enlarged prints from a 

negative, have emulsions which resemble those of negatives; consequently the D-logio E 

characteristics are similar to those of negative materials. The density range and 

sensitivity are somewhat more restricted than in the case of negatives, but, like nega- 

tive materials, the gamma increases with the development time, although only to a 

small extent. 

The characteristics of chloride papers, which are most frequently employed in 

contact printing, differ considerably from those of bromide papers. The gamma of 

chloride papers is much less affected by the development time than the gamma of 

bromide papers, and development extended beyond the time required to produce 

gamma infinity acts so as to change the effective speed rather than the gamma of the 

chloride material. 

The chief differences between the characteristics of negatives and the correspond- 
ing characteristics of printing papers are: 

1. The printing paper is opaque, and consequently must be viewed by reflected 

light. 

2. As a consequence of the above, the blackness of the silver deposit is measured 

by the reflection of light from the surface of the paper, rather than by passing light 

through this material, and this density is spoken of as the reflection density. 

3. The density range of printing papers depends to a large degree upon the surface 

texture but is usually less than the density range of negative materials and is often 

between 1.5 and 2.0. 

4, The D-logiy EF characteristics of the printing-paper materials have a shorter 

straight-line region than that of many negative materials. In some cases no linear 

region may exist. 

5. The gamma infinity of printing papers, especially chloride papers, is deter- 

mined largely by the characteristics of the emulsion coating of the paper and, to a 

relatively small extent, by the conditions of development. 

6. As a result of (5), variations in contrast of printing are secured by the selection 

of a suitable grade of printing paper rather than through any conditions of processing 

of printing papers. 

The density of printing papers is defined in a manner analogous to that used for 

negatives. However, since we must deal with reflected rather than transmitted light, 

certain minor modifications are required in specifying the density of printing papers. 

If J) is the luminous flux reflected from a perfectly white surface (such as magnesium 

carbonate, which is frequently used as a reference) and if J; is the light flux reflected 

from the paper having a black deposit of silver, then the amount of light reflected by 

the silver deposit or the reflecting power of the developed paper is 

is 
R= Te (51) 

The density of the developed silver deposit is then defined as 

I 1 
ID) = log 10 (7) = logio (z) = —logio R 
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which, except for the necessary changes required by the fact that we are dealing with 

reflected light rather than transmitted light, is identical with the definition of density 
already given by Eq. (18). 

Just as the scattering of light in passing through a negative produces values of 

density which depend somewhat on the conditions under which measurements are 

made, so does the scattering of light from the surface of the paper cause similar 

vagaries in the determination of the density of printing papers. The reflectance of 

printing papers partakes of the characteristics of both diffuse and specular effects. 

Therefore, the conditions under which density measurements are made, and especially 

the angles at which the light strikes and is reflected from the paper, should be specified. 

Furthermore, the surface texture of the particular grade of paper affects appreciably 

the reflection coefficient R. The result is that, although equal amounts of silver 

deposit per unit area should, theoretically, give the same density readings under ideal 

conditions, this condition is not encountered in practice. 

There are two fundamental characteristics of printing materials (so far as concerns 

their sensitometric characteristics) which are of major importance in the making of a 

proper print.! These are: (1) the contrast or the density range and (2) the exposure 

range of the material. 

The density range, by which is meant the range in density from the minimum (or 

zero) to the maximum of which the paper is capable, is termed the contrast of the 

paper.?. Thus, if the maximum density of the paper is D2 and the minimum density is 

D,, then the contrast (or density range) of the printing material is [as has been shown 

in Eq. (18)] 

C =AD = D.— Dy, (52) 

The density range, or contrast, of the printing material determines the maximum and 

minimum blackness of the silver deposit on the print. For a given type of emulsion, 

on a paper surface of specified texture, the density is a function of the exposure, as 

given by the exposure-density characteristic of the printing material. But for a 

given type of emulsion and a given exposure, the density obtained is affected by the 

surface texture of the paper. The density range, or contrast, is important in that it 

determines the range in tones, from black to white, which are to appear in the final 

print. 

The second important characteristic of printing materials is the exposure range 

E, of the printing material. It is defined in much the same way as latitude for nega- 

tive materials, 
i logio E, = logio E, (log 10 E units) (53) 

= 2 (exposure units) (54) 
1 

and defines the range of exposure (exposure is defined to be H = Jt) corresponding to 

the density range for which we may expect to obtain a deposit of silver when the print 
is exposed. 

The exposure range is of practical importance in that it determines the minimum 

to maximum density range of the negative from which a satisfactory print may be 

made. If we consider the negative as the original subject and if we consider that we 

are “photographing” this negative (which we now consider as our original image), 

1 There are, of course, other factors which may be taken into account for aesthetic, psychological, 

or artistic reasons, but we are not concerned with these factors at this point. 

2 Perhaps it may be well to remind the reader that we are here concerned only with the sensitometric 

aspects of printing materials. The subjective evaluation of contrast, from the artistic, aesthetic, or 

psychological point of view may not always agree with the sensitometric definition. But we are not 

concerned here with subjective evaluations. 
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then the basic concepts which have already been discussed for the proper tone rendition 

on the negative apply equally well for the case of positive or printing materials. We 

have, of course, to transfer the term ‘‘brightness range of the original subject” into 

‘opacity range of the negative,”’ but otherwise the concepts are the same, and need not 

again be gone through at this point. 

It is sufficient to call attention to the point that, in the ideal case, the exposure 

range of the printing material must equal or exceed the opacity range of the negative 

if we are to obtain a print which is an accurate, although reversed, reproduction of the 

negative. Another necessary condition for ideal reproduction is that throughout 

the exposure range a linear relation should exist between the logarithm of the exposure 

and the density; in other words, we desire to work on the straight-line portion of the 

D-logio E curve of the print as well as the straight-line portion of the D-logiy H curve 

of the negative. 

Unfortunately, this is not a practical solution because of the limited exposure and 

density range of printing materials. As a result of the short ranges of density and 

exposure, the toe and shoulder of the D-logio EH curve are employed in most printing 

applications; a print limited to the straight-line region of the characteristic curve 

would very likely be flat (lacking in contrast) and would be suitable only for subjects 

in which the brightness range (exposure range in the case of negatives) was decidedly 

limited. 

Notwithstanding the fact that many papers have a very short linear region of the 

D-log:) E characteristics and certain papers may have no linear region, the concept 

of the gamma, or slope of the straight-line portion of the curve, is a useful one to apply 

in the case of printing or positive materials. To distinguish the characteristics of the 

positive or printing materials from that of negative materials, we shall use the symbol 

yp to designate the gamma of the positive material, and y, to designate the gamma of 

negative materials. This distinction between the slope of the characteristics of the 

two types of photographic materials will be especially useful when we come to consider 

the proper rendition of tone in the entire photographic process. 

Because the D-logio H curves of many printing papers have a relatively short 

linear region, the concept of y, is not so thoroughly intrenched as that of y, for negative 

materials. Manufacturers do not specify the limiting values of yp which may be 

expected to obtain upon prolonged development, nor do they specify the density range 

or the exposure range from which some conception of yp might be derived. 

Printing papers are available having various values of exposure range and density 

range, and these factors do give in some measure an indication of the gamma of the 

printing material under consideration. However, papers are not specified by the 

manufacturers according to their sensitometric characteristics, except in a somewhat 

roundabout mystical manner in which vague terms are employed. With sufficient 

exposure, the density range of a printing material is determined, to a very considerable 

degree, by the texture of its surface. The exposure range of papers is usually specified 

by the manufacturers by such vague terms as ‘‘soft,”’ “‘vigorous,” or ‘‘hard,” in 

decreasing values of exposure range, or by some numerical system. Such designations 

are hardly satisfactory from the sensitometric point of view. And yet the system 

has worked apparently quite well. There seems to be little inclination on the part of 

manufacturers to employ a more rigorous specification for their printing materials so 

long as the average photographer does not demand more specific data. 

Even though we may not know the actual H and D characteristics of the printing 

material we are employing, the concept of the D-logi) HE curve is a useful one. 

Through its use, we may prepare a chart of printing-paper characteristics, so far as 

this relates to the accurate reproduction of the ‘‘image”’ of the negative. Such a set 

of curves, as is shown in Fig. 29, is based on the assumption that we wish to reproduce, 
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as faithfully as possible, the images of the negative, except that they will, of course, be 

reversed in tone. This diagram has been so prepared that by its use and by an analy- 

sis of the print the photographer may determine errors which may have been made, 

either in the exposure of the print or in selecting the type of paper for a given negative. 

Tone Rendition.—In most applications of photography, the ultimate goal is a 

positive print, either a transparency or paper print, in which the brightnesses of the 

elementary areas of the original subject are to be reproduced in the positive print. 

For correct rendition of tones in monochrome photography, the brightness of these 

elementary areas in the final print must equal the brightness of the corresponding 

elementary areas of the original subject or image. The final print is the result of two 

reversal processes (the negative and the print), both of which have already been 

discussed in some detail. 

Let B represent the brightness of the original subject, and B, the brightness of the 

resultant print, the brightness varying with each elementary area from point to point. 

Then if for all elementary areas B, is exactly equal to B, the monochrome rendition of 

the original subject in the print will equal the brightness of the original subject as 

evaluated by the human eye, and perfect rendition of tone results. Because of the 

limitations of photographic materials, this ideal condition is never completely realized, 

although it may be approached more or less closely. 

The exposure range of the negative E, is proportional to B, and the relationship 

between density and exposure ranges is then 

3 Saxena UP, <5 omy Go) = a, loa = (55) ° 

where 7, is the inertia, or the exposure corresponding to the intersection of the straight- 

line portion of the D-logi) E curve, extended to the zero density axis. But the density 

range is also given in terms of the opacity range O,, and the transmission range T’,, is 

given in terms of the relation 

D. = ley O- = low (7) (66) 

so that 

4 é 1 E, 

Dn = logio On = logio (=) = yn logio a (57) 

By taking the antilogarithms of both sides of the equation, we obtain 

1 E,\¥" 

o- = (a) = (@) ee 
If now, the negative is developed so that y = 1, then the opacity range of the negative 

will be directly proportional to its exposure range. 

In the printing process, the exposure range of the positive material H, is inversely 

proportional to the opacity range of the negative O,. The opacity range of the posi- 

tive printing material is given by 

] En\ Ye 

0» = (z.) = @) oo) 
where the symbols have the same meaning as given above but refer to the positive 

printing material rather than to the negative, as indicated by the subscript p. If 

the positive material is printed in such a manner that yp = 1, either through proper 

development or by selection of the proper grade of paper, then the silver deposit on the 

print will have an opacity range which is proportional to its exposure range. Smce 
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the exposure range of the positive is obtained from the opacity range of the negative, 

the print will give accurate monochrome rendition of the original image. The condi- 

tion that yp = 1 is a sufficient condition for the production of a print having proper 

tone rendition, but it is unnecessarily rigid. 

The opacity range of the positive material O, is 

O, = K(@2)” (60) 
Up 

Similarly, the exposure range of the positive is a function of the opacity range of the 

negative, as shown by the relation 

=) 2s nt)” (61) 
Lp (he 

Consequently, by substituting k(En/tn)vn for Ep/%» in the equation for O,, the opacity 

range of the positive may be expressed as 

a, = K(32)” us Ke(>)""” (62) 
Up tn 

Now the exposure range of the negative material #,/7, is in turn proportional to the 

brightness range of the original image or subject so that, if this brightness range is 

expressed by B2/B,, we have 

(EWN _ By 

ele ae) ea) 
fe By Yoyn a Bo Yoyn On = Kr (#") = (3) (64) 

This equation shows that the opacity range of the positive or print is proportional 

to the brightness range of the original image raised to some power which is the product 

of the gammas of the positive and negative materials. So long as the product of the 

gammas is unity, 2.€., ynxvp = 1, the absolute values of the individual gammas is of 

little consequence. Therefore, if we have a negative in which the gamma is different 

from unity, we may still obtain accurate tone rendition by so selecting the printing 

medium that its gamma is such that the product will be unity. For example, if the 

negative is ‘‘flat”’ so that yx = 14, then proper tone in the print may be obtained by 

using a ‘“‘contrasty grade” of paper such that yp = 2. The product of the gammas will 

be ypvn = % X 2 = 1 and we shall have established the condition of proper tone 

rendition. 

Graphical Representation of Tone Rendition.—Up to the present time, it has been 

assumed that the straight-line regions of the D-logi) E curves of both negative and 

positive materials were the only portions used. This assumption does not conform to 

practice, and in extending the representation of tone rendering in monochrome, it is 

desirable to use graphical methods to show the effect of the various characteristics. 

Mathematical methods, which are both simple and accurate, can no longer be used 

when curvature of the characteristics enters into consideration. 

A method of representing the entire and essential concepts in the proper tone 

rendition of the complete photographic process has been developed by Jones,! and that 

method is reproduced here. The method consists of using the second of four quad- 

rants to represent the brightness and brightness range of the original subject (the 

resultant H and D characteristics of the negative exposed to the subject), the third 

and finally 

1 Jones, L. A., J. Optical Soc. Am., 5, 232 (1921); J. Franklin Inst., 190, 39 (1920). 
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quadrant for the resultant D-logiy E characteristics of the developed positive material 

printed from the negative, the fourth quadrant for the variation of the eye response 

when viewing the subject and when viewing the positive-print reproduction, and the 

first quadrant to compare the resulting visual sensation when comparing the positive 

reproduction with that of the original subject. This diagram is shown in Fig. 30. 

Starting from the scale of subject brightness (logio B scale) which determines the 

exposure and exposure range, we find the H and D characteristics of the developed 

negative as given in the second quadrant. True tone rendition is obtained on the 

S 5 
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Fic. 30.—Four-quadrant diagram illustrating the method of determining correctness 
of tone reproduction. This diagram provides a method by which the final print can be 
compared with the original subject; it does not take into account tone variations which may 

be desired for aesthetic purposes. 

straight-line portion of this curve. From the D-logi) E curve of the negative, we 

arrive at the same characteristic of the printing material (third quadrant) through the 

process of printing or making the positive. Here again, true tone rendition is obtained 

over the straight-line portion of the characteristic curve of the positive material. 

However, the curvature of the characteristics of the printing material are such as to 

exaggerate, rather than compensate, for tone distortions occurring in the negative. 

Finally, by viewing the positive or print by reflected light, we obtain the scene bright- 

ness through the brightness characteristic of the human eye which translates the scene 
brightness into visual sensations. By comparing the visual sensations thus produced, 

with the subject brightness, we obtain the curve in the first quadrant, which represents 

the distortion characteristics of the final print reproduction. If this characteristic is a 
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straight line, the reproduction is free from distortion, whereas the degree of distortion 

is proportional to the curvature of this characteristic. 

By studying the various steps represented in the four quadrants, we are able to 

determine what change in photographic technique and processing is required in order 

to minimize tone distortion. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

EXPOSURE AND EXPOSURE DEVICES 

By Brverty Dupiey anp A. T. WILLIAMS 

Exposure. Theoretical Considerations.—Two fundamental steps are involved in 

the making of any picture by photographic processes which involve the use of silver 

salts. In the first of these a ‘‘negative”’ is produced on which is recorded, in reverse 

manner, the light and dark portions of the original subject. In the second step a 

positive print is made by using the negative as the original object, and reversing its 

tone shades so that the brightness of the various elementary areas of the print bear 

some direct or positive relation to the brightness of the corresponding elementary 

areas of the original object. In both steps, the process in which hght falls upon the 

sensitized photographic material is an important step and is known as exposure of 

the photographic material. 

In the final analysis, the positive print is the desired result. Any intermediate 

steps, such as those involving the making of the negative, must be regarded as a 

means to the desired end and, accordingly, should be treated in this light. Since the 

final print is produced from the negative, it is evident that the characteristics of the 

negative, which include its general or average density, its range of density, and its 

tone gradation, will influence the printing time, range of density, and tone gradation 

of the final print. For this reason it is essential to ascertain that the negative is 

properly prepared in all respects; in this chapter, however,*we shall be primarily con- 

cerned with the proper exposure of the negative, leaving its subsequent processing to 

later chapters. The manner in which the negative and the positive print are exposed 

to light, the duration of the exposure time, the characteristics of the photographic 

material, the spectral characteristics and intensity of the light source, the char- 

acteristics of any filters which may be used, are all important factors to consider in 

arriving at the proper exposure which will produce the desired final results. This 

chapter will be devoted to a consideration of these factors. 

Photochemical Action Occurring during Exposure.—The emulsions of photographic 

materials consist of a layer of silver halide deposited on a transparent substance such 

as gelatin or glass in the case of negative materials or on a paper base in the case of 

positive materials. It is characteristic of the silver halides that, when acted upon by 
light, they undergo some form of alteration so that the grains which have been 

exposed to light may be converted into black deposits of metallic silver in the process 

of development. 

A minimum amount of light, however, is required to effect the change in the grains 

of the silver halide. If less than this amount of light fails to reach the emulsion, the 

grains will not be affected, and consequently they cannot be changed into metallic 

silver during development. As the quantity of light impinging upon the emulsion 

increases beyond the minimum amount necessary to produce a minimum observable 

silver deposit, more and more layers of silver halide are exposed and are subject to sub- 

1 The exact physics underlying the production of the latent image in the emulsion need not concern 

us here. There is no universal agreement as to the mechanism by which the latent image is produced, 

and this point will not be discussed here. 

208 
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sequent development. Consequently, the density of the silver deposit of the devel- 

oped negative increases, at least within limits, as the amount of light falling upon 

the emulsion is increased. The relation between the quantity of light falling upon 

the sensitized material and the density of the silver deposit depends upon a number 

of factors but is expressed by means of the D-logio H characteristic curve. The most 

important of these factors are discussed in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry, 

which should be consulted for additional information on this subject. 

Requirements for Correct Tone Reproduction.—A scientifically correct print is one 

in which the light intensities of the various portions of the print are proportional to! 

the light intensities of the corresponding elementary areas of the original object. 

Since the negative is a reversal of the light intensities of the original subject and also 

that of the print, it follows that the opacity of the elementary areas of a scientifically 

3 

Density 

I 10 100 4000 10000 109000 E 
one Th Deh Si tae 5 LogigE 

BRo 
Fie. 1—D-logio E diagram illustrating correct tone rendition when the brightness range of 

the subject does not exceed that of the linear portion of the curve. 

correct negative must be proportional to the light intensities of the corresponding 

areas of the original object. In order that this condition may be fulfilled, the range 

of light intensities of the original object must be so related to the characteristics of the 

film, through proper exposure, that it corresponds to the linear portion of the D-logio 

characteristic curve. A similar condition must be fulfilled in making the print.? 

In addition to determining the exposure so that the linear portion of the D-logio E 

characteristic curve is employed, it is essential that the photosensitive materials 

selected for use have sufficient latitude to accommodate the brightness range of the 

original object. Conversely, if the latitude of a given emulsion is small, then, for 

a scientifically correct negative, it is essential that this material not be used to photo- 

graph objects which have a large brightness range. 
An example will help to make these statements more clear. Let the curve of 

Fig. 1 represent the characteristics of a film having a latitude of 100, 7.e., the ratio of 

the exposure at point C is 100 times that of point A, or the difference between logio E at 

1 Tn the ideal case, which is not attainable where the print is viewed by reflected light, the intensities 

of the print would be exactly equal to the corresponding intensities of the corresponding areas of the 

object photographed. 

2 See page 205 for treatment of correct tone rendition from the viewpoint of the characteristics of 

photosensitive materials. 
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point C and logio EH at point A is 2. If now we have an object whose brightness 
range does not exceed 100 to 1, as indicated by the strip BR, then it will be 

possible to choose an exposure such that the densities of the negative will be directly 

proportional to the brightness intensities of elementary areas of the original subject. 

On the other hand, if we try to photograph on this same film a subject having a 

brightness range of 10,000 to 1 as indicated by the strip BRs, it will only be possible 

to reproduce correctly the range from 100 to 10,000 units representing a range of 100 to 

1. Greater light intensities than those represented by the point C will not produce 

densities in the negative proportional to the brightness of the object. Similarly for 

low values of brightness of the original subject, to the left of A, a correct relation 

between brightness of the original object and density of the negative will no longer 

be possible. The result is that between the points A and C we are able to obtain 
correct tone reproduction; beyond these points tone distortion results. 

Density 

Fic. 2.—If the brightness range of the subject being photographed does not exceed 
the exposure range for which the D-logio E characteristic is linear, several exposures are 
possible, all of which can give correct tone rendition. 

The ratio of the latitude of the film to the brightness range of the object determines 

the necessary precision of the exposure. If, as shown in BR; of Fig. 1, the brightness 

range and the latitude are equal, then there is only one possible exposure for which 

correct tone rendition is possible, and this is represented as the mean exposure, given 

by the point B. If, on the other hand, the brightness range of the original subject 

is much less than the latitude of the film, several different exposures will be possible, 

each of which is capable of producing correct tone rendition. For example, if we are 

photographing a subject having a brightness range of 10 to 1 on a film having a 

latitude of 100 to 1, we may so determine the exposure that the brightness range occurs 

between A and B, between B and C, of Fig. 2, or anywhere between these extreme 

limits, e.g., D and HE. We may, therefore, select as the mean exposure any value 

between G and F and still obtain correct results. Since the exposure at G is 10 times 

that at F, it is possible to make a 10 to 1 error in exposure and still obtain a negative 

having correct tone rendition. In Fig. 1 such a range in exposure was not possible 

because the film latitude and brightness range of the object being photographed 

were of equal magnitude. 
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From this discussion, it is evident that the following conditions must be fulfilled 

in order that a scientifically correct negative may be produced: 

1. The brightness range of the original object must not exceed the latitude of the 

photographic material; or, conversely, 

2. The latitude of the photographic material must be at least equal to, and 

preferably should exceed, the brightness range of the object being photographed. 

3. The more nearly equal are the brightness range of the object and the latitude 

of the photosensitive material, the more critical is the exposure which must be given to 
obtain correct tone rendition. 

4. If the brightness range of the object exceeds the latitude of the film, only a 

portion of the scene will be reproduced with proper tone value; other portions of the 

object will have tone distortion. 

5. If the brightness range of the object being photographed is less than the latitude 

of the film any one of several correct exposures may be used. 

6. The greater the ratio of film latitude to brightness range of the object, the less 

critical need be the exposure of the film. 

Definition of Exposure.—The altering of the silver halide grains by the photo- 

chemical action of the light in order to produce a latent image is called exposure. 

To a first approximation! it has been found that the photochemical action taking 

place during exposure obeys the reciprocity law of Bunsen and Roscoe. As an 

application of this law to photochemical reactions, the exposure EH may be expressed as 

E=tIt (1) 

where J = the intensity of the light acting upon the sensitized photographic material; 

t = the time during which this illumination is permitted to act on the photo- 
graphic material. 

For exposure to white light, which represents the usual conditions, the exposure is 

measured in meter-candle-seconds. As indicated in the chapter on Photographic 

Sensitometry, the light source has a spectral distribution like that of mean noon 

sunlight, and the exposure time ¢ is usually continuous rather than the integrated 

effect of intermittent or chopped exposures. The equation shows that the exposure, 

and consequently the photographic effect as measured by the density of silver deposit, 

depends directly upon the intensity of the light source and increases the longer the 

material is subjected to light rays. Because the exposure depends upon the time 

during which the light acts on the film, the film is able to integrate the quantity of 

light falling upon it. A practical advantage of this effect is that through sufficiently 

long exposure it is possible to photograph objects which might otherwise not be 

sufficiently bright to produce a photographic image. 

The exposure is not the only factor determining the photographic effect produced, 

although it is a very important factor in this connection. The photographic effect, 

by which is meant the density of the silver deposit, is determined by the characteristics 

of the sensitive material and by the processing conditions as well as by the exposure. 

These factors are related graphically by means of the D-logi) EH characteristic and 

are discussed in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry. 

By means of the D-logi) H characteristic curves, it is possible to determine the 

density produced on a certain photosensitive material for given exposure and process- 

ing conditions. Such curves provide a clue to what might be expected, by way of 

1 Careful investigations show that the reciprocity law is not exactly obeyed by photographic mate- 

rials. Failure of the reciprocity law is not of serious consequence in most branches of practical photog- 

raphy, and, for a first approximation, may be neglected. 

2 Tf the film is exposed intermittently, it is found that the photographic effects are not the same as 

when the film is exposed for the same time duration but continuously rather than intermittently. 
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photographic effect, when photographing an object with a camera and lens system. 

However, the D-logi. E characteristics are usually expressed in terms of density and 

meter-candle-seconds. The illumination of the object being photographed is not ordi- 

narily determined in meter-candJe-seconds, and even if this were possible, through the 

use of properly calibrated exposure or illumination meters, the intensity of illumination 

on the plate is vastly different from that of the original object because of the reduction 

in size, the effect of the aperture stop, the focal length, and other characteristics of the 

lens system. To make maximum use of the sensitometric concepts and to under- 

stand fully the various and numerous factors which enter into exposure, it is desirable 

to provide the connecting link which relates the exposure, as given in the sensitometric 

sense of the term, and the brightness of the object as this may be determined by 

measurements with an exposure or illumination meter. It is proposed to construct 

this connecting link based upon theoretical considerations for two reasons: (1) An 

Fig. 3.—Optical system of a camera showing axial rays. The luminous intensity, I’, 
of the point P’ on the photographic plate can be expressed in terms of the luminous intensity, 
I, of the point on the subject, P, and the characteristics of the lens system. 

understanding of the theory of exposure provides an excellent basis for understanding 

the practical treatment which is to follow; (2) the relations and equations which are 

derived from theoretical considerations are required for a full explanation of the use 

of exposure tables given in another section of this chapter. 

Image Brightness as a Function of Optical System.—It is now necessary to estab- 

lish the connecting link by which the brightness of the image on the photographic 

plate may be determined from the illumination of the original object being photo- 

graphed. This link involves the optical system of the camera, which, so far as 

exposure is concerned, includes the iris diaphragm, the bellows extension, a filter 

(if one is used), and the shutter, as well as the lens system proper. 

Let Fig. 3 represent the lens system of the camera, in which a point object P, 

whose luminous intensity is 7, produces an image object of itself P’ with luminous 

intensity J’ on the photographic plate. The iris diaphragm or aperture is repre- 

sented as being at A. The principal planes of the lens are represented as lying at PP 

and at PP’, while the entrance and exit pupils are designated as being at NP and XP, 

eepecnel and the principal focal lengths are L and L’. 
The point P may be self-luminous or may be illuminated by reHeced light. In 

either case it will illuminate the entrance pupil of the lens NP with an intensity 

inversely proportional to the square of the distance between P and R, the latter being 
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in the plane of the entrance pupil, and directly proportional to its luminous intensity 

T. Let the distance between P and R be X. Then the intensity of light falling upon 

the entrance pupil will be proportional to J/X?. The distance X may be considered 

as being made up of two components. One of these is the distance from P to the 

interior principal focal length L, which distance is given by —L/M where M is the linear 

magnification produced by the lens system. The negative sign is required because 

of the inversion of the image. The second component of the distance X is the 

distance LR from the plane of the principal focus to the plane of the entrance pupil. 

Since the principal-focus and the entrance-pupil planes are never very far removed 

from one another, the distance LR may be expressed by L(1 + q) where gq is a small 

positive or negative decimal. Neglecting the negative sign required because of the 

image inversion, the distance from P to R may be expressed as 

x =z a +0) +3,| (2) 

The intensity I’ of the light at the point P’ is proportional to the cone whose half 

angle is 6. The maximum diameter of this cone at the exit pupil is determined by 

the area of the aperture, which is given by 

ad? 

arg 8) 
where d = the diameter of the aperture. 

The cone of light emerging from the exit pupil comes to a focus at P’ and produces 

an image of P whose size is proportional to the linear magnification of the system M. 

The intensity of the image at P’ is inversely proportional to the area of the image. 

But the area of this image is 

a= (4) 
so that J’ is proportional to 4/7M?. 

Finally, the intensity of the image at P’ is reduced by absorption and reflection 

by the separate elements of the lens system. Of the light incident upon the lens, 

some is absorbed, but a greater part is reflected from the lens surfaces, especially if 

these are uncemented. The quantity of the emerging light is always less than that 

incident upon the system and is proportional to the incident light and the trans- 

mission of the lens system 7. Consequently I’ is proportional to T. 

Having discussed briefly the separate factors which influence the intensity of 

the image, we may now combine the separate effects. Thus, for an object P on, or 

very near to, the optical axis of the lens system, the intensity of the image is 

kIAT 

aS Naa (5) 
where k is a numerical constant depending upon the units of measurement. By sub- 

stituting for A, X, and a, the values already determined, and by simplifying, the 

expression becomes 

kTd? | (6) 

ie Ni aaurineranei 
Since q is a small fraction, little error is introduced if it is neglected, and for practical 

purposes the above equation may be simplified to 

6S ere o 
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This equation gives in the most general form the connecting link relating the intensity 

of the image and that of the original subject, so far as the lens system is concerned, 

provided that the object and image are not far removed from the optical axis of the 

lens. For objects considerably off the optical axis, and especially when the view angle 

is large, the intensity of the image at a corner of the plate may vary considerably from 

that given by Kq. (7). 

By definition the f-number of a lens is the ratio of the focal length to the diameter 

of the aperture. Thus we may substitute f for L/d in the above equations, where f 

represents the f/-number of the lens for a specified diameter of aperture d. When this 
substitution is made, we obtain 

; IkT 

~ POL +1)? oi 
which is, perhaps, in its simplest and most practical form. This equation states that 

the intensity of the image is proportional to the intensity of the original object, 

proportional to the transmission of the lens system, inversely proportional to the 

square of the f-number, and inversely proportional to the square of the linear mag- 

nification plus one. 

Image Brightness as Function of Filter.—A filter is frequently employed in pho- 

tography to increase contrast, to produce desirable pictorial effects, or to distinguish 

between tone rendition of various colors. The property inherent in all filters is 

absorption of a portion of the spectrum to which the photographic emulsion is sen- 

sitive, and it thereby decreases the effective intensity of illumination on the pho- 

tographic material. Because of this reduction of luminous intensity, the exposure 

must be increased. The filter factor, for a particular filter, light source, and pho- 

tographic emulsion, is a measure of the required increase in exposure and is also a 

measure of the extent to which it reduces the quantity of light reaching the photo- 

graphic material. 

If the filter factor is F, the intensity of the light passing through it! is inversely 

proportional to the filter factor or to 1/F. We may consider the effect of the filter, 

as well as that of the lens system, in determining the intensity of the image for the 

filter and lens system 

ee IkT 

"> PRC + UP 3s 
Exposure Time and Film Speed.—The sensitivity or speed of a photographic 

material is an important factor in determining the exposure required to produce a 

given photographic effect. Various methods of determining and specifying the speed 

of photographic materials are in use and are described in the chapter on Photographic 

Sensitometry. It is sufficient to say that in all the common methods of specifying 

film speed, the larger numerical units indicate the faster or more sensitive emulsions, 

z.e., those requiring the least exposure to produce an image of given density. This 

may be seen by comparing the speed numbers in the various systems with the relative 

exposure as given in column 1 of the table of film speeds, Appendix B. 

The various film-speed systems are not based on the same fundamental use of the 

D-logio E curve, and the film-speed numbers do not progress uniformly in the various 

systems; in some cases the speed numbers progress proportionately to the relative 

speed, in others they do not. It is possible, however, to devise a relationship between 

1JIn speaking of the transmission of light through a filter it must be remembered that a true filter 

does not provide equal absorption for all wavelengths to which the photographic material is sensitive. 

Strictly speaking, it is therefore improper to deal with the intensity of light passing through the filter 

without considering the spectral distribution of the light and the spectral transmission of the filter. 

These factors are implicitly taken into account, however, in the determination of the filter factor. 
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the various film-speed numbers, as given in Appendix B, although such relations are to 

be regarded as being, at best, rough approximations. If S. is some arbitrary or rela- 

tive film-speed or film-sensitivity number (as given in column 1 of Appendix B) and 

S, is the film speed or sensitivity in the n system of rating, then the various film-speed 

numbers will be related to the relative sensitivity by the equations given in Table I. 

Taste I.—EHQuaTIONS FOR VARIOUS FILM-SPEED RELATIONS 

Film- Film speed, related to rela- 

Film-speed system speed tive film speed, Sa, of | Kp 

symbol | Appendix B | 

{ 

\AV@SIIOID 5 0.090 01a. te OSA OE CECA TEER eR Sz Sg = 0.233 Sa 0.233 

Aunenicaneeiuan diel) a (eel). 52 ace en nays aoe 6) cuseereut Sc Sc = 5.8 Sa 5.8 

IDirapacnm lel erCliIDES sae cee e Uae aoe Boe obe asec Sp Sp = 27 Sa 27 

Ver Ktira cette rickets eae evra Slee ie Gin peiles Saves wieeanenee SE Sz = 10.65 Sa 10.65 

WTI @ > 6 6o0:0.6/O Cuca eee cee Ee ee race eres Sr Sr = 20.9>/S4 

Burroughs-Wellcome.......... AP rims ret ea S¢ Se = 2.83/84 

Anigmtonn SEG Boucwe aud seo oneneEd dddeee ont Su SH = (1 + 9.5 logio Sa) 

BIEGPEAMESCHEIN ELS © ..j75ro 6 ain (sdeues=feasyoeusie es 2) ch ier | Sr Sr = (5 + 9.5 logio Sa) 

Baler LEGON. oun dead COR Me ee eee eee Sy Sy = (48 + 24 logio Sa) 

DIS 5 cng ati 6/0 SOR OR Oc see RE RTE] ca ee eer Sk Sx = [(10 logio Si) — 7]/10 

IB STDEINES, 5 oie ISB ORD CRORE CRI nes CR CAERONETE ogee aie SL St = 1.165 Sa elealiGs 
| 

* The film-speed values for the Eastman Kodak Co. minimum-gradient film-speed system are based 

on published data for only a few emulsions, from which it was determined that the Kodak numbers are 

approximately five times the Weston speed numbers for the same emulsion. 

For those film-speed systems (designated by a K, factor in the last column) for 

which the speed numbers are proportional to the relative film speed, the exposure and 

film speed bear a very simple and convenient relation to one another. To show this, 

suppose we photograph a very simple object without any detail whatsoever, such as a 

uniformly lighted sheet of paper. The exposed and developed negative will then have 

a uniform density, Do, or a uniform opacity, O. Let the light intensity at which the 

photograph was made be /, the shutter speed be fo, and the film speed be S,,; 
consequently the exposure is Hy = Jot). Then, if the negative is properly exposed, the 

opacity will be 

O = CSr Eo = CSnol oto (10) 

Suppose, now, that we change the film speed and desire the same opacity of the nega- 

tive. It, will then be necessary to alter the exposure, H, and if J) remains constant, to 

will have to be changed tot. Thus, for a new film speed, S,, we have 

O = CS,E = CS, It (11) 

and since the opacity is the same in both cases we have that 

Snoto => Snrt (12) 

and thus 

ante 13 LD 7B we? 

which shows that for a given photographic effect, the shutter speed is inversely pro- 

portional to the film speed. As an example of the use of this equation, suppose we 

were to give an exposure of 149 sec. to a film having a speed of Weston 12. This 

exposure will produce a negative of some definite opacity O. If we now desire to 
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obtain this same opacity with another film having a speed of Weston 24, our equations 

show that, if the exposure time is the only variable, this must be reduced to {99 sec. 
to produce the desired effect. If we had chosen the Wynne system instead of the 

Weston system in this example, the exposure time in the second case would have been 

4400 sec., because in this system doubling the speed number quadruples the exposure or 

requires only one-fourth the exposure for the same photographic effect. 

Correlation of Factors Affecting Exposure.—We are now in a position to correlate 

all the factors affecting the exposure of the film. The exposure given to the film in 

the camera is E = I’t where I’ is given by Eq. (9). Therefore the exposure of the 

film in the camera is 

TkTt 

TS EGTT Sa TER (14) 

which is now related to the exposure Jt in meter-candle-seconds as given by the H 
and D characteristic curves. 

If we arbitrarily select some exposure Ey for which we determine the values of 

exposure meters, exposure tables, or other exposure conditions in terms of other refer- 

ence values of light intensity Jo, filter factor Fo, lens transmission 7'o, aperture stop fo, 

magnification Mo, exposure time ¢, and film speed S, than the reference exposure 
becomes 

IokT oto 

Ff Mo + 1)°So Oe) Ey = Tinta = 

In order that identical photographic effects may be obtained, it is necessary that 
E = Eso that 

TkTt IokT oto 

FRCL + 1K.S ~ Fof®(Mo + 1)°So oe 
From this relation we obtain, by dividing by the left-hand side of the equation, 

to So To (MM + 1)? To 

= OS) O)Lane |) an 
This relation will be found invaluable for determining the exposure conditions for 
some unknown conditions when the exposure for other reference conditions are known. 

This equation can be especially helpful in extending the use of the exposure tables, 

given in a later section of this chapter, beyond the conditions for which they now 

apply. In practice M).<1, Fo = 1, and T,/T is always 1 for the same fone system. 

Thus Eq. (17) may be eediced to Ais more practical form 

- EEC avo m 
Since Eqs. (17) and (18) are in the form of ratios between known and unknown 

conditions, it does not make any difference in what units the factors are expressed, so 

long as both factors in the same parenthesis are expressed in the same system. Thus 

both S and S» must be expressed in the same speed system. This may be Weston, 

H and D, or Watkins. But the equations de not apply if So is expressed in H and D 

and S in Weston figures. 

The equations may be manipulated by simple algebra to determine any of the 

other factors which may be desired. 

As a somewhat extreme but complete example of the application of these exposure 

equations, consider the following problem in which it is assumed that all the 
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factors represented by letters having zero subscripts are known and the exposure is to 

be calculated for entirely different conditions. 

Suppose we know from experience in copying a photograph full size (>) = 1), 

when the brightness is 100 candles per sq. ft. (Jo = 100), the film speed is Weston 16 

(So = 16), and the aperture stop is f/8 (fo = 8), that the shutter speed is 49 sec. 

(t = Yo). No filter is used for the known conditions so that fy) = 1. The trans- 

mission of the lens will not usually be known,! but for the sake of argument, assume a 

Tessar is used with a transmission of 85 per cent, so that JT) = 0.85. 

Now suppose we wish to determine the shutter speed when we use a film whose 

speed is Weston 20 (S = 20), an aperture stop of f/5.6 (f = 5.6), a filter whose factor 

is 4 (F = 4). Assume we use two identical lamps, instead of one as previously, so 

that I = 27, = 200. Suppose we use a lens with more glass elements than before, 

so that the transmission may be taken as 68 per cent. Let us copy the photograph 

double size so that M = 2. 

By multiplying Eq. (17) by ¢, we find the time exposure to be 

MOOG 
Substituting the values given above, we find 

1 5.6\? 100 (2 + 1)2 0.85 9 

t= 36% Cs) * (a0) x4 * (G00) * [arene] a8 = 20 
The value found is approximately 1/4.5 sec. so that 14 sec. or 4 sec. should be used, 

depending upon the shutter speed available. 

Exposure. Practical Considerations.—In this section, it is proposed to discuss 

in some detail and from a practical rather than a theoretical point of view, the various 

factors which enter into and determine the exposure which must be given to the 

photographic material. Fundamentally, as we have seen from theoretical considera- 

tions, the important factors affecting exposure include: brightness of the object, 

aperture stop or f-number, filter factor, shutter speed, film speed or sensitivity, 

magnification of the image, and transmission of the lens system. From the practical 

point of view, however, a number of these factors frequently require simultaneous 

consideration in photographic practice. Thus, for example, the transmission of the 

lens system, as well as the magnification of the image, is involved when supplementary 

or telephoto lens are used or when only a single element of a doublet is used. Like- 

wise the magnification of the image occurs in such practical matters as enlarging or 

reducing the size of the image or in copying to size. The intensity and quality of the 

illumination of the object is especially important when photographing outdoor sub- 

jects by daylight, as the time of day, condition of the sky, and type of subject being 

photographed influence the intrinsic brightness of the object. 

Intensity and Quality of Light.—The intensity and quality of the light reaching 

the film from the object is undoubtedly the most important consideration in deter- 

mining the photographic exposure. In comparatively few cases, as in astronomical 

photography, the objects being photographed are self-luminous. In this case only 

the intensity and spectral distribution of the luminous source need be considered. 

But where objects are illuminated by reflected light, as occurs in the great majority of 

instances of practical photography, the magnitude and spectral reflectance of the 

object must be considered as well as the intensity and quality of the light by which it 

is illuminated. For bright objects, for which the reflectance is high, more light will 

be produced at the camera lens from a given source of illumination than for those 

cases in which the objects are dark and the reflectance is small. 

lSee p. 226. 
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In considering the reflection of light from objects, attention should be directed not 

only to their reflection factor as determined by visual brightness but also to their 

reflection characteristics as related to the spectral sensitivity of the film and the 

spectral characteristics of the light source being used. A white light source has 

approximately equal energy in all parts of the visible spectrum and, for practical pur- 

poses, may also be considered to have equal energy in all parts of the spectrum to 

which the common photographic materials are sensitive. A white object photo- 

graphed with white light will reflect much of the light into the lens, and the required 

exposure will be relatively short. 

On the other hand a colored object will reflect that part of the white light corre- 

sponding to the color of the object and will absorb, more or less, colors of other por- 

tions of the spectrum. For objects having the same apparent brightness or reflection 

the photographie effect will be greatest for those colors to which the photographic 

material is most sensitive—in most cases, the blue end of the spectrum. Thus, for 

example, of a red and blue object illuminated by white light and appearing equally 

bright, the blue object will require the less exposure to produce a given density on the 

film. The reason for this is that the film is, most probably, more sensitive to blue than _ 
to red portions of the spectrum. This is certainly true in the case of ‘‘ordinary”’ or 

orthonon materials whose sensitivity lies almost entirely in the blue region of the 

spectrum; it is less true for orthochromatic materials which are sensitive to the blue, 

green, and yellow. While panchromatic emulsions are sensitive to all visible colors, 

maximum sensitivity is in the blue and green portions of the spectrum, although 

they have good sensitivity to the yellow, orange, and red. For practical purposes, 

the visual brightness of the subject may be used as an indication of the photographic 

effect, especially since the majority of scenes contain objects or areas of neutral colors, 

or colors having a wide range of spectral values. For fully panchromatic materials 

which are sensitive to all visible colors, the visual brightness of the object may be 

taken, for practical purposes, as an indication of the photographic effect. 

The color of the light source must be considered in a similar way. A white object 

illuminated by a blue light can only reflect blue light to the film. The required 

exposure may be less than that of a white-light source of equal energy and of a white 

object. A blue object photographed by a blue light may produce approximately 

the same photographic effect as the white object illuminated by blue light of equal 

energy, because in each case the amount of blue light reflected is approximately the 

same. But a red object illuminated by blue light will absorb most of the light, 

reflecting little to the film, and in this case a comparatively long exposure must be 

given to produce a negative of specified density. It may happen that no matter how 

great an exposure is given, the object cannot be successfully photographed under these 

conditions. The rules by which the spectral characteristics of the film, ight source, 

object, and filter (if one is used) affect exposure can be stated mathematically! but 

need not be considered in a practical treatment of the subject of exposure. 

Broadly speaking, the more intense is the light by which an object is photographed, 

the greater will be the exposure and the resulting density, all other factors remaining 

unchanged. If a given or specified exposure is desired and the intensity of the light 

is increased, then the shutter speed will have to be increased, the aperture will have to 

be decreased (larger f-number), or some other factor will have to be altered in order to 

compensate for the increase in light. There are some exceptions to this general state- 

ment, however. A certain minimum amount of light must strike the film before the 

latent image is impressed on the emulsion; if less than this exposure is’given, the grains 

of silver halide are not altered in the process of development. On the other hand, for 

1 Portions of this subject are treated in greater detail in the chapter on Light Filters. 
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very large exposures—much larger than are encountered in ordinary practice—the 

density of the silver deposit may no longer increase as the exposure is increased. 

From Eq. (18) we may derive the following practical formula which indicates the 

light intensity required when various factors are changed. Thus 

1= OG) 0 +» ” 
is the most general case likely to occur in practice. Equation (20) refers only to the 

intensity and not the spectral-energy distribution of the illuminant. 

As an example of the application of this equation, suppose, as reference conditions, 

it is known that, for a light intensity of 100 units (> = 100), an aperture stop of 

f/8 (fo = 8), and a film speed of Weston 20 (Sy = 20), the required shutter speed is 

lg5 sec. (fo = 145) when we are photographing a beach scene with a yellow filter 

having a factor of 5 (F = 5). It is desired to know what light intensity would be 

required for the same shutter speed (tf = 145) when the same film is used (S = 20) but 

when the aperture stop is f/4 (f = 4). For photographs of this type the magnification 

is so small that it may be neglected and we may consider that M = 0. Furthermore, 

since the same lens is used in both cases, 7’) = T, and consequently (7/7) becomes 

unity. Substituting these values into Eq. (20) the required illumination is found to be 

iw 

1 = 100( 722) (36)(2%o) x 5 = 125 (21) 

so that the light required is not changed appreciably from its original value. 

Aperture Stop or f-number.—The aperture stop or f-number is defined as the ratio of 

the principal focal length of a lens L to the diameter of its exit pupil d, or 

pss (22) 
For example, if a lens whose principal focal length is 8 in. has an aperture 1 in. in 
diameter, the f-number is f/8. For a given lens the f-number varies as the diameter 

of the iris diaphragm is changed. This diameter determines the amount of light 

reaching the film. By varying the f-number, the amount of light and consequently 

the exposure of the film may be controlled. It is customary to mark the lens system 

with a series of f/-numbers each of which gives twice the exposure of the next highest 

number. Since the exposure is proportional to the square of the f-number, for the 

exposures to be doubled the f/-numbers must progress in sequence according to 1/2. 

TasLe I].—PROGRESSION OF ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL APERTURE SYSTEMS 
Continental System English System 

F/1.6 f/1.4 

f/2.3 f/2.8 - 

$/3.2 t/4 

$/4.5 £/5.6 

t/6.3 t/8 

t/9 f/11. 

/12.5 t/16 

£/18 f/22., 
£/25 f/32 

$/36 f/45 

f/50 t/64 
t/72 /90 

There are two methods of marking f-numbers in common use as shown in the 

Table II. In each case the exposure given by any stop is twice that of the next larger 
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stop. The f-numbers engraved on a lens usually follow either the English or the 

Continental f-markings quite consistently, although some deviation from this practice 

frequently occurs for the largest aperture—the smallest f-number. For example, 

many lenses are marked in the English system but have a maximum aperture of 

f/4.5 rather than f/4. 

From Eq. (18) we obtain, for the most general expression for the aperture stop, the 

expression, 

08 NOOOOO os 
As an example of the application of this relation, suppose exposure tables show that 

the proper exposure is 45 sec. (to = 145) at an aperture stop of f/8 (fo = 8) if the 

film speed has a rating of Weston 16 (Sp = 16). If we use a film having a speed of 

Weston 32 (S = 32), a filter having a factor of 4 (F = 4), and choose an exposure 

time ¢ = 4 sec. for identical conditions of illumination (I) = J), what will be the 

required aperture stop if the magnification may be neglected (MM = 0)? Substituting 

values in Eq. (23), we find 

poe No eee (24) 

If the lens is marked with an aperture of f/12.5, this should be used, otherwise an 

aperture of f/11 is likely to be nearest to the correct value. Intermediate f-number 

apertures can be obtained by setting the index of the iris diaphragm at a position 

intermediate between two markings.. For all practical purposes f/12.5 would le 

about one-third the distance from f/11 and f/16 and so on. 

Filter Factor.—The purpose of filters is to absorb light of certain portions of the 

spectrum, thereby modifying the quality of the light reaching the negative. This 

modification of the quality of the light may be desired for technical or artistic reasons, 

but it always acts to reduce the amount of light reaching the film from that which 

would reach it if the filter were not used. In general, it may be said that the more 

dense a filter is, the more light it absorbs, and consequently the longer must be the 

exposure time—other conditions remaining unchanged—to produce a given film 

density. 

But the color of a filter, or, more correctly, its spectral absorption, is also important 

in determining the increase in exposure occasioned by the use of the filter. The more 

light which a filter absorbs to which the film is sensitive, the greater will be the filter 

factor, and the greater will be the increase in exposure required as a result of using the 

filter. A filter absorbing blue light may appear yellow or orange to the eye and may 

seem to be, visually, as dense as a blue filter which has its principal absorption at the 

red end of the visual spectrum. But it is quite likely that the yellow filter will have 

the greater filter factor and consequently will require greater increase in exposure 

than the blue filter. The reason for this is that the film is usually more sensitive to 

blue than to red light, so that the yellow filter will cut out more effectively the light 

acting on the film than will the blue filter. It should be remembered that the filter 

factor is not a constant for a given filter but depends upon the spectral absorption of 

the filter (which is constant), the spectral sensitivity of the film, and the spectral- 

energy distribution of the light source used. Consequently the filter factor will change 

as the filter is used with different films or light sources.! 

From Eq. (18) we can determine what effect the filter has on aperture stop, shutter 

speed, film sensitivity, or light intensity, etc. From this equation we find that 

P= (Z)(s.)GG) Ga) aor +” ee 
1 See chapter on Light Filters for further discussion of this point. 
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Ordinarily this equation is of little practical importance, although occasionally it 

may be found useful where a neutral-density filter is advantageous in cutting down 

the light without affecting the other quantities involved, as may sometimes be neces- 

sary when photographing bright sources of illumination. 

For example, let the reference conditions be So = 16, tp) = Mo sec., and fo = 16. 

It is desired to determine the filter factor for a neutral (gray) filter when the Weston 

film speed is S = 40, the aperture is f = 4, and the shutter speed ist = 49 sec. The 

magnification, change in light, and transmission through the lens may be neglected. 

The required filter factor is then 

BAG RO (= ze 
UO tee ae) 7) = 40 (26) 

If a neutral-density filter is used, it should have a transmission of 149 or a density of 

D= logio zi = logio 40 = 1.6 (27) 

This equation cannot be applied to filters having selective absorption unless the spec- 

tral characteristics of the filter are correlated with those of the light source and film 

in arriving at the desired result. 

Shutter Speed.—The shutter speed may have two important functions in photog- 

raphy. Usually its most important function is to determine the quantity of light 

reaching the film by establishing the time during which the light passes through the 

lens to the photographic material. Its other function is to limit the time of exposure 

so that the relative motion between a moving object and its background does not 

produce a blur on the negative. These two functions of the shutter are entirely 

separate and distinct, although it may happen that the shutter speed for obtaining one 

of the desired conditions is also that for obtaining the other. 

Since these two functions are distinct, it is necessary to determine them separately 

for the exposure and sharpness of image desired. It is then necessary to select the 

most suitable shutter speed and to adjust the aperture, if necessary, for the film speed 

and prevailing light conditions. If the shutter speed required to stop motion is longer 

than that required to give adequate exposure, the shutter speed determined for proper 

exposure should be given. On the other hand, if the shutter speed required to stop 

motion is less than that required to give proper exposure, the shutter speed should be 

used which will prevent blurring, and the f/-number should be decreased to that value 

which will produce the desired exposure. 

In order that the apparent motion of a moving object may be eliminated in a 

photograph, it is necessary that the shutter speed be sufficiently rapid that no appreci- 

able motion of the object is apparent while the shutter is opened. The actual exposure 

time required to stop motion will depend upon the focal length of the lens, the distance 

between the camera and the moving object, and upon the speed of the moving object. 

It will also depend upon the direction of motion with respect to the camera, for a 

slightly longer exposure can be given, for a specified velocity of travel, if the object is 

coming toward or is receding from the camera rather than moving directly across the 

field of view. 

Table III indicates the longest exposure times which may be regarded as being 

satisfactory to stop motion for the conditions stipulated. Faster shutter speeds may 

be given if unusually sharp negatives are desired, but light conditions, film, speed, 

aperture stop, and other matters affecting exposure must be taken into account to 

ascertain that the film is not underexposed. Slower shutter speeds should not be 

given unless some blurring of the image is tolerable. 
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TasLe II].—SuutrreR SPEEDS REQUIRED TO Stop Morion ON THE PHOTOGRAPH 

Distance between camera and object being photographed in multiples of the focal 

length of the lens system, F 

Relative motion 

between camera 

and object, 60F | 100F 150F 250F 500F 1000F 

m.p.h,. 

Shutter speeds, fractions of a second 

0-1 440 40 {2 Hie 25 4% 

2 léo 440 +45 45 48 43 
3 oo +60 +40 4425 pat, % 
4 25 M5 460 40 5 43 
6 +200 00 45 460 +25 Ho 
8 4450 is0 Moo Yo 440 His 

10 400 4200 Mas 445 +40 +40 
15 S00 +400 4200 2s 460 60 
20 +600 +400 4450 450 445 140 
30 4000 600 4400 1250 25 eo 
40 {200 1450 +600 M00 M50 445 
60 44000 +4000 +450 1600 1450 400 
80 4400 #4500 4000 4600 300 {50 

100 +4000 +4000 4250 1450 +400 200 

The maximum shutter speed which is attainable with between-the-lens shutters 

is about 14090 sec. Faster shutter speeds may be obtained with focal-plane shutters. 

However, when a focal-plane shutter is used to photograph objects in rapid motion, 

distortion of the object is very likely to result. This is because the slit in the focal- 

plane shutter travels across the negative at a comparatively slow speed, while the 

image of the object travels across the plate. Depending upon the direction of the 

shutter motion relative to that of the moving object, focal plane distortion of this 

sort may result in foreshortened, lengthened, or tilted images. There is no remedy 

for this type of distortion, although it becomes less serious as the speed of the moving 

object is reduced and as the distance between the moving object and the camera is 

increased. 

Changes in shutter speed which may be required when changes are made in aper- 

ture stop, film speed, intensity of light, or other factors may be found from the relation: 

uo DQ) . 
For example, suppose that the exposure table is calculated for reference Weston film 

speed of So = 16, reference aperture fo = 16, and basic exposure time tf) = 145 sec. 

and that it is desired to determine the exposure time for a film speed S = 8 at an 

aperture f = 32 with a filter factor F = 1.5 when the subject is so small that M — 0. 

Using the above equation we find the new exposure time to be 

We ib 0K MSS) YS HYG OS (PPA) SOS NS ig BS Pe (29) 

Film Sensitivity or Speed.—The sensitivity or speed of negative materials is an 

important factor in determining the exposure required to produce a given deposit of 

silver. Various methods of determining the speed of photographic materials are in 

use; these methods are discussed in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry and 

will not be treated here. It is sufficient to say that in all the common methods of 
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specifying film speed, the larger numerics indicate the faster (more sensitive) materials, 

1.€., those requiring less exposure to produce a given density on the negative. All 

other factors remaining constant, the quantity of light reaching the film may be 

reduced more and more, for a given density, the higher the speed of the film, provided 

the speed numbers are all in the same system of measurement. The speed numbers 

in the various systems do not progress in the same proportion as film speed increases, 

however. 

So far as concerns the determination of exposure, the film-speed number has its 

principal value in connection with exposure meters which are calibrated in one of the 

various systems. It may be presumed, therefore, that, when a film and an exposure 

meter are both marked in the same system of film-speed units, the exposure conditions 

calibrated on the exposure meter will apply directly for the film marked in that system. 

Frequently it happens that an exposure meter is calibrated for one system of speed 

rating, whereas the film speed or sensitivity is given in another system. By means of 

the film-speed conversion table (see Appendix B), it is possible to determine approxi- 

mately the equivalent speed of films in the various systems and, from the appropriate 

conversions, to make use of the dissimilar ratings of the film and meter calibration. 

In making such conversions, however, it must be remembered that the various speed 

systems may have been based on fundamentally different methods of measurement 

and that the equivalent conversions are determined empirically from measurements 

on a large number of films. Thus, while the conversion factors given represent aver- 

age values, it is quite possible that some particular emulsion may not fit average 

conditions, and in such instances the conversion equivalents may be considerably in 

error. 

The spectral sensitivity of the film has an important bearing on the exposure. 

Panchromatic materials are sensitive to all visible hight but have maximum sensitivity 

to blue light and decreasing sensitivity throughout the rest of the visible spectrum. 

However, the sensitivity even to red light is sufficient that no difficulty will be encoun- 

tered when objects of various colors are photographed or when lights of various colors 

are used for purposes of illumination. Orthochromatic materials, which are insensi- 

tive to the red and possibly orange portions of the visible spectrum, require longer 

exposures in yellow or orange light than panchromatic materials having the same 

daylight sensitivity. Ordinary or orthonon materials are sensitive only to the blue 

region of the visible spectrum, so that it may be quite impossible to make photographs 

with red or orange light, no matter how long an exposure is made. It is because of 

the change in spectral sensitivity that most films are now given two film speed ratings. 

One of these is a rating for light of daylight quality, having approximately equal energy 

in all portions of the visible spectrum. The other film speed is given for illumination 

by tungsten lamps operated at temperatures at about 2800 to 3000°K. For photo- 

flash and photoflood illumination, in which the lamps operate at temperatures of 

3200 to 3300°K., an appropriate film-speed rating will usually be somewhere between 

the daylight and the tungsten film-speed rating, although, if there is any doubt, the 

rating for tungsten lamps should be used. 

If we know as reference conditions the aperture stop fo, the shutter speed to, the 

film speed So, and the intensity of illumination J for certain exposure conditions, we 

may determine new values of aperture stop f, shutter speed t, film speed, and intensity 

of illumination J for a properly exposed negative. From Eq. (18) we have 

5 s0( JC) or» o 
As an example, suppose an aperture stop of f/8 is required for certain conditions 

when the film speed has a rating of Weston 8 and the shutter speed is 40 sec. If the 
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light is doubled, and a shutter speed of 140 sec. is used with an aperture stop of f/16, 

what is the required film speed? The magnification and transmission factor may be 

neglected, and no filter is used. From these conditions we find that So = 8, F = 1, 

fo = 8, f = 16, t. = %o, t = Mo, and I)/J = 0.5, since the final illumination J is 

twice the initial illumination J). From these values we obtain, from Eq. (30) 

s=sx1x (2) x (22) x5=8 (31) 

so that a film of the same speed is suitable. 

Exposure with Supplementary Lenses.—Sometimes supplementary lenses are used 

to increase or decrease the equivalent focal length of alens. Since the addition of the 

supplementary lens does not change the engravings of the f-numbers, which are a 

measure of the diameter of the aperture, but does change the focal length of the lens, 

the supplementary lens changes the effective f-number of the combination so far as 

this is a measure of the light-collecting power of the lens system. Consequently the 

exposure is altered from that required when the supplementary lens is not used, at 

least so far as the engraved f-numbers may be taken as an indication of exposure. 

The manner in which the actual exposure must be modified because of the change in 

focal length when a supplementary lens is used may be easily determined. Let Ey be 

the exposure which is required for a given set of light conditions when the focal length 

of the lens is Ly and the diameter of the aperture is dy. Let HE be the exposure required 

when the supplementary lens is used with the regular lens, so that the focal length of 

the combination is now L. The diameter of the aperture stop, as indicated by the 

engraved f-numbers remains unchanged and is therefore dp. Then the engraved 

f-number will be 

fo = 7 (32) 

whereas the true f-number of the combination will be 

p=5 (33) 

Thus for a given aperture the f-number is directly proportional to the focal length of 

the combination lens system. In terms of the exposure required without the supple- 

mentary lens, the exposure required when the supplementary lens is used will be 

v= n(f)' = (2) a» 
Sometimes the magnification which the supplementary lens produces will be given 

rather than its effect on the focal length. The f/-number of the combination of this 

case will be 

f =foiM + 1) (35) 

in terms of the engraved f-numbers and the magnification 17, whereas the exposure 

will be 

E =E£E,(M +1)? (36) 

in terms of the magnification and the exposure without the supplementary lens. 

As an example, suppose we have a lens of 15-cm. focal length with a maximum 

f-number of 4.5. Then the maximum aperture will be do = Lo/fo = 15/4.5 = 3.33 

em. If we use a supplementary lens which makes the combined focal length equal to 
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25 cm., then the maximum f-number will be f = 25/3.33 = 7.7 cm. The exposure 

will be 
25\2 E= Ge) Ey = 1.662 = 2.76E, (37) 

or two and three-fourths that of the exposure without the supplementary lens. If a 

supplementary lens were used which decreased the focal length of the combination, the 

f-number would be reduced and the exposure with the supplementary lens would be 

less than that required without it. 

In order to reduce to the minimum the mental labor involved in calculating expo- 

sures when making enlarged or reduced photographic images, Table IV has been 

prepared. This table shows the increase in exposure which is required for various 

magnifications from }499 to 100 in column 2. In the third column, the ratio of the 

increase in exposure to that required for copying natural size is given. 

Exposure with Single Elements of Lenses.—When a single element of a doublet is 

used rather than both elements (as in convertible lenses), the focal length of the single 

element is increased beyond that of the complete lens. So far as the exposure is 

concerned, the situation is very nearly the same as if a supplementary lens were used 

to increase the equivalent focal length. Consequently the remarks made under the 

paragraph above apply equally well here. 

Exposure with Telephoto Lenses.—The function of a telephoto lens is to produce 

large images of distant objects with relatively short bellows extensions. A telephoto 

TaBLE 1V.—RELATIVE EXPOSURE FOR HNLARGING OR REDUCING SIZE OF PHOTOGRAPH 

M GQ +m? Relative M (1+ m2 Relative 

exposure exposure 

lioo 1.02 0.25 10 121 30.25 

léo 1.02 0.25 i3L 144 36 

lgo 1.03 0.26 12 169 42 

we 1.03 0.26 13 196 49 
léo 1.03 0.26 14 225 56 

wee 1.04 0.26 15 256 64 
iyo 1.05 0.26 16 289 72 

140 1.07 0.27 17 324 81 

loo 1.10 0.28 18 361 90 

Wee 1.21 0.30 19 400 100 
v4 1.24 0.31 20 441 110 
14 iL P7/ 0.32 22 529 132 

4 1.31 0.326 24 625 156 

Y% 1.36 0.34 26 729 182 

i 1.44 0.36 28 841 210 

% 1.56 0.39 30 961 240 

% 1.78 0.45 35 1,296 324 

2g 1.96 0.49 40 1,681 420 

14 2.25 0.56 45 2,116 529 

34 2.56 0.64 50 2,601 650 

4 3.24 0.81 55 3,136 784 

1 4 1.00 60 3,¢21 930 

2 9 2.25 65 4,356 1,089 

3 16 4.00 70 5,041 1,260 

4 25 6.25 75 5,776 1,444 

5 36 9.00 80 6,561 1,640 

6 49 12.25 85 7,396 1,849 

7 64 16.00 90 8,281 2,070 

8 18 20.25 95 9,126 2,304 

9 100 25.00 100 10,201 2,550 

el 
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lens consists of a positive doublet lens, such as are found in all good cameras, behind 

which is placed a compound negative lens at approximately half the distance of the 

focal length of the positive element. The telephoto lens may be constructed as a 

complete lens system, in which case fixed magnification is obtained, or it may be made 

by adding the negative element to the existing camera lens. In the latter case the 

size of the image is variable, since image size depends upon the separation between 

the two elements, which separation in turn is variable. 

Fixed telephoto lenses are focused in the usual way, and no difficulty is encountered 

in determining the exposure. The procedure is the same as determining the exposure 

for any ordinary lens, since the equivalent focal length and aperture stops are specified 

by the manufacturer. 

For telephoto lenses having variable focus, the determinations of exposure and 

magnification are not so simple as in the case of fixed-focus lenses. If Lp is the focal 

length of the positive lens element, L,, is the focal length of the negative lens element, 

M is the linear magnification obtained, and d is the bellows extension, the equivalent 

focal length of the combination is 

L; = ML, (38) 
and the magnification obtained is 

d 
M=1+ is (39) 

The equivalent aperture stop of the telephoto lens f. in terms of the aperture stop 

marked for the positive lens element fp-is : 

d fo = Mfp = fo(1 + 7-) (40) 

It should be noted that for any given magnification the equivalent aperture of the 

telephoto lens is always M times the aperture stop of the positive element. 

For example, if we have a 15-cm. positive lens with an aperture stop of f/5.6, a 

negative lens of 8 cm., and the bellows extension of 24 cms., the magnification is 

M =1+24 =14+3=4 (41) 

The focal length of the combination of lenses is 

LL; = 4X 15 = 60 cm. (42) 

and the maximum aperture 

fe =4X 5.6 = 22.4 (43) 

When the equivalent aperture stop is determined, the telephoto lens may be used 

the same as any other lens and the exposure is determined with tables and exposure 

meters in the usual manner. 

Absorption and Reflection in Lenses.—The amount of light transmitted through a 

lens depends not only upon the f-number and quantity of light incident upon it but 

also upon the amount absorbed in passing through the individual elements and that 

reflected from its various surfaces. The light transmission decreases as the number of 

elements of a lens increases, so that for a given aperture stop a simple lens may easily 

transmit more light than a more complicated and more highly corrected lens. Thus, 

so far as light transmission at a given aperture is concerned, a meniscus lens may 

transmit more light than a Tessar or Plasmat, and consequently may be a “‘faster”’ 

lens. Since the amount of light transmitted through the lens determines the exposure, 

it is apparent that all lenses do not produce the same exposure under identical light 

conditions and when used at the same aperture. It is, of course, true that the loss of 
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light in a lens is not serious in the majority of cases arising in practical photography 

and that the latitude of film is sufficient to render absorption and reflection effects of a 
lens negligible in most cases. 

On the other hand, the absorption and reflection of light which occurs in lenses is 

important for four practical reasons. Loss of light may be of considerable importance 

in those cases where very short exposures must be given under very unfavorable light 

conditions. Secondly, a lens of simple construction may actually transmit more light 

than a more elaborate lens of greater aperture (smaller f-number). Since the price of a 

lens is roughly proportional to its maximum aperture, it may actually happen that a 

simple, inexpensive lens having an f-number of f/2 is actually faster than 

a more complicated and expensive lens having an aperture stop of f/1.5. 

If speed is the only consideration, the less expensive lens may very easily be 

the better buy. In the third place, the fact that not all lenses have the same 

transmission at the same aperture stop gives support to the recommendation of expo- 

sure-meter manufacturers that the exposures determined from the meter may have to 

be altered in certain individual cases and that correction factors may have to be 

determined for each lens or camera. Finally, reflection of light from the surfaces of 

the individual glass components results in scattered light which decreases the contrast 

of the negative and may produce a dull print where a sparkling contrasty result was 
expected. 

TaBLE VY.—ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION OF CEMENTED AND UNCEMENTED LENSES 

Syntor lens Dagor lens 

Lens surface | 

Percentage of Poxceuinge @: Percentage of OUEST OF 

denies ean; | SSUES a rain aia | Ce eeeeest 
light light 

DELS HERE ete eat Sets cs Pe tS 100.00 94.53 100.00 94.51 

Secon drei seks edd sees 93.91 88.77 93.71 93.68 

ANDRE; wes a eee ea Ob rere Bee eee 88.77 84.75 93.48 93.47 

ABLOUIT Denese foe See ccileotes ay tay agrienc Mates tess 84.55 80.72 92.65 88.81 

BG H wea ree rast ets le 80.72 77.06 88.81 86.12 

SIXDH Meee pees Re eta hoe tare Maen SPaA 76.88 73.39 84.37 84.36 

event bp. Phe tila ek ech ays 73.39 69.38 84.19 84.16 

TBR CANING sear a Otaee SOMES eee eon 68.93 65.16 83.43 78.86 

In general, as may be seen from Table V,! more light is lost by reflection from 

uncemented surfaces than is lost by transmission through a glass component. The 

loss of light at cemented surfaces due to reflection is generally negligible. It should be 

noted that the Dagor consists of four uncemented elements, whereas the Syntor con- 

sists of six cemented pieces of glass. Both lenses were marked as having a maximum 

aperture of f/6.8. But the Syntor transmits about 83 per cent as much light as the 

Dagor, and so far as light efficiency is concerned, the Syntor at f/6.8 is equivalent to 

the Dagor stopped down to f/7.5. 

Exposure for Near-by Objects.—When the lens is extended beyond its infinity posi- 

tion for photographing objects near-by, the f-number engraved on the lens is no longer 

an accurate index of the light-gathering power of the lens, and consequently the indi- 

1 Compiled from data given on p. 81, Neblette, ‘‘ Photography—Principles and Practice,” 1st ed. 
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cated f-numbers lose their meaning in relation to the required exposure. The equiva- 

lent f-number and exposure under such conditions are given by Eqs. (35) and (386), 

respectively, in terms of magnification obtained. They may also be given in terms of 

the lens characteristics. 

Let Ly be the principal focal length of the lens, 7.e., the focal length for an object 

at infinity, and let L be the equivalent focal length when the bellows is extended for 

photographing near-by objects. Also let fo represent the aperture marked on the lens 

and f represent the actual f-number. Then the actual f-number when the bellows is 

extended, as for copying, is 

f= f(z) = fo +1) (44) 

whereas the exposure required is 
2 

B= B(;) = Eo +1) (45) 
0 

where E, is the exposure required under the same conditions but with the lens at its 
infinity position. 

For example, suppose we know that an exposure of 145 sec. is required at aperture 

of f/4.5 when a lens of 15-cm. focal length is set at its infinity position. It is required 

to know the equivalent f-number and exposure when the lens-to-plate distance is 

increased to 30 cm. From the above equations involving focal lengths, we find the 

equivalent f-number to be 

y= 25 XX Pg = ie (46) 

Methods of Determining Exposure.—There are three possible methods of determin- 

ing photographic exposure: (1) estimating or guessing at it on the basis of past experi- 

ence; (2) using exposure tables, calculators, or guides; and (3) using exposure meters. 

Estimating or guessing light values is extremely difficult because of the self-adjust- 

ing features of the human eye by which the iris automatically adapts the eye to light 

levels over a wide range. The use of exposure tables, calculators, or guides is of some 

assistance, but nevertheless experience is required to judge whether the light is intense, 

bright, or cloudy-bright. Furthermore, the eye cannot see ‘‘light” having wave- 

lengths shorter than 400 my, and it is the wavelengths below those that the eye cannot 

see to which the photographic materials are usually most sensitive. Exposure meters 

are generally preferred to the previous methods outlined. There are three general 

types of exposure meters: (1) actinometers, based on the use of sensitive paper which 

darkens upon exposure to light, (2) visual exposure meters which measure reflected 

light through the medium of the human eye, and (3) photoelectric meters, capable of 

measuring either direct or reflected light by means of a photoelectric cell and a sensitive 

electric-current meter. The construction, use, advantages, and disadvantages of 

these various types of meters will be considered in greater detail in a later section of 

this chapter. 

Relative Success Obtained with Various Exposure Aids.—The success which may 

be expected from the use of these various exposure devices depends upon their intelli- 

gent use and an understanding of their operation and limitations. It is reported! that 

Milbauer has found that the percentage of correct exposure given by these devices is 

as shown in Table VI. While these exact figures may not be supported by other 

observers, especially since the manner in which the results were obtained is not 

specified, it is safe to assume that the figures given by Milbauer are reasonable and at 

least approximately correct. Presumably these figures apply to amateur photog- 

1 Fot. Rundschau, 74 (No. 20), 348 (1937). 
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raphers, for professional photographers should certainly be able to determine exposure 

correctly, even without any aids, more than 45 per cent of the time. 

Economic Jusitfication for Exposure Meters.—If we adopt Milbauer’s figures as 

given in Table VI, it is possible to arrive at some conclusions regarding the economic 

justification of photographic exposure aids. 

TasLE VI.—CorrEct ExposurRE OBTAINED WITH VARIOUS EXPOSURE AIDS 
Percentage of 

Exposure Device Correct Exposures 

EEX OSUTE BLA DIESE eta crattterestyce ee reeede ac ta ceeapeote ral oro reuleNi ari ast © apo COM EAS EO ETSI PERT ee Pe 45.0 

Slide-rule devices, circular calculators, etc...............0c cece cece cece eeeeees 47.2 

Visual-type exposure meters, carefully used............. 0.0.0.0 cece eee eee e eee 87.8 

BhotoelectrcyexpOSure WMEbErS seis teeks cisiale Sisto er ciay eva aceeucGole fae) 6 ete Sinise es tun euber outs 97.3 

By discarding exposure tables for exposure calculators of the slide-rule or disk 

type, it is possible to increase the number of properly exposed negatives from 45 to 

47.2 per cent, a gain of 2.7 percent. If a visual type of instrument is employed, the 

gain in correct exposures jumps from 45 to 87.8 per cent, representing an increase of 

32.8 per cent. Good visual-type exposure meters are available in the United States 

for less than $3, and if their use assures that an additional 33 per cent of the negatives 

which are taken will be properly exposed, the meter will have paid for itself by the 

time $10 worth of film has been exposed. 

On the basis just outlined, the use of a photoelectric exposure meter cannot be 

economically justified so easily because of the greater expense of these meters and the 

fact that the maximum possible improvement remaining is only 12.2 per cent. But 

the use of a photoelectric exposure meter will enable 52.3 per cent more films to be 

correctly exposed than exposure tables, and 10.5 per cent more than are correctly 

exposed with visual exposure meters. If $20 is assumed to be the price for a photo- 

electric exposure meter and that it will give an additional 52.3 per cent of correctly 

exposed film than exposure tables, it will take a film expenditure of $40 to pay for the 

meter. The 12.2 per cent improvement of the photoelectric type over the visual type 

of meter is attained with an expenditure for the meter of an additional $17. The sum 

will be amortized by a 12.2 per cent increase in properly exposed negatives after $139 

worth of films have been exposed. 
But an exposure meter merits consideration aside from the purely monetary aspect. 

The picture is the final result that is desired, and one picture may well be worth the 

cost of the meter in aesthetic value to the maker or commercially on the photographic 

market. 

Exposure Devices. Use of Exposure Tables —Undoubtedly the best method avail- 

able for determining the proper exposure of photographic materials under most condi- 

tions (and for most branches of photography) is the proper use of the photoelectric type 

of exposure meter. Although the prices of these units have been reduced considerably 

in the past few years, they are still relatively expensive and are beyond the means of 

some photographers. In such cases recourse may be made to visual exposure meters 

or to exposure tables or calculators. 

Reasonably extensive exposure tables are included in this chapter as an aid to 

the determination of the correct exposure. Such tables must be used with judicious 

discretion, and their use does not assure that proper exposure will always be attained. 

They can give only approximate exposure values which, on the basis of experience, 

have proved satisfactory for the conditions to which they apply. Unusual conditions 

encountered in practical photography may frequently require that the photographer 

deviate somewhat from the exposures indicates in the tables. 
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For convenience in use, the tables are divided into the following sections: 

1. Black-and-white still photography. This section includes much basic data 

which is also applicable to other types of photography. 

2. Color still photography. 

3. Black-and-white motion-picture photography. 

4. Color motion-picture photography. 

Within each group will be found representative, or basic, exposure data which may 

be used as a guide for various lighting conditions including lighting by photoflood, 

Mazda, and photoflash lamps, as well as by daylight. 

Conditions for Which Tables Are Determined.—The basic exposures given in the 

following tables are recommended as being approximately correct for the conditions 

stipulated in the title; additional conditions for which the tables apply will be found 

in the notes at the bottom of each table. In general, the tables are determined for 

those film speeds, apertures, shutter speeds, and lighting conditions which are believed 

to be most typical and consequently most frequently used. However, the exposure 

tables may be extended to apply to other conditions not listed but which the photog- 

rapher may elect to use for some particular reason or another. The tables of basic 

exposure may be extended to apply to conditions other than the typical conditions by 

making the necessary alterations for various film-speed ratings, apertures, shutter 

speeds, and filters derived from Eq. (18). 

In establishing the data for these exposure tables, it was desirable that some 

method be adopted to express the speed or sensitivity of the various types of emulsions 

which might be used in practice. Because of the soundness upon which the method is 

based, the excellent results which practical photographers have achieved using it, its 

rather extensive adoption in the photographic field, and the comparative ease with 

which the photographer can obtain speed ratings of a wide range of emulsions, the 

Weston film-speed rating has been chosen as the standard in the determination of the 

exposure tables.t The table of film-speed ratings given in Appendix B will assist 

the photographer in determining the speed of the film used. 

Tables for Black-and-white Still Photography.—Listed among the tables giving 

basic exposure data for monochrome still photography are a number of tables which 

apply equally well to color or to motion-picture photography. They are included here 

since it is intended that this section give as much fundamental data on exposure as 

possible. The tables in other following sections of this chapter apply to those special- 

ized cases where the specific type of photography demands a somewhat different treat- 

ment of exposure than can be given here. 

Table VII gives the relation between the aperture (in both the f and the uniform 

systems—U. S.) and the relative exposure. The table may be used to convert an 

exposure with any given aperture to the exposure time required for an entirely differ- 

ent aperture, by forming a simple ratio. For example, suppose the tables of exposure 

indicate that the proper basic exposure is tf) = 149 sec. at an aperture fy = 8, but that 

we desire to find the exposure for an aperture f = 5.6. The relative exposure for 

f = 8 is 64, whereas for f = 5.6 it is 32. Since the aperture is increased in size, a 

smaller exposure time will be required and will in fact be 2264 times 49 or Mo sec. 

The absolute values of numbers in the third column have no significance, and were 

chosen so that all figures would be greater than unity. The numbers have significance 

1 The photographer may make conversions to other methods of film speed, if he chooses, by means 

of the table of relative speed values given in Appendix B. However, it is recommended that the factors 

enumerated in Speed or Sensitivity, p. 190, be given careful and thoughtful consideration before the 

tables are converted to other film-speed ratings, as the systems by which film speed is determined vary 

widely. In any case the use of the Weston speed ratings is to be preferred to other speed ratings when 

using the exposure tables in this chapter. 
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only as indicating the relative exposures between the various apertures, as indicated 
in the example above. 

Table VIII gives basic exposure data for the photography of outdoor subjects in 

daylight. For purposes of simplicity, this table has been reduced to the minimum 

amount of essential data which requires consideration and consequently should be 

used as a guide rather than as providing exact data. It is suitable, without correction, 
for clear days when the sun is shining unobscured and for films having speeds of Weston 

24 to 48, and it applies for the larger part of the day. The table is supplemented with 

footnotes outlining the conditions for which the table applies and giving data on 

extending the range of the table. 

TaBLE VII.—RELATION BETWEEN APERTURES AND RELATIVE EXPOSURE 

Aperture 3 Aperture 

Relative Relative 

exposure exposure 

Number U.S. Number Wis Sb 

f/1.0 0.068 1.00 t/9 5 81 

isles, 0.088 1.44 F/11.3 8 128 

f/1.4 0.125 2.00 /12.5 9.8 156 

f/1.5 0.141 2). OA t/16 16 256 

S/1.7 0.18 2.88 f/18 20 324 

£/2.0 0.25 4.00 {/22.6 32 512 

t/2.2 0.30 4.84 f/25 40 625 

F/2.4 0.36 5.76 $/32 64 1,024 

t/2.8 0.50 8.00 t/36 80 1,296 

Uae) 0.64 10.24 /45.2 128 2,048 

F/3.5 0.77 12.25 £/50 156 2,500 

£/4.0 1.0 16.0 t/64 256 4,096 

t/4.5 1.26 20.25 t/72 324 5,184 

t/5.6 2.0 32.0 £/90.5 512 8,192 

f/6.3 2) 15) 39.7 £/100 625 10,000 

t/8 4.0 64.0 

The exposure for outdoor subjects depends upon the quantity and quality of light 

which is available, and these in turn depend upon the time of day and the latitude as 

well as the state of the sky. Table IX shows the variation in light during the day for 

clear sky with sun shining unobstructed. The table is calculated for both the northern 

and southern hemispheres for latitudes as great as 65°. It may be used without 

correction for fully panchromatic materials to within an hour of sunrise and sunset. 

For orthochromatic materials, the exposures may be doubled or tripled within 214 hr. 

of sunrise and sunset. The table does not show the exact exposure required for certain 

film speeds and apertures but merely indicates the manner in which the light varies 

throughout the day. If the correct exposure is known for a specified hour at a certain 

latitude and a given time of the year, the table may be used to indicate the correct 

exposure at other periods of the day and time of year, and even for other latitudes, 

within reason. For example, suppose the correct exposure for a clear day in New 

York City (latitude 42° N.) at 10 a.m., June (Eastern standard time or 11 a.m. day- 

light-saving time), is found to be 149 sec. Table IX shows that the relative light for 

this condition is 1.5. For the same film speed and aperture the exposure time may now 

be found for some other time of day. At 5 p.M., for example, the relative exposure due 

to decreased light is found to be 8. Thus the shutter speed should be increased by the 
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factor 3/1.5 = 2, so that for taking a picture in New York at 5 P.M. in June, the correct 

exposure time would be 4% sec. if 409 sec. were correct for the exposure at 10 a.m. 

Table X gives basic exposure data for indoor photography using daylight only. 

Like Table VIII it has been reduced to the simplest possible form, and consequently 

should be regarded as being suggestive rather than providing exact data. It may be 

used for films having speeds of Weston 10 to 20 without correction. The tables are 

calculated for that part of the day in which the intensities of daylight are greatest. If 

desired, Table X may be corrected with the data provided by Table IX. 

TasLE VIII.—ExposuREs FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE STILL PHOTOGRAPHY IN DAYLIGHT . 

(Weston Rating—24 to 48) 

Sky conditions 

Direct sun | Slightly | Dull day, 

Subject ee a on bright cloudy, sky over- ie wll 

3 o/ day bright day cast ay 

Shutter speed, sec. 

A. Clouds; open snow and glacier | f/32 10 Ys 4 y% 14 

scenes; open sea; snow ‘‘against| f/16 ies léo go Ys 14 

the light” f/8 4600 +450 425 60 +60 
f/4 42000 M000 4600 +250 25 
f/2 +8000 44000 +2000 4000 +600 

B. Sport scenes in snow or glacier; | f/32 Yo Ba 1 1 2 

open landscape or beach; sport | f/16 lo 1é5 Vie a4 1% 

scenes in open; landscapes with | f/8 1600 Yoo V0 65 Ve 

light foreground f/4 +800 1400 400 +400 40 
f/2 44200 4 600 +800 +400 +400 

C. Wide streets and squares; light | f/32 16 1 2 4 8 

buildings; woods and land-| f/16 14 4% 16 1 2 

scapes with dark foregrounds; | f/8 yo Ys 1 Yy VW 

figures and groups in open, or | f/4 Vos léo 140 Mis 144 

at edge of woods f/2 4600 +250 425 460 460 

D. Buildings and rocks dark or} f/32 2 4 8 16 32 

against the light; persons and | f/16 13 1 2 4 8 

groups in shade of trees; per-| f/8 14 4% 1g 1 2 

sons and objects at windows in | f/4 0 45 6 4 4 

scene; narrow streets; light | f/2 Woes léo 140 Ys 14 

woodlands 

This table shows recommended exposures for four different types of subjects and five different sky 

conditions which are typical of conditions likely to be encountered. 

1. Light Values.—The light values are calculated for those conditions for which the light value in 

Table IX is unity (1). For other light values, multiply the shutter speed by the factor given in Table 

IX. The corrections for sky conditions are in addition to those given in Table IX for various latitudes 

and times of day. 

2. Film Speed.—Tables are based on daylight film-speed rating of Weston 24 to 48. For other 

Weston film ratings, the shutter speed is inversely proportional to the Weston speed. 

3. Time of Day.—Table applies to within 1 hr. of sunrise and sunset for panchromatic materials or 

within 214 hr. of sunrise and sunset for orthochromatic materials for all latitudes up to about 55°. 

For greater latitudes the tables cannot be used so close to sunrise or sunset without additional exposure. 

4. Aperture.-—Recommended exposures for five standard apertures are given. For converting to 

other apertures, see Eq. 23. 
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TABLE [X.—SHOWING VARIATION OF ExposuRE DuE TO CHANGES OF LIGHT DURING 

THE Day 

Local standard time 
Tatiz Month Month 

tude ah 12 m. |11 a.m./10 a.M.] 9 a.m. | 8 a.m.|74.m.| 6a.m. | 5 4.M.| 4 A.M. (Gouin: 
CHES IE) 12 M. |} 1P.M.|2?.M.|3 P.M.|4P.M.|5 P.M. | 6 P.M. | 7 P.M. | 8 P.M. ASHUST NSS) 

0-20° | June 1 1 1 144 2 3 Dec. 

May, July 1 1 1 11g 2 3 Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 1 1 1 14% 2 3 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept. 1 1 1 1% 2 3 Mar., Sept. 

Feb., Oct. 1 1 1 14 2 S Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. 1 1 1144 2 3 4 May, July 

Dee. 1143 114 113 2 3 4 June 

20-35° | June 1 1 1 11g 2 3 4 Dec. 

May, July 1 1 114 1144 2 3 6 Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 1 116 1143 ® 3 4 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept.| 114 114 114 2 3 6 Mar., Sept. 
Feb., Oct. 14 114 2 3 4 8 Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. | 2 2 2 3 4 8 May, July 

Dec. 2 2 3 4 6 June 

35—45° | June 1 1 113 11g 2 3 4 Dec. 

May, July i 113 113 113 2 3 4 Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 146 113 113 2 3 4 6 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept. 14 113 2 2 3 6 Mar., Sept. 

Feb., Oct. Dy 2 3 3 4 6 Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. 2 2 3 4 4 6 May, July 

Dec. 3 3 4 6 6 June 

45—55° | June 1 1 1 1146 2 3 4 6 Dec. 

May, July 113 113 143 2 3 4 6 8 Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 114g 1143 2 2 3 4 6 8 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept. 2 2 2 3 4 6 8 Mar., Sept. 

Feb., Oct. 2 ® 3 4 6 8 Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. 3 3 4 6 8 May, July 

Dec. 4 4 6 8 June 

55—-60° | June iL 1 1 14 2 3 4 6 8 Dec. 

May, July 143 114 114g 2 3 4 6 8 Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 113 114g 2, 2 3 4 6 8 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept. 2 @ 2 3 4 6 8 Mar., Sept. 

Feb., Oct. 3 3 3 4 6 8 Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. 4 4 4 6 8 May, July 

Dee. 4 4 6 8 June 

60-65° | June 1 1% 2 3 4 6 8 Dec. 

May, July 1 1g V3 2 3 4 6 8 ul Jan., Nov. 

Apr., Aug. 2 3 4 6 8 11 Feb., Oct. 

Mar., Sept. 3 4 6 8 11 Mar., Sept. 

Feb., Oct. 4 8 11 Apr., Aug. 

Jan., Nov. 6 1 May, July 

Dec. 8 June 

This table gives the variation in exposure time which is required for various portions of the day and 

year, and for various latitudes from 65°N. to 65°S. The table may be used in conjunction with Table IT 

for determining recommended exposures for outdoor subjects, or subjects lighted from daylight rather 

than artificial light. 

The table is calculated for local standard time. If daylight-saving time is in effect, correct the 

actual time to standard time by subtracting 1 hr. before using the tables. Daylight-saving time is one 

hour earlier than standard time. , 

The table is calculated on the basis of clear sky, unobstructed by clouds. 
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TaBLE X.—Basic EXposURES FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE STILL PHOTOGRAPHY, 
InpDoors: DAYLIGHT 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Sky conditions 

Intensely } Direct sun} Slightly | Dull day, 
Aper- é : 
acs bright on bright cloudy sky over- i aul 

day day day cast ay, 

Exposure time 

A. White walls, and more than] {/32 20s 40s lig m 3m 5m 

one window f/16 5s 10s 20s 40s 14m 

t/8 ls 2s 4s 8s 15s 

f/4 ls ls 1s 2s 4s 

B. White walls, only one window | f/32 30s 1m 2m 4m 15m 

t/16 78 15s 30s 1m 4m 

t/8 2s 4s 85 15s 30s 

t/4 gs 1s 2s 4s 8s 

C. Medium-colored walls and} f/32 40s 14m 246 m 5m 10 m 

furnishings, more than one] f/16 10s 20s 40s 14m 3m 

window t/8 213s 5s 10s 20s 40s 

f/4 1s 2s 4s 8s 15s 

D. Medium-colored walls and| f/32 1m 2m 4m 8m 15m 

furnishings, one window f/16 15s 30s lm 2m 4m 

t/8 4s 8s 15s 308 lm 

t/4 1s 2s 4s 8s 15s 

E. Dark-colored walls and fur-| f/32 144m 3m 6m 12m 25 m 

nishings, more than one win-| f/16 20s 40s 145 m 3m 5m 

dow t/8 5s 10s 20s 40s 14m 

t/4 1s 2s 4s 8s 15s 

F. Dark-colored walls and fur-| f/32 3m 6 m 12m 25 m 50 m 

nishings, only one window t/16 40s 114g m 3m 6m 12m 

t/8 10s 20s 40s 11g m 3m 

t/4 216s 5s 10s 20s 40s 

Table X gives the recommended exposure for indoor subjects lighted by daylight. Because indoor 

photography is subject to widely differing light conditions, some judgment will have to be exercised in 

using this table. 4 

1. Light Values.—The table is based on light values of unity (1) as given in Table IX. If other 

conditions apply, the exposure time given in Table X should be multiplied by the factors in Table IX 

which are appropriate. Table X applies to conditions where the room being photographed has free 

access to full daylight. If tall buildings in the immediate surroundings block off much of the daylight, 

the exposure times given may have to be increased considerably. 

2. Film Speed.—Table X is based on film speeds having a daylight rating of Weston 10 to 20. For 

other film speeds, exposure time is inversely proportional to the Weston rating. 

3. Time of Day.—The time of day for which Table X applies is to within 1 hr. of sunrise and sunset 

for panchromatic material or to within 24 hr. of sunrise and sunset for orthochromatic materials if the 

room has free access to full daylight. If tall buildings cut off available daylight, the exposures may have 

to be increased considerably during the early morning or late afternoon. 

4. Aperture.—Exposures for four standard apertures are given. For converting to other apertures 

see Eq. (23). 
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Table XI gives the exposure data for photoflood lamps, having various types of 

reflectors, for various distances between lamp and the subject. The table is devised 

for only one photoflood lamp; if two, three, or four lamps are used in the same reflector, 

the exposure times may be reduced to one-half, one-third, or one-fourth of the time 

specified for the single lamp. 

TaBLE XI.—TABLE OF Basic EXPOSURE FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE STILL PHOTOGRAPHY 

Usine PHotTorLtoop Lame 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

No. 1 lamp No. 2 lamp No. 4 lamp 

. Aperture Aperture Aperture 
Distance, 

Reflector lamps to 

subject, ft. | 
f/4 | f/8 | f/16 | f/32 | f/4 | f/8| f/16 | f/32 | f/4 | £/8 | f/16 oe 

Shutter speed, sec. 

None 2 40] M5 % 1) 425] 340 4 34) Mool}125 a 4% 
3 4g0| 38 oa 2) Mol Ms M4 1| %50| %o| Ms 14 
4 440| 6 1 41 l40| a) 2) Mas| 340 4% 48 
6 | 2 8) Ks| 4 1 41 ol 42 2 
8 His| 34 3 12} Mol %| 13 6} 340) % 34|. 3 

10 A 1 4 15 4% VW 2 8} Ms V4 1 4 

15 4 2 8 30 4 1 4 15 48 3 2 8 

20 34 3 12 45 2) 116 6 25 lg 34 3 12 

White paper (Ex- 2 +250| Mo] Ms 44| ¥500/425| 340 48|4000/2250| 6o0| Ms 
posure values 3 Mes] 10 48 42| 1450! %o| Ms 44| M00\4125| 30 3 
depend to large 4 +80] 120 5 1) \4150| Mol Mo 42| 4300] 380] 20 YS 
extent on angle 6 440| a) 2) Mol Ms M4 1} }425] 30 4% a) 

_ over which light 8 420| 4% 34 3| Mol Mo %| 132] 34ol| 120 % +6 
is directed) 10 Wo yy 1 4) 145 8 2) Yéol “Ws yy 1 

15 43| ke 2 8 hall ZA 1 4 g0| 44 ”% 2 
20 46| 34 3 12} Mol %| 12 6) 320] 34 3 

Polished metal 2 600|4150| 340] Mol*200\/4300| 280) 120)32400\600| 450| 140 

(Exposure val- 3 4400! #80] 20 M5| Meo0l150| 340! Mol4200/3400| ol] 20 
ues depend to 4 4{50| 340| Mo 26| 300| bo] 20 45| Mo0|/Ms50| 140] Mo 
large extent on 6 +80! lo 43 46| “50! oo] Mo 25| 1200| #80] 320 3 

angle over which 8 la5| Mo % 42| so! 420 4 $5| 1450! 440] Mo % 
light is di- 10 o| #8 oa 2) Mol Ms “4 1) 25) 30 48 4 
rected) 15 Ho| %| 1% 6) 20) % 46 3} 150! Me Ye} 1} 

20 5| 2 8 Ms) % 1 4) 330] 2s a) 2 

Table XI gives the recommended exposures for subjects lighted by photoflood lamps of various 

sizes and for different distances between the lamp and the subject. 

1. Film Speed.—Table XI is based on the use of film having a tungsten speed rating of Weston 

10 to 20. For other film speeds the exposure time required is inversely proportional to the Weston 

rating. 

2. Aperture.—Exposures for four standard apertures are given. For converting data of Table XI 

for other apertures, see Kq. (23). 

3. Number of Lamps.—Only one lamp of the type specified is assumed. If n similar lamps are 

used at the same distance from the subject, divide the exposure times by n. It should be noted that 

two No. 1 lamps are equivalent to one No. 2 lamps, and two No. 2 lamps are equivalent to one No. 4 

photoflood lamp. 
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4. Distance between Lamp and Subject.—If lamps are used at varying distances from the subject, 

the exposure time for each lamp, separately, should be determined. The resultant exposure may then 

be calculated by determining the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of the separate exposures. 

For example, if one No. 1 lamp is 4 ft. from the subject, and one No. 2 lamp is 6 ft. from the subject, 

the exposures at f/16 are 1 and }4 sec., respectively. The resultant exposure time is then 

Ae BOE OKA eg al 

Maw 765 or 2 AG YY 

It should be noted that the resultant exposure time will always be less than the shortest exposure for 

any given single lamp. 

5. Reflectors.—No very specific data can be given for those cases in which reflectors are used, 

because the shape and surface of the reflector have large effects on the light beam which cannot be 

determined unless the reflecting system is fairly completely specified. In such cases it is best to deter- 

mine the proper exposure by means of an exposure meter. However, as a rough and approximate 

guide, the exposures given in Table XI may be considered as being approximately correct for the types of 

reflectors ordinarily used. This statement is based on experience and empirical relations rather than 

scientific facts and applies to the majority of reflectors for photographic use. It does not apply to 

spotlight reflectors where the rays are collimated into a very narrow beam, in which case a shorter 

exposure may be appropriate. 

TaBLE XII.—ExposurRE FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE STILL PHoToGrRapPHy, 100-WatT 

Mazpa Lamps 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Aperture 

Distance, ; 

lamps to 
Reflectors saect, I/1.4| f/2.0| f/2.8) f/4.0 | f/5.6| f/8 f/11 | f/16 | f/22 | f/32 | f/45 

tte —— 

Shutter speed 

None 2 g 4 13 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 

3 25 oa 1| 214 416 9 18 35 144 m| 214 m| 44% m 

4 16 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 8m 

6 1 2 4 9 18 36 144 m| 214g m 5m| 10m| 20m 

8 2 4 8| 15 30 1m 2m 4m 8m} 15m} 30m 

10 3 6 12)" 25 45 13g m 3m 6m| 12m! 25m!) 45m 

15 8 16 30 lm 2m 4m 8m] 15m) 30m 1h 2h 

20 19) 22 45| 114 m 3m 6m| 12m} 25m) 45m] 14h 3h 

White paper 2 Ws 1 4\ 4 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 

(exposure 3 1g 4 16} 14% 214 416 9 18 36 114 m| 216 m 

values de- 4 yy 3 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 

pend to 6 16 1 2) 416 9 18 36 114 m| 2144 m 5m} 10m 

large ex- 8 Ht 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 8m| 15m 

tent on an- 10 1146 3 Gy We 25 45 114g m 3m 6m| 12m) 25m 

gle over 15 4 8 15| 30 lm 2m 4m 8m| 15 m| 30m 1h 

which light 20 6 12 22| 45 136 m 3m 6m! 12m| 25m| 45m| 14h 

is directed) 

Polished 2 40, Ms 1g) 4 16 1 2 4 8 15 30 

metal (ex- 3 Ws 4g 144| 16 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 

posure val- 4 Vg 14 16 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 

ues depend 6 Vy 4 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 

to large ex- 8 16 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 2m 4m 8m 

tent on an- 10 34) 116 3 6 12 25 45 1344 m 3m 6m} 12m 

gle over 15 2 4 8} 15 30 Im 2m 4m 8m} 15m! 30m 

which light 20 3 6 1) 4) 45 14g m| 3m 6m] 12m) 25m 45m 

is directed) 
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Table XII gives recommended exposures for artificially lighted subjects for various apertures, types 

of reflectors, and distances between lamp and subject. 

1. Film Speed.—Table XII is based on an assumed film speed for tungsten of Weston 10 to 20. For 

other film speeds the required exposure time is inversely proportional to the Weston rating of this film. 

2. Aperture.—The exposures for various apertures are given, but conversion may be made for otlier 

apertures, if this is desirable, by Eq. (23). 

3. Number of Lamps.—Table XII is based on the assumption that one 100-watt lamp is used, having 

a clear or white-frosted, rather than daylight, bulb. If daylight bulbs are used, the exposures will have 

to be increased for the same lamp rating, because of the filtering action of the bulb. For lamps of other 

power ratings than 100 watts, the exposures given should be multiplied by 100/W, where W is the power 

consumption of the lamp used, in watts. c 

If several lamps at varying distances from the subject are used, the resultant exposure may be 

found from the individual exposures required for each lamp. If the exposure time required for one lamp 

is t1, and that required by another lamp, f2, the net or resultant exposure is given by 

Ae ti te 

ti + te 

4. Subject.—Table XII is based on average- or medium-colored subjects. If dark subjects are 

photographed, the exposure should be increased. The exposure may be decreased if light-colored 

objects are being photographed. 

5. Reflectors—No very specific data can be given for those cases in which reflectors are used, 

because the shape and surface of the reflector have large effects on the light beam which cannot be deter- 

mined unless the reflecting system is specified. The values given may be regarded as correct for average 

conditions, however. 

Taste XIII].—ExposurEs FoR STILL BLACK-AND-WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH 

PuHoTOFLASH LAMPS 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Photoflash No. 10 lamp No. 20 lamp No. 75 lamp 

Type @ None Paper* | Metal* None Paper* | Metal* None Paper* | Metal* 
reflector 

Distance, 

lamp to Aperture Aperture Aperture 

subject, ft. 

3 f/25 f/36 f/50 f/35 O00 oo0c £/50 

4 t/19 f/27 £/38 f/27 f/38 /54 1/38 f/54 

5 f/15 f/21 £/30 f/21 £/30 f/42 £/30 f/42 

6 f/12.5 | f/18 f/25 F/1T.5 | f/25 $/35 £/25 f/35 £/50 

8 t/9 f/12.6 | f/18 f/14 f£/20 f/28 f/19 f/27 £/38 

10 F/7.5 f/10.5 | f/15 f/11 f/16 f/22 f/16 f/22 f.32 

15 f/5 f/7 £/10 f/7 £/10 f/14 £/10 f/14 f/20 
20 

30 

50 

/4 4/5.6 | f/8 f/5.6 | $/8 f/11 +/8 F/\1_— |. f/16 
YH || BO WV e7B0. VRB 7750 W 7/0 | f/7.0 | f/10 
GHiLH | Wel |) HO NH | BO Wee | GO | Wee | 3/S.0 

* See note 3. 

Table XIII gives suggested exposures for black-and-white photography with photoflash lamps with 

various types of reflectors for various distances between lamp and subject. 

1. Film Speed.—The table is based on a tungsten film speed of Weston 10 to 20. For other film 

speeds, the required f-number is directly proportional to the Weston rating. 

2. Number of Lamps.—Table XIII is calculated for one photoflash lamp in each reflector. If n 

similar lamps are used in the same reflector, the f-number given should be multiplied by n. For example, 

if four No. 10 lamps 10 ft. from the subject are used in a polished-metal reflector, the aperture would be 

4X 7.5 = f/30. 

3. Reflectors—Where reflectors are used, the data are to be regarded as approximate because the 

manner in which the reflector directs the light modifies the exposure considerably. 
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Table XII shows basic exposure data for ordinary incandescent lamps operated at 

normal voltages which result in a lamp life of approximately 1000 hr. The use of 

clear or frosted lamps, rather than blue “daylight” lamps, is assumed. The table is 

calculated for a lamp having a power-consumption rating of 100 watts, but the correct 

exposure for lamps of other power rating W may be determined by multiplying by 

100/W. The table applies to portraits and light-colored interiors. For darker 

subject matter the exposures should be increased; exposure should be decreased for 

lighter than average subjects. 

Table XIII gives the proper aperture when photoflash lamps are used at a specified 

distance from the subject. The table is based on the assumption that the shutter will 

be opened throughout the duration of the flash; if synchronized flashes are used, one 

stop larger than is indicated should be used. 
Exposure data for flashlight powders is given in Table XIV, although photoflash 

lamps have almost entirely superseded the use of flashlight powders. The table gives 

the basic amount of flashlight or magnesium powder suitable for use with a film having 

a speed or sensitivity rating of Weston 24 to 48. 

TasBLe XIV.—ExXposuRE WITH FLASHLIGHT POWDERS 

(Weston Ratings—24 to 48) 

Aperture at which photograph is made 

Distance between | | 

subject and t/4 t/5.6 t/8 | F/11 f/16 

flashlight, ft. | 

Basic amount of flashlight powder required, gr. 

1 0.37 0.75 1.5 3 6 

2 0.87 1.75 3.5 7 14 

5 2.87 5.75 11.5 23 46 

a 4.62 9.25 18.5 37 74 

10 7.5 15 30 60 120 

15 13.75 27.5 55 110 220 

20 20 40 80 160 320 

30 37.5 75 150 300 600 

50 75 150 300 600 1200 

70 420 240 480 960 1920 

100 200 400 800 1600 3200 

The tables are based on film sensitivity of Weston 24 to 48. For other speeds, 

multiply apertures by 6 for Weston speeds between 0.6 and 1.2 

3 * oe: se y A ee 1 oi 3.5 

es = OD Se te ss “s re 4 se 8 

ve + Bae Wey Ca oe o 5 10 ew) 

oe rs ea e i * a 24 o 48 

ss ss oe (UYR (GBS a we ss 64 umplez8s 

The method of calculating exposure through the use of closing the diaphragm until 

the detail which it is desired to record just disappears may be explained as follows: 

Cover the camera and head with focusing cloth, and focus the subject at the full lens 

aperture. After the eyes have been accustomed to the luminous intensity of the 

ground-glass screen, stop down the lens aperture slowly until the detail in the deepest 

shadow it is desired to record has just disappeared. Detail in the deepest shadow 

would be faintly, but distinctly, observable when the eyes are directly opposite that 

portion of the ground glass on which the shadows occur. Note this aperture stop 
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fo. The exposure for any film having a Weston speed of 24 to 48 will be found in 

Table XV for the aperture f at which the photograph is made. This table is suitable 

for use with black-and-white or color photography so long as proper correction is made 

for film speed and the light employed is suitable for color photography. 

TasBLE XV.—USE oF DIAPHRAGM APERTURE IN DETERMINING EXPOSURE 

(Weston Rating—24 to 48) 

Aperture at which desired detail can just be seen, fo 

Aperture used 

in making the f/2.8 t/4.0 t/5.6 t/8 f/11 f/16 | f/22 | f/32 | f/45 f/64 

exposure 

Required exposure for film having Weston speed of 24 to 48 

f/2 14m 40s 20s 10s 5s 2los 1ls| les] Ws] Ks 

t/2.8 246 m 144 m 40s 20s 10s 5s | 2165s ls los Ws 

t/4 5m 216 m iy%m 40s 20s 10s 5s | 216s 1s los 

£/5.6 10 m 5m 242 m 14m 40s 20s 10s 5s | 2l¢s 1s 

t/8 20 m 10 m 5 m 214 m wm 40s 20s 10s 5s | 2los 

f/11 40 m 20 m 10 m 5m 244m |1%m| 40s 20s 10s 5s 

f/16 1h20m 40 m 20 m 10 m 5m | 214 m| 144 m| 40s 20s 10s 

f/22 1h20m 40 m 20 m 10 m 5 m| 2146 m| 144m! 40s] 20s 

$/32 1h20m 40 m 20m 10 m 5 m| 214 m| 144 m| 40s 

£/45 1h20m| 40m 20 m| 10m 5 m| 22g m| 14% m 

t/64 1h20m| 40m) 20m| 10m 5 m| 2144 m 

The tables are calculated for films having a speed of Weston 24 to 48. For films having other speeds 

multiply exposure time by 40 for speeds between 0.6 and 1.2 

i os eer 1 AG: a cs fe 1,6 © 3 

ro ne Sai 6 7 Se ie 4 ro 8 

eS ae athe BO i HY oy 10 oo 0) 

ce re aig 1 el is Se oA: ane: -) 

y as st oN OCA oa oe 64 am 4.) 

Exposures for outdoor photography at night are given in Table XVI. The table 

is based on a film having a speed of Weston 8 and applies for various types of sub- 

jects. Values of exposure are given for apertures of from f/2*to f/32, but data for 

other apertures may be determined by interpolation, or by means of Eq. (23). 

Table XVII gives the maximum exposures for moving objeets which will ‘‘stop 

motion” in the photograph when a lens of 5- or 2-in. focal length is used. Corrections 

for other focal lengths may be made in the manner indicated at the bottom of the table. 

The shutter speeds given are based on the relative apparent speed of the object across 

the camera field and do not bear any relation to the shutter speed which may be 

required for proper exposure. The shutter speed required for exposure may be deter- 

mined from other tables or by exposure meters, but Table XVII gives the limiting 

shutter speeds if sharp outlines are desired for moving objects. 

This table should be used in conjunction with exposure tables when photographing 

moving objects. It is, perhaps, best to determine the shutter speed from Table X VIT 

for the type of moving subject being photographed, after which the aperture and film 

speed for this shutter speed may be determined. For example, if we are photograph- 

ing a small boat moving 10 m.p.h. (approximately 9 knots) obliquely across the field 

when it is 25 ft. from the camera, the shutter speed required for a 5-in. lens will be 

too sec. By reference to Table VIII, we find that the subject matter falls into 
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group A. If the sky is slightly cloudy an exposure of 10 sec. at f/16 is required. 

But, since the permissible shutter speed is 4009 sec., we shall have to increase the 

aperture to obtain correct exposure at 499 sec. If we are using a film having a speed 

TaBLeE XVI.—ExXposuRE FOR OuTpDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY sat NIGHT 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Aperture 

Subject f/2 | f/2.8 | f/4.0 | f75.6 | f/8 | f/11 | f716 | F722 | f/32 

Exposure time 

Shop fronts, brightly lighted...... 4s 8s 15s 30s 1m 2m 4m 8m] 15m 

Illuminated grounds, or buildings 

with interior illumination....... 8s 15s 30s 1m 2m 4m 8m] 158m] 30m 

Open street scenes, without near 

Ghard's @ayARiSscscoocccccaccocos 15s 30s 1m 2m 4m 8m]|15m]| 30m 1h 

Open street scenes, without dark 

near objects, snow-covered 

ground or wet pavements....... 10s 20s 40s |114 m |2!g m 5m} 10m! 20m] 40m 

Street scenes with near dark objects} 30s 1m 2m 4m 8m/ 15m/| 30m Tih 2h 

Street scenes with near dark ob- 

jects, snow-covered ground or 

WE OENWOINEM Es scoonsacacacepoe 20s 40s |1144 m |2}6 m 5m|10m/} 20m| 40m/i¥%h 

Buildings with floodlight illumina- 

tiontonly-akea iia tee ees 30s 1m 2m 4m 8m| 15m] 30m 1h 2h 

Floodlighted open street scenes 

without near dark objects...... lm 2m 4m 8m/| 15m] 30m 1h 2h 4h 

Floodlighted street scenes, with 

near dark objects............ 2m 4m 8m/15m| 30m lh 2h 8h 

Table XVI gives suggested exposures for various subjects for outdoor night photography. The 

wide range of conditions which are actually encountered requires that Table XVI be used as a guide in 

determining suitable exposures, rather than to provide fixed and unvarying data. : 

1. Film Speed.—Table XVI is based on a film speed having a tungsten rating of Weston 10 to 20. 

For converting the given exposures with films having other speeds, 

multiply: exposure time by 16 for speeds between 0.6 and 1.2 

ss oe eS Se. os ‘i He Lis Sy ee 3 

oo ce SEU te Sau RDC) ie 3 “a 4 te 8 

oe Ly < We@. rs Me 10 20 

a ‘ 23 (A Pa ss es 24 aie: 3) 

ye a oY ee ea Rayer oi is 64 “128 

2. Aperture.—Table XVI shows exposures for nine apertures. For converting to other apertures, 

see Eq. (23). 

of Weston 20 for which Table VIII applies, we can then determine the requisite aper- 

ture by using the expression 

Bae (47) 

= 164] 7200 = 6.2 (48) 

An aperture of f/6.3 would be correct. 
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TaBLE XVII.—ExposurE For Movine OsJEcts 

2-in.-focal-length lens 5-in.-focal-length lens 

Objects UniRas Objects | Objects Obi ects Objects 

moving rae moving | moving oe moving 

Speed, Typical subjects directly ebiiuely across | directly Do neweLy across 
m.p.h. toward | 2°TOss field of | toward | 2°TOSS field of 

field of : field of s 
camera 2 view camera : view 

view view 

Exposure time, sec. 

Q-1 | Landscapes, sea scapes, street 

PLOUDSR eee reels ose es vA M4 Yo Yo 140 440 

2 | Slow-walking pedestrians......... 1g iso 45 Yoo ho Yéo 

3 | Walking pedestrians............. Ve 165 Mo %o Yo {00 

4 | Fast-walking pedestrians......... Vs lé5 lé9 Yo lés Yes 

Gualislowrcyclistsstee4..46es0 ee ade 5 bo las Yo Moo 1200 

8 | Slow vehicles in heavy traffic..... Zo Yo Yoo Bo 1450 1450 

10 | Cyclists, trotting horses.......... Yo ls Woes Yoo e000 Yoo 

15 | Slow street trafic..............- Yéo Yoo 400 iso 1450 4600 

20 | Automobiles (city traffic)......... lo Yso 50 Yoo Yoo 600 

SOmalpAtitomobilesseeeeeee eee acer Ve50 yoo 4400 Yéo00 Wooo 
40 WES MMe te ook 150 lé00 Yoo L450 {200 

60 ins, Wests etc ad: 4600 +450 4600 4000 | 32000 
80 NS ObOODOSH CORE Oe 4 Yéoo VYooo0 lLgo00 Wiso0 14400 

CDOCOF OD OUD OUUO OOOO ODUM 11 Mooo0 

Table XVII gives the maximum exposures which may be given, if sharp images are desired, for two 

lenses of different focal length, and for various speeds of moving objects. The table is based on an 

assumed distance of 25 ft. between the camera and the moving object, but conversions may be made for 

other conditions. For example, let So be the shutter speed given for the 5-in. lens. Then the shutter 

speed S for other distances between camera and subject d and for lenses of focal length 1 is 

5 d 

s= (7) (35) 
The distance d is in feet, whereas 1 is in inches. Thus, for fast trains at 100 ft. with a 2-in. lens, the 

longest permissible exposure is 

x G) x (35) - 1 oe 

Sat = 5300 = 240 

if the train is traveling across the field of view. 

Table XVII bears no connection to the shutter speeds required by light conditions to give the 

necessary exposure to the film; it simply gives the longest exposure permissible which may be expected 

to “stop motion.’’ Table XVII should then be used with other tables to determine the aperture and 

shutter speeds required to give the proper exposure to the film for existing light conditions. 

Tables for Still Color Photography.—So long as the reduced speed and additional 

color sensitivity of color films are properly taken into account, the tables for black-and- 

white still photography could be used for still color photography. However, it is 

convenient to have tables which automatically take these factors into account. 

Table XVIII gives basic exposure data for still color photography in somewhat 

the same way that Table VIII gives similar data for black-and-white photography. 

For shutter speeds or apertures which are not given, extensions to the table may be 

made in the manner already described. The table is based on film speed of Weston 

4 to 8 which applies to the present Kodachrome and Dufaycolor film in daylight. 
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TaBLE XVIII.—ExposursEs FOR STILL Cotor PHOTOGRAPHY IN DAYLIGHT 

(Weston Ratings—4 to 8) 

Sky conditions 

pee Intensely | Direct sun| Slightly Dull day, Very 

Subject Gane bright on bright cloudy sky dull 

day day bright day | overcast day 

Exposure time, sec. 

A. Clouds; open snow and glacier | f/32 Yo lg 1 34 144 

scenes; open sea; snow scenes| f/16 lho loo Yo lg 4g 

“against the light” f/8 M50 Ms +40 +20 48 
f/4 1600 400 450 45 460 
f/2 +4000 {000 +600 4400 25 

B. Sport scenes in snow or glacier; | {/32 y 3¢ 1 2 4 

open landscapes or beach;sport | f/16 lis 1g A 4g 1 

scenes in open; landscapes with | f/8 Yo go is 1g aA 

light foreground t/4 4250 Was Yo 420 His 

f/2 4000 +500 +250 Mes 460 

C. Wide streets and squares; light | f/32 11g 3 6 12 24 

buildings; woods and land-| f/16 1g 34 14 3 6 

scapes with dark foregrounds; | f/8 Yo Vg 16 1 2 

figures and groups in open or| f/4 40 140 1g My 143 

at edge of woods f/2 M50 Ms +80 ath 4g 

D. Buildings and rocks, dark or| f/32 6 12 24 45 145 min. 

against the light; persons and} f/16 114 6 12 24 

groups in shade of trees; per-| f/8 143 1 2 3 6 

sons and objects at windows;| f/4 a3 44 a) 34 139 
narrow streets; light woodlands | f/2 140 Wis 1g lg 4g 

Table XII gives the exposures for still color photography in daylight. If possible, an exposure meter 

should be used when exposing color film because of its small latitude; otherwise Table XII may be used 

as a guide for suggested exposure. 

1. Film Speed.—The table is calculated for a film speed having a daylight rating of Weston 4.0 to 

8.0. For conversion to other film speeds, shutter speed is inversely proportional to the Weston rating. 

2. Aperture.—Suggested exposures for five different standard apertures are given. For conversion 

to other apertures see Eq. (23). 

3. Time of Day.—For use up to within 233 hr. of sunrise and sunset except when taking sunrise and 

sunset scenes. 

4. Subject: for Average Subjects.—Average subjects combine dark and light objects in approxi- 

mately equal proportions. When in doubt, use exposures given. 

Light-colored subjects include snow and beach scenes, light-colored flowers, subjects with blond 

complexions, light-colored buildings, and other subjects of similar character. In such cases the exposure 

may be reduced from that given in the table. 

Dark-colored subjects include dark foliage, deep-colored flowers, dark animals, buildings, and similar 

objects. For such cases the exposures given in the table may be increased. 

The exposure table may be used both for close-ups and distant views, but attention must be given 

as to whether the subjects are of average brightness, light, or dark. 

5. Filters.—The exposures are based on the use of film without filters. If a filter is used, the time of 

exposure will have to be multiplied by the filter factor. 

Table XIX shows the apertures and shutter speeds for giving the proper exposures 

with color film having a speed of Weston 4 to 8 when used with the various sizes of 

photoflood lamps now on the market. 
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TABLE XI X.—Basic ExPosuRE FOR Cotor PHOTOGRAPHY WITH PHOTOFLOOD Lamps 

(Weston Ratings—4 to 8) 

Aperture 

f/1.4 | f/2.0 | f/2.8 | f/4.0 | f/5.6 f/8 f/A1 f/16 f/22 f/32 
Distance 

between light 

and subject, ft. 
Shutter speed, sec. 

8,650 lumens—No. 1 photoflood 

2 140 Mis 48 VA 4 1 2 4 8 15 
3 M5 8 M4 4% 1 2 5 10 18 35 
4 4 y 14 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 
6 1A 4 1 2 5 10 20 40 1144 m | 244m 
8 1g 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 

10 46 1% 3 6 12 25 50 144 m | 314 m 7m 
15 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 8m 
20 3 6 12 25 50 | 13g4m|34%m 6m] 12m] 25m 

17,000 Jumens—No. 2 photoflood 

2 Ya | 'e Ws 43 Ma +2 1 2 4 8 
3 32 | MMs 3 “4 4 1 2 5 10 18 
4 Kis 48 4 3 1 2 4 8 15 30 
6 Y% VA 1 1 2 5 10 20 40 14m 
8 YY Vy 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 2m 

10 Be 4¢ 1144 3 6 12 25 50 114g m]/3%m 
15 WA 1 2 4 8 15 30 1m 2m 4m 
20 114 3 6 12 25 50 124 m | 314m 6m| 12m 

33,500 lumens—No. 4 photoflood 

2 25 Yea 432 Ys 4 y 49 1 2 4 
3 Yea Me 5 48 %4 12 1 2 5 10 
4 ee | Ms 4 ZA 44 1 2 4 8 15 
6 M5 8 4% oo 1 2 5 10 20 40 
8 % 4 de 1 2 4 8 15 30 lm 

10 1 2g 4 14 3 6 12 25 50 113 m 
15 M4 13 1 2 4 8 15 30° lm 2m 
20 34 1}3 3 6 12 25 50 12g m | 314 m 6m 

i 

Table XIX is based on the following conditions: 

1. Film Speed.—Suitable for color film having a tungsten rating of Weston 4 to 8, such as Dufaycolor 

or Kodachrome film. For films having other speeds, the shutter speed is inversely proportional to the 

Weston speed rating. 

2. Apertures.—Table XIX gives the exposure for 10 apertures. Conversion may be made for other 

apertures by the method given by Eq. (23). 

3. Lamps.—Exposures are given for photoflood lamps operation at 33.5 lumens per watt in polished 

metal reflectors. If white paper reflectors are used, multiply the exposure time by 2; if no reflectors are 

used, multiply exposure time by 4. 

It is assumed that only one lamp is used. If n lamps are used, all the same distance from the 

subject, divide the shutter speed by n for proper exposure. 
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The apertures suitable for photography with photoflash lamps when the shutter is 

opened during the flash is given in Table XX. 

next larger aperture (next smaller f-number) should be used. 

If synchronized flashes are used, the 

TaBLE XX.—EXPOSURE FOR COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY WITH PHOTOFLASH LAMPS 

(Weston Rating—4 to 8) 
EE EEE 

No. 10 lamp No. 20 lamp No. 75 lamp 

Distance, Type of reflector Type of reflector Type of reflector 
lamp to 

subject, ft. 

Neat White | Polished Nowe White | Polished N White | Polished 

paper*® | metal* paper* | metal* oN paper* | metal* 

Aperture 

2 f/16 f/32 $/32 f/45 f/64 
3 f/11 f/22 f/22 f/32 f/45 

4 f/8 f/16 f/18 £/25 £/36 
6 F/4.5 f/11 F/A1 f/16 f/22 

8 f/4.0 t/8 t/9 f/12.5 | f/18 

10 aoX t/6.3 f/6.3 t/9 f/12.5 

15 f/2.0 f/4.0 t/4.5 | f/6.3 t/9.0 

20 f/m f/3.2 f/3.5 f/4.5 f/6.3 

30 f/1.0 f/2.0 2 NW WB f/4.0 

* See note 3. 

Table XX gives the suggested exposures for still color photography with photoflash lamps with 

various reflectors and for various distances between the subject and the lamp. 

1. Film Speed.—Table XX is based on the use of film having a tungsten speed rating of Weston 

4 to 8, such as Dufaycolor or Kodachrome. For other film speed, 

multiply f-number by 2.5 for Weston speeds between 0.6and 1.2 

‘- ps = Be TG ap or 1 os VSD es 3 

a = aie | ~ s a1 “e 4 5 8 

rs a ce cea Gros. 4g ee c 10 re 20 

4 = og a CA sata os pe s 24 < 28 

2. Lamps.—lIt is assumed that only one lamp is used. If nm lamps are used in the same distance 

from the subject, multiply the apertures given by 1/n. For example, if four No. 10 lamps without 

reflectors are used 8 ft. from the subject, the required aperture will be f/4 X 1/4 = f/8. ; 

3. Reflectors —When reflectors are used, exposure depends to a large extent on the angle over which 

the light is distributed. Consequently, the values given should be regarded merely as suggestive for 

average conditions. - 

Tables for Black-and-white Motion-picture Photography.—Fundamentally the same 

laws of exposure apply to motion-picture as to still photography with the exception 

that a sufficient number of pictures must be taken per second to reduce flicker to a 

minimum and give a sense of motion when the individual frames are projected. In 
practice, this means that about 16 to 24 frames per second must be made, so that it is 

manifestly impossible to give an exposure time longer than from 14 to 144 sec., and 

usually in practice the actual exposure is more likely to be between 149 and Mo at 16 

frames per sec. Since the shutter speed is, furthermore, fixed or adjustable in wide 

steps, it is necessary to make changes in the exposure by means of varying the aperture. 

Table X XI gives basic exposure for motion-picture photography in black and white 

with daylight illumination. 
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Table XXII gives basic exposures when the illumination is from photoflood lamps. 

Tables for Color Motion-picture Photography.—Table XXIII gives basic exposure 

data for color motion-picture photography in daylight, whereas Table XXIV gives 

similar data for photoflood illumination. 

TABLE XXI.—ExXPOSURES FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY 

IN DAYLIGHT 

(Weston Rating—24 to 48) 

Sky conditions 

é Shutter Triteneely Direct Slightly Dull Wey chet 

Subject speed, baal das: sun or cloudy day, sky day 

sec. bright sky | bright day | overcast 

Aperture 

A. Clouds; open snow and 140 t/40 f/27 f/20 | f/14 ~/10 

glacier scenes; open sea; 40 f/32 f/22 f/16 F/11 t/8 

snow ‘‘against the light’’ Yo f/27 f/18 f/14 f/10 t/7 

460 f/22 £/16 f/11 f/8 £/5.6 
lo t/18 f/12.5 t/9 t/6.3 t/4.5 

B. Sport scenes in snow or 166 F/27 ~/20 t/14 f/10 t/7 

glacier; open landscapes or 19 f/22 f/16 f/11 t/8 t/5.6 

beach; sport scenes in open; Yo t/19 f/14 ° £/10 t/7 t/5.0 

landscapes with light fore- lég F/16 f/11 t/8 t/5.6 t/4 

ground 169 f/12.5 t/9 t/6.3 t/4.5 f/3.2 

C. Wide streets and squares; 20 ~/10 t/7 £/5.0 f/3.5 f/2.4 

light buildings; woods and 30 t/8 f/5.6 t/4 t/2.8 f/2.0 

landscapes with dark fore- Yo .| Ff/7.0 t/5.0 t/3.5 t/2.4 F/1.7 

grounds; figures and groups léo t/5.6 t/4 f/2.8 t/2 f/1.4 

in open, or at edge of woods 1éo t/4.5 f/3.2 t/2.3 t/1.6 f/1.0 

D. Buildings and rocks, dark or 130 t/4.5 t/3.5 t/2.4 Ufo i/lie 2, 

against the light; persons 40 t/4.0 t/2.8 f/2.0 f/1.4 t/1.0 

and groups in shade of trees; 40 t/3.5 t/2.4 i aleni f/1.2 

persons and objects at win- 19 t/3.0 f/2.2 f/1.5 f/1.0 

dows in sun; narrow streets; 160 F/2.4 f/1.4 f/1.0 

light woodlands 

Table X XI gives suggested exposures for black-and-white motion-picture photography using day- 

light illumination. It is calculated for the following conditions: 

1. Light Values.—For unity (1) light values as given in Table IX. For latitudes and times of the 

day and year for which the light value is not unity, multiply the aperture given in Table X XI by the 

square root of the light values given in Table IX. 

2. Film Speed.—Calculated for films having a daylight speed of Weston 24 to 48. For conversion 

for other film speeds, 

multiply f-number by 0.15 for Weston speeds between 0O.6and 1.2 

Bs a ef Osea e ri aa oo Smo) 

i * Sa OE Ar” os 2 . ox 4 8 

ee 8 ONG. 5 a a7 i 10 BO) 
ce se ae 1 “ee oe ee ae 24 ae 48 

oF * ge tld Seg + a ie 64 Sant 2) 

as i ie SOs lees ie oy i 150 BO 

3. Time of Day.—To within 1 hr. of sunrise and sunset for panchromatic materials; to within 214 hr. 

of sunrise and sunset for orthochromatic materials. 
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Exposure Devices. Exposure Calculators——Exposure calculators in the form of 

sliding scales or disks which may be rotated with respect to other marked scales, 
usually cover a wide range of light conditions, film speeds, aperture, shutter speeds, 
and sometimes give additional factors affecting exposure such as filter factors. 

TaBLE X XII.—Basic ExposuRE FOR BLACK-AND-WHITE MOTION-PICTURE 

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOFLOOD ILLUMINATION 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Shutter speed, sec. 

Distance, - | 

Lamp Ree Asem alpnes 288 | %e | PEs, 
ft. 

Aperture 

| 
8,650 lumens, one No. 1 lamp 2 f/10 t/8 t/7 f/6.3 t/4.5 

3 t/7 t/5.6 f/5 f/4.5 t/3.5 

4 f/5 f/4.0 f/3.5 f/3.0 f/2.4 
6 K/ Se oman f/228 f/2.4 f/2.2 iF /aleer 
8 t/2.4 f/2.0 HY nts /les fale) 

10 f/1.9 f/1.5 f/1.3 f/1.2 
15 f/1.2 f/1.1 f/1.0 

17,000 lumens, one No. 2 lamp 2 f/12.5 F/11 t/10 f/9 f/6.3 

or two No. 1 lamps 3 t/10 f/8 fii t/5.6 f/4.5 

4 t/7 t/5.6 f/4.5 /4.5 UBB 

6 £/4.5 £/4.0 f/3.5 T/2au t/2.4 

8 $/3.5 f/2.8 t/2.4 ff2enl Ufc th 

10 f/2.4 /i2e2, t/1.8 f/AlienG f/1.3 

15 F/1.9 f/1.5 alee t/1.2 

20 f/1.3 f/1.1 

33,500 lumens, one No. 4 lamp 2 £/20 f/16 f/14 f/12.5 f/10 

or two No. 2 lamps or four 3 f/14 F/11 t/10 f/9 t/6.8 

No. 1 lamps 4 f/10 t/8 t/7 £/6.3 t/4.8 

6 ha /5.6 £/4.5 £/4.5 f/3.5 

8 t/4.5 £/4.0 i/aeo f/3.1 t/2.4 

10 f/3.8 f/3.0 f/2.6 W252 Was 

15 t/2.4 t/2.0 S/1.7 t/1.5 

20 ALLS We 

| 

Table XXII gives the suggested exposure for black-and-white motion-picture photography using 

photoflood illumination. It is based on the following conditions: 

1. Film Speed.—Calculated for films having a tungsten speed rating of Weston 10 to 20. For 

converting to other film speeds, 

multiply aperture by 0.25 for Weston speeds between O.6and 1.2 

a id “0.4 re is re Pe: HoH 3 

a = an OG) he ve ~ x 4 os 8 

Pe ah rea oa a oe r 10 Ga hod) 

a My LS i ee i as 24 “48 

“ i OOD Ne 2 1 64 “128 

re : “4.0 i Me 2 = 160 eS SAO) 

2. Lamps.—Number of lamps as indicated. It is assumed that polished-metal reflectors are used. 

3. Subject Matter.—It is assumed that subjects of average brightness are being photographed. 

If light subjects are photographed, the exposure may be reduced somewhat, whereas if dark subjects 

are being photographed, the exposures should be increased. 

4. Shutter Speed.—As indicated. For standard speed of 16 to 24 frames per second. 

_— a 4 
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These calculators are usually designed for daylight and cannot be used for artificial 

light unless special scales for artificial illumination are provided. The scales are 

designed to take into account the various light conditions of the sky, type of subject, 

film speed, time of day, time of year, and even geographic latitude. 

For a given amount of information, calculators are usually somewhat more compact 

than tables and, since a particular series of settings may be obtained for a given specific 

TABLE X XIII].—ExposurEs FoR CoLor MoOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY IN DAYLIGHT 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Sky conditions 

Shutter | Intensely | Direct sun} Slightly | Dull day, Very 

Subject speed, bright on bright cloudy sky dull 

sec. day day bright day | overcast day 

} 

Apertures 

A. Clouds; open snow and gla- 40 £/20 t/14 f/10 t/7 t/5 

cier scenes, open sea; snow 149 f/16 F/11 t/8 t/5.6 t/4 

“against the light”’ lho f/14 f/10 t/7 f/4.5 t/3.5 

460 f/11 f/8 f/5.6 f/4 f/2.8 

460 f/9 f/6.3 t/4.5 f/3 .2 f/2.4 

B. Sport scenes in snow or gla- loo f/14 f/10 t/7 t/5 /3.5 

cier; open landscapes or 0 F/11 t/8 t/5.6 f/4.0 {/2.8 

beach; sport scenes in open; Yo | f/10 it f/4.5 t/3.5 {/2.6 

landscapes with light fore- leg t/8 f/5.6 f/4.0 f/2.8 t/2.0 

ground 1éo t/6.3 f/4.5 WBE F/2.4 f/1.6 

C. Wide streets and squares; 169 t/5 F/3.5 f/2.5 F/1.8 WA 

light buildings, woods, and 140 t/4 J/2.8 f/2.0 iliac! t/1.0 

landscapes with dark fore- l4o t/3.5 if2% t/1.8 /pleae 

grounds; figures and groups Lég f/2.8 f/2.0 F/1.4 AO) 

in open or at edge of woods 169 F/2.4 /6 2 

D. Buildings and rocks; dark 1409 f/2.5 F/1.8 i/ler2, 

against the light; persons 140 t/2.0 f/1.4 t/1.0 

and groups in shade of trees; 140 f/1.8 Hy/e2, 

persons and objects at win- léo f/1.4 f/1.0 

dows in sun; narrow streets; 169 alee, 

light woodlands 

Table XXIII gives suggested exposures for color motion-picture photography in daylight. It is 

calculated for the following conditions: 

1. Light Values.—For unity (1) light values as given in Table IX. If other light values apply, 

multiply exposure apertures of Table X XIII by the square root of the appropriate light values given in 

Table IX. 

2. Film Speed.—For films having a daylight speed rating of Weston 5to10. For other film speeds, 

multiply f-number by 0.25 for Weston speeds between O0.6and 1.2 

os Ske eee vO) ae: Sa " rs i" DEED Gees 3 

oe oe aa POG: Ler “4 a iY 4 rs 8 

wt ee Fig ark 5 * 3 ia 10 oe B30) 

= *s eal BR es % - * 24 a 48 

3. Time of Day.—To within 1 hr. of sunrise and sunset, unless sunrise or sunset photographs are 

being made. 
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TaBLE XXIV.—Basic Exposure For Cotor MotTIon-PicTuRE PHOTOGRAPHY, 
PHOTOFLOOD LAMPs 

(Weston Ratings—10 to 20) 

Shutter speed, sec. 

Distance, | 

Lamp subject to 130 Ma i Ye Mo Mo 
lamp, ft. | | | 

Aperture 

| 

8,650 lumens, one No. 1 Lamp 2 f/4.5 f/3.5 f/3.0 f/2.7 f/1.9 
3 t/3 f/2.4 f/2.2 f/2.0 f/1.5 

4 fae S/1.7 f/1.5 f/1.3 f/1.0 

6 F/1.5 iP f/1.0 

8 f/1.0 

17,000 lumens, one No. 2 lamp 2 t/5.6 /4.8 t/4.5 t/4.0 f/2.7 

or two No. 1 lamps 3 t/4.5 f/3.5 t/3.0 f/2.5 f/2.0 

4 F/3.0 t/2.4 f/2.0 t/2.0 f/1.5 

6 f/2.0 Het Hid i/o 

8 i/o / Merz, t/1.0 

10 f/1.0 

33,500 lumens, one No. 4 lamp 2 f/9 t/7 t/6.3 f/5.6 /4.5 

or two No. 2 lamps or four 3 t/6.3 t/4.5 t/4.5 f/4.0 f/3.0 

No. 2 lamps 4 f/4.5 F/3.5 f/3.0 t/2.8 f/2.0 

6 f/3.0 /2.5 f/2.0 f/2.0 i/o 

8 f/2.0 roe isles) f/1.4 f/1.0 

10 f/1.6 f/1.3 f/1.1 

15 t/1.0 

Table XXIV gives suggested exposure for color motion-picture photography using photoflood 

illumination. The table is calculated for the following conditions: 

1. Film Speeds.—Based on films having a tungsten rating of Weston 10 to 20. For conversion for 

films having other speed ratings, 

multiply f-number by 0.35 for Weston speeds between 0.6 and 1.2 

> *) = O58 5 ‘¥ m 10 ea 

s NRA ORUE es es 5; a 4 wre eh 

cy zeae srl i i a ai LOR 2 0 
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2. Lamps.—It is assumed that only one lamp is used in each reflector. If n lamps are used at the 

same distance from the subject, divide the apertures (f-numbers) given by V/n- 

condition for which the exposure is to be made, are usually more convenient and 

flexible than tables. The use of such slide-rule or circular calculators requires, as do 

also the tables which have been given, that the photographer estimate the light condi- 

tions for each particular case. This necessity, of course, introduces possible errors 

due to mistakes or errors of judgment. But tests indicate that the errors from this 

cause are smaller than might be expected and that the proper use of calculators enables 

even inexperienced persons to obtain well-exposed negatives. 
Many types of exposure calculators are on the market and may usually be pur- 

chased for about 10 to 50 cents. Some of the calculators are quite elaborate and com- 

plicated; the simpler types are, perhaps, more useful for the beginner. 
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Actinometers.—Of historical interest, although seldom used any more, are actinom- 

eters which determine the ‘‘actinic value”’ of the light by determining the time required 

for a piece of photographic printing-out paper to darken to a standard tint. Most 

P O P materials are insensitive to the yellow, orange, and red portions of the spectrum 

and are therefore more suitable for use with ‘‘ordinary”’ negative materials than with 

orthochromatic or panchromatic materials. 
When using an actinometer, it should be held in the shadiest area of the scene where 

full details are desired. It should be directed toward the light, and the time for the 

incident light (that which falls upon the object or scene) to darken the sensitive paper 

to a standard tint should be measured. 

The Watkins and Wynne actinometers are made in watch form, and by means of 

scales the time required for the sensitive paper to darken can be translated into expo- 

sure values. While many actinometers have appeared on the market, the Watkins 

and Wynne have been accepted as standards of this type. Since they measure the 

light falling upon the scene, certain corrections are necessary for scenes of abnormal 

reflectance. These corrections, which are furnished with the meters, vary from }4 9 to 

11% times the indicated exposure. Actinometers have an advantage of being small 

and inexpensive. It is sometimes difficult to determine when the photographic paper 

is exactly the same tint as the comparison standard, but the proper tinting time can 

usually be determined with an error of less than 100 per cent, and such error can be 

tolerated in black-and-white photography because of the wide film latitude which is 

available in modern films. A disadvantage is that under low light conditions an 

appreciable time is required for the sensitive paper to reach the same tint as the 

standard, thus requiring considerable time to obtain exposure data. 

Visual-type Exposure Meters.—Visual types of exposure meters may be divided into 

three broad classes: (1) photometer devices by which the brightness of a scene is-deter- 

mined from a comparison with a calibrated incandescent lamp whose brilliance may be 

measured or estimated in some manner, (2) wedge-extinction types in which the 

exposure is determined by varying a graduated neutral-density wedge until shadow 

detail disappears, and (8) stepped-wedge devices whose steps are lettered or numbered, 

the dimmest letter which can be discerned being taken as an indication of the inte- 

grated light intensity of the scene. The wedge is usually a piece of celluloid or glass 

coated with a gelatin dye of varying density so that it varies approximately from 

transparency to opaqueness. When using visual-exposure meters, care and sufficient 

time must be taken to allow the eye to accommodate itself properly in order to obtain 

correct meter settings or readings. Unlike the actinometer, visual exposure meters 

measure reflected light. 
Photometer devices operate essentially on the same principle as that of an optical 

pyrometer. The brilliance of a lamp filament is matched with the brightness of the 

scene as seen through an optical finder. To make the indications dependent only 

upon the intensity of the lamp filament and not on its color, both scene and filament 

are usually viewed through filters which transmit a narrow band of wavelengths. The 

temperature of the filament may be estimated by determining the power taken by the 

lamp from a small filament lighting battery. The lamp temperature is usually adjust- 

able by means of a variable resistance in series with the lamp. Several years ago the 

Bell and Howell Company manufactured such a photometer exposure device, but this 

instrument has been superseded by photoelectric exposure meters. The Bell and 

Howell photometer contains a small electric bulb and dry cell connected together 

through a self-contained rheostat. The meter is directed at the object or scene, and 

the rheostat set so that the lamp filament can be clearly seen. The rheostat is then 

turned, slowly dimming the filament, stopping just at the point where it blends with 
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the subject so that the filament cannot be seen. By means of scales on the photometer 

the correct exposure can be determined for various types of films and plates. 

The Zeiss Diaphot exposure disk is an example of the wedge-extinction type of 

meter. It consists of a rotating disk carrying a continuously variable optical wedge, 

together with a window for observing shutter speeds. The scales of shutter speeds are 

contained on a fixed disk which also contains a small eyepiece traveling over the 

circular wedge. The eyepiece contains a blue filter to destroy sense of color and 

give visual indication of light intensity only. In operation the photographer looks ~ 

through the eyepiece to the subject. The wedge is rotated until shadow detail just 

disappears, when the correct exposure is indicated in the window of the rotating 

number, 

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4.—Leudi visual exposure meter. A series of partially opaque numbers is seen 
through the slot shown on the upper edge. The exposure is determined in terms of the 
dimmest number which can be distinguished. 

Fic. 5.—The Instoscope visual exposure meter with focusing eyepiece. 

In-the Justaphot and Cinephot visual exposure meters the necessity of measuring 

the details in the shadow areas is overcome by observing when a translucent figure is 

just discernible. The figures correspond to exposure time and the light striking them 

is varied by means of a diaphragm. In operation the figures, corresponding to the 

desired exposure time, are set in the line of vision in the instrument. The diaphragm 

is then fully closed and the meter placed in the correct eye position and aimed at the 

object or scene to be photographed. The diaphragm is then opened until the translu- 

cent number is just discernible. By means of scales on the meter the correct f-stops 

for the various films and plates can be determined. 

At the present time the stepped-wedge exposure meters are the most common of 

the visual type. Many modifications have been produced, but usually this type con- 

sists of two concentric telescoping tubes. At the end of one of these tubes is a focusing 

lens and eyepiece which exclude extraneous light when the instrument is held to the 

light. Near one end of the other tube are several areas of graded density, each of 

which is either lettered or numbered. The photographer looks through the eyepiece 

toward the scene to be photographed and sees various graded patches each with its 

mammal 
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corresponding numeral or letter. The dimmest figure which can be read is taken as 

the appropriate “light value” for the conditions under consideration. The outer 

telescoping tube is usually provided with a series of scales which relate the light values 

as seen through the instrument, the film speed, the shutter speed, the aperture, and, 

sometimes, filter factors. The proper exposure may usually be determined with a 

simple setting of a ring which may be turned or slid relative to the fixed scales attached 

to the main tube. 
Since the operation of this type of instrument depends upon a subjective estimate 

of the dimmest figure which can be read, it is necessary that the sliding tubes 

be adjusted for proper focus and that the eye become 

accommodated to the light at which readings are taken. 

It is usually recommended that no readings be taken 

until the operator has looked through the exposure 

device for at least 5 sec., allowing this time for eye 

accommodation. 
These visual exposure devices are simple, inexpen- 

sive, small, convenient in operation, and robust. They 

are usually superior to photoelectric devices for low 

values of light intensity where the ordinary photoelectric 

devices are insensitive. A properly madeand calibrated 

and intelligently used visual exposure meter will find use 

in almost any photographic activity. The principal 

disadvantages of these instruments are that they are 

subjective in operation, thereby introducing human 

errors, are relatively slow in affording a reading, and 

some types are improperly calibrated. 

The relative calibration of several visual exposure 

meters was determined from the calibrations attached 

to the meter, and it was found that at least some of 

these visual meters are poorly or carelessly designed. A 

light value as determined by the meter might give a 

correct exposure for one aperture and shutter speed, 

but the same light value might be off several hundred 

per cent when used with different apertures or shutter 

speeds. This error occurs in the printed scales attached 

visual 
exposure meter with focusing 

Fic. 6.—Bewi Sr. 

eyepiece. This meter has a 

blue filter and viewing screen 
covering the average field of 
view, which enables the pho- 
tographer to obtain a good idea 

to the instrument and is in addition to any errors of 

absolute exposure which may result from incorrect 

manufacture of the stepped wedges. It may be ex- 

pected that some error will occur when fractions of a 

second or minute are rounded off to simple rather than awkward values. 

of what his photograph will 
look like and at the same 
time enables him to deter- 
mine exposure. 

Such errors 

should not exceed 25 per cent, however, and a 25 per cent error is negligible for most 

photographic purposes. 

Table XXV shows the values of relative exposure for various apertures and the 

exposures for these apertures as indicated by several popular types of visual exposure 

meters. It was arbitrarily assumed that the exposures were correct for an aperture 

of f/2.8. This was the largest aperture common to all instruments, but any other 

aperture might be considered as “‘par’’; the only effect would be to shift the errors to 

some other aperture. Assuming the exposure for the f/2.8 aperture to be correct, the 

exposure time for other apertures was calculated and compared with that indicated by 

the meters, as shown in the table. The errors were also tabulated. 

It will be observed that for the first type of meter, a very small and simple vest- 

pocket type, the errors become cumulative because of the manner in which the progres- 
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sion of apertures was chosen relative to that of the exposure time. The second 

exposure meter reaches a constant error for small apertures but also results in relative 
errors for large apertures, also because of the manner in which the progression of aper- 

tures was chosen. The third instrument was designed so that the apertures 
and shutter speeds progressed in proper sequence, and the result is that nowhere does 

it produce any serious errors due to this cause. Errors of 50 per cent might 
be expected from inexpensive instruments of this type and would probably produce no 

great harm for amateur work. 

TABLE XX V.—CoMPARISON OF SOME VisuAL ExposuRE METERS 

Leudi Instoscope Bewi Jr. Model IT Bewi Sr. 

Correct 

Aperture relative 

exposure | Marked | Error, | Marked | Error, | Marked} Error, | Marked | Error, 

exposure] per cent | exposure] per cent | exposure] per cent | exposure] per cent 

f/1.0 0.25 0.20) — 25 

t/1.4 0.50 0.50} OU Ate BAR OSS Sy hee Meee 0.50 0.0 

T/2E0) 1 1 0 1 0 sede Pi) ieee il 0.0 

f/2.8 2.0 2 0 2 (0) 7) 0 2 0.0 

WBo® 33.1 5 + 61.3 4 + 29 3 —3.2 3 — 3.2 

f/4.0 Ai) pa rare cee Aron | ret cm ate 8 +100 4 0 4 0.0 

t/4.5 5.0 10 +100 PS AN We armrest emma ia a 6 +20.0 

t/5.6 SEO hyenas | epee ees 15 + 87.5 8 0 8 0.0 

f/6.3 10.1 25 SAT So aaah icy 2 cMaanro.ca| (emis ac Same eee 12 +18.8 

f/8.0 16.0 60 +275 30 + 87.5 15 —6.3 15 — 6.3 

f/9.0 DOD rea ie sere cect ccaceetecc cl ot emp oats [illo ahras Ar ed Neo sod cal aa | ae 25 +23.8 

f/11.0 33.0 120 +375 60 + 87.5 30 —6.3 30 == (§.83 

/12.5 Aas slivesieemieeal! a teaens Pes 1 Viated eins sung pee 45 + 8.45 

f/16 64.0 300 +369 120 + 87.5 60 —6.3 60 — 6.3 

f/18 STROM Eee a apse eee ae ee eigen Seed ccateete Pil Wile ior 90 +11.1 

f/22 128.0 600 +369 240 + 87.5) 120 —6.3 | 120 — 6.3 

$/25 GEE Oy costes es) Nee Ae bites eilhe eee no con. ae 180 + 9.75 

f/32 256.0 1500 +485 Bios 1 [e er okvenceens 240 —6.3 | 240 — 6.3 

f/36 Bee sa l0 tel Nese Brose | Meeeene ances Lr erate”. tlle ayc oneneeen | ees, 360 +11.1 

Lens aperture..........| f/1-f/32 f/2-f/22 f/2.8-f/32 f/1.2-f/36 
Scheiner rating........ 17—29° 17-31° 16—26° 1-32° 

Exposure time......... 149090 s-25 m 14000 S-25 m 4400 s-2h 18000 S-3 h 

The range of film speeds, apertures, shutter speeds, filter factors, and light condi- 

tions which visual exposure meters include in their operation, of course, varies with the 

instrument. Usually, however, they may be expected to have from 10 to 20 graded 

areas for determining the light value. The film speeds, which are usually marked in 

Scheiner speeds (since most of these devices are made in Europe), range from Scheiner 

16 or 18 minimum up to Scheiner 30 or 32 maximum, although with the introduction 

of faster films, the upper range may be expected to be extended in the future. Shutter 

speeds usually vary from 14000 or 400 sec. minimum to about 30 min. to 2 hr. for the 

maximum exposure time. Filter factors up to 16 may be expected to be taken into 

account on some of the better designed devices, although in many of the less expensive 

models no provision is made for taking into account the filter factors. Table XXV 

shows the range of aperture stop, film speed, and exposure time for several well-known 

makes of devices. 
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Photoelectric Exposure Meters —The photoelectric type of exposure meter, when 

properly used, is the most precise type of exposure device available. It gives an indi- 

cation of light conditions on a scale and is devoid of subjective estimates which intro- 

duce additional human errors. It is not well suited to use where the light intensity 

is low, largely because of the low output of 

the photoelectric cell, and it is the most expen- 

sive type of exposure instrument generally 

available. When properly used and within the 

range of light intensities for which it gives a 

positive indication, it is unusually satisfactory. 

The photoelectric type of instrument con- 

sists essentially of a barrier-layer type of 

photoelectric cell and a sensitive direct-current 

measuring instrument. The barrier cell may 

consist of disks of copper and copper oxide in 

contact, or of iron and selenium. When 

such a combination of elements is exposed 

to light, electrons are released resulting in a 

current flow both in the photoelectric cell and 

the external circuit. This current will flow 

so long as light falls upon the sensitive surface. 

If this external circuit consists of a galvanom- 

eter or a sensitive d.-c. meter a deflection of 

the meter will be obtained and the meter can 

be calibrated to indicate the amount of light 

falling on the photoelectric cell, or the scale E ar 

can be calibrated in exposure values. The ne, (ne Cemenel! Dilseinle o270- 
; sure meter using the Weston film-speed 

current flowing depends upon the type of system and calibrated in foot-candles. 
materials used in the photoelectric cell, but 
for any given cell the current is approximately proportional to the area of the cell 

and to the amount of light falling upon its sensitive surface. Consequently, 

for a given cell, the meter may be calibrated in terms of some convenient illumina- 

Fia. 8.—Weston Model 650 exposure meter, calibrated in candles per square foot. 

tion units. A peculiarity of the barrier type of cell is that it converts, directly and 

without the assistance of batteries, luminous flux into an electric current. Conse- 
quently, since no batteries are required, such photoelectric exposure meters may be 

made quite small and compact. Moreover, so far as is known, there is no deterioration 

of the barrier-layer type of photoelectric cell, so that the life of a photoelectric exposure 
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meter appears to be limited only by physical damage. By means of a calculator or 

tables the meter readings can be translated into exposure values. When a photo- 

electric exposure meter is directed at a scene its indication depends upon the average 

brightness of the area taken in by the meter. The angle subtended by the diameter 

of this area, having its apex at the exposure meter, corresponds to the view angle of a 

camera and is usually referred to as the acceptance angle of the exposure meter. This 

acceptance angle is governed by the location of the cell with respect to the case or by 

the use of baffles over the photoelectric cell. 

Operation of Photoelectric Exposure Meters.—lt is a characteristic of photoelectric 

exposure meters, as well as of other types of exposure devices, that the integrated or 

“average” illumination upon the subject is the quantity which is determined by the 

instrument. But from the photographic aspect the subject is composed of areas of 

different color and luminous intensity, and it is these differences in intensity (and in 

color photography, the differences in color) which it is desired to record on the photo- 

graphic plate. Since the subject may consist of varying areas of dark and light sub- 

jects, it becomes evident that the integrated light may not result in the best exposure 

value. This may be made more clear by means of an example. 

Suppose we have a checkerboard of alternate white and black squares which we 

wish to photograph in such a manner as to reproduce most nearly the original image. 

From the discussion on page 204 of the chapter on Photographie Sensitometry, it is 

evident that the exposure should be such that light reflected from the white areas 

should provide an exposure for the negative falling on the straight-line portion of the 

D-logiy E curve. Similarly the light reflected from the black squares should be such 

as to produce an exposure which will fall upon the straight-line portion of this same 

characteristic. When an exposure meter is used to determine the exposure, the meter 

will read a value of illumination (as a result of light reflected from the checkerboard) 

which is the integrated sum of the white and black areas. A single reading rather 

than two (one for the black squares and one for the white squares) is obtained, much 

the same as if the entire cardboard were gray in tone. Of course, this integrated meter 

reading serves some purpose since it tends to prevent gross over- or under-exposure, 

but the method of measuring average light or obtaining an average exposure value is 

not always a certain method of obtaining correct exposure data (see page 257 which 

explains methods of using exposure meters). , 

Two inherent difficulties have been encountered in the above example, and each 

may be overcome with intelligent use of the exposure meter. These have to do with: 

(1) the angle of view throughout which the photoelectric exposure meter is effective, 

and (2) the fact that the indication of the meter is due to the average brightness of the 

object or scene included within the acceptance angle of the meter. 

The acceptance angles of most photoelectric exposure meters on the market at 

the present time are too large, as many of them exceed the angle of view of the typical 

camera lens, which is approximately 60°. This means that all the light within a cone 

whose angle is 60° (+30° from the axis) has an effect upon the photoelectric cell, but 

because of reflectance of light by the glass over the cell and the surface of the cell, the 

loss of light at oblique angles is appreciable. Therefore all exposure meters tend to be 

quite selective to the center part of the scene. Consequently, if it is desired to obtain 

readings of light or dark areas independently of the integrated light value of the entire 

scene, it is necessary to make the readings with the exposure meter sufficiently close 

to the subject so that the desired area to be measured, but no other area, falls within 

the 60° cone. For example, if the light intensity of a person’s face is to be determined, 

the exposure meter should be pointed at the face and should be not more than about 
a foot from the face when the reading is taken. The reading obtained will indicate 

the average value of the light reflected from the face, which may be quite different 

from that reflected from a dark suit. 
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The acceptance angle of the majority of meters on the market today is entirely too 

large, so that the meter indications are affected by light from areas which are consider- 

ably outside the picture area. Large acceptance angles are therefore objectionable 

from the viewpoint of the photographer since the meter must be more carefully used 

to prevent erroneous readings. ‘The manufacturing cost of a photoelectric exposure 

meter is governed quite largely by the acceptance angle, as large angles permit the use 

of considerably cheaper galvanometers because more current is available from the 

photoelectric cell resulting from the increased area from which the light is accepted. 

Methods of Limiting the Acceptance Angle.—The acceptance angle of an exposure 

meter may be controlled by any method which will restrict or prevent oblique light 

from reaching the photoelectric cell. One method is to locate the photoelectric cell 

deep into the meter case so that the case itself acts as a baffle. This method is used to 

a large extent in the meters made in Europe but, owing to lack of space within the 

meter case, the amount of baffling obtained is so small that the resulting acceptance 

angle is entirely too large. Some meters such as the Mini-Photoscop exposure meter 

mount the photoelectric cell on an angle (approximately 45° from the vertical plane) 

and also utilize a mirror mounted so that the cell and mirror form an angle of 45°. 

This method quite definitely limits the acceptance in the vertical plane but is not very 

effective in the horizontal plane, the theory being that the elimination of excessive 

sky and foreground light is adequate. Other meters such as the Weston, Metrovick, 

Helios, etc., utilize a mechanical baffle over the photoelectric cell. These mechanical 

baffles usually consist of either thin plates latticed together or solid or laminated 

thin plates containing a number of holes, the ratio of the width to the depth of the 

individual holes being the factor which governs the acceptance angle. The General 

Electric exposure meter utilizes a mechanical baffle but is different in actual construc- 

tion from the above meters. Instead of using a relatively thin plate containing a 

number of holes, this meter has a sliding baffle of appreciable depth (1.4 in.) and 

contains a single hole (1.53 by 0.74 in.) for the light to enter. This baffle when not in 

use forms a protective cover for the entire meter. 

Polar diagrams (Fig. 9) show the acceptance angles of a number of exposure 

meters. It will be seen that while all the meters are more selective to light at normal 

incidence, many of them are affected too much by oblique light which would be far 

outside of the view angle of most cameras. 

Scale Calibrations.—Meters having scales calibrated to be direct reading in either 

f-stops or shutter speeds are quite convenient to use provided the same type of film or 

plate is always used and also if the same f-stop or shutter speed is used at alltimes. It 

should be obvious that, if a scale is calibrated in f-numbers, it can be direct reading 

only for definite combinations of shutter speeds and film speeds; or if the scale is 

calibrated in shutter speeds, it can be direct reading only for certain combinations of 

f-stops and film speeds. Also, while the combination of f-stop and shutter speed indi- 

cated may be correct as far as exposure is concerned, it may not be a usable combina- 

tion, since the f-stop may be incorrect in order to obtain sufficient depth of focus, or 

the shutter speed may be too slow to arrest motion. 

Because of these limitations the trend in exposure meters now is toward using scales 

with either arbitrary scales, as on the Weston Junior and Cine Meters, Mini-Photo- 

scop, etc., or with scales calibrated in fundamental units, such as the General Electric 

meter which is calibrated in foot-candles or the Weston Universal which is calibrated 

in candles per square foot. These meters are extremely flexible tools as the scale cali- 

brations are independent of film speeds, f-stops, or shutter speeds. By means of a 

calculator which is an integral part of these meters the scale readings can easily be 

translated into a series of exposure values, the choice of any combination depending 

upon whether the shutter speed must be fast enough to stop motion or whether con- 

siderable depth of focus is desired. 
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Characteristics of Photoelectric Exposure Meters.—Table X XVI gives the essential 

operating characteristics of the more important photoelectric exposure meters avail- 

able in the United States.? 

Desirable characteristics of exposure meters of this type include: (1) approximate 

equality of horizontal and vertical acceptance angles, (2) long scale, (8) high sensi- 

tivity, (4) accommodation to wide range of f-numbers, (5) accommodation to wide 

range of film speeds, (6) accommodation to wide range of shutter speeds, and (7) scale 

calibrated in arbitrary units which are proportional to light intensity or, preferably, in 

terms of photometric units. 

The polar-sensitivity characteristics of a number of photoelectric exposure meters 

are shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fie. 9.—Polar diagram showing the relative sensitivity of a number of photoelectric 
exposure meters for light coming from the angles indicated. The zero angle is, of course, 

the optical axis of the meter. The letters refer to the various exposure meters as follows: 

B, Bewi; H, Electrophot (Rhamstine); G, General Electric; H, Helios; M, Meltrovick; MP, Mini- 
pa OLeSeOD: P, Photar; S, Sixtus; Wi, Weston Universal 650; W2, Weston Junior 850; Ws, Weston 

ine 5 
The significance of the subscripts is given as follows: 
h, horizontal plane; vf, vertical plane, foreground; vs, vertical plane, sky. 

Methods of Using Photoelectric Exposure Meters. Brightness-range Method.— 
Fundamentally we desire to expose the negative, so that the light intensities from the 

various areas of the scene being photographed will make use of the straight-line portion 

of the D-logi) FE characteristic. This means that the exposure of both the brightest 

part as well as the darkest part of the scene will fall on the linear region of the D-logiy L 

curve. The range between the lightest and darkest light values of the scene is termed 

the brightness range, and if this does not exceed about 125 (7.e., if the brightest 

area is not more than 125 times as bright as the darkest area), it is usually possible 

to make an exposure on modern films so that the straight-line portion of the curve 

isused. The method by which this is accomplished is known as the brightness-range 

method. 
To use this method, the readings of the meter should be numerically proportional 

to the light intensity reaching the meter, rather than in f-stops or arbitrary letters or 

figures. The light reflected from the brightest portion of the scene as well as that from 

the darkest portion of the scene is independently measured. The ratio of these two 

readings determines the brightness range of the scene being photographed. The 

geometric mean of these two readings is then taken as the light reading for which the 

exposure should be made. An example will make this clear. 

1A more complete table of characteristics of photoelectric exposure meters appears in Photo Technique, 

1, No. 1, June, 1939. 
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Suppose the brightest part of the scene measures 500 candles per sq. ft. and the 

darkest part measures 5 candles per sq. ft. The geometric mean of these readings is 

the square root of their product, or V/ 5 X 500 = VY 2500 = 50. Thus the reading 

50 should be taken as the most suitable light value for which to determine the exposure 
time for the given aperture and film. On some meters the geometric mean of the two 

readings may be determined by properly marked scales and limiting marks, as in the 

Weston Model 650 Universal exposure meter. 

Darkest Object Method.—Since the range of scene brightness does not often exceed 

about 128 (which particular figure is chosen because only an approximate value is 

required and this one is a power of 2), it is often quite satisfactory to measure the 

brightness of the darkest object or the darkest shadow in which detail is desired, if 

these can be approached sufficiently closely to be measured and are not below the 

sensitivity of the exposure meter. This light reading may then be multiplied by 10, 

and this reading can be taken as the best compromise for determining the proper 

exposure for the entire scene. 

For example, suppose that the darkest shadow measured 5 candles per sq. ft. as 

before. The proper exposure for the entire scene, according to the darkest object 

method would be 5 X 10 = 50, which should be used for determining the shutter speed 

or aperture from the calibration of the meter. 

Brightest Object Method.—Sometimes the sensitivity of exposure meters is not 

sufficiently great to permit an accurate reading to be obtained by the ‘‘darkest object 

method.”’ In such cases the brightest object method may be used, which is similar to 

that just described. In the brightest object method, the brightest object in the scene 

is measured. The reading thus obtained is divided by 10 to obtain the best meter 

reading for which to determine the exposure. 

Suppose, for example, that a sheet of paper happens to be the brightest part in the 

scene being photographed, and that the meter reading is 650 foot-candles. The meter 

reading of 65 may then be taken as that most suitable for determining the camera 

adjustments by means of the tables attached to the meter. 

Both the brightest object and the darkest object methods depend upon the assump- 

tion—which is usually true—that the brightness ratio of the scene does not greatly 

exceed about 100 to 1. If the brightness range is much greater than this, the latitude 

of the film may be inadequate to permit exposure of both the bright and the dark 

objects simultaneously on the linear region of the H and D curve. In such cases a 

compromise must be made if correct exposure is to be obtained. It is then expedient 

to determine which portion of the scene (light or dark) is of greater interest and to 

ascertain that the more important part is properly exposed, at the expense of the less 

important portions. Thus, for example, if a bright sheet of paper is the dominant 

subject in the entire scene, the brightest object method would ordinarily be the pre- 

ferred method of the two. Ifa dark suit is to be properly photographed in the scene, 

the darkest object method is to be preferred. 

Average-brightness Method.—Where it is inconvenient or impossible to measure the 

light value of the darkest object directly, then the average values of the entire scene 

can be measured by directing the meter toward the center of the scene. In this 

measurement it is preferable to have as little sky included as possible. For example, if 

buildings with reasonable foreground are to be photographed with open sky overhead, 

then the meter should be directed slightly downward, so that the imaginary 60° cone 

area covered by the electric eye does not extend into the sky area. 

Substitution Method.—When the brightness of a dark-colored object in the shade is 

very low so that it cannot be measured with accuracy on the instrument, or possibly 

not at all, its approximate value may often be determined by the following substitution 

———— 
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method. The method is especially suitable for auxiliary use with the darkest-object 

method. 
Make a measurement of the same or similar object in the sunlight or other bright 

location where a readable indication can be obtained on the meter. Then replace this 

object with a sheet of white paper or white handkerchief and make a second reading on 

this. The ratio of these two readings will give the ratio of the reflectance of the paper 

to that of the object. Remove the paper, and place it in the position of the object 

whose reading is desired (and which is below the reading of the meter) and make a 

measurement from the paper. Divide this reading by the ratio previously formed to 

obtain the light value of the desired object. 

For example, suppose the reading obtained on a similar object in a brighter location 

is 2 and the reading on the paper or handkerchief in the same location is 20. The 

ratio of these readings is 20:2 or 10. If now we obtain a reading of 1 from the sheet of 

paper placed upon the subject whose light value is desired, the reading from the desired 

subject will be %o. It should be realized that this method is in certain cases a con- 

venient approximation. It is most successful where no appreciable differences of 

color between the two objects being measured are incurred. For example, if the ight 

is to be determined for dark-green foliage, it is best to make the ratio test between the 

paper and brightly lighted foliage, rather than between the paper and, let us say, red 

flowers. 

Incidentally, these methods of using the photoelectric exposure meter are equally 

applicable for those cases in which a visual exposure meter is employed. 

Coordination of cameras and meters is of considerable importance in order to 

obtain correct exposure. No meter or camera is perfect, and the calibration errors in 

both will probably, bear an inverse ratio to the purchase price. This statement is 

based upon tests made on many meters and cameras. Unfortunately it is not as sim- 

ple to test and readjust an exposure meter or camera as it is to test and readjust a 

watch, however, if with a particular meter or camera you obtain consistent under- 

exposure or overexposure, the effect whether due to the camera or meter can be cor- 

rected by changing the film-speed setting. For example if consistent underexposure is 

obtained when using a film or plate rated at 23 Scheiner or 24 Weston then the rating 

should be decreased to, perhaps, 20 or 21 Scheiner or 16 or 20 Weston depending upon 

the extent of underexposure. This method of correction does not necessarily mean 

that the film or plate is incorrectly rated, but the method of changing the speed ratings 

merely offers a simple way to correct for incorrect exposures which may be due to 

incorrectly timed shutters, incorrectly calibrated diaphragms, or for the type of 

developer used, etc. e 
The actual aperture value depends upon whether the diaphragm is being opened 

or closed. For example, tests on many cameras showed that the f-stops not only 

varied in actual calibration but were dependent on whether the f-stop desired was 

approached from a smaller or larger opening. For example, if the diaphragm was 

moved from f/3.5 to f/8, the aperture would be larger than if the diaphragm was 

moved from f/16 to f/8. These errors are larger on short-focal-length cameras such as 

miniature and cine cameras than on the long-focal-length cameras because of the much 

smaller actual aperture. It was also found that these errors were considerably greater 

in the low-priced cameras. It is therefore reeommended always to set the f-stop 

from the same direction, which will result in the same aperture at all times for the same 

f-stop calibration. 

When using an exposure meter, it should be appreciated that it is a photographic 

tool and like any tool the more knowledge of it and the more experience you have with 

it, the better it will serve you. There has been and probably will continue to be much 
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data published regarding the use of exposure meters for special applications. The 

majority of these data can be summarized as follows: 

1. Measure the brightness of the principal area in the scene, the face for portraiture 

work, the principal building if taking a street scene, etc. Convert this reading into 

exposure values according to the instructions furnished with the meter. If the 

particular scene is extremely contrasty and details in the shadow and high-light areas 

are desired, then measurements should be taken of these two areas and a geometric 

mean value of exposure chosen. 

2. For highly specialized work where special lighting and certain types of pictures 

are required, it may be necessary to develop a special technique in reading and inter- 

preting the meter readings into photographic exposure. For example, on a certain 

type of setup it may be noticed that either over- or underexposure is consistently 

obtained. This may be due to any number of things such as the quality of the light 

being considerably different than that used in determining the film-speed value, camera, 

calibration or meter calibration may be incorrect, etc., but, by considering the exposure 

meter, not as an infallible tool, but as a useful practical tool, corrections can be 

artificially made by altering the rated film speed value to correct for consistent over- 

or underexposure. 
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CHAPTER IX 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT SOURCES 

By Brverty DupLEY 

Definition of Light.—The various ways in which the term light is used make it 

desirable to formulate definitions so that a common basis for discussion may be 

provided. 

Scientific Definition.—Because of the manner in which the term light is associated 

with subjective stimuli, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible to frame an entirely 

satisfactory and scientific definition of this term. We may, however, devise a reason- 

ably satisfactory definition which will be useful for many purposes. Thus light may 

be defined as the radiant energy having wavelengths of from 400 to 700 myu.! These 

limits are approximately those for which the human eye is sensitive, so that the 

definition given above includes only those radiations which may be expected to 

produce, in the normal person, a visual sensation. 

Physiological Definitions.—Physiologically, light may be defined as that radiant 

energy which, impinging upon the eye, travels through the cornea, aqueous humor, 

crystalline lens, and vitreous humor, successively, ultimately falling on, and passing 

through, the retina until it reaches the sensitive rods and cones where, in normal eyes, 

a photochemical reaction is set up leading to the excitation of the nerve endings. 

Psychological Definition.—Psychologically, light may be defined as the stimulus 

to the eye which, in a normal person, results in sensations in the brain, permitting the 

perception of visual form, intensity, color, perspective, and size. 

Photographic Definition.—In a broad sense ‘‘actinic”’ light, 7.e., that light which is 

capable of affecting photographic materials, may be defined as the radiant energy of 

such wavelengths as are capable of producing a latent image on a photographically 

sensitized film, plate, or emulsion. It is evident that the range of wavelengths of 

“actinic”’ light will depend upon the spectral-sensitivity characteristics of the photo- 

graphic material. For panchromatic materials the range of wavelengths may be 

considered to be from about 350 to 700 my which corresponds fairly well to the range 

for which the human eye is sensitive. For orthochromatic materials, the upper limit 

may be taken at about 600 my, whereas for orthonon or noncolor-sensitive materials, 

the upper limit may be approximately 540 my. For special purposes, photographic 

materials may be sensitized to other wavelength ranges; ‘‘actinic light”’ for such 

materials will, necessarily, have wavelength limits different from those listed above. 

Nature and Characteristics of Light.—At the present time there are two theories 

concerning the nature of light, coexisting side by side. These are the wave-motion 

theory, which is useful in explaining such phenomena as reflection, interference, refrac- 

tion, diffraction, and polarization; and the quantum theory, which explains the more 

recent advances in X rays, radiation, and photoelectricity. The fact that two theories 

are required adequately to express the characteristics of electromagnetic radiation 

results from the inability of the human mind to conceive of more than two methods by 

which energy can be transferred. One of these is by the actual transfer of matter 

1 Millimicron is abbreviated muy. For other units used in measuring and specifying light wave- 

length, see Chap. II, page 11, and Chap. X, page 293. 
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itself, and the other is through the medium of wave motion. When our knowledge and 

insight into the physical nature of light are more highly developed, it is reasonable to 

believe that a single theory of light shall be developed which will embrace the experi- 

mental evidence and theoretical considerations which are now included, separately, in 

the wave motion and the quantum theories. 
According to the wave theory, light may be regarded as an electromagnetic 

disturbance propagated in a hypothetical medium (called the ether) as a transverse 

wave! with a velocity of c = 2.99796 X 10!° cm. per sec. or approximately 186,300 

miles per sec. — 

In any wave motion, the relation between the velocity of propagation c, the fre- 

quency (or number of alternations or vibrations per unit time) v, and the wavelength 

(or distance from a point on one wave to the corresponding point on the next adjacent 

waves) A, is c = dv. Light in the visible region extends from wavelengths of from 

Visible spectrum 
—_—_—s 
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Fic. 1—Wavelength-frequency relationship for the visible and adjacent spectrums for 

light traveling in free space. 

400 to about 700 mu, so that the frequency of visible light may be expected to occur 

within the range of approximately 7.5 X 1014 to 4.3 X 104 cycles per sec. as shown in 

Fig. 1. The color of a given light depends upon the frequencies or wavelengths of 

which it is composed, as well as the magnitude of the energy at these frequencies or 

wavelengths. 
Light of only one frequency or a very small range of frequencies is said to be mono- 

chromatic and results in a sensation of a single pure or spectral color. When more 

than one frequency is present, the light is said to be heterochromatic, but the unaided 

and untrained eye does not usually distinguish between monochromatic and hetero- 

chromatic radiations in the visible spectrum. Pure monochromatic light of a single 

frequency does not exist, although it may be very closely approached. White light 

consists of approximately equal intensities of all frequencies within the visible spec- 

trum. Consequently, by properly combining colored lights, it is possible to produce 

white light. 

By permitting light to fall upon a smooth surface, the direction of propagation 

of the ight may be altered, and the light is reflected from the surface. If the reflecting 

surface is highly polished and smooth, the reflection taking place is regular or specular 

and is sharply defined. In this case the angle of incidence of the light to the perpen- 

dicular of the surface always equals the angle of reflection. If the reflecting surface 

is rough or coarse in comparison to the wavelength of light, the angles of incidence and 

reflection for the beam as a whole may not be equal or may be only approximately 

equal. This type of reflection is called ‘diffuse reflection,” and the beams are not 

sharply defined as in specular reflection. Diagrams illustrating specular and diffuse 

reflection are shown in Fig. 2. 

1A transverse wave is one in which the displacement occurs perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation. 
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Light impinging upon a medium is dispersed in three ways as shown in Fig. 3. 

Part of the light may be reflected, as already explained, or, if the medium is trans- 

parent, much of the light may be transmitted through it. The rest is absorbed in 

passing through the medium and is dissipated, ultimately making its appearance in 

the form of heat. 

/nciolen# beam Reflected beam 

Smooth, polished 
05050 f 
SRK / surtace 
BRK K RNS, 
SSK RSEK 

Specular or Regular Reflection 

-Etched or 
7 

Ss AY / gronular surface 

SS SSS SSL 

Diffuse Reflection 
Fig. 2.— Diagrams illustrating specular reflection from polished surface and diffuse reflection 

from surface which is irregular compared with dimensions of light waves. 

Incident beam Reflected rays 
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Transmitted rays 
Fic. 3.—In passing through a transparent medium, some of the light rays are reflected, 

some are absorbed, and the rest are transmitted through the medium. The rays are bent 

in passing from two mediums having different indices of refraction. 

The velocity of light in any material medium is less than the velocity in free space. 

Therefore, if light which is traveling through a vacuum is made to pass through a 

transparent medium, its velocity will be decreased. If the incidence is perpendicular 

or normal to the surface of the medium, the only effect will be a slowing down of the 

velocity of light while passing through the denser medium. However, if light impinges 

on the denser medium at some other angle, the relative change in velocity of propaga- 

tion through the denser medium will result in a bending of the beam. At the surface 

of the two mediums the direction of the beam will change, and the light is diffracted. 
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In passing out of the denser transparent medium into free space again, the velocity 

of propagation will be increased. Consequently, the light wave will again be refracted 

but in a direction opposite to that of the first refraction. 

Ordinarily natural light vibrates in all possible directions perpendicular to its 

direction of propagation. However, it is possible to restrict to a single plane the 

transverse displacement of the wave, and light vibrating in this manner is plane 

polarized. 
Like sound or water waves, light waves curl around obstacles in their path, but 

because of the tremendous size of any physical object which we can observe compared 

to the wavelength of light, this effect is so very slight as to be practically nonexistent. 

Therefore we customarily regard light as being rectilinearly propagated, 7.e., as travel- 

ing in straight lines. 
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Fic. 4.—Relative visibility of the normal human eye at normal and greatly reduced light 

levels, showing the Purkinje shift. 

According to the quantum theory, electromagnetic radiation (of which light is an 

example and forms a small portion of the total range of possible and available electro- 

magnetic radiation) is always emitted and absorbed in discrete quantities. The unit 

of radiation is the quantum or photon. When one of these quanta is absorbed, the 

energy of the quanta manifests itself as radiant energy or waves which may have their 

wavelength in the visible region so as to produce light. The subject of quantum 

theory is beyond the scope of this book and is not essential for an elementary under- 

standing of photographic principles. 

The eye is not uniformly sensitive to all wavelengths (colors) within the visible 

spectrum, which extends from about 400 to 700 my. For a given amount of energy 

(light intensity) at the red end of the spectrum, the eye is relatively insensitive. The 

sensitivity of the eye increases as the wavelength is shifted from the red, through the 

red-orange, orange, orange-yellow, yellow, and for moderate light intensities finally 

reaches a maximum for the average human eye in the yellow-green region. Beyond 

this point of maximum sensitivity, the sensitivity of the eye decreases as we progress 

through the green, blue-green, blue, blue-violet, and trails off in the violet region. It 

is safe to say that probably no two human eyes are exactly alike in their sensitivity or 

oe 
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response to colors, but for the average normal human eye, the relative sensitivity as 

a function of wavelength (color) is given by the curve of Fig. 4. The maximum 

sensitivity of the eye is seen to occur at 554 my at normal levels of illumination. 

When the luminosity of an observed object is considerably reduced beyond that 

ordinarily used, there is a gradual shift in the visibility curve toward the shorter 

wavelengths, and the shape of the visibility curve undergoes minor modifications. 

For extremely low levels of illumination, the maximum sensitivity of the eye occurs at 

507 my in the green portion of the spectrum, instead of at 554 my in the yellow-green 

part of the spectrum. Practical application is made of this Purkinje shift of the 

visibility curve with variation in illumination, in selecting safe lights which are 

employed when dealing with sensitive panchromatic materials. Since the eye is most 

sensitive to green light at low illumination levels, the safe light is made green so that 

Relative Sensation (Arbitrary Units) 

10 1 [One 1 Oceet Ocee One ne Orne ent Og 
Field Brightness in Candles per Sq.Meter 

Fic. 5.—Relative sensation of the normal human eye plotted against the logarithm of 
the stimulus (field brightness). If the Weber-Fechner law were obeyed, this curve would 

be a sloping straight line instead of being s-shaped. 

less light can be employed and thereby lessen the chance of fogging the photographic 

material. 
Two other characteristics of the eye are important in photography, especially 

in motion-picture photography. These are the sensitivity of the eye to flicker and the 

persistence of vision. 
The eye does not respond instantly to a sensation stimulus; when the stimulus is 

removed, the eye does not respond immediately. The eye will require about 0.01 sec. 

to perceive the stimulus and will retain the sensation of light for about 0.05 sec. after 

its cessation. The values given depend upon the general level of illumination and the 

flicker rate but are approximately correct for average conditions encountered in 

practical motion-picture photography. 

If flicker at constant frequency occurs in a light source or in the level of illumina- 

tion, it may be quite annoying. The flicker frequency which is least objectionable 

varies with the general level of illumination and the least perceptible difference in 

brightness between the bright and dark images. However, flicker is usually most 

objectionable between about 3 and 10 cycles per sec. If the flicker is such as to cut 
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off the light entirely (as in the case of motion-picture projection), the highest frequency 

at which flicker is just apparent is called the ‘‘critical frequency.” For a field bright- 

ness of 1 candle per sq. m., the critical frequency is 30 cycles; it is about 38 cycles at 

10 candles per sq. m., 22 cycles at 0.1 candles per sq. m., 15 cycles at 0.01 candles per 

sq. m. and about 12 cycles at 0.001 candles per sq. m. These figures illustrate the 

importance of taking into consideration the general brightness of the image on the 

screen in determining optimum shutter speed. 

The eye has a wide adaption to light stimulus and is sensitive over a wide range. 
When the relative sensation of the eye is plotted against the logarithm of the stimulus 

(logarithm of field brightness in candles per square meter) as independent ordinate, an 

s-shaped curve results, covering the tremendously large range of from 0.001 to 105 

candles per sq. m. as shown in Fig. 5. The fact that relatively little change in sensa- 

tion results from a large change in stimulus (when static conditions are assumed) 

indicates how unsuited the eye is as a substitute for objective types of instruments in 

determining light values. 

Production of Light.—Visible light may be produced on a practical scale in two 

ways: (1) by increasing the temperature of the source until it is incandescent, 1.e., 

until some of the energy radiated falls within the visible region of wavelengths; and (2) 

by conduction of electricity through gases. The first of these methods is represented 

by the familiar tungsten filament lamp. Mercury-vapor lamps, neon signs, and 

sodium-vapor lamps are among the more common examples of the production of light 

by means of gaseous conduction. 

In incandescent sources, light is produced by passing current through a fine wire 

contained in a glass enclosure which is either evacuated as completely as possible of 

the residual gases or is thoroughly evacuated after which an inert gas at low pressure is 

introduced into the enclosure. The purpose of the inactive gas is to increase the life 

of the lamp and to prevent the blackening of the enclosing bulb. 

Other incandescent sources include the flames of candles, kerosene lamps, Wels- 

bach mantles, gas burners, etc. In a popular sense a flame is a gas burning in air. 

The production of the flame is, however, not confined to a gas burning in air but is a 

phenomenon observed when any two gases undergo combustion accompanied by the 

evolution of light and heat, as when hydrogen burns in chlorine to produce hydrogen 

chloride. The luminosity of flames depends, in a complex manner, on a number of 

factors. In general, however, it may be said that: (1) the luminosity of a flame is 

dependent upon, or is influenced by, the glowing of solid matter, such as carbon, heated 

to incandescence; (2) the luminosity is increased by increasing the pressure of the 

burning gas; and (3) the luminosity is increased by raising the temperature of the 

burning gas. 

In producing visible light through the use of gaseous conduction, the most common 

method is to fill, with a gas or vapor, a glass tube having metallic electrodes at its ends 

and applying a voltage between these electrodes. The voltage must be sufficiently 

high to break down the gas molecules and produce ionization together with radiation 

in the visible spectrum. Radiations outside of the visible region are also usually 

produced as well but are of no importance for purposes of illumination. 

Light Spectra.—If the white light from the sun is analyzed, as by passing it through 

a prism or reflecting it from a finely ruled grating, it will be found to be composed of a 

continuous band of all the visible colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. 

Light from an incandescent lamp will also form a continuous band of colors when 

analyzed, but since this form of light is yellow rather than white, the colors from an 

incandescent lamp (operated at temperature which will result in a useful life of the 

lamp of about 1000 hr.) will be weaker in the green, blue, and violet regions than is 

the case with the white light from the sun. If we pass the light from a mercury-vapor 
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or neon lamp through a prism, it will be found that the light produced is analyzed into 

its component parts but that the color distribution obtained is not at all continuous; 

in fact, only a few colored lines will be observed. 
The spreading out of a complex light into a range of spectral colors is known as 

analyzing the light, and the range of colors is known as the spectrum. When the range 

of colors is continuous, as in the case of analyzed sunlight, the spectrum is continuous. 

When only certain lines appear, as when gaseous-conduction light sources are analyzed, 

the spectrum is discontinuous. The spectrum shows what colors (or light wave- 
lengths) are present in the original light source. If the intensity of the energy at the 

various wavelengths is measured, a spectroradiometric curve can be plotted which 

shows in graphical form the relative or absolute intensity of the energy of which the 

beam is composed, as a function of wavelength. Such spectroradiometric curves are 

200 

Relative Energy Standard daylight 

Ot 
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Fig. 6.—Relative energy at various wavelengths for incandescent bodies at various 

temperatures. The spectral-energy curve for daylight is shown by the dashed line, and 
is closely approximated, over most of the visual region, by a body having a color tempera- 

ture of 5500° K. 

of considerable importance, scientifically, in the investigation of the characteristics of 

light sources. 

In a continuous spectrum all wavelengths within a given spectrum band are present 

to some extent, and the relation between the wavelength and the energy of the light 

source at that wavelength may be indicated by means of a continuous curve. Figure 

6 shows the spectroradiometric curve for daylight at the earth’s surface as well as for 

tungsten lamps operated at various temperatures. 

In a discontinuous spectrum, energy may not be present for all wavelengths 

within the limits of the spectrum band, lack of certain wavelength lines being made 

apparent by a dark field. Such a spectrum is known as a “‘line spectrum,” as com- 

pared with the continuous spectrum of the sun or incandescent lamps, for instance. 

In the curve of a line spectrum the presence of energy of a given wavelength is indi- 

cated by a vertical line whose length represents the relative or absolute intensity of the 

energy at this given wavelength. Figure 7 shows a line spectrum for a hot-cathode 

neon lamp. 

Sometimes we may have a combination of the continuous as well as the line 

spectra, as when light from a mercury-vapor lamp and an incandescent lamp are 

analyzed simultaneously. Such a spectral curve unites the properties of both the 

continuous and the discontinuous spectra. 
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The radiometric curves for various types of light sources are of importance in the 

scientific and technical aspects of photography since the density of the image on the 

negative depends not only upon the characteristics of the film or plate, together with 

a filter, if this is used, but also to a very marked extent upon the characteristics of the 

light source employed in making the exposure. This subject will be treated at greater 

length in following sections in this chapter. 

Photographic Effects of Light—The fundamental action of light impinging upon 

a photographically sensitized material is to produce, after the necessary processing, a 

deposit of finely divided metallic silver which appears black by either transmitted or 

reflected light. The blackness or opaqueness of this silver deposit is termed the 

density of the photographic material. The density of the silver deposit depends, in a 
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Fic. 7.—Line spectrum showing the relative intensity of the various lines in the spectrum 
for a neon lamp. Practically all of the energy is in the red and orange part of the visible 
band. 
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rather complicated manner, on several factors, among the most important of which 

may be mentioned: 

1. The intensity of the light source to which the photographic material is exposed. 

. The spectral-energy distribution of the light source. 

. The sensitivity or speed of the photographic material exposed to white light. 

. The spectral sensitivity of the photographic material. 

The manner in which the exposure is made, 7.e., whether the exposure is made 

continuously or intermittently. 

6. The total duration of the time of exposure. 
7. The processing conditions which the photographic material undergoes subse- 

quent to exposure. 

The effects of most of these factors upon the density of the photographic material 

have been discussed in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry. In this chapter 

it is proposed to discuss, briefly, the first four factors listed above, since they are inti- 

mately associated with light sources, and a knowledge of their effects will facilitate a 

- further discussion of the characteristics of light sources suitable for photography. 

Ee 
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Density Dependent upon Light Intensity.—Suppose we have an optical bench upon 

which is mounted, at one end, a photographic plate behind a shutter which is arranged 

to let light through to the plate for a given amount of time, e.g., t sec., but shuts off all 

light from reaching the film except when it is open. Let a convenient light source, 

such as an incandescent lamp, be arranged before the shutter in such a way that the 

distance between the film and the light source may be varied at will. It is assumed 

that the light source is maintained constant in intensity and spectral-energy distribu- 

tion. This may be accomplished by operating the lamp at sufficiently low tem- 

peratures (not more than 2400°K.) and by maintaining the temperature of the lamp 

constant. The most convenient way of maintaining constancy of the luminous 

output is to mamtain the voltage across its terminals constant. 

Under the conditions assumed, exposure of the photographic plate will only take 

place during the time the shutter is open, and during this time the illumination on the 

plate will depend upon the intrinsic brightness of the lamp with its associated filter as 

well as the distance between the lamp and the photographic plate. If the lamp is 

rated at & candle power and the distance between the lamp and photographic plate is 

D, then the light intensity on the photographic 

plate will be 

k 
I= D2 (1) 

If t is the time during which the shutter is open, 

the exposure of the plate may then be defined as 

eye (2) 

Beste 

LogigE = Logi 1 t+Logiot 
For t = constant 

LogioE = A+Logjol 

Density 
D2 

By keeping k and ¢ constant, the exposure given 

to the photographic plate may now be made to v 

depend only upon the intensity of light falling 

upon the photographic plate J. 

If we give different sections of the photo- 

graphic plate different exposures by varying the 

distance D for each successive exposure and 

then determine the density of the silver deposit 
after the film is properly processed, we may determine the manner in which 

the density depends upon the intensity of the light source to which it was 

exposed. If such a series of exposures is made, the densities are measured and plotted 

against intensity J, the results will give the typical characteristic curve shown in 

Fig. 8. From this curve it will be seen that: (1) for extremely low values of illumina- 

tion, only a small silver deposit occurs corresponding to the fog density of the material; 

(2) for increasing values of illumination, additional deposits of silver occur; (3) for a 

considerable range, the density is proportional to the logarithm of the illumination; (4) 

this proportionality fails but reaches a maximum density after which (5) the density 

decreases for extremely large values of light intensity. In practice, this last region, 

corresponding to extremely large values of exposure, is of no practical use; the most 

important part of this characteristic is the linear region for which the density is pro- 

portional to the logarithm of the light intensity, so long as the shutter speed is main- 

tained invariable. 

Effect of Sensitivity of Photographic Material.—The sensitivity of a photographic 

plate may be, and is, expressed in a rather wide variety of ways.? Because of the 

1¥For simplicity and consistency with sensitometric practice, let it be assumed that the spectral 

radiation of the lamp is modified by means of filters so that it closely approximates that of mean 

noon sunlight. 

2 See p. 190, Chapter on Photographic Sensitometry. 

Logjol 
Fig. 8.—Characteristic of typical 

negative materials, showing the man- 

ner in which the density depends upon 
the intensity of illumination for con- 

stant exposure time (constant shutter 
speeds). 
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dissimilarity of the methods employed to express the sensitivity characteristics of 

photographic materials as well as the dissimilar numerical units employed, it is 

difficult to make any quantitive statements concerning the relation between the 

density of the silver deposit and the sensitivity or speed of the photographic material. 

In several common methods of expressing film characteristics the sensitivity or speed 

is a measure of the minimum exposure which would just produce a deposit of silver 

if the D-logio H characteristic (as shown in Fig. 8) were a straight line. All the methods 

of determining the speed or sensitivity of photographic plates are alike in that the 

higher numerics of any given system of speed notation represent the more sensitive 

or the faster emulsions. Consequently, it may be said that, for a given light source, 

the density of the deposit will tend to increase as the speed number in any given 

system of the photographic materials is increased. But it is not possible to determine, 

from speed ratings alone, what the ratio of the densities will be for two films exposed 

in a given manner but whose speeds are given in different methods of rating. Thus 

it may be assumed that, for a given light source exposed to a plate for a given time, a 

denser deposit of silver will be obtained for a photographic material having a speed of 

500 H and D than for one having a speed of 100 H and D. Conversely, a denser 

deposit for identical exposure and processing conditions will be obtained for material 

having a rating of 26° Scheiner than for one having a rating of 18° Scheiner. We 

cannot, however, make any statements as to the density due to a given exposure 

between films of 500 H and D and 26° Scheiner or of 100 H and D and 18° Scheiner 

without making measurements on the processed films. 

Effect of Spectral Characteristics of Film and Light Source.—In color photography 

and in monochrome photography where colored objects must be photographed so that 

the final print shows the image in black, white, and shades of gray which are propor- 

tional to the luminosities of the various portions of the original subject, the spectral 

characteristics of the light source and of the photographic material are of considerable 

importance. 

The spectral-sensitivity characteristics of the photographic material must be 

studied together with the spectral-energy distribution of the light source, for both 

characteristics enter into the correct tone rendition of the colored image. It is 

possible to study the spectral characteristics of either the film or the light source alone, 

if we maintain constant the characteristic of the other factor. - But in any event it is 

essential that the spectral characteristics of both of these two factors be known. 

Let the spectral distribution of energy intensity in a light source be represented 

by the symbol J), and let the spectral sensitivity of the photographic material be desig- 

nated by the symbol S,, where both Jy and S) are continuous functions between their 

upper and lower wavelength limits, which theoretically are zero and infinity. Then 

the photographic intensity of the light source, whose characteristics are specified 

by Jy, when used with a photographic material whose spectral characteristics are 

specified by S), is given by 

Ip = fn 8rar (3) 

The equation for the photographic intensity may be represented by the area under a 

curve whose boundary is determined by the boundaries of the curves representing the 

spectral characteristics of the film and the light source. 

For those who may not be mathematically minded, the following illustrative 

examples may be more enlightening than the above equation. Let Fig. 9 represent 

the relative spectral sensitivity of several photographic materials, as indicated, and 

let Fig. 10 represent the relative spectral-intensity distribution of three common light 

sources employed in photography. Since we shall be concerned only with the relative 
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spectral characteristics, all the light sources have been plotted with their intensity at 

560 my taken as unity. 

Knowing the characteristics of the light source and the film, it is now possible to 

determine the relative photographic effects of the light sources on a film of specified 

Sensitivity 

500. 600 
Wavelength in Millimicrons 

Fic. 9.—Relative spectral sensitivity of typical photographic materials. Curve A 
represents the sensitivity of panchromatic material; curve B, orthochromatic materials; 
and curve C, noncolor-sensitive materials. 

characteristics when a definite exposure is given. This photographic effect is known 

as ‘‘photicity”’ and is analogous to luminosity in visual effects. The preceding equa- 

tions indicate that we are to multiply, wavelength by wavelength, the sensitivity of 

the film by the spectral-energy distribution of the light source; the area under the 

180 = 
J2360°K 
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Fic. 10.—Spectral-intensity curves for common light sources used in photography plotted 

relative to the energy at 560 millimicrons, which is assumed to be unity or 100 per cent. 

new curve is then proportional to the photographic intensity of the light source in 

question when used with the film exposure time. In Fig. 11 are shown the resulting 

curves for three types of photographic materials (orthonon, orthochromatic, and 

panchromatic) when used with sunlight as a source of light. Since, for a given time 
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of exposure to sunlight, the density of the negative is proportional to the area under 

these curves, it is apparent that the panchromatic material is, in effect, considerably 

more sensitive than the other two photographic materials. The peaks of sensitivity 

0.7 
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Fig. 11.—Relative sensitivity of panchromatic (A), orthochromatic (B) and noncolor- 
sensitive (C) photographic materials when used with sunlight illumination. These curves 
are obtained by multiplying, wavelength by wavelength, the appropriate curves of Fig. 9 
with the sunlight curve of Fig. 10. 

Relative Sensitivity 
re) S 
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Fic. 12.—Relative-sensitivity curves for orthochromatic materials when used with 
various light sources. These curves are obtained by multiplying, wavelength by wave- 
length, the orthochromatic curve of Fig. 9 with the appropriate curves of the light sources 
of Fig. 10. 

as shown in Fig. 9 do not vary by more than 20 per cent, but the relative photicity 

as shown in Fig. 11 is about 1.00 for the orthonon material, as against 1.75 for the 

orthochromatic and 4.92 for the panchromatic materials. The increased photicity 

results from the fact that the orthochromatic and panchromatic films are sensitive to 

a wider range of wavelengths than the orthonon or noncolor-sensitive films; to only a 
oO 
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small extent is the increased photicity due to increased sensitivity of the peaks of their 

spectral curves. 

Figure 12 shows curves plotted for the orthochromatic material whose character- 

istics are given in Fig. 9, but when used with three different light sources. The curve 

of smallest area is that obtained when a tungsten lamp at a temperature of 2360°K. is 

used to expose the film. The intermediate curve is that obtained with a photoflood 

tungsten-filament lamp, whereas the curve with the highest peak is that for sunlight. 

These curves show that, for a photographic material whose spectral sensitivity is that 

given by S) of Fig. 9, the sun produces the greatest photicity; while photoflood lamps 

are next. Tungsten-filament lamps at 2360°K. (a temperature commonly used in 

photographic sensitometric work) produces the least photographic effect for the photo- 

graphic material selected. The resultant photicity curves would be different for 

photographic materials having other spectral-sensitivity curves. From an examina- 

tion of the film and light-source curves, it would appear that the photographic effect of 

the sun and of the photoflood lamps would be about equal for the panchromatic mate- 

rials, although a curve would have to be plotted to test the accuracy of this statement. 

It should be pointed out that Figs. 9 and 10 are plotted in terms of relative spectral 

sensitivity, and relative spectral-energy distribution, respectively. Consequently 

the photicity curves are relative and are to be used only for comparisons between two 

or more materials plotted in the same figure. The curves could, of course, be plotted 

in some definitely established units, but this is not necessary for illustrative purposes. 

Classification of Light Sources.—Light sources for photographic purposes may be 

divided into two convenient classifications: (1) natural light sources whose inherent 

characteristics of intensity, time of occurrence, time of duration, and spectral char- 

acteristics are entirely out of the control of human beings; and (2) artificial light 

sources whose characteristics are very largely under human control and are, conse- 

quently, much more convenient and flexible than natural light sources. 

Natural Light Sources.—Natural light sources may be divided into the following 

groups: 

1. Astronomical: 

a. The sun 

b. The moon 

c. The stars and planets 

2. Meteorological: 

a. Daylight, resulting from sun shining on the earth’s atmosphere 

b. Lightning 

c. Aurora borealis 

3. Luminescent materials 
Of these natural light sources, only sunlight and daylight (which results from the 

sun) are of sufficient importance to be generally used for ordinary photographic pur- 

poses. For special purposes, especially scientific work, some of the other sources may 

be used, but their use is relatively infrequent. 

The Sun.—The spectrum of the sun is continuous. Light from the sun is closely 

approached by that of an incandescent source operating at about 5600°K. The spec- 

trum of the sun as received at the earth’s surface, is modified by the scattering and 

absorption of the earth’s atmosphere. Absorption and scattering produced by 

particles in the atmosphere are the principle causes for this modification. Scattering 

and absorption increase as the sun approaches the horizon, since for this condition, 

the rays reaching the earth travel through a much longer atmospheric path than when 

the sun is at the zenith. The intensity of the sun’s rays reaching the earth depends 
not only upon the time of day but also upon the time of year and the latitude of the 

observer. Changes in the spectral distribution of the light of the sun are easily observ- 
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able throughout the day, the apparent reddening of the spectrum near sunrise or sun- 

set being caused by the absorption of the shorter wavelengths as the rays pass through 

longer paths of the earth’s atmosphere. Because of the wide ranges which take place 

in the intensity and spectral distribution of the sun’s rays as they reach the earth, it is 

evident that it is impossible to speak of “‘sunlight”’ (for any given particular condi- 

tion) as representing a suitable standard of luminous intensity. 

Although the radiant energy from the sun, at any given time, cannot be used as a 

standard, it does provide, however, one of the most convenient and practical of lumin- 
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Fig. 13.—Solar illumination for each month of the year, and for various periods of the day, 

as determined from measurements made at Washington, D. C. 

ous light sources. Numerous measurements on the spectral distribution and intensity 

of the sun’s rays which reach the earth have been made, and the mean or average 

value of these measurements are well known, do not vary, and consequently may be 

used to specify ‘‘mean noon sunlight.”” Thus, mean noon sunlight as measured at 

Washington, D. C., is often used as a standard and as a comparison for other light 

sources. 

Mean noon sunlight illumination for various times of the year and day at the 
surface of the earth at Washington, D. C., is given in Table I. This table represents 

measurements made with the sun shining unobscured on a cloudless day. The solar 

illumination is shown graphically in Fig. 18. The curves are plotted in terms of hours 

from noon, instead of in terms of local standard time. Thus the curve marked 2 

applies for conditions at 10 a.m. or 2 p.m. standard time while the 0 curve represents 

noon data. 

The manner in which the relative luminous energy from the sun varies throughout 

the day is shown in Fig. 14. These curves are plotted on a relative basis, with noon 
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sunlight for each month taken as 100 per cent, but, as 100 per cent for the various curves 

represents different values of absolute radiant energy, Fig. 14 should not be used in 

such a manner that data from one curve is transferred to or compared with data of 

another curve. These sets of curves show, for example, that at 9 a.m. (or 3 P.M.) the 

light from the sun in October (or February) is about 82 per cent of its value at noon 

for the same months, and therefore gives some indication of the increase in exposure 

which should be allowed if photographs are made several hours before or after noon. 

It is not correct to interpret these charts to indicate, for example, that the light from 

the sun at 4 p.m. (or 8 a.m.) in June will be equal to that at 9 a.m. in October because 

Relative Solar Illumination 

4 

Hour from Meridian 
Fig. 14.—Diagram illustrating the manner in which the relative solar illumination 

varies throughout the day. The curves are plotted with noon illumination for each par- 
ticular month as 100 per cent. 

both happen to have values which are 82 per cent of their maximum value at noon, 

for the noon sunlight in June is greater than that in October. It should be noted that 

these curves are plotted for Washington, D. C. The use of this table at latitudes much 

different than that of Washington would require correction. 

The spectral-energy distribution of the sun is an important consideration when 

photographic work is done by daylight. Early in the morning and late in the after- 

noon, the radiation of the sun contains relatively much more red and orange than it 

does at noon. For panchromatic materials little or no increase in exposure may be 

required in consequence of this fact. However, for orthochromatic materials, it may 

be necessary to increase the exposure late in the afternoon or early in the morning 

several times that required for panchromatic materials, simply because there is rela- 

tively less blue radiation in the sunlight (to which the orthochromatic material is 

sensitive) and relatively much more red (to which the orthochromatic materials are 
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insensitive). For orthonon or noncolor-sensitive materials which have a peak of 

sensitivity at the blue end of the spectrum, it may be impossible to make photographs 

early in the morning or late in the afternoon except by means of excessively long 

exposure. 
Moonlight.—Since the light from the moon comes to the earth as light reflected 

from the sun, it follows that the intensity of moonlight is very much weaker than that 

of sunlight. Moonlight varies cyclically every 28 days, as well as throughout the 

night and during the year. As a source of luminous intensity for photographie pur- 

TasBLE I.—Souar ILLUMINATION AT NorMAL INCIDENCE. LatirupE 42°N. East or 

MississipPI RivER. CLOUDLESS Sxy! 

Hour angle of sun from the meridian 

EEC EEE 
Solar illumination, lumens per sq. ft. 

Dec. 21 7600 7300 6640 5190 2460 | 

feet an. 21 8120 | 7890 | 7290 | 6040 | 3760 
Feb. 21 9140 9040 8440 7450 6140 2460 

Mar. 21 9270 9110 8710 7910 6700 4650 720 

Sone) ae 21 9230 9060 8800 8300 7350 5860 3600 

9070 8990 8630 8140 7480 6260 4700 1200 

June i 9080 9000 8740 8220 7430 6420 4880 2160 

July 21 9070 8990 8670 8140 7550 6330 4830 1200 

Summer Aug. 21 8810 8710 8390 7830 6880 5460 2990 

Sept. 21 8910 8760 8510 7710 6500 4590 720 

Oct. 21 8510 8420 7960 6910 5220 2100 

Fall< Nov. 21 8120 7890 7290 5960 3390 

Dec. 21 

Time of day (local standard time) 

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1From H. H. Kimball, Trans. Illum. Eng. Soc. (N. Y.), 18, 457 (1923). 

poses, the moon is not very effective. Approximately 150,000 times as long an expo- 

sure must be given for photographs taken in full moonlight on a clear night as would 

be required for the same scene by full, direct sunlight. This approximate rule varies 

with conditions, of course, but a simple practical rule to follow is to expose 25 min. by 

full moonlight for every 1400 sec. exposure which would be required for the same scene 

in full sunlight. If the moon is in one of its increasing or decreasing phases instead 

of being full, the exposure must be still further increased. Of course, if the moon itself 

is to be photographed, shorter exposures should be given. 

Light from Stars and Planets.—The stars and planets provide so little light as to be 

suitable only for astronomical photographs, and even here the exposure is usually of the 

order of minutes, rather than small fractions of a second. The actual exposure time 

required for astronomical photography depends to a large extent upon the telescope 

used. For further data, reference should be made to the chapter on Astronomic 

Photography. 
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Meterological Light Sources.—Of the meterological sources of light, skylight or 

daylight is by far the most important for photographic purposes. Approximately 

one-fifth of the total illumination on a clear day is due to light from the sky (which, 

of course, results from the scattering of sunlight in the earth’s atmosphere), rather 

than direct sunlight itself. For a cloudy, overcast sky in which the sun is not visible, 

the illumination on a vertical surface is almost independent of the direction of this 

surface and that of the sun. For a clear day, however, the illumination varies con- 

siderably with the angle between the sun and the vertical surface, for in this case direct 

sunlight enters into the consideration of the total or net illumination. 

Table II shows the illumination from daylight for various conditions, whereas 

Table I shows the illumination due to direct sunlight. The total illumination may be 

estimated from these tables. For a clear day the net illumination is the sum of these 

two illuminations. On cloudy days with the sun obscured, the net illumination is that 

due to daylight and is given in Table II. For other conditions, some suitable propor- 

tion of the two components of the net illumination should be used. 

Artificial Light Sources.—Artificial light sources may be classified for convenience 

according to the type of spectra they produce, or the purity of the emitted spectra. 

For special types of photographic work (especially in scientific photography) such 

classifications may be useful. However, for ordinary photography a somewhat 

arbitrary classification, based largely upon the apparatus employed to produce the 

light, appears to be generally more useful and will be employed in this section. 

TasBLe J[.—ILLUMINATION FROM Sky LicuHt, LuMENS PER Sq. Fr.! 

‘ On vertical surface, whose angle with sun is ¢ 
Solar On hori- 

altitude, zontal Zenith 
6 Seed ae luminosity 

ge = 0° | ¢ = 45°| » = 70° | » = 90° le = 135°\—o = 180°] Mean 

Cloudy Day 

0° 15.2 5.6 5.8 ae 6.4 @.7/ oil 6.3 14.7 

20° 726 298 280 eee 273 273 272 279 919 

41° 1505 614 608 Be. 615 622 606 613 1860 

61° 2150 881 941 ae 977 932 929 932 3340 

71° 2950 1142 1103 ee: 1118 1122 1203 1138 4500 

Clear Sky, Summer 

0° 

20° 840 1252 1038 803 526 316 293 704 370 

40° 1340 1454 1325 932 686 417 358 754 745 

60° 1600 1420 1255 923 751 559 486 eta 1530 

70° 1600 1291 1074 903 754 542 475 i eueae 2140 

Clear Sky, Winter 

0° 67.8 64.6 63.7 ae 30.6 30.2 31.5 apenas 2522 

20° 683 1042 873 562 393 265 257 tons 261 

40° 977 1121 936 690 505 325 295 tae 505 

1From H. H. Kimball, Trans. Illum. Eng. Soc. (N. Y.), 18, 457 (1923). 
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Light sources for practical photographic work may, accordingly, be classified as 

follows: 

1. Incandescent sources (electric lamps and flames) 

2. Arcs 

3. Gaseous-discharge devices 

4. Transient light sources 

Incandescent Electric Lamps.—At the present time, incandescent electric lamps are 

probably the most important and most frequently used of all sources of artificial light. 

This is largely due to their convenience and cleanliness in operation, the production 

of a continuous spectrum of desirable energy distribution, their stability and relative 

constancy in use, the convenient methods of control of modeling and lighting which 

they permit, and, finally, the reasonable cost of installation, maintenance, and opera- 

tion. Compared to gaseous-discharge lamps, incandescent electric lamps are ineffi- 

cient producers of light, but for most purposes this relative inefficiency is overbalanced 

by the desirable spectral characteristics, the low cost, and especially the convenience 

of the incandescent lamps. 

The radiant energy emitted from an incandescent source (whether incandescent 

lamp or flame) produces a continuous spectrum. The total radiant flux, as well as the 

spectral-energy distribution, is dependent upon the temperature of the incandescent 

body. Consequently, the temperature of incandescent bodies has an appreciable 
photographic effect, and for precise sensitometric or photometric work, must be main- 

tained within narrow limits. In the case of incandescent electric lamps, the temper- 

ature may be most conveniently determined by controlling the voltage across the 

lamp terminals or the current flowing through the filament. 

Types of Incandescent Lamps.—Incandescent lamps may be classified according 

to the type of material out of which the filament is constructed, such as carbon, tan- 

talum, or tungsten. According to this classification, tungsten-filament lamps are by 

far in greater general use than any of the others. According to their evacuation, 

incandescent lamps may be classified as vacuum lamps or gas filled. In the vacuum 

lamps, the air and absorbed gases have been removed, and a high degree of vacuum 

is required, whereas in the gas-filled lamps a small amount of inert gas is admitted 

after the lamp has been thoroughly evacuated. The inert gas, which is usually 

nitrogen, is introduced to reduce evaporation from the filament. Reducing evapora- 

tion lengthens the life of the lamp and reduces the blackening of the bulb. Small 

lamps are still of the vacuum type, but practically all 110-volt lamps of 50 watts 

or high-power rating are now gas filled.! 

Characteristics of Incandescent Lamps.—The resistance characteristics of carbon- 

filament and metallic-filament lamps differ markedly. As the voltage is increased, the 

resistance of the carbon-filament lamps, which was initially high, decreases; for the 

metallic-filament lamps, the initial resistance is low and increases as the voltage is 

raised. 
The life of most incandescent lamps is rated at 1000 hr., although for particular 

purposes the life may be either increased or decreased. The life of the lamp depends 

upon the diameter of the filament and the temperature at which it is operated. Slight 

increases in operating voltage above the normal value result in substantial increases 

in the operating temperature and considerable reduction in life. On the other hand, 

reduction of the operating voltage below the normal value increases the life but reduces 

the operating temperature and the luminous output. The spectral-energy distribution 

is also changed as the voltage is varied, more of the energy being in the red when the 

voltage is reduced and tending toward the blue as the voltage is increased. 

1A good summary of the characteristics of incandescent electric lamps is given in the ‘Standard 

Handbook for Electrical Engineers,’’ McGraw. 
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While in general a life of 1000 hr. may usually be expected for well-made American 

lamps intended for general illumination,! the lamps for motion-picture production 

service have a rating of from 15 to 500 hr.; lamps for projection and stereopticon 

service are rated at either 25 or 50 hr., and those for spotlight or floodlight service are 

rated at 80 hr. or, more usually, at 200 hr. of life in the 110- to 120-volt sizes. Photo- 

flood lamps for photographic service are operated at much higher temperatures than 

lamps intended for general illumination and have a rated life of from 2 to 15 hr. 

100 

Per Cent of Normal Current (1), Power (P), Efficiency (E), Luminous Flux (F) 

70 80 90 100 H(0} (20 130 40 
Per Cent of Normal Voltage 

Fig. 15.—Operating characteristics of incandescent lamps in terms of per cent of normal 
operating voltage. The curves are designated as follows: J, current consumption; P, 

power consumption; #, efficiency; and F, light output. 

The essential characteristics of operation of incandescent lamps are: (1) the 

efficiency or lumens per watt, (2) the light output in lumens, (3) the power consump- 

tion in watts, and (4) the current consumption in amperes; all of which are functions 

of the voltage at which the lamp is operated. The average characteristics and proper 

voltage of operation may be obtained from the manufacturer, but these characteristics 

will change as the operating voltage is varied. The manner in which the character- 

istics of incandescent lamps depend upon the operating voltage has been studied by 

Barrow and Meyer? at the National Bureau of Standards, and the following data are 

summarized from their paper. 

1 Cheap incandescent lamps of Japanese manufacture which have been on the American market are 

frequently found to have short life, relatively low luminous output, and higher power consumption than 

the equivalent American product. While-it may be difficult to determine definitely the cause for these 

characteristics, it is not unlikely that these result from inadequate exhaust procedure. 

2 Barrow and Meyer, Characteristic Equations of Vacuum and Gas-filled Tungsten Filament 

Lamps, Research Paper 502, Bur. Standards J. Research, vol. 9 (1932). 
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Let E be the efficiency, F the light output, P the power consumption, and J the 

current consumption for any voltage V at which the lamps are operated. Also, let 

Eo, Fo, Po, and I) be symbols representing the same concepts when the lamp is operated 

at the recommended voltage Vo, which is assumed to be the normal voltage. The 

characteristics of lamps operated at a voltage V, in terms of the known characteristics 

when the lamp is operated at normal, rated voltage Vo are given by the following 

equations: 

we Cz) > Allee (7) Pelee (7) +2 2 
we (2) = Cee (PD)! #08) : 
we (F) = Coe (2)Y' +0") : 
log 7) = Ai(log ()) + Bi(loe (;-)) (7) 

The values of the coefficients An, Bn, and C; differ for various sizes of lamps as may be 
seen from Table III. These operating characteristics are shown graphically in Fig. 15 

for voltage ranges which are likely to be encountered in practice. 

TasLE II].—CorFFIcIENTS FOR DETERMINING CHARACTERISTICS OF OPERATION 

oF TUNGSTEN Lamps 

Size and type of lamp 

15—60-watt |40—50-watt| 60—150- 200-—500- 

vacuum watt watt 

Coefficient saesfilledilamps Used to compute ratio of 

Normal lumens per watt 

10.0 12.5 12.5 16.0 

Ai —0.918 —1.482 —1.726 —1.690 Lumen per watt 

By 1.932 2.162 2.090 1.841 ne pe 

Ci 1.000 1.09691 1.09691 1.20412 a a phen 

As —0.946 |—1.425 —1.669 —1.607 Light output, lumens 

Bo 3.513 3.685 3.613 3.384 SS Ss se 

A3 —0.028 0.057 0.057 0.083 Power consumption 

B3 1.5805 1.523 1.523 1.543 Se se 

As —0.028 0.057 0.057 0.083 Current 

Bs 0.5805 0.523 0.523 0.543 7. 

Bs 133.5 13.5 13.5 13.1 Life 

(Bo — Bs) 1.9325 2.162 2.090 1.841 Most economical voltage 

(Bs — Bo) 9.99 9.82 9.89 9.72 me i ' 

(Bz — B3)/(Bs — Bz) 0.1932 0.2202 0.2113 0.1883 ‘¢ “4 . 

(Bs — Bs3) 11.92 11.98 11.98 11.56 : ry < 

1/(B;s — B3) 0.0839 0.0835 0.0835 0.0865 os sy oe 

Simpler forms of the above equations which may be used between 77 and 130 per 

cent of the normal rated voltage V» with an error not exceeding approximately 5 per 

cent have been derived by Moon,! who also gives the life of a lamp L operated at 

1 Moon, Parry, ‘Scientific Basis of Ilumination Engineering,’’ McGraw-Hill. 
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TaBLE 1V.—CHARACTERISTICS OF Lamps FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PURPOSES 

Oper- Light Initial 
Power 3 out- ; 

Type rating, Stn ge ull Type of bulb Base put, val: siti, 
volt- size temp., hr. 

watts lu- xm 
age K. 

mens 

For General Lighting—In or out of Studio 

Photoflash No. 10 3-125) A-19 | Clear Med. screw |...... One flash 

Photoflash No. 20 3-125] A-23 | Clear Med. screw |...... Shae 

Photoflash No. 75 ane 3-125] A-23 | Clear Med. screw |...... es 

Photoflood No. 1. 250 |105—120} A-21 | Inside frosted | Med. screw 8,650 2 

Photoflood No. 2. 500 |105—120} A-25 | Inside frosted | Med. screw 17,000 6 

Photoflood No. 4.} 1000 |105—120} PS-35/) Inside frosted | Mogul screw /|33,500 10 

Movieflood...... 2000 |105—120)} PS-52| Clear Mogul screw /|65,000 15 

For General Lighting in Studio 

500 |110-120} A-25 | ............ Med. screw j|...... 3200 

500 |110—120} PS-40| Clear Mogul screw |...... 

500 |110—120| PS-40} Photo blue, in- | Mogul screw 

side frosted 

1000 V5. MMG=4 Oy | asses che kes Mogul screw |...... 3200 

1000 115 eS 7-9) | Merisegee see pean aie Mogul screw |...... 3200 

1000 |110—120| PS-52)| Clear Mogul screw 

1000 |110-—120| PS-52]| Photo blue, in- | Mogul screw 

side frosted 

1500 115 PS 252) |e eee eric Mogul screw |...... 3200 

1500 |110-120| PS-52] Clear Mogul screw 

1500 |110—120| PS-52| Photo blue, in- | Mogul screw 

side frosted 

2000 115 GEASS i hire aera Mogul bipost |...... 3200 

5000 115 Ge642 || ese e Warne can ee Mogul bipost |...... 3200 

For Spotlights 

400 |110—120} G-30 | Clear Med. screw or 

Med. prefocus 

400 /|110-120| G-30 | Photo blue Med. screw 

Enlarging Lamps 

Sy | LOS5S—t2 OPA 219 |e ee cena Med. screw 

150 |105-120|] A-21 | ............ Med. screw 

250 |105—-120) A-21 | Inside frosted, | Med. screw j|...... 2 

outside coated 

white 

250 |110—120) PS-30} Clear Med. screw 

400 |110—120| PS-35) Clear or frosted| Med. skirted 

1000 /110-120) PS-52)| Clear Mogul 

Note: The letters indicate the shape of the bulb as follows: A—pear shape with short glass stem. 

G—globular (spherical). 

of an inch. Thus the number 40 indicates a bulb whose diameter is 4% or 5 in. maximum. As an 

example, a G-48 bulb would be globular or spherical in shape, and would have a maximum diameter 

of 6 in. 

PS—pear-shaped. The numbers indicate the maximum diameter in eighths 
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voltage V in terms of its rated life Lo when operated at its rated voltage Vo. This 

equation for the life of the lamp is 

L V \~3s 

ania 
For the large user of illuminating incandescent lamps, power consumption and the 

cost of power may be an important economic factor. If the cost of power as well 

as the cost of the lamp plus its installation charge is known, the most economical 

operating voltage can be determined. Let cbe the cost of one lamp plus its installation 

charge, in cents, and let b be the cost of power in cents per kilowatt-hour. Then! the 

most economical operating voltage V. for a lamp of rated power Py and rated voltage 

Vo is 

1 

bPo(Bo — —/P-* 
Ale SE) (9) Ve = Vo | 

where the values of B, are those given in Table III. In general, the most economical 

operation will usually be found to be obtained at a voltage slightly above rather than 

at or below the rated voltage. Of course, if the lamp is operated at some voltage other 

than its rated voltage, its life, luminous output, and other characteristics will be 
affected in accordance with the equations given above from the paper by Barrow 

and Meyer. . 

Photoflood Lamps.—Incandescent lamps may be operated at considerably higher 

than their normal voltage for 1000-hr. operation. The main effects of this overvoltage 

operation are: (1) considerably greater light output is obtained, (2) together with a 

shift in spectral distribution toward the blue end of the visible spectrum (both factors 

of which are advantageous from the photographic standpoint), (3) the normal life 

of the lamp is greatly reduced, and (4) the temperature of the filament and the con- 

taining glass bulb is raised, sometimes to such an extent that the use of such lamps may 

require unusual methods of handling, ventilation, and fire protection. The photoflood 

lamps commercially available for photographic purposes are of this overvoltage type. 

Tf used in such a manner as to have a life of 1000 hr., their rated voltage would be 64 

instead of 110 volts. The filaments of such bulbs must be heavier than the filaments 

for bulbs operating at normal temperatures in order to insure a life of even a few hours. 

TaBLE V.—CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTOFLOOD LAMPS 

Type of | Operating = | Current, Lumens Lumens Rated aver- Max. 
1 | Watts | | : ow 
amp | voltage | amp. output per watt | age life, hr. | temp., °K. 

| | 

| | | 
Tents 020m 250 | 2.2 8.375) alle eso Smie 2 3490 
2 | 115-120 | 500 4.35 | 16,750 | 33.5 6 3490 

4 | 115-120 | 1000 | 8.7 33,500 B54) 10 3410 

The reason why photoflood lamps are more efficient for photographie purposes 

than ordinary electric lamps of the same power rating is because they are operated at 

considerably higher temperature. Operation at temperatures of about 3400 to 

3500°K. instead of the usual 2700 to 3000°K. for general service increases the efficiency, 

measured in lumens per watt. At the same time it produces relatively more blue than 

red radiation (compared with lamps for general service lighting), both of which effects 

1 Tbid., p. 165-166. 
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are advantageous from the photographic standpoint. These advantages are obtained 

only at a considerable loss of life, however. 

Because of the short life of photoflood lamps, it is economical to operate them at 

their full rated luminous output only during the time exposures are made, and to make 

focusing and other camera and light adjustments with the lights operated at reduced 

voltage. Three methods of accomplishing this result are shown in Fig. 16. At (A) 

a resistance F is placed in series with the lamp, and a switch is connected across R. 

While making preliminary adjustments, the switch is opened, which reduces the 

current flowing through the lamp, and consequently requires that it operate at lower 

temperature and at lower light output. When the switch is closed, the lamp operates 

at its full luminous output. It is convenient to have the lamp operate at one-half of 

Switch 

Resi/stor-R 

VW 0-120 volts 

Lamp 

110-120 volts 

110-120 volts 
Alternating current 

Lamp 
Aufotransformer 

Cc 
Fie. 16.—Three circuit diagrams illustrating methods which may be used to reduce 

the voltage across photoflood lamps when not required for making exposure, thereby 
increasing the life of these lamps. A and B may be used with a.-c. or d.-c. circuits, but C 
can only be employed with a.-c. circuits. 

its normal operating voltage, and, in order that this may be accomplished, it is neces- 

sary that FR be of the proper resistance and have the proper power rating to carry the 

current taken by the lamp when operated at reduced output. 

Because the resistance of incandescent lamps is not constant but varies with the 

type of filament and its temperature, it is not possible to use the simple application 

of Ohm’s law for computing the resistance R. The manner in which Ohm’s law may 

be applied to this and similar problems, in which varying resistances are involved, is 

outside of the scope of this book but may be found in any good text on electrical engi- 

neering. We prefer merely to give the results; Table VI shows the resistance and 

power rating which will be required for one of each of the three commonly available 

photoflood lamps. If n lamps are used in parallel instead of only one, the resistance 

given in the table should be divided by n and the power rating should be multiplied 

by m, in order that the resistor may meet the electrical requirements of the circuit. 
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The power rating given for # is the minimum safe value. Some resistors, especially 

the vitreous enameled type, operate at high temperature at their rated power. In 

such cases using a resistor of two or three times the power rating specified (but of the 

same resistance) will fulfill the electrical-circuit requirements and permit the resistor 

to operate with smaller temperature rises. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 16B is useful where two identical lamps are used. The 

double-pole double-throw switch puts the lamps in series for operation at low light 

intensities and places them in parallel when full light output is obtained. The current 

taken from the line when the lamps are used at full output is the sum of their indi- 

vidual currents at full output, 2.e., if two No. 2 lamps are used, the total current 

drawn from the line will be 8.7 amp. When the lamps are in series, the current taken 

from the line is about two-thirds of the rated output for any one lamp, or about 3 amp. 

for the two No. 2 lamps in series. The switch, wiring, and fuses must, therefore, be 

able to carry at least twice the current of each lamp used, or at least 9 amp. in the case 

used for purposes of illustration. 

A method! of controlling the light output of lamps (ordinary Mazda as well as 

photoflood lamps) over a wide range of light intensities when alternating current is used 

is shown in Fig. 16c. An autotransformer? is used to vary the voltage applied to the 

lamp. The line is connected to the two fixed terminals of the autotransformer, while 

the lamp is connected between cne fixed terminal and the varying arm. In com- 

mercially available autotransformers, the voltage across the lamp may be adjusted 

smoothly from zero to its full value so that the light output also varies smoothly. In 

certain models these autotransformers also act as voltage-step-up transformers and 

supply voltages in excess of the line voltage. This is frequently a valuable feature 

where ordinary Mazda lamps are used, since it enables greater than normal light out- 

put to be obtained, but with a decrease in life. It is not reeommended that photoflood 

lamps be operated above their rated voltage as the increase in light output would be 

obtained by a considerable decrease in life, which is already quite short. 

Several sizes of photoflood lamps are available commercially. Their electrical 

characteristics are given in Table VI. 

The high temperature at which the filaments of these lamps operate causes the 

glass bulb to become hot enough to scorch paper or cloth which may come in contact 

TaBLE VI.—ELEcTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTOFLOOD Lamps OPERATING 

AT NORMAL AND HALF-NORMAL VOLTAGE 

Photoflood, normal operation Photoflood, reduced operation Resistor 

Photo- 

flood, 

num- Resist- Resist- Resist- Power 
Current, Current, 5 

ber Voltage ance, Voltage a ance, ance, rating, 

ae ohms ae ohms ohms watts 

1 115 pe, 52.3 57 1.46 39.0 40 85 

2 115 4.35 26.4 57 2.88 19.8 20 170 

4 115 8.7 1153.3} 57 eZ 10.0 10 330 

with it. Consequently, these bulbs should be used in metal rather than paper reflec- 

tors. 

1 The autotransformer method cannot be used on direct-current circuits. 

result in blown fuses or burned or damaged autotransformer. 

2 Suitable autotransformers are made by: General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.; American Trans- 

former Co., Newark, N. J.; United Transformer Co., New York, N. Y. 

These bulbs consume considerably more power than most lamps used for home 

Attempt to do so may 
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lighting, and care should be taken to ascertain that the wiring is adequate to carry 

the current required by the lamps. House circuits are usually wired and fused to 

carry currents not in excess of 15 amp. Consequently if this current is to be exceeded, 

it will be necessary that several lamps be operated from separate circuits so that the 

safe rating of any circuit is not exceeded. 

Carbon Arcs.—The carbon arc is still used as a source of luminous radiation for 

photographic purposes, but the convenience of incandescent lamps and gaseous- 

discharge lamps, together with their more quiet operation, are responsible for the fact 

that incandescent lamps are displacing carbon arcs. 

The electrical characteristics of the carbon are are quite different from those of 

incandescent lamps. ‘The resistance of the arc decreases as the current increases, 

which in turn further decreases the resistance. In order to prevent a disruptive 

PERV EVO eree) 
dN SE Brea an 
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Fig. 17.—Visual and photographic effects (when using panchromatic emulsions) of daylight 
and carbon-arc illumination. The solid curves are for the arc. 

discharge from taking place, a ballast resistance or other current-limiting device must 

be used in series with the arc to maintain stability of operation. The voltage across 

the arc is about 40 to 80 volts, depending upon the spacing between the electrodes, the 

voltage being proportional to the spacing. Increasing the current through the arc 

increases the size of the arc crater but does not materially affect the luminous output. 

The spectrum produced by the arc is the continuous spectrum produced by the 

incandescent carbons, upon which are superimposed line and band spectra from the 

vapors of the arc. In the ordinary are with untreated carbons most of the light is 

supplied by the positive crater. This crater operates at a color temperature of about 

3700°K. and produces a brightness of about 13,000 candles per sq. cm. The arc 

produces a light which is more deficient in the long visible wavelengths and produces 

greater radiation in the shorter visible wavelengths than incandescent lamps. 

The high-intensity carbon arc increases its efficiency over the ordinary carbon are 

by diminishing the diameter of the electrodes with a given current (which is the usual 

method) or by increasing the current for a given diameter of carbon electrodes. The 

high-intensity carbon arc produces a gain in efficiency and a light which is more nearly 

white and steadier than that of the ordinary enclosed carbon arc. In one high- 

intensity carbon arc consuming 150 amp., the positive carbon is 16 mm. in diameter. 

The spectrum produced by carbon arcs is intermediate between that of mean noon 

sunlight and that of incandescent electric lamps operated at temperatures in the 
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region of 2700 to 3000°K. In spectral distribution, the carbon are resembles the 

photoflood lamp. Since the light is a closer approach to white than that produced by 

incandescent lamps, no filters are required unless they are also required with a source 

of sunlight. The photographic effects of carbon arcs are similar to those of sunlight as 

shown in Fig. 17. 

In order to modify their spectral characteristics, the carbons are frequently drilled 

lengthwise and are subsequently filled with a core of inorganic salts. Thus the white- 

flame are used for photographic purposes has a core of rare-earth fluorides. Because 

this core material modifies the spectral radiation of the arc and increases the intensity 

of the line and band spectra as compared with the continuous spectra due to inean- 

descence, it is difficult to make any definite statements as to the photographic effec- 

tiveness of various types of carbon arcs. Spectra produced by specially processed 

carbon electrodes may usually be obtained from the manufacturer.+ 

Enclosed Metallic Arc.—Enclosed are lamps with metallic electrodes and known as 

Pointolite or Tungsare are commercially available and are suitable for photographic 

4 Purposes. The lamp consists of tungsten electrodes in an 

evacuated bulb containing a pool of metallic mercury 

vapor. A filament bridges the tungsten electrodes, and, 

when the voltage of about 40 volts is applied to the tube, 

the filament becomes incandescent, thereby vaporizing 

the mercury so that within a few seconds an are forms 

between the two tungsten electrodes and the current rises 

to about 30 amp. The characteristic of the transformer 

supplying the lamp must be such that as the are current 

Photoflash outpu 

Lumens 

Time 
Fic. 18.—Light output 18 established the voltage across the lamp will fall to 

of typical photoflash lamp about 10 volts. This voltage is sufficiently low as to 

as a function of time. The practically extinguish the filament. The spectrum pro- 
total duration of the flash 
is of the order of about 440 
sec. 

duced is continuous and is largely that of the incandes- 

cence of the tungsten electrodes, but a discontinuous 

spectrum of mercury is also present. 

Transient Light Sources.—Under the heading of transient light sources are included 

those devices which are intended to provide an intense flash of light for short duration 

for making photographic snapshots. Usually these transient light sources can be 

used only once, but experimental work is in progress to provide a ‘‘flash-flood”’ lamp 

which may be flashed as often as desired. The most common of these transient light 

sources for general photography are photoflash lamps and flashlight powders, although 

for special purposes, especially scientific photography, luminous gaseous-discharge 

lamps and spark discharges are also of interest. 

Photoflash Lamps.—A very convenient and effective source of luminous intensity 

for making photographs with an exposure of about 45 sec. is the photoflash lamp, 

which is available in several sizes. These lamps consist of a glass bulb containing a 

filament, metallic aluminum, and oxygen. The metallic aluminum may be in the 

form of thin (0.00004 em.) foil or fine ribbons or wires, crumpled inside the glass envel- 

ope. The lamps have a standard Edison screw base, and operate at a voltage from 3 

to 115 volts. Thus the lamps may be used in the ordinary house lighting circuit or 

may be flashed by means of several dry cells. When the current is turned on, the 

filament becomes incandescent and ignites the aluminum in the oxygen, producing a 

quick, brilliant flash lasting from about 0.03 to 0.06 sec. The characteristics of the 

luminous output as a function of time are shown in Fig. 18. The temperature of the 

flash is approximately 3500°K., although at the peak this temperature may be 

1 The spectral characteristics of various carbon ares have been given in the National Bureau of 

Standards Scientific Paper 539. fs 
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exceeded. Table VII shows the relative photographic effects, in various portions of 

the visible spectrum, of daylight and photoflash illumination. 

TaBLeE VII.—RELATIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS FOR VARIOUS EMULSIONS AND LIGHT 

SOURCES 

Relative photographic effect! 

Plate Photoflash lamp Daylight 

Red |Yellow| Green| Blue | Red | Yellow) Green| Blue 

Blue-sensitive plate............00000000- 30 15 30 160 30 10 25 180 

Isochromatic plate...............--.--. 30 30 30 160 30 20 30 180 

Orthochromatic plate................... 30 20 30 180 30 15 30 180 

Panchromatic plate I.................-. 180 80 30 100 90 40 30 180 

Panchromatic plate II.................. 70 60 50 120 60 40 40 140 

Panehromatic plate TIT. -+.....5.....2.- 90 50 40 120 60 30 30 160 

1From Philips Tech. Rev., vol. 1, no. 10, (1936). 

The light output of photoflash lamps is given in Table VIII. One of these lamps 

produces a maximum intensity of about 360,000 candles, which is about twice that of 

a 50-kw. tungsten lamp whose luminous intensity is about 166,000 candles, measured 

perpendicular to the plane of the filament. The spectrum is largely continuous 

although some superimposed lines of aluminum are present. 

The photoflash lamp is quiet in operation and does not produce any smoke or 

objectionable odors, vapors, or gases since the combustion is confined entirely to the 

interior of the glass bulb. Of course, when once used, the aluminum is changed to 

aluminum oxides and the filament is usually burned out, so that the lamp can no longer 

be used. 

It is sometimes found that photoflash bulbs operated at low voltage (3 volts is 

common) fail to flash. This is probably due to lack of contact between the filament 

and the crumpled aluminum. Such bulbs may be used on high-voltage circuits, 

however, and will then perform satisfactorily. It has been found that when several 

photoflash bulbs are used in the same reflector, igniting one lamp will serve to set off 

the otherlamps. For this reason, it has sometimes been suggested that only one lamp 

in a group need be connected to the source of current. Such a procedure may be 

entirely satisfactory for portraiture or similar types of photography where the subject 

is relatively motionless and the shutter is opened during the entire duration of the 

flash. However, the practice of flashing several bulbs by contact is not to be recom- 

mended in those cases where the shutter is synchronized with the photoflash lamps, 

as the bulbs do not all flash at the same time. Consequently, the shutter may be 

closing before the ‘‘contact flashed”’ lamps actually ignite. 

Bulbs have been known to explode while being flashed. The resulting shattering 

of glass can be dangerous. To safeguard against exploding lamps, photoflash lamps 

have recently been manufactured with a disk of colored salt painted on the bulb or 

the stem. These disks have one color in an absolutely dry atmosphere of oxygen but 

change their color in the presence of the moisture of the atmosphere. If any cracks 

or air leaks occur in the bulb, this salt changes color and indicates that the lamp is 

defective and may explode. Such lamps should not be used. 
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Photoflash lamps cannot, of course, be tested on line voltage or on batteries which 

pass sufficient current to heat the filament to incandescence. By passing very small 

current through.the lamp, insufficient to produce incandescence, a sensitive micro- 

ammeter or milliammeter in series with the filament will show a deflection if the fila- 

ment circuit is continuous and the bulb is suitable for use. Another method which 

has been used is to use a battery circuit with a high resistance relay in series with the 

lamp filament. The relay contacts can be made to operate a lamp in another circuit 

if the filament of the photoflash lamp is intact. 

When using photoflash lamps, the camera shutter may be opened temporarily 

while the lamps are flashed, after which the shutter is closed. A much more con- 

venient arrangement, and one which may be used where the general level of illumina- 

TaBLeE VIII.—CuHaRacTERISTICS OF GENERAL ELECTRIC PHOTOFLASH Lamps! 

Time, sec., from closing circuit to 

Lamp, Total light Max. output, 

number Sabput; million lumens 
lumen-see. Start of Peak of End of 

flash flash flash 

> 

10 24,600 2.8 0.012 0.020 0.080 

20 blue 6,200 1.0 0.013 0.025 0.080 

20 52,900 6.1 0.013 0.025 0.080 

75 171,000 8.8 0.020 0.041 0.160 

1 Forsytue, W. F. and M. A. Easuey, Characteristics of General Electric Photoflash Lamps, J. Opti- 

cal Soc. Am., 21, 685 (1934). 

tion might fog the photographic plate, is to synchronize the action of the shutter with 

the switch or flashing mechanism of the photoflash lamp. Several such synchronizing 

devices are available commercially. In using such synchronizing devices, it is impor- 

tant that the peak of illumination of the photoflash lamp occur when the shutter is 

completely open. Because photoflash lamps require about 0.020 to 0.040 sec. to 

reach their peak of illumination after current is turned on, a shutter speed of about 

1445 sec. is usually used. The synchronizer is usually designed so that the shutter 

action may be adjusted to the characteristics of the photoflash lamps for optimum 

performance. It should be noted that the time of travel of focal-plane shutters 

across the film area is slow compared with the duration of the flash. For this reason 

photoflash lamps operate most satisfactorily with between-the-lens shutters. 

Flashlight Powders.—Rapid oxidization of metals such as magnesium and aluminum 

was formerly used to provide an intense source of light of short duration, but these 

flashlight powders have been almost entirely replaced by photoflash lamps. Flash- 

light powders usually consist of a mixture of magnesium powder and an oxidizing 

material like potassium chlorate. Since these mixtures oxidize rapidly with almost 

explosive violence, they must be handled with care. They may be ignited by means 

of an open flame, a fuse, or an electrically heated wire. 

Special Light Sources.—Sometimes special or unusual light sources are required for 

some particular purpose. These may frequently be of considerable importance for 

certain applications of photography but are not of sufficient general interest to warrant 

extensive description. For further details on such light sources, reference should be 

made to the literature. ! 

1 ForsyTHeE, W. E. editor, ‘‘Measurement of Radiant Energy,’’ McGraw (1937), Chap. II, gives a 

good summary of the various light sources which are useful for scientific purposes, as well as a good 

bibliographical reference to the technical literature. 
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Reflectors.—The light produced from light sources may frequently be used much 

more effectively if a reflector is used with it. The reflector does not produce any 

more light than is generated by the light source, but directs it to the desired position 

where it may be used more advantageously. Reflectors.may be used at the light 

source, in which case they are most efficient, or may be used near the subject being 

photographed, where their use gives flexible control over modeling and light contrast. 

Where sharp shadows are desired or are at least not objectionable, smooth, polished 

reflectors of the specular type may be used, but where ‘‘soft”’ diffused lighting is 

desired, etched, hammered, or diffuse reflectors are more suitable. The degree of 

/ 7 
G2 2 

a 

QW 
SS 

Spherical Reflector Paraboloid Reflector 
Lamp at Focus Lamp at Focus 

Incident rays ~---- Reflected rays 

Fie. 19.—Incident and reflected rays for various shapes of specular reflectors, showing 
approximately how the reflected beams are spread. 

diffusion may be increased by placing diffusion screens of tissue paper, linen tracing 

paper, ground glass, opal glass, or similar material in the path of the light rays. 

The effectiveness of a reflector used in conjunction with a light source depends 

upon: (1) the shape of the reflector, (2) the material out of which the reflector is made, 

and (8) the surface treatment of the reflector. Figure 19 shows a diagrammatic 

representation of a light source used with polished specular reflectors of certain com- 

mon forms, together with the net light beams produced. From this diagram it is 

evident that the flat plane reflector is most suitable for producing a well-diffused 

source, whereas the parabolic reflector produces a sharply defined beam. Other 

forms of reflectors shown produce intermediate effects between these two extremes. 

The material out of which the reflector is made as well as the polish of the surface 

determine the amount of incident light which is reflected from its surface. Table IX 
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gives the reflection factors as a function of wavelength for several polished materials 

from which reflectors are constructed. The figures in this table represent the fraction 

of incident light which is reflected with unity as the ideal limiting figure. It is desir- 

able that the reflection factors for a given material be as near unity as possible and 

that they do not vary with wavelength. The nearer the reflection factor approaches 

unity, the more efficient is the reflector. Constancy of reflection factor throughout a 

wide range of wavelengths is desirable in order that selective reflection may be avoided 

and so that reflected beam has the same spectral distribution (‘‘color’’) as the light 

incident upon its surface. 

Table X gives the reflection characteristics of several materials suitable for use as 

diffuse reflectors. Included in this table for purposes of comparison are the character- 

istics of black velvet (frequently used as an excellent light-absorbing medium) and 

black carbon in oil. 

The effectiveness of commercially available reflectors for photographie purposes 

depends greatly upon their shape and the materials out of which they are constructed. 

As a rough approximation, however, it may be said that with conical reflectors made 

of white paper, the exposure need be only one-half of that required when no reflector is 

FaBLeE [X.—REFLECTION Factors FOR COMMON REFLECTING MaTERIALS 

Metals Mirrors 

Wavelength, 

ae Alumi- | Ch Monel 
Lo is Be Nickel eee Silver Steel Zine Silver | Mercury 
num mium metal 

200 0.35 0.36 0.45 0.27 See 0.22 

250 0.53 0.32 0.40 0.33 0.38 0.39 

300 0.65 0.38 0.46 0.20 0.37 0.48 

350 0.71 0.41 0.49 0.66 0.45 0.51 

400 0.71 0.53 eS 0.84 0.49 

450 0.59 0.57 0.88 0.54 0.54 0.86 0.73 

500 0.55 0.61 0.58 0.90 0.55 0.55 0.87 0.71 

550 0.63 0.59 0.91 0.55 0.56 0.88 0.71 

600 0.65 0.60 0.92 0.55 0.58 0.88 0.70 

650 0.66 0.62 0.93 0.56 0.60 0.89 0.71 

700 0.56 0.69 0.64 0.94 0.58 0.61 0.90 0.73 

800 ae ae 0.70 0.67 0.95 0.58 0.62 

1,000 0.73 0.57 0.74 0.72 0.96 0.63 0.49 

TaBLE X.—REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 

Wavelength, mz 

Substance 

400 500 600 700 

Misionesimvoxideny 23) sc aie eiene a a clereeececayn claisie aus sss) euere ier siere 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Paper wihiteDOn des secc ais ores here are oes a Sete Oe one careee el | absicenseairee Meili Neos nee 0.75 

iPaper mwhitesblottingermentertieteiee: enero sree 0.64 0.72 0.79 0.70 

Paper ene WSPLING SHOCK ay Acer Geico cite ieisiere teers 0.38 0.61 0.63 0.78 

IWihitesporcelainsenamelaehrs cise sr iracieisikedielcnietioeic iene 0.77 0.73 0.72 0.70 

BlaclkicarbonnneOllrpeasc- ean oti cxsee cic retake Ole eee roe 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 

Bache evielivietne eta eres eee ee re cate hE Len aes URS eRUS Ce LaVeRC He wertel | im brates sitcom 4 | PAV aueees 0.0175 

a 

. 
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used. When polished metal reflectors are used, the exposure may be reduced to about 
one-fourth of that required when the same light source is used without a reflector. 
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CHAPTER X 

LIGHT FILTERS 

By Brverty DuDLEY 

THEORY OF FILTERS 

As used in photography, filters are employed to alter the manner in which radiant 

energy (usually visible light) affects photosensitive materials. This alteration may 

be desired for artistic effects, to reduce the amount of necessary retouching, to increase 

contrast, or for registering photographically certain radiations at the exclusion of other 

radiations. The effects obtained by the use of filters depend, not only on the charac- 

teristics of the filter, but also on those of the photosensitive material and the source 

of energy affecting the photographic film. 

Effects of Radiation.—Most forms of radiant energy occur as electromagnetic 

waves in which the vibrations are transverse or perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation of the wave. Figure | is intended to represent electromagnetic waves, 

such as those of light. The direction of propagation is indicated by the horizontal 

/ 4 

Amplitude =™max. displacement 

Fig. 1.—Diagram illustrating the properties of light waves. 

arrow, the displacement of a particle due to wave motion is indicated by the vertical - 

arrow, the displacement being zero when the wave crosses the zero axis OP. The 

amplitude of the wave is the maximum displacement from the reference axis OP. A 

complete wave is one vibration, such as AB or CD, and is measured from any point 

to the next successive corresponding point moving in the same direction and having 

the same displacement from the reference or zero axis OP. The distance between 

successive corresponding points in one complete vibration, such as AB or CD, is one 
wavelength and is usually measured in meters or submultiple portions of the meter. 

It is often symbolically designated as X. 

Radiant energy produces different chemical, physical, physiological, psychological, 

and photographic effects depending upon two wave characteristics. One of these 

characteristics is the amplitude or intensity of the radiated electromagnetic waves; in 

general the degree or extent of an effect produced is directly proportional to this ampli- 

tude or intensity. The other characteristic responsible for the different types of effects 

produced is the wavelength or frequency of the radiant energy. Wavelength is the 

292 
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length of one complete wave, measured from the corresponding portions of two succes- 

sive waves; frequency is the number of complete waves passing a given point in a given 

time, the second being usually taken as the standard time interval. If cis the velocity 

at which electromagnetic waves travel, the relation between the wavelength \ and the 

frequency f is given by 

c=fn (1) 
from which 

fas (2) 
and 

Se (3) 

The velocity of light in vacuum has been measured by Michelson to be 2.99796 X 

10'° em. per sec. or 186,284 miles per sec. with a probable error of about 1 part in 

95,000. For ordinary precision c can be taken to be 3 X 10’ cm. per sec. 

Angstrom Units 
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Fig. 2.—Wavelength chart, illustrating the range of sensitivity of the human eye; and 

various types of film emulsions. 

Figure 2 shows the values of wavelength and frequency for various types of radiant 

energy. For visual and photographic effects the most important range of radiations 

are those lying between 400 and 700 mu* in wavelength, since this range forms the 

visible spectrum. Wavelengths of from 200 to as much as 1200 my can be recorded 

on photographic plates commercially available, although the range of useful sensitivity 

of most photographic materials is from about 380 to 540 my for ordinary noncolor- 

sensitive or orthonon materials, 380 to 600 my for orthochromatic materials, and 380 

to 700 my for panchromatic materials. Radiations between 275 and 315 my produce 

sunburn; the X-ray region extends from 30 to 0.01 mu, and radio waves may have a 

wavelength of from less than 1 cm. to 25,000 m. 
Since any device producing radiant energy nearly always produces radiations of 

several wavelengths or a band of wavelengths rather than at a single isolated wave- 

* The wavelength of electromagnetic radiations is usually measured in meters (m) or submultiples 

of the meter. For radio work the meter is the standard wavelength unit although with recent advances 

in very short waves the centimeter (0.01 m.) is sometimes employed. For shorter waves, still smaller 

units are employed. 

The micron, which is one-millionth part of a meter (10-6 m.), is sometimes used for the unit of 

wavelength, although this is still too large a unit to give convenient numerical figures when dealing 

with wavelengths of visible light. For visible light, a common wavelength unit is the millimicron, 

which is one-thousandth of a micron, or one one-thousandth-millionth part of a meter (107% m.). 

Another unit often used in the visible spectrum is the angstrom unit (10710 m.) which is equal to 0.1 mz. 

The symbol for a micron is y; for a millimicron, mp; for a centimeter, cm; for a meter, m; and for 

an angstrom unit A. Therefore, lu = 1000 mp = 10,000 A. = 10-4em. = 10-6 m. 
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length or frequency, energy sources frequently produce spurious or undesired fre- 

quencies as well as those which are desired. For example, sunlight is responsible for 

the highly desirable phenomenon of daylight, but because at the earth’s surface sun- 

light also contains radiations as short as 290 my, it produces undesirable sunburn. 

A group of waves constitutes a spectrum. If waves of all possible wavelengths 

between two limits are present the spectrum between these limits is said to be con- 

tinuous; if some of the possible waves between the wavelength limits of the spectrum 

are absent, the spectrum is said to be discontinuous or may be referred to as a line or 

band spectrum. The energy-wavelength charac- 

teristics of a spectrum may be represented graph- 

ically by means of a spectroradiometric diagram 

in which the wavelength (or frequency) of the 

waves is represented by the abscissas and the 

energy is represented by the ordinates in rectan- 

gular coordinates. The  spectroradiometric 

diagram for a continuous spectrum is a continuous 

curve (Fig. 3A) whereas that for a discontinuous 

or line spectrum is a series of lines, each of which 

represents the energy at the corresponding wave- 

length (Fig. 3B). The energy-wavelength (or 

spectroradiometric) characteristic of radiated 

energy is of primary importance in studying the 

effect of light and other radiations upon photo- 

graphically sensitive materials and the charac- 

teristics of filters. 

The alteration of the characteristics of the 

light emitted by a light source before it impinges 

upon a photographically sensitive material can 

r be accomplished by means of reflecting or trans- 

mitting filters. A reflecting filter is one which 

reflects the radiant energy falling upon it, the 

A- Continuous spectrum 

r 

B-Line spectrum 

Fic. 3.—Continuous (A) and line 
(B) spectrums for two hypothetical 

light sources giving very nearly the 
same visual and photographic ef- change in the spectroradiometric characteristics 
fects. The intensity, J, is plotted of the light occurring during reflection and being 
against wavelength, \, in arbitrary 3 due to selective reflection of this type of filter. 
units. 

A transmitting filter is one in which the spectral- 

energy distribution of the light is altered by passing hight through the filter, which 

must obviously be transparent although it may be (and usually is) colored. 

In this connection it may be useful to distinguish color mediums having different 

properties. For convenience, these mediums may be grouped into pigments, dyes, and 

colored glass. Although differing considerably in their physical form, the two latter 

mediums are optically similar and consequently may be considered together. The 

pigments are opaque to light and materials containing pigments can only act as filters 

through the use of reflected light. Dyes and colored glasses, on the other hand, are 

partially or largely transparent for a substantial part of the visible spectrum and 

may therefore be used as filters by transmitting light through them. Thus the pig- 

ments act because of selective reflection, whereas dyes and colored glasses make use of 

their property of selective transmission; both have selective absorption. 

All filters, whether operating by reflected or transmitted light, are effective because 

of selective absorption, 7z.e., the manner in which energy of some wavelengths is more 

greatly absorbed than energy of other wavelengths, the portion of the energy not 

absorbed being reflected by, or transmitted through, the filter. Thus selective absorp- 

tion might be said to be the fundamental characteristic of all filters. However, since 
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practically all filters are transmitting filters and operate by altering the spectral 

energy of the light passing through them, we may, for all practical purposes, consider 

selective transmission to be as fundamentally important as selective absorption. This 

is especially true when we consider that for transmitting filters, selective transmission 

and selective absorption are merely two different aspects of the same physical opera- 

tion of energy absorption. 

Properties of Filters.—We shall be concerned almost exclusively with filters 

operating by virtue of their property of selective transmission, and, unless otherwise 

stated, the term filter will refer to a transmitting, rather than a reflecting, type of 

material. 
The inherent characteristic of such light filters is that, throughout the spectral 

region for which they are effective, the absorption (or transmission) of the radiant 

energy through them in this spectral region varies with the wavelength (or the fre- 

quency) in some nonuniform manner. For some wavelengths most of the radiation 

passes through the filter with little absorption or surface reflections; for other wave- 

lengths most of the radiation (or light) is absorbed in the filter itself with comparatively 

little reflection or transmission. Some reflection always takes place at the polished 

surfaces of a light filter; likewise some absorption is always present for all wavelengths. 

For these reasons, no light filter can be theoretically perfect. However, in well-con- 

structed filters the losses due to reflection and absorption (except in the region where 

absorption is desired) can be made sufficiently small (about 10 per cent in the best 

cases) as to be of little practical importance. This is especially true at the red end of 

the visible spectrum; blue filters are generally much less efficient. 

The selective transmission characteristics of filters indicate that there are some 

wavelengths within the spectral region for which the filter is effective, or for which the 

absorption or attenuation of the energy issmall. For these wavelengths, the emergent 

energy will be a large portion of the incident energy. For other ranges of wavelength, 

the transmission of the filter will be small (the absorption or attenuation will be high), 

and the emergent radiation will be greatly diminished in its intensity or amplitude 

from that incident upon the filter. For this range of wavelengths, the filter absorbs 

energy. The transition from the transmission range to the absorption range is more 

or less gradual. 

In speaking of the selective transmission of filters, it is, perhaps, worth while to 

call attention to a common misconception, 7.e., the assumption that a colored material 

transmits only a narrow range of wavelengths in the immediate vicinity of the domi- 

nant color. This is seldom true. 

The wavelength at which the filter fails to transmit the incident radiation is known 

as the cutoff wavelength. Since the cutoff wavelength is determined from the meas- 

urements of the incident and the emergent radiation intensities, the cutoff wavelength 

will depend upon the sensitivity with which the incident and emergent energy is deter- 

mined. For this reason the cutoff wavelength is sometimes difficult to determine 

precisely, especially if the cutoff characteristic (the transmission in the region near the 

cutoff wavelength) is not sharp or abrupt. 

The radiant energy which is incident upon but not transmitted by the filter is 

reflected to a comparatively small extent, and absorbed to a much larger extent, the 

absorbed energy reappearing as heat. The energy absorbed by the filter, as well as 

that reflected, cannot be utilized effectively for photographic purposes and is con- 

sequently wasted. The use of a filter is therefore inherently wasteful of the light 

available for photographic purposes. A corollary of this statement is that, from the 

physical standpoint, filters are inherently inefficient devices, although they may 

be highly effective in carrying out the intended alteration of the spectral distribution 

of light striking the photosensitive material. Fortunately, filter efficiency, per se, is 
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seldom of importance and can usually be neglected for practical purposes if longer 

exposure time for a given aperture is not objectionable. 

For certain applications in which the filter is used in connection with and in close 

proximity to the light source, as in some forms of colored stage lighting, the filter may 

be required to dissipate a considerable amount of heat. The intensity of the radiant 

energy is sometimes very high in such applications, and if any considerable portion of 

the spectral region must be blocked by the filter, thereby appearing as heat, the 

physical and optical characteristics of the filter may easily change with aging. The 

transmission characteristics may be altered, the filter may become brittle and break 

easily if a gelatin filter is used, or the filter 

as g 2 may even be scorched. Fortunately, where 

< S = filters are used for the more common pho- 

wpe $ tographic purposes, these extreme con- 

ee siderations of power dissipation are seldom 

552 important. 
o $ Since the essential property of a light 

Wavelength-A filter is its transmission as a function of 

EAD wavelength, it is apparent that the effec- 
Ds = tiveness of the filter can be evaluated only 

Bee by a spectral analysis of the filter-trans- 

re 2 | mission characteristic. Such spectrora- 

3s 2 diometric characteristics are determined 

ae experimentally by measurement and are 

0 Wavsenathen expressed, usually, by means of a table or 

& graph. Figure 4 shows the energy incident 

= = 100 upon, and that emergent from, a certain 

cS 80 filter for the light produced by an incandes- 

5 & cent lamp. The ratio of the energy curves 
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scientific branches of photography, e.g., 

metallography, liquid filters are often employed in which the light passes through a 

glass tank or cell containing a colored or selective absorbing liquid which alters the 

spectral characteristics of the light. When such filters are used, the user has a fairly 

wide latitude in which to select the thickness of the filter medium and can, therefore, 

alter the characteristics of the filter by controlling the thickness of the filter cell or 

tank. In such cases it is necessary to know the manner in which the filter charac- 

teristics change with the thickness of the filter medium. 

According to Beer’s law, the ratio of the radiant energy transmitted through the 

filter to the incident radiant energy for radiation transmitted through a homogeneous 

medium is an exponential function of the thickness of the filter. This means simply 

that for equal increments of increase in the thickness of the filter, the transmission is 
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cut down by the same ratio or the same percentage rather than by the same definite 

amount. 

Another term for the transmission of an object is its transparency; other terms 

must now also be introduced. The opacity QO) is the reciprocal of the transparency or 

transmission 7, or 

1 
Ox = T> (4) 

The optical density is defined to be the common logarithm of the opacity, or from the 

relation between opacity and transparency, density is the common logarithm of the 

reciprocal of the transparency. Thus 

Dy = logio Ox = logio re = —logio T (5) 

The apparent cutoff and the transparency or transmission curves change with 

variations in thickness of the filter. In specifying the transmission characteristics 

for filters, it is therefore evident that the thickness of the selective absorbing medium 

must be given before the complete filter characteristics are specified. 

It should be noticed that no attention has been paid to the reflection losses at the 

surface of the filter. Such reflection losses depend upon the quality of polish of 

the filter surfaces, the angle of incidence of the light, and the index of refraction of the 

filter medium. They are usually small enough to be neglected without appreciable 

error. 
Use of Several Filters.—Sometimes a filter transmission characteristic is desired 

which cannot be accurately or adequately fulfilled by any known dyed gelatin, 

colored glasses, or liquids. In such cases it is sometimes possible to obtain a close 

approach to the desired transmission characteristic by using two or more filters 

simultaneously, one in back of the other so that the light must pass through all filters 

in succession. The transmission of this combination of filters, 7), is the product of the 

transmission characteristics of the separate individual filters T,, Ty, etc. If we have 

three filters in use at the same time, the transmission characteristic of this combination 

in terms of the separate filter transmission characteristics will be, 

a = HIS, (6) 
The transmission characteristics of the individual filters are usually expressed 

graphically or by means of a table from which a transmission curve may be con- 

structed. If the curves for the three filters are available, the above equation gives 

the over-all transmission for the three filters, used one behind the other simultaneously. 

Tt is evident that the over-all transmission characteristic is obtained by multiplying 

the transmission of the individual filters, wavelength by wavelength. Since the 

transmission of any filter can never be greater than unity (and can be unity only in the 

case of an absolutely perfect filter having zero losses), it follows that the use of several 

filters behind one another will give an over-all or net transmission for the filter system 

which will be successively smaller the greater the number of filters employed. For 

this reason the light available for photographic work is effectively diminished and a 

longer exposure required; so it is desirable not to use more filters than are necessary 

to produce the desired spectral transmission characteristic. In practice this number 

seldom if ever exceeds two. Other objections to the use of more filters than are abso- 

lutely essential result from multiple reflections from the surfaces of the filter and 

dimunition of optical quality as the number of filters is increased. Exception to this 

statement may be made for optically prepared filters intended for uses of this type, 

but the average photographer seldom encounters such cases. 
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Filter Factor.—The filter factor is not an inherent property of the filter alone which 

ean be specified once and forall. Instead, the filter factor depends upon its spectral- 

transmission characteristics, the spectral characteristics of the source of radiant 

energy with which the filter is to be used, and also upon the spectral sensitiveness of 

the film upon which the modified light acts. Of these factors the only one which is 

inherently a property of the filter itself is spectral transmission of the filter. As the 
two other factors vary, the filter factor will change. 

Graphical Construction Showing Action of Filters.—Before interpreting the theory 
of filters, it will be well to consider some fundamental principles relating to radiation, 

filter transmission, and the spectral sensitivity of the photosensitive material. 
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Fie. 5.—Spectral curves of sunlight (top), a yellow filter (second) and panchromatic 
material (third). The effect of exposing the panchromatic film to light of daylight quality 
is shown in curve A (bottom graph), whereas if a yellow filter is used, the effect is repre- 
sented by curve B. The area under curve A, compared with the area under B gives an 
indication of the filter factor required. If the exposure with the filter is increased by the 

filter factor, curve C results. 

In the spectral-distribution curves of Fig. 5, the top curve represents the spectral 

distribution of the light source (mean noon sunlight, in this case), the second curve 

represents the transmission characteristics of the filter (Wratten No. 15 or G filter), 

and the third curve represents the sensitivity of a typical panchromatic film. The 

bottom set of curves represents the net relative sensitivity of the panchromatic film 

when used with the sunlight source (curve A), as well as the net effect of the photo- 

graphic film when used with the same sunlight source but with the G filter which cuts 

out all light below a wavelength of 500 my (curve B). The filter factor F is given by 

the ratio of the area below the curve B to the area below the curve A, whereas the 

exposure factor for the G filter (for mean noon sunlight and the panchromatic material 

indicated) is given by the ratio of the area under curve A to the area under curve B. 

If we increase the exposure by the proper filter factor, the results for the case in which 
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the filter is used will be somewhat as indicated by curve C, which is the same as curve 
B except that its ordinates have all been multiplied by the ‘“‘filter factor.” By 

using the G filter and increasing the exposure by the proper filter factor, we have 

actually increased the density of the silver deposit on the film between 565 mu (where 

the C curve crosses the A curve) and have decreased the density below 565 mu. 

The photographic operations taking place and illustrated graphically in Fig. 5 can, 

perhaps, be better understood if we consider the effect on the density of a developed 

panchromatic material having the characteristics given by the third curve when a 

photograph is made of a white or gray (nonselective absorbing) surface which is 

illuminated by mean noon sunlight. For an exposure such that the linear region of 

the H and D curve is employed, the density of the negative (as a function of wave- 

length) will be given by curve A when no filter is employed. Since we are not here 

concerned with color separation, this exposure will result in a uniformly dense negative 

whose density we shall call Di. If we make another photograph of the same subject 

with the filter but with the same exposure as in the original case, the density of the 

second negative will be less than that of the first negative because those wavelengths 

below 550 m. are considerably attenuated or entirely blocked from affecting the 

photographic negative. In this case the density of the second negative will be desig- 

nated as D:. However, if we make a third photograph of the nonselective surface 

through the filter but this time multiply the exposure by the exposure factor of the 

filter, the developed negative will have the same density D, as the original photograph. 

It is assumed that the processing conditions are the same in all cases. 

It is therefore evident that the use of a filter changes the density of the developed 

negative as a function of wavelength or color, as is immediately evident by comparing 

curves A and B of the bottom graph of Fig. 5. From the explanation in the preceding 

paragraph it will be seen that the exposure factor for the filter is effective in tending to 

keep the density of the developed negative independent of the manner in which the 

filter alters the spectral distribution of density deposit, thereby making more certain 

that the straight-line region of the H and D characteristic is utilized. It may there- 

fore be said that, in a general way, the filter alters the spectral response of the negative 

to the stimulus of the light source and object being photographed whereas the filter 

exposure factor represents an increase in the exposure which is required in order that 

the region of correct exposure of the H and D curve be maintained when some of the 

light is removed by the filter.! 

Curve A at the bottom of the chart is determined by multiplying together for 

each wavelength from @ = 350 my to B = 712 my the relative intensity of the sun- 

light J) and the sensitivity of the photosensitive material Ry. Curve B is determined 

for the same wavelength limits by multiplying together J, from the top curve, the 

filter transmission 7) of the middle curve, and the spectral characteristics of the 

panchromatic material Ry of the bottom curve. Thus we have illustrated graphically, 

the essential operations involved in determining filter factors for a given set of condi- 

tions. Since the middle curve (representing filter-transmission characteristic) will 

be the only one of the top three curves which will remain constant for a given filter 

and either the top curve will change for a different light source or the third curve will 

change for a different film emulsion, it is apparent that there is no single “filter 

exposure factor”? which applies under all conditions for a given filter; this filter 

1 In this discussion it has been assumed that an ideal uniform nonselective absorbing medium has 

been photographed. In practice this is seldom, if ever, the case. The photography of images of vary- 

ing colors and tone depths will produce an imaged (rather than a uniformly dense) negative. In such 

cases the results are not so simple as outlined above, and the effects of selective absorption of the filter 

and that of the filter exposure factor cannot be considered independently of one another. Yet the 

general conclusions given above hold true with secondary modifications. 
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exposure factor also depends upon the light source and the film. For this reason two 

filter exposure factors are usually given for the most common light sources, one for 

daylight and one for tungsten illumination. 

Having worked out a graphical explanation for filter exposure factors, we now 

propose to reinterpret the preceding section in less technical terms more familiar to the 

average photographer. 

When a light filter is used in combination with a given light source and photo- 

graphic film, the time of exposure must be increased if the film is sensitized for rays 

corresponding to those colors which the filter absorbs. (In this, as well as the pre- 

ceding discussion, no account is taken of loss of light by reflection from the surfaces of 

the filter or of absorption by the glass plates, cement, etc., except as these factors enter 

into the over-all transmission characteristic of the completed filter.) This increase 

in exposure is most necessary when the colors (wavelengths) absorbed by the filter 

are those for which the photosensitive material is most sensitive. The magnitude of 

the increase in the exposure which is necessary when a filter is used, may be said to 

depend upon the transmission characteristics of the filter. In a broader and less 

accurate manner, it may also be said that the filter exposure factor depends upon the 

color of a filter, for the color is entirely dependent (in the visible spectrum, of course) 

upon the absorption of the filter. 

Items Affecting Filter Exposure Factor.—The increase in exposure required when 

a filter is used depends upon the density of color of the filter, since this determines the 

amount of absorption for a given color (wavelength). Thus, for example, although 

all yellow filters absorb blue light, a dense- or deep-yellow filter absorbs more blue 

than a light-yellow filter if both filters have spectral-transmission characteristics of the 

same shape but different magnitude. Consequently the deep-yellow filter would 

have a greater filter exposure factor than the pale-yellow filter. (This effect is not 

shown on the set of curves, but might easily be indicated by means of another filter- 

transmission curve having less transmission at all wavelengths than the G filter— 

representing a deeper or darker filter). 

Another factor influencing the exposure through a given filter is the sensitiveness 

of a film for particular colors. If, for example, a film is relatively sensitive to all 

visible colors, as panchromatic films are, the filter exposure factor for a yellow filter 

which absorbs only the blue will be much less than if the film were of the ordinary 

(noncolor-sensitive or orthonon) variety and sensitive almost entirely to the blue rays. 

Thus, when used with a daylight source of light, the Wratten No. 8 or K2 filter has an 

exposure factor of 12 for ordinary or orthonon materials but a factor of 2.5 for ortho- 

chromatic and of only 2 for fully panchromatic materials. 

A practical consideration in photography is the time of day in which outdoor 

scenes are taken. As daylight contains more blue-violet at noon than in the morning 

or later afternoon, the increase of the exposure time will be greater at noon than in the 

morning or the afternoon for a yellow filter. This statement refers only to the 

increase in exposure due to the filter factor; in practice the luminous intensity at noon 

is much greater than in the morning or afternoon, so that the absolute exposure is 

likely to be less than in the morning or afternoon. Similar fluctuations in spectral 

(color) distribution are caused by the seasons, as well as by the time of day, and by 

atmospheric conditions also. In general, where yellow filters are used, a good prin- 

ciple to follow is to increase the filter exposure factor the more blue the light source is 

and the less the film is sensitive to colors other than blue. 3 

It is, therefore, impossible to state the correct increase of exposure time for every 

light condition or even for every filter, and when attempts are made to indicate filter 

factors, it should be understood that these factors are approximate and may require 
some deviations, depending upon the characteristics of the light source and film. 
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Unless otherwise stated, it may be understood that filter factors are given for white 

light of the quality of mean noon sunlight. 

The medium in which the dye is contained (in gelatin filters) also has an influence 

on the filter factor. The more transparent this medium is, the less will be the increase 

in exposure attributable only to the use of the filter for a given degree of spectral 

correction. Thick gelatin films, as well as films made of celluloid Gmproperly or 

insufficiently purified gelatin), may require a much greater increase in exposure time 

than properly prepared gelatin, cemented gelatin, or glass filters. In the case of glass 

filters, or gelatin filters cemented between glass, the absorption of the glass and some- 

times of the cement will affect the filter exposure factor. The glass from which filters 

are made should be perfectly transparent and without the green tint which is fre- 

quently seen when the edges of glass plates are viewed. Nor is it sufficient that the 

edges of the glass plates be transparent rather than green, for, by adding compensating 

color ingredients, the glass may be made to appear white; however, the added ingred- 

ients provide additional absorption, so that, while presenting a neutral appearance and 

a neutral absorption at all visible wavelengths, the glass is not so transparent and 

efficient as might be desired. For cemented filters the increase in exposure can be 

reduced through the use of purest dyes and gelatin, colorless glass, and the clearest and 

most highly refined cement. Similar requirements are imposed on glass filters. For 

these reasons it is best to purchase filters properly made by a reputable manufacturer 

where the highest quality of work is being done. 

TYPES OF FILTERS 

Although the subject of this section is, properly, that type of device which modifies 

the spectral-energy distribution of the radiant energy affecting the photosensitive 

material, there are other optical accessories in photography which do not have as their 

main purpose the modification of the spectral distribution of energy. Nevertheless, 

the use and construction of some of these optical accessories are so closely related to 

the use and construction of real filters that they will be considered here. Therefore, 

it will be found that this chapter embraces: (1) filters, for changing the spectral-energy 

distribution of the light reaching the photographic material; (2) polarizing plates, for 

modifying the polarization of the light transmitted through the lens and only inci- 

dentally modifying its spectral-energy distribution; and (3) ‘‘special effects” plates, 

such as diffusion disks and supplementary lens attachments, whose purpose is to 

modify the optical system of the camera without appreciably affecting the spectral- 

energy distribution curve of the incident light. 

Types of Filters by Construction.—In practice, the substances that are used for 

filters (or color mediums) are of five kinds: glasses, gelatins, colored liquids, dips and 

varnishes, and sprays. However, only the first three of these color mediums are of 

importance in photography, and of these three, colored liquids are seldom used 

except in certain scientific work. 

But these various mediums are made up for practical use in several forms and may, 

therefore, be classified by construction as: 

1. Dyed gelatin sheets. 

2. Dyed gelatin sheets cemented between glass plates or disks. 

3. Glasses, whose absorption is determined in the mix by metallic salts. 

4. Colored liquids in transparent containers. 

Each of these forms has its own inherent advantages and disadvantages, and all 

are used to some extent in photography. 

Dyed gelatin filters are obtainable in a wide range of colors or spectral-transmission 

characteristics. As supplied commercially for photographic purposes, the dyed- 

gelatin sheets are available in thickness of a few thousands of an inch, and up to 
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10 by 14 in. They are the least expensive type of filter but often fade, particularly 

when exposed to high temperatures. After some use they become hard and brittle 

and are then easily broken. Gelatin filters are easily marked with dirt or grease from 

the hands and are difficult to clean, especially, since because of their softness, rubbing 

their surface is likely to scratch them. They are sufficiently thin that, when used 

alone, filter gelatins do not appreciably alter the focus of the photographic lens system. 

For temporary work, they are highly satisfactory, principally because of their low 

cost and wide range of available transmission characteristics, although they are 

unsatisfactory in a humid atmosphere. 

The dyed gelatins cemented between glass have the advantage over colored glass in 

that the gelatin makes available a wide range of spectral-transmission characteristics. 

Furthermore, the filters are not so fragile as the gelatin sheets alone and can be more 

easily handled and cleaned. The price for cemented filters is considerably higher than 

that for the gelatin sheets and is comparable with the price for colored-glass filters. 

Glass filters are by far the most permanent in their spectral-transmission character- 

istics when once made. But colored-glass filters are not yet available with such a 

wide variety of spectral-transmission curves as dyed gelatin; the colors desired are 

often difficult to control in the glass melts, and the final filter characteristics depend 

to a considerable extent upon the processing of the glass. They are practically 

unaffected by temperature, within reasonable limits. They are much more robust 

than dyed-gelatin sheets but are considerably heavier and are, of course, subject to 

cracking and breaking. 

Colored liquids in transparent containers are useful in scientific work where the 

photographic equipment does not require portability. A wide range of dyes in 

solution can be obtained, and by varying the thickness of the dye-containing cell, 

the density of the filter can be controlled quite easily. Such liquid-cell filters are 

heavy and bulky and are difficult to keep clean; there is also the danger of spilling the 

liquid. But where these disadvantages are of no serious consequence, the liquid-cell 

filters, particularly because of their flexibility have much to recommend them. The 

spectral-transmission characteristics for substances in solution for the construction 

of liquid filters are listed for a wide variety of substances in the International Critical 

Tables, and also in Spectroradiometric Investigations of the Transmission of Various 

Substances, by W. W. Coblentz, National Bureau of Standards, Scientific Paper 418. 

Types of Filters by Optical Excellence.—Light filters are usually available in not 

more than three different types or grades, so far as optical excellence is concerned; 

in many cases, the manufacturer provides only one grade. The best filters are made 

of heavy glass, ground and polished optically plane with both surfaces parallel, or are 

made of thick glass plates cemented to dyed gelatin, the cemented filter likewise being 

ground and polished with optically flat, plane surfaces. They are expensive but are 

finished with the same care as are high-quality lenses and are suitable for the most 

exacting requirements. 

Light filters of very good commercial quality, perfectly suitable for amateur and 

even commercial work (except that of the most exacting requirements), are available 

in thinner glass or cemented gelatin and glass. These filters are not so highly surfaced 

as the optical flats and are not recommended for use with lenses having a focal length 

greater than about 10 in., especially if a large aperture is used. The majority of 

filters for amateur work and the less exacting commercial work are in this grade of 

excellence. 

A third quality of light filter, available from at least one manufacturer, is made of 

colorless glass optically imperfect with gelatin cemented between the plates. While 

not recommended for use in photography where the filter is in the direct path of the 

image rays, this grade of filter is suitable for visual work on such scientific applications 
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as photomicrography or spectroscopy where the filter is placed in the path of a dis- 

persed beam of light. The essential feature of filters for this service is their spectral- 

transmission characteristics and not their excellence from the optical standpoint. 

Graduated Color Filters —Most photographic filters are uniform in color or have 

the same spectral-transmission characteristic in each and every part of the filter. 

With such filters the light reaching all portions of the film is modified in its spectral 

characteristics in its passage through the filter. 

Sometimes, however, it is desired to modify the spectral characteristics of the ight 

reaching only a portion of the photographic film and to leave unchanged the spectral 

characteristics of the radiant energy reaching the other portions of the film. In such 

cases graduated filters are employed in which the density varies in some systematic 

manner. The most common types of graduated filters are the sky filters in which one 

portion of the filter is colorless—or, perhaps, has a slight amount of coloring—whereas 

another portion of the filter is fairly heavily colored yellow (for orthochromatic mate- 

rials) or green (for panchromatic materials). The transition between the colored 

and colorless sections is usually gradual, and the colored portion of the filter may be 

of one density or may increase in density as one leaves the colorless portion. Some 

filters of this type are continuously graded from a pale to a deep hue at opposite ends 

of the filter. 
Such graduated filters are true filters in the sense that at least a portion of the 

filter provides selective absorption, although another portion may not. Such filters 

are often known as ‘‘sky filters” or ‘‘cloud filters” since they are used extensively to 

absorb blue, thereby permitting greater contrast to be obtained between blue sky and 

the white clouds. These sky filters must be used either before or behind the lens 

system in the camera; if placed between the lens components where the rays converge 

to a point in passing through the filter, only a small spot on the filter is used, and 

instead of varying the spectral absorption for the image rays striking various portions 

of the film, the filter is likely to act as a neutral-density filter, merely increasing the 

exposure time without providing the desired tonal correction. 
When graduated filters are used, care must be taken to ascertain that the filter is 

properly orientated with respect to the original subject and the image on the film in 

order to produce the desired effect. Some sky filters are marked by the manufacturer 

to indicate which is the top of the filter. In sky or cloud filters, the blue rays are to 

be absorbed by the filter, and since the blue rays come from the sky (top of the camera) 

and produce an image on the bottom of the film (image on film is upside down), the 

yellow portion of the sky filter should be at the top of the lens board. 
In the case of graduated filters, (especially those which may be adjusted by the 

photographer) it is difficult, if not actually impossible to give suitable “‘filter exposure 

factors” since these factors depend not only upon the spectral characteristics of the 

light source, film and filter, but also upon what portion of the filter is used, and the 

manner in which color gradation appears in the filter. In many cases, no increase in 

exposure is required for a sky or cloud filter; in other cases the exposure must be 

increased several times. It is best to determine these filter exposure factors from 

experience, using the data provided by the manufacttrer as a guide. 

Polarizing Agents as Filters.—Although strictly speaking, polarizing agents are 

not light filters, except possibly accidentally or incidentally, recent progress in the 

manufacture of large-size polarizing gelatin screens (which are usually cemented 

between glass plates and surfaced and polished the same as filters) has led to the use 

of polarizing agents in photography in much the same manner as light or color filters. 

The use of these polarizing agents for controlling or modifying some of the properties 

of light makes them more nearly allied in their use and construction to filters than to 

any other piece of auxiliary equipment. 
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Before considering the use of polarizing agents as modifiers of the image rays 

affecting the photosensitive material, it is well to obtain some idea of the nature of 
light-wave motion, and the action of polarizing agents in general.! 

Light may be considered an electromagnetic wave motion, in which the vibratory 

motion occurs at right angles to the direction of propagation. Such waves are called 

transverse waves. Figure 1 represents a transverse wave in which the displacement 

of the wave motion takes place only in the plane of the paper. When the wave 

motion takes place in a single plane, as in Fig. 1, the wave motion is said to be plane 

polarized. Ordinary light is considered to be composed of beams of plane-polarized 

light in which the vibrations occur in all possible directions perpendicular to the direc- 

tion of propagation. That is to say, for ordinary light, the vibrations of a transverse 

wave occur in all possible directions in the plane perpendicular to the direction in which 

the light beam travels. It is, of course, difficult to represent, diagrammatically, the 

a 

Fig. 6.—Three light waves, vibrating in different directions. The left-hand diagram 
illustrates how these waves might look as they pass the observer, while the right-hand 
diagram illustrates how they would look when viewed ‘‘head on.’’ Through the use of 
polarizing plates, with optical axes aligned, only one of these vibrations, such as a-a could 
be transmitted. 

precise state of affairs which theory and experiment indicate takes place at any one 

particular instant of time. The best explanation of ordinary nonpolarized light is to 

consider it to be composed of a great number of polarized waves which follow one 

another in such rapid succession that, over any interval of time for which light effects 

can be recorded, vibrations in all directions perpendicular to the direction of travel 

are equally represented. Figure 6 will indicate in an elementary and simplified man- 

ner the type of process which occurs. For simplicity a ray of ordinary light will be 

considered to be composed of three plane-polarized light rays, a, b, and c, the plane 

of polarization of each of these rays being different from that of the others. For 

simplicity it will be assumed that the amplitudes of the three plane-polarized waves 

are all equal. Then, if we looked at the composite light wave as it passed by us and 

were able to see the wave motion of the separate individual plane-polarized waves, the 

effect would be somewhat as indicated by the left diagram. On the other hand, if we 

could see the vibrations of the three plane-polarized beams as they come directly 

to us (or, e.g., as evaluated by a photographic plate) separately and individually, 

the effect of the three plane-polarized waves would be somewhat as indicated at the 

right which is an end projection. Actually, of course, ordinary light is composed of 

many more plane-polarized waves and the net picture is much more complicated 

than is indicated here, although the same fundamental principles apply. 

In Fig. 6, the horizontal line is the zero axis and the waves are assumed to be 

traveling from left to right. The distance from this zero axis represents the wave 

displacement. The waves 6 and c appear to have less amplitude than wave a@ because 

1 A fairly extensive treatment of this subject may be found in Chap. 29 of ‘‘ The Principles of Optics,” 

by A. C. Hardy and F. H. Perrin, McGraw. 
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we are looking at them at an angle rather than perpendicularly. In the right hand 

part of Fig. 6, the lines represent the amplitudes of the three individual plane-polarized 

waves and all are of equal length. 

A polarizing agent has the property of transmitting through it transverse waves 

vibrating in only one plane; all other transverse vibrations are partially or completely 

absorbed by the polarizing device. Therefore, if a polarizing device is placed in the 

path of a beam of light which has transverse vibrations in all directions, the lhght 

emerging after passing through the polarizing agent will be found to vibrate in only 

one direction normal to the plane of propagation. The property of polarizing agents 

to transmit light vibrating in one transverse direction but not in others is due to the 

proper orientation of many minute crystals in these polarizing devices. 

The action of polarizing plates can be explained by analogy by considering the 

polarizing plates to be constructed in the form of a grating of parallel bars. Wave 

motion in such a direction as to be parallel with the bars will suffer no obstruction 

and will readily pass through them. On the other hand wave motion perpendicular to 

the bars will be effectively blocked. 

Many surfaces produce a greater or lesser degree of plane polarization by reflection, 

rather than by transmission. Light, as from the sun, which is polarized in all direc- 

tions perpendicular to its direction of travel, is more or less plane polarized after being 

reflected from the surfaces of insulators, such as glass, wood, linoleum, etc. The 

extent of this plane polarization which occurs in such surfaces depends upon the angle 

of the light incident upon the surface and is a maximum for many surfaces when the 

incident light strikes the reflecting surface at angles between 30 and 40°. The plane- 

polarized light reflected from such surfaces is largely responsible for objectionable 

glare. If the extent of the plane-polarized light can be reduced, the objectionable 

glare or reflections can likewise be reduced or eliminated. 

If two polarizing plates are used one behind the other, the amount of light trans- 

mitted through them will depend upon the relation of the optical axes of the two 

plates. If the two polarizing agents are so aligned that their optical axes and the 

direction of the polarizing crystals are in the same direction, maximum light will be 

transmitted through the combination. The first crystal will, of course, cut out those 

rays which are polarized in directions other than that corresponding to its own polar- 

izing structure. However, since both crystals are aligned so that their crystals are 

oriented in the same direction, the second crystal will act only in such a manner as to 

polarize light which already comes to it plane polarized; its affect on the light passing 

through it will therefore be simply that of absorption, as shown in Fig. 7. 

However, if the second crystal or polarizing agent has its optical axis rotated with 

respect to that of the first crystal, the amount of light passing through the combination 

will depend upon the angles between the optical axes of the two crystals. If this 

angle is zero, maximum light is transmitted; if this angle is 90°, no light will be trans- 

mitted in the case of perfect polarizing agents. For intermediate angles, intermediate 

amounts of light will be passed. Therefore, by using two polarizing agents, one of 

which may be rotated with respect to the other, we have a means of controlling the 

total amount of light passing through the combination; we have also provided a means 

of limiting the directions in which the transmitted rays are capable of vibrating. 

Use of Polarizing Plates in Photography.—In photography, polarizing crystals or 

plates are usually used singly for the purpose of reducing glare or reflections of the 

desired image. In most cases, elimination or reduction of reflections results in a more 

pleasing photograph and often permits effects to be obtained which would otherwise 

be very difficult or even impossible. The polarizing material is mounted in circular 

cells which slip on over the lens mount. These cells are arranged so that they may 

be rotated about the central axis of the camera in such a manner as to reduce the 
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plane-polarized light (from floormg, windows, etc.) causing undesirable glare or 

reflections. Although the use of polarizing plates in front of the camera lens is often 

effective in reducing some undesirable reflections, it is most effective for glare and 

reflections within a fairly narrow angle around 35° from the central axis of the camera. 

It is not a cure-all for all reflection and glare troubles. 

The commercially available polarizing disks give an appearance of being a fairly 

dark-gray color. These disks cut down the amount of light being transmitted through 

them. For this reason the exposure time must be increased when these disks are used. 

The exposure will probably be two to five times that required when no polarizing 

filter is used, although the factor provided by the manufacturer of such devices should 

be used in determining the increase in exposure. 

Fic. 7.—Unpolarized light, coming from the extreme left, is polarized to vibrate in a 
vertical plane after passing through the first polarizing plate. When the polarizing axis 
of the second plate is rotated with respect to that of the first, more or less light is permitted 
to pass. When the axes of the two plates are at right angles, no light passes through the 

second plate. 

With cameras having ground-glass screens, the polarizing filter is placed over the 

lens and rotated about its own axis until the desired effect is obtained. In the ease 

of reflex cameras having a taking as well as a viewing lens, the effect of the polarizing 

filter can be seen by placing this on the viewing lens, and rotating until the proper 

effect is obtained. The polarizing filter is then transferred to the taking lens without 

changing its angular rotation, and the exposure is made in the usual way, except for 

increase in exposure. For cameras having an eye-level or reflecting type of view 

finder, the lens can be held up to the eye and rotated about its own axis until the 

desired reflections are reduced to a minimum. The filter is then placed over the lens, 

without rotating it, and the exposure made. Polarizing filters for photographie use 

are provided with marks indicating the direction in which the crystals of the polarizing 

material are aligned; the relative position of these marks may be used to indicate 

whether the polarizing filter has been turned or not. For those cameras in which 

focusing is accomplished by rotating the front lens component, the focusing must 

obviously he completed before the polarizing filter is attached to the lens. Depending 
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upon the type of camera and view finder, one of the methods outlined above can be 

used in applying the polarizing filter. 

Neutral-tint Density Filters.—Although not filters in the sense that they alter the 

spectral-energy distribution of the light passing through them, neutral density disks or 

plates are similar to filters in their general use and construction. ‘These devices are 

gray in appearance since they are made to have as nearly as possible the same absorp- 

tion for all wavelengths in the visible spectrum. For this reason, neutral density 

filters show no selective absorption in the visible spectrum, which is the characteristic 

of all true filters. The purpose of these devices is to absorb all colors equally well, and 

they may be obtained in various densities. They are used to cut down the amount of 

light when it is not desirable to use a smaller aperture which would increase the depth 

of focus. Neutral density filters are also sometimes used with tricolor filters to cut 

down the amount of light when certain filters are used, so that all three of the color 

filters may have the same exposure factors. They are also frequently used for extend- 

ing the useful range of optical pyrometers and for other optical systems where the 

intensity but not the spectral distribution of the light must be altered. 

Neutral density filters may be made by dyeing gelatin with several dyes to produce 

equal absorption throughout the entire visible spectrum. Sometimes neutral density 

‘filters’? are made by depositing a thin film of metal (by a sputtering or sintering 

process) on a plate of glass. Silver, platinum, and aluminum are frequently used for 

this purpose. For rough work, satisfactory neutral density filters may easily be made 

by cementing a piece of uniformly exposed and developed negative between plates of 

glass. Such a filter scatters the light much more than a dyed gelatin filter; moreover, 

it is difficult or impossible to obtain uniform absorption over any appreciable area of 

exposed and developed photographic film. A further source of trouble is that the 

developed film or plate may not be a neutral density filter; if it becomes stained during 

development or fixing, it is likely to show selective absorption.! In spite of these 

difficulties, such simple developed-film neutral density filters are often quite suitable 

for certain classes of work. 
In photographie work, neutral density filters are used, like true filters, before (or 

behind) the lens system of the camera. When used for spectroscopic and other uses 

where the purpose is merely to cut down the intensity of the light, these filters may be 

placed at any suitable point in the path of the ight beam. Neutral density filters 

may be obtained in a wide variety of sizes, either square or round and mounted or 

unmounted. The Wratten dyed-gelatin neutral density filters are available in 

several density values, and complete sets may be obtained in which the density of the 

filters progresses in decimal, logarithmic, or percentage laws of transmission. 

Neutral-tint Wedges.—Similar to the neutral-tint density filters described above 

are the neutral-tint wedges, which may be of the stepped or continuously variable 

types. In the former case the wedge is divided into several sections, each of which is 

uniform over its entire area, but each area of which has a value of transmission different 

from adjacent areas. These stepped wedges are usually constructed so that succes- 

sive steps in the wedge represent equal increments of density or equal steps in trans- 

mission or absorption. In the continuously variable type of wedge, the transmission 

at one end is high, whereas at the other end it is low; the transition from one to the 

other usually taking place gradually, and uniformly. 

1 A nonselective absorbing deposit of a developed negative may be obtained by using a developer 

suggested by Sheppard and Travelli, at the VIIth International Congress of Photography, and con- 

sisting of 
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Supplementary Lens Attachments.—Ordinary supplementary lens attachments 

are not filters at all, although their construction and mechanical use makes it desirable 

to consider them along with filters, since they are used in the same manner as filters. 

Such supplementary lenses usually fall into two classes: (1) those intended to increase 

the effective focal length of the lens system thereby, at the same time narrowing the 

field of view; and (2) those which decrease the focal length and increase the angle of 

view. ‘The first class of supplementary lenses reduces the speed of the lens system since 

the focal length is increased for any given aperture. Conversely, the second class 

of supplementary lenses increases the speed of the lens. 

Supplementary lenses which increase the focal length of the lens system are some- 

times called portrait lenses; those which decrease the focal length are sometimes 

referred to as wide-angle, copying, or reproduction lenses. A set of supplementary 

lenses usually costs but a small fraction of the cost of the lens system in a camera, and 

their use provides a lens system having several focal lengths and angles of view. 

These supplementary lenses are usually mounted in metal cells which slip over the 

camera lens, or are held on the camera lens by means of a metal-spring holder. 

Special-effects Equipment.—A wide variety of lens accessories is available under 

this name including diffusion disks for giving a soft diffused effect without making the 

image out of focus; fog plates for making negatives possessing the appearance of being 

taken in heavy fog; duplicator disks, in which one-half of the disk is opaque and the 

other transparent and permitting (by rotation of the disk) exposures of half of the film 

at a time for trick effects, etc. 

CARE, MOUNTING, AND CEMENTING OF FILTERS 

Care of Filters —When properly constructed, surfaced, and polished, filters are of 

as high quality as optical lenses, and should be given the same careful consideration 

accorded to a good lens. When not in use, the filters should be kept in a substantial 

case or other suitable container which will keep the individual plates separated from 

one another and in their proper place. By keeping filters in their proper container, 

the chance of getting them dirty, scratching the surfaces, or otherwise marring their 

optical properties will be minimized, and the plates will always be ready for use. 

Filters should be kept in a dry place at normal room temperatures and should be pro- 

tected from strong light, ultraviolet, infrared, heat, and similar radiations. Although 

colored-glass filters are not ordinarily harmed by these radiations, the above pre- 

cautions are especially necessary for certain gelatin and cemented gelatin filters which 

are subject to change in their transmission characteristics with aging and which are 

frequently unstable to heat and strong light. Excessive heat is likely to soften the 

Canada balsam in cemented filters, and, if this occurs, the definition of the filter will 

most probably be ruined. Plain gelatin films, without protective glass, should be kept 

flat by placing the films in a clean white envelope or between sheets of soft paper and 

pressing between parallel surfaces, as the leaves of a book. 

Cleanliness is necessary in handling filters as well as in handling lenses, and this is 

especially true in the case of gelatin films because of the difficulty of cleaning the sur- 

faces should they become soiled. Filters not mounted in cells should be handled only 

by holding them by their edges or corners; they should not be grasped with the fingers 

covering a portion of their surface. Some filters are protected at their edges with 

binding tape, and this provides a satisfactory, if somewhat narrow, means of holding 

the plates. 

Cleaning Filters.—Like lenses, filters should be cleaned by brushing their surfaces 

with light, fine tissue paper, lens tissue, or a camel’s-hair brush. If the filters become 

so dirty that brushing does not suffice to clean them, they may be moistened slightly 
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by breathing upon them and rubbing the surfaces with lens tissue, after making certain 

that all the grit has been removed from the surfaces. Solid glass filters can be cleaned 

by rubbing the surface with lens tissue dampened with denatured alcohol. This 

procedure is not recommended for cemented filters as alcohol is a solvent for Canada 
balsam; moreover the alcohol may cause the gelatin to swell if it reaches the cemented 

edges, thereby destroying the desirable optical properties of the filter. Under no 

circumstances should cemented gelatin filters or gelatin films be washed in water, 

alcohol, or other liquid. Gelatin films may be cleaned by laying one surface down on a 

clean sheet of paper placed on a hard flat surface and rubbing the upper surface with a 

soft material, such as flannel or preferably lens tissue. The surfaces of gelatin film 

scratch very easily, and there is, therefore, a limit to the amount of cleaning which 

may be done by this method. Should it be necessary to cut gelatin film, the film 

should be protected by placing it between two sheets of thin paper, and the three 

thicknesses should be cut simultaneously with sharp scissors or a sharp edge such as a 

razor blade. If dull scissors are used, the gelatin may chip and flake, especially if it is 

brittle from age. 
Mounting of Filters.—Filters can be used in several positions on the camera, the 

position determining the method of mounting. They may be used before the lens, 

behind the lens, or immediately in front of the film. Although filters of mediocre 

quality can be used if placed in this last position, this form of mounting has the dis- 

advantages of requiring a filter as large as the film on which the latent image is 

formed, and defects in the surface of the filter or specks of dust on its surface show up 

on the negative. Filters behind the lens do not have these disadvantages but are 

inaccessible. Before-the-lens filters are accessible for change and need be only slightly 

larger than the lens barrel diameter. This form of mounting is almost universally 

used at the present time. 
The position of the filter affects the focusing of the lens on the film, and this fact 

must be taken into consideration where sharp negatives are required. If the filter is 

placed before the lens, the plane of sharp focus will be slightly moved back from where 

it is without the filter. For many cases, such as landscape photography, this change 

in focus is not important, especially if the filter is very thin, as a gelatin film. But 

where the sharpest images are required, as in copying line drawings, focusing should 

be done with the filter in place. Since filters always cut down the amount of light and 

since it is often difficult to focus with colored light, the use of ‘‘dummy”’ filters is 

frequently resorted to. Dummy filters have no appreciable selective absorption, but 

alter the image rays through the camera in the same way the usual filter does. There- 

fore focusing can be done with such a dummy with ease, and the desired filter can 

replace it when the photograph is being made. 
When the filter is placed on the back combination of the lens, the plane of sharp 

focus with the filter in place is moved forward by about one-third the thickness of the 

filter, so that focusing must be done with the filter in place. If the filter is placed 

immediately in front of the photographic plate, the shift in focus will be negligible 

when a gelatin film is used. But if a thick glass or cemented filter is used in a holder 

in front of the plate, the bellows extension must be shortened by the thickness of the 

filter. If this is not done, the image will be properly in focus on the filter and not on 

the photographic plate. 
Filters may be mounted on the camera lens in two general methods. A very 

convenient way, especially for the amateur photographer having a small number of 

filters of the same size, is to have the filters mounted in circular metal cells which slip 

on the camera lens. However, when a filter is to be used with several lenses of differ- 

ent size, it is usually more satisfactory to use square filter plates and to support these 
in a frame or holder fitting over, or held just in front of, the lens. Circular cells, as 
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well as other filter holders, should be designed to hold the filters against the lens 

securely but without pressure. 
Cementing Filters.—It is impossible for the average photographer having no optical 

measuring devices and but little technical knowledge of the design of optical parts to 

construct high-quality filters for photographic purposes; such filters had best be 

purchased. Certain instances do arise, however (for instance, that in which a filter 

is to be used in the path of a beam of dispersed light, as in photomicrography), where 

the optical quality of the filter is secondary to its spectral-transmission character- 

istics, and for such cases cemented filters can be made which will answer the purpose 

satisfactorily. 
Such cemented filters use, as their main optical apparatus, the gelatin films, such 

as are available from the Eastman Kodak Co. and known as Wratten gelatin films. 

These are available in about a hundred different spectral-transmission characteristics 

and densities and will be an adequate selection for almost any photographic purpose. 

It is also essential that good-quality cover plates be used. Plate glass of selected 

quality, free from striae, bubbles, or other defects, is generally used for protecting the 

gelatin film. Glass which, when viewed along the edges with white-light illumination, 

has green color is not suitable for good-quality filters, as this glass has appreciable 

absorption at both ends of the visible spectrum. Normal white glass (as distin- 

guished from glass which is made to appear white by adding decolorizers) should be 

used, as the decolorizers merely introduce additional absorption in the green portion 

of the spectrum, thereby making the entire glass approximately neutral. Glass 

which has been made white by the addition of decolorizers might be used, but the 

efficiency of the filter and the filter exposure factor will be affected. 

Canada balsam is the most common cement for optical parts. This is a mixture of 

turpentine and resins and is used in its natural condition. Canada balsam is a thick, 

viscous, yellow fluid, having much the appearance of honey. A good grade of filtered 

balsam will be required for cementing optical parts. 

All cementing operations should be carried out in a dust-free room. The Wratten 

gelatin film will be found to be clean when purchased, but the glass plates, which should 

be the same size as the gelatin film or slightly larger, should be thoroughly cleaned by 

washing in potassium permanganate to rid them of grease and then washing in clean 

hot water. The plates may be dried by evaporation or may be dried with a soft 

cloth, if care is taken to remove all lint before beginning the cementing operation. 

The Canada balsam may be used at ordinary temperatures; it may also be thinned 

by adding turpentine or alcohol. However, a much more satisfactory method is to 

use the balsam without the addition of other ingredients, thinning the cement by 

heating the balsam slightly in a hot water bath. When the balsam is thinned sufh- 

ciently by the application of heat, a drop is placed in the center of one of the glass 

plates by means of a stirring rod, and the gelatin film is placed on top of this spot of 

cement. The gelatin should then be flattened down, making sure that no bubbles are 

left between it and the glass plate. Provided they are clean, the fingers may be used 

to flatten the gelatin to the glass plate, especially if protected by lens tissue. A drop 

of cement is then placed on top of the gelatin and the top plate is pressed down, 

making sure that all air bubbles are excluded. It is important to use sufficient 

cement so that some will flow out on all edges; too little balsam will ruin the job as 

more cannot be added. Nota little technique and skill are required to perform these 

operations satisfactorily, and good results cannot be obtained consistently; there is 

bound to be some spoilage if any quantity of work is undertaken. 

When this sandwich has been prepared, it should be pressed together. There will 

probably be a decided tendency for the plates to slide upon one another. This may 

be counteracted by holding the edges in place and binding the sandwich of glass-gela- 
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tin-glass with thread. After being bound in this manner, the filter is set away, under 

pressure, to dry at ordinary temperatures for about 2 weeks. When the filter is 

thoroughly dry, the pressure and then the thread are removed. Any Canada balsam 

which may have hardened on the surface of the plates can be removed by rubbing the 

surface of the plates with a cloth dampened with alcohol, but no alcohol must be 

allowed to get at the cemented edges. The edges of the filter should be protected to 

prevent the entry of liquids which might injure the cemented joint. 

FILTERS IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

In selecting filters for photographic use, several factors should be considered. 

Among these are: (1) optical excellence required, (2) spectral sensitivity of the film 

used, (3) distribution of spectral energy in illuminant, (4) effect desired in the finished 

photograph, (5) service for which filter is to be used, and (6) cost. The first and fifth 

of these items will determine, to a very large extent, the cost of the filter. For com- 

mercial work where the filter must be of the highest grade and where it will probably 

be used frequently, the matter of cost is relatively unimportant, and a glass or 

cemented gelatin filter of the highest optical quality will be required. For practically 

all amateur work, a good-quality glass or cemented gelatin filter will be quite satis- 

factory. For experimental or temporary work, or where the filter is used infrequently, 

the plain uncemented gelatin often meets the optical requirements quite well, although 

structurally gelatins leave much to be desired. 
As has already been mentioned, the over-all characteristics of the photographic 

image will depend, in its tone or color value, upon the spectral characteristics of the 

film, the light source, and the filters, and proper consideration must be given to these 

factors when selecting filters for a given purpose. For example, when reproducing 

colors in their correct monochromatic tonal value, a yellow filter for orthochromatic 

and a green filter for panchromatic films will usually prove to be as good a selection as 

any for most common light sources. On the other hand, for certain types of color 

film exposed by light from incandescent lamps, a photometric bluish filter is required. 

For other types of work and for special effects, such specialized booklets as ‘‘ Photog- 

raphy of Colored Objects” and ‘‘Wratten Light Filters,” published by Eastman 

Kodak Co., should be consulted, especially with respect to the spectral-transmission 

characteristics of commercially available filters. 

Classification of Photographic Filters.—While it is not possible to cover in detail 

the use and application of the several hundred filters conimercially available, those 

filters which have photographic importance may be divided, according to their spec- 

tral-transmission characteristics, into several well-defined groups. The filters falling 

into any single group perform the same general function, the various groups repre- 

senting different functional attributes. These groups may be classified as follows: 

Compensation or Equalizing Filters—These filters provide partial absorption in 

parts of the visible and near-visible spectrum for the purpose of providing a certain 

compensation or equalization of all colors in their effect on the photographic film. 

Because most photographic materials have their greatest sensitivity in the ultraviolet 

and blue end of the visible spectrum, compensation filters often have their greatest 

absorption in this region. Most yellow filters for black-and-white photography are 

compensation, equalizing, or correction filters. 

Contrast Filters.—Contrast filters provide virtually complete absorption for certain 

colors in the object being photographed. 

Selective or Separation Filters.—Selective or separation filters, in indirect color 

photography using color-separation films or negatives, are used to decompose the 

visible spectrum into the three colors (the primary red, green, and blue or their com- 

plementary colors) for making the three separation or partial images. 
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Monochromatic Filters—Monochromatic filters transmit only a narrow band of 

wavelengths, completely or nearly completely absorbing the remainder. Conse- 

quently, when viewed by transmitted light, they usually appear as a pure color. 

Monochromatic filters are used in scientific photography (especially in spectroscopic 

photography) but ordinarily are not used in general photography. 

Safe Lights.—Light filters used for darkroom illumination are known as safe lights. 
A characteristic of safe-light filters is that they provide total or large absorption for 

that portion of the spectrum for which the photosensitive material being processed is 

sensitive, transmitting the rest of the spectrum for the darkroom illumination. For 

panchromatic materials (which are sensitive to practically all the visible spectrum), 

the best compromise is to use a safe-light filter transmitting radiations at the green 

portion of the spectrum. Of course, the green light transmitted by such a safe light 

will affect the panchromatic film, since it is sensitive to green light. The advantage 

of using this green filter is that the eye is most sensitive to green light when the 

luminous intensity is low, so that for a given visual effect less light can be used if it is 

green than if it is of some other color. 

It will be noted that the classification given above is based upon the shape of the 
spectral-transmission curve with reference to the material or purpose for which the 

filter is to be used. This is quite logical, for it is the spectral transmission as given 

by the shape of this curve which is of primary importance in the use and application of 

a filter. There are, of course, other methods of classifying filters, as, for instance, 

according to their apparent color when white light is transmitted through them or 

according to their use, based on their position in the optical circuit (e.g., as taking 

filters and safe lights) rather than in their function as varying the spectral-energy 

distribution. 

Compensation or Equalizing Filters.—Perhaps the most common types of filters in 

photographic work are those filters which are intended to alter the spectral-energy 

distribution of the light source in such a manner as to give a monochrome print (in 

black-and-white photography) in which the various shades in the print are propor- 

tional to the visible luminous effect produced by the colored original image. To 

accomplish this effect, it is necessary that the brightness of the colors in the original 

image be reproduced in accordance with their effect on the human eye, as indicated in 

the standard visibility curve. 

It is evident that only panchromatic materials can give results in which the black, 

gray, and white tones are accurately proportional to the visibility of the original 

subject; other types of film emulsions are deficient in their sensitivity at the red, 

orange, or yellow parts of the spectrum, so that these colors are rendered too dark in 

the final print. 

Certain green filters (such as the Wratten X1 and X2) are compensating filters 

intended to provide as accurate tone correction as is possible in monochrome photog- 

raphy. Yellow filters, such as the K1 or K2, are also compensation filters which 

provide an approximation to proper tone values, when used with orthochromatic 

types of materials, by cutting down the effective sensitivity of the film to the blue end 

of the spectrum. 

Other examples of compensation filters are those used in photometric work. 

With the greater general use of color films, such photometric filters are also sometimes 

recommended to enable a film intended for use with one type of light source, e.g., 

mean noon sunlight, to be used with another type of light source (such as incan- 

descent electric lamps). 

Contrast Filters.—If two colors which produce very nearly the same luminous 

effect to the eye are photographed on a panchromatic negative and a black-and-white 

print is made, it will be found that these colors have nearly the same tone value. 
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While these colors were easily distinguished in the original because of their difference 

in predominant wavelength, the result in the final print is unsatisfactory because. 

since we cannot reproduce in color, we must depend simply on shades of gray to 

indicate proper tone values. To indicate the difference in color which we see in the 

original, it is necessary to produce a contrast between these two colors in the black- 

and-white print. When this is done, the accurate tone rendition of the original image, 

as evaluated by the visibility curve of the human eye, is, of course, destroyed, but the 

effect obtained is usually much more desirable, notwithstanding. 

To produce monochrome contrast between colors, it is necessary to photograph 

the image so that one of the colors will produce a darker print (or lighter negative) 

than the other. When it becomes necessary to make use of that form of distortion 

known as increasing the color contrast, it is usually customary to reproduce the red 

and orange colors lighter than the corresponding green and blue colors of the same 

visibility. To accomplish this contrast in photography, we may make use of the 

practical rule which states that to photograph a color in black and white so that the 

print of it appears lighter than the original image, a filter should be used which is of 

the same color as the image. Conversely, to reproduce a color in the final print 

darker than it appears in the original, use a filter complementary to that color. The 

filter should absorb light of the color to be rendered dark. 

The following table will give an idea of the colors of the filters which may be used 

to render certain colors lighter or darker. For purposes of illustration Wratten 

filters suitable for the purpose are also listed. 

TasLe I.—FiILTerRS FoR Propucine Cotors LIGHTER OR DARKER 

To render subject To render subject 

lighter, use darker, use 

Color of subject 

Color Example! Color Example! 

TR GGL. cnt Be ate ig Seete ch ar Nate eS de ne or era OER Red 29, 25, 15 | Blue green 47, 58 

Oa ee ese er a ene Mn ee one Orange L525 Blue 47 

NGO ERS oe Dt TUR Te En BB Soe ae te Yellow 15, 25 Indigo blue a 

Mellow=ereem ss a)o. soot ee Aa ee ee Yellow-green | 11 Violet 35, 36 

Greene Heres er eRe eit ee se Green 58, 15, 13 | Red 27, 25 

iBlue=eneen ee.5 0o-Pea amen tee rane tee Blue-green 47, 58 Red-orange 29, 25 

Tee Societe ae eer eee ttn eeeiiany Teenie ieee Blue 47 Orange-yellow 29, 25 

TUDE) YD ag sales ee ee Nearer anos ek ar san Purple 47 Green 58 

Miairentais spike 5.0.00! hh eee tia etl ae ee Magenta 29, 25 Green 58 

1 Numbers refer to Wratten filters. 

As examples of the use of contrast filters may be mentioned the use of a red filter 

(Wratten No. 25 or No. 29) for photographing blue prints, which without such a filter 

would give a gray and white result lacking in detail and contrast. The red Wratten 

No. 25 filter also finds application in photographing furniture where it is desirable to 

show the wood grain; the Wratten No. 15 filter is also useful in this application. 
Selective or Separation Filters.—In accordance with the theories of Wunsch, 

Young, and Helmholtz and first demonstrated by Maxwell, three-color photography is 

based upon the fact that a colored image may be constructed by superimposing in 

register three partial (or separation) images, each of which is colored one of the three 

primary colors, red, green, and blue. The partial images are made by splitting the 

color of the original image into three groups of primary colors by means of filters. 
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Two methods of three-color photography are possible, and both are in common use: 

the additive process and the subtractive process. 

In both processes the purpose of the taking filters is to split up the light reflected 

by the colored image into the three-component primary colors. If the final color 

print or transparency is to be an accurate reproduction of the original colored image, 

any filters suitable for making the partial-image negatives must fulfill certain require- 

ments, both as regards optical requirements and spectral characteristics. 

Optically, the three separation filters which are to be used together for color- 

separation photography must be accurately surfaced and polished and for the highest 

quality work must be matched as a set. This requirement is essential to insure that 

the partial negatives are all exactly the same size, so that they will permit trans- 

parencies or prints to be made which will register accurately when superimposed upon 

one another in the final result. If precise color-separation work is to be undertaken, 

it is probably desirable to purchase the separation filters as a set rather than to pur- 

chase the filters separately and individually at various times. Unless experimental 

work is in progress, it is unwise to use tricolor separation filters together which are 

not recommended by the manufacturer to be used as a complete set. It is also 

desirable that all three filters in a tricolor filter set be of the same manufacture unless 

the user is sufficiently conversant with color-separation work as to be willing to 

accept the risk and expense of mistaken judgment. 

The spectral-transmission curves for separation filters for three-color photography 

should have low and uniform absorption in the transmission range, complete absorp- 

tion outside the transmission range, and cutoff characteristics as sharp and abrupt 

as possible. The spectral-transmission characteristics of the three filters should 

overlap only slightly or not at all; the spectral characteristics of some filter sets reeom- 

mended for color-separation work show definite gaps in which certain wavelengths 

in the visible spectrum are not transmitted by any of the three filters. 

By making the absorption low in the transmission region, the exposure factor 

for the filters will be reduced toa minimum. Uniform absorption in the transmission 

region assures that no discrimination will be given to any of the spectral colors passed 

by the filter. Tricolor filters should have abrupt cutoff characteristics to assure 

that the color of the final result will be as nearly as possible independent of the abso- 

lute exposure, although depending upon the relative exposure through the three tri- 

color filters. The matter can be comprehended more clearly by reference to Fig. 7. 

Assume that a set of ideal tricolor taking filters have spectral-transmission charac- 

teristics as shown in Fig. 7A. The blue filter will then pass wavelengths between 400 

and 500 my without absorption but will be completely absorbing for wavelengths 

outside this region. Similarly, let the transmission range for the green filter be from 

500 to 600 my and that for the blue filter be from 600 to 700 my. Then negatives 

made through the use of these ideal taking filters will show the three primary colors 

sharply differentiated, each primary color being passed by its corresponding taking 

filter, and only by this filter. 
If instead of the theoretically ideal taking filters of Fig. 7A, we have a set of tri- 

color filters as shown in Fig. 7B, the situation is quite different. In the latter case 

light from the colored image is not split into three well-defined primary colors. Because 

of the gradual cutoff characteristics, any one filter may transmit more than one 

primary color. As was true also in the case of Fig. 7A, the relative exposures through 

these three filters must be proportional to the relative exposure factors.of the three 

filters. But because any filter of Fig. 7B transmits primary colors outside its own 

primary color region, a proper color balance in the final result will be obtained only 
for one definite exposure; for other exposures of the partial negatives, the fidelity of 

color reproduction in the final result will be inaccurate even though the proper relative 
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relation between exposure and filter exposure factors is maintained. In other words 

with filters having transmission curves such as shown in Fig. 8B, the color of the final 

result depends, not only upon the proper relative exposures and filter exposure factors, 

but also upon the absolute exposures given to the three partial negatives. The 

difficulties of obtaining satisfactory practical results are considerably greater in the 

latter case than in the former. 

One point concerning sharp cutting filters should be noted in passing. Ideal 

filters, such as are indicated in Fig. 7A, fail to distinguish between monochromatic 

hues lying within the transmission band of a given filter. If, for example, we had two 

monochromatic sources of equal energy, one at 420 my and the other at 480 my, both 

would be passed equally well by the tricolor blue filter, and, if. the photosensitive 
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Fie. 7.—Wavelength-transmission characteristics of ideal (a) and actual (6) filters as used 
in three-color photography. 

material were equally sensitive to radiations of 420 and 480 muy, it would be impossible 

to distinguish between these two monochromatic colors in the final color picture. 

This condition is seldom of appreciable practical importance in photography because 

no colors in dyes or pigments with which we deal are purely monochromatic; pure 

monochromatic colors are seldom obtained, and then usually with inconvenience or 

difficulty. Another, but less important reason why this state of affairs is not of much 

practical concern is that practical taking filters do not approach the ideal character- 

istics of Fig. 7A very closely. 

Monochromatic Filters.—These are sharp cutting filters which are usually used 

with gaseous-discharge luminous sources. The transmission band of these filters is 

usually sharp so that, when used with certain gas-discharge devices producing a 

discontinuous spectrum, certain desired lines will be transmitted, whereas other lines 

will be absorbed. Such monochromatic filters are not of importance for general 

photographic work but are useful in certain scientific applications of photography. 
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Sometimes sharp-cutting monochromatic filters are employed to indicate by visual 

examination the tone reproduction which will occur in black-and-white photography. 

For this application, the filter must be sufficiently sharp so that colors in the original 

subject are practically indistinguishable. The transmission region may lie anywhere 

in the visible spectrum, although there is some advantage in putting it near the yellow, 

where the eye is most sensitive. The Wratten No. 90 viewing filter is intended for 

this use, and while it is possible to distinguish between reds and greens, these colors 

are so dulled as to give sensibly a yellow visual image of varying luminosity. 

Safe Lights.—Optical requirements on safe lights are practically nil except that the 

safe-light filter should transmit as much of the visible spectrum as possible, provided 

the photographic sensitive material is not sensitive to radiations of these wavelengths. 
In practice, the manufacturer of photographic materials usually specifies the type of 

filter and gives some indication as to the intensity of illumination which can be used 

with the various types of film and paper emulsions. 

Filters for Commercial Work.— Where commercial work is being done, the selection 

of filters should be that which will provide maximum utility and flexibility with a 

minimum investment. Practically all subjects encountered in commercial photog- 

raphy can be treated adequately with modern photosensitive materials with less than 

a dozen filters. Those filters which have been found to be most useful are the Wratten 
(or equivalent) K1, K2, X1, X2, F, G, H, A, B, and C5, or Nos. 6, 8, 11, 18, 29, 15, 

23, 25, 58, and 47, respectively. For those who do not care to obtain a full set of 

photographic filters, the A, G, and K2 filters will probably prove most satisfactory 

for general work. : 

The K1 filter is a light-yellow filter which gives some color correction with ortho- 

chromatic materials without increasing the exposure time unduly. It is useful where 

some color correction must be obtained with the least increase in exposure time. 

The K2 is a stronger yellow filter and gives better correction but requires a longer 

exposure than the K1. Like the K1, the K2 filter is intended for use with orthochro- 

matic materials. 

The X1 gives correction with panchromatic materials when used with daylight 

whereas the X2 is suitable for panchromatic materials used with incandescent luminous 

sources. They are not recommended for orthochromatic materials. 

The F is a strong red filter for contrast work, copying blueprints, screen-plate 

analysis, or for haze cutting or infrared photography. 

The G filter is a strong yellow-orange filter with sharp cutoff for contrast work, 

strong accentuation of clouds, telephotography, furniture, copying yellow faded 

matter, and general landscape photography. 

The E filter is a general contrast red filter. 

The A, B, and C5 are used in color-reproduction work. The A is a red, the Ba 

green, and the C5 a blue-violet filter. 
The spectral-transmission characteristics of these and other filters are shown in 

“Wratten Light Filters,’ published by the Eastman Kodak Co.. 
Filter Characteristics Summarized.—In this chapter we have discussed some of the 

more important characteristics of filters and have mentioned some of the uses of vari- 

ous kinds of filters. Considerably more might easily be written concerning the uses, 

and particularly the artistic uses, of light filters in photography. But there are many 

articles available in the literature on this subject, and, where artistic considerations are 

involved, it is impossible for a technical reference book to be of much value. 

A table of filter factors for various makes of emulsions and filters will be found in 

Appendix D. While every effort has been made to make this list as accurate as pos- 

sible, such a listing can be taken only as-a guide. The results given in Appendix D 

are to be used with proper judgment of the factors already enumerated in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER XI 

DEVELOPERS AND THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT 

By D. R. Wurre anp J. R. WEBER 

The development of the latent photographic image is a necessary and important 

step in current practical photography. The origin of photography antedates the 

knowledge of developers and processes of development, but the original methods have 

been practically completely supplanted by procedures using development as a step on 

account of the greatly increased photographic efficiency so obtained. A few photo- 

graphic materials are still used without developers, notably printing-out papers, 

which, as their name suggests, are exposed until the image is visible. The reactions 

involved are directly induced by the action of the exposing light. Greater photo- 

graphic efficiency results, in general, from smaller exposures, designed to produce 

only a latent image, itself invisible, with subsequent development and fixation to 

transform it into a permanent visible image. 

There has been much speculation concerning the nature of the latent image, but 

experimental work to determine its nature is very difficult, and no theory yet advanced 

has secured unopposed acceptance. Study of development has had to proceed in 

spite of this lack of knowledge of the latent image developed. Much empirical 

data have been obtained and some theoretical relationships have resulted from years 

of experimental work devoted to this study. 

Two classes of procedures have resulted and are recognized under the names 

“chemical” and ‘physical’ development. The final images produced are not 
chemically distinguishable, but the course followed is primarily different in the source 

of the silver finally deposited as the image. In chemical development, the more 

important method, the silver halide of the emulsion supplies the silver for the final 

image. This is probably through an initial solution of the halide by the developing 

solution, followed at once by reduction and deposit of the silver on nucleuses forming 

the latent image. In physical development, the developing solution itself contains a 

soluble silver salt which deposits or plates out, as reduced by the developing agent, 

with the nucleuses from the latent image guiding the location and magnitude of the 

deposit. This type of development can be carried on even after fixation, though it is 

quite obvious that chemical development is impossible then. 

With either type of development, the fundamental problem is to obtain a differen- 

tial deposit of silver in such manner that at each point it is at least approximately 

proportional to the intensity of the latent image at that point. If this were achieved, 

there would be no deposit where there had been no exposure. In practice this clear- 

cut case is not attained, as there is in general an over-all veil or fog not accounted for 

by the exposure given. Developers differ much in their differential action. Only 

those developing agents and formulas are of general importance which are capable of 

a high degree of discrimination in their action. 

In addition to the basic role of development just discussed, 2.e., the Acai ofa 

visible image from the latent image, developing solutions are sone nines used which 

produce other effects at the same time. For some purposes it is desired to harden 

the gelatin of the emulsion locally where the silver is deposited. This has been 

318 
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accomplished commercially by the use of pyro developers with little or no sulphite. 

The resulting differentially hardened, gelatin layers have been used for various pur- 

poses, probably the most important of which is the production of relief images used as 

matrices for printing by dye-imbibition processes. A second supplementary effect 

sometimes sought and of growing importance is the deposit of a colored compound 

along with the silver image. Special developer formulas are in general required, but 

the resulting silver and dye images can be used for many purposes, and such dye 

images, with the silver removed, are of rapidly increasing importance in the processes 

of color photography. 

CHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Inorganic Developers.—The history of photographic development has shown the 

use of a few inorganic chemical agents as developers. Prior to, and for a number of 

years after, 1851, ferrous oxalate was the common developer. This developer was 

prepared at the time of use, by adding one part of a 25 per cent solution of ferrous 

sulphate to three parts of a 25 per cent solution of neutral potassium oxalate, with 

constant stirring. The reddish mixture produced can be used without bromide as a 

developer. 

Other inorganic agents suggested as developers include solutions of sulphurous 

acid which develop weakly and produce much fog. Copper ammonia oxalate and 

sodium, potassium, and hydrogen peroxides in alkaline solution have also been 

suggested. 

An energetic inorganic developer which works without much fog, unless develop- 

ment is prolonged, is sodium hydrosulphite. A developing formula using such an 

agent has been recommended as follows: 

Sodium~phydrosulhiteyeetocts ate see ane cee Geechee ened uae’ obewsretsy Suees eu wae Rusnsneuetoreenis 20 g. 

SOGIUIMPOISUNP HIG E ape en AeA ea aera ae a ae ie wpe ae aa sod Suecenet Steele st x aesuratre 30 g. 

IE OCASSLUIM DEOMI Cerra en eh oy et acoh cats See oe aS AY Sy Sa mee eae aecloe Rice Te ge teatteesforfecreeton ize 7 g. 

WWII PM Hides BAGS a aS Sis fe CIO ISS Bi Rar au ited ieee i Sie ola Lee ene Riana casts oie iL Je 

Development time should not exceed 3 min. 

While ferrous oxalate was still in use at the turn of the century, organic developing 

agents were fast replacing it, and today the use of inorganic compounds as photo- 

graphic developers has practically disappeared. 
Developers with Organic Reducers.—Experience has lead to a very definite basic 

pattern for developing formulas in common use. Following this pattern, modern 

developers consist of 

Organic reducing agent or agents 

Preservative 

Accelerator 

Restrainer 

Compounds are also added for special purposes which do not fit in the four classi- 

fications given, and at times one compound functions in a dual role resulting in less 

compounds than the four classes listed. Instances of both types of variation will 

appear in the subsequent pages. 
Organic Reducing Agents.—Chemically speaking, all developing agents are 

reducers, 7.e., they are themselves readily oxidized and hence tend to reduce com- 

pounds with which they come in contact. Considered without complete analysis of 

detail, the development process takes into solution the halide from the original silver 

halide and furnishes an electron to the positively charged silver ion, resulting in the 

deposit of metallic silver. The reactions in the solution which permit and complete 

the chain of changes eventuate in the oxidation of the developing agent and the 
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accumulation of a halogen compound. Thus used developer contains oxidation 

products of the reducing agent and greater halide content than fresh solutions. 

Not all reducing agents are developers. Many such compounds lack the power to 

discriminate between exposed and unexposed silver halide and thus lack that prime 

requisite of a photographic developer—the ability to transform a latent to a visible 

image. 

While considering differentiations of this type, the role of the gelatin or other 

carrier of the silver halide should be mentioned. Silver halide precipitated from 

aqueous solution can be reduced by ordinary developers, independent of light exposure 

of any kind. Thus the characteristics normally associated with the latent image do 

not control such reactions even with reducers which are developing agents in the 

generally accepted sense of that term. It appears, therefore, that the gelatin or other 

carrier of the silver halide is of basic importance and plays a cooperative role in pro- 

viding the conditions favorable to development of the latent image to a visible image, 

as distinct from indiscriminate reduction of the entire silver halide present. 

In many cases, this differential action is primarily a rate or time effect. If per- 

mitted to act long enough, virtually all the silver halide will eventually be reduced. 

Normal developing conditions are designed to avoid such effects, but even within these 

regions there is a marked difference between the rate of development of fog and 

density resulting from exposure. Commonly the increase of exposure density with 

time is less rapid as development progresses. On the other hand, it is quite generally 

true that fog builds up more and more rapidly within corresponding limits of develop- 

ment times. 
From these considerations, the developer appears in its true role as a differential 

reducer, acting preferentially to produce a visible image from an original latent image 

before the entire pattern is lost in fog. 

In 1851 pyrogallol, or pyro, was discovered to be capable of developing the latent 

image. In 1880 the second organic compound to have developing action was dis- 

covered in hydroquinone. From then on the developing action of a large number of 

organic compounds has been recorded. 

Generally speaking, it was observed that photographic developers were, to a large 

degree, the colorless or reduced forms of dyes or dye intermediates. A compound 

which would oxidize these compounds to their colored state would itself be reduced. 

Thus silver halide would oxidize pyrogallol to its yellow-brown oxidation product, and 

the silver halide would at the same time be reduced to metallic silver. 
Almost without exception up to very recent times, all organic photographic 

developers have contained benzene as the nuclear structure. The structure of benzene 

is thought to be the ring 

which is represented as 

for the sake of simplicity. 
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By removing some of the hydrogen atoms, chemical radicals and groups can be 

substituted into the benezene nucleus. Thus phenol represents the substitution of 

one hydrogen in the ring by means of a hydroxyl (OH) group: * 

OH 

Phenol 

This is also known as hydroxybenzene. Aniline represents the substitution of an 

amino (NHz2) group in the ring forming: 

NH, 

Aminobenzene 

All the organic developing agents in use today are derivatives of one of the above two 

basic agents. 

The substitution of two hydrogen atoms by means of the hydroxyl group produces 

OH 

1:4-Dihydroxybenzene (hydroquinone) 

OH 

and the substitution of three hydrogen atoms of benzene by hydroxyl group produces 

OH 

OH 
1:2:3-Trihydroxybenzene (pyrogallol) 

OH 

The relative positioning of the substituent groups and the kind of substituent has 

a decided influence on the relative activity of the agent as a photographic developer. 

Thus 

OH 

1:3-Dihydroxybenzene (resorcinol) 
OH : 

is not a developer, while 

OH 

OH 
1:2-Dihydroxybenzene (pyrocatechol or catechin) 

is an energetic developer. 

Developing agents belonging to the class in which the hydrogens of the benzene 

nucleus have been substituted by hydroxyl groups are known as ‘‘polyphenols.” 
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One or two chlorine or bromine groups may also be substituted in the hydro- 

quinone structure, yielding 

OH 

CL 
Chlorohydroquinone (Adurol of Hauff) 

OH 
and 

OH 

BR 
Bromohydroquinone (Adurol of Schering) 

OH 

Another, and by far the largest, group of photographic developers are the “‘amino- 

phenols” formed by substituting both hydroxyl (OH) and amino (NH) radicals into 

the benzene nucleus. The simplest and one of the oldest developers of this group is 

OH 

4-Aminophenol (p-aminophenol) 

NH: 

Since both hydrogens of the amino group and of the benzene nucleus of the amino- 

phenols may be further substituted, a large number of derivatives of this basic member 

of the group are possible, thus 

OH 

p-Methylaminophenol 

NH—CH; 

is the base for metol which is usually sold in the form of sulphate salt. 

One of the hydrogens of the amino group of p-aminophenol! may be substituted 

by the carboxymethyl group (—CH.2COOH) with the production of 

1In organic chemistry the prefix letters 0, m, and p, are used respectively for ortho-, meta-, and 

para- compounds. These prefixes indicate the position of the substituted atoms. The numbers from 

1 to 6, in clockwise rotation beginning at the top are also used to indicate the position of the substitute 

atoms, groups, or side chains. Thus, when the substitution products of benzene have the substituent 

atoms, groups, or chains on adjacent carbon atoms, they are called ‘‘ortho-compounds,”’ and the 

substituent atoms, or groups are said to be in the ortho or 1:2 position. When the substituent atoms or 

groups occupy the 1:3 position, the chain is called a ‘‘meta-compound.”’ When the substituent atoms 

or groups occupy the 1:4 position, the chain is called a ‘‘para-compound.” The following diagrams 

give the names, structures, and positions of xylene which was chosen for illustrative purposes. 

o-Xylene m-Xylene p-Xylene 
CH; CH; CH; 
A \ 

6 CH; 

5 3 CH; 

4 

CH; 
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OH 

p-Hydroxypheny] acetic acid | 

NH—CH.COOH 

This developer is also known as p-hydroxyphenyl glycine, or shortened to ‘‘glycine.”’ 

Substitution of an amino and a hydroxyl group, para to each other, into benzyl 

alcohol or hydroxymethyl benzene, produces 

OH 

CH.OH 
p-Amino-o-hydroxybenzy1 alcohol (Edinol) 

NH, 

By substituting a methyl group in the benzene nucleus, methyl benzene or toluene 

is formed: 

CH; 

Further substitution by hydroxyl and amino groups produces 

CH; . 

OH 
5-Amino-2-hydroxytoluene (p-amino-o-cresol) 

NH, 

This agent is credited as being the Monomet developing agent and also as one of the 

original metols. 
The substitution of a single amino group in the benzene nucleus produces 

NH, 

Aminobenzene 

which is not a developer. While the substitution of a second amino group yields 

diaminobenzene, in which, if the substituted amino groups are opposite (para) to each 

other, the now well-known fine-grain developing agent 

NH, 

1:4-Diaminobenzene (p-phenylenediamine) 

NH, 

is produced. If the amino groups are located adjacent (ortho) to each other, the lesser 

known fine-grain developer 
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NH2 

NH: 
1:2-Diaminobenzene (o-phenylenediamine) 

is formed. 

Two amino and one hydroxyl group may be substituted into the benzene nucleus 

with the formation of 

OH 

NH, 
2:4-Diaminophenol 

NH, 

which is marketed in the form of the hydrochloride salt as Amidol. 

By substituting another benzene ring for one of the amino hydrogens of p-amino- 

phenol, the p-hydroxydiphenylamine developers are formed: 

OK 
which were marketed as developers under the trade name of Duratol. 

The product resulting from the substitution of a hydroxypheny! group for one of 

the amino hydrogens of p-aminophenol, which is designated as 

H 
| o> 

HC OH 4: 4’-Dihydroxydiphenylamine 

appeared in the photographic developer market as Pyramidol. 

Another class of developing agents is found in hydroxy-substituted benzidine or 

BENG Gi oe NES 4: 4’-Diamino-o-hydroxydiphenyl 

OH 

which appears to be the Diphenal developer of prewar days. 
Instead of the amino group, ring structures may be substituted for a nuclear 

hydrogen of phenol or aniline. Examples of these ring compounds include 

is Hp 
C= 

S 
O NH Morpholine 

~ sole 
H.C NH Piperidine 
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H, He 
C—C 

7s NN 
HN NH Piperazine 

Ss a 
C—C 
H. He 

which yield the following developers: 

He He 
C= 

vie AX 
O N— OH p-Hydroxy-N-pheny! morpholine 
\ ZA 
G2 
H. He 

H. Hz 
C—C 

A Walls: 
H2C N OH p-Hydroxy-N-phenyl piperidine 

\ va 
C—C 
He He 

H. Hp 
c= 

va ~ 
HN > p-Hydroxy-N-pheny] piperazine 

i Ye 
C—C 
He Hz 

With aniline, the corresponding p-amino-N-phenyl substitution products are 

formed, v7z., 

H. H. 
C—C 

Vi \ 
O N—< NE: p-Amino-N-phenyl morpholine, ete. 
~ fe 
C—C 
H. He 

Instead of benzene as the nuclear ring, the naphthalene or double ring 

may also be used as the basic nucleus, substitution into which yields another large 

class of developing agents. 

As in the case of the benzene series, two hydrogen atoms must be substituted for 

by either hydroxyl or amino groups to make the substituted derivative a developing 

agent. Thus 

OH 

a-naphthol 
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is not a developing agent, while 

OH 

by 1:5-Dihydroxynaphthalene 

OH 

is in the class of slow developing agents. 

To increase their solubility, the sulphonic acid group, HSOs; is introduced into the 

naphthalene structure. Thus 

NH, 

OH 
1-Amino-2-naphthol-6-sulphonie acid 

HSO; 

is the well-known Eikonogen whose developing action is quite similar to pyrogallol 
while having the additional advantage of longer life than pyro. 

The introduction of two amino groups, in conjunction vale a solubilizing sulphonic 

acid group, into the naphthalene ring produces 

NH» “ts 

HO:S 
1:4-Naphthalenediamine-7-sulphonie acid 

NX 
NH, 

whose developing action is somewhat similar to the analogous p-phenylenediamine. 

When one —CH— group of naphthalene is replaced by nitrogen, quinoline or its 

isomer, isoquinoline, is formed: 

és Quinoline nN Tsoquinoline 

\n NU ue 

Further substitution of nuclear hydrogens of quinoline by hydroxy] or amino groups, 
or both, yields another class of photographic developing agents. Thus 

OH 

an N 1:4-Dihydroxyisoquinoline 

We 
OH 

develops exposed silver halides to produce both metallic silver and the leuco form of an 

orange-red dye which can be converted to the colored form by mild oxidizing agents. 
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The developing action of the tetrahydroquinolines has long been known. An 

example of the earlier developers of this class is 

H, 

Hz 
1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-8-hydroxyquinoline 

\n A: 

OE wt 

while recently the amino derivative 

H, 

H.N He 

6-Amino-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline 

has been suggested as a fine-grain developing agent. 

Combinations of Developing Agents.—Various phenols, aminophenols and 

phenylenediamines have been combined to produce, for instance, 

OH OH 

Metoquinone 
+ |}. Lumiére and Seyewetz 

F. P. 325,385, (1902) 

OH NH:CH; 
Hydroquinone Metol base 

The combination of 1 mole of chlorohydroquinone with 2 moles of the base of 

metol 

OH OH 

CL 
i Lumiere and Jugla 

B. P. 1795 (1914) 

OH NH-CH; 

was known as Chloranol. 

The product resulting from the combination of 1 mole each of p-phenylenediamine 

base and hydroquinone 

NH: OH 

Hauff 
a B. P. 11,306 (1896) 

Starnes 
B. P. 466,626 

NH, OH 

appeared as the developing agent Hydramine. 

Recently the combination of apparently pyrocatechol, 1 mole, and 1 mole of 

p-phenylenediamine base 
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OH NHe 

OH Hauft 
se B. P. 11,306 (1896) 

Starnes 
B. P. 466,626 

NH; 

has been introduced as the fine-grain developer Meritol. 

One of the most popular developing agents of this type is the combination of 1 mole 

of hydroquinone with 2 moles of the sulphate salt of o-aminophenol: 

OH OH 

Ui 
Dee Hauft 

=| B. P. 27,931 
H28O. | (1896) * 

2 
OH 

which is marketed as Ortol. 

Table I presents a number of the organic compounds which have been suggested as 

photographic developers. This list, while representative, is by no means complete. 

While the tabulation indicates the large number of organic compounds which 

have at least been suggested as photographic developers, only a small percentage of 

these have been commercialized to the point of being given a trade name. Of the 

two or three dozen different agents which have appeared at one time or another on 

the photographic market, less than a dozen different developing agents are in common 

use today. 
Of these agents which have remained in common use, it is interesting to note that 

two of them are the oldest of organic developers. 

Pyrogallol—The developing action of 1:2:3-trihydroxybenzene or pyrogallol 

(pyro), the oldest of organic developing agents, was observed in 1851 independently 

by V. Regnault and 8. Archer. In its fresh state, it appears as a fine white crystalline 

powder and is extremely light. Owing to its tendency to float in the air at the slightest 

movement of air, the crystallized form is available which is more dense and causes less 

trouble in mixing than the older crystalline variety. The crystalline variety is also 

more stable against oxidation by the air. Pyro has a characteristic odor and is very 

soluble in alcohol, ether, water, and slightly soluble in warm benzene. The solubility 

in water and 10 per cent sodium sulphite solution, both at 15°C., is about 56 per cent. 

Pyro is a soft working developer and, unless caustic hydroxides are used as the 

alkali, is slow acting. In addition to the metallic silver image produced by develop- 

ment with pyro, a secondary yellow-stain image comprising the oxidation products of 

pyro is produced in situ with the silver image. The combination of black silver with 

the yellow stain produces the brownish image associated with pyro development. 

Owing to the presence of the blue-absorbing yellow-image portion, pyro images are . 

known to print somewhat more dense than they appear visually. Increasing the con- 

centration of sulphite inhibits the formation of the stain image, and the developed 

image is neutral to blue-black in appearance. 

To reduce the time of development and increase contrast, both metol and hydro- 

quinone are used with pyro, particularly for deep tank work where the combination of 

pyro with metol only is ofttimes adopted. The keeping qualities of pyro developers 

are generally poor, being classed as 1 in which, to the same scale, metol is rated as 10 

or highest. Crystallized pyro has appeared under the trade name Piral. 
Hydroquinone.—In 1880, W. Abney discovered the developing action of the second 

oldest developer, hydroquinone, which is used to a greater extent than any of the other 
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Tasue I.—OrGaANiIc COMPOUNDS SUGGESTED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT 

Compound Discoverer Date 

Polyphenols 

| 
By nor a llolearriee sterner cc coesnic seat tec ewtumt a weleonna von Regnault & S. Archer 1851 

Ary ANOGUIN OME. eisvenscgsuiais care sts) els. G's wreyeuanerebsyegee arses W. Abney (Eder, Aus. Hndbh., 1903, 

322) 1880 

yMmacaech Olmareasraie serena teers rch sale cwt eb skero eis Eder & Toth, Phot. Korr., 1880, 191 1880 

C@hlorohydroquinone sn. 2-6: oes ckks Scie Sim acley sine ae Hauff, Phot. Korr., 1897, 396 1897 

iBromohydroquinonessesss4-6 ay s4- 428. soceee ase Schering, D.R.P. 117,798 1897 

2:3-Dichlorohydroquinone......................-. Schering, D.R.P. 117,798 1897 

2:3-Dibromohydroquinone.......................-- Schering, D.R.P. 117,798 1897 

RolwhyGroquinones,.-scery- so ess 4am cuenieels se 

Ertioyleealllatemeiee cto severa ose Crys aa me aMoniaiarns ae Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

1:4-Dihydroxy-2-acetophenone..................-. Lumiére & Seyewetz, B,J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

1:2:3-Trihydroxy-4-acetophenone.................. Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

1:2:6-Trihydroxy-4-benzophenone................. Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

2:3:4-Trihydroxy-acetophenone................... Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

1:2:6-Trihydroxyphenyl-4-phenyl-ketone........... Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 1897, 

665 1897 

Pyrogallol-dimethylaniline........................ Bayer, B.P. 10/721 1901 

Pyrogallol-piperazine....................02e0 eee Bayer, B.P. 10,721 1901 

Ryrorallol-quinolines= ease eis de ane ee oe Bayer, B.P. 10,721 1901 

Pyrocatechol-dimethylamine...................... Bayer, B.P. 10,721 1901 

Hydroquinone-triacetoamine...................... Bayer, B.P. 10,721 1901 

Pyrogallol-methylether-monoglycollic acid..........| A.G.F.A., D.R.P. 155,568 1903 

Pyrogallol-dimethylether-monoglycollic acid,....... A.G.F,A., D.R.P. 155,568 1903 

Pyrogallol-1-monomethylether,..................-. Schultes, U.S.P. 2,017,295 1933 

Pyrogallol-1-monoethylether...................... Schultes, U.S.P. 2,017,295 1933 

Nionethywlonyrorallolesmmem memes tala cuciencibs cis ss Stockelbach, U.S.P. 2,037,742 1934 

Dyrethyl-pyrocalloly. acie elev certs ele ere oleic ve ees Stockelbach, U.S.P. 2,037,742 1934 

Mono-tertiary butyl-pyrogallol.................... Stockelbach, U.S.P. 2,037,742 1934 

2:5-Dimethyl-hydroquinone.......................| K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:5-Diethyl-hydroquinone........................ K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:5-Diphenoxy-hydroquinone..................... K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:5-Di-p-phenethyl-hydroquinone..................| K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:5-Dibenzoylamino-hydroquinone................. *K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

1:3-Dimethoxy-2-phenol..........................| K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus, 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:4:6-Trimethyl-1:3:5-Trihydroxybenzene.......... K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

2:5-Diphenyl-3:6-dibenzyl-hydroquinone........... Kodak-Schinzel, B.P. 498,869 1939 

2:5-Diacetamino-hydroquinone.................... Kodak-Schinzel, B.P. 498,869 1939 

Aminophenols 

ASAminiop hen Oliyy scicysateh cad cuevses eseyseustee aie la sabe Andresen, Farben-Industrie, 1888, 187 1888 

5-Amino-2-hydroxy toluene....................... Andresen, B.P. 1,736 1891 

2:4 DiaminophenOliy.ct-(sciat time inion Andresen, D.R.P. 60,174 1891 
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Compound Discoverer Date 

Aminophenols.— (Continued) 

1:3-Diamino-4:6-dihydroxybenzene................. Andresen, D.R.P. 60,174 1891 

4oViethylamimophenolsanesenaee ern oe eee eee Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

A=Dimethylaminophenol-ssssmeheaeee eee eee Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

2-Amino-3-hydroxytoluene. . .| Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

3-Amino-2-hydroxytoluene. . sesscoeooll lakeim. IB isAsyt 1891 

2-Hydroxy-3-amino-1 :4- Aneel Benen! AUST Be Cotes | Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 
6-Methylamino-3-hydroxytoluene ................. Andresen, D.R.P. 60,174 1891 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-amino-acetic acid................ Bogisch, D.R.P. 75,505 1891 

2-Hydroxyphenyl-amino-acetic acid................| Hauff, B.P. 15,484 1891 

2-Methylamino-3-hydroxytoluene..................| Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

3-Methylamino-2-hydroxytoluene.................. Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

3-Methylamino-2-hydroxybenzoic acid.............. Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

5-Amino-2-hydroxybenzyl aleohol................. Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

A tyvdnoxy,dipheny! aminese ne eee oer Hauff, B.P. 20,690 1891 

3:5-Diamino-2-hydroxytoluene.................... Hauff, D.R.P. 74,842 1892 

D=NmInophenOleteesitoe onc sseceis ee: bao aces OE Hauff, B.P. 27,931 1896 

DaNiethylaminophen olen seere terete etn eee Hauff, B.P. 27,931 1896 

5-Chloro-2-methylaminophenol.................... Hauff, B.P. 27,931 1896 

4-Chloro-2-methylaminophenol................%... Hauff, B.P. 27,931 1896 

1-Hydroxy-4-phenylamino-acetamide.............. A.G.F.A., B.P. 9,537 1905 

2-Hydroxy-3-amino-benzylamine.................. Einthorn, D.R.P. 167,572 1905 
2=Benzyl-4-amimophenolee- pee eee ee eee Schering, F.P. 382,367 1907 

4:4'-Dihydroxydiphenylamine..................... Schering, F.P. 382,367 1907 

2:4:6-Trimethyl-3-aminophenol....................| Homolka, Phot. Korr., 1914, 256-8 1914 

ASAMINOCATV ACL OLE. cians cnclh aa -cters ein alone Cavern ee EES Lubs, J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1919, 455-6 1919 

4-Toluolsulphonylaminophenol.................... Bucherer, D.R.P. 364,391 1922 

4-Hydroxyethylamino-1-phenol. . ..| Reddelein & Miller, U.S.P. 1,758,892 1930 

2-Hydroxyethylamino-1-phenol.. . _.| Reddelein & Miiller, U.S.P. 1,758,892 1930 

3- MIE iy ened corm etna lan ine. eanenclle ....| Reddelein & Miiller, U.S.P. 1,799,568 1931 

2-Chloro-4-hydroxyethylamino-1-phenol............| Reddelein & Miiller, U.S.P. 1,799,568 1931 

4-Hydroxyethylamino-2amino-1-phenol.............| Reddelein & Miiller, U.S.P. 1,853,455 1932 

2-Dihydroxyethylamino-4amino-1-phenol........... | Reddelein & Miiller, U.S.P. 1,853,455 1932 

4-Hydroxyethylamino-2-acetamino-1-phenol........ Reddelein & Miller, U.S.P. 1,853,455 1932 

4-Hydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine.................. Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

2-Hydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine.................. Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3-Methyl-4-hydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine.......... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3-Methoxy-4-hydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine........ | Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3:4-Dihydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine............... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3-Amino-4-hydroxy-N-phenyl morpholine........... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

1-4=ehenylene dimorpholiness oe ee eee eee Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Hydroxy-N-pheny] pyrrole. . ee ep eed mUESabamle 9aup sa: 1933 

4-Hydroxy-N-phenyl iaipeligahee se leh ee oo Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Amino-N-phenyl morpholine................-... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3:4-Diamino-N-phenyl morpholine.................| Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Hydroxy-N-phenyl thiomorpholine............... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-4’-toluidine...................-- Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-2’-toluidine.................-.-. Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-amisidine......................-| Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-phenetidine.....................| Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Chloro-2-methylamino-phenol.................-- Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,594 1936 

5-Chloro-2-methylamino-phenol...............-.-. | Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S. Ee 

2,060,594 1936 
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Compound Discoverer Date 

Aminophenols.— (Continued) 

4:6-Dichloro-2-methylaminophenol................. Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,594 1936 

4-Methyl-2-methylaminophenol.................... Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,595 1936 

5-Methoxy-2-methylaminophenol.................- Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,595 1936 

5-Dimethylamino-2-methylaminophenol............ Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,596 1936 

4-Amino-6-methyl-2-methylaminophenol............ Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,596 1936 

6-Amino-4-methyl-2-methylaminophenol............ Schneider & Wilmanns, U.S.P. 

2,060,596 1936 

Polyamines 

1-4 Diaminobenzeness:.4. -ohce alma ei cies oe Andresen, D.R.P. 46,915 1888 

Hols] DrceNTanbaVOlHol WUesa\slo ew NS Ge G6 Sie. old. tro, bon Olosd Dia ieG Ons Andresen, D.R.P. 46,915 1888 

ASAmmnomethylanilinessnn steerer a ea Hauff, B.P. 15,484 1891 

4-Aminodimethylaniline................-.--+--055 Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

A=Aminoethylanilines. 2. --2 sn 4c 4c cs oss Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

4-Aminodiethylaniline................ 002s ee eee Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

Aa Nmminobiubylanilinevys vec scree citer eiclaa ee et Hauff, B.P. 15,4384 1891 

4-Amino-2-methyl-diethylaniline.................-.. Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

1:4-Dimethyl]-2:5-diaminobenzene...................| Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

4-Amino-tetramethylaniline....................--. Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

1:3:6-Triaminobenzene............ Op ator Sita 65 eee A.G.F.A., B.P. 11,872 1893 

1-Hydroxy-4:4’-diphenylamine.................... Cassela & Co., Phot. Korr., 1897, 587 1897 

1-Aminodimethy]-4-phenyl-aminoacetic acid........| Hauff, B.P. 28,596 1897 

1-Aminodiethyl-4-phenyl-aminoacetic acid.......... Hauff, B.P. 28,596 1897 

1-Amino-4-phenyl-aminoacetic acid...........-.-.. Meister, Lucius & Bruning, 

Aus. Hndbh., 1903, 318) 1902 

IZ DiamimoObenZene:,. kaa clots. sisvehate cis meleeeelae 2 eos Lumiére & Seyewetz, B.J. Phot., 

866 1904 

2:4-Diamino-diphenylamine.......................| Schering, B.P. 20,050 1907 

4:4’-Dihydroxy-diphenylamine.................... Schering, F.P. 382,367 1907 

4:2’:4’-Triamino-diphenylamine.................... | Schering, F.P. 429,380 1910 

4-Amino-4/-hydroxy-diphenylamine................ Schering, F.P. 429,380 1910 

4-Amino-4’-hydroxy-diphenylamine-2-sulphoniec acid.| Schering, F.P. 444,639 1911 

4-Amino-dipropylaniline..................00000055 Fischer, U.S.P. 1,102,028 1914 

4-Amino-N-phenyl] piperidine...................-. Fischer, U.S.P. 1,102,028 1914 

4-Amino-N-phenyl piperazine...............-.---- Fischer, U.S.P. 1,102,028 1914 

4-Amino-3-methyl-diethylaniline...................| Fischer, U.S.P. 1,102,028 1914 

3-Methyl-4-amino-diethylaniline................... Fischer, U.S.P. 1,102,028 1914 

1:4-Phenylene-dimorpholine...................... Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Amino-N-phenyl morpholine....................| Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

3:4-Diamino-N-phenyl! morpholine. . .......{ Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

2-Methy1-3 :4-diamino-N-phenyl Susanne Pek ARS Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Hydroxy-4'-dimethylaminodiphenylamine......... Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

2-Aminodiethylaniline............-....-+:-+-+---- Kodak-Pathe, F.P. 804,472 1936 

3-Bromo-4-aminodiethylaniline................-... Kodak-Pathe, F.P. 804,472 1936 

HTD rahi NOM Geks sa sahsuedahoudcucogpodoueo Kodak-Pathe, F.P. 804,472 1936 

2-Amino-5-diethylamino-phenetole.................| Kodak-Pathe, F.P. 804,472 1936 

N-Hydroxymethyl-4-aminoaniline...............-.. | I.G. Farb., B.P. 460,580 1937 
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Polyamines.— (Continued) 

4-Amino-N-methylaniline-w-sulphonic acid.......... 1.G. Farb., B.P. 460,580 1937 

4-Amino-N-ethylaniline-w-sulphonic acid............ I.G. Farb., B.P. 460,580 1937 

4-Amino-N-benzylaniline-4’-sulphonie acid.......... | I.G. Farb., B.P. 460,580 1937 

4-Amino-N-diglycocoll-aniline..................... | Taylor, B.P. 481,681 1938 

Naphthalenes 

1-Amino-2-naphthol-6-sulphonie acid.............-. | Medola, J. Chem. Soc., 1881, 39, 47. 1881 

ASAMInO=1=-1a ph tholaseeeeter is ea eee ee elo ory kes | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1:4=Dihyadroxynaphthaleneseeeeieeie ieee cele arte | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

iS DihyGroxymaphthaleneseee ie emerenen itil iac ni | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1:5-Dihydroxynaphthalene-6-sulphonie acid......... | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1:2 Naphthalenediaminesse eon cee oases ore | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1:4-Naphthalenediamine-2-sulphonie acid..........., Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1-Amino-2-naphthol-4-sulphoniec acid...............| Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1-Amino-2-naphthol-3:6-disulphonic acid..........- 41 Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

2-Amino-1-naphthol-4-sulphonic acid...............| Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

3-Amino-2-naphthol-7-sulphonic acid.............-. Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

2-52 Naphthalenediamine ee eee bien | Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1:4-Naphthalenediamine-7-sulphonic acid...........| Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

ee ear nee re ey acidee stipe: Andresen, B.P. 5,207 1889 

1-Amino-methyl-4-naphthalenediamine.............| Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

1-Diethyl-4-naphthalenediamine.. £ ......| Hauff, B.P. 15,4384 1891 

4-Methylamino-1-naphthol-6- sulphone metal. ....| Hauff, B.P. 15,434 1891 

1-Methylamino-4-hydroxy-2-naphthoie acid......... Hauff, B.P. 15,484 1891 

j1-Amino-4-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid. qe oe | Pelautie bub. slo.toe- 1891 

1-Amino-2-hydroxy-3-naphthoic-4- culphonie aaa ..| Hauff, B.P. 15,4384 1891 

2:8-Diamino-1-naphthol-3:6-disulphoniec acid........| A.G.F.A., B.P. 21,595 1898 

2:8-Diamino-1-naphthol-3:5-disulphonic acid........ A.G.F.A., B.P. 21,595 1898 

2:8-Diamino-1-naphthol-5-sulphonic acid............| A.G.F.A., B.P. 21,595 1898 

A-NMethoxy=1=naph holes eee ee eee Homolka, D.R.P. 283,149 1914 

4-Ethyoxy-1-naphthol. . nie 7 eee eee altHomolka Diner basal 4o 1914 

4-Hydroxy-N-naphthyl emeEnHaline! ARRAS SS ect Reed, U.S.P. 1,937,844 1933 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-l-naphthylamine................ | Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Hydroxyphenyl-2-naphthylamine................ | Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

3-Phenylamino-l-naphthol................-.-..-.-| Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

4-Phenylamino-1-naphthol...............--.-.---: .| Trumbull, U.S.P. 1,969,243 1934 

2-Phenyl-1:4-dihydroxynaphthalene................| K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

4-Benzoylamino-1:-4-dihydroxynaphthalene......... K. & L. Schinzel, Das Lichtbild, Aus. 

12/XI, 1936, 173 1936 

4-Acetamino-1:2-dihydroxynaphthalene.............| Kodak-Schinzel, B.P. 498,869 1939 

2-Acetamino-3-chlor-1:4-dihydroxynaphthalene......| Kodak-Schinzel, B.P. 498,869 1939 

2:8-Diacetamino-1:4-dihydroxynaphthalene.........| Kodak-Schinzel, B.P. 498,869 1939 

Anthracenes 

1:2-Dihydroxyanthracene.. veeueeeeesesss.....| Kodak-Schinzel, Can. Pat. 380,527 1939 

1:4-Dihydroxyanthracene. . ie .........| Kodak-Schinzel, Can. Pat. 380,527 1939 

1:2-Dihydroxy Mer ea cenemonomethyl ether Widnes Kodak-Schinzel, Can. Pat. 380,527 1939 

1:4-Dihy droxyanthracene-monoethyl ether.......... Kodak-Schinzel, Can. Pat. 380,537 1939 
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Heterocyclies 

SD yArOxy QuiInNONMme=see sachs seas ee sae. Lumiére & Seyewetz, (Eder, Jahrbuch, 

1892, 93) 1892 

poDilnwcdroxy quinoline i455 sere reas ee sneer Lumiére & Seyewetz, (Eder, Jahrbuch, 

1892, 93) 1892 

O-Draminoguimolinese. -. 605-45. 5e eee wees oe Lumiére & Seyewetz, (Eder, Jahrbuch, 

1892, 93) 1892 

p-Diaminoquinoline..............................| Lumiére & Seyewetz, (Eder, Jahrbuch, 

1892, 93) 1892 

o-Hydroxyhydromethyl-quinoline.................. Lembach & Schleicher, D.R.P. 89,181 1895 

o-Hydroxyhydropropyl-quinoline.................. Lembach & Schleicher, D.R.P. 89,181 1895 

o-Hydroxyhydroethyl-quinoline................... Lembach & Schleicher, D.R.P. 89,181 1895 

o-Hydroxyhydrobutyl-quinoline...............-... Lembach & Schleicher, D.R.P. 89,181 1895 

Tetrahydro-dihydroxyquinoline....................| A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

Tetrahydro-ana-amino-o-hydroquinoline............ A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

Tetrahydro-o-hydroxyl-quinoline-ana-sulphonie acid.| A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydromethyl-quinoline............... ING NG, IIE Bi7/IL 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydroethyl-quinoline.................| A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydropropyl-quinoline............... A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydrobenzyl-quinoline............... A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydrophenyl-quinoline............... A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydroacetyl-quinoline................| A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydrobenzoyl-quinoline...,.,........ A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

o-Hydroxy-trihydromethyl-quinoline carboxylic acid.| A.G.F.A., B.P. 371 1896 

1-Phenyl-2:3-dimethyl-4-sulphamino-5-pyrazolone...| Scheitlin, U.S.P. 930,091 1909 

1-Ascorbinic acid (Vitamin C).....................] Mauer & Zapf, Phot. Ind., 1935, 5, 90 1935 

d-Ascorbinie acid (Isovitamin C).................. Mauer & Zapf, Phot. Ind., 1935, 5, 90 1935 

1-Pheny]-3-methyl-4-amino-5-pyrazolone...........| 1.G. Farb., B.P. 459,665 1937 

1-p-Chloropheny1-3-methyl-4-amino-5- otanolonte-: ..| L.G. Farb., B.P. 459,665 1937 

3-Amino-4-0xo-2-imino-tetrahydrothiophene........ I.G, Farb., B.P. 459,665 1937 

4:5-Diamino-2:6-dihydroxy-pyrimidine.............| I.G. Farb., B.P. 479,446 1938 

6-Hydroxy-2:4:5-triamino-pyrimidine.............. 1.G. Farb., B.P. 479,446 1938 

2:4:5:6-Tetramino-pyrimidine.....................|1.G. Farb., B.P. 479,446 1938 

2:5-Diamino-4-methyl-pyrimidine................. 1.G. Farb., B.P. 479,446 1938 

2:4:5-Trihydroxy-6-amino-pyrimidine.............. I.G. Farb., B.P. 479,446 1938 

6-Amino-8-methoxy-1:2:3:4-tetrahydro-quinoline....| I.G. Farb., B.P. 478,345 1938 

Tetrahydro-quinoxaline...................-...-:: 1.G. Farb., B.P. 478,345 1938 

6-Amino-1:2:3:4-tetrahydro-quinaldine............. I.G. Farb., B.P. 478,345 1938 

6-Amino-8-methoxy-1:2:3:4-tetrahydro-quinaldine...| I.G. Farb., B.P. 478,345 1938 

5-Aminodihydro-2-methyl-indole.................. I.G. Farb., B.P, 478,345 1938 

6-Amino-benzothiazoline.- sao. 4. usees 0.064 seee- I.G. Farb., B.P. 478,345 1938 

Aliphatic 

d-Aminoacetic acid ethyl ester..............-.-4.. 1.G. Farb., B.P. 459,665 1937 

photographic developers. Hydroquinone, as a developer, is more understood than 

any other agent, but there still remains much doubt as to the exact nature of the 

reaction products of development caused when even this much-examined agent is used 

in a developer along with alkali, sulphite, and bromide. 

1:4-Dihydroxybenzene, or hydroquinone (hydrochinone or quinol), is slightly 

soluble in cold water, very soluble in hot water, ether, and alcohol, and insoluble in 

benzene. Developing solutions of hydroquinone are practically inert at temperatures 
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below 55°F. The keeping quality is 3 or about one-third that of metol, according to 

Strauss. 

In developing action hydroquinone is slow but tends to build strong contrasts. 

However, a minute trace of metol will accelerate the action of hydroquinone. The 

dye safranine has also been observed to act as a catalytic agent in starting hydro- 

quinone to develop. On the other hand, hydroquinone is exceedingly sensitive to 

soluble bromides, producing high transparency in the slightly exposed areas, and for 

this reason is an excellent developer for line copy work where pure black and white are 
required. 

Generally hydroquinone is used in combination with more active developing 

agents, usually metol. When hydroquinone develops gelatino-silver halide emulsions, 

particularly if the sulphite concentration is a minimum, the oxidation products of the 

hydroquinone locally harden the gelatin wherever silver is produced. Use has been 

made of this action to produce relief images which, being subsequently dyed, are used 

to transfer dye images in color photography. 

p-Aminophenol.—In 1888 Andresen recommended p-aminophenol as a developing 

agent and thus opened the way to the largest class of developers, the aminophenols. 

A legion of derivatives of this basic agent have been suggested inasmuch as one of the 

amino hydrogens can be readily substituted by alkyl, aryl, and heterocyclic groups. 

The free base of p-aminophenol is only sparingly soluble in water, soluble in alco- 

hol, and insoluble in ether, while its sulphate, hydrochloride, oxalate, and tartrate 

salts are readily soluble in water. The hydrochloride salt is soluble to the extent of 

3 per cent in cold water (60°F.), but this solubility is reduced to 0.3 per cent in a 5 per 

cent sodium sulphite solution at the same temperature. The stability of a p-amino- 

phenol developer is 9, or almost as great as that of metol, according to the Strauss 

scale. The various salts of p-aminophenol have appeared under the trade names: 

Citol, Diutall, Kodelen, Energol, Freedol, Indianol, Kathol, Para, and Unal. The 

free base of p-aminophenol forms the active ingredient in the Rodinal type of devel- 

opers. Relatively large amounts of the salt dissolve in strong alkali, e.g., sodium 

hydroxide, to form p-amino-sodium phenolate, which is the active developing ingre- 

dient of the p-aminophenol developers. However, this compound is not very stable, 

so a small amount of the base itself is allowed to remain in the developer, thus acting 

as a preservative. The following is typical of various methods suggested for the 

preparation of the Rodinal type of developer: 

Dissolve 1 g. of potassium metabisulphite in 250 ce. of boiling hot water. When 

dissolved, add 20 g. of p-aminophenol hydrochloride with constant stirring, and finally 

add 60 g. of potassium metabisulphite. The mixture is stirred until all the meta- 

bisulphite has dissolved. Then add, with constant stirring, 40 per cent sodium 

hydroxide solution until the mixture gradually becomes clear. The addition of sodium 

hydroxide must be stopped just before the last trace of the cloudy precipitate disap- 

pears. The solution is then made up to 400 cc. and stored in rubber-stoppered 

bottles. For use the stock solution is diluted with 20 to 30 parts of water. The high 

concentration of the stock solution is an advantage under some working conditions 

and, in fact, is the major advantage of this type of developer. It has appeared also 

under the trade name of Azol, Activol, Artinal, Kalogen, and Paranol. 

p-Aminophenol develops rapidly but does not build up great contrast and tends to 

produce less fog than most other rapid developers when development is carried out 

with warm solutions; for this reason, p-aminophenol is largely recommended for use in 

tropical countries or for warm weather use. ; 

Metol.—In 1891, Bogisch observed the developing action of methylated-p-amino- 

phenol and in that same year Hauff introduced metol as a developing agent. The 

exact structural formula of the early metol is not certain and there is evidence to 
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indicate that the first metol was p-methyl-amino-m-cresol. For a number of years 

now, however, metol has been considered to indicate the sulphate salt of p-methyl- 

aminophenol. This particular aminophenol salt has probably appeared under the 

guise of more different trade names than any other developing agent; a few of these 

trade names being Rhodol, Enol, Elon, Viterol, Scalol, Genol, and Satrapol. 
Metol is soluble in water at 60°F. up to a concentration of 4.8 per cent and soluble 

to almost the same degree in 5 per cent sodium sulphite solution. It is insoluble in 

ether and alcohol, thus establishing one test of differentiation between it and p-amino- 

phenol. The stability of metol, as a developer, is 10, the highest rating according to 

Strauss. JLike p-aminophenol, metol is a soft-working developer but the combination 

with hydroquinone yields a developer which acts strongly on the weakly exposed 

portions and also builds strong contrasts. Thus, by varying the concentrations of 

these two agents, the metol working energetically even on the underexposed areas, with 

hydroquinone which favors the more exposed areas, developers can be compounded to 

take care of a wide range of desired results. 

Metol will tolerate relatively large amounts of soluble bromide, in fact, metol 

developers tend to produce fog unless some bromide is included in the solution. 

Glycine.—Instead of methylating one of the amino hydrogens of p-aminophenol, 

Bogisch, in 1891, substituted one of the amino hydrogens, by means of methyl carboxy] 

(—CH.COOH), to form p-hydroxypheny] aminoacetic acid or glycine. 

Glycine is practically insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether; thus it is distinguished 

from the other commonly used developing agents. However, in a 5 per cent sodium 

sulphite solution at 60°F., glycine will dissolve to a concentration of almost 13 per cent 

by weight. Asa developer it is slow acting but rather powerful. Its action resembles 

in many respects the characteristics of some metol-hydroquinone (MQ) developers. 

Even in the absence of soluble bromides glycine produces practically no fog. It yields 

fine-grained silver images and has been recommended for this type of development, 

either alone or in combinations, particularly with p-phenylenediamine. Glycine, 

above all other developers in use today, offers more resistance to oxidation by the air 

and thus is highly recommended for deep tank work. p-Hydroxyphenylglycine has 

also been marketed as Icony]l. 

Amidol.—In the year 1891, Andresen introduced 2:4-diaminophenol as a 

developer, under the name Amidol. Amidol belongs to a rather small class of develop- 

ing agents which can develop in the absence of alkalies; in fact, Amidol will develop in 

weak acidic solutions, but such development requires prolonged time. Amidol is 

soluble to concentrations of almost 16 per cent in water at 60°F., but only to 10 per 

cent in 5 per cent sodium sulphite solution at the same temperature. It is very 

slightly soluble in alcohol and insoluble in ether. 

Amidol is the most energetic working developer in common use and is next to 

pyrogallol in its instability. It builds contrast slowly and tends to produce heavy 

fog when used in alkaline solutions. It will develop feebly in plain aqueous solution. 

Generally the alkalinity supplied by aqueous sodium sulphite is sufficient to cause 

Amidol to develop energetically, and the usual developers of this agent contain only 

Amidol and sodium sulphite and usually a small amount of potassium metabisulphite. 

It has sometimes been called the ‘‘teaspoon”’ developer since a teaspoon and a mixing 
vessel are the only measuring means required to mix the developing solution; the 

relative proportions of the developer being 1 part potassium metabisulphite, 4 parts 

sodium sulphite, 1 part Amidol, and 200 parts of water. Because of its instability, 

various agents have been recommended as preservatives, these include boric acid, 

glycollic acid, lactic acid, and tin chloride. 

In 1888 Andresen described the developing action of p-diaminobenzene or p-pheny]- 

enediamine. Andresen found it necessary to use caustic alkali to obtain sufficient 
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gradation with p-phenylenediamine developers. In 1904 Lumiére and Seyewetz 

recommended this agent as a substitute for physical development to produce fine- 

grain images particularly suitable for lantern slides because of the fineness of the 

deposit and the pleasing tone of the image. 

p-Phenylenediamine base is slightly soluble in cold water and fairly soluble in 
5 per cent sodium sulphite solution. The hydrochloride salt is soluble in water and 

insoluble in ether and alcohol. The dry developer exerts a rather foxic action on the 

human skin, particularly so in the case of persons who are allergic to its constituents. 

The fine-grain characteristics of p-phenylenediamine developers, noted as early 

as 1904, have been widely applied in recent years for the development of miniature 

films. This particular characteristic is due, in part, to the fact that the developing 

energy of p-phenylenediamine is the least of those developing agents thus far evaluated 

by the reduction-potential method. The second probable cause for the fine-grain 

developing action of this developer is the solvent action exerted by the diamine on 
silver halides. 

Owing to its weak developing energy, developing agents of more energetic action 

have been combined with p-phenylenediamine, either in the dry form or in the develop- 

ing solution. These “booster” agents include: metol, Amidol, glycine, hydroquinone, 

and pyro. 

Early in 1900, p-phenylenediamine was marketed in this country under the name 

of Metacarbol. 

Method for Identification of Developing Agents.—The above developing agents 

and a number of those mentioned previously are included in the scheme for their 

identification, which was arranged by Plauman and given in Table II. 

Reduction Potential and Velocity Constant.—The many compounds which have 

been found to be developers differ rather widely in their activity and power. It has 

proved difficult to compare them completely, since some will develop under conditions 

of temperature and alkalinity in which others are essentially inert, yet with change 

of conditions, the relative activity may change considerably. To bring a measure of 

order out of the complex situation, the concept of ‘‘reduction potential’? has been 

introduced as one measure of developing power or activity. Reduction potential is 

measured by the ability of the reducer to overcome the restraining action of potassium 

bromide. With some developers, those of low reduction potential, there is produced a 

considerable reduction in density by the addition of a small standard quantity of 

bromide. With others of high reduction potential there is less density depression by 

a similar bromide addition. For purposes of numerical comparison, hydroquinone is 

assigned a value of 1 in the reduction-potential scale. 
Table III gives the reduction potentials found for a number of developing agents. 

Another property which seems closely allied to, but not identical with the reduction 

potential, is the rate of development, as represented by the “velocity constant”’ (see sec- 

tion on Development Quantitatively Considered). In general, reducers having high 

reduction potential also have high velocity constant, and, similarly, reducers of low 

reduction potential have low velocity constants. In spite of this, as a general trend, 

the literature indicates that small differences of reduction potential may not be repre- 

sented by corresponding differences in velocity constant. 

Preservative.—Reducers of the type described are readily oxidized by the air 

and provision must be made in the compounding and use of developing solutions to 

guard against deterioration through such aerial oxidation. The organic compounds in 

common use keep reasonably well in the dry state, but when damp or actually in 

solution, deterioration may become very rapid. Pyro shows the greatest rate of 

deterioration of the common reducers and consequently requires the greatest care, 
but suitable storage and mixing procedures must be provided for all the reducers. 
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Glass bottles tightly stoppered are suitable for storage of the dry powers when the 

quantities involved are suitable. Tin cans, lined with good-grade clean paper and 

taped to hinder the access of air and moisture, are also frequently used. Larger 

quantities of some reducers, e.g., hydroquinone, may be stored in strong cardboard 

containers where conditions are dry enough. The small user, wishing to preserve 

relatively small amounts will probably find the storage bottle best, and the large 
user will be guided by the shipping containers provided by the manufacturers. 

TasLEe II].—Repuction—PorTENTIAL SERIES 
(Nietz-Tschibissoft) 

Herrousivoxalabejces, 5. cals sorinhs cavsiene tabs conehe ofanite Berar cadineine atte sta nay ak ee 0.3 

p-Phenylenediamine hydrochloride, no alkali............................... 0.3 

p-Phenylenediamine hydrochloride, plus alkali............................. 0.4 

Methyl-p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride, no alkali........................ 0.7 

Pheniylhy.dra'zine ee csyacsy poets: ss cere ta Ss SEs ea RAE ee <1.0 

1a Kigobmaya pay ha\oya Cert Saar ee aces tel Hees Sree cane nee or BesecGrR rob aan oat S plotoe Sisto. 8.8 geen 1.0 

2aydroxy hy Groquin ones yews eee ae eae ee hs ee eee et eee S60) 

poELy droxy phen yigelycimel(ahycin) Aeeaanee ee nie oo ee ee eee 1.6 

iy droxy lamin esis tsi acd glee bape usw busied icc eee rats Rauisk ie Cena Oe eee 2.0 

MoLiby Groquin OMe tee clvsgs— PRLS Ie serie HO aL oe CURIS 2.2 

Methyl-p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride, plus alkali....................... 3.5 

Benzyl-p-aAMinoOphenOllns xc, Meee Hes oe eek a RS SS CH Ee oo <5.0 

Dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride............................... 5.0 

p=Lhy droxy. diphenyl amines ramen cites ms Tener cine GEE choo ee ee Cee <6.0 

Mo AnmMin open Ol ae ase see heehee ray kag ever Bks 35 chee yl. funy eee = Cee a ae eee 6.0 

Chlorohydroquinone:(Atdurol=Hauth) pees eee enone 6.0-7.0 

SAMTINITYO=O=CLES Olas coe cece ete ea eee Se ele on segs as, AO ete ener TS co a 7.0 

Dibromohydroquinonel. = 474s. see dese ie Fe eee dea Miniter td SiGe Gave a'6..9 8.0 

D-AMiINO=M=CLesOley A seh toca anes Somer. § Abe Abe aoe eae 9.0 

Dimethyi-p-aminophenolusulphates nee Le eee 10.0 

Mich orohy,dTrOGuintONe eke seen c oda sie ee eed oy elo Se) Serge COE ee il .@) 

TEA Orel | eterna eae Sethe pene aa S coat, te suk eke kl ARIE eT cadet oo. ¢ 16.0 

Methyl-p-aminophenol sulphate (metol)......................+..-+-+----+- 20.0 

Bromohydroquinoney(Adurol-Schering) sean ee oer iene eee 21.0 

poMlethyl amin o=0=Cresolsiers cco-tis. he scat cee eee ene ee eg chee 23.0 

24-Diaminophenole¢Amid ol) iplustall keallimee see eee einai 30-40 

Thiocarbamide(Chhioureay ty Mss ae cus oe AAs te react eae ere ee eee ee 50.0 

All developing formulas make provision for the preservation of the reducers, in 

solution, by presence of a compound or compounds as preservative. The most com- 

mon and most universally used preservative is sodium sulphite. It also has other 

effects ih the developer which will be noted later. The theoretical description of the 

action of sulphite as a preservative is not complete and unambiguous, but the fact 

of its activity remains. From an elementary point of view its activity is probably 

sufficient to consider it as a substance which itself may be oxidized to sodium sulphate 

and is preferentially oxidized with consequent preservation of the reducer. In most 

formulas the sulphite is present in three to ten times the concentration of the reducers, 

and this is probably vital to the prolonged life of the solution, but even small quan- 

tities of sulphite make relatively large differences to the initial rate of aerial oxidation 

of reducers. 

In some formulas bisulphite or metabisulphite is used instead of the sulphite 

itself, but in alkaline solution the result is essentially the same. 

The simple description just suggested of the preservative action of sulphite does 

not cover adequately all the facts, as hydroquinone, a developing agent, itself preserves 

a sulphite solution. 
Experience has shown that the presence of two reducers in a developing formula 

frequently decreases the susceptibility of a developer to aerial oxidation. Metol 

preserves Amidol when used together in suitable formulas. Hydroquinone preserves 
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metol particularly in metol-hydroquinone-borax formulas. Hydroquinone represents 

one of the most popular current cases of the preservative effect of the second reducer. 

Experiments have shown that the primary function of the hydroquinone in the 

formulas commonly compounded is that of preservative. Freshly mixed developer, 

lacking the hydroquinone, shows relatively little difference in its activity from the 

complete formula, but it is almost impossible to store it any length of time without a 

decrease in its activity, whereas the complete formulas keep reasonably well. 

A few other preservatives have been suggested and tested but are far less important 

than sulphite. They include: acetone bisulphite; formaldehyde sodium sulphoxylate 

(known as Rongalite C); Mannitol; Sorbitol; lactic acid; stannous chloride; and 

glycollic acid. In a number of these cases, sulphite has been present also. 

Other Effects of Sulphite Preservative—While considered usually as a preservative, 

sulphite contributes greatly to the action of a developer in other ways. The usual 

photographic developing agents do not act so rapidly and energetically in the absence 

of sulphite as in its presence. Thus in spite of the fact that, as a reducing agent alone, 

sulphite cannot develop a photographic emulsion, it plays an important part in that 

development. In the brief description of the process of development given under 

Organic Reducing Agents, mention was made of the fact that one over-all effect 

of the development process is the increase of the halide content of the developing 

solution. That does not take place simply as an increase in the ion content of the 

solution and the sulphite is usually considered as the ‘“‘halogen acceptor” which acts 

in the cooperative way required to balance the system. It has also been suggested 

that the sulphite itself can regenerate the original reducing agents from their oxidation 
products, while it is itself oxidized to the sulphate. With some reducers, the sulphite 

may form compounds which are more active as developers than the parent substances. 

A second action of sulphite in a developing solution is its behavior as a silver halide 

solvent. It is relatively simple to demonstrate the existence of this effect by analyti- 

cal means, though the action is not rapid and large like the solvent action of hypo. 

This solvent action has been suggested as a contributing cause of such fine-grain 

characteristics as the usual metol-hydroquinone-borax negative developers possess. 

The mechanism suggested for this action is this: The surface of the silver halide grains 

is dissolved by the relatively high sulphite content of these developers thus increasing 

slightly their separation and decreasing the chance of clumping during development. 

With the emulsions used on many printing papers, the sulphite content of the devel- 

oper is of importance as it influences the tonal quality of the final print. The size 

of the particles making up the image is influenced by the solvent action of the sulphite, 

and the resultant deposit may be ‘‘cold”’ and blue-black in tone or ‘‘warm” and 
brown-black in tone. 

Accelerator.—Experience has shown that developing agents increase in activity 

as the alkalinity increases. Thus the alkali in the developer has been termed the 

“accelerator.’’ A considerable range of alkalies has been used in different photo- 

graphic developing formulas. Their primary difference lies in the alkalinity produced, 

and there is little or no evidence of other or specific effect on the developer itself. 

Such specific action has been sought in the attempt to determine whether or not one 

alkali is better than another in‘results produced. Considering the complex nature 

of the reactions occuring, the possibility of such specific effects cannot be ruled out on 

theoretical grounds but must be the subject of careful experiments. As the result of 

such tests, the consensus is that the pH or alkalinity produced in the solution is the 
prime control factor affected by the alkali. 

This statement is not to be construed to mean that the choice of alkali is of no 

significance, for there are various secondary effects of considerable importance. One 

of these is the stability of the solution. If a low alkalinity is desired, (pH but slightly 
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greater than 7.0) it would be unwise to secure it by use of a small quantity of strong 

alkali such as sodium or potassium hydroxide because relatively small quantities of 

other chemicals, such as carbon dioxide from the air, could react with the hydroxide 

and change the pH considerably. It is better to secure the low alkalinity by higher 

concentration of weaker alkali. Of course, where high alkalinity, high pH, is desired, 

the stronger alkalies must be used, but sufficient concentration is then used to avoid 

rapid changes from introduction of small quantities of other agents. In some for- 

mulas the solutions are actually buffered in the chemical sense of that term, to imsure 

maintenance of constant pH in the face of any factors which otherwise might normally 

be expected to affect it. In many other cases true buffering action is not obtained, 

but a concentration of alkali sufficient to prevent pH change from minor influences 

is used, 
Ammonia is used as a developer alkali sometimes but its volatility militates against 

its use where stability in solution is necessary. Ammonia is a solvent for silver 

halides, particularly silver chloride, and this factor also limits its utility as an alkali. 

Its use in developers is not widespread, though occasionally special advantages have 

been claimed from it. 

A second factor sometimes determining the choice of alkali is the effect of its intro- 

duction into the fixing bath. Sodium carbonate is the alkali most frequently used in 

developing formulas, but at times blisters are produced in emulsions when transferred 

from the alkaline developer to the acid fixer. This blistering is most apt to occur when 

the processing is being conducted at adversely high temperatures and is due to the 

formation of carbon dioxide bubbles from the reaction of the carbonate with the acid 

of the hypo. Borates, phosphates, and compounds of that nature do not form 

gaseous compounds under similar conditions and hence do not cause blistering. 

Boron compounds, particularly in the form of borate ions, have been used as additions 

to fixing baths to reduce sludging tendencies and increase the hardening life of the 

bath. Accordingly, the choice of borates as alkalies for developers is a particularly 

happy one, where suitable alkalinity can be obtained with them, not because of any 

specific effect of borates on development per se, but as an advantage to the fixing bath. 

One specific combination used in so-called ‘‘buffered borax’’ formulas should be 

mentioned. That is the use of both borax and boric acid to secure the desired alka- 

linity. The pH of the bath can then be varied by varying the ratio of the two, giving 

good control of developer activity without resorting to low concentration for low pH. 

As borax alone does not give a very high pH, this combination cannot be used to 

secure rapid-acting contrasty formulas but is available for the slower softer ones fre- 

quently needed in development of negatives. " 
Sodium sulphite itself is weakly alkaline, and hence a developing formula as simple 

as sulphite and metol has been used upon occasion. It develops film but is rather 

quickly exhausted. i 

In addition to the direct effect on reducer activity, the pH of the solution markedly 

influences the swelling of the gelatin. Excessively high pH softens and swells the 

gelatin to the point of damaging it. Specially hardened emulsions are required where 

processing necessitates the use of the most extremely alkaline formulas. With ordi- 

nary emulsions this softening sets a limit to the alkalinity which may practically 

be used. 
The pH of developing formulas cannot be judged accurately from the kind and 

quantity of alkali alone, but as a guide to the alkalinity which can be obtained with 

various alkalies, the following table has been prepared. Some of the compounds listed 

are not alkalies in the chemical definition of the term, but in solution with the other 

compounds, particularly sulphite, reactions take place producing the necessary 

alkalinity. 
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The dates given are those of the earliest literature reference found for this com- 

pound in photographic developers. 
There are some other organic compounds representing addition products between 

other aldehydes and bisulphites which have been mentioned to produce the alkalinity 

needed in developers. 
Before leaving the subject of alkalinity, one other specific effect should be men- 

tioned, as it appears to have lead to some confusion. This is the effect on pH of the 

organic reducing agents themselves. Some of these compounds as handled com- 

mercially are in the form of salts which hydrolize in solution with resultant acid 

reaction on the solution as a whole. Metol is one particularly common example. If 

metol is added in increasing quantity to a typical borax developer formula, a point of 

TaBLE [V.—ALKALINE AGENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT 
Approximate pH 

for Typical 

Working 

Conditions 

Saralinisn WAR iKae CSS eee Su and Or eon aimbie oe Meee soithaeieeeee eine oO ao, 13.0 

Potassium hydroxide 

Trk@clinin jonas ol ie GUNS) sbsascesbueooossencuaddassoouodunducoomsnosooede 12.0 

SOR Can DOnete ys es peony. Kp pe hi scotia test cea cake re bate opine Pew nto pastiy aircts chic etre trehaye 11.6 

Anmimontinin InyGirOrGl, ss deeces as bbuccdounagbcosebaseuacondenbs ouaseagoouS 10.7 

IB orpaie. COOP) eg es a eee ee Renee Sue a era IPL AaNPEe Slot tnety coc a 6 .ol sear ob tale mer eRececeD 9.2 

Mrmethanolamuanen(hOs2) Meee ore epee rans aera RRC RIERe Ce Recekslcieme te <hebsastal sas 10.1 

Calgon (sodium hexametaphosphate and sodium phosphate (1936)............... 8.5 

Acetone (1902) 

Acetone-bisulphite or sulphite (1902) 

Acetone-formaldehyde (1902) 

TERelaminiraay: la aliKopaNe rq Ges cel dom ARB oun Och otor amean el eeoec meta Unio Bit nxeeee ero aieiorh Bacio Ceoec cure ois" otc 10.5 

Sodium aminoacetate (Pinakol Salt) (1903) 

Sodium silicate (1902) 

Formaldehyde (1890) 

p-Formaldehyde (1890) or trioxymethylene 

Hexamethylenetetramine (1890) 

Formaldehyde-bisulphite compound (1890) 

rim ety amine (dSOS)rere sec soe eeete na deae atc celeners os Gov eke py Sys Bye eloNe as gspsie Resume 10.0 

Litinina® Conlin (IQ) sacscocosoasoondnannrceoooubbogeoesedb ooo edu oSue SOS 9.0 

Sechium metasihcaie GMGISO) (1B) psdesccconcnsunopecdeosubouccuucodosdsadccs 8.5 

maximum activity is quickly reached such that higher concentrations show less activity 

than the lower ones. When studied from the view of concentration alone, this 

behavior is anomalous, but when pH’s are determined, it is found that the pH has 

dropped at the higher concentration, more than offsetting the increase of development 

rate to be expected from concentration. If now the same experiment is performed 

with the additional provision that the alkali be changed sufficiently to maintain con- 

stant pH, the result shows the typical increase of activity with concentration so fre- 

quently associated with chemical reactions. 

Restrainer.—In an earlier paragraph it was emphasized that the ability of a 

reducer to reduce exposed silver halide as distinct from unexposed halide is of primary 

importance. This differential action is not alone a function of the reducer but is also 

affected by the other ingredients of the solution and by the conditions surrounding 

developmént as well as by the nature of the emulsion being developed. Of these 

various factors, the last-named, 7.e., the nature of the emulsion, is not within the scope 

of this chapter, but the other two (developer constitution and procedure) are here 

considered. 
Experience shows that in the majority of formulas greater development differential 

is produced between exposed and unexposed silver halide when a restrainer is used. 

The most common chemical for this purpose is potassium bromide and, less commonly, 
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chloride or iodide. A simple picture may be painted of the action of bromine ions 

as restrainers of development of a silver bromide emulsion. In this simple ease it 

appears probable that the bromine ions in solution from the potassium bromide 

depresses the ionization of the minute quantities of silver bromide dissolving from 

the emulsion grains, thus reducing the rate of reaction, 7.e., the rate of production of 

photographie density. This simple picture gives no key to the magnitude of the 

effect nor does it give a basis upon which to predict whether or not development of 

image would be more or less affected than development of fog. Experience shows that 

in the majority of cases fog is restrained more effectually than image, thus increasing 

the differential nature of development. 

A more complex situation exists in many practical cases as numerous emulsions 

consist of mixtures of at least two silver halides. Thus mixtures of silver bromide and 

iodide and of silver chloride and bromide are frequently encountered. In all such 

cases the chloride or the bromide predominates, as the iodide is never used commer- 

cially to a large extent. The simple picture presented in the previous paragraph is not 

adequate to describe completely the phenomenon, but the same sort of effects is 

produced, 2.e., fog is restrained more than image development. 

When potassium iodide is used in the developer formula as a restrainer, the 

restraining effect is somewhat increased, as silver iodide is much less soluble than either 

silver bromide or chloride. Accordingly, when potassium iodide is used in a developer, 

smaller concentrations are used than of bromide. 

Sometimes a combination of bromide and iodide is used in a developer, and some 

results of special interest have been achieved by properly proportioning the two 

compounds. When the developer is fresh, its action is restrained predominantly by 

the iodide and secondarily by the bromide. As the developer is used repeatedly, the 

iodide tends to replace the bromide in the emulsion passing through, owing to the 

extremely low solubility of the former. Thus the iodide content of the developer is 

reduced, while the bromide content is concurrently built up, and the reducers become 

less active through use. When correctly proportioned, the tendency to increase in 

activity owing to reduction of iodide content may be balanced against the decrease 

of activity due to accumulation of bromide and exhaustion of the reducers, with a 

resultant evening of developer activity throughout its life. In one such formula, 

designed for positive motion-picture film, the iodide was present only to the extent 

of 140 g. per 1., but this small quantity modified markedly the exhaustion character- 

istics of the bath in the manner indicated. 
Little has been said of sodium or potassium chloride as a restrainer, for, while they 

have restraining properties, neither has received the sanction of widespread continued 

use accorded potassium bromide. 

Restrainers of the type discussed are primarily intended to decrease inherent 

chemical or emulsion fog, 7.e., the fog developed spontaneously. When development 

is carried on under conditions such that the emulsion is permitted to come in contact 

with the air while wet with developer, a fog is sometimes caused which is known as 

“aerial”? fog. This appears to be connected with the aerial oxidation of the developer 
chemicals. Many desensitizers tend to prevent its formation. Because of this, the 

suggestion has been made that this fog is due to chemiluminescence accompanying 

the oxidation of the reducing agent by the oxygen of the air. In most photographic 

processing an attempt is made to reduce to a minimum the exposure to the air of the 

emulsion while wet with developer. This is usually the simplest and cheapest way 

of avoiding such fog troubles. When this procedure is not sufficient, desensitizers may 

be used either in the developer or as a preliminary bath. A number of such compounds 

are known of which the most important are pinakryptol green, pinakryptol yellow, and 

phenosafranine. 
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Only small concentrations of these compounds are required, typical concentrations 

lying in the range from 1 part per 10,000 to 1 part per 100,000. 

In addition to the inorganic restrainers and the organic desensitizers used for their 

respective effects in the control of fog, a number of organic antifogging compounds 

have been discovered. These compounds are not yet in common use in developers. 
They include 

ANTIFOGGING COMPOUNDS 

2-Mercaptobenziminazole 

5-Nitrobenziminazole 

6-Nitrobenziminazole 

5-Chlorobenziminazole 

6-Chlorobenziminazole 

Aminobenzene 

Thioacetanilide 

Thioacetnaphthalide 

Cysteine hydrochloride 

Tetrazole 

2,4-Thioketothiazolidine 

These compounds are used in concentrations of 1 part in 10,000 to 1 part in 100,000. 

In general they delay the initial appearance of the image and prolong the development 

required. 

Other Compounds Added to the Solution.—In addition to the four components 

typically found in developing solutions, many other substances have been added to 

secure special results. Some of these additional compounds will be considered 
here. 

Methanol._—Methanol has been added to some solutions particularly those where 

a high concentration of reducer is desired, as it is frequently possible to maintain a 

higher concentration in solution with both methanol and water present than with 

water alone. The gelatin of the emulsion swells less when methanol is present in 

sufficient concentration than it does in the simple aqueous solution. 

Sugar.—Sugar has been used to reduce the rate of diffusion of the developing solu- 

tions into the emulsion. Lower gamma may be obtained, and some have also 

felt that finer grain resulted from its use. There is little evidence that the grain is 

finer than would result from the lower gamma, 7.e., developed to the same gamma. 

There is little difference in graininess from the use of the sugar in the solution. 

Citric Acid.—Citric acid is used as a clarifier. It tends to prevent precipitation 

of insoluble compounds from some types of hard water. Being an acid, its presence 

tends to reduce the pH, and hence it tends to reduce the rapidity of development. 

This requires its use in small amounts only. 

Hardeners.—Various additions for developers have been suggested with a view to 

hardening the gelatin during development. These suggestions have included chrome 

alum, formaldehyde, and para-formaldehyde. Some success has been attained, but 

there is a definite general preference to separate the permanent hardening of gelatin 

from the developing bath. Very frequently this permanent hardening is provided by 

a hardening fixing bath. At other times it is provided by a hardening stop bath 

between development and fixation. Less commonly, it is obtained by use of a pre- 

bath before development. For such use, dilute formaldehyde solution may be used, 

but some workers have found undesirable fogging tendencies. This difficulty is by no 

means universal, and the method is applicable to some emulsions at least. 

It is sometimes desirable to keep the swelling of the gelatin to a minimum during 
development, particularly when its permanent hardening is produced by either a 
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stop or fixing bath. This need most frequently arises in processing emulsions under 
adversely high temperature conditions, and accordingly the term “tropical developer”’ 

is frequently used to designate a formula in which particular provision is made to 

avoid dangerous swelling even when processing at temperatures of 85°F. or over. 

Sodium sulphate is the usual addition to accomplish this result, as it reduces the 

swelling of the gelatin when present in relatively high concentration, 100 g. per |. or 

above. It tends to slow development somewhat, perhaps due to reduction of diffusion 

rate, but that is a rather small price to pay for the additional safety from damage by 

warm solutions. The sulphite of the developer itself has a similar tendency to 

restrain swelling of the gelatin, though it appears less marked. However, the quan- 

tity of sulphate required is less in the presence of high sulphite than with low sulphite 

concentrations. The protection afforded the emulsion by sulphate-sulphite com- 

binations is not permanent, hence hardening baths designed to impart permanent 

hardening to the emulsion should be used after these ‘‘tropical developers.” 

Silver Halide Solvents—The use of silver halide solvents has been proposed for a 

number of purposes, the most extreme of which is combined development and fixation. 

To secure this action a rather vigorous developer is required, as development must 

proceed in spite of the simultaneous fixation. In concentrated fixing solutions, 

fixation is often complete in 1 to 3 min. Such times are too short for development 

under these conditions, so low hypo concentrations are used to permit sufficient time 

for development. ‘These methods, while possible, have not supplanted the use of 

developer and fixer separately and are rather rarely used. 

When less drastic effects are sought weaker solvents may be used. The effect of 

the solvent action of sulphite was mentioned in the discussion of that chemical. 

Attempts have been made to secure fine grain by the addition of other weak silver 

halide solvents such as ammonium chloride and potassium thiocyanate. These have 

met with some success, but the presence of a silver halide solvent does not by itself 

insure fine-grain development. 

Sometimes these silver halide solvents are used to modify the tone characteristics 

of the final image. This image is normally made up of finely divided silver which does 

not have any inherent color of its own but appears in tones of nearly neutral gray, as 

usually viewed. However, there is frequently a residual tone which depends upon 

the particle sizes from which the image is built up. Fine-grain deposits usually tend 

to show greater departures from neutral grays than coarser deposits, but the color of 

the deposit has not proved an accurate measure of graininess for coarse grains may be 

mixed with others fine enough to give a tone to the deposit. This discussion of image 

tone is given to suggest the probable mechanism of the action of silver halide solvents 

in affecting image tone. The image tone is not primarily important in negatives, 

though it has an effect there, as colored deposits frequently print as of greater contrast 

than their visual appearance or densities would indicate. It is primarily important in 

positives, paper prints, lantern slides, motion-picture prints, and the like. 

In reversal work it is usually necessary to secure a pleasing tone in the final image, 

and silver halide solvents are sometimes used to improve the tone quality by changing 

it from a brownish-black to a neutral or blue-black quality. When used in the first 

developer of a reversal process, the solvent probably dissolves the extremely fine grains 

first. These grains are usually slow photographically and would otherwise remain to 

form part of the final image, thus giving foggy or plugged high lights and a brownish 

tone. : 

Blue-black Agents.—Other compounds have been found which affect the tone 

quality of the final image. Presumably this is through an effect on the aggregation 

of the silver of which the deposit is made. 
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““BLUE-BLACK’”’ AGENTS 

Quinine hydrochloride 

Quinoline 

Formocystine 

5-Nitrobenziminazole 

2, 4, 6-Trimethylphridine 

Triazole 

Benzotriazole 

Iminazole 

2-Methylbenzoxazole 

2-Methylnaphthothiazole 

Pseudo-thiohydantoin 

Diphenyliodonium nitrate 

Iodophenyl-phenyliodonium chloride 

These blue-black agents are used in developers at concentrations around 1 part in 

1000 to 1 part in 10,000. Like the antifogging agents, even a slight addition of these 

agents retards the initial appearance of the image and generally prolongs the time for 

complete development. 

Additions for Fine-grain Development.—In the effort to secure fine grain many 

other compounds have been added to developers. Work of this kind is particularly 

difficult, as there is no universally accepted way of measuring graininess, and hours of 

painstaking work must go into the evaluation of any change. It is not surprising 

therefore to find disagreements between workers and even contradictory results in 
repeated tests under supposedly similar conditions. 

Opposed to the careful and painstaking work done by some, there are many evi- 

dences of mysticism and wishful thinking in this phase of the literature of photog- 

raphy. To illustrate the wide range of additions which have been tried, the following 

list was prepared, covering additions suggested for p-phenylenediamine developers. 

This list is presented without any attempt at judgment of the value of the suggestion 

but only to show the range of materials. 

ADDITIONS SUGGESTED FOR PARAPHENYLENEDIAMINE DEVELOPERS 

Other reducing agents: 

Metol 
Hydroquinone 

Pyrogallol 

p-Aminophenol 

Pyrocatechol 

Rubinol (alkyl-substituted pyrogallol) 

Resorcinol 

Glycine 

Alkali agents recommended: 

Sodium carbonate 

Lithium hydroxide 

Disodium hydrogen phosphate 

Trisodium phosphate 

Ammonium hydroxide 

Ammonium carbonate 

Potassium carbonate 
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Sodium metaborate 

Acetone 

Miscellaneous agents recommended: 

Sodium sulphate 

Sodium bisulphite 

Sodium nitrite 

Sugar 
Nickel chloride 

Nickel ammonium sulphate 

Benzoic acid 

Borie acid 

Salicylic acid 

Tannic acid 

Potassium bromide 

Pinakryptol green 

Isopropyl alcohol 

Two-solution Development Processes.—In the discussion just concluded, develop- 

ing formulas mixed as a single solution have been tacitly assumed. It is not necessary 

to so compound a developer, as the ingredients may be divided into two portions. In 

general the same compounds are used, and they fill the same roles in the development 

process, but the reducer and preservative may be used as one bath with the alkali as 

the other. When the bath is so divided, the emulsion is first soaked in one portion, 

then transferred to the other for actual development. Thus, if the emulsion is soaked 

in the reducer solution and then transferred to the alkali, only a limited amount of 

development is to be expected because of the limited quantity of reducer present in 

the emulsion. Successive, transfers back and forth from one part to the other have 

also been suggested to secure and control the desired contrast, but none of these two- 

solution methods have yet been widely used. Adequate control of single solution 

baths has proved simpler. 

Change Produced by Development.—Macroscopically the change produced by 

development is the formation of a visible silver image proportional, at least approxi- 

mately, to the original latent image. Microscopically this consists of the reduction, 

z.e., development, of silver halide grains. In general, except for fog, only those grains 

develop which have been rendered developable by exposure. Exceptions to this have 

been noted in the case of some grain clumps, where the whole group has developed from 

an original exposure of some one grain. The silver grains produced by development 

bear a general resemblance to the parent halide grain, but there is no longer the sharply 

crystalline structure of the original halide. Development appears to take place by 

the deposit of silver at one or more centers or nucleuses, spreading from these until the 

entire grain is developed. 
Closely adjacent grains frequently appear to fuse and form clumps much larger 

than the individual grains in size. This clumping is one of the most important factors 

in the graininess of the final developed image, and it is through control of this factor 

that control of graininess is frequently sought. The use of sulphite and silver halide 

solvents in the reduction of graininess by separation of the individual graininess has 

already been mentioned in the discussion of their functions in developers. The specific 

effect of different reducing agents will be considered in the next section discussing 

fine-grain developers. In present-day emulsions, the largest grains have dimensions 

of only a few ten-thousandths of an inch, and if no element larger than this existed in 

the finished image, graininess would rarely be a trouble with current practices. 
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The distribution of developed grains within an emulsion layer is frequently far 

from uniform, though the layer is usually 0.001 in. or less in thickness. Variation of 

exposure with depth is one factor affecting this distribution, and variation of develop- 

ment with depth is another. This latter effect is probably less than the former, with 

formulas in common use, but separation of the two is difficult. 
The thickness of the final dry developed emulsion layer often varies because of the 

removal of the bulk of the original silver halide in regions of low density and the reten- 

tion of the silver grains in regions of high density. Thus the final surface may show a 

relief pattern due to the volume differences introduced by processing. 

Fine-grain Developers.—The various efforts to produce fine-grain images center 

primarily around control of grain clumping during processing. This is not the only 

aspect of graininess, as three general phases are qualitatively recognized, though rarely 

quantitatively separated. In ascending order of unit size, they are: 

1. The effect of the individual silver grains. These are usually but slightly larger 

than the elementary silver halide grains from which they were produced and conse- 

quently become visible only at the higher magnifications. 

2. The effect of clumping of the particles. Some of the factors affecting this very 

important aspect of graininess have been mentioned, but they will be reviewed here to 

bring them together. 

3. The effect of nonuniform distribution of clumps. This is, perhaps, the least 

definite of the effects. 

Such separation into classes as has been practically attempted appears to be based 

upon some measure of magnification at which graininess disappears, or appears to 

match a standard graininess. At different levels of magnification the various effects 

become apparent. It is the second effect, clumping of grains, which appears as of 

greatest importance in current procedures. 

In the discussions of sulphite and silver halide solvents in developers, it was pointed 

out that an effect on graininess was sought through solvent action on the surfaces of 

the grains which would tend to keep them separate and prevent clumping. This 

effect is suggested as the primary mode of action of the common borax developer 

formulas as fine-grain developers. 

Much work has been done in the attempt to discover any specific fine-grain charac- 

teristics which may inhere in various reducers. These attempts have been quite 

generally unsuccessful, and no reducer has received wide credit as having fine-grain 

characteristics except paraphenylenediamine. This has been recognized for many 

years as having specific fine-grain characteristics. Two disadvantages have been 

found to its use. It produces a dermatitis on some skins, but this is not a very serious 

objection, since it is readily possible to avoid contact with the powder or the solution 

by careful handling and use of gloves if needed. The second is more serious. Para- 

’ phenylenediamine, used alone under conditions to produce minimum grain, does not 

produce such high effective emulsion speeds as some other developers, e.g., the borax- 

type developers. Development times are rather long, and attempts have been made 

to obviate both disadvantages by use of additional compounds in the developer. The 

greatest success appears to have been obtained by the addition of glycine as a second 

reducer with the paraphenylenediamine.. The rate of development is increased and 

the effective emulsion speed is higher with practically no change in graininess. 

The extremely wide range of additions which have been tried with paraphenylene- 

diamine was noted in an earlier paragraph. 

Some success has attended the efforts to secure fine-grain results with other 

reducers. Various means of prolonging development have been tried. These have 

included dilution of developer and reductions of pH and in a few eases, finer grain 

has resulted. Greater success appears to have been obtained by the addition to 
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developers of ammonium chloride in relatively high concentration. This was sug- 

gested in 1904! with concentrations of 150 to 200 g. per 1. mentioned. The U.S. Pat. 

2053515, issued in 1936, covers a fine-grain photographic developer comprising 

metol-hydroquinone as developing agent and ammonium chloride in amount sufficient 
to produce a fine-grain image. 

In all attempts at fine-grain development, full advantage should be taken of all 

conditions tending toward that end. Some workers have concluded that fine grain is 

nothing but low gamma. This appears an oversimplification, but it is very generally 

true that low contrasts contribute to fine grain. Similarly, overexposure usually 

tends to increase graininess. Thus for minimum graininess negatives should be 

developed to as low a gamma as consistent with the work, and the exposure should be 

the minimum necessary to give the detail required. 

Development Quantitatively Considered.—Quantitative studies of development 

have been made to establish a basis for its theoretical consideration and for the very 

practical purpose of control of processing. In using any new emulsion or developing ~ 

formula, it is necessary to choose a developing time which, under the conditions of 

use, will give the contrast desired. Thus the quantitative study of development is 
of basic theoretical and practical interest. This study may be carried out through 

measurements of growth of either gamma or density as development proceeds. 

When the study is based upon gamma, the attempt is made to determine the 

relationship between gamma and time of development. It is usually possible to 

express this relationship approximately through an expression of the form 

Ye yl Se) (1) 

where y = the gamma produced in the time ¢; 

Yo. = the maximum gamma produced on prolonged development; 

K = the velocity constant, so called. 

Figure 1 shows this type of equation, represented by the solid line, plotted to approxi- 

mate actual experimental data shown by 0’s and the dotted line. It is at once evident 

that this does not fit exactly and, in general, regardless of values of y,. and AK chosen, 

only two points can be fitted. A noticeable difference between the two curves always 

occurs at low values of t as the equation shows finite values of y at times shorter than 

that actually producing any measurable effects. 

The period before any measurable development occurs is called the ‘‘induction 

period.” It has no counterpart in the equation above, but a second, slightly different, 

equation takes account of it. The equation 

a) opel eh) (2) 

may be made to fit three points of the experimental data and specifically allows for an 

induction period through the term t). This insures better fit than with the first 
equation; but it should be considered as only an empirical representation. 

The equations just given approximate the relationship between y and time of 

development. If, instead of y, the progress of development of density for a given 

exposure is determined, the growth of density is found to be quite similar to 

the increase in gamma. In many cases, the family of sensitometric curves represent- 

ing the results of different development times have straight-line portions which, when 

extrapolated, intersect in a point, called the tie point, which may be on or below but 

rarely is above the D = O axis. For the cases where a tie point exists and lies on the 

D = 0 axis, the growth of density of a point on the straight-line portion of the curve 

may be represented by equations of the same form as those used for the growth of 

1TLumibrRe, A., L. LuMipRE, and A, SEYEWETz, Brit. J. Phot., 51, 866—867 (1904). 
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y. Thus there are two equations, 

D = D,(1 — e-**) (3) 

and 

D = D,{1 — e7*(-] (4) 

corresponding to the two similar equations for y. 

Where a tie point exists but is depressed below the D = 0 axis, the equations may 

be written in the form 

D= ID, “Sr (D. =F DG e (5) 

and 

D = Da — (De + Doe¥-4) (6) 

where Dp is the magnitude of the depression of the tie point, and, as usual, the con- 

sideration is limited to points on the straight-line portion of the sensitometric curve. 

These equations are empirical in nature and difficulty will often be experienced 

in trying to apply them to too wide a range of developing conditions, particularly if 

emphasis is placed upon the very early stages of development. 

In many cases the existence of a tie point is doubtful or definitely disproved. 

Under each conditions the similarity here apparent between y and D equations will no 

longer remain. 
The practical value of any of these equations lies in the ability to use them to 

interpolate or extrapolate from existing tests to other conditions. Thus, if we wish to 

develop a negative to y = 0.9 and have tests showing the times required for, say, 

y = 0.7 and y = 1.0, interpolation is necessary to determine the correct time and may 

be done by the evaluation of the first y equation. Of course, a worker who frequently 

meets such problems as this relatively simple case will very quickly learn to estimate 

correct times much more quickly than they can be calculated through the use of the 

equations. The importance of the mathematical methods increases as processing 

conditions are controlled more and more accurately, but for many amateur and com- 

mercial procedures, high precision in interpolations of the type indicated is nullified 

by poor technique and lack of the extreme care necessary to obtain reproducible 

results. 

Considerable effort has been spent in the attempt to learn the true nature of the 

development process and to identify the various stages with corresponding constants 

in the equations. Thus the time of penetration of the developer into the emulsion, the 

invasion phase or induction period, is considered the counterpart of the f) of 

the equations. 

Diffusion of the developer in, and of products of development out of, the emulsion 

must play an important part, and some efforts have been made to trace the course of 

development through these processes. 

Adsorption theories of development have been advanced also, but none of these 

attempts to study the development process has yet supplanted the much simpler 

empirical relationships given above for practical interpretation of rate of development 

data. 

A brief mathematical study of sensitometric curves and development data has 

recently been published,! based upon approximations designed to represent statistically 

-emulsion conditions and development processes. The results obtained show unusually 

good agreement between calculated and observed values. The mathematical forms 

used depend upon many simplifying assumptions of a type which seem reasonable but 

for which little direct experimental evidence exists. Hence the final fit may be viewed 

1 ALBERSHEIM, W. J., J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 29, 417-455 (1937). 
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either as evidence of the qualitative correctness of the assumptions or as the happy 

choice of equations having reasonably correct form and enough constants to permit a 

fit. 
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CHAPTER XII 

TECHNIQUE OF DEVELOPMENT 

By D. R. Waurre anp J. R. WEBER 

The two most important physical factors which influence the rate and course of 

development are the temperature and the agitation of the solution. In addition to 

these principal factors there are others also, each of which plays its part, having a 

secondary influence on development. They include such factors as the position 

of the emulsion layer in the developing solution and the effect of adjacent areas. 

Most of the mechanisms introduced in photographic development have for their 

object adequate control of temperature and agitation. Even when no special 

mechanical aids are used, it is still necessary to adequately control them to secure 

the results desired. 

Control of Temperature and Effect of Variations.—In common with so many other 

chemical reactions, an increase of temperature increases the rate of development. The 

rate of increase of activity with increase of temperature is different for different devel- 

oping agents. A characteristic, named the “‘temperature coefficient,” has been used 

as the quantitative measure of the change of activity. This is defined as the ratio of 

the development times required to produce equal density at two temperatures differing 

by 10°C., which is, of course, a difference of 18°F. The values obtained range from 

1.3 for metol alone, through 1.9 for pyro and metol-hydroquinone combinations, to 

2.5 for glycine. In many charts and guides in practical use, the results are not 

expressed in the form of the temperature coefficient. Most frequently the tabulations 

are in the form of specific developing times for specific temperatures. In some cases, 

the subject is covered more broadly by giving developing time ratios or percentages 

such that, if correct time of development is known for one temperature, it may be 

calculated for other temperatures. These values do not always agree with the ones 

which may be calculated from the temperature coefficients given. This may indicate 

that the temperature coefficient is a function, not of the reducer alone, but of a specific 

formula. If this is true, the differences may be true ones, each applying to its own 

specific case. On the other hand, the practical tables rarely cover as wide a range as 

18°F. (10°C.), and hence the differences found may be only differences in the precision 

of determination of the effect of temperature. 

Table I gives the ratio of the developing time for temperature ¢ to that at tem- - 

perature 65°F ., calculated on the basis of a temperature coefficient of 2.2. 

These values, of course, cannot be in exact agreement with all the specific recom- 

mendations for specific formulas, but they are a fair approximation of the general 

trend of the recommendations for metol-hydroquinone and p-phenylenediamine devel- 

opers and may therefore be used in varying times to compensate for temperature 

changes of such developers with reasonable certainty that the result will be satisfac- 

tory for practical purposes. If the work is extremely exacting, temperature variations 

should be avoided, or, if unavoidable, values fitting the specific conditions should be 

determined. 

It is not universally agreed that change of time can compensate for all the changes 
introduced by change of temperature. This point is particularly strong in the con- 
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sideration of developers having more than one reducing agent, which will, in general, 

have unequal temperature coefficients. Here it appears probable that one reducing 

agent will be affected more than the other with consequent variation in the final result. 

For small variations from standard temperature, time compensation for temperature 

change may be used even in this case, though it may be impossible for large variations. 

In view of all these factors, it is the best policy to hold developing temperatures 

to standard values where good reproducibility and uniform high quality are required. 

Many mechanisms and devices have been suggested to secure this desirable result 

under the extremely wide range of conditions and equipment encountered. 

TaBLe ].—DerveLorine Time at Vartous TEMPERATURES 
Time at temperature ¢ 

t Time at temperature 65°F. 

62 1.15 

63 1.10 

64 1.05 

65 1.00 

66 0.95 

67 0.91 

68 0.87 

69 0.83 

70 0.80 

71 0.77 

72 0.74 

73 0.71 

74 0.68 

The most common device in use is a water bath. In small or improvised dark- 

rooms this may take the simple form of a large tray or tank filled with water of the 

desired temperature in which the developing tray or dish is set in such manner as to 

be as completely surrounded as possible. In more elaborate installations the same 

principle is used, but frequently the water in the bath is itself circulated, agitated, 

and thermostatically controlled to uniformly maintain the correct temperature. 

In other systems, coils are used to secure the heat transfer from developer to 

thermostatically controlled systems as required to maintain uniform temperatures. 

This is most common in the largest installations, such as the motion-picture processing 

laboratories where jacketed tanks having the required capacity of several hundred 

gallons would be unnecessarily expensive. 

The most common requirement of these systems is ability to cool the solution, for 

the desired developing temperature is often 65 or 68°F., either of which is below usual 

room temperatures in the common installations. Surprising as it may seem, members 

of the second Byrd Antarctic Expedition report that this cooling of developer was one 

of their difficult photographic problems while staying at Little America. - Their water 

supply was melted snow, and, after melting and passing through the pipes in the rooms 

warmed for their habitation, cool water was at a premium. Where a supply of cool 

water is available, the simplest procedure is to cool the bath with a stream of it, as 

needed to maintain the desired temperature. The ability to use this means is seasonal 

in many places, and hence more elaborate means are often required, particularly under 

summer conditions. 

With present-day perfection of small units of mechanical refrigeration, they have 

been quite generally introduced for the control of medium- to large-sized installations. 

The general scheme of control has to be fitted to the specific equipment, and accord- 
ingly the details will differ. Temperature changes during processing and washing are 

undesirable; hence it is usually desirable when making an installation of this type to 

provide for the control of all the processing baths and the wash water as well as of the 

developer itself. 
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Many professionals and most amateurs must work with less elaborate installations. 
The refinements of properly connected refrigeration with thermostatic control are 

things to dream about but not to use. Ice cubes from the refrigerator take the place 

of heat interchangers and thermostats. When cooling solution by such means, a water 

bath should be used, with the ice in the bath, not in the developer. Of course, it is 

somewhat quicker to cool with ice directly in the solution, but the dilution produced 

by the ice as it melts is an uncertain and undesirable quantity. 

Water baths are occasionally cooled by the cooling effect of dissolving crystalline 

hypo. This is a hazardous method for photographic processes, as accidental splashes 
of the hypo solution can spoil the developer or make clear spots in the emulsion. 

Influence of Agitation of Developing Solution.—The influence of agitation on the 

course of development can most readily be visualized by consideration of the develop- 

ment process as it actually takes place. The silver halide grains are embedded in a 

binding agent, usually gelatin, which hinders diffusion of chemicals to and from the 

solution. Thus, as development proceeds, there is a tendency for development prod- 

ucts to collect locally and hinder development. At the surface of the gelatin layer in a 

region of high density there is a corresponding increase in concentration of develop- 

ment products due to diffusion from the layer when the body of the fluid is undis- 

turbed. Ata low-density region there is low concentration of these products as there 

has been little development. If now the solution is agitated, the development prod- 

ucts adjacent to the gelatin layers will be washed away and evenly distributed 

through the body of the solution. This facilitates diffusion of fresh solution into the 

layer and development products out of the layer. In the region of high density a 

considerable increase of development is the result, but at the low density little change 

results. This nets an increase in y, for agitated development. 

Practically, it requires great care to secure reproducible agitation. Completely 

stagnant development is practically impossible due to the mechanical requirements of 

placing the film or plate in solution. Violent agitation is the other extreme, and it 

has proved more practical to secure uniformity of development through agitation 

than through either complete stagnation or specified intermediate agitation. This is 

probably due to the fact that development does not increase indefinitely as the rate of 

agitation increases but reaches a maximum or constant value, beyond which further 

increase in rate of stirring is no longer effective. A few cases have been noted where 

the most violent agitation tested even resulted in a decrease of development. No 

entirely satisfactory explanation of such a decrease of development with high agitation 

has yet been found, but the initial increase of development with rate of agitation is 

probably due to the difference in rapidity of removal of development products from the 

surface of the layer into the body of the liquid. The limit for this effect would appear 

to be that which would result from continuously supplying fresh developer to the 

emulsion surface. 

One factor influencing results under conditions of low agitation is this: The prod- 

ucts of development are usually of greater density than the developing solution and 

hence tend to sink under the influence of gravity. Accordingly it has sometimes 

been suggested that plates or films should be supported face down in the developing 

solution to secure optimum conditions for development; some mechanical devices have 

been made to do this, and at the same time create high-circulation velocities close to 

the emulsion surface. This procedure, carried to the limit by proper agitation, prob- 

ably produces the maximum development which can be obtained from a given devel- 

oper formula and film at any one temperature, since it appears that advantage is fully 

taken of all the physical factors affecting the result. This system is rarely used, as 

adequate results can usually be obtained by simpler means, a number of which are 

discussed on pages 354-357. 
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Stagnant Development.—As pointed out before, stagnant development is a limit 

rarely if ever attained, but in many practical cases agitation is so slight that it con- 

tributes little to the final result. Many classes of photographic materials are fre- 

quently developed by these methods. They include roll and cut films, radiographs, 

plates, and motion-picture film when handled on racks. Only the simplest 

mechanisms are required as the emulsion is merely supported, at rest, within the 

bath. The virtue of simplicity is marred by the fact that small residual effects inter- 

fere with the uniformity of the results. Unless the bath has just been thoroughly 

stirred, there are apt to be small thermal currents moving the developer enough to 

cause streaks. If the film or plate is put in quietly and smoothly, air bells are apt to be 

formed and cling to the emulsion, resulting in round white spots in exposed areas. 

Again, with such careful introduction of the film into the developer, clips and hangers 

are apt to leave marks from swirls and eddies which they cause in the solution. The 

introduction of a second film near one already partly developed may cause streaks on 

that for similar reasons. Vibrations of developing trays or tanks caused by machinery 

not associated with the processing at all may set up enough developer agitation to 

produce streaks and uneven development, particularly near holes in hangers or near 

clips holding films. 

The best practice, when this general type of development is to be used, includes: 

1. Thorough preliminary stirring of the developer to secure uniform conditions. 

2. Thorough agitation of the film or plate when first introduced to dislodge air bells. 

3. Avoidance of all conditions leading to local streaming or agitations of the 

developer. 

Tray Developments. Hand Agitation.—Many systems and procedures have been 

devised to secure agitated development in the shallow trays used for so much photo- 

graphic work. They range from the simple turning or moving of prints to elaborate, 

accurately timed rocking and brushing cycles. 
In the simpler schemes the agitation is secured by more or less random handling 

of the films or prints. At times this is a definite program of moving the units from one 

place in the tray to another. Sometimes this is combined with tray tipping to secure 

greater agitation. With paper prints this is particularly practical, as the development 

is usually carried out by inspection, and minor variation in the time taken to come to 

the desired quality is not usually very serious. 

This siinple system is not adequate where accurately reproducible results are 

required. Accurate sensitometric testing necessitates the highest possible precision, 

and hence great efforts at development control have been made in sensitometric labora- 

tories. Three classes of systems have been introduced to meet the requirements, 

differing in their mode of agitation. The three depend upon (1) rocked trays, (2) 

brushes, and (3) squeegees and agitator blades. 

Rocked Trays.—In using rocked-tray development for sensitometric purposes, a 

definite, timed routine of rocking is usually set up. The trays used are customarily 

deeper than the usual developing trays to permit steeper angles and thus secure more 

viclent washing effects as the developer sweeps across the emulsion surface. The films 

or plates, as needed, are laid or fastened in the tray to hold them mechanically. A 

typical cycle consists of tipping the tray to an angle of 30 to 45° in each of the four 

possible directions, completed three times each minute, thus giving very complete 

agitation, and renewal of the developer in contact with the emulsion surface. 

Attempts have been made to substitute mechanical rocking, for the hand system, but 

these have been unsuccessful owing to the rather peculiar difficulty that they were too 

regular. Certain preferred paths tended to appear, with resultant systematic streak- 

_ ing or unevenness. The slight irregularities of even the best hand systems appear to 

be enough to eliminate these, and hence net a better result. 
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The complete timed system is rarely applied to practical pictorial photography, 

but it is approximated in varying degrees. Tray rocking is sometimes accomplished 

by a shelf tipping with attached pendulum as driver, and sometimes by direct manual 
effort, but these are rarely carried to the extent frequently used for sensitometric 

testing. 

Brushed Development and Roller Squeegees.—A second method for thorough and 

complete agitation of developer during tray development substitutes the brushing 

of the emulsion surface for the washing effect obtained by the tray-rocking procedures. 

For purposes of reproducibility this also requires a timed routine of operations. The 

brushing of the emulsion surface also introduces new hazards to the development. 

The brush must be soft to avoid scratching the emulsion. It may introduce foreign 

chemicals into the developer, as it is difficult to keep it thoroughly clean. These 

troubles are not insurmountable and brushed development is one of the best methods 

for securing uniform development within one development group. There is little or 

no evidence that the final comparisons between successive developments will be better 

than can be obtained by other means as that depends so greatly on other factors, such 

as the precision of timing, correctness of temperature, similarity of batches of devel- 

oper used, condition of fixer, temperature of wash water, and drying conditions. 

This method of developer agitation is little used except in work where greatest 

uniformity is required. This is much more commonly needed in scientific and sensi- 

tometric work than in pictorial work. 

Allied to the brushing method is the use of velvet-covered roller squeegee, rolled 

over the emulsion surface. This replaces the sliding contact of the soft brush by the 

rolling contact of the soft squeegee. The hazards are very similar, and its use similarly 

limited. 

Blade Squeegees. Windshteld-wiper Methods.—Functionally the purposes of any 

of these agitation methods is to secure frequent and rapid change of the developer in 

contact with the emulsion. With this in mind, squeegees shaped like windshield-wiper 

blades have been used with the blade nearly, but not quite, in contact with the 

emulsion. As the blade is moved vigorously along, high turbulence is produced at the 

emulsion surface giving the uniform high agitation desired. In some cases the velocity 

of the moving blade has been made higher than the velocity of a wave in the tray of 

developer. ‘The result was very uniform development, but the technique was hard on 

the surroundings, owing to splashing and slopping of the developer. 

Mechanically, the guiding has been sometimes accomplished by setting the plate 

or film in a recess in the bottom of the tray and then using a solid blade, rolling or slid- 

ing over the recess which is made of such depth as to give small uniform clearance 

between the blade and the emulsion surface. 

This system is also confined to work requiring a higher degree of development 
uniformity than usually needed for pictorial purposes. 

Mechanical Agitation and Circulation Systems in Tank Development.—Aside from 

mechanical devices primarily intended to mechanize the systems just described, there 

have been many systems introduced to provide mechanically the agitation and circula- 

tion necessary for agitated development. The details depend upon the type of work 

being done, but in general they involve only a few basic elements. These are: (1) 

motion of the emulsion and its support through the developer; (2) low-velocity circula- 

tion, such as frequently associated with temperature-control systems; (3) high-velocity 

jets and circulation; (4) squeegees. These systems have been brought to their greatest 

technical perfection for work in and associated with the motion-picture industry, and 

consequently the details given primarily describe methods and practices found there. 

If the expense is warranted, these methods can be adapted to other photographic 

products, but the large amount of film processed, which is handled in long lengths, has 
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resulted in specialized processing machinery not encountered in the other branches of 

photography. 

Moving Film.—In mechanical handling of motion-picture film, one of the simplest 

and most obvious procedures is to secure agitation by the progress of the film through 

the solution. In fact, this agitation can only be avoided by rack and tank or various 

of the reel methods of developing film and is always present in any continuous develop- 

ing machine. The development produced has its own peculiar characteristics when no 

other agitation is used. It is particularly subject to streaks, as unequal relative 

velocities are often set up with resultant nonuniform agitation across the film width. 

Development products tend to sweep back along the film, producing nonuniformity 

of development. ‘This is particularly marked in the case of sensitometric tests, where 

the exposures progress systematically from one area to the next. In this case rela- 

tively large differences can exist depending upon the placing of the exposure on the 

film, low density or high density first. This sort of effect has lead to tacit standardiza- 

tion in developing sensitometric exposures in this type of equipment. By common 

consent the low density end is to lead in passing through the machine. With the 

random distribution of densities in pictures, this effect rarely takes that form, but 

sometimes there are trails of high or low density back of low- or high-density areas, 

respectively. 
This limitation of the quality produced by the method is closely allied to the too 

regular agitation noted for mechanically rocked trays. Greater turbulence is usually 

required. : 

Low-velocity Circulation.—In addition to the agitation produced by the motion of 

film through the developer bath, it is well-nigh universal practice to add a circulation 

system which pumps the developer around through a feed or storage tank as well 

as through the developing tank proper. The velocities produced by this system are 

usually rather low, as its main purposes are control of temperature and use of a rela- 

tively large bulk of developer to insure uniform quality. In designing such systems, it 
is desirable to make the most of the agitation so set up and to adjust the system to 

try to break up the tendency to produce streaks due to the film motion itself. 

High-velocity Jets.—The low-velocity circulation is better than none but cannot 

always be relied upon to eliminate streaks. As an extension of this basic idea, high- 

velocity jets have been introduced to scour the surface of the film and break up the 

streamline currents formed by the film motion. These jets are operated under the 

surface of the solution to avoid aerial oxidation, and in general must be close to 

the emulsion surface to secure the desired effect. 

A variation of this idea, designed to develop plates or cut films uniformly has also 

been suggested and tested. The bottom of the developing tray can be made double, 

with small holes closely spaced drilled through the upper piece. A plate to be devel- 

oped can be placed face down, supported a little above the tray bottom. Sufficient 

developer is used to adequately cover the plate and a pump is employed to make each 

hole direct a stream of developer against the emulsion surface. With some motion 

of the plate to avoid areas of high development corresponding to each jet, very uniform 

results were reported. 

This, in conjunction with general circulation and film motion, is probably capable 

of the most uniform results commercially obtainable today. 

Squeegees.—Various designs of squeegees have been tested in the attempt to pro- 

duce uniform development under developing-machine conditions. Fixed soft squee- 

gees may be placed directly or obliquely across the line of film travel in contact or 

nearly in contact with the emulsion surface. Thus they act as barriers to the devel- 

oper set in motion by the film itself and reduce the tendency to streaked nonuniform 

development. 
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Good results have been reported with this system, but it has not been used com- 

mercially to the extent of the other systems mentioned. 

Other Agitation Systems. For Laboratory Use.—In search for uniform reproduc- 

ible development for test purposes a few other specialized devices have been devel- 

oped. One of these for which the best results are claimed utilizes a relatively slow 

circulation for temperature control and a violent turbulence at the emulsion surface 

produced by blades moving close to, but not in contact with the emulsion surface. 
This mechanism is primarily designed for film, and arrangements are provided to hold 

the test strips rigidly and accurately to provide uniform clearance between the emul- 

sion and the agitator blade. This blade is driven by a reciprocating mechanism, and 

the entire assembly is mounted in a thermostatically controlled bath. The film 

strips are vertical and the capacity is limited by practical rather than theoretical 

considerations. 

The high degree of uniformity reported for an extended series of tests cannot be 

entirely due to this machine but must also be due to precision control of procedures at 

all other points in the test system. 

In some test equipments the object is not entirely the attainment of highest theo- 

retical perfection but is the simulation of commercial procedures, which, while they 

may be known to be lacking in some respects, may be the controlling objectives from a 

business viewpoint. Laboratory equipment designed to closely approximate com- 

mercial machine equipment (in which the chief agitation is due to film motion) has 

been designed, built, and used successfully. To bring this to a laboratory scale of 

size and yet not limit the linear speeds which can be used, the film is formed in a 
loop and driven around and around at any desired linear speed; no excessive bulks 

of solution are required, and the equipment can duplicate reasonably well many 

trade practices, yet be subject to the refinement of control needed for laboratory 
work. 

Producing and Reproducing Results.—In a broad sense, there is no one standard 

universally applicable by which to judge correct development. In an artistic sense 

that development is right which gives the desired result regardless of custom, habits, 

and normal criteria. In technical or scientific work there are usually rather narrow 

limits within which results are accurate and satisfactory. In commercial operations 

there are often photographic steps which must be controlled within narrow practical 

tolerances to fit the photographic results to the needs of the other phases of the work. 

The motion-picture industry is the greatest commercial user of photographic materials, 

and great care must be exercised to maintain uniformity of development in order to 

permit the full artistry of the director, the cameraman, the actors, and the actresses 

to come through to the theater for the enjoyment of the public. 

The final criterion of the success of all photographic development is the suitability 

of the resultant image for its intended purpose. The logical extension of this state- 

ment leads to the conclusion that the same emulsion may need to be developed different 

ways for different purposes. As a corollary, no development can be judged com- 

pletely for its correctness without knowledge of the purpose which is to be served. 

When stated explicitly, these appear truisms, but failure to consider them in their 

logical relationships is rather common. The question ‘‘Is this developed correctly?” 

has no answer unsupported by other circumstance and condition. However, we live 

in a world such that few of us are pioneers, and, fortunately, it is not often necessary 

to start into uncharted seas of ‘‘correct’’ and “‘incorrect’”? development. In the 

early stages of any photographic experience criteria by which to judge correct develop- 

ment for the purposes involved are learned by necessity, to greater or less degree. 

This initial information is usually imparted along with some specific test or method by 

which to judge future developments. 
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Such methods may be divided into classes: 
1. Inspection methods, with or without desensitization. 

a. Image nearly developed. 

b. Initial image appearance (Watkins factor). 

2. Time-temperature methods (thermal system). 

3. Sensitometric and test exposure control. 

Inspection Methods.—Judging development by visual inspection of the image as it 

progresses and grows is one of the oldest procedures of the art of photography. It 

was particularly necessary with the handicaps of emulsion variations and nonuniform- 

ity under which the photographers of an earlier day labored. It is still an important 

method for practical work, though the burden of processing control is shared by other 

methods in many laboratories, particularly those using photography for scientific 

purposes and those handling large amounts of bulk work. Progress in manufacturing 

control of emulsion uniformity has been an extremely important factor in influencing 

this trend. 

Two separate lines of attack have been pursued in the use of inspection 

methods for development control. In one system, known as the Watkins factorial 

method, development is based upon the experimental observation that for one emul- 

sion and developer there is a constant ratio between the time to reach a given contrast 

and the time of appearance of the image. This may be restated in the form 

Time of development = time of appearance X constant 

where the time of development refers to the development time for some contrast 

selected as suitable for the work and the time of appearance is the time between immer- 

sion of the emulsion in the developer and first appearance of the image. The constant 

is known as the Watkins factor and varies from emulsion to emulsion and from devel- 

oper to developer. To operate this system adequately, the time of appearance of the 

developed image must be carefully determined. This is relatively easy with slow, 

noncolor-sensitized emulsions but becomes more difficult as the emulsion speed is 

increased. This fact tends to direct the use of the method toward the slower emul- 

sions, such as the paper, lantern-slide, and slower negative emulsions. 

The second and older line of inspection control is based upon judgment of the 

image as it approaches the density desired. It is subject to many of the limitations 

encountered in the Watkins system but has many exponents. Experience is required 

when changing from emulsion to emulsion, as the darkroom appearance of images 

depends upon the emulsion used and not upon its contrast and density alone. It is 

most readily applied to the slower emulsions where illumination levels may be higher 

than with high-speed emulsions. It is most valuable in the hands of a thoroughly 

experienced worker, where compensation in development is tolerable, and may lead to 

better final results than absolute uniformity of treatment. 

Desensitization Methods.—Both of the methods enumerated above may be modified 

by the use of desensitizers with color-sensitized emulsions to permit more illumination 

in the darkroom and hence better inspection facilities. Many compounds have been 

found which have desensitizing action, but not all are suitable. Some produce fog 

and others leave the latent image in such condition as to be particularly subject to 

bleaching by darkroom lights used. Phenosafranine, pinakryptol green, and pina- 

kryptol yellow are the most common desensitizers. They are not directly inter- 

changeable, but any of them may be used in a separate bath prior to.development. 

Some difficulty has been experienced in producing a stable developer with pheno- 

safranine and hydroquinone in the same solution. No such trouble has been found 

with pinakryptol green, and this compound appears as the one of the three most 

available for use directly in the developer, as its presence was not found to influence 
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the exhaustion life of the developer. Pinakryptol yellow is not suited to this use, as 

it is affected by the sulphite of the developer. A wide range of concentration has 

been used in the various experiments conducted. A concentration of 1 part in 20,000 

is intermediate in this range and may be considered fairly representative. The action 

of a desensitizer is by no means instantaneous, and a minute or so must be allowed for 

its effect to occur. 

The tests reported in the literature do not show clearly whether or not a desensitizer 

has a specific action on development. No large effects on contrast or emulsion speed 

are noted, where care has been exercised to avoid bleaching of the latent image by 
bright inspection lights. 

The action of desensitizers is presented as destruction of color sensitivity of color- 
sensitized plates, and hence they are considered valueless with noncolor-sensitized 

emulsions. The literature of desensitizers is not increasing so rapidly as it did a few 

years ago, and this fact probably indicates a trend away from inspection methods of 

development control. Actually negative emulsion speeds have increased markedly 

and still appear to be on the increase as new products are manufactured and offered 
to the trade. 

Time-temperature Methods.—The time-temperature method of development con- 

trol, also known as the ‘‘thermal” system, is now widely recommended and used. 

Its success depends upon uniformity of emulsions and developer chemicals available 

to the photographer. Both factors are met through the present reliability and control 

in chemical industries. Basically the method is built on the thesis that, starting with 

a given emulsion and developer, control of the time factor will adequately govern 

development, and, accordingly, successive exposures may be developed to the same 

gamma by giving equal time of development. In many cases, compensation of 

development time is introduced to allow for variation of the developer temperature 

and for exhaustion and aging effects through repeated use. This, of course, requires 

considerable preliminary information and rather complete study of developer and 

development characteristics under practical conditions. Of course, it is not practical 

for any one organization to try to cover all the variations of amateur and commercial 

practice with all the widely different formulas available, but all the manufacturers in 

the United States are recognizing and encouraging the time-temperature system of 

development control by the development recommendation normally given, which 

takes the form of a recommended time at a certain temperature in a specified formula. 

Of course, this method of development control is not the panacea of all the ills 

and troubles of development. In the discussion of agitation of developers, it was 

pointed out that even reproducible agitation is difficult to attain, and, correspond- — 

ingly, specification of time and temperature alone is not complete. Some indication of 

agitation must be included to be complete. No adequate description of agitation is 

always possible, so the more exact phrasings of development recommendations usually 

include something to the effect that exact times for a given contrast would have to be 

determined by trials under the actual conditions to be used. For many purposes this 

exactness Is unnecessary, and the recommendation may be followed directly with 

entirely satisfactory results. 

Sensitometric and Test-exposure Control Meihods.—In that section of the photo- 

graphic industry where the greatest bulks are handled, the motion-picture laboratories, 

the development control is based upon standard test exposures of various kinds. Fre- 

quently the standard is a sensitometric exposure, and the development is controlled 

to produce a chosen gamma, with the film going through at the time. Sometimes a 

picture, produced in standard manner is used instead of the sensitometric exposure. 

In this case the judgment is visual, to hold the picture quality to a satisfactory match 

of a more or less permanently fixed standard. In either case, development control 
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is based upon the results with these standard exposures. In these large laboratories 

the customary procedure with developers for positive film is to maintain the developing 

bath at an essentially uniform level of activity by the use of buck-up or replacement 

solution as needed. The main bulk of developer is rarely changed. As temperatures 

are held uniform, there are two ways of varying development, variation of time and 

change of the rate of addition of make-up solution and overflow of spent 
developer. 

With baths for processing the original negatives, the situation is somewhat differ- 

ent, as the developers are much less active and are more readily exhausted. The same 

basic methods, sensitometric tests and standard pictures may be used, but the baths 
are changed much more frequently. In general the footage of negative is much lower 

than that of positive, so the developing systems are not so large, and this procedure 

is more practical than it would be with positive film. 

Such methods are applied much less frequently when photographic materials are 

processed in smaller quantities. The equipment to produce adequately standardized 

exposures tends to be rather expensive, and the methods previously outlined usually 

are relatively more attractive. On the other hand sensitometric study of develop- 

ment is almost necessary in the study of developing agents and formulas and in many 

of the scientific applications of photography, regardless of quantity of material 

handled. 

Control Methods Chosen in Special Fields.—I¢ will be of some value to consider 

the control methods chosen in some of the broad fields of photography, with some of 

the reasons for the specific choice. 

Prints and Enlargements.—Prints and enlargements are typically developed on 

an inspection basis. The amount of inspecting done will depend somewhat upon the 

quantity and quality of work being done, being rather little in the cheaper amateur- 

finishing stations and much more in the careful printing done for exhibit work. Often, 

gross errors in printing exposure may be detected, when they occur, by watching the 

time of appearance of the image, as any large deviation from the normal will show at 

once an exposure error greater than tolerable for the quality of work being done. 

Roll Films.—With multiple-exposure units, such as roll films, no development 

control of individual exposures has proved practical. Accordingly, either develop- 

ment based upon inspection of the entire roll, to try to get the best for the entire 

group, or time-temperature methods are most applicable. In many of the aids devised 

for handling the 35-mm. film used in miniature cameras, no provision is made for 

inspection, and hence time-temperature methods or, in the extreme case, trial expo- 

sures are practically forced upon the users. 

Cut Films and Plates.—Cut films and plates are primarily single-exposure units 

and hence may be treated individually if necessary. Accordingly practices vary 

widely from place to place. Inspection methods are frequently used where suitable 
illumination is provided. The United States manufacturers of such products normally 

give their development recommendations in terms of formula and time-temperature 

processing, as that is about the only language by which to transfer development 
information from one place to another without sensitometric controls. Accordingly, 

many places handle their development on this basis. Sensitometric control of this 

work is rare. 

Radiographs.—To the roentgenologist the photographic side of the process is only a 
tool to be used to his final ends. He is not interested primarily in the photographic 

side of the process, but needs uniform results from day to day. The darkrooms ayail- 

able are often lacking in space and conveniences necessary to an independent control 

of development uniformity. Hence, time-temperature methods and deyeloper- 
exhaustion compensation charts find a wide use. Carefully carried out, these methods 
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appear to give greater uniformity of results than inspection methods, though these are 

also widely used. Some difference of opinion exists as to the best method, and perhaps 

there is no general answer. After all is said and done, there is the question of retakes. 

and it may be best to make a fair quality radiograph by minor development compensa- 

tion for an exposure variation, rather than to insist on hewing to the line of complete 

uniformity of development, let the retakes be what they may. This is not written in 

the spirit of condoning careless work, for pressure for quality is a continuous necessity. 

No major changes of development time from standard can be tolerated without being 

reflected in poor quality of some of the radiographs. 

Motion-picture Film.—The commercial methods of control are largely based upon 

sensitometric and test-exposure control, as indicated before. Inspection methods 

are in use in some of the smaller units. Jf many scenes are on one roll, individual 

development treatment is manifestly impossible, but the roll may be treated as a unit 

to give the best average as judged by the experience of the worker. 

Defects in Development.—Many defects in the final pictures are traceable to 

development difficulties. Some of these are similar to defects from other causes and 

accordingly both will be mentioned with an indication of some of the distinguishing 

characteristics. _ 
White spots are produced by several different causes in processing, and, in addition 

to these troubles, they may be caused by lint or dirt on the original emulsion surface 

which frequently leaves enough of a shadow outline to be suggestive of the nature of 

the particle causing the difficulty. White spots in a print caused by black spots in the 

negative are usually readily identified by careful inspection of the negative. 

Of the group traceable to processing, primarily development, the following are the 

most common: 

Air Bells.—Air bells are often formed as the plate, film, or paper is placed in the 
developer. They take the form of small bubbles clinging to the emulsion surface and 

may stay throughout the entire time of development unless dislodged by mechanical 

means. ‘They are more common in stagnant or weakly agitated developments, as 

thorough agitation supplies the forces necessary to dislodge them. When motion- 

picture film is developed by the rack and tank system, air bubbles are almost always 

formed on the lower bar of the rack and are very apt to remain there for it requires 

special care in agitating the rack to dislodge them. However, they may occur under 

many other conditions of development. 

When the air bell is not dislodged, the developer can penetrate under it only by the 

relatively long path through the surrounding emulsion, thus effectively hindering 

development in a small usually circular area under the bubble. The bubble is usually 

dislodged in the fixer, and hence a small round clear area or white spot is formed. 

Spots from Hypo Dust and Drops.—If a film is touched by splashes of hypo or by 

small particles of dry hypo clinging to the emulsion, local fixation can occur before 

development, with resultant clear areas. When the trouble is from a splash of 

hypo solution, the drop shape is often outlined by the fixed area. The area affected 

by this means may be large or small. Hypo dust settling on the emulsion surface may 

remain there to cause local fixation in its neighborhood. The cure is, of course, to 

prevent hypo reaching the emulsion surfaces. Some of the common practices leading 

to this sort of trouble include: 

1. Carelessness in handling emulsions wet with fixer. 

2. Carelessness in cleanliness of hands after contact with fixer. 

3. Permitting drops of hypo to dry on tables or tank edges with subsequent 

possible transmission to the emulsion surface by direct contact or by draughts of air. 

4, Permitting powder remaining from handling hypo at time of mixing fixer to 
reach the film. 
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Oil Spots.—When heavy enough, oil or grease deposits on the surface of the emulsion 

will prevent both development and fixation. Sometimes with lighter deposits, 

only development is effectively prevented but fixation occurs, leaving a clear spot 
in the emulsion layer. Under still other conditions, there may be a central, unfixed 

area outlined by a clear line where fixation but not development took place. 

Of course, no one intends to let oil or grease come in contact with the emulsion 

surface, but it has been known to happen in many different cameras and darkrooms. 

Spots from Desensitizing Particles—Occasionally there are white spots due to desen- 

sitizing dust particles reaching the emulsion surface during manufacture. These are 

relatively much less frequent in occurrence than those from the causes noted. 

Many black spots in prints and enlargements can be traced to white spots in the 

negative used. Black spots from other causes are not so common as white spots. 

Pinhole Fog Areas.—Protecting paper covers, supposed to be light proof, sometimes 

have pinholes which produce local high fog areas. ‘he cure is care in selecting mate- 

rial for such protecting covers, even when they may be considered only temporary. 

Static Marks.—When handled rapidly, particularly under dry conditions, dis- 

charges of static electricity are sometimes produced which may leave many different 

types of marks. Some marks are easily recognized as branching or tree static, and 

some are less distinctive as more or less sharply defined black dots. In these cases, it 

is often difficult to distinguish these markings definitely from other possible causes 

of black spots. 

Emulsion Aging.—Black spots are sometimes produced by aging of emulsions, 

particularly when in contact with paper and stored under conditions of high tempera- 

ture and humidity. 

Chemical Dust.—Many chemicals have been found which produce black spots in 

the final picture. All unnecessary contacts with dust, dirt, and chemical powders are 

to be avoided because of the danger from such contacts. 

These causes of black spots are not all associated directly with development. 

As distinct from spots, with their many sources, other than processing, streaks 

rarely have other cause than some processing irregularity, and most frequently this 

hes in development. 

The retarding effect of products of development act in several different ways to 

cause streaks and irregularities of development. 

Eberhard Effect or Mackie Line.—If a dark area is adjacent to one of less density, 

the products of development of the dense area diffuse out into the neighboring area and 

retard development more there than at points more distant from the high density. 

Thus the high-density area outlines itself with a line or band of reduced density. This 

effect is modified somewhat by the position of the emulsion layer during development. 

Thus, if the emulsion layer is horizontal in stagnant developer, a uniform effect all 

around the dense area is expected. On the other hand, if the emulsion layer is vertical, 

the effect may be more pronounced below dense areas than above, as the products of 

development are, in general, heavier than the original solution and hence tend to set- 

tle, affecting areas below the dense area more than above it. This may be traced as a 

streak an inch or so long under some conditions of development. 
The effect of uniform motion of an emulsion layer, such as that produced in many 

motion-picture developing machines, has an effect very similar to that just outlined, 

except for the fact that in this case it is not gravity but the motion of the film through 

the viscous developer that tends to sweep development products back along the film 

and thus modify the development. For regularly arranged exposures, such as 

sensitometric test strips, this effect has been studied considerably, and considerable 

difference found at times. As a result, sensitometric exposures used in motion- 

picture laboratories are usually developed with the toe or low-density end leading. 
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These effects are most noticeable under conditions such that there is a large density 

difference between one area and its neighbor. They are less and less noticeable 

as the density difference diminishes and as the developer agitation is increased. The 

agitation evens out the development and makes it less subject to these local effects. 

Irregularities of Agitation.—Uneven and irregular agitation can be produced in 

many ways. When the developer is nearly stagnant, small temperature differences 

may set up thermal currents sufficiently great to produce streaks. 

As the agitation increases, disturbance due to this cause is less important, but 

regular lines of rapid and slow flow may be set up with resulting uneven development 

agitation. Holes in films and film hangers are a frequent contributing cause of streaks 

due to systematic differences in agitation. Such holes may produce local turbulence 

and agitation increasing development locally. An extreme case of this occurred when 

some motion-picture film was being developed in a ‘‘Stineman tank.”” This tank held 

the film in a spiral, wound on a form in a horizontal plane. The developer tray was 

set in a water bath for temperature control, and this bath was agitated by a stream of 

compressed air to insure uniformity of its own temperature. The resultant vibration 

of the developer in the tray was enough to cause streaks from each sprocket hole. 

These disappeared when the water bath was left completely stagnant during develop- 

ment or when sufficient agitation was introduced by rotating the reel holding the film 

to smooth out the uneveness due to the sprocket holes. Similarly, streaks on cut 

films, developed in one of the common styles of developing hanger, can sometimes be 

traced to the holes put in to lighten the frame and permit drainage of the solutions. 

Reticulation.—At times under unfavorable conditions of processing, the gelatin, 

when it finally dries, is no longer smooth and even but is rough and presents an 

orange-peel type of surface and, in the more extreme cases, a cracked appearance. 

This condition is known as reticulation. It is usually caused by (1) solutions used 

at too high a temperature, (2) too sudden changes in temperature going from solution 

to solution, (8) too great changes of pH in going from solution to solution with con- 

sequent rapid change in swelling of gelatin, or (4) unsuitably warm and humid drying 

conditions. Care in selecting the working conditions and formulas to avoid the 

hazards noted and to secure favorable conditions should result in avoidance of this 

difficulty. 

Formulas.—The choice of a suitable developing formula is an essential part of 

successful photographie work. Many different formulas may be found in the litera- 

ture recommended for very similar uses, with few comprehensive comparative tests 

by which to judge their relative value. In the commercial field, when large bulks of 

chemicals are to be handled, it is often necessary to consider the initial cost and useful 

life more critically than necessary where the quantities in use are small. All these 

factors make the evaluation and complete comparison of all possible formulas much 

too broad and complex for fully detailed discussion. Accordingly, as a compromise 

between uncritical listing of all formulas suggested and too broad generalizations, the 

data are presented in the form of a limited number of typical formulas and tables 

indicating the range of concentrations of the various developer ingredients representa- 

tive of developers of the specific type under discussion. Of necessity there has been 

a certain amount of arbitrariness in the selection of the individual formula listed as 

typical. This should not be construed as meaning that other formula are not good, 

but a complete presentation is, of course, impossible. 

Developers for the Motion-picture Industry. Borax Negative Developers.—Borax 

developers are used quite generally in the motion-picture industry for development of 

picture negatives and variable-density sound-track negatives. The formula chosen 

depends upon the emulsion type, the contrast desired, the degree of agitation used, 

and the developing time considered desirable. The more concentrated and active 
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ords, developers are used which are much more active than the borax developers 

just listed. This activity is secured by greater concentration and higher alkalinity. 

The latter is probably the more important of the two factors. 

Many considerations enter in the selection and use of such a formula. They 
include: 

1. Ability to give desired gamma in. an economically short time. 

2. Freedom from fog and veiling tendency. 

3. Suitability of formula for prolonged maintenance of constant developer activity 

by additions of buck-up solutions. 

4. Freedom from tendency to stain. 

5. Ability to produce pleasing tone quality in the prints. 

6. Economy under conditions of use. 

These limitations are more drastic than in the case of negative developers, as the 

bulk development in the industry is the development of the positive prints, and 

economy and uniformity of work are very necessary characteristics of the processing 

procedures. 

In this case, as in other cases, greater activity, when desired, is secured by increase 

in alkalinity or in concentration or by decrease in bromide content. This last pro- 

cedure is not completely independent from a control point of view, since bromide goes 

into the developer as a product of development, and hence developers which are used, 

as these are of necessity, have appreciable bromide content; adding solution or buck up 

is often mixed without bromide to keep the concentration down. 

The alkalinity of the bath changes very little with use; consequently, most of the 

aging effects are due to the exhaustion of the reducer and accumulation of products of 

development. 

Some silver in solution is usually found after the bath is old. This does not do 

direct harm so long as it stays in solution, but sometimes it appears to contribute to 

dichromic fog or stain. 

Formulas producing the highest contrast are used for title work where extreme 

contrast is desired between the letter and the background. Economy often leads to 

developing such films in the same solution as the picture prints, but when a difference 

is made, it is in the direction indicated. 

From elementary theory, variable-area sound records should also be developed to 

a maximum difference in density between exposed and unexposed areas. However, 

the advantage to be gained is often considered insufficient to warrant separate develop- 

ing tanks and equipment. . 

Typical carbonate developers as used in this motion-picture industry are given in 

Table IIT. 

Developer No. 5 is typical of the positive formulas in use in the motion-picture 

industry. Modifications are in use in some laboratories. 

Developer No. 6 is more active than No. 5 and gives a higher contrast for the 

same developing time. 

Replenishing solutions are usually made with the same concentration as the original 

but with all or part of the restrainer omitted, depending upon the balance sought 

under actual operating conditions. 

Portrait and Commercial Work.—Through long years of work by many widely 

separated individuals there has grown up a wide range of favorite formulas in this 

class of work. It will not be possible to cover all the variations in this discussion. 

Pyro-soda developers have been used for many years. They are most frequently 

prepared by making three stock solutions, mixing and diluting them as needed for use. 

The final developer oxidizes rapidly from contact with air and must be prepared just 

before use for best results. Contrast characteristics of the final solution may be 
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controlled by the balance of the amounts of the three stock solutions used in the 

individual batch and by the dilution of the combination. Negatives with such 

developers usually have a characteristic pyro stain, tending to give them a distinct 

brownish tone. In extreme conditions this tone may be made heavy so that it will 

still remain after the silver is bleached out. Under ordinary conditions it is much less 

apparent, though it still plays a part in printing, tending to increase the effective 

printing contrast due to its brownish color more than it increases the visual appearance 

of contrast. One accustomed to using this type of negative is apt to be disappointed in 

results from a negative of similar visual quality made with developers not leaving this 

stain image, as the prints from the latter tend to be less contrasty. The difference 

is not such that it is possible to say that one is fundamentally better than the other 

type of negative as both yield good results in the hands of experienced users. 

TasLE II].—CarBponate DEVELOPERS: PositivE MorTion-PictuRE TYPE 

No. 5 No. 6 Range 

Metric | Avoirdupois} Metric | Avoirdupois Metric Avoirdupois 
1 

Sodium sulphite (an- 

hy. LOUS) eee 40.0 g. /5 02.145 gr. |60.0 g. 8.0 0z.|80 -75 g. 4 — 1002. 

Rhodol (metol or / 

SION) ise hse ee: 0.31 g. 18 gr. 1.40 g. 88 gr. 0.30-— 2.0 g.| 18 -115 gr 

Hydroquinone....... 6.00 g. 350 gr. 6.20 g. 390 gr. 4.0 -7.5  g.|2385 er— 1 02 

Sodium carbonate f 

(monohydrated).../22.5  g. 3 oz. 56.0 g. |7 oz. 200 gr.|/15 —-60 g 2 —- 802 

Potassium bromide...| 0.86 g. 50 gr. 1.80 g. 112 gr. 0.50-— 2.0 g. |29 —115 gr 

Potassium Odid ek. ee [ras che, cca |e ceatters tae arora | See [ac eae dnTaneuc: wane 0 — 0.025 g.| 0 — 15 e¢r 

Citriclacide anne ee 0.68 g. AOMer eA eaten) ees nase Oo Sil) 0 - 58 er 

Potassium metabi- 

Sulphibenseeeenns 1.50 g. Sieerstiay|s oie sdars hl Semeere ees 0) (= 3250 ees 0 -115 gr. 

Water tO sin cpsacio a | i re 1 gal. 1 1. 1 gal. 11. 1 gal. 

No. 7 Pyro-sopa ABC Formuua 
Stock SoLutTion A 

Sodium bisulphite(or potassium metabisulphite)............ 9.80 g. 1 oz. 130 gr. 

J EAS (Oye aes ens oben RNa Gi Se Meena RES FSA lt Seesasodar 60.0 g. 8 oz. 

PotassiumMbromid eee cys eee ae ee CP eee ec a eines 1.10 ¢ 64 gr 

Wis teratournal etre nya, ee sicinen eager. 05 ve Sactr, Woa a MOPS ee Re ose ed tee 1 ] 1 gal 

Srock Souution B 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)......................--.05. 105 g. 13 oz. 

Wistter tosmake ss Pec he. kumar, becca A RR Ae ita Th il 1 gal. 

Srock SoLuTion C 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated)....................--- 85 g. 10 oz. 

Wiatercboumal kes, 1: ie arc epee tee Ac ee Sata ae meme Aree oe i 1k 1 gal. 

The dilutions and proportions usually recommended are 1 part each of solutions 

A, B, and C with 7 parts of water for tray development and 11 parts water for tank 

work. With many negative materials the developing times at 65°F. will then lie 

between 6 and 8 min. for the tray development and between 9 and 12 min. for the tank 

concentration. 

The three-solution pyro-soda developer has been a favorite for years, but its 

instability after mixing is a marked disadvantage. A metol-pyro formula has been 

proposed to secure much greater stability. This also is prepared as three stock 

solutions. 
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No. 8 Merot-pyro DEVELOPER 
Stock SoLutTion, A 

VT EOS MAME -cicu— oaacd eh WAPOA RSIS UST ORS Crs, eR T oxo lax 0: fala: o)d sche, agus onabay cucLoverua ane fa 7.5 ¢g 1 oz 

SOME DISUp Hibesteteraer cue re csis-cierescclcatewsa. fv once ene RRP ete one 7.52 1 o7 

PAC Goen ee eich Baas aia & GIS 0 Sic.os BE REO eRe iES = el cold Paar ieee 30.0¢g 4 oz 

POtaSsiumMeDLOmM deer eee ate cl ce ercteas ean est aunt she dscels Seon eerste 4.2¢ 245 gr 

Wei ber b Os yton eRe REA Ra sce inn Stake Mena sevays Gs vite Geet, 4e a Aeeewee sated Oil 1 gal 

Stock Sotution B 

Soziim spllo mia (mncahOwes) ssenoasmeeweesoene boos umes coup co.oooL 150 g. 20 oz. 

\IV EIT Gh = re oa erreat chiatcac ach BUR GH ONGLEP ERAS PEPE Cc eRe eee oR rare eect 11. 1 gal. 

Stock Souution C 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated)...............0..20-0000eeeeee 90.0 ¢ 12 oz 

VAY SHEIR DLS SB BUS ec iS SESE eS ce: SNe ISDE DD nea nee Sue 1.01 1 gal 

Control of the development characteristics may be exercised through the dilution 

used in making the developer from these stock solutions. One part of each, A, B, 

and C diluted with 8 parts of water for tray development and with 13 parts of water 

for tank development has been recommended. Developing times with normal nega- 

tive materials will often lie between 7 to 9 min. at 65°F. for the tray developments and 
between 9 and 12 min. at 65°F. at the tank dilution. 

Borax developers used in portrait and commercial work are the same type as the 

more concentrated of the formulas used for motion-picture negatives. The more 

dilute formulas may also be used, but under the conditions of low agitation usually 

encountered in this type of work the developing times become too long to be practical. 

Metol, hydroquinone, carbonate developers are also used for these types of work. 

Great control of contrast characteristics can be obtained with these basic ingredients. 

Usually the rather soft working formulas are desired. These are obtained by using 

dilute formulas or lowering the pH by reduction in the carbonate or use of bisulphite as 

part of the preservative. The latter method is sometimes preferred when long life 

is desired, as the desired contrast characteristics can be thus combined with sufficient 

concentration to give good life. 

TasLte 1V.—MeErou, HypRoQUINONE, CARBONATE DEVELOPERS 

Metric ANON Metric | Avoirdupois Metric Avoirdupois 
dupois 

Rhodol (metol or Elon)....| 1.5 g. 88 gr. 1.0 g. 58 gr. 0.75- 1.5 ¢g. | 44 — 88 gr. 

Sodium sulphite (anhy- 

GKOUS) hese. tae) aot as 45.0 g. 6 oz. {15.0 g. 2 oz. 15.0 -45.0 g. 2 — 602. 

Sodium bisulphite......... 10 & DOMED hese ee terse allt hoes tacyauciocets-c 0 -4.0¢g. Q  -—232 er. 

Hydroquinone............ 3.0 g. | 176 gr. 4.0 g. 232 gr. 1.0 — 4.0 g. | 58 —232 er. 

Sodium carbonate (mono- 

INWOTENGO) expe emoaso aon 6.0 g. | 350 gr. |26.5 g. | 3 oz. 232 gr.| 6.0 —30 g. 350 gr.— 4 oz. 

Potassium bromide........ 0.80 g. 47 gr. | 0.60 g. 35 gr. 0.5-1.5¢.| 29 — 87 gr. 

Water to make............ TO: 1 gal.| 1.01. 1 gal. Tee 1 gal. 

Number 9 will give negatives of normal contrast on many negative emulsions in 

5 to 7.min. at 65°F. for tray development. For tank use, this may be diluted with an 

equal quantity of water to obtain longer developing time, of the order of 14 min. at 

65°F. If desired, this developer may be mixed double the indicated strength and 

diluted appropriately at the time of actual use. 
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Number 10 is a more active developer than No. 9. Developing times may be 

expected to be 4 to 6 min. at 65°F., tray development. The developer may be mixed 

double or triple strength as stock solution and diluted appropriately for use. 

Formulas with glycine as the reducing agent are also proposed for some classes of 

work. They are not so commonly used as the others. One typical formula is 

No. 11 Guycingt DEVELOPER 
Sodiumesulphitesanhy dace ree en reieen ican roel ae 25 2. 3 oz. 145 gr. 

OtassiumM"CarbOnatesmrarciae conve wre ce estseersneve eheietsueteme one ets oe ee le 50 g. 6 oz. 290 gr. 

Gy cin Gis ooo ee eave eat Simiatn oe aes Pe Oe ieee S. Vesteoutatta 10 g. 1 oz. 145 gr. 

Water toemakes Ps Sa cc cyan si ulegade. ave sy ves cane ast oval opereee Pen ewan at aaiteoseamawewae il if, 1 gal. 

Number 11 may be expected to give normal development in 5 to 10 min. at 65°F. 

tray development. For slower tank development it may be diluted one part of 

developer and two parts water which will result in a development time of the order of 

20 min. If desired, this developer may be mixed as stock solution at greater concen- 

tration, up to five times the concentration indicated, and then diluted appropriately 

before use. 

Process Work.—In copying line drawings or printed matter an extremely high 

contrast between the lines and the background is desired. The emulsions made 

particularly for this work are of contrasty type, but, to make full use of them, con- 

trasty developing formulas are usually required. This high-contrast characteristic is 

secured with metol-hydroquinone developers by using good concentrations of reducers 

and high enough alkalinity to secure rapid.development. A relatively high potassium 

bromide content is common also, to secure freedom from fog with development times 

sufficient to come close to maximum possible contrasts. 

TaBLE V.—PrRocrEss DEVELOPERS 

No. 12 Range 

| Metric | Avoirdupois| Metric Avoirdupois 

Rihnod ola(metoliorslon) recientes | 1.0 ¢. 58 gr. 1.0-5¢ 58-290 gr. 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)............... 75.0 g. 10 oz. 37 .5-75 g. 5-10 oz. 

Ely dd rOGUIN ONE ekss ee eie ore aero tao 9.0 g. | 1 oz. 87 gr. | 6.0-10 g. | 350 gr.—1 oz. 145 gr. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated).......... 30.0 g. 4 oz. 22.5-45 ¢ 33-6 oz. 

Potassiimebromidensaaceeciotioiccrioececae 5.0 ¢g. 290 er. 3.0-12 g. | 175 gr—1 oz. 260 er. 

VENICE nor oie, Ge ETO CeO LOI CLAIRE de 1 gal. Hk 1 gal. 

Number 12 may be expected to produce good contrast in 4 to 6 min. at 65°F. 

If less contrast is desired, one part of developer may be diluted with an equal quantity 

of water. 

Where still greater developer activity is required to give maximum contrast in 

minimum time, carbonate is no longer used for the alkali, but soda is used in its 

place. High concentrations of both hydroquinone and bromide are typical. 

The developer is usually prepared as two stock solutions, as it does not keep well 

after mixing. A typical formula is: 

No. 13 HicH-conrrast Process DEVELOPER 
SoLuTion A 

LE Rial Cova pb bale) one eer eae EPO mae ers. etre ane ene cr re otal Cer ee Avan, So, qiat 22.9 £ 3 Oz. 

Sodiumibysulphites: Aa ce ee cio ee Sere a eee 22.5) e5 3 oz. 

Potassium bromides . (3.125 scety seen hicieron AC on ee kA ee DAO EEESOZS 

IWidiGe Tat OnM ake trys sci ctu Seana hemak Puc oem Caner hot nance ieee 1 1 1 gal. 

SoLution B 

Sodiumehyadroxideteere.< sste ie eee eet ane ore ees ee eee 52.5 g. 7 oz. 

Wiatten topmalkcecs sic, eiecous cis lececaceieu rete Oe a Rea ae eT Se 1 1 1 gal. 
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Solution A is usually made by taking 750 cc. (3 qt.) of warm water and dissolving 

the chemicals therein in the order given, then bringing to the volume indicated by the 

addition of cold water. Care must be exercised in making solution B, which should be 

mixed using cold water, as the solution of the hydroxide generates heat. For use, 

take equal volumes of the two solutions, and mix them just before use. The develop- 

ing time is usually about 2 min. at 65°F. 

Litho Developers.—The maximum contrast requirements are encountered in 

lithographic work where it is necessary to secure the maximum contrast between 

exposed and unexposed areas. ‘This is necessary both for line and half-tone work. 

Special emulsions, formulas, and procedures are used to meet these needs, and some 

of the developing formulas used are quite different than those encountered elsewhere 

in photographic work. Both single-solution formulas and those mixed as two stock 

solutions are recommended. 

TasLeE VI.—LITHOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER 

No. 14 No. 15 Range 

Metric} Avoirdupois| Metric | Avoirdupois Metric Avoirdupois 

Hydroquinone..} 30 g. 4 oz. 35.0 g. | 4 oz. 290 gr.| 6.0—37.5 g. 350 gr.— 5 oz. 

Sodium sulphite 

(anhydrous)..| 60 g. 8 oz. 55.0 ¢. | 7 oz. 145 gr./37.5-60 gg. 5-8 oz. 

Sodium hydrox- 

RGLER eens ZOO OROZ AONE T Ele re revenc si (Paere sue he) suercreite O25 es O- 3 oz. 145 gr. 

Carbonate Meo | ureometarsirare te 80.0 g. |10 oz. 290 gr.| 0 -80  g. 0-10 oz. 290 gr. 

(monohy- 

drated) 

Citrie acid..... Emon | tereaeNeue veh cek vers 5.5 g. 320 gr. OQ =H & 0-320 gr. 

Potassium bro- 

mide? ... 2... 20 g. |2 oz. 290 gr.j10.0 g. | 1 oz. 145 gr.}10 -20- g. |1 oz. 145 gr.— 2 oz. 290 gr. 

Water to....... ae 1 gal. het ele 1 gal. Tk 1 gal. 

Number 14 is indicated as more active than No. 15. Development is expected to 

take about 1 min. at 70°F. for the former and toward 214 min. with the latter. The 

lower dilutions indicated under the ‘‘range”’ heading may be expected to produce less 

density. 

One basic formula is reeommended for preparation as two-stock solutions. Two 

different manufacturers recommend essentially the same formulas except that one 

suggests the addition of 20 ce. of phenosafranine solution (1:1000) to solution A. 

No. 16 PARAFORMALDEHYDE DEVELOPER 
SOLUTION A 

Sodumysulphites (anhydrous) seen shee ee on icine 1.0¢g. 58 gr. 

Paraformaldehyde.............. ee citicge Sich B udeantel ciavayeensic 30.0 ¢g. 4 oz. 

Rotassiumemetabisulphitesre eee ase een eee 10.5 ¢. 1 oz. 175 gr. 

IWisiGer: bOit <eare coc ciere Ore ROI erates oycec ke fenecal's Sana avbleoeokafereare 1 1h 1 gal. 

SotutTion B 

Sodiumesulphites(anhydrous)saeeeeee eee ore eric 120 g. 1 lb. 

Boriczacida(crystals) is seeps eres sie ae eee oe even er or neta Fe See 30 g. 

ty CROGUINOM Ee eys ai ape rn eet y erates hea arente ahd Aches ene ae ey Ree 90 g. 12 oz. 

I2GUAE oY IRONS scoanecuu doen OOO SRO D ROAD OO U UU CORD oO eD coat 6 g. 350 gr. 

Wiater COs. cto ear etresa ener eee anes eee cited: +d. aMavadauscar ahaha atemeaceenoeteeaerers 33 Il 3 gal 

For use, mix one part of solution A and three parts of solution B. Development 

times of 114 to 3 min. may be expected at 65 to 70°F. 
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Commercial Development of Roll Films and Film Packs.—Under the conditions 

generally obtained in the commercial handling of amateur roll films, little individual 

attention can be given, particularly as the range of exposures on any one film is 

often so great that no one compensation of development could possibly be beneficial 

to all the pictures. Accordingly, there is a considerable tendency to use developer 

and development that will produce a good average out of the entire range of exposures. 

For very obvious commercial reasons, the development time should be moderate, as 

too short times would lead to difficulties in the control necessary for uniform quality, 

and prolonged development reduces the output. A long useful life is also necessary 

for satisfactory commercial work. A typical formula is: 

No. 17 Routt Fitm DEVELOPER 
Rhodoll(metolor lon) 2e— eee ooOe Oe aoe ee acc ee 0.75 g. 44 gr. 

Sodiumesulphiter(anhy.drous) hee ooo eee aoe 9.00 g. loz. 87 gr. 

Sodiumybisulp hr teens Ay en eave ecca coors cea soca whic oh oa cust astsu cine dere 9.00 g. loz. 87 gr. 

Eby Groquin ones. 2 Sacre tencatereteceterecevcnee ore eins eT eR one tetey spot eve tenes 3.00 g. 175 er. 

Pay TOs, esac cp atin Ae os casra ce aie peed teaver to ener are elce Sie tape eMS ate nese erates ered canes 0.75 g. 44 gr 

Sodium) carbonate) Gnonobydrated) pan. oie tien ee ae eons 3 OZ. 

AWUEALIS) oil (0 Gino aend cIREO IGG G .CHOs or MCR CELIG ee ICA cIG re ic Pant mnens Oo 1 1, 1 gal. 

With this formula, No. 17, normal development will take 7 to 14 min. at 65°F., 

depending upon the contrast desired and the films developed. The formula may be 

made somewhat more active by increasing the concentration of reducers. 

Developers for Papers.—In choosing a developer for a printing paper, contrast and 

life characteristics are important, but atténtion must also be paid to the general tone 

of the final image. This tone can often be varied from cold tones, blacks and blue- 

blacks, to warm tones, brown-blacks, by choice of developer formula. ‘The same 

formula frequently gives different tone quality on different papers. Hence no general 

rules for selection of developer formula can be laid down here. In general any factor 

which affects the grain-size distribution in the developed image will have an effect on 

its tone. Sometimes the addition of special compounds is suggested to give partic- 

ular tone characteristics. These are presumably effective through an effect on the 

state of division of the silver particles making up the image. 

The formulas recommended for different papers vary rather widely both in ratios 

of original constituents and in dilution. Most commonly they are metol, hydro- 

quinone, carbonate developers. In many cases they are originally mixed as concen- 

trated stock solutions, then diluted and used as needed. 

TaBLE VII.—DEVELOPERS FOR PRINTING PAPERS 

No. 18 Range 

Metric | Avoirdupois Metric Avoirdupois 

RhrodoluG@netolior Elon) ee eee are nee eee ane Woy fe 70 gr. 0.6— 1.5 g. | 35- 87 gr. 

Sodiumisulphite| (anhydrous)... 440. 54s 465. oe 19.0 g. |2 oz. 232 gr.|7.5-22.5 g. 1- 3 oz. 

Ey. droquinone i )./vs.cconie die cor oe eee 4.0 g. 232 gr. 2.0-— 6.0 g. }115-350 gr 

Sodiummcanrbonaterccyeae oye eter herrea ae 26.0 g. |3 oz. 200 er.|7.5-30.0 g. 1— 4 oz. 

otassimmiybromidesperee chic cei ooo Le 0.40 ¢g 23 gr. 0.3-— 1.5 ¢g. | 17- 87 gr. 

Wiaterztopmalkce su aor) sosidis crsas aussie nese usw ya Til 1 gal. TIE 1 gal. 

It is strongly recommended that papers be developed in the formulas suggested 

by the manufacturers, as good print tone and contrast depend upon the use of a for- 

mula suited to the paper. 
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Fine-grain Developers.—Borax developers of the type discussed and listed for 

motion-picture negatives are considered fine-grain developers. The grain is not so 

fine as that which can be produced with some other types of formulas. As noted 

in the general discussion of fine-grain development, a wide range of additions to various 

basie types has been attempted, so much so that no attempt will be made to cover the 

entire range of constituents and concentrations. Another limitation to completeness 

in this case is the fact that for commercial reasons the formulas of some of the success- 

ful fine-grain developers have not been published. 
The fact should be reiterated that overexposure and high values of gamma both 

tend, within normal limits of work, to increase graininess of the final result. Much 

of the value of fine-grain technique can be lost by inattention to such details of expo- 

sure and processing. 
Paraphenylenediamine is the reducer around which has centered many of the 

attempts to produce particularly fine-grain images. Used with no other reducer in 

weakly alkaline solution, such as that produced by sulphite, the graininess is equal to 

or better than any other yet demonstrated. The effective emulsion speed is lower 

than with more active developers of the borax type. This speed loss has been obviated 

or reduced by the addition of a second reducer. Glycine has been used in this role in 

one series of formulas. 

Taste VIII.—PaAaRAPHENYLENEDIAMINE DEVELOPERS 

No. 19 Range 

Metric | Avoirdupois| Metric Avoirdupois 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)................. 90 g. 12 oz. 45-90 g. 6-12 oz. 

p-Phenylenediamine (base)...............+-.- 10 g. |1 oz. 145 gr.) 6-12 g. |350 gr.—l oz. 260 gr. 

GU CITI Chew piel ed eee dati eees oe eilenor ede th orietlouisbonene? ava,4y-= 2) g. 115 gr. 0-12 g. 0-1 oz. 260 gr. 

WHET UOS cela crore telah e cbaife tere: aucieietone eth eAete e Reeia mite a 1 gal. 11. 1 gal. 

Developers for X Rays.—For normal development of X-ray films an active con- 

trasty developer is desired. A rather concentrated developer is usually used to 

obtain the needed long-life characteristics, and this is accompanied with relatively high 

bromide content to keep fog down. 

On occasion, X-ray developer has been used as a nearly universal developer in some 

laboratories, where it is the one developer always on hand. This practice is not to be 

TaBLE [X.—DEVELOPER FOR X-RAY FILM 

No. 20 Range 

Metric | Avoirdupois Metric Avoirdupois 

RhodolGnetol or Elon)... ....seeee so. 5.0 g. 290 gr. 2.0— 5.0 ¢. |117—290 er. 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous).............. |60.0 g. 8 oz. 45.0-105 g. 6-— 138 oz. 

ELS ARO UIM ON Civ). 12 .vsn) shee Ses sass sities eee edhe 7.5 g. 1 oz. 7.5- 10 g. I1— loz. 145¢r. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated)......... 50.0 g. | 6 oz. 290 gr. |45 - 60 g.|- 6— 8 oz. 

Potassium bromide...................000. 4.52. 260 er. 4.0— 6.0 g. |232-350 er. 

Wiaterito male. .i52.2 stan de a ene ek ere, 1 gal. Wal 1 gal. 

ee SSS 
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recommended as leading to best results, but the formulas are probably as near general 

applicability as any. 

High-temperature Processing.— When processing is to be done under conditions 

such that it is impossible to keep the solutions from becoming warm, 80°F. or above, it 

is usually necessary to take special precautions to keep the gelatin from softening too 

much. Hardening agents may be used as prebath; }4 per cent formaldehyde solution 
may be used for this purpose. 

A second method of meeting the situation is to use the developer loaded with 

chemicals which tend to reduce the swelling of gelatin. Sodium sulphate is most 
frequently used, though the sodium sulphite of the developer also tends to reduce 

swelling. Sodium sulphite concentrations in from 100 to 200 g. per 1. protect the 

gelatin greatly in warm solutions. Developing times should be kept as short as pos- 

sible, and development should be followed immediately by a hardening stop bath and 

good fixing bath with the shortest wash which will eliminate the hypo. 

No. 21 For Hicu TEMPERATURES 
Sodiumysulphites(anhydrous) paseo reo eere 50 g. 6 oz. 290 gr. 

p-Aminophenolshydrochlorides.4--2h ee eee ee U 405 gr. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated).................... 60 g. 8 oz. 

Sodnimesulphaber(cnystals)eeeeeeeeee eee eon 100—200 g. 13.3-.26.6 oz. 

IWATA DO 7. yess ones raat 6 SS eWeek hw ates ee renege tole 1 gal. 

Development can be carried out. up to 95°F. The development time varies with 

the sulphate concentration. Times of the order of 1!4 min. may be expected with the 

lower concentration and of the order of 3 min. with the higher concentration indicated. 

Reversal Development.—In reversal processing several special formulas have been 

worked out. The requirements are somewhat different than in direct development 

for other purposes. The first development of a reversal process must develop essen- 

tially all the silver which was rendered developable by the first exposure. In some 

cases a fog is intentionally developed to secure the desired characteristics from the 

emulsion in use. The characteristics above are often secured from the normal devel- 

oper constituents, but in addition to these, weak silver halide solvents are sometimes 

introduced to (1) insure clear high lights or (2) reduce the tendency to brown tones. 

In both cases, the effectiveness of the procedure is at least in part due to the fact that 

the solubility of small grains is greater than of large. These small grains are in general 

slow, so they would be the ones least affected by first exposure and therefore most 

likely to remain to veil high lights on second development. These small grains are 

also the ones which would be expected to impart a brown tone to the final image. 

These effects are not large and startling and probably differ in importance with differ- 

ent emulsions, but the use of silver halide solvents in reversal development has been 

important in some cases. The silver halide solvents used vary from hypo itself as a 

very active solvent to potassium thiocyanate as a weak solvent. 

No. 22 RerversaL First DEVELOPER 
Sodirumysulphiter(anhya@nous) paneer one iene 50 g. 6 oz. 290 gr. 

RhodolsGmnetolsor: Blom) eas sins tree eden Benogetereeetaticksteatnesd cite eouniereke lg. 58 er. 

1a Kigolitoye ppuvaKo) nomen SN GERM Ns ONG ccc el ceaiteesey tm Siri in oiece eee aoc see 8g. loz. 29 gr. 

Sodium! carbonate Gmonohydrated))-:-.-2+----9264.-o+045-026 6 ODE: 4 oz. 290 gr. 

Potassium: DrOMIdEe =: <2-5.13 sates «co.cc atare 2S Cla epsiemerede «eis Gye aS 5 g. 290 er. 

Potassiumnthiocyan ates cere ciei eed Leora nee Re Ooo ee ucherelienenenaie 9 g. 1 oza liber: 

N/E Hal con 0) see eI Some aio ai a ON = ek a URCHIN Goer o in ik 1 gal. 

Development times may be expected to lie in the range from 5 to 8 min. at 65°F. 

All steps of exposure and reversal processing have to fit together closely to form a 

complete reversal system designed to conform to the individual stock processed, hence 

no very exact figures can be given in this rather general discussion. 
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Rapid Processing.—All the formulas considered so far for materials other than 

papers have been designed for developing times of a number of minutes. In some 

cases, it is very desirable to develop the emulsions in much less time and various 

formulas have been worked out to reduce developing times to a minimum. Needless 

to say, such rapid processing methods can rarely be worked out to give the extreme 

activity with as good quality and control as the more usual formulas. Use is made of 

accelerating action of high alkalinity and concentration, so these formulas are not 

particularly economical, but they find a place where rapidity of development is of 

paramount importance. 

One formula is given below: 

No. 23 Rarip DEVELOPER 
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous).................--.-++5- 187.0 g. 1 lb. 9 oz. 

Rinodola@metolvonsElon) pee oe eee oe ee eee eee 21.5 ¢. 2 oz. 375 gr. 

ely ROGUIMNON Ey eerse ns eee ce cae nee lc satis oh uc ous eh es bah Beeteneys 43.0 g. 5 oz. 315 gr. 

Sodmumyphydroxi dessa ny: cs-yoes. ees he = Sok el ose s tees neers 43.0 g. 5 oz. 315 gr. 

AVS. DETER ON Seni sos tocar A oct) Leese ea pnaieauARthavs Bees oe tewe 1 Ile 1 gal. 

The developing time is usually of the order of 11% min. at 65°F. After develop- 
ment a 5 per cent acetic acid stop bath should be used, followed by fixation in hypo 

with good hardening action. 

Physical Development.—The primary distinction between chemical and physical 

development is the source of the silver. In chemical development the silver deposit 

is essentially produced by reduction in situ of the original halide. In physical 

development the silver is originally in the developer itself and deposits out on nucleuses 

to form the final image. The distinction becomes somewhat arbitrary and hard to 

define for a limiting case such that the first action of the developer is to dissolve silver 

halide, thus charging the developer with a soluble silver salt, then subsequent deposit 

from the solution on the nuclei. Probably ordinary development partakes at least 

to some extent of this nature, though the action of depositing silver is probably very 

local in nature and the body of the solution never contains any great quantity of 

silver salts. 

Physical development is of interest for two reasons, as it gives an additional tool 

for the study of the nature of the latent image and as it produces images of unusually 

fine grain under the best conditions. 

Physical development can be carried out after fixation, thus proving that the 

“Jatent image”’ is in reality of quite different nature than the silver halide itself. 
Fixation in a neutral or alkaline hypo solution is more favorable for this effect than 

the use of an acid fixing bath. This may be connected with the fact that acid fixing 

baths tend to attack or dissolve the silver of the developed image. Possibly there is a 

similar solvent action on the minute quantities of whatever material composes the 

‘latent image.”’ The probability of this connection is enhanced by the fact that there 

is other evidence which also indicates that the latent image is silver deposited in 

submicroscopic quantities in the gelatin. 

In handling physical developers difficulty is often experienced, as they tend to 
deposit silver on other surfaces, such as the sides of the dish in which the development 

is taking place. The developing formulas are closely related to baths such as are 

used in silvering mirrors. The difficulties of the process and the very low effective 

emulsion speeds obtained, coupled with the small advantages to be gained, have kept 

physical development in a minor role in photographic processing. 

Some attempts have been made to secure the fine grain rather generally credited to 

physical development without all its attendant disadvantages and uncertainties. 

Some success has been reported, but some others have failed in their attempts to 

obtain similar favorable results. The reasons for these diverse and opposing views 
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have not been established. A procedure recently recommended for physical develop- 

ment before fixation involves the following steps: 

1. Treatment with potassium iodide bath. 

2. Rinse. ; 
. Development in silver-salt bearing physical developer. 

4. Fixation. 

5. Washing and drying. 

The baths suggested are: 

Oo 

For Step 1: 

POtASSIUIN LORIE ears Soest ae ce release Kan oko ares ede daheriepad oicay Beal So aversion 10 g. 1 og. 145 gr. 

Sodiumisulphitel (anhydrous) Pa- eee eo eee hee eee PAS (eZ 3 oz. 145 gr. 

WE CEE DONA ctaccte saci at asec teenies Sek g Dem coe lct sine eyierte eve tee theme ona ik 1 gal. 

For Step 3: 

No. 24 
Srock StnverR SoLutTion 

Sodium thiosulphate (hypo) (erystal)................... 160 g. 1 lb. 5 oz. 145 er. 

Sodiumisniphites(anhydrous) tees cee nee reais 60 g. 8 oz. 

Silver nitrater(Gnystal)memcersce mer pscsesreis cee eee ae ate 16 g. 20z. 58 gr. 

MUR W STDIN oe GC Scho EAE RE PE ee EE REEMA Re C ie 1 gal. 

For use, add 1 part stock silver solution to 4 parts water, and add reducing 

agent as directed below. 

To make up this stock silver solution, dissolve the sodium sulphite in 300 cc. 
(40 oz.) of water, then dissolve the silver nitrate in 100 cc. (16 oz.) of water and add 

to the sulphite solution, stirring until the white curdy precipitate dissolves. Dilute 

the whole to 950 ec. (120 oz.) with water, add the thiosulphate, and stir until complete 

solution is obtained, after which the volume of the solution should be 1 1. (1 gal.). 

Filter through cotton. The solution is fairly stable and keeps well. 

At the time of use of the developer, for each liter of diluted solution add 1.7 g. 
of Amidol, or for each 15 oz. of diluted solution add 12 gr. of Amidol, and stir until 

completely dissolved. The Amidol should not be added to the solution more than 
10 min. before the development is to start. 

With tray development, 35 min. to 1 hr. has been recommended. Metals other 

than stainless steel or chromium plate are to be avoided and hard rubber or bakelite 

is preferred. 
The special silver-bearing developer just described may be used for physical devel- 

opment after fixation if that is attempted. Greatly increased exposures are required 

over those needed with ordinary chemical development. Fixation should be carried 

on in the dark, with rather dilute neutral or alkaline hypo, such as represented by 

the formula below: , 

Sodium: thiosulphate (hypo) (enystal) ho. ose cee cieeionie were ae 45 g. g 6 oz. 

Ammonium hydroxide (sp. gr. 0.90)........ BA str onReG ee Bees 2 ce. 2 fl. dram. 

AWW GOL LOSE fae cvece ek eines ones chee ve oles ares Sete a de eg apa pee eens te er a sees eee owned ] 1 gal. 

The plate is to be removed from the hypo as soon as cleared and washed very 

thoroughly in water after which it may be developed immediately or dried and devel- 

oped later. 
Developers with Special Properties.—During the years of study of developers and 

development, various special effects have been discovered beyond the basic process of 

development. 

Low-sulphite Pyro.—Pyro developers containing little sulphite produce two effects 

aside from the actual development, 7.e., the reduction of the exposed halide of the 

emulsion to silver. They harden the gelatin locally, in the region where the silver 
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deposit occurs, and they leave an insoluble oxidation product of the pyro along with 

the silver image. The existence and extent of this image may be shown by removal 

of the silver after such development. When weak, this is merely the familiar ‘‘pyro 

stain,’ but conditions may be chosen which make this quite a strong brownish image. 

The first of these effects has been used to produce relief images of the type some- 

times used in imbibition printing processes, particularly those used in color processes. 

When the original exposure is made through the transparent emulsion support, 

images can be produced close to that support and differing in thickness, depending 

upon the exposure received. This latter effect, difference in thickness of deposit with 

exposure, is enhanced by using an exposing light to which the emulsion is strongly 

absorbent, thus using the absorption characteristics of the emulsion itself to secure 

relief characteristics for the image; or, alternatively, to use a dyed gelatin to enhance 

the inherent optical absorption of the emulsion and thus enhance the image depth- 

exposure relationship. In either case, after development in the pyro developer 

without sulphite, the soft gelatin above the image which is hardened locally by 

development is washed off by warm water. A relief image thus results, which can be 

used for imbibition transfers and printing. 
Several articles have been written concerning this subject. These formulas are 

taken from a summary in ‘‘The New Photo Miniature,” old series, #207, new series #2, 

July 1935, by A. F. Odell. 

A formula proposed for this hardening effect is: 

No. 25 HarpEeninc Pyro DEVELOPER 
BET OP ear a trae reir Waals eet hee rai reenay cha ycende eoife a taetal nee lay SUES OLY SUIS) Sh SELMER TEE RE 8.2 ¢g. loz. 40 gr. 

(OWVGHEVOIGLE, Gc iteant a eee a MRapaee ane aicecr oan ne Caner CE OR NCH R CRORE REECE Gamat 0.2 g. 12 gr. 

Ota ssiumy DROIT Gee als aise resect) oe ovleionsyias b tueooiiet one Nees) an sites ena hore 4.0 g. 235 er. 

Soaiumephy, GROxd depo css seh energie a ogee oo [eae se ebel =.tolls ededeuseenet com cine dele mee ay es 200 gr. 

Ammvroniuim chlorides seis salsa cs sts cle ee wines Oeele os eee 1.7 g¢. 100 gr. 

Wa Lert Ommemere Ree dcunititete Pana eteye GHA eis eideehalals tee ibials adage yeielosemeks 1 is 1 gal. 

A 2-min. development at 65° has been suggested, followed by a wash at 110 to 

130°F. to remove the soft gelatin. The exposures for this work are made through the 

emulsion support. 

Less practical use has been made of the colored image resulting from the deposit of 

the insoluble oxidation product of pyro along with the silver image. The fact that 

pyro-developed images tend to produce higher printing contrast than more nearly 

neutral-toned images of similar appearance was mentioned before. Some attempts 

have been made to use this color image as a yellow or minus-blue image in color 

photography, but it is not a good yellow, and its use has not been satisfactory. 

Color-forming Developers—A method for producing colored images by color- 

forming developers has been known for many years but has not been used to any 

extent until some of the recent work on color photography. In 1912 some procedures 

were described which resulted in the deposit of a colored compound along with the 

developed silver. In addition to the insoluble pyro oxidation product noted above, 

a wide range of colors can be produced by the use of ‘‘color formers” and color-forming 

developers. The colored deposit is the result of coupling the oxidation product of the 

reducing agent of the developer with a compound which may be in the developer solu- 

tion or in the photographic emulsion itself to form in situ a new insoluble colored com- 

pound. This compound is little in evidence while the silver image is present but is 

very evident upon removing the silver by bleaching, and a very wide range of colors 

may be produced. 

Only a few of the wide range of photographic developing agents lend themselves 

to this work, but a wide range of color formers is known for addition to the developer 

to produce many different shades. The developing agents are: 
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p-Phenylenediamine 

Ethyl! p-phenylenediamine 

Diethyl p-phenylenediamine 

Methyl p-phenylenediamine 

Dimethyl p-phenylenediamine 

These are sometimes supplied as the hydrochloride. 

The methyl compounds are toxic to most people, the mono-compounds frequently 

give poor colors, as does the p-phenylenediamine itself leaving the diethyl p-phenyl- 

enediamine, usually supplied as the hydrochloride, as the most important agent for this 

special field. When this is used as the color-forming developer, a large number of 

compounds can be used to produce colors. A few are listed below: 

For yellows: 

Acetoacet-2,5-dichloranilide 

Acetoacetanilide 

Acetoacet-o-chloroanilide 

For magenta: 

p-Nitrophenylacetonitrile 

1-Phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone 

For blue to blue-green: 

Alpha-naphthol 

o-Hydroxydipheny] 

4-Chlorophenylphenol 

In case commercial use of color formers is contemplated, the patent situation 

should be thoroughly investigated, as many are covered by patents, though the 

patents expired some years ago on the compounds used in the earlier work in this field. 

Color can be produced by the direct development of the latent image, but the 

reducers and formulas used are rather weak as developers; it is somewhat simpler to 

develop and fix the emulsion as usual, then bleach and redevelop in the appropriate 

formula. This redevelopment again deposits the silver image which must be removed 

in turn by additional bleaching and fixation or equivalent steps. 

A typical procedure for producing a colored image in positive motion-picture film 

for example is: 

1. Expose and develop as for any ordinary print. 

2. Rinse, fix, wash, and dry (if desired). 

3. Bleach to silver ferrocyanide in: 

Potassiimelernicyanide..-qsicstaciree ecto oles Don ta et a chores 37.5 2. 5 oz. 

Ammonia (concentrated) sancciiereaiecine aon ieee i ena sian 5.0 ce. ik; cole, 

NUT Aa sg ines ciate Ceseoto og Om FOU Ong. O00. Broa amaIG ChOld.o-b Clo oe ote Chace. eal 1 gal. 

4. Wash thoroughly 

5. Redevelop in: 

Diethyl p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride.................... 3 g. 175 er. 

Sodiumsesulphites (anhydrous) sees eee eee eee ae ere 5 g. 290 er. 

Sodium) carbonate) (monohyarated) hee. > see eae eee 35 g. 4 oz. 290 er. 

N/E Wits) oat 0 nae ee siete SNS Se ee ARTA ARES ot a Oph iG ictsial cio ErRaGES EES Os i 11. 3 1 gal. 

to which the following solution has been added just before use: 

Golor Former sesso hace Rueke Rasa Ae aaa here nee elaine be toes 14-2 g. 15-120 gr. 

FN Keto) 3X0) Le AAR RIS Cao ee aS OCI IT CIS 5 8 oa COUR AIIS SEG bo an. 100 ce. 1214 fl. oz. 
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The solution of diethyl p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride does not keep well, 

hence it should be made up only a short time before use. 

6. Wash 

7. Bleach in the same formula as used for step 3 

8. Wash 
9. Fix in a hypo solution free from acids and sulphites as they bleach many of the 

colors formed. A plain hypo bath of 20 to 30 per cent strength is suitable. 

10. Wash, and dry as usual. 

Extensions and variations of this process are used at present in experimental color 

processes. Accordingly, there is considerable activity in this field and new color 

formers, formulas, and processing methods appear imminent. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

FIXING, WASHING, AND DRYING 

By BrverRtY DupLEY 

In general, the processing of photographic materials subsequent to that of develop- 

ment includes: (1) rinsing the negatives in a short-stop bath to stop development and 

to make the materials acid in order to prevent alkalinization of the fixing bath; (2) 

fixing the material so that the developed latent image may be permanent; (3) washing 

the material to rid it of the fixing solution which, in time, would otherwise stain it; 

and (4) drying. Sometimes one or more of these processes may be omitted. For 

example, short-stop baths are frequently dispensed with by the amateur who processes 

a relatively small quantity of material, and where the element of time is of importance, 

as it is in newspaper work, negatives may be used while they are still wet. But the 

normal procedure follows the processes enumerated above, and these will be dealt with 

in this chapter. : 

Short-stop Baths. Function of the Short-stop Bath.—The short-stop bath has two 

important functions. Its main purpose is to arrest development of the latent image 

after the photographic material is removed from the developer. If some short-stop 

bath is not employed, the film of developer solution adhering to the negative or print 

continues to develop the latent image much the same as if the photographic material 

were permitted to remain in the developing solution. The second purpose of the 

short-stop bath is to prevent the photographic material from carrying alkaline solu- 

tions from the developer into the fixing bath where an excess of alkali renders the fixing 

solution useless. The alkaline solutions which adhere to the film from the developer 

may be partially removed by washing the film thoroughly in water before fixing, but 

removal of the alkali is made much more effective by placing the photographic material 

in a short-stop bath or acid solution before fixing. The use of short-stop baths aids 

in the prevention of fog and developer stains and helps to prevent sludging of the fixing 

bath. If the acid short-stop bath contains hardening ingredients, it is possible to 

eliminate the hardening agents in the fixing bath. 

Desirable Properties of Short-stop Baths.—The desirable properties of short-stop 

baths have been summarized by Crabtree and Russell! in the following manner: 

1. The bath must be distinctly acid and to be efficient must remain acid during the 

life of the fixing bath. Although the stop bath must be sufficiently acid to insure long 

life, when the film leaves the bath, it is more or less acid and will therefore increase the 

free-acid content of the fixing bath which in turn will increase the tendency of the 

latter to sulphurize. The choice of acids therefore depends upon the propensity of 

the acid to precipitate sulphur in a hypo solution. 

2. A stop bath should not be sufficiently acid to cause blisters, and the limit of 

acidity in this case is much less than in the ease of a fixing bath because the alkalinity 

of the film is much greater when removed from the developer than after a slight rinse 

and previous to the immersion in the fixing bath. 

1CrapTreEE, J. I., and H. D. Russeuy, Some Properties of Chrome Alum Stop Baths and Fixing 

Baths, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 14 (No. 5), 483-512 (1930). 
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3. A hardening stop bath should have properties similar to those of a plain acid | 

stop bath and in addition should produce satisfactory hardening throughout its life. 

Since the hardening produced by alum mixtures varies with the quantity of developer 

or alkali added, it is apparent that an acid hardening stop bath will not produce 

uniform hardening except for a limited time unless it is suitably revived. 

Composition of Stop Baths.—The composition of a number of suitable stop baths is 

given in Table I. The chemicals should be mixed in the order in which they are given. 

The 28 per cent acetic acid required for one of these stop baths may be made from 

glacial acetic acid by diluting 3 parts of glacial acetic acid with 8 parts of water. 

TaBLE J.—ComposiITIion oF Stor BaTuHs 

Nonhardening Hardening 

Constituents 

i 2 3 | 4 51 | 6 

ReconmrendedetOr..sscios «tele we erehorsie oie es rar Plates Bromide prints Films and plates 

Sodium sulphate, k.<<s so 4 bese: e eect swe 192 

Sulphuric yacra sy CCr acc: see S eiery Sloe eie else eas 83.5 

@hromeralwn seo sore akeweres eve seeeectie gesieds oil che wees Rese mM oieon hs es 20 

Sodimibisulphites fae oe alate eles sve «ell! Sele acts ele Se Phe 20 

Acetic acid (28 per cent), ce..............| «2... Bei 48 38.5 

Potassium metabisulphide, g............./ ..... 50 

Potassium chrome alum, g..............-| wees sche gene Rhee dgdined 30 

Wiaitermitormalces Wi yarho0 pene nteieceecsiedois emia“ 1.0 1.0 10) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1 Does not keep well. 

With the acetic acid stop bath, negatives or prints should be immersed in the stop 

bath for about 5 sec. before fixing. 

The potassium chrome alum stop bath is especially suitable for use in hot weather. 

When immersed in this hardening stop bath the negatives should be agitated for the 

first 30 or 40 sec. They should remain in this bath for 3 min. Agitation of the film 

assists in the prevention of blisters due to the decomposition of carbonate in the 

developer by the chrome alum and prevents stains due to the precipitation of chro- 

mium hydroxide by the alkali of the developer. This bath may require frequent 

renewal, 
Processing Conditions.—To reduce to a minimum all tendency toward reticulation 

or uneven swelling of the gelatin, it is desirable that all processing solutions be main- 

tained at the same temperatures. Since the temperature at which the processing 

solutions are used is usually determined by the temperature of satisfactory operation 

of the developer, which is usually between 65 to 70°F., it is desirable that the stop 

baths be used in this temperature range. The potassium chrome alum stop bath, 

however, may be used at temperatures considerably above this if it becomes necessary 

to operate with warmer solutions. 

It is advisable to agitate the photographic materials immediately upon immersion 

in the stop bath. 
The stop bath should be discarded when a sludge forms either in the bath or on the 

films or, in the case of hardening baths, when the bath fails to harden the gelatin 

emulsion. Some revival of baths may be accomplished by adding sufficient acid to 

maintain the original acidity. In many cases however, it will be more satisfactory 
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to replace the exhausted solution with a new one, rather than to attempt to replenish 

it by the addition of acid. 

Most developers contain carbonates which may be decomposed by the acid in the 

stop bath with the liberation of carbon dioxide. The evolution of carbon dioxide is 

prone to cause the emulsion to blister, especially if the materials are not agitated upon 

immersion in the stop bath. It may, therefore, be good practice to rinse the films or 

prints for a few seconds in clear water before placing them in the stop bath in order to 

remove as much of the developer as possible. This procedure will, however, dilute the 

stop bath. 

Since the stop bath prevents development, no harm will be done if the films or 

prints are left in the stop bath until it is convenient to transfer them to the fixing 

solution. This procedure may be convenient where a small quantity of work is being 

done, since it permits the operator to prevent contamination of the developer with 

hypo which might be picked up on the fingers from the fixing solution. 

Fixing. Purpose of Fixing.—After development of the photosensitive material 

(either film, plate, or paper) the emulsion contains the metallic silver image which has 

been reduced from a silver halide during the process of development; it also contains 

grains of silver halide which have not been acted upon by light during exposure and 

which, consequently, have not been changed to metallic silver during development. 

This remaining silver salt is still sensitive to hight, even if the photosensitive material 

is desensitized, and the salt will therefore ultimately become dark and mask the image. 

To prevent this action from taking place and to assure that the image will remain 

permanent, a fixing bathisemployed. “Permanance of the image may be accomplished 

either by (1) rendering the unexposed silver salt as permanent as the metallic silver 

and preventing its subsequent exposure or by (2) dissolving away the salt from the 

metallic silver image. In practice the latter method is universally employed. 

The silver salts for which the fixing bath must be solvent are silver chloride, silver 

bromide, and silver iodide. Silver bromide is the most common, although all three 

may be present. All three of these halides are soluble in potassium cyanide (KCN), 

ammonium hydroxide (NH,OH), and sodium thiosulphite (Na2S2O0;), but not all 

these solvents are suitable for ordinary photographic work. Potassium cyanide, for 

example, is highly poisonous, has a softening effect on the gelatin and is also a solvent 

for metallic silver. Ammonium hydroxide produces the objectionable and pungent 

odor of ammonia (NH;). Sodium thiosulphite, commonly known as ‘‘hypo”’ from its 

other chemical name, sodium hyposulphite, is the only other alternative of the com- 

monly available materials and is used almost exclusively in photographic fixing baths. 

Chemistry of Fixing.—The chemistry of fixation, like practically all photographic 

chemistry, is rather involved and highly complicated, especially since many chemical 

compounds may be formed during the fixing process. No attempt will be made to 

indicate in any detail the possible chemical reactions which are thought to take place; 

an equation or two indicating the rationale of the essential operations may not, how- 

ever, be entirely out of order. 

The exposed and developed, but unfixed, photographic material contains deposits 

of metallic silver (Ag) as well as of silver halide which we may designate as AgY, if we 

understand the symbol Y to represent the appropriate halogen, usually bromide. 

Thus the developed film contains the compounds Ag + AgY, and it is desired to 

remove the halide leaving only the metallic silver. If the developed film is immersed 

in a solution of sodium thiosulphate NaS.O;, the chemical reactions may be 

described as 

3Ag + 3AgY + X Na2S203 = 3Ag +b 3NaY + NasAg3(S2Os)4 + 

(X — 4)NaS20; (1) 
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The first term on the right side of the equation represents the metallic silver which 
remains on the photographic film and is unaffected (for the most part!) by the sodium 

thiosulphate. The two middle terms represent compounds in solution in the hypo 

bath, while the last term shows how much hypo remains. Several silver-sodium 

thiosulphate compounds beside that shown are possible, and itis probable that a 

number of different ones coexist in equilibrium in the solution. Which particular 

compounds are present depends upon the concentration of silver or upon the exhaus- 

tion of thesolution. A highly exhausted hypo bath may contain an appreciable quan- 

tity of NaAgS.O;, which is only slightly soluble and somewhat unstable. Because 

of the low solubility, this compound will be difficult to wash out from the film. It is 

also unstable and may break down to form silver sulphide (Ag2S), which produces 

stains. It is important to observe that the amount of fresh hypo solution has been 

reduced from X Na2S:0; to (X — 4)Na2S20;, so that it will be less effective in subse- 

quent fixations than in the original bath. 

If only metallic silver and silver halide were brought over into the fixing solution, as 

indicated in the equation above, sodium thiosulphate would be a satisfactory solvent 

for the halide and would be a suitable fixing solution. However, the film carries over 

into the fixing solution a certain amount of the developer solution. The developer 

solution in the hypo oxidizes, and the oxidation products produce stains. This 

situation may be prevented through the use of a stop bath or, if this is not convenient, 

by adding-.to the fixing bath some substance which prevents the oxidation of the 

developer solution in the fixing bath, as well as an acid to neutralize the alkalinity 

of the developer. The addition of the acid (which is usually sodium sulphite) in the 

fixing bath also aids in preventing oxidation of the developing agent. 

While fixing baths containing the silver halide solvent (hypo), an oxidation 

preventive (sodium sulphite) and an acid or acid sulphite (such as acetic acid or 

sodium bisulphite) produce a suitable fixing solution, a hardening agent is also usually 

added. This is desirable because the hardened film is not so easily damaged in 

handling and in subsequent operations as a nonhardened film. The three most impor- 

tant gelatin hardeners are: (1) potassium alum [K2SO,-Al(SO,);-24H,O]; (2) chrome 

alum [K»SO.-Cro(SOx4)3-24H2O]; and (8) formalin, which is a 40 per cent solution of 

- formaldehyde (HCHO) in water. 

Unless a stop bath is employed, free acid in a fixing bath is a necessity to prevent 

stains due to oxidation of the developer in the fixing bath. So far as the neutraliza- 

tion of the alkalinity of the developer is concerned, any acid might be used. Prac- 

tically, however, the use of a strong acid results in the liberation of sulphur which in 

turn reacts with metallic silver to produce stains of silver sulphide, according to the 

equations: 

9Ag +S = AgsS (3) 

Mechanism of Fixing.—In a given period of time and with active agitation of a 

fresh fixing bath whose volume is large compared to that of the material being fixed, 

a certain portion of the silver bromide originally present in the photosensitive material 

will be dissolved. In the next unit of time the same fraction of the silver which 

remains after the end of the first time interval will be dissolved, and so on. In time 

intervals of the same duration the same fraction of the remaining silver will be dis- 

solved. The amount of silver dissolved in each time interval will decrease with time. 

The dissolving of the silver bromide is therefore a geometric or exponential process 

1See Russewy, H. D., and J. I. Cranrrer, The Reducing Action of Fixing Baths on the Silver 

Image, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 18 (No. 3), 371-397 (1932), for a study of deviations from this 

general statement. 
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rather than an arithmetic one. Since a certain fraction rather than a certain amount 

of the silver bromide is dissolved in each time interval, it is theoretically impossible 
for all the bromide to become dissolved, although the amount remaining undissolved 

may be made as small as may be desired by leaving the photographic material 

immersed in the fixing bath for a sufficiently long period of time. 

Quantitatively, the amount of silver bromide left in the negative at any time can 

be computed.in terms of the original amount of silver bromide when the law expressing 

the rate of dissolution is known. If the temperature and concentration of the fixing 

bath are maintained constant, the rate at which the silver bromide dissolves is (at 

least for a first approximation) proportional to the original amount of the salt and is 

also proportional to (1 — k) where k is the fraction of the bromide dissolved in unit 

time. If S is the amount of the salt (silver bromide) remaining after any time ¢, the 

rate at which the silver bromide dissolves is expressed by the equation 

dS oS (4) 

where A is a constant which depends upon the units used and is to be determined 

experimentally. By separating the variables, integrating, and transforming from the 

logarithmic to the exponential form, the amount of undissolved salt S at any time ¢ 

is given by the expression 

S= e-AU-ht > (5) 

The factor k& is termed the velocity constant of fixation and depends upon the 

temperature and concentration of the fixing bath. It is dependent upon the amount 

of silver bromide and the condition of the gelatin, although, for a given set of condi- 

tions, & is larger for chloride than for bromide emulsions, so that the latter would 

require a somewhat longer time for the same proportion of bromide to become dissolved. 

From a theoretical point of view, an infinitely long time would be required to 

dissolve out completely all the bromide in a negative or plate. However, it is desirable 

to know at least approximately what length of time will be required to fix the photo- 

graphic materials satisfactorily from a practical point of view. From the formulas 

which have already been developed, it can be shown that the time of fixing is 

= Ss 
t= Ad ae ky log. =) (6) 

where S. = the amount of bromide left undissolved at the end of the fixing time; 

S;,= the amount of bromide originally present. 

Since this equation involves the ratio of S. to Si, we may determine the time of fixing 

for the bromide to be reduced to any fraction of its original value. A common prac- 

tice in photography is to determine the “‘time of clearing”’ of a negative and to use this 

as the minimum time of fixation. The clearing time is that required for the negative 

to become free from its opalescence. It is claimed by Warwick! that from 5 to 12.5 per 

cent of the bromide remains undissolved when the negative is just cleared of its 

opalescence. If we use a value of 10 per cent as representing an average value, then 

S2/S; = 0.1 and log. (S2/S;) = —2.3026. Thus the time of clearing is 

2.3026 

ss TAR) me 
The equations developed may be regarded as giving some insight into the mecha- 

nism of operation of the fixing bath. As a general rule, the temperature and concen- 

1 Warwick, W. A., The Laws of Fixation, Am. Phot., November, 1918. 
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tration of the fixing baths used in practice vary so widely throughout their life that 

an evaluation of the constants is likely to be merely of academic interest. 

So far as the physical action and effects taking place are concerned, the rate of 

fixation is determined largely by the penetration of the sodium thiosulphate through 

the film, because the chemical action takes place rapidly compared with the rate of 

penetration of the hypo. Of course, the rate of fixing depends upon the agitation of 

the fixing solution over the photosensitive material, as well as the freshness of the 

fixing solution. If agitation is lacking, the rate of fixing will be less than that which 

might otherwise be expected. In an unagitated fixing bath the chemical reactions 

take place only at the surface of the material, and any additional removal of silver 

halide then becomes dependent upon the relatively slow process of diffusion rather 

than upon mere solubility. 

Requirements of a Fixing Bath—To be perfectly satisfactory, a fixing bath should 

fulfill the following six requirements: 

1. Throughout its life, the fixing bath should dissolve the silver halide from the 

emulsion without staining the photographic material. 

2. The fixing bath should not precipitate sulphur, even when used at fairly high 

temperatures. 

3. Throughout its useful life, the fixing bath should not precipitate aluminum 

sulphate. 

4. The bath should not produce blisters in the gelatin coating of the film. 

5. The fixing bath should provide a satisfactory degree of hardening. 

6. The fixing bath should be economical, 7.e., its cost in terms of the amount of 

material fixed should be as low as possible. 

Uneven stains are objectionable because of the denser image they produce in the 

final print. Uniform, colored stains may not be injurious in a negative from which 

positive prints are to be made. They may be objectionable in positive motion-picture 

film or in paper prints. 

If the second requirement is not met, more or less colloidal sulphur will be pre- 

cipitated in the gelatin of the film. The precipitated sulphur cannot be removed by 

washing, since sulphur is insoluble in water; it will, however, combine with the silver 

of the fixed negative, ultimately causing silver sulphide stains and fading of the image. 

A precipitate of aluminum sulphite forms when the fixing bath becomes neutralized 

by the alkaline of the developer which is carried over into the fixing bath. The 

aluminum sulphite occurs as a reaction of the alum hardening agent with the alkaline 

sulphite preservative. 

Blisters are usually anedluced | in the fixing bath by the too rapid formation of carbon 

dioxide gas. Bubbles or gas pockets of carbon dioxide may then form within the 

gelatin layer which may finally break. The carbon dioxide is formed by the carbonate 

of the developer carried over into the fixing bath reacting with the acid of the acid 

hardening fixing solution. 

Hardening is useful primarily to retard the swelling of the gelatin coating so that 

the film may be dried more rapidly than if it is not hardened. In unswollen and 

hardened film a minimum of water is present, and consequently drying may proceed 

rapidly. Hardened films may also be dried at higher temperature than unhardened 

film without the potential danger of softening or melting the gelatin coating. Harden- 

ing may not be required if the gelatin does not swell so much during the processing 

that the film may be handled and dried satisfactorily. However, the hardening agent 

may be conveniently added to the fixing bath so easily that it is worth while to employ 

the hardener as a safeguard. 

Classification of Fixing Baths.—Several types of fixing baths are in common use 
and may be classified as follows: 
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1. Nonhardening fixing baths 

a. Plain hypo baths 

b. Acid hypo baths 

2. Acid hardening fixing baths 

The purpose of the plain hypo fixing bath is simply to dissolve the silver halide 

from the emulsion so that the sensitized grains will not be subject to exposure after 

development and thereby ultimately stain the photographic material. Acid fixing 

baths fulfill the same purpose, but, in addition, the acid neutralizes the alkali which is 

carried over from the developer into the fixing bath so that the fixing bath may be 

used over a longer period of time. The purpose of the acid hardening fixing bath, 

which is probably the most convenient and frequently used form of bath, is (1) to 

dissolve the silver halide, (2) to neutralize the alkali carried over from the developer 

into the fixing bath by the photographie material, and (3) to harden the emulsion so 

that it is easier to manipulate without danger of damaging it. A definite quantity of 

acid hardener is added to a specified amount of plain hypo solution to prevent troubles 

which might otherwise arise during the process of fixation. 

After the negative or positive has been developed the desired length of time, it is 

necessary to stop development promptly. One method of accomplishing this is to 

remove the photographic material from the developing solution and rinse it in clear 

water which dilutes the developer clinging to the photographic material and con- 

sequently removes most of the adhering developing solution. However, this rinsing 

is never sufficiently complete to stop development entirely as some of the developer 

remains in the pores of the gelatin coating. If the photographic material is rinsed in 

an acid bath instead of in clear water, the acid will neutralize the alkali of the developer 

so that development can no longer continue. The immediate stopping of development 

eliminates stains which might otherwise appear on negatives and prints if only a 2 plain 

solution of sodium thiosulphate were used in the fixing bath. 

The alkali in the developer, which is added to energize the developing agent, 

softens the gelatin of the emulsion, thereby rendering the photographic material 

more susceptible to damage. The acid hardener is consequently added to counteract 

this effect by hardening the emulsion. White or potassium alum is frequently used 

as a hardening agent. It has, however, a limited hardening effect on the gelatin 

which, under certain conditions, is not sufficient to prevent softening of the gelatin at 

moderately high temperatures. Where greater hardening action is required, chrome 

alum is employed. Formalin or formaldehyde has even greater hardening effect than 

chrome alum. Consequently chrome alum or formalin hardeners are employed where 

considerable hardening is required or where the amount of hardening provided by 

potassium alum is insufficient. 

To keep down the amount of oxidation which occurs during the fixing process, a 

preservative is added to the acid hardener. The purpose of this preservative is to 

inhibit the formation of sulphur, thereby eliminating (or at least reducing) the tendency 

for the formation of silver sulphide which turns brown and stains the negatives or 

prints. The preservative usually added is sodium sulphite. The preservative action 

is greater when the fixing bath is maintained slightly acid. 
Plain Fixing Baths.—A plain solution of sodium thiosulphite will dissolve the silver 

halide grains in the developed emulsion and will, consequently, accomplish fixing, 
provided little or none of the developing solution is carried over into the fixing bath 

by the photographie materials. If a plain fixing bath is used, it is desirable, either 

to wash the film thoroughly between development and fixing in a bath of clear water, 

or to neutralize the alkali of the developer through the use of an acid stop bath or 

rinse between development and fixing. When the latter procedure is employed, some 

sodium sulphite must be added to the fixing bath in order to prevent sulphurization 
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of the hypo bath by the acid carried from the stop bath into the fixing bath. If these 

precautions are not taken and the photographic materials are delivered to the fixing 

bath directly from the developer solution, the fixing bath soon becomes discolored 

from the oxidized developer, and these oxidized products stain the negatives and 

prints. With a warm fixing bath a tendency exists for the gelatin to swell and to 

become soft, which may easily result in frilling, reticulation, melting of the emulsion 

from the gelatin base or other difficulties. 

The only problem likely to arise in the determination of the composition of a plain 

fixing bath is that of determining optimum concentration. Various investigations 

indicate that the maximum speed of fixing occurs when the hypo concentration is 

about 30 to 40 per cent. 

Acid Hardening Fixing Baths.—A good summary of the properties and character- 

istics of acid hardening fixing baths has been given by Crabtree and Hartt! from which 

the following material is taken. 

An acid hardening fixing bath contains the following ingredients: (1) a silver 

halide solvent, (2) an antistaining agent, (3) a preservative or sulphurization inhibitor, 

and (4) a hardening agent. 

Although many solvents of silver halides are available, the most satisfactory for 

fixing purposes are sodium and ammonium thiosulphates. A solution of ammonium 

thiosulphate of given concentration fixes more rapidly than a corresponding solution 

of sodium thiosulphate, but ammonium thiosulphate is more expensive, and commer- 

cial grades are apt to contain free sulphur. For most purposes sodium thiosulphate 

fixes sufficiently rapidly and is entirely satisfactory. 

Practically any acid will function as an antistaining agent because it has merely to 

neutralize the alkali in the developer carried over by the films and thereby retard 

oxidation of the developing agent. Organic acids are more suitable than inorganic 

acids because they are less dissociated and therefore have a correspondingly smaller 

tendency to precipitate sulphur from the fixing solution. Acetic acid has been found 

to be the most generally efficient for use in fixing baths, but much is still desired, from 

the standpoint of a perfect acid, for this purpose. 

It is imperative, when compounding an acid fixing bath, to have a quantity of 

free acid present to prevent discoloration of the bath by developer oxidation products 

and to prevent the precipitation of the hardening agents by the alkali in the developer. 

This free acid tends to cause precipitation of sulphur from the hypo especially at 

temperatures above 70°F. It is therefore necessary to add some substance which will 

prevent the precipitation of sulphur without impairing the antistaining properties of 

the acid. 
Two types of substances act in this manner. ‘The first of these consists of the 

alkaline sulphites of which sodium sulphite is the most common. Since hypo decom- 

poses in the presence of acid to form sodium sulphite and sulphur, it is considered that 

the addition of sulphite to an acid fixing bath retards the decomposition of the hypo 

because it tends to reverse the action by virtue of its mass action. 

The second type of preservative consists of the alkali salts of organic acids which 

are commonly referred to as buffer salts; sodium acetate is a typical example. The 

effect of this type of substance is to buffer or reduce the hydrogen-ion concentration 

of the acid employed below the limits at which sulphur is precipitated from hypo by 

acids. 
The hardening of gelatin may be either temporary or permanent. Temporary 

hardening agents raise the melting point and prevent the swelling of the gelatin only 

while the gelatin is in contact with the hardening solution. A concentrated solution 

1 CRABTREE, J. I., and H. A. Hartt, Some Properties of Fixing Baths, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 

13 (No. 38), 364-405 (1929). 
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of sodium sulphate is a typical temporary hardener. The hardening produced by 

such substances is reversible, 7z.e., gelatin will subsequently absorb water and swell. 

Permanent hardening is characterized by a reduced absorption of water (swelling) 

by the gelatin during subsequent washing. Various materials may be used for 

permanently hardening gelatin, such as formalin, quinone, tannin, organic developer 

oxidation products, and certain inorganic compounds. Formalin, quinone, and 

developer oxidation products harden gelatin only in alkaline or neutral solutions, 

and their application is therefore limited to use in developers or to hardening of com- 

pletely washed film. 

Of the inorganic compounds, the salts of iron, chromium, and aluminum exert the 

most powerful hardening action on the gelatin. Salts of aluminum are, perhaps, the 

most satisfactory hardeners because they are colorless, are readily soluble in water, 

and do not form colored compounds with the common developing agents, either in 

acid or alkaline solutions, but they give satisfactory hardening provided the wash 

water is not above 75 to 80°F. Sodium and potassium alum are equally efficient, but 

with the ammonium alum an evolution of ammonia takes place after the fixing bath 

becomes alkaline, and this tends to produce dichroic fog. 

Composition of Fixing Baths.—By way of summary it may be stated that (1) plain 

fixing baths contain only a solvent for the unexposed silver halide grains, (2) acid 

nonhardening fixing baths contain the silver halide solvent as well as an acid anti- 

staining agent and preservative or sulphurization inhibitor, while (3) acid hardening 

baths contain a gelatin hardening agent in addition to the ingredients already enumer- 

ated for (2). c 

The following tabulation shows some of the materials which have been used in 

fixing baths of the various types enumerated: 

1. Silver solvent: 
Sodium thiosulphate (sodium hyposulphate, or “hypo’’) 

Ammonium thiosulphate 

2. Antistaining agent. Practically any acid may be used, although organic acids are 

preferred because they show less dissociation. Suitable antistaining agents are: 

Acetic acid 

Citric acid 

Tartaric acid 

Oxalic acid 
Lactic acid 

Malic acid 

Maleic acid 

Sodium sulphite 

Sulphuric acid 

Sodium bisulphite 

Potassium metabisulphite 

3. Preservative or sulphurization inhibitor . 

Alkaline sulphites (sodium sulphite, for example) 

Alkaline salts (sodium acetate, for example) 

4. Gelatin-hardening agents 

- Potassium alum 

Chrome alum 

Sodium sulphate (temporary hardener) 

Formalin (formaldehyde) 

Quinone in alkaline or neutral solutions only 

Tannin 

{acid salts 
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The composition of fixing baths recommended for various purposes is given in 

Table II. No effort has been made to include all the fixing baths which have been 

published from time to time, but the solutions given are representative of current 

practice. The baths are divided into three main groups, according to whether they 

are plain fixing baths, acid nonhardening fixing baths, or acid fixing baths. Under 

these main groupings, the baths are further classified according to the use or special 

property for which they are recommended. 

The plain fixing baths, 1 and 2, are simple nonhardening baths. They are suitable 

for use where the films are washed in a stop bath or in fresh water between develop- 

ment and fixing. The baths differ only in concentration of hypo, and the two con- 

centrations given represent approximately the extreme concentrations encountered in 

practice for baths of this type. 

Baths 3 to 6 inclusive are acid nonhardening baths which are suitable for plates, 

films, or prints. 

Baths 7 and 8 are recommended for films, while bath 9 has been suggested as being 

especially suitable for slides. The sodium sulphite is first dissolved in about 50 ce. 

and the hydrochloric acid is added. The hypo is dissolved in about 900 ce. of 

water, and, when it has completely dissolved, the first solution is added to the hypo 

solution and the volume brought up to 1 1. 

Baths 10 and 11 have been recommended for prints where a nonhardening bath is 

suitable. 

Acid hardening fixing baths (12 and beyond) are the most suitable for general use 

as the processes of fixing and hardening are combined in a single bath operation. The 

first three baths under this classification are suitable for films, plates, or papers. 

Bath 12 is a potassium alum bath. Bath 17 keeps indefinitely before using and there- 

fore can be made up in advance of use; it can also be used repeatedly. Since it becomes 

gradually alkaline with the addition of developer to the fixing solution, the bath should 

be discarded when it becomes frothy. One pint should fix fifty 4- by 5-in. prints. 

Although listed here as especially suitable for motion-picture work, No. 15 is an 

acid hardening bath suitable for all professional films and plates. Bath 16 has the 

advantage of having the lowest effect on reduction of the silver image of a wide number 

of fixing solutions investigated by Russell and Crabtree (see page 378). Bath 18isa 

chrome alum fixing bath for professional plates and films, as well as for motion-picture 

work. Since chrome alum baths often lose their hardening properties within a few 

days after their preparation, either with use or without, a fresh bath should be pre- 

pared immediately before using. There is a tendency for scum to form in old baths, 

but this scum may be removed by swabbing the surface of the film with cotton. For 

bath 20 the hypo should be dissolved in one-half the required volume of water. The 

sodium sulphite, acetic acid, boric acid, and potassium alum should then be added 

in the order given here, after which the volume of solution is brought up to 1 1. by 

adding the proper amount of water. This bath contains a minimum amount of sul- 

phite, so that sulphurization will not occur within a period of 3 or 4 weeks when the 

temperature is 70°F. If the bath temperature rises above 70°F., double the amount of 

sulphite indicated may be used. Bath 21 is a suitable chrome alum fixing bath for 

motion-picture work. It does not harden the film excessively but maintains its 

hardening properties on keeping. The bath does not sludge with the addition of a 

relatively large amount of developing solution and, if the temperature does not exceed 

70°F., will not sulphurize in less than 4 weeks. 
Bath 22, suitable for paper prints, has an exceedingly long hardenine sludge life, 

and produces considerable hardening of paper prints. This borax bath has been found 

to have a hardening life approximately four times that of bath 17 and a sludge life five 

times as long. 
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Fixing solutions suitable for tropical processing, or where the temperature of the 

solutions cannot be reduced to 70°F., are given in baths 24 to 26 inclusive. Bath 24 

has considerable hardening action and will keep a week at 100°F., although it has not 

the keeping properties of the ordinary acid fixing and hardening baths. Bath 25 isa 

chrome alum fixing bath recommended for tropical processing where the temperature 

does not exceed 95°F. Bath 26 is a formalin solution for tropical development. The 

hypo should be dissolved in about half the required volume of water. The sodium 

sulphite and formalin should be added in that order, and the solution made up to 1 1. 

by the addition of the proper amount of water. The bath keeps well, although a 

harmless milky precipitate may form. The fumes of the formalin (40 per cent 

formaldehyde) are irritating, and for this reason formalin should be kept in closed 

containers as much as possible. 

A fixing bath for prints or film, which, it is claimed, will completely fix in 2 min., is 

given as bath 27. The bath should be kept at 70°F. and should be made just prior to 

use as it does not keep well. 

Another fixing bath suitable for rapid fixing is bath 28. 

Practical Considerations in Fixing.—The rate at which photographic materials are 

fixed depends upon (1) the nature of the emulsion, (2) the concentration and com- 

position of the fixing bath, (8) the degree of exhaustion or the extent to which the 

fixing solution has been used, (4) the rate of agitation of the photographic material 

in the rinse and fixing baths, and (5) the temperature of the solution. 

In general, coarse-grained emulsions are fixed more slowly than those whose 

emulsions contain fine grains of silver halide. Likewise a film having a thin emulsion 

coating fixes more rapidly than one having a heavy, thick coating. Negative mate- 

rials, particularly fast plates and films, contain some silver iodide which dissolves more 

slowly than the bromide, and this is another contributing factor to the relatively slow 

fixing of fast coarse-grained emulsions. In practice, the maximum time required to 

completely clear the film of its opalescence is about 10 to 15 min.; if the film takes 

more than this time to clear, it is usually economical to prepare a fresh fixing solution, 
even though the fixing solution may not be completely exhausted and would still be 

capable of fixing the material in 20 to 30 min. For negative materials, the time of 

fixing is often taken as twice the time required for the film to become completely 

cleared of its opalescence. 

Printing papers may be completely fixed in about 1 min., provided the paper is 

thoroughly agitated in a fresh fixing solution and the free flow of the fixing bath around 

the print is not inhibited by the presence of other prints. In actual practice, however, 

the prints are not usually very well agitated in the fixing bath, and it is difficult to 

prevent two or more prints from adhering together. For this reason a longer time of 

fixation is required. 

For a given emulsion and temperature, the time of fixation of a fresh hypo solution 

depends upon the concentration of the sodium thiosulphate, as shown in Fig. 1. From 

these curves, which are also representative of those obtained for other emulsions, it is 

seen that the optimum concentration is not extremely critical. Negative film fixes 

most rapidly when the concentration is 400 g. of hypo per liter, so that 40 per cent is 

the optimum solution. The motion-picture positive film is fixed most quickly in a 

30 per cent solution. Most of the fixing baths are made with a concentration varying 

from 200 to 400 g. of hypo per liter of solution. Unless rapid fixation is required for 

some particular purpose, a 30 per cent solution will be found satisfactory for practically 

all purposes. 
As the same fixing bath is used repeatedly, the rate of fixation continually decreases. 

The falling off of fixation rate is due to (1) dilution of the bath as a result of the addi- 

tion of developer or rinse water, as well as the removal of hypo to the wash water 
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when the films are changed from one solution to another; (2) the removal of thio- 

sulphate ions by virtue of the formation of complex silver thiosulphate ions as men- 

tioned on page 380; and (3) the accumulation of sodium iodide resulting from the 

conversion of the silver iodide of the emulsion to silver thiosulphate. It is, of course, 

possible to revive the bath by the addition of hypo, but, as stated above, it is usually 

good economy to replace the fixing bath with fresh solution when negatives require 

more than 10 to 15 min. to clear. 

The rate of agitation of the photographic material in the fixing solution has an 

important bearing on the speed with which photographic materials are fixed. Experi- 

ments by Crabtree and Hartt! indicate that if the time of fixing films without agitation 

is taken as 100 per cent, the time of fixation when agitation is made every 30 sec. may 
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Fic. 1.—Clearing time of plain fixing bath for various temperatures and concentrations. 

reduce this time to 80 per cent. The time of fixation may be reduced to from 88 to 

60 per cent with continuous agitation, whereas, when brush treatment is used, the 

fixing time may be from 75 to 50 per cent of the time required without agitation, 

depending upon the emulsion and the solution employed. 

Figure 1 also shows the effect of temperature upon the fixing time. For motion- 

picture negative film, Fig. 1 shows that with a 30 per cent solution the fixing time is 

decreased from about 3.75 to approximately 2 min. as the temperature is raised from 

55 to 75°F. For a 40 per cent solution, the fixing time is decreased from 3 to 2 min. 

for the same temperature change. For positive film, an increase in temperature of 

from 55 to 75°F. reduces the fixing time from 50 to 80 see. for a 30 per cent fixing 

solution. From the shape of the curves it is evident that the fixing time is approxi- 

mately inversely proportional to the temperature of the bath for the range of tem- 
peratures normally encountered. For minimum fixing time, it is therefore advisable 

not to use the fixing solution too cold. At elevated temperatures, however, the 

1 CRABTREE, J. I., and H. A. Harrr, Some Properties of Fixing Baths, Trans. Soc. Motion Picture 

Engrs., 13 (No. 38), 364-405 (1929). 
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gelatin may become softened, and other undesirable effects may take place. It is a 

good rule to keep the fixing bath between 65 and 70°F. The fixing bath should not 
be colder than 60°F. 

A practical problem in the use of fixing baths is the determination of their exhaus- 

tion point. As the hypo bath is used, two important changes take place. First of all, 

the sodium thiosulphate is gradually used up in dissolving the unexposed grains of 

silver halide from the developed emulsion. With the decreasing amount of thiosul- 

phate available for dissolving the silver salt, the time of fixing grows longer until 

finally the point is reached where the time of fixation exceeds the practical limit for 

efficient or economic fixing. The second change which occurs is a gradual diminution 

of the acidity of the fixing bath as a result of alkali being introduced into the bath 

from the developer. The hardening properties of the bath usually decrease fairly 

rapidly, and, when the acidity is below a certain point (usually near the neutral point), 

the bath is rendered useless by the formation of a sludge of aluminum sulphite which 

destroys the hardening properties of the bath. Consequently the bath should be 

discarded when the time of fixation becomes excessive, the practical limit usually being 

set at 10 to 15 min., or upon the formation of a precipitate of aluminum sulphite. 

The bath should also be discarded if it becomes dark or discolored and stains the 

negatives or prints, if it becomes frothy, or if the bath sulphurizes. 

A simple method of determining whether or not a fixing bath has been exhausted is 

to immerse a test strip of film in the fixing solution until cleared of opalescence. The 

strip is then washed thoroughly in running water, after which it is immersed in a 

1 to 3 per cent solution of sodium sulphide. If the test strip remains clear, the fixing 

bath may be regarded as satisfactory. However, if the test strip becomes colored 

brown or yellow, this discoloration is an indication that the soluble halides have not 

been entirely dissolved in the fixing bath, and consequently a new solution should be 

prepared. Slght changes in discoloration may be observed if only one-half of the 

test strip is treated in this manner; the untreated portion then acts as a control. 

For purposes of economy and rapidity in fixation, the practice followed by some 

commercial firms, of using two fixing baths in cascade, has much to recommend it. 

The film or print is placed first in a partially exhausted fixing bath where it is 

permitted to remain about 5 min., after which it is removed to a fresh fixing solution. 

When the first bath is exhausted, it is replaced by the second, and the second bath is, 

of course, replaced by a freshly compounded solution. The use of two baths insures 

more rapid fixing of the film than can be accomplished through the use of only one 

bath. Moreover, in being transferred to the second bath, the films do not carry over 

any alkali from the developer, but only the partially exhausted fixing solution. Con- 

sequently, the life of the second bath is longer than if the first or buffer bath were not 

employed. Another advantage of the use of two fixing baths is that, if the hardening 

properties of the first bath are impaired, the second bath may be used to provide the 

necessary amount of hardening. 

Precautions should be taken to see that the first fixing bath does not produce 

dichroic fog, stains, or discolorations, since these will not be removed in the second 

bath. Both fixing baths should be maintained acid and should be discarded when 

any of the troubles mentioned above occur. The films should be agitated when being 

immersed in the fixing solution. This is especially true with respect to immersion in 

the first fixing bath. 

Completion of Fixation.—A question of importance is the determination of com- 

pleteness of fixation. Warwick! states that the clearing of the negative is a sign, not 

that the action between the silver bromide and the sodium thiosulphate is complete, 

but only that the opalescent layer of silver bromide has become so tenuous as to be 

1 Warwick, A. W., The Laws of Fixation, Am. Phot., November, 1918. 
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invisible According to this view, from 5 to 12.5 per cent of the original bromide 

remains unattacked. This view seems to have gained some support, for a practical 

rule frequently observed is to permit the film to remain in the fixing bath for a length 

of time double that required for the film to become clear. On the other hand, experi- 
ments by Bullock, by Lumiére and Seyewetz, and later by Crabtree and Hartt! indi- 

cate that a film which is cleared of its opalescence is completely fixed. This state- 

ment applies, however, to fresh fixing solutions and not to partially exhausted baths. 

If the bath contains more than about 2 per cent, 7.e., 20 g. per |., of the silver halide 

which has been dissolved from fixed plates, all the removable silver salts are not 

removed from the plates. Prolonged immersion in a partially exhausted fixing bath 

will not dissolve the remaining salt, but the residual salt may be removed by trans- 

ferring the film to a fresh solution. If any doubt exists as to the degree of fixation of a 

plate, it is common practice to permit the material to remain in the fixing bath for a 

length of time equal to twice the clearing time. The use of two fixing baths in cascade 

is a much better solution to the problem, however. 

Reducing Action of Fixing Baths.—Prolonged immersion of the film in a fixing bath 

has been found to reduce the density of the silver image. For many applications of 

photography, this is not important. In other applications, such as sensitometry, 

photographic photometry, or processing of sound motion pictures, this may be a point 

of practical importance. The results of the reducing action of fixing baths have been 

studied by Russell and Crabtree,? and the following is summarized from their paper, 

which should be consulted for additional data, especially of a quantitative nature. 

The rate of reduction of the density of the silver image in a given fixing bath is 

found to be greater for fine-grain than for coarse-grain emulsions. The fixing bath 

having the lowest rate of reduction of density is given as formula 16 in the compilation 

of fixing baths. The highest rates of reduction were obtained with fixing baths con- 

taining relatively high concentrations of sulphite and acid. 

Acidity was the factor which affected the rate of reduction to the greatest extent in 

ordinary fixing baths. Ammonium chloride, potassium bromide, and potassium iodide 

increased the rate of reduction. Ammonium sulphite, sodium chloride, sodium sul- 

phate, glycerin, and sugar decreased the reduction rate. Oxygen and oxidizing agents 

such as peroxides have no apparent effect on the reduction rate in highly acid baths; 

but the presence of oxygen increases the rate of reduction in fixing baths containing 

low concentration of sulphite and acid. 

It was found that the rate of reduction was also increased by an increase in temper- 

ature of the fixing bath. 

Troubles with Fixing Baths.—The troubles which may be reasonably expected to 

occur from time to time when using fixing baths are tabulated for convenience and 

ready reference use. 

Blisters. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Blisters form on the surface of the photographic 

material, resembling blisters on the body. On dry film, blisters appear as craterlike 

depressions when examined by reflected light. 

2. Cause.—Blisters are caused by the evolution of carbon dioxide gas when 

sodium carbonate of the developer is neutralized by the acid of the fixing bath. 

Blisters are especially likely to occur if the gelatin is soft and is incapable of with- 

1 CRABTREE, J. I., and H. A. Harrr, Some Properties of Fixing Baths, Trans. Soc. Motion Picture 

Engrs., November, 1929, pp. 364-305. 

2 RussEtx, H. D., and J. I. CRABTREE, The Reducing Action of Fixing Baths on the Silver Image, 

J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 25, (No. 3), 371-897 (1932). 
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standing the disruptive action of the evolved gas. Blisters are also likely to occur (a) 

if the fixing bath contains an excess of acid and the films are not rinsed thoroughly, 

(b) if a strongly acid rinse bath is used, or (c) especially during hot weather. 

According to Crabtree and Hartt, the tendency of the fixing bath to produce 

blisters is governed by (a) the quantity of sulphite and carbonate contained in the 

film when immersed in the fixing bath, (b) the rate of agitation of the film when 

immersed in the fixing bath, (c) the nature and thickness of the gelatin film, (d) the 

duration of the rinse or wash used between development and fixing, (e) the degree 

of swelling of the gelatin when first placed in the fixing bath, and (f) the acidity of the 

fixing bath. 

3. Prevention.—Rinsing the film in plain water after development but prior to 

fixing will remove developer alkali and reduce the amount of carbon dioxide formed. 

The films may then be hardened, if necessary, before fixing. The fixing bath should 

not contain an excess of acid. Strongly acid rinse baths should be avoided. Fixing 

should be carried out, if possible, at temperatures not exceeding 70°F., and the film 

should be agitated while immersed in the fixing bath. 
4. Remedy.—None. 

Dichroic Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Yellowish-pink stain when film is viewed by 

reflected light. 

2. Cause.—Dichroic fog may be caused (a) by old or exhausted fixing bath con- 

taining an excess of dissolved silver salt or (b) by a fixing bath which does not contain 
acid. 

3. Prevention.—Dichroic fog does not occur in fresh fixing baths. Replace fixing 

bath with a fresh solution, and use a fixing bath containing acid. Rinse film in water 

between development and fixing. Keep the fixing bath between 65 and 70°F. 

4. Remedy.—See Chap. XVII, Defects in Negatives and Prints, page 518. 

Failure to Harden. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Film is soft rather than solidly hard. 

2. Cause.—Insufficient hardening may be the result (a) of insufficient or impure 

alum, or impure alum which does not contain the correct proportion of aluminum 

sulphate; (6) of the fact that the bath is alkaline or neutral rather than acid; or (c) 
of the presence of too much acid or sulphate. 

3. Prevention.—Depending upon the cause, prevention may be (a) use of suffi- 

cient amount of alum containing the proper proportion of aluminum sulphate. The 

hardening action of the alum is due to the aluminum sulphate. Since some grades of 

alum do not contain the proper proportion of aluminum sulphate, a larger portion of 

alum must be used with the deficient grades in order to prepare a bath of the adequate 

sulphate concentration. The hardening increases as the quantity of alum is increased. 

(b) The hardening bath should always be maintained acid, but excess of acid should be 

avoided. For a given amount of alum, the hardening increases as the quantity of 

acetic acid is increased until a maximum is reached, after which increasing the acetic 

acid content decreases the degree of hardening. In order to produce a fixing bath of 

long life before aluminum sulphite precipitates, a certain minimum quantity of acetic 

acid must be added to the fixing solution. However, the amount of acid required for 

this purpose is usually greater than that required to produce maximum hardening. 

(c) Reduce the amount of acid or sulphate, or increase the amount of alum relative to 

other ingredients if the failure of the bath to harden the film is attributed to cause (c) 
above. 
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4. Remedy.—The film may be hardened by immersing it in a hardening solution 

containing potassium alum, chrome alum, or formalin. 

Milkiness or Sludging. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic—Formation of milky precipitate which is pale 

yellow and settles very slowly when the bath is standing, or yellow deposit of sulphur 

precipitated on the gelatin which may later cause fading of the image. 

2A. Cause.—Such milkiness may be caused by (a) excess of acid in the hardener; 

(b) too little sulphite, or sulphite of impure quality when compounding the bath solu- 

tion. Some loss of sulphite occurs through oxidation, especially if the fixing bath is 

stored in open tanks, but this loss can be prevented or minimized by covering the tank 

or by placing a floating cover on the solution. (c) High temperature of the fixing bath. 

3A. Prevention.—Depending upon the cause enumerated above, milkiness may be 

prevented by (a) using less acid in the fixing bath; (b) use of the proper amount of 

sulphite, or sulphite of pure quality; or (c) keeping the fixing solutions, whenever 

possible, between 65 and 70°F. 

4A. Remedy.—None, except to prepare a fresh fixing bath. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—White precipitate which disappears on stand- 

ing for several hours. A white gelatinous sludge of aluminum sulphate may also 

settle out. 

2B. Cause.—This milky sludge may be caused by (a) too little acid in the hardener, 

(6) too little hardener in the fixing bath, or (c) exhausted fixing bath containing alum 

and sulphite but no acid. 

3B. Prevention.—According to the cause enumerated above, milkiness may be 

prevented by the following methods: (a) The use of the correct amount of acid in 

compounding the fixing solution. Care should be taken, not only to observe that the — 

proper amounts of acid are used, but to use either glacial or 28 per cent acetic acid, as 

called for in the formula. If 28 per cent acetic acid is used instead of the same amount 

of glacial acetic acid, the solution will contain less than one-third of the required 

amount of acid. (b) More hardener solution should be added to the fixing bath. 

(c) Acid may be added to the bath from time to time to prevent sludging. 

4B. Remedy.—It is usually best to make up a fresh fixing bath. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic—Greenish gelatinous precipitate sometimes 

forming upon the film. 

2C. Cause.—The sludge consists of chromium hydroxide and is caused by an 

excess of developer in the fixing solution. 

3C. Prevention.—Milkiness due to this cause may be prevented by rinsing the 

film in water before fixing, by the use of an acid stop bath before fixing, or by the 

revival of the bath with the addition of acid. Frequently the formation of the green 

sludge may be prevented from forming on the film by agitating the film thoroughly 

when it is first immersed in the fixing bath. 

4C. Remedy.—If the sludge is discovered while the film is still wet, it may fre- 

quently be removed by swabbing with soft cotton. 

Scum. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Metallic appearing scum deposit on the surface 

of the fixing bath. 
2A. Cause.—The scum consists of silver sulphide formed by the'reaction of silver 

thiosulphate in the partially exhausted or infrequently used fixing solution, with the 

hydrogen sulphide gas present in the air. 

3A. Prevention.—Protect the unused fixing baths from contact with the air by 

means of a cover on the container. 
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4A. Remedy.—The scum may be removed from the surface of the bath by drawing 

the edge of blotting paper or a piece of cheese cloth over the surface of the bath. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Greenish white scum, often precipitated on the 

surface of the film when chrome alum fixing baths are employed. 

2B. Cause.—The scum consists of basic chromium sulphite or chromium hydroxide. 

3B. Prevention.—To remove chromium scum, films which have been treated with 

a chrome alum fixing or hardening bath should be wiped or squeegeed carefully between 

the washing and drying operations. If this scum is not completely removed, the scum 

which remains will leave a stain on the negative and, after the film has dried, the scum 

will be difficult to remove. The scum may be removed from the wet film by swabbing 

the negative with moist absorbent cotton. Formation of the scum may often be 

prevented by (a) agitating the film thoroughly when first immersing it in the stop bath 

and (b) using a developer containing as little alkali as possible and by reviving the 

fixing bath at intervals with acid. 

4B. Remedy.—None. 

Sludging.—(See Milkiness. ) 

Stains. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Green stain (when using chrome alum baths) 

imparting to the gelatin an appearance as if colored by green dye. 

2A. Cause.—According to Crabtree and Russell, the intensity of the stain is 

influenced by the relative proportions of carbonate and sulphite in the developer. An 

excess of carbonate increases the intensity of the stain, whereas an excess of sulphite 

decreases the stain intensity. The intensity of the stain is also materially increased 

at high temperatures (80 to 90°F.) 

3A. Prevention.—Increasing the carbonate content of the hardening bath will 

reduce or eliminate the stain. 
4A. Remedy.—By treating the film with a 5 per cent solution of sodium citrate 

or a 50 per cent solution of potassium hydroxide, the stain can usually be removed. 

This treatment destroys the hardening of the gelatin, however. Provided the stain 

is uniform over the entire film, a stain is not ordinarily objectionable from the photo- 

graphic standpoint. If the stain is not uniform, prints will show the presence of the 

stain.! 
1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Yellowish-white opalescent stain on film. 

2B. Cause.—This stain is caused by the precipitation of sulphur on the gelatin. 

It may be due to (a) the use of an improperly compounded fixing bath which contains 

too little sulphite or a relative excess of acid or (b) a fixing bath which is too warm. 

When either of these conditions are encountered, colloidal or finely divided sulphur 

may be formed, which deposits on the gelatin. 

3B. Prevention.—According to the cause listed above, the stain may be prevented 

by (a) properly compounding the fixing bath or (6) by maintaining the solution at 

temperatures between 65 and 70°F. 

4B. Remedy.—-These stains may be removed by first hardening the film in an 

alkaline solution of formalin, after which the film is bathed in a 10 per cent solution 

of sodium sulphite at a temperature of about 100 to 120°F. These stains cannot be 

removed by water or acid baths. 
1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—White powdery stains of aluminum sulphite. 

2C. Cause.—Owing to insufficient acidity of the fixing bath. This may occur as 

a result of incorrect compounding or partial exhaustion of the bath. 

1 For other stains, see S. E. Sheppard and A. Ballard, Chemistry of the Acid Fixing and Hardening 

Bath, J. Franklin Inst., 200, 537 (1925). 
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3C. Prevention.—The following steps are recommended to prolong the life of the 

fixing bath and prevent formation of aluminum sulphite. (a) Developers containing 
an excess of alkali should be avoided. (b) Rinse the film between the developing and 

fixing, to remove as much developer as possible. The rinse may be made using clear 

water or an acid stop bath. Stop baths should be used with discretion, however, as an 

excess of acid may be carried over to the fixing bath, thereby causing sulphurization 

of the latter. 

4C. Remedy.—The stains of aluminum sulphite may be removed by hardening the 

film in an alkaline solution of formalin, after which the film is bathed for a few minutes 

in a 5 per cent solution of sodium carbonate. The film should finally be thoroughly 

washed. 
1D. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fairly opaque stains on the film, having a 

dirty yellow color. 

2D. Cause.—Such stains are produced when silver compounds are left in the 

film as a result of incomplete fixation. They may be due to (a) Insufficient agitation 

when immersing the film initially in the fixing bath. In such cases the developing 

solution, coming into contact with the film, reduces the silver halide (dissolved out 

by the sodium thiosulphate) back again to yellow metallic silver. (6) Use of old or 

exhausted fixing solution containing excess silver in solution. Some of this silver salt 

remains on the film if it is not thoroughly washed. Originally this compound is 

colorless, but upon exposure to the air a yellow stain results from the formation of 

silver sulphide. 

3D. Prevention.—(a) Agitating the film when it is first immersed in the fixing bath 

will aid in preventing stains. In this case, the tendency to form a stain is greatest 

when strongly alkaline developing solutions are used and when the fixing baths are 

neutral or alkaline instead of being acid. Consequently the fixing baths should be acid 

and a developer having low alkaline content should be used, or the film should be rinsed 

in water between development and fixing. (6) Use only a fresh acid fixing solution. 

4D. Remedy.—The following methods are frequently helpful in removing silver 

stains: 

a. Wash the film thoroughly to remove any traces of sodium thiosulphate, and then 

bathe in a 1 per cent solution of potassium cyanide. (Caution. Cyanide is a deadly 

poison. In solution with water, cyanide produces deadly fumes of hydrocyaniec acid. 

Consequently, this material must be carefully handled in well-ventilated rooms.) The 

cyanide will dissolve away the silver thiosulphate and some of the silver sulphide. 

Cyanide is also a solvent for metallic silver. Therefore, as soon as any signs of reduc- 

tion of the silver image appear, the film should be removed from the cyanide bath and 

washed thoroughly in clear water. 

b. Treatment with a weak solution of permanganate acid, followed by a thorough 

wash in clear water and then immersing the film in cyanide will often be useful in 

removing stains from old negatives. 

c. In those cases in which the silver stain cannot be completely removed, it may be 

possible to make a new negative, free from stains, by copying the negative or print 

through a yellow filter, such as the Wratten G filter. 

Water Supply.—Water is so frequently used in photographic processing that it is 

advisable to pay considerable attention to the purity and adequacy of the supply. 

For photographic purposes water may be used as a constituent of most processing 

solutions, or it may be used merely as a solvent or wash. In either case impurities 

in the water may result in imparting undesirable characteristics to the processing solu- 

tions, to the formation of deposits on the photographic materials, or to other undesir- 

able effects. As a general rule water which is suitable for human consumption will 

also be satisfactory for photographic purposes. The filtered water obtained from 
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public sources of supply may contain colloidal matter and dissolved salts which are not 

removed by filtration, and certain municipalities intentionally add chlorine or other 

substances as public health protective measures. These constituents of water may or 

may not be objectionable from the photographic standpoint, although they are not 

desirable. 

Wherever possible, and certainly when any doubt exists concerning the suitability 

of the water supply for photographic purposes, photographic solutions and especially 

developing solutions should be prepared with distilled water. If this is impracticable, 

the solutions can be prepared with water which has been boiled. 

Solutions are usually made by adding chemicals to a quantity of water called for 

by the formula. In some cases, however, water is added to a solution to obtain a 

given concentration or volume of solution, and in this case the final volume should 
be that called for in the formula. 

Chemical analysis of the water supply may be useful in determining the amount 

of oxalate or lime which is to be added to coagulate slimes, to remove dissolved calcium 

salts, or in determining which of several water supplies is most likely to be free from 

dissolved or colloidal material. The greater the quantity of undesired products found 

in the water supply, the greater may be the difficulty expected from drying marks, and 

the less certain one can be of the purity of compounded solutions. Water supplies 

containing iron, metallic sulphides, or hydrogen sulphide should be avoided. But 

chemical analysis does not usually reveal much information as to the suitability of a 

water supply for photographic purposes, and trial tests with sample solutions and 

actual photographic materials are the only reliable means of determining the suit- 

ability of a certain water supply for photographic purposes. Two solutions should 

be prepared, one with distilled water and one with the water supply under considera- 

tion. Samples of the film are then processed in the two solutions, the one made with 

distilled water being used as a control. Comparisons of the processed films will then 

show what, if any, undesirable effects may be expected from the water supply under 

consideration. Another simple test which indicates the extent of the trouble which 

might be anticipated due to residual scum may be made by permitting a large drop of 

water to dry on a film; water suitable for photographic use should leave no scum or 
stain. 

Water exists in various states of impurity, and while any source of water may be 

purified, purification is a time-consuming and expensive process which may not be 

economically justified if the original source is reasonably satisfactory for photographic 

purposes. Provided the distillation is carried out properly and with clean apparatus, 

distilled water is the purest form of water supply. Next, in order of purity, may be 

mentioned: (a) rain water collected on a clean surface and stored in clean containers, 

(6) melted snow and hail, (c) spring and well water, (d) water from flowing rivers, 

streams, and brooks, and (e) sea water. 

The impurities which may be present in the various kinds of water are dissolved 

salts, such as bicarbonates, chlorides, and sulphates of calcium, magnesium, and 

potassium. If iron is present to any considerable degree, the water should not be used 

for photographic purposes. The water may also contain solid impurities, such as 

silt, and, while these are not usually so injurious as iron or various salts, they may be 

readily filtered out. Suspended matter, such asiron rust, dirt, or silt, should be removed 

by filtration, as otherwise these particles may settle and cause spots on negatives or 

prints processed in solutions made with such water. The water may also contain clay, 
slime, or colloidal animal or vegetable matter which is not removed by filtration. If 

such water is used in the preparation of photographic solutions, the undesired particles 
may gradually coagulate and settle as a sludge. Dissolved gases are sometimes 
encountered in water supplies. Hydrogen sulphide is objectionable in that it causes 
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chemical fog, but it may be removed by boiling the water. Sea water contains about 

3.5 per cent of soluble salts, mostly halides, which retard action of photographie solu- 

tion. Consequently sea water should be avoided. 

Effect of Impurities in Development.—lIf a developing solution is compounded with 

water containing calcium salts, a white precipitate of calcium sulphite may form on 

standing. If the developer contains sodium bisulphide or potassium metabisulphite, 

fine, needlelike calcium sulphite crystals may be precipitated as a sludge. In either 

case this sludge is harmless if it is permitted to settle, after which the clear solution 

may be decanted from the sludge. The developer is, nevertheless robbed of the sul- 

phite to the extent of the sludge which has formed, but the effect is negligible except 

in the case of developers of low alkalinity. Borax developers are sensitive to small 

changes in alkalinity, however. so that it may be necessary to make allowance for the 

reduction of sulphite when such developers are prepared with calcium salts. If the 

developer is agitated, the sludge may become precipitated on the photographic 

material. 

Sodium or potassium sulphide in the water used for preparing developing solutions 

will produce objectionable chemical fog, even though only very small quantities of 

sulphides are present. Removal of sulphides may be accomplished by treating the 

water with lead acetate to produce insoluble lead sulphide. Copper sulphate is 

sometimes added to water supplies for the purpose of killing vegetable and bacteri- 

ological matter. The amount of copper sulphate added is not usually sufficient to be 

harmful, although it may cause aerial fog. 

The presence of chlorides or bromides in the water supply used in compounding 

developers exerts a restraining action on the developer which may, however, be com- 

pensated by properly adjusting the amounts of the other ingredients. Unless present 

in excess, Magnesium salts will not be precipitated. Other salts have little or no 

effect upon the action of the developer. 

The presence of sulphur in water from which developers are made will produce 

fog, as a result of the formation of sodium sulphide from the interaction of the sulphur 

with the carbonate of the developer. By boiling the water, the sulphur can usually 

be made to coagulate, after which it may be removed by filtration. 

Animal matter in the water from which developers are compounded usually 

precipitates when the developer is mixed. Certain types of bacteria form growths 

which act on the sulphite to form sodium sulphite which fogs photographic materials. 

Effect of Impurities in Fixation.—Calcium and magnesium sulphite are soluble in 

acetic acid and therefore are not precipitated in the fixing bath. Other dissolved 

salts, such as bicarbonates, chlorides, and sulphates, are harmless. Suspended matter 

in the form of dirt, iron rust, and certain types of vegetable and animal matter usually 

coagulates and settles out in the fixing bath if allowed to stand. While most sus- 

pended substances have practically no effect on the photographie properties of the 

fixing baths, the particles may settle on the film, retarding fixing action locally, and 

causing spots and stains. Extracts from vegetable matter or dissolved gases do not 

affect the photographic properties of a fixing bath but may cause blisters or stains. 

Effect of Impurities on Washing.'—Dissolved salts of magnesium, caleium, or 

potassium in the water used for washing often cause trouble by crystallizing on the 

film in drying and, while not always visible, may detract from the transparency of the 

image. Water which is free of dissolved salts will also cause markings on the film if 

it is allowed to remain in droplets on either side of the film during drying. It is 

important, therefore, to remove all excess water from the film before drying. 

Suspended mineral, vegetable, and animal matter generally leaves a scum on the 

film unless the gelatin surface is wiped previous to drying. If the water used for the 

1 This section taken from ‘‘ Motion Picture Laboratory Practice,’’ Eastman Kodak Co. 
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washing is run into a large settling tank or if it is properly filtered before use, most of 

the suspended matter will be removed. 
_ Dissolved gases will sometimes produce blisters if the water is warm, or if the film 

is not sufficiently hardened in the fixing bath. When present in sufficient quantity, 

dissolved extracts sometimes produce stains which are very difficult to remove. 

So far as is known, small traces of impurities which may be left in the gelatin 

coating of motion-picture negatives or positive film are not liable to impair the prop- 

erties of the film seriously over a period of 4 or 5 years. However, as an added pre- 

caution, valuable film should be washed finally in distilled water. 

Water Purification—Water may be brought to various states of purification by: 

(1) distillation, (2) boiling, (8) filtration, and (4) chemical treatment. Distillation 

produces the purest water, but stills of adequate capacity are expensive, especially 

where large quantities of water are required, and the distilling process is slow. _When- 

ever it can be readily obtained, it is advisable to use distilled water for the mixing of 

photographic solutions. It is not necessary that films be washed throughout the 

entirety of the washing process in distilled water, however. Removal of soluble 

materials may be accomplished by washing the films in ordinary tap water, as a 

general rule. For those cases in which complete washing with pure water is necessary, 

these preliminary washes may be followed with one or two baths using distilled water. 

Except in those cases in which the water contains an excess quantity of dissolved 

salts, sufficient purification can usually be obtained by boiling the water and permitting 

this to stand while cooling. The boiling process coagulates most of the colloidal 

vegetable and animal matter, changes certain lime salts into an insoluble condition 

in which they settle out, and drives out dissolved gases which may be present, such 

as hydrogen sulphide, air, ete. Dissolved substances are, of course, not removed in 

this process. After the water has settled, it may be filtered through paper filters or 

fine-mesh cloth. A more rapid method of separating the settled particles from the 

supernatant liquid is to decant or siphon off the latter. 

Filtration of the water supply may be used to remove suspended or undissolved 

particles, but the dissolved gases and colloidal matter cannot be removed by this 

process, unless the water has been boiled or otherwise treated to drive off dissolved 

gas and coagulate colloidal particles. Where only very small quantities of water are 

required, the ordinary paper filter or fine-mesh cloth fitted into a funnel may be 

employed. Where larger quantities of water are required, a barrel filled with sand, 

charcoal, or other filtering agents may be used. Many types of filters are available 

commercially. 

If large quantities of water are required, chemical treatment is the most practical 

method of water purification. Coagulation of slime, which carries down suspended 

particles, may be effected by adding potassium alum in the proportions of 0.25 g. per |., 

or 15 gr. per gal. This method clears the solution quickly but does not remove dis- 

solved salts. The addition of this small quantity of alum has been found to produce no 

harmful effects when such chemically treated water is used in the preparation of 

developing or fixing baths. 

Solutions of sodium oxalate, sodium phosphate, or sodium sulphite may be used to 

coagulate slime and precipitate caletum and magnesium salts. These solutions are 

added to the water supply until no further precipitate is formed. This method does 

not remove dissolved salts. 
Washing. Purpose of Washing.—The purpose of washing is to remove from the 

negatives or prints all or a part of the soluble chemicals or solutions which adhere 

to them in processing. Although in most cases negatives or prints are washed to 

remove from them the chemicals of the fixing bath, this is not always the case. Some- 

times, for instance, the photosensitive materials are washed after development but 
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prior to fixing. The general principles of washing are the same, however, no matter 

in which stage of processing washing takes place. 

General Remarks on Washing.—The washing process is simply one of diluting or 

dissolving the material and carrying away the diluted products with the disposal of 

the wash water. No chemical action takes place during washing, or, at least, those 

chemical actions which may take place are accidental and undesired. 

So far as concerns the removal of the product to be eliminated, the washing of 

photographic materials is largely independent of the temperature of the wash water. 

Most substances are more soluble in hot than in cold water, so that it might be 

expected that they would diffuse from the gelatin more rapidly in warm than in cold 

water. Any attempt to wash photographic materials more thoroughly or more 

quickly by elevating the temperature of the water is counteracted by the swelling of 

the gelatin at the increased temperature. This swelling tends to inhibit diffusion. 

Both of these counteracting effects occur at about the same rate with a rise in tempera- 

ture, so that the rate of washing is largely independent of the temperature, at least 

within the range of temperatures usually employed for photographic work. At 

elevated temperatures the gelatin may become soft, and reticulation may take place. 

For this reason it is advisable that the temperature of the wash water be kept suffi- 

ciently low as not to soften the gelatin. Temperatures of 60 to 70°F. are usually 

satisfactory. 

Hardening of the gelatin has little effect on the rate at which photosensitive mate- 

rials may be washed, unless the material has been dried between the time of hardening 

and that of washing. If the gelatin has been hardened and dried before washing, it 

will not expand much when subsequently soaked in water, so that diffusion through 

it will be difficult. Before the gelatin has dried, hardening does not affect the diffusion 

through the gelatin. 

The completeness of washing does depend upon the length of washing time and 

upon the agitation of the photographic materials in the wash water. It also depends 

upon the method of washing. As a first approximation, it may be stated that in 

general the longer the photographic material is washed, the more completely are the 

adhering chemicals removed. The removal of chemicals progresses geometrically 

rather than arithmetically; 7.e., in a given time interval, a certain percentage (rather 

than a certain amount) of the remaining chemicals are removed. By washing for a 

sufficiently long period of time, any desired degree of removal may be attained. The 

more actively the photographic materials are agitated in the wash solution the more 

quickly the chemicals are removed, as a general rule. 

The most fundamental requirement in washing, however, is to provide an adequate 

supply of wash water. This may be done by immersing the photographic materials in 

running water, or by successively removing the photographic materials from one bath 

to a fresh bath. 

Mechanism of Washing.—Two methods of washing are in extensive use: (1) the 

continuous-flow method and (2) the multiple-bath method. Both methods are 

capable of yielding satisfactory and thorough washing oi the photographic material. 

but the physics of the essential operations is slightly different in these two cases. 

An understanding of the mechanism of washing is useful in obtaining the most com- 

plete washing for a given amount of water and in a given length of time. 
In the continuous-flow system, fresh clean water is made to flow steadily over the 

negative or print. So long as fresh water is supplied, washing continues indefinitely ; 

the prints are more or less continuously agitated with respect to the water flow, and 

the operation is carried out automatically. All continuous-flow methods may not be 

equally effective, however, and care should be taken to see that the method employed 

in continuous-flow washing is such as to actually fulfill the requirements given above. 
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An excellent example of this method of washing is that in which a thin film of fresh 

water is made to flow continuously over both sides of a film hanging vertically. The 

water dripping from the film is discarded. A much less satisfactory example of the 

continuous-flow method is represented by a tank in which the inlet and outlet pipes 

are close to one another and at the same end of the tank. In this case it is possible for 

a large part of the incoming fresh water to circulate immediately to the outlet drain 

without becoming effective in washing the film which remains in the central portion 

of the tank in relatively stagnant water. A better system for tank washing is to have 

the inlet at the bottom of one end of the tank, and the outlet at the top and opposite 

end of the tank. Any water which is discharged from such a system must have 

passed across the tank and, in so doing, washed the film. Moreover the tank is always 

filled with water so long as any water discharge takes place. 

In the multiple-bath method, the negatives or prints are placed in a tank or tray 

with a fixed amount of water which is usually not changed so long as the photosensitive 

materials remain in them. During the time the photosensitive materials remain in 

any given tank or tray, the negatives should be thoroughly agitated; after a lapse of 

some time, the negatives are removed to another tank of fresh water. In so doing, 

they will carry over into the fresh bath some of the solution from the bath from which 

they were removed. While it is unavoidable that some of the solution be carried over, 

much more thorough and rapid washing can be effected if as much of the solution as 

possible is removed from the film before immersing into the succeeding wash. The 

transferring of the prints from one tank of water to another containing fresh water is 

continued until the prints are thoroughly washed. Usually six washes of about 5 min. 

each are sufficient to produce satisfactory washing. 

Continuous Washing.—Experiments indicate that with thorough agitation of the | 

photographic material in the wash water, the sodium thiosulphate diffuses exponen- 

tially, so that in equal time intervals, equal percentages of hypo are removed. With 

an exponential law representing the diffusion in the washing process it is theoretically 

impossible to remove all the undesired product. Practically, however, we may 

remove as much of the hypo as we desire by washing for a sufficiently long period of 

time. 

To derive a quantitative expression for this method of washing, let Mo be the 

amount of material, e.g., hypo, originally present on the film, and let M be the amount 

washed out in time ¢. (The values of M,) and M may be expressed as initial and final 

concentrations of the solution or as initial and final masses of material.) Then the net 

change in the amount of material on the film, dM, during a given time interval dt 

will be 

dM = —k(M, — M)dt (8) 

where & is a proportionality factor (sometimes called the constant of elimination) 

which depends upon the degree of agitation and the type of emulsion and usually 

varies between 0.1 and 0.15 for negatives, according to Warwick. It can be shown 

that the solution of this equation is 

Mo 
kt = ee ai = 2.30259 logio (Mm, — M) = M (9) 

from which the time required to obtain any desired degree of washing becomes 

mall M _ 2.30259 Mo 
i= () log. Vi av ea logio Cm=in) (10) 

In this equation, Mp» indicates the initial amount (or concentration) and (1) — M) 

indicates the final amount or concentration of the material which remains. 
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To illustrate the use of this equation, suppose we wish to reduce the amount 

of hypo to 1/50,000 of its initial value before stopping washing. Then (My) — M) is 

1/50,000 of M., so that (Mo)/(M. — M) = 50,000. If we choose k = 0.1, then the 

time, in minutes, required for washing will be 

t = 23.0259 X 4.6990 = 108 min. (11) 

Similarly, if a given negative has 1 g. of hypo on it initially, and we wish to carry out 

washing until the amount of hypo finally remaining is 0.0001, then 

t = 23.0259 logio ) = 23.0259 logic 10,000 = 23.0259 x 4 = 92 min. (12) 
1 

= 

It should be realized that the results given by these equations depend upon the 

assumptions that the rate of diffusion is an exponential function of time and that the 

photosensitive material is thoroughly agitated in the continuously flowing wash water. 

The first assumption is generally well fulfilled in practice, so that the degree to which 

the above expressions represent actual conditions depends upon the degree to which the 

second assumption (which is under the control of the photographer) is fulfilled. For 

practical applications it may be said that the above equations represent favorable 

limiting conditions and that in any practical case the wash time may be increased 

advantageously over that given in the above equations. 

Multiple-bath Washing.—In the multiple-bath system of washing, the removal of 

sodium thiosulphate (or other solute) is a slightly more complicated process. In any 

given wash, the amount of solute is removed continuously with agitation of the nega- 

tive in the wash water until the final limiting value is reached. This limiting value is 

that for which the amount of solute in the wash water is in equilibrium with that 

remaining in the negative, 7.e., the concentration of solute in the negative is equal to 

the concentration of the wash water. The negative is then removed to another bath 

where the amount of solute removed progresses continuously until another equilibrium 

of lesser concentration is reached. Except for the instant when the film is initially 

introduced into a fresh wash bath, it is always immersed in a bath which is contami- 

nated with hypo which this bath has removed from the film. Because the film is 

immersed in water containing hypo, only that amount of solute (hypo in this case) can 

be removed which will bring to equilibrium the solute in the gelatin with that of the 

wash water. There is no possibility of removing more solute from the film after the 

equilibrium condition has been reached no matter how long the material is washed 

beyond this point. For each bath, therefore, a time is reached beyond which the bath 

is no longer effective in the removal of solute, and further washing can be attained 

only by removal of the film to a fresh bath. 

Following the method of the previous section, equations may be developed for the 

effect of each of a number of baths, as well as the over-all or net effect of several baths. 

The essential feature in multiple-bath washing is the number of baths required to 

reduce the original concentration of the solute to some definite and small fraction of 

its original value. This case has been treated by Warwick.! If m is the number of 

wash baths, all of which are similar, 1/A is the fraction of the solute left after n wash- 

ings, V is the volume of the wash water in each bath, and v is the volume of solution 

on the surface of the film and carried over into one bath as a contamination from the 

preceding bath, then the number of baths required is given by 

Pyne cy ___logio A (13) 
logio ¢ + ) 

v 

1 Warwick, A. W., Scientific Washing of Negatives and Prints, Am. Phot., 11 (No. 6), 317-327 

(1917). 
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where m is a constant depending upon the type of material being washed. For plates 

and films washed in tanks, m = 1, whereas when washing is done in shallow trays, 
m = 1.25. For washing prints in trays, m = 2. Equation (13) gives the number 

of baths required (for specified values of A and V/v), under the assumption that the 

film is washed thoroughly in each bath. 
Washing with Limited Water Supply.—It sometimes happens that the amount of 

water available for washing is limited so that the question arises as to the most effec- 

tive use of the available supply. Under such restrictions it can be shown that the best 

utilization of a given water supply is that in which the total amount of water is divided 

into as many separate baths as possible so long as the amount of water in each bath is 

sufficient to cover the entire negative or print. Between wash baths the surface 

water from the negatives should be removed. The removal of the surface water is very 

effective in obtaining completeness of washing but is a point which is frequently 

neglected. 
The conditions outlined above for the optimum use of a limited water supply are 

such that the reduction of hypo concentration per individual bath is not likely to be 

very high. Consequently a large number of baths is desirable. We may summarize 

the conditions for optimum use of a limited wash-water supply as follows: (1) wash 

the negatives or prints in the minimum amount of water in each bath which will com- 

pletely cover all the surface area, (2) remove the surface water between baths by 

sponging the photographic material with a viscose sponge or lintless cloth, and (8) 

wash in as many baths as possible since each bath does not produce very much reduc- 

tion in hypo concentration. 
Importance of Adequate Water Supply.—In any wash bath, the most fundamental 

rule is to use plenty of water. For multiple-bath washing this general statement may 

be modified slightly, as in this case it is more important that the ratio of the volume 

of water in the bath be large compared to the volume of water carried over from one 

bath to another by the film. Plenty of water is one answer to this situation; a better 

answer, especially when the water supply is limited, is to make the ratio V /v as large 

as possible. A very effective way of increasing V /v is to remove as much of the surface 

water as possible between wash baths. 
Washing Several Negatives in the Same Bath.—To save time in washing, it is common 

practice to place several negatives or prints in the same wash baths at the same time. 

So long as each sheet of material is always kept separated from all others, the general 

principles outlined for multiple wash baths hold. ' 

On the other hand, if the sheets of photographic material are not agitated and 

especially if they are permitted to pile upon one another so that one sheet protects 

another from being washed by fresh water, hypo will not be effectively removed from 

the protected areas. Therefore such washing may not remove any appreciable per- 

centage of hypo from the protected areas. 
Even if the separate sheets are kept separated, it is still possible, if they are not 

thoroughly agitated, that some of the negatives or prints will sink to the bottom of 

the tank or tray, whereas others may remain at a higher level of wash water in the 

bath. Since the hypo solution is more dense than the fresh, uncontaminated water, 

it will tend to settle at the bottom of the tank. Thus the sheets at the bottom of the 

tank will receive less effective washing than those at the top. 

Contamination of Partly Washed Materials.—The addition of negatives or prints 

fresh from the hypo bath into a bath of partially washed prints or negatives may 

easily undo all the effects of previous washing, so that it may be necessary to start 

washing all over again if complete washing is to be attained. The reason for this is 

that the materials having the higher concentration of hypo add considerable hypo 

to the wash water, so that the introduction of the hypo-laden materials may raise the 
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hypo concentration of the partly washed materials. The same effect occurs if hypo- 
contaminated fingers are placed in the wash bath. In this case, to obtain a given 

degree of hypo elimination, washing will be prolonged beyond that time required if 

the bath is not contaminated. 

A practical means of reducing to a minimum contamination from either of the 

causes mentioned above is to wash the photographic materials in cascade. Two 

methods are possible. In one of these the wash water remains constant for each 

bath, the baths being cascaded; in the other the water from one bath overflows into 

the next bath and all baths have their water changed periodically. The second 

method is to be preferred unless the amount of wash water is limited. The material 

to be washed is placed in the first or bottom tank and is removed, in due time, to 

higher tanks in which the water is successively less contaminated with hypo. Should 

it become necessary to add more negatives during the washing process, the partly 

washed negatives can be removed to a higher tray, whereas those fresh from the hypo 

bath are placed in the bottom tray. Thus the partly washed negatives or prints 

receive fresh water, whereas those fresh from the hypo bath receive water which is 

only slightly contaminated by hypo from the materials in the preceeding bath. 

Completeness of Washing Negatwes.—It is of practical importance to know when 

negatives are sufficiently thoroughly washed as to prevent hypo staining. Washing 

longer than is necessary is time consuming and accomplishes no essentially useful 

service. There are three methods in common use for determining the washing time. 

The first depends upon experience. The other methods depend uped chemical or 

electrolytic conductivity tests for traces of hypo or other solute. 

The washing of negatives in trays is time consuming but is practical where only a 

small amount of work is being done. A common general rule, based on experience, is 

that a negative or print should pass through 6 to 12 changes, remaining in each bath 

for5 min. In warm weather this method may be productive of frilling because of the 

frequent handling of the negatives which this process requires. 
Where negatives or prints are washed in trays or tanks of running water the 

required time of washing may be determined from the time which it takes for a 

colored solution in the tank to become completely replaced by clear, colorless water. 

To this time should be added the minimum washing time for the material under 

consideration, as given in Table III. For example, if it takes 10 min. for the colored 

TaBLeE IJJ].—Miniuum WasHING Time FoR Various PHorocrapHic MATERIALS 
Washing Time 

Material Min. 

Mantern-shdevplatesz roo veycve nucle miter he eee aie rete eee Celeste leks aed er ote hel te noe 3 

Othergpl ates epg wea oes A aa wees eek Ra epee daue vee cc = statherin 5 

Hilmneranivessotmallulkind Saat emery merece ieletet becker nae herent eee tl 

Single-we1ehty bLomideypapers-e ryraeie ieee one ienerieieicaeie tek te hete teeta ie neat 20-25 

Double=weighbibromidespaperssssear ee eeeereee eee cece lolli leiei- teint 35-60 

solution to be replaced by clear water running into the tray, then film negatives 

should be washed at least 17 min., single-weight bromide papers should be washed 

30 to 35 min., and lantern slides should be washed 13 min. Any colored solution or 

dye may be used to determine the length of time for the tank to become cleared, but 

it is desirable that this solution be one which has no deleterious effects on the nega- 

tives or prints. 
A test solution for hypo may also be used. This solution is made by dissolving 

the chemicals in the following formula. 

PObaSsHimMepeLnI Ane ala Lert iey opel etelstelelsnekcken-l stated atotefetelodet-t-lelie-lakeltelore 0.3 g. 4 gr. 

Soshivin lhl. socks ocssscododsbodencdsonsdoHSO dR OD HO OO OOS 0.6 g. 8 gr. 

Distwledawatertosmalcen scr etar-ueleycrencieteleienensierta reer ote cha erer terete 250 cc. 8 oz. 
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To make a test solution add 1 ce. (14 dram) of the above solution to 250 cc. (8 oz.) 

of water in a clear glass container. Allow the wash water from several negatives or 

prints to drip into the test solution. If the color of the solution remains unchanged 

the photographic materials may be considered to be completely washed. ‘The violet 

color of the test solution will turn to orange in about 30 sec. if a small amount of hypo 

from the drippings of the wash water is added. With larger amounts of hypo added 

to the test solution, the color will turn to a greenish yellow. Change of color of the 

test solution indicates incomplete washing. 

The success of this test depends upon the water being free from oxidizable organic 

matter, for, if it is not, the organic matter will react the same as the hypo. To ascer- 

tain that the water is free from organic matter, it may be tested in the following man- 

ner. Prepare two samples of the permanganate-soda test solution using distilled 

water. To one of these samples, add a known volume of drippings from the wash 

water, then add an equal amount of tap water to the second test solution which is to 

serve as a control. If the sample to which the tap water has been added remains 

violet, the absence of organic matter is indicated. If the color of the solution is 

changed slightly by the addition of tap water, the presence of organic matter is indi- 

cated. In this case, the amount of hypo present in in the first solution will be indi- 

cated by the relative color change of the two samples. If both samples turn the same 

color, no appreciable amount of hypo is indicated as being present in the first solution. 

If the sample to which tap water was added turns pink, whereas the sample to which 

hypo was added turned yellow, the presence of hypo would be indicated in the water 

in which the prints were being washed. 

Electrical methods of measuring conductivity of solutions may be used to deter- 

mine the presence of hypo. The simplest of these methods, which is not so sensitive 

as some of the chemical tests, makes use of an ohmmeter such as is used in radio-set 
test equipment. The ohmmeter consists of a d’Arsonval or similar type of d-c 

measuring instrument, a small dry battery, and a variable resistance for adjusting the 

meter to its initial or zero setting, all connected in series with two terminals which are 

insulated from one another. In use, the terminals of the instrument are placed in 

clear water, and the rheostat is adjusted to the zero reading of the meter. When it is 

desired to test a solution for the presence of hypo, the terminals are immersed in the 

wash water, and the meter reading is observed. If the meter reads zero, the absence 

of hypo is indicated. If the meter reads some value greater than zero, the amount of 

hypo present is roughly proportional to the meter reading. 

In order that such a device may be independent of the extent to which its electrodes 

are immersed, it is essential that the same area of the electrodes always be immersed 

when making measurements. Usually, in most commercial instruments, the elec- 

trodes are exposed a given amount, the remaining area being protected by insulation. 

The device will then give significant readings so long as the exposed portions of the 

‘electrodes are completely immersed in the liquid. The success of such a device 

depends to a large extent upon the sensitivity of the meter, upon the area of 

the exposed electrodes, and upon the separation between the electrodes. 

Washing of Prints —Hickman and Spencer in the Photographic Journal, 1925, 

vol. 63, page 443, showed that prints required a greater washing time than plates or 

film. While the larger part of the hypo is removed from the emulsion in a compara- 

tively short time, a certain amount is tenaciously retained by the fibers of the paper 

support and is difficult to remove. For this reason much longer times of washing are 

required for prints than for plates or film. Prints on good paper should be washed at 

least 30 min. in a running stream of water while the simple double-weight paper should 

receive a 1- to 1!4-hr. washing. Increasing the velocity of the water or the flow of 

water over the print does not decrease the time of washing correspondingly as is the 
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case with plates. The removal of hypo retained by the paper base appears to be a 

matter of time and not of the amount of water or the velocity employed. 

In general the conditions applying to the washing of negatives apply equally well 

to the washing of prints, at least qualitatively. On the assumption that hypo would 

diffuse from both sides of the print instead of from only one side, it has sometimes 

been presumed that prints may be washed more rapidly than an equal number and 

size of film. It has also been stated that prints require a longer time of washing than 

an equivalent quantity of negatives on the basis that the fibrous texture of the paper 

holds hypo more tenaciously than do negatives, so that complete washing is not so 

readily accomplished. 

Experiments by Hickman and Spencer! indicate that both points of view are cor- 

rect within limits. A large percentage of the total hypo may be removed from prints 

within a comparatively short time, but considerably greater washing of prints than of 

negatives is required to remove the last traces of hypo. Consequently, for complete 

removal of hypo, prints should be washed in running water for a longer time than 
negatives or should be washed in more baths than an equivalent amount of negative 

material. 

When prints are washed in running water, Warwick? gives as a practical rule the 

formula 

SS IK oean 4 (14) 

where t = the washing time, in minutes, required for satisfactory washing; 

A = reciprocal of the fraction of hypo concentration which it is desired to obtain, 

7.e., for attaining a final hypo concentration which is 1/50,000 of the origi- 

nal hypo concentration, A = 50,000; 

K =a constant to be determined experimentally, but which is approximately 

15.5 for common practical cases of operation. 

If, for example, we take K = 16, and A = 100,000, the washing time is 

t = 16 logio 100,000 = 16 X 5 = 80 min. (15) 

whereas if we take A = 10,000, the washing time becomes 

t 16 log: 10,000 = 16 X 4 = 64 min. (16) 

Effect of Container on Washing.~A—While the amount of water which is changed 

is of importance in the washing of photographic materials, Hickman and Spencer have 

determined that the elimination of hypo is sometimes affected by the characteristics 

of the wash water container in such a manner as to prolong the washing time much 

beyond that required for a complete change of water in the washing device. For 

example, these authors report that plates placed in a trough, through which a constant 

amount of water was flowing, were found to be washed free of hypo more rapidly if the 

trough was slightly inclined than if it was horizontal. The effectiveness of tank wash-, 

ing devices were found to vary considerably. The inclined trough was found to be the 

most effective, as well as one of the most simple, of washing devices. 

It has been assumed (although not explicitly stated) that the material out of which 

the container is made had no appreciable effect on the time of washing of prints or 

negatives. This is a desirable condition and is realized to a very close approximation 

where the washing vessels are made of glass, enameled metal, glazed earthenware, 

1 Hickman, K. C. D., and D. A. SpENcER, Washing of Photographie Products, Phot. J., 65, 443 

(1925). : 

2 Warwick, W. A., Scientific Washing of Negatives and Prints, Am. Phot., 11 (No. 6), 317-327 

(1917). 

3 A comprehensive study of the effectiveness of washing devices has been reported by Hickman and 

Spencer, Phot. J., 62, 225 (1922). 
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stainless steel, or other nonporous material. If, however, the vessels are made of 

unglazed earthenware, wood, or other semiporous or cellular materials, some of the 

wash solution will be absorbed by the porous material and will not be given up so 

readily as in the case of a nonporous material. In the case of a porous container, the 

fresh wash water will be required to wash out the solution from the pores as well as 

from the negatives and prints. The law of washing the container is similar to that of 
washing photographic negatives and prints, although the containers may wash more 

slowly than photographic products. 

Temperature of the Wash Water.—So far as removal of hypo is concerned, the tem- 

perature of the wash water is not of great importance. But the temperature of the 

water has secondary effects which may be quite damaging, and it is best to keep the 

temperature of the wash water within certain limits, if this is at all possible. 

As gelatin is warmed, it swells and finally, at sufficiently high temperatures, flows 

off its support. For this reason, the temperature should not become excessively high. 

A good general rule to follow is to keep the wash water between 60 and 70°F. whenever 

this is possible. For those cases in which it is not possible to keep the temperature of 

the wash water down to these limits, damage of the film may often be prevented by 

hardening the gelatin in a hardening bath. Sudden changes in the temperature of the 

gelatin are likely to cause wrinkles or reticulation. For this reason it may be advisable 

to keep the temperature of the wash water as near the temperature of other solutions as 

possible. 
Hypo Eliminators.—To reduce the washing time required to eliminate hypo from 

negatives and prints, it has been suggested that the hypo be converted into some 

substance which can be more easily washed from the gelatin. There appears to be 

little advantage in using such hypo eliminators, however, for then the “‘hypo elimina- 

tor” must be removed from the gelatin, and the removal of this substance may take 

as long as the removal of the original hypo. 

Drying.—Ordinarily the drying of photographic negatives and prints is not given 

serious consideration. In spite of the fact that comparatively little, if any, physical 

action takes place which may harm the materials during drying, certain practices are 

to be preferred to others. 
Mechanism of Drying.—Although drying is often treated as an operation involving 

only a single step, two distinct phases of drying take place. The first of these is con- 

cerned with the removal of excess surface water; the second phase is one of evaporation 

of the remaining water much of which has been absorbed by the gelatin. In the second 

phase, evaporation takes place normally, or it may be accelerated through the use of 

forced-draft air blasts. Washes in alcohol or other liquids of low vapor pressure, and 

consequently having rapid evaporation, also result in accelerated drying. 

Removal of the excess surface water is desirable for two reasons. In the first place 

it speeds up the total time required for drying by removing large drops or pools which 

‘would otherwise be required to evaporate. In the second place the tendency of the 

unremoved water to form water spots resulting in certain forms of spots or stains is 

greatly removed. The excess water may be removed from negatives and prints by 

blotting them with a soft but lintless cloth or absorbent material. In this case the 

cloth should be free from woven pattern, as otherwise the pattern may be impressed 

on the soft gelatin. Another very satisfactory way of removing excess surface water 

is to blot or rub off the water with viscose sponges. In this case care must be used, 

especially with miniature films, to see that small particles of the sponge do not become 

loose and deposit themselves on the film, where they might remain to produce spots on 

the final print. 
After the surface water has been removed, the negatives or prints may be hung 

up to dry by evaporation. Drying may take place through the normal evaporation, 
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although quicker drying can be obtained by playing a draft of air over the materials 

to be dried. If the air is heated, drying will be more rapid, but the temperature 

should not exceed 90°F. 
While drying by forced air flow may sometimes be advantageous, this method 

tends to stir up the air more completely than normal drying and, in so doing, also 

stirs up dust and dirt which may be deposited upon the film. The deposit of dust 

particles on the film is particularly serious in the case of small negatives from which 

enlarged prints are made. One means of minimizing this contamination by foreign 

particles is to place the material to be dried in a wooden or metal frame or box which is 

covered with a cloth of very fine mesh; sufficiently fine so as not to permit dust par- 

ticles to pass through it. The air may then be blown over this box. While the use 

of the fine mesh cloth will reduce the air circulation somewhat and thereby prolong the 

drying time, none of the particles outside of the frame can be deposited upon the film. 

By making the frame small enough to hold only the required number of negatives, the 

amount of dust inside the frame can be minimized. 

Certain liquids having low vapor pressure so that they evaporate readily may be 

used to assist in rapid drying. Of these materials the most common and useful is 

alcohol. After washing has been completed, the surface water is drained off, and the 

negatives are immersed in alcohol.t The negatives are allowed to remain in the 

alcohol bath for a sufficiently long time for the alcohol to permeate the gelatin coating. 

thereby replacing as much of the remaining water as possible. Ordinarily from 3 to 

5 min. should be sufficient for this purpose, after which the negatives may be removed, 

drained of their surface alcohol, and hung up to dry. If desired, much of the surface 

alcohol may be removed by blotting with a soft cloth or viscose sponge, but in this 

case care should be taken that lint deposits do not adhere to the negative. 

The rapidity with which such an alcohol-treated negative will dry depends upon 

the degree to which air is circulated over the negative, the temperature and humidity 

of the air, and the percentage of water in the alcohol. Water and alcohol are miscible 

in all proportions, and as water is brought over to the alcohol bath from the final water 

wash bath, the aleohol becomes more and more diluted and loses some of its effective- 

ness as a rapid drying agent. 

Sometimes it is found that a faint opalescent deposit appears on the negative 

which has been rinsed in alcohol. This is likely to occur if poor grades of alcohol 

(such as rubbing alcohol) are used but may usually be removed by rubbing the surface 

of the dried negative with a soft cloth or lens tissue. If a negative has not been 

sufficiently fixed, it will assume a white opaloid or white appearance when immersed 

in the aleohol bath. The removal of this opalescence may be accomplished by washing 

the negative in clear water and then returning it to the fixing bath for more thorough 

and complete fixation. 

As alcohol is a solvent for the support sometimes used for certain films, it should 

not be employed with cellulose nitrate films. In this case drying may be hastened by 

immersing the film in a 40 per cent solution of formalin or formaldehyde for 5 min. 

following the final wash in clear water, after which the negative should be dried in a 

current of air at as high a temperature as is consistent with prevention of injury to 

the supporting base. Such procedure has considerable potentialities of damage to 

the negative, especially if attempted by the inexperienced worker and is recommended 

for use only in emergencies. 

Quick drying can also be carried out by using ether instead of aleohol as the final 

wash bath. Ether and its fumes are highly inflammable and operations with this 

1 The use of an alcohol bath is suitable for glass plates and film materials made of cellulose acetate, 

as well as printing papers. Cellulose nitrate films are soluble in alcohol so that such negatives cannot be 

washed in alcohol. From 10 to 20 per cent water should be added to alcohol for this bath. 
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chemical should be carried out in open space or a well-ventilated room. Fumes of 

ether should not be breathed as it is an anesthetic. 

Plates and films are usually dried vertically by placing them in racks or hanging 

them by clips from some convenient support. In this case evaporation may take 

place from both sides of the material. On the other hand, prints are often dried by 

placing them on a horizontal surface or by squeegeeing them to ferrotype plates, in 

which case effective evaporation can take place only from one surface of the print. 

Another common method of drying prints is to place them between white lintless 

blotters or alternate layers of blotting paper and waxed sheets. Pressure may be 

applied to a pile of such prints to reduce the tendency of curling. 

Water spots on negatives result from the accumulation of water particles into 

drops. In drying, the gelatin swells at the edge of the drop and forms a crater around 

the perimeter of the drop, which remains after the drop has completely evaporated. 

The additional thickness of gelatin at the edge of the crater shows up later in the 

print as a slightly dark ring or stain. It is sometimes possible to remove such water 

spots by soaking the negative again in water and drying as uniformly as possible. 

Removal of the excess surface water will assist in minimizing stains due to water 

drops. Another method of removing drying marks is to completely bleach the film in 

a solution of 

IROtASSTUMMI DEOMI EAEAS Coie ata aie te iohs seller ane teh aha nah aucel atedatote le tae eeiinds, saeradoce teuictgvercusecses 10 gr 

BOtASSIUTE LENTUC VaTT Cl Cfexeqehas shoe eye tos pias oe ose aor Wiehe cates Sal a oe aon ane). or endtons iohiede hater ts 10 gr 

\WWEINS? Saou ote OA ee tO CId EO DES OO RSE COTO OD SERIO RE Cla Ont oil cnetchtay Siar Cue poticy chet 1 oz 

After bleaching, the negative is washed and then fully developed in a nonstaining 

developer. 

Drying of Prints.—After a print has been washed thoroughly, the surface moisture 

may be removed by swabbing with a piece of wet absorbent cotton and the print 

placed in a rack, in a print dryer, or on a flat surface to dry. If the hardener in the 

fixing bath has hardened the emulsion side sufficiently, the print may be blotted 

by means of a moistened viscose sponge, or the excess water may be removed by a 

squeegee or print roller. The print is placed emulsion side against a clean flat surface, 

such as the polished surface of a ferrotype plate, and the surplus water is removed by 

running a rubber straightedged squeegee or a print roller over the back of the print. 

The print may be left on the ferrotype plate, if one is used, until it is thoroughly dry, 

when it will peel off easily. 

The print may also be placed upon a drying stretcher, which consists of a frame 

of wooden strips, across which have been stretched sheets of thin porous cloth such 

as cheesecloth. Such a frame may be used in the open, or it may be placed in a 

warmed drying oven. In either case it is desirable to turn the prints over occasion- 

ally so that the tendency toward curling may be reduced. 

The time required for a print to dry will depend upon the degree to which the 

emulsion has been hardened in the fixing bath, the extent to which the surplus water 

has been removed from the print, the temperature and humidity of the drying atmos- 

phere, and the weight or thickness of the print paper. 

Curling of Prints ——Prints frequently have a tendency toward curling. This is 

especially true in the case of prints dried on a drying stretcher and in the case of prints 

having a glossy rather than a dull or matte surface. If a slightly excessive amount of 

hardener was used in the fixing bath, and if, moreover, the temperature was above the 

ordinary room temperature and the humidity low, the crispness will be present to the 

extent of brittleness, with an inclination to crack, making it easy to injure the print in 

ordinary handling. Such an objectional condition in which a print dries when this 
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method is followed requires use of expedients to produce a flat flexible print. These 

expedients are as follows: 

The use of a glycerin bath. 

Sponging and the use of blotters. 

Coating the back of the print with gelatin. 

Straightening the print. 

To give flexibility to the print and overcome brittleness, as well as some of the 

tendency to curl, a glycerin bath may be used after completion of the final washing. 

The bath is composed of 1 part of glycerin to from 5 to 10 parts of water. The print 

should be allowed to remain in this bath until the solution has thoroughly permeated 

the gelatin coating, which usually requires at least 5 min., and then, without further 

washing, the print is placed upon the drying screen. 

Whether a glycerin bath has been used or not, it is always advisable, while the 

prints are on the stretchers and before they are thoroughly dry, to sponge the backs of 

them lghtly with water or alcohol and to lay a blotter on them. Even when the 

glycerin bath has not been used, this sponging, combined with the use of blotters, will 

aid greatly in drying the prints flat. 

The serviceability of the blotters used extensively in print finishing is greatly 

increased by keeping them as dry as possible. After each time they are wetted, they 

should be spread out to dry before they are again used. Commercial blotters are 

ordinarily unsuitable for photographic purposes as they invariably contain chemicals 

that have a bleaching action on the print. Colored blotters are likewise unsuitable 

because of the likelihood of the color béing transferred to the print. A white, chem- 

ically pure blotter is available for photographic purposes. 

The curl of a print may be removed by the scraping effect of a straightedged ruler, 

the procedure being to lay the print face down on a hard clean surface and to draw it 

between the surface and the straightedge while it is held in close contact with the 

surface. 
Ferrotyping.—Glazing or ferrotyping a print is a process for increasing the luster 

of a glossy-surfaced print so as to increase its contrast. To impart this gloss, ferro- 

type plates, z.e. thin iron sheets coated with a hard, smooth, glossy enamel, or chro- 

mium-metal plates, are used. Prints to be ferrotyped should be hardened in the 
fixing bath and allowed to remain in the final wash for the normal length of time. 

Upon completion of the final washing, dip the clean ferrotype plate in water to remove 

dust specks and lint. Then lay the print, face down, on the ferrotype plate, applying 

one corner first, and gradually bringing down the other corners until the print lies 

smooth and flat on the plate. Squeegee the surplus water from the print by means 

of a print roller or squeegee, making sure that the print is in firm, intimate contact 

with the plate and that all small air pockets are eliminated. In rolling or squeegeeing, 

work from the center toward the edges of the print. Instead of squeegeeing, the 

print and ferrotype plate may be passed through a wringer; this is effective where 

much work is being done. After squeegeeing or passing through the wringer, the 

prints are set away to dry. 

If the ferrotype plate was clean and the directions given have been followed, the 

prints will fall away from the ferrotype tin after they have become completely dry. 

If they do not separate readily, the prints may be removed by prying loose one corner 

and slipping a thin piece of film between the tin and the print, using this film as a 

wedge to separate other parts of the print from the tin. 

The prints should be trimmed immediately upon their removal from the ferrotype 

plates and should then be placed under pressure to minimize the tendency to curl. 

Tendency toward curling may be reduced by dampening the back of the prints occa- 

sionally with alcohol. 
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If a reasonable amount of care is exercised in handling ferrotype plates, and they 

are clean and well polished, little difficulty should be experienced. Occasionally the 

prints will stick, and the remedy in this case is to use an antisticking solution. This 

solution consists of !4 oz. prepared ox gall, 2 drams of formalin, and 20 oz. of water. 

The prints are soaked in this solution for at least 3 min. after the final washing and 

are then transferred to the ferrotype tin without additional washing. 

A common cause for the prints sticking to the ferrotype tins is insufficient harden- 

ing in the fixing bath, washing in water that was too warm, washing for too long a 

period of time, applying too much heat to the ferrotype prints in an effort to hasten 

drying, or failure to lubricate the plates properly. The lubrication polish for ferro- 

type plates is made as follows: 

Benz oleae asoline Or Denzin err cs cick rr e a eos ete b eer at cee Ee ea ac I 15 oz. 

TEEN AEW TF UR toser Batre eee alte Pad i Sieg eR eae pee atest ah I er tee a Ge PR A pra a neg 150 er. 

Polish the tin with a soft cloth dipped in this solution. Rub dry with clean cloth, 

and polish with a soft dry cloth until all traces of the solution have disappeared. 

Use of Alcohol.—Alcohol may be used to hasten the drying of prints in the same 

manner as its use in the case of negatives. After the final wash in clear water, the 

print should be immersed in alcohol from 2 to 5 min. (depending upon the amount of 

water in the alcohol) and left until the print becomes translucent, 7.e., until the outline 

of the image may be seen through the back of the print. The surplus alcohol is then 

drained off, and the print is dried in the usual manner. 

Alcohol-burning Method.—When alcohol is used to hasten the drying of the print, 

it can be burned from the surface more quickly than it will evaporate normally. 

The prints are washed in water and then in alcohol, as already explained. The sur- 

plus alcohol is drained off. With the wet print safely removed from inflammable 

materials, the print is held by one corner and an open flame is applied, enabling the 

inflammable alcohol to burn and in so doing to dry the print. Care must be exercised 

that the print is not scorched or that the fingers are not burned. If the print is 
allowed to remain too long in the alcohol bath, the alcohol will penetrate the paper 

fibers, and the entire print may be burned. The method is not recommended, except 
as an emergency measure. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

PRINTING PROCESSES 

By Kerra HENNEY 

The photographic process culminates in the making of a positive print, either on a 

transparent base for viewing by transmitted light or on a paper base for viewing by 

reflected light. The negative is only an incidental and intermediate (although 

extremely important) step in this process. The print is the final result, and by the 

print the photographer’s efforts are judged as successes or failures. 

General Printing Processes. The Printing Method.—When the negative is made, 

a tone reversal takes place, the bright portions of the object being reproduced in the 

negative as dark portions and the shadows or dark parts of the object becoming light 

or transparent portions of the negative. The reason for this reversal of tone is the 

fundamental basis of present-day photography. Light so affects the negative mate- 

rial that a metallic silver deposit of varying thickness represents the image in the 

processed negative. The high lights orbrighter portions of the object are represented 

by denser deposits of silver which absorb more transmitted light than the less dense 

portions representing shadows of the object. 

When the print is made, the tone values of the negative are reversed so that the 

dark portions, representing the high lights, become light portions in the print; and 

the transparent parts of the negative, representing the shadows of the original, become 

dark portions in the print. 

If the negative and positive have been correctly exposed and processed, the rela- 

tions between the brightness of the brightest, the least bright, and the intermediate 

portions of the original scene will be correctly reproduced in the final print. In the 

ideal case the actual values of these brightnesses will be reproduced as well as the rela- 

tions between them, but in general all that is expected of the print is that two portions 

of the original, bearing a certain brightness ratio, will be represented in the print by 

that same brightness ratio. Thus, if two portions of the original scene have a bright- 

ness ratio of 3:1, these portions of the print should reflect light to the eye in a 3:1 
ratio. 

Types of Printing Processes, and Their Characteristics—Prints may be made, in 

general, by two methods: they may be placed in contact with the negative, when a 

print having the same dimensions as the negative will result, or the positive material 

may have the image projected on it from the negative so that the print may be smaller 

or larger than the original, as well as the same size. If the print is to be reduced or 

enlarged in size, compared to the size of the negative, the print must be made by 

projection. 

Printing processes may also be classified as to the medium used for the print, viz., 

paper sensitized with silver salts or paper sensitized with salts of other metals, or as to 

whether the final print is in color or in monochrome, ete. In this chapter we are 

concerned with monochrome printing on materials sensitized with salts of silver. 

The result usually desired is accuracy in portraying the original scene, not only in 

perspective, but in tone values as well, considering that colors in the original are 

reduced to black, white, and shades of gray, in the final print. But artistically the 
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desired print may depart widely from being an accurate representation of the original, 

not only in tone value, but in the component parts which make up the scene. In the 

hands of an artist, a print may have very little in common with the original scene, 

since the artist has means of removing from the print any objectionable portion of 

the original, or lacking a desirable element in the original, the artist may add this 

element to the print. The tone values are frequently distorted for artistic purposes. 

Color photography, however, is as yet a realistic medium, in which the effort is 

made to make an accurate representation of the original. In time it is probable that 

photographers will learn how to make use of certain distortions in color photography 

as they have in monochrome—all with the aim of producing a work of art rather than 

an accurate representation of the original subject. 
The Printing Problem.—If the aim is to produce an accurate reproduction of the 

original scene, the photographer must consider the following factors, which are con- 

sidered in greater detail in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry. 

Opacity Units 

) | 2 3 4 5 
Brightness Units 

Fic. 1.—Effect of negative development on compressing or increasing opacity range with 
Tespect to scene brightness range. 

The original subject reflects light in varying degrees depending upon the nature 

of the illumination, and upon the color and reflectance of the component parts. It is 

desired to have the final print show these differences in reflecting ability. It is possible 

in processing the negative to compress the scale or brightness range of the original, to 

expand it, or to make the negative show accurately the brightness differences of the 

original. Thus, if the ratio between the maximum and minimum brightness of the 

original is 20:1, the opacity of the negative representing these portions of the original 

may show a ratio of less than, equal to, or greater than 20:1. 

If the scale is compressed, 7.¢., if this brightness ratio is reduced, the negative is 

flat, whereas, if the opacity range is expanded, the negative is contrasty compared to 

the original. If it is desired to make the print an accurate reproduction of the tone 

values of the original, some compensation must be made for the fact that a flat or 

contrasty negative does not accurately portray the original. 

Practically, the photographer performs these compensations by using a paper 

which has less or more contrast. With the flat negative, in which the brightness range 

of the original has been compressed, a contrasty paper should be used; conversely, a 

‘soft’? paper, lacking in contrast, should be used with the contrasty negative, the 

degree of softness or contrast depending upon the degree of compensation required. 
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If the negative has been processed so that the brightness range of the original is cor- 

rectly reproduced in opacity range, then a normal paper would be used. Prints 

obtained in these three cases will all look alike, if the photographer has processed and 

used his materials correctly. 

The photographer may make use of this ability to compensate for errors occurring 

in the making of a negative or print. For example, the scientifically minded photog- 

rapher knows the brightness range which may be expected from paper of certain 

contrast. If he must photograph a scene in which the brightness range is greater than 

this paper will reproduce, he will intentionally make a ‘‘soft”’ negative in which the 

brightness range of the original has been compressed into the scale which can be repro- 

duced by the paper. On the other hand if certain negatives are flat because of some 

error in processing, the photographer may select a grade of paper which compensates 

for this error. 
Printing Materials and Their Characteristics. Types of Silver Salt Materials.— 

Printing papers are generally known as chloride, bromide, and chlorobromide papers, 

these names indicating in a general way the chief ingredient in their emulsions. Chlo- 

ride papers are the slowest and are used for contact printing; bromide papers, the 

fastest of all printing papers, are roughly 100 times more sensitive than the chloride 

papers. They are used for projection printing. Intermediate in speed are the 

chlorobromides; roughly one-twentieth as sensitive as the bromides. 

The chlorobromide papers are used when the operator wants the maximum control 

over print color and contrast by variations of development procedure, and when the 

simplest types of afterdevelopment toning are to be employed. 

Chlorobromides vary considerably in speed. Some are almost as slow as the 

chlorides; others are almost as fast as the bromides; some may even be slower than 

papers used for contact printing. These papers are usually not made in the wide 

range of contrasts available in both chlorides and bromides, but a wide range of control 

in warmth of tone is possible with them. They have deeper blacks, and give a more 

faithful rendering of shadows than chlorides or bromides. 

Characteristics of Printing Materials —Curves representing the relation between 

exposure and opacity (usually plotted as the logarithm of the exposure against the 

density which is the logarithm of the opacity) of positive materials are similar to those 

of negative materials. In general the straight or linear portions of these curves are 

much shorter than those of negative materials. The effect of varying the processing 

is markedly different for printing papers than for negative materials, as illustrated 

in the chapter on Photographic Materials. 

Printing papers are sensitive only to the shorter wavelengths, viz., blue, and can be 

processed in yellow or red light. Negative materials, on the other hand, may be 

sensitive to the entire visible spectrum and even beyond. 

Even to the light to which the paper is sensitive, printing papers are much less 

sensitive than negative materials. 

Another difference between positive and negative materials lies in the manner in 

which varying contrast is secured. If the photographer prolongs the development of a 

film or plate, the contrast increases. By variations in development procedure, con- 

trast in negative materials may be controlled. But contrast is varied only to a small 

extent by development variations when positive printing papers are processed. Con- 

trast effects are obtained through proper choice of paper, rather than by methods of 

processing. Ifa contrasty result is desired from a negative having normal gradation, a 

contrast paper will be used. This contrast paper used with a soft negative will pro- 

duce a normal print having normal gradation. Similarly a soft print may be obtained 

from a normal negative by the use of soft paper, and a normal result will be obtained 

by using a soft paper with a contrasty negative. 
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These effects may be summarized as follows: 

TaBLeE I.—PrRINT CHARACTERISTICS 

Negative | Paper grade Print 

Soft Soft Excessively flat 

Normal Soft or flat 

Contrast Normal 

Normal Soft Soft or flat 

Normal Normal 

Contrast Contrasty 

Contrasty | Soft Normal 

Normal Contrasty 

Contrast Excessively contrasty 

Tone and Exposure Range.—Printing papers have two general characteristics. 

One is opacity (or density) or tone range; the other is exposure range. By tone range 

is meant the ratio of the light reflected from the brightest high light of the paper 

to the light reflected by the deepest shadow. All papers will print black if exposed 

long enough. All reflect white light if unexposed and if the base is untinted. The 

texture of the surface has a marked effect upon the tone range. A matte surface will 

reflect more light from a black portion of the picture than will a glossy paper. There- 

fore the black of a matte print will not be so black as that of a glossy print. 

The exposure range is the ratio between the exposure required to give the deepest 

black and the exposure required to give a silver deposit which is just perceptible. The 

exposure range is usually much less than the opacity range of negative materials. 

A contrast paper may have an exposure range of 5 to 1; a soft paper may have an 

exposure range as great as 50 to 1. Papers or other degrees of contrast will have 

exposure ranges between these values. With this degree of contrast control available 

by selecting the most suitable paper, the photographer can make prints having accu- 

rate tone reproduction from negatives having opacity ranges of 5 to 1 (density range of 

0.7) up to 50 to 1 (density range of 1.7).! 

The photographer who aims at prints for salons will choose meticulously the 

paper which has the tone and exposure range necessary to show what he considers 

will get favorable attention from the salon judges. For truest reproduction, a paper 

of proper exposure range must be chosen to be used with a given negative. But 

prize-winning results are often attained by deliberately (or accidentally) disregarding 

this rule. 
If the photographer makes a single kind of negative, portraits for instance, under 

accurately controlled conditions of exposure and development, he will need to use but 

a single grade of printing paper. The amateur and the commercial finisher, however, 

must have at hand several grades of paper, some hard and some soft, because they must 

print from negatives made under all sorts of conditions, and often processed under 

conditions which may produce opacity ratios which are not like the subject brightness 

ratios. Most photographers compromise by using a normal or medium grade for most 

work and sacrificing some accurateness in printing negatives which are not exactly 

suited to these grades. Harder or softer papers are used for these negatives which 

are patently out of the normal or average class. 

1 With carbon and platinum processes much longer exposure scales are possible, platinum making 

possible a range of 100 to 1. 
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Matte vs. Glossy Prints.—On the question of tone range of matte compared to glossy 

prints, a communication from Rowland S. Potter, in The Camera, April, 1936, is inter- 

esting. Sensitometric curves were made of normal grade Velour Black, a chloro- 
bromide enlarging paper. Successive exposures differed by 4/2. The maximum 

reflection density of glossy paper is clearly greater (see Fig. 2) than that of a matte 

paper. If the matte print is waxed, its maximum density lies somewhere between that 

2.0 

Density 

Ao Ny ‘ 
Sn (@) 

BB-I 
Log Exposure B-2 

Fic. 2.—Effect of waxing matte print WM in increasing maximum density, approaching 
that of a glossy print G. 

of the glossy and the fully matted print. The table below gives the pertinent data 

from this investigation. 

TaBLE [].—Errect or Various TYPES OF SURFACES ON PRINTING PAPERS 

% 
a : 

3 Relative Perce Relative |. areas a 
Maximum A increase Exposure 3 in exposure 

Paper surface : range in |. : Gamma range in 
density . in opacity range range over 

opacity exposure 
over matte matte sur- 

face 

Miatteniceetsctascrencs 1.36 1.00 — 1.83 18.84 1.00 

Waxed matte...... 1.6 ved 73 2.20 229) 183 Le 1S) 17.5 

Glossyeecitone sa 15 745 2.45 145 2.28 22.13 1.175 17.5 

It will be noted that the darkest black of the glossy print is nearly 214 times blacker 

than the darkest black of the matte print and that the waxed print ‘has a blackness 

about 75 per cent greater than the unwaxed print. Furthermore, the waxed matte 

and the glossy prints both have greater contrast than the matte print, evidenced by 

the steepness of the curves in the straight portions. In addition, the waxed and the 
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glossy prints both have longer scales of gradation than the matte by a factor of about 
17 per cent. 

With a vigorous long-scale negative there will be more detail in the shadows of a 

glossy print or a waxed surface than in those of a matte surface. This is true in spite 
of the greater contrast. If the differentiation of tone of the matte print is satisfactory, 

a negative must be less contrasty to give equal differentiation of tones on a waxed 

surface or a glossy paper. In addition the glossy print will reproduce greater subject 

brilliance because of the greater maximum black that can be attained in the glossy 

print. 
At its maximum density the paper reflects about 1 per cent of the incident 

light, which corresponds to a reflection density of 2. Therefore the longest tone 

range possible is about 100 to 1. 
Varieties of Printing Papers Available.—Beside varying in contrast, printing papers 

are made with various surface textures (smooth or matte, rough, glossy, canvas, etc.), 

on paper backing material of various tints or colors, of various weights (single or double 

weight, etc.) etc. These matters are treated more fully in the chapter on Photographic 

Materials. 

Tones in 
nN shadows lost 

Black } In final print Black 

Tone range 
, Jonerange 
| of print 

White White, 

Ee Lovacity.| |shebionts 
= SHE | range of lost in print 

Ce ess >| negative 
Opacity range of =50 fof 
negative=50 tol 

Fig. 3.—Loss of shadow or high-light tones caused by using paper with too short an exposure 
range for the negative. 

Practical Considerations in Printing. Selection of Paper.—The printing paper 

must be selected, not only with regard to the contrast to fit the negative to be printed, 

or to produce the desired end result, but also with regard to the texture of the paper, 

its thickness, and its color. These are matters of opinion rather than matters of 

fact. 
Brightness Range Encountered in Practice.—Fortunately the brightness range of the 

average outdoor or studio scene is such that ordinary negative materials will record it 

accurately. Mees! shows a photograph of a typical outdoor scene in which the bright- 

ness of a sunlit cloud was 4250 ft.-lamberts and the deepest shadow had a brightness of 

162 ft.-lamberts. This represents a brightness range of 26 to 1. Scenes with bright- 

ness ranges of 100 to 1 do not reproduce well, nor do scenes of range of less than 10 

reproduce well. It is seldom that brightness ranges greater than 20 or 30 to 1 will be 

encountered. 
Most negative emulsions are capable of reproducing easily the ranges of brightness 

found in studio or outdoor subjects. 

Effect of Using Improper Contrast Grade.—Suppose a subject has a brightness range 

of 50 to 1 and that it is printed on a paper with an exposure range of 40 to 1. The 

paper cannot reproduce the entire range of the subject. Suppose the paper is exposed 

to the negative (which has an opacity range of 50 to 1) in such manner that the high 

‘Mess, C. E. K., ‘‘ Photography,’’ Macmillan (1937). 
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lights produce a just perceptible deposit of silver. The deep shadow will now be full 

black, but so will many tones which are merely approaching the shadow end of the 

subject brightness scale. On the other hand suppose the paper is so exposed that the 
deepest shadows only are black. Now the high lights will be white, but there will be 

many tones toward the high-light end of the subject scale which will also be white. 

Thus a portrait may show a totally blank white face—no half tones. 

If, however, a subject with a range of only 40 is printed on a paper with a scale of 

50, different results will occur. If the paper is exposed so that the high lights produce 

a just perceptible blackening, the shadows will be gray and muddy because fifty times 

as much exposure is needed to make this paper black, while the subject produces an 

effect only forty times as great as that produced by the high-light portion of the nega- 

tive. If, on the other hand, the exposure is such that the shadows are black, then the 

brightest high lights will be darker than white, and the over-all effect will be a muddy 

and an unpleasant print. Of course, it is possible to lose tones at both ends, as by 

using a hard negative with soft paper and placing it midway between white and black 

on the curve. All tones will be gray. 

Black Black 

H Tone ES of 
1 \ print, true 

fe Perk nee Le Die never 
1 1 1 

rtrue black eet ca HACE ere 
| never 

White tattained Whit Gray 

| Negative opacity range Max. opacity 
KS 3 ee CAS e = Min. opacity 

Maxingum Minimum | = 4040 
= =highligi F ie arg Lars Sear pc? acity Wesciee, Mager ees POsue =shadlow Exposure ran e of 

ran 
papers 50 fol pie 2 

Fic. 4.—Production of weak, limited-tone-range prints by using paper with too long an 

exposure range for the negative. 

It is possible to take advantage of the exposure scale of a paper in another way. 

If a “snappy” or brilliant print is desired from a negative correctly reproducing a 

fairly flat subject, then a contrast grade of paper may be employed. On the other 

hand, it is possible to reduce the contrast of a subject, correctly reproduced in a nega- 

tive, by printing that negative on a paper of less than normal contrast. This has the 

effect of making more important the intermediate tones existing between the black 

and white limits of the original subject. It is impossible, however, to put half tones 

into a silhouette. If the original had no intermediate tones, such tones cannot be 

found on the negative and cannot be printed into the positive. 

Methods of Matching Paper and Negative.-—Photographers who do much work learn 

by experience how to select paper to fit negative. But the casual printer does not 

acquire this necessary experience. It is possible that the professional could turn out 

better prints if he had an accurate means of measuring the scale of his negative and 

thereby determining which grade of paper he should use. 
By means of an exposure meter, or other form of photometer, he photographer 

can measure the transmission of light through the densest and the thinnest portions 

of his negative. This gives an immediate index to the brightness (exposure) ratio that 

must be accommodated by the printing paper. After measuring this range the deci- 

sion can be made whether to use a hard or soft or a medium paper. Suitable photo- 

metric devices are described on page 436. 
Several devices are on the market which are useful in determining the exposure 

to give a certain negative when printing it on a certain paper. These instruments 
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Fic. 5.—Effect of printing low-, normal-, and high-contrast negatives. Middle negative 
(left) and print (right) are normal. If the low-contrast negative were printed on hard 
paper and the high-contrast negative were printed on soft paper, the resultant prints would 
resemble closely the print made on medium paper from the normal negative. (Courtesy of 
Agfa Ansco Corp.) 
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measure the average or integrated amount of light that gets through the entire nega- 

tive. ‘They will not help the photographer determine the grade of paper to be used 

since they do not make it possible to measure small areas and thereby to determine 

opacity differences between the high-light and the shadow portions. 

It may be said here, however, that a negative having high contrast should be 

printed on a paper having less than normal contrast, and conversely, a flat negative 

requires a more contrasty paper to produce the best results. 

Practical Considerations in Negative and Positive Materials—So far it has been 

assumed that emulsion characteristics were perfectly straight and of sufficient length 

to reproduce brightness ranges found in practice. Actual materials, however, are not 

ideal; the relation between opacity and exposure in negatives is not completely linear; 

at low values of exposure and at high values of exposure the curvature of the charac- 

teristic means that distortion will result if these ‘‘toe”’ and ‘‘shoulder”’ portions are 

used. 
Curves are employed to represent the relation between exposure and opacity of 

photographic materials. In practice these relations are usually plotted as the loga- 

rithm of the exposure against the logarithm of the opacity (called density). There are 

two reasons for this procedure: (1) a longer range may be represented conveniently in a 

small space in logarithmic units, and (2) the response of the eye to a light stimulus is 

more nearly proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus than to the numerical value 

of the stimulus. 
If a brightness ratio is to be reproduced which is so great that the curved ‘‘toe” 

and ‘‘shoulder”’ portions of the D-logio H curve must be used, then the extreme high 

lights and the darkest shadows will not be truthfully translated into opacity ratios 

(or density differences). This is because of the curvature of the relation between 

exposure and opacity (or density). If the brightness range is small, it may be placed 

anywhere on the straight part of the curve with the knowledge that the opacity ratios 

(or density differences) will be proportional to brightness ratios if not exactly equal to 

them. 
The slope of the straight-line part of the D-logio E curve, when plotted as logarithm 

of exposure against density, is known as ‘‘gamma.” It is actually equal to: 

e AD bs D2 — Di 

vl A logio E logo (H2/ FE) 
(1) 

Gamma and contrast are often used as synonomous terms, although incorrectly. 
The contrast of a negative is the difference between the greatest and the least density, 

no matter whether these densities represent only the straight-line portion of the 

D-logioH curve or not. Gamma pertains only to the straight portion of the curve. 

Since, however, most photographers assume they are working only on the straight 

portion, they use gamma and contrast indiscriminately. 
If the gamma (slope of the straight part of the D-logio H curve) of the negative 

is unity, the negative represents accurately the subject brightness values both in 

proportion and in actual opacity values. The negative may be printed on a paper 

with a gamma of unity. But if the negative gamma is higher than unity (say 1.2) 

then the negative must be printed on a paper with a gamma of less than unity (in this 

ease 0.83) to make a print that is a true representation of the original. Mathematical 

proof of this practical point will be found in the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry. 

If the product of the slopes of the negative and paper curves is equal to 1, accurate 

reproduction is procured if we neglect the extreme shadows and extreme high lights. 

With printing papers, the portion of the density-exposure characteristic that 

is actually straight may be quite restricted in length or may be nonexistent. So long 

as the curve has no pronounced curvature at either end or anywhere else, it is probable 
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that: very few, if any, persons will be able to detect that distortion has entered into the 

printing of a given negative. It is the aim of the paper manufacturers, however, to 

make printing materials that are as near technically perfect as possible and at the 

same time to make them practical to use. 

The exposure ranges that are often cited as being about 5 to 1 for a contrast paper 

and about 50 to 1 for a soft paper are secured by measuring the exposure differences 

required to produce certain density differences. If a considerable portion of the toe 

region of the curve is taken into this calculation, the exposure range cited will be 

greater than if only the truly straight part of the characteristic is considered, as one 

may see from the curves in Figs. 7and8. These are characteristic of Defender B Velour 
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Fic. 6.—Theoretical curves relating brightness range of subject, opacity range of nega- 
tive and brightness range of print. Here the product of negative and print gammas 
(1.21 X 0.825) equals unity; a requirement for correct tone reproduction. 

Black (a projection paper) and of Apex (a Defender contact paper). Data for the 

following table were taken from these curves: 

TasxiE II].—CHARACTERISTICS OF PAPER 

Paper—Apex 

Grade JBEGPOSEEE | wy Speed’”’ Gamma 
range 

QDs 0:0: o:6 SOLA HOE Paro Ee rey ie DeIcns ena IRE nc Miia ice tain ae cers CoE ae me, 17.0 390 125 

Til BO Riio 6 Soa ere cace ele the ois ci ciiaicy SiSteR aie cee nen ene Reh eC 9.8 390 1.45 

DOP eo Go Occ OO MEE RCE ENC ROR PETC RCS its CERIN OS Sena oie Ce ENN I tt Cem a Use 445 1.70 

S38} TONES aa Re OER eat Ener oer CHE acne Ra CRCeeT Ss or er oreo eet 5.2 710 2.02 

CUES 0 010 SiO UKO OTOIERE ES EE RRC RT eT CECE TOR POR NG ROL eT UREN ee ate Cie mE eRe peat 3.2 850 2.80 

DORM ALGEMENE Lhasa Es Y- SELSaa ane: Mey ey t, Mone Dees tae & Sar eof see cena ane 2.8 1150 3.30 

Paper—Velour Black 

ULES GE Re ea ara era te chad hm SRR, ites crete! aie baud SyURS RRS 10.0 5.0 1.24 

PAP SNGTTEN EN Br eos ar Ee CeCe IG CEOS CT © Ly OOF. DPE eel nae oie ea Re eases A 8 5.5 nil 1.88 

SSeS MIMO UAT seg ches atop tett ychnde Me Was a aBeectics tal teh di cswcHlcuah cits cumicbey Aten e uous 3.5 6.3 2.48 

ATAAIN ST Clete he ORS Rey eR PP EER Tbk herent h Sie Vai ivenieicdl austen URNS 2.7 14.3 3.20 

The “speed” here is taken as the exposure in meter-candle-seconds required to 

produce a print density of 1.0. Thus the projection paper is seen to have a speed of 
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about 100 times that of the contact paper (710 m.c.s. required to produce a density of 

1.0 on the contact paper compared to 6.3 m.c.s. required for the projection paper; both 

grades being medium). The exposure range was estimated by considering the portion 

of the characteristic between a density 0.2 less than the maximum possible on the 

paper and 0.2 above the minimum measurable density. These exposure ranges 

would come more into line with the tables of such ranges already published if more of 

the toe region of the characteristic were used in making the range estimate. Gamma 

values were obtained in the customary manner, v2z., the ratio between the change in 

density to the change in the log exposure over the straight portion of the curve. 
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Meter Candle Seconds 

Fic. 7.—Points on D-logi) EF curve used to calculate density range of paper. 

It will be noted that these papers have definite straight portions to the characteris- 

tic, that the harder (more contrasty) papers have steeper characteristics, and that for 

these papers the exposure range is less than for the softer papers. 

Effect of Curvature of Characteristic.—Since practical printing materials may have 

appreciable curvature in their D-logi, E characteristic, it is worth while to consider 

what happens when either the exposure has been incorrect so that the lower or upper 

bend is used or the brightness range of the subject is so great that both upper and lower 

curves must be used. ; 
Suppose that the exposure has been insufficient to place the shadow portions of 

the subject up on the straight part of the curve. The high lights, however, are cor- 

rectly exposed. The opacity ratios (density differences) in the high-light region will 
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be directly proportional to the subject brightness ratios. But because of the curvature 

two shadow regions differing by, say 3 to 1 in brightness, will not produce opacity ratios 

of this value (when the characteristics of the printing material are such that y = 1). 

They will produce less than a 3:1 ratio in opacity because over the curved region it 

requires more than a 3:1 exposure ratio to produce a 3:1 opacity ratio. 
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3556 50.23 7112 1005 142.2 2014 2844 401.8 5689 803.5 1138 1607 2276 

Meter Candle Seconds 
Fic. 8A.—Contact-paper characteristics. Grade 00 is soft; 55 is extra contrast. 

If, on the other hand, the shadows are exposed so that they lie on the straight 

part of the curve, the high lights may be overexposed, extending up beyond the straight 

portion of the H and D curve. Now they will be distorted since brightness ratio of 

3:1 will not produce a 3:1 ratio in opacity; they will produce less than this variation. 

In this case the shadows of the negative (or print) will be correct and the high lights 

will be incorrect (blocked up). 
In negative making, correct exposure is usually considered as that exposure which 

will get the shadows up on the straight portion of the curve. Then the straight part 

of the curve has sufficient length for the high lights not to reach the shoulder. But if 

appreciably greater exposure is given to the negative, the high lights may be blocked 
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up and will not be represented correctly. In print making, correct exposure is usually 

that exposure which will just slightly tint the paper in the strongest high lights. Then 

the shadows will usually be of the correct density if a paper of correct exposure range 
has been chosen. 

Because of the shortness of the straight-line portion of the paper characteristic 

curve, it is often impossible to obtain perfect reproduction over the whole range of 
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Fig. 8B.— Characteristics of Velour Black (projection) papers varying from soft to contrast 

in grade. 

tones. If the extreme shadows are ignored, however, the exposure of the negative 

can be so chosen that practically perfect reproduction is obtained, on the proper paper, 

over the greater part of the tonal scale of the original subject. It is also.a fact that the 

eye is not very critical to slight distortion of tone balances, while it is more sensitive 

to fuzzy, out-of-focus effects and bad perspective. 

Extreme high lights and shadows suffer from decreased contrast, however, because 

of the curvature of the D-logio EK characteristic. 
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General Characteristics of Positive Printing Papers. —Under this heading in the chap- 

ter on Photographie Materials will be found a discussion of the various paper charac- 

teristics such as speed, color sensitivity, effect of development on contrast, image tone, 

sheen, texture, weight or thickness, etc. 

Choicz of Negative Contrast.—The question arises as to whether it is preferable to 
develop negatives to a low or a high gamma and then to use a paper of proper contrast 

to bring the final reproduction to the desired point, from the standpoint of true tone 

rendition. In general, it is preferable to develop the negative to a good contrast and 

then to use a soft grade of paper. In this manner better over-all rendition will be 

secured. The reason is the fact that there is less difference between the straight part 

and the toe and shoulder portions of a soft paper than of a hard paper. 
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Fic. 9.—Compression of shadows and high lights by using curved parts of characteristic. 

Negative opacity range 8-1 Print brightness range 52.5-1 
Negative shadow range 2-1 Print shadow range 1.6-1 
Negative medium tone range 2-1 Print medium tone range 11.0-1 
Negative high-light range 2-1 Print high-light range 3.0-1 

High Key. Low Key.—Prints are often labeled as “full scale,” ‘‘soft,” “low key,” 

ete. The following table is taken from an article on print control, by Laurence Dut- 

ton, in Miniature Camera Monthly: 

TasBLE [V.—PrRINT CHARACTERISTICS 

Type of print Type of negative 
eee a Paper Printing directions 

HUIS calle tat ts aisle Be okie eels Normal Contrast equal to the | Minimum exposure and 

negative full development time 

ORG pate save cae ins otal ne tara okeel nw iets Soft Less contrast than the} Adequate exposure and 

negative minimum development 

Owversealesé 3. ave srs sesreserecevetaleiene Hard Greater contrast than | Maximum exposure and 

the negative development 

Mowake yi Pycy as) anlaet cise eee Relatively soft Soft Expose for shadows 

ighukcey Ven: dictante iene Relatively soft Soft Expose for high lights 

rrr 
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A very thorough and practical treatise on methods of printing on various papers, 

of methods of measuring the contrast of negatives, and of measuring the capabilities 

of printing papers will be found in Dutton’s book, ‘Perfect Print Control,’ The 

Galleon Press, 1937. 

Storage of Printing Papers.—Papers should be kept dry and free from chemical 

fumes, and from hypo dust. Preferably they should be stored in a cool place and 

under a certain amount of pressure to keep them flat. If they are in a moist warm 

atmosphere, they will mildew and stick together, being ruined for future use. Mois- 

ture seems to be able to penetrate numerous thicknesses of protective paper as well as 

the double envelopes in which most papers are now packed by the manufacturer. The 

only solution is to keep printing papers out of a humid hot atmosphere; or to place 

them in a simple drying closet which may be made by placing the paper in a box or 

cabinet in which an electric light bulb burns continuously. Of course, the paper must 

be protected from lhght if it is not to become fogged or exposed. 

Contact Printing. Comparasion of Contact and Projection Printing.—The ultimate 

in sharpness of detail will only be secured by contact printing. When sharp negatives 

are enlarged a matter of two to four times this lack of definition is not noticeable, but 

in greater magnifications than these values the loss of sharpness is unavoidable. 

Therefore, for extreme detail as for engineering or scientific record prints or where 

reproduction by a photoengraving method is to be followed, the 8- by 10-in. contact 

print on glossy paper, well ferrotyped, cannot be equaled. 

For portraits and pictorial subjects, however, there is often an advantage in a 
projection print which is not so sharp as a contact print. In projection it is possible 

to reduce still further the sharpness by the employment of diffusion attachments on 

the enlarger lens or by making the exposure onto the printing paper through silk or 

other diffusing material. 
Only by projection may the final print be smaller or larger than the negative. For 

this reason, if a very large print is desired, it is practically impossible to get it in any 

other way than by projection. In commercial studios the 8- by 10-in. camera is almost 

the upper limit of size in general use. Of recent years there has been a remarkable 

trend toward smaller cameras, which are easier to operate, to move about, and which 

have lenses of greater depth of focus. 

The miniature camera, with a lens of large aperture and short focal length has 

made it possible to make photographs with very great depth of focus and very short 
exposures. Negatives made in such cameras may be enlarged many times before 

grain inherent in negative emulsions becomes annoying and before the natural loss of 

definition with enlargement causes the print to suffer too much. Modern fine-grain 

materials processed according to fine-grain technique will yield enlargements of 10 

diameters! before either grain or loss of detail becomes serious, and even greater 

enlargements are possible if the utmost in detail is not necessary. 

There is little or no opportunity for dodging or holding back a portion of the nega- 

tive in contact printing; in projection, dodging is very frequently employed. In this 

manner emphasis may be placed upon the part of the image that merits it; details not 

wanted may be subdued. The photographer is freed, somewhat, by this expedient 

from the vagaries of uneven lighting. 

Negatives which are to be enlarged must be handled with great care. The com- 

mercial photographer, accustomed to making contact prints from an 8- by 10-in. 

negative must learn an entirely new technique if he hopes to turn out good prints from 

1 Two terms are used for indicating the magnitude of the enlargement: diameters and the general 

term magnification. Strictly, the latter term should indicate the enlargement in area. Practically, 

however, all enlargements are rated as the number of times any linear dimension is increased. Thus 2 

10 times (diameter) enlargement means that, for each inch of the negative along a side, the print 

will be 10 in. 
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miniature negatives. Every scratch, fingerprint, and speck of dust or lint is magnified 

with the image, and an invisible flaw becomes a ruinous blotch when magnified 20 x. 

It is practically impossible to retouch miniature negatives; all handwork must be done 

on the final print. 
One of the virtues of projection printing is the ability of the photographer to select 

a portion of a negative and to enlarge it to the desired degree. Often a negative 

looked at in toto will not reveal an excellent composition which becomes evident when 

only a portion is masked off and studied. 

To sum up, for the utmost in detail and freedom from grain, make contact prints. 

For depth of focus, when the exposure must be short, for large prints, for dodging one 

portion of the negative at the expense of another, for reproducing only a portion of a 

negative, for soft effects, enlarge. 

Contact-printing Equipment.—Gaslight or chloride paper used for contact printing 

may be processed safely in a room illuminated by ordinary incandescent lamps, pro- 

vided a safe distance is maintained between lamp and paper. A better method is to 

use a yellow safe light to which the chloride paper is insensitive. The illumination 

on the printing table may be fairly high so long as it is of a color which will not fog the 

paper. 
For the amateur a printing box is useful. This is simply a box with one or more 

bulbs (of 40 or 60 watts each) in it together with a small ruby lamp. A switch is 

connected with a hinged cover so that, when the exposure is to be made and the cover 

is pressed down, the exposing lamp is turned on and the ruby lamp is turned off. 

Between the exposing lamps and the negative is a diffusing ground glass. Some sort 

of reflector in the box aids in securing even illumination. 

Printers for professional use are of the same general type but are more complex and 

are capable of accommodating larger negatives. 

Making Contact Prints —Contact printing involves these several steps: 

1. Placing negative in printing machine or frame, emulsion side up. 

2. Placing printing paper in contact with the negative, emulsion side down (the two 

emulsion surfaces are now in contact). 

3. Turning on printing light, or if a printing frame and an external light source are 

used, bringing the frame near the exposing light. 

4. Developing, rinsing, fixing, washing, drying, and mounting. 

With a printing box or machine it is difficult to ‘‘dodge,” 7.e., to expose one portion 

of the negative more or less than another part for the purpose of improving contrast of 

a particular portion or to even up the final brightness over the entire print. If a 

printing frame is used and the exposing light is fixed at a convenient distance from the 

frame, a piece of cardboard or other opaque material may be interposed between the 

light and the portion of the negative which is to be held back. 

If a printing frame and an external source of light are used, it is wise to move the 

frame with respect to the lamp so that even exposure over the entire picture is secured. 

A simple light box can be made, however, which may consist of several incandescent 

bulbs of small size (perhaps, 25 watts) placed in the bottom. Between these lamps 

and the printing frame is a sheet of diffusing glass or paper. 

' A normal contact paper placed about 1 ft. from a 60-watt lamp will require 10 to 

20 sec. exposure when printed from an average negative. It is wise to make a test of 

the exposure by using a small strip of the paper before exposing the entire sheet. This 

test strip is placed over a portion of the negative which has both high lights and shad- 

ows. The exposure should be such that after development the high lights show a 

just perceptible coloring compared to a sheet of unexposed paper. 
It is good practice to arrange the printing light and the printing frame in such a 

manner that exposures of the order of 4 or 5 sec., minimum, are required. At one time 
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it was thought that better contrast was obtained from flat negatives by printing them 

for a longer time at a greater distance from the hight than customary. Nowadays 

the contrast is secured by using a harder paper. Standardized conditions of light 

sources and distance between light and paper are highly desirable. 

Chloride papers are completely developed in about 45 sec. to 1 min. If the print 

becomes too dark in this time, it is overexposed. The image should show up in 10 to 

15 sec.; if it flashes up a shorter exposure is required. The print should be left in the 

developer until the maximum blackness is attained. 

Papers to Use for Certain Subjects—Nearly all pictures will look well if printed on 

white stock; others look better if put on buff-colored, cream-colored, or other tinted 

papers. But egregious errors may be made by using the wrong paper for certain 

subjects. Portraits, interiors by artificial hight, and some sunlight scenes may be 

printed on cream-, buff-, or ivory-tinted paper. Outdoor scenes such as beach and 

marine views and snow scenes do not look well on these papers. Moonlight scenes, as 

well as some snow and sand scenes look well if placed on paper which may be toned 

blue. Fire scenes may be toned red. In general, however, it is always safe to use a 

white paper. 

For reproduction purposes, glossy prints are desired. In any case, if the finest 

detail and the greatest tone range is desired, glossy paper is preferred. Glossy paper 

seems to be the mode for amateur prints made by commercial finishing establishments. 

This style may change as has the style of using deckle edges and other out-of-the- 

ordinary fads. Rough papers are useful for broad effects of light and shadow but are 
not of much use if fine detail is to be preserved. Ali surfaces will take retouching with 

the spotting brush and spotting colors, and all but glossy and silk surfaces will take the 

spotting pencil. 

Projection Printing. The Projection Method.—If the print is to be larger or smaller 

than the negative from which it is to be made, projection printing must be used. In 

this manner of printing, the image of the negative is projected upon the printing paper 

by means of an objective lens. The projection system may be especially constructed 

for enlarging purposes, or it may be a camera used backward, 7.e., the negative is placed 

in the rear of the camera and illuminated by a source of light. The image from the 

lens is then focused upon the sensitive paper. 

Because of the loss of light in the projection system, papers adapted for contact 

printing require very long exposures. The projection papers, therefore, are much 

more sensitive than contact chlorides. There is no reason, however, aside from the 

longer exposures required (or the stronger source of light required), why contact-type 

papers should not be used for projection or why projection papers should not be used 

for contact printing. The bromide type of projection paper may be as much as 100 

times as sensitive as the chlorides used for contact printing. 

Projection Equipment.—In simplest terms the enlarging camera may consist of the 

light source, a holder for the negative, a lens for focusing the image on the paper to be 

exposed, some means for varying the lens-paper and negative-lens distances, and an 

easel upon which the sensitive paper is placed. More complicated equipment involves 

the use of several devices to adjust these necessary distances; some enlargers have these 

two distance controls mechanically coupled together so that one operation changes 

both lens-to-negative and lens-to-paper distances. These are known as automatic- 

focus enlargers. 

The housing for the illuminant and the easel need not necessarily be attached to 

the focusing lens system. Consequently an ordinary camera may’be used as an 

enlarger by attaching the camera to the lighting system so that the negative is held 

between glass plates (or in some other manner) and placed between the rear of the 

camera and the light house. The easel need not be on the same bench as the camera 

and light house. 
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Fixed-focus Enlarger.—If the photographer is content with a single degree of 

enlargement, he may use a fixed-focus enlarger. ‘The maximum size of film that may 

be enlarged is controlled by the dimensions of the negative holder; the size of the 

largest sheet of paper upon which the image may be focused is controlled by the dimen- 

sions of the paper holder. Ordinarily these enlargers are used by amateurs who are 

accustomed to use a single size of negative and who are satisfied with a single size of 

paper, e.g., 314 by 414 in. enlarged to post-card size or to 5 by 7in. The lens is placed 

at the proper position between the negative and the paper and is sufficiently corrected 

for the purpose. After the negative and printing paper have been placed in their 

respective holders, the enlarger may be brought out of the darkroom and exposure may 

take place to the open sky or to some other source of illumination. The camera may 

be knockdown in style so that it may be packed out of the way when not in use or so 

that it may be readily transported; more modern fixed-focus enlargers contain a source 

of illumination. 
Variable-focus Enlargers.—This type of equipment is much more versatile than the 

fixed-focus arrangement. With such an enlarger, any degree of magnification between 

the minimum and maximum possible with the physical equipment may be accom- 

plished. Jn addition, if the lens may be placed far enough away from the negative and 

close enough to the easel, a print reduced in size from the negative may be secured. 

Variable-focus enlargers may fall into one of two general classes depending upon the 

type of illumination. If a single source of light (usually a concentrated filament lamp 

or an arc) is used, a pair of plano-convex condensing lenses is employed to bring the 

light to a focus in the center of the objective (focusing) lens. This type of equipment 

is more economical of light, and it requires more adjustments than the type described 

below in which diffused lighting is used. Flaws and negative grain become more 

apparent in prints made from this type of equipment than is the case when using the 

second type. 

The second general type of equipment utilizes one or more lamps, the illumination 

being broken up by diffusion plates (usually ground glass or opal glass) interposed 

between source and negative so that the diffusing medium becomes the source of light 

as far as the enlarging process is concerned. A diffusion system provides even illumi- 

nation over the entire negative without any adjustments of lamp-to-negative distance; 

flaws and grain are minimized but much of the available light is wasted in the diffusion 

equipment. Prints made from diffusion-type enlarger will be less contrasty than those 

made from a condenser system. 

Some enlargers, notably those used for enlarging miniature negatives, use a con- 

denser lens to concentrate the beam and a diffuser to provide even illumination. 

Present trends are toward the diffusion type of equipment. 

In any variable-focus enlarger there are two adjustments necessary to get sharp 

focus of the image upon the printing paper: the lens-to-negative distance and the 

lens-to-paper distance. In addition to these adjustments a condenser system requires 

that the hght-source-to-negative distance be accurately adjusted to get even illumina- 

tion over the entire negative. 

In operation the photographer places the negative in the holder and focuses the 

image to the required size upon the easel by adjusting the distances mentioned above. 

Then he may stop down the objective lens to the desired point, place the projection 

paper on the easel, and make the exposure. Proper exposure is controlled both by the 

diaphragm in the lens and by the time of exposure. Stopping down will tend to 

minimize effects of poor focusing, but it is always wise to effect the best possible focus 

before making the exposure. 

If the light source requires adjustment, this is done after the desired magnification 

has been determined and before the negative is placed in the holder. The distance, 

hght to negative holder, is varied until the easel is evenly covered with illumination. 
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If incorrectly placed, the light will cast upon the easel only a small circle of intense 

light; the rest of the negative will not be covered properly and the enlargement will 

show these light variations clearly. 
If a negative is dense and it is difficult to get accurate focus, a useful expedient is 

to place in the negative holder a well-fogged negative on which fine scratches in the 

emulsion have been made. When these scratches are sharply defined on the easel, the 

test negative is in focus and may be replaced by the negative to be enlarged. 

Equipment for working with miniature negatives will usually produce enlargements 

up to 15 or 20 diameters with the physical equipment built into the enlarger. If still 

greater magnifications are desired, some means must be found for increasing the 

distance from lens to paper. Usually, sufficient adjustment of the lens-to-negative 

distance is built into the enlarger so that its enlarging ability is beyond the limit set 

by the lens-to-paper distance. This is generally accomplished by placing the paper on 

the floor and by turning the camera so that the rays of light from the objective clear 

the table upon which the camera stands. With enlargers adapted for negatives of 

large size, e.g., 314 by 414 in. and up, magnifications much greater than four or five 

diameters are not possible because of the considerable lens-to-easel distance required. 

The only solutions in this case are to use a lens of shorter focus or to use an accessory 

lens to reduce the focal length of the objective. 

Enlargers for miniature negatives may use lenses of 50 to 100 mm. focal length. 

Present-day equipment is constructed on the vertical plan, the camera extending 

up in the air, the easel being below it and horizontal. Vertical space is seldom at a 

premium in the darkroom, and a horizontal easel is much easier to work with. 

Certain older equipment had other adjustments in addition to those mentioned. 

For example, the negative might be tilted, or swung about a vertical pivot through the 

center of the negative, or the negative might be raised or lowered so that one portion 

could be brought nearer the center of the rays from the light source. Modern equip- 

ment has few or none of these additional adjustments. If one edge of the easel is 

tilted with respect to the negative, certain correction in the lines of the negative may 

be effected. For example if the lines of a building converge because the camera 

has been tilted in making the original exposure, the easel may be tilted in the opposite 

direction. In general, however, modern enlarging practice has little need of these 

additional adjustments. 

Most modern equipment includes a yellow or red filter which may be swung into 

the beam from the lens to make it possible to focus directly upon the sensitive paper. 

When the exposure is to be made, this filter is removed from the light beam. 

Condenser Enlarger.—This type of equipment is useful when the utmost sharpness 

of detail is desired, or when the maximum use of the light source must be secured. 

Because of this sharpness of detail, flaws in negatives are not subdued at all in enlarging 

so that retouching on negatives to be projected must be much more carefully done than 

if the enlarged print is to be made by a diffusion system. 

In condenser equipment, rays of light are scattered more in the heavier portions 

of the negative than in the less dense portions. The latter go straight through the 

negative and are collected by the projection lens. Some of the scattered rays, how- 

ever, are not collected by the lens and do not reach the printing paper. For this 

reason, the contrast of prints made by a condenser system is greater than prints made 

by a diffusion system. This is known as the “‘Callier effect.’”’ Placing a simple 

diffusing medium between the light source and the negative will china this effect, 

but the advantage of the condensing system is lost. 

The details of a condenser system are shown in Fig. 10. Theoretically, if the illu- 

minant is a true point source, the condenser lens brings the rays that pass through 

it to a focus in the center of the projection lens. If the lens is moved farther away from 
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the negative to produce a smaller image, the light source must be moved closer to the 

negative to get even illumination. These adjustments must be made with considerable 

accuracy to secure good focus and even illumination. Practically, however, the light 

source is never an exact point source. Rays that illuminate the negative are both 

transmitted through the lens and scattered by the negative image and do not go 

through the lens. 

In miniature enlarging equipment no attempt is made to simulate a point source. 

An opal-glass bulb is used which presents to the negative, through the condenser, a 

very large source of light. No attempt is made to adjust the distance from light to 

condenser. The only adjustments, therefore, are the lens-to-negative and lens-to- 

easel distances. 

Condensing lenses 

Negative 

Fic. 10.—Element of a condensing enlarging system. 

Condensing Lens.—The plano-convex lenses are mounted with the flat sides out, the 

inner surfaces touching or separated by a small distance. The equivalent focal length 

of the pair may be calculated from the formula 

fi X fe 

nena 2) 
where f = the combined focal length; 

fi, f2 = the focal lengths of individual lenses; 

d = the distance between lens centers. 
In operating the enlarger, the distance D; from the objective to the easel controls 

the size of the image. To bring the image into focus on the easel, the distance dy 

between objective and negative must be changed. These distances are related as 

follows: 
D; ={M +f (3) 
ape (7) Lf (4) 

where f = focal length of objective; 

M = magnification. 

The condenser enlarger requires more space than the diffusing type because of the 

considerable distance between the light source and the condensers. Furthermore, 

unless objective and condenser are chosen carefully with respect to each other, the 

space required for the enlarger may become very great indeed. If the focal length 

of the condenser is less than that of the objective and if large values of magnification 

are to be used, the distance between objective and easel may be such that the enlarger 

cannot be accomodated within the darkroom. Thus, if a condenser with equivalent 

focal length of 6 in. is used with an objective of 12 in., a magnification of 10 diameters 

will require some 13 ft. for the distance between condenser and easel. 
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The focal lengths of the objective and the condensers should be of the same general 
dimension or, perhaps, the objective may be somewhat greater in focal length than the 

condenser. 

An approximate expression for the distance between lens and easel is (WV + l)f, 

where M is the magnification and f is the focal length of the objective. 

Degree of Enlargement.—With any enlarger the degree of enlargement increases 

as the distance between lens and easel increases. The formulas below relate the 

magnification and the distances between negative and lens and lens to easel. If fis the 

focal length of the projection lens, do is the distance from negative to lens, and D; is 

the distance from lens to paper, the sum of the reciprocals of these distances must 

equal the reciprocal of the focal length of the lens. Then the magnification is the ratio 

between the two distances, 
1 

BO ah De o 
ig = 6) 

For practical purposes, however, it is simpler to use a table like that shown on page 

433, worked out from these relations. 

Objective Lens.—The lens should be an anastigmat of flat field and fairly large 

aperture. It should be equipped with a diaphragm, but if considerable light is 

employed, this diaphragm should not be made of material that will easily warp from 

the resultant heat generated. Since the condenser concentrates the beam of light 

coming through the negative, the amount of light through the enlarger lens does 

not vary with the f-number in the same manner asin a camera. A lens stopped down 

to f/8 may pass as much light as one marked f/4.5 because of this concentration. 

Therefore one must make trial exposures each time the aperture or magnification is 

changed. If, however, exposures are not too short to be controlled at full aperature, 

there is no object in stopping down the lens. 

The lens from any camera that will bring rays to a sharp focus may be used in an 

enlarger. A better lens, of course, will produce better definition, but many a good 
camera lens will make a good enlarger lens. 

Reflector -.. Lenses especially made for enlarging work are 

L often better corrected over a small angle than 
Oi === 

camera lenses. The lens must be capable of 

Gooe o se “covering” the desired negative. . 
diffusion Modern miniature enlargers are often designed 

SCARCE TS so that the photographer -can use a lens inter- 
Rectertihae wa changeably for camera or for enlarger, thus sav- 

ing himself the expense of owning two lenses. 
Lens ----- Diffusion Enlargers.—In this equipment the 

light from the source is scattered through one or 

more diffusing mediums, which may be ground 

Enlargement glass or flashed opal glass. Because of the scat- 
on ease/~~_ tering of the light, rays arrive at the negative 

> from all angles with respect to the surface of the 

negative. The illuminated diffusing medium 

becomes the light source for the negative. 

Scratches and flaws are minimized. 

According to Tuttle (Journal of the Optical Soctety of America, October, 1934), the 

difference in contrast between complete diffusion obtained by heavy pot-opal glass 

and no diffusion amounted to about 3 to 1 when Eastman SuperSensitive Panchromatic 

film was used as the sensitive material. 

Fig. 11.—Diffusion enlarger of the 
vertical type. 
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Reductions, size 

ZL 4 Z y, 

Focal length za ZA “ aa a 

- of lens used, 

inch 
meee Enlargements, size 

Same 2X 3X 4X 5x 6X 7X 8X 

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 

6 4ho 4 334 335 3he 334 338 

314 a 1014 14 1743 21 2416 28 31% 

i 7 54 434 434 446 442 4 31546 

A 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 

8 6 544 5 446 438 444 4h9 

4 9 1344 18 2216 27 3143 36 4016 

z 9 634 6 558 536 54 54 Skis 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

10 7h2 63 614 6 5% 554 558 

516 11 1615 22 2746 33 3815 44 4916 

5 BI 814 74 634 634 6542 624 6346 

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 

12 9 8 7446 716 7 684 634 

7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 

14 1044 914 834 824 8% 8 1% 

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 

16 12 1024 10 934 916 Ole 9 

9 18 27 36 45 54 63 ie 81 

18 1344 12 11344 1046 1046 1034 1048 

0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
2 15 1314 1215 12 1144 1134 1114 

ll 22 33 44 55 66 7 88 99 

22 16144 14% 1334 1314 256 1244 123¢ 

12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 

24 18 16 15 1434 14 1354 1346 

Upper numbers of pairs are distances of lens from easel in enlarging or from lens to photo being 

reduced in copying. Lower numbers of pairs are distances from lens to negative being enlarged or 

camera extension for reduction. The cap end of lens should face bromide paper in enlarging and in 

reducing should face object being copied. 

Diffusion enlargers are simpler to construct and to operate than condenser systems. 

The loss of light in the diffusion means may be considerable and may prolong exposures 
appreciably. In general the lack of light efficiency is not too important, because of 
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the ease of supplying sufficient light to print in a reasonable time. In this ease, 

however, care must be taken to dissipate the heat effectively. 

Use of Camera as Enlarger.—If a camera has a removable back and if it has suffi- 

cient bellows extension to accommodate the range of magnification desired, it may be 

made into a successful enlarger. All that is necessary, in addition to the camera, 

for the negative to be enlarged is a source of even illumination and a holder. 

The light source may be made up of several low-wattage bulbs in a white wooden box, 

or a metal box painted with glossy white paint, of such dimensions that it fits over the 

rear of the camera. One or more plates of opal or ground glass may be interposed 

between the bulbs and the rear of the camera to secure even illumination. These 

diffusion mediums should be a short distance from the film to be enlarged so that the 

grain of the diffusion medium is not in focus at the same adjustment that brings 

the negative image into focus on the easel. Reflectors of any sort placed back of the 

bulbs will improve the light efficiency. ’ 

The film or plateholder may be simply two glass plates between which the negative 

is placed. Masks may be fixed, permanently, to the glass plates. A simple slot 

structure into which the assembly of glass plates and negative fits will enable the nega- 

tive to be held parallel to the rear of the camera during focusing and exposure. 

These homemade enlargers are usually horizontal, although it is not impossible 

to make a vertical system that is entirely satisfactory. The photographic journals 

have published many descriptions of such equipment. Several such articles are 

noted below.! 
With four 40-watt bulbs and a single sheet of opal glass, exposures of the order of 

10 sec. to several minutes may be required when enlarging 9- by 12-cm. negatives up 

to 8 by 10 in. with a 13.5 em., f/4.5 lens. 

One of the problems with homemade enlargers is to maintain the negative and 

the easel parallel to each other and perpendicular to a line through the center of the 

camera. Another problem is to get even illumination over the entire negative. If the 

negative is small, this is not so difficult, but in this case considerable degrees of mag- 

nification may be required, and then the proper mounting of camera, negative, and 

easel becomes different. 

It is probably uneconomical to attempt the construction of a high-grade miniature 

enlarger at home. ‘The precision of construction must be considerable if high-class 

enlargements are to be made. 

Exposure Related to Magnification.—With diffusion enlargers the exposure required 

for any desired degree of enlargement when the correct exposure is known for some 

other degree of magnification is given by 

nz, . Mo +0? x 
(Mi, + 1) (7) 

where #, and M, correspond to the known exposure time and magnification and M» 

and #> are for another degree of magnification. 

To Measure Degree of Enlargement.—If two lines are scratched on a plate which has 

been thoroughly fogged and processed, the ratio of the distance between the lines 

projected on the easel to the actual distance on the negative will be a measure of the 

degree of enlargement. Thus, if the lines are 5 cm. apart on the final print and only 

1 cm. apart on the negative, the image has been enlarged five times. 

1 Hieps, Wyatt, A Horizontal Enlarging Outfit, Am. Phot., July, 1935. This used four photofloods 

with a switch to reduce the voltage by a series connection for focusing. The camera’ was an Zeiss Ideal 

B. 

Ramey, Epwarp J., A Reflected Light Source, for Photographic Enlarger, Am. Phot., September, 

1937. 

JARDINE, DonauLp C., A Home-made Vertical Projection Printer, Camera, February, 1936, 
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Sources of Illumination.—Present-day enlarging is done largely with incandescent 

lamps. At one time daylight was utilized, either by pointing the negative end of the 

enlarger to the sky or by directing skylight into the projection equipment by means of 

amirror. Daylight is very seldom used, today, however. 
The incandescent lamps may be of the ordinary house-lighting kind designed to 

have a normal life of 1000 hr.; they may be of the photoflood type which are operated 

at higher than normal temperatures so that the illumination is increased at the 

expense of decreased life; or ordinary electric lamps may be burned at a voltage 

slightly above normal so that they furnish more than their rated amount of light but 

less light than a photoflood lamp. 
Mercury and other vapor lamps are occasionally recommended for printing. A 

vapor tube is much more efficient than an incandescent lamp. A given amount of 

power consumed will produce a greater quantity of light. The lamp will run cooler 

than the bulb type of illuminant, and there will, therefore, be less danger of harming a 

negative from excessive heat. 
These vapor lamps, however, have certain disadvantages. They require time to 

heat up. They cannot be turned off and on like an incandescent lamp. When first 

turned on a mercury lamp is very rich in ultraviolet light, but after 10 or 20 min. the 

intensity of the ultraviolet decreases, and therefore the printing time varies as the 

tube warms up. ‘To get even illumination special reflectors are needed, and somewhat 

heavy diffusion must often be used between light source and negative. The over-all 

efficiency, therefore, may be no higher than with an ordinary incandescent bulb. 

Effect of Lamp Voltage upon Exposure.—Few photographers realize the close rela- 

tion between light output of incandescent lamps and the voltage at which they are 

operated. Not only the luminous output, but its spectral distribution as well, is 

dependent upon the operating voltage. For example, a 1000-watt lamp will emit 

only 50 per cent of its rated output if its voltage is reduced by 16 per cent. If expo- 

sures are required that seem too long, the trouble may be due to reduced voltage on 

the light source. Printing papers are not sensitive to yellow light, and yet the output 

of an incandescent lamp becomes more and more yellow and less and less blue as the 

voltage is decreased from normal. A paper that requires 10 sec. exposure when 

exposed to a 115-volt incandescent lamp operating at normal voltage may require about 

30 per cent more exp osure if the lamp is operated at 110 volts. 

Chlorobromide papers are somewhat more critical in this regard because their 

sensitivity is largely in the violet region of the spectrum. Enlarging lamps are 

available in voltages of 110, 115, and 120 volts and the photographer should use the 

lamp whose rated voltage is nearest his normal line voltage. Lamps operated at 

higher than rated voltage will permit shorter exposure times. The lamp life will be 

shortened, however. 

Lamp voltage should be accurately regulated by means of resistance or by means 

of an autotransformer of the Variac type if exposures must be critically controlled. 

This will enable the separate exposures, as in color photography, to be made at the 

same voltage, and color balance in the final print will be more easily attained. The 

autotransformer is a means of raising or lowering the lamp voltage compared to 

the line voltage. A resistance will lower lamp voltage but cannot raise it above line 

voltage. 

Exposure and Enlargement.—Although modern projection papers have certain 

latitude as regards correct exposure, it is advisable, always, to come as close as possible 

to the ‘‘best”’ exposure. Not only must the photographer determine the absolute 

value of the exposure, but he must determine the contrast grade of the printing paper 

he is to use. A negative of considerable contrast may require a paper of less than 

normal contrast. Negatives made in miniature cameras, for example, are usually 
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developed to a contrast or gamma of less than unity so that the printing papers to be 

used with miniature camera negatives have a natural contrast somewhat greater than 
would be required for a ‘‘normal” (gamma equals unity) negative. 

Furthermore the absolute value of the exposure is a function of the paper used 

(as some papers are more sensitive than others) and upon the degree of enlargement. 

Test-strip Method of Determining Exposure.—If{ the photographer eliminates all 

variable factors in the process of development (by always developing completely), 

then the final result depends entirely upon choice of paper contrast and upon the 

exposure. To determine experimentally the correct exposure time a test strip of the 

paper to be used may be exposed to the focused image for a time judged to be correct. 

When developed, this print may be inspected carefully to determine if more, or less, 

exposure is desirable. 

The portion of the image chosen for the test should be a high light, perhaps the 

brightest important portion of the image. Correct exposure will be that which will 

produce a just discernible density after development. If the contrast grade of paper 

chosen is correct, then the darkest shadow of the scene as represented by the negative 

will be the darkest attainable color in the print. If the contrast (density range) of the 

negative is greater than the printing paper will reproduce—this is frequently the 

case—the photographer must decide which end of the scale to sacrifice, 7.e., some of 

the high lights or some of the shadows. 

The correct exposure will give a just perceptible deposit of silver in the brightest 

high light. If normal paper is‘ being used and if the first exposure is too short, double 

it for the second test. For contrast-grades of paper, increase the exposure about 

30 per cent for the second test. 

Exposure Meters —Various means have been worked out for avoiding the test-strip 

method of determining correct exposures. If only the correct exposure is desired, any 

means of estimating the average transmission of light through the negative will aid in 

arriving at the exposure. But if the correct contrast grade of paper is to be deter- 

mined, then the photographer must have means for measuring the transmission of the 

most and the least dense portions of the negative. 

One means that has been developed utilizes the photoelectric type of exposure 

meter, so useful in estimating negative exposures. 

An ordinary printing box or contact printer is used as the light source. It may be 

necessary to put a photoflood bulb in it to get sufficient light for measurement pur- 

poses. A mask is cut for the top of the contact printer. In this is cut a small hole, 

14 in. in diameter for example. Over this hole is placed the portion of the negative 

to be tested. The photoelectric exposure meter is then placed on top of the negative 

so that the light getting through the hole and the negative shines on a portion of the 

sensitive disk near the edge. A greater reading will be obtained in this way than if a 

spot near the center of the disk is chosen. The printing light is turned on, and a 

reading of the exposure meter is taken. Then a reading without the negative is taken. 

The ratio of the reading with negative to the reading without negative will give the 

transmission. If a reading of 250 is obtained without the negative and 25 withthe 

negative, the opacity is 10 and the transmission is 0.1 or 10 per cent. Of course, 

the scale on the exposure meter must be calibrated in numbers which are proportional 

to the light intensity if this method is to be satisfactory. 

To determine the grade of paper that should be used, it is necessary to make two 

measurements, one of the transmission (or opacity) through the densest portion of the 

high light desired to be correctly reproduced and one through the thinnest portion of 

the shadow that is to be correctly reproduced. The ratio of these two transmissions 

(or opacities) will give the exposure range required if the paper is to reproduce the 

desired range correctly. As an example, suppose that the thinnest portion of the 
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negative represents and opacity of 4, and that the densest portion an opacity of 40. 

The ratio of these two quantities is 10. The printing paper, therefore, must be 

capable of reproducing an exposure range of 10 to 1 to reproduce accurately the 

opacity ratio in the negative which, it is assumed, accurately reproduces the brightness 

range of the original subject. 
Many other schemes have been developed for measuring the transmission of light 

through a film in an endeavor to determine the opacity ratio or the density difference 

over the desired portions of the negative scale. These may employ various forms of 

comparison photometers; or they may permit direct measurement of the quantity of 

light transmitted through the film. In the simplest case, a source of light distinct 

from the enlarger illumination is varied, by an iris diaphragm in the lens, until the 

illumination on the easel through the negative just matches the illumination on the 

easel from the external source as determined from visual examination. Then by trial 

and error the exposure necessary to produce a good print on a certain grade of a certain 

kind of paper is determined. Once determined, this exposure will be the same under 

the same conditions. All that is necessary is to have sufficient adjustment of the 

illumination through the objective to cover all types of negatives that will be printed. 

The eye is surprisingly accurate in making illumination comparisons of this 

kind.! 
A simple and inexpensive device of recent development is an adaptation of the 

well-known grease-spot photometer. A small battery-operated incandescent lamp 

illuminates one side of a semitransparent piece of material. The image from the 

enlarger is focused upon this screen, and the lamp current is adjusted by a rheostat 

until the screen illumination from the lamp and from the focused image have the same 

brightness as viewed by the photographer. The rheostat is calibrated in terms of 

exposure and contrast grades of modern papers. 
Prints for Half-tone Engravings.—In the Agfa Diamond, for January and February, 

1938, Lloyd Varden, speaking of prints for reproduction, states: 

“In decreasing order of preference we might list print surfaces for reproduction 

purposes as follows: 

“J. Black and white prints of uniform glossy or semiglossy surface. 

“2. Semi-matte or smooth matte white surfaces. 

“3. Rough or textured surfaces.” 

Now it is quite true, that among half-tone workers a preference is made for either 

glossy, ferrotyped or unferrotyped, or smooth semimatte papers. Glossy prints. 

especially on paste-up jobs, create undesirable reflections, and for this reason are not 

so satisfactory for this work as semimatte surfaces. Especially contrasty negatives 

are best printed on semimatte or smooth matte surfaces, for the final reproduction 1s 

enhanced by the softening of contrast due to the matte paper. However, if a negative 

is of normal contrast, or of flat contrast, it is best printed on glossy paper, and for the 

latter instances, therefore, glossy surfaces cannot be surpassed. Art work, if neces- 

sary, usually calls for a surface other than glossy, but print retouching is by no means 

impossible on glossy prints. Under all circumstances, time permitting, the engraver 

should be consulted about the proper surface, for he might have very excellent sugges- 

tions to offer, and the photographer also has an opportunity to explain his reason for 

wanting to use a particular paper. 

1The following bibliography will direct the reader to several sources of data on homemade pho- 

tometers, etc., for this purpose. Especially, the reader should consult ‘‘ Perfect Print Control,’’ by 

Lawrence Dutton, Galleon, 1937. 

Court, Raupx S., Simple Method of Timing Enlargements, Am. Phot., April, 1938. 

Brockman, FRANK G., Photoelectric Timing for Projection Printing, Am. Phot., September, 1936. 

See also discussion of this paper by Ronald L. Ives, Am. Phot., September, 1937. 

WEILAND, W. F., Exposure in Projection Printing, Am. Phot., July, 1936. 

¢ 
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It has been a mistaken fancy among the photographic profession that engravers 

want contrasty prints. On the contrary, contrasty prints have black shadows and 

high lights of little gradation, which means that the engraver cannot possibly make a 

reproduction containing the detail which is more than likely in the negative. The 

engraver has little trouble in increasing the contrast of a print, but he cannot put in 

detail which does not exist. He wants prints that are black and white, but this does not 

mean contrasty. Prints of full scale, with plenty of detail and black and white tones 

are the most satisfactory prints for reproduction. 

In ordinary half-tone reproduction black-and-white prints are most suitable. 

Whether the actual color of the black should be an olive tone or a blue-black tone is 

mostly a matter of preference on the part of the engraver. Generally speaking, 

though, a good blue-black or neutral black is preferred. Red proofs or sepia prints 

are not so good as black-and-white prints, but sepia prints are more satisfactory than 

red proofs. However, if red proofs or sepia prints must be submitted, the situation 

which demands it should be explained to the engraver in order that his full cooperation 

can be secured on the job. Monocolored prints of this typeshould never be placed on 

the same panel with black-and-white prints, and black-and-white prints in themselves 

should be of uniform tone. a 

The success of producing good half tones from photographs resolves itself, there- 

fore, into correct selection of surface, color, and contiaaie If that be deus. the 

engraver will have little difficulty. ‘ 

Printing Control Processes.—In this section are diceneeed several control methods 

frequently used in projection printing to obtain special effects. 

Dodging, Masking in Projection—Many times a negative will produce a better 

print if certain portions are exposed more or less than other portions, so that the final 

print has a more uniform density, or so that one portion is lighter or darker than the 

other portions. Local reduction and intensification (¢.v.) may be employed. In the 

printing process certain control methods are available which may produce the desired 

result without making recourse to corrective processes. 

If one portion of the negative is to receive less exposure in printing than other 

portions, the light from the enlarger is kept from exposing the paper in these portions 

by use of some opaque object, often the operator’s hand. A portion of a print may 

be made completely black by illuminating it, while printing, with a small flash lamp 

or other source of illumination. 

If one small portion of a negative is to be printed deeper than the remainder of the 

negative, a small hole may be cut in an opaque material and moved about in the light 

from the enlarger so that all portions except that which is to be dark receive less 

exposure than the selected portion. On the other hand, if one portion is to receive 

less exposure than the majority of the print, a small piece of opaque material of the 

proper shape and size may be placed in the beam from the enlarger and moved about 

so that a sharp edge between light and dark parts of the final print does not result. 

This opaque material may be moved by fixing to it a small wire handle. 

If the dodging tool is made of red celluloid, the photographer may watch the entire 

image on the printing paper and thereby better perform the dodging, but the blue 

rays to which the paper is sensitive will be stopped by the dodging device. 

Practice and trial and error are the only means of determining whether the proper 

amount of dodging has been secured. 

White borders around prints are secured by masking the edges of the negative, or 

print, or both, so that these edges are not exposed. A sharper edge will be obtained if 

the mask is placed over the printing paper, rather than if it is placed only over the 

negative. 
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Black borders around prints are secured by trimming the negative so that only the 

picture area is left. The printing paper is somewhat larger than the image, and the 

negative is not masked. The edges of the paper which are fully exposed will become 

full black in the developer. 

Diffuston.—Pictorial and portrait prints are frequently enhanced in appearance by 

printing the negative through some diffusion medium, such as a piece of thin silk, 

linen, ete. If the material is laid on the paper during the exposure, the texture of the 

material is impressed upon the final print. If the material is interposed between the 
printing paper and the lens of the enlarger and kept in motion during the exposure a 

general lack of definition or diffusion of the image results. The amount of diffusion 

depends upon the position of the diffusing medium with respect to the printing medium, 

upon its motion during exposure, upon the weave or mesh of the diffusing medium, ete. 

The desired result must be attained by trial and error. 

“Printing-in”’ Clouds, Etc.—It is desirable, at times, to add clouds to the print 

made from a negative in which no clouds appear. This is typical of another control 

process in which experience is the best teacher; only trial and error will enable the 

photographer to determine best conditions for the printing-in procedure. 

In general, adding clouds or other material without going to the intermediate nega- 

tive process is carried out as follows: The picture should be fairly well divided between 

foreground and sky. Let us suppose that the foreground is printed first. In exposing 

the print, the sky is covered with an opaque mask so that no light gets to the sky 

portion. After the foreground exposure is complete, this portion is protected from 

further exposure, while the clouds from another negative, carefully placed in the 
enlarger or printing frame, are allowed to expose the sky portion of the print. Proper 

exposure of each portion to produce the desired density must be determined by 
experiment. 

If the sky line is not straight or if trees or other objects protrude into the sky, 

the process is somewhat more intricate. If the protruding element will print quite 

dark it may be ignored because the cloud may then be exposed on top of the protruding 

object without showing owing to the greater density of the object. But, if the object 

will be light in density in the final print, perhaps of the same density as the clouds, 

then greater care must be taken. An outline of the method is as follows: 

First project on the easel the lower, or cloudless, part of the picture. Make expo- 

sure tests until the desired print density is secured. Make note of this exposure. 

Now project the cloud negative on the easel and determine proper exposure time. 

Finally make the foreground exposure by cutting up the preliminary cloud print so 

that only the clouds remain. Remove the protruding objects from this cloud print, 

and hold this print, more or less cut to the shape of the cloud outline, so the sky 
portion of the final print is held back in exposure. 

Now trim the test print made from the foreground negative, leaving in the protrud- 

ing objects, and expose the upper or sky part of the final print. 

All this sounds easier than it isin practice. It is difficult to avoid line of demarka- 

tion between sky and foreground. One should learn the procedure by using negatives 

in which the sky line is fairly straight and in which there are no protruding objects, 

proceeding then to more complicated subjects. The negatives which are easiest to use 

are those in which clouds do not go clear to the horizon but leave a short gap between 

cloud and horizon. This gap may be used to bridge over the region between tree tops 

and the point where the clouds are to appear in the final picture. 

True photo montages are made in this manner, although several negatives may be 

made to produce the final print. Accurate and careful work is necessary to determine 

the printing time of each negative so that violent clashes in print density do not occur; 
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so that all parts of the paper, except that which is being exposed at the moment, are 

protected from exposure; so that the exact position of each portion is determined and 
under control. 

Many so-called montages are merely ‘‘paste ups” in which portions of several or 

many prints are cut to shape and pasted together to form some sort of pattern. The 

true montage is much more difficult todo. Often two negatives are printed so that the 

print from one overlaps that of the other. There are other modifications. 

Correction of Distortion.—By tilting the easel upon which the printing paper is 

placed for exposure, certain distortion occurring in making the negative may be 

corrected. Conversely, distortion may be produced by tilting the easel when printing 

from a normal negative. If the camera has been pointed upward when making a 

photograph of a tall building, the lines of the building will converge toward the top. 

If, now, the easel is so tilted that the lines of the image tend to diverge toward the top, 

the lines of the building in the print may be parallel and therefore neither converge or 

diverge. 

If much correction is to be performed in this manner, the fact that one portion of 

the paper is further distant from the lens than another must be taken into account, and 

the nearer portion should be given slightly less exposure. 

By distorting the shape of the printing paper, as by holding the edges, or the center 

away from the easel, queer distortions of various sorts may be effected. 

Processing Prints.—Development serves the same purpose in making positive 

prints as in making negatives. The exposed silver halide must be converted to 

metallic silver; then the unexposed silver must be disposed of so that the print will be 

permanent. Developing formulas recommended by the manufacturers for use with 

their papers may be depended upon to give excellent results. For consistent results 

the processing conditions (temperature, dilution of stock solution, age of developer) 

must be carefully controlled. 

Positive prints are usually developed at 70°F. and the temperature of the conven- 

tional developers should not be allowed to vary more than a few degrees from this 

temperature. Developer should be freshly made; exposure conditions should be 

standardized. 
Theories of development will be found in the chapters on Development. In 

this chapter only the more practical aspects of developing procedure will be 

discussed. 
Contrast Control.—The contrast of a paper print depends largely upon the grade 

of the paper that is employed. It also depends to some extent upon the conditions of 

processing. This is particularly true of bromide papers. For highest contrast the 

paper must be adequately exposed and fully developed. If, for any reason, a print 

having less contrast is desired, the print may be removed from the developer before the 

full density in the shadows has been attained. 

Prints taken from the developer before a minimum developing time (1/4 to 3 min. 

for projection papers) will lack contrast, lack detail in the shadows, and will be poor 

in tone. Overexposure and underdevelopment produce flat prints of poor color. 

Underexposure or overdevelopment is likely to produce fogged prints in which detail 

and contrast are lacking. 

Exposure Latitude.—At one time it was felt that a desirable paper was one which 
had a soft gradation (low gamma) with short development and a steep gradation 

(high gamma) with a longer development. Such a paper would have the character- 

istics of a negative emulsion, gamma increasing with increasing development time. 

Such a paper had limited exposure latitude, for the same character of print, but gave a 

supposed increase in latitude for taking care of negatives of varying degrees of con- 

trast. Such a latitude was at the expense of print color. 
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Nowadays the photographer controls print contrast by the use of a particular 

contrast grade of paper. Figure 12 shows the characteristics of a modern printing 

paper (Velour Black), indicating that print character will be the same for varying 

degrees of development time. Thus a longer development (short of fog) will produce 

the same gamma as a shorter or normal development time. Such parallelism of the 

characteristics for varying development time indicates a desirable quality. The 

photographer has a certain latitude in making exposures. 
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Fig. 12.—Effect of varying development time of a modern projection paper. Note 
that the contrast of the final print is the same whether developed for 114 or446 min. Thus 
the photographer has a certain latitude in exposing the paper. 

Tone Control.—By varying the development technique of chlorobromide papers, 

considerable variation in tone may be effected. Silver particles, when small, exhibit 
color. The first particles developed are these small colored particles; longer develop- 
ment produces larger and blacker grains. The final color depends upon the proportion 

of the colored grains to the larger black grains. This proportion is controlled by the 

amount of potassium bromide used in the developer and by the time the print is left 

in the developer. 
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An idea of the color changes that may be effected may be obtained from Table VI 

below, taken from Ilford’s Manual. It is applied to Ilford Chlorona paper which is a 

typical chlorobromide. 

DEVELOPER FORMULA FOR ILFORD CHLORONA PAPER 

Gly cin era etd ete ees Sis Ses Oe ee oe a en eee 60 gr. 3.4 ¢g 

Fy droquin G1 6) feel eis tee eta eau cued dee see Seka ead epee 60 gr. 3.4 g 

Sodium sul phite cn ceyarie ee eee ee eee ea ate oe ee eae 244 oz. 62.5 g 

Sodiumvcanbonaiete ee. ce taste ae ere cee eae ae een 4 02: 100 

IPOtaSsiumebro wid erste hee ee ree eye eee ee @ fare 0.35 g. 

aLTATCSR ns) amb ONLI O ty corey i of eerste ae cron er eGR 5G cS SOME RCTC Caco IPSec PRs eH 20 ~oz. 500 cc. 

TaBLE VI.—ConLor ContTRoLt TaBLE FOR ABOVE DEVELOPER 

| ] 

¥ Developer Potassium bromide, | Developer time, 
Color Exposure sett | f 

dilution | 10 per cent, per oz. min. 
| 

Warm —<blackia ase ties eae | Normal Full strength | None 14 

Sole] a) hae are nora Gr TREE Gere De | 2 times 5 times 20 minims I ce. 5 

WiarmySepisis. csc eect Pers a 13 10 60 3 10 

Redibrown fen ciy ec we tae ee | 4 15 100 5 15 

EA sYo [acca Sec E REE am co eR EP bt Oa aC \& 20 120 6 20 
| 

To secure ‘‘warm”’ tones, 2.e., black mixed with brown, the amount of bromide is 

increased and the exposure is increased. If the exposure is not increased, the final 

print color will be the same as if the print had been developed in the solution with less 

bromide, but it will take longer for the final color to be attained. 

Slow papers will respond more readily to changes of potassium bromide than the 

faster papers. Changes of tone should be effected by varying the amount of bromide 

plus the variations in exposure time, rather than in merely varying the time in the 

normal developer solution for various exposures. Increased exposure and under- 

development in a normal developer will produce warm tones, but the shadow detail will 

be poor, the shadows will not be black, and the print will not be uniformly colored. 

Modifications in Development.—Although the formulas recommended by the manu- 

facturers are to be followed wherever possible, the following effects of changing 

formulas are to be noted in case unusual conditions are met. 

Increasing metol and decreasing hydroquinone makes softer prints. Reversing 

these changes produces greater contrast and brilliance. 

Additional carbonate in the developer increases developing action and yields 

black tones without an olive cast. Less carbonate gives softer results and slows up 

developing. 
To increase contrast, increase hydroquinone and carbonate. For less contrast, 

double usual amount of metol, halve the hydroquinone, and halve the carbonate. 

Increase bromide to slow development, to decrease fog, to clear high lights, to add 

warmth of tone. 
Typical Print Developers—The chapters on Development contain numerous 

developing formulas for papers. The formulas on page 443, however, are those sug- 

gested by manufacturers whose papers are widely used in this country. 

Inspection during Development.—Under a red- or yellow-printing safe light, it is 

often difficult to judge print color correctly. Prints appear darker under the safe light 

than in white light. It is wise, therefore, to fix a test print and to inspect it by white 

light to determine if it is satisfactory. Another expedient is to use a green safe light 

(Wratten Series OA). Under this light the prints will appear more like they will under 

white light. (For safe light for certain papers, see chapter on Darkrooms and Dark- 

room Practice.) 
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TaBLE VII.—DEFENDER FORMULAS 

443 

Artura Apex. Apex. Velour Velour Velen 

Iris a b Black. ¢ | Black. d aia 

Isl@ts WEL) Cpe seseesmee ae eee 16 32 32 40 40 16 
IMicnolmet mene ce lee te tenis: 22 15 14. 15 "20 22 
Sodium sulphite (dry), oz.. 34 Wy 192 er 1g 46 34 

Hydroquinone, gr............ 90 60 ~ 52 60 60 90 

Sodium carbonate (dry), oz... 1g 84 365 er 16 34 14 

Potassium bromide, gr...;.... 10 9 4 25-60 20 10 

Cold water to make.......... SOR edly, citys suse 2 oil 2! a thrcntir sled acwraeeenemete ; 32 

Dihutioneear ese ee week ees 1-1 Roe PED NEE! BROT SAT pices 1-1 

Temperature, °F............. 65° 70 65-70 70 70 70 

Developing time, sec......... 45-60 45-60 45-60 11-4 min. 146 min. 

a. Normal 

b. Photo finishing. 

c. Use for Apex portraits. 

d. Fast development. 

TasLe VIII.—EHastman Paper DEVELOPERS 

Chlorobromide General Photo 

olive tones purpose finishing 

D-52 D-74 D-72 D-73 

AWA GeTe QO eM \ Orca) «chen. alessussitph. ahs autiecs a teres 16 16 16 16 

LOTR Tee ein RE ee erase eee 22 12 45 40 

Sodiumssulphite!. 5 tse se ee Baw oee Se 34 02% 350 er. 1-15 oz 1 oz., 140 gr. 

Fy Groquinlones PTs... sabe ase aces de = 90 64 175 155 

Sodium: carbonate..........:.-..-+05++++t+ee- 1g oz 175 er. 2-14 02 2-Ls oz 

Poragsnuen lorie Graasooboeseacugbadaggcaos|| loooooes 32 27 12 

AWIETLEL OZR rete oe ct cen tes cmc itucterane eteucr eat ema y ear meee ite 32 32 32 32 

DIL METONE eos cee Se oN ac sende Oe ans ws Bees a c d 

ENTUDGTAOIING, 555 Chetek COS A OS TOPEL CPE Ek GE Ree a ise ae leer eae 64 

a. Dilute 1tol. To each 32-oz. dilute developer add 44 oz. of 10 per cent potassium bromide. 

b. Dilute 1 to 1. Develop 1 to 14 min. 

c. Dilute 1 to 2 for chloride; 1 to 4 for bromide. 

d. Dilute 1 to 2. 

TasLe [X.--Acra DEVELOPERS 

N-103 120 (B-20) 125 (B-5) 135 (W-5) 

ING tolerates cone ois ate eae ca sO are 14 oz. 70 gr. | 45 gr. 24 er. 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)... 134 oz. 50 gr. | 1 oz. 88 gr. 146 34 oz., 20 gr. 

Hydroquinone..............-:. VOU OORET Alle censuses 14 oz. 65 er. | 96 er. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated) | 21% oz. 35 ger. 1 oz. 88 gr. 214 02 34 oz., 20 gr. 

Potassium bromide.............. 18 gr. 27 gr. 30 gr 40 gr. 

WiStbermpaere es sc, cocre te tie elotencue seca ratere 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 02. 32 oz 

Wilkatione.s fe ees eee re eee 1-12 1—4+ 1-2 1-4 1-1 

Memperasurer oe ce ae cee 70 70 70 70°F. 

Developing time...............- 1 min.¢ 144-25] 114-3? min. 114-3? min. 146 -25 min. 

\ 

@ Convira. 

> Brovira. 
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When working with prints which are to have one of the warm colors, the correct 

tone is still more difficult to estimate under safe-light conditions. Therefore a small 

bulb, of perhaps 5 ep., may be used to make a quick inspection to see if the desired 

color has been attained. 
It must be remembered that color, density, and contrast are determined by the 

developer formula and its age and temperature. 

Prints often change color in the fixing bath because, before fixation, print color is 

controlled by the combination of black silver and of unexposed, undeveloped silver 

halide which is light yellow. Upon fixation the unexposed emulsion disappears and 

the shadows of the print will be blacker than before immersion in the fixing bath. 

Short Stop, Fixing, and Washing.'—After the print is thoroughly developed, it may 

be placed in the fixing bath, then washed and dried. An acid rinse bath may be used 

between the developer and the fixer to stop development and to insure that the print 

will have uniform color. The acid rinse neutralizes the alkalinity of the developer and 

prevents the acidity of the fixer from being neutralized. It prolongs the life of the 

fixing bath. Prints may be kept in the rinse bath until all are ready, and then all put 

through the fixing bath at once. 

Prints should be left in a fresh fixing bath for about 15 min. It is most important 

that their position should be changed frequently. Prints matted together and left 

stagnant in the bath willlack permanence. Best results are secured by the use of two 

baths, one partially exhausted for preliminary fixing, and one made up fresh for final 

fixation. 

The acid rinse between developer and fixer will aid materially in prolonging the 

usefulness of the fixing bath. For example, the Eastman Kodak F-1 fixing solution 

will treat 120, 8- by 10-in. prints per gallon when the SB-1 rinse is used; but only half 

this number without the stop bath. 

Washing is equally as important as any part of the printing process. The general 

tendency to throw the prints in a tray or stagnant pool of water and to stir them up 

occasionally is not satisfactory. Prints should be run through numerous changes of 

water, and the order of prints from top to bottom of the pile should be changed 

occasionally. Prints on heavy supports require longer washing periods than single- 

weight papers. 

SHort Stor (Eastman SB-1) 

Aceticacid\(28 per Gent) ecesek ein eee ee ere es WS 144 oz. 48 ec. 

This is sufficient for 100, 314 by 51-in. prints. 

Actp HarpENING FIx1Ine BaTH 

(Eastman F-1 and Defender 2-F) 

IWies tie reee’ acorn castors neyo ATS. ite Slee anon RAG RY ok REO as eoretron Seika gto cde aac 64 oz. 2s 

d 3 (AY OXON eoehecs Setanta een he ER ate eat anchored Gn RR EME Gr ctONe Ob Oe 16 oz. 480 g. 

When completely dissolved add 

Wiater*(aboutpl2524ts) (52245) pp eect oe eo ie chats aie ter a) «iment tsar 5 oz. 160 ec. 

Sodimmysulphiter(destecated) Sean ee eee 1 oz. 30 ge. 

Acebicr Acid (28iperrcentopure) ie ee tea e eee ee 3} OZ 96 ce. 

Pobassivim JA wry ss A Notes wae rae sce remem to ouc pene sl Sasi Ue ee 1 oz. 30 g. 

1To make 28 per cent acetic acid from glacial acetic acid, dilute 3 parts glacial acid with 8 

parts water. 

To mix the hardener, dissolve the chemicals in the order given. The sulphite 

should be dissolved completely before adding the acetic acid. After the sulphite- 

acid solution has been mixed thoroughly, add the potassium alum with constant stir- 

ring. Cool the hardener, and add it slowly to the cool hypo solution while stirring 

the latter rapidly. 

1See aso Chapter on Fixing, Washing, and Drying. 
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When a number of prints are fixed at one time, they must be separated occasionally 

to insure even fixing, and in hot weather they must not be left in the solution for a 

longer time than is necessary to fix them, as a warm bath may turn them brown. At 

all times have plenty of solution, preparing and using fresh bath frequently. The 

above fixing solution, prepared as described, will fix approximately 275, 314- by 5)4-in. 

prints or the equivalent in larger sizes if an acid short stop (SB-1) is used, or about 

220, 314- by 514-in. prints if only a water rinse is used. 

Prints may be dried in several ways. Mechanical devices are available which act 
fairly quickly and produce prints that lie flat when dry. These machines consist 

usually of rolls of some absorbent material, such as blotting paper, between which the 

prints are placed. Then hot air is blown through the assembly, or the entire stack of 

paper, and the blotter is heated by electricity. 
Prints may be laid on top of cheesecloth frames after they have been squeezed free 

from the surface water. Alternately, the wet prints may be wiped off and then placed 

in a stack of blotters under weight. Prints dried in this manner will tend to curl 

because of the unequal contraction of the gelatin surface and the paper support. 

Immersing prints in a glycerin solution before drying (or after the dried prints have 

curled) will aid in keeping them flat. Prints that have curled may be straightened 

by moistening the backs and immediately putting them between blotters and under 

weight or in a mechanical press. 

Greater details on fixing, washing, and drying will be found in Chap. XIII. 

Mounting.—Prints may be mounted with several kinds of adhesive (pastes, etc.,) 

but most photographers have standardized upon dry mounting tissue. This is a 

semitransparent tissue which is impregnated with substances which melt easily and 

firmly cement together the print and its mount. For satisfactory results, large prints 

practically require a mounting press, with heat applied electrically, but even an 11- by 

14-in. print may be mounted on a salon-size card (16 by 20 in.) by means of a flatiron. 

Mounting tissue a bit larger than the print is attached to the back of the print at 

several places by using the tip of the iron or a special tool provided for the purpose. 

Then print and tissue are trimmed. Next the print and tissue are carefully placed in 

position upon the mount. With the tip of the iron, or with the tool, the tissue is 

cemented to the mount at several places by lifting up a corner of the print giving access 

to the tissue. Finally the print is placed in the mounting press or is gone over with 

the flatiron so that it is firmly fixed to its mount. If the flatiron is used, it is wise to 

cover the face of the print with a sheet of protective paper. 

Correct temperature is important. If the iron is too hot, the tissue will adhere to 

the mount but not to the print; and if not hot enough the tissue will stick to the print 

but not to the mount. It is possible to scorch the print so that it will turn brown or 

yellowish. A good working temperature is 140°F. 
Color of Mount.—It is easy to spoil the appearance of an excellent print by the 

use of a mount of improper dimensions or of wrong color. There are few prints that 

do not look well on a light-colored mount (white or cream); there are many that will 

look bad on anything but a light mount. A light-colored mount is nearly always safe. 

If the mount has any appreciable color, it is ikely that it will appear more important 

than the print. 
Salons prefer 16- by 20-in. mounts; the picture should be placed so that there is a 

little more space between top of print and top of mount than there is between the sides 

of print and mount; there should be less space at the top than at the bottom. A small 

print may look best in a rather large mount. 

Often a print which is light in general tone may be enhanced in appearance by 
mounting it first on a piece of black paper, so that about 1¢ in. of the black projects 

beyond the limits of the print, thereby framing it. Then the print and its black frame 
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are mounted on a light cardboard. A thin black line drawn about !g in. from the 

edges of the print will often serve the same purpose. 

Embossing Prints.—‘‘Prints which have a die-sunk line embossed around the edge 

of the picture are attractive and easily made. Any double weight paper is suitable 

for embossing. 

“The prints should have wide white margins; and standards of size should be 

adopted, as a mark and form must be made for each size. The embossed line for a 
print, say 6 by 9 in., on an 11- by 14-in. sheet of 

paper, should be about 3 in. from top and sides of 

the picture image and 5 in. from the bottom, mak- 

ing the embossing form 634 by 10in. The form 

should be the same thickness as the print so an old 

print may be used for this purpose. 

“Cut it 634 by 10 in. and then draw a line 3¢ in. 
from top and sides and 5g in. from the bottom, as . 

shown in the diagram. Cut out the corners as 

indicated by dark triangles. These openings are 

to locate the corners of the print when adjusting 

the form. 

““A square of plate glass with a light beneath 
makes an excellent embossing table. Place the 

form on the plate glass over the light. Place the 

print over the form, locating the corners of 

the picture in the triangular openings. Hold the 

print firmly and run a print embosser [available at 

photo supply stores] over the back, following the 

TRC S=EUMIat Node Gh Giabosaiis edge of the form. If the pressure of the emboss- 
mounts: ing tool is even, the result is a distinct plate-sunk 

line that adds to the print’s attractiveness. 

“Before prints are embossed, their backs should be moistened evenly to the edges 

with a solution of equal parts of wood alcohol and water. They should then be placed 

between blotters under pressure. If not allowed to become bone-dry, the prints will 

lie flat and emboss without cracking.” (Hastman Kodak Co.) 

Paper Negatives.—Exhibition prints are frequently made by the ‘‘paper negative” 

process.! This consists in making a positive print from the original negative, making 

an intermediate negative from this positive, and making the final positive from this 

negative. The advantages of the method over straight negative-to-positive printing 

are as follows: (1) Local work may be performed on both the first positive and the 

intermediate negative; (2) certain objects may be added to or subtracted from the 

print that either do not exist on the original negative or which, if they do exist, 

detract from its composition or are otherwise objectionable; (3) the intermediate 

negative may be larger than the original negative. Therefore a large contact-paper 

print may be made on paper so slow that a projection print from the original, and 

smaller, negative would be impractical. (4) The texture of the paper on which the 

intermediate negative is made may appear in the final print. 

The process is as follows: 

1. Make negative on paper, either from a positive print or direct in the camera. 

2. Make corrections on this negative. 

3. Make final print from this negative. 

Or as follows: 
1. Make positive on paper or film from negative, by contact or by projection. 

1 So-called because the ‘‘intermediate negative’’ is usually made on a paper rather than on a film. 
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2. Make corrections on this positive. 

3. Make paper negative from this positive, and make corrections on this positive. 

4. Make final positive print from this negative. 
Direct Paper Negative.—In this case paper instead of film is loaded and exposed 

in the camera. A fast single-weight matte or glossy paper may be used. Naturally 

the exposure will be longer than if a film negative is to be made. Experiment will 

determine the correct exposure, which, for bromide paper will be about twenty times as 

long as is required for average speed film. A soft working developer is recommended. 

The exposure should be ample to register details in the shadows; development may 

be a bit longer than for normal print development. The negative should look some- 

what overdeveloped. The negative should be fixed and dried carefully so that no 

creases appear. A trial print may be made from this negative, to determine what is 

to be touched up on the negative. 
Paper Positive-—By contact or by projection a print is made from the desired 

negative on a semigloss or glossy single-weight paper. The print should be the size 

of the final print. If the exposure is made through the paper support, the grain of the 

paper will be minimized in the final print. This intermediate print may look blotched 

by reflected light, but when viewed by transmitted light, the mottle of the paper 

support is not nearly so evident. 

The positive should be overexposed somewhat and must be fully developed. From 

this positive the paper negative is made by contact. The final positive print is made 

by contact with the paper negative. 

Handwork may be carried out on both the paper positive and the paper negative 

made from it. If something is to be added to the final print which does not exist in 

the original negative, it must be sketched in on the positive with soft pencil or with 

retouching material worked on with a chamois. 

Film Positive.—In this case the positive is made by projection or by contact on a 

film. A matte-back film is preferred because the retouching may be made on the 

back. Exposure must be full, but development should be shortened to keep contrast 

down. Dust specks and other flaws must be kept to a minimum if the positive is to 

be enlarged in making the intermediate negative. 

Intermediate Negative.—This negative may be made on ordinary printing papers or, 

better, on the translucent papers now available, such as Eastman Translite or 

Defender Adlux. These papers have emulsions on both sides. The negative must be 

fully exposed but somewhat underdeveloped to bring out high-light detail and to keep 

shadow density down. For Translite, as an example, the negative should be developed 

about 45 sec. or 1 min. 
Paper fiber does not show on this negative when it is viewed by transmitted hght. 

As the light passes through the paper stock and exposes the back emulsion, the paper 

fibers tend to cancel their images on the back emulsion. The paper should be laid 

down on black paper when making the exposure. 
The enlarged paper negative, when made on the semitransparent materials men- 

tioned above, offers excellent opportunity for handwork with lead pencil, charcoal 

pencil, or chamois stump dipped in powdered charcoal or lead pencil dust. The 

negative should not be oiled when making the final positive print. 

Photo Murals.—Murals are enlargements of considerable size which are usually 

made in sections and mounted on the wall from which they are to be viewed. Printing 

paper is available 42 in. wide by 10 ft. long so that fairly large sections may be made at 

one time, provided one has the equipment in which to develop, fix, and wash the 

individual strips. 

Techniques differ among the individual mural experts. One professional photog- 

rapher, who has made many of the best known murals, uses a 4- by 5-in. negative as 
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the original. This is projected to make a glossy 11- by 14-in. print. This print is 

spotted and is rephotographed on an 11- by 14-in. plate. The final ‘‘blow up”’ is made 

from this plate. The final sections are 40 in. wide and are developed in D-72, diluted 

1 to 6 and kept at constant temperature. The prints are then mounted on three-ply 

wood. 

If the mural is to be made up of portions of several unrelated pictures cut at odd 

dimensions and sizes, the problem is largely artistic and not photographic. 

Murals are often made up of distinct portions of several prints assembled into a 

pattern which may be regular, as rectangular, or it may be irregular, the individual 

portions which make up the whole being in assorted sizes and shapes. 

Given a job of this kind the photographer often finds that he has thrust upon him 

prints of varying color, varying tone range, varying degrees of gloss, varying size. 

They may be the only prints available and the negatives may be unobtainable. 

The dimensions of the finished mural are known. The photographs are, therefore, 

to be made into a design in miniature. The scale may be an inch to the foot or any 

other convenient reduction. The photographer’s or artist’s design will be ultimately 

copied on film and then projected into the final dimensions. If the originai layout is 

large enough to require more than one negative, there must be natural places where 

one negative may stop and another one take up the design. There must be a line of 

cleavage which by design is invisible but nevertheless there. 

Parts of the prints that are to be cut away are outlined with a razor blade, and the 

actual cutting only goes through the emulsion or at least not very deep into the paper 

itself. Then the print is torn so that the paper support tears away beneath the image 

and leaves the latter very thin. This edge may then be laid down on the adjacent 

print and fixed in place. The better artists do not use an airbrush or other means of 

obliterating the edge because of the difficulty in preventing the material from getting 

under the feather edge (which may be thinned with sandpapering on the back of the 

print) and from being more apparent than before the brush was used. 
The final design is photographed and projected upon mural paper in strips of the 

proper dimension. These strips are processed like any other photographic paper 

except that large tanks or trays are necessary. 

Transparent murals or mosaics may be printed upon paper which has an emulsion 

on both sides such as Adlux, Translite, ete. Murals may be tinted or actually painted 

in transparent oils. This coloring is done after the mural is on the wall, and the 

actual coloring is a job for an artist, not a photographer. 

Enlarged Negatives by Reversal.—Where retouching must be done on miniature 

negatives, the following method of making enlarged negatives is useful (see “‘Leica 

Manual,” Ist ed., p. 1383.) The negative is projected upon process film or upon an 

ortho film of somewhat softer gradation. Develop the film, wash, fix, and bleach it in 

potassium permanganate to which has been added silver nitrate; clear in sodium 

bisulphite, wash, and give second exposure. Then develop; again fix, wash, and dry. 

Retouching can now take place upon this enlarged negative which may be used for 

contact printing or which may be projected so that a larger print may be secured. 

Photographic Sketching.—A combination of photographic processes and of draw- 

ing makes it possible to produce very creditable sketches which resemble freehand 

drawings. 
In one method, the negative is projected upon a sheet of white drawing paper where 

the image is a negative. If the white lines of the image as projected are gone over 

with a crayon or a soft pencil until all such white lines have been covered, a positive 

sketch will have been made of the image on the negative. Now the drawn print is 

photographed to the final size desired and photoprints are made from this 

negative. 
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In another method, a positive print is gone over with waterproof India ink. In 

this case the black lines are covered. Judgment must be exercised as to the strokes 

used, viz., crosshatching, curves, etc. With a little practice the results are unusual and 

distinctive. Then the print is bleached so that the photographic image disappears 

leaving only the hand-drawn sketch. 
A satisfactory bleach for disposing ‘of the silver image is 

SVC CT tt ad pen Meret neire feo ee REAL hed bul fs RICE AS Ripe. aha rotitieay dhe ceinaaeeanemsuctete denote chen 346 oz 

PotassiumuaEpenmancanatenneeneeeiri rae eiiecn tier iti a nat t i rari 33 RS 

Suilphomie nicl: sssshosoessodugoopowoaveorosebondoogosacoouadonadso00 po 1 dram 

This will leave a discolored print. To remove the permanganate stain immerse 

the print in a bath made up of 50 to 100 gr. of sodium bisulphite in 4 oz. of water. 

This will leave a perfectly clean white print on which remain only the India ink lines. 

Additional lines may be added to this print if desired. 
Since the India ink must be placed over the black lines of the original print, it 1s 

sometimes difficult to tell when all the necessary lines have been covered, or to judge 

how well the work has progressed. The solution to this difficulty is to place the 

black lines on a negative print. In this case the ink is placed upon the white lines of 

the negative. 
Lantern Slides.—Lantern slides are made on glass plates coated with an emulsion 

somewhat similar to that used for making positives. Standard sizes are 314 by 4}4 in. 

and 314 by 314 in. Several degrees of contrast are available. Eastman provides 

soft, medium and contrast. The first two may be developed under a Wratten safe light 

Series O or OA for contrast and medium plates; Series 1 safe light must be used for 

soft plates which are more sensitive. 

Any negative that will make a good print will make a good slide. The slides may 

be printed by projection or by contact. Blemishes must be kept to a minimum 

because of their subsequent enlargement when the slides are projected. The Eastman 

plates vary in sensitivity as follows: contrast plates require about three times the 

exposure required for medium, and medium about seven times as much exposure 

as soft. 
Exposure.—Using a 25-watt frosted lamp at a distance of about 6 ft. between light 

and printing frame, the exposure required for an average negative on medium plates 

is about 5 sec. It is advisable at first to make use of the test-strip method of deter- 

mining correct exposure. Cover two-thirds of the slide with an opaque cardboard 

and give an exposure of 40 sec.; uncover part of the slide so that only one-third is now 

covered, and give an exposure of 8 sec. Finally uncover the entire slide and give an 

exposure of 2 sec. Now the slide will have portions exposed for 2, 10, and 50 sec. 

In varying exposures, double or halve them, as smaller exposure changes will make so 

little difference the operator will not learn much. To make positive from miniature 

frames, use the positive stock film, print by contact; for 10 sec., 6 in. from a 10 ep. 

lamp is a good trial exposure. Use weak developer. 
Development.—Slides may be developed in D-72 (see developers for paper, above). 

Develop in a white tray and judge development as one would a printing paper. 

When development is complete, the highest light should show appreciable 

color. Dilute D-72 and develop as follows: soft plate, dilute 1 to 4, develop 2 to 3 
min. at 70°F.; medium plate, dilute 1 to 2, develop 1 to 2 min. at 70°F.; contrast 

plate, dilute 1 to 1, develop 3 to 5 min. at 70°F. 

1 There are several other modifications of the photo-sketching process. A good survey of this 

process will be found in Some Suggestions on Photo Sketching, by E. A. Yunker, Am. Phot., December, 

1935, p. 746. 
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The plates should be rinsed in a short-stop bath and then fixed in any good harden- 

ing fixing bath. They should be washed 20 min. 

Mounting.—The slides should be varnished to protect them and prevent absorp- 

tion of moisture in damp weather, which causes ‘“‘dewing”’ or condensation of moisture 

on the cover glass when it is heated by the lantern. Special varnish for this purpose 

may be purchased from the supply houses. 

The shape of the mask should usually be rectangular. Oval or round masks are 

seldom necessary or desirable. The standard size mask opening for motion-picture 

theaters is 3 by 2144 in. The mask, which may be cut from black paper or purchased 
ready to use, is placed on the emulsion side of the slide. 

After masking, the slide is bound in contact with a thin cover glass which is placed 

on the emulsion side. A white spot or label should be placed on the lower left-hand 

corner when holding the slide in the hand so that the image appears on the screen 

properly. This label not only identifies the slide but is useful to the projection- 

machine operator in inserting the slide in the machine properly. 

Cover glasses for slides 2 in. square are now available for Kodachrome and other 

positives made with cameras using 35-mm. film. These slides are mounted and bound 

in the same manner as the larger slides. Cellulose or Scotch tape may be used to bind 

up the positive with its cover glass. 

Direct Positive Paper.—This paper is used for making negatives which, by the 

reversal process, are changed into positive prints. Correct exposure for the negative 

determines the quality of the print, therefore a fixed light source and a definite 

exposure are required. Underexposure will produce a dark picture, while overexposure 

produces pictures which are too light. 

The reversal process includes exposure, development of the negative, bleaching the 

negative, clearing, reexposure, development of the positive, fixing. Fixing is not 

essential, but it gives the print a slightly increased brilliance. Fixed prints should be 

washed for 10 min. in running water. If not fixed, prints should be washed for 4 or 

5 min. The Eastman direct positive emulsion is coated on a waterproof support 

which permits rapid drying. An inexpensive electric hair dryer can be used effectively 

to facilitate drying. The Series 2 Wratten safe light should be used for workroom 

illumination. 

A satisfactory division of time in the different solutions is as follows: developing, 

45 sec. to 1 min.; bleaching, 30 sec.; clearing, 30 sec.; developing or redeveloping, 

30 sec.; fixing, 30 sec. It is necessary to wash the prints thoroughly in running water 

for at least 15 sec. between the different solutions. When the solution D-88 is used for 

developing a black-and-white positive, it is necessary to expose the paper to artificial 

light directly after clearing. If convenient, the white light may be turned on as soon 

as the prints are placed in the clearing bath. 

DEVELOPER (D-88) 

Wiaters(about pl 252.y i (S205) ees serene wee ee seen cic reece ee 96 oz. Bier Al 

Sodiumisulphites(desiccated) se oenee eee ooo 645 oz. 195 og 

Fy ArOGUIN ONE. se eis aus alone <oss Ssh aay eae a yee Sy oh os) eee ees 314 02. OTmouz 

Borne acidl (crystals) wre = ke ee Oe ee oe cor eae aiee olortele 34 OZ. 22.5 gf. 

Potassium DrOmid tex. ose es oe eee ae eet heen 150 gr. 10.5 g. 

Nodum—hydroxid es (caushicl soda) sree eee nesiel et eed eee 314 oz. 97.5 ¢. 

iWiater bows kel. sure perk tic ecko aca en eee Riau an cee oe 1 gal. 4-~ 1. 

The caustic soda should be dissolved in a small volume of water, in a separate 

container, and added to the solution which has been made by dissolving the chemicals 

in the order given. Water should then be added to make 1 gal. (41.). When dis- 

solving the caustic soda, stir constantly so that the heat generated will not cause the 

solution to boil with explosive violence and spatter the hot caustic on the hand and 
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face, which would produce serious burns. Use the developer full strength at a tem- 

perature of 70°F. (21°C.). 
Use a crystalline boric acid as specified. Powdered boric acid dissolves with 

difficulty. 

BLEACHING SOLUTION 

SWEET tees tt A 515 Aree ron tchnl suerses Slsuanca aco: ees a eee 1 gal 4.0 

OvaASSLULMY D1GHRO INE bey enya cache ee oiceroh eto cl oat oy stron at aria st es ebeliotter ays of aurerreyepiay 114 oz. 37.5 g. 

Stullio crouse eo Li (oy ds) eeieagiciend CRO oIDes Bio bo aD oe crd ae Eame a odn Conte pin 149 fl. oz. 48.0 ce. 

Use full strength at 65 to 70°F. (18 to 21°C.). For more rapid bleaching, the 

amounts of acid and bichromate may be increased. 

CLEARING SOLUTION 

Use full strength at 65 to 70°F. (18 to 21°C.). 

Printing-out Paper.—At one time the photographer’s best medium was P O P, 

printing-out paper, in which the image is visible after exposure and before develop- 

ment. Proofs of negatives were often submitted on paper of this type because the 

prints would fade if exposed to the light and so the person photographed could not 

retain the proof print with any degree of satisfaction. He was forced to let the 

photographer make a print with a more permanent image. For rendition of fine 

detail, a glossy P O P paper is superior to more modern developing-out papers and for 

reproduction by means of half-tone engravings, P O P is still recommended. 

P O Pis very slow compared to present-day printing papers. It is exposed to the 

negative by direct daylight or very strong artificial light. It may be handled in a 

well-lighted room. The negative should be of average contrast. Flat negatives will 

produce weak and flat prints. Prints should be exposed somewhat longer than 

appearances would dictate as determined by inspection during the exposure. Some 

color is lost in subsequent processing. The parts which are to be pure white in the 

final print should show some slight color in the correctly exposed print. 

After exposure, the prints should be washed thoroughly, 2-e., until the wash water 

no longer shows any milkiness. Five or six complete changes of water are required. 

Toning Bath.—Innumerable baths may be used to tone PO P. In some there is a 

combination of the toning and fixing processes. The following formulas are a few 

examples of those which have been recommended. 

If the toning and fixing are to be distinct baths, the following method is recom- 

mended by Ilford. 

Two stock solutions are necessary for making up the working toning bath. 

SULPHOCYANIDE SoLuTion A 

For use, take 2 oz. each of A and B and add to 20 oz. water (50 to 400 ce. water). 
Add the gold solution slowly and shake well. 

After about 5 or 10 min. in this bath, prints begin to lose their characteristic red 

color and take on their final purplish color. After toning, the prints should be thor- 

oughly washed, then immersed in hypo, 3 to 20 oz. water (75 g. to 500 cc. water), 

and moved about for 10 min. The fixer should be used but once. Finally the prints 
must be thoroughly washed, Ilford recommending 2 hr. 
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Combined Toning and Fixing.—Use of a combined bath saves time, but at the 

expense of less permanency of the image 

CoMBINED TONER AND FIXER 

1 6 tg OX aren EA EEN Chics Hi RICE HERE AER ME EOD Bib clo Best OL RCI Sia 6 Bie o 6 oz 150 g 

Sodium): chlorides seed eee eee ee eon ee sis eee ee 20 gr ily gs 

eadinitrated(Onmlesduacetaiie) mini ieie nari intense 20 er. lo 

Goldlchloridezestic Ha aictow Bae yr oR caeg piacme armen RS ea fx Sata 4 or. 0.2¢ 

Wisiterstommalken sere Crt cscs coat tea Seca pe beds cov ured Bepnrente 20 02. 500 ce. 

Prints may be immersed in this solution without the preliminary washing. Toning is complete in 

about 6 min. 

Papers are available (Seltona and Enitone of Ilford) which contain the gold 
chloride in the emulsion. After exposure, these papers are placed in a hypo solution 

in which they are rendered permanent. 
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CHAPTER XV 

TONING 

By Donaup BurcHan AND [RA CURRENT 

One of the fundamental, and ofttimes little understood, characteristics of a photo- 

graphic print is the color or tone which makes up its image. In the ordinary black- 

and-white print this tone is very subtle, and the presence of color is often unnoticed. 

This tone or color is fundamentally determined by the emulsion characteristics of the 

paper and is controlled, within limits, by the nature of the developer used and the 

amount of its dilution. The usual color range is from a cold blue-black to a warm 

brown, although it is also possible to obtain tones up to red by direct development. 

While this method is rather involved and requires careful attention to details of 

exposure and development, it has, we believe, a definite place in a discussion of toning 

methods. The careful technique that is required is such that probably only the 

advanced worker may be sufficiently reeompensed to reward his patience and per- 

severance; however, by toning processes in which the silver image is actually changed 

to another compound having the color desired, it is possible to produce, easily and 

uniformly, brown, red, blue, and green tones, as well as many of their intermediate 

shades. 
By the use of toning processes the photographer can produce pictures which are 

more effective because of their tone or color. For instance, some snowscapes are 

much enhanced when the photographic image has been rendered in a brilliant blue or 

a fireside picture more appealing in a reddish brown. The possibilities are unlimited 

as one becomes familiar with the colors that the different methods are capable of 

producing. 
As different kinds of paper react differently to most toning processes, a short 

explanation of these papers and their behavior will be given before proceeding with 

the various toning processes. Bromide papers as a class do not produce a wide 

variety of good tones. They tend to the cold browns and purples. It is better when- 

ever possible to choose papers of the chlorobromide or chloride group. The chloro- 

bromides are the so-called slow enlarging papers, while the chloride papers are used 

only for contact printing because of their slow speed. As all leading manufacturers 

have papers of these two groups in a variety of surfaces, it is possible for the most 

exacting worker to find the surface which will satisfy his particular demands. After 

he has made his choice of paper, it would be well for the beginner to experiment in its 

manipulation, following suggestions of the manufacturer. It is only by mastering 

the art of making good black-and-white prints that success can be obtained in toning. 

This point cannot be stressed too much for many of the troubles experienced in 

toning can usually be traced directly to a faulty original print. 

Toning, as it is generally spoken of, involves a chemical conversion of the silver 

image of the ‘‘developed print” into one or more insoluble substances having various 

colors, for example, brown silver sulphide, or colored compounds of such metals as 

copper, uranium, iron, etc. But it is also possible to obtain colored metallic silver 

images, as we have suggested, by modification of development. 

453 
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Toning by Direct Development.—When developers of a special composition are 

used and the developing time is shortened or the solution diluted, a coloring of the 

image is noticed; this usually is brownish. Here again some papers have properties 

which yield themselves to these modifications of development more than others. 

These are the chlorobromide papers that yield warm olive tones even in ordinary 

developers, and some of the chloride papers. Most chloride papers, especially those 

used for commercial and photo-finishing purposes, are blue-black in tone when devel- 

oped in the recommended formulas. Bromide papers, as a rule, are not readily 

adaptable to toning by direct development. 

The reducing agents used in a developing formula and their proportions to one 

another play an important part in the determination of the final color of a print. 

It must be remembered that an agent such as hydroquinone has a tendency, when 

used without any other agents, to yield warm tones, especially in the presence of fairly 

large quantities of potassium bromide. Metol, on the other hand, besides having 

soft-gradation-producing characteristics, generally makes the tones of prints black 

or blue-black. 

In most photofinishing establishments contact prints with a blue-black tone are 

desired, and these result from using a developer having a high energy factor, 2.e., 

one having a large proportion of alkali or energizer and properly balanced amounts of 

metol and hydroquinone. Such a developer is of the following composition and may 

be used for contact and bromide papers when cold blue-black tones are desired. 

Stock Soutprion (Aera 103) 

Hotawater (izboh oro 2c.) eerie: site ee ey eR er ene 750 ee. 24 ~=oz. 

INTE COLE RSE Gs Na tek cocaine ee an TE, Sah aS PRs are 3.52. 50 gr. 

Sodiumisulphite) (anhydrous)/s--5-+ee eee eee seen nee: GYh fax 134 oz., 50 gr. 

Hy droquin one aeaiheo cvs ssa eres ora ae ee een 11.5 ¢. 14 oz., 55 gr. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated)...................-. 78 g. 215 oz., 35 gr. 

IPotassnimy brOmMid Os eyavercesr hese cbeuers cede eres ce eect oleys 1252: 18 grains 

Water toumake, 2) 25ao ik oad, ce i ee as oro tee A ak 32 oz. 

Dilute 1 part stock solution with 2 parts water. 

Chloride papers: Normal development time, 1 min. at 70°F. (21°C.). 

Bromide papers: Normal development time, 1}% to 2 min. at 70°F. (21°C.). 

A chlorobromide paper when developed in such a formula will have a tendency to 

produce rich blacks, although the medium tones will be more olive in color, especially 

if through use the developer has been allowed to accumulate an amount of bromide. 

By reducing the amount of metol in such a formula, the warm-toned results will be 

even more pronounced. If the solution is diluted in order to control the rate of 

development, still warmer tones will result. 

There are other reducing agents, which, when used in the developing formulas in 

the proper proportions, will yield tones even more brilliant in color than those obtained 

from the methods outlined above. Examples of these reducing agents are Adurol and 

glycine. 

Adurol will produce tones which range from a rich brown-black to brilliant reds 

when the dilution of the developer is very great; the exposure time has been increased 

enough to compensate for this dilution, and increasing amounts of potassium bromide 

have been added. The formulas on page 455 were developed by Ilford Limited of 

London and published in their ‘‘ Manual of Photography.” The table of exposure 

time, dilution, etc., has been changed slightly to meet the requirements of American 

papers. ; 
These formulas used as mixed, without any dilution, will produce warm black- 

toned prints. By diluting the solution, increasing the exposure, adding a certain 

amount of a 10 per cent solution of potassium bromide, and prolonging the developing 

time, we may change this tone from warm black to reddish brown. While different 
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papers may not all work the same, the difference in result will not be very great. 

With a few experiments in exposure and developing time, it is possible to arrive at the 

tone desired. 

ApuROL ForMULA 

ANCHO NS Le setae. ah doth ore eta cid cectnccke cate Mea een ee Or 6.8 ¢. 97 gr. 

liv. dra UIn|ON GM ay am ete Posi ds quateisatesui ies winch 6.8 g. 97 gr. 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous).......................... 62.4 g. 2 ~ 02., 85 gr. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated).................... 54.4 g. 134 oz., 60 gr. 

Potassium bromide........ 4 SIO Os ce gies Ea Cee Rae DERI ELA Oot) fe. Ul. fare 

\N/ ERIC ope Hig hp Gicke ee ERR ea eRCNSan ce. Ra 1000 ce. 32 OZ. 

TaBLE J.—Dinution, Exposure Tims, Etc., ror THE ADUROL FoRMULA 

Addition of 10 per 

t soluti f 
Renan ee Ey ae : Relative exposure | Approximate devel- Tones 

Dilution potassium bromide i ti a f d 
eoulaon ioe: ime oper time, min. orme 

developer, cc. 

1:0 0 1 145 Warm black 

1:10 40 4— 5 9 Warm sepia 

ie 15) 120 6- 8 14 Red-brown sepia 

1:30 240 9-15 30 Bright red 
| | 

If the Adurol in the above formula is replaced by glycine and the amount of 

sodium carbonate increased, we get a similar range of tones. 

GLYcINE FORMULA 

(GARVBIDN])s b'si6 Gees Gyn RIERE Ea, DORE Se CLSS REE IIS DEE Ee ig ROI Les Cn 6.8 g. 97 gr. 

ED CROGUINOM Eerie Gos Weel tual tye Meee aU SNe Sasha as eeetee ea oy cua 6.8 g. 97 gr. 

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)............................ 62.4 ¢. 2 oz. 85 gr. 

Sodium carbonate (monohydrated)....................... 88.4 g. 3 oz. 50 gr. 

PRObassiUMibLOMIG een .4 fer eaever ae Hise Ake gee Tale aera Sniaee 0.7 g. 11 gr. 

\AVERNGIES 5 Ocho Sr oig OSCE CE TROL ae SRORS: hone RE Sc er eee nee A 1000 ce. 32 oz. 

TasBLeE I1.—Drvurion, Exposure Time, Erc., ror THE GLYCINE FoRMULA 

Addition of 10 per 

cent sclution of - Approximate 
Be Ae: - g Relative exposure 2 Tones 

Dilution potassium bromide 5 developer time 
time f formed 

to 1000 cc. min. 

developer, cc. 

1:0 0 1 114 Black 

1109 20 1146 to 244 DEtLOMEG Engraving black to 

warm black 

1:4 40 2 tod COWL S: Warm black to sepia 

1:8 80 4 to8 12 to 30 Sepia to red-brown 

As tones produced by direct development are not always those that may be desired 

and because the results are not always easily reproduced, except through very strict 

attention to small details, methods which convert the silver image to some other com- 

pound possessing the color desired are used. The simplest of these methods are 

those known as sulphide toners. 

Sulphide Toning Processes.—The sulphide processes produce sepia tones by con- 

verting the silver image into insoluble silver sulphide. Prints toned by these methods 
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are permanent and will keep their tones indefinitely without fading. Such toners 

are easy to use, are economical, and can be depended upon to duplicate values fairly 

well. 

The success of these methods depends upon the character of the original black-and- 

white print. As a general rule maximum exposure and full development produce 

prints which will tone well by these processes. Underexposure and overdevelopment 

and the reverse, viz., overexposure and underdevelopment should be avoided in all 

instances. A few trial prints made on the paper selected with varying times of 

exposure and development, but all approximately the same density, will easily estab- 

lish the correct procedure. Fresh solutions should always be used and care taken 

that they are not overworked. The temperature of the developer should be kept as 

near 70°F. as possible. Bromide in the developer used for the black-and-white prints 

has quite an influence on the final results; 7.e., slightly increasing the bromide content, 

will yield somewhat warmer tones in the final print tone. 

The sulphide processes may be divided into two classifications. 

1. Direct sulphide process in which the silver image is changed directly to silver 

sulphide with no intermediate steps. 
2. Indirect sulphide process in which the silver image is first changed to an insol- 

uble silver salt or a mixture of silver and mercury salts which are then changed to the 

sulphides of these metals. 
Direct Sepia Process.—The three most commonly used direct processes are hypo 

alum, hypo-alum gold chloride and “‘liver of sulphur.” As all these direct methods 
have hypo as one of their ingredients, it is not necessary to wash the prints after 

fixing, but they may be transferred directly to the toning bath. 

The chief disadvantage of these methods is that the solution must be used hot 

(approximately 120°F.), and it is necessary to have some method of keeping this 

temperature fairly constant. It takes from 15 to 60 min. to tone prints at this 

temperature, depending on the kind of paper used. Toning in a cold solution would 

require about 10 to 12 hr. Some photographers leave prints in these mixtures over- 

night, but this is not good procedure and should be avoided. Another caution that is 

very important is to use these toners in a separate room or at least at a distance from 

any sensitized materials, such as paper or film, for direct sepia toners give off sulphur 

fumes when heated which are destructive to sensitized materials. Good ventilation 

is absolutely necessary. Abrupt changes of temperature should be avoided, prints 

should be allowed to cool after being removed from the toning bath and before washing. 

If this is not done, frilling and blistering will result. Prints should be sponged off 

carefully after removal from the toning baths, to remove sediment; allowed to cool; 

and then washed in cold running water for 15 to 20 min. 

Hypo-alum Sepia Method.—Two common photographic chemicals are used in this 

formula, viz., hypo and potassium alum. When alum, which is acid, is added to a 

solution of hypo (sodium thiosulphate), free sulphur is precipitated. This pre- 

cipitated sulphur, when combined with the silver image of the print during toning, 

forms brown silver sulphide. 

A silver ‘‘ripener”’ which retards the bleaching action due to the hypo must also be 

added to the solution. Chloride, bromide, or iodide are used for this purpose. If 

six or eight waste prints are at hand, it is possible by toning these prints to dispense 

with the ripener, as the silver salts supplied by these prints will serve the same pur- 

pose. The bath may be used indefinitely or until it is so reduced by evaporation that 

it is necessary to replenish it, when a fresh solution must be added. 

Very definite instructions are given as to how these ingredients should be com- 

bined in the bath, and any deviation from this order will result in failure. It is 

equally important to keep the solution at the temperature given, as too hot a bath 
/ 
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will cause blistering and frilling, and a cold bath not only slows up the toning action 

but tends to produce cold purplish tones. Prints should be agitated constantly while 
toning to prevent them from sticking together and toning unevenly. 

As this method does not work progressively but carries the toning to completion 

and then stops, the prints should be left in long enough to insure complete toning. 

Hypo-aLumM TONER 

This toner is reeommended for beautiful reddish-brown tones. 

SoLuTion A 

Va Deedes. asi bey Se deree Mile ot LSB ised ate GaeeeMeie ai. eeprom: orga DOKCC? 80 oz. 

PETS yj} OP POP SEP Ree sats oy Siaey See he Fon ods, See pege ees occ ect/tre ye) Spence ns aerewene kcnecnet oe ceo 450 g. 16 oz. 

SoLutTion B 

Wet eT emperor carses oo oyray sive ahs Hie Seer SUL ciel eretoaie tae len ves acu ee ean sucuewas ail) @@, 1 oz. 

Sil iale Tava) holy 3 A A028 Poon A ee eave ie eee ces a. Lo Peer ee eae as 1144 zg. 20 gr. 

SoLutTion C 

\ NY GINA Srey cy We ca Tees RR Retell ave oer ees ta ane sone 30) “ce: 1 oz. 

FP OUSSSIUINGT OIG € feyey) een tesayrer sts e nee cue ee oneal genter sre deIPe POS ne renee. LAE 216 g. 40 er. 

Add solution B to solution A. Then add solution C to the mixture. Finally add 

105 g. (814 02.) of potassium alum to this solution, and heat the entire bath to the 

boiling point, or until sulphurization takes place (indicated by a milky appearance of 

the solution). Tone prints 20 to 60 min. in this bath at 110 to 125°F. (438 to 52°C.). 
Agitate prints occasionally until toning is complete. 

Hypo-alum Gold Sepia Method.—A toner which yields even more beautiful sepias 

than the hypo-alum is made by adding a soluble gold salt to a solution which is made 

up of hypo-alum and a ripener. Gold chloride or gold sodium chloride is used. 

When the print is placed in this gold solution, the silver will replace the metal in 

solution, and the gold will be deposited in place of the silver. It is necessary for a good 

tone that this gold deposit be rapid. This bath must be kept alkaline, a condition 

which is accomplished by the addition of sodium phosphate. A definite test for this 

alkalinity is the use of red litmus paper which turns blue in an alkaline solution. 

Hypro-aLtum GoLtp TONER 
SoLuTion A 

@)aBoilinetwater (distilled). tho Ge ee 4000 ce. 128 oz. 
TEA OX 0 ie, orgie SRE eee ce AS RRL at Oe tan ie re ee a Nae a 450 g. 16 oz. 

AT UIMYPOLASSIUIMs $e)- bobs Mien eee onsen Sols ee ie Tee 3 56 g. 2 oz. 

Boil the above 2 or 3 min., allow it to cool and then add 

Sodiumepphosphateraerern ocr eetets ee eine caches ane nie ce ais eens sens 56 gs. 2 oz. 

Test the resulting solution with red litmus paper. If the litmus paper does not turn 

blue within 1 min., heat bath again, and add sodium phosphate in 2-0z. (56-g.) quan- 
tities until the bath has become slightly alkaline. Then dissolve 

CYB Silivieranitrater ce ven stoke eee he goes ance coco seed Fi cme see 4g. 60 gr. 

SWAG Tree ecctet re Auer mete cLlanisaercrswtreQucycarle ens yeik ush,ayfcumy dh snsile teudrie asanteneh cues eetenst nent aren 30 ce. 1 oz. 

Potassium bromide....... SORT Ci ORR REMOTE PRES SORE cr ome cinco 8 g. 120 gr. 

DWiaber seancreusy bevctarcteme ttete seccinitone creme eccuer atvicte musstalane ace aueiensp suomi eeeey tars 30 ce 1 oz 

Separate solutions are made of the silver and bromide, each dissolved in 1 oz. (30 ec.) 

of water. The bromide solution is poured into the silver solution. The resulting 

mixture, precipitate and all, is then added to the hypo-alum bath after the latter has 

thoroughly cooled. 
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SotutTion B 

To use add 1 dram (8.7 cc.) of gold solution (solution B) to each 16 oz. (500 ec.) 

of hypo-alum bath (solution A), tone at 90 to 110°F.—not more than 110°F. Prints 

should be examined as the toning proceeds and removed when the desired tone is 

reached. 

This toning bath as mixed will tone approximately 150 4- by 6-in. prints. When 

used up to this point, it should be discarded and a new bath mixed. 

Prints should be agitated during toning to insure even toning. After toning is 

completed they should be carefully sponged to remove any surface sediment, fixed 

again in the regular acid hypo fixing solution for about 5 min., washed and dried in 

the usual manner. 

Liver-of-sulphur Sepia Method.—This is an easy economical method of sepia toning 

giving results which are comparable to the hypo-alum process on some papers. As 

results vary with different papers, it would be well to test this method thoroughly 

before adopting it. 

Liver of sulphur is a mixture of potassium sulphide along with other compounds 

such as sulphates, carbonates, hypo, etc. The actual toning agent is not known, 

but it is thought that the sulphur acts on the silver image forming silver sulphide as in 

the other sulphide toners. It is well to get liver of sulphur from a reputable chemical 

concern, as most of it is impure and not fit for photographic use. It is necessary in 

this process to be sure the prints are well hardened, as liver of sulphur in a hot solution 

has quite a softening effect on the emulsion. 

LIVER-OF-SULPHUR SEPIA MeErHop 
Laver: of sulphurss oi) ethene tS oa Si AS Aes cee ote sa) ond a ete oh eee eee 30 gr 

Ah 2) Oe ee ee ee i nee ee ih Sid neice Oe at toe bo OG eS 40 oz 

Use at 80°F. 

Indirect Sepia Process.—This process is used extensively for sepia prints because 

of its simplicity and economy and because the solutions are used at room temperature. 

Two solutions are necessary: (1) the “‘bleach,”’ so called because the image disappears; 

and (2) a weak solution of sodium sulphide which changes the bleached image into 

brown silver sulphide, as in the direct toning processes. It is very important that the 

black-and-white print be thoroughly washed, as silver bromide, which is first formed 

in the bleaching operation, is soluble in hypo; so part or all of the image may be dis- 

solved if the print has not been washed in running water for at least 20 to 30 min. 

This precaution should be especially noted, for the cause of about 50 per cent of all 

the troubles experienced with this process is due to prints that are not washed thor- 

oughly. Clean enameled trays without any chipped or broken places in the enamel 

should be used, for contamination by iron rust will cause blue spots on the finished 

print. These blue spots may also be caused by iron rust from the water, and where 

this occurs the water should be filtered through several thicknesses of flannel or felt, 

which may be placed directly over the water taps. 

Bleach prints in solution 1 until the image is converted to a very light brown. 

BLEACH FOR SULPHIDE REDEVELOPMENT 
SOLUTION 1 

Potassiumerernicy anid e;soluclonee essen Eee cee isci inicio ieie 500 ce. © 1744 fl. oz. 

Potassium bromide solution (10 per cent)...............-..--05 100 ce. 346 fl. oz. 

Sodium carbonate solution (10 per cent)..............-.-...-.- 200 ec. Cet OZ 

Waters 4 datrs Ne ea wk Lethe es ya a ed ee: ore ee och ame 200 ec. 7. fl: oz. 

Wash prints for about 5 min., and redevelop in the following solution: 
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SULPHIDE REDEVELOPING SOLUTION 
Stock SoLurion 

SOaimysu lp Hid OF eae pay crs oh Mone erate ode fox aesl aeeweveslioneive, evena reve etevatare cet enare 45 g. 114 oz. 

SW Vieit GERD ORIN KOI 27 cra ane soe sed temeTereret soley eaciedeaeuhilc on heck o ih wysderee as Wise leuslaneeseen 500 cc. LG oz 

For use, dilute 1 part stock solution with 8 parts water. 

After using this toner it is advisable to harden the prints. To do this mix the 

following hardener: 

HOtmwaterl(WU25-H. OF O2r Owe. cassc sil ere arelvis sie e eye Greral es Gel eek es © Seer 150 ce. De Oz 

Sodimmssulphitesankydrouste se. eine cide ote cate eels aul cbateroreianels 15 g. 16 oz. 

Ace ticuaciai(28npersCenib)! 45 hem adsl sed aueeeeie mies Sno: rau ialle les tnuals, alle lever lurelis 45 ce. 114 oz. 

ZO PASSIUTMUB AUTEN A cb cye test rcirey ieee te ck bode WEN aaa oa Shee coe Lore aa to aed eco ove Rava 15 g. 16 oz. 

After removing prints from sulphide redeveloper solution wash for 2 or 3 min. and 

place in the above hardener bath for 5 min. Then wash thoroughly for 30 min. 

This hardener solution has no effect on either the color or gradation of the print. 
Mercury Sulphide Sepia Toner.—The four sepia toners just described depend on 

the formation of one compound, silver sulphide, which, although it allows some altering 

of the shade of brown by means of the nature of the original print image and by the 

bleaching methods used, is essentially a compound with a limited range of colors. 

By producing a combined silver sulphide and mercury sulphide image, the range of 

tones available is lengthened. The addition of mercury sulphide to the image is 

accomplished by adding mercuric chloride to the bleaching bath. The compound 

formed in the bleaching is then a combination of a silver and a mercury salt. Upon 

subsequent development with sodium sulphide, silver sulphide and mercury sulphide 

are formed. By varying the amounts of mercuric chloride in the original bleach, the 

color of the final print image is easily controlled; the larger the amount of mercury 

used, the blacker or colder the image. ‘The gelatin on the print has quite a strong 

affinity for the mercury, and for this reason, after bleaching, the prints are bathed 

in several changes of dilute hydrochloric acid to remove any mercury which is in 

combination with the gelatin. The mercury which is combined with the silver image 

is not affected by this treatment, so there is no loss in the richness of the image. Mer- 

cury sulphide is a compound just as stable as silver sulphide, so there need be no fear 

of impermanence in images made of mercury sulphide. The prints should be slightly 

lighter than for the other processes as mercury produces some intensification in the 

toned print. 

Wash print well, eliminating all hypo. 

Bleach in bath made as follows: 

Mercury SuLeHIDE TONER 
SoLuTION A 

ROtASsiUmMeferny Cyan Gis sketch ry -bsbe Sea aE estan oh ehtee. ado edeliore tenes eusnercus 30 g. 1S Oz 

IROUASSIUTIM AD LOM Creepeaceter recess creo ete etka ey cies se ea eovel olouis cakes mnckers 45 g. 116 oz. 

WWW Gere COMMA CCM ees e re Mey aha cease thcee pecan ation te, Mane~siociceclonateieuereusneaensueye 266 cc OZ 

SoLutTion B 

WMiercunterchlOridestiss<scrstiors stevens oy cise sitveus tsi aitalataishevedst oheceletsdebaue sues 4g 60 gr 

Rotassiumybrowmid eyed saccades tevscneite: cab atsnheyee saith oplestellsyinisets Yerrs tei opiate) ayepeaaprewetensuswens 4g 60 er 

AWraterib osm ake oe a uldacue neue uadernga ious cha leususPe si sas; afer sbs ie) spare teow eye) 6: apaederteructel onc 150 ce 5 oz 

For use: 

Engraving black—1 part A, 3 parts B, 16 parts water 

Warm black—1 part A, 1 part B, 16 parts water 

Cold sepia—1 part A, 14 part B, 12 parts water 

Normal sepia—1l part A only, 12 parts water. (None of B added.) 
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After the prints are completely bleached, they are washed first and then rinsed in 

three baths of 1 per cent hydrochloric acid. The prints are then washed again and 

toned in the following solution: 

Srock SoLuTrion 

Fetoya bhuboskastby hot snio ina BEios Serres oe COG U.oo od Gate MLO OO O 45 g. 144 oz. 

Witter sto: makes... ccus savaetre eet nea suce ates ae eat Cae TART. EIT ne ole ae eke cetena 500 cc. 16° = oz. 

For use, dilute 1 part stock solution with 8 parts water. 

Potassium Permanganate Sulphide Method.—Another bleach for sulphide toning 

consists in using potassium permanganate instead of potassium ferricyanide. This 

has one particular advantage over the ferricyanide bleach, inasmuch as any traces of 

hypo left in the print before toning will be destroyed by the permanganate and have no 

effect on the final image. A stain is formed when the image is bleached, but this will 

disappear in redevelopment. Wash print well and bleach in the following solution. 

SoLtutTion A 

Potasshimypenmancanates sere ieee arses Pye nS 2.5 g. 40 gr. 

N/E ITSt ce Aerie apne Bier tain ARNG cP TTT amie On Ee Ae RT EMS Ty Gc Ehh.0 c OEIC OR OM her! oe 590 ee. 20 ce. 

SoLutTion B 

Hydrochloric acid (c.p.) (86 per cent).....................-.--. 80 ee. 234 oz. 

Wiater: totmiaikes h5 is) eh ietane sto himtate. do aacicingare eherenteeaa cine ela ROnnehi a 590s ce. 20 oz. 

To use take 1 part solution A, 1 part solution B, plus 6 parts water. Wash 
well and tone in sulphide solution. 

SULPHIDE REDEVELOPING SOLUTION 
Srock SoLurTion 

Sodiumsulphid Geer. Sorte cece esas acts aloe eae eT eee ore eee 45 g. 132 oz. 

Water tommake ere A502 sei Se oie ae aire ase SEIU IO Nora el eto ane 500 ce. 16 oz. 

For use, dilute 1 part stock solution with 8 parts water. Wash prints for 

15 min. after toning. 

Intermediate Redevelopment Sepia Method.—The above bleach bath lends itself 

well to control of the resulting image by means of intermediate development of the 

print with a dilute developer after bleaching and before toning. The developer 

acts on the bleached silver compound forming a partial black metallic silver image. 

The remaining undeveloped silver compound, when treated with sodium sulphide in 

the toning bath, forms silver sulphide. Thus a combined image of black metallic 

silver and brown silver sulphide is formed, and the resulting degree of blackness 

depends on the proportion of metallic silver that makes up the finalimage. Procedure 

for this method is as follows: Bleach print according to instructions given for the 

permanganate sulphide method. After washing well, partially develop the print in 

a 1 to 2 dilution of the developer for blue-black tones given in the beginning of this 

chapter. Time the length of development and then tone in the regular sulphide toner 

given above. A few experiments will determine the length of intermediate develop- 

ment necessary to secure the desired tone. 

The permanganate bleach will react on both the silver sulphide and silver image, 

so that, if the desired tone is not obtained with the first trial, the toned image may be 

bleached and retoned. Sometimes it is desirable to restore a toned print to its original 

black state: this may be accomplished by bleaching in a permanganate bath and 

redeveloping completely in a normal developer. 

Engraving Black from a Silver Sulphide Print.—It is possible to intensify or darken 

sulphide-toned prints by means of lead compounds. The lead combines with some of 

the silver sulphide forming lead sulphide, which is black. The darkening is accom- 

plished by treating the sulphide-toned print with a solution of lead acetate. Prints 
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should be treated in the following solution until the desired intensity of tone has been 
reached. 

ENGRAVING BLack SOLUTION 
\WVEDUSTRES ESS a aa oie, Cini Chon cit G2 RA ches fich tench ete Renee IMac CR AE So eee 1000 ec. 32) Voz 

1S EST OVO) dig Sich costes De CHONG CRYO Th C100 O20 DIC Ree ROTC GLEE G Tn eee Re PE er IOI oc ter rae 20 g. 34 oz. 

Wendleace tates esnnihaiy wore rats cexa tenis, Soto cticnes debe stad, eis cvamsiers eRe ora 5 g. 80 gr. 

The action of this solution proceeds rather slowly and for a normal change in 
tone 14 to 1 hr. is required. 

Red Tones from Sulphide-toned Print.—Silver sulphide images may be readily 

changed to brilliant and charming red tones by treatment with a gold chloride ammo- 

nium sulphocyanate bath. The prints, which have already been toned by one of the 

sulphide processes, are immersed in the following bath until the tone has changed to 

red. They are then fixed for several minutes in the regular acid fixing bath and 

washed and dried in the usual manner. 
Tone directly in: 

VAY QGP Su. 2c FARO IDE tO te SP OLR eae PST enE CRIS COPED Pana CREE ER y een urrar 500 cc. 6) 072 

PATNI OMAN GT OC YVAN ALE toys sae aera hace ous renere re were se nenarics oictionoucneney Sisteuevene 50 g. 134 oz. 

Hepenrcent eordschlorvGdes,'ee cetacean Rie hoe eta iets Den as 30 ce. 1 Oz. 

With the above solution very deep-blue tones may be obtained by using ordinary 

black-and-white prints. The prints should be made in the ordinary manner, fixed 

and washed thoroughly and then toned in the above solution. After toning they 

should be fixed again for several minutes, washed and dried. 

Sepia Tones on Bromide Papers.—The fact has been emphasized that bromide 

papers, as a class, do not tone so well as chlorobromide or chloride paper. There is a 

formula, however, which will produce tones from cold brown through red-brown on 

bromide papers. 

The thoroughly washed black-and-white print is first bleached and then redevel- 

oped, the tone being controlled by the amount of sodium carbonate added to the 

redeveloping solution. The table following the formula will give the amounts neces- 

sary for certain tones. Here, again, not all papers will react the same, but by increas- 

ing or decreasing the amount of the sodium carbonate, the desired tone may be 

achieved. The formula without any sodium carbonate will produce brilliant red 

tones. By increasing this carbonate in the redeveloping solution, we may achieve 

many different shades of red-brown, sepia, and cold brown. Only two additions of 

carbonate are given in the table, but experimentation will yield the desired tones on 

any bromide paper. 

Bleach the well-washed print in the following solution: 

Potassimmfernicyanides@Ospercenbt) meses eee ede se cen ooo. * 500 ce. 16 oz. 

RotassiimuabnromidesGOnpericent) seen oe eee nee eoeee 100 ee. 3 oz. 

Sodiumbucarbonate @O)penicenb)e eee eee eee eee ene een 200 ec. 6 oz. 

WWiUCGTeaeye te yapete tea ce oats roiisvadsucleie io cstercaescucuiseeen AGRE TAME ST ae octte GSMS AN) ee Ale 200 ec. 6 oz. 

Wash and tone in the following solution: 

Sodium sulphantimoniate (Schlippes salt)................0. 10 g. 14 0oz., 45 gr. 

Sodium carbonate solution (10 per cent).................05 30 cc. il 4, 

Potassium bromide solution (10 per cent)................. 160 ce 514 oz. 

Aiea bere ersatetes arenes coleteiseretmmstive cecscsteck eee neces Save veueytne chetertavegee 810 ce 2 OmnOz- 

Warm brown tones..............20. Add 30 ce. 10 per cent solution sodium carbonate 

Sepiaitomess say tank cist cttclatwacvers ooo Add 100 ee. 10 per cent solution sodium carbonate 

-For colder tones increase the carbonate 30 cc. at a time until the desired tone is 

reached. 
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Ferrocyanide Toners.—Ferrocyanide compounds of other metals than silver have 

various and brilliant colors and may be substituted for the silver image. Iron com- 

pounds are blue; uranium, brownish red and brown; copper, red, etc. 

Ordinarily the silver image is first converted into silver ferrocyanide, and this is 

subsequently converted into the desired metallic compound by direct replacement of 

the silver by the metal of the ferrocyanide compounds. Usually other organic con- 

stituents are added to the formula to restrain the action of the toners, to prevent 
stains, etc. Most toning formulas of this class are similar in their reactions, although 

some of the single solution formulas form the silver ferrocyanide and the metallic 
ferrocyanide in one operation. Others involve two operations, first the conversion 

of the black silver image into silver ferrocyanide and subsequently the replacement 

of the silver in the silver ferrocyanide by the suitable metal higher in the electromotive 

series. The formulas we give may be considered representative of this type of toner. 

Toners of this class are more susceptible to troubles caused by impurities and by 

deviations from recommended procedures than any of the others and therefore require 

considerably more care in their use. Also many of these metallic ferrocyanide com- 

pounds are soluble in even mild alkalies, and therefore water which is slightly alkaline 

when used in washing might remove some of the image. The use of these toners 

generally requires considerable care and experimentation in order to produce the 

desired results. 
Copper Toner.—This toner hesitates for a moment, then a distinct toning action is 

noticed which proceeds quite rapidly at first. The tone goes from a cold brown, 

toward red, during which time a double tone, brown and red, is formed. After this 

the toning is progressive to red. The success in obtaining the desired tone by this 

method rests in the control of the time of toning and being able to judge just when the 

desired tone is reached. When using a toner of this type, it is wise to make several 

prints, toning them for different lengths of time with constant temperature, so that 

when the prints are dried one has several different tones from which to select. By 

this time method one may duplicate tones when prints in quantity are being processed. 

Toning solutions are as follows: 

SoLuTION A 

Copper sulphate (cupric) ac mcuesie ieee enieact hie cere einer 4g. 60 er. 

(POCASSIUTA CLETA LEI AAR ooo Deed eat ee USS. one eT eac AE eR 16 g. 240 gr. 

Wiateritolmialkce xe hh). 2s aera ae race iit ale od Peketeca teas rete dcr Seve uot ste rancueg ae 600 ce. 20 oz. 

SoLutTion B 

Potassium fernicy anid Gs )scce crotch ee Ooi eee cee 3.52. 50 gr. 

IP ObASSIUM CIbTAtE Ss cr athe soe se steseicl era Cert Tet) sredenoeuelets ey Biolnimo%s NG 240 er. 

Water toa aces. yes sere a eteyelcce gear Tea NSE ee som Pea ee oles ley oa at SRDS 600 ce. 20 oz. 

To use, mix equal parts of A and B and tone the black-and-white print in this solution. 

Iron Toner.—The following toner will produce blue tones. Tone in following bath 

until desired color is obtained. 

Iron and ammonium citrate (ferric) (10 per cent)................... 60 ce. 2 oz. 

Potassium ferricyanide (10 per cent)...............0.c cece ee eee eee 60 ce. 2 oz 

Acetic: acid lO wiper (Cent) eink oho sisnscs ver sbaeea eek eer tea oe need eco ere 600 cc. 20 oz. 

Wash in pure water, but not too long, as blue color is soluble in water even slightly 

alkaline. 

Uranium Toner.—Uranium toner yields shades from black through brown to a 

yellowish red. While this toner, in some instances and for certain effects gives satis- 

factory tones, the writers have never had very good results with it. It is included 

here for those workers who seek the unusual and bizarre. 

Prints should be toned in the following solution after they have been thoroughly 

washed. 
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Bleach completely in 

SoLuTIon A 

IRotassiumaferricyanlGeriaciericleietete eee) sheila icusse) ais. = 1 systole cieqernienere 2.5 g. 38 gr. 

Glaicraleacetichaerd!::.c5 cracweuscsroey tense sees ansee Meenb apse recraiie tencohe eter ogee & 5.5 ce 96 minims 

\ WY BNIGFoo'choln SEONG osc DIRE CRO NCES ERP E CIRCA Seite, CIC arene ean meee 250 ce 9 oz. 

Wash well and tone in 

SoututTion B 

MLOfirsea ra ud naDara GT GE sacar -gewerretien son saptesene euciiantavotiolien suey sites osl=menckeveiereicveneienchecevioKeiteters 2.52 38 gr 

AWVex Ge enrenen teri ee tne wiave te ncue hk suet ers adh cate ste cb lens ante geratmreraelete avatars 240 cc 8 oz. 

Wash well in water free from alkali. 

Green Tones.—By a combination of iron ferrocyanide and silver sulphide green 

tones may be obtained. For this method the following stock solutions are required. 
For green tones: 

SoLurion A 

Potassium ferricyanide (red prussiate of potash)............. 55, fs 77 ~~ ogr. 

PANT TIVOMNTSE eset vesctey arc late rouewseetopey sae aot gs os ealaek ose caterers couteisnie tet sreoeeiaonea ee 5 drops 5 drops 

AWiAterRCOMMN a Key  S AR RL NAR IGS CORAL CMDR Dek SSR thie caste 100 ce 344 02. 

‘ SoLuTion B 

Iron and ammonium citrate ferric.................--.+200- 2.2 ¢g. 33 —sogr. 

Hydrochloric acid (concentrated).................00+-eeeee 3) (ce. 80 minims 

Waiters bOMmlake yn jarsese ove Goss vcueveiciersus God Ot aud nssueng meee Siege fvsnne 100 cc. 334 02. 

SoLuTion C 

Sodium sulphide (pure crystal)...............0-.-2eeeeeeee 1g. 15 gr. 

VV ea Ge Tee eerie rece ie raw aide dase fa Pevanti ite ce tos SoKoR Meme okcer Seeder er aneutec as pbtae 100 cc 344 02. 

Hydrochloric acid (concentrated)...............0 eee ee eeee 5 cc. 80 minims 

In toning the following procedure should be followed: The thoroughly washed 

print is completely bleached in solution A. After washing has removed all the stain, 

print is immersed in solution B for about 5min. Again the print is washed and then 

placed in solution C for about 5 min. Print should be washed again after removing 

from this solution and dried in the usual manner. 

Dye Toning.—It is possible to replace the normal silver photographic image with 

one consisting primarily of a colored dye. In such a process the metallic silver is first 

converted into a mordant, such as silver ferrocyanide, which has the ability to attract 

and hold many basic dyes. The following mordanting bath is one recommended 

by Dr. B. T. J. Glover., in his book, ‘“‘Lantern Slides,’ and although it is 

intended for lantern slides and film positives it may be used in some instances for 

paper prints. 

Morpantine Batu. Srock SoLurion 

LOfee retires cal ei i r=) ete entetetes Gen ono icc che ieneeciene cee cre crcl ciene ane eane et AIGtS GG ESIC aD Cane no eee hts 8g 70 gr. 

OAC HACIA as 5 ahmed dou eneyeet lise hiatisbiahet cal eetehaie auce ue sepeves ae¥ anes eeeance nets Aeon es 4g 35 gr. 

PotassrumerenricyaniG een cess cel css ister oie eee an ciel 8 eens eee «. 4g 35 er. 

BWWiST CE TIRL O SiN Vocuccirs, Stotevetoviaived cuibena shoals acreakige lee enene, bameeatos cm romede sap raleuege! eee Dea i ie 20 oz. 

The chemicals are each dissolved separately in 5 oz. of water, and the solutions 

added together in the following order: oxalic acid, uranium nitrate, potassium ferri- 

cyanide, and finally water to make the required quantity. The solution when pro- 

perly compounded should be of a pale-yellow color; and because of its light sensitivity 

should be stored in the dark. For use, 1 part of this stock solution is diluted with 

4 parts of water. 

The positive after fixing and washing is placed in the mordanting bath until the 

black silver image has been converted to a light-brown color. It is then washed to 

remove the yellow stain and transferred directly to the following ‘‘dye”’ solution: 
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DD SOS ah Bis tave s exalas vas atesSve voronegauel © ue Um Ieee CTS TOteNa pace RER TTA aL Geoon Sen D ONE T ON 0.2¢g 3 gr 

Aceticvacid (VO;pericent) ia as stich aicee soe eestor Oecd Cea 5) Ga 75 minims 

Wie Gers: Rae tere rte hore ote ene Ue TP oe a NR ie 35 oz 

The dye is dissolved in hot water and filtered. The acid is then added, together 

with cold water to make up the required bulk. The positives are left in the dye 

solution until the desired tone is obtained and then washed until the excess dye is 

removed from the lighter areas of the picture. 

A partial list of basic dyes suitable for dye toning is the following: 

Rhodamine? Gr 4.69 cere nse aot Dye ame amsaeey maa eae Mean oa Beare to CS ee Red 

AUT DET OS oy carer ayegeciecsace Badhigeves 1< cea pe Rey asses ah Sank s eos hep aera: atin sie ae ee Orange 

CEYSOIGIM EG): (say Cote ne Sawa Rome Sys Se Beane oa SS a CHESS os ee ee Yellow 

Malachite Green tcc nie esters ee ene Re OTE oe nth erate REN eet oes a Green 

Methylene shires se foe ae ea RIS UE als ek eee tara eens hee Blue 

Methyl wiVi OLE b asi oh ster Sigs Ss BAS ces PR ge ee rg TA Violet 

When working with paper prints, the dye is usually held by the fibers and baryta 

coat of the paper base to quite a great extent, but sometimes a large part of this excess 

dyeing may be removed by washing with water. Finally, any objectionable coloring 

of the whites or high lights may be removed from the dried print by immersing in the 

following clearing solution for from 1 to 2 min.: 

IPotassiimepermanganateneeers ner iere none 4 og. 3} gr. 

Sullphuricia cra tori cts sete oie ee ener Ire A ee cee eee 114 ce. 20 minims 

WIA COD GOS rie ci sore cect vececeusuens  esesiie onsiessrerohe oepaueey lich te seaernue Ese eeene vere Yeti i 20 = oz. 

Another mordanting bath is one which is described in the British Journal and 

Almanac for 1927: 

Copperisulphate seas. iaraccss seeks erates OT eee 40 g. 350 gr. 

Ahribasichpotassiumy citrate. aac ee alice Gee eee ices 60 g. 524 gr. 

Glacialjaceticeacrdle: eis ta sc scree tae ee IS rae ree 30 g. 262 er. 

Potassium or ammonium sulphocyanide..................-..-000: 20 g. 175 er. 

AW EOD tere esos ranees eeu sesinwstig comebencce ei eat ak ohetorce Nerves vemegee ar Same Cen case reece tevienaioere teens leele 20 oz. 

The print is mordanted for from 1 to 15 min., washed for about 30 min., laid out 

on a sheet of glass and surface dried. A 10 per cent solution of the dyes or mixture 

of dyes, and 1 per cent acetic acid is then applied with a tuft of cotton or flat brush. 

Crabtree and Ives have described a method of dye toning with a single solution, 

which, although intended for toning motion-picture films, may also be used with a 

certain measure of success on some papers. Here the dye is mixed with the mordant- 

ing solution in a concentration of from 0.02 per cent to 0.04 per cent, and sometimes 

higher, depending on the kind of dye used. The combined mordanting and dye 

formulas follows: 

Dye (to make a final concentration of 0.02 to 0.04 per cent 

dependinesonatherkinduotsay.e) seas eee eee einer NG XS ene 

IN COT ONC sce sterner a oieerre oh eae Na atioy Sate eee etomenee ee Pamenren crete ceils eeu eee 100 ce. 316 oz. 

Rotassimeternicyanid saree sae cieeeeiieoieen ite eae eae lg. TS Seis 

A Ceticvacid (lactall)ix c.5 a cuss cies oncies celle lene lever neeeatee aware tetsifos sie usesy aires 5 ce. 75 minims 

Wa tertorma Ket crasvacvere Noencicicus aie oon roneMee seen botencrslesaucteususiskelteae It 1, 32 «Oz. 

The dye should be dissolved completely in a small volume of hot water, and added, 

with stirring, to the acetone. This mixture is then immediately diluted to about 

three-fourths the final volume with cold water. The potassium ferricyanide is dis- 

solved in a small volume of water, and the acetic acid added. This mixture is added 

to the dye solution with constant stirring, and the whole diluted to the final volume 

for use. 

Some experimental work will have to be done in order to determine the proper 

concentration of dye in the solution before serious work is attempted. As a rule 
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various dyes may be mixed to obtain almost any color desired; although some dyes 

have a tendency to precipitate out in the presence of one another. 

There are several points which have been mentioned in this chapter that are impor- 

tant enough to be repeated. As the original black-and-white print plays such an 

important part in the final toned print, it is necessary that the art of producing good 

prints be mastered before venturing into the field of toning. 

After selecting the papers to be used, it is good practice to follow carefully the 

manufacturer’s directions as to developers, developing time, and general procedure. 

These recommendations are based on the results of long and painstaking research and 

constitute the best methods available for the particular paper. 

All photographic processes, including toning, are chemical by nature; therefore, 

neatness, cleanliness, and accuracy are necessary at all times. Clean, orderly work- 

rooms, clean utensils, care and accuracy in mixing all solutions, and a rigid adherence 

to all instructions are a requisite for satisfactory results. 

The photographer who likes to experiment will find that these formulas piouide a 

basis for many interesting trials. Many interesting and unusual results may be 

obtained which will compensate for the time and trouble. However, if we may be 

allowed to repeat, master the fundamentals first. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

SPECIAL PRINTING PROCESSES 

By Paut L. ANDERSON 

Carbon Printing. Theory.—Carbon printing depends on the fact that, if a colloid 

substance, such as gelatin or gum arabic, is sensitized with any one of several chromium 

salts and is exposed to light, the salt breaks down, giving off nascent oxygen, this 

nascent oxygen rendering the colloid more or less insoluble, in proportion to the 

amount of light action. In practice, the colloid used in carbon work is gelatin, and 

the ‘‘tissue’”’ as purchased consists of a moderately heavy backing paper or support, 

one side of this carrying a layer of gelatin with which some earth pigment such as 

lampblack, burnt umber, etc., has been incorporated. This tissue is sold insensitive 

and is sensitized and dried in the dark just before use. It is then printed under a 

negative and developed in warm water, when the soluble portions of the gelatin wash 

off, taking their quota of pigment with them and leaving behind the insoluble portions, 

which with their pigment adhere to the paper, thus giving the print. 

Advantages.—The prints are absolutely permanent, as is the case with platinum. 

Any one of about 20 different colors may be used. 

Practically any support may be used. This includes not only various papers 

but also glass, ivory, porcelain, celluloid, etc. Very beautiful miniature portraits 

are sometimes produced by carbon printing on ivory. 

Modifications of total contrast are very easily made. 

Local modifications of values may be made to a slight extent. 

Multiple printing is very easy, not only in one color, but in various combinations of 

colors. Some very beautiful special effects may be attained in this manner. 

Carbon has a very long scale of gradation, and gives exceedingly rich blacks, fully 

equal to those given by platinum. : 

Disadvantages.—It is almost impossible, except in very special cases, to avoid the 

luster of the gelatin emulsion, particularly in the shadows. This may be an advan- 

tage, since it adds to the richness of the deeper tones, but it interferes with our enjoy- 

ment of the texture of the support. 

Like platinum, carbon requires a strong light for printing, therefore it cannot be 

be used for enlarging, except with very special apparatus; it is strictly a contact 

process. 
The technique is slightly more difficult than that of platinum, though no more so 

than that of gaslight or bromide printing. 

It is not easy to handle carbon in either very dry or very damp weather; a humidity 

of 65 to 70 per cent is desirable. Still, by proper precautions, this difficulty may be 

overcome. 
It is extremely difficult to secure absolutely pure high lights, without recourse to 

brush development. This disadvantage, though, is of minor importance, since 

almost pure lights may readily be obtained, and it is seldom that absolute purity is 

desirable. 
The Negative-—Carbon being a long-scale medium, if its full possibilities are to be 

exhausted, the negative must be rather stronger than for bromide or gaslight paper; 

466 
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about the same quality is desirable as in the case of platinum printing. It is, of 

course, not necessary to exhaust the scale of the paper; medium or low-keyed prints 

may be made as well as with any other medium, though when a very high key is 

required, carbon is not so satisfactory as platinum. 

Since the print is not developed on the original backing paper but must be trans- 

ferred to some other support for development, it follows that, if the picture is to be the 

right way around, it must be printed from the back of the negative, or a reversed 

negative must be made. In pictorial work it is usually satisfactory to print from the 

back of the negative, for, whether the negative is on film or on glass, there will be 

little or no perceptible diffusion if a concentrated source of light is used and the printing 

frame is not moved during exposure. If, however, the negative is to be on a glass 

plate, a diffused source of light is used, the picture must be the right way around, and 

the utmost in fine detail is required—all of which is a rather unusual combination of 

cireumstances—then a reversed negative must be made, or double transfer must be 

resorted to. 
The Tissue.—‘‘Tissue”’ is rather a misnomer, since the combination of backing 

paper and gelatin emulsion is rather heavy. The tissue is sold insensitive, in cut 

sheets 8 by 10 in. or in rolls 30 in. by 12 ft. It should be stored in a cool dry place, in 

which ease it will keep indefinitely before sensitizing; if it is allowed to remain moist 

for any length of time, bacteria may grow in the gelatin, ame. the prints, on develop- 

ment, will show irregular blank patches. 

A roll of thoroughly dry tissue is very intractable and very brittle; it is almost 

impossible to unroll and cut it without cracking the gelatin. It may be rendered 

more flexible by allowing it to stand for a few hours in a damp atmosphere or, in 

emergency, by steaming it slightly over a teakettle, when it can be easily handled and 

cut. The roll should then be permitted to dry out again, and the cut pieces should be 

stored under moderate pressure and allowed to become thoroughly dry before 

sensitizing. 

The various colors of tissue differ to a considerable extent in their working charac- 

teristics, as regards not only printing speed but also scale of gradation. One of the 

pleasantest for general use is the Ivory Black, which is a pure translucent black of very 

long scale; being translucent, it takes a tone from the transfer paper, so that a print 

in this tissue on a white paper is a pure black, whereas on a toned paper it will have a 

very pleasing warmth of color even in the deep shadows. Since the gelatin of this 

particular tissue is heavily loaded with pigment, it is possible to make prints in a high, 

or even a medium, key which are free from luster even in the shadows. 

Transfer Paper.—When the carbon tissue is printed, it is the layer of gelatin which 

is next the negative that is first insolubilized. Therefore, if it were developed directly 

on the backing paper, only those portions which had been printed clear through the 

gelatin would adhere to the support, the other areas washing off, and we should have 

merely a silhouette of the deep shadows. For this reason, it is necessary to transfer 

the layer of gelatin to another support, strip off the backing paper, and develop the 

gradations from the back of the layer of gelatin. 
About 15 different transfer papers of various textures and colors are commercially 

available, or a transfer paper may easily be made by fixing out a sheet of bromide or 

chloride paper without exposure to light, using plain (not acid) hypo, and washing as 
usual. If this is done, care must be taken to choose a bromide paper which is suitable 

for bromoil work, many of the commercial silver papers having a protective super- 

coating of hard gelatin to which the carbon tissue will not adhere. 

In general, the writer prefers to make his own transfer paper, which is readily done, 

as follows: 
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SoLuTion A 

AWia bens COOLS ene <eisna Cesc uted het enh er PAO Soe eas Se EEO OUREECE: 12 oz. 

Gelatint., isco tec cee sek eater eee ee RE eS EA Le ee 12.0 g. 180 er. 

Cooking gelatin may be used, but Nelson’s No. 1 Hard is preferable. Allow the 

gelatin to soak until it is thoroughly swollen, then melt in a double boiler. 

Sotution B 

AWiai ter th Ob sever pause tices eyeV arene kore eRe COLE AOS Sve Soe eves Sista a are er eae 60 ce. 2 oz. 

@hrome values oocyst wa ee a eT To eeelcanvestvain eae a eee 2.5 g. 36 gr. 

Pour B into A slowly, with constant stirring. The solution must be used hot. 

It is most convenient to prepare the paper in large sheets, later cutting it to size. 

Pin a sheet down on a flat surface, wet a small sponge in water as hot as the hand can 

bear, squeeze it out, and take up with it a small amount of the hot gelatin solution. 

Rub this over the surface of the paper, scrubbing it well into the pores, then hang the 

paper up to dry. Do the same with several other sheets, giving each one a second coat 

as soon as the first is dry. It is impossible to say definitely how many applications 

will be necessary; a very rough paper, such as a Whatman Cold Pressed Rough, or a 

very soft paper, may require as many as five; on the other hand, a hard or a smooth 

paper may not need more than two; only experience can tell the precise amount of 

gelatin necessary. 

When dry, the transfer paper may be cut to size and stored; the chrome alum 

renders it less hable to the attacks of bacteria than is the tissue. It should be cut 

rather larger than the print is to be, say 9 by 11 or 10 by 12 for an 8- by 10-in. print, 

and it is well to mark the back with pencil, since the coated side cannot be distin- 

guished from the uncoated when it is wet. 

Sensitizing.—Many different formulas have been suggested for sensitizing the 

tissue, the best with which the writer is acquainted being the following, which was 
suggested and worked out by Kirtland Flynn and A. K. Aster, memhers of the Orange 

Camera Club. 

Wiater distilled Ags vor s ec tentn ie Cet ee tate ce RP re eee eRe Peer 1000.0 ce. 30 oz. 

Potassiumschromiaten, yes eras © ttkeecns OR recrer nersiae vere eae 30.0 g. 440 er. 

Citric acid as much as suffices to neutralize the solution (about 22 gr.) will be required. 

This sensitizer gives a film which behaves very nicely during development, and 

appears to hold gradation in the high hghts better than any other that has yet been 

worked out. 
The sensitizer keeps indefinitely and may be used repeatedly if stored in a brown 

bottle or otherwise kept from the light and if filtered back into the bottle after use. 

Sensitizing may be done in an ordinary room, since the tissue is not sensitive to light 

until dry. The sensitizer should be used at a temperature between 65 and 70°F.; 

it can be used warmer, but if it is too warm the gelatin may be softened excessively. 

To sensitize, pour the solution to a depth of 34 in. or more into a clean tray, take 

the carbon tissue by the edges and immerse it, face up, in the solution. The tissue 

will tend to curl, coated side in, and should be pressed down under the surface. After 

about a minute it will lie flat, when it should be turned over, and any adhering bubbles 

should be brushed from the back. Any bubbles which may have adhered to the 

coated side should, of course, be broken by a light touch of the finger as soon as they 

appear. The tissue is now turned face up, and the tray is rocked, keeping the tissue 

under the surface of the solution, until a total time of 214 min. from the first immersion 

has elapsed. It is then lifted by two corners, drained for a few seconds, and laid face 

down on a clean sheet of glass, being lightly squeegeed on the back to remove the 

excess of sensitizer, when it is stripped off and hung up in the dark to dry. 
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An alternative method of drying, which takes somewhat longer but gives better 

results, is to squeegee the tissue on a ferrotype plate and to allow it to dry there 

The ferrotype plate should first be thoroughly cleaned with water and a mild soap, 

such as Castile, then dried, and powdered with taleum, which is well rubbed over the 

surface and dusted off with a clean cloth. It should not be waxed in the usual manner 

employed when squeegeeing glossy prints, for the carbon tissue may then refuse to 

adhere to the transfer paper. Care should be taken to squeegee out all air bubbles 

which may be trapped under the tissue, but the squeegeeing should not be heavy. 
Drying may be hastened by the draft from an electric fan, and, when it is complete, 

the tissue will snap off the ferrotype plate. This gives a more satisfactory working 

surface than drying freely in the air. 

The squeegee used in this and subsequent operations should be of the scraper, not 

the roller, type. An automobile windshield-wiper blade is too soft, and the ordinary 

photographic scraper squeegee is too hard; a satisfactory article is that sold in hard- 

ware and housefurnishing stores for cleaning windows. 

All squeegeeing should be done from the middle toward the ends of the print; 

the squeegee must not be scrubbed back and forth. 

Printing.—The sensitiveness of the different tissues varies somewhat, the blacks 

and blues printing in general a little faster than the browns and reds; further, the 

sensitiveness varies to some extent with the moisture content, a tissue which is bone 

dry printing faster than one which is not absolutely desiccated. In general, the Ivory 

Black tissue, when fully dry, prints a trifle faster than a silver printing-out paper, so 

if a print is made, proof deep, from the negative which is to be printed and the carbon 
tissue is printed for three-quarters of the time required for this proof, the result will 

be about right; further, there is considerable latitude in development, so the printing 

need not be meticulously exact. 

Printing should preferably take place as soon as the tissue is dry, as the gelatin 

tends to become insoluble even without exposure to light. If printing is to be post- 

poned for any reason, the dry tissue should be stored in a lighttight receptacle which 

contains also a small quantity of calcium chloride to keep the air dry; even with this 

precaution, the tissue will probably not remain in good condition for more than 2 or 

3 days. 

When printing, it is necessary to have a “‘safe edge;” 7.e., a border of at least 14 in. 

and preferably 14 in. wide all around the tissue must be protected from light, or frilling 

will take place during development. Therefore the tissue should be cut 1 in. larger 

each way than the negative, which latter should be masked with opaque paper. 

Also it is advisable to have a freshly cut edge on the tissue; hence this latter should be 

trimmed to size immediately before printing. 

Transferring should take place immediately after printing, since with any bichro- 

mated colloid there is a ‘continuing action,” 7.e., the printing, once started, takes place 

even after the tissue is removed from the light. If for any reason transferring cannot 

be done at once, this continuing action may be slightly retarded by keeping the print 

under heavy pressure and may be entirely arrested by washing the print thoroughly in 

cold water to remove the sensitizer. If this washing is done, the print may be dried 

in the light and may then be transferred and developed at a future time, even weeks 
later. 

Transferring.—The transfer paper should be soaked for a time in cold water to 

soften the gelatin; with an ordinarily smooth paper, 15 min. will be enough, whereas a 
very rough one may require }4 hr. When both transfer paper and print are ready, 

the latter is immersed, face up, in a tray of cold water and pressed down under the 

surface. It will at first tend to curl up, face inward, gradually flattening out as it 

absorbs water. Slightly before it is flat, it should be placed face to face with the 
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transfer paper, the two being lifted together from the water and placed on a horizontal 

sheet of glass, the tissue uppermost. The two are then held together by pressure of the 

fingers at one end, while with the other hand they are squeegeed together. This 

squeegeeing is not difficult, but there is a slight knack to it, and it should be done in a 

certain definite way. The squeegee should start a little beyond the middle of the 

paper, the first few strokes being light, merely to expel the water and any possible 

air bubbles between the gelatin surfaces. Then, the tissue being held down at the 

other end, the squeegeeing is repeated in the other direction. All water and air 

bubbles having been driven out by this light squeegeeing, the squeegee is then applied 

more heavily, to press the transfer paper and the tissue into firm contact. This part 

of the operation should be very strongly done—though not enough so as to tear the 

tissue—and should be continued until the backing paper begins to rub up in tiny rolls. 

When squeegeeing is completed, a piece of lintless blotter is placed on the print, 

another sheet of glass is laid on this, and rather heavy pressure is placed on the whole. 

With moderately smooth papers a weight of 15 or 20 lb. is sufficient; with the very 

rough surfaces of transfer paper, it may be necessary to use a copying press. Some 

workers prefer to use waxed paper instead of blotting paper, but the writer feels that 

if the combination dries out somewhat better adhesion is secured. The print should 

remain under pressure for from 15 min. to 1 hr., the longer time being for the very 

rough papers; probably 20 to 30 min. is a good average time. It is then removed from 

between the sheets of glass and is developed. 

Development.—A tray a size larger than the transfer paper is filled to a depth of 1 in. 

or so with water at about 95°F., and the transfer paper with its adhering tissue is lifted 

from the glass, taking care not to bend it to any great extent and is slid gently into the 

water, the tray being then rocked almost continuously. Air bubbles will appear in 

great number on the back of the tissue, and these should be lightly brushed off. The 

temperature of the water is gradually raised a few degrees, either over a gas stove 

or an electric plate or by the addition of a little hot water, until at about 100 to 105°F. 

—the exact point depending on various circumstances—the pigmented gelatin will be 

seen oozing out from under the edges of the backing paper. This oozing should be 

allowed to continue for 1 or 2 min., when one corner of the backing paper is lifted by 

means of a fingernail and an attempt is made to strip it off. If it is ready to release, it 

will come away from the transfer paper very readily; if it resists, the corner should be 

pressed down very lightly and the temperature of the water raised 2 or 3 degrees, 

when, after a minute or so, another attempt may be made. When the backing paper 

releases easily, it may be stripped off, keeping the entire combination under water and 

using a smooth uninterrupted pull. Resistance to stripping comes from one of three 

causes: (1) the water is not warm enough, (2) the print is seriously overtimed, or (3) 

the print has been allowed to dry out too much under pressure. If more than an 

extremely slight amount of force is used in stripping, frilling or tearing of the print 

is very likely to result; the backing paper should release with the very slightest effort. 

An indication of the correctness of printing time and of transferrmg may, perhaps, 

be found at this point, since with an average negative, if the work has been properly 

done, the backing paper will probably show a more or less distinct negative image. 

The pigmented gelatin remaining on the transfer paper will be soft and smudgy, giving 

little or no indication of an image. 

The backing paper is thrown away, and development of the print proceeds. The 

easiest way to do this is to grasp one corner of the transfer paper and jiggle it back 

and forth under the surface of the water, raising it from time to time for the dissolved 

gelatin to drain off. This operation is continued until all or nearly all the surplus 

gelatin and pigment have been washed off; quite possibly it will be necessary to raise 

the temperature of the developing water a few degrees in order to reach the desired 
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result. The print will dry slightly darker than it appears when wet, and allowance 

should be made for this, the print being developed until it seems slightly lighter than 
the finished result is to be. 

When the print has reached the proper stage of development, the warm water is 

emptied from the tray, the print is rinsed in three or four changes of cold water to 

set the gelatin and prevent running of the pigment, and it is then hung up to dry. 

When dry, the print may have a slight yellowish tone from the trifle of sensitizer still 

remaining in the gelatin. This may be removed by soaking the print for a few minutes 

in a 5 per cent solution of alum, a 5 per cent solution of sodium bisulphite, or a 5 per 

cent solution of potassium metabisulphite, with subsequent washing. There does not 

seem to be much choice among these three agents; the last is possibly the most effec- 

tive, although it is commonly advised to use alum, on the ground that it tends to 

harden the gelatin, but there seems little point in this, since the dried gelatin of the 

finished print is very hard and resistant in any case. It is not absolutely imperative 

to dry the print before clearing, but it is advisable to do so since, if this is done, 
blisters and frilling are less likely to result. 

There is considerable latitude in the development of a carbon print. One which 

is badly undertimed is hopeless, but if the undertiming is not serious, the print may 

often be saved by keeping the developing water relatively cool. On the other hand, 

an overtimed print may be developed at a temperature a good deal higher than 105°F., 

the ordinary practical limit in this respect being about 120°F. The writer has at 

times used the developing water as warm as 160°F., but this is very likely to cause 

blisters and frilling. If raising the temperature of the water to 120°F. does not produce 

the desired result, it should be reduced to about 105°F., and a trifle of any alkali 

should be dissolved in the water. This is rather drastic treatment and is very likely to 

cause blisters or frilling or even a complete eating away of the gelatin in the high 

lights; hence it should be done very cautiously, and the print should be promptly 

rinsed in cold water when the desired result has been attained. The addition of 1 level 

teaspoonful of anhydrous sodium carbonate, or an equivalent amount of any other 
alkali, to 2 qt. of water will have a marked effect. 

Local development may be used to a slight extent. This is done by brushing 

gently over the portions of the print which are to be raised in key, using a wet tuft of 

loosely packed cotton or a soft camel’s-hair brush. This work must be done very 

cautiously, for the gelatin is likely to tear, there being more danger of this in the high 

lights than in the shadows. Pouring water slightly warmer than the developing water 

over the portions which are to be lightened is at times effective, as is also spraying 
water from an atomizer or a spray bottle. 

When the fully developed print is dry, it is finished and may then be mounted in 

any desired manner. 

Spotting.—It is ordinarily advised to save the backing paper, soften the pigmented 

gelatin which remains thereon (using warm water for the purpose), and do any neces- 

sary spotting with this pigment (applying it with a pointed brush). The writer 

finds this to be rather unhandy and, except in the case of definitely colored prints, 

such as reds and greens, unnecessary. An ordinary carbon spotting pencil, sharpened 

to a needle point on sandpaper, will take care of any black or brown prints satisfactorily. 

Multiple Printing.—Additional contrast may be secured with a soft negative or 

additional richness and shadow depth with either a soft or a normal negative by 

multiple printing. It is usual, though not imperative, to print first for the high 

lights, adding one or more lighter printings for the shadows. When this is done, it is 

neither necessary nor advisable to clear the print until after the last printing has been 

added since the additional printings, being lighter than the first, will be developed in 

cooler water. If the first printing has been dried before adding the subsequent ones, 
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its gelatin will be amply hard to withstand the later processing. If, however, the first 

printing has been light and the later ones are to be heavy, it is well to bathe the first 

one 5 min. in a 5 per cent alum bath before proceeding with the further printings. 

In this case the print must be thoroughly washed, for the alum remaining in the gelatin 

will damage the subsequent prints. 

In multiple printing, the first print is used precisely as the transfer paper was for 

the first printing, the additional prints being transferred to it and developed on it 

exactly as has been described. It is, however, necessary to adopt some means for 

registering the several printings with one another, and this is most easily done as 

follows: 

The mask for the negative is made, in the case of a film, of thin brown pressboard, 

and the negative is attached to it by a touch of Duco cement at one end; it should not 

be fastened down all around, or it will certainly buckle during printing. If a glass 

negative is used, the mask is made of cardboard of the same thickness as the negative, 

or slightly less, and a hole is cut in it so that the negative fits snugly in this hole. 

Four register marks are made on this mask, as indicated in Fig. 1, and when the 

carbon tissue is placed in the frame for printing, four 

corresponding marks are made on it with a sharp 

pencil. Then, after the print has been squeegeed to 

the transfer paper and just before development, four 

marks are made on the face of the transfer paper, 

corresponding to the marks on the backing paper. 

Development then proceeds in the usual manner. 

The carbon tissue for the second printing is cut the 

same size as that for the first, and when it is placed 
in contract with the negative in the frame, four marks 

are made on it, corresponding to those on the mask. 

When squeegeeing this second print to the transfer 

paper on which the first printing has already been 

developed, these marks are placed in register with 

the marks on the transfer paper. By this means, 

any number of printings may be applied, with the 

assurance that all will register with one another. It 

will very possibly be found that the transfer paper 

will change slightly in size with processing, but the difference is not likely to be great, 

and since by the method indicated it will be split both ways, any failure in precision 

is not likely to be troublesome. In general, it is possible to work by this method 

within 14 mm., a difference which is not important except in three-color work. 

This method has been used to produce prints in color, the worker masking out 

certain areas in the various printings, so as to obtain, say, a sunset sky in red with the 

landscape in green, or a still life of a rose with the flower red and the foliage green. 

Inasmuch as the colors obtainable are rather definite and lacking in delicacy, the 

results of this procedure are almost sure to be harsh and unpleasant; those that the 

writer has seen were without exception very painful. But by using various harmon- 

izing colors, allowing the later printings to take a tone from the earlier ones, results 

may be obtained which are similar, though far superior, to those obtained by the 

toning of bromide prints. Thus the writer has made a very delightful portrait by 

using a first printing of Red Chalk, printed rather deep and transferred to a buff transfer 

paper, with five subsequent very light printings of Ivory Black. The final print 

ranged from a buff in the extreme high lights to an exceedingly rich warm black in 

the shadows. Of course, for this purpose a very soft negative was used. In general, 

when multiple printing is used, its value lies in the great richness of the shadows, a 

Printing frame-, 

JTssue 

Fic. 1.—Mask with registration 
marks for negatives. 
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richness and transparency akin to that which the painter secures by repeated over- 

paintings of a transparent color. 

Double Transfer —This method is used in three-color work or when the print must 

be the right way around and must possess very fine detail. It is not, in general, useful 

to the pictorial worker, since it not only introduces an extra—and rather delicate— 
operation, but limits the choice of transfer paper to a comparatively smooth 

surface. 

To make prints by double transfer, secure a sheet or several sheets of the tem- 

porary support, which is sold by the dealers in carbon materials, together with a bottle 

of waxing solution and several sheets of double transfer paper. The temporary sup- 

port is carefully cleaned with warm water, dried, given a coat of the waxing solution, 

and then lightly polished with a tuft of cotton. The print is transferred to this and 

developed on it as described above. When this operation is completed, the well- 

soaked double transfer paper is squeegeed to the print and allowed to remain under 

pressure, between blotters, for a few minutes. It is then stripped off the temporary 

support and allowed to dry in the usual manner. 

Prints on Ivory.—Carbon prints may be made on ivory, porcelain, celluloid, and 

other materials, using the single transfer method. The support to be used may be 

coated with the gelatin-chrome alum solution, described above, by dipping and should 

then be dried in a dust-free atmosphere. The subsequent operations are as already 

described. 

Transparencies.—Very fine transparencies for the making of enlarged negatives 

may be made by carbon printing, the great advantage of this method being that the 

gradations of the original negative are faithfully reproduced with no danger of loss 

through incorrectly estimating the exposure and development, as often happens when 

making such transparencies on dry plates or films. 

Instead of transfer paper, a piece of ground glass, which has been well washed with 

soap and water and thoroughly rinsed, is used. All the operations are as already 

described, except that the tissue should be printed about four times as long as for a 

print on paper. ‘The tissue is transferred to the ground side of the glass, which needs 

no special preparation. A special transparency tissue is sold for this purpose, but the 

writer prefers to use the regular Ivory Black. If a slight grain in the large negative is 

not objectionable, the transparency may be used as soon as it is dry, but if grain must 

be avoided, the transparency should be flowed with some ordinary negative varnish, 

which will eliminate the grain of the ground glass. 

Miscellaneous Notes.—Frilling of the print during development may be caused by 

(1) no safe edge, (2) failure to use a freshly cut edge on the carbon tissue, (3) exces- 

sively hot water used at first in developing, (4) stripping before the gelatin has been 

sufficiently softened, (5) an alkaline sensitizer, (6) the use of excessively hot water for 

developing, (7) development forced with excessive alkali in the developing water, (8) 

excessive soaking of the print before squeegeeing to the transfer paper, (9) insufficient 

pressure during squeegeeing, (10) failure to allow the print to remain long enough in 

contact with the transfer paper before development. Blisters may result from (3), 

(4), (5), (6), or (7) or from allowing air bubbles to remain between the print and the 

transfer paper, when squeegeeing. Frilling or blisters may also result from the use of 

insufficient gelatin on the transfer paper or from the use of an excessively hard gelatin 

such as that on a supercoated bromide paper, but in this case the failure is more likely 

to be a definite tearing away of the print in large areas than a true frilling or blistering. 

It should be noted that the failure due to an excessively alkaline sensitizer or to the 

use of excessive alkali in the developing water is more likely to be a breaking down 

of the gradations in the high lights—a sort of corrosion of the thinner portions of the 

print—than an actual frilling or blistering. Handling the dry carbon tissue—either 
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sensitive or not—with greasy fingers may cause blisters, though it is more apt to 

result in white finger marks in the finished print. 

The sensitizer may be either slightly alkaline or slightly acid, but the best results 

are secured when it is as nearly neutral as possible. 

More or less contrast may be secured by varying the strength of the sensitizer, a 

strong solution producing a faster printing and softer working tissue, whereas a weaker 

sensitizer gives a slower printing and stronger working tissue. The same result may 

be secured by varying the time of immersion in the sensitizing bath, though the writer 

prefers to accomplish this by varying the concentration of the bath rather than by 

varying the time. The possible limits of concentration, beyond which it is not safe to 

go, are 14 per cent for a weak bath, and 6 per cent for a strong bath. 

A carbon print, when dry, may often be waxed and polished to advantage, as 

described in the section on Platinum Printing (see page 478) and here the damage to 

the surface texture is less than with platinum since the carbon print already has a 

gelatin surface which masks the texture of the support. 

From the description given of the process, with the list of possible failures, it may 

seem that carbon printing is a very complicated and difficult operation, but this is by 

no means the case. If ordinary care is used, none of the possible failures is likely to 

occur, and with a little practice the entire operation may be carried through rapidly 

and successfully. As an illustration of this, the writer has known a man who did 

carbon printing for a professional studio, many years ago, when carbon was in vogue 

for portraits. This man, working alone for a 10-hr. day, was required, as his regular 

day’s work, to sensitize, print, transfer, and develop 200 carbon prints a day—which 

would seem to be enough to satisfy almost any amateur. 

Carbro Printing.—The word ‘‘carbro”’ is a combination of the first syllables of 

“carbon” and ‘‘bromide,” and the process is so named because it is a method whereby 

a true carbon print can be made from a bromide print, without the use of light. In 

practice, the sensitized carbon tissue, instead of being dried and printed under a nega- 

tive, is squeegeed into contact with a bromide print while still wet, the gelatin becom- 

ing insoluble not through the action of light on the sensitizer but through the chemical 

reaction between the sensitizer and the silver of the bromide print. Stripping and 

development follow in much the same manner as with carbon, the final result being an 

actual carbon print, exactly as in the previously described process. 

Advantages.—The advantages of carbro are the same as those of carbon, with the 

additional ones that no very strong printing light is required, that enlargements can 

be made without making an enlarged negative, and that multiple prints can be made 

without the need for registration. 

Disadvantages.—The disadvantages and possible failures are those of carbon, 

plus the fact that carbro is decidedly more temperamental than carbon, demanding a 

closer adjustment of the controlling factors if success is to result. 

The Bromide Print.—There are two methods of working carbro, the transfer and 

the nontransfer methods. In the former the sensitized carbon tissue is left in contact 

with the bromide print long enough for insolubility to take place, being then stripped 

off and squeegeed to a piece of transfer paper, where it is developed. In the non- 

transfer method, the sensitized carbon tissue is developed directly on the bromide 

print, which then acts as the final support for the picture. 

If the transfer method is employed, almost any bromide, chlorobromide, or 

chloride paper can be used, but if the nontransfer method is preferred, care must 
be taken that the original silver print is made on a paper having a soft gelatin. Most 

of the American enlarging papers are hardened in manufacture, and some have a 

protective supercoating of hardened gelatin; such papers cannot be used for non- 

transfer carbro, since it is almost, if not quite, impossible to soften this hard gelatin 
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sufficiently to let the gelatin of the carbon tissue adhere to it. However, any paper 

which is satisfactory for bromoil will work well with nontransfer carbro, and there are 

several English papers of this sort. Kodak Royal Bromide is excellent for the purpose, 

and in this country, the Defender Photo Supply Company will furnish, on order, 

several grades of Velour Black which are specially manufactured for bromoil use. 

Doubtless there are many other papers which will give good results with carbro. An 

experienced worker can tell whether or not any particular paper will be satisfactory 

by soaking it for 14 hr. or so in cold water, then judging the degree of swelling of the 

gelatin by feeling it between finger and thumb. 

The bromide print should be completely developed as is done with one which is to 

be toned by the bleaching and sulphiding process, 7.e., development should be con- 

tinued for at least 2 min. after the print has ceased to gain strength. It should be 

printed a trifle darker than would be the case with an ordinary bromide print since it is 

easier to retain gradation in the high lights of the carbro print if this is done. It 

should be fixed in plain, not acid, hypo, and it should not be hardened in any way 

whatever. If the bromide print is slzghtly blocked up in the shadows, this does no 

harm, since the carbro print will bring out detail which is not visible in the darker 

parts of the bromide. Any ordinary developer may be used. 

Care must be taken that the bromide print is entirely free from hypo since, if any 

remains, 1t will combine with the potassium ferricyanide in the sensitizer to form 

Farmer’s reducer, which will dissolve the silver image, causing pale, or even completely 

blank, spots in the carbro print. Potassium permanganate must not be used as a 

hypo eliminator; the only safe procedure is thorough washing with plain water. 

Solutions Required.—Two solutions are necessary, the sensitizer and the control 

bath. The sensitizer is made up as follows: 

VVSCOIMECIS ble Cimesre ret enrs Sons esate Wiker estas oa sur aiten She Ora vch engin aay ae 1000.0 ce. 20 oz. 

ROCASsiiMMmbLChTOmaten ns nore neste «codes reds op eee ene 12.0 g. 110 er. 

OCASSIMIMELERn CV ANI Gel es ey. ot nee blcln ters se tees apatite ee eee ee 12.0 g. 110 er. 

HOUASSLUMAPOTO MIC Chie tenses Gs nol spa tatas<\les SES Sebel 2 eke ee Bese : 12.0 g. 110 er. 

Note that potassium ferricyanide, not ferrocyanide, is used. This sensitizer will 

keep indefinitely if protected from strong light and may be used repeatedly, merely 

adding to the bulk from time to time, as required. 

The control bath is made up as follows: 

Hormaldehyden(40lpenr cent) a5 seh. Seis oe ee els | were ee ae 650.0 ce. 22) 07 

NCE LICEACIGM(Olaclall) Ley pwn pets eek ois An eat cena ahor ere 30.0 g. 1 of 

Phy diochlorreya cris (Css) essere epee Peer ee ee cee ee ee 30.0 g. Oz 

AWD CE MNCS IVC em ns samen neni cent oi ara tit Mande cya IeumeN Cod fue 45.0 g. 112 oz 

This forms a stock solution. Probably, after a few days, and especially if the 

solution is exposed to light, a white precipitate will settle in the bottle. This may be 

filtered off, or it may simply be ignored, provided care is taken to decant the clear 

solution and to avoid getting any of the precipitate into the working bath. This 

stock solution keeps indefinitely. 

For use, take 

Stockss olwibvOniks esis setyecenres eres Wea ie He cereal Sime. zesces yt. 043 ee tahawy Glas Ga 30.0 ce. 1 oz. 

NAV GUUETPS Scho SSS GB AO LR SoG aR PRE RE ORT EES ero 1000.0 ce. 32 oz. 

This dilute control bath changes in strength as successive prints are treated in it, 

therefore it should not be used for more than half a dozen or so and should not be kept 

but should be thrown away when used. 

Sensitizing.—The carbon tissue is sensitized exactly as described in the section on 

Carbon Printing, except that the time of immersion should be 3 instead of 244 min. 
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At the expiration of the 3 min., the tissue is lifted from the sensitizer, is drained for 

15 sec., and is then placed in the control bath. 

Use of the Control Bath—The control bath governs the depth of color in the final 

print; a long immersion results in a soft high-keyed carbro, whereas shorter immersion 

gives a stronger, deeper print. Thus it is possible to secure very widely varying 

results from any given bromide print; there is doubtless a limit to the control which is 

possible by this means, but the writer has secured a carbro which was hardly more 

than a ghost of a print from a decidedly heavy bromide and a strong carbro from a very 

weak silver print. Hence the time of immersion in the control bath may vary 
between 5 and 90 sec.; probably a satisfactory time for average results will be in the 

neighborhood of 15 or 20 sec. 

When the tissue has had the proper time in the control bath, it is lifted out and, 

without draining, is squeegeed down on the bromide print. 

Squeegeeing.—The bromide print should have been soaked for from 15 min. to 

1g hr. in water at room temperature, as described for the transfer paper in the section 

on Carbon Printing. It is then laid face up on a sheet of glass, the sensitized and con- 

trolled tissue is laid on it, and the two are squeegeed together as in carbon printing. 

A caution is necessary at this point. The tissue must be carefully lowered on the 

bromide print and must be held firmly in place while squeegeeing goes on; it must not 

slip. Slight slipping does no harm in carbon printing, but in carbro, since insolubili- 

zation begins as soon as the tissue and the bromide print are in contact, any slipping 

inevitably means a double image in the final print. 

If the transfer method is to be used, squeegeeing should not be so firm or so long 

continued as in carbon work; it is merely necessary to secure definite contact between 

the tissue and the bromide. If the nontransfer method is preferred, then squeegeeing 

should be as firm as in carbon work. 

When squeegeeing is completed, the bromide print, with its adhering carbon tissue, 

is placed under pressure and left for at least 15 min. At this point there is a slight 

difference of opinion among carbro workers as to whether waxed paper or blotting 

paper should be placed over the adhering print; the writer’s preference is to use waxed 

paper and light pressure in the transfer method and blotting paper with heavy pressure 

if nontransfer is being used. 

Transfer Method.—At the expiration of 15 min. or so (slightly longer will do no 

harm), the carbon tissue is peeled from the bromide print and is squeegeed down on a 

piece of previously soaked single transfer paper. Here it is left under pressure, then 

stripped and developed as in carbon printing. If a hard-surfaced bromide paper has 

been used and squeegeeing has not been excessive, the tissue will peel from the bromide 

print with only a moderate use of force; if it does not strip easily, soaking in cold water 

may loosen it, but care should be taken not to use violence enough to cause 

tearing. 

If the carbon tissue, after stripping from the bromide print, is immediately 

squeegeed to the transfer paper, as is usually recommended, it will very likely fail to 

adhere properly, so that the gelatin will frill or even tear badly when the backing paper 

is stripped off for development. This trouble may be entirely avoided if, instead of 

being transferred at once, the carbon tissue is rinsed in several changes of water to 

remove the sensitizer, is then dried, and when dry is transferred as described for single 

transfer in the section on carbon printing. 

When the transfer method is used it will very likely be found that there is a slight 

loss in print quality; some of the more delicate gradations are not rendered so beauti- 

fully as in the nontransfer method. For this reason, as well as on account of its 

greater ease and certainty, the writer prefers to work by the nontransfer process 

whenever it is at all possible to do so. 
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Nontransfer Method.—In this method, the bromide print and its adhering carbon 

- tissue are treated exactly as described for stripping and development in carbon work. 

If, however, the work has been properly done, the carbon tissue will strip and develop 

somewhat more freely than in carbon work and will be a trifle more delicate and liable 

to injury. Therefore this part of the work should be carried out rather carefully, the 

worker feeling his way more slowly and gradually than in carbon. 

Large Prints.—Carbon tissue larger than about 11 by 14 in. is not easy to handle 

by the above method, and in this case the sensitizing and control baths may be com- 

bined in the following proportions: 

SUZ Cee See Ey ey eh A MU rr Se eT nna ato Reece wane Poueet oaneuemeaedetle cersGeiieienere suseMent ral see 15 oz 

SE TUSUGIZ OTA eee etek Cis Matsa < Rika Sanda ome Naeen iis same ooratey cles eri aoe neem tcblcheteth neveNeuctaueedenascuslts 16 oz. 

SFOCKEC OMbL Olu a thie Aine vegeta yr At Mesos APE ions Aare ee sy ee erereriee Hahah ck eons, 14 07. 

Sensitize for 214 min., then proceed with squeegeeing and subsequent operations 

in the usual manner. This combined bath should be mixed immediately before use, 

and should not be kept over, as it decomposes in the course of a few hours, even with- 

out use. 

Hard Water.—In localities where the tap water contains a large proportion of dis- 

solved calcium or magnesium salts, it will probably be found that the carbro prints show 

a decided erosion or breaking down in the high lights. It is sometimes recommended, 

in order to avoid this trouble, that the bromide prints receive 5 min. in a 3 per cent 

hydrochloric acid bath, followed by not less than 10 min. or more than 40 min. washing 

in running water, this treatment to follow the washing after fixing or to precede the 

soaking for squeegeeing. The writer has not found this technique to be invariably 

successful, and he prefers, where the local water is hard, to process the bromide prints 

and the carbon tissue throughout, up to the point of developing the carbro, in distilled 

water. 

When distilled water is used, or where the local water is exceptionally soft, it will 

probably be necessary either to shorten the time in the control bath or to use this 

bath more dilute; the latter method is preferable since it can be more accurately 

adjusted. Thus the writer finds that, when processing with distilled water throughout, 

he obtains normal results with 20 sec. in a bath made up of 

WYSE SSS te FSS ONS ORE CUE ECO DRONE rola DF clichcka SOF Orne. eke Reed 1000.0 ce. 64 oz. 

SLOC KAS OLUGL OMe ie eine eoced ee cioe abentiay tach Sie Ia) aves GUSUE eNccoueWe SI Susieee 15.0 ce. 1 oz. 

Obviously, this is a matter which each worker must adjust for himself. 
Safe Edge.—In carbro, as in carbon, it is desirable to have a freshly cut edge on the 

carbon tissue, and it is imperative to use a safe edge. This safe edge may be attained 

by simply allowing the carbon tissue to extend over the print by }4 in. or so all around, 

in which case waxed paper should be placed under the bromide print, before squee- 

geeing, so that the carbon tissue will not be squeegeed to the glass at any point. The 

writer feels it preferable, however, to make the bromide on a large sheet of paper, 

masking the paper so as to get 1 in. or so of clear margin all around the print. The 

tissue should then be cut to such a size that its edge comes between the printed 

portion and the edge of the bromide paper. Thus, for an 8 by 10-in. carbro, he would 

use 11- by 14-in. paper and cut the carbon tissue to about 9 by 11 in. 

Aftertreatment of Bromide Print.—The effect of the sensitizer on the silver image 

is to bleach it out, precisely as in the case of toning by means of bleaching and sul- 

phiding. The carbro print having been developed, it follows that there are several 

ways in which the bromide print may be treated. 

If the transfer method is used, the bromide print, after thorough washing, may 

be redeveloped in any ordinary developer and used for the production of other carbros, 

exactly as at first. It should be noted, though, that this bleaching and redeveloping 
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has a slight intensifying action on the bromide print, and allowance for this should be 

made in the use of the control bath. Owing to mechanical causes, the limit to this 

use is about six carbros to each bromide. 

If the nontransfer method is used, there are three possible courses. 

1. The residual silver image may be completely removed with Farmer’s reducer. 

In this case the final result is a pure carbon print. 

2. The residual silver image may be redeveloped with sodium or barium sulphide 

(not sulphite) to a brown, in which case the result is a brown image underlying the 

pigment image of the carbon and adding strength as well as a warm color to it. 

Barium sulphide is preferable to the sodium salt, as it gives a cooler, richer brown, but, 

if it is used, care must be taken to swab off the scum that settles on the face of the 

print and to give a final rinse after thisis done. If the silver image is thus redeveloped 

to a brown under a carbon image in Ivory Black, the whole being on a buff stock, the 

richness and color of the result are very desirable in the case of portraits with a dark 

background or in the case of sunny landscapes. 

3. The residual silver image may be redeveloped to a black, using any ordinary 

developer, and may then be left that way or may be made the basis for multiple 

printing. 

Whichever one of these final treatments is selected, the carbro print should always 

be dried before the aftertreatment since, if this is done, there is less danger of blisters 

and frilling. 

Multiple Prints —The making of multiple prints by nontransfer carbro is exceed- 

ingly simple and easy. The bromide print is redeveloped to a black with any ordinary 

developer; it is well washed and dried; and a second printing of carbon is placed on the 

first, using the bromide-carbon print exactly as the original bromide was used. Obvi- 

ously, there is no need of any special registration, since this is automatically taken care 

of by the bromide print, 7.e., by the silver image which reacts with the sensitizer to 

insolubilize the gelatin of the carbon tissue. It is, of course, apparent that, provided 

there is no slipping during squeegeeing, registration will be perfect even though the 

bromide print may not have shrunk back to its original size. In the writer’s opinion, 

the chief merit of carbro lies in the extreme ease with which the great richness of 

multiple carbon prints may be attained in large sizes. 

Prints in Colors.—It is possible with carbro to produce prints in arbitrary combina- 

tions of colors. Thus, if a landscape is to be printed and it is desired to have the 

foreground in green and the sky in blue, the foreground in the bromide print is bleached 

out, using an ordinary ferricyanide-bromide bleacher, and applying it with a brush. 

Then a carbro print is made from this semibleached bromide, using a blue tissue when 

only the sky is printed. Then the bromide is redeveloped to a black, and the sky is 

bleached out, after which the foreground is used as a basis for a green carbro. In 

general, however, the results of this technique are extremely unsatisfactory, being 

harsh and unconvincing. However, it is often the case that multiple prints in different 

colors are very pleasing, if the colors are so chosen that they harmonize, the various 

colors being used merely to modify the tone of earlier or later printings, as was 

suggested for carbon work. 

Platinum Printing.—At the time of writing, there is no commercial platinum paper 

on the market, but the operation of preparing homemade sensitized material, together 

with the subsequent printing and processing, is so extremely simple and easy as to be 

well within the capability of even the least experienced amateur. The results 

obtained are in many respects so far superior to those given by any other photographic 

printing medium as amply to repay the slight effort involved. 

Advantages—The prints are absolutely permanent. If properly developed, 

cleared, and washed and if made on a good grade of linen paper, platinum prints will 

remain in new condition unless the paper support is destroyed mechanically or by fire. 
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Variations in total contrast are very easily obtained. Almost any degree of 

_ contrast may be secured by altering the composition of the sensitizer, and still further 

variations are possible through varying the constitution of the developer. 

Almost any paper support may be used. This makes possible the use of very 

beautiful charcoal and drawing papers, as well as of vellums and tissues, so that widely 
varying effects may be obtained by this means. 

A range of colors from cold and neutral black through gradually increasing warmth 

of brown, even to sepia and red, is easily secured by slight changes in the developer. 

Further, these colors do not involve any loss of permanence, as is often the case in the 

toning of silver papers. 

Platinum gives a very long scale of gradations and renders the delicate tones of the 

negative better than any other medium. 

There is no gelatin emulsion, therefore the image does not interfere with the 

spectator’s appreciation of the texture of the support. This is a characteristic which is 

highly esteemed by those artists to whom fine print quality is of importance. 

Platinum is by far the easiest photographic printing process, so far as technique is 

concerned; it is vastly easier to make a good platinum print than it is to make a 
bromide enlargement or a gaslight print. 

Disadvantages.—It is rather expensive. At the current prices for chemicals, an 

8- by 10-in. print costs about 40 cts to make, and an 11 by 14 in. about double that. 

Against this, however, must be set the fact that the cost of developer is practically nil, 

the cost of clearing baths very slight, and there is no reason whatever for failures. 

With a little care, the worker can count on complete success in this work. Of course, 

to those workers who wish a few fine prints rather than many mediocre ones, this 

matter of cost has little importance; one good platinum print is more to be desired 

than a thousand ordinary bromides or chlorobromides. 

Internal modifications of values are not easily made. In this respect Fresson, 

gum, and bromoil are superior to platinum, for, although it is possible to modify values 

by brush development of the print with a developer diluted with glycerin, the results 

are not usually very satisfactory; good prints have been made with this technique, 

it is true, but in general they are likely to look more like wash drawings than like 
photographs. 

Platinum is definitely a contact process. Enlargements have been made on 

platinum paper, but only with very special apparatus, and as a rule it is necessary, if a 

large print is desired, to make an enlarged negative. This is due to the relative slow- 

ness of printing, and as a corollary it follows that for contact printing a strong light is 

required. This involves the use of sunlight, a carbon arc, a mercury-vapor lamp, or a 

sunlight lamp of the type supplied for therapeutic use. Any one of these is satis- 

factory; probably the best is the mercury-vapor lamp, and next to it the carbon are. 
Sunlight is, of course, the cheapest, as well as the most variable. 

The Negative.—It is commonly said that platinum requires a strong negative, but 

this is by no means the case; exquisite prints in either high, medium, or low key may 

be made from soft negatives, and the possibilities of variation are such that excellent 

results may be obtained from any negative of reasonable quality. It is, however, 

true that platinum has such a long scale of gradation that to exhaust its possibilities a 

rather contrasty negative is needed, and it is further true that for average results with 

an average sensitizer the negative should be somewhat stronger than for average 

results with a medium grade of chloride paper. Still, practically any quality of print 
can be obtained from any quality of negative. 

It should be noted, though, that for a given degree of contrast a finer print will be 

secured from a thin negative than from a dense one, 2.e., if we have two negatives of 

the same contrast, one of them thin and the other dense, the former will give the 
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sweeter print. Thisis by no means true of platinum alone but holds good with most 

printing mediums. 

The Paper.—Practically any paper which is neither too absorbent nor too highly 

sized can be used. Satisfactory results have been obtained on Whatman Cold Pressed 

drawing papers, on Strathmore, Michallet, and Lalanne charcoal papers, on Strath- 

more Alexandra Japan Vellum, on the Shidzuoka Vellum of the Japan Paper Com- 

pany, and on various linen letter and typewriter papers. 

To determine whether or not any given paper will work well, pin a piece of it 

about 8 by 10 in. on a table, pour on it 34 dram of water, and brush this water back 

and forth with the sensitizing brush. If the paper is surface dry, or nearly so, in less 

than 30 sec., it is too soft and should be sized (see page 483, under Multiple Printing) 

before use; if it is still wet after 2 or 3 min. of brushing, it is too hard, and should be 

rejected. 

It should be noted that different qualities of paper give very different contrasts. 

This will be discussed later, under Increased Contrast, page 482. 

Sensitizing Brush.—This should preferably be a flat Japanese paintbrush, as sold 

in various Japanese art stores. The advantages of this type are that the bristles are 

short and are set in a thin row, causing little waste of sensitizer, and that no metal is 

used in its construction. Three inches is a convenient width for prints up to 16 by 

20 in. 

If such a brush is not readily obtainable, a painter’s graining brush may be used, 

though if this is bound with metal, some steps should be taken to protect the sensitizer 

from contact with the metal ferrule. This may be done by diluting Duco cement with 

a mixture of acetone and alcohol and introducing a small quantity of the dilute 

cement among the hairs, at their base. Capillary attraction will spread it, forming a 

base past which the sensitizing solution will not go. It will also shorten the effective 

flexible length of the hairs, but this does no harm, since the hairs in such a brush are 

longer than necessary. 

The Solutions.—Make up three solutions, as follows: 

Sotution I 

Wateri(distilled)= warmeo. sh eee eee eee 55.0 ce. 2 02. 

Merricuoxalatess cusses ss ee oe AIO 15.0 g. 240 er. 

Oxalla cha Craliesetei eee eise Rae ene on eee 1.0 g. 16 er. 

Sotution II 

Waiter: (distilled) sswanmmneme ene a sees 55.0 cc. 2 oz. 

Merricioxalate yess se ee cee ae es eee 15.0 g. 240 gr. 

Oxaliquacidt sch Ri othe oe eee 1.0¢. 16 gr. 

iRotassiumiuchlorateaennne ene eee 0.3 g. 4 gr. 

Sotution III 

Wraters(disthilled) sawarmee sree rane 65 c.c. 234 oz. 

Potassium chloroplatinite................... 13.0 g. 219 gr. (equals 14 oz. avoir.) 

Note that ferric, not ferrous, oxalate is used. This should be in the form of dry 

bright-green scales. If the scales have a brownish tinge or show any tendency to 

stick together, the sample is stale and should be rejected; this chemical must be 

perfectly fresh. Note also that potassium chloroplatinite, not chloroplatinate, must 

be used. This has the form of bright ruby-red crystals, the chloroplatinate being 

yellow. No trouble is likely to be caused by the other chemicals, provided reasonably 

pure samples are obtained. 

These solutions are the basic ones from which the actual sensitizer is made, and 

they should be protected from strong light. A convenient plan for storing and 

handling them is to keep the solutions in three properly labeled brown-glass 2-02. 

dropping bottles, with a medicine dropper in each. These droppers should be of the 

guaranteed type, giving drops of equal size. If a single dropper is used for all three 
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solutions, it should be well rinsed in distilled water before going from one solution to 

the next. 

The sensitizing solution is made up as follows: 

For very soft prints: 5 

SOL Ub Onn eles eer oe kay on se Ne aNaTre Tone oy ousirea mene ReoveLe ds Sel aiteu sic Rauavorebeyemencdet cts) en oxes oi ene 22 drops 

Staliininioy 1006 tei larater Gaol oiero ood. chorols crm Ulm biol mclohalol iin tae oar Colonics Sibiu canoe 0 drops 

SS Oleba Orne ee eperan sess tree get capone clita ntsheretec sete ccsiay ots iohareveteheecevereha rete veler ene ancl 24 drops 

For moderately soft prints: 

SOG ae main ce ertieto d Gio macro tic One ola cholcre Ociere ain c. rceeinitas Dao ChsiciOld tLcr Ones 18 drops 

Saliminom ul soe, HeGen ete Se oen on variceal eS pomoe oodticn mde OOOO nom Ucn ¢ 4 drops 

POLE OTM eres oevieits sei tatrevie ce nelevral'e devevere owexemensiee taunt eure ehekarsueecichieqey rurcucitetedoneyeust sceicelte Waterss 24 drops 

For average prints: 

MS LUGO rmm seers ele Neyer eye a Ree Taisen HeLa eer ch -ete oicrsnlantane Na gare hche seus enaroMaket ebayte cavotra ors 14 drops 

SOUND AAG TaV” 10 UES Ate Anas CY em A PNET AIOE CRGtcea, . OFEICIG OG er HID NROLCRD- Hic ChORG OLn.010 OO C 8 drops 

Saline 00 tase aerate nro cro of obiDemoe cores if ronal Ecices Tecte cter cer cRaBIomIs h ONo Gon 24 drops 

For strong prints: 

SOLEIL Ore ewe seen emNe oat Merny eps nist gence tUeremeyayvinns (2 suavatenetraxoxtage muaretacaNeneensrenenietes 10 drops 

SOUT Ora HWE ae eee Meron iis Glcp REOIniG Deco Tom eos Orn tec nickd Nene Cetra Coote 12 drops 

Soliman 00 Se Sy eee open oooo adcone cd hCopocaoo oo Mpomon obo oodo cree dod 24 drops 

For very strong prints 

SO] blo mne Lewes eect ess mics crt wise rare ans usi a Vercya GANS ETE fae ese reneNet Lehse tatiana ales 0 drops 

Satine Tras SA seat n atero rig ICO DIG IOInG cc Ache ADO CIC RONDE Sono Ne Ce onnCan A ian 22 drops 

Stolkniiarn. DU te pes ete beg Stare Re Did plo HO AMOARG Bote cloiorecomato cicio.eearer Fora eas prcieec aca Mmenaearcto 24 drops 

Note that in each of the solutions the amount of III is always 24 drops; that the 

sum of I and II is always 22 drops; and that increasing the proportion of II with respect 

to I increases contrast. 

The required number of drops may be measured into a small graduate; a very 

slight amount of shaking will mix the solutions sufficiently. The amount given—46 

drops—is a satisfactory quantity for an 8- by 10-in. sheet of average paper; a very 

rough paper, such as Whatman Rough, may need perhaps 50 per cent more by volume. 

Sensitizing.—The paper to be sensitized should be cut slightly larger than the 

negative that is to be printed—say, 10 by 12 in. for an 8- by 10-in. negative—and 

should be pinned down on a smooth board. Guide lines may be drawn in pencil on it, 

to indicate the exact area which is to be sensitized, but it is well to sensitize a slightly 

larger area than that of the negative, so that the excess may be used as test slips in 

printing. It is the writer’s practice to sensitize an area 8 by 12 in. for an 8- by 10-in. 

negative, this giving two test strips 2 by 4 in. 

The brush is wetted under a faucet of cold water and is shaken out slightly. The 

sensitizer is then poured in a pool on the paper and is spread back and forth over the 

paper with the brush. It is not necessary to work very rapidly, nor is it necessary to 

be meticulous in spreading the solution evenly, as is the case in gum printing. In 

platinum work the printing goes just as far as the light action calls for, and if there is 

enough sensitizer in any area to take care of this light action, a satisfactory print will 

result even though the paper may be very unevenly sensitized. However, it is well to 

spread the solution as uniformly as is convenient. 
Brushing is continued until the paper begins to be surface dry, when the paper is 

hung up in the dark for drying to be completed. Temperature and humidity in the 

drying room should be such that the paper is bone dry in from 10 to 20 min., but if 

these conditions are not obtainable, drying may be completed over a gas stove or an 

electric plate. If this is done, care must be taken to see that the sensitizer is not 

scorched. This will occur long before the paper itself shows any signs of scorching 

and will result in uneven and irremovable areas of excessive darkness in the print; 

further, this scorching of the sensitizer is not apparent until after the print is 

developed, 
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The sensitizing may be carried out in an ordinary room or by the light of a 100-watt 

Mazda lamp, since the paper is only slightly sensitive while wet. 

Brush and graduate should be well washed under the faucet immediately on 

completion of sensitizing. 

Printing.—As has been said, a strong light is required for printing, and, as with 

any paper, the time will depend on the density of the negative and on the character 

of the result desired. It is the writer’s practice to make negatives somewhat softer 

than the average, and in unobstructed July sunlight or 15 in. from a 110-volt 15-amp. 

twin carbon arc, using White Flame carbons, the printing time ranges between 2 and 

5 min., with the sensitizer for average results. The printing time will vary slightly 

with the different sensitizers, those for stronger prints requiring somewhat more time 

and those for soft prints a little less. If the carbon-are lamp is used, White Flame 

carbons are preferable to the Panchromatic. 

When printed, the image will appear brownish yellow on a yellow ground, but it is 

not distinct enough to serve as a guide to timing, and test strips should be printed and 

developed before printing the full sheet. 

Developing.—The developer is made up as follows: 

Aisi ber swan sic 8 tesecas i cue Us eee) teeny Spray ae eh en eae Wa iraiicy pain hry AES 1500.0 ce. 48 oz. 

PRotassiummiyoxall ater ses .caessy cece eee iy aa EER DRM ee RO cea 500.0 g. 1 lb. 

In some localities, where the water is very hard, it may be advisable to make this 

up with distilled water, but as a rule this is not necessary. 

The developer is ordinarily used at room temperature, 1.e., from 65 to 80°F., 

moderate variations in temperature having little effect on the results. A tray a size 

larger than the print should be used, the developer being poured into this to a depth 

of 14 in. or so and the print being slid in face up, so that the developer covers the print 

with an even sweep. If there is any stoppage so that the print is not evenly covered, 

development marks may occur at normal temperatures and are certain to result when 

the developer is used warm. 

Development should take place immediately after printing since, although there is 

no continuing action as there is with bichromated colloid processes, the paper is very 

hygroscopic, and if it absorbs moisture from the air, the print will have degraded 

high lights. 

At normal temperature, development will require 3 or 4 min. and should be con- 

tinued until it has gone as far as it will. In the case of an overprinted print, it is 

sometimes possible to save it by withdrawing it before development is complete, but 

this is uncertain and should not be depended upon. An undertimed print cannot be 

forced after development has begun, though if underprinting is discovered before 

development, the print can sometimes be saved by warming the developer. 

Clearing.—The clearing bath is 

Wi GETS scot: norsk on SRS ARES ean sade cee eked dees cape een See Cota RT EES MRE ep ees esas 2000.0 ce. 60 oz. 

Fey drochl orvevacvdn CCspeyrarete he ee eh eee ee IE ereee eee rte 35.0 ec. 1 oz. 

The print should be given three successive baths of the above strength, after which 

it is washed in running water (or in half a dozen changes) for a few minutes and is 

hung up to dry. Clearing must be thorough, to remove all the iron salts from the 

paper, or the print will gradually darken on exposure to light. 

Increased Contrast.—If{ sufficient contrast cannot be obtained by varying the 

sensitizing solution, as given above, still further contrast may be obtained by printing 

to normal depth but in a very weak light, so that a long time is required. If still more 

is desired, it may be secured by overprinting and by adding a small amount of potas- 

sium bichromate to the developer. It is impossible to give precise instructions as to 
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the quantity of this chemical to use since this depends on the balance between printing 

time and contrast desired. However, a lump the size of a large pea in 32 oz. of devel- 

oper will have a marked effect, and even greater amounts may be used. If this 

modification is carried too far, the prints will have a granular appearance. 

With any given sensitizer, the use of a hard-surfaced paper gives more contrast 

than a softer, 2.e., a more absorbent, one. This is due apparently to the fact that the 

harder paper requires longer printing in order to keep the sensitizer on the paper in the 

lighter areas, and while this longer printing is taking place, the shadows, of course, gain 

in depth. This fact may be used to advantage when printing from a soft negative 

and should, of course, be allowed for in any case when adapting the sensitizer to the 

negative and to the desired result. 

Decreased Contrast.—If the prints have too much contrast even when the softest 

working sensitizer is used, softer effects may be obtained by the addition of a very 

small amount of hydrochloric acid to the developer. Again, it is impossible to say 

precisely how much to use, but a perceptible effect will result if a finger is dipped into 

the 1 to 60 clearing bath, and the adhering acid is stirred into the tray of developer. 

Another method for diminishing contrast is to print lightly and heat the developer, 

though here also the balance must be determined by circumstances. In extreme 

cases, the writer has developed prints at 200°F., but this is rarely necessary, about 

150°F. being the ordinary limit. It should be noted that a warm developer not only 

cuts down contrast, but also gives warmer tones in the finished print. 

Colder Tones.—Blue-black tones may be secured by using a developer made up as 

follows: 

WWE, URIBE ALS: Gig oY aay eae eae Oe Green De Ue Ue oe RE eS 1000.0 ce. 48 oz. 

LOLASSIUIMMOXA late aa teke coarse hee ison Meco sos asada ares ieee eens 180.0 g. 9 oz. 

Monobasic potassium phosphate..:.......-...--.0+0200ee-0ee 60.0 g. 3 072. 

This must be used cool, 7.e., not above 70°F. 

Warmer Tones.—A warm black or even a brown tone may be obtained by using a 

hot developer, as described above. [If still more warmth is required, it may be 

obtained with normal printing time by the addition of mercuric (not mercurous) 

chloride to the developer. The amount to use must be decided by the worker, but 

60 gr. per 32 oz. (4 g. per liter) of developer will have a decided effect. It should be 

noted that mercuric chloride (which is also known as bichloride of mercury and 

as corrosive sublimate) is a dangerous poison and should be handled carefully. 

Multiple Printing.— I, through the softness of the negative or because of incorrect 

choice of a sensitizing mixture, the print lacks the desired contrast when finished, 

more strength may be given it by sensitizing and printing a second time. The 

sensitizing may be carried out exactly as at first, and printing may, of course, be either 

full or partial; 2.e., a comparatively light printing may be given, merely to add weight 

to the shadows, or the second sensitizing may be printed to the same depth as the first, 

when all the gradations will have a weight equal to the original added to them. 

No special method of registration is needed as with multiple printing in carbon and 

gum. ‘The sensitized print is simply placed on the negative in the printing frame and 

moved about with the fingers until it is in register, this point being clearly visible if 

the negative and print are viewed by strongly concentrated transmitted light. It may 

be that the first processing has caused the print to shrink so that perfect registration 
cannot be obtained; in this case the worker must use his own judgment as to whether 

to split the difference through the entire print or to register certain portions—say, 

the eyes in a portrait—and let the rest of the picture be out of register. In any case, 

the difference is not likely to be great enough to be objectionable for pictorial 

work. 
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It will very likely be found that the first processing has removed the size from the 

paper to such an extent that it must be resized before the second sensitizer is applied; 

also, some papers will require sizing before the first sensitizing. The operation of 
sizing may be carried out as follows: 

Sizing.—Make up the following solutions: 

SoLuTIon A 

SWist bOrarCOOL ei Hoiccc Work cooky ae bec ee ST okay Sy ph ge Re onl Ret SEO 350.0 ce. 12 oz. 

CGE en eh se Ae etal ee PR ne al AE pee a i ans Vine TOD ah ile be 12.0 ¢. 180 gr. 

Cooking gelatin is perfectly satisfactory. Allow the gelatin to soak until well 

swollen, then melt in a double boiler. 

SoLurion B 

IWisiter ah Ob evap cccea sbolerceraislcvoterekem cic tat 9 Vata a ee mccoy ee 60.0 ee. 2 oz. 

Chrome alum............ FPR seh Are i RRA eR ERS OE RRNA tins Shi 2.5 g. 36 er. 

Pour B into A while both are hot, stirring constantly. Pour the hot solution into a 

tray, and immerse the print or paper in it, allowing it to remain until well soaked, then 

hang it up to dry. There will undoubtedly be bubbles on the surface of the paper, 

but these may be removed by drawing the paper over the edge of the tray when taking 

it from the size or by wiping the surface with a glass stirring rod or a soft automobile 

windshield-wiper blade. 

It may be found that this gives a heavier sizing than is desired, in which case the 

size may be diluted with hot water to the desired point. The size should be kept 

warm when in use, and after sizing one batch of paper or prints, it should be thrown 

away, as it does not work well if allowed to cool. 

Brush Development.—If local modification of values is desired, the only way it can 

be attained is by brush development with glycerin. The materials required are: two 

or three soft camel’s-hair brushes of different sizes; a supply —16 oz. or so—of glycerin; 

a sheet of glass somewhat larger than the print; developer; three small receptacles, 

such as 1- or 2-oz. graduates; and a plentiful supply of clean hard-surfaced blotters. 

The print should be timed much more fully than normal. A layer of glycerin having 

been placed on the glass, the print is plastered down on this. A rather thick coat of 

glycerin is then painted over the surface of the print; the graduates are filled—one 

with clear developer, one with a mixture of equal parts of developer and glycerin, and 

one with clear glycerin. The various areas of the print are then developed by brushing 

one or another of the solutions over the surface, as required, and blotting freely from 

time to time. The function of the glycerin is to retard development and give oppor- 

tunity for what local bringing up of values may be desired. When the operation has 

gone to the desired point, the print is cleared and washed as usual, the final operation 

being generally to place the finished print face down in the ashean. It will be apparent 

that the desirability of the results depends almost entirely on the worker’s manual 

dexterity and his appreciation of the tonal relationships necessary to produce a satis- 

factory picture, this latter point being one in which most amateur photographers (and 

professionals also) are notably weak. However, it must be admitted that very fine 

pictures have been produced by this method. 
Gum Platinum.—lIf it is desired to increase the depth and richness of the shadows in 

a platinum print, the finished print may be given a coating of a gum-pigment mixture, 

as described in the section on Gum Printing. This gum coating:is printed and 

developed in the usual manner. This treatment often adds tremendously to the 

appearance of the final print, though it destroys the characteristic surface texture of 

the platinum paper. It is almost invariably necessary to size the paper before apply- 

ing the gum coating, and it will probably be found that a more dilute size than that 
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recommended under Multiple Printing is desirable. This, however, each worker must 

decide for himself. It should be noted that gum-platinum printing is much easier than 

straight gum printing; it is usually possible to get the same richness and depth of tone 

with one printing of platinum and one of gum as with six or seven printings of gum 

alone. 
Miscellaneous Notes.—Having no gelatin emulsion, platinum prints have no 

tendency to curl; once flattened, they remain flat. 

With most papers, the surface has much more tendency to rub, especially when wet, 

than is the case with bromide or gaslight papers. Therefore platinum prints should 

never be processed in bulk, and they should be handled with some care. Damp or 

dirty fingers placed on the surface of the paper at any time between sensitizing and 

development will be almost certain to leave marks. 

Platinum paper is very hygroscopic and, if allowed to become damp, will give fogged 

or degraded prints. Therefore it should be sensitized immediately before use and 

developed as soon as printed. If it is to be kept for any length of time, it should be 

stored in an airtight receptacle with a small amount of calcium chloride, which, being 

even more hygroscopic than the paper, acts as a preservative. Even so, the length of 

time which the paper can be kept without fogging is about 3 months. Old or fogged 

paper can often be salvaged by the use of a small amount of potassium bichromate in 

the developer, as described under Increased Contrast. 
Sometimes, through improper choice of paper or of sensitizing formula, the dry 

print may have a dull, sunken look in the shadows; this occasionally results also from 

letting the print soak too long in the developer or the clearing baths. In such a case, 
the brilliant appearance of the wet print may be restored by simonizing, either 

Simoniz wax or Old English Floor Wax being used; the former gives the print a 

slightly greenish tone, the latter being a pure yellow. The wax is brushed as evenly 

as convenient over the surface of the dry print and is then polished with a rather stiff 

scrubbing brush, such as a nail brush or a vegetable brush. This polish, of course, 

destroys the characteristic surface texture of the paper, and if this is not desirable, a 

marked lightening of the shadows may be obtained by applying the wax as described, 

then melting it into the paper over a gas flame or an electric plate, taking care not to 

set the turpentine in the wax afire. The polishing should not be omitted, or the wax 

will probably go into the paper unevenly, causing streaks. The yellow tone thus 

obtained is often very valuable in the case of portraits or sunlit landscapes. It should 

be noted that this waxing operation tends to make the print more brittle, so a waxed 

print must be handled rather more carefully than an unwaxed one. 

Various methods of toning platinum prints to red, blue, green, and other colors 

have been suggested. Since these depend chiefly on the use of salts of iron or uranium, 

they impair the permanence of the prints and are not recommended. Von Hibl has 

shown that the warmth of tone secured by the use of mercuric chloride does not depend 

on the addition of any other substance to the platinum image but is solely a question 

of the grain size of the deposited metal. Therefore a properly cleared and washed 

print is as permanent if developed with mercury as if processed for a pure black. 

Unless working on a very large scale, it is not worth while to salvage the platmum 

from the clearing baths and the trimmings of paper. However, the developer should 

never be thrown away; age does not impair its working qualities, and an older devel- 

oper will contain a considerable quantity of platinum as well as of iron. This forms a 

sludge at the bottom of the bottle, and for use the clear solution is poured off. A 

certain amount of the solution, of course, adheres to the prints, so that the total bulk 

must be kept up by the occasional addition of new solution, but the main body of 

solution should never be thrown out; the developer which the writer is now using dates 

back at least 25 years and is giving perfect results. 
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If potassium bichromate is used in the developer, this chemical is used up and must 

be renewed from time to time. This is not the case with the bichloride of mercury, 

which never loses its effect. 

Trays and graduates should be kept scrupulously clean, or the prints may show 

white spots. If enameled trays are used, care should be taken to avoid those which 

are chipped or cracked, as the presence of iron in the developer may cause blue spots 

in the prints. 

Gum Printing.—The printing process which is variously known as the gum 

process, the gum-pigment process, and the gum-bichromate process is the most flexible 

and at the same time one of the most beautiful of all photographic printing mediums. 

It is commonly believed that it is a difficult process to use, but this is by no means the 

case. The trouble lies in the facts that it is extremely flexible and that the average 

amateur approaches it in a hit-or-miss fashion, so that he becomes confused among the 

great number of variables inherent in the medium. But if anyone will systematize 

his work, operating along definite lines and varying one element at a time, he will find 

that the process, though somewhat laborious, offers no difficulties of any consequence 

and that the beauty of its results well repays the necessary effort. 

‘Soluble gum Surface of paper 

Fig. 2.—Diagram showing cross section of paper used in gum printing. 

Gum is analogous to carbon and Fresson in that it depends on the insolubilization 

by light of a pigmented bichromated colloid film produced by light, but it differs from 

these processes in that the colloid used is gum arabic and that development is effected 

simply by floating the printed paper face down on cold water. Also the paper is not a 

commercial article but must be coated by the worker himself. There is still a further 

difference, which has a profound influence on the results and which is illustrated in the 

accompanying sketch. In this sketch it is seen that the outer portion, or layer, of the 

gum film becomes insoluble first, when printed under a negative, and that this insoluble 

layer adheres to the high points of the paper, allowing the soluble gum and pigment 

to seep out through it. When the fully developed print is dried, this insoluble layer 

retracts into the hollows of the paper, thus adhering to the latter wherever the gum 

has been insolubilized. From this it follows that the gum-pigment emulsion must be 

spread very thinly on the paper, or the soluble gum will not seep out through the 

overlying insoluble layer but rather will tear it off, causing flaking of the print. From 

this thinness of the emulsion it follows that single gum is a very short-scale process 

and does not give rich blacks. If rich black are to be secured, it is necessary to resort 

to multiple printing, from three to five coatings and printings being required for a 

very deep black. If a long scale is desired, from five to eight printings will be 

demanded. It is this need for multiple printing which makes the process laborious. 
but on the other hand it offers an exceedingly valuable means of control, as by this 

method it is possible to render the gradations of a negative which is far too strong for 

any other printing process and it is also possible to emphasize any desired set of tones, 

either high, middle, or low, by varying the manner of coating and the time of printing. 
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Advantages.—If the paper and the pigments are correctly chosen, the prints are 

absolutely permanent. 

Almost any color or texture of support may be used. 

Almost any color or combination of colors of pigment may be used. 

Modifications of total contrast are very easily made. 

It is extremely easy to make modifications of local values. 

Multiple gum printing offers a longer scale of gradation than any other printing 

medium. 

Extremely rich blacks may readily be obtained. 

It is commonly believed that gum printing is suitable only when very broad effects 

are desired, but this is far from true. By the proper selection of paper as fine detail 

may be obtained as on a medium rough bromide or chloride paper, though not so fine 

as on a glossy or semimatte surface. 

Gum is the cheapest of all printing mediums. 

Disadvantages.—Like most of the quality mediums, gum is suitable only for contact 

printing, as it requires almost as strong a light as carbon or platinum. Hence it 

follows that for large prints, an enlarged negative is required. 

It is somewhat laborious to handle. 

We will now consider the actual working of the process. 

The Negative.—The ideal negative for gum printing is one which has so short a 

scale of gradation that it can be fully rendered in one printing of gum. Additional 

printings are used merely to add weight and contrast. However, this is by no means 

imperative. By multiple printing and varying the times of exposure so as to register 

successively the high lights, half tones, and shadows, it is possible to render satis- 

factorily a negative of practically any degree of contrast. In fact in this respect 

multiple gum is far more flexible than any other printing medium. 

As is the case with other printing mediums, for a given degree of contrast a thin 

negative is preferable to a dense one. This holds good with gum to an even greater 

degree than with platinum, carbon, or Fresson, so on all accounts it is desirable that a 

negative which is to be used for gum printing have full exposure and brief development. 

The Paper.—This must be a stock which will stand prolonged soaking in cold water, 

and it must have a slight tooth or grain. As may be inferred from the sketch and 

from the accompanying remarks, it is practically impossible to make a gum print on a 

very smooth surface, since the insoluble layer of gum must have slight irregularities to 

which it can adhere. A print on a perfectly smooth paper will be merely a silhouette, 

only those portions of the film adhering which have been printed clear through the 

emulsion. A print on a smooth surface can, it is true, be made by stippling the gum 

emulsion while it is still tacky, in the process of coating the paper, but the results are 

not satisfactory. It is not necessary, however, to use a very rough paper; the texture 

of the ordinary sketch pads which are sold in art stores is rough enough. If desired, 

for broad effects, almost any degree of roughness is admissible; the writer has made 

excellent prints on Whatman Cold Pressed Rough, though such exceedingly rough 

papers are seldom suitable for prints smaller than 11 by 141in. In general, the writer 

prefers Whatman Cold Pressed Medium or Michallet Charcoal for prints 11 by 14 or 

8 by 10 in. and for smaller ones either Michallet Charcoal, Strathmore Charcoal, or 

some of the ordinary drawing papers which are sold for use by artists and 

draftsmen. 

In the interests of permanence, the paper chosen should be a good linen stock. 

The Brushes.—Two will be required, a flat, soft paintbrush about 3 in. wide, set in 

rubber, for coating; and a flat badger blender about 5 or 6 in. wide for blending. This 

latter brush is rather expensive, costing about $5 or $6, but it lasts indefinitely; the 

- writer has been using his present one for about 27 years. As there is considerable drag 
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on the hairs in the blending process, it is advisable to reinforce the setting of the 

blender, using a thinned Duco cement in the manner described in the section on 

Platinum Printing. 

The brushes should be thoroughly washed in cold water as soon as the coating 

operation is completed, for, if the coating mixture is allowed to dry in them and is 

exposed to light, it will be impossible to remove it. They should be hung up to dry, 

bristles down, so that they may keep their shape. 

The Pigments.—These must be either water-color paints or dry-powder colors, the 

former being preferable; oil colors will not do, and though some authors recommended 

tempera colors, the present writer has not found them satisfactory. They must be the 

so-called ‘‘earth pigments,” such as lampblack, Ivory Black, burnt umber, burnt siena, 

Venetian red, Prussian blue, cobalt blue, cadmium orange, cadmium yellow, etc.; the 

aniline colors will not do. It is better to buy a good grade of water-color tubes; the 

powder colors are much cheaper, but they must be ground for use, and the time thus 

consumed amounts to more than the money saved. 

It is immaterial what manufacturer of colors is favored; the pigments of Talens & 

Son, Winsor & Newton, Devoe & Reynolds, or, in fact, any standard maker can be 

relied on; the writer prefers those of Talens, but this is partly the result of habit and 

partly because that firm puts up an excellent black, known as Photo Engraver’s 

Black, which is much cheaper than the ordinary water colors. The selection of colors 

given above will be ample for any ordinary use; as a matter of fact, three or four tubes 

are plenty to start with—say, Ivory Black for a neutral black and burnt umber or 

Venetian red to warm it up, with cobalt blue for cool blacks. 
Whatever make of pigments is used, the same one should be adhered to throughout, 

since the pigment will be measured by the number of inches squeezed from the tube, 

and the apertures of the tubes vary with different makers. 

The Gum Solution.—This is a fairly thick solution of gum arabic in water, and, as 

different samples of gum vary, it is well to use that of one single maker; even so, there 

will be some variation between lots. It should be granular, not in the form of tears 

or powdered, as the first is easiest to dissolve. The writer favors McKesson & Robbins 

Gum Acacia No. 1 Granular, but this again is a matter of habit; an equivalent article 

from any good maker will be satisfactory. 

Some preservative will be necessary, for, although a sour gum solution works as well 

as a fresh one, it works differently, and the progressive souring will throw the worker’s 

calculations out. Formaldehyde and carbolic acid are unsuitable for this purpose, 
and, though oil of cloves is sometimes recommended, the writer prefers bichloride of 

mercury, which, as noted in the section on Platinum Printing, is a dangerous poison 

and should be used with care. It is, however, an efficient preservative; the writer has 

known a gum solution so treated to remain perfectly fresh for 18 years. 

The formula which is preferred by the writer, and on which subsequent formulas 

will be based, is as follows: 

APES ee Ele tae an ane a Re at eR Eee Ay OH Se AE Tene, SG Btaidila PEid ive te 1000.0 ce. 32 oz. 

Gumyarabien(eranulan) teenie aoe ee ee CnC eee 500.0 g. 1 Ib. 

NMercunte: chlorides: eee a4 xa oe en ee en ee es 6.0 ¢g. 90 gr. 

The gum is most conveniently dissolved by rubbing it up in a mortar, a little at a 

time, with portions of the water. The preservative may be rubbed in at any stage of 

the proceedings but should be thoroughly stirred through the final solution. This 

manner of dissolving the gum is tedious but is more satisfactory than the method 

sometimes recommended, of putting the gum into a bag and suspending it in the water; 

if the latter plan is used, the gum coagulates into a mass which requires a very long 

time to go into solution. 
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It is advisable to store the gum solution in a wide-mouthed screw-cap bottle or, if 

the bottle has been ground with reasonable accuracy, merely to lay a piece of glass over 

the top, to prevent evaporation. The neck of the bottle should be wiped each time 

that any of the solution is poured out, to avoid cementing the cap fast. 

The Sensitizer.—The sensitizer commonly recommended is potassium bichromate, 

but the writer prefers sodium bichromate, as it is far more soluble than the potassium 

salt, wherefore a given amount of a saturated solution contains much more of the 

sensitizing agent and gives a much more rapidly printing film. The formula follows: 

SV fet Ge Dea ye Is Ten siotrca eames cy ied oe airo. oso dave renelcai(ebiclis eyo} ctrelisirayteuemerre! cos oenretfetleustte eel ehre 500.0 ce. 16 oz. 

Sodium bichromate (technical)............0 eee cece cece cree eens 500.0 g. 1 lb. 

Filter, and store in a brown bottle. This will keep indefinitely if not exposed to 
strong light. It is approximately a saturated solution. 

Sizing.—If it is found necessary to size the paper, this may be done by the 

method which is used for making single transfer paper for carbon printing and is 

described in the section on that subject. One, or at most two, applications will be 

sufficient. 
Coating Mixture.—As the longest scale of gradation is secured when the coating 

mixture contains the largest possible amount of pigment and as a long scale is usually 

desired, it follows that the coating mixture should hold as much of the pigment as can 

satisfactorily be used. But for every paper, every pigment, and every gum solution 

there is a maximum relation of pigment to gum which can be used without staining the 

paper—or rather, to be precise, there are two such maxima, one for automatic develop- 

ment, the other for brush development. The method of determining these maxima 

is as follows: 
Squeeze into a small mortar an inch length of the pigment, and rub this up with 

1g dram of the gum solution. With a fine brush dipped into the mixture, make a small 

mark on the paper which is to be used, and opposite this mark, pencil ‘1 in. to 44 

dram.” Add 144 dram of gum solution to the mixture, rub it up well, and make another 

mark, labeling this ‘‘1 in. to 1 dram.”’ Add another 14 dram of the gum solution, and 

label the resulting mark ‘1 in. to 144 drams.” Continue thus until a series of marks 

extending to ‘‘1 in. to 10 drams”’ is reached. Then allow these gum-pigment marks 

to dry thoroughly, and let the paper float face down in a tray of water at room tem- 

perature for 14 hr. On inspection it will be found that some of the marks have 

entirely disappeared, while others remain visible. Suppose, for example, that the last 

visible mark is opposite the notation ‘‘1 in. to 444 drams”’; then it is known that, if 

pure whites are to be secured with automatic development, the maximum proportion 

of pigment to gum solution in the coating mixture must be lin. to5drams. Now with 

a soft camel’s-hair brush, brush over the remaining marks, when it will be found that 

others will disappear. As an example, suppose that the last one visible after this 

brushing is opposite the label ‘‘1 in. to 2 drams’’; then it is known that, if brush 

development is to be used and pure whites are to be obtained, the maximum allowable 

proportion of pigment to gum is 1 in. to 244 drams. If a note is made of these propor- 

tions, it will be possible at any future time to predict accurately the maximum gum- 

pigment relationship for that pigment and that paper. This should be done for the 

various pigments which are to be used and for the various papers. A table can then 

be drawn up giving the sundry relationships at a glance, thus avoiding the ‘‘by-guess- 

and-by-gosh”’ method so common in gum printing. 

This method serves also to indicate the possible maximum when two or more pig- 

ments are mixed to secure variations in color. Thus, if it has been determined that a 

certain black requires 5 drams of gum solution to 1 in. of pigment for automatic 

development and burnt umber requires 4 drams to 1 in., then, if it is desired to mix 
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these pigments in the proportion of 2 to 1, it follows that the worker will use 1 in. of 

the black, 1 in. of the burnt umber, and 7 drams of the gum solution. 

Note that no sensitizer is used in these determinations. 

It may seem that this method of determination involves a great deal of work, but 

actually the labor is not excessive, and, if the experiments indicated are carried out 

and the suggested table is drawn up, a vast amount of effort and disappointment will 

in the long run be saved. 

The complete mixture must be dilute enough to spread to a sufficient, but not 

excessive, thickness on the paper. Only the worker’s own experience can indicate 

this characteristic, as it varies with different samples of gum arabic and with different 

papers, a rough paper admitting of thicker coating than a smooth one. If the coating 

is too thin, an excessive number of printings will be required to secure depth and 

scale; if it is too thick, it will flake off instead of developing smoothly. A suggested 

formula which the writer has used successfully with Whatman Cold Pressed Medium _ 

follows. It must be borne in mind, however, that this is no more than a suggestion, 

put forward as a basis for the reader’s own experiments. 

cLalensibhotoybneravens blacker eee reenter oe 25.0 mm. 1 in. 

Gaur S OG OM og ganda here CPT oo OR CRM He cie ss EE TosOKee: 4 drams 

SODSIGIZET Rens ee, ee ene eee mee eR Be ay Se aad Dn 35.0 ee. 10 drams 

The pigment is squeezed from the tube into a mortar, is well rubbed up with the gum, 

and the sensitizer is added and stirred in. The mixture is then ready to be spread on 

the paper. 

Coating the Paper.—This operation is like driving a golf ball or sawing a board, in 

that it can be described and instructions can be given for doing it, but only experience 

makes it possible for the worker to accomplish it properly; a certain manual deftness or 

knack is required, and this comes only with practice. 

The paper, which should be cut 2 in. or so larger all around than the finished print, 

is to be is pinned face up on a smooth board, using—most conveniently—pushpins 

at the four corners. The coating brush is dipped into the mixture, it is lightly pressed 

out against the side of the mortar, and the mixture is brushed rapidly back and forth 

over the paper until the surface is well coated. Then the blending brush is taken up 

and is drawn lightly but rapidly back and forth over the paper, both crosswise and up 

and down. It will be found that the brush marks left in coating are smoothed out, 

eventually disappearing altogether as the gum sets. As the gum sets, the action of the 

blender becomes gradually lighter and more of a whipping than of a dragging motion, 

and it should be stopped at just the right point. If it is arrested too soon, the gum will 

run together in tiny puddles, and if it is continued too long, the coating will be streaked. 

A shght puddling or streaking does no harm, since it tends to blend out to smoothness 

while the paper is hanging up to dry. 

If several sheets of paper are coated at one time, it will probably be found that the 

blender becomes clogged with the mixture; it should then be well rinsed in running 

water and dried by rolling the handle rapidly between the palms of the hands, when 

its use may be continued at once. 

The commonest fault in coating gum paper is that the beginner tries to get the 

coating mixture on too thick. ‘The coated paper should not look black but should be 

of a light greenish gray. 

If the blending has been carried on too long or if the paper buckles so that it is 

difficult to blend evenly, a uniform coating may be obtained by using the blender with 

a stippling action. This renders the coating spotty, but most of the spots will blend 

out as the paper dries, and the others will disappear during development. 
All the above operations can be carried out in an ordinary room, since the coating 

is not sensitive to light until dry; but the coated paper should be dried in the dark. In 
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proper conditions of heat and humidity, drying will not take more than a few minutes, 

but it may be hastened by an electric fan or over a gas stove, taking care to avoid 

scorching. 

The paper should be printed as soon as it is dry, since it keeps in good condition 

for not more than a few hours at most. 

Printing.—It is, of course, impossible to say definitely how long a time the printing 

will take, but as compared to other quality mediums, gum is fairly rapid. Asan exam- 

ple, the average printing time for one of the writer’s negatives, printing in unobstructed 

July sunlight for the high lights, will be from 2 to 3 min., and for the half tones and 

shadows it will range from 2 min. to 20 sec. 

Development.—Development should take place as soon as printing is completed, on 

account of the continuing action which occurs in gum as in other colloid-bichromate 

mediums and which cannot here be arrested by washing the print in cold water, as with 

carbon and Fresson, as the gum is soluble in water at any temperature. 

To develop, the print is washed in several changes of cool water, to remove most of 

the sensitizer, and is then turned face down and allowed to float on 14 to 1 in. of water 

in the tray. It may be lifted and drained from time to time, to follow the progress of 

development. The stage of development is noted by watching the water that drains 

from one corner back into the tray; this water will be seen to carry with it more or less 

pigment, the amount of color gradually diminishing as development proceeds. If 

the printing has been correctly timed, 1 hr. will find the print developed to the proper 

point, which will be indicated partly by the general appearance and partly by the fact 

that the drainings will be practically free from pigment. It is not necessary that 

they carry absolutely no pigment whatever, but only a trifling amount should be seen 

running off the print. Here again, experience is the only precise guide. Obviously, if 

the print is too light at the end of 14 hr., it is underprinted, and if it is still too dark, 

printing has been excessive. In neither case is it necessary to throw the print away; an 

undertimed print should be developed as far as it will go and made the basis for a 

multiple print, and one which is overtimed can be forced by the use of warm water—up 

to 212°F.—or by the use of a small amount of alkali in the developing water, 

as described in the section on Carbon Printing. In the case of gum, however, the 

addition of alkali has little effect at normal temperatures; it is most effective when the 

water is warm. -In any case it should be used very cautiously, as an excess causes 

the same trouble as in carbon, viz., a complete washing out of the lighter gradations, 

and perhaps flaking of the film. 
The colloid film of a gum print is much softer and less likely to tear than that of 

either a carbon or a Fresson print, consequently much more local development may be 

indulged in than with either of the other processes. In fact, the possible modifications 

are so great that there is a serious temptation to overdo them, producing a result which, 

even though it may not be obviously scratched up in imitation of a charcoal or pencil 

drawing—as far too many gum prints are—still is evidently false in its values. This is 

a danger which should be guarded against. As in any medium, only such local modi- 

fications as are definitely necessary should be made; the temptation to play with the 

print should be sternly resisted. 
Since the purpose in local modification is to remove the softened gum from the 

paper, many ways of doing this will suggest themselves. Water from a hose may be 

allowed to run on the spot which is to be lightened; if the hose is held at such a height 

that the water falls in drops, the effect will be greater than that of a continuous stream. 

A spray from an atomizer may be used, or a jet from a washing bottle, or, if this is not 

sufficient, a soft camel’s-hair brush. It is not generally advisable to use a stiff brush, 

since this tends to leave a scratchy appearance. Whatever method of local modifica- 

tion is used, the effect will be less obvious—and less likely to be unpleasant—if the 

work is done under water. 
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When local development is planned, it is best to use a gum-pigment mixture which 

will give a slight staining with automatic development. To print slightly deeper than 

normal, allow the development to go as far as it will automatically and do the brush- 

work on the pigment stain. 

When development is complete, the print is hung up to dry. It will probably have 

a slight amount of sensitizer stain, which may be removed by a few minutes’ immersion 

in a 5 per cent solution of potassium metabisulphite, followed by several rinsings in 

clear water. Sodium bisulphite or ordinary alum may be used, but the potassium salt 

seems to be rather more effective than either of these. It is commonly advised to use 

alum, on the ground that it hardens the film, but the writer has not found this to be at 

all necessary; the printed and developed film, after drying, is hard enough to stand 

almost any amount of rough handling. Clearing should not take place until after the 

print has been dried, or, in the case of a multiple print, until after the last printing 

has been dried. 
Multiple Printing.—One reason that so many beginners in gum work get mto 

trouble is that they expect the first printing from the negative to look like a print and 

try to make it do so. It should not; it should look like a very sick imitation of a 

print—pale, washed out, very likely no more than a flat tone in the shadows, and in 

general thoroughly unsatisfactory. It is astonishing to an inexperienced worker to 

see how the print assumes vigor and character with the addition of subsequent 

printings. 

If the negative is soft enough so that its entire range of gradations is rendered in 

one printing of gum, then when the print has been developed and dried it may be 

coated a second time and printed again, for the same printing time, and developed as at 

first. Thus the second and subsequent printings are used merely to add depth and 

contrast. It is much more likely, however, that the scale of the negative will be too 

great to render in one printing of gum, in which case the shadows—perhaps even the 

half tones—of the first printing will be merely a flat tone and must be brought out by 

the later printings. The coating mixture may, perhaps, be the same as for the first 

printing but the printing time less, e.g., if the negative requires three printings to 

render its full seale, the first one may be timed for 4 min., the second for two, and the 

third for one, each printing being developed fully. Some workers have been known 

to use 16 or 17 printings, and the writer knows of one who went to 25, but this is sheer 

frivolity. Using a well-sized paper, which permits the use of a fairly large amount of 

pigment, the utmost richness and depth of blacks can be got in five printings, and the 

seale of practically any negative can be rendered in six or eight printings. 

It will be apparent that very great variations in coating and printing are possible 

in order to secure various effects. Thus a long scale may be secured with little depth 

of shadow by using a relatively small amount of pigment in the coating mixture; or the 

shadows may be emphasized by using light doses of pigment for the high-light and 

half-tone printings, with a heavy amount, printed lightly, for the shadows. Each 

worker will think up these variations for himself, but it cannot be too strongly urged 

that he keep a record of what he has done in each case. If he fails to do this he will 

not know where he is; he will be unable either to duplicate or to predict results, and 

he is likely to abandon gum printing under the impression that it is too difficult. Asa 

matter of fact, gum printing is not at all difficult, but it does demand care and accu- 

racy. Given these and a moderate amount of experience, gum printing will be found 

not only much easier than bromoil or even than plain bromide enlarging, but far more 

satisfactory in its results. 

General Remarks.—Registration in multiple gum has been the subject of many 

inventions; the simplest and best method is that recommended for multiple printing 

in carbon, v2z., the use of a mask around the negative, of a printing paper larger than 
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the negative but smaller than the mask, and four registration marks on mask and 

paper. 
A very beautiful effect, which is particularly delightful in the treatment of sunlit 

water, a sunny landscape, or any subject in which a vibrating, shimmering effect of 

light is desired may be secured by very slight underprinting, by very slight under- 

development, and by drying the print in a horizontal position on a sheet of glass or 

other flat level surface. In this case the gum and pigment run slightly, giving a 

peculiar blurring of the outlines which is not obtained in any other way or in any 

other medium. This is a very difficult effect to obtain, since it demands the most 

exact timing throughout, but if secured, it has a remarkable charm. 

One of the finest characteristics of multiple gum lies in the extreme richness and 

depth of the blacks obtainable, a quality in which gum rivals multiple carbon. This 

effect, in both mediums, is due to the fact that we are looking through, rather than 

at, successive layers of pigment suspended in a transparent medium, and, as in carbon, 

the effect may be enhanced in a gum print by waxing and polishing. 

In conclusion: work systematically; keep a record of all you do; do not expect to 

get a good picture with one printing; and do not overdo your local modifications. If 

these recommendations are followed, success will result. 

Fresson Printing.—Fresson is, in effect, a revival of the Artigue process, which was 

more or less used some 25 or 30 years ago, and like carbon and gum it depends on the 

fact that a colloid film, when sensitized with a chromic salt and exposed to light, 
becomes more or less insoluble in water. 

The paper supplied for this process consists of a sheet of paper carrying a basic 

layer of some hard colloid—presumably either gelatin or glue—which has a high melt- 

ing point. Over this is laid a stratum of softer colloid—probably gelatin—which 

melts at about 96°F. and which carries a relatively heavy content of pigment. The 

paper is supplied insensitive and is sensitized just before use by immersion in a solution 

of potassium bichromate, being afterward dried and printed under a negative. At this 

point the process diverges from both gum and carbon, since, instead of being developed 

by floating on cold water, as with gum, or by washing with hot water, as with carbon, 

the printed paper is soaked for a short time in tepid water, is then laid face up on a 

slanting surface, and is developed by pouring over it a soup of boxwood sawdust in 

water. 

Advantages.—The process has a long scale of gradation, gives very rich blacks, and 

has a beautiful absolutely matte surface closely resembling that of platinum. 

The prints are absolutely permanent. _ 

The paper may be obtained in several different colors, and on several different 

supports. 

Modifications of total contrast are very easily made. 

It is extremely easy to make modifications of local values. 

The process is very easy to work, requiring but little technical skill. Also there 

is great latitude in handling. 

Disadvantages.—Fresson is a contact-printing process, requiring a very strong 

light, and it is practically impossible to use it for enlarging. 

It is somewhat laborious to work, requiring a good deal of time for development if 

the best expression of the process is to be obtained. 

The surface of the paper, both before and after printing, is very delicate and easily 

marred, so finished prints must be handled carefully. 

The Paper.—As has been said, this is bought insensitive and, if stored in a cool dry 

place, will kee /nost indefinitely, though the colloid gradually hardens with time, 

requiring slightly warmer water for processing. It is advisable to store it flat, under 

light pressure, to minimize its tendency to curl. The paper may be obtained in 
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black, dark brown, sepia, blue-green, green-blue, and red and on either a white or 

cream support, which last may be either smooth or slightly rough. 

As the emulsion is very delicate and as the warmth of the fingers is sufficient to 

melt the colloid, it is advisable to handle the paper only by the edges; therefore it 

should be purchased and used a size larger than the print is to be 7.e., 5 by 7 in. for a 

4- by 5-in. print, or 11 by 14 in. for an 8- by 10-in. print. If larger prints are wanted, 

it is best to get the full-size sheet, approximately 23 by 35 in. and cut it to size. 

The Sawdust.—This is a special boxwood sawdust, put up by the manufacturers of 

the paper and sold in packages of the proper amount to make 5 or 6 qt. of the soup. 

The exact amount of water is not important; the soup should be thin enough to pour 

readily but not so thin as to be ineffective, and within these wide limits the strength 

does not greatly matter. 

The sawdust may be used repeatedly—almost indefinitely, in fact—and does not 

lose its effectiveness. It is simply allowed to dry between the occasions of use, being 

mixed again with water when desired. It is sometimes stated that a preservative 

should be used in the soup to prevent putrefaction of the gelatin which is washed off 

the prints; but the writer has not found this to be at all necessary, having used the 

same batch of sawdust for more than 4 years with no trouble whatever. It is true 

that the gelatin forms a hard crust over the sawdust as the water evaporates, but this 

does no harm, being readily soaked soft again. 

The Sensitizer.—This is normally a 1 per cent solution of potasstum bichromate, 

made up as follows: 

DWV GOT oe seme rs lo) ax aot rastes iso catis de kacenap end uaMe a otvanins susge teeny Mone ragenet oven 1000.0 ce. 30 oz. 

Potassium DrCHROMAte 22. .ccoera deneleente eer so tee ome eee ae 10.0 ¢g. 144 gr. 

This keeps indefinitely if protected from light and may be used repeatedly. 

Different strengths of sensitizer may be used for different purposes, as will be 

discussed under Variations in Contrast. 
Sensitizing.—The potassium bichromate solution is poured into a clean tray to a 

depth of 1% in. or more, and the sheet of Fresson paper is slid into it, the edges being 

pressed down as they curl up, any adhering air bubbles being broken by a light touch 

of the fingertip or of a soft brush, and the tray being rocked. At the expiration of 

4 min. from the first immersion, the paper is lifted from the sensitizer and is hung up 

to dry in the dark; clips are used at the corners. It is advisable to hang it cornerwise, 

so that the sensitizer will drain from one corner. 

Sensitizing may be done in any ordinary room, as the paper is not sensitive until 

dry; it should, however, be dried in the dark, since when dry it is slightly more sensi- 

tive than a printing-out paper. 

The sensitized paper will dry, in proper conditions of humidity, in a very short 

time—drying may be hastened by an electric fan—and the paper should be used as 

soon as possible, since when dry it tends to become insoluble without exposure to 

light. Even if kept in a sealed tin with preservative, as is done with platinum paper, 

it will not keep in good condition for more than a few days. 

The sensitizer should be used at a temperature of between 65 and 75°F.; if too 

warm, it will soften the gelatin of the paper excessively. 

If the paper is allowed to become bone dry while hanging up, it will curl very 

badly. It is therefore advisable to take it down when it is dry enough not to stick to 
anything and then to finish drying under light pressure. This is not, however, 

absolutely necessary, aS with care, the paper can be handled even when badly curled. 

Printing.—This requires a strong light, such as is used for platinum or carbon, and 

no precise directions can be given as to time, as this varies with the negative, the 

color of the tissue, the possible moisture content of the colloid film, and the effect 
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desired. Generally speaking, the cooler colors print more rapidly than the warm ones, 

and a bone-dry paper will print more rapidly than one which is faintly damp. Using 

the black paper, working with it bone dry, and working for normal results, the writer 

makes a test on P O P, then prints the Fresson for about three-quarters of this proofing 

time. 

Developing.—The print should be developed immediately after taking from the 
printing frame, since there is the same continuing action with Fresson that there is 

with carbon and gum. 

To develop, the print is immersed for 4 min. in water at room temperature, then 

for 1 min. in water at 88°F. It is then laid face up on a smooth slanting surface, and 

the sawdust soup is poured repeatedly over it. A convenient arrangement for this 

apparatus was designed and made of sheet zinc by W. G. Houskeeper. It consists 

of a semicylindrical trough about 18 in. long and 5 in. in diameter, supporting a 

sheet of zinc which has had the edges bent up so that the soup will not run off them. 

The trough has feet to keep it upright, the sheet has a lip which projects slightly 

over the edge of the trough, and the upper end of the sheet is supported by a piece of 

2- by 4-in. wood. An enameled cup from the 5-and-10-cent store is used for 

pouring. The exact angle of the support is of no great consequence. So long as 

there is slant enough for the soup to run off freely, it is all right—an angle of 30° 
with the horizontal is satisfactory. 

Development is continued until it has reached the proper point, when the print is 

rinsed in cold water to remove any adhering bits of sawdust and to set the gelatin. 

It is then hung up to dry; no further fixing or washing is necessary. The print will 

dry somewhat darker than it appears while wet—this darkening is more apparent in 

the shadows than in the high lights, so development should be continued until the 

print seems a little lighter than it should be when finished. 

If for any reason it is not desired to develop the print at once, the continuing 

action may be arrested by washing the undeveloped print in six or more changes of 

water to remove the sensitizer. It may then be dried and developed in the usual man- 
ner at any subsequent time. 

Unless printing has been so deep as to require the use of water at 96°F., it will 

probably be found that the margins of the print, even though masked in printing, will 

not develop clear but will retain more or less of the pigmented gelatin. Apparently 

a slight amount of light action is necessary if absolutely pure whites are to be secured. 

This residual tint is often very pleasing but may be removed with a brush if it is not 
desired. 

For any given temperature of the soaking water, the print will develop to a certain 

depth, after which continued pouring of the soup has no effect. If it does not develop 

far enough after soaking at 88°F ., the print may be placed for 1 min. into water at a 

slightly higher temperature, after which development is resumed in the usual manner. 

It is not advisable, however, to go above 94 to 96°F., since at this temperature the 

pigmented film will probably strip entirely from the paper, and even if it does not do 

this, the high lights of the picture will probably flake off, leaving blank spaces. If 

96°F. will not bring the print up to the proper point, it is seriously overprinted and 

should usually be thrown away, though it may sometimes by salvaged by brushing 

with a soft brush. This treatment, however, is likely to result in unsightly scratches 
on the surface of the print. 

Variations in Contrast.—For normal sensitizing, the softest contrast is obtained 

when the paper is printed to such a depth that it will develop satisfactorily after 

1 min. of soaking at 88°F. Deeper printing, up to double the normal time, with the 

use of a warmer soaking water, up to 96°F., gives marked increase of contrast; this 

latter technique tends to give a grainy texture to the print which may be undesirable. 
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If this method of control is not desired, greater contrast may be obtained by the 

use of a weaker sensitizer, say !4 or !4 of 1 per cent, together with a correspondingly 

longer printing time—two or four times normal—and a soaking water at the standard 

temperature of 88°F. Overprinting and a warmer water may also be used in conjunc- 

tion with the weaker sensitizing. 

If softer prints than normal are wanted, the sensitizer may be used stronger than 

1 per cent, with correspondingly shorter printing. It is not advisable, however, to 

attempt to use the sensitizer stronger than 5 per cent at most, since above this con- 

centration it will tend to strip the emulsion from the paper. 

Local Modifications.—It is extremely easy to make local modifications of values. 

Extra weight may be given to an area by avoiding it in pouring the soup, or by tilting 

the support at such an angle that the soup does not run over the portion which is 

to be left dark. Broad areas may be lightened by pouring the soup from a greater 

height, so that it strikes the print with more violence in some places than in others; 

this technique, however, is likely to result in a grainy appearance in the finished print. 

Still greater lightening may be secured by the use of a soft brush, though this must be 

applied carefully, a little at a time, if scratches and brush marks are to be avoided. 

It is best to rinse the print free of sawdust, place it in a tray of cool water, and work 

under the surface of the water. However, it is sometimes necessary, in order to 

secure the maximum effect, to work in the air. However, by working carefully, it is 

possible to carry this local modification very far indeed without it becoming appar- 

ent; in this respect, Fresson is far more flexible than carbon, and almost as much so 

as gum. : 
Javelle Water.—It is sometimes recommended that the Fresson paper be greatly 

overprinted and given a preliminary soaking in a dilute Javelle water before develop- 

ment. The writer has found this technique to be altogether unsatisfactory; the great 

desirability of Fresson lies in the extremely delicate manner in which it renders the 

gradations of the negative, together with the beauty of surface of the finished print, 

but the treatment with Javelle water increases contrast, loses the finer gradations, 

and gives a coarse and grainy texture to the surface. The result is quite foreign to 

the best expression possible with the medium. 

Final Remarks.—If the print is too dark when dry, it may be soaked until limp in 

cool water, placed for 1 min. in water 2 or 38° warmer than was used in the original 

development, and then developed still further with the sawdust. This treatment may 

be repeated several times and does no harm. 

It is ordinarily recommended that Fresson prints be spotted by softening an 

unsensitized piece of the paper in warm water and using the pigmented gelatin thus 

loosened, applying it with a brush. This is necessary when large areas are to be 

spotted, especially if they are in the darker portions of the print, as any great amount 

of penciling will leave a shiny mark. But for small spotting the writer prefers to use 

a carbon spotting pencil (sharpened to a needle point on sandpaper) and stippling 

rather than stroking, this being much easier than the brush method. 

If for any reason the finished Fresson seems too dull and heavy, it may be given 

the brilliant appearance of a wet print by waxing, as described in the section on Plati- 

num Printing, though this, of course, destroys the inherent beauty of the matte surface. 

If greater strength or richness is desired in a somewhat weak Fresson, this may be 

secured by coating the finished print with a gum-pigment mixture, printing and 

developing as described in the section on Gum Printing. Both waxing and the addi- 

tion of a printing of gum are more satisfactory on the rough Fresson paper than on 

the smooth. 
At its best, Fresson may fairly be considered a worthy rival of platinum, its long 

scale of gradation, rich blacks, and matte surface giving it a good claim in this respect. 
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It does not, it is true, admit of the use of the more beautiful paper supports, but on the 

other hand it is far more flexible than platinum in the matter of local modifications. 

The finest expression of the process is secured by printing as lightly as possible, using 

relatively cool water for soaking—sometimes as low as 86 or even 84°F.—and develop- 

ing slowly and gently, pouring the sawdust easily and lightly with no violence what- 

ever. This technique means slow development—the writer not infrequently spends 

an hour or more in developing an 8- by 10-in. print—but the result amply repays the 

trouble involved if the worker cares for exquisite print quality. 

Oil and Bromoil Printing and Transfer.—Oil printing depends on two facts: (1) 

when a bichromated gelatin film is exposed to light, it becomes more or less tanned in 

proportion to the amount of light action; and (2) if this film is soaked in water, it 

absorbs water and becomes repellent to an oily ink in inverse proportion to the amount 

of light action. In bromoil—which is an outgrowth of oil, exactly as carbro is an out- 

growth of carbon—the tanning action takes place as a result of the chemical reaction 

between a special sensitizer (ordinarily called the ‘‘bleacher’’) and the silver image of a 

bromide print or enlargement. After the sensitizing, drying, and printing in the case 

of oil or the bleaching, fixing, and washing in the case of bromoil, the print is soaked 

until the gelatin is properly swelled; it is then surface-dried. A suitable ink is dabbed 

on with a special brush until a sufficient amount has adhered to the print to give 

the desired image, when the print is pinned up to dry and may be considered finished. 

Or, if desired, the print, may be placed in contact with a piece of plain paper while the 

ink is still soft, and may be run through a press similar to an etching press, in which 

case the ink is transferred to the plain paper, giving an effect quite different from that 

of the original print. After such transferring, the print may be soaked and inked a 

second, third, or fourth time, or even oftener, and these inkings may either be trans- 

ferred to different pieces of paper or may be transferred to the first one, thus producing 

amultiple print. Since there is great latitude not only in the matter of the original oil 

or bromide print but also in the matters of soaking, choice of inks, and manner of 

applying the ink, the oil and bromoil processes are exceedingly flexible, almost equal- 
ing multiple gum in this respect. 

As will be seen from the above, the oil process is a contact medium requiring a 

strong light for printing, whereas the bromoil process makes it possible to produce 

large prints without the need for an enlarged negative. Other than this, they are 

practically if not entirely identical in the results obtainable. It is true that one 

author claims that bromoil gives a longer scale of gradation than oil, but the present 

writer has not found this to be the case and believes that the error is due to the fact 

that the special paper which is supplied for oil printing is thinly coated with gelatin. 

If a sheet of bromide paper of a type suitable for bromoil is fixed without exposure to 

light, washed, sensitized, printed, and soaked, it gives as long a scale as though it were 

used by the bromoil process. 

Advantages.—If the proper paper and inks are used, the prints are absolutely 

permanent. 

The process is extremely flexible, in respect to both modifications of total contrast 

and local modifications of values. 

A very beautiful quality of richness and depth in the shadows is possible. 

By varying the thickness of the ink, the mode of handling the brush, or both, very 
delightful variations in texture may be secured. This characteristic is even more 

apparent when transfer is used, since a final support of almost any desired character 

may be used. a 
Very wide variations in color are possible through choice of inks. 

Multiple prints are readily made by transfer, this making possible still greater 

modifications of total contrast and of local values. 
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Disadvantages.—As has been said, oil is a contact process, demanding an enlarged 

negative if large prints are to be made. 

It is somewhat laborious. 

It does not render the delicate gradations of the negative as finely as do some 

other mediums; for this reason, it is not so well adapted to sunny snow scenes, high- 

keyed portraits, and the like, as platinum, carbon, gum, or Fresson, but is at its best 

when broader effects are desired. 

The advantages and disadvantages of bromoil are the same as those of oil, with the 

following exceptions: (1) large prints can be made without the use of an enlarged nega- 

tive and (2) it isa much more tricky and temperamental process. The first argument, 

however, is scarcely a valid one, since fully as much labor and skill are required to 

make a bromoil print as to make an enlarged negative and a platinum print. 

The Paper.—This should be a bromide paper having a soft gelatin emulsion, with- 

out a supercoat of gelatin. The same paper should be used for both oil and bromoil, 

since the best oil paper results from fixing, without exposure to light, a sheet of heavily 

coated bromide paper. This fixing should be done in plain, not acid, hypo, since it is 

necessary to avoid any hardening of the gelatin. 

Suitable surfaces of Velour Black will be supplied by the Defender Photo Supply 

Company, of Rochester, N. Y., provided that the order specifies ‘‘for bromoil,’”’ and 

the Kodak Royal Bromide, obtainable from the Medo Photo Supply Corporation, 

15 West 47th St., New York City, can be reeommended when a buff stock is desired. 

There are numerous other good bromoil papers, most of them, however, originating in 

England, where the process is more popular than it is in this country. 

Whatever paper is used, it should be as fresh as possible. 

The Negative.—For either oil or bromoil, the negative should be soft and well 

graded, since it is very easy to secure any desired degree of contrast, and a relatively 

soft original print will render the gradations better than a stronger one. The best 

type of negative for either process is one which will give a moderately soft enlargement 

on an ordinary medium-contrast chlorobromide paper. As in other printing processes, 

a thin negative is preferable to a dense one, for a given degree of contrast. 

Sensitizing for Oil—Having been fixed, washed, and dried, the paper is sensitized 

by 3-min. immersion in a solution of potassium bichromate and is hung up to dry in 

the dark. Sensitizing may take place in any ordinary room, since the paper is not 

sensitive to light until dry. 

The normal strength of sensitizer, for average results, is a 2)4 per cent solution, 

but it may range in strength from )4 of 1 per cent to 5 per cent, the stronger solution 

giving a quicker printing film and less contrast. 

Printing for O1l.—For either oil or bromoil, the paper should be masked so as to 

give a blank margin at least 14 in. wide—and 1 in. is better—all around the 

picture. 

Sensitized oil paper should be printed as soon as dry, since it does not keep well. 

If this is not possible, it should be stored in a sealed airtight box, with calcium chloride 

as a desiccator. Even so, it will not keep in good condition for more than a very few 

days. 

Printing is carried out by sunlight, carbon are, or mercury-vapor are and should 

be continued until gradation is clearly visible in the high lights. The print has much 

the appearance of an undeveloped platinum print, though somewhat deeper; in each 

case, the image shows as a yellowish brown on a yellow ground. ~— 
After exposure, the print should be washed immediately in water at approximately 

room temperature until the free sensitizer is completely washed out, when it may be 

either soaked in warmer water (if necessary) and inked at once or allowed to dry and 

soaked and inked at some future time. It is not well, however, to postpone the soak- 
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ing and inking for more than a week or so, since with time the gelatin tends to become 

hard and resistant to swelling. 
Printing for Bromoil.—Printing may be either by contact or by enlarging, though, if 

the former is used, there is no gain over oil and there is the additional—and sometimes 
tricky—operation of bleaching. To be satisfactory for bromoil, the enlargement 

should be distinctly on the soft side; there should be no very deep shadows, since if 

these are present it will be difficult to hold up shadow detail in inking; and the lights 

should be a trifle darker than they would be for the ideal bromide print. If this 

quality is maintained, inking will be much easier than otherwise, and, though it is 

desirable to adjust the negative so that the ideal print quality is maintained with 

normal treatment, this is not absolutely imperative. If the negative is slightly too 

strong, a satisfactorily soft bromide print may often be secured by giving two or three 

times normal exposure, diluting the developer to about a quarter of normal strength, 

and removing the print from the developer when the lights have reached the proper 

depth. This technique is a ‘“‘touch-and-go”’ sort of performance, since the tray must 

be rocked constantly if uneven development is to be avoided. The print must be 

snatched at exactly the right point—a trifle before it reaches the desired depth—and it 

must be promptly and evenly immersed in the hypo, where it is rocked for 4 min. or 

so after immersion. Still, this plan is often useful, especially since it is not at all 

necessary, with bromoil, that the print be developed to infinity, as is required when 

toning by the bleaching and sulphiding process is contemplated. 

Almost any developer which is suitable for bromide paper can be used, though it is 

generally best to employ Amidol, since this, working without alkali, has little or no 

chemical effect on the gelatin. 
Many bromoil workers favor a stop bath between development and fixing, giving 

the print 14 min. or so in 

PNcetrezacidi(28 per CeMnit) min s.arlevcle te wcieje is eves! sus%sicedejetecede sie ee 45.0 ce. 14 oz. 

NVACE TREN Re era emus ne Ne ela atavie tebe rsa tere aoe et aia susdemsea ays tsteayyornes oeay cote 1000.0 ce. 32 OZ. 

PNCEbI Cha ClON (elacial)) Wie Woes Seateaaiops, wus! ele naietay sere toueenearerei one 12.0 ce. 3 drams 

The present writer, however, prefers to put the print directly from the developer 

into the hypo, a technique which demands clean trays, clean hands, and prompt work- 

ing if stains and uneven development are to be avoided, but which, in his opinion, gives 

a print which is more easily inked than if the intermediate acid bath is used. 

Fixing must be done in a 25 per cent solution of plain hypo, since any hardening 

of the gelatin must be avoided. Washing after fixing must be thorough, since if any 

trace of hypo remains in the emulsion it may react with the chemicals of the bleacher, 

causing uneven tanning of the gelatin. 

Bleaching.—Bleaching may take place immediately after washing, or the print 

may be dried and then bleached at some future time. It is not well to postpone the 

bleaching too long, or the gelatin may tend to harden spontaneously. If a dried print 

is to be bleached, it should first be soaked in water until thoroughly limp. 

It is not possible to give a general formula for the bleacher, since this varies with 

different papers, with different inks, with the temperature of the soaking water, with 

the worker’s style, and with the results desired. Hach bromoil worker, therefore, must 

try different techniques until he finds that which is most satisfactory. 

A technique of bleaching which is recommended by John Kiem, of the Orange 

Camera Club, for Defender Velour Black, is as follows: 
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NT Cel coed Eatin ERC oes CRE ACRE NCR ROE aera G. Shoid ee a oko co intone ete ey os 1000.0 cc. 20 oz. 

Wopper sulphatenn case acca xe cron ee Re TE aE EPA S ore anes anes 10.5 g. 96 er. 

IRotassiimebbromid ens. sere eee ee ee eee aes 10.5 ¢g. 96 er. 

Potassiumebichnomaten yee crs cere ne rine Meee ro mele tors 2.0 ¢g. 18 er. 

Hiydrochloricracide (clip een oer eicieie ae 10.0 g. 10 drops 

Wistert eee ce ned crc RUE te We BE RPE ET OD ep RE DRL Resa Men I age set a en 1000.0 ce. 20 oz. 

EL YD Oise aera See gee ee bose ete a che ck at a epee necea isteatea ten o 95.0 g. 2 oz. 

Wash well, and dry. Resoak for inking. 

The formula which is reeommended for Kodak Royal Bromide is as follows: 

Water: = sca Seng Aa lars ets ionic ale oe hma sah agente © Seanad ahs eet Bas ORE 1000.0 ce. 20 oz. 

Copper'sulphaiters. ae) ho a oe as eet ee Oe ees mnie oe were 10.0 g. 90 gr. 

Potassium Ibromide : 2. oro eh sere cen eae eos iaue eestor, see ats ae 7.0 g. 65 gr. 

G@HrOMUCTACIG ayes eeees ee EE et Te CR Re Che eGaee 0.3 g. 3 er. 

Bleach, wash well, fix, and dry as above. Resoak for inking. 

The writer has found both of these formulas to work well, but there are many 

others from which to choose. 

The print should be bleached until all the characteristic black image has been 

converted to a yellowish brown strongly resembling that of an undeveloped platinum 

print or that of a newly printed oil paper. There will be a residual image, which may 

darken later, with exposure to light, and the second fixing recommended above is to 

remove this image, thus preventing future deterioration of the print. 

Some workers advise giving the bleached, fixed, and washed print 5 min. in a 3 per 
cent solution of sulphuric acid (c.p.) which tends to soften the gelatin and make it 

easier to secure the proper relief for inking. This solution may be used warm (up to 

110°F.), in which case the effect is still greater. A higher degree of softening of the 

gelatin, with consequently greater relief, may be obtained by using the bleacher warm 

rather than cold. 

It is generally advised to dry the bleached print and resoak before inking, some 

workers even going so far as to state boldly that this is imperative. Such, however, is 

by no means the case; the writer has frequently made thoroughly satisfactory bromoil 

prints by inking immediately after the second fixing and washing. The difference 

of opinion hinges on the fact that the gelatin, by drying, acquires a greater power of 

differential swelling, thus increasing the scale of gradation which it is possible to secure 

in inking. But if high-keyed or other short-scale prints are desired, it may often be 

preferable to swell and ink directly after the second fixing and washing, rather than to 

dry and resoak. This is a point for individual judgment in each case. 

Soaking.—Here again, no definite instructions can be given, since the degree of 

swelling required varies with the paper, the ink, and the result which is to be obtained. 

The temperature of the soaking water may vary from 65 to 150°F. (though it is not 

usually safe to go above 110°F.) and the time from 5 min. to Lhr. Generally speaking, 

brief soaking in warm water tends to give more contrast than prolonged soaking at a 

lower temperature, and the longer the soaking at any given temperature, the greater 

the relief obtained with consequently greater resistance to the ink. Only experience 

furnishes a satisfactory guide on this point, though some indication may be got from 

feeling the clear margin of the print, which should be definitely slippery when rubbed 

between finger and thumb; if, however, the gelatin breaks down under this treatment, 

the water has been too hot, and the print must generally be thrown away. 

In connection with the matter of soaking, the following point should be noted. 

Other things being equal, the temperature of the soaking water controls the 

degree of swelling of the gelatin and consequently its resistance to the ink, 7.e., warm 
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water produces greater swelling than cool. In some cases, it may not be feasible to 

complete inking at one sitting, in which case the print may be dried and resoaked for 

further inking. But a print cannot be swelled to a lesser degree the second time 

than was done at first; 7.e., if the first soaking water was used at 100°F., for example, 

and after drying the print is resoaked at 70°F., the second swelling will be as great as 

the first one. On the other hand, if the second swelling is done at 110°F., a greater 

relief will be obtained than at first, and any subsequent soaking at a lower temperature 

will produce the same relief as though done at 110°F. This is an important point to 

bear in mind, since obviously it furnishes an additional means of control and at the 

same time limits, to some extent, the possible variations in the matter of inking. 

The Brushes.—Special brushes are required for the inking operation, these being 

made either of polecat or fitch hair or of hog bristles. The last is used chiefly for broad 
effects or for the first application of ink, the others for finer work or for smoothing out 

the rather coarse texture given by the bristle brush. It is advisable to have several 

brushes of different sizes, ranging from 14 to 14 in. diameter, for different purposes; 

and they should be of the type in which the hairs are cut slanting and are domed, the 

square-cut brushes being less flexible in use and more likely to tear the gelatin. 

The brushes must be thoroughly cleaned after use; the ink should not be allowed 

to dry in them. There are two ways of cleaning them. The method preferred by 

most workers is to wash them with gasoline or carbon tetrachloride (which is sold under 

the trade names of Carbona and Energine Non-inflammable Cleaning Fluid, as well as 

sundry others). The writer prefers to wash his brushes with Castile soap and water, 

for two reasons: (1) he feels that this is less likely to take the spring out of the hairs 

(this is a debatable point) and (2) frequent applications of water tend to keep the 

setting of the hairs more fully swelled, so that the brush is less likely to shed. It is 

true, however, that a brush cleaned with gasoline or carbon tetrachloride can be used 

again sooner than one washed in soap and water, since the latter usually takes several 

days to dry satisfactorily. 

The brushes should be kept in cones of stout paper to preserve their shape and 

should be hung up, bristles down, when not in use, though this last is not imperative. 

The Inks.—These are oily inks, much stiffer than ordinary printer’s ink, and are 

sold especially for oil and bromoil work. The two best known are the Drem and the 

Sinclair, the former having a wax base, the latter an oil base. There does not seem to 

be any choice between them, so far as results are concerned; which to use is a question 

of individual preference. 
Another ink which works as well as those mentioned (though differently) and is 

vastly cheaper than either of them is that sold by the makers of printer’s inks under the 

name of Stiff Litho Ink. This is somewhat softer than the bromoil inks and requires 

greater swelling of the gelatin, but, if properly handled, it gives results equal in quality 

to the more expensive article. This matter of cost, however, is not important unless 

much work is to be done, since a 50-ct. tube of bromoil ink will give a great many 

prints, only a very small quantity being required for one inking. 

The inks may be obtained in a number of different colors, though, as in gum print- 

ing, the rational worker will confine himself to neutral, warm, and cool blacks and 

various browns. Sinclair makes two warm-black inks, known, respectively, as Encre 

Machine and Encre Taille Douce, the latter being a relatively thin ink which may 

either be used alone or may be mixed with stiffer inks to thin them down for special 

purposes. 
It is well to have some thinner available, but there is no need to buy the special 

bromoil thinner. A small bottle of linseed or olive oil is perfectly satisfactory, the 

amount taken up on a broom straw or a large pin being usually enough to add when the 

ink must be thinned. 
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Inking.—When the print has been swelled to the proper point, three or four lintless 

blotters, somewhat larger than the print, are dipped into water, drained, and laid on a 

sheet of glass or other smooth, approximately level surface. The print is then taken 

from the soaking water, drained, and laid face up on them. The purpose of this blot- 

ter pad is not, as most workers believe, to keep the print from drying out during inking; 

it has, indeed, little or no effect on the rate of drying of the gelatin, being used simply 

to furnish a soft support, so that the gelatin is less likely to be torn by the repeated 

impact of the brush. 

The print is then surface-dried. This may be done by dabbing with a piece of 

chamois skin (or the soft-tanned leather which is sold under this name in the 5-and- 

10-cent stores) or with a wadded-up piece of soft well-washed linen or cotton cloth. 

Some writers on the subject say that it is imperative to surface-dry the print by dab- 

bing and that it must never be wiped, but this is by no means true. A perfectly 

satisfactory way to dry it, which is much quicker than dabbing, is to wipe it lightly but 

firmly with a soft automobile windshield-wiper blade. 

A small amount of the ink is then squeezed from the tube to a sheet of glass or other 

nonabsorbent surface (a dinner plate or the back of an old 8- by 10-in. glass negative is 

excellent) and is spread out thin with a palette knife. A quantity the size of a small 

pea will ink several 8- by 10-in. prints. The brush is pressed rather firmly into this 

film and is dabbed several times on a clean area of the glass to spread the ink evenly 

among the hairs. It is then applied to the print. If the preliminary work has been 

correctly done, it will be found that the ink adheres to the gelatin in proportion to the 

degree of tanning of the film, 7.e., it takes most freely in the shadows, less freely in the 

half tones, and least of all in the lights, thus with repeated application gradually build- 

ing up the picture. But this building up must be slow and gradual; an attempt to 

work the print up rapidly is almost certain to defeat itself, except when done by a very 

experienced worker. 

Up to this point the operations have been more or less mechanical, but this is 

where the fun begins. 

There are almost as many different techniques of inking as there are bromoil work- 

ers. One man prefers to use a thin ink and to work rapidly; another uses a stiff ink, 

working slowly. One man inks the print all over, building up contrast by going over 

and over the entire surface; another inks up a small area to its final point, then passes 

on to another. The writer generally spends from 4 to 1 hr. in inking a 6)4- by 8}9-in. 

print, but he knows a man who habitually inks a 10- by 12-in. prmt in 10 min. It 

depends on the worker’s preference and on the results that he desires. In general, the 

writer feels that the best results are obtained through relatively slow inking, and he 

prefers to ink a landscape or similar subject all over at first, gradually building up 

the contrasts, but to ink the face of a portrait fully, working up the background and 

surroundings afterward. This, though, is a matter for each worker to decide for 

himself. 

There are certain fundamental points to be remembered, as follows: 

If the ink, at first application, shows a tendency to take on the clear margin of the 

print, the print has not been swelled enough for that particular ink, though a stiffer 

one may work all right. 

If, later, the ink shows a marked tendency to take on the margin before the inking 

is completed, the print is drying out too rapidly. 

The brush should not be held vertically over the print but at an angle of about 60°. 

A slow, dabbing, legato brush action puts ink on the print. A staccato motion 

(called ‘‘hopping’’) takes ink off the print. This hopping is a trick of the hand which 
must be acquired by practice, but it can best be described as throwing the brush lightly 

at the print and catching it on the rebound. 
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There are wire holders sold for hopping, the idea being that by placing the brush at 

the end of a long wire, and, gripping the other end, a slight vibrating motion of the 

hand will produce the desired bouncing action of the brush. These should be carefully 

avoided, as they are by no means easy to handle, and have a marked inclination to 

cause tearing of the gelatin. 

If the ink does not take sufficiently to give the desired depth, it may be thinned 

down with a trifle—and a very small trifle—of oil. On the other hand, if it takes too 

freely, it may be wiped off with a wet cloth and a stiffer ink used or the print swelled 

at a higher temperature. 

A thin ink can be applied over a stiffer one; a stiff ink cannot be applied over a 

thinner one, unless the latter has been allowed to dry thoroughly. 

Tf the print dries out too rapidly to finish it at one sitting, it may be allowed to 

dry completely, being subsequently resoaked and the inking being resumed. If this 

is done, it is well to allow time enough for not merely the gelatin but the ink to dry 

thoroughly, since, if the print is soaked again while the ink is soft, the latter is apt to 

run or smudge. 

It is extremely difficult to work fast enough so that the gelatin will not dry out 

excessively if the work is done in the ordinary artificially heated house; a humidity of 

at least 65 per cent is desirable in the workroom, and even higher than this is better. 

If a small amount of ink remains on the margins of the print when inking is com- 

pleted, this may be cleaned off by wrapping a soft cloth around the finger, dipping it 

into water, and wiping firmly. 

When the print is finished, it should be pinned up to dry in a vertical position, to 

minimize the settling of dust on the surface, and it is well to pin it by all four corners, 

to minimize its tendency to curl. 

The worker must carefully avoid getting any water on the brush during inking, as 

this will cause white spots in the print. White spots may also result from tearing of 

the gelatin, if this has been excessively softened or if the brush is used too violently. 

If the brush becomes clogged with ink during inking, so that the ink is deposited in 

black specks, it must be laid aside and a clean one taken up. 

The brush should never be carried directly from the original pool of ink to the 

print, but should always be dabbed out on the area reserved for that purpose. 

There is one caution which should be written in large letters and hung on the wall 

of every bromoil worker’s workroom: ‘‘don’t overdo.” The flexibility of the medium 

is so great and the opportunities for personal expression are so wide that the tempta- 

tion to play with the print overcomes a great many users of the process. Further, 

comparatively few photographers have studied nature with sufficient attention and 

thoroughness to know definitely how things look, the result of these two facts being 

that painfully false values are more often found in bromoil than in any other printing 

medium. ‘This does not mean that the photographer should confine himself to the 

true values of nature, any more than the writer of fiction should confine himself to 

fact. Exaggeration is legitimate—in fact, necessary—in any art medium whatever, 

but the productions of the bromoil worker, like those of the fiction writer, should be 

convincing. ‘They need not be true, but they must imperatively seem true. It is 

therefore necessary for the bromoil worker, more than for the user of any other medium 

except gum, to know how things should look, so that when he falsifies he may do it 
convincingly. 

Degreasing.—Also called “‘defatting.”” The final appearance of an oil or a bromoil 

print shows a lustrous quality of surface, this characteristic being, of course, greater in 

a print which has rich, deep, blacks than in a higher keyed one. This luster may or 

may not be desirable; it adds richness to the shadows, but in some cases the dead matte 

quality of a platinum or Fresson print may seem preferable. When this matte surface 
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is desired, it can be secured by allowing the print to dry until the ink is thoroughly 

hard, then rocking it for a few minutes in a tray of benzol (also called ‘‘benzene,” but 

not ‘“‘benzine,”’ which has a different chemical composition). This benzol removes the 

oily or waxy base, leaving a pure matte surface which is very beautiful and which 

may be worked on to advantage with a carbon spotting pencil or—to lighten desired 

areas—with a soft pencil eraser. If the benzol is applied before the ink is hard, some 
or all of the ink will be removed, and the print will be ruined. 

Transferring.—The advantages of transferring are that almost any texture of 

paper can be used for the final support; that multiple prints are readily made, thus 

permitting the emphasizing of desired areas or the combination of various colors; and 

that the final result has a fine matte quality of surface which is quite unlike that of the 

oil or bromoil print, even though the latter may have been degreased. So far as tex- 

tural appearance is concerned, a bromoil transfer has the beautiful quality of a plati- 

num print, though, of course, it lacks the exquisite delicacy of gradation of the 

latter. 

Complete instructions for the transfer process would require more space than can 

be given here; workers who are interested in this medium are therefore referred to 

“‘Bromoil Printing and Transfer,’”’? by Emil Mayer, obtainable from The American 

Photographic Publishing Company, 353 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. This is an 

admirable and very complete book, but it must not be received as absolute gospel, 

since it contains a few statements which are, to say the least, highly debatable; how- 

ever, it may in general be relied upon. © 

In transferring, the bromoil print, as soon as it is fully inked, is placed in contact 

with a sheet of plain paper and is run through a suitable press, the ink which is on the 

bromoil thus being transferred to the plain paper. To secure the best results, the 

bromoil should be so strongly swelled by the use of warm water for soaking as to require 

a decidedly soft ink; the stiffer the ink, the less readily will it transfer. The bromoil 

print should be so inked as to have clean high lights (unless these are, for artistic 

reasons, to be veiled in the final result), and the shadows should be somewhat more 

heavily inked than they would be if transferring were not to be used; the ink usually 

transfers more completely in the high lights than in the shadows, therefore allowance 

must be made for this fact when inking. 

Generally speaking, the most suitable paper is one which is tough but has a soft, 

moderately absorbent surface. One which is too highly surfaced may be rendered 

suitable by dipping it into water, placing it between lintless blotters, running it 

through the press, then transferring while it is stilldamp. If the paper is too absorb- 

ent, it should be given a coat of size made by mixing 60 gr. of laundry starch with 

4 oz. of water and boiling, with constant stirring, until it is clear. The various char- 

coal and drawing papers can generally be used without any preparation. 

There are two types of bromoil transfer press. In the first, the print and transfer 

paper are passed together between two rolls, one of which is operated by a crank, the 

other by the friction between it and the pack. In the second type, the print and paper 

are laid on a flat bed and passed under a roll, this roll being geared to the bed. The 
first type has the advantage that the regulation of pressure (an important point in 

transfer work) is accomplished by means of a setscrew that bears on the frame carrying 

the upper roller, whereas in the second type the necessary variations in pressure are 

secured by increasing or decreasing the number of blotters or of felt blankets in the 

pack, a much less convenient method. On the other hand, the second type of press 

eliminates the chance of the print ‘‘creeping”’ on the transfer paper, a circumstance 

which is often very troublesome when making multiple prints. There is also a variant 

of the first type, having the same advantages and disadvantages, in which the pack is 

laid on a flat bed and passed under a roll, the bed moving freely on rollers but being 
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operated by friction alone. Which type of press is chosen is largely a matter of per- 

sonal preference; in the writer’s opinion, the first type is the better for single transfers, 

the second when multiple prints are to be made. 

To transfer, two or three pieces of lintless blotter are laid on a sheet of pressboard, a 

ferrotype plate, or—in the case of a flat-bed press—on the bed. The transfer paper is 

then laid on these blotters and the inked print, face down, on the paper. One or two 

lintless blotters are laid on the print and over these, if necessary, one or more felt 

blankets such as are used by etching printers. This pack is then run through the 

press, using comparatively light pressure; it is not necessary or advisable to use so 

much pressure that great muscular effort is required to turn the crank. The high 

lights of the print will transfer most readily, and the print may be lifted at one end— 

taking care that it does not shift on the transfer paper—to see whether or not the 

shadows have transferred satisfactorily. It will probably be found that they have 

not, in which case the pressure may be slightly increased and the pack run through the 

press again. If the inking, the transfer paper, and the pressure are properly adjusted, 

a satisfactory transfer should be obtained this time, but if not, the operation may be 

repeated. Too much pressure, however, will probably cause the gelatin of the print 

to adhere to the transfer paper in the high lights, resulting in its tearing loose from the 

support. If sufficient depth is not readily obtained in the shadows, it is usually better 

to reink the bromoil and make a multiple transfer, rather than to try to transfer all 

the ink of the shadows by heavy pressure. 

After transferring, the bromide print may be stripped away from the transfer 

paper, resoaked, and reinked, either for another transfer or for the purpose of adding 

another printing to the first transfer. Register marks should, of course, be made on 

the back of the bromoil and on the face of the transfer paper before the first trans- 

ferring if multiple printing is contemplated. The possible number of printings to be 

had from one bromide print depends on the roughness or gentleness of the handling 

which it receives and varies widely—from, say, 5 to 25. The variation is purely 

mechanical and does not depend on any chemical action whatever. 

After the transfer is perfectly dry, it may be worked on with pencil, stump, or a 

soft pencil eraser, to practically an unlimited extent. 

In conclusion, we may say that the chief merits of oil and bromoil printing and of 

transfer lie in the extreme richness and depth of the shadows which may be obtained 

by this process and in the great flexibility of the medium. Its chief fault lies in the 

fact that it is not a truly photographic process. By this last, the writer does not mean 

to imply any objection to manual control of results in photography; he has no fault to 

find with such control, provided it is properly done. But the essential merit of photog- 

raphy, the characteristic in which it surpasses all other graphic mediums whatever, is 

the unrivaled delicacy with which it represents the gradations of light on surfaces, and 
this is precisely the point in which oil and bromoil and transfer are inferior to other 

photographic printing mediums. This, however, is a matter for individual choice; 

after all, the great desideratum is, not the production of a photograph, but the produc- 

tion of a picture, and each worker will select the medium which best expresses the 

idea that he has in mind, making use at times of the delicacy and precision of platinum 

and at other times and for other purposes employing the breadth of expression and the 

control of bromoil. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

DEFECTS IN NEGATIVES AND PRINTS 

By Brverty DupLEy 

DEFECTS IN NEGATIVES 

In the ideal case, defects in negatives do not occur; in practice defects of one kind or 

another occur with sufficient frequency that the perfect negative is somewhat of a 

rarity. It is seldom that the fault can be laid to the photosensitive materials. In 

nearly every case the defects could have been avoided by cleanliness and complete 

and proper attention to details in the exposing, developing, fixing, washing, and drying 

of the negative. The best assurance that perfect negatives will be obtained 

therefore is to take all precautions toward the prevention of occurrence of possible 
defects. i 

But even under the best of conditions, blemishes of one kind or another will occur, 

and, when they do, a corrective or remedial measure is desired so that the film or plate 

may be made to produce a satisfactory print. The prevention of defects in negatives 

and the correction of these defects so as to produce satisfactory prints are, conse- 

quently, two separate and distinct problems so far as the technique of manipulating 
negatives is concerned. It is not always possible to find a remedy for certain types of 

defects or blemishes in negatives, however, so that prevention of the cause of the 

defect is the only true ‘‘remedy.”’ But whether or not a defective negative can be 

corrected through remedial measures, it is desirable to know the visual and photo- 

graphic characteristics of the defect and the actual or probable cause, after which the 

method of prevention and remedy can often be determined. This chapter deals with 

such matters. 

To make this chapter as useful as possible the various defects which may occur in 

negatives are classified into eleven groups depending (usually) upon the visual appear- 

ance of the defects as seen by transmitted or reflected light.!_ The 11 groups into which 

the defects are somewhat arbitrarily classified are: 

Blotches, lines, and streaks (page 508) 

Blurred negatives (page 512) 

Distorted images (page 514) 
Fogged negatives (page 517) 

Incorrect contrast (page 520) 

Incorrect density (page 522) 

Markings and spots (page 523) 

Mechanical or physical defects (page 529) 

Scum, slime, and deposits (page 532) 

Stains and discolorations (page 534) 

Uneveness (page 537) 

By determining into which of these 11 groups the defect falls and then further 

following up the individual listings given under this grouping, information on a specific 

defect may be obtained quickly. 

1 See also Defects in Development, p. 361. 
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Biorcues, LiInEs, AND STREAKS 

Here are listed those defects of negatives which appear on the film or plate as white, 

gray, or black (but otherwise usually uncolored) blotches, lines, and streaks. Blotches 

are considered to be usually irregular in shape and larger than those defects which 

might be classified as spots, which are treated elsewhere. The edges of lines are 

usually sharply defined; in the case of blotches and streaks, the edges may be sharply 

defined or not. 

Abrasion Lines and Scratches. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fine dark lines on the negative, frequently 

straight; often appearing in multiple in which case they are usually parallel. 

2A. Cause.—Scratches caused by improper handling of the negative prior to 

development. Such lines are often caused by dirt or grit abrading the emulsion. 

Such grit may come from the interior of the camera, especially if a camera with large 

bellows is employed, from the tables or other apparatus in the darkroom, or even from 

unfiltered sources of water used for processing. (qa) If the lines are parallel to the long 

side of the film, they may easily have been caused by dust, dirt, grit, or even small burs 

of metal in the roll film camera or in the film pack. Occasionally such lines may be 

caused by scratching the surface of the negative with the dark slide of the plate or film 

holder. (6) If the lines are at some random angle with respect to the edges of the 

negative or if they are not straight, they may have been caused prior to development 

or in the early stages of development by abrasion of one negative with another or with 

a gritty surface such as the darkroom table or developing tray. 

3A. Prevention.—Absolute cleanliness is the best safeguard against such defects. 

Films or plates should be loaded into their holders shortly before being used, and 

should be inserted in the camera just before being exposed. The camera bellows 

should be cleaned periodically. Processing tanks and trays should be wiped free from 

dust and grit, and the water and other processing solutions should be filtered to free 

them from foreign matter. Boxes containing unexposed negatives should be stored on 

end to prevent pressure on top from bringing the emulsion into contact with other 

surfaces which might scratch. 

4A. Remedy.—Scratches are difficult to remedy, especially if they occur on minia- 

ture negatives from which fairly large enlargements are to be made. Careful retouch- 

ing may help in both contact and projection printing. The effects of scratches may 

sometimes be minimized or eliminated in projection printing by dipping the negative 

in glycerin after which it is placed between two sheets of glass before being placed in 

the enlarger. Air bubbles must, of course, be removed. 
1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fine, light lines on the negative, frequently 

straight; often appearing in multiple in which case they are usually parallel. 

2B. Cause.—Abrasion subsequent to fixing, usually occurring after the negative 

is dried. In motion-picture and other miniature roll films, ‘‘cinching,” 7.e., winding 

the film tighter when in roll form, especially where grit is present, is a frequent source 

of trouble. 

3B. Prevention.—Cleanliness and proper handling of developed film is the best 

safeguard. Processed plates and negatives should be stored in a manner as to protect 

them from scratches. Glazine or cellophane envelopes are especially suitable for 

storing negatives. Roll film should be stored in dust-free boxes, should be handled as 

little as possible, and should never be ‘“‘cinched.”” Motion-picture film should be 

reeled moderately tight with uniform pull during winding and should be stored in 

dust-free containers. It likewise should not be “‘cinched.”’ 
4B. Remedy.—(See 4A above.) 
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Branched Lines with Black Spots.—(See Static Markings, page 511.) 

Brush Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Charactertstic.—Streaks and blotches resembling brush marks. 

2. Cause.—Incorrectly compounded or exhausted developing solutions are the 

most probable causes for such streaks. 

3. Prevention.—Use of correctly compounded developing solutions of full concen- 

tration for the negative being processed. Prepared developers are available which, 

when dissolved in the proper amount of water will give solutions of the proper strength 

and compounding. Certain developers for tray development are not recommended 

by the manufacturers for tank development when diluted. 

4. Remedy.—Probably none other than retouching the negative or print. 

Dark or Black Streaks or Blotches. 

Streaks and blotches occur in several different forms, so that it is not possible 

to identify the cause of the defect quite so readily as in the case of certain other defects 

of negatives. For this reason, means for the prevention of the defect sometimes may 

be difficult to determine. The streaks and blotches may take various shapes, may be 

sharply defined with sharp edges, or may be poorly defined with edges of varying 

gradation. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic—Dark or black streaks or blotches, usually 

with shaded edges. 

2A. Cause.—Uneven development which may be due to: (a) failure to immerse a 

portion of the film during development; (b) protection of a portion of the negative 

against development by intimate contact with another negative or the surface of the 

developing tank or tray; (c) failure to provide relative motion between negative, solu- 

tion, and developing tray or tank. 

3A. Prevention.—lnmerse negative quickly and completely in developing solution. 

During the first few minutes of development, maintain relative motion between nega- 

tive and developing solution by agitating solution, moving the negative in the solution, 

or rocking or tilting the developing tray or tank. 

4A. Remedy.—Local intensification of the less dense portions of the negative may 

be employed to assist in bringing the negative to its proper and uniform density. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Irregular dark blotch, resembling splashed 

or spattered liquid. 

2B. Cause.—Developer splashed on negative prior to development. The action 

of this splash of developing solution for a longer time than developer acting on the rest 

of the negative produces a darker spot, otherwise uncolored if nonstaining developer 

is used. 

3B. Prevention.—Cleanliness and careful habits in developing. Do not permit 

negatives to he around the darkroom, especially if unprotected. 

4B. Remedy.—Local reduction may sometimes be used to advantage in this case 

(see chapter on Intensification and Reduction). 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Dark or opaque streaks or blotches. 
2C. Cause.—Dirty developing tray or tank or, perhaps, the use of fixing tray or 

tank for developing. 

3C. Prevention.—Cleanliness and systematic habits in developing. Where a single 

tank is used for carrying out all processing of the negative, it may be advisable to run 

clear water through the tank between processing solutions. For single-tank process- 

ing, special care should be given to the matter of thoroughly cleaning the tank and 

plate or film supports after each use. 

4C. Remedy.—Probably none, other than local reduction. 
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1D. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Dark or opaque streaks, often reasonably 

straight, with fairly sharp edges; sometimes accompanied by general fogging of the 

negative. 

2D. Cause.—Light striking and fogging the plate or film. (a) If the edges of 

the negative are clear (transparent), fogging is indicated as having taken place within 

the camera. (b) If the entire negative is fogged, fogging may have taken place in the 

darkroom, while loading the negative material into the camera, or at any other point 

at which the entire negative may have been exposed to radiations. (c) Certain resin- 

ous woods, varnishes, composition slides, etc., have also been known to produce irregu- 

lar streaks or blotches or fog. 

3D. Prevention.—Determination of the cause of the streaks or fog will usually 

suggest suitable remedy. (a) Pinholes in the camera bellows, old and faulty film or 

plateholders, and improper insertion of the slide in the plateholder are frequently 

responsible for this type of defect. The slide should not be inserted in the film holder 

by one corner, as this opens the velvet light trap and permits fogging. The entire 

edge of the slide should be inserted all at once. (6) Handle negatives, especially the 

sensitive panchromatic emulsions, in complete darkness or in a safe light which has 

been proved to be safe for the type of emulsions used. Use changing bag, if necessary, 

when loading negatives into their holders. Exclude all light (and other radiations 

such as X ray, ultraviolet, infrared, and undue heat) from the darkroom during proc- 

essing. (c) Airing the camera, plateholder, or other offending and fog-producing 

apparatus in fresh air and exposing it to sunlight has sometimes been found helpful. 

Painting the interior of the metal and wood parts of the camera with a weak solution of 

bichloride of platinum is also useful. Change from composition to metal plate slides 

is advantageous in some cases. 

4D. Remedy.—General and local reduction may have some remedial effects. 

Dark Straight Lines. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics —Dark straight lines, starting from one edge 

of dark portions of the negative (high lights) and running in one direction in a straight 

line away from the high light. 

2. Cause.—Insufficient agitation of the developing solution, permitting silver to 

be deposited on the emulsion below the point where the greatest deposit of silver occurs 

—the high lights. In motion-picture development, or in other processes in which 

the film is continuously moved through the developing solution in a steady continuous 

motion, this defect is caused by the fact that the first part of the film is acted upon 

by fresh developer; later portions are acted on by more or less exhausted developer. 

3. Prevention.—Agitation of the developing solution, or of the negative in the 

developer. 

4. Remedy.—Local reduction of the negative, if carefully carried out, may help. 

Fan-shaped Lines.—(See Static Markings, page 511.) 

Forked Lines Resembling Lightning.—(See Static Markings, page 511.) 

Light or Transparent Streaks or Blotches. 

As in the case of dark streaks or blotches, those which are transparent or lighter 

than the mean density of the negative may have various shapes and may have poorly 

or sharply defined edges. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristics—Light streak, sharply defined or moderately 

defined at edges. 

2A. Cause.—Obstruction before the lens or in the camera between lens and nega- 

tive which did not permit light to act on the negative. The more sharply defined the 

streak is, the more likely it is that the obstruction was close to the negative. 
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3A. Prevention.—Determining and removing the cause of light obstruction. A 

common source of trouble by beginners in photography is that of placing their fingers 
in front of the lens, thereby obstructing light from part of the desired image. Improp- 

erly folded bellows may sometimes cut off light from edges of negative. 

4A. Remedy.—None. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Irregular streaks. 

2B. Cause.—Prevention of uniform development of the negative. Sometimes this 

may be caused by oil or grease from the fingers which prevents action by the developer. 

If the negative is washed in water before developing, especially in cold water, certain 

areas which are resistant to the action of the developer may be produced in 

the washing. 

3B. Prevention.—lIf due to oil or grease, cleanliness and systematic habits in proc- 

essing will prevent recurrences of this defect. If due to washing prior to development 

(such washing is of much assistance in preventing the formation of air bells during 

development), the wash water should be at the same temperature as the other process- 

ing solutions, preferably between 60 and 70°F. 

4B. Remedy.—Probably none if due to grease. If due to resistant areas set up by 

wash water, local intensification may be useful. 
1C. Distinguishing Characteristics.—Light area on negative appearing as (a) a 

smudge or (6) generally approximately circular with irregular, sharply defined edges. 

2C. Cause.—Sodium thiosulphite coming in contact with negative before develop- 

ment. In (a) the hypo is transferred to the negative by hypo-stained fingers, whereas 

in (6) the hypo appears to have been splashed on the negative. 

3C. Prevention.—Cleanliness and careful habits in developing. Do not permit 

unprotected negatives to he around the darkroom where they may be subjected to 

contamination. 

4C. Remedy.—Local intensification may sometimes be found useful. 

Static Lines and Markings. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics.—Dark spots with diffused edges singly or in 

combination with thin, dark, irregular, forked or branched wavy lines. Static mark- 

ings have been classified by Crabtree and Ives as follows: (a) small black spots with 

diffused edges similar to certain types of moisture spots or spots caused by chemical 

dust; (6) black spots with radiating branches; (c) treelike markings; (d) fan-shaped 

markings; and (e) combinations of dots, branches, and fans. 

2. Cause.—These marks are caused by static electrical charges accumulating 

on the negative. The charges may accumulate within the camera, during processing, 

or in handling the dry film. In the case of rolled motion-picture film, reeling or unreel- 

ing the film during cold, dry weather may produce appreciable static. A common 

source of camera static is that in which the negatives in film packs or roll films slide 

over a velvet protected corner or through a light trap. 

3. Prevention.—Camera static may be prevented by removing all sources of friction 

between the film and the camera and by making all parts of the camera of electrically 

conducting material so far as this is possible. Winding the roll film slowly, or pulling 

through an exposed film in film packs very slowly, will help diminish the formation 

of static charges on the film. Since static is most easily formed with dry substances, 

rehumidifying the film, especially if motion-picture reel, will tend to diminish forma- 

tion of static. Conducting the combustion products of an alcohol lamp into the 

camera chamber is also given as a method of prevention by Crabtree and Ives. In the 

case of motion-picture processing, static produced in the laboratory processing may 

be discharged by passing the film through tinsel or tin foil playing over both surfaces 
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of the film, the tinsel being grounded. In this case care should be taken to see that 

scratches are not produced by this process. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Treelike Lines.—(See Static Lines and Markings, above.) 

BLURRED NEGATIVES 

In the majority of cases, blurred negatives are the result of improper technique in 

the focusing or taking of the picture, of excess relative motion between the subject 

and camera for the shutter speed used, unsteadiness in holding the camera, etc., rather 

than defects in the negative per se as a result of processing. 

Blurred Negatives. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Part of image blurred; objects nearer or farther 

than main point of interest may be sharp, or not. 

2A. Cause.—(a) Camera not correctly focused or (6) too great an aperture and 

consequently too small depth of focus for the purpose. 

3A. Prevention.—(a) Proper focusing of camera, making sure that the image of the 

principal part of the picture is in sharpest focus. With many small hand cameras and 

especially box cameras no focusing is possible, and in this case proper results can be 

obtained only with the subject not too close to the camera. With many hand cameras, 

focusing is accomplished by turning the front element of the lens system or by increas- 

ing the distance between lens and negative with slide or rack and pinion arrangement. 

In such cases suitable distance markings are given on the lens mount or on a scale 

attached to the camera bed, dependence being placed on the judgment of the photog- 

rapher to estimate distances correctly. For such cases, a distance meter may be 

useful. If a ground-glass back is provided, still subjects may be focused by means of 

this back; distances for moving subjects will have to be estimated. Graflex and reflex 

cameras are usually provided with a focusing arrangement which permits the photog- 

rapher to view the subject and make focusing adjustments at least up to the time of 

making the picture. Many high-grade miniature cameras are provided with an optical 

distance meter which is also coupled to the lens system, so that setting the range finder 

automatically focuses the camera lens. (6) Insufficient depth of focus may be pre- 

vented by using a smaller aperture or f-stop or, if perspective considerations permit, 

this result may be minimized by using a lens of shorter focal length. 

4A. Remedy.—None. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Image completely blurred, although properly 

focused. 

2B. Cause.—Camera was moved during the exposure. 

3B. Prevention.—Hold camera steady during exposure. If the camera is held in 
the hands, an exposure of about 145 sec. is the longest that many people can make 

without running the risk of blurring. For exposures longer than this, a tripod support 

for the camera will be found useful or even necessary. 

4B. Remedy.—None. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic—Background blurred, but image of moving 

object in foreground reasonably sharp. 

2C. Cause.—In order to obtain sharp image of moving object, camera has been 

moved to follow it. The background has been sacrificed to obtain sharp image of 

moving object. Such results are often obtained in photographing fast-moving objects. 

3C. Prevention.—This type of blur may be eliminated or at least minimized by 

(a) photographing the moving object from a greater distance so that the relative 

motion is less apparent, (b) photographing the subject so as to obtain a more nearly 
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‘‘head on” view, (c) using a shorter exposure so as better to arrest the relative motion. 

In the latter case a larger aperture or a faster emulsion may be required to obtain the 

proper exposure with the shorter shutter speed. 

4C. Remedy.—None. 

1D. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Some planes of the image in sharp focus; other 

planes out of focus. 

2D. Cause.—Insufficient depth of focus. 

3D. Prevention.—Depth of focus may be increased by using a smaller aperture 

in taking the picture. For a given aperture, greater depth of focus will be obtained 

with a lens of short focal length rather than one of long focal length, but perspective 

considerations must be taken into account in selecting a lens of proper focal length. 

4D. Remedy.—None. 

1H. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Image generally indistinct. 

2E. Cause.—A negative lacking in sparkle, snap, or contrast may be due to (a) a 

dirty lens in the camera, (6) flat lighting or lack of contrast in the original subject, (c) 

insufficient contrast due to insufficient development, or (d), although relatively rare, 

fog or moisture condensing on the lens of the camera. This latter condition is espe- 

cially prevalent if the lens is suddenly removed from a cold dry atmosphere to a warm 

moist atmosphere, in which case moisture condenses on the lens until the lens reaches 

temperature equilibrium with its surroundings. 

3H. Prevention.—(a) Cleanliness is the only answer here. The lens should be 

kept clean. Dust should be removed with a camel’s-hair brush. A dirty lens may be 
cleaned with soft lens tissue, after the lens has been breathed upon so as to condense 

moisture upon it. Water, alcohol, or other liquids should not be used, nor should linty 

or coarse cloth be used in wiping the lens. (6) Flat lighting or lack of contrast in the 

original subject often cannot be prevented, especially when making outdoor pictures 

on cloudy days. (c) Contrast can be increased (up to its limiting value) only by 

proper exposure and development. Contrast depends upon the exposure range, but 

for flat subjects with little contrast the apparent contrast may be increased by fairly 

long development of the negative and then printing on a contrasty grade of paper. 

(d) Do not subject the lens to sudden changes in temperature or humidity. If this 

cannot be avoided, allow the lens to reach equilibrium conditions with its surrounding 

atmosphere before making exposures. 

4E. Remedy.—Printing a flat negative on a contrasty grade of printing paper is 

perhaps the best remedy for improving contrast. No remedy for other causes. 

1F. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Parts of film out of focus or indistinct, with 

remainder of film satisfactorily sharp. Sometimes the images may also be somewhat 

wavy. 
2F. Cause.—Film was buckled in film holder during exposure; not perfectly flat. 

3F. Prevention.—Maintaining the film at uniform temperature, allowing film to 

reach equilibrium temperature with its surroundings before taking picture if it has 

been subjected to sudden temperature changes, and loading the film in its holder just 

prior to exposure are useful in minimizing this type of defect. Buckling of film occurs 

much more frequently with large than with small negatives. The film holders should 

be inspected to see that they hold the film properly flat. In extreme cases, it may be 

necessary to use plates rather than film. 

4F. Remedy.—None, although retouching may be used in many cases to counteract 

the undesired fuzziness due to buckling. 

Multiple Images. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Multiple images appearing superimposed on the 

same negative. ; 
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2. Cause.—Exposure of the same film more than once. 

3. Prevention.—Certain modern miniature cameras cannot be operated until the 

roll film has been wound so as to have a new frame in place. Thus, double exposure 

is automatically prevented. For other roll-film cameras, turn the roll film until a 

new (unexposed) portion of the film is in place immediately after each exposure. For 

film-pack cameras, pull the exposed negative after each exposure to the back of the 

pack with the paper tab provided for that purpose. For plate cameras, remove 

exposed plates from the cameras immediately after exposure, and mark the holders to 
indicate plate has been exposed. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

DIsTtoRTED IMAGES ON NEGATIVES 

Distorted images on negatives, like blurred negatives, are to be regarded more 

correctly, as a general rule, as being due to defects in the manufacture, application, or 

use of the optical system of the camera rather than negative defects per se. The 

discussion of distorted images included here is intended as an aid to the photographer 

in perfecting his technique and in locating possible trouble in or improper use of his 

equipment. 

Distortion Due to Buckling of Negative. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Part of negative out of focus and fuzzy, although 

remainder of negative may be quite satisfactory. 

2. Cause.—Buckling of film in the plateholder before or during exposure. 

3. Prevention.—Care in inserting film in film holder and making sure that the film 

is held perfectly flat; inserting film in camera just prior to exposure; maintaining film 

at constant temperature and humidity are effective aids in minimizing buckling. 

Buckling is greater with large film than with small films. In extreme cases, plates 

rather than films may be required. 

4. Remedy.—None, aside from retouching negative. 

Distortions Due to Camera Adjustments. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—There are several possible distinguishing charac- 

teristics for distortions due to camera adjustments or misadjustments. The most 

common and most important of these include: (a) too much of subject included in the 

picture; (b) insufficient amount of subject included in the picture with, perhaps, part 

of desired subject not included; (c) improper perspective; (d) vertical lines converging; 

(e) too much or too little foreground included; (f) slight lateral distortion. 

2. Cause.—Generally the defects mentioned above are caused by improperly using 

the camera adjustments, or may result because the camera is not provided with adjust- ° 

ments, which are required for the type of work being undertaken and which would 

enable the photographer to prevent these distortions. More specifically, the causes 

may be given, respectively, as follows: (a) If the perspective is satisfactory but the 

image is too small, the difficulty was that the camera was too far removed from the 

desired subject. If the perspective is bad, this may mean that a lens of too short focal 

length or too wide an angle of view was used. Bad perspective may also be due to 

viewing the picture from incorrect distance, when either a contact print or an enlarge- 

ment is made. (6) This defect may be the reverse of (a) or may be due to improperly 

aiming the camera at the desired subject. If the image is of proper perspective and 

size but the subject is not entirely included in the picture, faulty aiming of the camera 

is indicated. While such results can always be avoided with view cameras, cameras 

provided with precise view finders corrected for parallax, and single-lens reflex cameras, 

results of the type mentioned are not infrequently encountered with less expensive 
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cameras having view finders at the edge of the camera and which are not corrected for 

parallax. The condition will be most aggravated in photographing subjects near the 

camera. If the perspective is poor, a lens of too long a focal length may have been 

used for the conditions under which the print is to be viewed. If the, perspective is 

correct but the full subject is not included in the picture, the camera was placed too 

close to the subject. The matter of perspective depends not only on the focal length 

of the lens used, but also on the degree of enlargement and the normal viewing distance 

of the print. (c) Improper perspective may be due to using lens of improper focal 

length, improperly viewing the picture, or enlarging the picture so that when viewed 

in the normal manner it does not present proper perspective. (d) Convergence of 

vertical lines is often caused by pointing the camera up at an angle in order to include 

the top of the desired subject. This type of distortion is frequently encountered in 

architectural photography where its effects are also most objectionable. (e) Too much 

foreground results from pointing the camera down or, more usually, by not properly 

raising the rising and falling front. Too little foreground results from the reverse 

condition. (f) Lateral distortion, especially objectionable in portraiture, often results 

from attempting to photograph a long object at an oblique angle. Relatively few view 

cameras are provided with lateral swing backs, use of which would prevent this defect. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Bringing the camera closer to the subject and using lens of 

proper focal length will assist in preventing these distortions. The focal length of 

the lens should be approximately equal to the diagonal of the negative for good per- 

spective. (b) Faulty pointing of the camera may be prevented by using a ground-glass. 

back for focusing. For the case of small cameras provided with a reflecting view finder 

or wire iconoscope having no provision for correcting parallax, it is frequently possible 

to obtain better results by focusing as well as possible with the view finder and then 

correcting for parallax by turning the camera slightly about a vertical axis through the 

lens. Some experience is required to obtain the proper degree of shift, although judg- 

ment of the proper shift is aided by sighting along the camera as close as possible along 

the optical axis. A lens of shorter focal length or of wider angle will also allow more 

of the subject to be included on the negative, although perspective considerations 

must be given attention. Otherwise the camera should be removed farther from the 

subject. (c) For prevention of incorrect perspective, see pages 26 and 94. (d) Con- 

vergence of vertical lines can be prevented by making use of the swing back. Swinging 

front, and rising front, if these adjustments are provided on the camera. The back of 

the camera (or more strictly, the plane of the negative) should always be vertical when 

making architectural photographs, to prevent distortions. The reason for this is one 

of convention and in having become accustomed to artists’ drawings, rather than one 

of intrinsic correctness. It is also preferable that the axis of the lens be horizontal 

when normal architectural subjects are photographed. The tops of tall buildings may 

then be included by raising the rising front, and if this adjustment is insufficient, by 

tilting the bed of the camera upward to further raise the lens with respect to the nega- 

tive. (e) By raising the rising front, less foreground is included; by lowering the 

front, more foreground may be included. (f) Lateral distortion may be prevented or 

minimized by making use of the vertical tilt back, if the camera is provided with this 

adjustment.. 

4, Remedy.—In general, there is no remedy for negatives containing the distortion 

defects enumerated above, except retouching of the negative, or making a new photo- 

graph under more desirable and correct conditions. In certain cases some forms of 

distortion may be corrected or minimized in projection printing by tilting the bed of 

the enlarger to compensate for distortion in the print. But while satisfactory in some 

cases, such corrective measures are inferior to the results which might be obtained 

from a negative originally without distortion. 
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Distortion Due to Film Shrinkage. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics.—Shrinkage of film so that negative is not a 

properly scaled image of the subject. 

2. Cause.*Swelling, expanding, and contraction of gelatin. 

3. Prevention.—Some swelling of the gelatin always takes place when it is wet. 

Distortions to film expansion or contraction can be minimized by processing in solu- 

tions, all of which are at the same temperature. In copying or process work where 

slight distortions due to shrinkage are most serious, plates will be found preferable to 

film. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Distortion Due to Improper Monochromatic Rendition of Color. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—In monochromatic photography, the brightness 

of the gray image on the negative is not inversely proportional to the brilliance of the 

colored image as evaluated by the human eye. This is sometimes difficult to deter- 

mine in the negative but is usually apparent in a print, since the monochromatic 

rendition of colors does not bear a close direct relation to the visual brilliance of the 

corresponding part of the subject. 

2. Cause.—This defect may be due to any one or more of the following causes: 

(a) use of orthonon (noncolor sensitive) or orthochromatic materials, which are 

deficient in sensitivity for some regions of the visible spectrum; (6) failure to use proper 

light filters, or failure to use any filters whatsoever; (c) use of light source having such 

spectral-energy distribution as to produce incorrect or undesired results with the type 

of negative emulsion and filter employed. For a more complete discussion of this 

subject, see chapter on Light Filters, page 312. 

3. Prevention.—The proper use of the correct type of negative emulsion, filter, 

and light source to give the desired result. 

4. Remedy.—None, aside from retouching the negative or prints made from it. 

Distortions Due to Lenses. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—When the distortions of an image on the nega- 

tive are due to distortions produced by the lens system, a wide variety of distinguishing 

characteristics may be observed, depending upon the lens defect, or the improper use 

and application of the optical system of the camera. The most common distinguishing 

characteristics (although hardly common even in inexpensive cameras of good manu- 

facture) are (a) same image does not appear identical when taken under conditions 

identical in all respects except that the lens (and consequently the camera) is rotated 

90° about its central or optical axis; (b) colored images are lacking in detail and sharp- 

ness and are difficult to focus sharply on ground glass, although sharp focusing may be 

obtained with monochromatic subjects; (c) images are curved, so as to give effect of 

barrel or pincushion distortion which is especially objectionable when photographing 

architectural subjects or copying line drawings; (d) distortion of bright point into a 

pear-shaped image; (e) center of picture in focus, but outer edge out of focus, or vice 

versa; (f) image cannot be sharply focused under any conditions with either colored 

or monochromatic subject, and consequently fuzzy and unsharp negatives result; 

(g) unequal illumination of field; (h) negative shows image in a circle, usually with 

diffused edges. 

2. Cause.—These distortions are due, respectively, to: (a) astigmatism, (6) 

chromatic aberrations, (c) curvilinear distortion, (d) coma, (e) curvature of field, 

(f) spherical aberrations or perhaps scratches in the lens, (g) probably due to lens 
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being off center from center of camera, and (h) using lens which will not cover the 
entire negative area. 

3. Preventton.—Since these defects are inherent in the lens system itself, there is 

usually nothing that the photographer can do which will prevent or correct these dis- 

tortions without changing his lens system. Every lens contains some defects and 

distortions although in most cameras these have been reduced to the point where they 

are of no consequence for the ordinary run of work. In certain classes of work, where 

high precision, sharp definition, and absolute freedom from distortion are required, 

the best possible lenses will be required. Under (g) the photographer may be able to 

align the lens and camera so as to produce even illumination if the defect is caused 

simply by improper alignment. In (h) the difficulty may be due to use of a lens of 

insufficient covering power for the plate or film used, rather than an inherent lens 

defect. Replacing by lens of greater covering power, or using a smaller plate which 

the lens will cover, will correct this trouble. 

4. Remedy.—The remedy for a defective optical system in a camera consists in 

obtaining another but satisfactory lens system, or returning the defective lens to the 

manufacturer for whatever grinding, polishing, or other corrections may be required. 

Items (g) and (hk) may be corrected by the photographer as enumerated under 
Prevention. 

FoceGrep NEGATIVES 

Fog may be defined as a uniform darkening of the negative due to a deposit of 

silver which does not form a part of the image and which may partially or completely 

obliterate the image. Fog tends to increase the density and decrease the contrast of 

the negative. Fog may be general, in which case the entire negative is more or less 

uniformly darkened, or it may be local, in which case only a part of the negative is 
darker than it should be. 

Aerial Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—General veiling of the negative or portions of the 
negative exposed to air during development. 

2. Cause.—Exposure to air during development. The tendency toward aerial fog 

is especially marked with certain freshly prepared developers or by developers contain- 

ing formaldehyde. Aerial fog is produced only with hydroquinone under ordinary 

processing conditions, but developers such as pyro, glycine, and para-aminophenol 

produce aerial fog in the presence of traces of copper or tin salts. Even slight traces 

of salts of copper produce decided aerial fog. Fogging increases as the proportion of 

alkali and hydroquinine is increased in metal-hydroquinine developers. It is especi- 

ally bad in some methods of processing motion-picture film. 

3. Prevention.—Aerial fog may be reduced by the use of desensitizers, by the 

addition of sulphite or bromide to the developer, or by the use of partially oxidized 

developers. Under ordinary conditions, the addition of 2 parts of pinakrytol green 

per 1,000,000 parts of developer will prevent aerial fog. A predevelopment bath of 1 

part of pinakryptol green to 25,000 parts of water is also effective in preventing aerial 

fog. 

4. Remedy.—Sometimes reduction may be resorted to, but frequently there is no 

remedy. 

Dichroic Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Two-color fog which appears as green or reddish- 

green sheen by reflected light and red by transmitted light. 

2. Cause.—This type of fog is produced by a deposit of finely divided particles of 

silver, the size of the particles determining the color as seen by transmitted light. It 
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may, therefore, be produced wherever free silver is encountered such as in the develop- 
ing or fixing baths. In development, dichroic fog is formed in the presence of some 

silver bromide solvent such as ammonia, an excess of sulphite or alkali, or hypo. 
Thus, in single-tank processing, residue of hypo in the tank may produce dichroic fog 

the next time development is done. If the fixing bath is not acid, or if it is exhausted 

or contains an excess of dissolved silver, dichroic fog may be produced in the fixing 

process. 
3. Prevention.—Dichroic fog may be prevented from being produced in the devel- 

oper by adding lead acetate to the developer or cleaning the processing system with a 

hot sodium hypochlorite solution. This procedure prevents the formation of sulphide 

accumulations. The addition of 1.5 g. of potassium iodide per liter of developer will 

tend to decrease formation of fog by converting dissolved silver bromide into relatively 

insoluble silver iodide. In the fixing bath, dichroic fog may be prevented by main- 

taining the bath at its normal acidity and by using an intermediate bath of clear water 

between developing and fixing so as to diminish the amount of developer carried over 

into the hypo. Hardening the gelatin before development also tends to reduce tend- 

ency for the formation of dichroic fog. 

4. Remedy.—Dichroic fog may be removed by rinsing the negative in a solution 

of 0.5 gr. of potassium permanganate (KMnO,) to each ounce of water until the fog 

has disappeared. The brown stain of manganese oxide which forms during this rinse 

may be removed by washing the negative in a 5 per cent solution of potassium meta- 

bisulphite or of sodium bisulphite. 

Chemical Fog.—(See Development Fog.) 

Development Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—General or local veiling of image due to deposit 

of silver on the negative. 

2. Cause.—Practically all fogging troubles not directly caused by light are grouped 

together under the general classification of chemical fog or development fog. Devel- 

opment fog may result from any number of factors (some of which are treated sepa- 

rately in this section) and includes certain types of fog which are likewise treated 

elsewhere in this section. Thus development or chemical fog may be due to (a) the 

nature of the negative emulsion, (b) the factory processing of the emulsion (emulsion 

fog), (c) the age and past history of the negative, (d) the nature of the developer, (e) 

impurities in the developer, (f) the time of development processing, (g) the tempera- 

ture of development processing, (h) the presence of metallic salts in the developer, 

(z) the presence of sodium sulphide in the developer, (7) the general processing during 

development which may give rise to aerial fog, or (k) the nature and intensity of the 

darkroom illumination, for example. 
3. Prevention.—The manner of preventing the various types of development or 

chemical fog depends upon the specific cause of the fog. According to the classifica- 

tion given above, the following preventive measures have been found useful. 

a. The amount of fogging of a negative is proportional to the speed of the negative 

or its sensitivity to light. Consequently, most difficulty from fogging may usually 

be expected from fast panchromatic emulsions, with minimum fogging resulting when 

slow noncolor-sensitive emulsions are used. Some fog always occurs, although under 

proper conditions this may usually be neglected for practical purposes. 

b. Emulsion fog results from the presence of developable grains of silver halide in 

the unexposed portions of the emulsion. Emulsion fog is usually greater in fast emul- 

sions than in slow emulsions and may be produced in the process of manufacture by 

contact with fogging materials or by deterioration with age. 
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c. During storage, emulsions may show a tendency to fog. This tendency is 

aggravated in the presence of moisture and heat and in the presence of such gases and 

vapors as hydrogen sulphide, coal gas, and fumes of turpentine and benzol. Conse- 

quently, preventive measures should be those which will protect the stored negative 

material from exposure to chemicals, gases, fumes, hight, undue heat, and other radia- 

tions. Keep on hand only such material as will meet normal demands for negative 

material. 

d. When properly used, none of the common developers produce sufficient fog to 

be serious in practical photography, except possibly in certain kinds of scientific 

work. Fresh and properly compounded developers are the best preventive against 

fog produced by the developer itself. The developer should be free from impurities, 

especially those of metallic salts, and should be used at the normal recommended 

temperature. This will ordinarily be between 60 and 70°F. 

e. Impurities in the developer may produce appreciable fogging. Excess of sul- 

phite or the presence of metallic salts in the developer or the metals themselves are a 

relatively common source of fog. The only preventive is to use properly com- 

pounded developers of chemical purity and to ascertain that impurities do not con- 

taminate the developing solution. Traces of metals or metallic salts may easily come 

_ from metallic developing tanks. . 

f. The amount of fog is roughly proportional to the time of development, so that, 

so far as fog is concerned, it is inadvisable to prolong development beyond the normal 

time recommended by the manufacturer of the photosensitive material. 

g. Development, as practically all chemical reactions, proceeds at a more rapid 

rate at high than at low temperatures. Consequently the tendency toward fog 

increases as the temperature of the developer is increased. For normal processing, the 

usual recommendation of manufacturers is that the developer temperature should not 

exceed 70°F. or 21°C. 

h. The presence of metallic salts or of metals in the developers is to be avoided. 

t. The presence of excess sulphite in the developer should be avoided. 

j. Since aerial fog results from exposure of the wet negative to the air during devel- 

opment, this type of fog may be reduced or eliminated by keeping the negative material 

completely submerged in solution during development. 

k. Too intense a darkroom light or the wrong type of safe-light filter for the type 

of emulsion being processed may result in light fog or in partial or complete reversal 

of the image during development. The darkroom safe light should (1) pass only those 

wavelengths for which the negative is insensitive or (2), in the case of panchromatic 

emulsions, should transmit freely only in the region for which the human eye is most 

sensitive at low light intensities. The recommendations of the manufacturer may be 

taken for the type of safe-light filter to use with a given emulsion. Manufacturer’s 

recommendations concerning the amount of light to use may be taken as a general 

guide, but practical tests will indicate whether or not any particular situation produces 

fogging. 

Generally speaking, development or chemical fog may be eliminated or minimized 

by (1) using fresh, pure, and properly compounded developers, (2) developing for the 

correct time and at the correct temperature, (3) keeping the negative completely 

submerged in developer, (4) developing in absolute darkness or with a safe light which 

has been proved satisfactory. 

4. Remedy.—General reduction of the negative may sometimes be helpful. 

Emulsion Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—General veil of fog on negative not accounted 

for by light or chemical fog. 
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2. Cause.—Presence of developable grains of silver halide in the unexposed por- 

tions of the negative. Probably due to (a) contact of negative with fogging materials, 

(b) deterioration of negative material with age, or (c) as a result of manufacturing 

operations. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Store so as to be free from light, undue heat, or other radiations 

or from gases and fumes. (6) Use materials within the expiration date established 

by the manufacturer. Store in cool, dry atmosphere. (c) There is no remedy in this 

case, although the amount of emulsion fog due to manufacturing processes should 

never be appreciable with products made by a reliable concern. 

Light Fog. 

General fog may be produced by light as well as by chemical action. Light fog is 

the more common type of fog, especially if a properly compounded, fresh developer of 

chemical purity is used, 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics —General fog or darkening of the negative; also 

local fog which may appear as streaks, often with straight edges. 

2. Cause.—In general light fog is caused by light striking the negative prior to 

fixation in the hypo bath. The manner in which the light may strike the photosensi- 

tive material varies considerably, but among the possibilities may be mentioned: 

(a) fog produced within the camera due to imperfect, old, or loose construction which 
permits passage of light through various parts or through joints; (b) by the improper 

use of camera equipment, such as inserting the slide of the plateholder by one corner 

instead of by the entire edge; (c) use of camera and accessory fittings not intended to 

be used together, such as incorrectly fitting plateholders; (d) loading or unloading the 

photosensitive material in light which is too strong; (e) by using too strong a safe 

light in the darkroom or a safe light with filter unsuited for the emulsion or by permit- 

ting the negative to be exposed too long to the darkroom lamp; (f) by chemical emana- 

tions from the finish of camera parts. 

3. Prevention.—In general, the best prevention for light fog is to handle and process 

the photosensitive material in sufficiently subdued light (or in the case of panchromatic 

emulsions, In complete darkness), so that light radiations can produce no fog. Pre- 

ventive measures for items (a) to (e) above will suggest themselves when the true 

cause of the fog has been determined. In the case of (f), exposure of camera parts to 

strong sunlight and painting interior of the camera parts with a weak solution of potas- 

slum permanganate have been found helpful. 

4. Remedy.—Reduction may sometimes be useful in remedying general fog. 

Local Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fog or uniform darkening of parts of the nega- 

tive in a manner having no relation to the photographed image. 

2. Cause.—Same as Light Fog (see above). 
3. Prevention.—Same as Light Fog; see above. A frequent cause for local light 

fog is pinholes in the bellows of the camera. In this case, the pinholes may be 

detected by placing a lighted electric lamp inside the bellows, and watching for the 

spots of light ina darkened room. The pinholes may be repaired by cementing a piece 

of thin black opaque leather or cloth over the hole. 

4. Remedy.—Local reduction of the more dense portions of the negative may 

sometimes be helpful. 

INcORRECT CONTRAST 

It is sometimes difficult for the beginner to distinguish between incorrect density 

and incorrect contrast in negatives, especially since a given negative may possess both 
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defects simultaneously. For this reason it is suggested that the section following, 7.e., 

Incorrect Density, be read in conjunction with this one if any doubt exists as to the 

proper interpretation of density and contrast. It is also suggested that reference be 

made to the chapter on Photographic Sensitometry, where the matter of proper expo- 

sure and rendition of tones in negatives is taken up in some detail. 

Incorrect contrast is usually caused by incorrect development if it may be assumed 

that the original subject had satisfactory contrast and was correctly lighted. 

Contrasty Negatives. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Shadows lack detail and other tones are too 

contrasty. 

2A. Cause.—Underexposure and overdevelopment. Overdevelopment may have 

been caused by using too strong a developer, developing too long a time, or developing 

at too high a temperature. 

3A. Prevention.—Give longer exposure and less development. Use developer of 

proper strength at proper temperature for proper time. 

4A. Remedy.—Excessive contrast can be corrected by printing on a soft-grade or 

flat printing paper. No remedy for lack of detail in shadows. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Detail in all tones, but all tones too contrasty. 

2B. Cause.—Proper exposure but overdevelopment. 

3B. Preventton.—Develop for proper time and at proper temperature. 

4B. Remedy.—Printing on soft grade of paper will correct contrast. Since the 

negative is correctly exposed, full correction can be made in printing. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—High lights lack detail; other tones too con- 

trasty. 

2C. Cause.—Overexposure and overdevelopment. 

3C. Prevention.—Less exposure and less development. 

4C. Remedy.—Printing on soft grade of paper will correct for excessive contrast. 

No remedy for loss of detail in high lights. 

Drying Down. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative appears properly exposed and devel- 

oped when wet, but contrasty and overexposed in the high lights after being dried. 

2. Cause.—Slow drying of negative at high temperature and high humidity. 

3. Prevention.—The temperature at which drying takes place should usually not 

exceed 95°F. unless the negative is hardened. Best drying is obtained with the rela- 

tive humidity between 40 and 70 per cent. 

4. Remedy.—Contrast may be lessened in printing by printing on a soft or flat 

paper. No remedy if high-light detail is lacking because of overexposure. 

Flat Negatives. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Shadows lack detail and the other tones are 

too flat and lacking in contrast. 

2A. Cause.—Underexposure as indicated by lack of shadow detail; underdevelop- 

ment as indicated by lack of contrast. 

3A. Prevention.—Proper exposure and proper development. A good exposure 
meter will assist in properly determining exposure. The recommendations of the film 

manufacturer should be followed in developing, both as to time and to temperature. 

4A. Remedy.—Density may be increased by intensifying, although lack of shadow 

detail cannot be corrected. The best corrective measure is to make a print on con- 

trasty paper, although shadow detail will still be lacking. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Detail in all tones, but all tones too flat. 
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2B. Cause.—Proper exposure, but insufficient development. Developer too cold; 

insufficient developing time. 

3B. Prevention.—Develop at time and temperature recommended by ie manu- 

facturer. 
4B. Remedy.—This condition may be remedied in the final print by printing on a 

contrasty grade of paper. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—High lights lack detail, and all tones are too 

flat. 
2C. Cause.—Overexposure and underdevelopment. 
3C. Prevention.—Correct exposure and development. Give less exposure. 

Develop for a longer time or at higher temperature. Make sure the developer is not 

exhausted. 
4C. Remedy.—Printing on contrasty paper will remedy lack of contrast in the 

negative, but lack of detail in high lights cannot be corrected. 

Reversal of Image. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—All or part of the negative shows positive 

rather than negative image when viewed by transmitted light. The type of image 

seen by reflected light cannot be considered as giving true indication. 

2. Cause.—Reversal image may be due to excessive exposure or, more usually, to 

light fog of the negative during development. In the latter case the image which first 

develops serves as a negative for the exposure from the darkroom illumination during 

development. Thus the already developed image is impressed on the silver grains in 

a lower layer of the emulsion, so that a positive image results. Reversal of image due 

to operation on the negative slope of the H and D curve requires excessive exposure 

time in most cases but can be obtained for exposures of reasonable time when photo- 

graphing the sun or other bright bodies. 

3. Prevention.—Sufficiently subdued darkroom illumination and protection of 

negative from exposure during development, or manipulation of entire photographic 

processes in complete darkness. Reversal of image due to overexposure is sufficiently 

difficult to produce that any reasonable exposure will prevent this occurrence. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

IncoRREct DENSITY 

As incorrect density and incorrect contrast are frequently present simultaneously 

in the same negative, it is suggested that this section be read in connection with the 

previous section on Incorrect Contrast if any doubt exists as to proper interpretation 

of characteristics of the negative. 

Dense Negatives. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative generally dense, with detail lacking in 

high lights; other tones too flat. 

2A. Cause.—Overexposure and underdevelopment. 

3A. Prevention.—Less exposure and greater development. 

4A. Remedy.—Print on contrasty grade of printing paper. Dense negative will 

require relatively long printing time. No remedy for lack of detail in high lights. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative dense. High lights lack detail; other 

tones correctly rendered. 

2B. Cause.—Overexposure but correct development. 

3B. Prevention.—Less exposure. 

4B. Remedy.—Print on normal grade of paper. No remedy for lack of high-lght 

detail. 
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1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative dense with detail lacking in the high 

lights; other tones too contrasty. 

2C. Cause.—Overexposure and overdevelopment. 

3C. Prevention.—Less exposure and shorter development, or development at lower 

temperature. 

4C. Remedy.—Print on soft grade of paper. Dense negative will require relatively 

long printing time. Printing time may be reduced by reducing negative. No remedy 

for lack of high-light detail. 

Thin Negatives. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative fairly transparent without much 

deposit of silver. Shadows lack detail; other tones too flat. 

2A. Cause.—Underexposure and underdevelopment. 

3A. Prevention.—Greater exposure and development. 

4A. Remedy.—Thin negatives will require short printing time, which may be 

increased by intensifying negatives. Print on contrasty paper. No remedy for lack 

of detail in shadows. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative thin and lacking in shadow detail; 

other tones correctly rendered. 

2B. Cause.—Underexposure and correct development. 

3B. Prevention.—Increased exposure. 

4B. Remedy.—Print on normal grade of paper. No remedy for lack of shadow 

detail. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative thin and lacking in shadow detail; 

other tones too contrastv. 

2C. Cause.—Underexposure and overdevelopment. 

3C. Prevention.—Greater exposure and less development. 

4C. Remedy.—Print on soft or flat grade of printing paper. No remedy for lack 

of detail in shadows. 

Uneven Density. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Streak or area of incorrect density. 

2. Cause.—Uneven development or uneven fixing. 

3. Prevention.—Immerse entire film rapidly and completely in developer and 

agitate solution during development. Kept negative moving with respect to both 

solution and tray or tank by shaking or tilting tank or tray. If due to incomplete 

or uneven fixing, refixing to completion will prevent uneven density. 

4. Remedy.—If due to uneven development, local intensification may be of some 

help. If due to uneven fixing, refixing to completion will sometimes help. 

MARKINGS AND Spots 

Air Bells or Gas Bells. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Round transparent spots with well-defined 

edges. Occasionally in motion-picture processing the spots may be elliptical rather 

than round. : 
2. Cause.—Formation of air or gas bells on the emulsion side of negative during 

processing which prevents the solution from acting upon the emulsion. (a) A light 

or transparent spot indicates the formation of the air bell during development. (b) A 

dark or opaque spot indicates formation of bubble during fixing. (c) A spot which 

appears as a brown or yellow-brown discoloration upon aging indicates the formation 

of air bubbles during washing, but this is infrequent as negatives are usually agitated 
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during washing sufficiently well as to prevent formation of air bells. Shaded edges 
which may be fuzzy rather than sharp indicate that the size of the air bell changed 

during processing. 

3. Prevention.—Sufiicient agitation of the negative in the processing solutions is a 
general preventive for the formation of air or gas bells. Bubbles may also be elimi- 

nated by brushing the surface of the negative with a soft camel’s-hair brush during 

processing. Formation of air bells during development may often be eliminated by 

rinsing the negative in clear water prior to development. 

4. Remedy.—Local reduction or intensification may be effective, although retouch- 

ing will probably be required. 

Bare Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Spot of bare glass or film free from emulsion. 

2. Cause.—Defect in manufacture. Occurs very infrequently, especially with 

negative materials manufactured by reliable concerns. 

3. Preventton.—None, so far as photographer is concerned. 

4. Remedy.—None, except possibly retouching. Manufacturers will usually 

replace defective materials. 

Black Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Dark or opaque spots of various shapes, usually 

sharply defined at the edges. 

2. Cause.—Foreign matter imbedded in the emulsion during fixing, developing, 

washing, or drying. 

3. Prevention.—Keep negative free from contamination of dust, lint, and other 

particles. See that all solid particles are dissolved before using solutions. Filter all 

solutions if necessary. 

4. Remedy.—Retouching. 

Brown Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Brown spots, usually sharply defined, irregular, 

and often small. 

2. Cause.—Dry particles of developing agents settling on dry negative before 

processing. 

3. Prevention.—Cleanliness in processing. Avoid mixing chemicals where they 

may come into contact with photosensitive materials. 

4. Remedy.—Sometimes such spots may be removed by hardening the film in a 

10 per cent solution of formalin for several minutes to prevent swelling and frilling, 

after which the film is washed in water. The film is then bleached in a solution of 

equal parts of (a) 5 g. of potassium permanganate per liter of water, and (6) 75 g. of 

sodium chloride (common table salt) and 15 ee. of sulphuric acid per liter of solution. 

The solutes (a) and (6) must be thoroughly dissolved before the solutions are 

combined. After bleaching for 3 or 4 min., the brown stain of potassium perman- 

ganate is removed by immersing the negative in a 5 per cent solution of sodium bisul- 

phite. The negative should then be rinsed in water and developed in strong light with 

a nonstaining developer, such as metol-hydroquinone. 

Cinch Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fine transparent parallel scratches on emulsion. 

2. Cause.—From the friction produced when adjacent layers of film in a roll slide 

past one another. They are frequently produced when attempts are made to tighten 

a loosely wound roll by pulling on the free end. 
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3. Prevention.—Cinch marks can be prevented only by proper and careful handling 

of rolled films. Loosely wound rolls should not be tightened except by complete 

rewinding onto a new spool or reel. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Cloudy or Wavy Appearance. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics.—Cloudy or wavy appearance of negative; uneven 

density. 

2. Cause.—Insufficient developer to cover the negative or failure to agitate the 

negative in the developer, resulting in uneven development. 

3. Prevention.—Use sufficient developer to completely cover negative. Immerse 

negative quickly and completely in solution, and agitate solution during development. 

4. Remedy.—Local intensification or dodging in printing may help in certain cases. 

Drop Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristics.—(a) Spots with gray halos. (6) Dark-gray 

spots with small white centers. (c) Hazy white spots. (d) Spots with dark narrow 

outlines. 
2. Cause.—These marks are due to water marks on the film during the drying 

process. (a) This type of spot is most commonly formed by drops of water on the 

base side of the film, although in some cases the water mark may have been on the 

emulsion side. (6) This type of spot often occurs when a large spot of water is left on 

the film which is subjected to rapid drying at high temperatures. (c) Sometimes hazy 

white spots occur if processing has been carried on at temperatures well above 70°F. or 

when the film is dried rapidly at high temperatures even though all excess moisture has 

been removed. (d) Spots having the same density as the rest of the film but with a 

dark outline at the edge of the drop are caused by large drops of water on the emulsion 

side of the negative. 

3. Prevention.—Careful and systematic habits in processing will guard against 

such spots. The negative should be protected from splashing solutions. Squeegeeing 

to remove surplus and excess surface moisture or removing this water by blotting 

the surface with lintless cloth or a sponge before drying is also effective. 

4. Remedy.—In some cases it may be possible to eliminate water-drop marks by 

rinsing the negative in water and redrying under proper drying conditions. Water 

marks on base side of film sometimes may be removed by breathing upon the film and 

then wiping it with a clean soft cloth. 

Dust Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Dust or lint imbedded in film. 

2. Cause.—Drying in dust- or lint-laden atmosphere. 

3. Prevention.—Drying under properly controlled conditions. Removal of surface 

moisture and drying negatives in dustproof frames covered with closely woven fine- 

mesh cloth which has been starched or glazed will help to prevent dust reaching the 

negative. 

4. Remedy.—Frequently none. Sometimes washing and drying a second time 

under proper conditions may be useful. 

Halation. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Dark band, circle, or area surrounding high 

lights and frequently suggestive of double image. 
2. Cause.—Halation is due to the reflections which occur from the back of the 

negative support when brightly lighted objects, such as street lamps in night street 
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scenes, are photographed. The condition is usually worse with plates than with film 

negatives, because the greater thickness of plates produces a larger area of 

halation. 

3. Prevention.—The use of films or plates having light-absorbing or ‘‘antihalation”’ 

backing will usually prevent halation. Films usually produce less objectionable 

halation than plates. In processing films or plates hkely to show halation, give full 

exposure and full development. ‘The developer should contain initially a small 

amount of accelerator, and the amount of accelerator should be increased in small 

amounts, gradually, as development proceeds. 

4. Remedy.—Local reduction or retouching may help sometimes. 

Fading. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Brown, yellow, or sepia tones in the negative, 

appearing some time after processing. 

2. Cause.—Incomplete fixation, or, more usually, incomplete washing after fixing. 

Use of old or exhausted fixing bath containing excess of silver. Insufficient agitation 

when first immersing films in fixing solution. Tendency to stain increases with old 

fixing baths which have become neutral or alkaline rather than acid and with strongly 

alkaline developing baths. 

3. Prevention.—Complete fixing and washing. A rule which is often followed is 

to fix the negative twice as long as the time required for the white opalescence to dis- 

appear completely. Wash until all traces of hypo are removed. Make sure that the 

fixing bath is acid. 

4. Remedy.—No remedy is available which is entirely satisfactory in all cases 

although printing or copying the negative through a yellow filter has sometimes proved 

quite successful. These yellow silver stains sometimes may be eliminated by remoy- 

ing hypo by washing thoroughly in water, and dissolving sodium thiosulphite with a 

1 per cent solution of potassium cyanide in which the negative is washed. Potassium 

cyanide is a deadly poison and gives off poisonous fumes of hydrocyanic acid. 

Extreme care should be taken to keep this solution from the mouth and to prevent 

breathing cyanide fumes. The operation with potassium cyanide should be carried 

out in a well-ventilated room. The film should be removed from this bath as soon as 

signs of reduction of the image appear and should be washed thoroughly in clear water. 

Finger Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Finger marks, frequently showing Bertillion 

fingerprint lines. 

2. Cause.—Impressing moist, wet, dirty, or greasy fingers on the wet or dry nega- 

tive. Damage is most easily done when the negative is wet, especially if the finger 

print is made on the emulsion side of the negative. (a) Marks showing the lines of the 

fingers are most frequently caused by handling the dry negative with dirty, moist, or 

greasy fingers. (6) If the dark marks show merely an outline of the finger, the prob- 

able cause is that of handling the negative with wet or greasy hands. (c) If the finger 

marks are dark, contamination of the fingers with developer is indicated. (d) If the 

finger marks are light or semitransparent, contamination of the fingers with hypo is 

indicated. 

3. Prevention.—Cleanliness and care are the best preventatives, as these defects 

are due only to lack of cleanliness. 
4. Remedy.—Grease fingerprints impressed on a dry negative may frequently be 

removed by wiping negative with lens tissue or soft lintless cloth dampened with 

carbon tetrachloride. No remedy for other causes. 
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Irregularly Shaped Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Spots of irregular shape; often along the edge 

of the negative but rarely uniformly over the entire negative. 

2. Cause.—Exhausted developer. 

3. Prevention.—Use of fresh and properly compounded developer. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Microscopic Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Small, light, or transparent spots, irregular in 

shape and small or microscopic in size. 

2. Cause.—Dust deposited on the negative. 

3. Prevention.—Keep negative free from dust, in the camera as well as in the dark- 

room. Keep camera bellows clean by brushing dust out regularly. In the darkroom 

keep negative protected until ready for processing. Dust may be removed from the 

dry negative by playing a camel’s-hair brush over the negative. 

4. Remedy.—Careful spotting or retouching. 

Mottled Appearance. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Mottled appearance of part or all of image. 

2. Cause.—Probably due to (a) lack of agitation during development, (b) absorp- 

tion of moisture by the film before development, (c) use of old film, or (d) possibly 

oil spots. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Keep developing solution agitated. (6b) Store unused nega- 
tives in cool dry atmosphere until ready for use. (c) Use films before date of expira- 

tion of manufacturer’s guarantee. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Oil Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—(a) Chain of small gray areas. (6) Irregular 

light-gray areas. (c) Mottled areas. (d) Black spots. (e) Black spots with white 

centers. (f) Stippled streamline effects. 

2. Cause.—Oil on the surface of the negatives. The fine small areas are due to 

thin spray of fine oil drops; the larger areas are due to oil spread over negative. 

3. Prevention.—Keeping oil from contact with negative. Ordinarily this is not 

difficult, and oil spots are probably most frequent in machine processing of motion- 

picture film. In this case, proper design and use of processing equipment will do 

much to reduce to a minimum damage from oil spots. 

4. Remedy.—No remedy if processing is begun before detection of oil spots. If 

oil marks are discovered prior to development or other processing, they may be 

removed by (a) emulsification of the oil with sodium carbonate solution previous to 

development or (6) dissolving the oil through the use of carbon tetrachloride or ben- 

zene, after which the negative should be squeegeed and dried thoroughly before 

developing. 

Opaque or Semiopaque Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Small, irregularly shaped dark or black spots. 

2. Cause.—Most commonly caused by undissolved particles in the developer, but 

may be result of iron in solution in the wash water. 

3. Prevention.—All chemicals should be thoroughly dissolved before solutions are 

used. When two solutions are used, the constituents of each should be thoroughly 

dissolved before the solutions are mixed. Filtering solutions is also helpful. 
4. Remedy.—None. 
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Purple Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Purple spots on negative. 

2. Cause.—Dry particles of the developer settling on negative. 

3. Prevention.—Keep negative protected from chemicals. Do not mix chemicals 

in same room in which processing is being done. 

4, Remedy.—See remedy for Brown Spots, page 524, for remedy which is useful in 

some instanccs. 

Rack Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Single or double line markings which may 

sometimes be mottled; marks uniformly spaced. 

2. Cause.—Drying roll film on wooden or metal racks. The marks are produced 

where the rack touched the film and prevented free circulation of solutions. Most 

frequent in motion-picture processing. 

3. Prevention.—In motion-picture processing, continuous machine rather than 
rack processing will prevent these marks. If rack processing is used, some means of 

shifting or rolling the film on the racks so that the same portion of film is not always 

adjacent to the racks during processing will help prevent rack marks. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Small Circular Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Small, circular, light or transparent spots. 

2. Cause.-—Air in water used for making or diluting developer, or excessive 

agitation during development. 

3. Prevention.—Use of distilled or boiled water free from air. If this is not 

possible, let water stand for at least an hour before using it to make up solutions. 

If due to excessive agitation, less vigorous agitation is required. 

4, Remedy.—Possibly local intensification. 

Small Circular Spots with Shaded Edges. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Small, circular, transparent spots with shaded 

edges. 

2. Cause.—Air bells or bubbles forming on negative during development. 
3. Prevention.—Removing of air bells by wetting the negative completely prior 

to development. Agitate negative in developer to prevent formation of bubbles, or 

brush over the surface with soft camel’s-hair brush. Agitate developer. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Spots of Irregular Shape. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Light or transparent spots of irregular shape, 

usually distributed along one side of negative and less frequently over entire negative. 

2. Cause.—Exhausted or improperly compounded developer. 

3. Prevention.—Use of fresh or correctly compounded developer. 

4. Remedy.—Retouching. 

Transparent Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Light or transparent spots indicating a deficiency 

of silver deposit. 
2. Cause.—Such spots may be caused by: (a) dust or dirt on film during exposure 

or development; (6) air bells (g.v.); (c) air in water making up developing solution; 
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(d) chemical or other dust floating on surface of developer; or (e) a solvent of free 

silver acting on the negative after development. 

3. Prevention.—(a) See Microscopic Spots, page 527. (b) See Air Bells, page 523. 

(c) See Small Circular Spots, page 528. (d) Make sure that developer is free from 

undissolved particles or other foreign matter. Particles which have gathered on the 

top as scum may be removed by means of a wire frame covered with cheesecloth or by 

patting the top of the solution with an absorbent cloth. Filtering the solutions is 

also helpful. (e) Cleanliness and protection of the negative from chemicals other 

than those intended to act upon it will prevent the last-mentioned defect. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Yellow Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Yellow spots, circular in shape, with fairly 

sharply defined edges. 

2. Cause.—Air bells or bubbles in the fixing bath. 

3. Prevention.—Agitate negative and developing solution. Remove air bells by 

brushing the surface of the negative with soft brush during fixing. 

4. Remedy.—lIf observed after negative has just been fixed, they may be removed 

by brushing off air bells and refixing. 

Water Spots.—(See Drop Marks, page 525.) 

MercHANICAL DEFECTS AND INJURIES 

Under this heading are listed those defects and injuries in which the negative 

fails to meet the normal mechanical or physical requirements or in which the negative 

is mechanically damaged. These defects may be in addition to other defects which 

are given in this chapter. 

Blisters. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Emulsion raised from the gelatin, when the 

negative is wet with an appearance similar to blisters of the flesh. After the negative 

has dried, blisters appear as small craterlike depressions in the emulsion. 

2. Cause.—Blisters are caused by gas pockets forming between the emulsion and 

the film support due to loosening of the gelatin as a result of (a) permitting wash 

water to fall directly on the emulsion side of the negative; (b) processing solutions too 

warm; (c) developing or fixing bath too concentrated; or (d) insufficient rinsing of the 

negative after developing, especially if this is followed by placing negative in a 

strongly acid fixing bath. The blisters are produced by the formation of carbon 
dioxide gas during processing especially at relatively high temperature when the 

gelatin is too soft to withstand the disruptive effect. of the gas. Carbon dioxide is 

evolved when the sodium carbonate of the developer is neutralized by the acid in the 

fixing bath. Tendency toward the formation of blisters is increased during hot 

weather, when the processing solutions are too warm, and when the film is not suffi- 

ciently hardened. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Do not permit wash water to fall directly on negative with 

appreciable force. (6) Solutions should not normally be at a temperature exceeding 

70°F. unless the negative is hardened and tropical development is being used. (c) 

Using solutions at their normal concentration and temperature will help prevent 

formation of blisters. (d) Washing the negative in clear water between developing 

and fixing will remove most of the developer so that the tendency toward the for- 

mation of carbon dioxide is diminished when the negative is placed in the fixing bath. 
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Hardening the negative prior to processing will also help prevent formation of blisters, 

especially in hot weather. Replacing carbonate in the developer by a noncarbon 

dioxide forming substance, such as borate or phosphate is another way of avoiding 

blisters. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Brittleness. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Film is too brittle and dry. 

2. Cause.—Brittleness is usually the result of (a) drying the film too completely 

or in an abnormally dry atmosphere, (b) the use of hardening stop baths, or (c) excess 

hardener in the fixing bath. 

3. Preventton.—To maintain its pliability, film must contain a certain amount 

of natural moisture, which can be provided by maintaining the film in an atmosphere 

of 70 per cent relative humidity. The relative humidity of the atmosphere during 

the drying of the film should be between 40 and 70 per cent. 

4. Remedy.—Brittleness can be remedied by submitting the films to storage in an 

atmosphere of 40 to 70 per cent relative humidity, as in humidifying tanks. 

Buckle. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Waviness in the center or along the edges of the 

film. 

2. Cause.—Buckle is due to nonuniform expansion or contraction of the negative. 

Buckle is commonly produced by (a) drying the film in an atmosphere of high humidity, 

(6) forced drying at high temperature, or (c) drying in atmosphere of too low humidity. 

3. Prevention.—Buckle can usually be prevented by proper drying conditions. 

‘For proper drying the relative humidity should be between 40 and 70 per cent and the 

temperature should not exceed 90°F. 

4. Remedy.—Buckled film frequently may be improved by soaking in water and 

drying in a properly conditioned atmosphere. Buckled motion-picture film may often 

be freed from buckle by winding the film on a dry reel and placing it in a relatively 

humid atmosphere. 

Creeping. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Creeping or movement of emulsion on its 

supporting surface.. 

2. Cause.—Insufficient ventilation and high temperature during drying. 

3. Prevention.—Proper drying conditions. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Curled Negatives. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negatives not flat but curled. In extreme cases 

they may be curled up into a tube. 

2. Cause.—Difference in contraction or expansion coefficient between that of the 

emulsion and that of the gelatin support. Since the emulsion contracts more than 

the gelatin, the film curls with the emulsion on the concave or inside surface. 

3. Prevention.—Modern films are so made that excessive curling is largely elimi- 

nated. Drying negatives with clips or weights attached to the bottom edge will keep 

the negatives straight during drying and will help prevent curling. Storing dry 

film flat tends to keep it so, whereas storing films in rolls tends to aggravate curling. 

4. Remedy.—After films are thoroughly dry, they may frequently be relieved from 

curling by placing them between sheets of clean white paper and applying pressure 

as by placing them between the leaves of large books. Another method, which may 

be used if care is taken, is to press the film between two sheets of clean white paper 
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with a warm (not hot) flatiron. For negatives badly curled, soak in water and dry 

with weights as described above. 

Frilling or Softening. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Emulsion at edges of negative loosened from its 

support. Edges of negative may be corrugated. 
2. Cause.—Frilling may occur as a result of: (a) using solutions which are too 

warm; (b) insufficient hardening of the emulsion; (c) exhausted fixing bath; (d) fixing 

bath containing insufficient hardener; (e) too strong a fixing bath; (f) excessive wash- 

ing, especially in warm water; or (g) careless handling. 

3. Prevention.—The manner of prevention depends upon the contributing causes. 

(a) Keep processing solutions between 60 and 70°F. During the summer it may be 

necessary to immerse tanks in cold water solution to which ice may be added. Ice 

should never be added to the processing solutions, as this dilutes them and may intro- 

duce undesirable contaminations. (b) The negatives may be hardened before process- 

ing in a 10 per cent solution of formalin. Contributing causes (c), (d), and (e) are 

the result of improperly prepared or improperly used fixing baths and may be elimi- 

nated by using properly prepared fixing baths at temperatures between 60 and 70°F. 

(f) Ordinarily, excessive washing is not harmful if the temperature is 70°F. or less. 

(g) Proper handling technique, involving care and cleanliness, is essential in all 

photographic operations. 

4, Remedy.—None. 

Lint or Dust Particles. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Lint or dust particles adhering to the surface 

of the negative. 
2. Cause.—Drying the negative in dust- or lint-laden atmosphere. The emulsion 

gets tacky during drying, and at this stage particles floating in the air may easily 

adhere to the negative, especially if this is a film. 
3. Prevention.—Clean atmosphere during drying is the best preventive, although 

much can be done to prevent this defect by removing the surface water from the 

negative before hanging it up to dry. A lintless cloth or blotter or a viscose sponge 

should be used for this purpose. The film should be blotted or patted rather than 

rubbed with absorbent, as scratches may occur in the latter case. 
4, Remedy.—Frequently there is no remedy for the removal of dust or lint particles, 

and these will show up as white spots on the finished print. The situation is especially 

serious in the case of miniature negatives from which enlarged prints are made. Some- 

times improvement can be made by rewashing the negative in plain water and redrying 

in a clean atmosphere. 

Pit Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fine holes or pits in the emulsion. 

2. Cause.—(a) Excessive amount of alum in the fixing bath. (6) Precipitate of 

sulphur from the fixing bath present when the negatives are fixed in tray or tank. 

(c) Too rapid drying of the negative. 
3. Prevention.—The prevention becomes obvious when the cause is definitely 

determined. 
4, Remedy.—Retouching of negative or print. 

Reticulation. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Emulsion wrinkled and indented, having the 

appearance of leatherlike grain. 
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2. Cause.—Subjecting the gelatin to sudden strains through sudden changes in 

temperature. The strain may be produced by transferring the film from one solution 

to another at appreciable temperature difference. This condition is especially serious 

when the solutions are warm, as in this case the gelatin swells and is then more likely 

to contract unevenly. 

3. Prevention.—Keep solutions between 60 and 70°F. Whenever possible, all 

processing solutions should be at the same temperature within this limit. This may 

be accomplished by storing the solutions side by side so that they may be exposed to 

the same temperature variations. If it is necessary to cool solutions, all the solutions 

required may be cooled simultaneously in the same water bath, which should be agi- 

tated for best results. 

4, Remedy.—Reticulation may sometimes be removed by placing the negative in 

a 10 per cent solution of formaldehyde for a few minutes and drying quickly at elevated 

temperatures. This procedure is not recommended except as a last resort. 

White Transparent Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Transparent spots, marks, or scratches on 

the negative from which the emulsion has been removed. 

2. Cause.—Removal of emulsion from the support during processing, caused by 

gouging the emulsion with the fingernail, edge of film, or other relatively hard sub- 

stance. This difficulty tends to increase when processing at elevated temperatures 

when the emulsion is soft and swollen. | 

3. Prevention.—Carefulness in processing, maintaining processing solutions below 

70°F., and hardening the film before processing will all help to prevent and minimize 

such gouge marks. 

4. Remedy.—None, except retouching negative or print. 

Scum, SLIME, AND Deposits 

Crystalline Surface. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Surface of emulsion takes on a crystalline appear- 

ance similar to frosted windowpane or some forms of ‘‘crackle”’ enameling. 

2. Cause.—From crystallization of hypo remaining in the film after incomplete 

washing. 

3. Prevention.—Complete washing of the negative after fixing. 

4. Remedy.—The crystals of sodium thiosulphate are soluble in water, so the nega- 

tive may be freed from these crystals by rewashing completely. 

Greenish-white Scum. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Greenish-white scum deposited upon the sur- 

face of the negative. 

2. Cause.—Precipitate of chromium hydroxide or of basic chromium sulphite 

deposited on the negative when chrome alum stop or fixing baths are used. 

3. Preventton.—Use developer containing as little alkali as possible. If necessary, 
acidify developer at intervals. Formation of scum may also be prevented by agitating 

the negative thoroughly while immersed in the stop or fixing bath. 

4. Remedy.—The scum may be removed while the negative is still wet, by means of 

moist lintless cloth, paper, or cotton. Difficult or impossible to remove after negative 

is dry. 

Scum. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Deposit of scum on film. 

2. Cause.—A deposit of scum on film occurs as a result of the accumulation of solid 

matter floating on the surface of the processing solutions. It may be picked up when 
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the film is first immersed in the solution or when the negative is withdrawn from the 

solution. The scum may be composed of oil, grease, insoluble particles of the process- 

ing solution, oxidization products of the developer or other processing solutions, etc. 
A frequent cause of scum on negatives is the precipitation of hardener in the fixing 

bath by excess developer carried over by the negative. 

3. Prevention.—The formation of scum may be prevented by washing the process- 

ing equipment with a hot solution of sodium hypochlorite. Scum may be removed 

from the surface of the solution by a skimming device consisting of a wire framework 

over which fine-mesh cloth has been stretched. ‘‘Patting’’ of the surface of the 

solution with a blotter or cloth is also effective in removing surface scum. 

4. Remedy.—The remedy for scum, if any, will depend upon the nature of the 

scum deposit. Oil and grease may be removed with carbon tetrachloride. Alcohol 

is a solvent for some waxes and resins but should not be used on acetate films. The 

use of a scum-resistant hardening fixing bath, such as the Eastman F5 or F10 will 

help if the scum is due to precipitation of hardener in the fixing bath. 

Silvery Deposit. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—A silvery deposit or scum on the surface of the 

negative. 

2. Cause.—Such a deposit may be (a) silver sulphide formed by the interaction 

of hydrogen sulphide of the air with silver salts of the developer, the silver sulphide 

resulting from the sodium sulphite of the emulsion or (6) metallic silver precipitated 

during development as a fine colloid and settling on the film. 

3. Prevention.—(a) The formation of silver sulphide may be prevented by scouring 

the processing equipment with a hot solution of sodium hypochlorite. (6) The silver 

is probably caused to precipitate owing to the presence of a silver solvent, such as hypo. 

The preventive measure is therefore to scrub the developing tanks thoroughly to 

_ free them from hypo. Agitation of negatives during development aids in preventing 

formation of silver deposit. 

4. Remedy.—The deposit of metallic silver can be removed by rubbing it off the 

film if this is done before the film has dried. 

Slime. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Deposit of slime on negative. 

2. Cause.—The slime formed on the walls of tanks containing running water may 

become loose and deposit on the film. 

3. Prevention.—Slime may be prevented by cleaning the tanks periodically, espe- 

cially if they are made of wood, and sterilizing with a solution of sodium hypochlorite. 

4. Remedy.—If discovered while the negative is still wet, the slime may usually 

be washed off with clear water. 

White Deposit Covering Negative. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—White granular deposit on negative. 

2. Cause.—Sulphur deposited on the surface of the negative during fixing when an 

improperly compounded or exhausted fixing bath is used. The deposit may also result 

from incomplete washing. 

3. Prevention.—Properly compounded, fresh fixing bath, and complete washing. 

4, Remedy.—None. 

White Opalescent Deposit on Film. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—White opalescent deposit on film or plate. 

2. Cause.—Often caused by use of undiluted alcohol and too high temperatures 

in quick drying. This causes excessive desiccation of gelatin producing opalescence. 
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3. Prevention.—For drying negatives quickly using alcohol bath, the alcohol 

should be diluted slightly with water. Ten parts of alcohol to one part of water 

is approximately correct. The temperature of the drying air should not exceed 95°F. 

4. Remedy.—The white opalescence may be removed by soaking the film in water 

and redrying slowly. 

SraiIns AND DISCOLORATIONS 

Aluminum Sulphite Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Charactertstic.—White powdery stains on negative. 

2. Cause.—Aluminum sulphite stains caused by an insufficiently acid fixing bath 

as a result of using an exhausted or incorrectly compounded fixing bath. When 

sodium sulphite, as from the developer, is added to a fixing bath containing alum, the 

acid fixing bath is neutralized, and ultimately a white precipitate of aluminum sulphite 

is formed which turns the bath milky white and settles as a white sludge. 

3. Prevention.—Avoid a developer containing excessive alkali. Between develop- 

ment and fixing, the negative may be washed in clear water or in an acid stop bath. If 

an acid stop bath is used, care must be taken to see that the acid carried over into 

the fixing bath is not sufficient to cause sulphurization of the fixing solution. 

4. Remedy.—Aluminum sulphite stains may be removed by hardening the negative 

in an alkaline formalin solution. The negative should then be washed for several 

minutes in a 5 per cent solution of sodium carbonate, after which the negative should 

be washed thoroughly in clear water. 

Blue-green Stain. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Blue-green stain after fixing. 

2. Cause.—Frequently caused by using chrome-alum fixing bath at elevated 

temperatures. 

3. Prevention.—Maintaining fixing bath at temperatures not exceeding 70°F. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Blue Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Blue stains covering part or all of negative. 

2. Cause.—Usually due to presence of iron in the processing solutions, but is some- 

times due to the presence of amidol. 

3. Prevention.—In making up solutions, use iron-free water. 

4. Remedy.—If stains are due to iron, they may be removed as indicated under 

Developer Stains, page 535. If due to Amidol, they may be removed by immersing 

the negative in a 10 per cent solution of sodium bicarbonate, washing, and drying. 

Brown Areas. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Brown areas on negative often occurring as 

scum deposit on the surface. 

2. Cause.—Probably from scum of oxidized developer or deposits of silver sulphide 

in the developing or fixing baths. 

3. Prevention.—Use of fresh and properly compounded processing solutions. 

4. Remedy.—(See under Developer Stains, page 535.) 

Colored Areas.—(See Dye Stains, page 535.) 

Colored Negatives. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—General, over-all stain on negative, usually 

yellow, brown, or sepia. 
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2. Cause.—Stains produced during development (see Developer Stains). 

3. Prevention.—(See Developer Stains.) 

4. Remedy.—(See Developer Stains.) 

Developer Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Local or general staining of the negative. 

Developer stains are usually yellow, brown, or sepia, although the color depends upon 

the developer used. May be produced either in developing or fixing bath. 

2. Cause.—Developer stains may be caused by: (a) alkaline or old fixing bath, 

(b) old or discolored developer, or (c) developer containing impure or insufficient 

sulphite. Certain developers, such as pyro, for instance, are much more likely to 

stain the negative than other developers. If the stain is general and uniform, the 

contrast may be altered, and the printing time may be increased without other unde- 

sirable effects being present. 

3. Prevention.—The use of fresh and properly compounded processing solutions is 

essential. Care should be taken to see that the developer contains the proper amount 

of sulphite. Nonstaining developers, such as metol-hydroquinone, may also be used. 

Increasing the amount of sulphite in the developer will help prevent stains. 

4. RKemedy.—Harden the negative in a solution of 10 cc. of formalin and 5 g. of 

sodium carbonate per liter of solution, and wash in clear water for 5 min. Bleach 

in equal parts of: (a) 5.3 g. of potassium permanganate per liter, and (6) 75 g. of 

sodium chloride and 16 cc. of sulphuric acid per liter, making sure that all particles are 

thoroughly dissolved before the two solutions are mixed. Bleaching should be com- 

pleted in about 4 min. The brown stain which is produced may be removed by 

immersing the negative in a | per cent solution of sodium bisulphite. The negative 

should then be rinsed well and developed in strong light with a nonstaining developer. 

Local yellow stains may be handled by making a new negative or a print from the 

stained negative through the use of a strong yellow filter. 

Dye Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Areas of negative that are colored red, green, or 

other color, especially at the edges where developer may not have reached negative 

completely, as in tank development. 

2. Cause.—These stains are those of the sensitizing dyes used in the manufacture 

of some orthochromatic and panchromatic films. The stains are due to incomplete 

removal of these dyes because the developer and fixing bath are kept from free cir- 

culating contact with the back of the negative. The effects are often observed in 

tank development where the film has been inserted in a holder or frame which prevents 
free circulation at the edges of the negative. 

3. Prevention.—Thorough agitation of the. negative during development. 

4. Remedy.—These dye stains are soluble in water and consequently may be 

removed subsequent to fixing by immersing in clear water until the stains have 

disappeared. 

Fading. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Brown or yellow stains on parts of the negative, 

or covering the entire negative, apparent some time after fixing. 

2. Cause.—Incomplete fixing or, more usually, incomplete washing. 

3. Prevention.—Complete fixing and washing. 

4. Remedy.—(See remedy for removal of Developer Stains, above.) 
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Green Dichroic Stain. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Green metallic sheen by reflected light and red 

or pinkish color by transmitted light. 

2. Cause.—(See Dichroic Fog, page 517). 

3. Prevention.—(See Dichroic Fog, page 517). 

4, Remedy.—(See Dichroic Fog, page 517; also see page 165, Motion-picture 

Laboratory Practice 1936.) 

Green Stain. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Negative has appearance of being dyed green: 

occurs in stop bath. 

2. Cause.—Stain appearing in stop bath is a function of the relative amounts of 

carbonate and sulphite in the developer and the concentration of the chrome alum in 

the stop bath, and it increases with increasing temperature of solution. 

3. Prevention.—Properly compounded and fresh processing solutions maintained 

at a temperature not exceeding 70°F. 

4. Remedy.—Usually this green stain can be removed by immersing the film in a 

5 per cent solution of potassium hydroxide or 5 per cent solution of potassium citrate. 

This treatment destroys the hardening properties of film negatives. 

Purple Stain. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Purple discoloration on negative. 

2. Cause.—(a) Purple stains may be due to presence of iron in the water used in 

making up processing solutions. (b) This stain occurs frequently in the fixing bath if 

negatives stick together so that complete fixing cannot be accomplished. The stain 

occurs where the negatives make contact, because of the continuance of developing 

action in the fixing bath. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Use of distilled or at least filtered water for making up process- 

ing solutions will assist in removing iron particles. (6) Agitation of negatives in 

fixing solution. 

4. Remedy. (See remedy under Blue Stains, page 534.) 

Silvery-white Opalescence.—(See Yellowish-white Opalescence, below.) 

Stains from Ferricyanide. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Green or blue discoloration. 

2. Cause.—Sometimes caused when ferricyanide reducer is employed. 

3. Prevention.—Do not use ferricyanide reducers. 

until stain is removed, in a solution of 6 cc. of 

nitric acid and 6 g. of alum per liter of solution. Wash in clear water and dry. 

Yellowish-white Opalescence. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Yellowish white or silvery white opalescence 

on part or all of the emulsion, suggestive of opal. 

2. Cause.—This opalescence may be due to: (a) incomplete fixing; (b) use ef alcohol 

to hasten drying; (c) drying rapidly in warm air; (d) excessively high temperature of 

fixing bath; or (e) presence of colloidal sulphur in improperly Cope fixing bath 

containing excess acid. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Complete fixing with properly compounded, ats fixing bath. 

(6) When alcohol is used to hasten drying, it should be diluted with water to give a 

solution having 80 per cent alcohol. (c) Dry negative less rapidly in atmosphere of 

from 40 to 70 per cent humidity and at a temperature not exceeding 90°F. (d) The 
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temperature of the fixing bath should be between 60 and 70°F. (e) Properly com- 

pounded fixing baths will prevent formation of colloidal sulphur. 

4. Remedy.—(a) If the opalescence is discovered while the negative is still wet, 

it may be removed by immersing the negative in the fixing bath until opalescence has 

completely disappeared. (6b) Wash negative in clear water and dry slowly. If nega- 

tive was incompletely fixed or incompletely washed, this treatment is not effective. 

(c) Wash negative in clear water and dry slowly at temperature not above 90°F. and 

preferably with atmosphere of 40 to 70 per cent humidity. (d) and (e) The stain or 

opalescence of free sulphur on the negative may be removed by hardening the film 

in a 5 per cent solution of formalin and by washing well with clear water. The nega- 

tive should then be washed in a 10 per cent solution of sodium sulphite at 100 to 

110°F. Obviously with such high temperatures, extreme care will be required in order 

not to damage the negative in other respects. 

Yellow Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristtc.—Portions or all of negative colored yellow. 

2. Cause.—Yellow stains are frequent sources of trouble and may be caused by 

a number of factors, among them being: (a) weak, exhausted, or improperly com- 

pounded fixing bath; (b) exhausted or oxidized developing solution; (c) failure to rinse 

negatives between developing and fixing, either with clear water or stop bath; (d) 

uncleanliness in developing or impurities in the developer; (e) hypo or fixing bath in 

the developer; (f) insufficient washing; (g) too much carbonate in the developing 

solution; and (h) leaving negative incompletely covered in the fixing bath. 

3. Prevention.—When the most probable cause of the stain has been determined, 

the preventive action will usually become apparent. 

4, Remedy.—Most of these stains can be removed by the methods suggested for 

Developer Stains, page 535. 

UNEVENNESS 

Directional Effects. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Developed image appears to have ‘‘tail.”’ 

2. Cause.—Directional effect of developer which enables image to be built up 

more rapidly at one portion of the negative than at other. Also due to fresh developer 

working on first part of moving film during processing and partially exhausted 

developer acting on later portions of film. Especially noticeable in certain types of 

motion-picture processing. 

3. Prevention.—Thorough agitation of solution during development so that the 

developer at the surface of the negative is changed uniformly and rapidly during 

processing. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Uneven Development. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Streaks or areas of density different from the 

normal density of the remaining portion of the negative. 

2. Cause.—Failure to immerse the negative entirely and completely in the develop- 

ing bath, or permitting two or more negatives to come in contact in the developer for 

appreciable time. 

3. Prevention.—The negatives should be immersed quickly and uniformly in the 

developer and should be agitated during development, so that the solution may work 

uniformly and completely over the entire surface of the negative. 

4. Remedy.—Local intensification may sometimes be employed to bring up the 

density of the areas protected during development. 
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Uneven Emulsion. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Variations in thickness of emulsion. 

2. Cause.—Faulty manufacture and inadequate manufacturing inspection. 

3. Prevention.—None, except that such instances, which are fortunately rare, 

are even more so with the products of reliable manufacturers. 

4. Remedy.—None. If the defective material is returned to the manufacturer 

with a complete statement of all conditions, replacements may be made. 

Uneven Fixing. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Variations in density in areas of the negative 

not related to the image produced on the negative. 

2. Cause.—Improper or incomplete immersion of the negative in the fixing bath. 

The same result is obtained by allowing two or more negatives to come into contact for 

prolonged periods in the fixing bath. 

3. Prevention.—This defect may be prevented by separating the negatives in the 

fixing bath, agitating the negatives and solution, and completely and entirely immers- 

ing the negatives in the fixing bath. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

DEFECTS IN PRINTS 

This section deals with defects in prints made by contact or projection printing on 

bromide or chloride papers. No consideration is given to defects due to coloring, 

toning, retouching, or other aftertreatments; other methods of producing prints, such 

as printing with salts of other metals, bichromated colloids, the gum bichromate 

process, oil processes, ete., are not considered here. For details on printing methods 

other than those using silver halide salts, reference should be made to the appropriate 

section of the book dealing with these other printing processes. 

Defects in negatives may show up as defects in prints. In this section it is 

assumed that the negative is free from defects and hence that the defects actually 

occurring are those due only to the printing process. 

BuorcHeEs, LINES, AND STREAKS 

Abrasion Marks or Streaks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Surface of paper abraded or scratched, often 

resulting in fine scratches, especially when glossy-surfaced paper is used. 

2. Cause.—Scratching, abrading, or friction on the emulsion side of the paper. 

3. Prevention.—Store paper so that it stands vertically and is free from applied 

pressure on its faces. Handle carefully. Make sure that processing solutions are 

free from grit, undissolved matter, or foreign particles. 

4. Remedy.—Sometimes these abrasion marks may be removed by adding !¢ gr. 

potassium iodide to each ounce of developing solution. 

BLURRED PRINTS 

Bad Definition in Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Spots of print blurred, as if out of focus. 

2. Cause.—Imperfect contact between negative and paper in contact printing, 

so that those portions of the negative which are slightly removed from the surface 

of the print do not print sharply. 

3. Preventton.—Make sure that the printing device presses the printing paper into 

firm contact with the negative during contact printing. Frequently the difficulty is 

due to worn padding on the pressure top of the printer or loosening of the pressure 
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springs of the printer. In the case of printers with pneumatic pressure plates, the 

difficulty may usually be prevented by keeping the pressure pad fully inflated. 

4. Remedy.—Retouching. 

Blurred Print. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Print generally blurred and lacking in sharpness, 

although negative is satisfactorily sharp. 

2. Cause.—(a) In contact printing, this lack of sharpness may be due to printing 

with the emulsion side of the negative away from the emulsion side of the print. 

This is definitely the cause if the picture is reversed left to right. (6) In enlargement 

printing, the difficulty is probably due to relative motion between the negative and the 

print during printing or to an unsteady and perhaps vibrating enlarger. 

3. Prevention.—(a) The emulsion side of the print and the emulsion side of the 

negative must always be kept in contact during printing. (6) Solidity of the enlarger 

is the only prevention for blurred prints in enlarging which are caused in the manner 

suggested above. Mechanical adjustments, repairs, or reinforcements of parts may 

be required. Vibration may sometimes be prevented by mounting the enlarger on a 

resilient support, as rubber pads, or suspension from springs. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Foe 

Fog. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—(a) General gray cast over entire print, especially 

noticeable in parts which should be white. (6) Gray or granular appearance of print. 

2. Cause.—Fog of printing paper which may be due to (a) light-struck paper; 

(b) use of too strong a safe light, safe light too close to printing paper, safe light acting 

on printing paper for too long a time, or safe light with improper filter; (c) forced 

development so that silver halides not acted upon by light are reduced; (d) improperly 

compounded or impure developer. 
3. Prevention.—(a) Protect printing paper by keeping it in black lghttight 

envelopes, boxes, or drawers when not in use. Do not permit paper to lie around in 

the darkroom unless protected from the safe light. (6) Test safe light to ascertain 

that light is not too intense and that the safe-light filter used is suitable for use with 

the printing paper. Do not expose printing paper to safe light longer than necessary. 

(c) Develop printing paper in accordance with directions provided by manufacturer. 

Avoid forcing development. (d) Use properly compounded developers made up with 

fresh pure chemicals. Do not use exhausted, old, or deteriorated developer. Use 

developer recommended by the manufacturer of the printing paper, and develop 

according to manufacturer’s directions. 

4. Remedy. Make new print. 

INCORRECT CONTRAST 

Contrasty Prints. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints have excessive contrast, or are lacking 

in detail, so that they present a ‘‘soot and whitewash”’ effect. Detail may be lacking 

in both high lights and dark tones. 

2. Cause.—Use of too contrasty a printing paper for the range of densities in the 

negative. 

3. Prevention.—Use a less contrasty printing paper. Such papers are also known 

as soft or flat papers. 

4. Remedy.—Make a new print. 
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Flat Prints. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints lack contrast; dark parts too light, light 

parts too dark, or both. 

2. Cause.—Use of improper grade of printing paper for the range of densities in 

the negative. 

3. Prevention.—Use a printing paper suited for flat negatives, 7.e., one having 

greater contrast. Contrasty printing papers are also known as “hard” papers. 

4. Remedy.—Make a new print. 

Incorrect DENSITY 

Prints too Dark. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Print generally too dark. High lights (dense 

portions of the negatives) lacking in detail. (a) Other tones too flat. (6) Other 

tones correctly rendered. (c) Other tones too contrasty. 

2A. Cause.—Overexposure. In (a) and (c) incorrect printing paper for the range 

of densities in the negative has been used. 

3A. Prevention.—Less exposure in printing. In (a) a more contrasty grade of 

paper should be used. In (6) the grade of contrast of the printing paper is correct. 

In (c) a less contrasty grade of printing paper should be employed. 

4A, Remedy.—When defects of this type occur in prints, it is usually cheaper, 

quicker, and generally more satisfactory to make another print than to attempt 

remedial measures. : 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints generally too dark, with granular gray 

appearance over entire print. 

2B. Cause.—Overexposure and overdevelopment. In addition, a grade of printing 

paper unsuited for the range of densities in the negative may have been used (see 

items above). 

3B. Prevention.—Proper exposure and correct development according to the 

recommendations of the manufacturer. 

4B. Remedy.—Make a new print. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic—Prints generally too dark. 

2C. Cause.—Too strong a developer or too little bromide in the developer, causing 

development to progress too rapidly. 

3C. Prevention.—Properly compounded developer, made with fresh pure ingre- 

dients. 

4C. Remedy.—Make new print. 

Prints Too Light. 

1A. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints generally too light so that there is a 

deficiency of silver on the print. Shadows lack detail. (a) Other tones too flat. 

(6b) Other tones correctly rendered. (c) Other tones too contrasty. 

2A. Cause.—Underexposure. In (a) and (ec) incorrect printing paper for the 

range of densities in the negative has been used. 

3A. Prevention.—Greater exposure in printing. In (a) a more contrasty grade 

of paper should be used. In (6) the grade of contrast of the printing paper is correct. 

In (c) a less contrasty grade of printing paper should be used. 

4A. Remedy.—Make a new print with greater time of exposure. 

1B. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Print generally too light; detail only in the 

dark parts of print (light parts of negative). 

2B. Cause.—Underdevelopment. 
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3B. Prevention.—Proper development. Increase time of development. If the 

developer is exhausted, replace with new developing solution. 

4B. Remedy.—Make a new print. 

1C. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Print generally too light (too weak) when 

washed and dried, although satisfactory after developing. Delicate shading and 

detail destroyed; print lacking in snap. 

2C. Cause.—Bleaching of print in strong fixing bath, or too long in fixing bath. 

3C. Prevention.—Proper fixing of prints. 

4C. Remedy.—Since loss of fine detail and gradations is due to the strong fixing 

bath attacking and partially reducing the metallic silver, it may sometimes be possible 

to remedy this defect by putting the print through a bath of a reducing agent, such 

as a developer, and following this with subsequent fixing and washing. Usually it is 

more desirable to make a new print. 

MarkKS AND Spots 

Air Bells. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Round spots with shaded but fairly well defined 

edges. The spots may be (a) lighter or (6) darker than the rest of the print. (c) Spots 

which show up as discoloration upon aging. 

2. Cause.—The spots are due to air bells adhering to the print during the process- 

ing, and hence preventing the processing solutions from reaching the print. (a) If 

the spots are lighter than the rest of the print, the air bells (bubbles) were formed 

during development so that the developer could not act on the print where the bubbles 

formed. (6) If the spots are darker than the rest of the print or are discolored, the 

bubbles have formed in the fixing bath. (c) Spots which show up discolored after 

some time are due to formation of air bells in the washing operation, so that hypo was 

not entirely removed. 

3. Prevention.—Immerse the print quickly in the various solutions, agitating it in 

solution so that air bells may be prevented from forming. Brushing the surface of the 

print with a camel’s-hair brush or soft cloth or chamois is helpful in removing bubbles. 

4, Remedy.—Local retouching will be required. 

Brown Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—(a) Brown-red stains, usually small, well defined, 

and of irregular shape, although sometimes covering a large area somewhat uniformly. 

(b) Brown stains or smudge covering part or all of the print. 

2. Cause.—The red-brown stains in (a) are caused by particles of rust being 

deposited upon the print from oxidized iron processing utensils, such as tanks or 

trays, hanging clips, ferrotype plates, etc. They may also be caused by the deposit 

of chemical particles or dust on emulsion of the print. (6) Brown smudges, marks, or 

spots, are probably caused by exhausted or oxidized developer. 

3. Prevention.—(a) When the brown spots are due to rust, the rusted utensil 

should either be discarded or should be cleaned by removing the rust and lacquering 

or enameling to prevent further rusting. Spots which are due to loose particles of 

chemicals may be prevented by mixing chemicals in a room separate from that used 

for processing prints (or films), and by keeping the printing paper protected in its 

black envelope, cardboard box, or in a drawer until ready for use. (6) Brown spots 

due to exhausted or oxidized developer may be prevented by using properly com- 

pounded developer made from pure fresh chemicals. 
4. Remedy.—In some instances it may be possible to wash off rust particles, 

thereby ridding the print of stains. Usually, however, it is best to make a new print. 
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Fading. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Fading upon aging of the print, especially when 
accompanied by yellow or brown discoloration. 

2. Cause.—Incomplete fixing or washing of the print. 

3. Prevention.—Proper fixing and washing. 

4. Remedy.—None. 

Finger Marks. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Imprint of fingers on the print, the finger marks 

being (a) lighter or (6) darker than the rest of the print or (c) showing up upon aging 

as a discoloration. 

2. Cause.—Impressing the fingers on the emulsion side of the print, especially 

when the print is wet with processing solution. (a) If the finger marks are lighter 

than the rest of the print, grease from the fingers may have been deposited on the 

print prior to development. White fingerprints may also be due to touching the print 

with hypo-contaminated fingers. (6) If the fingerprints are darker than the rest of 

the print, grease from the fingers may have beer deposited prior to development but 

after fixing. (c) The appearance of finger marks, upon aging, as a discoloration indi- 

cates Inadequate washing, which may be due to grease preventing full action of the 

wash water in removing hypo. 

3. Prevention.—Cleanliness in handling prints. Wearing rubber gloves or rubber 

finger tips will prevent grease from fingers from reaching the print and, since the 

rubber is smooth and nonabsorbent, will assist in keeping the hands clean. 

4. Remedy.—Make a new print. 

Freaks. Uneven Marks and Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Uneven marks and spots, sometimes appearing 

as if deposit of oil or grease has been made on the print. 

2. Cause.—(a) This may be due to uneven development, (6) a weak developing 

solution, or (c) an actual deposit of oil or grease. 

3. Prevention.—Causes (a) and (6) may be prevented by proper development. 

The developer should be properly compounded from pure and fresh materials. The 

print should be immersed quickly and thoroughly in the developer and should be 

agitated in ‘solution so that even development, without the formation of air bells, 

may result. In case (c) cleanliness is the only preventative. 

4. Remedy.—None; make new print. 

Greenish-brown Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Greenish-brown spots on print. 

2. Cause.—These spots may be caused by (a) excessive amount of potassium 

bromide in developer, (b) exhausted or old developer, or (c) overexposure. 

3. Prevention.—In (a) and (b), the defect may be prevented by using fresh and 

properly prepared developers and by discarding exhausted or oxidized solutions. In 

(c), correct exposure is the preventive. 

4. Remedy.—Make new print. 

White Spots on the Print. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—(a) Small irregular white spots with sharply 

defined edges. (b) Round white spots with fairly well-defined edges. 

2. Cause.—(a) These spots are often caused by dust or dirt either on the negative 

itself or upon the glass top plate of the printer. If the particles of foreign matter are 

on the emulsion side of the negative, they will produce sharp images on the print, 
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whereas if they are on the plain side of the negative or upon the glass plate of the 

printer, the images will be less sharply defined. (6b) Formation of an air bell on the 

print during development prevents the developing solution from acting on the spot 

covered by the bubble, so that no development takes place and a white spot results. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Cleanliness is the only preventive where spots are due to 

dust, lint, dirt, or other foreign matter. (b) See Air Bells, page 541. 

4. Remedy.—Careful spotting and retouching will be required. 

MeEcHANICAL DEFECTS 

Curling of Prints. 

1. Distinguishing Charactertstic.—Prints curled upon drying. 

2. Cause.—The emulsion contracts to a greater extent than the paper backing 

on prints, so that, upon drying, prints tend to curl with the emulsion on the concave 

side. 

3. Prevention.—Curling may be prevented by washing the print in a bath con- 

sisting of from 1 to 2 parts of glycerin in 10 parts of water. The print should be 

washed in this bath for 5 min. (or until the back paper support is thoroughly saturated 

with the solution), after which the print may be dried in the usual manner without 

further washing. The prints may also be dried flat by laying them (emulsion side 

down) on the drying stretcher and sponging the back paper slightly with alcohol or 

water. With this method, the total time required for drying will be increased, but the 

prints will dry much flatter than with ordinary drying. 

4. Remedy.—Prints may be straightened by drawing the print, emulsion side out, 

over a smooth, rounded corner of a drawing board, table, or similar surface in such 

a way as to impart concavity to the back of the print. While this method is quite 

satisfactory, care should be exercised. Care is especially necessary with prints having 

a glossy surface, as the surface of the prints may be cracked. 

Frilling. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic—Emulsion separating from the paper backing. 

2. Cause.—(a) Processing solutions too warm. (6) Careless handling of print. 

3. Prevention.—(a) All solutions should be between 60 and 70°F., and all solutions 
should, preferably, be at the same temperature. They may be brought to the same 

temperature by setting them in a water bath for a length of time sufficient to have all 

solutions reach equilibrium. (6) Care in handling prints is the only prevention in this 

case. 
4, Remedy.—None. 

Spotty Glazing. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Surface of print not uniformly glossy. 

2. Cause.—Imperfect or improper ferrotype glazing due to (a) imperfect contact 

between ferrotype plate and print, (b) improperly prepared surface of ferrotype tin, 

or (c) failure to squeegee the print on the ferrotype tins. 

3. Prevention.—(See chapter on Washing, Fixing, and Drying for proper method of 

ferrotyping.) 

4, Remedy.—Sometimes spotty glazing may be remedied by soaking the print in 

water and again drying on the ferrotype plate. 

White Deposit on Print. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—White deposit covering emulsion side of print. 

2. Cause.—Use of exhausted or incorrectly mixed fixing bath; impurities in fixing 

bath. White precipitate in bath deposits on print. 
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3. Prevention.—Properly prepared fixing bath made with fresh pure chemicals. 

Swab print before washing, but after fixing. 

4. Remedy.—The deposit may sometimes be removed by soaking the print in water, 

removing the white or milky deposit, and washing in fresh water, after which it is dried 

in the usual manner. 

Srartns, DiscoLORATIONS, AND IMPROPER TONE REPRODUCTION 

Gray or Granular Appearance. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Gray or granular appearance of the print, 

especially at the edges. 

2. Cause.—Among the causes may be listed: (a) use of old printing paper; (b) 

underexposure and forced development, (c) printing paper kept in moist atmosphere, 

(d) insufficient amount of potassium bromide in the developer, (e) light fog. 

3. Preventtonn—When the true source of the gray or granular appearance is 

determined, the preventive measures will suggest themselves. 
4. Remedy.—None. 

Gray or Lead-colored Print. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Gray or lead-colored instead of white high lights 

in print. 

2. Cause.—(See Gray or Granular Appearance. ) 

3. Prevention.—(See Gray or Granular Appearance. ) 

4. Remedy.—(See Gray or Granular Appearance.) 

Green, Contrasty Prints. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints are too contrasty and have green appear- 

ance. 

2. Cause.—(a) Overexposure and underdevelopment. (b) Excess bromide in 

developer. 

3. Prevention.—(a) Correct exposure and correct development. (6) Properly 

compounded developer, made from fresh pure chemicals. 

4. Remedy.—None; make new print. 

Purple Discoloration. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Print contains purple discoloration. 

2. Cause.-—Improper fixing in which the developer is permitted to act on the 

print during fixing. 

3. Prevention.—Immerse print quickly and entirely in fixing solution, agitating 

it while in solution. Do not permit print to float on surface of fixing solution. 

4. Remedy.—Make new print. 

Tones in Print Are Muddy. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Prints have muddy appearance. 

2. Cause.—Muddy tones in a print may be due to (a) overexposure and over- 

development, (6) excess potassium bromide in developer, (c) exposure of printing 

paper to dampness, (d) exposure of paper to chemeal fumes. 

3. Prevention.—When the real cause for the muddy tones has been determined, 
the necessary preventive measures required will be self-evident. 

4. Remedy.—Make new print. 
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Yellow Stains. 

1. Distinguishing Charactertstic.—Yellow stains on portions of print. 

2. Cause.—Yellow stains are a fairly frequent source of difficulty and may be due 

to a number of causes, among them: (a) exhausted fixing bath which permits develop- 

ment to proceed, (b) forced development, (c) weak or exhausted developer, (d) hypo 

carried into the developer, (e) failure to rinse prints between developing and fixing 

baths, (f) uncleanliness or impurities in development, (g) incomplete washing of the 

print after fixing, (h) exposure of print to light after development but before fixing 

has been completed, (2) prolonged exposure of paper to moist salty atmosphere. 

3. Prevention.—The preventive measure which will be required will suggest 

itself when the true cause of the yellow stains has been discovered. 

4. Remedy.—Make new print. 

UNEVENNESS 

Small Black Spots. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Small black spots, usually circular, on the print. 

2. Cause.—Print made from negative which has unretouched pinholes. 

3. Prevention.—Printing from perfect or retouched negative. 

4. Remedy.—The black spots in the print may be bleached out by applying a small 

amount of tincture of iodine, applied with a fine brush or sharpened stick of wood, 
after which the print is washed in hypo. The black spot is changed to a white spot 

which may be retouched in the usual manner with a spotting brush (see Camera, 

December, 1937, p. 404). 

Uneven Development. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Streaks of varying density in the print, some- 

times accompanied by yellow discoloration. 

2. Cause.—Uneven development. 

3. Prevention.—Immerse print in properly prepared, full-strength developer 

quickly and thoroughly, agitating it during the first few seconds. The print should 

be thoroughly immersed in developer solution, it should not be permitted to float on 

top of the solution, and the tank or tray should be rocked. 

4. Remedy.—Local intensification may be used to build up the less dense portions 

of the negative. 

Uneven Fixing. 

1. Distinguishing Characteristic.—Uneven density in print, which bears no relation 

to image. 

2. Cause.—Uneven fixing. More specifically the cause may be due to (a) air 

bells forming on print (see Air Bells); (6) failure to agitate print sufficiently well in 

fixing bath; (c) prints sticking together during fixing, so that protected areas do not 

become fixed. 

3. Prevention.—Immerse print quickly and thoroughly in fixing bath. Agitate 

print during fixing. 

4. Remedy.—Make new print. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

INTENSIFICATION AND REDUCTION 

By Brverty DupDLEY 

The ideal situation to be striven for in the technique of the photographic process is 

to produce negatives and prints that are free from blemishes and in which the opacities 

of a portion of the image are properly related to the visual brightness of the corre- 

sponding areas of the original subject. When the negative or print departs from 

these ideal—or other desired—conditions, corrective processes may sometimes be 

employed to advantage. Among the most important corrective processes may be 

listed intensification and reduction which are chemical in their characteristics. 

Physical or mechanical corrective processes, such as retouching, spotting, and the 

various control methods which may be used in printing will not be discussed in this 

chapter. The chemical corrective processes may be applied either to the negative or 

to the print. Usually, however, it is more satisfactory to make a new print than to 

’ attempt to correct for certain defects, so that intensification and reduction are used on 

prints relatively infrequently. Consequently, the majority of the material in this 

chapter refers primarily to intensification and reduction of negative materials. 

INTENSIFICATION 

Intensification is the photographic process by which the density and contrast of the 

silver image are increased. Intensification may be necessary or advisable for several 

reasons: (1) The negative may be underexposed and so thin that the printing time to 

obtain the desired result may be inconveniently short. (2) The negative may be 

underdeveloped and therefore lacking in contrast, in which case intensification may be 

used to increase contrast. (3) Portions of the negative may be so thin that the 

resultant print is dark and lacking in detail. In this last case, local intensification of 

the negative may be quite helpful. 

In a negative, intensification may be effected by any chemical or dye process which 

decreases the transmission of light through the negative. Because such lght- 

absorbing substances may not be neutral, 7.e., gray, in color and because the sensi- 

tivity characteristics of the human eye differ from those of the photographic paper 

upon which the negative is to be printed, the visual effect of intensification may differ 

from the photographic effect. Consequently, it is not always possible to determine 

the degree of photographic intensification from visual examination or measurements 

made on an intensified negative. In positive prints, intensification may be effected 

by any chemical process which increases the visual density of the deposit of silver on 

the paper, but where prints are concerned, it is highly desirable that the intensification 

produce a neutral rather than a colored effect. 
Classification of Intensifiers.—Intensifiers may be classified according to the three 

common methods by which intensification may be accomplished: 

1. A new film or deposit of silver may be added to that already existing on the 

negative or print. The silver intensifiers are the only ones producing intensification 

of neutral color. They have the further advantage in producing a permanent effect. 
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2. The original silver deposit may be treated with substances which will unite with 

the metallic silver so as to produce a combined deposit of greater density than that 

provided by the metallic silver grains alone. Chromium, mercury, lead, copper, and 

other metals may be used to combine with the original silver. While some of these 

methods produce an appreciable increase in density, the intensified image may not be 
neutral in tone. 

3. The color of the original deposit may be altered to provide greater opacity to 

the passage of light through the negative. In such cases the visual and photographie 

intensification may be quite different, so that visual inspection does not give a good 

indication of the photographic effect which this type of intensification produces. 

This is especially true where the color of the intensified negative is yellow, for a 

yellow stain has relatively high absorption in the blue end of the spectrum to which 

printing materials are most sensitive. 

Instead of classifying the intensification process, as we have done, according 

to its modus operandi, a classification based on the visual and photographic effects 

is sometimes employed. According to this classification there are three types of 

intensification: 

1. Intensification methods giving both visual and photographic intensification. 

This is the most common and useful class of intensifiers. 

2. Methods giving photographic intensification but visual reduction. 

3. Methods giving visual intensification with photographic reduction obtained 

only when intensifiers having a bleaching effect are employed with negatives which 

were originally considerably colored or stained. 

Considerations in Intensification.—The characteristics of intensifiers as they 

affect the original negative should be considered in selecting an intensifier for any 

particular purpose. Permanence of the intensified image is important when prints 

are to be made over a long period of time from the same negative. Another factor of 

considerable importance, especially in scientific work, is preservation of gradation of 

the original image. 

Since the desired degree of intensification may not be obtained with a single 

treatment, it is important to determine whether or not the particular method chosen 

permits repeated intensification by successive treatments. The color of the intensified 

image may also have important practical consequences, for it may be extremely 

difficult to determine by visual inspection the extent of photographic intensification 

when the intensified image is colored. Thus colored images which result from the use 

of such intensifiers as uranium and the copper-tin mercuric iodide intensifier followed 

by Schlippe’s salt or an alkaline developer may produce considerably greater photo- 

graphic intensification than might be judged from visual inspection. 

Excessive intensification may have been attained in the intensification process. 

In such eases it is advantageous to know the conditions under which the intensified 

image may be reduced. 

The important characteristics of the more useful intensifiers are given in Table I. 

For details on other intensifiers, or for additional data not given here, the reader is 

referred to more complete articles given in the bibliography. 

Sensitometry of Intensification——The quantitative measurement of the inten- 

sification which is possible through the use of various intensifying agents may be 

determined and expressed in much the same manner as the sensitometric character- 

istics of photographic materials. } 

In determining the characteristics of intensifiers, a strip of film is given a series of 

known, graded or stepped exposures and is then developed, washed, fixed, and dried in 

1 Suitable methods for determining sensitometric characteristics have been given in the chapter on 

Photographie Sensitometry. 
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the usual manner. The density of the various steps is then measured, and the den- 

sities are plotted against the corresponding exposure in the form of the usual D-logio EH 

characteristic. Such a curve gives the sensitometric characteristics of the test film 

under the specified processing conditions. 

The test strip is then processed in the intensifying bath, according to the conditions 

required for the particular intensifier in question. After the strip has been dried, the 

A B Cc 

Proportional Superproportional Subproportional 
Intensification Intensification Intensification 

Original - Original Original 
---—/ntensified_-7~ ----/ntensified .-— ----—/ntensified 

7 7 

log ygE log, E logy gE 

Fic. 1.—Characteristic curves of intensified materials for various types of intensifiers. 

densities of the various steps are again measured and plotted as a second D-logiy # 

curve. We thus have two density determinations for various exposed portions of the 

test strip; one made before and one made after intensification. The characteristics 

of the intensifier in altering the original density of the unintensified test strip may 

Per Cent Increase in Density 
Original Density 

Fig. 2.—The characteristics of various types of intensifiers, plotted against the density of 
the unintensified material. This type of curve shows the same characteristics as Fig. 1, 
although in a different form. 

then be interpreted from such a graphical plot. Figure 1 illustrates the D-logio E 
characteristics of a test strip without intensification, as well as for three idealized types 
of intensifiers. In curve A, represented by a proportional intensifier, all the densities 
of the original negative are increased in the intensification process by the same per 
cent. In curve B, the higher densities are increased a relatively greater amount than 
the lower densities, whereas in curve C the lower densities receive greater intensifica- 
tion than the higher densities. The desired characteristic of practically all intensifiers 
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is that given by curve A, and most intensifiers have, at least approximately, this 
general characteristic of proportionality. 

As shown in Fig. 2, another method of showing the characteristics of intensifiers is 

to plot the percentage increase in density due to intensification as ordinates against the 

original density of the test strip as abscissas. The curves of Fig. 2 correspond to 

similarly lettered curves of Fig. 1. The curves of Figs. 1 and 2 are idealized for the 

purpose of illustration, and do not represent the measured characteristics of any 
particular intensifying agent. 

According to whether the slope of the curve of Fig. ? is BORNE: zero, or negative, 

intensifiers have been classified as positive-gradient, proportional, aa negative- 

gradient intensifiers, respectively. According to the published work of Nietz and 

Huse,! and Crabtree and Muehler,? the following classification of intensifiers with 

examples of each type, is permissible: 

1. Proportional or zero-gradient intensifiers 

Chromium intensifier 

Mercury intensifier (Monckhoven’s intensifier) 

Silver intensifier 

2. Positive-gradient intensifiers 

Copper-tin 

3. Negative-gradient intensifiers 

Mercuric iodide and Schlippe’s salts 

Mercuric iodide and paraminophenol 

Bichromate and hydrochloric acid and Amidol 

Because all densities are increased by the same per cent in proportional intensifiers, 

such intensifiers have the effect of increasing the y of the developed film. The effect is 

much the same as if the negative had been developed for a longer time or at a higher 

temperature since the contrast is increased. Because of their desirable characteristics 

and their extensive use, only proportional intensifiers willbe discussed in this chapter. 

For details of the other types of intensifiers, reference should be made to the paper by 

Nietz and Huse. 

Intensifiers. Chromiwm Intensifier—Intensification with chromium is a favorite 

method for moderate degree of intensification and lends itself to various control 

methods, depending upon the composition of the bleaching bath. 

In chromium intensification, the original silver image is bleached in a solution of 

potassium bichromate and hydrochloric acid or hydrobromic acid or, alternatively, 

a solution of chromic acid and sodium chloride. The bleaching process is then 

followed by redevelopment in any ordinary developer and by washing. 

Although the exact proportions of the various constituents may be varied over 

rather wide limits, a suitable bleaching bath may be made as follows: 

Potassium bichromatessrcnetrs olor eee eee as eee ae ee es 8¢g 1 oz 

yd rochlorichacrclt ppsay Were secre Menage ihe Cie Tilsee eerste 6 ce 34 02 

REDRESS |B BH SCvce ETON CHS iC ECTS Ge coc Sa REM AIRE ca ES CR erie 1) 1 gal 

Research by Carnegie and Piper? has indicated that the degree of intensification 

depends upon the concentration of the constituents, especially that of the acid. By 

1 Nrgerz and Huss, Phot. J., 58, 81 (1918); J. Franklin Inst., March, 1918; Brit. J. Phot., 65, 179, 191 

(1918). 

4CRABTREE, J. I., and L. KE. Muesuerr, Reducing and Intensifying Solutions for Motion Picture 

Film, J. Soc. Motion. Picture Engrs., 17 (No. 6), 1001-1053 (1931). 

3 CARNEGIE, D. J., and C. W. Pirrr, Intensification and Redevelopment, Am. Phot., 40, 336, 1904. 
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varying the concentration, various degrees of intensification are possible. The great- 

est intensification is produced with relatively small amounts of acid (2 ce. per 1.) and 

bichromate (10 g. per 1.), whereas the degree of intensification decreases as these con- 

centrations are increased. The quantity of acid cannot be increased indefinitely, as 

the rate of bleaching slows down. The maximum concentration recommended by 
Carnegie and Piper was 20 g. bichromate per liter and 40 ce. acid per liter. The 

formula given on p. 551 is that recommended by Crabtree and Muehler! and gives an 

increase of 40 per cent in density for a single treatment when redeveloped in D-72 
developer. The intensification can be increased and greater speed of bleaching results 

if 5 g. potassium bromide is added to each liter of solution. If desired, the solutions 

can be made up for storage with ten times the concentration given above and may be 

diluted 10 to 1 for use as required. 

Bleaching will require about 14 to 3 min. Incomplete bleaching results in rela- 

tively greater intensification of the lower densities compared with the higher. After 

bleaching, the negative is washed in running water until all trace of bichromate has 

been removed. The negative is then redeveloped in a nonstaining developer. Since 

the sulphite may result in reduction of lower densities, the developer is preferably one 

in which the sodium sulphite concentration is low. Suitable developers include those 

composed of Amidol, metol-hydroquinone, metol, or paraminophenol. See chapter on 

Developers and Theory of Development. A suitable developer is the Eastman D-72, 

which is prepared as follows: 

HOtmwater(approxiumatelyael2om) peri ee rer eee ins eeienens 500 ee. 64 oz. 

IMO) ana enone bos Gab Boo Moms poe ns sume amis 3.1 g. 180 gr. 

Sodiumysulphite (desiccated) =.= 5-24-0522. 0 5 secs ee Ae 6 oz. 

iy droguin One ser eee Arar Oe ac nies Cenc eaes tena 12.5 g. 1 oz. 260 gr. 

Sodiumucarbonates(desiccated) pep ase ree eee eeeer 67.5 g. 9 oz. 

iPotassiumubromid esse nee br acerca 1) 14 02. 

Wa tera tOnmn a Ke spsie ras ap ce tare sacecheceg eee eae erg eb aan pee teers igrele 1 gal. 

Develop from 3 to 10 min. (depending upon degree of intensification desired) 

at 65 to 70°F. Rinse the negative and immerse in fixing bath for 5 min., wash thor- 

oughly, and then dry. 
The intensification process may be repeated, if desired, although the degree of 

intensification decreases with each treatment as the number of treatments is increased. 

Mercury Intensifier.—Intensification with mercury is accomplished by depositing 

metallic mercury or one of its compounds on the silver image. This is accomplished 

by first bleaching the silver image in mercuric chloride or mercuric bromide to produce 

silver mercurous chloride. The compound thus produced is reduced, in the process of 

development, to silver and mereury compounds or mercury and compounds of silver 

and mercury, according to the character of the redeveloper. 

A suitable bleach consists of 

EXO VSD ena oy eO)eat(s Mere MRA eG Ueto Oo O's od Clad Sa cled came Gos ciel> abe 22.5 g£. 3 oz. 

Mercuri cichlorid etary tetera tere eee ener tener cerned ira yrs ecar-merreaz™ 22.5 2. 3 oz. 

VHEMHese KOMEN OME onigs Oetooae aid Can ca ton cad slo So Oocama pHa cm dai.6 1 1 gal 

1 Mercurie chloride is extremely poisonous and should be handled accordingly. 

It is essential that negatives be free from hypo before bleaching, or local stains 

may result. The negative is bleached until the image is white. After bleaching, 
wash the negative in running water for 5 to 10 min., and redevelop. 

Several suitable redeveloping solutions are possible, but the silver cyanide redevel- 

oper (forming with the above bleach what is known as Monckhoven’s intensifier) 

is one of the most suitable and best known. Monckhoven’s intensifier results in 

a high degree of intensification, although reduction occurs for the very low densities. 
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This intensifier is consequently well suited to black-and-white line work, or where 
high contrast is desired. The silver cyanide redeveloper consists of 

Sodium or potassium cyanide (poison)............2.2.02eee0eees 15g. 2 oz. 

Silviereniurate meee eesti eater tia Pere laatee 2 olenid peta ee 22.5 g. 3 oz. 

VAY ERHSER AON ETE H oS arm GHEE bth, Ochi Oiene OES eRe nicicla ord plo cits ara ie): 1 gal. 

The cyanide and silver nitrate should be dissolved separately, and the latter 

added to the former until a permanent precipitate is just formed. After the mixture 

has stood about an hour, it should be filtered and is then ready for use. After redevel- 
oping, the negative is washed and dried. The intensified images are not entirely 

permanent. 

Silver or Physical Intensifiers.—Intensification with silver, sometimes called 

“‘ohysical intensification,” produces a permanent image of neutral color. The 

degree of intensification may be easily controlled by varying the duration of the 

intensification bath or through the use of successive treatments. Silver intensification 

is accomplished by immersing the negative in an acid solution of silver nitrate which 

contains a reducing agent such as metol. In this solution silver is precipitated in 

colloidal form upon the original silver image. This colloidal silver deposits differen- 

tially on the silver image substantially in proportion to the amount of silver in the 

original image. Consequently all densities are increased to the same extent, and true 

proportional intensification results. Furthermore a permanent image of neutral color 

is obtained, since the products of the intensification are the same as those of the 

~ original image. 

The following silver intensifier, taken from Crabtree and Muehler! is more stable 

and satisfactory than those previously recommended: 

Souution 1 

STU AYER, TOUTE Sle aeates nce eee REC EROS ROS SETA G CREE EC PER eRe eS AICI entree 60 g 2 02 

AWC TED OMIIL AER Ont anracs etait cues tu ciee cox aenebere ak secto eae teal eiseelnciees uate eee SOM maeae 11 32 02 

SOLUTION 2 

Sodiumysulphite(desiccated) ans acl ciecieicie ceil cicleececieiaaeierene 60 g. 2 o2. 

Aa tere LORIE Kea 50th cisworcr wens ee eee ie os re aR HOY ies Sa ee etaalle 11. 32 oz. 

SOLUTION 3 

Sodium hiosulphatercnysScalsseeee eae eiciee acl esieieiaeeee cle ciciacies 105 g. 3.5 oz. 

WA CEERUONIN AK ela sarc opines eteu cannon cam tmaceneee, cpa asst Gee aye Ocal sca atleneetua tins IE oe OZze 

SoLuTion 4 

Sodimmysulphites(desiccated) paar eae one ceri selene ee 15 g. 219 er. 

AS TOMM (rT CLO) Reenter pemee voles il oan da tatet bse ses cme heoreyep saul eur due a sash ieepmare setten saris 24 g. 351 gr. 

AVVinGERabO RIN acer awe et eC Mew oy ce nite Sassen ooh slau a terM ES Na pieoiitre oops ne ahahoaas hmauniuestss 3 I. 96 oz. 

To prepare the intensifier, add one part of solution 1 slowly to one part of solution 

2, obtaining a thorough mixture by stirring or shaking. A white precipitate will form 

which is dissolved by the addition of one part of solution 3. The resulting solution 

should be permitted to stand until clear, after which three parts of solution 4 should 

be added, with constant stirring. The film should be treated immediately in this 

solution. This mixed solution is stable for about 30 to 45 min. at 70°F. 

The degree of intensification obtained depends upon the length of time the film 

is immersed in the solution, but because the solution is not stable for a much longer 

time, this should not exceed 25 min. After intensification, the film should be immersed 

and agitated in a plain 30 per cent hypo bath for 2 min. It should then be washed 

thoroughly. Since it has been found that hypo baths have some reducing action on 

the silver image, the film should not be left in the hypo bath too long. 

A 50 per cent increase in density can be obtained by immersing the film in the 

silver intensifier for 10 min., but a much higher degree of intensification may be 

obtained through the use of successive treatments. 

1 Tbid. 
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Reduction of the intensified image may be accomplished by the use of such sub- 

tractive reducers as Farmer’s and Belitzski’s reducers. These reducers do not affect 

the contrast of the intensified image. Suitable formulas giving proportional reduction 

with the silver image have not been developed to date, so that the desired contrast will 

have to be determined in the intensification process. 

Uranium Intensifier.—Uranium intensification produces an extremely high degree 

of intensification! primarily because of the color of its image, which varies from reddish 
brown to bright red. A disadvantage of uranium intensification is that the photo- 

graphic intensification is considerably greater than visual intensification, so that the 

desired effect may be difficult to judge. Moreover, the intensified image is not com- 

pletely permanent. Because of the high intensification produced, the method is 

suitable for use with very thin negatives where other intensification methods might 

be unsuitable, or it may be used as a local intensifier. 

A suitable uranium intensifier may be made with the following two solutions: 

SOLUTION 1 

Potassium: ferricyanide’. pc cyer tae erica oon ee ee 50 g. 384 gr. 

IVECO TS ee rater erate Rr eee EAM A Pe 12 aE PUA ON NCPR AUR, LU RUPE ADDS oa WAG 16 oz. 

SOLUTION 2 

Uraniumenttra tec het Aa ced Sm tes plain evs oa ie eR a ee pee 50 g. 384 er. 

PP OtaSsiuMa ODEON Grae bs cesta cote hie, seek el lsca a, ho ee Rn eg ee nar 20 g. 154 gr. 

AURIS i URI ee a ae AT eal i th oe REN YE ae SAL Se One hee eeiba lls 16 oz. 

Immerse the negative in solution 1 until bleached, then wash thoroughly in water. 

Immerse in solution 2 until no further action takes place, and wash in a dilute bath of 

acetic acid. Finally wash in plain water, and dry. 

Because of the change in color produced, uranium intensification is sometimes 

considered as a toning process. 

REDUCTION 

Photographic reduction is the process by which the effective density of the photo- 

graphic deposit is diminished. Reduction of the photographic image may be desirable 

for several reasons: (1) It may be desired to diminish the average density of the nega- 

tive so that the printing time may be reduced; (2) reduction may be used to increase or 

decrease the contrast; (8) traces of fog may be removed by reduction; (4) effects of 

overexposure or overdevelopment of a positive image may be modified by reduction. 

The process of reduction consists in dissolving away some of the silver deposit of the 

image. Depending upon the differential action of the reducing agent on the density 

of the original silver image, the effect of photographic reduction varies with the type 

of reducer employed. This gives rise to the following convenient classification of 

photographic reducers: 

Types of Reducers.—Subtractive reducers are those which remove an equal amount 

of silver from all parts of the image or from all densities. Through their use the gen- 

eral or mean density of the negative is diminished but the density range (and con- 

sequently the contrast) is usually increased. Subtractive reducers are used mainly to 

improve overexposed negatives and positives, or for the removal of fog. Subtractive 

reducers are also known as ‘‘cutting” or “surface cutting” reducers. 

Proportional reducers are those which remove the silver deposit in proportion to 

the amount originally present in the image. Thus, all densities are reduced by the 

same percentage, and contrast is decreased. Proportional reducers are used mainly 

to reduce excessive density and contrast due to overdevelopment. 

Superproportional reducers remove a greater percentage of silver from the high 

densities than from the low. Accordingly the decrease in density due to reduction is 

1 Nretz and Huss, Phot. J., 58, 81 (1918); J. Franklin Inst., 185 (No, 2), 231 (1918). 
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proportional to the amount of silver originally present in the image. Such a reducer 

decreases the contrast and is used chiefly for the reduction of overdeveloped negatives 
of contrasty subjects. 

A B C 

Subtractive Proportional Superproportional 
Reduction Reduction Reduction 

— Original Original Original 
---- Reduced ---- Reduced Gala) /MCAUCCA 

log,oE log 5E log,,E 

Fig. 3.—Characteristie curves of original and reduced photographic materials for various 
types of reducers. 

Sensitometry of Reducers.—The characteristics of reducing agents may be deter- 

mined in exactly the same manner as the 

characteristics of intensifiers are determined, 

and the results may be plotted in the same 

form. Figure 3 shows the D-logio # charac- 

teristics of an assumed _ photographic 

material, together with hypothetical charac- 

teristics of the three idealized types of 

reducers. Figure 4 shows the character- 

istics of reducers plotted in such a way that 

their classification is somewhat more readily 

recognized. In Fig. 3, curve A represents 

the subtractive reducer, curve B the pro- 

portional reducer, and curve C the superpro- 

Per Cent Decrease in Density 

Original Density 

portional or “‘flattening” reducer. These Fic. 4.—The characteristics of vari- 
three types of reducers, as may be seen from 

Fig. 4, may be labeled as positive-gradient, 

ous types of reducers, expressed in per- 
centage change of the original density. 

zero-gradient, and negative-gradient reducers, corresponding, respectively, to super- 

proportional, proportional, and subproportional reducers of Fig. 3. 
According to this classification, the following three types of reducers together with 

representative formulas are permissible: 

1. Superproportional or positive-gradient reducers 

Farmer’s reducer 

Haddon’s reducer 

Jodine-cyanide reducer 

Ferricyanide and cyanide reducer 

Modified Belitzski reducer 

Potassium permanganate reducer 

Bichromate reducer 

Ceric ammonium nitrate reducer 

Ceric ammonium sulphate reducer 

Ferricyanide and ammonium sulphocyanide 
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Todide-hypo reducer 

Copper reducer 

2. Proportional or zero-gradient reducers 

Ferrocyanide-hypo 

Permanganate in acid state 

Quinone 

Quinone sulphonates 

Deck ammonium persulphate 

Ferric salts 

3. Subproportional or negative-gradient reducers 

Alkaline persulphate (ammonium persulphate) 

Persulphate reducer 

Bensoquinone 

Erdmann’s salt 

Potassium permanganate with ammonium sulphocyanide 

t with sulphuric acid 

The literature on photographic reducers is so voluminous that no attempt will be 

made to describe more than the most common and satisfactory reducers in general 

use. For additional information, the reader is referred to the references given in the 

bibliography. 

Subtractive Reducers. Farmer’s Reducer.—A popular reducer introduced by 

Howard Farmer consists of a mixture of potassium ferricyanide and sodium thio- 

sulphate. In this reducer, the silver image is attacked and oxidized by the ferro- 

cyanide, and silver ferrocyanide is formed. Since this silver ferrocyanide is soluble in 

hypo, the silver removed from the negative goes into solution. 

Farmer’s reducer is used as a single solution reducer, although it is made up in two 

stock solutions since the mixture does not keep well. A satisfactory formula is 

SOLUTION 1 

Rotassiumuterricyanide: anu. o ecen - Gin CoE ee eee Bio) fe 114 oz. 

Water ito sm ake ers Lee ee coe en eR OL Bi Ai Cee RO RE ee nas 500 ee. 16 oz. 

SOLUTION 2 

Sodiumpthiosul phates (hypo) hep eee eee eee eee 480g. 16 oz. 

Waters borin ake rx syec sine eae eee ee Oe ote oe Diieale 64 oz. 

For use, 30 cc. (1 0z.) of solution 1 and 120 ce. (4 02.) of solution 2 are diluted with 

water to-make 1 1. (32 oz.) of reducing solution. The negative is immersed in this 

working solution until the desired reduction is obtained, after which the negative is 

washed and dried. The reducing action continues slightly after the film is removed 

from the reducing solution, so that it is well to remove the negative to the wash bath 

just before the desired reduction is obtained. The action may best be carried out in a 

shallow white tray which facilitates easy inspection of the degree of reduction taking 

place. The mixed solution does not keep well, and if sufficient reduction is not 

obtained after about 5 min., the film should be transferred to a fresh bath until the 

desired result is obtained. 

While classed as a subtractive or cutting reducer, the effect produced by this 

reducer depends to a large degree upon the nature of the reducing solution and the 

image which is being reduced. Crabtree and Muehler have found that a two-solution 

reducer is more satisfactory and permits greater control than the single-solution 

Farmer’s reducer. A vigorously acting formula such as one containing 1 per cent of 

potassium ferricyanide and 10 per cent sodium thiosulphate, produces almost purely 

subtractive reduction of the silver image. The color of the reduced image may be 

slightly brown, but this is ordinarily not objectionable. 
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Farmer’s double-solution reducer is made up as two stock solutions, according to 

the formula: 

SoLuTion 1 

Rovassiuimn) ferrieyamvderen «co. oa Gis eve ses o's cut Gelinas eeewa sae cue aeons oD Ge 1 oz. 

Warten boprinake ee ay Mearvesep its acon rca) oie hae ny spo aes oc Sac okshralee oe ewee sae Tae 1 gal. 

SOLUTION 2 

Socluam Wiiosmllanaie MOO) .5.565.500005s obec cco saseacancnon 200 g. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 

RWiaitbernacOpmi a Kee hes weeny. gent on etek Aoki ds aa a epee a tne Neen 1 gal. 

The negatives are agitated in solution 1 for from 1 to 4 min. (depending upon 

the reduction desired) at 65 to 70°F. The film is then immersed in solution 2 for 

5 min., after which it is washed thoroughly. If more reduction is desired, the process 

may be repeated. 

Haddon’s Reducer.—A single solution made of ferricyanide and ammonium sulpho- 

cyanide, formulated by Haddon, is of the subtractive type but has the advantage that 

the solution is stable. The reducing solution is made as follows: 

POVASSIUIIN TASOAENTIC Os ooonucencecoscoounocdavdnveucdoncHevosuanae 5g 22 gr 

Aummroniimysulp hoc d Geren eens eens sner ie ee 10 g. 44 er. 

Wistert toy mra Kes: ty., a ty hh iis ys ins Sie eben CHAT emtietd e RGeE ere dante ah 11. 10 oz 

The negative is immersed in this solution until the desired reduction is obtained, 

after which the film is washed in running water and dried. With this reducer, there 

is a tendency for a slight white deposit to form on the film. The deposit is soluble in 

sodium thiosulphate as well as in sodium cyanide and may be removed by immersing 

the negative in hypo. A small quantity of sodium cyanide may be added to the 

reducer to prevent formation of this deposit. 

Todine-cyanide Reducer.—A subtractive reducer which removes a slightly greater 

quantity of silver from the denser portion than from the lower densities may be made 

of a dilute solution of sodium or potassium cyanide with a small amount of iodine. 

A suitable formula is 

Sachin Granade (DEON) coccacouauecosuscscoonodeacsonvodcudodase 5 g. 22 ets 

odimecry. Shall Srese were yee) erase tie set ee oR Sc ane Sha ee rata oh Th fm 4.5 gr. 

VENI HO) LEME NE eo epee eee cee eee Reet tere) Boe asin Cuan og eo SOL Bi CINE RoR e GS Th Ie 10. oz. 

The solution is highly unstable and must therefore be prepared immediately before 

use. Approximately 30 per cent reduction in density may be obtained in 10 min. 

After suitable reduction has been obtained, wash in clear water, and dry. 
Ferricyanide and Cyanide Reducer.—A solution of potassium ferricyanide and 

sodium cyanide forms a stable reducer of the subtractive type. Its disadvantages 

are that it is highly poisonous and softens the gelatin, so that preliminary hardening 

in a formalin bath (see Chapter on Fixing, Washing, and Drying) is necessary. A 

suitable formula is: 

IBOLASSIMMELENTIE VAI Gy Meher ee ee ee A tres Ee Ree Aedes eee BE RUS RPE BED 2.5 ¢. 10.5 gr. 

Sodiumycy anid erg ey -ract rarer tod ns anes eat ae gary ce tae oleae ae ee 2.5¢. 10.5 er. 

Wit CET AbORnTV Ae am Seve moran meaty pee te siete pee MCR Te Ce Re. Oa aie Te os RE toil 10 oz. 

By doubling the concentration of the ingredients, a more rapid rate of reduction 

is obtainable. After the desired reduction, wash the negative in water, and dry. 
Modified Beliteskt’s Reducer.—This reducer partakes of the characteristics of both 

subtractive and proportional reducers. It reduces the slope of the D-logi) HK curve of 

the photographic material, although a greater proportion of silver is removed from 

the lower than from the higher densities. The solution keeps from 3 to 5 days. The 

modification reeommended by Crabtree and Muehler is 
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Herrcichlonides (Crystals) eerie tenes el ae ree ere 25 2. 34 oz. 

IPOCASSLUMT ACHE ACOs, cua vater oes ease ee koe Se Ric ein ees 75 g. 10. oz. 

Sodimysulphites(desiceated) haan aetna heen nena 30 g. 4 0z. 

GAUGKIUC SACI GER. i crane vont eee Dae CEDAR ee eR han oer eat 20 g. 24% oz. 

Sodidumpthvosulp hate mc ray:s tell serene eee re 200 g. Lt Abiiaitoz 

Water Go Mmakes \auecsvs, spateieusia teicecvaconsuevsusiensParvaeine oenetenee ans e bits 11. 1 gal. 

Potassium Permanganate Reducer.—A dilute solution of potassium permanganate 

acidified with sulphuric acid may be classified as a subtractive reducer, although like 

the modified Belitzski’s reducer, it shows characteristics intermediate between sub- 

tractive and proportional reducers. The solution is not stable in contact with the 

air for more than a few hours when a single-solution reducer is used. Accordingly 

the reducer may be made up in two stock solutions as follows: 

SoLuTion 1 

Potassiumipenniancranater sresto sence mise tee eo a oe oa eee 1.0 ¢. 134 oz. 

Wisiterst own alee ek crsiencpe cdec sek cre cach eee au Tee ieep oe eR Weems ne sate ou Se ee 0.51 BY yoy, 

SoLuTrion 2 

Sulphuriesaicras (concentrated) Saas ree 5.0 ce. 1 oz 

Waterato makers 2 5 Ce 2 ecips arn eetes araey were k eae ena were AOE Pot Ae 0.51. 32° «OZ. 

The working solution is made up of one part of each of the stock solutions. 

After the desired reduction has been obtained, the film should be immersed in a 

1 per cent solution of sodium bisulphite for several minutes, or in an acid fixing bath, 

and should then be rewashed. This reducer has the characteristics of a subtractive 

reducer, but by decreasing the amount of:sulphuric acid or by using a weak acid. such 

as acetic acid, the reducer is more nearly proportional in its characteristics. 

Proportional Reducers. Krauss’ Ferric Ammonium Sulphate Reducer.—A reducer 

having little or no action on low values of density but appreciable action on densities 

greater than about 0.5 may be made of ferric ammonium sulphate in acid solution. 

The formula, originally suggested by Krauss, but modified by Crabtree and Muehler 

is 

Herriclammonitimesul phateneee eee eine eee 15 g. 0.5 oz. 

Sulphurrelacida(concentrated) mene n ne oe eerie oe ier 10 ee. 0.3 oz. 

IWiatersto cmalle’ iv c.clhravevavere a a amonehn Chau secretin te vapeur wemeeewaurameme rei ce cco few clfeicet ame it 5 Soa Oz 

In order that stains may not result, it is essential that the film to be reduced be 

freed of hypo and silver salts and that the film be not permitted to come into contact 

with the air during reduction. A disadvantage of this reducer is that it softens the 

gelatin during treatment, so that prehardening in a formalin bath is desirable. 

The film is immersed in the above solution until the desired reduction is obtained, 

but this should not exceed about 8 min., as otherwise the low values of densities are 

reduced and the property of proportional reduction is no longer maintained. ‘Treat- 

ment for 6 min. gives about 30 per cent reduction in density. 

Nietz and Huse Reducer.—Subtractive and superproportional reducers may be 

combined to produce a proportional reducer. Such a proportional reducer may be 

made by combining potassium permanganate and ammonium persulphate reducers. — 

The following, worked out by Nietz and Huse, is a satisfactory formula for pro- 

portional reduction: 

SoLuTion 1 

ROtaSsiiMepenmanecan ater cetera ei aan eerie 0.25 ¢. 38.0 gr. 

Sulphunicracidh@hO}perscenit)- 5 ee cea eer eRe Cerone ron ae 15 ee. 0.25 oz. 

Distilledeawater tovmakes, Ho). See Ae Seek epee ees cic me Re 1 1. .35 Oz. 

SOLUTION 2 

Ammoniimepersulphater sin. ein ies 25 g. 0.75 oz. 

Distilledawateri osama ker - vy so.-avcrorpivececeacpenepeveten eee eee eee Taree 1 1. 35 oz. 

For use one part of solution I is added to three parts of solution 2. The keeping 

properties of the combined solutions is very poor so the solutions should be mixed 
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immediately before use. After reduction, which requires from 1 to 3 min., the nega- 

tive should be immersed in a 1 per cert solution of potassium metabisulphite. This 

bath will remove the stains produced by the manganese salts precipitated in the 

gelatin. 
Superproportional Reducers.—Only a few substances produce superproportional 

reducers, and of these the alkaline persulphates (usually ammonium) alone are of 

practical utility. As photographic reducing agents, the persulphate reducers are 

erratic in their behavior. Since they act more rapidly as reduction proceeds, nega- 

tives reduced in persulphate reducers should be watched carefully in order that reduc- 

tion is not carried beyond the desired degree. The reducing action may be halted by 

placing the negative in an acid fixing bath. A suitable formula is 

SVVISUT CE Ren he Etre aeee ea aya tciot  suetet oan cr cansilanch abs eqeeseraten sme eeepeicee amet 500 ce. 5 oz. 

Ammonium«persulphate. . oso lacie es fen scste nace sl aisaee sis one 60 g. 262 gr. 

Sulphuric acid (concentrated)...............0 0.0 c eee cece ees 3 ce. 15 minims 

\ WGP ANG) Trek) oe opinions ol Oise cole Stoia Hoag aC Lee CRO one eect Cet ceio toc I 10 oz. 

Because of the erratic behavior of persulphate reducers, it is best to make up this 

solution just prior to use. The quantity of acid controls the rate of reduction. 

When the desired degree of reduction is attained, immerse the film in an acid fixing 

bath for several minutes and then wash in clear water. If the action of this reducer 

is too vigorous, the rate of reduction may be decreased by further dilution. 

Harmonizing.—A corrective treatment which stands midway between intensifica- 

tion and reduction is the process commonly known as “‘harmonizing.”’ Essentially 

this process carries out intensification of shadow detail without affecting the high 

lights or reduces the high lights without altering the shadows or lower densities. 

This method is useful in treating highly contrasty negatives or negatives which have 

been underexposed and overdeveloped. 

The negative is first bleached in a solution consisting of 

Rotassiumnp br Chron ate cers carpa-cieescn. oy aval'e anslanees tecapauo seets eis aiisie eee desea etepeoe 8 g. 1 Oz. 

Hycrochloric acid (concentrated).............0.0 cece cece cece teens 6 ce. 0.75 oz. 

FOUDSS TUNG TOMI Gaye ace erguere cues uch sisya 2; Dulseana von sel loueNeparauevedede cate a isceseasiierans 5 g. 0.6 oz. 

\ AV EURGTE THO) TANT) Ess oc UIC RONE RS ORR MSIE RSE REGO cl Oca, Bicol I RGRG mee cee 11. 1 gal. 

When the negative has been completely bleached, it is redeveloped in a dilute 

developer composed of the following: 

Dhan (xe ede Pace SObS Roo Din OES SIRO Mere credit o. cole domi CS DD 14 072. 

Sodiamrsul plibe | (GeSiECAvE) \eic0cis,cueve.cre-cacacucus ico ols lesion heuckeaeseis ese eicona ere 10 g. 14 oz. 

Soawmucarbonates(desiccated) sreekc acts «ce oeeian eo oer clerical. 10 g. 1)4 oz. 

WU SGST NGO MI BIC EN, se ser shecsncnson hous) Bogs vay.c eee SG ahead oe wal eee co seabal eberee cence a 1 gal. 

Redevelopment of from 1 to 2 min. results in superproportional reduction of the 

higher densities, but proportional intensification of the low values of density. After 

bleaching, the negative is immersed in an acid fixing bath for 5 min., washed in clear 

water, and dried. 
Local Intensification and Reduction.—‘So far consideration has been given only to 

general intensification and.reduction of the entire negative. In some cases, however, 

it may be desired to intensify or reduce portions of the negative without affecting 

other portions. Treatment of a portion of the negative is called ‘local intensification”’ 

or ‘‘local reduction,” and this may be highly useful in bringing out certain shadow 

details or in reducing the density of a high light. 

Local intensification or reduction may be carried out by applying the proper 

solution directly to the negative by means of a soft camel’s-hair brush. If fairly large 

areas must be treated, tufts of absorbent cotton saturated with the solution may be 

preferred to the use of a soft brush. If the negative has been dried, it should be soaked 
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in clear water for 10 or 20 min. before attempting to apply the solution. The negative 

should be moist for this afterwork, but should not contain too much water. Best 
results are usually obtained when the surface moisture has been removed by means of 

lintless blotters or sponges. 

If care is taken with this method, few difficulties will be encountered. In order 

that the desired intensification may be obtained, it is preferable to choose an intensifier 

which does not stain appreciably. It may be desirable to dilute the intensifying or 

reducing solutions to prevent too rapid action and to keep the treatment completely 

under control. The main difficulty with this method of correction, especially for the 

inexperienced, is one of keeping the applied solutions from spreading to undesired 

portions of the negative. This difficulty may be reduced to a minimum by working 

over small areas and by removing the surface water from the negative. 

Yellow or orange dyes or well-diluted water colors may be applied to portions of the 

negative to obtain local reduction. These colors should be applied with a moist, 

rather than wet, brush, and only a small amount of coloring should be added at a 

time. The surplus water should be removed as soon as the desired area has been 

treated. Through the use of successive applications, the density may be built up to 

the desired amount. A disadvantage of this system is that it is difficult to determine, 

by visual inspection, the degree of photographic intensification which has been 

obtained. 

Intensification may also be carried out by darkening the negative with lead or 

lithographic pencils, although this process is, perhaps, more properly to be regarded as 

one of retouching than of intensification. 

A simple method of intensification which does not involve treatment of the partic- 

ular negative may be effected by making a duplicate negative with a higher scale of 

density than the original. Intensification may be carried out in the making of the 

positive from the original negative and again when making the final negative. 

The use of a duplicate negative, having a lower contrast than the original, may 

also be used for reduction. 
A simple method of reduction consists of removing some of the silver through the 

use of an abrasive reducing paste applied to the image on the negative or through the 

application of an abrasive pencil or rubber eraser. 

The contrast of a negative may be reduced by practically any desired degree 

by printing from a negative a positive transparency, and binding this positive mask 

with the negative. The mask may be made on sensitive material on a slow film or 

plate and may have low or high contrast, according to the degree of masking required. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

DARKROOMS AND DARKROOM PRACTICE 

By Kerra HENNEY 

General Characteristics of Darkrooms.—The darkroom is the photographer’s 

laboratory and as such deserves special consideration with regard to (1) size, (2) 

layout and location of apparatus, (3) location, (4) lighting, (5) ventilation, (6) treat- 

ment of walls and ceiling, (7) temperature, humidity, and dust, and (8) water supply 

and drain. 

Size.—The dimensions of the darkroom will depend on the space that is available, 

on the nature of the work to be done, or on the financial or mechanical ability of the 

photographer to make his laboratory exactly what he wants it to be. 
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Fic. 1.—Layout of darkroom for photofinishing plant. 

Although it is probable that no darkroom was ever too large, a rambling place with 

apparatus at opposite ends of the room is more tiring and time consuming to work in 

than a small but well-arranged room. Many amateurs accomplish remarkable work 

in small closets, in the bathroom or kitchenette of a small apartment, or in a corner of 

the basement. These workshops must be considered as distinct handicaps to the 
serious worker, although, perforce nothing much can be done about it. Photography 

with the miniature camera, of course, requires much less space than work with large 

plates or films. 

A large commercial studio may have several darkrooms, or several divisions of a 

main laboratory. A small darkroom (loading room) is frequently placed next to the 

exposing studio or gallery so that plateholders may be handed to the cameraman 

through some sort of lighttight cabinet. This loading room need not be large, but 

it should not be a part of the place where negatives are developed or printed, if this 

561 
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separation is possible. Neither should the loading room be part of a room where 

chemicals are stored or are mixed. 

Whenever possible, a room at least 10 by 10 ft. should be available, even for 

amateur activities. 

Layout.—If a single room must suffice for all operations, it must be carefully 

planned and arranged. The layout should be flexible, however, since no one can tell 

in advance of having worked in the darkroom exactly how and where the several 

pieces of equipment should be situated. After the room has been in service for a time, 

the photographer may wish to reorganize it so that he may work with greater ease and 

efficiency. 

Sufficient space, and proper arrangement, are vitally necessary to the photographer 

who will make color prints. More equipment and more chemicals will be needed. 

Every facility must be provided the worker so that he does not waste material. 

A dry place to load film or plateholders is essential. It should be as far from the 

sink as possible so that no drop of water or chemical can fall upon and ruin an impor- 

tant negative. Chemicals should not be stored, weighed, or mixed in the processing 

room. Dry specks of chemical are sure to fall upon the workbench, later to be blown 

into the air and perhaps to settle on a wet film or plate. 

If possible, sensitive materials should be stored somewhere else than in the proc- 

essing room. Because the processing room tends to be humid, plates, films, and 

papers tend to deteriorate unless pains are taken to keep them free from moisture. 

The layout should be such that an easy flow of work can take place. 

Placement of the Darkroom.—Because of the quantities of liquid exposed to the air 

in the processing room, this room tends to be damp. If, at the same time, it is cooler 

than the surrounding rooms, moisture will condense from water-laden air entering 

from warmer rooms. For this reason the basement is a poor place for a darkroom. 

The surrounding earth keeps the room cool in summer, and it is then that most 

trouble is had with humidity. Wooden apparatus is likely to swell and stick, metal 

parts to oxidize, and sensitive materials to mildew. 

The operator of a commercial studio has greater choice of a proper place than has 

the amateur and can locate the processing rooms on the first or other floors above the 

level of the ground. 

The attic is hot in summer and cold in winter and may be far from sources of 

water or from drainage. 

The first or second floor of the house is the ideal place for the amateur’s darkroom. 

Here the workroom is easily heated, drainage is simple, and water can usually be had 

without too much trouble. Wherever placed, the darkroom must be above the drain 

‘pipes for the house. Otherwise trouble may be experienced in disposing of waste 

liquids (see Water and Drain, page 564). 

Lighting.—It is a mistake to paint the darkroom walls and ceiling or benches in 

dark colors. A light green or buff color will be easy on the eyes and under safe-light 

illumination will enable one’s work to be viewed much easier than if the walls and 

ceiling are black. Under ordinary illumination (not safe hight) the photographer 

should have as much light as he ean conveniently get into the room. Prints should be 

viewed by illumination by which they will finally be judged. A print that is to be 

looked at in daylight, should be criticized by the photographer in that light, or as near 

as he can attain it, before it is termed finished or ready to be released. Several hun- 

dred watts of incandescent ‘‘daylight” illumination are not too much, particularly 

if color printing is part of the photographer’s work.! 

In the darkroom there should be numerous outlets for electricity. More outlets 

should be installed than seem necessary. All will be used at some time or other. A 

1 Recent introduction of fluorescent lamps has provided the photographer with an excellent source 

of illumination which is very efficient and which has characteristics approaching daylight. 
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consistent scheme of switching should be employed, e.g., snap switches for safe lights, 

push switches for general illumination. Then in the dark, there is little chance of 

turning on the wrong lights. A still safer system is to make it necessary to insert a 

key into the switch that controls the general illumination; but the trouble with this 

is that the key may be lost, unless it is permanently attached to the switch in some 

manner. A foot switch controlling a light used for inspecting a print, frees both 

hands for rocking a tray, etc., 

Special paints are available for darkroom use. For use on trays, benches, sinks, 

etc., these paints should be acid and alkali resistant, and light in color. Kodacoat of 

Eastman Kodak, Larkaloid of Larkin Co., Tornesite of May Products Co., and Pliolite 

of Pratt and Lambert are recommended. It seems to be extremely difficult to get a 

paint which certain developing agents will not stain, but frequent painting will assure 
that benches, etc., are kept clean and in good condition. 

Ceilings and the upper parts of the walls may be painted with a light buff or 

green. Equipped with an indirect illumination scheme, the light-colored ceiling will 

contribute to general illumination which will be much better than that secured by 
directly illuminating the object to be inspected by rays from the safe light. Lower 

parts of walls, likely to be touched with wet hands, may be painted a darker color and 

with a paint which may be more stain resistant. 

Ventilation.—It is highly important that those who work in a processing room be 

provided with a copious supply of fresh air and that stale and noxious air be constantly 
withdrawn from the room. Since the room must be abso- 

lutely dark at times, this ventilation problem is serious in | 

the small darkroom, although the commercial establishments *% ~/7 

have the funds and facilities for doing a thorough job of 

ventilation. If a vent is cut at the top and at the bottom of ~~ 

the walls of the darkroom and if these vents are properly light- 8>\K8 

trapped, a circulation of air will take place, the warmer airat | \ 

the top leaving through the upper vent, and the cooler air N 

coming in at the bottom. If sufficient circulation does not i= \ 

take place naturally, a fan may be installed to force air out 

of the room. x 

Eastman Kodak Co. and others provide simple blowers 

which may be installed in the wall and which provide a con- 

stant and sufficient change of air for darkrooms of various F ; 
: 5 See 5 1g. 2.—Light-trapped 

sizes. Clere cites a French law requiring 10 cu. meters of fresh aileron. 
air for each person working in the laboratory, the air to be 

completely changed at reasonable intervals. 

Temperature and Humidity.—The darkroom should be maintained at a tempera- 

ture of 65 to 70°. The latter is a comfortable working temperature, and any tempera- 

ture within this range is satisfactory for processing of all kinds. It is difficult, however, 

to maintain a darkroom at a constant and desirable temperature without special 

efforts, which are usually beyond the means of any but the larger establishments. 

If the darkroom temperature is outside the range 65 to 70°, the photographer is dis- 

tinetly handicapped in doing consistently good work because he must engage in a 

constant struggle to maintain his solutions above or below the ambient temperature. 

Developers for paper prints should not vary much from 70° for best results; films and 

plates will develop to different contrasts unless the temperature (and strength) of the 

developer is always the same. This is particularly important to the worker in color 

photography who is faced with the problem of making three negatives with exactly 

the same contrast: virtually an impossible task if the developer cools or heats up dur- 

ing the development period. 
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It is easier to warm the darkroom than to cool it. Warm air may be taken from 

surrounding rooms; or electric, gas, or hot-water heaters may be utilized. Open 

flame is dangerous particularly if much nitrate film is used. It must be remembered 

that warm air and water rises and that, if the darkroom is on the same level as the 

furnace or heat supply, it may be difficult to force heat into the room. 

Refrigerating systems are available for the commercial plants. The best com- 

mercial plants are not only heated but air conditioned. Suitable equipment is 

described by Crabtree and Matthews.! 

If miniature camera negatives are to be processed or if color photography is to be 

done, certain other requirements must be met. Miniature negatives are frequently 

enlarged as much as ten to twenty times or even greater. The slightest flaw on the 

negative, such as scratches, dust spots, or finger marks, are enlarged to the same 

extent as the desired image and often form the practical limit of successful enlargement. 

Negatives marred by scratches or with dust or lint will produce prints which 

may require considerable time and labor in spotting. 

It is necessary, therefore, that the darkroom worker who is responsible for minia- 

ture film processing take extreme precautions to deliver clean negatives to the printer; 

the printer also must work in a clean and not too dry atmosphere. Greatest trouble in 

enlarging miniature negatives occurs on cool dry days when it may become practically 

impossible to place the negative in the enlarger without getting it covered with dust 

or lint floating about in the air. 

Air coming into the miniature processing room should be cleaned if possible, and 

if the room itself can be maintained slightly humid, dust troubles will be lessened. 

Certain color processes may require rooms of given temperature range and of given 

humidity. These requirements practically force the photographer to install air- 

conditioning equipment. 

Water and Drain.—Hot and cold running water are essential. Hot water is 

necessary for carbro and wash-off color printing and for certain print toning operations. 

It is useful in maintaining solutions at temperatures above the ambient. Cold water, 

of course, is absolutely essential. 

There must be a drain to the sink. This makes it necessary for the darkroom to 

be above the level of the drain pipes in the building, or it will be necessary to provide 

a separate drain for waste water and solutions. One expedient is to place a large 

metal tank, e.g., an oil barrel, in the ground below the darkroom level. If the tank 

is equipped with pipes or vents running into the surrounding earth—from which there 

must be good drainage—it will serve as an adequate disposal arrangement. Such a 

waste disposal device may be against the sanitary laws of the community, however.’ 

Several faucets should be provided, or other arrangements should be made so that 

the water may be utilized at various positions. Most city water is dirty and is con- 

taminated with organic matter and iron rust from pipes. The water, therefore, should 

be filtered before mixing solutions or washing films. This can be done by tying several 

layers of cheesecloth over the end of a hose attached to the faucet; or by running the 

water through felt. Commercial filters for this purpose are available. 

It will be an advantage if the floor is smoothly cemented, sloping to a drain in the 

center. Over the cement may be placed boards which may be removed occasionally 

1‘*Photographic Chemicals and Solutions,’ Am. Photographic Pub. (1939). A considerable 

quantity of valuable data will be found in ‘“‘ Motion Picture Laboratory Practice,’’ Eastman Kodak Co, 

(1936). 

2 The author has used a 50-gal. tank of this type in a small color laboratory for over a year. The 

quantity of waste water at any one time is not very great and on Long Island, where the darkroom is 

located, the soil is sand and glaciated gravel having good drainage. It is necessary to have an air vent 

in such a tank, however, or water will not run into it. 
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for the purpose of flushing the cement with a hose. The wooden overcovering will be 

easier to stand and to walk upon thancement. There is the additional advantage that 

beakers or graduates will not break so easily if dropped upon wood as if dropped upon 

cement. Linoleum too is easier to stand and walk upon than cement. A layer of 

air between the cement and the wooden decking will keep the feet warmer if the dark- 

room tends to be cold. 
Darkroom Equipment. Safe Lights.—There is no truly “safe” light. Lights in 

the darkroom are only relatively safe. The commercial devices known as safe lights 

are safe in that materials viewed under them do not fog provided they are not held too 

close to the source of illumination nor for too long a period. The ‘“‘safeness”’ of such 

sources of illumination depends upon their intensity and upon the color of light 

emitted. Ordinary blue-sensitive films or papers may be viewed under a generous 

amount of red or orange illumination; the more sensitive materials, however, must be 

handled with greater caution. They must not be exposed to red or orange light for too 

longa period. The more sensitive the material, the less exposure to the safe light will 

be required to produce fog. 

Orthochromatic materials should be processed under a red light which is quite 

dim if the materials are highly sensitive (fast films or plates). Panchromatic materials 

velo ur black normal! 
t 

400 500. 600 700 
Wavelength in Millimicrons 

Fic. 3.—Transmission characteristic of OA and O filters and response of Velour Black paper. 

are sensitive to all colors and must be processed in darkness or with the aid of a very 
dim green light. The reason for choosing green lies in the fact that the eye is more 

sensitive to green than to red and that this difference in favor of green increases as the 

intensity of illumination is decreased. Orthochromatic films are very sensitive to 

green, but not to red, and for this reason a panchromatic green safe light should not be 

used in processing orthochromatic materials. 

If a 25-watt lamp is used in a Wratten safe light or a 10-watt lamp in an Eastman 

safe light, no fog should be produced on the material for which the safe-lght filter is 

designed, provided the material is exposed no closer than 3 ft. for a period of 30 sec. 

Red bulbs, which are cheaper than safe-light filters, are rarely safe. They must be 

used with considerable caution to avoid fogged film or paper. 

An electric coil heater emitting very little light will fog bromide paper if held too 

close to a tray in which the paper is being developed. 

The criterion of the best safe light for a given sensitive material involves the spec- 

tral sensitivity of the material, the spectral transmission of the safe light, and the 

physiological characteristics of the eye. The following data taken from the Defender 

Trade Bulletin, September—October, 1938, are concerned with Defender Velour Black, 

a projection paper. 

The question may be asked, which is better for this paper, a Wratten OA (greenish 

yellow) or a Wratten O (bright orange), with lamps of equal wattage behind them. 

The series O is much brighter than the OA and produces more fog. If, however, the 

distances are adjusted so that equal illumination is secured on the paper, the OA is 

less safe. This may be proved from the spectral characteristics of the safe ight and 

the paper. Note that in the OA the far red is eliminated but that the O safe light 

transmits in this region. 
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Physiologically there is an advantage in the OA even if it is adjusted, by distance, 
so that it gives less illumination on the paper. Contrasts appear greater in red light 

than in yellow or green. The apparent contrast of a print under the yellow-green light 

of the OA is more nearly the contrast under daylight than if the series O is used. 

Relation of Safelight 
Color to Paper Sensitivity 

U.V. BI ue iGreen! Red 
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Safelight 
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Safelight 
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Insurance 
Bromide 

Safelight 
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Fig. 4.—Safe lights to be used with Eastman Kodak papers. 

Therefore, with Velour Black, or any projection paper which has any sensitivity 

in the red, e.g., chlorobromides, it is better to work in the yellow-green light of the 

Wratten OA safe light, even if the illumination is less than with the series O. 

Trays and Tanks.—Trays are universally employed for developing prints and 

are very often used for processing negative materials. Trays may be made of steel 

which has been enameled, or of stainless steel, hard rubber, glass or pyrex. In emer- 

gencies kitchen dishes may be employed. If need arises for a tray of special size 

or dimensions, it may be made of wood (or heavy cardboard) coated with a thick layer 
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TasLE [.—Sare Licuts 

Agfa Wratten | 

No. Series Coler Use 

105 OO Yellow Contract printing papers 

104 O Orange Enlarging papers, lantern slides 

OA Yellow-green Same as O; better for judging contrast 

1 Red Ordinary films and plates 

107 2 Dark red Orthochromatie materials 

108 3 Dark green Panchromatic materials (slow) 

of wax, or given several coats of corrosion-resistant paint, each coat being dried thor- 

oughly before the next one is applied. 

Enameled trays will chip if dropped on a hard surface; glass and hard rubber trays 

will break if similarly dropped. On the other hand, acid does not attack hard rubber 

or glass trays while it will attack enameled metal trays if a slight break in the surface 

material occurs. Enamel will be stained by certain developing solutions or by dyes 

used in mordanting prints. These stains may be removed, however (see page 568 

for tray-cleaning solutions). 
When any appreciable number of films or plates are to be processed, tanks of the 

appropriate size are usually employed. These may be made of metal or nonmetallic 

materials. Slots are placed along the side into which the plates slide, or the materials 

are placed in hangers which are large enough not to slip into the solution when laid 

across the top of the tank. In the average laboratory it is probable that solutions 

kept in tanks will be allowed to become exhausted more often than if tray processing 

is done, because of the bother of cleaning the tanks and mixing up new solutions. 

Obviously the size of trays or tanks will depend upon the size of materials to be 

processed. Two sizes of tray will suffice for general amateur work, a set of small ones 

for negatives, up to 5 by 7 in. and a set of large trays for 11- by 14-in. prints. A tray 

for an 11- by 14-in. print must have an inside dimension that is larger than 11 by 14 

if it is to be used successfully. The following table will indicate the dimensions that 

have been found useful for making prints of various sizes. 

TasBLe I].—Prinr anp Tray SIzEs \ 
Over-all Tray Negative or 

Size, In. Print Size, In. 

45g X 654 4X 6 

5% X 734 HS eh 

74 X 96 7x 9 

834 X 105% 8 X 10 

1034 X 1234 10 X 12 

121g X 1544 1l X 14 

Tanks for use with miniature films (85 mm., etc.) differ in construction, naturally, 

from flat tanks used for cut films or plates. They are of two general types. In one 

the film is threaded into slots in a composition (hard rubber, bakelite, etc.) molded 

form. This operation must be done in the darkroom. The reel is then placed in the 

tank, a lighttight lid is affixed after which the tank may be taken out into ordinary 

daylight. In the other type the film is placed on an ‘‘apron”’ made of celluloid, soft 

rubber, or other material which fits into the tank. A metal tank will change tem- 

perature in accordance with the ambient, so that greater care must be exercised in 

maintaining its temperature while processing is taking place. The bakelite tanks do 

not transmit temperature changes so easily, and, if the solution is placed in the tank 
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at the proper temperature, it will remain so for a reasonable period. Rubber or 

bakelite tanks will break; metal tanks will dent if dropped on a hard surface. 

Certain small metal tanks for plates or films have tight-fitting covers, rubber 

gasketed, so that the tank may be inverted during development insuring that the 

solution is properly agitated. They may be fitted with spigots and filling spouts so 
that only the loading need be done in the darkroom. 

Large tanks for photofinishing and motion-picture processing are best purchased 

from manufacturers specializing in this type of equipment. They may be made of 

wood, steel covered with thin soft rubber, earthenware, etc. 

Tray Cleaners.—Trays frequently become discolored from silver and dye or from 

the oxidation products of developers. Two formulas for tray cleaners are given below. 

Tray CLEANER (Eastman TC-1) 

B/E] 31 2) ei caeeep eae DORA ae ones eae et a AAR ei ean Ra ta eek ae 32 oz. 11. 

Potassium bichromatercscissacen eee ee oe ee 3 oz. 90 g. 

Sulphuriciaerd (pureyconcentrated)s 44.45 seen eee eee 3 fl. oz. 96 ee. 

SILVER-STAIN REMOVER (EHastMan TC-2) 

AVVIG OT Sc 5 Shove st tae = eos capauecautuep age i sear gana ahs te aS Cs eaNepotemeteseres eek cllcmat Mae eR aR 32) (OZ. 11. 

Potassiuimipermanranates eee eee eee eee eo c eee es ie, 5 g. 

Sulphuric acid (pure concentrated)........................0.. 216 drams 10 ce. 

Add the acid slowly to the solution while stirring the solution rapidly. 

Pour the solution into tray and swish around so that all tray parts are covered. - 

Then rinse and use the following: 

CLEARING SOLUTION 

Wie ter Soci OH 8 ERS 87 Oe hak Be ke. a eee ann ee Reece NR Aa A 32 oz. 1G 

Sodiumybisulphiteseecs.. jee ac hao a ee Etec a cee err we as 145 er. 10 g. 

Wash trays well after applying the clearing solution. Acid dyes as used in imbibi- 

tion color printing may be removed from trays by the use of ammonia. 

Sinks.—The sink is a most important part of the darkroom equipment. It should 

be centrally located so that no unnecessary steps must be taken to get to it from any 

part of the darkroom. It must be large enough to accommodate the largest trays in 

the laboratory. It should be so constructed that a portion of it may be blocked off 

with a weir which divides the sink into two portions, one containing the drain and the 

other either without a drain or fixed with a good stopper. In this manner, water at the 

proper temperature may be used in one portion while access to the drain is available 

in the other portion. 

Sink materials may be wood, properly treated, stoneware, lead-lined wood, or 

porcelain. Wooden sinks are not expensive to make. Cypress or maple may be 

used. Individual pieces of the wood should be tongued and grooved and then held 

together with strong bolts or braces. The inner surfaces which come into contact 

with liquids should be given several coats of a corrosicn-resistant paint before being 

used. Each coat must be allowed to dry thoroughly before the next is applied. If the 

paint is light in color, it will probably stain, but will reflect light from the overhead 

illumination and contribute to the general illumination. 

A rack should be arranged to be moved about over the top of the sink so that trays 

may be placed upon it with the certainty that liquid slopping out will fall into the sink 

and be disposed of through the drain. Shelves back of the sink should be deep enough 

so that bottles cannot fall off into the sink or into trays of solution. 

Another useful adjunct to the sink is a float in which trays may be placed and 

supported in a water bath of a required temperature. Such a float may be made of 

wood in which a rectangular space has been cut of such a size that the overhang on 

the tray top will prevent the tray from falling through into the sink. If, then, one 
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portion of the sink is filled with water at some desired temperature, while the weir 

blocks off the remainder of the sink (the portion containing the drain) the tray of 

solution may be floated in the larger body of water while the drain is available for 

waste disposal. 
Stone or earthenware sinks should be covered with a material which is softer than 

the sink itself so that beakers or other glassware dropped on it will not break. Rubber 

mats, floor mats, or door mats may be used; linoleum or asbestos is satisfactory. 

Thermometers, and Weighing Scales.—Metric system weights are to be preferred, 

although avoirdupois weights are satisfactory. Most sommuvles are now written in 

both systems. Ina small studio a maximum weight of 3!2 oz. (100 g.) will probably 

be encountered and so the smallest studio scales may be Aeninpett Scales for larger 

laboratories must, naturally, weigh greater quantities of material. Scales capable of 

measuring up to 25 lb. may be placed upon a shelf or table; scales for greater quantities 

exist in the form of platform scales. 
~The pans of a laboratory scales should not be permitted to touch any of the chem- 

icals; a piece of paper should be placed upon the weighing pan and counterbalanced by 

a similar piece on the other pan. If the scales are kept in a damp darkroom, the 

wooden base may swell, the metal parts tarnish or become covered with verdigris, and 

the bearings may become so dirty that accurate weighing is difficult. This is another 

reason why the weighing of chemicals and the compounding of formulas should not 

be done in the processing room itself. 
It does not matter much whether thermometers are calibrated in Fahrenheit or 

centigrade. Probably most American and English workers are more familiar with 

Fahrenheit and have a better idea of the variation caused by 1° difference in tempera- 

ture in this system than centigrade. Metal thermometers have a bad habit of tarnish- 

ing so that the calibration is hard to see; they also peel off in thin layers of oxide. 

Glass thermometers which are also used as stirring rods frequently lose the paint in 

which the calibrations are marked, making it most difficult to read the temperature 

scale in the semilight of the darkroom. 

The Weston type of thermometer consisting of a long thin metal rod with a dial- 

type indicator at the top does not seem to corrode; the action is remarkably fast, and 

the dial is easy to read. It is inclined to be top heavy, however, and, when placed in 

a tray which is rocked or tilted, has a tendency to roll around and get in the way or to 

roll out and break. The “crystal” glass cover over the dial is heavy but it will break. 

Darkroom Practice. Flow of Work.—If the darkroom is properly arranged, work 

done there will flow easily from one stage to another. For example, sensitive paper 

should not have to be moved over a tray of developer to be placed in a printer or under 

anenlarger. Ina photofinishing establishment this even and easy flow of work is very 

important so that operators do not get in each other’s way. Operations which may be 

carried out in full illumination should be excluded from the processing laboratory if 

possible, so that full advantage of better working conditions (better visibility etc.) 

can be utilized. 

If the photographer works out a standardized method of procedure, he will find that 

he will have less waste and that his work will be less tiring. Thus developing, rinsing, 

fixing, washing may proceed from left to right (or vice versa), and this should be 

standardized no matter whether it is films that are being developed in absolute dark- 

ness or whether prints are being processed under appreciable illumination. 

Maintenance of Temperature.—If the darkroom is warmer or cooler than the desired 

solution temperature, the photographer must take steps to overcome the progressive 

change in solution temperature. The simplest method is to float a tray containing 

the solution in a larger tray filled with water of the required temperature. By means 

of a mixing faucet in which cold and hot water may be brought to the desired tem- 
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perature, the water in the larger tray may be held continuously at the required tem- 

perature above or below ambient. 

If cold water is not available in the summer, or warm water in the winter, recourse 

must be had to ice, or to water heaters. Ice should not be placed in the solution itself 

because it will dilute the solution as it melts. It must be realized that it will be diffi- 

cult to maintain a tray or tank of developer at a desired temperature by the use of ice 

packed around the solution, and that only a cooling effect may be secured. The 

temperature of melting ice is 32°F., and a tray floated on melting ice will tend to attain 

this temperature. 
To heat trays or tanks of solution, electricity may be used. A tray may be placed 

over a metal-topped box (or a portion of the workbench with a cut-away portion over 

which is placed a metal plate or sheet). In the box, or below the cut-away portion of 

the bench, may be placed electric lamps which are turned off or on as the conditions 

require. They may be controlled automatically by means of a thermostat placed in 

the solution to be maintained at a given temperature. Cheap bimetallic strips can 

be purchased and often serve very well for this temperature-maintenance 

purpose. 
It is easier to heat than to cool a solution. Therefore it is a good plan to surround 

a tray with melting ice which is raised in temperature by electricity. (See data on 

floats in paragraph on Sinks above.) 
Timing Photographic Processes.—Many timing devices, mostly clocks, are on the 

market. Equipped with a large second hand, they enable the photographer to time 

accurately any process not taking place in absolute darkness. Some timers are 

equipped with an alarm which warns the worker when a certain time has elapsed. 

These are especially useful when the worker is processing panchromatic materials in 

darkness. 
If exposures of only a few seconds are required to be made in darkness, e.g., in 

making color-separation negatives from color transparencies, a useful device is one 

which automatically turns off the exposing light at the end of a certain period. These 

devices may be based on one of several principles. 

A synchronous motor may revolve a contactor through a series of cog wheels. In 

general illumination the contacts may be moved to such a position that the exposure 

will take place for a certain number of seconds; then the sensitive material is placed 

in position in darkness, and a switch is thrown which will start the motor and at the 

same time turn on the exposing lamp. When the motor has rotated the contact 

wheel a certain number of degrees, contact with the light source is broken, and the 

exposure is ended. 
Other devices are electronic in nature, using vacuum tubes. In this case the funda- 

mental principle is the charge and discharge of a condenser which is in the grid circuit 

of the tube. The rate at which a condenser charges (or discharges) is a function of 

the resistance in series or in parallel with it. A certain combination of resistance 

and capacity may be chosen which will keep the grid of the tube overbiased for a cer- 

tain period of time. At the end of this time the charge in the condenser is dissipated, 

and the grid draws current which is reflected ina current in the plate circuit of the tube. 

In this circuit is an electrical relay whose contacts control the illumination by which 

the exposure is made. These electronic devices may be made to hold a circuit closed 

(or open) from a fraction of a second up to 1 min. or more. In general they are less 

stable and accurate over a period of time than a purely mechanical contactor timer as 

represented by a synchronous motor. 
The cheaper synchronous-motor units have a tendency to stall. A loud buzz 

indicates that the motor has stopped (or a relay in the unit has struck or is 

chattering), with the result that the exposing light does not turn off. 
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Aceuracy in Compounding Solutions.—Errors or inaccuracies in making solutions 

should not be greater than a few per cent. If the photographer wishes to convert a 

formula written in metric units to avoirdupois, he will often ‘‘round off” the quantities 

to get convenient values. Care must be taken in this rounding off to see that cumula- 

tive errors are not caused. For example, the ratio between metol and hydroquinone 

in any MQ developer is important. In rounding off, if one uses a figure 3 per cent 

low for metol and 3 per cent high for hydroquinone, the total error is 6 per cent, which 

is about the limit that should be tolerated. Similar difficulties may arise in changing 

the ratio between carbonate and sulphite in a solution. 

The following table will be useful in converting formulas from metrie to avoirdupois 

and vice versa. Other conversion factors and tables will be found in Appendix A. 

TasLe II].—Avorrpurois to Merric WricHtT 

! 

Pounds Ounces | Grains Grams | Kilograms 

1 16 7,000 | 453.6 0.4536 

0.0625 =s 1 437.5 28.35 | 0.02835 

0.002205 0.03527 | 15.43 1 | 0.001 
2.205 35 E27 | 15,430 | 1000 1 

In converting United States liquid to metric measure, remember that 1 gal. is 

equal to 4 qt. or 8 pt. or 3.785 1.; that 1 oz. is 8 drams or 30 ce. (29.57 cc. actually); 

that 1 qt. is approximately 1 1. (actually 946.3 cc.). 
English formulas are frequently worked out for 40 oz. rather than in units of 16 oz. 

(United States pints) or quarts. This is because 1 qt. in the British imperial liquid 

measure is equal to 40 British fluid ounces. Therefore, to convert a 40-oz. solution 

to a 32-oz. solution, multiply all ingredients in the 40-oz. formula by 0.8. Conversely, 

to make up a 40-oz. solution from a 32 oz. formula, multiply the 32-o0z. values by 1.25. 
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CHAPTER XX 

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

By VANNEVAR BusH anD JoHN T. RULE 

General Stereoscopic Theory. Types of Vision.—Monocular vision consists in 

the reception on a surface (the retina) of a single two-dimensional image, which has 

been projected through the crystalline lens of one eye from a scene in space, and the 

resultant interpretation by the brain of this image. 

Except for the lack of color and the presence of the texture of the film, such an 

image is closely reproduced on the film of a single-lens camera making black-and-white 

pictures. The resultant print when properly viewed reproduces an image on the 

retina similar to that which it would have received had the eye occupied the position 

of the camera lens when the picture was taken. From this two-dimensional image 

the brain infers the original three-dimensional space scene. 

Binocular vision consists in the reception on the two retinas of two images of a 

single scene in space and the resultant fusion and interpretation by the brain of these 

images. Since the position of the two eyes is not the same, different portions of objects 

are visible and near objects obscure different areas of far objects. Thus the two 

retinal images are not identical. The brain fuses these two different two-dimensional 

images and interprets them as a single three-dimensional space scene in which depth 

appears to exist as a definite reality. 

If two photographs are taken from the positions occupied by the two eyes and the 

resultant prints are properly viewed—the left eye viewing only the print taken from 

the left and the right eye only that taken from the right—two retinal images are 

produced which correspond to those which would have been formed had the eyes 

occupied the positions of the camera lenses. With proper viewing aids the resultant 

fusion and interpretation is substantially the same as that of binocular vision including 

the sense of the reality of depth. This reproduction of the effect of binocular vision 

by the use of two two-dimensional images is ‘“‘stereoscopic vision.” 

Factors Influencing Judgment of Depth.—For the purposes of this chapter the word 

“depth” is always used to mean distance away from the eyes. 

The important factors which contribute to depth judgment in monocular vision are 

perspective, light and shade, apparent size of known objects, obscuring of remoter 

objects by nearer ones, decreasing sharpness of detail with distance, and motion of 

foreground objects against background objects. 

All the factors entering into depth judgment in monocular vision are equally opera- 

tive in binocular vision. In addition, without evaluating their importance here, the 

following factors are present: 

1. Two Views.—As stated above the two views of binocular vision are different. 

This difference is a major factor in the resultant depth effect. The physiology of the 

resultant fusion and interpretation are not well understood. 

2. Convergence.—In looking at a point in space, an angle is formed by the two rays 
from the point to the eyes. The eyeballs turn inward until the axis of each is coin- 

cident with its entering ray. This ‘‘angle of convergence” grows larger as the point 

approaches. It always has a fixed value for any fixed position of the point with respect 

to a given position of a pair of eyes. 
572 
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3. Accommodation.—In viewing space the accommodation or focusing of the eyes 

varies with the distance to the object and consequently gives some indication of depth. 

Change in accommodation involves a change of shape of the eye lenses, whereas change 

in convergence involves a change in direction of the eye axes. 

All the factors, except that of motion, entering into depth judgment in monocular 

vision are equally operative in stereoscopic vision. In addition the following factors 

are present: 

1. The presence of two views is the same as in binocular vision. 

2. The theory of convergence is the same as in binocular vision. However, the 

two rays of light to the two eyes do not originate from a point in space but from the 

two views of the point on the stereograph. Thus the actual convergence may differ 

from that of the original space scene by varying separation between the two views or 

by the use of various stereoscopes. 

3. Accommodation in stereoscopic vision is fixed either at the distance from the 

plate to the eyes or at infinity by the proper use of lenses. This is an important 

fundamental difference between binocular and stereoscopic vision. 

Leff |B, 
image )CL| ~~ Left lens 

Av ‘ : A 
a / 

SS 
Ss 

— 

Plate--- 

Ag — 
Bea Right lens \<- 

Fre. 1.—Diagram of three-dimensional object for which conditions of stereoscopic vision 
are derived. 

4. The presence of a fixed plane as represented by the location of the print or 

transparency. 

5. The presence of a definite visible limit to the edges of the two views acting as an 

enclosing frame which restricts the sense of size and depth. 

Apparent Location and Size of Stereoscopic Images.—Geometrically, convergence 

gives an accurate method of determining the distance of any point from the two eyes. 

Consequently it should give the brain a perfect depth-sensing device. 

The following formulas are derived from the geometry of convergence. It should 

be clearly understood that they are based upon the fundamental premise that the 

apparent location of the stereographic image of a point can be obtained by projected 

rays from the eyes through the respective stereographic views of the point, the image 

being located at the intersection of the rays. In other words they are based on the 

assumption that the convergence of the lines of sight is an absolute determinant of the 

location of the image. 

It can be stated definitely, however, that the absolute convergence of a single point 

never determines its apparent depth in a stereoscopic image. Its relative convergence 

with other points is used by the brain to locate it with regard to those points after the 

general position of the image is fixed. 
Thus the formulas do not accurately indicate the absolute apparent location or size 

of a stereoscopic image in space as seen through a stereoscope. They do determine the 

mechanical conditions under which stereoscopic viewing should take place and the 
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relative positions of points in the image. They also give an accurate method of deter- 
mining the actual location of points in space from stereographs of them. 

Figure 1* represents a plan view of a pyramid ABC photographed by the double- 

lens camera focused on the plane AB, with sufficient depth of field to include the 

entire object. The images of A, for instance, are at Az and Aa, respectively, for the 

left and right lenses. This figure is used because of its simplicity. Any other figure 
would lead to the same formulas. 

Fig. 2.—Conditions existing when viewing object by means of a stereoscope. 

Figure 2 represents the conditions which exist when the resultant plates are trans- 

posed and enlarged m times and viewed as a stereograph. A’B’C’ is the resultant 

stereographic image in space as fused from the two halves of the stereograph—ApBpCp 

and A,B,C, 
The following formulas can be derived from Figs. 1 and 2: 

d_mfB 

Tangier @) 
AB _h mf 
aR @) 

An orthostereoscopic view is one in which the resultant image is of exactly the 

same size and shape and has the same location with respect to the observer’s eyes as 

the original space scene. 

Formulas (1) and (2) indicate that the following conditions are necessary to obtain 

an orthostereoscopic view: 

1. Without enlargement, f must equal f’. With enlargement, mf must equal f’; 

2.e., the distance from the eyes to the plate, in viewing, must equal the distance from 

the lens to the plate, in taking, multiplied by the enlargement of the plates. 

It is illuminating to state this thus: the angle subtended by the object at the camera 

must equal the angle subtended by the print at the eye. 

2. B must equal e; 7.e., the photographic base—the distance between camera lenses 

for the two views—must equal the interocular distance. 

The above mathematical treatment covers the basic features of the theory of con- 

vergence. A complete mathematical.analysis with especial reference to the conditions 

necessary for obtaining orthostereoscopic views may be found in an article entitled 

Orthostereoscopy, by Henry Kurtz, in the October, 1937, issue of the Journal of the 

Optical Society of America. 

Effect of Other Depth Factors.—The absolute location and size of a stereoscopic 

image depend upon the degree to which the various depth factors listed above are 

present, upon the particular method of viewing, and, being partly subjective, upon 

the individual observer. No rigid rules for locating such images can be laid down. 

Consequently the subject must be discussed in general terms. It is assumed in the 

* After Hardy and Perrin. 
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following discussion that mechanical conditions for orthostereoscopic viewing, such as 

proper focal lengths and bases, have been achieved. 

First consider the effects of viewing stereographs without a stereoscope. It is well 

to restate that in such viewing absolute convergence is not of importance. In viewing 

the stereograph of Fig. 2, for instance, the resultant image would not seem to be of 

exactly the indicated size and shape and would not be located at the indicated distance 

d’ from the eyes. 

A possible reason for this can be seen if it is remembered that in binocular vision 

there is a fixed tie between accommodation and convergence. Thusin looking ata point 

2 ft. away the eyes are focused for 2 ft. and the axes of the eyeballs intersect at 2 ft. 

Regardless of the distance of the fixation point, nearly the same angle of convergence 

always goes with any given focus, only varying slightly for objects not directly in front 

of the observer. Both change together as objects of different depth are viewed: 

In stereoscopic vision this established tie is broken. The two views of the point 

on the stereograph determine the convergence. This convergence changes with 

changes of separation between different points on the two views. However, the 

accommodation remains constant, 1.e., the focus of the eyes is either fixed for the dis- 

tance from the eyes to the stereograph or by a distance dictated by the lenses of the 

stereoscope—usually infinity. This split of the aceommodation-convergence habit is 

the outstanding difference between binocular and stereoscopic vision. Since the eyes 

are presented with a situation foreign to binocular vision, the psychological interpreta- 

tion tends to differ from that of binocular vision. 

In very simple stereographs containing only separate points and lines! and viewed 

without a stereoscope, the resultant interpretation tends to place one prominent point 

or plane of the picture—called the “fixation” point or plane—in or near the plane of 

the plate. Thus one point is approximately determined from the accommodation. 

The depth of the rest of the points of the picture are interpreted from this point in 

accordance with both the relative convergence with this point and the other depth 

factors relating the points and objects to each other. 

This accounts for the fact that a change in the separation of the two views of the 

stereograph causes no perceptible change in the position or size of the resultant image. 

Regardless of what this separation may be, so long as fusion is maintained, the eyes 

“draw the views together” until the fixation point appears in the proper plane. The 

relative convergence of various points remains the same in any case. 

The location of the final image differs for different observers. The resultant effect, 

however, is that the image is drawn forward from where it should be on convergence 

principles and is smaller with a proportionally greater decrease in the depth than in the 

other dimensions. 

As the views are made more complex by the use of planes which obscure each other, 

perspective elements, and objects of known size, these added factors tend to dominate 

the interpretation of the size and location of the image, while accommodation and 

convergence become of increasingly less importance. The use of relative convergence 

becomes so bound up with perspective elements that its effect cannot be separated 

from them. 

Regardless of the degree to which other depth factors are present, the tendency 

to fix one point in the plane of the plate never entirely disappears, with the result 

that the stereographic image, without the use of a stereoscope, always appears smaller 

and less deep than the natural object. 

When a stereoscope is used for viewing, a change in separation of the two views 

still causes no change in the resultant image. The accommodation, if proper focal 

1FrencuH, J. W., Trans. Optical Soc. (London), vol. 24. 

Trump, R. J., Trans. Optical Soc. (London), vol. 25. 
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lengths are maintained, is generally fixed at infinity. Consequently both absolute 

convergence and accommodation are of little importance. 

Eliminating these factors, each of the other depth factors has its own tendency as 

follows: c 

All the normal factors of monocular vision, perspective, known size of objects, etc., 

tend to make the resultant image of the proper size and at its proper location in space. 

Relative convergence tends to place the parts of the image in their proper relation 

to one another according to the final location of the image as a whole. 

The tendency to find a fixation point in the plane of the plate is the greater the 

more obvious the texture or grain of the plate. 

The enclosing frame around the fused image tends to make any point near the edge 

appear to lie in the plane of this plate. A stereoscope scene may appear quite natural 

asa whole. Yet if successive points near the edges are fixed, they will all appear to 

lie in or near the plane of the frame, regardless of the fact that they are obviously in 

different planes in the whole view. 

The enclosing frame is supplied either by the edge of the plate around the stereo- 

graph or by the restricting parts of the stereoscope. Since the eyes normally see over 

an angle of about 120° each, a camera capable of covering a field of 120° would be 

necessary to eliminate this frame. A stereoscope would then be necessary which 

would permit both eyes to cover this range such as a mirror stereoscope where the 

mirrors superimpose the views. In a lens stereoscope the right eye cannot be per- 

mitted to see the left view and vice versa. The usual camera and the usual lens 

stereoscope both permit angles of less than 60°. Consequently the enclosing frame 

is always present in one form or another. 

The total resultant image is a compromise on the part of the eyes and brain between 

these various factors. It is more perfect when the factors which place it correctly 

are more obvious and the factors which draw it forward and decrease its size are more 

nearly eliminated. 

In normal photographic work the depth of any object in the scene is not exactly 

known to the observer. Consequently he has no means of judging the accuracy of the 

location and size of the stereoscopic image of it. So long as the illusion of reality is 

maintained the tendency is to accept the image as correct. 

From the above discussion the photographer should remember: 

1. Extremely simple objects which primarily must depend on convergence to give 

depth judgment will tend to appear smaller, nearer, and somewhat distorted. If 

the accurate judgment of the size and shape of rather uniform objects, such as cubes 

or geometrical figures, is desired, other elements should be added to the picture which 

will aid in this judgment. 

2. Scenic views appear quite natural though they have a tendency to be cramped. 

As more elements are added which normally aid depth perception in monocular vision, 

the scene will more closely approach its true size and shape in space. 

3. Every effort should be made to eliminate print or plate textures and the obvious- 

ness of the enclosing frame. 
4. No absolute criteria for depth judgment exists; consequently the experience 

and capabilities of the photographer will inevitably play a large part in determining 

the degree to which the illusion of reality is approached. 

It must be realized that the entire discussion of depth judgment in stereographs is 

put forth only tentatively in the absence of a more exact knowledge of the subject. 

The sense of depth in a stereograph is so striking that no great sensibility to its vari- 

ability has yet been developed. As stereographs become more common the interpreta- 

tion of their realistic and artistic effects will become more acute. The field offers an 

enormous opportunity for research on the part of the photographer. 
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Limits of Stereoscopic Vision.—Binocular vision and consequently stereoscopic 

vision occurs only within relatively near distances. The maximum distance depends 

upon the minimum relative convergence that the eye is able to detect. This distance 
differs considerably with different individuals. p 

Helmholtz considered the minimum difference in convergence 2 

angle that could be resolved to be 1 min. of arc. Later experi- 

ments show the average value to be in the neighborhood of 20 

sec. of arc, possibly less. 

Given two points at the same distance from the eyes, d1. 

They appear to be equidistant. If one point then recedes 
from the eyes while the other remains stationary, the eyes are 

not capable of detecting that a difference in distance exists until 

the convergence angle for the receding point has diminished 20 

sec. of arc. Calling the difference between the two distances 
D and the distance to the far point d2, there is, for any value of 

d;, a minimum value of D for which the difference in conver- 

gence angle becomes 20 sec. of arc. 

This can be very closely determined from the formula: 

2 ' 
De oo (3) | 
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where e = interocular distance ; Ve: Right 
difference in convergence angle between di and d; eye eye 

expressed in radians (1 rad. = 57.3°). Fic. 3.—Diagram 

Using 2.5 in. for e and 20 sec. of are for a, the following from which the data 
table gives the separation away from the eyes that two °f, Table I was 

; 5 é calculated. 
objects must have if a stereograph of them taken with a 

2.5-in. base is to show any depth. These are only approximate values that will give 

the photographer some idea of the sort of depth effects he may expect with various 

spacing of objects. The things to be noticed are the rapidity with which D must be 

increased beyond 100 ft. and the fact that binocular vision disappears entirely near 

2000 ft. 

a 

TaBLE I].—ConpiTIons FoR BInocULAR VISION 
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The limit of stereoscopic vision on the near side is generally considered to be the 

minimum distance for clear focusing by the eyes. A minimum value of 15 in. is 

recommended. 

Stereography with a Single Camera or with Two Single Cameras. Wauth Single 

Camera.—Stereographs of motionless scenes may be made with any single camera. 

It is important to remember, however, that in stereographs sharpness of detail over the 

whole scene is more important than in ordinary photographs, as blurred details greatly 

detract from the depth effect and the illusion of reality that a sharp stereograph gives. 
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As short-focal-length lenses have more depth of focus and the distance beyond which 

everything is in focus is less than in lenses of long focal length, shorter focal lengths are 

preferable for stereoscopic work. Several methods of making stereographs with a 

single camera are possible. 

Camera May Be Shifted between Exposures.—IUf the distance to the object is small, the 

camera should be pointed at the same spot near the center of the object in both views. 

If the distance to the object is greater than 6 ft. a simple lateral displacement is all 

that is required. 
The distance between the two positions of the lens should be about 24% in. unless a 

hyperstereoscopic effect is desired. 

The lens must be at the same distance from the object in both views. 

The camera should be at the same elevation and level in both views. 

The stops and lighting conditions should remain the same. 

Many devices can be made to aid in shifting the camera (see ‘“‘Stereoscopic Photog- 

raphy,” A. W. Judge). or cameras with flat bases, such as the box types, a tray may 

be constructed, the width of the tray being equal to the width of the camera plus the 

interocular distance. It is then necessary only to push the camera against the opposite 

ends for the two views. 

A rigid frame may be built around the camera which slides in another frame and 

locks in the proper positions. 

Some manufacturers (Leica, Rolleiflex) furnish devices for this purpose. In gen- 

eral these are constructed to fit between the tripod and the camera. They either swing 

or slide the camera the requisite distance. Leica! furnishes a Stereo Slide Bar which 

permits the camera to be locked in any position up to a separation of 15 em., thus 

permitting the taking of hyperstereoscopic views up to that maximum base. 

The Object May Be Shafted the Interocular Distance.—The object must be against 

a plain background with no other objects in the view unless such objects are also 

shifted. 
The shift must be level and perpendicular to the axis of the camera. 

The object should not be much closer than 6 ft. from the camera. At shorter 

distances the camera should preferably point to a spot between the two positions of 

the object. 

The light should preferably be uniform, not from a concentrated source. 

The stops and the lighting conditions must remain the same. 

This is a convenient method for photographing small objects that are easily shifted 

on a table. 

The Object May Be Rotated——This is a more accurate method than shifting the 

object particularly for short distances between the object and the camera. 

The object should be against a-plain background. If it is not or if other objects 

not rotated around the same center also are in the view, the background and these 

objects will show no relief in the stereograph. 

The proper angle of rotation for orthostereoscopic views can be calculated from 

the formula: 

95 

a = 2sin— (=) (4) 

A greater rotation gives a hyperstereoscopic effect. 

A simpler method of rotation is to pick out or mark two points on the object in 

line with the lens of the camera and the center of the object. Then rotate the object 

until a line through these same points passes 2!) in. to the right or left of 

the lens. 

1 See Leica Manual. 
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All the above methods demand that the scene be motionless for the time required 

to change the film or plate and to reset the camera or object. 

Use of Stereoadapter.—By the use of a stereoadapter a stereograph with a single-lens 

camera and a single exposure can be obtained. This permits moving objects to be 

photographed. 
Such adapters consist of arrangements of mirrors or prisms designed to bring the 

two views into the left and right halves of the lens, respectively. Figure 4 shows the 

simplest arrangement of mirrors for accomplishing this purpose. 

A distinct advantage of such adapters lies in the fact that the refraction through 

the lens reverses the views so that they 

appear in proper position upon the nega- 

tive and do not have to be transposed. 

Leica manufactures a_ stereoadapter, 

called a Stereoly, using prisms. The device 

fits in front of the lens. It divides the 

standard 36- by 24-mm. picture into two 
of 18 by 24mm. A special viewer for rolls 

of films of this type is also furnished. 

The use of a stereoadapter involves a 

great reduction in the amount of light reach- 

ing the film. Splitting the lens cuts the i 

intensity to one-half, while the absorption of y y 

prisms or mirrors further reduces it. Con- Fig. 4.—Simple arrangement of using 

sequently longer exposures are necessary. tWo sets of mirrors to provide stereoscopic 

The camera should be of such a type etegis wella 2 amelestems camer 

that the film used in it can be divided into two areas which are approximately 

square. 
Stereographs with Two Cameras.—lIf cameras are small, two may be clamped 

together so that the lenses are separated by 214 in. or slightly more. This means that 

the plates must not be larger than 2!5 in. in width. If the separation between lenses 

is greater than 214 in., a hyperstereoscopic effect results. 

Care must be taken that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

The lenses must be well matched. The manufacturer should be willing to do this 

when the cameras are purchased. 
The line between lens centers must be level with the resultant base of the combined 

cameras, 
Indicated equal shutter speeds and diaphragm openings must be in reality equal. 

In cheap cameras there may be considerable variation in shutter speeds causing a 

difference in exposure times. 

The shutters must work simultaneously. Leverages or connecting bars must be 

designed for this purpose for the particular cameras to be used. 

With inexpensive cameras this affords a very cheap and satisfactory method of 

making stereographs. The beginner who cares to experiment with stereoscopic 

possibilities will do well to start in this manner. 

Double-lens Cameras.—A stereoscopic camera with two matched lenses separated 

by the interocular distance permits the taking of stereographs of any type of scene in 

exactly the same manner that ordinary photographs are taken. As long as the shut- 

ters, focusing devices, and diaphragm openings are each linked together and each set 

by. one adjustment, the operation is no different from that of the usual camera. 

- Most stereoscopic cameras are fitted with lens caps so that one lens may be covered 

if it is desired to take single pictures or hyperstereographs. In the latter case the night 

lens is covered for the right view while the left lens is covered for the left view. The 
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camera is shifted the desired distance between views. This eliminates the necessity 

for transposing the plates. 

As it is desirable that a stereograph be level, the more expensive cameras are fitted 

with levels and the lenses are held in a sliding front which permits of a small vertical 

displacement for centering objects slightly above or below the level of the lenses. 

A list of the chief types of camera on the market follows. The list is not complete 

but gives an idea of the field. 
Eho. An inexpensive box-type camera. 214- by 31!4-in. roll film. f/11 lenses. 

Fixed focus. Time and single-speed shutter. Direct-vision wire view finder. Sands, 

Hunter & Co., London. (Price about $15 in England.) 

The Puck. Similar to the Eho. Central brilliant-type view finder. Messrs. 

Thornton Pickard, London. 

Heidoscope. A high grade, precision camera. Plate changing box for twelve 

plates. Two sizes: 

45 by 107 mm. Ziess Tessar lenses f/4.5. Focal length, 5.5 em. Ziess anastigmat 

view-finder lens f/3.2 centrally located. Variable-speed shutter. Variable focus. 

Lens caps. Spirit level. (Price about $270 in England.) 

60 by 130 mm. Ziess Tessar lenses f/4.5. Focal length, 7.5 cm. Ziess anastigmat 

view-finder lenses f/4.2. Other features the same as above. R. F. Hunter Ltd., 

London. (Price about $290 in England.) 

Rolleidoscope. The 60 by 130 Heidoscope made for roll films. (Price about $260 

~ in England.) 

Voigtlander. 45- by 107-mm. plate changing box for 12 plates. f/4.5 lenses. 

Focal length, 6 em. Variable-speed, Compur sector shutters to 1459 sec. Variable 

focus. Lens caps. Spirit level. (Price about $270.) 

Iea Plaskop. An inexpensive camera. 45 by 107 mm. six individual plateholders. 

Ica Novar anastigmat f/6.8 lenses. 6-cm. focal length. Time- and single-speed 

shutters. Direct-vision wire view finder. 

Ica polyskop. 45 by 107 mm. Plate-changing box. Ziess Tessar lenses f/4.5. 

Compur sector shutters to 1459 sec. Direct-vision view finder. Variable focus. 

Ica Minimum Palmos. 60 by 130 mm. Folding-bellows type. Ziess Tessar 

lenses f/4.5. Focal-plane shutter to 4000 sec. 

Verascope. Numerous types. 45 by 107 mm. and 60 by 130 mm. All have 

plate-changing box. Standard, and roll-film adaptors, optional. Lenses f/6.3 on 

cheapest type; f/4.5 on others. Central view-finder lens. Variable speed shutters. 

Manufacturer—J. Richard, Paris. Agent—R. J. Fitzsimons, 75 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 

Other sizes and types of camera, many having been made to order, many of dis- 

continued makes, can be obtained secondhand by watching photographic periodicals. 

Viewing Instruments. Viewing without Aid.—The viewing of stereographs with- 

out the aid of some form of viewing instrument always causes eyestrain. With con- 

siderable practice it can be done with a fair amount of ease but is certainly never to be 

recommended as a common practice. The judgment of depth by this means is never 

accurate. This was discussed on page 572. 

If it is desired to experiment with this form of viewing, a piece of cardboard or 

other flat shield should be placed normal to the two views and between them to render 

them mutually exclusive to the two eyes. Without this shield three views will be seen 

of which the center one will be the stereoscopic image. 

In this form of viewing the two views will seem to draw together until they are 

superimposed. It is helpful to fix on some prominent feature and draw this feature 

together before attempting to focus the eyes. Once the views are together, an effort 

is required to bring them into focus. This focus cannot be held more than a few 

seconds without considerable strain. ; 
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It is also possible to fuse stereographs by looking at them cross-eyed. This pro- 

duces a small image in front of the plate which is psuedoscopic—reversed in depth. 

This method can be employed on stereographs before they are cut apart and trans- 

posed, in which case they will not be psuedoscopic. 
Lens Stereoscopes.—The usual type of stereoscope for general work is the lens 

stereoscope. The purpose of the lenses is primarily to relax the accommodation. In 

split-lens stereoscopes the views are also partially drawn together by refraction. 

The lenses thus serve to keep the eyes focused on infinity which is approximated in 

normal vision by all objects more than a few feet away. Thus the normal accommoda- 

tion-convergence ratio is not too seriously violated as it is when the eyes are forced to 

remain focused at the distance of the plate. 

Full-lens Type.—In stereoscopes of short focal length, full lenses are usually used 

separated by 214 in. They are available as box or as folding types. 

The box type is used for transparencies. It is a simple box with a ground-glass 

screen in one end and the lenses mounted in the other end. The lenses are usually 

fitted with a rack-and-pinion focusing device much after the manner of a pair of opera 
glasses. The plate is inserted through a slot in front of the glass screen. The latter 

serves to diffuse the light over the entire scene. The instrument must be pointed at a 

satisfactory light source unless it is fitted with a light in back of the glass screen. 

The folding type is convenient for carrying in the pocket for use with prints. It 

consists of a collapsible metal framework containing the lenses and a rack for the 

plate. These may be constructed of two pieces which slide in each other in order to 

permit focusing; or they may be of one piece with a fixed focus. 

The value of this type of stereoscope is that it can be made very cheaply and is of a 

convenient size for carrying. However, the cheaper forms lack rigidity and easily 

get out of alignment. 
Spectacle Type.—Pairs of lenses much like a pair of spectacles are also obtainable. 

These require that the plate be held in the hand and moved until fusion ismade. This 

requires a certain amount of practice. This type is very convenient for use with books 

in which stereographs are published. 

The Camera as a Stereoscope.—For theoretically perfect orthostereoscopic viewing 

the stereograph should be viewed with the pair of lenses with which the pictures were 

taken. Some cameras on the market are so constructed that they may also be used 

as viewers. However any pair of lenses of the same focal length and a comfortable 

diameter will give excellent results. 

Split-lens Type—The common hand type, or Brewster stereoscope, the American 

parlor stereoscope, is of the split-lens type. This system is shown in Fig. 5. The 

single lens is split vertically through the center and the two halves are mounted with 

the optical centers out. These centers are separated somewhat in excess of the inter- 

ocular distance. (Keystone telebinocular, 95 mm.) This allows wider separation 

of the prints and consequently larger prints may be used without overlapping. 

The alteration of depth of the objects in the stereograph in this type of stereoscope 

when used with a camera of interocular separation is not detectable in the ordinary 

photograph. It need only be given serious consideration in technical work where the 

accurate judgment of depth relative to width and height is of importance. In such 

cases the use of a camera of lens separation equal to the distance between optical 

centers in the stereoscope eliminates the distortion though the image is theoretically 

nearer and smaller on hyperstereoscopie principles. 

In general this type of stereoscope has a longer focal length than the full-lens type. 

The difficulty here is that the focal length is usually longer than that of most cameras. 

On the other hand the splitting of the lens allows of a larger and consequently flatter 

full lens. This reduces both chromatic and spherical aberration. 
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Stereoscopes for Roll Films.—Small full-lens type stereoscopes are also made for 

use with standard-size motion-picture films. The Tru-View Co., Rockford, IIL, 

manufactures one of these in America. The prints are small, so that it is possible to 

interlock them. ‘The first and fourth, third and sixth, fifth and eighth, seventh and 

tenth, etc., views being paired. The second view is a blank never appearing before 

either lens. A roll of films is fed through a vertical slot at the right side of the viewer. 

A lever shifts the films the requisite distance. The stereoscope is of the box type with 

a fixed focus. The films are positive transparencies. 
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Fic. 6.—Mirror stereoscope, as originally used by Wheatstone. 

Leica also manufactures a stereoscope of this type already mentioned under 

stereoadaptors. 

Lens-type stereoscopes should be fitted with side shields to eliminate stray light 

around the eyes, a shield between the two views to render them mutually exclusive, 

and a sliding plateholder or lens adjuster for focusing. If for use with transparencies, 

they should completely eahice all het excen that coming through the ground glass. 

Mirror Stereoscopes. ypes of mirror stereoscones possible. In 

all of them the two views are aca aeoal by reflection. 

The original mirror stereoscope was that of Wheatstone shown in Fig. 6. 

The two prints are mounted facing each other at A and B and are reflected into the 

eyes from the mirrors Cand D. The prints may be moved together or apart by means 

of the screw. 
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As but a single reflection occurs, the resultant view is reversed from the right to 

the left. Printing, for instance, reads backward. This can be remedied by having the 

prints reversed from the negatives. 

Polished metal or front-silvered mirrors should be used as a faint second image is 
received off the front surface of ordinary mirrors. 

A refinement and extension of this type is used extensively for viewing X-ray 

stereographs. Transparencies are used and placed in the machine reversed. 

The most common form of mirror stereoscope is of the double-reflection type shown 

in Fig. 7. It is extensively used in aerial photography work. The path of the light 

is as shown in the figure. The double reflection eliminates the reversal effect of the 

original Wheatstone stereoscope. 

It is possible to design this stereoscope for prints of any size. Prints of varying 

size may be used in any given machine, provided focal lengths are approximately 

correct. The use of large prints has the advantage of minimizing the obviousness of 

the print texture with relation to the picture. 

Left view Right view 

— 

Left eye @ Right eye = 
Fic. 7.—Double-reflection type of mirror stereoscope which eliminates the reversal effect 

of the Wheatstone type. 

The total distance that the light travels from the print to the eye corresponds to 

the focal length of the instrument. As this is quite large in comparison to lens stereo- 

scopes, considerable enlargment should be made of views taken with ordinary cameras. 

This can successfully be done as the problem of overlapping does not present itself. 

For observing aerial photographs the machine is usually placed so that the observer 

looks down on the prints. Such views usually have only a portion of their areas 

in common. “These are adjusted by eye until they fuse. 

A single large metal plate polished on both sides may be used as a single mirror 

stereoscope. The plate is placed between the eyes and normal to them. The eyes 

look into the plate at the reflections of the prints. Here the prints are reversed from 

right to left due to the single reflection. 

Many other types of mirror stereoscopes are possible. Unusual designs are occa- 

sionally resorted to for some technical purpose. For general purposes the double- 

reflecting type is undoubtedly the most satisfactory. 

Anaglyphs.—An anaglyph is a stereograph in which the two views are respectively 

printed in complimentary colors. Red and green have been universally used for this 

purpose. Since a picture of one pure color disappears when viewed through a glass of 

the same color and is most visible, appearing black, through a complimentary color, 

the views can be rendered mutually exclusive by a pair of spectacles of the same colors. 

Thus, if the right view is red, the right spectacle must be green. The light spaces in 

the scene appear in both views but, being complimentary colors, fuse as white. 
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The advantages of this system are (1) the two views may be superimposed, thus 

allowing prints of any size to be used; (2) the space is only one-half that used for the 

same size in other systems; (8) the spectacles may be ian cellophane masks and 

consequently flat and very cheap. 

These facts make the system the best for publication work. Numerous magazines 

have published anaglyphs inserting masks in each copy of the issue. The system has 

been, and is, extensively used in aerial photography publications. 

The disadvantages of the system are (1) the difficulty of getting proper ihr, (2) 

the great absorption of light through the masks, (8) the inherent impossibility of mak- 

ing colored stereographs, (4) the green and aa colors do not fuse into white around 

the edges of objects against a light background, but (5) leave an edge of color over 

that part of the background which is obscured by a foreground object in one of the 

views but not in the other. 
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Fig. 8.—Stereo viewing device using oe plates. It is necessary for the observer 

to wear polarizing glasses to obtain the fusion of images. 

Negatives used for anaglyphs should be very sharp for satisfactory fusing. Stop- 

ping down the lens aperture is consequently recommended when making negatives for 

this purpose. 
In viewing an anaglyph the plane of the paper is usually obvious. The best 

impression is received if the scene seems to stand out from the paper rather than recede 

into it. This is achieved by printing so that correspondingly distant points in the two 

views are coincident in the superposition. If foreground points are coincident, the 

scene will recede into the paper. 
Polaroid System.—A very convenient, recently developed form of viewer involves 

the use of Polaroid, a material which polarizes light. This viewer is shown in Fig. 8. 
The H and V are sheets of Polaroid mounted at right angles to each other. They 

polarize the light from the two lamps horizontally and vertically, respectively. The 

transparencies representing the right and left views are inserted between the ground 

glass and the Polaroid. The sheet C which makes 45° angles with the Polaroid sheets 
is a half-silvered mirror which transmits one-half the incident light and reflects one- 
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half. Thus an observer at A receives the reflected one-half of the horizontally polar- 

ized light and the refracted one-half of the vertically polarized light. 

If the observer wears a pair of Polaroid spectacles in which the right glass is polar- 

ized vertically and the left glass horizontally, the views are rendered mutually exclu- 

sive and a stereoscopic fusion results. 

Theoretically there is only one possible position in which the observer may place 

his eyes and see the views orthostereoscopically. This can be approximately found by 

moving the head back and forth until the view appears most natural. However, where 

the accurate judgment of depth is not of great importance there is a considerable area 

within which a normal scenic view of objects or persons appears quite natural. This 

area is large enough for six or more persons to view the scene at the same time. The 

size of the area depends upon the size and the correct viewing distance of the plates. 

The larger these are, the larger the area and the more persons who can view 

the stereograph. 

As a device for showing stereographs to small groups of Pea this system is 

unequaled by any other unless projection is resorted to, as it enables more than one 

person to view at the same time. 
A further advantage is that Polaroid offers the possibility of making stereographs 

in color in which the illusion of reality is very startling. 

The only objection to the system is that the resultant view being enclosed in a 

visible box tends to seem restricted in size to the size of the box. At the present time 

it is fairly expensive. 

Processing, Mounting, and Viewing Stereographs. Developing and Printing.— 

The photographic processes of developing and printing stereographs are exactly the 

same as for ordinary photographic work. In developing negatives the photographer 

should aim at sharp detail, low contrast, and lack of graininess. All these are par- 

ticularly important in stereographs of small size where the magnification of the stereo- 

scope is large. The elimination of graininess is particularly important in view of the 

effect of the presence of the plane of the plate on the location of the image. 

For transparencies either glass plates or films may be used. The problem is exactly 

the same as that of making lantern slides. 

Methods of obtaining the desired results with respect to detail, contrast, and 

graininess are discussed elsewhere in the volume and need not be duplicated here. 

Reversal of Views.—In taking stereographs with a double-lens camera, the two 

views must be transposed—interchanged, the right view being put on the left and vice 

versa—before viewing. ‘The reason for this can best be understood by remembering 

that the negative in the camera has the image on it upside down and reversed from 

right to left. The stereograph consequently has two upside-down views side by side. 

If the plate is rotated through 180°, the two views come right side up and correct from 

left to right, but the view taken by the right lens is now on the left and vice versa. 

Consequently either the negative or the resultant positive must be cut apart and 

remounted. 

If prints or negatives are separated and it is desired to determine which is for the 

right eye and which for the left, this can almost always be done by inspection 

as follows: 

Pick a sharp point or vertical line in the foreground which appears quite close to 

some sharp feature of the background. The horizontal distance between these two 

will differ in the two views, the difference being greater when the difference in depth is 

greater. The view in which the foreground point is farthest to the right with respect to 

the background is the left-eye view. 

Many of the methods for making stereographs are primarily for use. with cameras 

already on hand or readily available. Since the stereoscope should have the same focal 
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length as the camera, either a stereoscope must be obtained of approximately equal 

focal length or, if the stereoscope has a greater focal length than the camera (generally 

the case), the resultant prints should be enlarged. 

Reference to formula (1) shows that, if the stereoscope has a focal length m times 

that of the camera, the print must be enlarged m times for orthostereoscopic viewing. 

As an example, the most common American hand stereoscope has a focal length of 

20cm. With this instrument and a camera of 6 cm. focal length, the prints should be 

enlarged 314 times. 

As the centers of the prints should remain a distance apart equal to or less than the 

distance between the optical centers of the stereoscope, any considerable enlargement 

will cause the prints to overlap necessitating trimming. If a portion is trimmed off 

one print, the corresponding portion must be trimmed off the other. Since the left 

and right sides must be trimmed off the right and left views, respectively, both sides 

must be trimmed off both views. If this is to be done, the photographer must remem- 

ber when taking the picture that objects near the edge of the finder may be out of the 

final stereograph. 

To avoid overlapping much smaller enlargements than are theoretically called 

for can be used for general work. Though the resultant depth will be exaggerated 

this may add to the effectiveness of the stereograph rather than detract from it. 

A compromise is usually the best answer. It is recommended that the prints be 

enlarged to the point where overlapping begins, taking into consideration the possible 

maximum separation of the prints. The result can then be viewed in the stereoscope 

to determine if the scene is objectionably distorted. 

Alignment of Prints. Horizontal Separation between Prints.—On convergence 

principles the distance between the two views of an infinitely distant point on the 

plates should be equal to the distance between the lenses of the camera and of the 

stereoscope. This can easily be done by picking some sharp point in the background 

of one view and measuring the required distance in the proper direction for the same 

point in the other view. 
Mounting should be done by measurement whenever possible. However, the 

distance between prints can be considerably lessened without any effect on the result- 

ant image. With split-lens stereoscopes it is customary to mount the prints with less 

separation. 

Thus it is possible for the photographer to mount the prints arbitrarily at a chosen 

distance less than the theoretical distance or by adjustment while viewing them in the 

stereoscope. If the latter method is used and the photographer has a greater than 

average interocular distance, he should be careful to place the prints somewhat closer 

together than his maximum fusion distance. 

Vertical Alignment.—A line drawn between the two views of any point must be 

parallel to the line between optical centers, 7.e., parallel to the line through the eyes. 

The eyes actually allow a small amount of vertical variation between the two 

views. The physiological reasons for this are not clearly understood. 

The best way of achieving proper alignment is to place a straightedge over the 

center of the two prints parallel to the lower edge of the mounting card. Then adjust 

the prints so that the straightedge intersects the same points on each. This assures 

both vertical and rotational alignment. The center of the card and the center of the 

prints should be used, as this insures the prints being in the center of the viewing area 

with a consequent minimum of aberration. i 

Proper alignment may be obtained by observation through the stereoscope. The 

breakdown of fusion as the prints get out of alignment is quite sharp. One print can 

be placed in the center of its viewing area and the other moved until it is in the center 

of the fusion area. 
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If the latter method is used, care should be taken that the rotational alignment 

is correct. One central point of both prints may be in vertical alignment, while one 

print is slightly rotated with respect to the other. The eyes will allow an appreciable 

rotation accompanied by a twisting distortion of the image without breaking fusion. 

This can be avoided by watching the outside edges of the image, where fusion breaks 

down with the least rotation while the center of the image remains fused. 

If possible, prints taken with a double-lens camera should not be cut apart until 

ready for mounting as the distance between the views and the vertical alignment of 

the prints is perfect in the uncut prints. By aligning corresponding points on the 

prints, parallel to the base of the mounting card, with the prints centrally located, the 

four corners of each view may be marked on the ecard. The prints can then be cut 

apart and each mounted in the space formerly occupied by the other. 

Alignment of Transparencies.—Transparencies are made with exactly the same 

materials of which lantern slides are made. They may be made by printing directly 

from the uncut negative as follows: Place the left half of the transparency plate in con- 

tact with the right half of the negative being sure that the edges are parallel. Shield 

the halves not in contact and expose. Place the right half of the transparency in con- 

tact with the left half of the negative. Shield the halves not in contact and expose. 

A simple frame can be made for this purpose composed of three sections each the 

size of one view. The two end sections are shielded and the center one is open. 

The negative and the transparency plate occupy two sections each, overlapping 

in the center section. After exposure they are shifted to opposite ends and exposed 

again. Zeiss manufactures such a frame. 

The value of this method is that, once the frame is properly constructed, the align- 

ment and spacing of the resultant transparency is automatically correct. 

Alignment for Mirror Stereoscopes.—In mirror stereoscopes where large separate 

prints are used, the prints can be cut to fit against stopsin the stereoscope or they can 

be aligned by observation. The latter requires a little knowledge on the part of the 

observer of how to move the prints. 

Correct Viewing.—The prints or transparencies being properly mounted must still 

be properly inserted in the stereoscope and the latter held level. In showing stereo- 

graphs to persons unfamiliar with them, fusion is frequently not achieved, either 

because the slide is not level in the stereoscope or because the stereoscope is not held 

level with the eyes. Both of these should be checked for persons having difficulty with 

fusion. 

Adjustment of Stereoscope-——The viewing of stereographs after they have been 

properly placed in the stereoscope is quite simple. Most lens-type stereographs have 

focusing devices. It will be found easier to achieve fusion and involves less eyestrain 

if the carriage or the lenses are brought forward to the proper position rather than 

started forward and moved back. 

In mirror-type stereoscopes no focusing occurs. Views set in a particular position 

may be made to fuse by changing the distance of the eyes from the mirrors. 

An effort should be made to obtain an even illumination over both views whether 

prints or transparencies are used. The degree to which illumination may differ and 

satisfactory fusion occur is certainly considerable. However, uneven illumination 

makes the initial fusion a great deal more difficult and certainly detracts from the 

resultant effect. 

Stereoscopes for both prints and transparencies can be equipped with a light 

mounted in such a way as to give an even illumination. 

When a light is used on prints care must be taken to avoid glare. As a glossy pyint 

makes a more satisfactory background than a dull one, this glare can be considerable. 

It is sometimes eliminated by warping the prints into a slight curve. 
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Transparencies vs. Prints.—The question of the use of transparencies as opposed 

to prints is largely a matter of personal preference. 

The light effect of transparencies gives a much greater illusion of the actual exist- 

ence of light-filled space. They also have a brilliance which cannot be obtained with 

prints. Furthermore they permit the use of color in the same way that it is used in 

colored films. For these reasons they are generally considered to be superior. 

On the other hand prints are much easier to handle and not so susceptible to dam- 

age. They are much easier to view as individual photographs. They require less 

light intensity and can usually be viewed in any position without searching for a source 

of light, up to which they can be held. A number may be viewed, as single photo- 

graphs, at once for purposes of selection. For these reasons they usually give greater 

satisfaction to the beginner. 

Hyperstereoscopy.—If the separation between camera lenses is increased beyond 

the interocular distance the two resultant photographs of any object will be the same 

as could have been taken, using the interocular distance, of an exactly similar object 

both smaller and nearer the camera. 

On convergence principles if the base is increased m times the object will appear 

1/m the distance and 1/m the size. Thus, if the base is doubled, the resultant object 

should appear as a “‘reduced model”’ of half the size at half the distance. 
Since the ability to detect depth is much greater at greater convergences (see Table 

I) the objects in this “‘reduced model”’ will appear to stand out from their backgrounds 

much more obviously than in an orthostereoscopic view. The perception of depth is 

consequently enhanced. 
As the base increases, the convergence angle consistent with a reduced model inter- 

pretation becomes greater and soon passes beyond any value natural to binocular 

vision or stereoscopic viewing. Certainly at some point the eyes cease interpreting 

the image as a reduced model and begin interpreting it as a similar object of increased 

depth. This exaggeration of depth then increases as the base is further increased. 

The entire phenomenon of the interpretation of hyperstereoscopic images needs 

more thorough investigation before more exact statements can be made concerning it. 

In aerial photography it is usually assumed that the most natural relief, or the 

nearest approach to a properly shaped image, is obtained when the two views of a 

point on the ground appear the interocular distance apart in relative position on the 

two plates. The base for this most natural relief can be calculated from the formula 

ed 
Bi 

where B = distance between exposures in feet; 

e = interocular distance in inches; 

d = height of camera above ground in feet; 

f = focal length of camera in inches. 

If the base as obtained from this formula is exceeded, the resultant stereoscopic 
image is certainly exaggerated in depth. By this means low buildings can be made to 

appear as skyscrapers and normally imperceptible details of relief can be made 

B= (5) 

apparent. 

The hyperstereoscopic effect, if judiciously used, can add greatly to a stereograph’s 

effectiveness by its strong emphasis of the depth quality. It is best used on mountain 

or landscape views which have few foreground objects. 

From considerations of the limits of stereoscopic vision, objects over 2000 ft. away 

must be photographed with an increased base if any stereoscopic effect is to be 

obtained. The photographer need not expect any pronounced binocular effect of 

depth on objects over 1000 ft. unless he uses an increased base. 
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Projection Systems. Fundamental Problems.—The projection of stereographs 

involves certain problems not present in individual viewing. These are: 

1. The projected stereograph must be viewable from a number of different posi- 

tions. This presents two major problems: that of keeping the stereographs at equal 
distances from the eyes and that of distortion due to oblique viewing. 

If the projected stereographs are large and side by side they will be at different 

distances from the eyes of all observers, except those near the normal to the center 

of the screen. This difference in size increases as the observer moves farther to the 

side or nearer to the screen. If fusion can still be maintained, the question of eyestrain 

arises. 

This difficulty cannot be cured by devices involving mirrors, prisms, or lenses at the 

eye unless each observer has a device suited to his particular position. It is com- 
pletely cured by systems which permit the superposition of the two views. Anaglyphs 
and the polaroid system are of this type. 

The problem of distortion is much the same as that in a motion-picture theater 

complicated and emphasized by the presence of depth. Theoretically there is but one 

correct viewing point. From this point there is an increase of depth as the observer 

moves back and a decrease as he moves forward. In addition, as he moves to the 

side, the scene appears narrower and twisted, objects on the near side of the screen 

moving toward the observer with respect to objects on the far side. 

Such distortions are, in general scenes, not too annoying. In the event of three- 

dimensional movies on a large scale, theaters may be made somewhat narrower than 

is now the custom. 

2. The stereographs must be made mutually exclusive to the eyes of a number of 

individuals. This necessitates some form of stereoscope or spectacles at the eye of 

every observer. ‘This introduces the problem of expense, and, as a commercial proposi- 
tion, the overcoming of the slight annoyance entailed. 

The only possibility of separating the stereograms for every observer at the screen 

rather than at the eyes seems to lie in the Ives’ system (see page 590) in which other 

difficulties are almost insuperable. 

3. The increased difficulty of getting the proper separation between views. This 

problem does not arise if the system permits superposition on the screen. ~ If views are 

placed side by side, one above the other, or in any other position, mirrors or priems 
must be used at ite eyes to effect fusion. ee 

4. If motion pictures are contemplated, the additional problems of Gndinonteason 

of shutters and films presents itself together with the doubling of a number of expenses. 

No detailed discussion of the above problems or of the following systems is given, as 
the field is still in the laboratory stage. 

The anaglyph system is the same as that discussed on page 583. Its advantages 

and disadvantages are the same as set forth there. Its chief advantages for projection 

work lie in the ability to superimpose the views and in its cheapness. Its chief dis- 

advantages lie in the loss of light due to the colors employed and its inadaptability to 
color work. 

In anaglyphic movies the edges of color around moving objects against a light field 

causes an annoying flashing of color. However, anaglyphic movies have been success- 

fully shown as a novelty in American and Continental theaters. 

The Polaroid system is the same as that discussed on page 584. The two views are 

projected through Polaroid and superimposed on the screen. The advantages of the 

system lie in the possibility of superposition and of using color. On the other hand 

powerful light sources are needed owing to the cutting out of a large portion of the 

light in polarizing. This demands that an adequate system of cooling the bulbs be 

devised. The Polaroid Corp. is rapidly conquering the difficulties in this system. 
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Tves’ System.—Figure 9a represents a scene in space photographed by a battery of 

cameras. Figure 9b represents the scene replaced by a screen which has the charac- 

teristic of reflecting all incident light in a horizontal plane directly back upon itself 

{ye one, ie! Unidirectional screen 

& Cameras G 

[Ggggand” loddaan 
(a) (b) 

Fia. 9.—Diagram illustrating the steoescopic system devised by H. E. Ives of the Bell. 

Telephone Laboratories. 

while diffusing it vertically. The cameras are replaced by projectors projecting the 

respective pictures. 

It will be seen that the eye located anywhere in view of the screén sees a vertical 

strip of the projected view from each camera. The eye, being below the direct rays 

from the projector, does not interfere. It 

thus builds up from the various strips the 

complete image of the original scene as it 

appeared from its location. Since each eye 

does this for itself, the two images are different 

and mutually exclusive. Consequently a 

stereoscopic image results. 

Ascreen having the necessary characteris- 

tics can be made from vertical transparent rods 

ground cylindrically on the front and rear sur- 

faces with the rear surface painted with a 

white diffusing paint. 

This is the method of H. E. Ives. 

Such a system would be perfect if the 

number of cameras approached infinity and 

the width of the screen rods approached zero. 

As the number of cameras decrease and the 

width of the rods increases, the resultant 

image becomes more obviously a series of 

vertical strips. 

The system has been ‘demonstrated 

experimentally. Obviously it is enormously 

expensive and commercially entirely impractical. It is of interest as being the only 

projection system which can be viewed by a number of persons without any device at 

the eyes. 

Fic. 10.—Stereoscope viewing device 

designed for educational purposes. 
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Full technical information is obtainable in the Journal of the Optical Society of 

America, vol. 21, pp. 109-118; or Bell Telephone System, Technical Publications, 

Monograph B-550. 
Distortions and Aberrations.—Any change in shape of a stereoscopic 1mage from 

the original scene should be classified as a distortion. For purposes of convenience 

changes in size have also been included in the following discussion. Certain of the 

TasBLE IJ.—DisrorTions AND ABERRATIONS IN STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY 

Distortions in Stereoscopic Images 

Effect on 
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Subscripts: S refers to stereoscope; C refers to camera. 
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d = distance of plate from lenses; 
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interocular distance. 
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elements causing these have been discussed on page 573 under Location and Size of 

Images and on page 588 under Hyperstereoscopy. These will not be discussed again 

here. 

Other distortions arise from many causes when the conditions for orthostereoscopy 

are not fulfilled. As the actual image formation is a composite of a number of vari- 

ables, the distortions listed in Table IT and the subsequent discussion are the tendencies 

set up by the conditions which cause them. These must be weighted against the other 

factors present. 
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Improper mounting may cause distortions: 

If both views are rotated around their individual centers in the same direction 

the entire scene is twisted in that direction. This is liable to occur if mounting is done 
by eye, for, if the first print is not level, the second will be rotated to obtain 

fusion. . ¢ 
If the views are rotated in opposite directions, say the bottoms separated and the 

tops brought together, then the bottom area will recede and become smaller while the 

top area approaches and becomes larger. 

If the stereograph is improperly placed in the stereoscope, the following distortions 

may occur: If it is tipped forward or backward from the vertical, the image loses height 
while the approaching portion comes nearer. 

If the stereograph is not parallel to the line between the lens centers while fusion is 

maintained, the image is twisted in the same direction while losing width. 

An occasional individual has no capacity for stereoscopic vision. The chief rea- 

sons for this are the habit of depending on a master eye or the fact that one eye is 

considerably weaker than the other. No accurate figures are available, although the 

number of such individuals is said to be in the neighborhood of 8 per cent of 

the population. 

With lens-type stereoscopes chromatic aberration occurs. In full-lens stereoscopes 

in which the eyes are centered on the optical centers, white areas to the left of center 

appear blue on the left side and red on the right. Areas to the left of center appear 

the reverse. 

In split-lens stereoscopes white areas in the left-side view appear blue on the right 

and red on the left. White areas in the right-side view appear the reverse. In the 

fused image these somewhat cancel each other though a band of color remains. 

These effects are never bothersome, the edges of color generally being very fine and 

only detectable if attention is directed to them. Such aberration can be corrected by 

the use of crown and flint glass in the stereo- 

scope. In general the expense of doing this is 

greater than warranted. 

The presence of residual color in anaglyphs 

was mentioned under that subject. 

If the lenses of the stereoscope are exact 

duplicates of those of the camera, no spherical 

aberration will occur. If the curvature of the 

lenses is different or if mirror stereoscopes are 

used, such aberration does occur. It is exactly 

the same problem as is present with an ordinary 

single-lens camera and need not be discussed 

here. 

Miscellaneous Applications. Astronomy.— 

Stereography has certain limited uses in astron- 

fete peace ee ae Dee q omy: All these are based on motion of the 
with two lenses for stereoscopic @8tronomical body with respect to the earth. 
photography. Stereographs may be made of the moon, 

owing to its librations. Theseslight oscillations 

are the same as a rotation of the moon. Consequently two views taken at opposite 

ends of a libration cycle will show a stereoscopic effect. 

Stereographs may be made of astronomical bodies which move appreciably against 

the background of the stars. This is done by photographing them twice so that they 

appear shifted against the background. Aside from the fact that the object photo- 

graphed, a comet or a planet, does stand out from the background in a stereoscopic 
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manner such stereographs have no technical value whatever, as the resultant depth is a 

completely false one. The object shows no depth within itself. 

Cloud stereographs can be made in the same manner, provided there is some 

lateral motion of the clouds without an accompanying change of shape. The farther 

the clouds move between views the nearer the earth they will appear. 

The possibility of applying stereography to other astronomical phenomena are 

extremely limited. They certainly are restricted to the solar system. The maximum 

possible base is twice the distance of the earth from the sun or 186,000,000 miles. 

From formula (3) this means that a star would have to be within 14 light year of the 

sun to show any relief against an infinitely distant background. The nearest star is 

greatly in excess of this distance. This shift 1s, of course, used to 

measure the distance of near stars, as a much smaller angle can be 

measured than the eye can detect in a stereograph. 

Wide-angle System.—The angle of view of a normal eye runs to 120° 

or more. The average stereoscopic camera covers an angle in the 

neighborhood of 60°. This imposes a restriction on stereographs 
which detracts from their reality. 

A lens system is available which satisfactorily increases this angle 

up to 90°. The system is practically free from chromatic aberration 

and is corrected for distortion. It involves two lenses as shown in 

Fig. 12. Complete technical information on this system can be found Eras ee 

in L. E. W. von Albada, A Wide Angle Stereoscope and a Wide Angle Diagram of 

View Finder, Trans. Optical “Soc. (London), vol. 25, no. 5; and in A. wide-angle lens 

W. Judge, “Stereoscopic Photography.” system for ster- 

Pseudoscopic Views.—If the two views of a stereograph are trans- eeeone 

posed so that the right eye sees the left view and vice versa, a pseudoscopic view results. 

If the stereograph is of separated objects the order of depth of these objects is 

reversed, 7.e., the background objects appear in the foreground and vice versa. 

If the stereograph is of a simple geometric figure or of such a nature that the solidity 

of the object can be reversed without destroying its meaning, such reversal will occur. 

Thus a pseudoscopic stereograph of the pyramid in Fig. 1 would appear to be a pyramid 

with the base in the foreground and the apex in the background. 

In normal scenes including persons, buildings, or landscapes, the pseudoscopic 

stereograph leads only to confusion as the depth factors indicating the true scene are 

opposed to the pseudoscopic factor. Confusion and loss of depth are the result. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ULTRAVIOLET AND INFRARED 

By WatrEeR CLARK 

The visible spectrum, ranging from wavelengths 3900 to 7600 IS covers a very 

small portion of the known spectrum of radiation which extends from the short cosmic 

rays to the long waves of radio. The invisible wavelength region shorter than 3900 A. 

constitutes the ultraviolet, which may be considered to have its short wavelength limit 

at 136 A. It merges into the X rays and is customarily divided at about 2000 A. into 

two parts known as the far and near ultraviolet, the latter being the region which 

borders on the visible spectrum. The invisible portion of the spectrum which is an 

extension of the visible into longer wavelengths is known as the infrared. As the 

infrared wavelengths become longer, they constitute the heat rays, and these merge 

into the long Hertzian or radio waves. 

The first invisible part of the spectrum to be discovered was the infrared, by Sir 

William Herschel in 1800. Herschel passed a thermometer through the spectrum of 

the sun and found that the temperatures recorded were higher beyond the red than in 

the visible region. The ultraviolet was discovered shortly after the infrared by Ritter 

and Wollaston, who showed that the blackening action of sunlight on silver chloride 

occurred readily in the part of the spectrum beyond the visible limit in the violet. All 

salts of silver—in particular the chloride, bromide, and iodobromide used in photo- 

graphic papers, plates, and films—are sensitive to ultraviolet radiation. There is 

also sensitivity in the visible violet and blue and, in the case of the bromide and iodo- 

bromide of negative materials, in the blue-green. In order to extend the response to 

the remainder of the visible green, the red, and the infrared, it is necessary to resort 

to sensitizing by means of dyes. Commercial photographic plates and films are avail- 

able which permit photography of the whole spectrum from about 2000 A. in the ultra- 

violet to beyond 13,000 A. in the infrared. They provide the physicist and astronomer 

with their most convenient means of recording spectra over this region, and have many 

other special applications in the fields of science and technology. 

ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY 

Although all normal photographic plates and films are sensitive to radiation in the 

near ultraviolet, at a wavelength of about 2500 A. the gelatin of the emulsion begins to 

absorb the rays, and at 2000 A. this absorption is so great that plates and films will no 
longer respond. This wavelength, therefore, represents the shortest which can be 

recorded on commercial plates and films unless special conditions are employed. If 

it is desired to photograph by wavelengths shorter than 2000 A., it is necessary to use 

plates having very little gelatin, such as the so-called ‘‘Schumann plates,”’ or to treat 

normal plates with a substance which fluoresces in the short wavelength radiation, 

emitting light of longer wavelengths to which the plate is readily sensitive. If the 

camera is fitted with lenses of quartz instead of glass, wavelengths down to 1850 A. 

are passed to the plate, provided they do not have to travel through a long path of air, 

the oxygen of which begins to exert a strong absorption at about 2000 A. Optical 

glass, such as is normally used in camera lenses, absorbs the ultraviolet strongly at 

595 
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wavelengths shorter than about 3300 to 3500 A., the actual limit depending on the 

nature of the glass. For photography in the region from this point to 2000 A. it is 

necessary to use quartz lenses. 
There are two distinctly different ways of using ultraviolet radiation for taking 

photographs. The first of these, called the ‘‘reflected ultraviolet method,” is strictly 

analogous to ordinary photographic methods, whereby the photograph is taken by the 

light which is reflected from the subject. In the case of ultraviolet photography by 

this method, the source of radiation, or the camera, is provided with filters which 

transmit only the invisible ultraviolet and allow no visible light to pass. The second 

method, known as the “fluorescent light method,” depends on the ability of ultraviolet 

to induce visible fluorescence in some materials. The ultraviolet is absorbed by the 

material, and energy is reemitted in the form of visible light. The wavelength of the 

fluorescent light is always longer than that of the ultraviolet which excited it, and its 

color may range from violet to red according to the nature of the material. In addi- 

tion to the fluorescent radiation there is always present some ultraviolet which is 
reflected directly by the object. This reflected ultraviolet is invisible, but it is much 

more effective photographically than the fluorescent light. In the fluorescent-lght 

method it is desired to make the exposure by the fluorescence alone, and it is therefore 

necessary to prevent the reflected ultraviolet from reaching the lens of the camera. 

This is achieved by placing over the lens a filter which absorbs all the ultraviolet but 

which allows the visible light to pass freely. Although the reflected ultraviolet method 

is very frequently used, the fluorescence method is the more important. There is no 

general rule, however, by which the appropriate method can be chosen. If it 

is required to show detail which can be seen by the fluorescent light, it can be photo-_ 

graphed by the fluorescent-light method. If detail is not shown in this manner, it may 

be possible to reveal it by reflected ultraviolet photography, but only experiment will 

tell. The reflected ultraviolet method is the quicker of the two, and, if convenient, it 

should be tried first. 

Sources of Ultraviolet. Swunlzght.—Ultraviolet is present in the radiation from the 

sun but to an extent of less than 5 per cent, as compared with 41 to 45 per cent in the 

visible and from 50 to 58 per cent in the infrared. No radiation of wavelength shorter 

than 2900 A. reaches the earth from the sun, and the actual threshold varies with the 

atmospheric conditions and the elevation of the sun. Some ultraviolet photographs 

have been made out of doors using sunlight as the source, and some of the planets have 

been photographed by the ultraviolet in the sunlight which they reflect. Means have 

been proposed for using the sun as a source of ultraviolet for photography indoors, but 

they are inefficient, and in general the sun can be eliminated as a source for general 

ultraviolet photography. 

Incandescent Tungsten-filament Electric Lamps.—The amount of ultraviolet energy 

in the radiation from the normal type of electric lamp is so small that the lamps are 

not suitable sources. By using overvolted lamps the ultraviolet intensity is increased 

but not sufficiently to make the lamps of importance for general use. 

Carbon-arc Lamps.—The carbon ares provide the highest temperatures available 

in artificial light sources, and together with the sun they are the sources most used for 

ultraviolet therapy. By introducing metal salts into the cores of the carbons, manu- 

facturers have been able to increase the emission of radiation in various parts of the 

spectrum, including the ultraviolet. Such carbons are made for therapeutic purposes, 

an example being the National Carbon Company’s Therapeutic ‘‘C”’ carbons. Most 

carbon ares, including the Sunshine, Sun, High Intensity, and White Flame arcs, have 

a strong emission at about 3900 A. They are suitable sources of near ultraviolet inso- 

far as energy is concerned, but they have certain disadvantages which include disin- 

tegration of the carbons, inconvenience due to heat, and need for attention during 
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operation. If a studio is equipped with them, however, they might well be used. 

Enclosed metallic arcs, such as the Pointolite and Tungsarc lamps do not have suffi- 

cient energy in the ultraviolet to be of general use. 

Gaseous-discharge Lamps.—The gaseous-discharge lamps, particularly the mercury 

ares, provide the most convenient sources for ultraviolet photography. The earliest 

form was the Cooper-Hewitt mercury-vapor lamp, which consists of an evacuated 

glass tube containing mercury and two metal electrodes connected to a source of elec- 

tric supply. An arc discharge is caused to pass between the electrodes by tilting the 

tube to make and break a conducting link of mercury or by applying a high potential 

across the electrodes. The light from the tube consists of the emission spectrum of 

mercury vapor. The strongest line in the near ultraviolet, and the one most useful 

photographically, is that at 3650 A. Improvements in the lamp consisted in introduc- 

ing a considerable pressure of mercury vapor and introducing rare gases into low- 

pressure mercury tubes, provided with electrodes of oxides of the rare earths and 

heated by a tungsten filament. A very efficient type is the high-pressure mercury 

lamp in which oxide-coated electrodes are used and the mercury is at a relatively high 

pressure, the amount present being limited so that it is all vaporized before the normal 

operating temperature is reached. The most recent types consist of a short narrow- 

bore quartz capillary tube, and they operate at mercury-vapor pressures up to 40 atm. 

in the open air and several hundred atmospheres when water-cooled. These capillary 

lamps emit energy of very high intensity, but there is a strong background of continu- 

ous spectrum in addition to the mercury lines. Jn addition to ordinary glass, mercury 

lamps are made of glass having transmission farther in the ultraviolet, such as Corning 

Corex A, Corex D, and Pyrex. For the highest ultraviolet emission, quartz tubes are 

used instead of glass. The lamps are of various shapes, mainly long straight tubes 

and tubes bent into U or M form, and are manufactured by the General Electric Vapor 

Lamp Co., Hoboken, N. J., and the Hanovia Chemical and Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J. 

Most of these lamps are designed for general studio illumination, laboratory work, and 

as light sources for enlargers. They can obviously be readily adapted for copying by 

ultraviolet. In order to ensure the maximum of convenience for this type of work, 

L. Bendikson, of the Huntington Library, San Marino, Calif., designed a quartz 

mercury-vapor lamp in the form of a spiral, which could be placed in a metal reflector 

round the camera lens. The sun lamps S-1 and S-2, made by the General Electric 

Co., may be classed as mercury-are lamps, although some light is emitted from inean- 

descent tungsten electrodes. There are two electrodes bridged by a filament in an 

evacuated bulb containing mercury. When a voltage is applied to the filament 

through an appropriate transformer, an arc forms in the mercury vapor between the 

electrodes. There is high energy emission at the 3650 A. line and a strong continuous 

spectrum due to the filament. The bulb is of ultraviolet-transmitting Corex glass, and 

the lamp may be used for ultraviolet photography if steps are taken to filter out the 

visible spectrum. The lamps are not so efficient as the other mercury-discharge 

lamps for photographic purposes. 

Other Sources.—There are many other sources which have a strong emission in the 

ultraviolet. They include metallic ares, such as those with electrodes of iron, electric 

sparks, and Geissler tubes. They are of great importance for spectrography but are 

not convenient for general ultraviolet photography. 

Filters.—Filters for ultraviolet photography are of two kinds: (1) those which 

transmit the ultraviolet and absorb visible light, and (2) those which absorb the ultra- 

violet and transmit visible light. In photography, filters of the first kind are used over 

the source, or over the lens, by reflected ultraviolet. They generally consist of a 

special glass containing nickel oxide and are of a very deep purple or opaque appear- 

ance. Those in most common use are the Wratten No. 18A filter, which is usually 
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employed in the form of optically worked sheets over the lens, and the Corning glass 

Violet Ultra No. 586, which is available in the form of molded and polished squares 
for use over the source and which can be optically worked for use over the lens. Some 

other Corning glasses are suitable provided a certain amount of transmission in the 

red can be tolerated. They are the glasses: Heat Resisting Red Purple Ultra No. 587; 

Red Purple Ultra No. 597; Red Ultra No. 584; and Red Purple Corex A No. 986. An 

ultraviolet-transmitting glass made in England by Chance Bros. and Co., Ltd., is 

known as No. 14 Ultraviolet, while the Jena Glass Works of Schott und Gen, in Ger- 

many, make similar glasses known as UG1, UG2, and UG4. All these filters transmit 

a relatively narrow band of ultraviolet, extending roughly from 3000 to 4000 A. , with 

a maximum at about 3600 A. T hey are therefore very suited for isolating the 3650 A. 

line of the mercury spectrum. The General Electric Vapor Lamp Co. manufactures 

Cooper-Hewitt lamps in which the tube is made of a visually opaque, ultraviolet- 

transmitting glass known as Nico. Many other filters transmitting ultraviolet and 

absorbing visible light have been described, but in general they are not so convenient 

or efficient as the glass filters. Perhaps the most interesting is a plate of quartz or 

ultraviolet-transmitting glass coated with silver, which has a transmission band at 

3200 A. 
Filters of the second kind, absorbing ultraviolet radiation, and transmitting the 

visible freely, are used in fluorescent light photography on the lens of the camera. The 

most used of these is the Wratten No. 2A filter, which absorbs all radiation of wave- 

length shorter than 4100 ie and transmits the visible fully. The Wratten No. 2 

Aesculine filter absorbs elon 3900 A. but is fluorescent, and the No. 2A is to be pre- 

ferred. Many types of liquid filter have been proposed for this purpose, but some of 

those which are often recommended are not very efficient absorbers. A layer of a 

solution of cerium ammonium nitrate, 1 em. thick and containing sulphuric acid to 

dissolve the salt in a concentration of 0.1 per cent, absorbs below 3750 A. and in 1 per 

cent concentration absorbs below 4600 A. A laver of triphenylmethane solution (0.5 

g. in 75 ec. cf ethyl alcohol) 1 cm. thick, a filter often recommended, is not satisfac- 

tory since it transmits freely above 3000 A. 

Cameras.—Any camera employed for normal photography is satisfactory for use 

in the ultraviolet by either method. For the fluorescent-light method the normal lens 

may be used, as the photograph is made by visible light. The ordinary lens can also 

be employed for the reflected ultraviolet-light method, provided it transmits the 

wavelengths it is desired to record. For wavelengths shorter than about 3500 A. it is 

necessary to use a quartz lens, and, if records are required below 2000 A., the lens must 

be made of fluorite. However, photography in this short-wavelength region is only 

possible if the air is evacuated from the camera and if plates containing little gelatin 

are used. It falls, therefore, outside the sphere of operation of the ordinary photog- 

rapher and is chiefly of interest to the physicist recording spectra. The focus of a lens 

in the ultraviolet is not quite the same as in the visible region, but little difficulty is 

encountered on this score if a small aperture is used. 

Photographic Plates and Films.—All plates and films are sensitive in the near 

ultraviolet to about 2000 A. although on account, of the absorption by the gelatin 

their sensitivity begins to fall off at 2800 A. and is noticeably reduced at 2500 Awan 

the region from 2500 to 3900 IN however, and in the visible region, normal photo- 

graphic materials may be used. The plate or film selected will depend on the speed 

and contrast desired, the choice being made in the same manner as for photography by 

visible light, except that it should be borne in mind that the contrast in the ultraviolet 

is lower than in the visible, and plates and films of high contrast are preferred. For 

photography by the reflected ultraviolet method the highest sensitivity is given by 

the noncolor-sensitized plates which have the highest speed to visible blue light, such 
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as the Eastman 40. If contrast is desired and some sensitivity can be sacrificed, plates 

of the type of the Eastman 33 and Eastman Process and films ike Eastman Commer- 

cial and Eastman Process will be satisfactory. For fluorescent-light photography it 

is necessary to use materials which are sensitive throughout the visible spectrum. All 

panchromatic plates and films will be suitable, although usually fair contrast is desired, 

and a material of the type of the Wratten Panchromatic Process or Wratten M plate 

will be selected. 

Methods of Ultraviolet Photography. feflected-ultraviolet Method.—The subject 

to be photographed is irradiated with ultraviolet from one or two sources and is placed 

at the appropriate distance to give the evenness of illumination desired. To prevent 

visible light from reaching the plate in the camera, an ultraviolet transmitting filter 
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Fic. 1.—Diagram showing illuminant for reflected ultraviolet photography. 

A—G. E 220-volt Horizontal Uviare burner 
S—Subject 
F—Ultraviolet transmitting filter, Corning ‘‘Ultra”’ glass, No. 586 
L—Ultraviolet absorbing filter, for photography of fluorescent effects, Wratten No. 2A 
Exposure on Wratten Process Panchromatic Plates 

With filter L about 20 min. at f/4.5. 
Without filter L about 1 min. at f/16. 

must be used over the source or lens. In the former case the mercury-vapor lamp, or 

other source, should be placed in a ventilated reflector which is completely covered 

with a filter, such as the Corning Violet Ultra No. 586, and the operations must take 

place in a totally darkened room. If the filter (Wratten No. 18A) is used on the lens, 

the room may be lightened. There is a convenience in applying the filter to the source 

rather than to the lens, since the same lighting unit can then be used for the fluorescent- 

light method as well. If the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is used, employing a single 

General Electric Uviare 220-volt horizontal burner with a Corning No. 586 filter over 

the lamp and placing the lamp at 20 in. from the subject to be copied, the required 

exposure will be of the order of 1 min. at f/16 on the Wratten Panchromatie Process 

plate. 
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Fluorescent-light Method.—The same arrangement of the lights can be used as in 
the previous method, but it is essential that the ultraviolet transmitting filter be used 

in front of them. A filter must be used on the lens to absorb the reflected-ultraviolet 

and transmit the visible fluorescence radiation freely. The arrangement shown in 

Fig. 1 is satisfactory, using a single Uviare burner in conjunction with the Corning 

No. 586 filter and the Wratten No. 2A filter on the lens. In the conditions depicted, 
the exposure will be of the order of 20 min. at f/4.5, using the Wratten Panchromatic 

Process plate. 
Applications of Ultraviolet Photography. Criminology.—The use of ultraviolet 

photography in detecting alterations in documents, in the examination of watermarks 

and postage stamps, and in revealing invisible writing will be dealt with in the section 

on Documentary Photography. One of the most important applications of ultraviolet 

documentary photography in the field of criminology is in the detection of forgery. 

Forged bank notes have been detected by the fluorescence of the papers but particu- 

larly by that of the printing inks, which may be of a different nature and so fluoresce 

differently. Alterations in the inks of written or typewritten documents may be 

detected by the fluorescence method, although it is not always reliable for identifying 

a particular ink. Writing may be deciphered on stained and worn documents and 

specific inks detected on used blotting paper if they have characteristic fluorescence. 

Textile fibers, dyes, stains, and markings may be compared by their fluorescence. 

Stains of blood, urine, seminal fluid, and manure on clothes or other objects, and 

vegetable particles, organic chemicals, pigments, grains of mineral origin, and other 

clues have been identified or differentiated by fluorescence photography. Finger- 

prints cannot usually be identified directly, but they are revealed quite clearly if 

dusted with a fluorescent powder, such as anthracene, before photographing. The 

method shows some promise for the detection of drugs, etc., in body fluids. Adhesives 

and sealing wax which may appear identical to the eye may show differing fluorescence, 

so that tampering with letters and packages may be detectable. Its importance in 

the determination of the authenticity of works of art will be treated in a later section. 

Documentary Photography.—One of the most important applications of ultraviolet 

photography is in the examination of documents, particularly those which have been 

altered by age, or wear, chemical or mechanical erasure, substitution, and overwriting, 

and in the detection of secret writing. The fluorescence method is the more useful 

because paper, parchment, pigments, etc., fluoresce*when irradiated with ultraviolet. 

The extent of the fluorescence varies with the nature of the material and the treatment 

which it has undergone. One of the earliest and most successful applications of the 

method was in the deciphering of the original writing on palimpsests. These are 

manuscripts, usually on vellum, from which the original writing has been mechanically 

erased by fine pumice, in order that the clear surfaces so obtained may be used again 

by another scribe. Invisible traces of ink or pigment left embedded in the vellum may 

fluoresce to a less or greater extent than the vellum itself. Usually it is less, and if 

a fluorescent-light ultraviolet photograph is made, the original writing will be revealed 

in the negative as lighter than the background. The method may be applied to other 

documents in which erasures have left invisible traces of the original writing. Era- 

sures due to wear may be photographed in the same manner. 

Chemical erasures may often be successfully revealed by the fluorescent-light 

method. Ink eradicators are frequently used by forgers to remove original writing for 

which other writing or typewriting is substituted. By visible light the rewriting 

alone is usually seen, while ultraviolet photography will often disclose the original 

writing. In many cases it provides the only reliable test. Secret writing by so-called 

‘Invisible inks” may be similarly revealed. In general, where the paper has been 

chemically treated locally for any purpose, it is probable that the areas of change can 
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be shown by fluorescence photography. Examples are the removal of foxing marks, 

collectors’ markings, names, dates, and invisible marks due to presence of saliva, milk, 

soap, urine, etc. Papers themselves fluoresce differently in the ultraviolet, according 

to the nature of the pulp, the sizing and other treatment of the paper, the age, and the 

kind of pigment or dye added to color it. Paper deliberately stained or dyed to repre- 

sent another in color may be detected by the ultraviolet if the dyes fluoresce differently. 

Watermarks have been studied by the ultraviolet in order to distinguish between 

genuine and false ones. Artificial watermarks produced by the application of an oil 

or a wax generally fluoresce brightly. Others may be produced by impression with a 

Incas, Pa., January 2o, 1262. 
This is my will made this day because 

I am not well. I give all of my property of 
all kinds to my friend, Jacob C. Grustig. : 
He is to settle my estate and can either sell | 
the house or keep it as it is. Ido this for 
Jake because he is my best friend and has done 

80 much for me. 

Sfened. XA L ay 

a Tgcas, Pa., January 23, 1932. 
ALS a2 Se ig my will made this day Decetae 

mm well. TI ve all roperty o 
ae aris omy fr Mand, ee ee erotic. 
He ds eee my eee an@ 2am either sell 
the house or kee aot as is. I do this for 

Ale  Agke -ecayse hi riend and has done 
so much for me. : 

Fie. 2. Lp ean Aaaies eHOwHE Fea ae may vee een cnecuene eae 
photography. The top photograph shows a copy of a letter made with ordinary photo- 
graphic methods. The bottom illustrations shows additional detail made visible through 
ultraviolet photography. 

if op ert 

- Seal. 

rubber roller before the paper is dried. This renders parts of the paper thin by com- 

pression, although the fibers are more densely packed in these parts. In a genuine 

watermark the wet fibers are pushed aside, in making the paper, by the wire design, 

so that the mark is actually thinner than the surrounding paper. Although it is not 

possible to distinguish between these two types of watermark directly by fluorescent 

photography, they can be identified after application of a sizing test solution which 
consists of water or an oil containing a fluorescent material. The solution will pene- 

trate a genuine watermark more quickly than the surrounding paper, so that it will 

fluoresce before the paper. In an artificial watermark made by compression, the rates 

of penetration are the same, so that the watermark will not be distinguished by 
fluorescence. 

Postage stamps may be examined by the ultraviolet, and eradicated cancellations, 

repairs to the paper, changes in the dye or pigment, or false watermarks detected. 

Sealing wax varies markedly in its fluorescence according to its origin, color, age, and 

the method of manufacture, so that fraudulent seals can often be detected, especially 
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if a genuine seal is available for comparison. Adhesives and binding materials may 
be identified or compared by the fluorescence method. 

Works of Art.—Ultraviolet photography is an important instrument for the deter- 

mination of the authenticity of works of art and for the detection of repairs, over- 

paintings, and forged signatures. In the field of sculpture, marble, alabaster, 

limestone, sandstone, and granite can be examined by ultraviolet fluorescence to 

determine the origin of the stone, its age, and the presence of restorations and rework- 

ing. Precious and semiprecious stones can sometimes be distinguished from paste 

stones and artificial pearls from the natural variety. Old ivory can be distinguished 

from the more recent material and from bone and the artificially aged material from 

that colored naturally. The method has also been successfully applied to the examina- 

tion of textiles and ceramics, glass, enamels, prints and drawings, and particularly 

paintings. In this case it is used in conjunction with chemical analysis and photog- 

raphy by X rays and the infrared. Restorations may be distinguished by the differ- 

ence in fluorescence between old and new paints and by changes in the fluorescence 

of the varnish if the restoration is made over the varnish. Sometimes a varnish will 

fluoresce to such an extent as to mask the fluorescence of the underlying pigments, and 

allowance must be made for this. The use of the method in the examination 

of palimpsests and other documents has been described in the preceding section. 

Other Applications.—It is impossible to enumerate all the uses to which ultraviolet 

photography can be put, and the interested reader should consult the works listed at 

the end of this chapter, particularly ‘‘Fluorescence Analysis in Ultra-violet Light,” 

by Radley and Grant. Important applications are in the field of photomicrography, 

particularly photographing by the 3650 A. line of the mercury spectrum, which results 

in increased resolving power over that obtainable by visible ight. Fluorescence 

photography can also be satisfactorily carried out through the microscope. These 

subjects and the very important physical applications in spectrography and astronomy 

are beyond the scope of this chapter, but there is a very extensive literature devoted 

to them. 
Warning.—Attention should be drawn to the ease with which wrong conclusions 

can be drawn from ultraviolet and fluorescence photographs. The photographer 

will require considerable experience before he can use the method reliably, but when 

once this has been acquired, the method is an extremely important one. It should be 

remembered that many dyes are bleached by exposure to ultraviolet radiation and 

that it is much used for artificially aging materials. Caution should, therefore, be 

used in its employment. 

INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 

Infrared photography is by no means a new subject, since methods of making 

photographic plates responding to the infrared were known to scientists during the last 

century. The subject assumed a new interest, however, in 1931 when infrared sensi- 

tive plates began to be made which could be used with the ease of ordinary plates and 

films. Within a few years it became possible to record the spectrum out to beyond 

13,000 A. in the infrared, and many discoveries of great importance to physics and 

astronomy resulted. At the same time the subject grew to be of great importance in 

other fields of science, technology, medical and aerial photography, long-distance 

photography, criminology and documentary photography, cinematography, and the 

commercial and amateur spheres. 

The usefulness of infrared photography is due to the discovery of classes of dyes by 

addition of which photographic emulsions could be made to respond readily to wave- 

lengths longer than those which could be recorded on panchromatic materials. The 
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dyes belong to the classes known to the organic chemist as the cyanines, the most 

important for recording the longer wavelengths being the carbocyanines and the 

di-, tri-, tetra-, and pentacarbocyanines. By proper selection of the sensitizing dyes 

during the manufacture of the emulsions, it is possible to make plates and films which 

respond to bands of wavelengths from the visible red to the infrared beyond 13,000 A. 

Those which sensitize in the longer wavelength regions are mainly of interest for scien- 

tific purposes, while those which permit photography in the region from 7000 to 9000 A. 
are most used for general applications. 

There is no fundamental difference between the practice of infrared photography 

and that in which visible light is used. Any photographer equipped for work with 

panchromatic plates and films can make infrared photographs with no extra expendi- 

ture other than that necessary to purchase the proper kinds of plates and films and a 

filter for use on the camera lens. The light sources commonly found in photographic 

studios for ordinary practice happen to be the most suited for infrared photography. 

Some precautions necessary in handling infrared materials differ slightly from those 

necessary in common practice, but they present no difficulties and will be mentioned 

in the following text. The value of photography by infrared lies in the fact that the 

radiations are very often transmitted and reflected by materials to an extent which 

bears no relation to the way in which they behave toward visible light. Generally 

they penetrate more freely. 

Sources of Infrared.—All sources which depend on incandescence for the produc- 

tion of light emit infrared radiation freely. They include sunlight, ares, electric-fila- 

ment lamps, oil lamps, gas burners, candles, and other sources which rely on a material 

being raised to a high temperature. They are not all equally efficient, however, and 

the discussion here will be limited to those which might be of value. In addition 

to the incandescent sources, there are some gaseous-discharge lamps which produce 

spectra containing lines in the infrared, but they are little used in practice. 

Sunlight.—About one-half of the energy in sunlight lies in the infrared, and the 
sun is therefore a very satisfactory source. It cannot be conveniently used in the 

studio, but it is the natural source for outdoor photography and permits very impor- 

tant work to be done in the infrared. There is much variation in the intensity and 

quality of the sunlight which reaches the surface of the earth, and it is necessary for 

the photographer to adapt his exposure to meet the changing conditions. The chief 

causes of the variation are changes in the amount of heat energy radiated from the sun; 

variations in the distance of the earth from the sun; variations in the amount of water 

vapor, dust, etc., in the atmosphere of the earth; the zenith distance of the sun; and 

the altitude of the photographic station above sea level. In a clear atmosphere at 

sea level at midday in midsummer, about one-third of the energy from the sun is in 

the part of the infrared which can be photographed. This figure can be considered 

as a maximum and will be decreased as the factors above mentioned come into play. 

There is no strict relationship between the intensity of infrared and of visible light from 

the sun, a fact which makes ordinary exposure meters unreliable for estimating infra- 

red exposures. The intensity of infrared in sunlight is much higher than that in any 

other source. 

Incandescent-filament Electric Lamps.—The earlier types of electric lamp consisted 

of filaments of carbon or metals, particularly tungsten, in an evacuated glass bulb. 

Later lamps have filaments made exclusively of tungsten wire and contain an inert gas, 

usually a mixture of 80 per cent of argon and 20 per cent of nitrogen, and the filament 

isin the form of a coil. The gas-filled coiled-filament lamp is very much more efficient 

than the older types of vacuum lamp. For general infrared photography it is not 

necessary to use more of the spectrum than the region from about 7000 to 10,000 A. 

It is desirable, therefore, to select sources of infrared which have as great as possible a 
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proportion of their energy in this region. It so happens that the types of incandescent 

tungsten-filament electric lamps most used for illumination and for photography by 
visible light possess this characteristic. The wavelength of maximum energy and the 

actual amount of energy in the infrared varies with the kind of lamp. For lamps 

used for general lighting, the maximum ranges in position from 9500 to 10,500 A. In 

the case of lamps for special purposes it may be at still shorter wavelengths. For 

instance it is at 8000 to 8500 A. for the photoflood types of lamp, and at 9000 A. for 

the 500-watt projection lamps. In general, the higher the wattage of the lamp, the 

greater is the energy at the maximum. It will be clear that any of the higher wattage 

lamps and those of the overvolted photoflood types will be suitable for infrared photog- 

raphy. Those in common use are the studio types of lamp, the 500-watt projecter 

lamps, and photofloods. Since carbon-filament lamps and certain types of electric 

radiant heaters have been much recommended for infrared therapeutical treatment, it 

has often been supposed that they would be very suitable as sources for infrared 

photography. They are not nearly so useful as the common incandescent tungsten- 

filament lamps, however, because they emit very inefficiently in the spectral region in 

which photographic plates can be sensitized. 

Carbon-arc Lamps.—The spectrum of the radiation from the carbon ares consists 

of a continuous background extending from the visible far into the infrared, and on 
this are superposed lines and bands caused by the are vapors. By modifying the 

composition of the carbons, it is possible to modify the characteristics of the radiation 

so that the spectrum consists mainly of lines. In the plain carbon ares the chief source 

of the radiation is the electrically positive carbon, while, in the case of those ares using 

carbons which are cored or impregnated with salts to give the flame ares, the chief 

source is the luminous flame between the electrodes. The carbon ares provide the 

highest available artificial temperatures, and they are very suitable sources for the 

infrared. As was mentioned in the section on Ultraviolet Photography, the inclusion 

of certain metals in the cores produces ares having a very strong emission in the ultra- 

violet. The carbons may be similarly modified, by incorporation of other metal salts, 

to give high emission in the red and infrared. All carbon ares may be used for infrared 

photography, the most suitable being those with carbons of the following types: 

National Carbon Co. Sunshine and Motion Picture Studio carbons; White Flame are 

carbons; Low Intensity Projector are carbons; Suprex positive carbons; High Intensity 

Projector carbons; High Intensity Sun Are carbons. The Pointolite and Tungsare 

lamps are convenient sources of infrared of moderate efficiency. 

Gaseous-discharge Lamps.—The mercury-vapor lamps, described under Uisertelet 

Photography, are not very useful sources for general infrared photography. ‘The 

greatest emissions in the photographic infrared are at the 10,140 and 11,289 A. lines. 

This is at too long a wavelength for general purposes, although, for cases where it might 

be desired to work at these wavelengths, the mercury ares would be very suitable. 

None of the other gaseous-discharge lamps are of importance for practical infrared 

photography. 
Photoflash Lamps.—The photoflash lamp emits its maximum energy at about 

9000 A; it is a very good source of infrared radiation and is very convenient. 

Special applications of infrared photography will be surveyed in a later section 

of this chapter. At the risk of anticipating this somewhat, we shall include here a 

table of the sources most useful for a variety of purposes of infrared photography. 

Filters.—Infrared plates and films are sensitive to the ultraviolet, to the violet 

and blue, to part of the green, and to a particular region in the infrared. To confine 

the exposures to the infrared, it is therefore necessary to use a filter which does not 

transmit the shorter wavelengths to which the material responds. The filters are 

made of dyed sheets of gelatin used alone or cemented in glass, or of plates of glass 
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TaBLE J.—SourcEs oF INFRARED FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES 
General Infrared Photography: _ 

Sunlight 

Tungsten-filament lamps of high efficiency 

Studio- and projector-type lamps 

General-purpose lamps of 500 watts and higher 

Carbon arcs: flame, neutral-cored, and plain ares and all types of studio and projection arcs 

Photoflash lamps 

Cinematography: 

Sunlight 

All types of tungsten-filament lamps used for studio illumination 

Medical Photography: 

All the sources grouped under General Infrared Photography 

Photomicrography: 

Tungsten-filament lamps used in normal photomicrography, especially the ribbon-filament lamps 

Carbon ares and enclosed metallic arcs, such as the Pointolite and Tungsarc lamps 

Mercury-capillary lamps 

Documentary, Graphic Arts, Criminology, Scientific Record: 

All the sources grouped under General Infrared Photography 

Photography in Total Darkness: 

The artificial light sources given under General Infrared Photography, especially the tungsten- 

filament lamps and photoflash lamps 

which is itself colored. The filters most useful for general infrared work are red in 

color, and if it is desired to confine the exposure to the invisible infrared when the plate 

or film has some sensitivity in the deep visible red, the filters must be opaque. Filters 

may be characterized by the wavelength below which they absorb radiation and above 

which they transmit it. They must also be sharp cutting, 7.e., the transition from 

absorption to transmission must cover as short a range of wavelengths as possible. 

The following table shows filters commercially available which are suitable for infrared 

photography, as well as the wavelengths at which they cut. The filter selected for a 

particular purpose will be chosen according to the minimum wavelength it is desired 

TaBLE IJ.—FILTERS FoR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 

Wavelength beyond which 
Manufacturer Name of filter filo transite uae 

Eastman Kodak Co. Wratten No. 25 6000 

of ae 29 6200 

ue ne 0) 6700 

oe aE, 6800 

os “894A 7000 

a S88 7200 

te “  88A 7400 

th hie Be 7700 

Special, Batch 5233 About 9200 

Corning Glass Works | No. 243 6300 

No. G986A, 3.2 mm. 

(also transmits ultra- 

violet) 7100 

No. 255, 3.5 mm. 8000 

No. 254, 2mm. 8600 

Schott und Gen. Jena | RG1, 2mm. 6000 

RG2, 2mm. 6300 

RG5, 2mm. ll 6700 

RG8, 2mm. 7000 

RG7, 2mm. | About 9000 

{! 
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to record, bearing in mind the region of the spectrum to which the plate or 

film responds. 

All filters absorb some radiation to which plates and film respond, so that it is 

necessary to give longer exposures than would be necessary without the filter. The 

factor by which the exposure must be multiplied is known as the “‘filter factor.” It 

has no significance in infrared photography, because infrared plates and films are not 

used without a filter. It is customary, therefore, merely to denote the time of expo- 

sure required for a certain subject under definite conditions when used with a particu- 

lar filter. Since there is usually a gap in the spectral sensitivity of infrared materials 

from the middle of the green to at least as far as the middle of the red, all filters having 

their transmission threshold in this region will require the same exposure. On the 

other hand, if the filter absorbs some of the infrared to which the plate or film responds, 

extra exposure will be required. For instance, with the Eastman Infrared Sensitive 

plate, the exposures will be identical through the Wratten filters Nos. 25 and 29, 

whereas through the No. 87 filter, twice this exposure will be necessary. 

Cameras.—There is no difference in principle between cameras used for normal 

photography and those for the infrared. There are, however, a few precautions which 

must be observed. The bellows, the shutter blades, and the dark slides must be 

opaque to infrared; otherwise fogging of the plate will occur. Bellows used on most 

modern cameras are quite satisfactory, particularly if they are made of leather or arti- 

ficial leather containing black-carbon pigment and backed by a sheet of black cloth. 

Certain kinds of hard rubber and wood are very transparent to the infrared and must 

be avoided in plateholders and shutter blades. Some manufacturers test the hard 

rubber of their dark slides for opacity to the infrared. Those made by the Eastman 

Kodak Co. and the Folmer Graflex Corp. carry five dots embossed on the metal tops 

if they have been tested for safety in the infrared. Metal is quite safe. 

Photographic lenses made for good quality photography with panchromatic mate- 

rials are designed so that their focus is the same for light in the violet and yellow. 

Other wavelengths are not in the same focus, but achromatizing for these two gives 

quite satisfactory results for white light and modern pilates and films. The position 

of correct focus changes rapidly as the wavelengths increase into the infrared, so that 

it is sometimes necessary to make a correction of focus if sharp pictures are to be 
obtained. Lenses differ very markedly in their infrared focus, and it is not possible 

to give a general rule as to the change in bellows extension which must be made after 

focusing visually on the ground glass or by scale. In all cases where a correction is 

required, the lens must be racked out for a distance slightly longer than that necessary 

for good panchromatic focus. This is equivalent to focusing on a nearer object. One 

recommendation has been to increase the bellows extension by of the focal 
1 

200th 
length of the lens, but this rule is by no means general. For Tessars of f/4.5 and 

f/3.5 and of moderate focal length, Zeiss reeommends an extension of 3 per cent of the 

focal length. Leitz lenses of the Elmar series should be set at a scale reading of 100 ft. 

in order to focus distant objects by infrared. The Hektor series requires somewhat 

less compensation. The Summar lens is provided with a special index mark on the 

mount for focusing by infrared. The Ross f/4 Wide Angle Xpres lens is specially 

corrected for the infrared, and the following Cooke lenses are corrected for coincidence 

of focal planes of 7500 A. and white light: 6 in., f/2.5; 91¢ in., f/2.5; 614 in., f/3.5; 

814 in., f/4.5; 1014 in., f/4.5; 25 in., f/4.5; 13 in., f/6.8. The Kodak Anastigmats, of 

aperture f/4.5 and of focal lengths shorter than 10 in., and the f/7.7 Anastigmat are 

generally satisfactory. In the case of lenses of short focal length used at small relative 

aperture, the correction is so small that it can be neglected. Long-focus lenses may 

require a correction. If there is doubt as to the correction to be applied, the lens 
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can be calibrated by making a series of photographs at slightly different settings of the 

lens, starting with the position of correct visual focus. The lens mount or focusing 

scale can then be marked at the position corresponding to the sharpest negative of the 

series. Much help is obtained if the picture is focused with a red filter on the lens. 

This reduces the brightness of the image, however, so that focusing should be done at 

full aperture, after which: the lens may be stopped down to the opening desired. 

Apochromatic lenses are generally in correct focus in the near infrared. 

Photographic Plates and Films.—Infrared plates and films are made by treating 

noncolor-sensitized emulsions with dyes which confer sensitivity in the desired region 

of the infrared. Many of these dyes are available, so that plates may be obtained 

sensitive in relatively narrow regions in the infrared out to beyond 13,000 A. Most 

of the plates sensitive to the longer wavelengths are very slow and suited only for 

spectrographic work. For general infrared photography, those sensitized between 

7000 and 9000 A. are most useful and of highest speed. The selection of the material 

will depend on the purpose in mind, being made according to the requirements of 

speed, contrast, and region of sensitivity. For aerial and snapshot photography and 
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Fic. 3.—Spectral response of Eastman Spectroscopic plates. The cross-hatch areas 

show regions of good sensitivity, whereas the black areas show regions of maximum 

sensitivity. 

cinematography, materials of high speed are available. On the other hand, for 

photoengraving and other purposes where contrast rather than speed is the require- 

ment, materials corresponding to the process type of plate are made. For scientific 

and special purposes the Eastman Kodak Co. manufactures six types of emulsion, 

differing in contrast, speed, and resolving power; these types are sensitized in eight 

different regions of the infrared. They are known as Eastman Spectroscopic plates, 

and the spectral regions to which they respond are shown in the chart in Fig. 3. The 

letters at the sides of the chart indicate the class of sensitizing, the shaded areas repre- 

sent the spectral regions of total sensitivity, and the black areas show the region for 

which the sensitizings are particularly valuable. The following is a list of the infrared 

plates and films available in the United States for general purposes: 

Plates: 

Eastman Infra-red Sensitive Plates 

Eastman Infra-red Process Plates 

Films for miniature cameras: 

Agfa Infra-red Film (Agfa Ansco) 

Kodak Infra-red Film, Type IR-135 

Films for motion-picture photography: 

Agfa Infra-red Film Series 158 

Agfa Infra-red Film Type B, Series 159 

Eastman Infra-red Sensitive Motion Picture Negative Film 
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Films for Aerial Photography: 

Agfa Infra-red Aero Film 

Eastman Infra-red Aero Film 

All the foregoing materials are sensitive in the near infrared in a band somewhere 

between 6500 and 8500 A. They have the general characteristics of fast negative 

emulsions with the exception of the HESUELED Infra-red: Process plate, which is a 

process-type material. 

Methods of Infrared Photography.—For general infrared landscape photography a 

plate camera or a miniature camera using 35-mm. film is used with the Wratten 

No. 25 or a similar filter on the lens. The plates or films sensitive in the region 

between 6500 and 8500 A. are the most satisfactory. Correction for infrared focus 

should be made if necessary. Exposure meters which measure visible light are not 

reliable, and the manufacturer’s exposure guides should be used. Typical exposure 

for a sunlit open landscape in summer is 45 sec. at f/5.6 through the Wratten No. 25 

filter using the Eastman Infra-red Sensitive plate or Kodak Infra-red film type 

Background Backg round 

Subyect Subject 

Kodaflector t-1 kKodatlector L-2 L--1_ | 
Level with camera Leve/ w/th camera Kodaflector L-l == kodaflecfor L-2 

Level with camera Level with camera 

Fic. 4.—Typical arrangement of lights for infrared photography. The diagram at A shows 
the use of photoflood lamps, whereas B shows a method of using photoflash lamps. 

IR-135. In practice it appears that on dull days the increase in exposure for infrared 

materials is about double that which would be required for panchromatic plates and 

films. 

For photography indoors using artificial light, two arrangements are possible. In 

one case, the lights are used open, with a filter on the lens of the camera. In the other, 

it is desired to make pictures in total darkness, and in this case filters must be used over 

the lamps to absorb all visible light and to transmit the infrared freely; no filter is 

necessary on the lens. For infrared portraits in the lighted studio, the normal studio 

lamps are employed, but the lighting should be rather flat, because it is rarely required 

to produce modeling in the subject, but merely differences in reflection and trans- 

mission of the skin. This is particularly so with medical subjects. In infrared 

copying of documents and photography of general objects, the normal arrangement of 

flat lighting is used. Typical arrangements of the lights are shown in Fig. 4. In 

arrangement A two pairs of photoflood lamps or 500-watt projector type lamps are 

used in reflectors arranged symmetrically to the subject at 45°. If a single photoflash 

lamp is employed, it should be placed as near the camera axis as possible. Better 

results are obtained by using two photoflash lamps as shown in arrangement B. ‘They 

are fired simultaneously by an appropriate switch wired to the two lamps. A single 
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photoflood or other lamp is used for focusing and composition and is wired into the 
circuit as shown in the diagram. The following table gives exposure data for (a) 

the Eastman Infra-red Sensitive plate, the Eastman Clinical Camera (with f/7.7 lens), 

and the Kodak Recomar ‘'33” (with f/4.5 lens); the Wratten No. 87 filter over 

the lens; photoflood or photoflash lamps in Kodaflectors; development for 5 min. in the 

Eastman D-19b or the Eastman X-ray developer at full strength at 65°F. (b) the 

Kodak Retina I and Retina II using Kodak Infra-red Film, Type IR-135; the Wratten 

No. 87 filter over the lens; photoflood or photoflash lamps in Kodaflectors; develop- 

ment for 12 to 15 minutes in Kodak fine-grain developer DK-20 at 65°F.; if D-76 

developer is used, one-half the indicated exposures should be given and the film 

developed for 10 to 15 min. at 65°F. If the Wratten No. 25 filter is used instead 

of the No. 87, one-half the exposures indicated may be given. 

TasLeE IIJ].—ExposurE Data For INFRARED MATERIALS 

a. Exposure Data for Infrared Photography with Eastman Clinical Camera and 

Kodak Recomar ‘‘33” 

ae No. 1 photoflood lamps No. 10 photoflash lamps 

Scale-setting Subject-film 

Eastman Clinical | distance Kodak 

Camera Recomar “33,’’in.| Light dis- Anerttie’ Timms sec: Light dis- WAGs Sette 

tances, In. tances, in. 

1 2) 36 F/11 1 | 48 t/16 

34 24 36 f/11 1 48 f/16 

yo 28 36 f/11 1 | 48 /16 

A 44 | 60 t/8 1 48 t/16 
| 

b. Exposure Data for Infrared Photography: Kodak Retina I and Kodak Retina II 

JEPES Supplemen- SHIEH wr copy No. 1 photoflood | No. 11 photo- 
seale lens dis- | Area of subject in picture 

s tary lens lamps flash lamps 
setting tance a 

Kodak Kodak Kodak Kodak Kodak | 

Retina Retina Retina Retina Retina Light Light 

dis- | Aper-| Time,| dis- | Aper- 

tances,| ture sec. |tances,|} ture 

FACIL awe. | a LT | alee Tine as gueealilatn a a 
ft in. | in. 

314 | 344; A&B C j1134/123¢) 5144 x 734 55gX 8%6 48 /16 1 60 f/16 

13 7 |A&B C /14 |141¢) 656X 9157.6) 656X 91546] 48 t/16 1 60 f/16 

4 4 A A |22 /22 |104X15% |10%X15i%4 48 t/16 1 60 t/16 

342 | 3 1 60 f/16 43| None | None |42 |42 |1934X295g |1934X295¢ 48 f/16 

If pictures are to be made in total darkness, the Wratten No. 87 filter should be used 

over the light sources, arranged in a holder that will prevent white-light leakage. 

The Wratten No. 87 filter is specially made for this purpose in sizes 10 by 12 in. and 

8 by 10 in. in the same form as safe lights. Using two pairs of photoflood lamps in 

reflectors, and the Eastman Infra-red Sensitive plate, the exposure will be of the 

order of 1 sec. at f/4.5 if the lamp units are about 6 ft. from the subject. The fila- 
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ments of the lamps will just be visible to the subject as a deep red if he locks straight 

toward them, although the onlookers will normally see no light. Complete darkness 

for all concerned can be attained by using indirect illumination, the lamps being 

arranged in reflectors pointed toward the ceiling and covered with sheets of the No. 87 
filter. Exposures in this case will naturally be longer and must be determined by trial. 

In cinematography by infrared using 35-mm. Agfa Infra-red Film Type B, or Eastman 

Infra-red Sensitive Motion Picture Negative film, using a 180° shutter and 24 frames 

per second, an aperture of about f/4.5 will be required outdoors in bright sunlight. 

Infrared materials should be handled and developed in total darkness or by the 

light of special green safe lights. The green safe lights made for use with panchro- 

matic materials are quite unsuited, because they transmit infrared freely. No special 

methods of development are necessary. The manufacturers’ instructions should be 

followed. 
Applications of Infrared Photography. Aerial and Long-distance Landscape 

Photography.—The most important application of infrared photography is in the 

photography of landscapes from the ground or air. Its particular usefulness lies in 

the ability of the infrared to penetrate atmospheric haze more readily than does 

visible light, so that improved rendering of distant detail is attained. Haze scatters 

violet and blue light, and so blurs distant detail when it is photographed on ordinary 

noncolor-sensitive plates and films. As the wavelengths become longer, the scattering 

becomes less, so that improved penetration of haze results if panchromatic plates 

and films are used in conjunction with a-yellow, or particularly a red, filter. With the 

longer wavelengths of infrared and a filter to absorb the shorter wavelengths, still 

greater penetration is effected. By using the infrared, therefore, it is possible to 

photograph over longer distances than are attainable with panchromatic materials, 

and in the case of aerial photography, where haze normally seriously decreases the 

rendering of detail on the ground, the infrared offers a special advantage. In refuta- 

tion of claims made by overenthusiastic newspaper correspondents and inventors, it 

should be clearly stated that it is not possible to penetrate dense fog by infrared 

photography. The ability of the infrared to penetrate an atmospheric suspension 

such as haze, smoke, and fog increases as the sizes of the suspended particles decrease 

or as the wavelength of the infrared increases. The sizes of the particles of dust, 

water vapor, etc., which form haze are small enough to permit penetration by infrared 

of the wavelengths which can be photographed. On the other hand, the droplets of 

water present in mists, fog, and clouds are so large that they are impenetrable by the 

photographie infrared. It can be stated as a general rule that the less the visibility 

through the atmosphere, the less is the chance of increasing it by infrared photography. 

In the case of a fog which presents a danger to safe navigation at sea or to safe landing 

of aircraft, infrared photography offers no advantages over the eye. On the other 

hand, however, haze which limits visibility to a few miles can be further penetrated 

by the infrared, so that photography with these longer wavelengths can be of special 

benefit in photographic survey from the ground and the air, in reconnaissance, and so 

on. 

In addition to showing detail at greater distances through haze than is attainable 

by normal photography, the infrared landscape photograph has other particular 

characteristics, which may or may not be an advantage. Grass and the leaves of 

deciduous (hardwood) trees are rendered very light, somewhat as if they were covered 

with snow. ‘This is because the chlorophyll which imparts the green color is very 

transparent in the near infrared, so that the rays can pass through it to the tissues 

of the leaves, which reflect it back again. They thus photograph as if they were light 

in color, whereas in normal photographs they appear dark owing to the absorption 

of visible light by the chlorophyll. Coniferous (softwood) trees usually reproduce 
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darker than the hardwoods, and dead trees can also be distinguished by their darker 

rendering. These facts make infrared photography of interest to the forest surveyor. 

The sky is rendered as very dark, because blue skylight is relatively devoid of infrared. 

Clouds appear white, because they reflect sunlight which contains infrared. Shadows 

are very dark, especially if the sky is clear and the only light in them comes from the 

blue sky. Water generally reproduces as black. Buildings will be reproduced in 

tones which depend on the manner in which their materials of construction reflect 

the infrared, and soil and rock may also appear in tones which are different from their 

visual appearance. These effects all assist in determining the characteristic appear- 

ance of infrared landscape photographs. They may be attractive to the pictorial and 

commercial photographer and may offer advantages or otherwise to the surveyor 

whose prime interest is in rendering and identifying detail. 

Criminology.—In the field of criminology, infrared photography has found many 

applications which include the following: detection and deciphering of, erasures and 

forgeries; deciphering of charred documents, or those which have become illegible 

as the result of age or abuse; differentiation between inks, dyes, and pigments which 

are visually identical; distinguishing between cloths which are visually identical but 

dyed with different dyes; detection of stains and irregularities i in cloth; examination of 

cloth, fibers and hair which are dyed too darkly to be easy of study by, visible light; 

study of fingerprints; examination of the contents of sealed envelopes; detection of 

certain kinds of secret writing; detection and demonstration of blood stains on cloth; 

determination of carbon monoxide impregnation of victims of gas poisoning; photog- 

raphy in the dark. All these applications rely on the fact that the reflection and 

transmission of infrared by materials is frequently very different from the behavior to 

visible light. Straightforward infrared photographic methods are used, due regard 

being paid to the region of spectral sensitivity and the contrast desired. 

Documentary Photography.—Some of the most elegant uses of infrared photography 

are to be found in the field of the examination of documents. The most important 

application is in the deciphering of writing made illegible by charring, deterioration as 

a result of age or the accumulation of dirt, obliteration by application of ink as by a 

censor or forger, invisible inks, and deliberate chemical bleaching or mechanical 

erasure and subsequent overwriting. In these fields, the infrared method forms a 

valuable adjunct to ultraviolet photography. Inks, pigments, and other materials 

which may appear identical to the eye are frequently rendered quite differently in an 

infrared photograph. If an ink transparent to the infrared is applied over one opaque 

to it, the underlying ink will show up in an infrared photograph. The original writing 

on charred documents may be revealed, although success will depend on the degree of 

charring of the paper. Writing which has been mechanically erased may be revealed 

by virtue of traces of carbon or other pigment left embedded in the paper fibers. 

Chemically bleached writing is often deciphered if the product resulting from the 

reaction of the bleach with the ink absorbs infrared radiation more fully than the 

surrounding paper. Dyes and pigments visually identical can be distinguished if they 

differ in their transparency to the infrared. 

Medical Infrared Photography.—Infrared photography shows promise of being a 

valuable means of diagnosis. By the use of infrared-sensitive plates and films it is 

possible to make pictures showing the superficial veins, some of which are not dis- 

cernible either visually or in ordinary photographs. Distinct changes from the normal 

venous pattern have been recorded in connection with several diseases: axillary 

thrombosis, cirrhosis, and some tumors, for instance, show a marked disturbance of the 

adjacent venous circulation. On the basis of this, it has been suggested that in 

surgery for carcinoma of the breast, an infrared photograph made before the operation 

might reveal very useful information. Changes in the superficial venous pattern 
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of the thorax and abdomen during pregnancy can be shown distinctly, and there is a 

marked difference in the appearance of infrared photographs of primipara and multi- 

para. In dermatology, infrared photography may be useful in various ways. In 

cases of eczema, the exterior eczematic appearance does not show in the infrared 

photograph, while the underlying varicose veins which usually accompany this con- 

dition are rendered clearly. In lupus cases under treatment by ultraviolet radiation, 

the whole of the lesion is covered by a scab, and it is impossible to see how the clear- 

ance is progressing. The infrared rays penetrate the scab, however, and present a 

clear picture of the healed areas. In ophthalmology, photographs of the iris of the 

eye by infrared present detail which escapes ordinary photographic materials. Dark- 

brown pigmented irides appear lighter in tone than blue pigmented irides, and the 

deeply pigmented trabeculae register lighter than the rest of the iris. If atrophy has 

Fic. 5A.—Photograph made on ordinary plates with general illumination. 

begun in the iris, resulting in the destruction of the pigment and replacement by 

grayish-white tissue, the infrared photograph will show this region of atrophy as 

darker than the normal tissue of the iris would appear. Abnormalities of the margin 

of the pupil, not readily visible in black-and-white or color photographs, are clearly 

recorded by the infrared technique. Since infrared penetrates turbid mediums better 

than does visible light, it can be used to photograph the iris through a cornea which 

is so opaque that visual examination is impossible. Infrared photography is of value 

in the examination of gross specimens, particularly in the case of injected specimens 

for checking the completeness of the injection without clearing. Since most tissues 

transmit infrared more readily than visible light, infrared photomicrographs of deeply 

pigmented tissues and relatively thick histological specimens, such as celloidin and 

frozen sections, frequently show details which are not discernible in those made by 

visible light. 
Photography in the Dark.—Since infrared radiation is invisible, it is possible to 

make photographs in total darkness. Although the ultraviolet is also invisible, it is 

not satisfactory for dark photographs, because it induces visible fluorescence in many 

common materials. Infrared photographs can be made in the dark by using radiators 

which emit only infrared and no visible light or, preferably, by powerful sources of 

light from which the visible radiations are absorbed by filters which permit the infrared 
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to pass freely. These photographs are primarily of interest for amusement, although 

the attempt has been made to use them in the detection of criminals at work and in 

the observation of spiritualist seances. Of more interest are the photographs of hot 

bodies made in total darkness by the infrared radiation which they emit. By using 
infrared plates it is possible to obtain an idea of the distribution of temperature over 

heated materials, such as electric heaters, hot metal ingots, radio tubes, and cylinder 

heads and exhaust manifolds of internal-combustion engines. 

Portraiture.—Infrared portraits can readily be made in the manner described in 

the section on Methods of Infrared Photography. They are, however, of little interest 

except for amusement and medical purposes. They differ entirely from those made 

by visible light. The flesh has a white translucent appearance, the lips are light, the 

eyes dark, all lines in the face are strongly emphasized, and the beard appears as if it 

Fig. 58.—Infrared photograph of the same subject made on infrared plates using heat of 
the flatirons as the only source of “illumination.” 

were a stubbly growth, even on a clean-shaven face. The skin of negroes is repro- 

duced light in tone. 

Scientific and Technical A pplications.—Infrared photography has proved of impor- 

tance in many fields of investigation, and its value is increasing as it becomes more 

applied. It is not possible to mention more than a few special uses in this chapter, 

but the imaginative photographer should have no difficulty in widening its field. 

Useful references will be found in the attached bibliography. In plant pathology 

the infrared has provided a valuable means of studying and diagnosing plant diseases 

in which there is change in the pigment or cellular material. Different kinds of wood 

show marked variation in their transparency to the infrared, and photographs have 

shown that the infrared may be of much value in coal petrology and other fields of 

paleobotany. In the textile industry infrared photography has been successfully 

applied to the detection of irregularities in the dyeing and weaving of cloth and 

damage to the fibers, particularly where the material is dyed in such a manner as to 

render visual observation difficult. The graphic-arts industry has used infrared- 

sensitive plates to differentiate between light and dark blues in multicolor printing 

and in preparing the negative of the black printing plate from originals prepared in 

specially selected colors. In the field of technology other applications are in the study 
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of the interiors of furnaces while they are operating, the detection of carbonaceous 

matter in lubricating oils which have been used in internal-combustion engines, and the 

study of the porosity of tin plate. Infrared photography has proved of enormous 

value in astronomy and spectrography. Hundreds of new lines have been recorded in 

the spectra of the elements, and much has been learned of the composition of the stars 

and of the atmospheres of the planets. Photographs have been made through the 

haze of nebulae, showing up stars normally invisible behind them, and large numbers 

of new stars have been discovered by the infrared radiation which they emit. It has 

been found that the night sky is relatively much stronger in radiation of wavelength 

8500 A. than in the violet and blue parts of the spectrum. In photomicrography 

much use has been made of the infrared in the fields of entomology, cytology, histology, 

embryology, and botany. In general, photomicrographs of deeply pigmented tissues 

and the thicker microscopic sections and specimens show details of internal structure 

when made by infrared which are not visible in ordinary photomicrographs. 

Special-effects Photography.—The dark skies, black shadows, and light grass and 

trees, characteristic of outdoor infrared photographs, give them the appearance of 

having been made by moonlight. Advantage is taken of this in the motion-picture 

industry to make imitation moonlight photographs by operating in bright sunlight. 

The method is superior to the use of underexposure of sunlit subjects, which has some- 

times been proposed, and it has the advantages of not requiring the transportation of 

lighting equipment outdoors at nighttime and of imposing no abnormal demands on 

the players. Moonlight itself cannot be used because it would require exposures 

which are unattainable in motion-picture practice. 
Works of Art.—Infrared photography has taken its place with chemical study and 

X-ray and ultraviolet photography as an important means of determining the authen- 

ticity of paintings. Pigments vary in the way in which they transmit and reflect the 

infrared, even if they appear identical in color. Infrared photography can, therefore, 

sometimes be of use in detecting the presence of overpainting and other alterations 

and in distinguishing between an original and a later copy. Important factors are the 

varnish and medium, which differ in their infrared transparency according to their 

nature andage. Paintings which have so deteriorated due to darkening of the varnish 

that detail can scarcely be seen may be revealed by infrared photography. Similarly, 
photographs, daguerreotypes, engravings, drawings, maps, and other such documents 

which have become badly discolored or faded by age or misuse have been successfully 

photographed by infrared. 
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CHAPTER XXII 

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Ouinpo O. CEcCARINI 

Introduction.—It might be safely said that color photography began with the 

formulation of the wave theory of light by Wiinsch and Young and the theoretical 

work of Helmholtz and Maxwell. 
White light can be decomposed into a very large number of colored radiations, and 

the colors constituting the visible spectrum range from violet to deep red. 

The three colors particularly striking to the human eye are blue, green, and red. 

Maxwell demonstrated that a mixture of blue, green, and red lights in a suitable 
proportion produced the physiological sen- 

sation of white light. 

Mixture of Colored Lights—In mixing 

colored lights the luminosity of the mixture 

is greater than the luminosity of each color 

alone. Taking, for instance, blue and green 

lights, it is possible to obtain all the possible 

shades from the pure blue to the pure green 

by suitable variations of the individual com- 

ponents. The diagram of Fig. 1 represents 

; the colors to be obtained by mixing lights 

Ble oer f the “pri lors,” bl d Cyan ) e ‘primary colors, ue, green, an 
red, taken two by two and all three to- 

gether in proportions suitable to produce 

white light. 

Yellow is evidently produced by the addition of red and green primary lights, and, 

since it does not contain blue, it is called its ‘‘complementary,” or ‘“‘minus blue.” 

In a similar manner the addition of blue and green lights gives blue-green (also 

known as ‘‘cyan”’). Cyan is evidently ‘“‘complementary”’ to red, or ‘‘minus red.” 

Red and blue lights produce ‘‘magenta”’ which is ‘‘complementary” to green, or 

“minus green.” 
Pigments.—The behavior of a mixture of colored pigments is entirely different 

from that of the mixture of colored lights. For instance, a yellow pigment spread 

evenly on a sheet of white paper, if observed with a spectroscope, shows practically 

complete absence of blue light. The conclusion is therefore that the yellow ‘“‘absorbs” 

or ‘“‘subtracts” blue from the white light reflected by the paper. If now a magenta 

pigment is added on the yellow, the resultant color will be a deep red, for both blue 

and green colors have been subtracted from the light of the paper. Adding now a 

cyan pigment to the two already existing the result will be ‘“‘black” or the complete 

absence of color. 
The diagram of mixture of pigments is given in Fig. 2. 

The photographic analysis of a color object is carried out with filters of primary 

colors, while the synthesis can be performed by mixture of lights also of primary 

colors giving rise to the so-called ‘‘additive process”? or by mixture of pigments in 

complementary colors by means of the so-called ‘subtractive process.”’ 

616 

Fig. 1.—Diagram showing effect of mixing 
lights of ‘‘primary colors.” 
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The additive process finds its application in the making of color transparencies. 

It is also used sometimes for the projection of motion pictures in natural colors. 

The subtractive process can be used for transparencies and for motion pictures in 

natural colors the same as the additive process. It is in addition the only successful 

process which permits obtaining natural-color prints on paper to be viewed by reflected 

light. From this particular standpoint the subtractive process is by far the most 

important of all the photographic color processes as yet evolved. 

Yellow 

Blue green 
cyan 

Blue 
Fig. 2.—Diagram showing mixing of pigments. 

Description and working instructions of the various subtractive and additive color 

processes practiced today will be given in the order of their importance. 

Color-separation Negatives.—The production of color-separation negatives from 

the original subject represents the first step in any color process. Three exposures are 

necessary behind red, green, and blue filters, respectively. 
An exception to this rule is in the case of ‘the so-called ‘‘color screen plates” or 

films by the additive method in which the original negative, containing the three-color- 

100 

80 

60 

Transmission, Per Cent 
400 450 500 600 650 700 550 

Wavelength 
Fic. 3.—Transmission characteristics of Wratten tricolor filters. 

filter elements in mosaic form, is converted by chemical reversal to the final positive. 

These color screen plates and films will be described later. 

The three primary-color filters necessary for making the three-color-separation 

negatives must respond to certain definite requirements. Hach filter must cover a 

convenient section of the visible spectrum and must overlap into the region of the 

adjacent filter by a moderate amount. The characteristics of these filters have been 

extensively debated, but the recent investigations of D. A. Spencer! have proved 

conclusively that the present commercial standard filters, of which the Wratten 

three-color filters are typical examples, represent the best possible compromise 

1Sprencer, D. A., Phot. J., July, 1935, p. 377; Penrose Ann., 1938. 
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when the characteristics of three-color printing pigments and inks are taken into 

consideration. 

The characteristic transmission curves of the Wratten three-color filters Nos. 25, 
47, and 58 are given in Fig. 3. 

The presence of a color filter in the path of the light reduces the total amount of 

light reaching the photographic emulsion and therefore a longer exposure is necessary. 

oy a 
| 22 3 4 o) 
Steps of Neutral Gray Wedge 

Log ig Exposure Meter-Candle- Seconds 
Fic. 4.—Typical characteristic curves of panchromatic emulsions. Curve B represents the 

characteristic of the film when exposed through a green filter. 

This increase in exposure is called the ‘‘filter factor,” and it is ordinarily given by the 

manufacturer of the photographic material. In the case of three-color filters the 

factor pertaining to each filter is of such value as to permit obtaining the same general 

results when all three negatives are developed all together for the same length of time. 

For accurate results color-separation negatives should be developed to the same 

contrast, which, as we shall see immediately, requires different developing times. 

Luminosity range 

1 2 4 8 16 

No. 1. No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 

Fic. 5.—Gray scale or neutral-tint wedge. 

Therefore a slight readjustment of the filter factor is desirable for color-separation 

negatives to be correctly processed. 

A typical characteristic curve of a panchromatic emulsion is given in Fig. 4. 

The curve is subdivided into three well-known regions: underexposure, the use- 

ful region, and the region of overexposure. 

The necessity of correct exposure in color photography will be immediately evident 

from the following considerations. 
Let it be assumed that a neutral-tint wedge, Fig. 5, is placed alongside the subject. 
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The various grey tints range from almost total black to almost the pure white of 

the paper. A successful three-color process should permit a faithful reproduction of 

the above wedge by means of the complementary printing pigments, yellow, magenta, 

and cyan, taken in the correct amount and superimposed one on the other. If we 

refer again to Fig. 4, it will be noticed that the light range represented by the straight- 

line proportion of the curve (useful range) for this particular emulsion is just about 

16 to 1 (density 0.4 to 1.6 or transmission 50 to 2.5 per cent). This is also the lumin- 

osity range chosen for the gray wedge as indicated by the figures above each square. 

In order to faithfully reproduce these luminosities in the negative, it is necessary 

to choose such an exposure as to give, upon correct development to gamma of unity, a 

density of 0.4 to correspond to step 1 and so on to density 1.6 for step 5. If the 

exposure factor for each one of the three-color filters is correctly chosen and the three 

negatives are developed to exactly the same gamma, the three wedges will appear 

identical and will have the same densities by actual measurement. Under these con- 

ditions each successive step of the wedge from light to dark in the negative represents 

the same increment of density, or the light transmission of each step is one-half that 

of the previous step. 

Now let it be assumed that one of the negatives (the green-filter negative, for 

instance) has been exposed twice as much as the others. In this negative the density 

and transmission of the various steps will be as given in Table I (dotted curve of 

Fig. 4): 

TasBLe [.—DeENsirTy aND TRANSMISSION OF A TYPICAL SENSITOMETRIC STRIP 

Step, Density, Transmission, 

number per cent 

1 0.7 20 

2 1.0 | 10 

3 1283 | 5 

4 1.6 | 74.159 

5 175 | 1.78 

l 

It is evident that in this case the ratio between steps is constant except for the last, 

step, which should have had a density of 1.9 instead of 1.75. When printing these 

negatives, 1t is necessary to print the green-separation negative twice as long as the 

other two. This procedure, however, will give three prints in which steps 1 to 4 are 

correspondingly the same, but step 5 will be heavier in the case of the green-separation 

negative as compared with step No. 5 of the blue and red separation. After the three 

positives are converted to the three complementary colors and superimposed, it will 

be found that steps 1 to 4 are of neutral gray, corresponding to the original; but step 

No. 5 will appear reddish, being deficient in yellow and cyan. 

If the range of luminosity of the wedge had been 8 to 1, the reproduction would 

have been correct all the way through in spite of the overexposure of the green- 

separation negative. The same applies to the case of underexposure of some of the 

color-separation negatives. 

Illumination of the Subject.—The considerations pertaining to the luminosity 

range of the gray wedge apply equally well to the range between the high lights and 

the shadows of the subject. 

While extreme range between light and shadows should be avoided for the reason 

just discussed, altogether too much stress has been placed in the past on the desira- 

bility of flat lighting. 
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The fallacy of a totally flat light can be best seen by an extremely elementary 

example. Assume a red cube placed on a white cardboard. The camera lens looks 

at the cube at 45°. If the cube is illuminated by a uniform light all around, the 
finished picture will appear as in Fig. 6 which, although it shows a red object on a 

white background, does not give the faintest indication of the actual shape of the red 

object. Illuminate now the red cube with a single light source at an oblique angle. 

The results will now be as in Fig. 7. 
Evidently proper lighting is giving perspective, and it shows correctly the geo- 

metrical shape of the object. Color in this case adds the additional information of a 

red cube onto a white background. 
To be of real practical value, color photography must be made to extend the scope 

of black-and-white photography. 
Since the filter factors vary considerably with the type of light, it is not permissible 

to mix lights of different types. If it is necessary to diffuse the source of light, this 

should be done with wire gauze or any diffusing device which does not introduce any 

change in the color value of the light. For the same reasons discolored reflectors 

should also be avoided. 
The light source should also be steady. Daylight, incandescent, and photoflood 

are all equally satisfactory. Each type obviously requires different filter factors. 

Fig. 6.—\ Cube _ illu- Fic. 7.—Cube lighted 
minated by flat lighting obliquely. Several tones 
fails to show tone are present. 
gradations. 

The best method of measurement consists in reading with a photometer the light 
reflected by a white card placed directly over the high lights of the subject. This 

exposure should be slightly below the overexposure mark. Exposure meters, such 

as Weston, carry this information. 
Flash bulbs also can be used satisfactorily, but great experience is necessary. It is 

advisable to arrange the lighting and composition first by means of incandescent bulbs 

placed in proximity with flash bulbs. Just before the firing of the flashes the incan- 

descent lights can be turned off. 
It is not always possible to identify the three color-separation negatives and in 

order to avoid errors three patches of colors corresponding to three filters or, if desired, 

to three complementary printing colors should be placed along side the neutral-gray 

wedge. 
When the gray wedge and color patches are properly illuminated to correspond 

approximately to the high light of the subject, they will serve several purposes; 7.e., 

identification of the negatives, measurement of contrast, and measurement of printing 

ratio. The identification of the negatives can be obtained also by suitable marks 

along the edges of the holders or of the filters in close contact with the emulsion, and 

the contrast of development can be assured by standardizing time and temperature. 

However, the possibility of being able to measure the printing ratio is a convenience 
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which must not be underestimated if one wishes to avoid disappointments and waste 

of time and material. 
Sensitive Material—Panchromatic films and plates sensitive to all colors are 

ordinarily used for obtaining color-separation negatives in connection with the three 

primary-color-separation filters—red, green, and blue. 

It is possible to deviate from this rule by using an ordinary plate or film sensitive 

to the blue end of the spectrum only for the blue-separation negative without blue 

filter. This type of material approaches very closely the characteristic of the standard 

blue filter. 

For the green-separation negative it is possible to use an orthochromatic emulsion 

which is sensitive to blue and green in connection with a yellow filter or the standard 

green-separation filter. 

For the red the usual panchromatic emulsion and red filter is always used, as an 

emulsion sensitized for red only to be used with either a yellow or the standard red 

filter is not easily obtainable. 

The combination of ordinary emulsion for the blue, orthochromatic emulsion for the 

green, and panchromatic emulsion for the red can be obtained assembled as a unit 

under the commercial name of Tripac. Put up in this form the ordinary and ortho- 

chromatic emulsions are placed face to face, and the panchromatic emulsion is placed 

behind. 

Fic. 8.—Photometric wedge for emulsion tests. 

The ordinary or blue-sensitive emulsion carries a yellow dye which prevents the 

blue light from penetrating into the following two emulsions. The orthochromatic 

negatives carry on their backs a layer of gelatin containing a red dye acting as filter 

for the back emulsion. 

The tripack can be exposed in any ordinary camera provided with a suitable holder 

for maintaining the three emulsions in good contact. It has many disadvantages, 

however. It is slow as compared with other arrangements. The green-separation 

negative which prints magenta is slightly diffused owing to the light scattered by the 

front emulsion, and the red negative or cyan printer, which should contribute most 

to the definition, is decidedly diffused. The tripack represents solely a compromise. 

Other combinations involving the use of tripack and bipack will be described in con- 

nection with various types of color cameras. 

Negative Development.—The development of color-separation negatives should be 

carefully standardized and a developer which can be discarded immediately after use 

is much preferred over others which allow repeated use. Very satisfactory types of 

developers for this purpose are the three-solution pyro developer, the two-solution 

pyro developer, and the three-solution metol-pyro developer. Eastman formulas 

Nos. D1, D21, and D7 are typical. 

A standard temperature for the developer should be decided upon and maintained 

to assure uniform results. 
In order to determine the correct time of development, a photometric wedge (Fig. 

8) and a densitometer (Fig. 9) are necessary. 
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The following is the usual procedure: An incandescent light source over which can 

he placed in succession the three standard color-separation filters should be arranged 

conveniently in the darkroom. Five pieces of the negative material to be tested 

should be exposed, each for the same length of time, in contact with the photometric 

wedge with the red filter in front of the hight source. A similar number of exposures 

are to be made with the green and with the blue filter, allowing, of course, for the 

proper filter factor. When all the exposures are complete, each group can be put away 

temporarily in a lightproof box while preparing for development. Of course, the 

negatives of each group must be properly identified with respect to the other groups. 

The rate of development is materially affected, not only by the composition and 

temperature of the developer, but also by the agitation during development. Further- 

more, a moderate amount of agitation is necessary in order to prevent irregularities 

and streaks around areas of heavy exposure. The most satisfactory method is to use 

rs 

1 

Fic. 9.—Densitometer for measuring the transmission density of films or the reflection 
density of prints. 

a tank appreciably larger than for ordinary black-and-white negatives. With 5- by 

7-in. negatives, for instance, the 1-gal. hard rubber tank with the regular No. 4 East- 

man developing hangers is very convenient. Use it for only six negatives at a time 

with the standard pyro ABC developer made up as recommended, 7.e., 9 oz. each of 

A, B, and C and water to make up 1 gal. at a temperature of 68°F. The six negatives, 

which are first loaded in the hangers, areimmersed all together in the developer, pulled 

out of the developer, reimmersed all together twice, and then pushed all together 

toward one end of the tank. Then one by one the negatives are slid toward the 

opposite end of the tank and so on back and forth until the time of development is up. 

During these back and forth movements, the negatives should always be maintained, 

fully immersed in the developer. At the completion of development ‘the negatives 

are lifted out all together, given a brief rinse, and then immersed in the fixing bath. 

For carrying out the development test with the negatives exposed behind the 

photometric wedge described, the following is a convenient procedure: The developer 

is carefully compounded and its temperature adjusted to 68°F. Three tanks con- 
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taining developer, rinse water, and hypo are placed alongside each other with the 

developer at the left. The exposures made with the red filter are loaded in the 

hangers, they are placed in the developer, and agitation is started in the manner just 

described. At the end of 6 min. the first negative at the right is removed, rinsed for an 

DENSITIES OF NEGATIVE 
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Fiq. 10.—Characteristics of panchromatic material exposed through red filter. 
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Fie. 11.—Characteristics of panchromatic material exposed through green filter. 

instant, and then placed in the fixing bath. In the meantime the agitation and devel- 

opment of the remaining negatives continues in the normal way. At the end of 

8 min. the second negative at the right is removed from the developer, rinsed, and 

placed in the fixing bath. This procedure is followed till the last negative is removed 

from the developer at the end of 20 min. In this manner the red negatives are 

developed for 6, 8, 11, 15, and 20 min. 
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The negatives exposed behind the green and blue filters are developed in exactly 

identical manner with the developer renewed each time. 

When all the negatives are dry, they can be measured in the densitometer and the 

values thus obtained plotted on cross-section paper with the density of the wedge on 

the horizontal axis and the density of the negative on the vertical axis. 

Three families of curves are thus obtained, one for each filter. The value of gamma 

or contrast for each curve is the ratio of the intercept on the horizontal axis to the 

intercept on the vertical axis by the straight line passing through the straight section 

of the curve and prolonged to meet the horizontal and the vertical axis. 

Figures 10, 11, and 12 are typical tests conducted on Dupont panchromatic films. 

DENSITIES OF NEGATIVE 
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Fic. 12.—Characteristiecs of panchromatic material exposed through blue filters. 

It is obvious from the time-gamma curve that in order to obtain a gamma equal 

to 1 with the Wratten three-color filters and ABC pyro developer at 68°F., the 

red-, green-, and blue-separation negatives must be developed 11, 11, and 20 min., 

respectively. 
The blue-filter negative of a given panchromatic emulsion usually requires a 

longer development time to build up the same gamma as the other two negatives. 

This phenomenon can be partially explained by the fact that blue hight penetrates 

less into the depth of the emulsion as compared with light of longer wave length.+ 

In color photography the most satisfactory type of negative is one which gives a 

good print on a normal type of bromide paper. This corresponds to approximately 

unity gamma, and such value should be adopted as standard with great advantage. 

Cameras and Equipment for Exposing Three-color Separation Negatives.—Before 

entering into discussion of color printing processes it will be convenient to review the 

type of cameras and various equipment for exposing three-color-separation negatives. 

The types of cameras here described are those in which each color-separation negative 

sees the total cone of light emerging from the lens. 

These types are therefore free from the so-called ‘‘parallax” error which occurs 

when each color-separation negative covers only a zone of the exit pupil of a lens. 

Cameras with parallax errors are also defective from the standpoint of even distribu- 

tion of light throughout the area of negative. 

1 An exception to this rule is the new Ilford Trichrome plate which builds up the same gamma irre- 

spective of the filter. Therefore three color-separation negatives made with this type of plate are devel- 

oped for the same length of time. 
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The color-separation negatives of still-life subjects indoors can be made by succes- 

sive exposures with an ordinary camera rigidly mounted to preclude any chance of 

movement while changing negative holders and color filters. The filters can be slipped 

onto the lens in the usual manner. Care must be taken that the three film or plate- 
holders register correctly. 

Several devices to shorten the total time required for the triple exposure have been 

invented, among which outstanding is the repeating back by Miethe. 

Colour Photographs, Ltd., London, has introduced the fully automatic repeating 

back, in which the sliding of the plateholder and the operation of the shutter is aecom- 

plished automatically in accordance with a predetermined setting. 

A repeating back in its simplest form is obtainable from the Autotype Company, 
London. The three-color-separation filters of a repeating back are placed imme- 

diately in front of each negative. 

The most satisfactory method of obtaining color-separation negatives by simul- 

taneous exposure is by subdividing the light emitted from the lens by means of partial 

reflecting mirrors. 

Single-mirror Camera.—The simplest form of 

camera designed on this principle is the one involy- —_ 

ing the use of a single partial reflecting mirror and 

shown schematically in Fig. 18. To obtain three- 

color-separation negatives with this type of camera, 

it is necessary to expose two of the negatives in of DSalsnk M 

bipack arrangement. The location of the bipack y~"/ ‘isan 

in the camera depends entirely on the nature of the 

partial mirror. The following important points 

must be carefully considered in designing the | on 

camera: ee 
1. The commercial bipack available today is a CN OEIEX 

composed of an orthochromatic emulsion in front 

and a panchromatic emulsion in the back. The Fie. 13.—Diagram illustrat- 
ing optical system of single- two emulsions are facing each other, but the front ™§ 
mirror camera. 

emulsion has an additional layer of gelatin carrying a 

reddish filter dye. If the bipack is exposed through a magenta or minus green filter 

(Wratten No. 32), it yields a blue-sensation negative (front emulsion) and a red- 

sensation negative (back emulsion). If, on the other hand, the bipack is exposed 
through a yellow filter (Wratten K3) it yields the green-sensation negative (front 

emulsion) and red-sensation negative (back emulsion). Under this condition the 

sensitivity of the red negative overlaps somewhat too much into the green. : 

In any case the red negative, which gives a positive in blue-green or cyan color, 

is decidedly diffused due to the separating layer of gelatin carrying the red filter and the 

light-scattering effect of the front emulsion. The blue-green color of the positive 

print is the most important color for assuring the definition of the whole picture, and 

therefore the use of the standard bipack for this type of camera should be avoided if 

possible. 

2. The commercial tripack can be split up for use with the single-mirror camera in 

two parts by removing the back emulsion to be exposed separately. The two front 

emulsions exposed as bipack, but without any filter, yield a sharp blue-sensation 

negative (front emulsion) and a very slightly diffused green-separation negative 

(second emulsion). Since a yellow filtering dye is incorporated in the first emulsion 

without any extra layer of gelatin, the contact between the two front emulsions is 

much closer than in the case of the standard bipack, and the resulting green-separa- 

tion negative is sufficiently sharp for all practical purposes. 
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3. In case of a partial mirror made of plain white glass aluminized and camera 

balanced for incandescent and photoflood light, the mirror must be metal coated to a 

ratio of reflected to transmitted light of 3:1. By making the reflected beam the 

greater of the two, the secondary image created by the back surface of the mirror is 

not sufficiently strong to record. With this arrangement the two front emulsions of 

the tripack are exposed at right angles in the reflected beam without filter, and the 

third or back emulsion of the tripack’in the transmitted beam through the standard 

red filter (Wratten No. 25). The ground glass for focusing can be placed in the 

reflected beam. The glass mirror, of course, must be optically flat but not too thick, 

otherwise the distortion caused by the refraction of the glass might become too great. 

A moderate amount of distortion can be compensated by tilting the plateholder 

carrying the red negative. 

4. To avoid the refraction error and the presence of any secondary image, the 

partial mirror can be made of extremely thin transparent material, such as collodion, 
stretched on an optically flat frame. This transparent film can be also coated with a 

thin deposit of evaporated gold or aluminum to the desired reflection-transmission 

ratio. In this case it is immaterial as to which of the two beams is the greater. 

Obviously the bipack will be exposed in the path of the stronger beam. The idea of 

using pellicular mirrors for color cameras is quite old (see L. Geisler, U.S. Pat. 1060444, 

Apr. 29, 1913). Geisler also suggested coloring the thin transparent mirrors for the 

purpose of using them for filters as well. 

When the reflected beam of a pellicular mirror is much lower than the transmitted 

beam, then the angle of the mirror with respect to the optical axis should be preferably 

less than 45° unless a very long focal-length 

lens is used, otherwise there is a danger of 

uneven distribution of light throughout the 

area of the reflected beam. This becomes 

immediately evident from Fig. 13. 

The angles of the boundary rays in Fig. 

8 

~ 

)) 

Percentage Reflection aN 

@) 10 20 S50 40 50/760 
Angle of Incidence 

Fig. 14.—Uneven angle of reflection Fic. 15.—Reflection coefficient of a glass 
of boundary rays for mirror placed at surface in air as function of angle of incidence. 

45°. Index of glass = 1.55. 

14 are, respectively, 35° and 55°. The coefficient of reflection for a pellicular sur- 

face having an index of reflection of 1.55 would be 5 and 9.5 per cent, respectively, 

for the surface without any metallic coating. The unevenness of illumination is there- 

fore quite apparent. This unevenness, however, decreases materially as the thick- 

ness of the metallic coating increases. 
The construction of this type of camera is quite simple as the only necessary 

requirement is to maintain the length of the optical paths identical with respect to 

both beams. 
Double-mirror Camera.—The most satisfactory type of camera for three-color- 

separation negatives is the double-mirror type.. The mirrors in this camera can be 
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arranged in various manners, each of which offers its own advantages and disadvan- 

tages. In Figs. 16 to 21 are shown the arrangements most commonly used. 
For convenience of reference the three partial beams are indicated throughout as 

No. 1 for the first reflection, No. 2 for the second reflection, and No. 3 for the beam 

straight through. 

FP 
F 
p 

Fic. 16.—Optical system Fie. 17.—Optical system of 
of two-mirror camera with two-mirror camera in which 
mirrors at right angles. first mirror is at 45° angle and 

second at smaller angle to inci- 
cent light. * 

There is indeed very little difference between the various arrangements and each 
one ean be properly set up to give satisfactory performance, provided that the necessary 

precautions are taken in carrying out each design. In addition it might be said that in 

general the weak points of one particular arrangement are not necessarily shared by 

the others. 

L 
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Mit 
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Fie. 18.—Optical system of Fig. 19.—Optical system 
double-mirror camera in which of double-mirror camera in 
both mirrors are at angles which both mirrors. are 
smaller than 45° to the incident parallel and at 45° to the 
light. incident beam. 

The following general remarks apply to all the various arrangements: 

1. Partial mirrors of plain white optical glass should have the reflected beam 

greater than, or at least equal to the transmitted beam. This is necessary to reduce 

the secondary image to a negligible quantity unless the back surface is evaporated 

with a transparent substance of refractive index lower than that of the glass itself, 

or unless the surface of the glass is chemically treated to reduce its index in contact 
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with air. Colored glasses are in general more satisfactory but are more expensive and 

the sequence of the color filters becomes fixed once and forall. It is also obvious that 
with plain white glass the three light beams cannot be of equal magnitude, but No. 1 

beam is the strongest and No. 3 the weakest. This arrangement is satisfactory when 

designing a color camera balanced to incandescent light. The angular position of both 

Fic. 20.—Optical system of double-mirror camera when the mirrors are not on the same 
vertical plane and are at an angle less than 45°. 

mirrors can be then less than 45° for evenness of light distribution as previously 

explained. 

2. Pellicular mirrors permit any desired ratio between reflected and transmitted 

light. The straight through or No. 3 beam is generally preferred strongest. This, 

however, demands that greater attention be given to the question of evenness of hight 

distribution. Furthermore, the light scattered by the surface of the filters interposed 

in the path of beams 1 and 3.is directed toward 

negative 2 with the result of a very slight fog 

appearing in negative 2, particularly with extremely 

intense light and short exposure. This results in an 

apparently lower gamma which is in general not seri- 

ous but should be avoided. The effect of scattered 

light is materially reduced by making the reflection 

of the second mirror greater than its transmission 

or by adopting the arrangement of Fig. 20. The 

arrangement of Fig. 19 is also free from this defect, 

but greater emphasis must be given to the problem 

of evenness of light distribution, unless the lens is 

Fre. 21.—Double-mirror color oF exceptionally long focus. In general the dispos- 
camera with mirrors crossed at .,. : 4 ‘ : 
45°. ition of Fig. 20 can be considered as the most satis- 

factory with any type of mirrors. 

In considering the subject of scattered light and the path which it follows it is 

solely necessary to compute its amount, which ordinarily is of the order of 419 per cent 

of the incident light for normal incidence, and to consider that the partial mirrors 

behave in identical fashion with respect to the light which arrives from the lens or 

from a different point within the camera. 
In order to achieve the greatest possible speed, the first mirror is sometimes made 

only very lightly coated, and the negative material facing beam 1 is a plain blue- 

sensitive emulsion of very high speed exposed without blue filter. Beam 2 from the 
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second mirror, also lightly coated, faces a very fast orthochromatic emulsion with a 

yellow filter, and the major amount of the light in beam 3 faces a fast panchromatic 

emulsion with the standard red filter. Other alternative variations are also possible, 

but all these special arrangements seem to be hardly justified in view of extremely fast 

panchromatic emulsions available today. 
Whatever the type or combination of negative material used, a careful study of its 

development characteristics must be made or obtained from the manufacturer in order 

to standardize the various processing operations. 

Color-printing Methods for Prints on Paper.—Of the many color-printing processes 

developed, only those of practical value and in actual use today will be considered. 

Their description follows in the order of their practical importance. These processes 

are 
Carbro 
Imbibition—Eastman wash-off relief and Pinatype 

Dyebro (Combination of Carbro and imbibition) 

Chemical toning—Chromatone 

Gelatin relief with color pigment in suspension—Duxochrome 

Dye toning by the mordant process. 

The Carbro Process. Outline.—Bromide prints by contact or enlargement are 

made from each color-separation negative. Carbon tissues containing soluble gelatin 

with colored pigments in suspension are sensitized in suitable solutions and then 

squeegeed onto the appropriate bromide. During the time of contact, the sensitizing 

chemicals of the tissues react with the silver image of the bromide, and a partial 

insolubilization of the gelatin of the tissue takes place in a manner proportional to the 

quantity of the silver of the image of the bromide. After several minutes of contact, 

the tissues are stripped from the bromides and transferred onto temporary supports. 
After another brief lapse of time, the temporary supports with the adhering tissues are 

placed in hot water in which the gelatin of the tissue, in still soluble condition, washes 

away, leaving a colored image in relief adhering to the temporary support. The three 

color images in relief are then finally transferred in register onto a final support. 

Measurement of the Negatives—After the three color-separation negatives have 

been exposed and developed, they must be measured to determine the correct printing 

ratio. This is done by measurement of the densities of the various steps of the neutral- 

gray wedge of each negative. The results of measurement should be entered in a 

notebook in tabulated form somewhat as in Table II. 
The density of all the steps of the gray wedge need to be measured only when 

checking the correctness of development. For the purpose of determining the printing 

ratio it is only necessary to measure the densest step of the wedge in each negative.’ 

Another important measurement, particularly in portraits, is the density of the fore- 

head (F.H.). This measurement is used to compute the basic exposure for the blue 

bromide. In addition an empirical factor based on the measurement of the forehead 

density in the three negatives can be readily deducted, and this information will be 

found useful at other times when for some reasons the gray wedge is omitted. The 

measurements of the forehead are of value only in case of female studies. Great 

1 The effective speed to daylight of a panchromatic film in a double-mirror camera might range from 

Weston 3 to about Weston 12. This last value can be realized only with extremely fast emulsions such 

as Eastman Super-Panchro-Press with No. 25 filter for the red negative and Eastman Super-Ortho- 

Press with the K3 and No. 47 filters for the green and blue negative respectively. 

2 Theoretically this would be correct only for properly exposed negatives. Departure from true 

color balance, however, is mostly noticeable in the light tones of a finished print, and, therefore, it is 

_ desirable to adjust the color balance with respect to the densest step of the wedge. In case of portraits 

it is best to compute the printing ratio from the step of the wedge which most nearly matches the density 

of the forehead of the red filter negative. 
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TaBLE IJ.—MEASUREMENTS ON COLOR-SEPARATION NEGATIVES 

| | 
Den- Trans- | 

Printing color | Step | ae mission, |} Ratio | Factor! Printing exposure and remarks 

2 per cent | 

| | 

. | | caer | 
Blue (red filter) | i | 11583 ao 1 | all 1=12 sec. at f/8; 3 X magnification; 

2 | | | | |} paper Illingworth normal; developed 

(Pees 3h) | | | 133 min. in Amidol 
| 4 | | 

5 | | | 

F.H. | | 

Magenta (green | ny Woz 6.3 0.8 | X1.6 | 1.28 = 15%¢ sec. “ 

filter) | 25) | 

7 | 
4 | | | 
5 | | 

F.H. | | | | 
Yellow (blue fil- 1 |) d239) |e) |) ain229 he 271247 A8i secs) i ResultaOnEe 

ter) 2) | 
3 | 

4 | | | 
5 | | | 

Wet, | | 
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1 The meaning of this factor will be explained later. 

attention, however, must be paid to the measurement of exactly the same spot in the 

three negatives. 
To illustrate the use of this information the portrait of a young woman will be 

chosen as subject. The densitometric measurements are given in Table II. Here 

the transmission values of the No. 1 step in the three negatives are 5, 6.3, and 4.1 per 

cent, respectively. Taking the ratio of the magenta and yellow with respect to the 

blue-green, it is found that the magenta bromide should receive 0.8 and the yellow 

1.22 times the exposure of the blue-green. 

The correct exposure of the blue-green is found empirically, and it depends obvi- 

ously on the type of enlarger and on the intensity of its light source. It depends also 

on the aperture of the lens diaphragm and the degree of enlargement. 

With an enlarger having a diffused light source, a scale of magnification will be 

found very valuable. 
A very valuable adjunct to the darkroom is the Kodak enlargement exposure 

calculator (correct only for enlargers having a diffused light source).! 

With the above equipment it is solely necessary to determine once and for all the 

exposure necessary to produce the faintest silver deposit on the blue-green bromide, 

which corresponds to the maximum density of the red-filter negative. The informa- 

tion thus obtained can be jotted down and kept for future information. For instance: 

Red-filter negative maximum density, 1.3; transmission, 5 per cent; exposure, 12 sec., 

J/8; magnification, 3X; Paper, Illingworth normal; development, 1!2 min. in Amidol. 

The printing time of another set of color-separation negatives of which the red- 

filter negative has a maximum density of say 1.6 (transmission 2.52 per cent) can be 

1 This calculator is based on the formula: 

K(m +1)? =E 

where E is the resulting exposure, 

m is the seale of magnification or reduction, 

K is a consant determined for m = 1. 
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obtained at once by taking the ratio of the standard reference transmission above 

(5 per cent) to 2.52. This gives 5/2.52 = 2 approximately. The blue-green bromide 

for this new set should therefore be exposed 12 X 2 = 24 sec., approximately, at f/8 

and 3X magnification. Its correct exposure for different values of lens stop and 
different magnifications can be derived quickly from the enlargement exposure 

calculator. 
The saving of time and material and the uniformity of results which can be realized 

by a systematic procedure must not be underestimated. 

Carbro Solutions.—The carbro solutions for sensitizing the carbon tissues consist 

of a bleaching agent as potassium ferricyanide with potassium bromide as accelerator, 

and hardening agents as potassium dichromate with chromic acid for controlling the 

contrast. 

Alternative solutions consist of potassium ferricyanide, potassium bromide, and 

potassium dichromate as bleaching and hardening agents and glacial acetic acid and 

hydrochloric acid as controlling agents. 

Potassium chrome alum or formaldehyde are added in small quantities to the above 

solutions for the purpose of producing a slight superficial tanning in order to preserve 

the high lights. 

TyPicaL Stock SOLUTIONS 
(Type I Solutions Using Chromie Acid) 

Stock SouutTion A 

Rotassiume ferricyanide nasa cias yy kyoto eae ae tyler ered 1 oz. 50 g. 

TEaneermcn: [prereset ss hos ethene Slatera- cd picicvore aida. dibud > oaveia eos 1 oz. 50 g. 

Wiaterm(distilled)icton cit. seen Sak ee ach at Sah oe eneOg ten meine ee 10 oz. 500 ec. 

Stock Soturion B 

Potassium dichromate (¢.p.)........ 002. e ee eee ee ee eee 180 gr. 18 g. 

(CUNT OT ETS ia CSG: Shea ON ne eae PTs PERL Pn ore OU a Toe 40 gr. 4g. 

Chrome male ee eye ere et eee ote ee ee ee teetoet 100 gr. 10 g. 

Va tera (Gistillediatorsu ats coh Gir cvs te tens ulercoste tartare eee re atonane Ria e.tes 10 oz. 450 ec. 

WorkING Batu 1 

SHOCKASOIIELO MIAN ee nr tree tA RA Ae et End CRE ean Fiche Meena cy ea gene oa ob pr lee be 1 part 

AVE CO Teed eset race tre seep een tet Me eS ee ce LRT R LEME oR ged each vs cstenith seit Shut ee aviee te bauie Ns 4 parts 

WorkKING BatH 2 

SHOCKASOLUGLOMME ar tree acess taney au fusterepal evotiat Sellet ler a stabanatie Vavlas sferstich at et sual chatetieta eters etal. ele 1 part 

WYER ai 86 | cc OLo ORR SLI ee or ORO OAT RUSTE ote, A ORR IDEREC Re iearh aaa el gare adept Akela at Lr 4 parts 

Each color tissue is immersed in working bath 1 for 3 min., drained for 10 or 15 see. 

or squeegeed gently face down on a clean piece of plate glass to remove the surplus 

of bleaching solution, and then immersed in working bath 2 for a time which might 

vary from 15 to 40 sec. depending on the type of bromide paper used and on the degree 

of contrast desired. 

After removal from bath 2, each tissue is squeegeed on its appropriate bromide and 

left in contact with it for 10 or 15 min. 

The precautions to be followed in sensitizing and the method of squeegeeing, etc.. 

will be considered later. 

With Type II solutions also each color tissue is immersed in working bath 1 for 

3 min., drained for 10 or 15 sec., and then immersed in working bath 2 for a time which 

might vary from 15 to 40 sec. depending on the type of bromide and degree of contrast 

required. 
It has been often recommended, particularly with tissues which had too great a 

tendency to frill, to reduce the time of immersion in the No. 1 bath down to 2 min., 

1 A photoelectric exposure meter with a full scale sensitivity of 7.5 ft.-candles can be obtained from 

the General Electric Co. on special order and at a price slightly higher than the standard model. The 

shape and sensitivity of this meter are such as to permit any kind of measurements of the light from 

enlargers. Its indications are, of course, equally correct with diffused- and condenser-type light sources. 
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particularly during hot weather. Too short immersion, however, prevents even 

absorption of chemicals throughout the full depth of the gelatin layer, and this ordi- 

narily results in large irregular color patches particularly noticeable in the blue-green 

image. These irregularities are readily avoided by treating the tissues in the first bath 

for a full 3-min. period. 

Type II Solutions (Using Acetic and Hydrochloric Acid) 

Srock SoLtuTion A 

Potassiumendichromateensnasc coe ne cee ee ete oie een tenes eee ons 1 oz. 28 g. 

IPOtassiUmeNteLniGyanil Ges yee ear en ee ete ro eae eee 1 oz. 28 g. 

Rotassiuminbromiderenenene ee aere cree Mal creer Coma as crt ints Ose) toe 1 oz. 28 g. 

Water.) (distilled)etor, css achep tue shee eo Renn OA OR Oba See mek ceee aero 20 oz. 566 cc. 

Stock Sotution B 

Glacialiiacetio wa cidi ics ke Mec cen ee ee Sree eee OS ehaeaene: lene ercecletetieee 1 oz. 35 cc. 

Bhyelhiodallone mene! (G)ococbececssoscopeoenposcosdoccougascac Ooze 35 ce. 

Rormaldehyder seni 3 see Sin eee ee eae eee nek RYE REAR ene ncae eye 225 40z: 770 ce. 

Wratersn (distilled) ees aecrye ie nee ete rene re ea Re a ie 1) oz. 50 cc. 

WorkinG Batu 1 

SHOCK SOUT OT Ac eee nee Oe eID Rue ae eS ose ce exe, SieST ans ewe nye rey cette eet Ree eee 1 part 

Wration Jy eS She ee ERIE oe Teg Se RRS Me 3 parts 
WorKING Batu 2 

Stoclkeisolatior WE cic seco d ees oe a cea wrop oRa eg Ses al cls al eran Re Se eke ace 1 part 

Water... foahc ja caites Oe ee IER ES, ERED obi me ak Repti deca ste soit een aereers 32 parts 

While it is comparatively simple to carry through small carbro prints by the two- 

solution method, it becomes decidedly awkward when prints larger than 8 by 10 in. 

are to be handled. 
Since the single-bath method in which the controlling chemicals are mixed with 

the bleaching and hardening agents has all the conceivable advantages with adequate 

control, it will be described in detail. 
The manner of handling carbon tissues applies naturally to both methods. 

Carsro SoLuTIONS FoR SINGLE-BATH MrtHop 
Type I Solutions (Autotype) 

Stock SouuTion A 

TP OLASSLUTN wD TOMI CC ees eat Tea esi sue aieh Po sacri eo suc peutehen seen 1 oz. 28 g. 

TSE OMANI. oon coocasoe esd saasouenorscoonooecabonOsS 1 oz. 28 g. 

Potassium dichromate ets eee ere ee eRe Rr ere 1 oz. 28 g. 

Water (distilled) to............ Be eg ee PAVERS ay AMS, SANG Pete NOE Ree, oe 20 oz. 566 cc. 

Stock Sonution B 

Chromicwacld hee neeene cre Ee eescrrer wera renee gaWenet sis oMe) sa) aie ete ate 150 gr. 9.72. 

Ghromes aun ee ese ee eae SR Bacon Re MCS eT Ect skeen sprees 300 gr. 19.4 g. 

Wiatenn (distilled) mtosemre recite acteicraie irr rect eee 20 oz. 566 ce. 

WorkKING Bato 

SP rrvel Slo MND OCs lero ee ORNs SHO COM OCU END HO Do Codtn moo ane og eo8. coc 6 1 part 

SEOGICISO] Ut LONS ED core pet oretd acc cane oan tet ee cen er ash SSIS See ETE ECC eat ene ae 1 part 

A T/C 13s Deen ee eee PRR ea oe PE NARS eR oie GG On StCtnI Gee oR EEOC CHOIO-o'G a.6-5:0 0 3 parts 

Type II Solutions 

Stock SoLuuTion A 

Geka lemon coccugedcooccubggoueEdsobegeuBoeocauCaon Te, “oz: 28 g. 

Potassilimutelricyanid eseeee ne eee ene eee eae 1Ozs 28 g. 

LEWES WTIA -GHOMOIoogensecosS lee dooumsaedobsodooocoorsoNd 16 02. 14 g. 

Wiater a(distilled)stoeneertsclcs atid sae cit etre etree rien orient 20 ~=—oz. 566 ce. 

Srock Sonution B 

@lacial@aceticuacidis cee eric: Hoc ice erkr eiereerer rere 1 dram 3.5 ce. 

shvolralone GOCl (GjoH)nscocdocassuccoscoscnavocusadeQGNpODON 1 dram . 3.5 cc. 

Hormealdehyden40spernicent) perererr eerie ileierietee rit rte nt 10 drams 35 ec. 

WSO es see eee eae US seh cahecl STE OR CMR eter ete pe Karey teMieWini eho site: ee howe rosette 12 drams 42 ce. 

For convenience of accurate measurement the stock solution B could be made up in 

one-third the normal strength or 
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Stock SoLtution BB 

Stockisolwutron Bae rhea tots ates cea cos acer eas rhe Sa Se uv we Sikes 9) Suseuse one ueieee wlaye Teel Soe atsea 1 part 

Watior (GHEE). cocoon scoop dD voc o GoD ODoEDDODOD OOOO ONCOOUDU OH ONGODODNED 2 parts 

WorKING BATH 

RUV ae Teer cate tera cies ccc en cere Sao se SOS a, greta Sacre eeaay wuielsat otic: aysesroy iio eens ve for Cae SMe aN Ko dodie 2016 oz 

SCOCKESOLUCIOMMAM ers renee creche Pare neato a See ene ete Bt shins taclo re roofer Sunt Suen es aitaeenecer arau econ aes 3 O72. 

Stockssol bongs Beer cea eare: ceecec once ct oak ee to a. loyicy dou aris tasiara san oua cee sauenane ome eueteae ie enene 11 dram 

The above Type II single-bath formula and the compounding of the working bath 

have been highly recommended in the past by outstanding color workers. With this 

proportion of chemicals, however, the deep shadows of the image in the bromide do not 

completely bleach out, and there is danger of losing proportionality. On the basis of 

very careful investigations it has been found desirable to increase the amount of 
bleaching chemicals in the working bath. 

The following is a very dependable working bath: 

WorKING Soutution M1 

NWA GED cdorccusurshcnis/suopowewsrons oueceteuegare saa htaijeyonstiorecahieiei aneliantes selsayaan abieee gradi bancda ret Roeeaetnys 1934 oz. 

Stockssolution PAs aera cr kg tess cesnae eet eee les oc sects euSae Ree ene Siete Ade Ue eeel eens tar 4 oz. 

Stock isolutione Bis Ait aceuaterek ave a Gok lob soe cussdel dhs alley Sea et se Selene eked cde tone ata nade 11144 dram 

With the single-bath method, irrespective of the type of solution adopted, each 

tissue should be immersed in water for 3 min., drained for 15 or 20 sec., and then 

immersed in the carbro solution for about 45 sec.; after this it is squeegeed onto the 

appropriate bromide without draining and left in contact for 10 or 15 min. 
The single-bath method with the Type II solution is to be preferred over any other 

because, although not as critical as the double-bath method, it offers nevertheless an 

appreciable amount of control, by increasing or decreasing the length of time of 

immersion in the carbro bath. The preliminary water bath for 3 min. must not be 

reduced, otherwise irregularities might result. 

It is important also to note that the contrast increases with successive tissues owing 

to the fact that the consumption of acid is greater than that of bleaching chemicals. 

This effect could be made use of by treating the tissues in the sequence: magenta, 

yellow, and blue-green because, as it will be seen shortly, the magenta tissue should be 

the least contrasty of all. 

Greater flexibility of control, however, can be best obtained by mixing up the 

carbro solution in sufficiently large quantity, dividing it in three parts and using one 

part for each tissue. 

A convenient amount for an 11- by 14-in. set would be (Type IJ) 

WorKING Soututrion M2 

BVA GOT ye wk aicicy secu hes Satta Snot eck Capea et oes Side reach op ouemeyote Monee ne ees vaiege Seen soit nemtanes 59 oz 

Stoc kesolitiom: Abs co snccaccs Sara oan cy eet kM co Boies eeu Mole ergo) coh Cag MERU en Se eas 12 oz 

SHOCKS OMUCTOM co rere terc cae aa cerrenereee avoneteae Haase succes Cebere rouse ie ene eoe avec faue he oaneuensten siete te 4\6 oz 

For use take approximately 25 oz. for each tissue. For larger or smaller tissues 

the quantity of solution should be proportional to the ratio of the tissue area as com- 

pared with the 11- by 14-in. set. 

Since the area of an 11- by 14-in. tissue is 154s sq. in., an 8- by 10-in. tissue measur- 

ing 80 sq. in. would require 154/80 = 1.93 less Galton or 25/1.93 = 13 oz.; hence a 

total quantity of 39 oz. of working bath should be made up if dealing with an 8- by 

10-in. set. 
If the above quantity is considered too large for 11- by 14-in. tissues, a total amount 

of 45 oz. of working bath can be made up using 15 oz. for each tissue. 

It must be pointed out, however, that a smaller quantity of solution for a given 

area increases the contrast, and therefore the stock solution BB must be slightly 

increased. 
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For a 45-oz. total solution a suitable compounding would be 

AUER) On, 5 Seer eR ER Rea a tira Serv AR go Poti oe, Ste ks el ena ARE ES cin. b.b 6.0.0 0 3446 oz. 

M3< '‘Stoek:solution Aisa. ca de sco omigne oo Rtee OOo © 5 ars ee RS Ghee OS AO ZA 

StockisolutionVBiBs he iio ole cesce o le See te EI Se eae Oe On ee ee 342 oz. 

Use 15 oz. for each tissue. 

It is not advisable to decrease the quantity of solution below 15 oz. for each tissue. 

It is a well-known fact that the color contrast of a blue pigment (spectral reflecting 

power) is much less than that of a magenta and yellow pigment. 

This difficulty is greatly accentuated when copying a color print. The Eastman 

Kodak Co. has lately advocated an automatic masking method in making paper 
prints from original Kodachrome slides. But even when working from color-sepa- 

ration negatives made directly from the original subject a vast improvement in 

general color balance can be secured by chemically reducing the contrast of the 

magenta and yellow tissues with respect to the blue. This procedure, however, 

necessitates considerable increase in the exposure of the bromides for the magenta 

and yellow tissues and a subsequently longer immersion in the carbro solution. 

It is necessary to emphasize strongly at this time that the color contrast of the 

tissues and the exposure of the bromides, although related to one another, are two 

entirely different things. For instance if the three tissues are processed in strictly 

identical manner and the bromides are so exposed as to give correct balance in the high 

lights, then the shadows will tend toward orange. If now the contrast of the magenta 

and yellow tissue is decreased to match the contrast of the blue without any change in 

the exposure of the magenta and yellow bromide, the result will be a preponderance 

of blue both in the high lights and in the shadows. 

With a correct set of negatives developed to gamma. of unity and printed on an 

Illingworth de luxe bromide paper, normal grade, and developed in Amidol, correct 

color contrast will be obtained by sensitizing the blue tissue for 45 sec., the magenta for 

114 min., and the yellow for 114 min. in the Type II single-bath method just deseribed. 

This applies equally well to M2 and M8 formulas. 

With the above treatment of the tissues it will be necessary to expose the bromide 

for the magenta tissue 1.6 times and the bromide for the yellow tissue 1.2 times the 

exposure of the bromide for the blue tissue. 

A slight variation in this factor might be found necessary with different stocks of 

tissue. The above figures, however, will be found sufficiently accurate to start with. 

This is the factor appearing in column 5 of Table II. 

As the carbon tissues are removed from the carbro solution, they must be brought 

into intimate contact with the corresponding bromide. It is necessary that each 

soaked bromide be held in readiness by placing it face up on a piece of plate glass and 

covered with an even pool of water. At the expiration of the time of sensitizing, the 

tissue is withdrawn and, without draining, brought down face to face on the bromide. 

The thin pool of water prevents intimate contact and allows time for squeegeeing. 

The tissue and bromide are held together by steady pressure with the left-hand fingers 

along the safe edge at the extreme left, and a flat rubber squeegee held with the right 

hand moved across the sandwich from left-to right with a steady, gentle, but quite firm 

stroke. The next stroke of the squeegee is taken in the opposite direction by holding 

it with the left hand and holding down the tissue and bromide with the fingers of the 

right hand along the safe edge at the extreme right. 

Four strokes of the squeegee, two in each direction, will be found ample. 

It is extremely important to avoid any movement of the tissue when once in con- 

tact with the bromide as the chemical action begins at once and any movement would 

give rise to a double image and spoil the results. 
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The three tissues are handled in succession in a similar manner. 

The actual operation of squeegeeing the tissues on the appropriate bromides is very 

critical and the chances of spoiling the results are altogether too many. Although the 

correct technique can be satisfactorily mastered, the serious color worker is advised 
to resort to the use of an automatic mechanical squeegee which can be readily put 

together without any difficulty. 

Figure 22 represents a schematic plan of the automatic squeegeer which consists of 

a usual photowringer mounted horizontally under a table top with the top cut out and 

beveled as shown. ‘The two rollers should be geared to prevent slipping. 

An apron made from two pieces of matte celluloid (0.010 in. thick) and hinged 

together with a strip of Kodatape will be found indispensable. Three aprons should 
be provided, one for each tissue. 

The various operations leading up to a carbro print are listed as follows in a sys- 
tematic manner: 

1. Negatives are measured and printing exposure decided upon. A test exposure 

for the blue-green bromide (red-filter negative) can be made if desired. Information 

thus obtained should be entered in the notebook: Exposure, lens stop, magnification, 

type of bromide paper, developer, and time of development. 

Fencil outline 4 Pencil outline 
for correct position for correct position 
of tissue , of bromide 

<-Kodatape 
Ainge 

Fic. 22.—Wringer for placing bromide and carbro tissue in contact. 

2. Bromides are exposed and developed in succession (large quantity of developer 

to avoid irregularities or a fresh moderate quantity of developer prepared in advance 

for each bromide, making sure that the temperature remains sufficiently constant). 

The bromide paper recommended is the Illingworth de luxe bromide, normal grade, 

special for carbro, with grain cut in the same direction. Defender Velour Black C 

(double weight) or N (single weight) special for carbro are also satisfactory. 

The developer recommended is Amidol compounded as follows: 

VV UCT rsa On en Bos eee SIE BRE: LOE TENG Extn HEC Ed ROMS Cae ora ae tro ERO GIO Oa oan Oo.g 1000 cc 

Sediumysulphites (Gry) Seis scien tes She Satie peices semis haley Mel neon, ae 25g 

ENTTING KG) | epee sis 8 Pe ress eee A PY ae Rie ee eRe tla ie ON, Sr ee at a 5g 

Potassiumibromide (10) percent) hoarse. oe ee cle cide eerie el hata ieee 4 ce 

Develop for 114 to 2 min.—temperature 68°F. 

3. Fixing of bromides should be done in plain hypo for about 15 min. (water, 

32 0z.; hypo crystals, 4 oz.). A stop bath or an acid in the hypo should: be avoided, 

as it will affect the action of the carbro solutions unless the washing operation is carried 

out for a very long time. 

4, The bromides should be washed in running water for 15 to 20 min. A large 

tray and a siphon will be found very convenient for the purpose. (The Eastman 

Automatic Tray Syphon is a good typical example.) 
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5. While the bromides are washing, the celluloid temporary supports must be pre- 

pared by treating the surface with waxing solution. A suitable waxing solution can be 

made up by taking 1 g. of Autotype trichrome waxing compound, breaking it up in 

very small pieces and letting it dissolve in 500 cc. of benzine (cleaner’s benzine) or 

in 500 ce. of benzol. One gram of pure beeswax dissolved in 500 ce. of benzine or 

benzol will be found equally satisfactory. Benzol is to be preferred in any 

case. This waxing solution must be prepared well in advance as the wax 

dissolves very slowly. A small tuft of cotton is soaked with the waxing solution 

and used to go over the entire surface of each celluloid. The evaporation of the solvent 

will take place very quickly particularly if benzol is used. As soon as dry, the cellu- 

loids will be immersed in a water bath containing a small amount of chrome alum; a 

teaspoonful of chrome alum in 2 gal. of water is satisfactory. When immersed, the 

celluloid should be given a lateral shaking and left to settle on the bottom of the 

tray until ready to be used. It is generally agreed that the most convenient thickness 

for the celluloids is 0.020 in. Thinner celluloids are difficult to handle and thicker 

ones resist too much the bending force of the transfer paper during the drying stage. 

Furthermore, the celluloids should be matte on one side, and this is the surface to be 

waxed and used to carry the colored image. It will be found that the colored image 

on a matte celluloid surface is more resistant to abrasions which readily occur when 

superimposing the celluloids with the dried colored images in order to judge the color 

balance. : 

The weak chrome-alum bath for the celluloids is very desirable. By means of it 

the waxed surface of the celluloid becomes completely wet, and this condition is 

necessary to produce intimate contact between the tissue and the waxed surface, 

thus permitting complete avoidance of air bells and any tendency to frill during hot- 

water development. 
6. To avoid any deleterious effect from wash water, the bromides should be placed 

at the completion of wash, in a tray containing 1000 cc. of water and 4 ce. of glacial 

acetic acid. The tray should be rocked and moved about to insure uniform action 

for 4 min. The three bromides can be treated in this acid bath all together. At the 

expiration of 4 min. the bromides are washed again in running water for another 

4 min., after which, pending the preparation of the tissues, they are placed in a tray 

containing a small quantity of water. 

7. The carbro solution is prepared as outlined above, divided in three parts and 

each amount located conveniently at hand. The two trays for the preliminary water 

bath and for the carbro solution are placed next to each other. It is assumed that 

the three tissues are already cut to size with the grain in the same direction. Since 

the bromides have a white safe margin, the tissues can be of the same outside dimen- 

sions as the bromides. 
8. The first celluloid apron is inserted in the automatic squeegee, as indicated in 

Fig. 22, and opened up. A few drops of water should be sprinkled on its surface. 

This water is necessary to decrease the adhesion of both the bromides and the tissues 

with the celluloid apron, otherwise creases might result while passing through the 

squeegee. This is not necessary for double-weight bromide paper (Defender C) but is 

absolutely necessary for single-weight bromide paper and for the tissue. 

9. A stop watch or a timing clock hung in a visible place is started, and the follow- 

ing operations are carried out in accordance with the time schedule as indicated below: 

Time ScHEDULE FOR CaRBRO PROCESS 

0 Blue tissue is placed in the tray of water, face up, and forced under. 

30 see. Tissue turned face down ir water and forced under, holding it down with left hand; each 

corner of tissue can be folded slightly back to help uncurling. 



1 min. 

2 min. 

2 min. 

3 min. 

3 min. 

3 min. 

4 min. 

6 min. 

6 min. 

7 min. 

8 min. 

8 min. 

9 min. 

9 min. 

10 min 

10 min 

15 sec. 

55 sec. 

10 sec. 

15 sec. 

52 sec. 

30 sec. 

15 sec. 

55 sec. 

10 sec. 

15 sec. 

. 37 sec. 

. 45 sec. 

12 min. 

12 min. 30 sec. 

13 min. 

14 min. 

14 min. 

15 min. 

15 min. 

16 min, 

16 min. 

15 sec. 

55 sec. 

10 sec. 

15 sec. 

22 sec. 

30 sec. 

18 min. 
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Tissue is turned face up again and forced under water by rocking the tray. The tissue, 

being now quite limp, will remain under water with gentle rocking. 

The blue bromide is now removed, without draining, from water in which it was placed 

after the final wash, is placed on the apron in coincidence with the pencil outline, as 
indicated on Fig. 22, and is left in this condition. 

The blue tissue is now removed from water and held in a vertical position to permit 
draining for 15 sec. 

Blue tissue is placed, face up, on bottom of adjacent tray. 

First part of carbro solution poured onto it and tray quickly rocked to insure even 

flowing of solution over entire surface of tissue. The tray is kept rocking to insure that 

tissue is always covered with solution. 

The tissue is removed from the carbro solution and, without draining, placed on the 

apron at the opposite side of the bromide and in coincidence of the pencil lines, as 

indicated also on Fig. 22. 

Tissue and bromide are rolled into contact through the squeegee and the apron with the 

sandwich inside removed from the chute at the lower side of the automatic squeegee. 

The'apron is gently lifted to avoid separating the bromide from the tissue; the sandwich 

is completely peeled off the apron and placed on a clean blotter; and the surface 

moisture is gently blotted off with another clean blotter, after which the bromide and 

its adherent tissue are placed away, preferably on a clean blotter, until ready to be 

stripped apart. 

The used apron is now wiped off with a clean rag and hung up to dry in a convenient 

corner. The second dry apron is inserted in the automatic squeegee, opened, and a 

few drops of water sprinkled onto it in the same manner as was done for the first apron. 

The earbro tray is next emptied in preparation for the second quantity of fresh solution. 

The red tissue is now placed in the tray of water face up and handled in the same manner 

as the blue tissue. 

Red tissue turned face down in water and corners gently bent back to help flattening. 

Red tissue turned face up and kept under water by rocking tray. 

Red bromide placed on the celluloid apron. 

Red tissue lifted out of water and drained-for 15 min. 

Red tissue placed face up on bottom of tray. 

Second portion of carbro solution poured over red tissue and tray rocked quickly and 

continuously to insure even flow of carbro solution over the full area of tissue. 

Red tissue removed from solution and without draining placed on apron. 

Red tissue rolled into contact with bromide. 

Sandwich is removed from within the apron surface, moisture blotted off and placed 

away to allow chemical action. i 

Apron wiped off and put away. Third apron placed in the automatic squeegee and 

sprinkled with water. 

Second part of used carbro solution thrown away. 

Yellow tissue is immersed in water bath face up and forced under water. 

Yellow tissue turned face down and again treated in same way as previous tissues. 

Tissue turned face up in water and kept immersed by rocking tray. 

Yellow bromide placed on celluloid apron. 

Yellow tissue removed from water and drained for 15 sec. 

Yellow tissue placed face up on bottom of tray. 

Third part of carbro solution poured onto yellow tissue and tray rocked. 

Yellow tissue is removed from solution and, without draining, placed on apron. 

Yellow tissue and bromide are rolled into contact in automatic squeegee. The sand- 

wich is removed from within the apron, surplus moisture blotted off and put away. 

The used-up carbro solution is now thrown away and a plate of glass prepared for 

squeegeeing the tissues on the celluloids. This operation is best done by placing the 

glass on a wood rack in the sink. A very convenient arrangement is to place the 

glass plate on two small wood blocks within a large tray for the purpose of collecting 

the water thrown off during the squeegeeing operation. 

A piece of celluloid temporary support is removed from the dilute alum bath and rinsed, 

the surplus moisture from its back removed by sliding it on a piece of blotter and 

placing on top of the prepared glass with the waxed surface (which is now completely 

wet) face up. If too much moisture is left on the back of the celluloid, it will not 

adhere sufficiently to the glass surface, and it will slide during the squeegeeing opera- 

tion. The blue tissue is stripped by a steady pull from its bromide, passed face down 

in cold-water bath, and, without draining, placed face down on the celluloid support. 

A piece of thin Kodaloid (0.005 in. thick) is now laid on the tissue to prevent it being 

damaged with the flat squeegee and the whole thing firmly squeegeed back and forth 
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with firm hand to expel the moisture from between the tissue and the celluloid. Eight 

or ten strokes will be sufficient and the celluloid support with its adherent tissue 

placed under moderate pressure (four pieces of plate glass) between blotting paper 

until the next celluloid and tissue are ready to take its place. 

24 min. The next celluloid support is removed from the alum bath, handled in the same manner 

as the first one, and placed on the piece of plate glass. The red tissue is now stripped 

from its bromide, dipped in water, squeegeed and placed under pressure with its 

celluloid in place of the blue sandwich, which is now laid out in the open, after care- 

fully wiping off any trace of moisture along the edge of the tissue. 

30 min. The third celluloid and yellow tissues are handled in the same manner as the two pre- 

vious ones. Hot-water bath at about 105°F. is now prepared. 

36 min. The third celluloid with its yellow tissue is removed from under pressure and laid out in 

the open. 

The blue tissue on its celluloid support is now placed in the hot-water bath and after 

about 144 min. the paper backing is stripped off by pulling gently from two opposite 

corners. 

The blue image is now fully developed by lateral shaking of the celluloid under water. 

This operation will take about 2 min. to fully develop (a condition which can be 

readily judged). 

The celluloid with its blue image is passed in cold water and rinsed until no appreciable 

amount of blue color runs off, after which it is hung up to dry. 

42 min. The red image is now developed in hot water, rinsed in cold water, and hung up to dry. 

48 min. The yellow image is finally developed in hot water, rinsed in cold water, and 

put to dry. 

The three colored images, when dry, are to be assembled together in correct register 

upon a final paper support. This assembling operation can be carried out in two 

ways: by single- and by double-transfer method. 

Single Transfer.—Decision as to which method is to be followed must be made 

before printing the bromides because with the single-transfer method the bromides 

must be printed from reversed negatives, otherwise the final image will be laterally 

reversed with respect to the original subject. 

With the single-transfer method the yellow image must be transferred first to the 

final paper, then follows the magenta, and finally the blue-green image uppermost. 

For final support a fixed-out bromide paper or the regular transfer paper which is 

available commercially could be used. 

The final paper should be soaked in cold water for at least 4% hr., and, when ready 

to make the first transfer, the celluloid carrying the yellow image should be also 

immersed in the cold water for a few minutes and the two lifted out together, avoiding 

air bells between them. A moderate squeegeeing with the flat squeegee is desirable, 

after which the sandwich can be hung up to dry. When completely dry, the celluloid 

will automatically detach itself leaving the yellow image on the final paper. A slight 

amount of wax always transfers with the image, and it must be carefully removed 

before proceeding with the next transfer. This is best done by going over the yellow 

image with a tuft of cotton dipped in rectified spirit of turpentine. The turpentine is 

allowed to remain fora minute orso. Another tuft of cotton is now soaked in benzine 

and applied gently to the yellow image, after which the benzine and turpentine 

together are cleaned off with a piece of dry cheesecloth. The cleaning of the print by 

means of benzine should be repeated three or four times and each time cleaned off with 

cheesecloth. Finally the surface of the print should be gone over with a large piece 

of clean cotton flannel. 

The final support with its yellow image should now be placed again in cold water 

or better still in a tray containing a weak solution of gelatin (1 oz. of Nelson’s gelatin 

No. 1 dissolved in 32 oz. of water). The gelatin solution is highly desirable to permit 

intimate adhesions between the yellow image and the magenta image which has to 

follow. The celluloid bearing the magenta image is also placed in cold water and 

finally passed into the gelatin solution and placed in approximate registration with the 
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yellow image. The two are withdrawn together and laid on a sheet of plate glass 

with the paper support uppermost. The flat squeegee can be applied gently to the 

sandwich to remove the excess of gelatin solution, after which the sandwich can be 

reversed right side up and a final registration carried out by gently sliding the celluloid. 

When a satisfactory registration is accomplished, the sandwich can be hung up to dry. 

Oceasionally it may be necessary to bend the celluloid to secure accurate registration, 

particularly after the paper support with the yellow image has been soaked too long 

in the water. This, however, should not be necessary if the soaking of the paper 

support is not carried out beyond 114 min. 

Instead of a flat squeegee the surplus gelatin solution can be forced out by applying 

a dry cloth over the back of the paper support. When dry and the celluloid is 

detached leaving the red and yellow images together, the image surface is again 

cleaned free of wax in the same manner as before and the blue-green image transfer 

carried out in exactly the same manner. 

Double Transfer.—The double-transfer method has many points of advantage, 

and it is highly recommended in preference to the single-transfer method. It is very 

difficult to register the red to the yellow image, particularly if the transfer has to be 

carried out with incandescent light, for the yellow image is almost invisible with 

artificial light. With the double-transfer method, however, the blue-green image is 

first transferred to a temporary support which consists of soluble gelatin on a thin 

paper base. With a soluble temporary support it is not necessary to use the gelatin 

solution as recommended for the single-transfer method. The removal of the wax 

after each transfer should be carried out in the same way as previously described. 

The sequence of transfer with the double-transfer method is blue-green image first, 

then the magenta image, and finally the yellow image on top. It will be found very 

easy to register the yellow image by this method. The wax must be again removed 

from the yellow surface after the three transfers are complete. 

The temporary soluble support with the complete color image is now placed again 

in cold water and brought into contact with the final paper support which could be 

also a fixed-out bromide paper or regular single-transfer paper available commercially. 

The two are squeegeed together with a flat squeegee and placed under pressure 

between blotting papers for 15 or 20 min. The sandwich is finally placed into hot 

water at 100°F., and after 1 or 2 min. the paper backing of the temporary soluble sup- 

port can be readily stripped, leaving the complete image on the final support. The 

soluble gelatin left by the temporary support can be gently washed off, and the com- 

plete picture is put away to dry. 
By the double-transfer method it is possible to trim the temporary support, with 

the color image on it, down to the exact size of the latter, but if this procedure is 

followed it is necessary to allow the soluble support to remain in contact with the final 

paper until completely dry. When this is done, the stripping of the paper support in 

hot water should be preceded by a bath in cold water for 10 or 15 min. Unless this 

precaution of drying the sandwich first is taken, there is a danger of the image frilling 

and becoming damaged because of lack of the safe margin which was removed by the 

trimming operation. 

With the double-transfer method the bromides must be printed right side up. 

Concluding Remarks.—In carrying out a carbro process great care must be 

exercised to avoid contamination with the usual darkroom chemicals. Developing 

‘chemicals have a tendency to bleach the blue tissue, and therefore if small circular 

white spots occur in a blue tissue, these can invariably be ascribed to traces of devel- 

oper. These spots ordinarily disappear in a span of 24 hr. Their disappearance, 

however, can be expedited by treating gently the finished color picture, locally, with a 

weak solution of hydrochloric or acetic acid. 
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There is no satisfactory way of reducing the strength of the blue image of a carbro 

print. The magenta, however, can be reduced by treating the full print in a weak 

solution of potassium permanganate rendered slightly acid with a trace of hydro- 

chloric acid or sulphuric acid. When sufficiently reduced, the action can be stopped 

at once by immersion in a weak solution of sodium bisulphite followed by a slight wash. 

The yellow image can be reduced by treating the complete image in a weak solution 

of plain hypo, again followed by careful washing. 

It is not recommended, however, to resort to such chemical reduction of the 

magenta and yellow images because the over-all contrast is invariably disturbed. 

These reducing agents have an even effect throughout the image and therefore can be 

classified among the so-called ‘‘cutting”’ reducers, the sole purpose of which is to 

increase the contrast. 

Small traces of bichromate always remain in suspension in the colored images and 

a partial insolubilization of the soluble temporary support might take place if the 

transfers are carried out in strong daylight or sunlight. . Insolubilization might also 

occur if the last transfer onto the final support is delayed too long (over 30 hr.). A 

safe rule is therefore to avoid too strong daylight and sunlight and to earry through 

the various transfers within a span of a few hours. 

When properly carried out the carbro process permits results of great beauty and 

naturalness not readily achieved by other processes. 

The room temperature for the carbro process is not critical. A comfortable value 

of 65 to 70°F. will be found to be best. - 

Eastman Wash-off Relief—The Eastman wash-off relief method represents a 

typical imbibition process. 

Outline.—Prints in natural color can be made by transfer of water-soluble dyes by 

means of images produced in relief on celluloid film. This process is based on the 

property of the silver, forming the photographic image, to render the surrounding 

gelatin insoluble when the development is carried out in a tanning developer or by a 

subsequent treatment of the image with suitable bleaching chemicals. The Eastman 

wash-off relief is typical among the processes of this type. The positive prints from 

corresponding color-separation negatives are made on a special film carrying a silver 

emulsion made with highly soluble gelatin. The exposure of the film must be made 

through the celluloid base. The development of the positive film is carried out in a 

normal positive developer, after which the films can be given a brief wash and passed 

to the bleaching bath without intermediate fixing. 
Exposure and Development of the Positives —The wash-off relief films are printed by 

contact or projection from the appropriate color-separation negatives. (The exposures 

should be such as to give a faint silver deposit in the highest lights of the subject. 

The wash-off relief positives may be developed in Eastman developer DK-50 for 

about 5 min. at 70°F. Developers DK-11 and D-76 may also be used. The three 
films can be developed simultaneously in a tank suspended in the usual film-developing 

hangers. Development can be also carried out in trays, treating such film individ- 

ually in a fresh quantity of developer with uniform rocking. 

The operations of washing, bleaching, and developing of the reliefs in hot water 

could be made to follow the development without the intermediate fixing. This 

requires, however, that these various operations be carried through in yellow light. 

It might be preferable, however, to rinse briefly the wash-off relief films after the 

development and then place them to fix in the nonhardening fixing-bath formula F-24. 

Following this they can be washed for 5 min. in running water. 

Bleaching.—The bleaching of the silver image of the film is carried through in a 

bleaching solution (R-10a) diluted as indicated. The three films can be placed all 

together in a tank if suspended in the usual hangers. 
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If trays are used, however, each film must be placed separately in a fresh bleaching 

solution. The quantity of working bleach solution recommended is 8 oz. for an 

8- by 10-in. tray. The three films must be evenly rocked during the bleaching opera- 

tion to avoid streaky effects. The bleaching solution should be discarded immediately 

after use. 
Hot-water Development.—The bleached films should now be placed in a tank of hot 

water at 110°F. and the hangers lifted out of the tank and replaced in it about every 

10 sec. This is to allow the melted emulsion to be drained away from the films. In 

carrying out this operation, the greatest possible attention must be paid to prevent. 

the films from rubbing against each other as the relief image at this time is extremely 

delicate. It is advisable to change into a clean tank of hot water again at 110°F. 

after 1 min., continuing the agitation. After about 3 min., the film should be given 

another rise in clean hot water; it can then be passed again into the fixing-bath formula 

F-5. One minute in a fixing bath will be sufficient, after which the films can be put 

to wash for about 5 min. in cold running water. If the hot-water development of the 

films is carried out in trays, each film must be handled separately and the hot water 

changed two or three times, but in any case the hot water should never be poured over 

the film. Three of four changes of hot water for each tray will be sufficient, after which 

the films will be passed into a fixing bath and washed. 

A faint trace of brown image remains in the relief film after treatment in a fixing 

bath. This can be completely disregarded when the relief images are used to print 

by dye transfer on paper. When making transparencies, however, it might be further 

desirable to remove such a residual image by treating in a permanganate reducer 

formula (R-2), followed by fixation in formula F-5 and additional wash. 

It is advisable to dry the relief images before staining in the appropriate dye baths. 

Treatment in the Dye Solutions—The three dye solutions are made up in accordance 

with the instructions attached to each dye container, and in order to increase the 

keeping qualities of the dye it is advisable to add 5 cc. of formalin to each 500 cc. of 

dye solution. Each dye has placed in it a certain amount of 5 per cent acetic acid, 

the amount controlling the amount of dye taken up by the matrix. Thus the color 

contrast may be controlled. The amounts of acid are of the order of 5 to 20 ce. 

It is also best to filter the dye solution through rapid filtering paper 

before use. 
Hach relief film is now put in its appropriate dye bath for about 30 minutes at 

68°F. and the tray occasionally rocked. The dyed relief films, when removed from 

the dye baths, should be rinsed in two changes of 14 per cent solution of acetic acid and 

distilled water. After this rinsing the three films can be placed in a tray containing 

16 per cent of acetic acid until ready for the dye transfer. 
At this stage, the three stained reliefs can be superimposed to judge the color bal- 

ance—this is best done on the bottom of a white porcelain tray—and examined in 

strong white light, after which they can be returned to the tray containing }9 per cent 

solution of acetic acid or dried, the transfer process taking place at another time. 

Preparation of a Transfer Paper.—The transfer of the dyes can be made on any 

ordinary type of bromide paper fixed in a fresh fixing bath (formula F-24) or the 

especially prepared paper called imbibition paper. 

The paper must be first prepared by treating it for 5 min. in a mordanting solution 

(formula M-1). This treatment should be followed by a wash for 5 min. in running 

water and then by a treatment, also for 5 min., in a buffer solution consisting of a 

5 per cent solution of sodium acetate. Finally the paper should be washed again 

for another 5 min. 
Several papers can be treated at the same time and put away to dry for future use. 

A transfer paper, which has been previously treated and dried, should be given a 
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preliminary soaking in plain water for at least 5 min. and then placed, gelatin side up, 

on a sheet of plate glass. It is preferable to place over the paper a piece of a damp 

blotter to maintain the paper in a moistened condition throughout the various 

transfers. 

The magenta-dyed relief is removed from the acidulated water bath and placed 

image face down on the prepared paper. Holding one edge of the film with fingers 

to prevent sliding, the surplus water and air bubbles are expelled by going over the 

film with a flat squeegee a few times in both directions with increasing pressure. The 

contact between the relief film and the transfer paper must be intimate. The sand- 

wich can now be covered with another sheet of plate glass and allowed to remain in 

this manner for a time which might vary from 10 to 30 min., depending on the strength 

of the relief image. 

The transfer of the dye can be expedited by increasing the pressure and keeping 

the sandwich warm. This can readily ke done by placing some additional weight over 

the plate glass and covering with towels dampened in hot water. 

The relief film should be left in contact with the transfer paper long enough to 

allow a complete transfer of the dye, When this is accomplished, the film is peeled 

off the transfer paper and put away to dry or replaced in a magenta dye tray if addi- 

tional prints are to be made. Without giving the transfer paper a chance to dry, a 

thin sheet of Kodaloid or celluloid should be dampened and placed directly over the 

transfer paper. On top of the Kodaloid place the second relief film stained in the 

blue-green dye. 

The Kodaloid sheet should not be placed entirely over the magenta image, but a 

small safe margin at the extreme left should be left exposed to permit holding down 

in contact the blue-green relief and the transfer paper, still permitting the Kodaloid 

sheet to be pulled off when the right registration is accomplished. In this manner the 

registration can be carried out with plenty of time without any danger of the blue- 

green dye transferring out of the register and blurring the results. When one is satis- 

fied with the registration, the blue-green relief should be clamped down on the 

extreme left edge with fingers and then the right-hand edge bent back to allow 

the removal of the Kodaloid sheet, after which the blue-green relief is allowed 

to fall down in contact with the transfer paper. The surplus water and any air 

bubbles are squeegeed off rapidly with increasing pressure, as was done with the first 

transfer. 
The time of transfer for the blue-green image is about 10 to 30 min., depending on 

the pressure applied and the temperature. 

The transfer of the yellow dye is accomplished in identical manner, although the 

time required for the yellow transfer is appreciably less than for the other two colors. 

When the yellow relief is removed from the transfer paper, the final color print should 

be dried quickly to preserve the sharpness of the image. 

The following formulas for the developing of the relief images, the bleaching and 

the fixing bath are those reeommended by the Eastman Kodak Co. and it is advisable 

to follow them very closely. 

DEVELOPER (FormMUuLA DK-50) 
Whee (Olson IAIN) GAONsoncondsawonosuceobdovaceoesas 64 oz. ik 

ND) Roy oven ste ant Eee Aten ei rores aun lice ied ects CANA eae Ato Ramis a keo Jadatandn 145 er 10 ¢ 

Sodiumuysulphiten(desiccaed))aerreeceseeenenetel eeistcie tiie a tease 4 oz. 120 g. 

Ely CROGUIN ONG eet ae ache ie II IO Ine eet Re eaieroneieee ee 145 er. 10 g. 

IXGYal es tac ce Le ee eet Searls iofatens cialora core: alee utclo olor oL 1 oz. 145 er. 40 g. 

Potassiimebnromiderrs cise a ese ee cle ore cee oneesieiencMe eae pemersieciiare 29 er. 2¢. 

Coldiwaterstosmakesncse css ste sae eo one rete renc) chen orate 1 gal. 41. 

Without dilution, develop 5 min. at 65°. 
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Wasa-orr RELIEF BLEACHING SOLUTION (FormMULA R-10) 
Stock Sotutrion A 

\NLIRIE A Sao ORR O OO Oe oe ao ae Sis eee neni ane MERIC, CoE Ee 16 oz 500 ce 

PM ONLI 1 CHLOMMALC Heenee ioe nik: sonic ceeioueie's: =e lain ences am eee 290 er. 20 g. 

SUlphunichacrda(esps)n(beekheCot)eer cher c+ s e ee ae oe ete eee 4 ce. 4 ce. 

Wie LerauOwnake) EMA weet sce hee era cea ai hlees ste te Ee SE OZe iil 

Srock Sotutrion B 

Sodium chloride (table salt)...............-. AON AONE area ® Glara ars 114 02. 45 g. 

VRVERIGTE {HOTNESS dal o laren SRS Ene aera Siete cece eterna Gey cia B2OzZe iil 

For use, take one part of A, one part of B and six parts of water. 

NONHARDENING Frxine Batu (FORMULA F-24) 
iWiaters (about: T252Ms\ (5205) eer cic Stee eenicis se are tie chosen ene oc 16 oz. 500 cc. 

SEDO Ie Penta he th Co CU NBM REM coches aire IW Oran kh clayey Yor cauleyioniny Sysriey Ara SORE 8 oz. 240 g. 

Sacto ouljaaiie (GEsecnieC)) .n-05) dhooopnneutsessocueeoccecanuue 145 er. 10 g. 

SOIT OISU LT Nite ss .-uatren ece -eegeh ay ser aase cee tent wees teense rg. a Seek Sepa vee Eh 365 er. 25 g. 

\N/SAHGIE Trays a Gl eerie Suk My BtanetG Ga Ge ice Certck Deane Ce CROR SS CHG seen Marae me 32 oz. Th Mk 

Acip HarpENING Frxinc Batu (FormuuLa F-5) 
Water (abot: [25H (S296) sees Betas. tiene Heke nee ee ces ae 80 oz. Zuo: 

ELS OR yates sheen oe Mie tev cliee s Pievg ie Waites type oan aks atone ope E wee aie 2 |b. 960.0 ¢ 

Sachin enifannis Cleacenicel.sscecceasodudb sob soueuneoeBecuEe noe 2 oz. 60.0 g. 

PCO HICH CICL | (C2317) Men REV RSW OTOME NS soo NSA Silas atlases Peewee ogee aegste loves olson s 6 oz. 190.0 ce. 

BOMCRACLC Se Chystalsmerc ent ce eae st Nee ere a leet ie ener eels 1 oz. 30.0 g. 

IPotasslUummealtimmls stn we teeta le eee s seieiyets ase She pet etter Mice 2 oz. 60.0 g. 

Goldiswarterstounalce rs set cis cy ions css orsinice Rares yb sine onal» laure oneles 1 gal. 4.01. 

TaBLE OF DiLturions or Acetic AcID 

Amount 
Concentra- 

tion, 

per cent , 
Glacial acetic acid | 28 per cent commercial acetic acid 

| 

Wo 1 ce. diluted to 11., or 14 fluid dram diluted | 3.6 cc. diluted to 11., or 1 fluid dram diluted 

to 32 oz. to 32 oz. ; 

13 5 ec. diluted to 1 1., or 114 fluid drams di- | 18 ec. diluted to 1 1., or 5 fluid drams diluted 

luted to 32 oz. to 32 oz. 

5 50 ce. diluted to 1 1., or 13 fluid drams di- | 180 ce. diluted to 1 1., or 534 fl. oz. diluted 

luted to 32 oz. | to 32 oz. 

ALUMINUM SuLPHATE SoLuTION FOR MorpaNntTING Paper (FormuLA M-1) | 
SoLurion A 

AMIN uml sulphate eaewer aie uae Pacey ered ticcenes e Lueyeae eveucts Ste 634 oz. 200 g. 

Waiter bom kia terete chery: pany MIRE Span tees) acom sant ocho. 0 ccantan sachs 32 0. ible 

SoLution B 

Sodium carbonate (desiccated)..,....::.......--+.-+----- I oy7. Uae} Gar. 40 g. 

IW (LCEL ECON AKG 7s epee Peer. sede otha thang 2. Ei eee ees 16 oz. 500 ec. 

Add B slowly to A, stirring well during the addition. A white precipitate is at 

first formed, but this dissolves upon stirring. If a trace should remain, it can be 

filtered out with a rapid filter paper. 

5 Per Cent Sopium AcETATE SOLUTION 
Dissolve sodium acetate (anhydrous)................-.-2++--- 50 g. in 950 ce. water. 

Or dissolve sodium acetate (anhydrous)....................5. 124 oz. in 32 oz. water. 

Pinatype Process.—Gelatin has the property of absorbing some type of dyes in a 

manner inversely proportional to its degree of hardness. This property can be 
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utilized for the purpose of transferring coloring dyes instead of producing the wash-off 

relief image as described before. A process based on this principle was introduced 

commercially several years ago under the trade name of Pinatype. Material for this 

process is obtainable from the Agfa-Ansco Company. 

Plates coated with gelatin and suitable as matrices for Pinatype-dye transfer are 

available commercially, although the usual diapositive plates fixed in plain hypo can 

be equally satisfactory. : 

The usual procedure is to sensitize the plates for 3 or 4 min. in a solution of 2 or 

3 per cent of potassium bichromate and to allow them to dry inthedark. Although the 
plates are not sensitive until dry, the sensitizing should be carried out in subdued day- 

light or under incandescent hight. The plates so prepared should be utilized within 

24 hr. 
The matrices must be printed from positives, and it is therefore necessary to first 

print the negatives either by contact or by enlargement on positive plates or films of 

the final size. 

The necessity of preparing first positive transparencies constitutes an additional 

step in disfavor of this process. However, this particular step can be utilized to com- 

pensate for exposure irregularities of the original negatives. The printing of the 

bichromated plates must be made by contact with the positive transparencies in a 

printing frame by means of sunlight or are light. Since the image on the bichromated 

gelatin is only slightly visible, it is best to place behind it, in a printing frame, a piece 

of printing-out or proof paper to act asa photometer. The correct degree of printing 

must be determined empirically and judged completely by the image on the printing- 

out paper. After printing, the bichromated plates are to be freed of the bichromate 

by washing in running water for 10 or 15 min. As the sensitivity to light ceases 

immediately when the plates are immersed in the water, the washing can be carried 

out under ordinary light. 

The Pinatype printing plates must be carefully identified by suitable markings, 

or they could be slightly stained in the appropriate dyes to avoid any later mix-up. 

It is best to let them dry completely before the final staining. The dye solutions are 

made up in a concentration in accordance with instructions of the manufacturer. 

The order of transfer to the final paper can be the same as with the Eastman wash-off 

relief, viz., red, blue and yellow or blue, yellow and red or blue, red and yellow. It is _ 

best, of course, not to transfer the yellow first, as otherwise the registration becomes 

too difficult. The insertion of a thin Kodaloid sheet between the matrix and a final 

paper for the purpose of obtaining correct registration will be found of great 

advantage. 

The time required for staining the matrix the first time will be about 15 min. each, 

after which each matrix must be well washed until no appreciable color is given off. 

The type of paper and its preparation for final transfer can be as described under 

Eastman wash-off relief. 

An alternative method consists in utilizing the positive transparencies as matrices. 

With this method the positive transparencies fixed in plain hypo and well washed are 

sensitized for 3 or 4 min. in a bath consisting of 

Ammoniumybichromate ns’ a). icin cc.58 eis coe eee eesti ears era ape a ees GLC Re 1214 g 

IWS COTES Sessa Mi Nace su cla tsiic veer Be eewwe eg sre see ae ees Sastre BN aa oa aL NS REE ls easiness 1000 ce 

BaNb sty 00K6) 60: yemeer ele iene C es Racist bic e ater al ea Pee Ne Gest oro Oke Grose Geer cides ac lana asc Zomece 

The sensitized transparencies should then be put to dry in the dark and, when dry, 

exposed to sunlight or are light with the glass or celluloid sides toward the hight source. 

The amount of exposure to the light in this case also can be controlled by placing 

behind each diapositive a sheet of printing-out paper. The diapositives must be then 
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washed for 10 or 15 min. to completely remove any trace of bichromate, after which 

they can be stained immediately in the appropriate dyes or allowed to dry as before. 

If it is considered desirable to remove the silver image before staining with dye, this 

can be readily carried out with regular Farmer’s reducer. 
The advantages to be derived by using the positive transparencies for dye printing 

are as follows: Since the exposure to the light has taken place through the back, the 

degree of relief is extremely small and the successive stainings take place in a much 

more uniform manner, as compared with the previous method. The contact with the 

final paper is a good deal more intimate and the delicate details are retained a great 

deal more faithfully than with the straight Pinatype method. 

With both methods, however, positive films can be used to advantage in place of 

glass plates, as the squeegeeing operation can be carried out much more easily. 

Dyebro Process.—Relief images on thin celluloid supports can be produced also 

by the carbro method. The only deviations from the standard carbro method are as 

follows: Instead of trichrome tissues, an appropriate gray tissue with very slight 

coloration is being used. All the various operations, however, are strictly identical to 

the previously described carbro process. After being made insoluble in contact with 

bromide papers, the tissues are transferred to the celluloids, without any waxing, and 

developed in hot water as usual. 

The staining of these reliefs, the final transfer paper, and the method of dye trans- 

fer is strictly identical with the Eastman wash-off relief. The carbro reliefs on the 

thin, transparent celluloids should be given an additional final hardening in a 5 per 

cent solution of formaldehyde, before staining, to increase their durability. 

Chemical Toning Processes.—A positive silver image can be converted into a 

colored image by replacing the silver of the image by means of metallic compounds. 

Methods for producing satisfactory blue and yellow tones have long been known, but a 

satisfactory magenta image by chemical toning has been made available only 

recently by Defender and the complete process marketed under the trade name 

Chromatone. 

By this process, prints from the three color-separation negatives are made on a 

special paper from which the image can be stripped and transferred in register to a 

final support. The emulsion of the printing paper is carried by an extremely thin 

collodion sheet which detaches from the paper base during the washing operation. 

Three developers are recommended for use with the Chromatone printing paper, 

depending on the nature of the original three color-separation negatives. 

STANDARD FormuLaA 1—For Prints rrom NorMAL NEGATIVES 

Wisi elecis eatin cic rc Pence nora ker eat nat eaaraesb a ctern cass add itteelat ginnthl manent es 40 oz. 2000 ce. 

IVECO iar et eee me ee em NN Se bee ee neo eee 51 gr 1.5¢ 

Sodiummsulphites (dry) here ee eee Oe lnk es oe ee 0.5 oz. 22.52 

EL Ar OGUUTITY OM ae erage astra lu stin est atten hatte os case cae Loa ae te 60 gr. 6.52 

Sodiumimcarbonaten(dry,) seo oe eon oe a eee 0.5 oz. 22.52 

Potassium sbromid eh fete och gs as cones is aphes oats ecarn hs hacen se 25 gr. 2.72 

Development: 114 min. at 70°F. 

FormvuLa 2—For Goop Prints From Harp NEGATIVES 
AVIS) ea entenseticne suaicseaAashts ith in oak ea ena RL ARN ie gan a cE ka eee 32 Oz. 1000 ce. 

VET OLE Aa cene te bree eer MATL SS ci aes Ok NaS ef eA 44 gr. 3 g. 

Sodiummesulphiten (diy) pee oee ao ae le see ee loz. 88 gr. 36 g. 

Sodiumucanrbonstem (Gry) peeeee aoe an ere oe ae 263 gr. 18 g. 

Potassium Drom Gece ree rh crs ary ech ee ee 58 er. saab 

For use, one part stock solution, three parts water, and develop 3 to 4 min. at 70°F, 
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Formunta 3—VicoRoUS DEVELOPER FOR Goop PRINTS FROM SOFT NEGATIVES 

SoLuTion A s 

A/a ce eee 2, ne ar SMR oe CUBE CERI ONES <0 ie of RP OPOIGNOE, ao cc Ola 2 LOZe 1000 ce. 

iy. GTOGUINOME taser orate eee re tetera ci oy aie epee Te teas cay sal Ch ousrorore 1D OA 45 g. 

Sodiumésulphiten(@ny) mance cece ee ee ete senate pen ase i oz 30 g. 

Sulphurichacialey ea yas 2 et tna RRR 2 rs eee note 60 minims 4 ce. 

SoLuTion B 

DEQ aS) Cetin SUSE Ie Tere it ae ve Ten, RIN cre eR eneteaveR click leer ane Crear or geEner ef 32) 07" 1000 ce. 

Sodiumtcarbonatel(iryno a 6 ee eee sets eet secur: 4 oz. 130 g. 

AMASSUIN IORONGC Bodo odaga dooce cscaododogcnsddnesEpn os accoe. 120) ten 8 g. 

Sodiumpesulphiten(Gny) ws nee ant re oer ae teteasnere terete 3. (OZ. 90 g. 

Use equal parts of solutions A and B and develop 5 min. at 70°F. 

Assuming that the negatives are carefully balanced or that a satisfactory measure- 

ment of the factor of the three negatives has been determined with a densitometer, an 

additional factor with respect to the three chromatic colors is necessary. A satisfac- 

tory print from the green-filter negative is first obtained. The exposure necessary for 

the print from the red-filter negative must be increased 10 per cent and the exposure 

of the print from the blue-filter negative by 25 per cent over the exposure given to the 

green-filter negative. After development with the appropriate developer, the three 

positives are fixed in an acid fixing bath. The Eastman F-5 fixing-bath formula is 

satisfactory for this purpose. The washing of the positive prints must be carried out 

for at least 15 min. in running water to make sure that every trace of hypo has been 

removed, otherwise the subsequent chemical operation might be badly affected. The 

manufacturers of the Chromatone material recommend the following thiocyanate 

fixing bath whenever speed is necessary, as even a trace of this chemical does not 

interfere with the toning solutions if the washing is not carried out fully: 

NYIZCT IC) Gaye eee nis ny ene ner Aaa a etal eee eke enone iat er On a teM fetta 6.5 dno 1000 ee. 

Potassium) thiocyanate: :.\. 2-5. 7s -sen- 22022 ae es eee eee 100 g. 

Potassiumélal umber os loys be wine Fae eS ae: nA egg Aaa Ee Ot ote eacks Greece 50 g. 

Glaterallicetic aera 3 sites tvs eee Sones Una dea TEE ee Ee chasers aed toa eee 25 ce. 

During the process of washing, the collodion emulsion ordinarily detaches from 

the paper base, and it must be carefully handled to avoid tearing. 

Before proceeding with the toning operations, the following miscellaneous solutions 

must be made up: 

SoLturion A—DinturE Hyprocnuioric Acip 

Hy drochl oniceacidm (csp) Peete ieee eerie ee 1G hoz 500 ce. 

Pistilledus waters vucicacscs elle Seco oe ae rea entra Ral eRe 48 oz. 1500 ce. 

SoLution B—Sranparp Hypo SoLutTion 

Granulargorericeshy POM ene eee ee eee entero encre 244 oz. 70 g. 

Distilled waters a ark Ree alae co aiteealaete cee veredcks da puomsetarayewseais O2) Oz 1000 ce. 

Wherever the text refers to standard hypo solution this is the formula that must be 

used. A bath containing acid or alum will bring complete failure. 

SoLution C—SrTanDARD FERRICYANIDE SOLUTION 

Pitimesiim fantail. oasooonsuesysueducoonocooD doo DOSOENOOS ly oz. Val es 

NBS blverc IN Es) Came ne UI ONO ero Stoo mete es OO lg tas ict rbinio.o ai0.0-o1 4 oz. 100 ce. 

WorKING SOLUTIONS FOR CHROMATONE COLOR PRINTS 
(Sufficient Quantity for Toning 5- by 7-In. Prints) 

Rep anp BuuE TonrER A WORKING SOLUTION 

AW iat Ger oe een adore ect oie ain be sco atan eecae Aye CLeR th Se me eS) oR roa ozs. : 25 ce. 

Tirol eave! flees Hole a mage oh Eh cospuduooe nooo UD he aen odo” ozs 25 ce. 

Standard ferricyanide solution................00 00 esse vee e eee 1144 drams 5 ee. 

This solution does not keep well when mixed, and only sufficient should be prepared 

for prints in process. 
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YELLOW ToneR A WoRKING SOLUTION 

bell Owaitomen sAc——INOsyilisiratsn ane aeberey crc cscuen svS. a) «le, phone Buseuars) euabontesboneen ous 1 oz. 25 cc. 

rellow homer vA — NOs a rrericters © eve oie se cbs: oni Wives) sud ducus cigs eeyayererereuels LY 02, 25 ec. 

Standard ferricyanide solution.................ccccceeersccess 112 drams 5 ee. 

Add No. 1 to No. 2, stirring gently until any precipitate that may appear is com- 

pletely dissolved. 

This solution does not keep well when mixed, and only sufficient should be prepared 

for prints in process. 

Toning the Red and Blue Prints.—The stripped-off black-and-white positive prints, 

intended for the red and blue images, are placed together in one tray, and the red and 

blue working solution (red and blue toner A), made up as outlined above, is added. 

This preliminary A toning is actually a bleaching process. Care should be taken 

that the films are thoroughly saturated with the solution. It is advisable to turn 

them over repeatedly and to rock the tray to remove any air bubbles. 

A swab of absorbent cotton or a wide rubber-set varnish brush is very useful to 

prevent all kinds of smear marks and uneven toning. The brush or swab should be 

used almost continuously and must not be transferred from one solution to another. 

The swabs can be thrown away after use and the brush thoroughly washed before 

reuse. This practice is valuable in the first toning stages of all three colors. 

Swab the back to remove adherent back coating which may cause fading by 

contamination. 

Keep the toning solutions cool. Their temperatures should not exceed 70°F. 

With higher temperatures, loss of high lights may occur. 

Immersion in the A solution should be continued for at least 15 min. and, in any 

case, until all the black silver is removed. When a print is thoroughly toned, it will 

appear as a light greenish-brown image. It is then placed in running water and 

thoroughly washed for about 10 min. As an alternative the print may be washed in 

five complete changes of water ina tray. The washing operation after toning is of the 

greatest importance and must not be slighted. 

It is also very essential that the hands be kept clean at all times in order not to 

contaminate one solution by transferring another solution to it. 

After this washing, the red image is placed in the red toner B and allowed to tone 

for about 10 min. (the toning proceeds to completion in this time; a little longer time 

in the bath will do no harm). The solution is then poured off for use a second time, 
and the print is immersed for 3 min. in a standard hypo solution. It isnow washed for 

about 15 min. in running water or in five or six complete changes of water. It is then 

ready for assembling. : 

Similarly the blue image is placed in the blue toner B and allowed to remain about 

10 min., after which the toner is poured off for use a second time and the print is 

ieeteed in a tray of weak hydrochloric acid solution for about 1.min.: Use one part 

dilute solution with two parts water. The print is thoroughly washed in running water 

for about 10 min. or in five complete changes of water, after which it is placed in a tray 

containing standard hypo solution, made up as directed, until greenish tones have 

changed to blue. It is then washed for about 20 min. or in six complete changes of 

water. It is then ready for assembling: . 

Toning the Yellow Image.—The yellow fonsng sehen (yellow fone A) is supplied 

in two solutions and must be made ready for use as described. The print to be toned 

yellow is immersed in this solution for about 10 min. This work may be carried on 

simultaneously with the blue and red toning operations, separate trays being used. 

After about 15 min. the solution is poured off into a graduate, and 10 ec. (3 drams) 

standard hypo solution is added to every 50 cc. (2 oz.) working solution, and thor- 

oughly mixed. Next wash the print for 1 min. in running water, or in one complete 
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change of water, return it to the tray and pour the solution back on the print. The 

operation should be done quickly, and the tray should be vigorously rocked for about 

1 min. to prevent any streaking of the yellow image. If some degree of streaking is 

apparent at this point and is not too pronounced, it may be ignored. If care is taken, 

however, no difficulty will be experienced. The print is now allowed to remain in the 

solution for about 3 min., after which the solution is discarded, the print is washed for 

1 or 2 min. in clear water, and then it is immersed for about 1 min. in a solution made 

up of one part standard hypo solution and three parts water. Do not keep the print 
longer than 1 min. in this solution, as the image at this stage is slightly soluble in hypo 

and high-light detail may be lost thereby. Wash the film immediately for not less 

than 20 min. in running water or in five or six complete changes of water in 

a tray. 

The yellow image, after thorough washing, is immersed for about 2 min, in the 

yellow toner B, and then washed in running water for about 20 min. or in six complete 

changes of water ina tray. It is then ready for assembling. 

Assembling the Three-color Print.—The third step in making color prints by the 

Chromatone process is assembling the finished photograph. 

The three-color images are now registered on a gelatin-coated paper (Chromatone 

backing paper) which has been previously soaked thoroughly in water. Lay the 

backing paper, gelatin side up, on a clean ferrotype tin, clean glass or Masonite tem- 

pered hard board, or on any flat waterproof surface. The yellow image is placed first 

on the paper and squeegeed firmly into place, emulsion side down, and allowed to 

remain for a few minutes to prevent sliding while registering. The red image is then 

placed on top of the yellow, pushed carefully into register, squeegeed lightly, the 

register checked, adjusted if necessary, and the red image squeegeed firmly into place. 

If at this point the two images do not appear exactly in register, the red sheet may be 

peeled off carefully, remoistened, and registered again. It will be found easier to 

register the red and yellow images if they are viewed through a light-blue filter. 

The blue image is then superimposed upon the other two, precisely as described 

above, completing the color print; all prints emulsion side down. 

The collodion support of the emulsion, although extremely thin and transparent, is 

to some extent objectionable, not only because it reduces the brilliancy of the final 

image, but also because it tends to curl inward in drying and prevents the prints laying 

absolutely flat. This difficulty can be avoided by removing the collodion support after 

each transfer by dissolving it with acetone. This is best done by allowing each trans- 

fer to practically dry before removing the collodion in order to avoid any damage to 

the gelatin emulsion. If the removal of the collodion is decided upon, it is advisable 

to use a weak gelatin solution between transfers to produce a more complete adhesion 

of the partial images. 

With this process, as well as with the others so far described, short cuts are not 

advisable and instructions issued by the manufacturers of the materials are usually 

published after careful studies and should therefore be scrupulously adhered to in 

order to avoid waste and disappointments. 

Since variations are introduced from time to time in the quality of the material, it 

is advisable to request up to date information from the manufacturers. 

Gelatin Relief with Color Pigment in Suspension. Dwzxochrome.—Several years 

ago H. J. C. Deeks introduced a process for color prints on paper consisting of silver 

bromide emulsions coated on thin celluloids from which the emulsion could be stripped 

at a later stage. The emulsion carried in suspension, the appropriate color pigments 

and three different emulsions were supplied, each one with the corresponding comple- 

mentary colors—yellow, blue-green, and magenta. The printing exposure for each 

emulsion was determined by comparison with a standard bromide paper. The expo- 
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sure, of course, was made through the celluloid support and the development was 

carried out with a tanning developer such as 

ANDRA SAIS Scio Sco res U oie CRORE ORO ROLE ORO Ot CRO EES a arc nc Cnc BEBO I rCacPO RN ACCC 1000 ce 

WGN Sere Be AeA AEG 5rcite SE GIBIO IRENE OC aS Ee Pee Seer OER ONS Tee 1.5¢ 

Ey AOC UIT ONG ete Why ee SNAP AES sie, slats cel ac sic rausointe an Waveiaushey St sherc casi Presperepeuetiie 1.5 ¢. 

Sockinnn Sula ate(GaNcossescncmmeo nea eoemeUedoos soo nomt comes econo awoDd Do fe, 

Sostinitn carom (CIN). ios 50.06 06 Bebo uo Uon UOMO ODO dhe duo une GouG0Do 7/3 (S 

HZOUASSLUMIG DEOMI eyo ee Meee eee eco SiMNe meets ce eve, eevee an se eres eens te ss 1.5¢g 

or 

AW ERIE CRG een ottete crn oka piotulic lato caclictod.ciednid cae Gunto heeGie ta tice tn Serio ETP e EL ste ase 1000 ce 

PEDO CIMTTNON Oye sys epee Ree ees oe es eTvcV gs a epis Gules cv wiceh eli aS, w foileire ase disb at Gwenn aPeasesiee alae 4g. 

Suobinin Guijo tis (Clap). nocososapoeooooonond voebae ou medeen ob Roou deo boom 2 es 

Sachi Gams (GAP) sceooococecoascoboeooosocobuuDnoccDoHAaEasoobUOUC 15.5 ¢ 

IBotassiim™e bromide. racer a che feu Coeie See cud i kee ers alist shin aTsae evs tae 1 ¢g 

or 

SUV iea DO Tyee Sey aoe tay Me MD Rtg Ss Lot ccc Vn Beh Gs Aa esis CG LePEMET SUING. Ser cha cis bares asiles so aharace 1000 ce. 

1 EA FIROCEIIEYO BT gion 0.9.0 161d, clo Grn Oo cebie COLO ce Diao ALG GUin e O-cte acter a orto colons exc sean Zire 

Sodiumysulphiter (dry, meee ie ee eer eee) helene eared cautions uate Zees 

Sars linarey lmiobroreie pe ca-an cima icene OOO cists Dciors i Smroraia bid & oo a paar corer 1.52. 

OtASSIUMEbTLOMIGe seer ctr tiie hen rencieaerere ee ecet ek sk eee Gus cama acuae ete sbels Mi) igs 

or 

SVU Ge Tete eee ck Mee rarteh areietrarerauerehecafcnstcunicnate sensi etn eacis aietsteueitastePe enehacoroheiuencest 1000 ec 

AVRO Ol Aye eee Peta tener as: velista etnts, susie Dec nehaleen cet coho ercueleies leigh Dare 

Stochiworm eullormrey (Cli) as pooner bode de bopanuatuoen oo eoesoe a udueeb bu ODDO 16 —sog.. 

Sodiumucarbonateu(dry) perwsiae scenes sieve seeuetencis easyer cbor okays) arrestee cia) 8 g 

JPouasSatebeay lope las Soo ai o Milos a orOkole Dacicer Old Oko ola ta clone chard 6 omar Oa cary Gland 0.5 ¢g 

These developers do not keep because of the small quantity of sulphite and 

should therefore be made up just before use. 

Immediately after development and without fixing, the silver images were passed 

into a bath of hot water in which the emulsion, not affected by the tanning action of 

the developer, washed away, leaving the colored image in relief. The black silver 

image was subsequently removed by any of the well-known reducers. The color 

images were later transferred and registered on a final support in the order—yellow, 

magenta, and blue-green. 

Although remarkably beautiful results were obtained from this process, it did not 

meet with any degree of success for reasons not attributable to the process itself. 

Recently a very similar process has originated in Germany and is being marketed 

throughout the world under the trade name Duxochrome. 
The Duxochrome color films are obtainable in packages containing an equal amount 

of the three colors. The speed of Duxochrome film is approximately that of an ordi- 

nary bromide paper. Exposure for this film also must be made through the celluloid 

support, and the magenta and yellow emulsions require appreciably longer exposure 

than the blue. The ratio of exposure is, roughly; blue, 1; magenta, 2; yellow, 3. The 

developer recommended is the one supplied by the manufacturer of the color film and 

is put up in two separate packages to make up stock solutions A and B. 

The processing of Duxochrome film is best carried out by first preparing the various 

solutions necessary in a stock form from which the working solutions can be quickly 

prepared by simple dilution. The following stock solutions are necessary: 

Stock solution A and B are made up in accordance with directions in the container. 

Stock SoLurion C 

Rotassiumemetabisulphite sce acemicenicrecieerorieicnei eich renee herciietereroren ciel) <lieli-tieveve 12 oz 

Pl airiewatern CwaTin) ittasse close gages ener sy s08 ok she Se Oa PUR es eee Moreau sane aysyallspe eka cheteiebs 24 oz. 

Stock SoLuTion D 

IPOtASSiUMMMpfenni Gyamic Chew icreleias oie. cie cokers si suchens euedaNeRst orev enoneRnetclel sbelstereie eiieysive (= tals 1 oz. 

ET aimtiw a term (Warr) rayeee deve ts ie ove codau ols acta ate: tite a eae bape ee ate se eieloretovstsreta: ot rereieasir etait 36 Oz. 
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Srock So.tuTion HE 

Glaclallacetiovaeidiict..5 oer sens sro wo sys ist Res eo ae eee 4 oz. 

Blain: water: ((warm) fccst seas cecisde ts, o PAG ES CTR Se oP ate Fea el eaten c Fe Seep nr ed 24 oz. 

Copper sulphates (@.p3)5 15. ees: nas ssefo ne eee tenets cfaieteu eptichs) <1. 3 oz. 

Srock SoLuTion F 

Atmm onium Chloride ns: siscjciets <ectse she ae ee ee ew ahs telat eer eke esate een ea 12 oz. 

Plain water \Gwarm) 20.8. 2. oc-}. Mtge ee aes OE naw atk Oe 2 0 24 oz. 

Srock Sotutrion Hf 

Ey PONCRYSUAISH CS vette A ANT mn en earn te en Cap ste OTR 12) eee 16 oz. 
Wiarmwater tolmakes fie SS ites eek see Se ie ae tee eee 32 oz. 

The working developer is made up by taking 

Stock: solutions Alr.(ciies Wee Sede ts, Ae CAS ORR ee ee 2 parts 

Stock ‘solution Be 5.55 raster = ers hetnbac ned Rae cee a ease aoe Oe eee 2 parts 

Distilleds waters de eras sake sone eae re See ia wr Onuete eee *. ors, oh ae 20 parts 

Satisfactory results could be obtained also by using the tanning developer formulas 

given above. 

The time of development with the Duxochrome developer is of the order of 4 min. 

at 70°F. when prints are made from normal negatives obtained directly from the 

original subject and processed to about gamma of unity or slightly less. When, 

however, the printing is made from color-separation negatives of Kodachrome or Dufay 

films, the required development time of the positive might be appreciably shorter 

since the original color transparency is ordinarily very contrasty. The correct time 

of development must be ascertained in-such cases by trial. 

When dealing with very thin negatives an increase of contrast can be obtained by 

increasing the strength of the developer such as, for instance, 

Stockssolutions Als oyooce ss ago eek See ahs evades See ee Re 3 parts 

StockjsolutionsyBiws scsi ds colceens Feast eee LO ok RU eee 3 parts 

NED ac} Ch Agee Ree Cre A LE et HEME PAVE CRUE an ean EE A a ee Re Ee Pe ee ee a og 20 parts 

In addition the time of development can also be appreciably increased. 

It is imperative that the Duxochrome developer be made up with distilled water. 

The development of the three-color films must be carried out with as much uniformity 

as possible, either by developing the three films all together with a fair amount of 
uniform agitation or by developing each film individually in fresh developer for the 

same length of time and same agitation. 

The degree of development cannot be judged by the appearance of the image as in 

the case of bromide papers because the exposure was made through the celluloid sup- 

port. Furthermore, under the darkroom safe light the images would appear appre- 

ciably different because of the color pigments in the emulsion. 

Following development, the color films should be quickly passed, without rinsing, 

into a stop bath as follows: 

Stock soliptvom his try sey cies cide nea tee aga erase ae anes Pat od aoa flo eee ee 2 oz 

Stock solution (Avs ...05 ish as GaN EE I tas PA 2 oz 

IW SECO T spars. ses caicts cces Sus awe Moa tar ayes EO ERTL ALN) ee aL SU ESO RENEE tone ok, Sn Lee 32 Oz 

The films can remain in this bath for only a few seconds, after which EAS should 

be transferred to the fixing bath made up as follows: $3 

Stock solutronw ls oo stegeks spre wns sorters atigitee ea ck oy oS OW ESI ane ALE Ico RRR RETIN ETS AS ozs 

Stocki solution Citar cscs a iseesen een ORR cM ee en era ttre toy Reener- Remit El enOzs 
SW bers os8, ies ots ucee tics aos 5 ee autes ave larsse Nace ase ee Peat ee SOAS on Sans ay eee see IE 4  o2 

The time of fixing is about 10 min., and the films should be moved about occa- 

sionally. The following operations can be now carried out in full daylight: 

After fixing, the color films should be washed in running water for about 3 min. 
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The next operation is the removal ofthe emulsion which has not. been affected by 

the developer. This is obtained by immersing the color films in a tray of hot water, at 

about 125°F., to which a few drops of glacial acetic acid have been added. 

It is not Hduisable to treat the three films all together because of the danger of 

damaging the delicate relief image by sliding one over another. The development of 

each film in hot water can be carried out in succession or in separate trays. Each film 

should be given a few rinses in hot clean water until no appreciable trace of color drains 

out. 

The bleaching of the silver image is next carried out in a solution made up as 

follows: 

Stigallc eollntittorn 7475 Rid bed 6 cdo se ewe teases cc cree icy ne REE Oem acl 0 Fe tee oe aca es 2 oz. 

SHOCEMSOLUELOTIP DER. teres Wer teeta Veer ee ee ie eo ee a eae wey eric cueegete stm Mlematroments 2 oz. 

VV EUOIE obs Gero SUSE EERO TEN E-onG CREE CONG nen ICRU Ren Ay REESE RRR crs |G atinst ci Mee ie reue et Satis 8 oz 

The bleaching time is about 5 min., or it should be continued until every trace of 

black silver has disappeared. 
Following the bleach, the image should be given a wash of 5 or 10 min. in running 

water. 

At this stage both the yellow and magenta images can be put away to dry. The 

blue-green image, however, should be given a 3-min. treatment in a solution made up 

as follows: 

Then it should be briefly rinsed in cold water, after which it can be also put away to 

dry. 

A certain amount of correction to improve the color balance can be carried out 

before the emulsions are dry. For this purpose it is best to superimpose the three wet 

images together on the bottom of a white enameled tray to judge the over-all balance. 

In case of a predominance of one color that particular film can be further treated in 

hot water until reduced sufficiently. It is best, however, to avoid this partial correc- 

tion as much as possible. 
The assembly of the three colored images on the final paper is carried out in the 

following manner: The yellow film and a piece of final paper of the correct size are 

immersed in cold water for about 5 min. The two are withdrawn together carefully, 

avoiding air bells, and squeegeed with a flat squeegee to remove the excess 

water. Then the two are placed between blotting paper under a heavy pressure, such 

as a letterpress. After about 10 min. the sandwich is removed from under pressure 

and placed to dry in a warm stream of air. When completely dry, the celluloid sup- 

port will readily detach, leaving the yellow image on the final paper. 

The blue film is now soaked in cold water for about 5 min., after which the paper 

carrying the yellow image is also passed into cold water for exactly 1 min. and the two 

brought into contact and removed together from water, carefully avoiding air bells. 

The two are squeegeed lightly together, carefully expelling any air bubbles which 

might exist, and the correct registration is assured by sliding the film gently. Again 

the sandwich is placed between blotting paper and under pressure for another 10 min. 

The drying is then done by gentle heat. 

The red image is finally transferred to the other two in the same manner. 

The surface of the finished colored print will assume a semimatte effect if soaked for 

several minutes in warm water and allowed to dry in cool air. 

The Duxochrome process lends itself to the making of color transparencies. 

The material for this process is marketed in the United States under the trade 

name of Colorstil by Ruthenberg Color Photography Company, Hollywood, Calif. 
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Color Prints by Dye-mordanting Process.—There are metallic compounds which 

have a strong affinity for basic dyes. This property has been made use of for produc- 

ing color prints on paper as well as transparencies, although the process lends itself 

much more readily for the making of color transparencies. 

Copper mordant is very probably the most satisfactory, and it is the one used 

extensively by Uvachrome. A satisfactory formula is one published by Namias! and 

modified by Christensen in 1925. This can be made up in stock solution as follows: 

Srock SoLturion A 

Sodimmiccrtra ters cee tes ors ete Se be ar eerste ors Guna cSt) een 37.5 ¢g 

Copperisulphaten (Gaps) mac crs coe Oe ere a eee ee Pees ae 3.42 

NAVEWTS) Beara a eat aners SOLAN Wm uA yt Aaa cae Rue tt Ak ee to REMERON Ee the na 1000 ee 

Stock SoLution B 

Potassruim if erricyanides np see hese eit pa cate ee eee eee ee ee ee 4 ¢g 

aWialt eric n emi ys rc pracismayie i steiel ay ores anolyte tyuear uliialng SoA nt OO NV) rr 40 ce 

For use 

Stock/solutiom tage sy Py Sheeler ews ee Ret aA eM ees at a 11S fA tir 130 ce. 

Stock Solutione Bye eet deca ceccnya tea One is eine hata ane Geille Sie e RE oe eee Gee 

The printing is best made on positive films and the image should be decidedly on 

the thin side when viewed by transmitted light. With a little experience, the strength 

of images can be readily determined. 

A satisfactory developer for a positive film is as follows: 

Py roca thechiny eo coi 4 rer ace eek oT heey ee eee et ER ee ee 10 g 

Soadiuumblsullp rte stesso eres a RO He Coe ee ea See cay Se GRIT UE ne ome 

Potassimmycarbonates..) 45... cc kuchna kes eek auc) cosn oauses, Seale eo 25 og. 

Potassium) bromides hci Sah eee ie A ES ee 2 eee 0.5¢ 

Wissteras hones areal ys 0 Aso ah ets hapay lee aa tte RE oe eS eee ee 500 ce 

For use: 

Stockssolutronis Ne cee sas as he ln ee aaa | oe Ra en ne Cea 1 part 

NAYES Ho) rae eee Arai ws Caen Le An nero Gt MEM HR ES Ue iee SS Ok 'G.o a 0 0 a 6 7 parts 

Develop films until the right contrast is obtained. 

The fixing of the positive films ean be carried out in an ordinary acid fixing bath 

following by a washing for about 20 min. The positives are bleached in the mordant 

bath made up as given above. Although the bleaching can be completed in about 4 
or 5 min., the action should be allowed to continue for 8 or 10 min. to make sure that 

every trace of silver has been converted. 

The positives should be washed again for about 15 min., after which each positive 

will be passed into appropriate dye solution. Dyes satisfactory for this process are 

the following: 

For BLUE 

Methylene! blue SEGA Ges eye sis SE Se See Se ee SY ORT Te Ree eae 1.4 g. 

Glacialvaceticiacidss set on a ee SE IROL ESSE AG een 6 ce. 

A/C Arey Caner aren ANA oe cote rine CAE cg yas Ben Oboe Da lone Oran Ml tome Gdns wide oo 1125 ce 

For MAGENTA 

Pyronin red G (300) pereent) ios 4 <ronise, 6 5 0 sce sei OE Shale ST OE 8 g. 

Glacialtacetichacids:. Wank see cea erie oe ee oe Btars Racteyctale w/e Unt rOee. aaS ee 12. ee. 

AAUERICS) Byatt gc ALORA e RIE eI ENS cere MERe een kan REM ers Grgtane Mote ienG cortioes Gok, «oro U2 5 secs 

For YELLOW 

THeoflavin' syellOwrei cick dc scot Oe Sei ars 6 usneloeten tok eonitaue nis oats 6 g. 

Glactall‘acetiotacidls 22k isk Ore he eee ins Me eta teselseo estate lhe eae a eae 12 ce. 

AWialbeD fs ners Seka AACE Bahia eRe Se ee Dee eu air en Sih es ah Rete cere 1125 ce 

1Namzias, R., La fotographia a colori, 5th ed., If Progresso Fotografico (1930). 
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The positive film should be left in a dye bath for approximately 10min. Following 

a brief rinse, it can be passed into a clearing bath for about 2 min. and finally washed 

in several changes of water for about 10 min. It is not advisable to wash the positive 
in running water. The clearing bath is made up as follows: 

TER Ad OME res Sis eT Reet crete See cAaMevey chavs ay aMa Ta votalsa eto MayeMone rat etal al faye, arersbesoene 50 g 

Stag Roitrre (ball boys ake sana 5 masse oi mnst acc HOG OIG GG GRC IDIGEC RSID ODIs CO ch Oe ORI CRE orci tear 252 

AV VASR YM MS Tee dilccer eRe cM Re Tew a Re adh Siohountal alieghana acousitueleveueteieya,c lore ete spares auaue 500 ce 

The assembly of the color positives on a final paper support can be carried out as 

follows: A gelatin-coated paper, which could be an ordinary fixed-out bromide of 

smooth surface, is first thoroughly soaked in water and finally passed into a tray 

containing a weak gelatin solution such as: 

The celluloid containing the blue image is also passed into the tray of gelatin and 

brought into contact with the bromide paper, emulsion to emulsion, and the two 

withdrawn, avoiding air bells. The two are now thoroughly squeegeed together to 

expel any adhering air bells and the surplus gelatin. Following this, the two can be 

placed under pressure for a few minutes and then allowed to dry in open air. 
When completely dry, the celluloid backing of the blue image must be removed by 

treating it with acetone. This operation is not difficult as it is only necessary to 

moisten the celluloid backing with acetone, after which the celluloid can be readily 

scraped off. After wiping the surface off two or three times with a rag soaked in 

acetone, the surface is ready for transfer of the second image, which may be either the 

yellow or the red. Transfer of the yellow and red should also be done in a solution 

of gelatin to assure perfect adhesion between images. 

This process appears complicated, but beautiful results can readily be obtained. 

It must be born in mind, however, that basic dyes are not so fast to light as acid dyes 

and therefore prints made with basic dyes should not be unduly exposed to direct 

sunlight. 

Color Transparencies.—Color transparencies to be viewed by transmitted light 

or suitable for projection can be obtained by any of the processes so far described. It 

is important to note, however, that not only must the positive images be printed 

stronger but the contrast also must be practically doubled as compared with the paper 

prints. This becomes immediately obvious by considering the fact that in the case 

of the paper print the light is absorbed by the color layer in passing through, and 

absorbed again when reflected back by the paper base. In this manner the density of 

the image has a double effect. 

Within moderate values of densities the contrast of the photographic image to be 

viewed by reflected light is approximately twice as much when compared with trans- 

mitted light. 
Since the color pictures to be viewed as transparencies are ordinarily mounted 

between glasses, it is often very convenient to develop one color image to one glass and 
another one to another glass to be mounted face to face with the first one. The third 

image on a thin celluloid base can then be mounted in register in between. 
If the transparencies are made entirely by the carbro process, the intermediate 

step of developing the color tissues on a transparent celluloid base for two of the 

images can be omitted by developing them directly on the final glass plates, which 

must naturally have a gelatin coating for best results. The third color, preferably 

the yellow, will be developed on the celluloid support as usual and finally transferred 

to one or the other of the two images developed on glass. Since the two glass plates 
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will be ultimately bound together, emulsion to emulsion, one of the two images devel- 

oped on glass must be reversed with respect to the other. 

It is reeommended that for the yellow image a specially transparent yellow tissue 

be used instead of the standard yellow ordinarily employed for paper prints. 

Other alternative arrangements suggest themselves. For instance, the blue-green 

image could be obtained by iron toning, and the magenta and yellow either by dye 

transfer or by the carbro method. A suitable formula for producing very acceptable 
blue-green images by an iron toning is the following: 

ATmmoniumiepersulphatexsercie eaeicia moc taints eae neice 

Ferric alum (ferric ammonium sulphate) 

1 

2 

OKA CPACTM GS ere ee eee a aah Ee eee SEL MIRREN Ie eneeaareene tale Stace NePeets tcrTein (eee cect are ween 6 

Potassium fernicyam ie «<cayepsterere Mod. cues euavenena areas, aos etches Fehon are once ss afta eae rreeeu Senate 2 

PNra eA Vab bua Tae hobo ecm eR AIHA Seni nkctin teers ata tol say BEBE Geb Aca eg BrcmArch SMOEDICH EKO C Dieicho 030 0 -a-c 10 

lakyebyo@olloave AEC! ClO joer CSM))oaonaaccooscnnooaecounooousboooaeseododS 2 

Wie FELIU O TDC 21.0.5 capes clk rec aios Ab se SUE AS Rate WESC AGG SES HI MONEE CW STL OTC RCIRW ove os oo SeWrCtiag Wal cai ened 2000 

The method of compounding this bath is rather important. Each chemical should 

be dissolved separately in a small quantity of warm water, allowing it to cool and then 

filtering it into a tank in the order given above—with the water added to make the 

required volume. A properly compounded bath should be pale yellow and perfectly 

clear. The ordinary toning time isabout 10 min. Since this toning bath has a strong 

intensifying action, the original positive must be rather thin. 

It is not, in general, recommended, however, to make transparencies by combining 

various processes because it is usually difficult to obtain an over-all satisfactory con- 

trast except by very careful study of the chemical action of each method 

employed. 
Additive Processes.—The additive process which permits color reproductions to 

be obtained by the addition of color lights has found extensive applications for color 

transparencies. As far as the color prints on paper are concerned, however, it has not 

met with any degree of success, although several attempts have been made from time 

to time. 
The chief drawback of any additive process is the great waste of light encountered 

in viewing the final color image. This point becomes immediately apparent if we 

consider the additive synthesis obtained by means of three black-and-white positives 

made from the original three color-separation negatives, these positives being pro- 

jected by illuminating each one of them with light of the proper color. 

When a single source of light is available, it simply means that the source of light 

must be split up in three components and into each component the appropriate pro- 

jection filter introduced. If it is assumed, for instance, that each filter will transmit 

only one-third of the white light directed on it, then the total light available on the 

sereen will be approximately one-third of the light from the original source. In prac- 

tice this efficiency is never reached, and ordinarily the total amount of light available 

will be nearer to one-fourth of the total light emitted by the source or even less. 

Although theoretically both additive and subtractive processes are strictly iden- 

tical, in practice the additive process is capable of permitting far more faithful results 

than the subtractive process if the waste of light is not taken into consideration. This, 

however, is not always the case, particularly in connection with motion pictures where 

the amount of light available must be utilized with the greatest possible efficiency. In 

such case the tendency is to reach a compromise between quality of results and 

efficiency. This is done by utilizing very diluted projection filters and very thin 

positives. When a suitable compromise is reached, it is ordinarily found that the 

results are very comparable with the subtractive process or not as good. Since 

mechanical difficulties are introduced by the requirement imposed by the additive 
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process of having to split up the light source, this process is invariably thrown into 

discard. 
In the case of single transparencies to be viewed visually, the so-called ‘screen 

plates” and films in which the three-color filters are incorporated with the emulsion 

in a regular or irregular pattern, a fairly high degree of success has been achieved. In 

this class can be listed the Lumiére Autochrome plate and Filmcolor, and the Agfa 

color plate. These three types carry the color filter elements coated on the support 

in irregular mixture of very small transparent elements, stained with the three primary 

colors. On this color screen layer, there is a protective coating and then the pan- 

chromatic emulsion. The exposure of these plates or films is made through the 

supports. 

The processing of screen plates or film is very simple and consists in first developing 

the original exposure, and then, without fixing, the developed silver image is removed 

by a suitable bleach. The balance of emulsion, which was not affected by the first 

development, is exposed again to a white light and redeveloped, resulting in a final 

positive image. r 
The reversal process, in order to be satisfactory, requires that the original exposure 

be kept within fairly narrow limits in order to leave sufficient emulsion to later produce 

the positive image. The development also must be carefully carried out as very little 

latitude is permissible. 
The manufacturers of these materials issue complete instructions to be found 

included in each package, and it is strongly recommended that these instructions be 

carefully followed. 

In order to permit an exposure under different light conditions, suitable com- 

pensating filters are necessary; these filters can be obtained commercially from the 

manufacturers. To assure correct results, compensating filters appropriate to each 

light source must be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Agfa Screen Plate.—The following instructions in condensed form cover the process- 

ing of the Agfa color plate, and for additional informations the reader should refer to 

the instructions supplied with the negative material. 

First DEVELOPER 

Arey GOL pee Aer A Ree LTT iron oh sa/ cee NTL ersla Setasirets ta shied ecmat ch, saccedaaenadieys smlausitpayegssimep et 1000 ce 

IMIQEO Fae ois ee Glo ckeice © ODIO eo ORO er OEE CE DEORE ec irnict cic ne hu ERSRE) Ha ncren Aare res orey Sarees ems 3.25 g. 

Soaiumstlplnten (inva) ee rsieerckcharon elses casita eeu shes keane det eucueelapislisbciss seer cgeusiyeas 25 g. 

RAT OGUIIMOM Cer ees cae eens asus nee cee Cos eile ae ehsideu epeeinde istctemtmenscesaveifaeuee ties xe 1 g. 

FO LASSUUMM GOING Efe seu eye eet ote ee eae oreo oechiateepecisins sapere Holts nosinctewale me sermeMonspeerie es lomeos 

PATIIMNONIa a (SPECS tere NOM) hee eee ete mie et iwak se tretraial tc torawanlewenesceee ris acpeasceiite ape ene 7.5 ce. 

For a correctly exposed plate, the normal time of development will be approxi- 

mately 3 min. at 65°F. About 2 oz. of the above developer will be necessary 

to develop a 314- by 414-in. plate. For larger plates the quantity of developer should 

be increased in proportion. This developer can be used also for second development, 

but,.as it loses strength by the evaporation of ammonia, it should be discarded after 

the second development. 

When the first development is complete, the plate should be rinsed for about 1 

min. in a large tray of water, or running water if it is conveniently at hand, and then 

immersed in the reversing bath made up as follows: 

BWV Gera eee chads eee te enn SU US ER TRUM Ht AIMS civte eet sakaRevay cessed ahe hs 900 ce. 

IPotasswuimy bichromatesseyen. ciate ebav< Tepe tiertadin Pome doled taet aiel BEarNa eaiaaare Re etatercae d & 50.6 g. 

Sulphuric acid (¢.p.)...... puonoubeUsedWdoNUH DDE RUC OST Ob ODDO LO COOK UUINDIOE 110 ee. 

This is a stock solution; for use take 1 part solution to 10 parts water. 

A few seconds after the plate has been immersed.in the reversing solution, the white 

light can be turned on and the processing continued under normal white light. The 
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reversal will be complete in about 2 or 3 min.; the plate should be washed in running 

water for another 2 or 3 min. and then immersed again in the developer and left there 

until the remaining emulsion is completely blackened. The plate should now be 

given a final wash in running water and placed to dry. 

Varnishing the emulsion of the plate with a 3 per cent solution of gum dammar in 

benzol is recommended. The varnishing should be done by pouring a small quantity 

in one corner and then gradually tilting the plate to allow the varnish to flow through- 

out the surface, after which the surplus varnish can be drained back into the bottle. 

The brilliancy of a color plate can be increased by intensification, and for this 

purpose the Agfa mercury intensifier put up for the purpose will be found very con- 

venient. Intensification, of course, should be done before varnishing the emulsion 

of the plate. 
If the original exposure of a color plate has been too great, the final result will be 

a thin positive after the reversal, and conversely, if not enough exposure was given 

originally, the final positive will be very dark. In the previous case some correction 

can be obtained by the intensification method already described, while in the latter 

case, some kind of compromise could be obtained by reducing chemically the final 

positive. In general, however, the reduction of the color plate does not lead to suc- 

cessful results, and it is best to control the original exposure by correctly measuring 

the light value by means of an exposure meter. 

Lumiére Autochrome Plates and Filmcolor—The Lumiére Autochrome plates and 

Filmeolor can be processed in the same.type of developer and reversal bath as recom- 

mended for the Agfa color plate. 
The manufacturers, however, recommend the following developer as ene most 

suitable: 

DistilleGl awa ters saeco Ne ok obese ose dauatelet me ce ites ras Geen Rat oe eae 1000 ee. 

MIGICEMTNCME (CMMOMED).ccacsaccooseadsrodssannscessusvcs cadens Geel eee 15 g. 

Sectinnn sulla (Chap)cedacancco ur ccdidolndomumsdoosncmupodasaomoacco odo mec es 100 g. 

INE (Soy 45 CH lek) oO dsep owed dc@oadoedatadieodulngpapacoco oss uo s0 6 ¢ 32 cc. 

Potassium DrOmid e).ce = oc sa i a See otesp ar anos <aehce  Se eear 16 g. 

For second development it is recommended to use an Amidol developer of the 

following composition: 

Wii bere i caiess ore ee sae ibe eat ecyuclih etc aks Bcc cue esis cane hase arate aS gots cae a 50 = ee 

Sodiumesulphite (diy) yc is sie ori see ae Ue ok i eccctieeeeceems 1500 ¢g 

Ati oli CID Im OL) Ieee pete wene eer acre (as eis ey ae ris eons Soc eers t sian scenes ean yes ee 216 g. 

Intensification can be carried out with mercury intensifier. The Lumiére Auto- 

chrome plate also can be varnished with gum dammar as described previously, 

although this is not necessary with color film. 
It is possible to make color-separation negatives from Agfa color plates as well as 

from Lumiére color plates and film, and for the purpose very sharp filters should be 

used. The most suitable are the Wratten filter Nos. 29, 61,and 50. In general, how- 

ever, the results obtainable by using color screen plates and film as originals do not 

approach in the least the results obtainable by making color-separation negatives 

directly from the original subject. 
Dufaycolor Film.—Of late Dufaycolor film has come into prominent use. This 

film is made up essentially in the same manner as the Lumiére Filmcolor with the 

exception of the color-filter elements which consist of a geometric pattern of small 

squares of the three primary colors, upon which is the regular panchromatic emulsion. 

In the same way as the color-screen material previously described, the Dufaycolor 

film requires special compensating filters when the exposure is made with various 
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light sources. The processing also is carried out in an essentially similar manner: 

i.e., first development, followed by a bleach, and a second development. 

For the Dufaycolor film the following method of processing is recommended: 

First DEVELOPER 

\WY MUST G-G ies ec che gee GE SEO EL tS OEIC oh Cn ES cE reo EEC es ce A etc hee 100 ce 

IWIGtOls-s Shes bets COME Bio Bel aceec 8 Share CREA same OS PReceIEe aot rs ERC SCRE eC oes eae ea 1g. 

SoOaiummas lp lites (inv) he ye ese ese eae iraus el ere ce tae ue wc are ae 50 g. 

FAG AIK CHUN OWN Cake esis ois eee Lea Sai lege) hewn Fa ee. eV R aE Kc auc fe ue EMSC EE A SN 8 g. 

Saciumrcarbonaten (Gry) eset tected ee ee eres eS a Se en co ETP eed 35 g. 

PAOUASSHINIAG OT OTVALGLE rise ede ehga ce eet ero aes ge een d- sen aS eye ohceareate eas tae Baas tony a 5 g. 

TOUTS NTA td CVG YER ENE siete seems encore ere ete Sta ate each ore reo etna eka eee OL to me eee 9¢g 

The time of development may vary from 4 to 6 min., according to the amount of 

exposure, at about 68°F. 

After a brief rinse in water, the Dufaycolor film is passed into a bleaching bath 

made up as follows: 

SW Viel tie Teeter eeNingt nS in reyrr'b oo,0 1 Se esus ope ale pn tonli-en. etek auto delta tayiees tet ea eae Sat ache ware ae eC eeae 1000 ee. 

PO tassiume DIC hTO Ma bees sehen cuca eA eat acne sel ete euteneanencre tau Ronn oes sue Sra ace ee rues 5g 

Sulphuric acid (commercial grade of sp. gr. 1.87).........0.... 0. cee eee eee ee 10 ce 

The bleaching will be completed in about 4 min., after which the film can be given 

a brief wash for about 2 min. and then immersed in a clear bath composed of 

WV DIRS 6 crab bia b GS EERSTE KAU Eee Bae Per PR RRreeE teehee cn easier eeiccs Init curt ean et Ni nar eres 1000 cc. 

This immersion lasts for about 2 min.; the film is again washed for 2 or 3 min. 

The purpose of the clearing bath is to remove any yellow stain of potassium 

bichromate. 
After the film has been immersed in the bleaching solution, the white light can be 

turned on and the bleaching completed in diffused white light. 

For second development any MQ developer can be used, the following being 

recommended: 

Water...... Ree tan rae dares SEP RaeC NOW MI orn Uta BUSAN ET mponieteee em eene| allo OILY tans, aU) & 1000 cc. 

VCC ER ORNS HPC cry Puy Car RU) EL Ds A ee Ro SARL AE Aes Spl Nb Int a Bes L allices 

NOGMIMES Wp bites (iva tomes Sore bese ceer i ponte nee i cat eedeey ity thinner emai abagearens 50 g. 

ETRY CT OG UIETT OME yages rete tey = foc ecal sic aioe ches asa ras achat seo este estbraeeGiettiisy eyaituee ee Mis, SU avaueeaiaae wee Eh 5 g. 

SOdimMaAc anh Oma ver Liss) lees yee tee err weer nee ua wa onbee's sesaee at Mh calancteocam nous ue cools 20 g. 

ROGASSIUINED ROIIIG Gren ta cetera Weert ae, eee artoee cede ints ia taceaen ale eceeo me oete ener es 

The bleaching of the film can be carried out with a solution of potassium per- 

manganate instead of bichromate. The following is a suitable solution: 

AVUISG Geen eprcte Ss tne eet ome deat MUU nee es easy Bel ocho. ues SEM pSe ais Ba ds esti ose Seas negahe eae 1000 ce. 

IRotassiimiupermancanatesd sao of citi rates eee ede bn es OR AU See 3 g. 

Sulla omine exorel Goswwne cache Us oecascoconncnstbouccesseausssuceccucac 10 ce. 

The bleaching in permanganate, however, must be preceded by a brief treatment 

in the following hardening bath to avoid frilling: 

WWiSGG TARR ea, Reta oie he Sdees, Ate nade cht SIU FALE, cPR SOL, tenes SHUR eS 5 Begs Bure betwee 1000 ce 

ORM elim (4 OG) ere eaccs ou ee kehe torre icy ta- ant orieens ietrest oa SR SC RTESTER Sar amen eRL: Gr cw 28) (ce: 

Sodimmbpiny. droxic ere iste. Paetsch eke so Chee eae a eae eae tak ae ene eae a AER 1.5¢. 

SOGIUIIMESULP ALC Nes Rte ee ne Te Seca: Sona bees eee eh rene epee tells he 150g. 

The exposure to light after bleaching can be done with incandescent light instead 

of diffuse daylight. One minute of exposure at a distance of 12 in. from a 100-watt 

lamp will be found sufficient. 
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The exposure to white light can be omitted if the second developer is replaced by 

the following chemical reversal bath: 

IW aiBO Tie icro neater tence ove ee eu os oy sualhe, cere eels auch olisir ous lore cree rokarishei 0) ane: ese S oats (et a ee 1000 ce 

Sodium hydrosulphite..... ee ee RI sc cic CSE ER errs Gee cose 0 23 14 g. 

Sodium: bisulphitess 2! hike nave ric tote ee sed ese dy 10 g. 

One minute of treatment will be sufficient. This bath does not keep and it must 

be made up just before use. 

Following the second development or reversal the film must be again washed for 

2 or 3 min. and fixed in a hardening bath made up as follows: 

Wierter ssa eee iad shauen atest ts, ice ce ail alte, Srewatel Marais sales <a ev neste adal be coh Sr ae eee 1000 ce 

1a [OX o ete al SPoasonnae a eeer daar weit tac) Mises ee uc Paer eat nice ee oats Sede ach eae it ls Slatin 6-3.6.0.4 360 ¢ 

Potassium: an etabisulphite se. scene cushs yews, cotesesictence tach. susie eases ee ee 12¢ 

This should be added to the first solution. Fixing should be followed by a final 

wash for about 15 min. 
Dufaycolor film also can be intensified and reduced. The following mercury 

intensifier is recommended: 

D/FW 2) oh Sa ae Sad gta iene eee Mice ROO eon he er tard ce Maen cle emd oats IGS Oto.0 56 06 1000 ce. 

Wiercunyabichlorid camer oes eerie ert eerie ese cite ee ae 65 g. 

Ammonium’ ChlOrIGe.. aha eeete ele ievstcict syn coh oy es gona cds) Sc ioe oll Geehal sic Nenties coheneon acta ee 50 g 

The film should be left in this bath until entirely white. This requires 3 or 4 min., 

followed by washing in running water for about 15 min., after which the emulsion 

should be blackened in a solution as follows: 

Wisitern ies tee Seal ee. SR RA a Ce ae 1000 ce. 

Sodiumusulphiten(anny) cen ois cis serge elena cease) 0 ORIG eae 50 g. 

The action of the sodium sulphite can be stopped when the right degree of intensi- 

fication has been obtained. 

A suitable reducing formula for Dufaycolor film follows: 

SoLurion A 

SU GET Bite yee en ater et ae eee Cont re pane Siete uate sect ec ccltas ater atlas oR eee eee ee 1000 ce. 

Potassiumeferkicyanid Gn aer ner ioe cer enc r ner orci tcn er acs ne neo eaten ee 40 g. 

SoLtution B 

BY TE) a ra eich Ra Sey Sea sane ae en On Acne ORS SECEDE REEL MCR ROS SAOURG O20,0 O'S 0.0 0:0 1000 ce 

ISAO SEH oo ob Oo oem COMA RCO Ud mocc Ueto moO cae CON Tadeo e Stoo gan ¢ 200 g 

For use take equal parts of A and B and dilute with 10 parts of water. After 

sufficient reduction, the films should be thoroughly washed in running water. 

Although it is satisfactory to intensify the Dufaycolor film to increase the bril- 

liancy, the reduction is not recommended, and it is best to calculate the original expo- 
sure correctly by means of an exposure meter. 

To make color-separation negatives from Dufaycolor film for color prints on paper 

by any of the subtractive processes previously described, sharp cutoff filters must be 

used. The filters recommended for this purpose are the Dufay separation filters, 

although satisfactory results can be obtained by using for the red the Wratten 25 plus 

33; for the green Wratten 52 plus 58; for the blue Wratten 34 plus 47. 

Very satisfactory duplication of Agfa color plates, Lumiére Autochrome plates and 

films, and Dufaycolor films cannot be made. When an original subject is to be photo- 
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graphed with the idea in view of making several duplicate color transparencies, it 

is best to resort to another color process which permits any number of duplicates to be 

obtained. This is the Finlay color process. 

Finlay Process —The Finlay color process is identical with the previously described 

sereen color plates with the exception that the color-screen elements are independent 

of the panchromatic negative emulsion and are carried to a separate glass plate (taking 

screen) where the color elements are disposed in geometrical pattern in small squares 

similar to the Dufaycolor film. The usual procedure is to place the color-taking screen 

in contact with the plate carrymg a panchromatic emulsion and expose the two 

together in an ordinary camera with the glass side of the taking screen toward the 

lens. The contact between the taking screen and the panchromatic emulsion must be 
fairly good, otherwise diffusion and poor color results will be obtained. 

Suitable panchromatic plates for the above purpose are manufactured by Ilford in 

England and by Eastman in the United States; they are marketed as a special Finlay- 
Ilford panchromatic plate and Finlay-Eastman panchromatic plate. Suitable com- 

pensating filters for different types of lights are also available with this process. 

After exposure, the panchromatic plate is removed from contact with the color- 

taking screen and developed in the usual manner. When examined with a magnifying 
glass, the developed negative plate shows an image broken up into very small squares 

very similar to the usual photomechanical process screen used for half-tone printing in 
book illustrations. 

If now a positive transparency plate is placed in contact with the negative and 

printed under artificial light in intimate contact in a printing frame, the positive image 

that is obtained will also have the image broken up into minute squares, just as the 
original. 

To reproduce the original colors, the positive plate is now placed in intimate con- 

tact with a positive viewing screen of very much similar composition to the original 
color-taking screen and having color elements of exactly the same size as the original 
color-taking screen. 

The operation of registering the positive plate with the positive viewing screen 

requires a little experience, but it represents no great difficulties. When satisfactory 

registration has been obtained, as depicted by natural colors showing up satisfactorily 

by transmitted light, the two are permanently bound together. 

It is obvious that any number of positive prints can be obtained in this way from 

the original negative on ordinary positive plates, each of which can be assembled 
together with its own viewing screen, assuring identical results. 

There are certain definite advantages with the Finlay color process as compared 

with the other additive process already described. These advantages consist mainly 

in the facts that the negative emulsion is a standard panchromatic emulsion of very 

high gradation and an appreciable latitude of exposure is permissible since one is not 

concerned with the amount of emulsion left unexposed, this balance of emulsion not 

being used to reproduce a positive by reversal methods. 

For the purpose of color reproduction on paper, color-separation negatives from 

the Finlay color transparency can be made up also by rephotographing the trans- 

parency through sharp separation filters such as the Wratten Nos. 29, 50, and 61. 

However, the most satisfactory method consists in utilizing a special blocking-out 

sereen manufactured exclusively for the purpose of photomechanical reproduction, 

without any additional use of color-separation filters. Two of these block-out filters 

are available. One of the screens is used for both the red and the blue printer and the 
other for the yellow printer. 

Because of better emulsion qualities permitted with the Finlay color process and 

the use of block-out screens, color reproduction on paper from this process can be 
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obtained of a quality superior to that of the other screen plates and film on the market. 

The only disadvantage of the Finlay process is in the fact that the individual color 

elements are fairly coarse, equivalent to about a 175-line half-tone screen. 

With the Dufaycolor film, Lumiére Autochrome plate and Filmcolor and the Agfa 

color plate, a slight degree of enlargement in reproduction is permissible before the 

broken-up structure of the image begins to show up. With the Finlay process, how- 

ever, this is not permissible as the 175-line half-tone dot formation is just small enough 

to be invisible when viewed at normal distance, but any slight enlargement would 

show up the screen immediately. 

The processing of both the negative and positive plates for the Finlay process is 
best carried out in the developers recommended by both the Eastman and Ilford com- 

panies for their negative and positive material. 

Color Cinematography.—The successful production of color transparencies by 

both the additive and subtractive processes has led to a great variety of attempts 

to apply these processes to motion-picture photography. The degree of success along 

this line of activity has been rather limited. 

While the additive process is in itself the simplest, from the laboratory standpoint, 

since the film does not need to be colored, it is nevertheless the least successful from the 

standpoint of photographie and projection requirements. The reason lies with the 

difficulty of producing three separate images side by side through the same optical 

system free of parallax, which is unavoidable in multiple optical combinations. Simi- 

lar optical systems must be also employed in projection, which means low light 

efficiency caused by the necessity of splitting up the total ight source into three differ- 

ent components, each of which must be intercepted by the necessary primary 

filter. 

The various optical systems schemed out for the additive synthesis do not lend 

themselves readily to the projection of ordinary black and white. This means that 

the optical system must be changed during the transition period from color-additive 

projection to standard black-and-white projection. As a matter of fact successful 

optical systems which permit obtaining simultaneously three sharp images without 

parallax and within the narrow space demanded by the internal arrangement of a 

motion-picture camera, and also suitable for projection are not available as yet. 

Other systems which involve running both the camera and projector at a double or 

triple speed by arranging the three-color-separation negatives and positives one after 

the other, are not practical, because they demand duplicate apparatus in theaters, 

unless such color systems could be universally adopted and made to supplant com- 

pletely black-and-white projection. 

Possibly the attempt nearest to success has been by means of the Dufaycolor film, 

which can be exposed through the ordinary camera and projected through the standard 

projector, except that in this case also, an adequate amount of light on the screen can 

only be obtained by both powerful are lights and extremely thin positive films. 

Within this class can also be included the lenticular type of film, based on the Keller- 

Dorian and Berthon patents, with the exception that this film needs an additional 

projection filter, which, of course, could be easily swung in position in front of the 

projection lens when required. 
Most successful have been subtractive processes in which the color positive is 

produced either by dye transfer or by combination of chemical toning, dye toning, and 

dye transfer. : 

The Technicolor process,! which really is the only one being used to any great 

extent today, is based solely on the dye-transfer method by means of wash-off relief 

matrices. The three-color separation negatives of Technicolor are produced by a 

1 Batz, I. A., The Technicolor Process, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., August, 1935, No. 2, p. 127. 
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combination of a bipack and a third separate film. The light beam emitted from the 

lens is split up by a glass cube made up of two right-angled prisms cemented along the 

hypotenuse, this being slightly coated with a reflecting metal, such as gold or silver, to 

a definite reflection-transmission ratio. The lenses of a Technicolor camera are 

specially designed to work in connection with the prism block. The fact that the 

dyes have a slight tendency to wander and the difficulty of transferring three-dye 
images in absolute register by automatic means tend to make any process of this type 

not quite so critically sharp as black and white. In addition, one of the negatives is 

in itself slightly diffused, being the back negative of the bipack. 

Motion-picture film in color, by the combination of dye mordant and dye transfer, 

is ordinarily carried out by using a positive film coated with emulsion on both sides 

with the two most important colors, magenta and blue-green, printed back to back. 

These two-color images are produced by first treating the silver images with a mordant, 

such as copper or iodine, then floating each side on the appropriate basic dye 

bath. The third color, yellow, is obtained by transferring a yellow dye to one side or 

the other, by means of a wash-off relief matrix, in substantially the same way as is 

done with Technicolor. Color-positive films by the Brewster and Cinecolor processes 
are somewhat along these lines. 

The positive blue image can also be produced by strictly chemical toning, such as 

iron toning described before; the magenta can be produced by dye mordant, and the 
yellow by dye transfer. 

Presumably, the magenta and blue-green images on the double-coated stock could 

also be produced by means of the Chromatone toning process, by first bleaching the 

complete film in the red and blue Chromatone toner A, and then floating each side 

onto the appropriate Btoner. In this case also the yellow would have to be applied by 

transfer. 

Color images produced by chemical toning or by dye mordant are usually sharper 

than images produced by dye transfer. However, the problem of correctly printing 

the partial images in exact register is common to both methods. 

Very promising are the new tripack subtractive films issued by Eastman Kodak, 

under the trade name Kodachrome, and by Agfa, under the name new Agfacolor. 

The three emulsions in these tripacks cannot be separated. 

The colors in a Kodachrome tripack are introduced in each layer after development 

by very elaborate and carefully controlled operations. The new Agfa color film, on 

the contrary, has embodied in each layer the nondiffusing color formers. When the 

film is developed in a coupler developer, these color formers combine with the oxidation 

products of development to form insoluble dyes. The new Agfacolor is obtainable in 

both the reversal and negative-positive form. With the reversal type the coupler 

developer is used only during the second development, while with the negative-positive 

type the colors in a negative are produced during the first development, and the nega- 

tive is subsequently fixed and cleared of the silver image. The positive is produced 

by printing this negative on a similar film, which is again submitted to the action of a 

coupler developer followed by fixing and removal of the silver image as done with the 

negative. 

The new Agfacolor will probably be available in the future for making color prints 

on paper, as well as color motion pictures. Little is known at this time about the 

stability of the colors produced by this chemical method. 

The complicated manufacturing process of both the Kodachrome and new Agfa- 

color might render these films too expensive for color-positive motion-picture releases 

at the present time. It is therefore very likely that the immediate use of these films 

will be for the purpose of replacing the multiple negatives in the present motion- 

picture camera, thus permitting greater speed and economy of light. The release 
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positive prints might then be made by dye transfer or a combination of dye transfer 

and toning. 
Another interesting process for making motion-picture prints in color is the 

so-called Gaspar color. With this process a special triple-layer positive film carries 

the corresponding dyes, which are destroyed afterward in a bleach bath and, to a 

degree, controlled by the density of the silver image. 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Cart DREHER 

Introduction.—This chapter is limited to a description of black-and-white pro- 
fessional motion-picture photography as practiced in the United States. Aside from 

some design differences the same principles govern the art abroad, and since American 

practice is generally regarded as occupying a leading place, it has not been judged 

necessary to include data on such national peculiarities as exist. 

negative negative 
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Fig. 1.—Correlation of picture and sound. 

Another limitation excludes the treatment of sound recording by photographic 

methods, but as by far the greater part of professional motion-picture footage is now 

associated with sound tracks, the correlation of action and sound records will be briefly 

described here. In some cases, as in certain types of newsreel work and the production 

of sound pictures in locations where portability of equipment is essential, sound and 

scene are simultaneously recorded on one film, but the usual practice, illustrated in 
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the block diagram of Fig. 1, involves separate, synchronously operated equipments 

for recording picture and sound, resulting in two negatives, from which separate 

prints, known as ‘‘dailies” or ‘‘rushes,” are made for studio viewing and editing 

purposes. These dual prints are run on synchronized picture and sound projectors. 

For exhibition, however, the sound and picture negatives are printed on a single 
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Fic. 2.—Standard film dimensions. (Courtesy of Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences.) 

film, known as a “‘composite”’ or ‘‘movietone” print, and shown by means of a com- 

bined picture and sound projector. 

The standard dimensions of a composite 35-mm. print of this type appear in Fig. 

2. The camera aperture dimensions, it will be noted, are 0.868 by 0.631 in. The 

projector aperture is sufficiently smaller (0.825 by 0.600 in.) to prevent showing the 

frame lines in projection. The latter dimensions therefore represent the working area 

of the camera field or that portion of the photographed scene which will be shown in 
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Fia. 3.—Division of the spectrum into five colors. 

the theater. The 4:3 ratio of frame width to height has been found to be satisfactory 

from an aesthetic standpoint. 
In theater projectors the picture head is located above the sound head, hence, for 

synchronism, the sound must lead the picture by an appropriate distance along the 

film, which has been fixed at 18 frames. This displacement is effected in the printing 

operation. 
Since sound is recorded at a standard speed of 90 in. per min., corresponding to 

24 frames per second, both photography and theater projection must adhere to the 

same speed. Higher or lower speeds may be employed in photography, as for slow- 
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motion effects or to give the effect of accelerated movement in chases, etc., but in 

either case sound cannot be synchronously recorded; hence the track must later be 

adjusted to the picture. Silent pictures were usually photographed at 16 frames per 

second, but markedly superior rendition of motion is secured at the present standard of 

24 frames. 
Films and Film Characteristics.—Before proceeding with a discussion of motion- 

picture films and their characteristics it is well to have in mind the division of the 
visible spectrum into five color areas, as shown in Fig. 3. The numbers at the bottom 

of the diagram represent wavelengths in millimicrons (one millimicron equals one- 

millionth of a millimeter, or 10 Angstrom units). For a practical understanding of 

the spectrographic aspects of the subject the reader will frequently find it necessary 

to correlate the data presented, both here and in later sections of this chapter, with the 

color divisions of Fig. 3. 
Negative Films.—The types of negative films now used in 35-mm. motion-picture 

photography are developments from older and simpler forms. Referring to the wedge 
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Fic. 4.—Spectral sensitivity of three types of photographic material for daylight. 

spectrograms! of Fig. 4, the top one represents an ‘‘ordinary”’ gelatin-silver bromide 

emulsion, with sensitivity at a maximum in the blue region and extending on either 

side into the violet and the blue-green. By the addition of sensitizing dyes it became 

possible to extend the photographic response into the green and yellow, giving the 

somewhat optimistically named ‘‘orthochromatic”’ type of emulsion shown in the 

center spectrogram. The latter material would obviously render the various hues of a 

scene in a more nearly correct gray scale than the “‘ordinary’”’ emulsion. Ortho- 

chromatic materials were generally used in motion-picture photography until about 

1927, when the admixture of other dyes resulted in red sensitivity, theretofore lacking. 

This produced what is known as “‘panchromatic”’ film, which, as shown in the bottom 

spectrogram of Fig. 4, is sensitive throughout the visible spectrum. 

More recently the principal advances in negative film materials have been in the 

direction of a marked increase in speed and a reduction in graininess. Since 1933 
the speed of negative materials has been increased fully fourfold, thus tending to relieve 
the cameraman of the fear of underexposure, giving better detail in the shadows, and 

affording the laboratories greater development latitude. At the same time camera- 

1 While wedge spectrograms do not give absolute values of spectral sensitivity, they are useful for 

purposes of qualitative comparison. 
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men have been enabled to reduce lighting or to stop down lenses and improve depth of 

focus—an opportunity of which not all have taken advantage. 

Reduction in grain size has entailed the use of appropriate developers, especially 

those of the borax type. 
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Eastman Motion Picture to erties 
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Tungsten 
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1232 

Tungsten 

Eastman Motion Picture 
Positive Nos. 1301, 1359, Tungsten 

1355 and type B, 1362 

Eastman Duplicating 
Negative. Regular No. Tungsten 

1503 and Fast No. 1505 

rials throughout motion-picture history, and if further progress is brought about in 

materials, it will no doubt be reflected in the associated fields of exposure and 

processing. 
A discussion of motion-picture-film characteristics will have only academic interest 

unless it deals with actual materials available in the market. 

As will appear in later sections of this chapter, improvements 

in lighting and chemical treatment have accompanied improvements in sensitive mate- 

For this reason raw 
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stocks supplied by the Eastman Kodak Co., the Agfa Ansco Corp., and the DuPont 

Film Manufacturing Corp. will be named and described on the basis of data on 
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Fia. 6A.—D-logio EH curves of Eastman duplicating negative, Fast No. 1505 (ortho- 

chromatic). 
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Fic. 6B.—Time-gamma curve of Eastman duplicating negative, Fast, No. 1505. 
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Fic. 7.—D-logio E curves of Eastman Background X Panchromatic negative No. 1230. 

typical films. In addition to spectrographic information these data include—for 

each film—Hurter-Driffield curves of density against the logarithm of the 

exposure and curves showing the variation of gamma with development time. 
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The wedge spectrograms for Eastman motion-picture negative films, together with 

certain positive films to be described later, are found in Fig. 5. Except in the case of 
duplicating negative and all positive films, which are used only with artificial light, the 
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Fie. 7A.—D-logio E curves of Eastman Plus X Panchromatie negative No. 1231. 
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Fie. 7B.—D-logio E curves of Eastman Super XX Panchromatic negative No. 1232. 
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Fig. 8.—Time-gamma curves of Eastman Panchromatic negatives. A, Plus X No. 1231; 

B, Background X No. 1230; C, Super XX No. 1232. 

wedge spectrograms for both daylight and tungsten exposure are given, the latter being 

affected by the greater proportion of red and yellow light. For the duplicating and 

positive materials, since they are required to reproduce only half tones, the color 

sensitivity is confined to a relatively narrow band. 
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The D-log E and time-gamma curves for the Eastman negative stocks are given in 

Figs. 6 through 10. Each figure contains two graphs: the D-logio E characteristics 
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Fic. 9A.—D-logio FE curves of Eastman duplicating negative, Regular, No. 1503. 
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Fic. 98.—Time-gamma curve of Eastman duplicating negative, Regular, No. 1503. 
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Fie. 10A.—D-logio E curves of Eastman motion-picture negative, No. 1201 (ortho- 

chromatic). 

and the time-gamma curve. In all cases development was in an Elon-hydroquinone- 

borax developer (Formula D-76), the composition of which is given under Laboratory 

Practice in this chapter.! 

1 Since the time of development for a given gamma is influenced by such factors as temperature and 

degree of agitation, all time-gamma curves shown are accurate only for the conditions under which they 

were made and would vary somewhat in other laboratories. _ 
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The Agfa Ansco Corp. likewise supplies a full line of motion-picture films, including 

panchromatic, fine-grain background, title, and infrared negatives, and a positive 

raw stock of standard characteristics. To avoid additional duplication, only the 

two most important Agfa films are illustrated (Figs. 16 and 17). These are fast, 

fine-grain, double-coated panchromatic negatives, Nos. 153 and 356. A slower 
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Fig. 108.—Time-gamma curve of Eastman motion-picture negative No. 1201 (ortho- 
chromatic). 
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chromatic). 

Fie. 11C.—Spectrogram of DuPont type 112 orthochromatic negative (daylight). 

panchromatic negative, Superpan No. 154, is not shown, but is included with 153 

and 356 in a table of filter factors for Agfa negatives. (See Exterior Photography 

and Filters, below.) 
The characteristics of the corresponding films supplied by DuPont are shown in 

Figs. 11 through 14. In these figures, however, the wedge spectrograms accompany 

the graphs. Development of these films took place in the ND-2 developer, the com- 

position of which is given in Laboratory Practice. 
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The data for the above films are in general self-explanatory in the light of what has 

been said previously about ordinary, orthochromatic, and panchromatic emulsions. 
The special-purpose emulsions, however, 

require additional comment. These com- 

prise the duplicating negatives (Hastman 

1503 and 1505; DuPont 107) and the back- 

ground negative (Hastman 1230). 

The latter is used in making “‘keys” or .- 

“‘nlates”’for process photography (see Process 

Photography). Usually these represent out- 

door scenes, such as streets with traffic or 

bodies of water, which are rear-projected on 

a translucent screen and rephotographed in 

combination with foreground action. For 

such a purpose it is desirable to utilize a 

negative having about the same color 

characteristics and latitude as standard 

negative, but of extremely fine grain, since 
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Fie. 12A.—D-logio E curves of DuPont 
panchromatic negative No. 116. 

graininess is one of the principal obstacles to effective use of process backgrounds. 

The fineness of grain is secured at some sacrifice of speed. The contrast of back- 

Minutes 
Fie. 126.—Time-gamma curve of DuPont panchromatic negative No. 116. 

Fie. 12D.—Spectrogram of DuPont panchromatic negative No. 116 (tungsten). 

ground negative is high enough to compensate for losses and stray-light interference 

in projection. The background negative being developed for the same time as 
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standard negative, a higher gamma results, and the background print, when developed 

to the regular positive gamma, provides the higher contrast desired. 

Duplicate negatives are made for protection against loss of the original negative or 

excessive wear on it, for release printing in foreign countries, for optical printer treat- 
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Fie. 14A.—D-logio E curves of DuPont Fic. 14B.—Time-gamma curve of DuPont 
duplicating negative, type 107. duplicating negative, type 107. 

ment, etc. The procedure involves printing a master positive on special stock, from 

which the new negative, likewise on special stock, is made. The approved duplicating 

technique involves operating at a relatively low negative gamma (0.5 to 0.6) and a high 

positive gamma (1.8 to 2.0) to avoid excessive negative grain. (The negative mate- 

rial is susceptible to grain with higher gammas, while the positive grain remains rela- 
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Fig. 14C.—Spectrogram of DuPont duplicating negative, type 107 (tungsten). 
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tively constant.) The negative-duplicating emulsion contains a yellow dye, which 

dissolves in development, to increase resolving power by controlling light scattering, 

extending latitude, and holding down maximum contrast. Like the background nega- 

tive, the duplicating negative must be of extremely low grain. The speed is sufficient 

for optical printing, in which the light reaching the unexposed film may be considerably 

less than in contact printing. 

By reason of refinements in materials and processing, the quality of release prints 

from duped negatives has been raised to a point where it is often indistinguishable from 
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Fic. 17A4.—D-logio E and time-gamma curves of Agfa Ultra-speed panchromatic nega- 

tive No. 356. 

Fig. 17B.—Spectrogram for Agfa Ultra-speed panchromatic negative No. 356 (tungsten). 

that of prints taken off original negatives, in spite of the fact that the duped negative 

accumulates the defects of three different processings. 

Another type of negative differing markedly from panchromatic is the infrared 

sensitized form, the processing and spectral characteristics of which are given in Fig. 

17. The composition of the emulsion, it will be noted from the spectrogram, is such 

that the film is blind in the green-yellow region, the response being confined to the 

red and infrared and, at the other extreme, the blue. Such emulsions are useful in 

penetrating haze, but, more frequently in cinematography, they are employed to secure 
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night effects in the daytime. It is only necessary to use a light-red or orange filter to 

hold back the blue radiation from the sky, which then photographs dark; while green 

4.00 

3.80 

3.60 

ce) 
Log Exposure 

Fig, 18A.—D-logio E curves of Eastman positive film, No. 1301. 

Minutes 
Fic. 188.—Time-gamma curve of Eastman positive film, No. 1301. 

foliage, reflecting red and infrared to a considerable extent, appears as though bathed 

in moonlight. The speed of the latest infrared emulsions is not markedly less than 

that of standard negative nor is the contrast much higher. 
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Fie. 20A.—D-logio E curves of Eastman duplicating positive No. 1355. 
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Modern motion-picture negative film is generally manufactured with a gray back- 

ing or base to reduce halation. The principal cause of this defect, which manifests 

itself by halos surrounding bright lights in the scene, is reflection of light from the base 

back into the coating. While films having a thin base are less liable to this trouble 
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Fic. 20C.—D-logio E curves of Eastman duplicating positive No. 1362. 

than plates for a given size of image, the motion-picture frame size is so small that the 

effect is disturbing with a clear base. The gray base provides an effective remedy. 

Sometimes this preventive layer is interposed between the base and the emulsion. In 

either case it merely requires an increase of 1 to 1.5 points in printing. 
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Positive Films.—Release prints are made with relatively slow-speed high-contrast 

The spectral characteristic of the Eastman fine-grain noncolor-sensitive emulsions. 

The D-logio H curves and the time- 1301 type has already been shown in Fig. 5. 

3 
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Fic. 20D.—Time-gamma curve of Eastman duplicating positive No. 1362. 
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Fic. 21B.—Time-gamma curve of Du- 
Pont duplicating positive No. 204. 
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Fig. 21A.—D-logio EH curves 
of DuPont duplicating positive 

No. 204. 

Fic. 22A4.—Spectrogram of DuPont duplicating positive No. 204 (tungsten). 

gamma curve are illustrated herewith in Fig. 18, and the same characteristics for the 

corresponding DuPont positive, together with a wedge spectrogram, appear in Fig. 19. 

The former were obtained with the D-16 developer, the latter with the PD-2 developer, 
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the composition of both of these positive developers being given in Laboratory 

Practice. 
Duplicating positives for master prints, like the duplicating negatives previously 

described, are characterized by high resolving power, fine grain, and wide latitude. 

Interchangeable 
tilt magazine 
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Feed__ we Nei 
roll 55 aie ve 

Film loop ~_ 2 i pS 

Gate ~~ core 

~ Gurae rollers 

-Driving sprocket 

Revo/ving --~ 
shutter —- Guide ro/lers 

Ya termittent 
Fic. 22B.—Schematic diagram of camera mechanism. 

SO eRe 

Fig. 23.—Mechanism of Bell & Howell camera. 

Eastman provides two types, the characteristics of which appear in Fig. 20. 

The former (No. 1355) begins to flatten out at a gamma of about 1.7, while 

the latter (No. 1362), which does not reach the same point until a gamma 

of about 2.4 is reached, is suitable for use at very high gammas. DuPont also pro- 
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vides a high-gamma duplicating positive (No. 204), shown in Fig. 21. Duplicating 

positives are usually distinguished by a lavender base. 

Cameras and Their Operation.—A motion-picture camera is essentially a mecha- 

nism for driving film intermittently and exposing successive frames while the film is at 

rest. Its basic elements are shown schematically in Fig. 22. An unexposed roll of 

negative is carried on a freely revolving core on one side (left) of a film magazine. 

Fig. 24A.—Detail of camera parts (shutter, sprocket, gear train). 

Fig. 24B.—Detail of camera parts (film movement mechanism). 

The usual amount of film in such a feed roll is 1000 ft., although 400-ft. magazines are 

also furnished. The film is pulled down through a light trap by a sprocket wheel and 

its associated guide rollers, whence, in the form of a loop, it is carried to and held flat 

in a gate behind the lens. Returning to the other side of the sprocket wheel, it is 

finally wound on the take-up roll (right), the core of which is tension driven, so that 

as the diameter of the roll increases the rotational speed is proportionately diminished. 
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The motion of the film is continuous from the feed magazine to the sprocket wheel 

and remains continuous on the wheel and later between the wheel and the take-up 

Fic. 25.—External view of camera, right (operating) side. 

eee 

Fic. 26.—External view of camera, left side. 

roll, but in the gate it must be driven intermittently so that it may be at rest during 

the periods of exposure. The intermittent mechanism is shown schematically as a 

claw actuated by acam. The alternation of movement and rest requires a revolving 
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shutter, shown between the lens and the gate, to cut off the light during the period of 

motion and admit it again during the ‘‘dwell time” when the film is at rest and exposed 
to the light. As pictured in the diagram, the shutter is cutting off the light, its opaque 

sector being between the lens and the film. 

The sprocket, the intermittent mechanism, and the take-up are driven through 

suitable gears by a motor, usually of the synchronous a.-c. type to permit interlocking 

with the sound recorder and the accurate maintenance of synchronism at the required 
90-in. per min. speed. 

The operating elements of the camera being understood, reference to Fig. 23 will 

identify the principal parts of an actual professional camera. This happens to be a 

Bell and Howell model, this company and the Mitchell Camera Corporation being the 

principal manufacturers of such equipment in the United States. The lens mount and 

Fig. 27.—External view of Twentieth Century-Fox silent camera. 

motor are absent from the photograph, a hand crank being in place of the latter. The 

shutter assembly is at the extreme left, the gate, the intermittent mechanism, and the 

driving sprocket with the various guide rollers being shown successively to the right. 

The magazine is mounted above. The path of the film may readily be followed. 

In Fig. 24 parts of the camera mechanism are shown in more detail—these include 

the shutter, some of the gearing, the sprocket, and the intermittent. It may be men- 

tioned at this point that, partly owing to the requirements of process photography, 

modern cameras are built with pilot-pin registration movements which keep the film 

accurately registered even at speeds up to 128 pictures per second. 

Figure 25 shows the camera complete, with magazine, motor, and lens mount, in 

an external view from the operating side. The take-up belt shows in this figure. 

From this view it is clear that there is much more to a professional motion-picture 

camera than the basic parts so far described. Instead of a single lens, four lenses 

are mounted on a turret (right) in order to be easily interchangeable. A footage 

counter will be noted at the left of the crank. Exposure being controlled both by the 

aperture of the lens and the adjustment of the shutter opening (0 to 170° in the model 
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shown), a dial and control handle are provided for the latter. Dissolves and fades 
may be made in the camera manually or automatically, the light being cut off or 

increased by variation in the angular opening of the shutter. These operations are 

more commonly done in the optical printer (see Process Photography). The prismatic 

magnifier used for focusing is just in back of the slot provided for focusing vignettes, 

and above the latter there is an exposure indicator plate. In focusing it is also possible 

to use an attachment, not shown in Fig. 25, whereby the film is used as a focusing 

screen, the image being viewed from the back by transmitted light. 

On the left side of the camera. (Fig. 26) the view finder is mounted. This 

is equipped with mattes corresponding to the various lenses commonly used, defining 

the field for each lens. This photograph 

also shows a combination sunshade, matte 

box, gauze carrier for diffusing purposes, 

filter carrier, vignette holder, and an iris for 

irising in or out on any desired part of the 

picture. 
An interesting camera of recent design 

is the Twentieth Century silent model 

shown in Fig. 27, developed at the Twentieth 

Century-Fox Film studio in Hollywood. 

To date this appears to be the only camera 

of domestic origin which may be used on 

sound stages under normal conditions with- 

out some form of ‘‘blimp” or sound-insulat- 

ing covering. The mechanism has been 

silenced to a degree where the cylindrical 

housing itself provides sufficient insulation. 

The motor of this camera drives direct to 

the shutter. The speed with which the film 

is moved from frame to frame has been 

reduced by about 20 per cent, the accelera- 

tion is uniform, and the dwell time is so long 

that a 200° shutter opening may be employ- 

ed. At the moment of engagement and : 

disengagement the take-down pins have no Fic. 28.—Hand camera (Bell & Howell). 
vertical movement and go straight in and 

out of the perforations. All parts are sealed against dirt, sand, and water. The 

lens-focusing scale is uniform for any focal-length lens, and by means of a special 

optical design incorporating automatic correction for focus and parallax, the view- 

finder image always conforms to the image on the film. 

In newsreel work small portable 35-mm. silent cameras are often used. These 

may be mounted on a tripod, as shown in Fig. 28, or held in the hands. Some types 

have a single lens, usually of 50-mm. size and speed f/2.5; others carry a three-lens 

turret. They are driven by a hand crank, spring motor, or, less often, by an electric 

motor. 

Motion-picture lenses are usually of large aperture, ranging to a maximum of 

f/1.3 in some sizes. The most frequently used focal lengths are between 25 mm. 

(1 in.) to 100 mm. (4 in.), although sizes up to 200 mm. are often kept on hand. The 

bulk of the work is usually done with 40-, 50-, and 75-mm. lenses of about f/2.0 speed. 

Advances in motion-picture lens design have followed progress in the manufacture 

of film. As long as motion-picture films were sensitive mainly in the blue region, 

lenses were generally constructed to accurate focus for the blue F and yellow D Fraun- 

4 
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hofer lines. As the spectral range of the film was extended, it became common 

practice to bring the blue G and red C lines to the focal plane. Other correction 

requirements have likewise become more critical. 
The so-called ‘“‘zoom” lens is peculiar to motion-picture photography. It is used 

to give the effect of a moving shot with a stationary camera, by varying the focal 

length and the magnification during the shot. This is accomplished by rotating a 

crank coupled with a dial indicating the focal length and magnification. In the Cooke 

type of zoom lens the range of focal lengths is 40 to 120 mm. at apertures of f/8 and 
f/5.6. At larger apertures the range is reduced, 

Motion-picture cameras are usually mounted on rigid tripods, but for moving shots 
a variety of types of “‘dollies” are employed. One form, known by the trade name 
Rotambulator, is shown in Fig. 29 with camera and operator in place. The principal 

Fig. 29.—Camera dolly (rotambulator). 

requisites of a good dolly are ease, speed, and quietness of movement. The type 

illustrated may be fixed in position by lifting the platform off the wheels, the platform 

may be rotated for ‘‘panning,” and the camera table may be moved horizontally and 

tilted; convenient controls are provided for all these operations. 

For three-dimensional movement over wide ranges, camera cranes are utilized. 

Some of these are large, elaborate structures carrying two or three men in addition 

to the camera, with equivalent counterweighting to ensure fast and safe operation. 

A common pattern of shooting, derived from experience, is to start with a long or 

full shot, cut to a medium shot, and then to a close-up, in this way establishing the 

scene and the characters and proceeding naturally to an intimate vantage pomt. Or, 

depending on the script, the opposite order may be appropriate in some cases. 

The angles and inclusion of field in motion-picture photography vary so widely 

that all one can say is that anything is possible and almost everything has been tried, 

sometimes with results scarcely repaying the effort. A number of years ago there was 
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a restless striving, more on the part of directors than cameramen, for grotesque angles, 

distorted perspective, and a constantly moving camera. In time this urge corrected 

its own excesses. It is now a generally recognized rule that, while cinematography 

should not become a traditional or conventional art, anything bizarre that is done 

with the camera should first of all be dramatically purposeful. Movement of the 

camera, for example, should not call attention to itself, but to a significant action on 

the screen. In itself it does not speed up the tempo of a photoplay, and it may detract 

Sunlight 

adiau nua ulatulnuatecs 

White flame carbon are 

Carbon are 

Panchromatie carbon are 

Tungsten 
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Fic. 30.—Wedge spectrograms of light sources. 

from it. The sole purpose of all the elaborate equipment and technique of cine- 

matography is to tell a story pictorially and dramatically. 
Lighting.— Until 1914 the sun was the only practical illuminant for motion- 

picture production. Studios, when not open to the elements, were built with glass 

roofs and walls, cloth diffusing curtains and metal reflectors being used to control the 

light, after a fashion, as the sun traversed its path or the weather changed. 

When artificial lighting was introduced, it was at first only with the idea of supple- 

menting daylight, later, of replacing daylight with the same flat, uniform illumination. 

The lighting units were arc lamps, similar to those used in street lighting, hung over- 

head and equipped with hoods to reflect the light downward. Mercury-vapor 
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tubes, adapted from industrial lighting service, were also used. As a rule the lamps 

were fixed in position, and the sets were built to conform to the lighting installations, 

in contrast to the modern practice of adjusting the lighting to the sets. 

At this time are and mercury-vapor lamps were not only the sole types available 

in the sizes required, but with the “ordinary” and orthochromatic emulsions of the 

period they were the most suitable from the standpoint of quality of ight. The wedge 

spectrograms of Fig. 30 show the spectral characteristics of sunlight and of the five 

principal electrical iluminants. The peculiarity of gaseous-conductor lamps is that 

their spectrum consists of a few bright lines, which, especially in the blue and violet, 

are adapted to exposures on blue-sensitive emulsions. This is likewise true of sunlight 

and of carbon ares, which closely resemble sunlight in that they contain fairly equal 

proportions of blue, green, and red. Incandescent lamps, being richer in the red- 

yellow region, did not become a serious factor in motion-picture lighting until after 

panchromatic-sensitive materials were introduced. The general adoption of incan- 

descent lighting at this point was greatly accelerated by the requirements of sound, for 

the are lamps of 1928 were by no means as quiet as the types available today. 

Spotlighting lamps of the condensing-lens type were first adapted for motion- 

picture service from the theater stage. The parabolic-mirror spotlight originated in 

lighthouse and military searchlight service. A spotlight is distinguished from a 

floodlight by its sharply concentrated beam and directivity, but at the beginning these 

qualities were used in motion-picture lighting principally to project light into deep sets 
where the overhead units left shadows. Modeling, the purposeful creation of high 

lights and shadows by means of spotlights, did not come until years later. 

Light sources vary in intensity as well as in spectral and directional properties. 

Mercury ares of the Cooper-Hewitt type, as used in early motion-picture practice, 

gave a feeble light of the order of 15 foot-candles per sq. in. This degree of brightness 

was increased in the quartz mercury arc to 500 to 1000 foot-candles per sq. in. The 

tungsten-filament lamp is capable of 10,000 foot-candles, while the carbon are yields as 

much as 100,000 foot-candles per sq. in. in the positive crater. At present there is 

some speculation relative to the possibilities of water-cooled high-pressure vapor-type 

lamps, but the commercial sources remain the incandescent lamp and the carbon arc. 

The basic characteristics of a good lamp for motion-picture photography may be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Electrical efficiency, 7.e., relatively high ratio of emitted light to power input. 

2. Spectral characteristics matching those of the film being exposed. 

3. Accurately adjustable directivity and beam width, without dark centers, hot 

rings, hot spots, or other nonuniformities, whether in the form of shadows of the lamp 

mechanism or optical aberrations. 

4. Freedom from ‘‘spill light”? or random radiation outside the useful beam. 

Factors 3 and 4 are correlated somewhat with 1, in that electrical and optical 

efficiency are of equal importance in making a sufficient level of illumination available 

in the places where it is needed. ; 

In respect to factor 1, even the best modern light sources are only relatively 

efficient. For example, incandescent lamps are burned at 21 lumens per watt or at 

33 lumens per watt. (The latter figure entails operating the bulb at a temperature 

of about 3380°K. by overvoltaging, z.e., burning 90- or 105-volt filaments at 115 volts, 

the voltage prevailing on motion-picture sets. This necessarily shortens the life of the 

filament but gives a whiter light at greater efficiency.) At 21 lumens per watt the 

efficiency of the lamp (light output/electrical input) is about 11 per cent. At 33 

lumens per watt the efficiency is about 17 per cent. The arc lamp, operating at 45 

lumens per watt, has an efficiency approximating 23 per cent. Of the total energy 

radiated by lighting units, only about a fourth in the case of high-temperature incan- 

oe 

; 
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descent lamps and a third in the case of carbon arcs are in the 340 to 700 my photo- 
graphic band, the rest being radiant heat in the infrared 700 to 5000 muy region.! 

In respect to factor 2, the spectral characteristics given in Fig. 30 may be modified 

by filtering at thelamp. For example, in the case of high-intensity arcs, if it is desired 

to simulate daylight more closely, the excess blue and violet radiation may be held 

back with light straw-colored or amber filters. Conversely, the tungsten lamp may 
be brought closer to daylight color balance by means of blue filtering. 

The discussion of factors 3 and 4 entails a description of actual types of lamps used 
in the studios, prefaced by a further consideration of the two basic methods of light- 
ing.? The traditional division, as we have already seen, is between general lighting 

Fie. 31.—Rifle lamp. Fig. 32.—Side-are. 

over the entire set, at an average illumination of 200 to 400 foot-candles, and special- 

ized lighting by means of concentrated beams, variously known as ‘‘modeling,”’ 

“spot,” “personal,” and ‘‘effect lighting.”” The latter produce high lights in a scene 

already illuminated to the foundation intensity of 200 to 400 foot-candles; these high 

lights may be about 400 to 9000 foot-candles. All these figures are merely estimates 

since cameramen differ widely in their lighting pecularities, and a ‘‘heavy lighter’ 

may habitually work with intensities two times or more as great asa ‘‘low-key lighter.” 

Moreover, while the distinction between modeling and general lighting is valid and 

useful, there is no hard-and-fast division nor is the classification of equipment for one 
purpose or the other always rigid. While modeling units are normally employed for 

specific lighting in narrow beams (10 to 20°), most types are capable of being flooded 
out to angles between 20 and 45°. The angle of demarcation between spotlighting 

and floodlighting is generally accepted as 20°. 

1 These figures are taken from R. E. Farnham, Lighting Requirements of the Three-color Techni- 

eolor Process, Am. Cinematographer, July, 1936. 

2 In this, as in some other portions of this section, principal reliance has been placed on the reports 

of the Studio Lighting Committee of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, especially the report 

published in the January, 1937, issue of J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs. 
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Since general lighting does not present problems of great complexity, in practice it 

is usually relegated to the “‘gaffer” or head electrician of the producing unit. Spot- 

lighting, on the contrary, being a means of imparting depth and character, is the 
responsibility of the cameraman. 

Typical general lighting units are shown in Figs. 31, 32, and 33.1 The first shows 

a so-called “rifle” lamp, usually mounting a 1000- or 1500-watt incandescent lamp 

horizontally in a deep metallic reflecting cup with a spirally corrugated surface. This 

and the “‘side-are” of Fig. 32 are usually arranged in rows along the camera lines or 

in other positions about the set. The “‘scoop” shown in Fig. 33 is an overhead general 
lighting unit. It is an are type; both the scoop and the side-are generally incor- 

é 

Fie. 33.—Overhead scoop. 

porate twin 40-amp. flame ares. Other types of general lighting equipment include 

multiple-lamp overhead ‘‘strips”’ of five or more 500- or 1000-watt bulbs. In addition 

small auxiliary lamps are often positioned behind portions of the set, as in back of 
doorframes, and 250- to 500-watt bulbs are used in visible lighting fixtures to give the 

impression that the illumination comes from these sources. 

The design of modeling units is, as would be expected, more complicated than that 

of floodlighting units. The principal types are the condensing-lens spotlight, the 

parabolic-reflector spotlight, and combination forms employing both a reflector and a 
condensing lens. The simple condensing-lens spotlight is characterized by even 

distribution of light within the beam and a sufficient spread, but the intensity is 

limited by the fact that the lens collects only the light from the forward portion of the 
globe, and lens-transmission losses are high owing to the required thickness of the 

1 The lighting units illustrated in this section and the distibution curves accompanying them were 

furnished by Mole-Richardson, Inc. 
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lens, which must resist considerable heat, and to its long focal length. The reflecting 

spotlight is efficient with a sharply concentrated beam, but as the beam is widened, it 

Fic. 34.—Schematic drawing of ‘‘Solarspot”’ incandescent, showing angular light collection. 

becomes a ring of intense light surrounding a shadowed center, necessitating diffusion 

and overlapping of a number of beams to build up the required intensity over a suffi- 

cient area. This type of lamp is normally used with 

a “spill ring” to reduce forward radiation from the 

source in directions other than that parallel to the 

axis of the beam. The spill ring is merely a spiral of 

sheet metal, positioned with its axis coinciding with 

the beam axis, so that from the front of the unit the 

spiral is seen edgewise and stary light is trapped by 

the turns. 

A widely used spherical mirror-condensing lens 

type of spotlight is shown schematically in Fig. 34. 

The lens, constructed of heat-resisting glass, is of the 

Fresnel or echelon type—a compound lens present- 

ing a corrugated surface, built up of a succession of 

fitted annular lenses about a central lens, all having 

a common focus. It is the equivalent of a plano- 

convex condensing lens of short focal length and 

large aperture but considerably thinner and more 

efficient. This lens is used in conjunction with a 

spherical mirror, which collects rear light, with 

both incandescent and are sources. An incan- 
descent lamp type is illustrated in the photograph 

of Fig. 35, and Fig. 36 shows the light distribution 

at various spot and flood divergences. In Fig. 37 a 
high-intensity are with its associated resistor is 

shown; its distribution curves appear in Fig. 38. 

Fic. 35.—5,000-watt incandes- 
cent lamp. 

In both types the lamp house may be lifted from the pedestal and mounted on 

an elevated parallel or catwalk; in the case of ares the resistance unit is also 

detachable. 
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The mechanism of a high-intensity are is portrayed in the photograph of Fig. 39. 

The angle between the positive (horizontal) and negative electrodes is 127°. The 
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Fig. 36.—Light-distribution diagram of 5,000-watt incandescent. 

lamp is struck manually to minimize chipping of the rim of the positive crater. The 

positive electrode rotates at a speed of 14r.p.m., maintaining a symmetrical crater or, in 

the event of damage, restoring symmetry quickly. Both electrodes are fed forward by 

TaBLE I.—CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL SPOTLIGHTS 
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TasBuEe I].—Scorr or LIGHTING 

Large size, 

over 50 X 50 

ft. 

Small room, | Medium size, 
Close-up 20 X 20 ft. | 50 X 50 ft. 

Min. | Max. | Min. | Max. | Min. | Max. |} Min. | Max. 

General lighting: 

Broadsides, side-ares, rifles............ 2 2 4 8 10 20 20 40 

Overhead scoops.............-eeee00: — — 2 3 5 10 12 30 

Overhead strips or domes............. 1 1 2 3 2 4 12 

Modeling lighting: 

36-in. or 24-in. reflectors.............. | = = 1 2 aD | 8 4 16 

Sap NeETeMECLOLS. qens e's die cats sue eer eee 1 2 4 6 6 12 10 20 

Lens spots, large.......0.......00c0%: — 1 — 1 2 8 4 16 

Lens spots, medium................-. 1 2 2 6 4 8 12 24 

mensispotsy small. fhe 4. ose 1 1 2 4 2, 4 2 8 
| 

motor continuously while burning, and they may also be adjusted manually. The 

motors have grease-packed reduction gears; most of the shafts and other rotating 

members are mounted upon ball bearings and are designed for quiet operation on sound 

stages. If it is necessary to position a lamp less than 6 - 

ft. from a microphone, the motor may be stopped. 

The Studio Lighting Committee lists the modeling 

units in their usual sizes! in Table I. 
In a typical interior set most of the lighting equip- 

ment is likely to be found on platforms suspended above 

the back line and side lines of the set. This overhead 

arrangement comprises both general lighting and modeling 

lamps, the latter including ‘‘back-lighting” units which, 

directed diagonally downward from the rear of the set, 

high-light the heads and shoulders of the principal actors. 

Other lighting units may be disposed on the stage floor 

in two rows just off the camera line on either side. For 

follow-up or dolly shots one or several small lamps are 

frequently mounted on the dolly to maintain constant 

illumination on the players’ faces during the entire 
maneuver. In order to clear the stage for moving shots, 

the tendency is to suspend as much of the lighting equip- 
ment overhead as possible. 

The total amount of light required increases with the 

size of the set and the scope of the shot, being least for 

close-ups. The table above gives an idea of the 

ordinary limits of lighting equipment in current studio 

practice. 

| Diffusion or ‘‘silking’’—the interposition of a thin scrim 

between the light source and the scene—is intended to scatter the rays and hence 

lessen glare and reflection. It is properly employed to avoid harsh lighting and 

secure softness of outline, but it should not be carried to the point of fuzziness. 

Fie. 37.—High-intensity 
are. 

1 This table has been slightly modified to conform to later practice. 
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Fig. 38.—Light-distribution diagram of high-intensity are. 

Fic. 39.—Mechanism of high-intensity arc. 
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The present trend in motion-picture lighting is to subordinate general lighting to 

modeling, even to the extent of eliminating the former entirely.1_ This isan outgrowth 

of increases in lens speed from maximum values of from f/4.5 to f/2.0 and beyond, 

emulsions having an H and D speed of less than 400 to speeds of 1000, while shutter 

openings have increased from 90 to 120° to 180 and even 200°, and finally the improve- 

ments in lighting equipment of recent years. In consequence, it is now felt by many 

cinematographers that the conception of general flat lighting as the basis of photog- 

raphy is outdated and that convenience and quality are both served by dispensing with 

it in favor of spotlighting alone. With this technique the spot lamps are confined to 

the light platforms above the set and occasionally supplemented with a few floor 

lamps or a lamp mounted on the camera dolly. The shadows are lighted first to the 

requisite exposure level, after which the middle tones and high lights are built up. 

While the scene is being photographed dimmers are used to raise or lower individual 

lighting units for special effects, e.g., to delineate the features of an actor during an 

important speech, but these changes are made unobtrusively to avoid distracting the 

attention of the audience. It is argued that this method not only takes maximum 

advantage of the close relationship between lighting and composition, but enables the 

discerning cameraman to exploit the photographic potentialities of a script, both in 

respect to the decorative utilization of the sets and the personal lighting of the actors, 

to the highest degree. 

Many cameramen achieve their effects with only a rudimentary understanding 

of the principles of optics, chemistry, and scientific photography. The present tend- 

ency, however, is toward a more precise handling of the factors involved. For 

several years after the introduction of convenient direct-reading photometers or 

exposure meters, few cameramen could be persuaded to take an interest in their use. 

Now, however, it has become fairly general practice to employ meters, especially of 

the photronic type, to read light intensities in foot-candles in various parts of the set, 

so that more uniform results may be achieved, often more quickly and at less expense. 

This practice has been fostered by Technicolor, whose cameramen are obliged to keep 

a record of photometric readings of the intensity and direction of light, a procedure 

which, according to one color cinematographer, has been of great service in matching 

outdoor long shots of actors with close-ups later made indoors. 

The photometer is used, not only to determine general exposure, but to balance 

lights on the set. For the latter purpose the light received at the camera is too hetero- 

geneous, hence the instrument should be read in positions close to the people and such 

parts of the set as are photographically important, the lights being adjusted 

accordingly. 

Exterior Photography and Filters.—Lighting is the foundation of composition and 

the basic factor in every photographic operation. In studio photography lighting 

is under the cameraman’s control, whereas in outdoor photography, while he some- 

times has a measure of control, through the use of reflectors and booster lights, over 

foreground illumination, he must constantly adapt himself to natural conditions. In 

this endeavor the cameraman frequently resorts to the use of filters for such purposes 

as penetrating haze, modifying contrast, enhancing cloud effects, holding down the 

brilliancy of the sky, and, as already recounted under Films and Film Characteristics, 

securing special effects such as simulating night scenes in daylight. 

The wider application of filters in outdoor photography has been rendered possible 

by the greatly increased color range and speed of modern emulsions. Except for very 

special conditions filters are not needed nor used in studio photography. 

1Gauprio, A., A New Viewpoint on the Lighting of Motion Pictures, J. Soc. Motion Picture Engrs., 

August, 1937. 
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The filters usually employed are of the Wratten type put out by the Eastman 

Kodak Co. Since more than 100 different forms are available, a comprehensive treat- 

ment is impracticable here, but a few examples will be cited, together with sufficient 

theory to make these instances intelligible.* 
In Fig. 40, top, the reader will note a wedge spectrogram of Hastman pan- 

chromatic negative film as already described under Films and Film Characteristics, 

taking in the full band from about 400 to about 670 my. The effect of a typical 

filter, the light yellow Wratten No. 3 (Aero 1), used with daylight illumination, is 
shown in the bottom spectrogram. The longer wavelengths are unaffected, but the 
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Fic. 40.—Effect of Wratten No. 3 filter on Eastman panchromatic film with daylight. 

shorter wavelengths are cut off in the neighborhood of 450 mp. The spectrophoto- 

metric absorption diagram in the center shows how the filter produces this effect. The 

white area of such a diagram is read downward logarithmically in transmission. per- 

centage, while, conversely, absorption is read upward logarithmically in the black 

area. Black represents the absorption of the filter, while white shows its transmission. 

Ignoring the slight transmission in the ultraviolet, we note that this filter cuts out the 

ultraviolet, violet, and a portion of the blue up to 450 my, and passes the rest of the 

visible spectrum. Hence this filter would be used whenever suppression of the short- 

wave side of the total band is desired. 
Since the function of the filter is, by absorption, to prevent a portion of the light 

from reaching the film, it necessitates an increase in exposure corresponding to the 

degree of absorption. The number of times the exposure must be increased with a 

1 For full data on specific filters see ‘‘ Wratten Light Filters,’ published by the Eastman Kodak Co. 
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given filter is the filter factor. It is the inverse of the percentage of light transmitted 

by the filter; thus if 80 per cent of the incident light is absorbed and 20 per cent trans- 

mitted, the filter factor equals 5.0. This 

multiplier, however, is not to be regarded as 

a constant of the filter, for obviously it de- 

pends also on the spectral sensitivity of the 

film and the spectral composition of the 

light. Specifying a filter factor is meaning- 

less unless these two elements are defined. 

For example, the No. 3 filter described would 

have a much higher filter factor with a blue- 

sensitive emulsion than with a panchromatic 

emulsion, the sensitivity of which extends 

into the region where the filter has no 

absorption. Likewise for light in which 

blue-violet predominates the filter factor 

would be higher than for tungsten ulumi- 

nation rich in yellow, orange, andred. This 

particular filter has a low multiplying factor 

(1.25) for light of normal daylight quality 3 

and a panchromatic material, 2.e., it may be 

used under these conditions practically with- 

out Increase in exposure. 

Figure 41 shows the effect under the 

same conditions of four widely used filters, 

in the following order from top to bottom: 

Nos. 5, 15(G), 23A, and 72. Theabsorption + 

increases in the same order. For purposes 

of comparison these four filters and the No. 

3 are listed in Table III. Fic. 41.—Effect of Wratten filters on 
Filter factors for three panchromatic spectral response of Eastman panchro- 

negatives furnished by the Agfa Ansco Cor- matic film with daylight source of illumi- 
poration are given in Table IV, which has Aiea ie ae 2, 15(G) filter; 3, 23.4 
been compiled by the manufacturer of these are } 

films. 

In general, a color filter which transmits light of a given color will lighten that color 

on the print, while a filter which absorbs light of a given color will darken that color. 

Consequently the following effects are typical: 

Red filters tend to lighten reds markedly, also to lighten orange and yellow, to 

darken blues strongly, and to leave green unchanged. 

Yellow filters tend to lighten yellows most, to lighten orange and green to a lesser 

degree, to darken blues, and to leave reds unchanged. 

Green filters tend to lighten greens and yellows, to darken red, and to leave blue 

and orange unchanged. 
The filter factor and the increased exposure required necessarily increase with depth 

of color, since the darker the filter the more light is lost. 

Among the applications of filters itemized at the beginning of this section, the 

elimination of haze sometimes assumes importance, particularly in aerial cinematog- 

raphy. Haze and mist are caused by suspended waier and dust particles scattering 

the violet and ultraviolet rays of the sun. The film being sensitive to these short 

wavelengths, a veiling of the distant portions of the landscape results, unless measures 

are taken to prevent the fogging light from reaching the film. Strong yellow filters 
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TasiLe II].—Fitrer Data 

Filter factor (day- 

Hilter Color light and pan- nasa Purpose 
number . ; above, mu 

chromatic negative) 

3 Light yellow 125) 450 Slight correction ; 

5 Deeper yellow Lo & ; 480 Considerable darkening of blue sky 

15(G) | Strong yellow 3.0 520 _| Further darkening of sky, bringing out 

clouds, darkening water, increasing con- 

: ' : trast 

23A Light red 4.0 560 Darkening sky with little effect on fore- 

: eB | ground, securing miscellaneous © scenic 

= ; | effects 

72 | Red | Requires full aper- 590 Night effects in daylight 
ture, £/2.3-£/3.5 

Taste 1V.—Exposure Muuripiyine Facrors ror WRaTTeN FILTERS IN 

Sek - Norma DayLicur 

(Agfa Ansco Film) 

Filter use Ultra Speéd 356 Superpan 154 Supreme 153 

Aero No. 1 iL 156) 1158) 

Aero No. 2 | 2.0 2.0 2.0 

3N5 | 4.0 4.0 4.0 
5N5 6.0 5.0 6.0 

K-1 iets G 1.6 1.8 

K-1h9 ~ 2.0 1.8 2.0 

K-2 2.0 1.9 2.0 

Minus blue 25 Ao 255 

G 74) 65) 3.0 3.0 

23A 3355) 4.0 4.0 

25A 5.0 5.5 6.0 

B 9.0 7.0 9.0 

C 10.0 7.0 8.0 

C5 6.0 6.0 5.5 

F 7.0 7 (0) 8.0 

N.D. .25 1.8 1.8 1.8 

N.D. .50 Sep yo It 3.1 

N.D. .75 5.6 5.6 | 5.6 

N.D. 1.00 10.0 10.0 | 10.0 
72 20.0 20.0 30.0 

are most effective for this purpose; for overcoming light haze the filter may be propor- 

tionately lighter. The use of infrared-sensitive emulsions to penetrate fog is a special 

application, the film itself in this case discriminating in favor of the longer less-scat- 

tered wavelengths. 
The combination of infrared emulsions and light-red or orange filters, referred to 

in Films and Film Characteristics as a means of getting night effects in daylight, 

requires no marked change in photographic technique, except that it is desirable to 

eliminate red in settings. To this end one Hollywood studio repainted its “ Brown- 

stone Street” a bluish gray, equally suitable for day shooting and infrared night 

scenes. 
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Standard negative with heavy filtering will also produce night effects in daylight, 

but because of the high exposures required, this method is inferior to the infrared 

system. 

In marine photography, water reflecting blue sky may be darkened by the use of 

yellow or even red filters, without much modification of the foreground. 
Polarizing Screens.—Polarizing screens take advantage, not of color differentiation, 

like filters, but of the fact that light is a form of transverse oscillation, which may be 

limited to a definite direction. Most light is heterogeneously polarized, 7.e., the 

oscillation occurs in every direction at right angles to the ray. But light passing 
through a prism, or reflected from certain mirrorlike surfaces, tends to be plane polar- 

ized, and by interposing a polarizing screen such light may be reduced in effect or 

eliminated. The screen, when placed over a lens and appropriately orientated, dis- 

Fie. 42.—Developing machine. 

criminates against polarized reflections which may be masking detail or otherwise 

interfering with the effect sought. It may also be used to change contrast. An 

increase In exposure of four times is usually entailed in such applications. 

Laboratory Practice.—For all practical purposes a discussion of present-day 
motion-picture laboratory methods may be confined to machine development and 

sensitometric standardization as applied to the large-scale operations which machine 

processing has rendered possible. A machine of this type, shown in compact form in 

the photograph of Fig. 42, is one in which exposed film is unreeled and drawn con- 

tinuously through the developing solution at a speed (for 35-mm. film) in the neighbor- 

hood of 100 ft. per min. for negative and 120 ft. per min. for positive, either 

by motor-driven sprockets or by a friction drive; then it is rinsed, fixed, and washed in 

successive containers; and finally it is dried and spooled at the output end of the 

mechanism. The time and degree of development may be varied by changes in the 

length of the path traveled, by changes in the speed of travel, or both. 
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The primary control instruments of laboratory processing are the sensitometer and 

the densitometer, which are described elsewhere in this volume. The usual form of 

sensitometer available in motion-picture laboratories operates on the time-scale prin- 

ciple and utilizes a calibrated light source to impress on a strip of film a graduated 

series of exposures, in exposure times multiplied successively by +/2 (1.414), so that 
21 steps will produce an over-all range of exposures of 1024 to 1. The density of the 

sections of such a record may be determined in two ways: (1) on a direct-reading 

densitometer of the optical comparison type, in which a single source furnishes light 

for the area under measurement and the comparison beam; or (2) on an electric densi- 

tometer, in which a modulated light source excites a constant type of photocell feeding 

a constant-gain amplifier which actuates an indicating instrument of the rectifier type 

through a calibrated attenuator. In this case the attenuator setting required to give 

a reference reading is a measure of the density. Both types of densitometer in their 

conventional forms read diffuse density in the range 0 to 3. 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of H and D and time-gamma 

curves. The distinction between gamma and contrast, however, may well be reiter- 

ated in this section. Gamma affects contrast but is not its sole determinant. Con- 

trast depends on the range of light intensities in the scene, as well as on 

gamma regarded as a function of the emulsion, the developing solution, and the time 

of development. Contrast therefore is the broader term; it has to do with a photo- 

graphic result, a mingling of high lights and shadows affecting the eye. Picture nega- 

tives of the same scene on the same material, developed to the same gamma, will still 

show varying contrast if the conditions of illumination under which they were exposed 

were different. It follows that a sensitometric strip merely gives information on the 

degree of development, the gamma, and not on the contrast of variously exposed 

negatives going through the same bath in the same time. 

There are two methods of motion-picture laboratory operation in common use, 

known respectively as the ‘‘time-and-temperature” or ‘“‘constant-time” system, and 

the ‘‘test”’ system. The time-and-temperature system is based on the maintenance 

of a constant laboratory condition to which the cameraman is expected to adjust his 

exposures. The chemical formula of the solution, the temperature, the time of devel- 

opment, the turbulency, and consequently the gamma are assumed to be fixed within 

permissible limits of tolerance. The cameraman relies on his negative going through 

the same bath each day at the same footage speed; consequently the only variations 

in the product should be those which he purposely aims for in lighting and exposure. 

The method is essentially a scientific one, based on the same premises as other applica- 

tions of technology in mass production, and it offers similar advantages of impersonal 

operation, standardized procedure, and rationalization. At the same time it snould 

not interfere with any artistry of which the cameraman is capable, since he is free to 

move the camera, to shoot from any angle with any filters and lenses he may choose, 

and to dispose his lights as he sees fit. 
The test system, as the name implies, involves the exposure of test strips 5 to 15 ft. 

in length at the end of each scene, all conditions remaining the same as during the 

takes. These test strips are furnished to the laboratory and developed in 2- or 3-ft. 

sections at the time which has been found to give the desired results for the run of 

normally exposed negative. A visual inspection is made of each developed strip by a 

timer or supervisor. If the strip is correctly developed the takes go through at the 

normal footage speed. If it appears that a higher or lower speed would be desirable, 

or, in the case of seriously under- or overexposed negative, necessary, appropriate 

adjustments are made. What usually happens is that the bulk of the day’s footage 

goes through at the normal speed, but a few scenes may deviate, sometimes by several 

minutes’ development more or less. 
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An obvious advantage of the test system is that it affords a degree of protection 

to the studio and the cameraman against mistakes in exposure. It is certainly to be 

preferred in those cases where the cameraman has been ‘fighting light” outdoors late 

in the afternoon—perhaps shooting under protest—to get the requisite number of 

scenes for the day. It also permits over- and underdevelopment of negative as a 

means of securing uniformity in printing, but at the expense of quality—a dubious 

advantage. The disadvantages are the extra handling to which the negative is sub- 

jected in rewinding to detach and segregate the tests; the possibility of misjudgment 

by the timer; the possibility of conflict between the cameraman and the laboratory 

over questions of timing; and the tendency of some cameramen to rely on the labora- 

tory to save them from the consequences of their under- and overtimings, to the 

ultimate deterioration of their work. 

Whatever method is used, sensitometric control is required to keep the solutions 

constant, since variations in the ‘‘soup,” whether erratic or gradual, are as little 

desired in laboratories employing the test system as in those which adhere to the con- 

stant-time system. When a new developer is mixed, it is necessary to determine the 

footage speed and development time which, for normally exposed negative, will yield the 

desired gamma. This involves varying the speed in the neighborhood of the normal 

speed, developing a number of sensitometric strips on the same photosensitive material 

as the negative which is to be developed, and from the resulting data constructing a 

short time-gamma curve from which the time and footage speed corresponding to the 

desired gamma may be read off. If the constant-time system is in use, all the negative 

then goes through at this speed, but every hour or half-hour the constancy of the 

conditions must be rechecked by the same procedure, a single strip being usually 

sufficient. Unless the original test is duplicated for both density and gamma, adjust- 

ments in the developing solution are required. Aside from variations in the agitation 

and temperature, which are unlikely in modern laboratories, an important variable is 

the chemical change in the developer as it acts on large quantities of film. It is neces- 

sary to replenish or “‘boost”’ it periodically, and the proper amount to be added is 

indicated by the tests, although usually it is quite accurately known from experience. 

New developer may be added manually or, preferably, by the drip method of constant 

admixture. 

By the control methods described, the average negative gamma varies among 

motion-picture laboratories between 0.60 and 0.75, with an average of 0.67. The 

gamma is normally controlled to +0.03. 

Another application of sensitometric control which requires mention is in connec- 

tion with new emulsion numbers of raw stock, which must be correlated with the 

outgoing emulsion number. This is particularly important in connection with positive 

stock in order to ensure uniformity in release prints. The procedure is to select a 

~ number of rolls of the old and the new coatings, and to make from two to five sensito- 

metric strips from each. Lengths of both emulsions are then printed on a master 

printer, maintained with special care mechanically, electrically, and optically as a 
reference machine. A selected picture negative is used as a standard for this printing. 

The prints on all the samples are made at the printer step which was correct for the old 

emulsion, and the sensitometric strips and prints are developed together under the 
preexisting conditions. The step densities are then read on the densitometer and 
plotted, whereupon any required change in printer point to compensate for the change 

from the old to the new emulsion becomes apparent. 

Prints for studio use are a relatively small part of the work of the laboratory’s 

printing department, in comparison with release printing, which usually requires 

several hundred copies of each feature in the form of composite prints. Modern 

printers operate at speeds of about 180 ft. per minute. A typical picture printer is 
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shown in Fig. 43. This is a contact printer, 7.e., a printer in which the negative and 
positive pass through the same gate together. Contact printers are of two kinds: step 
printers and continuous printers. The step printer resembles the camera and the 

picture projector in that the two films are carried past the printing aperture and the 

positive is exposed through the negative frame by frame, a shutter being used to cut 

off the light while movement is taking place. The exposure is controlled by variation 

of the light. This type of printer has a straight gate. In the continuous printer, as 

the name indicates, the movement of the two films past the aperture is uniform. 

Exposure may be varied by changing the width of the aperture or the intensity of 

the light, the latter being more common. To reduce slippage between the two films, 

the gate of the continuous printer is curved. The picture may be printed on either 

type, but sound records can be printed only on a continuous printer. In making 

Fig. 43.—Picture printer. 

composite prints sound and picture may be printed consecutively, the picture being 

masked while sound is being printed, and vice versa. However, combined sound and 

picture printers are now in extensive use for making composite prints; these have twin 

mechanisms and optical systems to permit the positive film to be exposed successively 

to sound and picture in one operation, the light being adjusted in each case to the 

proper intensity. This adjustment is usually made automatically by electromagnetic 

control devices actuated by notches in the edge of the film or by traveling mattes in 

the shape of auxiliary films. 

In the development of prints a constant gamma is maintained much as in the case 

of negative. Sensitometric strips exposed on positive stock are developed at regular 
intervals in each positive developing machine, and the time of development adjusted 

accordingly. The positive bath must be replenished in the same manner as the nega- 

tive bath. 
Printing exposure is in steps, one step, or point, being equivalent to 0.05 log H. In 

the better maintained laboratories, the positive gamma is maintained to within +0.05, 
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or one-half a printer point. Positive gammas vary between 1.8 and 2.3, occasionally 

going higher. The average value is 2.10. The laboratory may vary the positive 

gamma to smooth out screen contrast where the gamma of the negative is too high or 

too low. 

The product of the negative gamma and the positive gamma is called the ‘‘over- 
all” or “reproduction”? gamma; its importance is that it expresses the ratio of the 

brightness differences of the positive in relation to those of the subject. Owing to the 

presence of stray light, both in photography and projection, there is a tendency for 

the picture on the screen to have less contrast than the subject, unless the loss is 

compensated for by making the over-all gamma greater than unity. Accordingly 

it is common laboratory practice to work to over-all gammas not lower than 1.2. 

While most of the secondary features of development and laboratory operation 

must necessarily be passed over here, one point in developing-machine design deserves 

mention: the problem of overcoming directional effects in development. As the film 

is fed through the machine, the products of development (mainly oxides and bromide 

salts) tend to diffuse from areas of greater exposure into adjacent areas, in a direction 

counter to the direction of travel. The effect is to reduce the density of areas adjacent 

to and following regions of high exposure; thus a sensitometric strip passed through the 

machine with the light end leading will evidence a different characteristic than with 

the dense end leading. 

In order to overcome this distortion, methods of turbulation and agitation have 

been devised to prevent the deposition of the development products which cause the 

trouble. The developer may, for example, be forced through nozzles beneath the sur- 

face of the fluid, and the resulting jets agitate the developer sufficiently to minimize 

such irregularities. 

It has already been remarked that improvements in emulsions and lighting are 

closely correlated with improvements in development and other phases of laboratory 

operation. These relationships are illustrated by the work which has been done on 
developers in recent years. The primary ingredients of a developer are the reducing 

agent; an accelerator, which is usually an alkali; and a preservative, generally sodium 

sulphite. With orthochromatic film a very active developer, of the type now termed 

“dynamite soup,” was necessarily used, since the film was slow and the light sources 

inefficient. The strong alkaline accelerator tended to cause grain clumping in develop- 

ment. As emulsions improved it became desirable to devise a more restrained devel- 

oper of the borax type, such as is now in general use. This utilizes a weaker alkali, 

borax (sodium tetraborate), in combination with an excess of sodium sulphite, which 

has a solvent action on silver halides as well as preservative properties against aerial 

oxidation. Slower developers of this type afford a much finer grain characteristic. 

The following are the compositions of the widely used negative and positive devel- 

opers mentioned in Films and Film Characteristics: 

‘ 

NEGATIVE DEVELOPERS 
FormuLa D-76 

ty, GROG UIMON Cheater te sees see ero eeliay 8 woah oro She ea meme TOTS eae ese 5 g. 

Sodiumsulphites(desiccated) sya. senescence ose ee Sones eeeie sein nee: 100 g. 

leXayrzb-e"((careyahl EN) ae ee tcecrcks ero toicree On TE CRORE eRe Mite CES tcro rR cRCe eR Nea] aie cher ohd on olan aie 2 g. 

WWiasberxt Om ake is Sy eee stare co, cbatletWenc a0) ous eu hares Susy casper One cpm Shoe awry Reon eua ed eke nexeuee rch 1 HE 

Formuta ND-2 

RhodolsGnetoltorlom) yy srers sagetse ss es ous: si shesel s harel se) isle erreietameereem tee eal: WoGy fg 

Ly ALO UINON |S ee Te eee coer ela ratte ge ears Seah a TOE eine eae ate set Le 3 g. 

Sodiumuasulphites anhydrous). eee ie seine ee eee eee eee etn US) g. 

LBS} cy pomtic roto SD SEO eID ot ba Sota meee any Crate Ole Okc CGE Boon Re ee 5 g 

Wiaiterstopmakesnesn ee ores c are a an A Rr ASE ORCS CRAY GaN ects i ce Ee 1 ] 
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PosittvE DEVELOPERS 
Formuta D-16 

jg 0.0 ce. 

12) Koj slates eee Acie ee tn ai eA Oa nei tree tee eA Wie bE rae ala ha te 3 oo 5 0.31 g. 

Sodium’ sulphite: (desicested) x). sy-aiae sa) ee oe esa eee 39.6 g. 

iy droquin One's 2 va ieciscyys ct ieee ae RS Ee sett ASS ae eee 6.0 g. 

Sodium) carbonate (desiccated) senso) a Aeon ieee eee 18.7 g. 

iRotassium" bromide ee. ee che ees eriesiters eee eee 0.86 g. 

CET a TGIE KO (0 eho AIRGAS ee ee pices inn eniicis GSI CL euane ay Hen EEnaS een Le oo 3 0.68 g. 

Potassitumbumetabisulphites aeae enone eee ee eee oe 

Coldwater to make) e.c4n4 maaaieee sich haemedisins aah es le Cee ee ZOE 

The chemicals in the D-16 formula are to be dissolved in the above order. The 

replenisher differs somewhat from the composition of the original mixture, prin- 

cipally in that it contains twice as much sodium carbonate and half again as much 

hydroquinone. 

ForMuLA PD-2 
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Numerous other phases of motion-picture laboratory practice are outside the 

scope of this chapter. These include preferred layouts for laboratory buildings; 

fixing, washing, and drying; reduction and intensification; reclamation of silver from 

exhausted solutions; printer maintenance; storage of film; preservative treatment of 

finished prints; inspection, etc. For material on these subjects the reader is referred 

to the bibliography at the end of the chapter and especially to the Report of the Com- 

mittee on Laboratory Practice of the Society of Motion Picture pees and the 

Eastman book on ‘‘ Motion Picture Laleouaiionsy Practice.” 

Process Photography.—The term ‘‘process photography” includes a variety of 

special effects, such as the making of dissolves, fades, and wipes, as well as more com- 

plex forms of scene-to-scene transitions of the montage type; the making of titles; 

reduction of 35-mm. films to substandard sizes; the improvement of faulty negatives 
by optical methods; providing backgrounds for studio production; trick shots of all 

kinds, usually involving matting, multiple exposure, etc.; combinations of photographs 

of real people and animals with photographs of cartoons or puppets; combinations of 

photographs of scenic paintings with photographs of real people, animals, and sets; and 

combinations involving the use of miniature models. Some of these effects may be 

secured in a standard motion-picture camera, either by itself or equipped with simple 

accessories like bipack magazines, but the majority require special apparatus, such as 

animation stands, optical printers, rear-projection equipment, ete. Moreover, the 

technique of process photography is so involved that normally it cannot be applied 

readily to day-by-day production activities and is better left for ‘“‘aftertreatment,”’ 
which affords the additional advantage of allowing preliminary editing of the picture 

before final decisions are made on what effects are to be employed and where they 

shall be inserted. ; 
Composite photography as a means of supplying backgrounds has greatly extended 

the range of dramatic production and at the same time reduced expense, since it is 

usually cheaper to bring a scene to the studio photographically instead of transporting 

cast, company, and equipment to a distant location. It makes possible effects which 

could not be secured without prohibitive difficulty or danger in the field. Actually at 
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the present time the only method in extensive commercial use is the rear-projection 
system, but of the numerous earlier techniques one, the color-separation or Pomeroy- 

Dunning system, deserves a brief treatment for its historical importance and because 

it is a classic illustration of photographic ingenuity. 

._ Figure 44 is a schematic diagram of this method. It is desired to superimpose the 

foreground action of the two men on a previously photographed background scene. A 

dye-image transparency is printed from the background negative, and, as indicated in 

the figure, this ‘‘key”’ or ‘‘plate”’ is threaded through a special camera in front of and 

in contact with an unexposed negative. The most common color for the transparency 

is orange or yellow. The foreground action is lighted from above in the same color. 

Obviously, then, the foreground action will photograph through the transparency and 

form a latent image on the negative. 
A plain backdrop is suspended behind the action and strongly illuminated with 

white light. The color of the backdrop bears a minus relation to the color of the 

transparency and the foreground light; thus for a vellow transparency the backdrop 

Background light 
(white) 

LOTET ain, hight of ee : 
same color as trans- ~ 
parency (ye/low) ~___ SS 

Colored’ lie - Colored 
el Yow) Kal 

Unexposed fe os ae 
negative . 

Specia/ 
camera 

Foreground action 
Fie. 44.—Composite photography by color-separation method. 

will be the complementary blue. The blue light reflected from the backdrop, entering 

the lens of the camera, acts as a printing light for the transparency; where the trans- 

parency is a dense yellow, no blue rays will penetrate to the negative; where the trans- 

parency is light and ‘the foreground action does not block the reflected blue of the 

backdrop, an image of the background will be formed on the negative. Thus a com- 

posite negative of the foreground action and the background scene will result. 
The principal disadvantage of the Pomeroy-Dunning system is that the back- 

ground is invisible while the composite photograph is being made, which may be a 

serious drawback whenever the foreground action must be synchronized with move- 

ment in the background, such as moving traffic. This defect is overcome by the 

rear-projection method of composite photography, shown in Fig. 45. Here the key 

print is projected from a special projector to the rear side of a translucent sanded-glass 

or cellulose screen. Sufficient light is used to permit rephotographing by a camera, 

which is driven synchronously and phased with the projector. The camera and 

projector motors are of the interlocked type, operating from a common source of 

alternating current, and by reason of the phasing the projected picture is at rest while 

the camera shutter is open. (Hence the projector requires no shutter.) The fore- 

ground action is lighted in the usual way. The main requirement for satisfactory 

results is a steady high-quality contrasty background negative (see Films and Film 
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Characteristics) and accurately registered prints free from excessive grain, dirt, 

scratches, ete., which would tend to show up in the final picture. 

The principal implement of aftertreatment is the optical printer, shown schemati- 

cally in Fig. 46. The printer head on the right is essentially a lensless projector equip- 

ped with a 500- or 1000-watt light source, providing uniform, diffused illumination at 

high intensity. It is usually a rebuilt motion-picture camera fitted with a registration 

or pilot-pin movement and mounted on a lathe bed opposite the photographing camera 

on the left, which is likewise equipped with a registration movement. Camera and 

Translucent 

Foreground light Ras ae 
white) ~_ Proyector synchron- ~. 

= SS /zea and phased 
5) “| “Ss. with earmera , 

eS ; Se i 

Stana ey Projector > 
angle 

Foreground action 
Fic. 45.—Composite photography by rear-projection method. 

printer head are driven in exact synchronism from a common shaft. While the image 
in the printer head is moving, the camera shutter is closed; exposure occurs while both 

films are stationary. The lens shown between the camera and the projector is designed 

for unit magnification; it may be an ordinary camera lens stopped down to f/8 or f/11, 

although lenses especially corrected for photographing at short distances are preferred. 

Exposure may be controlled by altering the intensity of the printer light, the lens 

aperture, the shutter opening, or, in special cases, the speed of printing. The speed 

depends mainly on the work being done, 40 ft. per min. being about the maximum and 

Gate containing frame , Special projector 
of film being photographed _/ or printer head 

\ 

eLight 
source 

Lathe bed -” Unit magnification lens 
Fie. 46.—Schematic diagram of optical printer. 

18 ft. per min. an average figure in practice. Provision is made for driving each unit 

forward or backward, mechanically or by hand, at the same or different speeds. With 

differential operation two or more camera exposures may be made of each image frame, 
slowing down the action, or one exposure may be made of every alternate or third 

image frame, speeding up the action. Rewinding is usually done at 90 ft. per min. 

Both the camera and projector may be moved laterally or vertically as well as along 

the lathe bed, or in place of the lateral and vertical movement of these units, the lens 

may be moved to adjust the picture. Special movements, such as rocking the camera 

during operation, may be employed to simulate the rolling of a boat, etc. 
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A fade is made in an optical printer by placing a master print in the projector and 
copying it on a new or duplicate negative, frame by frame. At the desired point the 

operator starts to close the camera shutter and continues to close it at a rate deter- 

mined by the length of the fade. To fade in, the process is reversed. For a dissolve, 

where the outgoing and incoming scenes overlap, a double exposure is required, the 

dupe negative being exposed first to the scene fading out and then to the scene fading 

in, so that the two superimpose. (A fade, in which the screen goes black, denotes a 

considerable length of time; a dissolve indicates a briefer interval.) Instead of cross 

fading for dissolves, ‘‘wipes” may be used, a moving edge or outline, in a variety of 

shapes, obliterating one scene and bringing in the next. This may be accomplished 

in the optical printer by means of a moving shutter geared to the driving mechanism. 

More complex composite effects are often managed in the optical printer by means 

of masks, stationary or traveling. A stationary matte or mask is one which blocks 

out the same portion of one of the components of a composite scene; it is simply an 

opaque material appropriately cut and inserted in a slot in front of the unexposed 

negative. When the area to be blocked out shifts in size or position, a traveling matte 

of film must be made, usually by intensification, and threaded appropriately with the 

print which is to be masked. The desired action then prints through the transparent 

portion of the mask. In this way montage effects or other composites of several 

films may be made, and the method also lends itself to trick effects of various kinds. 

Often multiple masking and multiple printing are required to give the desired illusion. 

A detailed description of trick photography is not within the scope of this discus- 

sion, but one elementary illustration may be given. Let us assume that it is desired 

to show an actor working with a lion in a cage, the lion or the actor being of a disposi- 

tion which precludes any actual fraternization between them. The scene may be 

photographed with the man at one side of the cage going through the appropriate 

action in the absence of the lion; the man then withdraws and the lion, persuaded by 

suitable means to remain on the opposite side of the cage, performs his role and is 
photographed. It is then a simple matter to combine the desired halves of the two 

negatives in the optical printer, matting off the undesired halves in turn and producing 

a dupe negative which shows the actor and the lion apparently occupying the cage 

together. The same effect could, of course, be obtained by matting and double expo- 

sure in the original photography, with the camera kept in the same position through- 

out, but it is generally preferable from the standpoint of both time and quality to 

resort to the optical printer. 

As in composite photography, in optical printing everything depends on accurate 

registration, clean prints on stock of appropriate characteristics, and good laboratory 

procedure. In addition, it is necessary to take into account the fact that optical 

printing tends to introduce a change in contrast which is not encountered in contact 

printing. This is particularly the case with specular illumination, where the light is 

dispersed by the reduced silver in the print to an extent depending on the density, so 

that there is slight dispersion in the high lights and heavy dispersion in the shadows. 

In contact printing the dispersed light still reaches the new negative, so that the effect 

is of no great practical consequence, but in optical printing the dispersed light is lost 
before it reaches the lens, causing a loss of exposure in the shadows. Thus the contrast 

is in effect increased—doubled in some cases. The remedy is to use softer prints and 

to develop the negative to a lower gamma if necessary. 

An animation or title stand used in cartoon and title work comprises a camera 

arranged to photograph film, title cards, drawings on celluloid, etc., by either trans- 

mitted or reflected light. The material to be photographed is mounted on an easel, 

which is generally positioned in the horizontal plane below the camera, the latter 

shooting down along a vertical optical axis. The camera may be driven at a wide 
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range of speeds. Many of the operations described in connection with the optical 
printer, such as the making of wipes and special transitions, may be conveniently per- 

formed on such a stand. Effects titles, im which action or scenery appears behind 

title lettering, are made by a process of double-negative exposure from a title positive 

and a scenic or action positive, the former having previously been prepared by exposing 

film to a title card. The more intricate title and transition effects are made on the 

optical printer rather than on title cameras. 
Various types of effect shots involve paintings or miniatures. For example, a 

painting on glass, in correct perspective size, may be interposed between the lens of an 

ordinary camera and a set. Solid miniatures are commonly used, not only to save 

expense, but to show scenes of destruction—train wrecks, bombing of towns, ete.— 

which could not be filmed in actuality. The correlations between the size of a minia- 

ture, the speed with which action takes place in or around it, the angles of photography, 

ete., are mathematically and experimentally determined and, when properly carried 

out, convey a convincing illusion of reality. 

Sometimes three-dimensional ‘‘miniatures”’ are themselves of considerable size 

and cost. One miniature of the city of London occupied a medium-sized dirigible 

hangar used asastage. Ina recent marine film miniature frigates 18 ft. long, complete 

with cannon, 16-ft. masts, etc., were used for battle scenes, at a cost stated to be about 

1 per cent of that of full-sized vessels. Long- or medium-shot pictures of these 

miniatures were intercut with close-up action filmed on part of the main deck of a ship 

built to full size on a stage, where rear projection supplied sea, sky, and land 

backgrounds. 
Miniature rear-projection screens are sometimes built into three-dimensional 

miniatures, the edges of the screens being camouflaged so that the action which takes 

place on them will merge photographically with the rest of the scene. There is no 

limit to the combinations which may be devised or to the cinematic effects which 

ingenuity may produce by such methods. 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Leon T. Evren 

Introduction.—There are two possible objectives in taking aerial photographs: 

(1) to produce a picture; (2) to make a map. 

We draw a clear line of distinction between the use of this material for steers and 

for map purposes. The picture is a product which is to be looked at, to be used for its 

artistic and visual value and for its commercial applications where nothing but the 

photographie impression is required. 

Maps compiled from aerial photography may also have photographic or visual 

value, but they are primarily maps made to scale for technical uses. 

Two kinds of aerial photographs are taken to be used for such visual information 

as can be derived from them. The most commonly used is the oblique photograph, 

which is so termed because the camera axis is held obliquely at the time of exposure 

(Fig. 1). Most aerial photographs which are used for illustrative purposes are of this 

type. 

The second type of aerial photograph used for visual purposes is the vertical photo- 

graph (Fig. 2). This photograph approaches being a map, although, because of 

various inherent defects and distortions, it cannot be considered as a map until it has 

been processed for this purpose. 

Oblique photographs have a variety of uses including advertising; progress pic- 

tures; reports; collateral information to illustrate maps; recording emergencies such 

as floods, earthquakes, ete.; city planning uses for zoning, building counts, rate litiga- 

tion, etc.; and a variety of other subjects. 

Vertical photographs are extensively used for geological study, timber cruising, 

city planning, and right-of-way work. The most extensive recent use has been on the 

part of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration of the United States Department 

of Agriculture for checking contract compliance on the part of farmers operating under 

AAA benefits. 

These vertical photographs are suitable for viewing stereoscopically in relief and, 

when properly handled in conjunction with certain measurements made on the ground, 

can render information of reasonable accuracy. 

Maps compiled from aerial photographs may be of a number of kinds: 

1. Photographic mosaic maps 

2. Line maps: 
a. Planimetric maps (Fig. 3, page 710) (showing detail projected on one plane) 

b. Contour maps (Fig. 4, page 711) (showing elevations in addition to 

planimetrie detail) 

Details of most of the applications broadly noted above will be enlarged upon later 
in this article. With the general scope of aerial photography thus in mind, we can now 

proceed with some detailed considerations of the technique involved. 

Requirements of Aerial Photography. Airplane.—For oblique photography, 

almost any kind of an airplane that is big enough to carry a pilot, a photographer, and 

708 
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2 camera is suitable. The airplane should be chosen, however, with the following 

thoughts in mind. It must have a suitable window which can be opened to permit 

securing of the photograph without having any of the airplane structure, such as the 

wing tip and the tail, show in the picture. The airplane should be one which can fly 

reasonably slowly. The pilot and the photographer should be within speaking range 

of each other, as the closest kind of cooperation is essential to success. 

The selection of an airplane for vertical photography is more complicated (Fig. 5). 

In the first place, the airplane must have a floor structure through which an adequate 

ELIZABETHTON 
(8M 1542) e meee 

Fig. 3.—Planimetric map which may be compiled from aerial photographs. 

cae ons 

camera hole and window for the pilot may be cut. The airplane should carry an 

adequate gasoline supply and it should have sufficient horsepower to take its full load 

of crew, photographic equipment, and gasoline to comparatively high altitudes. Most 

vertical photography these days is being done at an elevation of about 15,000 ft. above 

sea level, although it is frequently necessary for the airplane to go as high as 25,000 ft. 

This airplane must be reasonably fast in order to combat the high wind velocities that 

are often encountered at high altitudes. It must be reasonably free from vibration, 

which might be imparted to the camera. Furthermore, it is desirable to select an 

airplane affording the pilot maximum visibility, forward, down, and to the side. For 

this reason, an airplane with a single seat in the pilot’s compartment and a narrow 
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fuselage is preferable to one with side by side arrangement, as in the latter case the 

pilot has difficulty in seeing downward on the far side of the ship and usually has to 

move back and forth from one seat to the other. Stability is another essential charac- 

teristic of the mapping airplane, as instability results in nonuniformity of overlap, 

badly tilted pictures, and furthermore keeps the pilot so busy in attempting to 
maintain an even keel that his efforts toward precision navigation are seriously 

impaired. The mapping airplane, in addition to the usual instruments, needs to have 

an exceptionally good compass, which is free from lag and undue oscillation. A 

sensitive-type altimeter is also important because the ordinary type of airplane altim- 

eter has so much lag that the elevation 

can change appreciably before the alti- 

meter is affected. Another instrument 

which is important is a strut thermometer 
giving the temperature of the outside air. 
This is essential in making corrections to 

the altimeter reading. 

Camera.—A great variety of camera 

equipment is employed in the various 

phases of aerial photography and aerial 

mapping. One particular company 

engaged in this type of work utilizes 15 

different kinds of cameras, each for a 

| different purpose. 

For oblique photography, the camera 

question is comparatively simple. 

Acceptable obliques have been secured by 

homemade cameras and modified stand- 

; ard cameras, although a regular aerial 

me camera is desirable. Factors to be taken 
into consideration in selecting a camera 

for oblique photography are 

= we =~. 1. Focal length. The focal length 

Fic. 6.—Nine-lens camera for making «.hould be as long as practical. A com- 
aerial photographs, mounted in floor of ~ : 
Dene. Note oaraen omemmeomon. promise must be effected between the 

long focal length which is desirable and 

weight and mobility. The camera must be light enough so that a man ean easily 

handle it, point it, and move quickly with the camera in his hands from one subject 

to another. The most satisfactory all-round focal length for oblique photography is 

12 in. This lens is generally used on a 7- by 9-in. photograph. 

2. Speed. Lenses for oblique photography should have a speed of {/4.5 or faster. 
3. Filters. The lens should be equipped with a bayonet type of filter, so that 

filters may be switched in the air as different conditions of haze, visibility, and light are 

encountered. 

4. Exposure. Oblique photographs are generally exposed at 1450 sec. or faster. 
The camera should be equipped with a couple of solid grips for holding and pointing 

it, with a trigger which is convenient to be operated while holding the camera by the 

grips. It should have a single-winding action, which changes the film and resets the 

shutter in one operation. An ordinary negative glass finder with peep sight is quite 
satisfactory. 

The camera requirements for vertical photography are much more complex. In 

common use today are focal lengths ranging from 2 to 24 in. Cameras vary in con- 

struction from conventional single-lens instruments to nine-lens instruments. Various 
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manufacturers supply aerial cameras either with or without interchangeable maga- 

zines and the cameras are classified as precision or nonprecision, depending upon 

whether they are suitable for merely taking vertical aerial photographs or whether 

they are calibrated instruments supplying pictures which may be made into contour 

maps. 
A whole chapter could easily be devoted to a discussion of aerial cameras suitable 

for vertical photography. The following characteristics are common to all such aerial 

cameras: 
1. The camera must be suitable for suspending in a vertical mount, taking a 

picture through the floor of the airplane. 

2. The mount must be of the gimbal type or equivalent, permitting the leveling 

of the camera in flight. 

3. The camera must have level bubbles. 

4. Provision must be made for crabbing of the camera, to take care of conditions 

when the airplane is moving over the ground in a different direction from which it is 

headed owing to cross winds. 

5. The camera must be of fixed infinity focus. 

6. The shutter should have a speed range of from 149 to 1459 sec. The shutter 

should have a diaphragm which may be stopped down to as much as f/20. 

7. The camera must have a release trigger which can be operated from the back 

of the camera, as the lens is generally not accessible. 

8. The winding mechanism must simultaneously change the film and cock the 

shutter. 

9. The capacity of the film chamber should be at least 100 exposures and pref- 

erably 250. 

10. The camera must be equipped with a view finder suitable for measuring pro- 

gressive overlap of the pictures, or else an auxiliary instrument for this purpose must 

be available. 

11. It is desirable to have a camera in which focal lengths are interchangeable. 

12. The focal plane of the camera must hold the film exactly flat at the instant of 

exposure either by placing it against a glass plate or by air pressure or suction. 

13. In the focal plane of the camera collimation marks must be provided which 

show in each photograph enabling the recovery of the principal point of the picture. 

14. The camera must be made free from static discharge on the film. 

15. All camera controls must be large and easily handled so that the operator, even 

though wearing heavy gloves, can adjust it quickly. 

For oblique photography, either a between-the-lens or a focal-plane shutter is 

suitable. For vertical photography, when pictures are to be used for compilation of. 

precise maps, only a between-the-lens type of shutter should be employed. 

With the above general specifications for the aerial camera, a choice must 

be made between narrow-angle and wide-angle single-lens instruments; or multilens 

instruments. 

When large-scale detailed pictures are desired, such as would be most suitable for 

city-planning work, a long-focus narrow-angle lens should be used. This permits 

the securing of pictures of the same scale at a higher altitude and minimizes distortions, 

which will be discussed later. At the other extreme of single-lens camera utility, we 

find a wide-angle lens of around 6-in. focal length covering a 9- by 9-in. picture. Such 

a camera would be used in small-scale mapping in order to cut down the number of 

pictures and the amount of flying and is particularly valuable in mapping high ground, 

such as the Rocky Mountain section, where it is not possible for the airplane to ascend 

high enough to utilize longer focal lengths of cameras. For some uses, such as military 

and very low coast reconnaisance surveys, multiple-lens cameras are used. Multiple- 
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lens cameras also have advantages in contour mapping under some conditions. These 

cameras May cover a very wide angle, so that the terrain photographed in a single 

composite exposure may have dimensions four or five times greater than the airplane 

altitude. While such pictures are usually inferior in photographic quality to single- 

lens pictures, they have speed and economy on their side and are quite extensively 

used throughout the world. 

Personnel.—There are fewer really competent photographic mapping pilots than in 

almost any imaginable type of occupation. Out of 25 pilots who would be rated as 

excellent, by all the ordinary criteria, only one on an average will develop into an 

excellent pilot for aerial photography. While practice will improve the performance 

of almost any pilot to a certain degree, the main qualification seems to be something 

instinctive over which a man has little control. It has been found that a great many 

pilots can successfully map over so-called “‘sectionized country,” 2.e., country like the 

middle west where the roads and fences all run true north and south or east and west. 

These serve as a guide and greatly simplify the problem of the pilot. The moment the 

pilot starts over unsectionized country, particularly if he does not have good maps 

available, he is in trouble. Very little can be said, in an article of thisk ind, which will 

help the pilot; the difficulties are being enumerated merely as a warning to inexperi- 

enced people who may underestimate the difficulties encountered in this phase of 

aerial surveying. 

The aerial photographer should be familiar with general photography and should 

be at home in the air. He must be able to estimate accurately his light conditions and 

must be experienced in determining the proper time interval between exposures and in 

turning the camera for the proper angle of crab. 

Organizing the Photographic Mission.—In approaching an aerial-mapping project, 

a proper choice of airplanes and cameras must first be made. In addition to the air- 

plane qualifications listed heretofore, the airplane should have a capacity to maintain 

an altitude considerably higher than the altitude at which it is going to be called upon 

to work. Otherwise it will prove unstable. ; 

Similarly, a suitable camera should be selected, and the question as to whether a 

manually operated or an automatic camera is to be used may depend upon the avail- 

ability of equipment and the extent of the project. While manually operated cameras 

are thoroughly practical, experience has proved that automatic cameras, which run 

continuously at any desired interval, leave the operator more time to level the camera 

and correct the crab. 
Weather study is of primary importance in planning the photographic mission. 

Within the United States weather averages will run all the way from less than one 

mapping day per month, at certain seasons of the year, to as high as 25 days per month. 

Obviously, this is the most important cost factor. Weather information can generally 

be secured from the nearest U. S. Weather Bureau Office, and nation-wide weather 

averages, as they pertain to aerial mapping, are available through studies which 

have been made by the Soil Conservation Service and the Agricultural Adjustment 

Administration in the U. 8. Department of Agriculture. 

In selecting the base from which the airplane is to operate, the following factors are 

important: 

1. Communications. It is essential to get the exposed film quickly to the labora- 

tory so that it may be checked, to avoid recurrence of any trouble. 

2. Choice of airport. The airport should be preferably close enough to the area 

to be mapped so that the area may be reached during the period the airplane is climb- 

ing. Otherwise flying time is wasted each time the airplane goes out and comes 

back. If possible an airport should be selected at which United States weather reports 

are available. 
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3. Hangar and service facilities. It is desirable but not necessary to select a base 
where the airplane can be kept in a hangar, and it is, of course, essential to determine 

that an adequate supply of suitable grades of gasoline and oil are available. Airplanes 

left on an open field should be staked down, and a watchman should be on duty with 

the ship. 

Considerable study should be made of the type of terrain which is to be mapped. 

There is some choice in the film which is to be used, and this will depend upon the 

characteristics of the terrain and the camera. ‘The film base may be either standard 

or topographic low-shrink base, depending on the purpose of the photography. Ordi- 

narily three filters are carried on mapping projects, viz., Al, A2, and Minus Blue. 

If the flying is to be done at an elevation of 12,000 ft. or higher, the crew. will per- 

form much more efficiently if supplied with auxiliary oxygen. One suitable form of 

oxygen is a mixture of 95 per cent of oxygen and 5 per cent carbon dioxide, which is 

available at any oxygen house. The tank should be equipped with a metering device 

so that the flow of oxygen can be regulated, and tubes should be made available for 

both the pilot and photographer with ordinary pipe stems at the end of the tubes. 

There are many other methods of supplying oxygen, and the above is merely one which 

is in very general use. If a considerable amount of flying is to be done above 16,000 

ft., the oxygen is absolutely essential. Mapping above 25,000 ft. should not be 

attempted because the reduction of pressure at these altitudes is apt to seriously impair 

the health of the operators. 

Flying for Oblique Pictures.—Before starting off to take oblique pictures, the 

pilot should familiarize himself with the prevailing altitude requirements of the 

Department of Commerce and local ordinances such as are in effect in many com- 

munities. Before an oblique flight is attempted, a careful analysis of the subject to be 

photographed should be made. Buildings, for example, having east exposures should 

be shot in the morning, south exposures at midday, west exposures in the afternoon, 

and north exposures preferably in the summer season early in the day. 

The composition of the picture must be given a proper amount of thought. For 

example, most pictures are more pleasing if taken at a fairly flat angle. Thus, if the 

city ordinances require that an altitude of 1500 ft. be maintained and if it is decided 

that a suitable angle is 45° from the horizontal, the nearest that the airplane can get 

to the subject is the hypothenuse of a triangle which is 1500 ft. on each side, which is 

about 2200 ft. away. The size of the image can now be determined. The scale of the 

image is arrived at by the following formula: S = D/f. This means the seale equals 

the distance away D, divided by the focal length f. Thus, if a 12-in.focallength is to 

be used at a distance of 2200 ft., we have: 

S = 22007, = 183 ft. per in. (1) 

In other words, an object on the ground which is 183 ft. long, at right angles to the 

lens axis, will appear 1 in. long in the photograph. Consequently, a fairly large 

building under these conditions is going to occupy only a small fraction of the total 

picture. Thought should be given as to the composition of the rest of the picture, 
7.e., how much skyline to include, ete. It is customary when taking a small object 

like a building to subsequently enlarge that section of the picture which contains the 

building. Conversely, the aerial photographer is frequently called upon to photograph 

subjects which are so extensive that when the picture is taken from a distance great 

enough to include the entire subject, the detail becomes disappointingly small. Thus, 

for example, if pictures are required of a section of a city with one mile in the fore- 

ground, the picture may be so taken that the mile occupies 6 in. of image. Thus the 

seale of the foreground of the picture will be 

5280, = 880 ft. per in. (2) 
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In this picture, a building which is 88 ft. across will have an image size of only 149 in. 

This question of scale and coverage must be settled in every instance by a study of the 

purposes for which the picture is intended. Oftentimes, it is not possible to get a 

satisfactory amount of detail of a large tract all im one picture. In such a case, a 

series of pictures must be taken, perhaps some from close up and others of a general 

nature. It should be kept in mind that an overlapping series of oblique pictures can 

not be mosaiced into a unitary picture. 

After all the details of the flight have been planned, it is the pilot’s duty to get the 

airplane to the proper place and at the proper altitude. Oblique pictures should not 

be shot with the camera axis pointing at right angles to the airplane because at this 

angle the speed of the airplane is almost certain to result in blurring. The airplane 

should be maneuvered so that the camera can be pointed as far toward the tail of the 

ship as possible without actually photographing the tail. As the pilot approaches the 

point at which the photograph is to be taken, he will throttle back the ship so as to mini- 
mize engine vibration, pull the nose of his ship up so as to slow down the speed, and when 

he gets to the point of exposure which he has probably been approaching at right angles 

to the direction from which the photograph is to be taken, he should turn the ship 

slowly away from the object, giving the photographer a chance to shoot toward the 

tail when the desired position is reached. 
The photographer will find that it takes a considerable amount of practice to handle 

a full-sized aerial-mapping camera. Owing to vibration imparted from the airplane 

and angular movements due to not holding the camera steady, a fairly large percentage 

of blurs appear in the work of beginners. Many oblique photographers support the 

camera with a sling of rubber shock cord while others employ the practice of holding 

the camera entirely clear of the airplane structure, pulling it back snugly against their 

chest at the instant of exposure. 

If the aerial photographer is adept at his work, he will be able to take about three 

pictures, each time the airplane passes the subject, one slightly before the desired 

position, one right at it, and one slightly after. With a suitable camera the photog- 

rapher should be able to take about one picture every 6 sec. 

Flying for Vertical Photographs.— Planning the flight for vertical-map photography 

is of the utmost importance. First, the best suitable map of the area should 

be secured. In most of the developed parts of the United States, the maps published 

by the U. S. Geological Survey are available at stationery stores and afford the best 

type of information for a flight map. If the flight is of an area of which no suitable 

maps exist, it is necessary to have a person who knows the boundaries to be 

mapped fly along in the airplane and point them out or else the corners must be marked 

on the ground. This may be accomplished by marking the corners with long strips 

of cheap white cloth, in the shape of an L, the apex being at the corners of the property. 

In most instances, U. 8. Geological Survey maps will be available. On this map 

the boundaries of the property should be indicated by lines drawn in colored pencil. 

All lines on the flight map should be heavy so as to be seen at a glance by the pilot. 

After the boundaries are plotted, the direction of flight lines must be determined. If 

the terrain is flat and if there is no good reason for flying in some other direction, it is 

customary to fly north and south lines. If, on the other hand, the area is of a long, 

narrow valley running in some other direction, the most economical flight arrangement 

is to have the flight lines parallel to the length of the job. 

If the terrain is mountainous, the preparation of the flight map ipecomes more 

complicated. In order to secure pictures at the desired scale, the area is frequently 

zoned according to ground elevation. In other words, an attempt is made to have the 

airplane fly as nearly as possible at a constant altitude above the various zones of 

ground elevation. In this case, the flight lines should preferably be parallel to the 
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general trend of the topography. This means they should be parallel to the main 

rivers and drainage. In order to determine the altitude A above ground to fly, the 

following formula may be used: S = A/f. This formula is practically the same in its 
fundamental conception as the one used under the oblique section of this article. For 

example, if a scale S is desired of 1 in. = 1500 ft. and if the camera to be employed is 
of 814 in. focal length f, the altitude may be determined as follows: 

. cy ; 
1500 ft. = Bi; (3) 

1500 ft. xX 84% =A (4) 
A = 12,375 ft. (5) 

A factor which may confuse the beginner is that there are two methods of expressing 

seale. A scale may be expressed, for example, as 1 in. = 1000 ft. Another way of 

expressing the same scale is 1:12,000 or 1/12,000. A scale stated in either of the 

latter two ways may be reduced to feet per inch by dividing by 12. For example, to 

determine the number of feet per inch when the scale is Enea as 1/20,000, divide 

20,000 by 12, giving an answer of 1 in. = 1667 ft. 

In estimating the cost of a photographie flight, it is, of course, necessary to deter- 

mine the number of exposures and the amount of flying that will be involved. This 

will depend upon the specifications as to scale, progressive overlap (which means the 

amount that each picture must overlap the next consecutive picture), and strip 

overlap (which means the amount that each strip of pictures must overlap the adjacent 

strip of pictures). The specifications in most common use today call for a seale of 

50 000 (1 in. = 1667 ft.) + 5 per cent, with the pictures taken so as to have 60 per 

cent progressive overlap and 30 per cent strip overlap. 

If the strips must overlap 30 per cent and if the pictures are 9 in. wide, 30 per cent 

of each picture, or 2.7 in., should overlap. This leaves a net width for a 9-in. picture 

of 6.3in. This 6.3 in. at a scale of 1667 ft. to the inch gives a distance of very close to 
10,500 ft. as the separation between flight strips. 

If the specification further requires that the progressive overlap be 60 per cent 

and if the size of the negatives is 7 in. in the direction of flight, then the overlap of each 

picture will be 60 per cent of 7 in., or 4.2 in. Therefore, one picture must be taken 

for each 7 in. minus 4.2 in., or 2.8 in. At 1667 ft. per in., a picture will thus have to 
be taken every 4670 ft., approximately. 

We can now determine the number of pictures required to cover the area. By 

laying the strips that the airplane will fly off on our map with a separation of 10,500 ft. 

and measuring the length of each strip and dividing this distance by 4670, we can 

determine the number of pictures required for each strip and by adding up the sum of 

the strips, the total theoretical number of pictures for the area is determined. It 

should be kept in mind that specifications usually require that the pictures cover a 

certain amount beyond the actual boundaries of the area. It is the most common 

practice to specify that at least 25 per cent of the width of the pictures must cover 

outside the side boundaries of the job and that at least two picture centers must 

fall beyond the boundary at the ends of each strip. Experienced organizations 

mapping a large area generally take 25 per cent more pictures than the theoretical 

number. In mountainous country the theoretical number is frequently increased by 

50 per cent in practice. Inexperienced personnel may shoot several times the theo- 

retical number. 

In determining the number of pictures which will be required to cover a given area, 

variations in the elevations of the ground must be taken into consideration. If the 
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variations in ground elevation are not sufficient to require that the area be broken 

down into elevation zones, the elevation at which the airplane will fly is generally 

calculated from the mean elevation >f the ground, in which case the overlap, both 
progressive and strip, must be calculated for the maximum elevation of the ground 
(Fig. 7). Thus, if the desired scale is 1 in. = 1500 ft. and the theoretical airplane 
altitude is 12,375 ft. above a mean ground elevation of 800 ft. above sea level, the 

airplane must fly at an elevation of 13,175 ft. above sea level. Now, if there are hills 

going up to an elevation of 1300 ft. above sea level, the scale for the flight should be 
figured as follows: 13,175 ft. — 1800 ft. = 11,875 ft. 

With a focal length of 814 in., this gives a scale of approximately 1 in. = 1440 ft., 

rather than the theoretical scale of lin. = 1500 ft. The scale of lin. = 1440 ft. must 

<M be M we 

Foca/ ibe" ae ——— 

—— 

f= Focal length of camera 
A= Altitude Leia = 
S= Scale M, 

Fic. 7.—If the plane does not fly over level ground, the scale of the photograph will not be 
uniform, and corrections will be required. 

be used in laying out the separation between strips and determining the progressive 

overlap of the pictures. 
After the flight has been planned and the flight map prepared, flying may be under- 

taken. The pilot should so plan his period of climbing that he is over the area to be 

mapped as much as possible. During this time he should study the area in relation 

to the map, locating the boundaries so that when the mapping actually starts, he will 

have these boundaries firmly in mind. He should also pick out prominent topographic 

features lying in the prolongation of the boundary, marking the beginning and ending 

of the strips. He will frequently find that there is nothing exactly under him by 

means of which to determine the boundary, and he will often be dependent upon 

aligning himself in between the two distant objects. As the airplane approaches the 

mapping altitude, the outside temperature should be noted. This temperature should 

normally decrease approximately 3°F., or 2°C., for each 1000 ft. of increased elevation. 

If the air temperature varies considerably from this theoretical gradient, the altimeter 
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will be considerably in error. For example, suppose the pilot takes off with a ground 

temperature of +20°C. and flies to an indicated altitude of 15,000 ft. If upon reach- 
ing this altitude the temperature has dropped only to +10°C., the altimeter will read 

15,000 ft. when the true altitude is about 15,500 ft. Great variations in the temper- 
ature gradient do not frequently occur but are present often enough to justify the 

exercise of considerable caution. This is particularly true when flying over hot 

desert regions or under conditions of extreme winter cold. The following empirical 

formula may be employed for approximate corrections. If the quantity in the bracket 

comes out minus, the altitude is too high, descend; if plus, ascend. The correction 
is given by: 

where A = indicated altitude from altimeter; 

T, = temperature on the ground one hour after sunrise, plus 2°C. for each 1000 

ft. of ground elevation above sea level; 

T. = temperature aloft (Centigrade, outside of cabin in free air). 

If quantity in bracket comes out +, ascend. 

If quantity in bracket comes out —, descend. 

Example: 

A = 15,000 ft., field at sea level 

T, = +30°C. 

Ta = +10°C. 

15,000 15,000 
C === 30 — —— — 30-1 

500 500 o| 

= 30 [30 — 30 — 30 — 10 

= 30 (—40) 

C = —1200 ft. (minus sign, you are too high, go down) 

Upon reaching the desired altitude, the pilot should trim ship and start down the 

course at a constant air speed following landmarks or in accordance with the compass 

reading. In the beginning of this strip, he should line up at some distance ahead two 

easily recognized landmarks which can be used as sights for checking drift. If there 

is a cross wind, he will note almost immediately that he is drifting off this imaginary 

line, and he should at once commence to crab the ship into the wind experimentally 

until he finds the desired amount of crab to carry him along the predetermined course. 

Having determined the proper amount of crab, he should continue along this course 

while the photographer turns his view finder the correct amount to compensate for 

the crab of the airplane and makes the necessary time studies (if he is going to operate 

by time) to determine the interval between exposures. When the photographer has 

completed his determinations, the pilot should turn around and backtrack on the 

course following the same procedure in order to determine the time interval on the 

back course. As soon as the photographer has completed his studies on the back 

course, they are ready to start mapping. The pilot should settle down on the course 

2 or 3 miles outside the boundary, and the photographer should get settled in a 

comfortable position from which he should move as little as possible, as his movement 

will affect the trim of the ship. There is some difference of opinion as to whether the 
pilot should instruct the photographer as to when to start photography, or vice versa, 
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Most operators consider that the pilot, who has the more comprehensive view, is in a 

better position to determine this than the photographer, whose head is down looking 

through the view finder. 

As the flight proceeds down the strip, the photographer should watch through his 

view finder to pick up any variations in drift. Frequently he is able to detect this 

before the pilot is and should have a signal by means of which he can notify the pilot 
; in case the crab changes abruptly. The photographer 

ee Toten = ena adhe = must also watch the level bubbles on his camera, must 

1 frequently check the time interval if he is shooting by 

A_ Stop watch, or must constantly watch his finder, if he is 

, shooting in accordance with the image travel between 

_Y two predetermined lines on his finder. 

Previous to the flight, the pilot should arrange a 

sight by means of which he can determine where the 

Leve/ bubble ->C center line of the next adjacent strip may fall. One 

E B Al simple way of arranging this is to cut out a wooden 

HG! 8e— Sighting blocks block with a straight side which can be placed against 

the window of the ship (provided the window is vertical) 
with one edge of the block angling away from the window along which he can sight 

(Fig. 8). This overlap block can be laid out as follows: 

If a picture 9 in. wide is to overlap the picture of the adjacent strip by 30 per cent, 

we previously determined that the strip spacing is 6.3 in. at the scale of the picture. 
Assume now that a camera of 8.25-in. focal length is being used, then 8.25 divided 

by 6.2 equals the proportion of the base to the altitude of the triangle along which the 

pilot will sight. In the illustration (Fig. 8) a simple form of block is shown in which A 

represents the focal length and B represents the strip separation. 

The pilot should endeavor to line up sights on the airplane itself, so that he does 

not have to use the block continuously. For example, he may possibly be able to 

sight across the window sill to a certain point on the tire or the wheel. He will find 
it helpful if he frequently makes this sight, as he goes down a strip and remembers 

these points as the center line of the next adjacent strip. Such a procedure will prove 

almost indispensable in determining the amount to move over at the end of the strip, 

unless he is so fortunate as to have country with an abundance of detail and excellent 
maps so that he may select the starting point of each strip by comparing the map with 

the ground. 

The work should be planned so that, insofar as possible, it is not necessary to 

change rolls of film in the middle of a strip. It is usually economical to change rolls of 

film at the end of the strip, even though 10 or 15 exposures may be wasted. The value 

of this wasted film is usually less than the cost of operating the airplane while the pilot 

circles around waiting for the photographer to change the film. Furthermore, there 
is always a strong possibility that the pilot will not be able to pick up the same line 

with sufficient precision to give an acceptable connection. 

Laboratory Operations. Developing the Film.—Many different formulas are used 
in the development of film, depending upon the operator, type of country, and the 

purpose for which the film is to be used. In country which is tremendously con- 

trasty, such as alternate green fields and very light-colored soil, a soft developer, 

such as a borax, is preferable. On the other hand, if the country has ‘a monotonous 

character, such as desert or timber, the film should be developed with a maximum of 

contrast, such as can be obtained with a pyro developer. 
Making the Prints —In making the prints from the film negatives, it is advisable 

to have available the full range of contrast in contact papers, as frequently films in the 

same flight will give the best results on widely varying contrasts of paper. 
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Pictures which are to be used purely for visual observation, such as obliques, or 
pictures which are to be reproduced by half-tone cut should be ferrotyped. Prints 

for all other purposes should not be ferrotyped as this process distorts the image. 

Prints which are to be used for any sort of precision work should be made on one 

of the several types of low-shrink paper, such as Air Map Special or Positype. If 

the prints are not to be used for the utmost precision, ordinary grades of contact paper 

may be used. i 

Prints which are put through a drum drier are appreciably distorted. For 

precision work, prints should be dried face down on cloth in the ordinary atmosphere 

of the room without the use of an electric fan. 

Indexing.—There are a variety of ways of indexing an aerial survey. Sometimes 

the area covered by each photographic print is drafted on a map such as a U.S. 

Geological Survey map, but the preferred way with most customers is to assemble 

a set of contact prints in their proper relationship and either draft thereon large 

numbers or paste stick-up numbers on the prints and copy the assembly on a large 

negative. ' 

Prior to the making of any prints, the question of numbering the negatives should 

be considered. A number which shows in the photographic image detracts from the 

artistic value of an oblique picture, so that for this type of negative it is most desirable 

to number the film in the margin and write this number on the back of the print at 

the time of printing. It is advantageous to have the number show on the face of 

prints which are to be used for various mapping purposes, and most vertical negatives 

are numbered with celluloid ink either freehand in a corner on the celluloid side of the 

film or are stamped'on with a numbering machine. 

Many contracts require that the final prints bear consecutive numbers. This 

requires that the film immediately upon development be assigned temporary numbers 

which are written in the corner of the film with an ink that can be washed off. After 

all the flights have been completed, rejected film is eliminated and the final index map 

compiled and numbered. A list can now be prepared by which the temporary 

numbers may be removed from the film and replaced with the permanent numbers. 

Compilation of Maps.—Everything pertaining to an aerial survey should be 

planned with the ultimate purpose for which the survey is made in mind. If the 

pictures are purely for pictorial purposes, the matter of a small amount of lens dis- 

tortion is generally negligible. If, on the other hand, the pictures are to be used for 

the making of precise mosaics or are for the purpose of determining land area or if 

they are to be ultimately used in the compilation of planimetric or contour maps, 

the characteristics of the lens become of paramount importance. For precision work 

a lens which is substantially distortion free must be used. For this purpose the 

symmetrical type of lens is generally suitable. If the operator proposes to use any 

lens which has not been especially designed for aerial photography, he will be wise to 

send the lens to the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., to have its 

characteristics determined. 

It should be kept in mind that, while the definition of a lens can be improved by 

stopping it down, its distortion characteristics remain substantially the same at all 

stops. 

Lenses for oblique purposes may have an absolute distortion of image of as much 

as 0.05 in. without seriously impairing the appearance of the picture. At the other 

extreme of precision, a lens which is to be used for contour mapping should ordinarily 

have no distortion greater than 0.0005 focal length. 

All precision mapping by aerial photography is contingent upon the picture having 

been taken with the lens axis vertical. Any departure from a vertical lens axis is 

known as tilt. Actually the term vertical picture is generally used, whereas geometri- 
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cally the important factor is that the focal plane be horizontal. If the focal plane is 

truly horizontal, the resulting picture, if taken through a distortion-free lens, is a true 

conic projection of the ground. When the focal plane departs from the horizontal, a 

perspective picture is secured in which lines which are parallel on the ground will con- 

verge on the photograph. If the tilt is slight (less than 

b 2°), the resulting errors are fairly negligible from the 

standpoint of most map uses. If the tilt, however, is 

greater than this amount, the pictures must be rectified 

before they may be considered for the basis of map com- 
pilation (Fig. 9). 

For the purpose of correcting tilt, a rectifying camera 

is employed in which the negative and easel are inclined 

into conjugate focal planes to compensate for the tilt. 

Rectification is too complicated to more than mention in 

this article. Details are fully available at any good library 

Fic. 9A.—Tilt of cam- (Fig. 10). 

era results in photo- A factor which is even more difficult to handle than tilt 
graphing a trapezoidal from the standpoint of map compilation is the variation in 

meraes of 3 | rectangles scale due to irregularity of the surface of the earth. If, 

for example, a truly vertical picture is taken of flat but 

uniformly sloping ground, a picture will be secured with characteristics very similar 

to a tilted picture. Such a picture may be substantially corrected in the rectifying 

Line ofcommon 

camera. 
When the surface of the earth is irregular such as in mountainous country, the 

problem of compilation of a precise map becomes much more difficult. In such a 

lsocenter or scale point 
where normal ana 
tilted focal planes 
intersect — BBE -Normal! focal 

, plane 
\\ 

Nadir point where 
vertical ray inter- 
sects focal plane 

Principal point’ 
where /es AXx/s 
intersects focal 
plane 

Vertical axis ~---= Tilted axis 

Fic. 9B.—Diagram illustrating the line of sight and plane of film when camera is level and 

when camera is tilted. 

case there are no large uniform slope areas, and in order to achieve a precise result, 

elaborate methods or machines must be used. 

Differences in elevation of the ground result in radial displacements on the photo- 

graph. If, for example, a tall telegraph pole falls exactly in the center of the picture 

(Pole 1, 7:B,, Fig. 11), the top of the pole will appear exactly superimposed over its 

base (t:b:). If the same telegraph pole is photographed any place else in the picture 
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other than in the exact center (Pole 2, T.B.), it will appear as a radial image with the 

top displaced radially outward from the base of the pole (é2b2). Thus it will be seen 
that a vertical photograph of rough terrain is a completely distorted image, with each 

point being out of position along the radial line passing through that point by an 

amount which is the result of the height of the object and its distance away from the 

center of the picture. The radial-displacement p 

formula is fundamental in aerial photography AN 
and follows: wh * 

‘ 
R, ty E, ie \ 

| 
\ ’ 

\ 
7 

This means that the true radial distance R, is Nat in eat ate 

to the displaced radial distance Rez as the I fs. oe E 

theoretical altitude of the airplane above im 
datum ££; is to the actual elevation of the he, 10.—Resiiiention o? pinta 

airplane above the particular picture point EK». graphs made when a tilt can be accom- 

Another way of expressing this situation is Plished in printing by_ using a recti- 
AGekaliawss fying camera. J, source of illumina- 

’ tion; N, negative; LZ, lens; H, easel; 

el 

AE P, point at which plans of negative and 
NGS == (7) lens must intersect to effect perfect 

f rectification. 

which means the difference in scale AS, equals the difference in elevation divided by 

the focal length f. Thus, if there is a difference in elevation of 1000 ft. between the 

tA 1a en |D 
\4- Radial sine ee Focal plane 

Image of pole 2 

Fig. 11A.—Image of two poles Fie. 118.—Elevation view of 
(exaggerated) as seen by the camera camera photographing an object on 
lens. The pole 1 at tid: is on the optical axis, and another object re- 

optical axis, whereas pole 2 is not. moved from the axis. 

top of a hill and the datum scale of the flight and if the camera used for photography 

has a focal length of 10 in., we have: 

AS = a = 100 ft. per in. (8) 

The scale of the picture at the top of this hill will be 100 ft. per in. larger than the 

datum scale of the picture. Carrying this a step further, if the desired scale of the 

flight is 1 in. = 1000 ft., the airplane will be flying at 1000 X 10 = 10,000 ft. above 

the datum plane. If, while flying at this elevation, a mountain is photographed 
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which rises 1000 ft. above the mean datum plane, the scale of the picture at the top of 

this mountain will be 1 in. = 900 ft. 

By the use of the last formula, a picture may be taken into the field and the scale 

determined at a given ground elevation. Then, if the field operator wishes to know 

the scale of the picture at some other elevation, he uses the difference in the elevation 

and the focal length in this formula, which gives him the desired scale of the picture 

at the new ground elevation. 

It should be kept in mind that this difference in scale results in a radial displace- 

ment of the image. Based upon this fundamental geometric relationship, methods 

have been derived for map assembly which are known by the general classification of 

“radial control.” 

Compiling the Mosaic Map.—Rough mosaic maps to give approximate picture 

information only are frequently assembled with complete disregard of the radial 

displacements described in the last section. A map so assembled may be a reasonably 

good general picture, but, in putting it together, sections of country will be entirely 

lost where the ground is higher than datum and double images of terrain will occur 

where the ground is lower than datum. In other words, on the high ground where the 

scale of the picture is too large, the image on two adjacent pictures is too large to fit 

and some must be cut away and entirely sacrificed in joining the pictures up. Where 

the ground is too low, the images are small and fail to meet, with the result that at the 

juncture double images will appear. Thus, if two prints were being joined in a rough 

mosaic and the pictures contained sloping ground, part of which was above datum and 

part below datum, the two pictures would join up perfectly at the datum elevation. 

Above the datum elevation, part of the image would be lost, the amount lost increasing 

as the elevation of the ground becomes higher. Below datum, double images would 

appear, getting farther and farther apart as the ground elevation decreases. Under 

these circumstances, a skillful mosaicer can make a reasonably acceptable picture by 

carefully choosing the places to cut the pictures together where the loss of image or 

double image is not going to be apparent. However, the user should be warned that 

maps compiled by this method are highly inaccurate whether the error can be easily 

seen or not. 

For many purposes these rough mosaics, in spite of their errors, are good enough. 

One satisfactory way of assembling such a rough mosaic is to take a good base map, 

such as a U. S. Geological Survey sheet, enlarge this to the scale at which the mosaic 

is to be assembled and paste this enlarged bromide print of the Geological Survey map 

on a piece of composition board. Then the pictures, comprising the mosaic, can be 

pasted down in their approximate positions by making the major detail of the pictures 

match to the Geological Survey map. This method may be quite successful if the 

differences in the elevation of the ground are slight and if the flying has been skillfully 

done and a uniform altitude maintained. 

In laying a precise mosaic, the first essential is adequate control. This control 

may be the U. 8. Geological Survey map enlarged to scale as outlined in the previous 

paragraph. Frequently, however, such maps are not available, or if available were 

made many years ago, when the art of topographic mapping had not progressed to a 

point where the resulting maps were accurate. 

If the operator is so fortunate as to have a modern Geological Survey map avail- 

able, he may approach the problem of making a precision map by measuring the 

distance between identifiable objects on the U. S. Geological Survey map and com- 

paring this measurement with the corresponding objects on the contact print. A 

ratio can thereby be established for the enlargement or reduction of the contact print 

to fit the particular points measured on the Geological Survey map. The print 

which is made to such data is known as a ratio print; it may be pasted down over the 
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Geological Survey map and will be accurate between the points from which the 

measurement was made. This method of map making may be carried to considerable 

elaboration if the use to which it is being put justifies. For example, from the con- 

tours on the Geological Survey map, the picture may be broken down into small 

parts, each to be considered as a uniformly sloping plane. One print may then be 

calculated for each such small part of a negative and made in a rectifying camera. 

From each of the several prints representing a small part of the one negative, the part 

for which the print is designed can be cut out and pasted in its proper position. In 

this way, the large errors are reduced to many small errors, all of which may be brought 
within the tolerance of a specification by proper care. 

Another method by which precise mosaics are made on the basis of available 

contour maps is called ‘“‘pyramiding.” By this method, the contours are transferred 

from the Geological Survey map to the print, and depending upon the precision called 

for in the specification, a separate print is made from the same negative for each zone 

of elevation. If the map is to be very precise, one print may be made for every 100 ft. 

If the specifications give greater tolerances, 

a print may be made for every 500 ft. or 

every 1000 ft. These varying prints are 

then trimmed in accordance with the con- 

tour line representing the elevation for 

which the print was designed, and the prints 

are built up one on top of the other with 

their centers superimposed, with the largest, 

ratio print on the bottom and the smallest 

one on the top. ‘This is a very tedious and 

very expensive method of mosaic compi- 

lation but has been frequently used where 

the resulting precision justified the cost. 

By far the most common practice for the 

assembly of precise mosaics is by the radial- 

control method. We learned earlier that Fic. 12.—Diagram illustrating that 

differences in elevation resulted in a radia] the image will lie along a radial line 
displacement of image. Thus, regardless of Chea xg Une @jpineal! Bass 

variation in elevation, the image will lie some place along the radial which passes 

through the position for the true point. In other words, the angle between the 

radials passing through any two images is constant regardless of the elevation (Fig. 

12). Utilizing the constancy of this central angle, we can now visualize radial control 

as building up a net of graphic triangulation. 

Preparatory to making a radial-control layout, the boards upon which the mosaic 

is to be assembled must have the known control plotted thereon. 

If the mosaic is of a large area, a “‘projection”’ must be laid out upon the mosaic 

board. This projection generally constitutes drawing latitude and longitude lines in 

their proper positions which take into consideration the fact that the curved surface 

of the earth is to be compiled into a flatmap. Thus on the polyconic projection, which 

is the most usual form of aerial-map assembly, lines of latitude which run true north 

and south on the surface of the earth will converge toward the north on the projection. 

Tables and instructions for laying out projections of this nature may be secured 

from the U. 8S. Coast and Geodetic Survey or the U. 8. Geological Survey at Washing- 

ton, D. C. 

With the projection now plotted upon our mosaic board, we must next plot the 

known control points. Perhaps these are points which have been established by the 

government, which in many parts of the country has a very complete system of control 
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already established. This control system will have been put in either by the Coast 

and Geodetic Survey or the Geological Survey; by one of the other federal agencies, 

such as the Forest Service; or possibly by a state, local, or commercial organization. 

In any event, this existing control will probably be available to the map compiler in 

the form of a description of the control point with information as to how to reach it and 

the coordinates, 7.e., the latitude and longitude of the point. 

It will now be necessary to take the contact prints to the ground, follow the 

published description of how to reach the point, and then identify this point upon the 

photograph. The control point on the ground will be marked, perhaps, by a concrete 

monument, by a brass cap cemented in the rock, or in the case of less permanent 

surveys by a stake driven into the ground, none of which will show on the photograph. 

Nearby, however, will always be identifiable objects, such as a tree, fence corner, a 

house, a bend in a stream or some other feature from which a measurement can be 

made to the control station. Then the position of this station can be pricked on the 

picture, circled, and annotated for future reference. 

SpA 
G0) eG 

TN 
Wigs 1d 4l == Fic. 18B.—Slot- 

Points marked on ted templet for 
photograph for radial control as- 

purposes of align- sembly. 
ing individual 
prints for making 
a mosaic. 

After all the control points have been identified upon the pictures, the assembly 

of the mosaic may be started. On each photograph at least eight points, disposed as 

indicated in Fig. 13, should be selected. These same points should be identified in the 

overlapping section of the adjacent picture. Occasionally a point will fall on as 

many as six separate pictures. It must be precisely pricked and circled on every 

picture. When at least eight such points have been selected for every picture in the 

area, radial lines should be drawn through the points extending perhaps an inch on 

both sides of the point. 

Next the radial-control assembly may proceed by any of three methods: 

1. Graphic method. 

2. Transparent-templet method. 

3. Slotted-templet method. 

In all three methods, the fundamental principle is identical, the main differences 

between them being in the ease of adjustment, time consumed, and ultimate quality 

of the result. 
Perhaps the easiest method to understand is the slotted-templet method, which 

will be described in full. The operator who does not have slotted-templet equipment 

available will be able to accomplish the same result by more tedious means by either 

of the other two methods, which will be briefly described hereinafter. 

The picture with the points which are to be used for the radial control, pricked, 

is placed over a piece of thin cardboard, which should be the same size as the picture, 

and the points which are pricked on the picture should be pricked through to the 
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cardboard. In addition to this, the center point of the picture, which is indicated by 

most aerial cameras, should also be pricked through to the cardboard. The card- 

board templet is then given a number to correspond to the picture, and a hole, perhaps 

Lg in. in diameter, is punched at the center of the templet. Radial slots are punched 

centering at each radial point which has been pricked to the cardboard. 

Amongst the eight points which have been pricked on each picture, it is, of course, 

essential to prick all the control points which have been identified in the field, as these 

are the key points upon which the entire construction depends. At the time these 

control points are pricked through from the picture to the cardboard templet, the name 

or designation of the control point should be written on the cardboard control templet 

for future use. This designation should be written in such a position on the templet 

that it will not be cut away when the control point is punched. Posts with a flat base 

and a neck of just the diameter of the slot in the templets are now nailed down to the 

mosaic board over the plotted position of each known control point. To begin with, 

a group of templets is selected representing a strip of pictures on which two known 

control points separated by a number of pictures appear. The templet on which the 

first control point appears is now laid down on the mosaic board with the slot which 

represents that point placed over the post. Additional posts are now placed in all the 

other slots on this templet. The next templet in series is now picked up and laid over 

the first templet which may be accomplished by sliding the posts in the first templet 

back and forth in their slots until they fit the slots of the second templet. Now in the 

second templet, posts are placed through all the remaining slots and the third templet 

is placed over these latter posts in the same manner. This process is continued 

through the series of prints until the templet is reached in which a slot has been cut 

representing the next control point. It will probably be found that the assembly 

of templets is either too long or too short to permit the slot representing this control 

point to be placed over the post which is nailed to the mosaic board at this control 

point. However, the entire assembly of templets is flexible and may be lengthened 

or contracted like an accordian. If the string of templets is lengthened, all the posts 

riding in the slots are spread out; if the string of templets is shortened, all the posts 

will move inward, automatically assuming a disposition proportional to the distance 

between the control points. Thus, by lengthening or shortening the string of tem- 

plets, it may be adjusted so that the proper slot may now be placed over the post 

representing the second control point. We have now established the scale of assembly, 

and every post is in the correct scale position for the point it represents. The balance 

of the templets in each strip—strip by strip—may be buttoned to their respective 

posts until the entire area is covered. 

The posts have a vertical hole in them, and the next step is to drive a pin, fastening 

each post to the mosaic board. Now the templets may be lifted off, one by one and 

as each templet is removed from its posts, the post which passed through the center 

hole of that templet is numbered on the board to correspond to the negative and 

templet number (which are, of course, identical). After the templets are removed, 

the posts are pulled from the board one by one, and the small hole which is left by the 

pin which secured the post in position is circled. This hole represents the correct 

position for each image point which was represented by a slot and a post. 

We now have a pattern laid out on our mosaic board with the center and at least 

eight outlying points established for each print which is to go into the mosaic. Meas- 

urements may now be compared between these points and the corresponding image 

points on the pricked set of contact prints and a ratio factor calculated for the enlarge- 

ment or reduction of the print or any part thereof. In more elaborate mosaics these 

measurements are used as the basis for determining the angle of tilt by which the 

entire print or parts thereof are to be corrected in the rectifying camera. 
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The result is, of course, that the ratio print made from the comparative measure- 

ments between the mosaic board points and the points on the contact print will fit 

the mosaic board and permit the assembly of a precise map. 

The first method listed above was the graphic method of radial control. This 

method utilizes the radial lines which were first drawn on the print. Instead of 

buttoning the print templets together as was done in the slotted templet method, the 

graphic method traces the radial lines from each print on a piece of tracing cloth and 

causes the successive radial lines to intersect as nearly as possible at a point.. This 

method is tedious because, after the first run of radial prints between the two known 

control points, it is usually found that the scale selected for the control plot is too large 

or too small. A correction factor must then be established between the first two 

prints of the run, and the whole run must be duplicated perhaps two or three times 

until by trial and error the proper scale is found. 

is 

Fig. 14.—Fairchild four-couple transformer jig set over plateholders. A, five micro- 
scopes so set as to correspond to the five index marks of the four-couple camera; B, adjust- 
ment screws used to bring plates into proper position under the microscope; C, clamping 

down nuts to hold the plates securely in position after adjustment. 

The second method of radial control which was enumerated is the transparent- 

templet method. In this method, a celluloid templet is traced from the contact print, 

2.e., the center and the radial lines are traced from the contact print. The method 

differs from method 1 in that the celluloid templets are laid down one over another 

and the radial lines so adjusted that they intersect at a point. Then when the second 

control point is reached, if the scale is too large or too small, each templet is moved a 

little closer or a little farther from its adjacent templets so that the scale is adjusted. 

A simpler method of mosaic assembly, which has proved satisfactory, particularly 

in regions of very moderate relief, is known as the print-to-print ratio method. This 

method is based on the geometrical principle that regardless of displacement due to 

difference in elevation, the distance of an image when measured perpendicularly to the 

line joining the centers of two adjacent prints is the same on both prints (disregarding 

lens distortion and tilt). The purpose of this method is to compensate for variations 
in the airplane altitude. If the airplane altitude changes between one picture and the 

next, a direct ratio may be derived by making measurements perpendicular to the 

center line and to common images on the adjacent prints. When the ratio from print 
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to print is thus established and recorded, an over-all measurement is made between 

two known control points. A factor is then worked out for the enlargement or reduc- 

tion of the entire strip of pictures to get the correct over-all distance with corrections, 

print to print, according to the perpendicular measurements. This method breaks 

down badly with tilted pictures or in case of much change in the elevation of the 

ground. Its principal advantage is its simplicity of use. The results derived from 

the use of this method do not compare in precision with the radial-control method, 

but the method is cheaper and faster and requires less experience to operate. 

Contour Mapping.—Compilation of contour maps for aerial photography is the 

most advanced and precise stage of the art. The aerial camera which is employed 

must be a precision instrument, equipped with a lens which is sensibly free from dis- 

tortion. The lens must be very carefully mounted in the camera in accordance with 

Fic. 15.—Standard single-lens camera installation. Photographer is looking into 
view finder above his hand., On the side of the cabin is the intervalometer for automatic 
eamera operation. 

the manufacturer’s data. It is desirable to have the lens mounted by the manu- 

facturer in a barrel, which is installed in the camera intact. This will insure that the 

internal principal ray is a continuation of the external principal ray or at least as close 

to this condition as the manufacturer with his factory facilities can produce. The 
focal plane of this camera must be exactly perpendicular to the lens axis and the 

collimation marks in the focal plane must precisely indicate the intersection of the 

principal ray with the focal plane. Everything about the camera must fit rigidly, 

so that, in case of disassembly or reassembly, parts will fall back precisely in the same 

position. Interchangeable magazines are not tolerable in a precision camera unless 

the magazine is doweled to the camera body and provided with elaborate provisions 

for maintaining the focal plane constantly in its required position. This camera must, 

of course, be equipped with a between-the-lens type of shutter and pictures should be 

exposed at 14 50 sec. or faster to get the maximum of sharpness. 
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16.—The stereoplanigraph for drawing planimetric or contour 
photographs. 

Fig. 17.—Four-lens aerial camera. 

maps from aerial 
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Flying for the ultimate purpose of compiling contour maps must be done with the 

utmost precision. The flying pattern is fundamental in the ultimate economy of the 
job, as costs are a direct function of the number of pictures involved. 

Film which is to be used for contour plotting must be handled with special care in 

development. The emulsion should not be swabbed with cotton, as this introduces 

the danger of slightly moving small sections of the emulsion which may not be firmly 

adhered to the base. This film should be dried slowly in a room where comparatively 
high humidity prevails, and the film should be supported hanging free from a wire 

with at least one support for each foot of film. 

Most contour maps are plotted from glass diapositives Pa should be made 

from the film either during the period of the first 48 hr. after development or after 

3 weeks have elapsed. Between these periods most types of film are at maximum 

Fig. 18.—The aerocartograph is one of the older types of machines for plotting contours trom 
aerial photographs. 

instability. The film itself, which is used for the original pictures, must be of the 

low-shrink base type, which has been subjected to special conditioning to minimize 

nonuniform shrinkage and expansion. 

A number of different methods are available for producing contour maps from 

aerial photographs. The methods are all based upon the principle of stereoscopic 

vision or the somewhat equivalent flicker method. Precision contour maps can be 

plotted from these aerial photographs only by highly trained experts using elaborate 

equipment, such as the stereoplanigraph, aerocartograph, or multiplex. 
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CHAPTER XXV 

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Haruan True Stetson 

Fundamental Problems.—It is probably a fair estimate that 90 per cent of the 

observational material gathered in the modern astronomical observatory is obtained 

by means of photography. In a few specialized fields of astronomy, such as the 

determination of fundamental positions of certain standard stars by means of the 

meridian circle or transit, and more especially the physical observations of the surface 

details of the planets or the measurement of the close double stars, the human eye 

still seems to have the advantage over photography. Considerable experimenting, 

however, has been done in recent years in applying the photographic plate and also 

the photoelectric cell to instruments where times of transits of stars are desired. In 

the determination of latitude, results obtained with a photographic zenith tube have 

already shown an increase in precision over visual observations made with a zenith 
telescope. 

The advantages of photography as applied to astronomy are twofold: 

1. A permanent and unbiased record is obtained reproducing the exact conditions 

of any astronomical event for investigation or study, and for reference at any sub- 

sequent date. Mistakes or errors in the measurement of the photograph may be 

easily rechecked, but a mistake or error in the record of a visual observation can seldom 

if ever be examined by an exact duplicate of the original observation. 

2. The effect of starlight on the photographic film is cumulative. The longer the 

exposure, the greater is the amount of silver in the emulsion reduced. Experiments 

with the human eye indicate that in about 1 sec. or less the retina will record all 

that the eye sees. Further exposure results in fatigue rather than enhancement of 

vision. In the case of the photographic plate, however, prolonged exposure may 

be used with given optical equipment to obtain images of celestial objects too faint 

to be recorded with the telescope when the eye alone is used as the detector. 

Another advantage of the application of photography to the field of astronomy 

is that the relative positions of a large number of stars representing the whole field 

of the photographic plate can be recorded at one and the same time. For deter- 

mination of position as well as the recording of the relative brightness of stars, the 

photographic plate is a mass-production affair as compared with the highly individ- 

ualized work of the visual observer where the entire attention must be given to one 

celestial object at a time. 

Photography of celestial bodies entails certain unique problems, foremost of which 

is some form of automatic mechanism that will keep the camera or photographic 

telescope constantly directed to the object being photographed while the latter 

apparently drifts across the sky as a result of the diurnal rotation of the earth on its 

axis. No wholly automatic device has yet been invented that will succeed completely 

in accomplishing the purpose, though experiments are now being conducted with this 

end in mind. The human eye and hand are still necessary adjuncts in the control of 

the direction finder if a star is to imprint an unblurred image on the photographic 
plate during a prolonged exposure. 

; 733 
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Unlike terrestrial photography, the source of light from celestial objects is outside 

the atmosphere of the earth and is bent or refracted upon entering it at an oblique 

angle. Since the observer is constantly changing his position with respect to the 

direction of a star on account of the motion of the earth, refraction is a variable 

quantity and is particularly mischievous in dislocating the line of direction of objects 

in the sky near the horizon. Were it possible, therefore, to effect a mechanical drive 

which with unfailing uniformity would offset the motion of the earth, refraction alone 

would necessitate continual “‘guiding”’ for a photographic plate with respect to the 

star. Moreover, since the usual optical equipment for astronomical photography 

employs an optical system of great focal length compared with the usual camera, 

small irregular movements of star images are brought about through the turbulence 

of the atmosphere through which we view them. 

It may be pertinent to remark that the so-called ‘‘image” of the star obtained on 

the photographic plate is not in a strict sense an image of the star. All stars except 

the sun are but luminous points of light at such great distances from us that no 

telescope yet made or that we may hope to make could ever resolve their size or shape. 

The so-called image obtained on the photographic plate is therefore but a cluster of 

silver grains reduced by the feeble light falling in a restricted location on the emulsion. 

In general, the center of this cluster of silver grains will correspond to the mean position 

of the light beam producing the reduction. Furthermore, since the star is sensibly 

a point source, a diffraction pattern results, and the photographic “image”’ of the 

star becomes therefore the impression gained through the integration of the effect of 

light diffracted through the circular aperture of the telescope. 

There are many problems peculiar to astronomical photography when we consider 

the interpretation of the photographic record. If it is the position of the stellar images 

with which we are concerned, a question of distortion of the film immediately enters 

asa source of error. Furthermore, the degree of flatness of the field and its rectilinear 

character are important factors in correcting for distortion of the scale on the plate, a 

distortion which would depend upon the distance of the image from the optical center 

or axis. Either of these problems enters when we come to the interpretation of the 

amount of silver reduction as an indication of the relative light-giving power or magni- 

tude of the star represented. While the technique of handling plates, making 

exposures, or developing is much the same in astronomical photography as in any 

other field to which photographic processes may be applied, certain factors such as 

the effect of temperature and moisture and a variation in the sensitivity of the emulsion 

become of serious consequence, when the plates are used for quantitative results, if 

the exposure has been prolonged. These problems will receive detailed attention in 

subsequent paragraphs. 

Instrumental Equipment.—With celestial photography the ‘‘camera”’ is generally 

a telescope of recognized form in which the eyepiece, which would be used for visual 

observations, is replaced by a convenient receptacle for carrying the plateholder that 

contains the photographic emulsion. Telescopes may be divided into two major 

classifications: (1) the refracting type in which an achromatic lens at the upper end 

of the tube gathers the light and forms the image on the photographic plate; (2) the 

reflecting type where a concave mirror at the lower end of the tube does the work of a 

lens as the objective and brings the light to a focus on the plate at the upper end of the 

tube. 

Refracting and Reflecting Telescopes.—The simplest practical form of telescope 

lens is a doublet, consisting of a double convex element of crown glass paired with a 

concave lens of flint glass. In the more common form the crown lens is placed at 

the upper end of the tube and is backed by the flint lens, whose negative curvature 

may be made to conform to the curvature of the rear side of the crown disk. In 
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astronomical technology the word ‘‘doublet,’”’ however, is not generally used for such a 

single combination of a pair of lenses. The word ‘‘doublet”’ is reserved for a combi- 

nation of two achromatic lenses spaced some distance apart, as in the older type of 

portrait lens, thus giving a relatively large field for the focal length. In the con- 

ventional type of telescope constructed for visual observations of celestial objects, 

the lens is made achromatic for wavelengths in the neighborhood of the D lines of 

sodium, which is the part of the spectrum to which the eye is most sensitive. If the 

telescope lens is specially made for photographic work, it is achromatized for a region 

in the neighborhood of 4500 A. The telescope with such an objective, however, is 

practically useless for visual observations since the color dispersion in the region of 

5900 A is too great to produce a sharp focus. The so-called “‘visual lens’? may be 

utilized for photography, however, if a color ‘‘screen”’ or suitable filter is employed. 
As a filter should be selected which will best transmit the flat part of the color curve 

of the telescope lens, an orthochromatic plate or one that is yellow sensitive must be 

employed since the yellow region of the spectrum alone will be available for photo- 

graphic action. 
The Thaw telescope at the Allegheny Observatory is equipped with an achromatic 

objective specifically designed for photographic light and has proved very effective for 

astronomical photography where a great focal length is desired, as in determination of 

star positions for ‘‘parallax’”’ and ‘“‘proper motion.” 

In the reflecting type of telescope a mirror is employed which forms the image of 

the celestial object by reflected light, the curvature of the mirror being figured in the 

form of a parabaloid so that parallel light will be brought to a single focus. The 

reflecting telescope or the reflector has the distinct advantage in astronomical photog- 

raphy of providing a perfect achromatic optical system. Since the image is formed 

by a reflection from a silvered or aluminized surface and not by light transmitted 

through glass, no dispersion of light results. Another great advantage of the reflector 

is that it is possible to construct a reflecting surface of far greater diameter than is the 

case when clear glass disks must be provided for a system dependent upon transmitted 

light. 
The present practice of depositing a reflecting surface of aluminum by evaporation 

in a vacuum chamber in place of the chemical deposition of silver has brought about 

marked improvement in the use of the reflector in astronomy. The aluminum coating 

not only has the advantage of greater resistance to tarnish on exposure to air but at 

the same time has a higher coefficient of reflectivity at the violet end of the spectrum, 

to which the ordinary photographic plate is most sensitive. 

It is of astronomical interest to note that the reflecting telescope invented by Sir 

Isaac Newton came into being as the antidote for the dispersional lens system. With 

the development of the achromatic lens, refractors rivaled reflectors since the question 

of the deterioration of the reflecting surface did not enter. In the latter part of the 

nineteenth century when photography seriously began to replace visual observations, 

the merits of the reflector were rediscovered, and our largest astronomical instruments 

today are of the reflecting type. The 100-in. Hooker telescope of the Mount Wilson 

Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington is, and will probably remain, 

the largest telescope in the world until the completion of the 200-in. reflector provided 
for Mount Palomar. 

One serious disadvantage of the reflector is the comparatively limited region of the 

field that is sufficiently flat to be utilized in astronomical study. The adjunct of a 

1:1 power lens system to flatten the field of the reflector is a recent development to 

offset this difficulty. Since in astronomical photography one is usually concerned 

with the obtaining of records of the faintest objects that may be recorded, the large 

light-gathering power of a great reflector, together with its perfect achromatism, 
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renders this form of telescope for the photography of nebulae the instrument par 

excellence. ; 

Whether the refractor or the reflector is employed for photography, the funda- 

mental requisite is a stable mounting so designed and mechanized as to make possible 

the continued registration of a given star field on the emulsion of the plate, in spite of 

the diurnal motion of the sky. 

Mechanical Aids for “Following.’’—Since in all latitudes except at the equator 
and the poles, the diurnal motion of a celestial object has both a vertical and horizontal 

component, the only practical mounting for celestial photography is the so-called 

“equatorial”? form. In the equatorial mounting of a telescope, the principal axis, 

known as the polar axis, is fixed so that it is with high accuracy parallel to the direction 

of the axis of the earth at any given observing station. The polar axis of the tele- 

scope mounting, therefore, will be directed to the true pole of the sky about which all 

the stars appear to revolve. If a motor or clockwork with suitable gearing engages 

with this axis, it will be so rated that the telescope will make one complete revolution 

about this axis in the course of one sidereal day. The sidereal day is the period of the 

rotation of the earth with respect to a fixed star and is shorter than the ordinary solar 

day by 3 min. 56 sec. 

In order that the celestial camera or telescope may be directed to any part of the 

sky, it must be possible to turn the instrument about an axis at right angles to the 

polar axis. This second axis gives a movement of the telescope tube north and south 

along the great circle, passing through the celestial poles. Since the stellar coordinate 

representing the angle of departure of a star from the celestial equator is known as 

declination, the axis which provides for the motion of the telescope in declination is 

known as the “‘declination”’ axis. When the telescope has once been directed to the 

object in the sky to be photographed, it will be firmly clamped in declination. If the 

image is then centered on the plate and the driving clock of the telescope is allowed to 

turn the polar axis, the object will continue to maintain its approximate position with 

respect to the center of the plate. 

For exposures of but a few minutes on bright star fields when the focal length of 

the telescope is comparatively short, the instrument may be left to itself to record the 

photography of the star field. The instrument in this sense is practically automatic. 

Such self-operating instruments have been in nightly use as “‘patrol’’ cameras at 

Harvard and elsewhere. 
For prolonged exposure with instruments of large focal length, some auxilary 

guiding device is necessary to compensate for irregularities in the clockwork and for 

the variations in refraction and atmospheric disturbances encountered by the star- 

light in reaching the plate. Such auxiliary “‘guiding’”’ may be performed by utilizing 

a visual telescope of the same or greater focal length made integral with the mounting 

of the photographic telescope. This auxiliary telescope provided with a pair of 

‘“cross wires”’ or intersecting spider threads at the focus of the eyepiece may be utilized 

for detecting the slightest trace of movement of the star from the central position in 

the field. Mechanical slow motions attached to the axes of the telescope and under 

manual or electrical control may be used for keeping the star image in exact agreement 

with the intersection of the cross wires. A satisfactory continued registration of the 

star image in the field of such a ‘‘finder”’ will result in perfect registration of the image 

on the photographic plate. 

In the employment of large instruments with very limited fields, one often needs 

a guiding telescope of as large an aperture as the photographic one if faint stars are to 

be employed for guiding purposes. The cost of such double construction, to say noth- 

ing of the added mechanical difficulties involved, necessitates the employment of some 

alternative mechanism. Hence came the development of the double-slide plateholder. 
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The Double-slide Plateholder.—In the double-slide plateholder, no attempt is 

made to introduce small compensating movements about the polar and declination 

axes of the instrument, but the plateholder is moved slightly east and west or north 

and south by means of micrometer screws provided in the mechanism to which the 

plateholder itself is immediately attached. A small eyepiece or sometimes two eye- 
pieces sliding in ways on the border of the 

telescopic field and outside the dimensions of | 

the photographic plate itself may serve for 

“finding” a suitable guiding star. The eye- 

piece will contain the conventional cross wires 

upon which a star image, obviously not the 

one being photographed, may be located. In 

the double-slide-plateholder method the main 

lens or mirror which is used in photography 

becomes also the objective for forming the 

image of the guiding star. The cross wires 

of the eyepiece in any guiding mechanism are 

provided with some form of faint illumination, 

so that the observer may see both the cross 

wires and the image of the guiding star 

simultaneously. The double-slide plateholder 

has the advantage over the guiding telescope 

or auxiliary finder in that in the case of the 

large instruments the entire mass of the tele- 
scope tube does not have to be moved to .-.  =—<“<“‘i—OSstS a 

follow the capricious waves of starlight intro- Fie. 1.—The double-slide plate- 
: . holder designed by the author for the duced through atmospheric disturbances. Perkins eObacrvatery., MEbaro asain 

While the photographic plate is being exposed, gpecially constructed electric motors 
the observer will keep his eye constantly on provide for moving the micrometer 

the star in the guiding eyepiece and a hand screws by remote control. 

on each of two micrometer screws. A skilled 

observer may succeed in making several small movements with the micrometer 
screws of this mechanism each second as he observes the guiding star, constantly 

readjusting the plateholder to maintain the star at the intersection of the ‘‘wires.” 

Lenses Used in Astronomical Photography.—The variety of problems encountered 

in astronomy entail the employment of a wide variety of optical equipment. Con- 

trary to popular opinion, much serious astronomical work not only can be done with 

modest optical equipment but often can be performed more efficiently and with a 

higher degree of satisfaction than with the use of large telescopes whose operations 

are restricted to special problems. 

Bruce Doublet.—The introduction of the portrait lens into astronomy for the 

photography of star fields covering several square degrees of the sky was largely due 

to the genius of the late Edward Emerson Barnard, for many years astronomer at the 

Yerkes Observatory. Barnard’s early training involved an apprenticeship in a 

commercial photography studio. Early in his career of astronomy he experimented 

with portrait lenses attached to conventional telescope mountings. The excellent 

results obtained in photographing sections of the Milky Way led to a specially 

designed doublet with a unique mounting for photographing a complete map of the 

Milky Way. The resulting instrument, named for the donor who contributed funds 

to the Yerkes Observatory for its construction, became known as the Bruce telescope. 

It has become a standard pattern for an astronomical photographic doublet for 

many years. The design of the Bruce telescope comprised actually three telescopes 
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on a single mounting—two photographic objectives, one of 10 in. in diameter and the 

other of 6 in. in diameter, and a visual telescope, of appropriate focal length. Each of 

the photographic telescopes had as its lens system two pairs of achromatic lenses 

separated by an appropriate distance. The relatively large ratio of aperture to focal 

length, f/5, made the equipment particularly fast. The photographs of star clouds 

and comets and the exquisite atlas of the Milky | 

Way which were obtained as the result of many 

years’ work won for Barnard the medal of the 

Royal Astronomical Society of Great Britain. 

Success with the Bruce doublet resulted in the 

introduction of similar equipment in many other 

observatories. 

The short-focus doublet in a variety of sizes 

has proved an invaluable tool for mapping the 

entire sky. The ‘‘Harvard Sky”’ maps cover 

the entire heavens on 55 plates showing stars to 

about the twelfth magnitude. Another extensive 

star map is comprised in the Franklin Adams 

charts which cover the entire heavens to stars of 

about the sixteenth magnitude. The Franklin 

Adams charts were made with cameras of 6- and 

10-in. apertures and yield a scale of approxi- 

mately 1° = 15 mm. 

An astrographic chart of the entire heavens 

together with a catalogue giving the positions of 

stars measured from photographic plates was 

undertaken about 1900 with the cooperation of 

observatories in all parts of the world. The 

Fig. 2.—Ten-in. Bruce tele- project is under the auspices of the International 
scope, designed and constructed Astronomical Union and has been about half 
by the Warner Swasey Company, ; é 
Glecnlanas completed. The instrumental equipment of the 

observatories cooperating has been standardized. 

The objectives of the telescopes have an aperture of 344 mm. and a focal length of 

3.44m. Each plate covers an area of the sky approximately 2° square. As the lenses 

of the astrographic telescopes, however, comprise only two-element objectives, the 

2° square fieid shows rather poor images at the periphery. 

Choice of Aperture.—The choice of aperture of a photographic telescope will depend 

upon the length of time of the exposure that one may profitably allot to obtain the 

registration of star images of a given degree of brightness. The scale of brightness of 

stars in common use in astronomy is designated as a ‘“‘scale of magnitude.” Stars 

just visible to the naked eye fall generally in the classification of sixth magnitude stars. 

Stars of the fifth magnitude are approximately 2.5 times brighter, whereas a star of the 

seventh magnitude is 2.5 times fainter than one of the sixth magnitude. The law 

representing the ratio in brightness of a star of a given magnitude M, to that of 

magnitude MM, is given by the following: 

log b, = 0.4(M. — M,) (1) 

The limiting magnitude found on star charts of the Franklin Adams series is about 
16. With prolonged exposure of the largest telescope equipment, it has been possible 

to photograph stars to about the twenty-first magnitude. Generally a photographic 
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telescope is operated at full aperture since an astronomer desires all the light obtain- 

able from a relatively faint source. Occasionally a diaphragm is used to stop down the 

aperture for the sake of sharpening the focus near the periphery of the field, thus 

increasing the effective area which may be satisfactorily utilized on a plate of a given 

size. 
Focal Ratio and Scale.—The focal length of lenses employed in astronomical pho- 

tography will be governed by the desired scale in the photographs to be obtained, and 

by considerations depending upon the faintness of the objects to be photographed. 

The speed of astronomical cameras or telescopes used for astronomical photography 

varies inversely as the squares of their focal ratios when faint extended areas like 

nebulae or comets are concerned. For stars yielding substantially point images, the 

speed has been found to vary more nearly as the inverse first power of the focal ratio. 

In determining the relation of focal length to plate scale, it is convenient to 

remember that there are 3438’ in 1 rad. A telescope whose focal length is 3.4388 m. 

will yield a photograph of a given region of the sky in which the angular unit dimension 

of 1’ of are will be represented by 1 mm. on the photographic plate. Hence the 

relation: 

F = 3438s (2) 

where F is the focal length in mm. and s is the scale in mm. per 1’ of arc. 
Some of the problems involving the measurement of small angular dimensions are 

(1) measuring the distances between the components of double stars; (2) the small 

annular drift of positions in stars, known as “‘proper motion”; and (3) the seasonal 

variation in the position of a star known as “‘parallax.”” Here telescopes of a focal 

length of 15 ft. and up are desirable to produce the requisite scale on the plates used. 

Among the large telescopes in use for parallax programs in which the distance of the 

nearer stars is determined from angular displacements of 0.01’ or more is that of the 

Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago, situated at Williams Bay, Wis. 

The aperture of the Yerkes lens is 40 in., and its focal length is approximately 65 ft. 

For the scale of the plate to yield 1 mm. per 1” of are a total length of 20.75 m. 

is required. Here 

20.75 

S458 
= 60 mm. per |’ (8) 

If the position of the star on such a plate can be measured with a microscopic 

comparator to the precision of 499 mm., the position of the star may be determined 

to within 0.01’ which is about the order of accuracy obtainable in parallax 

determinations. 
The value of the reflector for positional work in astronomy is seriously handicapped 

by the very limited field of the instrument. Distortion due to coma and spherical’ 

aberration of a parabolic reflector become serious as we proceed away from the 

optical axis of the mirror. For the purpose of producing a flat field over a considerable 
area two devices have been perfected for use in connection with the reflector. 

Ross Corrector. —One of these is the Ross corrector of practically zero power which 

usually consists of a doublet, one element of which is convex and the other concave. 

The lens is placed somewhat inside the focal plane of the reflector and is so figured as 

to reduce the coma formed in the images, which increases as the distance along the 

radius from the center of the field increases. The specification of the lens must be 

suited to each particular instrument employed. F. E. Ross of the Yerkes Observatory 

has designed several such lenses. The one for the 100-in. telescope at Mount Wilson 

has three separate elements. The reduction of coma is made possible at the sacrifice 

of a certain amount of astigmatism but the increase in the usable field of the reflector 
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resulting has added materially to the service which reflectors of large aperture may 

render. 
Schmidt Camera.—A very novel type of astronomical camera was announced in 

1932 by Bernhard Schmidt of the Hamburg-Bergedorf Observatory. The Schmidt 

camera is an ingenious combination of a spherical mirror with a thin lens of peculiar 

curvature which is placed at the center of curvature of the mirror. The lens elimi- 

nates the spherical aberration introduced by the mirror and makes possible a con- 

struction of a camera of extremely short focal length and wide aperture ratio. 

Perhaps the most notable of Schmidt cameras was that recently installed at Mount 

Palomar in California which is the site for the projected 200-in. reflector. In this 

particular telescope the spherical mirror is of 24-in. aperture and the correcting 

lens 18 in. in diameter. Since the lens is at the center of curvature of the mirror, it 

Fic. 3.—Highteen-in. Schmidt telescope on Palomar Mountain, Calif. 

occupies a place at the upper end of the tube of the camera. The plate is placed at 

the focus of the mirror, halfway between the surface of the mirror and the thin lens. 

The mirror is necessarily made larger than the lens so that the 18-in. beam of light 

from the stars off the axis may be fully reflected from the surface of the mirror. The 
Schmidt arrangement, therefore, makes possible a much wider effective field than 

can be obtained from either a mirror or a lens alone and has the advantage of permit- 

ting a focal ratio in this instance of f/2. It was with this instrument that the two 

notable supernovae of 1937 were discovered by Zwicky. 

The ingenuity of design of the Schmidt arrangement makes possible a focal ratio 

of even f/1. Such a camera of only 4-in. focal length has been constructed for the 

Ladd Observatory of Brown University under the direction of C. H. Smiley. Mention 

should here be made of a 48-in. Schmidt camera which is now being planned for the 

Mount Palomar Observatory. 

While the Schmidt arrangement has the great advantage of large aperture and 

exceptional speed, it is not without some disadvantages. The extremely short focal 
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length necessitates a removal of a large amount of glass near the center of the spherical 

mirror, thus adding to the difficulties of grinding. Furthermore, a lens to introduce 

the minimum amount of chromatic aberration entails a complicated figure which is 

somewhat convergent in the center, becoming divergent toward the edge. The field of 

the camera is of high curvature and requires the molding of plates or films to conform 

with the curved field. In spite of these difficulties, no other camera has been con- 

structed combining high speed with the wide field obtainable in the Schmidt 

arrangement. 

Auxiliary Equipment.—A photographic plate is the logical medium for spectro- 

scopic work in astronomy, hence various forms of spectrographs are employed in con- 

nection with the telescope for the analysis of starlight. As the user of this handbook 

is hardly likely to enter the highly specialized field of astronomical spectroscopy 

unless he be professionally employed at an observatory, a general description of 

spectroscopic instruments as an illustration of the adaptation of photography to 

astrophysics will suffice. 

Stellar Spectrographs—The simplest form of stellar spectrograph and one widely 

used where small-scale spectra of large numbers of stars are required, such as for 

general classification purposes, is the so-called ‘‘objective prism.” The objective 

prism as the term implies is a prism of glass, preferably of an ultraviolet-transmitting 

quality, that is placed immediately in front of the objective of the telescope or astro- 

nomical camera, thus dispersing starlight from each star in the field of the telescope. 

Since each star is essentially a point source of light, the image of the star photo- 

graphed will be drawn out into lines with interruptions corresponding to the wave 
lengths represented by the absorption frequencies of the stellar atmosphere. In order 

to give an appreciable breadth to the spectra, the base of the prism may be oriented 

parallel to one axis of the telescope and a slow motion imparted about the other axis, 

thus drawing the slender spectrum into suitable breadth for examination purposes. 

The interruptions in the slender spectra, therefore, broaden out into lines or bands 

characteristic of the appearance of a spectrogram made with the ordinary laboratory 

slit spectroscope. 

For telescopes of comparatively great focal length a relatively small angle, e.g., 

5 to 10°, for the dispersion prism may be adopted and yet render a sufficient length of 

spectrum for classification purposes. To take advantage of the full amount of the 

beam of starlight falling on a telescope of given aperture, it is obviously necessary that 

the aperture of the prism should be as large as that of the telescope. The great 

advantage of the objective prism is that it uses the full amount of starlight available 

and at the same time records large numbers of spectra on a single plate. 

When photographing stars with the objective prism, the telescope, of course, can- 

not be pointed in the direction in which stars are seen, but allowance has to be made 

for the angle of refraction through the particular prism employed. This entails some 

slight inconvenience in directing the telescope to the sky as compared with the employ- 

ment of the more conventional slit spectrograph where the telescope is directed 

immediately to the star, the light of which falls on the slit as would be the case of any 

light source utilized in laboratory apparatus. 

For a study of stellar spectra of larger dispersion and greater resolution than can 

be photographed by the objective prism, the slit spectrograph must be employed. 

This form of apparatus obviously is necessary for determining shifts in wavelengths 

of stars introduced by velocity along the line of sight. Utilizing Doppler’s principle, 

radial velocities of approach and recession for many thousands of objects in the sky 

have now been determined at the major observatories. A slit spectrograph for astro- 

nomical work differs little in form from that of a standardized laboratory instrument, 

except for the criterion of design necessitated by the optical system of the telescope 
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and the introduction of mechanical devices which will render convenient its attach- 

ment to the telescope. 

On account of the wide ranges of temperature encountered in the dome of an 

observatory which, of course, is open to out-of-door conditions, the optical parts of 

the spectrograph must be housed in a constant temperature case thermostatically 

controlled. In guiding the telescope for spectroscopic work, a guiding eyepiece is 

provided to enable the observer to be certain that the stellar image falls on the slit 

continuously. The guiding arrangement usually embodies a series of right-angle 

prisms through which, by total internal reflection, hght from the star image on the 

slit is brought to a convenient observing point. 

For purposes of determining line shifts, means must be provided for comparing the 

wavelengths of lines in the spectrum of a star with laboratory standards of line posi- 

tions. To accomplish this, some auxiliary apparatus is needed for imposing a com- 

parison spectrum on the same plate with the spectrum of the star. This is usually 

performed by the use of a spark gap or vacuum tube near the slit end of the spectro- 

scope, light from which may be brought into the spectrograph by means of an auxiliary 

reflecting prism. By means of a suitable slit diaphragm the comparison spectrum is 

photographed on portions of the plate not occupied by the spectrum of the star. By 

making exposures for the comparison spectrum, both before and after the exposure 

has been made on a star, a check is assured on the requisite registration. If, through 

accident or change in flexure, the spectrum is disturbed during the process of exposure, 

the second comparison exposure obviously will not register coincident with the com- 

parison spectrum made on the first exposure. For the interpretation of the line shift 

on spectrograms, recourse is made to the comparator or micrometer microscope. 

Details of the design of stellar spectrographs for the Mount Wilson, Yerkes, and 

Dominion Astrophysical observatories have been printed in their publications and 

serve as technical descriptions of this form of instrument. A recent modification 

has been introduced at the Yerkes and Perkins observatories where the spectrographs 

are of the autocollimating type. In this form a single lens is used both for the colli- 

mator and the camera of the instrument. In the case of the brighter stars the grating 

may be utilized, producing a normal spectrum of relatively high dispersion. 

The Spectroheliograph.—The spectroheliograph 1s an interesting adaptation of 

the spectrograph for the purpose of photographing the entire image of the sun in the 

light of specific emissions from the lnes of known elements in the sun. This was 

originally designed by Hale in this country and by Deslandres abroad. The spectro- 

heliograph utilizes the principle of a grating spectroscope by means of which the 

absorption line of a single element in the sun may be isolated, such as the Ha line of 

hydrogen. The camera consists of an arrangement by means of which a moving plate 

follows an imposed motion of the image of the sun across the primary slit of the spec- 

trograph. The resulting photograph consists essentially of a series of adjacent lamina- 

tions, each of which gives a representation of the proportion of the image of the sun 

covered by the slit in the moment of exposure of each lamination and in the light of 

the chosen wavelength only. Since the plate moves with the same speed as does the 

solar image across the primary slit, each elemental line section of the disk of the sun 

occupies a fresh position on the photographic emulsion. If the apparatus is perform- 

ing smoothly, the integrated image of the sun appears continuous, rendering beautiful 

details of hydrogen clouds or flocculi that may be in evidence at the moment of expo- 

sure. It is with the spectroheliograph that a continuous watch is now kept of erup- 

tions of hydrogen and calcium on the face of the sun, which in many instances coincide 

with disturbances in the ionosphere of the earth, causing fade-outs in radio reception. 

The adaptation of the spectroheliograph to motion-picture photography has been — 

accomplished by MeMath and Hulbert of the MeMath-Hulbert Observatory of the 
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University of Michigan. Such a device is called a ‘‘spectroheliokinematograph.”’ 

At the present date (1939) a new tower telescope with spectroheliographic and spectro- 

heliokinematographic equipment has been constructed at the site of the McMath- 

Hulbert Observatory at Lake Angelus, Mich. By means of motor-driven mirrors, 

sunlight is brought through the top of the tower vertically downward to the slit of 

the spectrograph in the observing room. The spectrograph itself is contained in a well 

extending below ground to a depth of 31 ft., thus insuring convenient temperature 

control. A 6-in. grating of 15,240 lines to the inch is used for the formation of the 

spectrum. The motion-picture camera is a modification of the Bell and Howell Super- 

speed check-pawl mechanism such as has been made only on order for the large picture 

producers. Synchronous motors insure uniform motion, both for the film and for the 

motion of the slit with respect to the image of the sun. An excellent brochure on 

the design and detailed construction of the equipment is contained in Publications of the 

Observatory of the University of Michigan, Vol. 7. The most remarkable motion pic- 

tures of solar eruptions ever yet recorded have already resulted from the ingenuity and 

skill of the McMath-Hulbert observers. From the point of view of science, this is 

perhaps one of the most remarkable adaptations of photography of modern times. 

In addition to the photography of the solar prominences and flocculi with the 

spectroheliokinematograph, mention should be made of the very successful work of the 

McMath-Hulbert Observatory in producing motion pictures of the moon showing its 

rotation, the rising and setting of the sun, and conspicuous lunar craters and moun- 

tains. Motion-picture photography of this observatory has also included probably 

the finest record of a total eclipse of the sun: yet recorded on motion-picture film. 

Heliostat, Siderostat, and Coelostat.—In many problems of astronomical photog- 

raphy involving heavy apparatus of a complex nature such as a spectrograph or a 

spectroheliograph, it is often desirable to have the telescope fixed in either a horizontal 

or vertical direction. Under such circumstances, an auxiliary mirror driven by clock- 

work, or a synchronous motor, reflects light from the celestial objects into the lens 

system. One type of instrument used for reflecting light from the sun or star in a 

constant direction is called a ‘‘heliostat”’ or sometimes a “‘siderostat.”” This consists 
of an optical-plane mirror mounted on a polar axis turned by the driving mechanisms. 

The mirror is also pivoted along a diameter at right angles to the polar axis, so that it 

may have a supplementary motion in declination to reach the sun or star on either 

side of the celestial equator. A great disadvantage of this single mirror heliostat is 

that the field of view rotates in the telescope as the mirror is driven by clockwork 

about the polar axis. To obviate this difficulty, the coelostat has been devised. In 

the coelostat a second mirror is placed south of and above the level of the primary 

mirror from which the beam of light is first reflected. By the use of this second mirror 

the light beam received from the moving mirror can be sent in any convenient direc- 

tion, irrespective of the position of the sun or the celestial object. However, on 

account of the changing declination of the sun and the wide difference in declination 

of the star, it is necessary to mount the secondary mirror on a carriage capable of longi- 

tudinal motion in two directions. Or, as is sometimes the case, the primary mirror of 

the heliostat may be mounted on the carriage providing longitudinal motion east and 

west, while the secondary mirror-may be moved along a track north and south. The 

adjustment of the carriages on the track provide for reaching light from the sun or 

stars in almost any position of the sky and directing it along the axis of the telescope 

to be placed in either a vertical or horizontal position. 

This combination of two mirrors, which comprises the coelostat, has the advantage 

that the field does not rotate with the turning of the main mirror about the polar axis 

if the latter has been adequately adjusted parallel to the axis of the earth for the station 

of observation. It may be remembered that in the case of the coelostat, a clock or a 
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motor moves the main mirror at a rate of one complete rotation about the polar axis in 

48 hr., not once in 24 hr. as is the case of the directly mounted telescope. The explana- 

tion is, of course, that the motion of the beam of light reflected from a moving surface 

is displaced by twice the angle at which the reflecting surface is displaced in the unit of 

time. 
Photographic Plates and Stellar Spectra.—In commercial photography at the 

present time, photographic emulsions are largely used on celluloid films. The celluloid 

film has the advantage of lightness in weight, small storage space, and freedom from 

breakage. In astronomical work, glass, however, is still extensively used for support- 

ing the photographic emulsion. The chief reason for this is the need for making 

accurate measurements between positions of stars recorded on the plate and for deter- 

mining with high precision the wavelengths of lines in stellar spectra. For qualitative 

work to some extent, celluloid film may be employed for astronomical purposes where 

the question of expansion or shrinkage of the emulsion with moisture or temperature 

is not sufficiently serious to promote observable distortion. One good example of the 

use of celluloid film in astronomy is in connection with motion-picture photography 

of solar prominences and flocculi with the spectroheliokinematograph described in an 

earlier section. 
As much of the observing, however, is astrometrical in nature, the celestial photog- 

rapher must make provision for adequate storage of glass plates. As each glass plate 

is essentially an astronomical record of some portion of the sky at a given instant, 

a collection of such plates forms a veritable photographic library to which references 

may be later made in case of the appearance of new stars or the discovery of comets, 

meteors, or minor planets whose earlier history may have escaped attention at the 

time of the original exposure. The most extensive photographic library of the sky 

exists at the Harvard College Observatory which now comprises some 400,000 plates. 

Speed vs. Grain.—There are two important requisites in the selection of plates for 

astronomical purposes: (1) speed and (2) grain. Since exposures upon faint celestial 

objects are necessarily long, often entailing the entire period of darkness in a single 

night, it is desirable that the emulsion selected should be as fast as is possibly consistent 

with quality and with size of grain. Some rapid plates that have been developed have 

poor keeping qualities and contain many blemishes, which, while not a serious handi- 

cap in commercial photography, render the plates prohibitive for scientific use, since 

blemishes and unequal sensitivity may cause false deductions when astronomical 

objects are examined. In general a fast plate is of coarse grain impeding the detailed 

recording of celestial objects requiring the highest possible resolution. Furthermore, 

since stellar images are at best but a small aggregation of reduced silver grains and 

since the distances between many pairs of images on a photographic plate are often 

to be measured with the micrometer microscope, a plate of coarse grain introduces 

difficulties for the measurer in endeavoring to bisect the image of the star with the 

spider thread of a micrometer microscope. For many purposes, therefore, a relatively 

slow plate of fine grain is preferable, even though it may add materially to the patience 

required of the observer by increasing the exposure time at the telescope. 

The question of the building up of the photographic image under the action of light 

and the law of increasing density with illumination and exposure time, commonly 
known as the ‘‘reciprocity law,’’ have been adequately described elsewhere in this 

handbook. The response of different emulsions to light for a given exposure depends 

not only on intensity and exposure time but quite as much upon the spectral distribu- 

tion by wavelengths. The emulsions, therefore, must be selected with a view to color 

response to which they are most sensitive. The accompanying chart represents the 

wavelength response of some typical emulsions produced by the Eastman Kodak Co. 

for astronomical and spectroscopic work. At the lower end of the diagram it will be 
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observed that the O emulsion is responsive to wavelengths between 2500 and 5000 A. 

At the extreme upper right of the diagram the emulsion is particularly responsive to 

wavelengths of 10,000 to 12,000 AG 
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Fig. 4.—Sensitivity of Eastman materials for spectroscopic use. Black portions 
show wavelengths for which plate is most sensitive. Shaded areas indicate wavelengths 

of good sensitivity. 
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Fia. 5—Microdensitometer tracings showing the graininess of materials. 

The relative graininess of several standard plates manufactured by the Hastman 

Kodak Co. may be illustrated from microphotometer tracings of regions which have 
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been uniformly blackened. The illustration herewith reprinted by the courtesy of the 

Eastman Kodak Co. shows these tracings for their plates as follows: 
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The column marked R. P. opposite the types of emulsions gives the corresponding 

resolving power which may be defined as the number of lines (black and white of equal 

width) per millimeter on the plate that may be fully resolved into separate entities. 

The list is arranged in order of decreasing sensitivity in each of the two listings. 

Color Curves.—The selection of plates for photography with refracting telescopes 

requires that a plate be employed with spectral sensitivity specially suited to the 

region for which the lens of the refractor has its best field if star images of good defini- 
tion are to result. This presupposes a knowledge of the color curve of the lens. The 

color curve of the lens may be determined by finding the exact focus of a star for speci- 

fied wavelengths as will be explained in a later section. 
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Fie. 6.—Color-sensitivity curve for emulsion B. (Hastman Kodak Co.) 

For most visual refractors the flattest part of the color curve is in the neighborhood 

of 5600 A. For photography with such a telescope, plates particularly sensitive to 

this region should therefore be selected, such as the panchromatic plate of Class B or 

Class C sensitizing. To prevent blurring of the stellar image by out-of-focus rays of 
shorter or longer wave lengths, a yellow filter should be used in front of the emulsion, 

such as the Wratten filter No. 12 which has been adopted by most of the major observ- 

atories. The color curve of the panchromatic emulsion B represented above shows 

fairly uniform sensitivity from wavelengths 5200 to 6400 A. 

The reflecting telescope has, of course, a great advantage in that there is very 

little spectral selectivity in the reflection of light from a silvered or aluminized surface, 

at least throughout the spectral region transmitted by the atmosphere of the earth. 

In astronomical work involving investigations of colors of stars, a variety of plate 

emulsions may be utilized by the same instrument in conjunction with appropriate 

filters. This, of course, cannot be so effectively done with the refracting type of 

instrument on account of the strong color characteristics of the lens. 

The existence of dark stars whose radiations are too far in the infrared to make an 

impression on the ordinary plate have been recently found by Hetzler of the Yerkes 

Observatory through the use of supersensitive panchromatic emulsions. Often the 

sensitivity of these emulsions may be materially increased by hypersensitizing with 
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ammonia just prior to exposure. The procedure recommended is to bathe the plate 

for 1 min. in a 4 per cent solution of 28 per cent ammonia. To avoid fogging, the 

temperature should be maintained below 55°F. and the plate dried as rapidly as possi- 
ble immediately afterward. In the use of a fan, care should be exercised to see that 

the air is dust free, such as will be the case if the procedure is carried out in a suitably 

constructed drying box. If plates so hypersensitized are not used with reasonable 

promptness after the hypersensitizing process, they should be kept in a refrigerator 

until used. On account of their low humidity, mechanically cooled refrigerators are 

to be preferred to those employing natural ice. The refrigerated plate should be 

brought to normal temperature 24 hr. before use to prevent the condensation of mois- 

ture upon the emulsion during exposure. 
Exposures.—Except in the case of photography of the sun, moon, and planets, 

exposures in celestial photography may vary over a range extending from a few min- 

utes to many hours, depending upon the faintness of the object photographed. There 

is an old adage current in the early days of photography, “‘ Expose for the shadows; 

the high lights will take care of themselves.’”’ This may be paraphrased for the celes- 

tial photographer, ‘‘Expose for the faintest stars desired, and let the brightest take 

care of themselves.’”? The exposure time, therefore, for a celestial photographer 

depends entirely upon the equipment available, speed of the plate, and the magnitude 

of the faintest stars which it is desirable to record. 

- For the faintest extra-galactic nebulae on which theories of the expanding universe 

depend, the largest telescopes available necessitate exposures equivalent to several 

nights of observations. 

When an exposure of greater length than the duration of darkness in a single night 

is needed, the slide of the plateholder is closed, the plateholder, however, being left in 

place, and the instrument undisturbed until the following night. At the beginning 

of the next period of darkness, the telescope is again directed to the region in question. 

The same guiding star is brought exactly to the same intersection of the cross wires in 

the guiding eyepiece. Then the slide of the plateholder is withdrawn and exposure 

continued. This procedure is not at all uncommon in the case of photographing 

spectra of faint objects. 
In the case of direct photography, there is a certain amount of illumination of the 

night sky which introduces a slight fogging of the background of the plate. To pro- 

long the exposure so that this fog obliterates the faintest star images recordable is 

obviously futile. Hence fora given type of emulsion and a given form of telescope, the 

light of the night sky usually sets a limit to the maximum practical exposure period. 

If groups of brighter stars only are desirable, exposure may be restricted to as short 

an interval as will produce a measurable image of the given stars. The smaller and 

better defined the star image becomes, the more satisfactory the result. When the 

plate is exposed for stars of faint magnitude, the stars of the second and first magnitude 

will be grossly overexposed, producing a large blotch on the plate which will often 

obscure faint stars in the immediate vicinity of the brighter ones. Often a rotating 

sector is employed during the exposure to cut down the light of an interfering bright 

star. 

It is appropriate to mention here the marked characteristics on the image 

of brighter stars found on the images of the photographic plate taken with a reflector 

as compared with a refractor. In the case of a reflector, the brighter images are 

characterized by a diffraction pattern which tends to produce a square image, often 

taking the form of a Greek cross, as the exposure is prolonged. The square image 

and the cross in the case of the reflector are due to the diffraction pattern of light 

produced as the result of the finlike supports at the upper end of the tube of the reflec- 

tor that hold the auxiliary mirror in the axis of the telescope. For stars not over- 
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exposed, this characteristic seldom appears and the round images can scarcely be 

distinguished from those taken with the refractor or lens camera. 

Determination of Focus.— Unlike the sun, moon, planets and an occasional comet, 

the images of stars on photographic plates give no delineation of the object photo- 

graphed since even the largest stars at the distances encountered in astronomical 

photography have an angular diameter far below the resolving powers of either the 

telescope or the photographic plate. The star images obtained vary in size depending 

upon the brightness of the star photographed. Each image, of course, represents the 

reduction of a substantial number of silver grains acted upon by the light forming the 

diffraction image of the source. As the exposure is prolonged, the area of reduction 

of the silver grains spreads more or less uniformly in all directions, thus enlarging the 

latent image. In order to produce images of the faintest stars, it is necessary that 

the plate be in the exact focus of the lens or mirror employed. The focus for stellar 

work may be determined either by (1) trial and error or (2) calculation from extra-focal 

images. 

In the trial-and-error method a series of exposures of a few seconds are made on a 

bright star, starting with the plate well within the known focus of the objective or 

mirror, and making successive exposures after changing the focal setting by 1 or 2mm. 

until the final exposure is made with the plate well outside the known focus. By 

turning one of the micrometer screws of the plate carrier between each exposure, a 

suitable separation of the multiple images can be secured. 
After the plate has been developed, a series of star images will be observed of 

varying size, depending upon the distance of the plate from the focus at the time of 

each exposure. If the focal settings for the 

RS exposures have been appropriate, there will 

g R 8 9 £8 appear two or three of the smallest images of 

8 Y £ 8 og about the same size. By interpolation, there- 

~ S es RS fore, the focal setting for the smallest image or 

& i ss @*> position of sharpest focus is thus determined. 

i | It is important to record the temperature 

of the air surrounding the camera, for, owing to 

the expansion and contraction of the telescope 

with temperature, the focus thus determined 

ie will not be correct for any other operating 

fests F pai temperature. If care is taken to providea 

series of focal settings for widely different 

Fie. 7.—Diagram showing thermometer readings, a curve may be drawn 
ge (hed Bet cuermraine toca wlengulaGr ie given instrument which thereafter will 
of telescope by extra focus method. : 

show the proper setting of the plate for any 

temperature encountered under working conditions. It is obvious that a calibrated 

scale of some sort should be provided, along with an appropriate index attached to 

the plateholder to indicate relative settings of the plate with respect to the optical 

system of the instrument. 

It is often desirable to determine the photographic focus of a given telescope or 

astronomical camera by calculation from the results of two exposures, one of which 

is made well inside the focal plane and the other of which is made well outside the focal 

plane. 

In determining the focus by the extra-focal method, a cardboard diaphragm is 

placed in front of the lens or mirror with two openings at the extremities of a diameter. 

In the case of a lens of 10-in. aperture the openings in the cardboard screen may be 

cleanly cut round holes of about 1 cm. in diameter. Punches such as are used for 

cutting wads for gun cartridges or those used by sailmakers for punching holes in 

canvas to receive grommets serve as excellent tools for the purpose. 
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If a represents the distance between the two openings in the cardboard screen and 

b; and 62 represent the corresponding distances between the images formed on the 

plate taken inside and outside the focal plane at distance d; and dz from the focal 
plane, then the following proportion holds: 

ip) God? (4) 

where F is the distance of the desired focus from the lens or cardboard screen. 

In general it is inconvenient to determine by measurement d,; and de since the 

position of the focus is itself unknown. If, however, the attached scale reads continu- 

ously with increasing numbers from a point inside the focus to points outside the 

focus, if s; and s2, respectively, represent the scale readings of the index for the posi- 

tions of the plateholder to which the two exposures are made, and if fo equals the scale 
setting for the focal point, we observe that 

S—-S = dy =F d» (5) 

From the geometry of the situation 

02S 
F (6) 

aS 

and similarly 

w O9 = to — (7) bs 
a 

Eliminating both a and F from these equations and solving for fo, we find 

Sob; + sibs 

Ii reanrentn: 
(8) 

This gives very simply by calculation the scale setting of the plate for the focal point fo. 

This method has the advantage, in that less labor is entailed in making the series of 

determinations of the focus for changes in temperatures. It will be observed that 

neither a, the distance between the apertures in the cardboard screen, nor F, the exact 

distance to the focal point from the lens, enters into the final result. If the precise 

focal length of the lens or mirror is desired, e.g., to determine the scale of the plate, this 

may be found from the expression 

P= 5 fo = 8) = - (52 — fo) (9) 

where a is known from measurements. 

It is often desirable, stead of using cardboard diaphragms with a single pair of 

apertures connected by a diameter, to employ a screen containing two pairs of aper- 

tures arranged along diameters at right angles to each other. If the focal setting is 

different as determined from these separate pairs of apertures, some astigmatism is 

present in the optical system. A cardboard screen containing multiple holes arranged 

at different radii from the geometrical center of the lens and in different position angles 

is frequently employed in observatories for determining the optical quality of the lens 

or mirror by actually calculating the focus for the objective for different zones and in 

different planes distributed around the optical axis in position angle. 

If a prism is placed to intercept two converging pencils of light from the two- 

aperture screen, curved spectra of a star will be photographed. By measuring the 

distances b, and b2 between the components of each pair of spectra at the positions 
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of known wavelengths of the spectrum, e.g., the principal absorption lines of hydrogen, 

an accurate determination of the color curve of a lens may be made. A graph of the 

results gives at once the relationship between the focal setting and the wavelengths of 

the light passing through the lens. 
Measurements of the Photographic Plate in Astronomy.—The principal uses of 

astronomical photographs may be divided roughly into two categories—qualitative 

und quantitative. In the first category, astronomical photographs may be used for 

the discovery of new stars, the so-called ‘‘novae,” comets, and asteroids. Here the 

important element is the existence of plates taken at different dates or times. The 

use of a “blink”? comparator, whereby it is possible for the eye to scan rapidly the 

objects first on one plate and then on the other, facilitates very quickly the discovery 

of an object which exists at a certain date that was not visible at a different epoch. 

Similarly variations in the brightness of stars known as ‘‘variable”’ stars may be 

readily detected since the size of the photographic image diminishes with a diminution 

in the brightness of the variabie in question. Large numbers of stars of vary- 

ing brightness have been found in this way, and a considerable number of planetoids 

have been added to the asteroid group as a result of their presence being caught on 

photographic plates taken at various epochs. Many new stars and comets have like- 

wise been found by the sudden impression they have made on the photographie record 

of a given night. These qualitative uses of the photographic plate continue to form a 

major feature in the program of many leading observatories. 
The more precise use of the photographic plate involves the determination of the 

exact positions of the star images on the plate and determination of the relative bright- 

ness of the objects involved from the apparent size and brightness of the stellar images 

represented. The branch of astronomy which has to do with the calculations of the 

exact positions of the stars from their photographic records is known as photographic 

‘“‘astrometry,” whereas the field of investigation involved in determining the brightness 

of the stars from the appearance of their photographic images comprises the branch of 

astronomy known as photographic “photometry.” 

Astrometry.—In utilizing the photographic plate for determining accurately the 

positions of the stars represented upon it, use is made of a precision comparator, or 

measuring machine. This machine constructed in various forms usually consists of a 

carriage to which the negative is attached and which is capable of movement by microm- 

eter screws in two directions at right angles to each other. It is of paramount 

importance that the lead screws of the measuring machine should be of the highest 

possible precision if great accuracy is to be expected in the results of plate measure- 

ments. A microscope provides for a suitable magnification for the photographic 

images, each of which is bisected by the cross wire in the eyepiece of the microscope 

while the scale readings of the micrometer screws are set-down in turn. It is consid- 

ered good practice to make from three to five settings upon each star image in turn, 

always approaching the star image with the cross wire moving in the same direction 

to avoid backlash. After readings have been made on all the desired objects, the 

plate is then usually reversed 180° on the carriage for a complementary series 

of measurements. 
The results of the two series are then averaged together for the x and y coordinates 

of each object referred to a hypothetical origin. The reduction of these x and y linear 
measurements to the astronomical coordinates, ‘“‘right ascension” and ‘‘declination,”’ 

involve fundamental equations in spherical astronomy, corrections to the curvature 

of the field of the telescope, ard corrections to the adopted scale value of the instru- 

ment involved. These considerations are beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Distortion.—The interpretation of the positions of stars determined from photo- 

graphic plates raises the question of possible distortion that may be introduced through 

1 eel 
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the contraction or shrinkage of the photographic gelatim emulsion during the process 

of development and drying. Extensive investigations have been made to determine 

the degree of uncertainty which may be introduced on this account through the use of 

the photographic film in astronomical astrometry. Schlesinger in 1906 concluded 
from extensive investigation that the amount of error of measurement in photographic 

plates which could be attributed to distortion were in general of the order of about 

+ 0.009 mm. (average mean error). The corresponding mean error in the observer’s 

bisection of a star image was calculated to be +0.0020 mm. 

The subject of film distortion has also been investigated by 8S. Albrecht, Perrine, 

Ross, and others. All conclude that the amount of error likely to be introduced by 

distortion on the photographic film mounted on glass is small compared with errors of 

bisection of the image by the measurer. It is, perhaps, worth mention that a series 

of tests by F. E. Ross in 1912 gave for the probable error of the measured distance of 

air-dried plates --0.0020 mm., while the probable error of a measured distance on al- 

cohol-dried plates was +0.0012mm. It would appear that uniformity of drying, a feat 

which is accomplished very effectively by immersion of the plate in alcohol, is an 

important factor in keeping film distortion to a minimum. This has been established 

at least for plates of small dimensions, such as the 27 by 37 mm., used in the investiga- 

tion by Ross. 

Photographic Photometry.—¥ rom the introduction of the dry plate into astronomy 

it was early sensed that the size of the stellar image upon the plate might be taken as 

an index of the brightness or magnitude of the star. In the year 1857 Bond of the 

Harvard Observatory demonstrated an empirical relation between the exposure time f 

and the diameter y of the photographic image which he represented by the equation 

Ie a @) == OF (10) 

In the formula P and Q are constants of the plate used. Later investigations by 

Charlier showed that a close agreement between stellar magnitudes and measured 

diameters followed if the relationship were expressed logarithmically by the equation 

m =a — b logid (11) 

where m is the magnitude and d the diameter of the stellar image, a and b being plate 

constants. 

At the Royal Observatory in Greenwich a similar expression involving a square 

root relationship was found to be applicable to a wider range of conditions as regards 

plates and instruments than could be satisfied by the logarithmic expression. 

Accordingly the following form, well known in many observatories, has found wide 

acceptance: 

m =a — b/d (12) 

In utilizing this formula for the calculation of magnitudes of stars from their 

photographic images, some instrument of precision such as the micrometer microscope 

is utilized in measuring the value of d, the diameter of the stellar image. The quan- 

tities a and 6 are constants of the plate which may easily be determined from simul- 

taneous equations when two or more stars of known magnitude m are photographed. 

Since the photographic image of the star at best shows no well-defined periphery, 

the principal source of error in measuring is the uncertainty of locating the extremities 

of the diameter to be measured. It is customary in measurement to measure two 

diameters at right angles to each other and to take the mean. This is particularly 

necessary if through poor guiding or optical difficulties the images are at all elongated. 

Experience shows that even the same eye may pass different Judgments on large 
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and small images in the same field. The fact that different observers using the same 
method will show reasonably good agreement indicates at least the degree of reliability 

of the results obtained in this way. The process is at best tedious and time consuming 

so that other methods for calculation of magnitudes from stellar images on photo- 

graphic plates are employed where a large amount of material needs to be studied. 
One of these is the scale method, long in use at the Harvard College Observatory. 

In this method a scale of varying stellar images is obtained by making multiple 

exposures at intervals on a single star. By increasing the time of successive exposures 

in a definite ratio, a series of images varying In size by more or less constant steps may 

be made. Such a series of images forms a scale plate. By comparing the images on 

this transparent scale plate with the images of stars of known magnitude on the photo- 

graphic plate under investigation, it is possible to calibrate this arbitrary scale in terms 

of magnitudes. With the constants thus determined for the scale plate, visual com- 

parisons are made between the scale plate and stars whose magnitude it is desired to 
determine. If for example a star image of unknown magnitude is found to fall midway 

between two images of the scale plate which have been calibrated as 4.2 and 4.8 magni- 

tudes, respectively, the magnitude of the star represented by the image under observa- 

tion will be designated as 4.5. Such a method has the advantage of rapidity 

of operation and is effective where estimates of a tenth of a magnitude gives the requi- 
site precision. 

Another method extensively used in observatories is that of extra-focal images. 

In this extra-focal method the plate is purposely placed either inside or outside the 

focus of the telescope. In this position the converging pencils of light rays from the 

star are intercepted so that a circular disk of more or less uniform blackening 
is obtained for each star. If the position of the plate is sufficiently far removed from 

the focus, all these circular disks will be of the same diameter but will vary in their 

degree of blackening, depending on the brightness of the star for a given exposure. 

The degree of blackening of the several images is measured by some form of densitom- 

eter in which a ealibrated photographic wedge such as is used in the Hartmann 

microphotometer is frequently employed. 

In 1916 the author published an account of an apparatus and method for determin- 

ing stellar magnitudes from photographic plates, utilizing a thermocouple in conjunc- 
tion with a light source and galvanometer. The apparatus thus devised was called a 

“‘thermoelectric photometer” and was found to be useful not only for measuring the 
density of the extra-focal images but, through the provision of suitable diaphragms, for 

the determination of magnitudes from focal images. The thermoelectric photometer 

has the advantage over visual densitometers in that no auxiliary photographie wedge 

is necessary. Furthermore a physical method of measurement eliminates eye fatigue 
and the personal equation involved where visual estimates must be made. 

Various adaptations of the thermopile and photoelectric cell have since been made 

in several forms of densitometers for measuring the blackening of appreciable areas. 

The advantage of the thermoelectric photometer, herein described in its original form, 

lies in the fact that it is equally adaptable to the measurement of focal images of stars 

that vary very widely in size, the apparatus effectively integrating or practically 

counting the total number of silver grains reduced by a given amount of starlight with 

a given amount of exposure. 

The apparatus consists essentially of a light source consisting of an incandescent 

lamp fed by constant voltage whose highly condensed filament is projected to the 

stage of the instrument completely covering a small pinhole diaphragm that may be 

varied from 0.1 to 1 mm. in size. The diaphragm occupies a position in the center of 

the observing stage of the instrument. By a suitable optical system an image of the 

illuminated diaphragm is projected on the surface of the thermocouple in electrical 
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connection with a sensitive galvanometer. A long-focus microscope is used for view- 

ing the small diaphragm at stage center. The photographic plate is placed film down 

in physical contact with the diaphragm, and the plate is so moved that a star image is 

adjacent to the diaphragm. Radiation passing from the light source through the 

diaphragm to the thermocouple produces a given deflection D on the galvanometer. 

The plate is then moved until the star image to be measured is seen to be central within 

the diaphragm. The deposit of silver grains in the photographed image will then 

obstruct a given amount of energy from the cone of light passing into the diaphragm 

to the thermopile, producing a new galvanometer deflection D’. The relationship 

holding between the magnitude of the stars and the galvanometer deflections has been 

found to be 

m =a — po” (13) 

where a and 8 = plate constants; 

6 = the proportional fall in the galvanometer deflection represented by 

the ratio; 

ID = 1 
5 = D (14) 

Where 6 has been determined for two or more stars of known magnitude appearing 
on a given plate, the quantities a and 8 may be at once evaluated. The value of the 

galvanometer deflection D for a given reading will depend, of course, upon the trans- 

parencies of the plate film, the thickness of the glass, the voltage of the source, and the 

resistance of the thermopile-galvanometer circuit. 

Since in the reduction, however, only the ratio (D — D’)/D is involved, it will be 

noted that any change in D due to a change in intensity of the light source or trans- 

pareney of the film will not affect the result, provided the conditions remain constant 

through the measurement of D and D’ for a given star. Since it is found that varia- 

tions exist in the transparency of the glass and film over different parts of a plate, it is 

necessary that measurement through the unexposed portion of the film be taken in 

the immediate neighborhood of the star for the background readings D. In practice 

two readings are customarily made on the star image and three readings made on 

the background immediately adjacent, the respective means being taken for reduction 

to magnitude. Instruments of the above design have been in use at Harvard, at the 

Case School of Applied Science, at the Steward Observatory of the University of 

Arizona, at Perkins Observatory, and the Argentine National Observatories. 

A modification of the thermoelectric photometer by Schilt has been in use at 

Yale, Columbia, and elsewhere. In the Schilt instrument mechanical movements 

of the plate in rectangular coordinates have been provided with appropriate scales for 

recording the approximate positions of the stars measured. In the Schilt instrument 

the plate is held in a vertical plane, whereas in the author’s design the plate is allowed 

to occupy a horizontal position. 

Visual Magnitudes and Color Index.—Since the ordinary photographic plate is in 

general much more sensitive to the blue and violet end of the spectrum, high-tempera- 

ture stars whose emission is strong in the region of short wavelengths will produce 
larger and blacker images on the photographic negative than yellow or red stars that 

to the eye give the impression of equal brightness. Magnitudes of stars therefore 

determined from the photographic plate will differ considerably from magnitudes of 

the same stars made with a visual photometer, on account of the large differences in 

color. Such magnitudes are therefore referred to as photographic magnitudes as 

distinguished from visual or photometric magnitudes. The photographic plate, how- 
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ever, with an auxiliary yellow filter such as the Eastman Minus Blue may be used to 

record magnitudes on a visual scale by the photographic process. When the yellow 

color screen is used, plates sensitive to yellow light, often referred to as orthochromatic 

plates, are employed. Stellar magnitudes on such a visual scale determined from 

orthochromatic plates with yellow filters are termed ‘“photovisual’’ magnitudes. 

If one compares photovisual magnitudes with the ordinary photographic magni- 

tudes determined from the usual blue-sensitive plate, the difference is connotated 

“color index.’’ This quantity is obviously an index of the color of a yellow or red star 

as compared toa white or bluestar. Sometimes a red filter is employed in conjunction 

with a panchromatic plate in determining the degree of redness a star possesses. A 

careful comparison of color indices with respect to spectral types of stars yields a 

rather close correlation, so that stars of such faint magnitudes that a spectroscopic 

analysis is impossible may roughly betray the type of spectrum from a determination 

of the color index alone. From the color index the black-body temperature of the 

stellar surface may likewise be inferred. By the use of plates especially sensitized for 

the infrared, such as the Eastman M or P, Hetzler of the Yerkes Observatory has been 

able to photograph dull-red stars not previously rendered visible. 

Precautions.—Since photographic photometry is in a sense a quantitative process, 

certain precautions should be mentioned in the use of star images for photometric 

purposes. 

When focal images of stars are used, stars off the optical axis will produce images 

that increase in diameter as the distance from the optical center increases. This is 

due to the fact that the field of any telescope has a certain amount of curvature, and 

unless, as is done in some instances, provision is made for curving the plate to the 

known curvature of the field of the lens or mirror, images of stars off the optical axis 

will be slightly extra focal; hence they are somewhat enlarged. 

It is possible to make a magnitude correction for this off-the-axis effect. To do 

this, the driving clock of the telescope may be stopped just as a bright star is coming 

into the field of the plate and exposure made. For a bright star a few seconds suffice 

to gain an impressionable image. After a few moments wait, a second exposure is 

made, and this process repeated until the star has passed over the entire plate due 

to the diurnal motion of the sky. If the telescope has been properly focused, the 

images of the stars at the axis will be true focal images and therefore appear to be of 

smaller dimensions than the outlying images. By any one of the various means of 

measurements previously mentioned, the magnitude differences of each of the off-axis 

images may be determined and plotted against the linear distance of each image from 

the plate center. From these data a correction curve can be drawn from which a 

magnitude correction may be deduced to reduce any determined magnitude of a star 

off the axis to the photographic magnitude which it would have if it had been exposed 

in the position of the optical axis itself. 

In developing plates that are to be used for photometric measurements, relatively 

weak solutions are employed for a developer, and a development time of 5 min. is 

desirable. Care should be taken to see that the plate is completely covered with the 

developer and the tray rocked manually or mechanically throughout development. 

This insures uniformity in the chemical treatment of the emulsion and also tends to 

reduce to a minimum the difficulties attributable to the so-called Eberhard effect. 

Eberhard Effect—The Eberhard effect is particularly conspicuous on plates which 

have been overdeveloped, especially where there is considerable sky fogging in the 

background. It is noticeable as an aureole or light ring immediately surrounding the 

stellar image. Its appearance is explained by assuming a slight dilution of the devel- 

oper in the immediate neighborhood of the star image where reduction of the silver 

grains draws most heavily upon the constituents of the developing agent. Rocking of 
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the tray during development reduces the trouble to a minimum, as in so doing a fresh 

supply of developer is constantly brought into the region of each star image reduced. 

The Eberhard effect when present is particularly troublesome in making ‘‘back- 

ground” readings in the thermoelectric method of measuring a photographie plate, and 
presents similar difficulty whenever measured diameters are involved. 

If photographic magnitudes determined from one plate are to be compared with 

similar measurements on control plates, it is essential that both plates be developed 
together in the same tray and likewise receive the same treatment in fixing, washing, 

and drying. 
There are certain characteristics of the photographic plate which the celestial 

photographer should constantly keep in mind. Some of these greatly affect the 

sensitivity of the emulsion. 

Experience shows that the sensitivity of photographic plates gradually deteriorates 

with storage. After development this can be noted qualitatively by a certain degree 

of fogginess, especially near the edges of the plate. If there is a long delay between 

exposure and development, this change in sensitivity is well marked. Dark areas 

tend to become darker and light areas fainter with delay between exposure and devel- 

opment. One might say that the contrast is materially increased by delaying the 

development. In celestial photography, however, this means that faint stars or other 

celestial objects which might have been near the threshold value of the plate and 

therefore just detectable upon immediate development may be lost if the time between 

exposure and development is unduly prolonged. King states that on such plates as he 

has tested a 15 per cent change has been noted after a month’s delay. In one case, 

where an interval of 9 months elapsed between exposure and development, a change of 

80 per cent was noted. In terms of stellar magnitudes, differences as great asa halfa - 

magnitude have been found in results, depending upon whether the magnitude scale 

was based on the brighter or the fainter images on the plate concerned. 

Another element affecting the sensitivity of the plate is the amount of humidity 

present during exposure. Even a small amount of moisture decreases the sensitive- 

ness of a photographic plate seriously. When making exposures for photometric 
purposes, if comparisons are to be made with a standard light or a comparison star, it 

is desirable that a control exposure be made both at the beginning and at the end of 

any series of exposures for photometric purposes. Almost as important as the degree 

of humidity is the air temperature to which the plate is exposed. With the lowering 

of the temperature, a plate will in general show fainter stars for a given exposure time. 

If a series of exposures 1s made to determine the variation of brightness of a variable 

star and the temperature is falling, an allowance must be made for this change in 

temperature during the series of exposures. Usually this is done by comparing the 

images of other stars in the field whose light is regarded as constant. It is always 

desirable that plates taken from the darkroom should be in the plateholder and exposed 

to the temperature of the telescope several hours before the exposure is actually to be 
made. { 

Spectrographic Measurements.—The problem of measuring spectrograms in 

astronomical work is not very different from that of measuring spectrographic plates 
from laboratory sources. The determination of line positions on a linear scale is made 

with a suitable comparator. The reduction of scale ratings to wavelengths in the case 

of prism spectra is usually effected by the use of the well-known Cornu-Hartmann 

formula 

a bs 

sta 

in which s is the measured distance from the line of reference, while \, a, and 6 are 

h =o (15) 
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constants whose value must be determined from simultaneous equations covering at 
least. three known wavelength measurements. 

The problem of determining the abundance of elements from the intensities of the 

lines in stellar spectra now forms an important study in astrophysics. The theory of 

ionization phenomena and the method of measuring line contours by means of tracings 

made with a suitable microphotometer is similar to the problem of the physicist work- 

ing in a laboratory in spectroscopy. The wide variations in stellar spectra with the 

varying densities of stellar atmospheres, together with their temperatures, afford 

intriguing problems for the astronomical spectroscopist. 

A problem of astronomical spectroscopy not frequently encountered in ordinary 

laboratory technique is that of the determination of the radial velocities of stars and 
nebulae from the displacement of lines in the spectra of celestial objects from their 

normal standard positions. If Dopper’s principle is utilized, the velocity may be 

determined from the formula 

v= — (16) 

where 6A = the changed wavelength due to the approach or recession of the object 

under observation; 

» = the standard wavelength of the known line; 

c = the velocity of light; 

v = the radial velocity or velocity in the line of sight. 

The quantity v obviously is plus if 6A is plus, 7.e., if there is an increase in wave- 

length in the star line from that of the normal position. Similarly v will be minus if 
the wavelength decreases. In the first instance the celestial object is receding from the 

earth and in the second instance approaching the earth at the time the spectrogram 

was made. 

Since in general the radial velocity of the star will be desired with respect to the 

sun, corrections must be made for the orbital motion of the earth and, for greater 

accuracy, corrections for the movement of the observer on account of the rotation of 

the earth. A third correction, depending upon the small amount of motion of the 

earth about the center of gravity of the earth-moon system, must be made for still 

greater refinement. The reduction of observations involving such corrections and 

the detailed procedures employed at various observatories are beyond the scope of 

this handbook. The reader is referred to Campbell’s ‘‘Stellar Motions,” André’s 

‘“Astronomie Stellaire,’”’ and similar works. 

Caution sometimes has to be used in interpreting apparent plate velocities for 
actual velocities of the celestial objects themselves in the line of sight. Pressure and 

relativity effects also serve to displace lines from their normal positions. It is perhaps 

patent here to remark the question of the theory of the expanding universe rests upon 

interpreting plate velocities of the extra-galactic nebulae in terms of the Doppler effect 
alone. Should there occur reasons for believing in a change of frequency of light 

through astronomical distances and large units of time, doubt would at once be cast 

upon the validity of interpreting plate velocities as actual velocities in the line of 
sight. 

Experiments made by McCuskey at the Harvard Observatory hold considerable 

promise for utilization of objective prism plates for the measurement of radial veloc- 

ities. Such a method has the advantage of collecting a large amount of data from 

many stars on a single photograph without recourse to the refinements of the more 

complicated temperature-controlled stellar spectrograph. 

Astronomical Photography Applied to Special Objects——Much of what has pre- 

viously been written in this section concerns chiefly stellar photography. For photog- 
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raphy of the sun, moon, and planets some special methods of exposure and procedure 

are necessary. Likewise, the photography of comets and of meteors requires special 

technique. The application of photography on occasions of total solar eclipses pre- 

sents again unique problems deserving special consideration. 

Photography of the Sun.—Photographs of the sun may be taken satisfactorily with 

almost any telescope, provided the light is sufficiently diminished and the exposure 

sufficiently short. In solar photography it is desirable to use a diaphragm over the 

objective with an aperture which will provide a focal ratio in the neighborhood of from 

f/50 to f/100, the smaller ratio being used in the case of telescopes of large aperture. 

For making the exposure, a focal-plane shutter capable of rendering an exposure of 

000 Sec. is desirable. Care must be taken in ease of larger focal ratios that a black 

curtain shutter is not unduly exposed to the image of the sun, as it may be burned 

through the excessive heat. For this reason use is sometimes made of a metal shutter 

carrying a narrow slit that may be passed rapidly in front of the plate. The author 

has found a very serviceable solar camera can be made by utilizing the back of an 

old Graflex. The back must be provided with a suitable adapter for attaching to the 

eye end of the telescope. The curtain shutter is set for time exposure with the full 

aperture open to the ground-glass screen for focusing the image of the sun; the plate- 

holder is then inserted, the curtain screen reset for exposure, the slide drawn, and the 

exposure quickly made. As soon as the exposure is made, the telescope is directed 

away from the sun. In this mode of operation there is little danger from the heat on 

the curtain shutter. In the case of a visual refractor a color filter must, of course, be 

employed. 

In professional equipment for solar photography at observatories specializing in 

this work, the telescope may be permanently fixed in a horizontal or vertical position 

and light from the sun fed to the objective from a heliostat or coelostat. In the case 

of the heliotelescope the entire building housing the lens and plate forms in itself a 

darkroom and replaces the more conventional telescope tube. A coelostat is placed in 

the open under separate shelter, light from which passes through a circular window in 

the observing house to the telescope objective. 

At the Mount Wilson Observatory near Pasadena, Calif., and the Mc Math-Hulbert 

Observatory at Lake Angelus, Mich., a vertical form of telescope is employed for solar 

work. The telescope tube is held in a vertical position by suitable supports to a 

surrounding tower. At the top of the tower is the coelostat, easily protected from the 

weather by a dome. The movements of the dome and of the coelostat itself 

are effected by the use of motors with remote control at the ground end. An observing 

shelter completely enclosed is constructed at the ground end of the telescope tube. 

The solar image is formed directly on the plate which reposes in a horizontal position. 

Because of the form of structure employed in the vertical telescope, such an instrument 

is frequently called a ‘‘tower telescope”’ or ‘‘solar tower.”’ 

A tower telescope has an advantage over the horizontal telescope in that the atmos- 

pheric disturbances in the case of the vertical tube are less disastrous than is the case 

in the horizontal telescope where heated strata of air near the ground are constantly 

rising across the optical path. Since at best, in photographing the sun, a large amount 

of heat from the ground and surrounding objects creates a turbulence of air through 

which the light waves pass, it has been found in some localities that the best hours of 

the day for solar photography are in the early morning before the air and ground have 

become highly heated. 

Because of the value of a knowledge of the number and distribution of spots on the 

surface of the sun, a group of observatories throughout the world are now cooperating 

in securing daily photographs of the sun, the results of which are forwarded in this 

country to the U. S. Naval Observatory in Washington which publishes monthly a 
summary of solar data. 
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Photography of the Moon.—While the moon is a very much smaller body than the 

earth, its proximity to our planet renders it a disk of approximately the same diameter 

as the sun in the sky. The solar camera forms, therefore, a useful piece of apparatus 

for lunar photography, the only difference in operation being in the length of the 

exposure. Under similar conditions of aperture, an exposure on the moon should be 

in the neighborhood of 14 sec. as compared with 14900 sec. on the sun itself. The large 

amount of detail on the lunar surface, including mountain ranges and craters, together 

with the ever constant change in the illumination as the sun rises and sets over the 

principal lunar features, presents a fascination to the amateur photographer who has a 

telescope that may be adapted to the purpose. 

If two exposures on the moon are made with the moon at the same phase, but 

separated approximately one month apart in time, it will be found in general that the 

features in the second photograph occupy slightly different positions in regard to the 

lunar disk than in the first photograph taken. This is due to the fact that the lunar 

axis is tipped slightly toward the earth and also on account of the fact that, while the 

moon rotates uniformly on its axis in a period of one month, thereby always presenting 

its same face to the earth, its slightly eccentric orbit causes it to travel at a nonuniform 

motion. The apparent displacements of certain lunar features, therefore, with respect 

to the disk for the reasons mentioned, are called “‘librations.”’. If the two photographs 

taken at intervals of one month at corresponding phases of the moon are mounted 

together and viewed with a stereoscope, a beautiful stereoscopic effect results from 

these librations, the moon presenting in the stereoscope a very real spherical form. 

For one who is interested in lunar photography detailed maps of the lunar surface have 

been published and may be obtained from book sellers and scientific supply houses. 

Photography of Comets—The appearance of a comet in the sky affords unusual 

opportunity for the celestial photographer. Great detail may be obtained from 

cometary photographs that cannot be observed by the naked eye. The principal trick 

in photographing a comet is to have an auxiliary guiding telescope attached to the 

photographic telescope so that the head or nucleus of the cometary object may be set 

on the cross wires of the guiding eyepiece and kept in position by means of the slow 

motions provided through the entire exposure. This is necessary since a comet is 

a relatively swift-moving object among the stars. 

The driving clock of the telescope can be expected to follow only the general diurnal 

motion of the sky as the stars move from east to west. As the observer must make the 

photographic plate register constantly with the comet itself, star images on the plate 

after development will be found to take the form of streaks or trails rather than round 

images. The length of the streak or trail will obviously increase with the length of the 

exposure, and the general direction of these star trails will represent the motion of the 

comet among the stars while the object is being photographed. The exposure time 

will depend entirely upon the brightness of the object and the amount of detail desired. 

It may extend from a few minutes to several hours. The development of the first 

trial plate will give an index as to the requisite exposure time to bring out features that 

may be desired. 
Photography of Meteors —The photography of meteors or shooting stars requires 

cameras of relatively short focus. Since the appearance of a meteor is in a large 

sense accidental and there is no way of determining with any accuracy the precise 

point in the sky at which meteors appear, an astronomer frequently employs a battery 

of cameras of wide-angle lenses pointed in different directions, so that a large area of 

the sky can be covered. On the occasion of anticipated meteoric showers, such as the 

Perseids which occur during the month of August or the Leoneids which appear in 

the middle of November, the cameras may be pointed in the general direction of the 

so-called ‘‘meteor radiant,”’ the constellation of Perseus for the August meteoric shower 
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and the Sickle in the constellation of Leo for the November meteors. The battery of 

cameras is easily attached to an axis which will be driven by clockwork so that the 

stars m the region being photographed will appear as point images and afford a back- 
ground for determining positions of the meteor trails as they may occur. The flash 

of a meteor across the field of view will leave its impression as a streak on the photo- 

graphic plate. Frequently such a streak will be of nonuniform brightness, depending 

upon sporadic changes in the brightness of the meteor itself. 

Photography is the one exact means for determining with accuracy the positions 

of meteor trails from different points of observation. A comparison of plates simul- 

taneously exposed at two stations a few miles apart makes possible the determination 

of the altitude above the earth at which the meteor first became visible and also fre- 

quently the altitude at which the meteor vanished. The mathematical calculation 

of the altitude of meteor trails from such photographic observations is beyond the 

scope of this book, and the reader is referred to the more extended treatises on this 
braneh of the subject. 

Photography of the Planets.—Photography of the planets, with the possible exception 

of Jupiter and Saturn is rather beyond the scope of the amateur. In planetary 

photography an auxiliary enlarging lens is employed in the optical axis of the telescope 

objective and somewhat inside the focal plane. Because of the variation in “‘seeing”’ 

conditions and the necessity for satisfactory moments when the atmosphere is particu- 

larly tranquil, an auxiliary visual telescope is a prerequisite to planetary photography. 

A shutter which may be quickly operated by a bulb or finger release is also essential. 

The double-slide plateholder is a convenience in planetary photography for moving the 

plate between exposures. Since at best a planetary image is exceedingly small, multi- 

ple exposures may be made on a single plate, the images being duly separated by 

appropriate movements of the double-slide plate carriage between exposures. The 

observer, who is scrutinizing the planet through the visual telescope, awaits the 

supreme moment which is well known to all seasoned observers. At such times 

planetary detail may be caught at its best during the few brief seconds when atmos- 

pheric disturbances are at a minimum. At this moment the shutter is released for 

appropriate exposure but is instantly closed if the planetary image becomes blurred 

through atmospheric turbulence. Extraordinarily: good photographs of Jupiter, 

Saturn, and Mars under favorable conditions have been taken at the Lick and Lowell 

Observatories. The Lick Observatory located on Mount Hamilton, Calif., and the 

Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff, Ariz., are particularly well favored climatically for 

planetary photography. 

Various filters are frequently employed to bring out planetary details. Photo- 

graphs of Mars made in blue and red light on plates sensitive to these colors invariably 

show wide differences in the characteristics. It appears that with blue-sensitive plates 

light is reflected or scattered chiefly from the atmosphere surrounding the planet, 

giving a somewhat diffuse image. In the case of photography with red light, the 

filtered rays are those that have penetrated more extensively the atmosphere of the 

planet and are reflected more completely from the surface of the planet, rendering 

visible a large amount of surface detail that it is not possible to photograph in the use 

of ordinary plates which are blue sensitive. For further details on planetary photog- 

raphy, the reader is referred to publications on these subjects issued by the Lick 

Observatory of Mount Hamilton, Calif., and the Lowell Observatory of Flagstaff, 
Ariz. A good photographic image of any of the planets will stand enlargment from 

the original negative several times. By repeated copying, contrast may also be 

enhanced. 

Eclipse Photography.—One of the primary objects in expeditions to observe total 

eclipses of the sun is the photography of the solar corona, that gaseous appendage to 
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the sun which is visible only when the brilliant disk of the sun itself is hidden by the 

dark disk of the moon that completely covers it during the moments of total eclipse. 

A total eclipse of the sun may last from only a few seconds to a period of slightly less 

than 8 min. Exposures on the corona are usually made with lenses of great focal 

length to obtain images of requisite size to show the desired details. Suitable exposure 
times will vary from 1 sec. to 15 min. or more. Usually a series of plates will be taken 

with varying exposures. The short exposures are necessary to gain detail of the struc- 

ture of the corona near the edge of the sun. The longer exposures will reveal the out- 

lying stretches or extremities of the corona, but the inner parts on the resulting 

negative will be greatly overexposed. By suitable local reduction of the negative, 

however, it is often possible to get a fair representation of the entire structure of the 

corona from the edge of the sun to the outlyimg rims. A plate locally reduced, how- 

ever, loses much of its scientific value since the relative blackening of the various 

parts of the corona in the untouched negative provide an index of the relative bright- 

ness of the emission of the light from the various regions. In preparing the plates for 

eclipse photography, it is quite necessary that the plate be backed with any one of a 

number of suitable backings to prevent halation, or double-coated nonhalation plates 

should be employed. 

Lenses up to 40-ft. focal length are frequently transported to all parts of the world 

on eclipse expeditions. Since it is possible to caleulate in advance the exact place 

which the sun will occupy in the sky during the moments of eclipse, temporary struc- 

tures can be built for supporting such lenses and the elaborate equatorial mounting of 

the telescope dispensed with. In the case of the cameras of great focal length, usually 

no attempt is made to move the lens during the period of exposures, but the plate- 

holder itself is mounted on a carriage, and clockwork is provided for moving the same 

laterally at right angles to the optical axis in order to follow the small shift in the 

image of the sun during the exposure, thus facilitating very greatly the mechanical 

arrangements involved. In the case of a total solar eclipse lasting 4 min., the move- 

ment of the solar image during this interval for a lens of 40-ft. focus will be approxi- 

mately 8.4 in. This gives an idea of the amount of movement of the plate required 

for an eclipse of average duration. The necessity for providing motions of the plate 

during even a single exposure becomes apparent when we see that in this instance the 

solar image would be displaced by 14 in. during even the relatively brief exposure of 

15 sec. Photographs of eclipses with ordinary cameras having no guiding mechanism 

have been satisfactorily made by giving very brief exposures in cases where the lenses 

used are of but a few inches focal length. Such photographs, however, can scarcely 

be said to have much professional or scientific value. 

The application of motion-picture photography to the registration of eclipse 

phenomena, however, has come to occupy an important part in connection with 

eclipse expeditions. With the best of lenses of 20-in. focal length, an image of the sun 

of satisfactory size can be secured on the ordinary 35-mm. film. The complete regis- 

tration of both the total and partial phases of the eclipse forms an important record of 

sky conditions, transparency, passing of clouds, ete. It is often of considerable value 

afterward in checking visual impressions. During the partial phase it is necessary 

that the smallest stop possible be employed, together with a dense red filter, in order 

to diminish sufficiently the direct rays of the sun to prevent overexposure. At the 

moment of complete obscuration of the solar disk by the encroaching moon, the filter 

must be removed, and the stop opened widely in order to obtain the requisite amount 

of exposure for the corona itself. At the first indication of the reappearance of the 

disk of the sun, the aperture is again reduced and the filter restored while the motion- 

picture camera continues to record the second partial phase. 
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Since the total duration of eclipse phenomena including both partial phases will 

last for something like 4 hr., it is obviously a waste of time and film to photograph the 
partial phase continuously in the kinematograph. A single exposure with the motion- 

picture camera made at }9- or !4-min. intervals is entirely sufficient in the partial 

phase. An exposure once in 8 sec. has also been frequently used. In any of these 

procedures an abundant amount of film will result for educational or entertainment 

purposes in depicting the progress of the phenomenon. It is necessary, of course, if 

satisfactory registration is to be obtained, that the motion-picture camera be fixed to 

an equatorial mounting driven by clockwork to follow the movement of the sun during 

the interval. A guiding telescope for checking the registration continuously is also 

desirable. It is hardly necessary to remark that the guiding telescope should be 

provided with a dense dark glass in front of the eyepiece for the proper protection of 

the eyes of the observer. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Haroup E. EGERTON 

High-speed photography is defined for this section as applying to single-exposure 

cameras that take photographs in less than 1/10,000 sec. and to motion-picture cam- 

eras that operate at speeds in excess of 300 frames per second. These limitations are 

purposely set to exclude cameras of the moving-shutter type, such as the Compur and 

focal-plane types, and high-speed motion-picture cameras of the intermittent-motion 

types—all of which are discussed elsewhere in this book. 

By the use of high-speed photography an observer is able to obtain a picture or a 

series of pictures which accurately record an action as a function of time, permitting a 

detailed study which cannot be made otherwise. The pictures in a series may be 

analyzed frame by frame, or they may be projected on the screen in ultra-slow motion, 

enabling the eye to see vagrant actions that would not otherwise be seen. Further- 

more, since the film records the position of objects as a function of time, velocity and 

acceleration can be calculated. Speed photography has proved its worth in scientific 

and industrial research and is destined to an important future in photography in all 

fields of endeavor. 
Single-exposure High-speed Cameras.—In this classification are grouped cameras 

capable of taking single photographs in less than 10~* sec. Both mechanical and 

photographic factors make difficult, if not impossible, a camera of any of the usual 

types for very short exposures, and therefore they are not considered here. The 

cameras described are of the type that rely upon an electrically controlled flash of light 

for both the required very high intensity of illumination and for the short duration of 

exposure time. The most satisfactory electrical arrangement consists of a spark in 

air or in a gas-filled discharge tube through which the energy stored in a condenser is 

discharged at the desired instant. With this method the exposure time is determined 

entirely by the duration of the flash of light and not by any mechanical shutter. It 

should be mentioned that this camera may require a darkened room to prevent expo- 

sure due to the ordinary light, though in many cases the shutter setting, the lens 

aperture, and the type of film are such as to give no appreciable exposure with the — 

average level of illumination. 
In general there are two methods of lighting: (1) silhouette and (2) the usual 

reflected-light type. The silhouette method takes several forms, each requiring a 

point source of light for best results. In some cases an open spark is satisfactory. 

The dimensions of the spark can be restricted mechanically by causing the spark to 

occur in a small hole in an insulator. Figure 1 illustrates several methods of silhouette 

photography, and it is to be noted that all use a point source of light—a spark in air. 

The upper sketch shows the simplest method of silhouette photography and one that 

produces excellent results. It is to be noted that no lens is used, as the image is a true 

shadow of the subject. Therefore the size of the film must be comparable to the size 

of the subject. A second limitation to this method is the requirement of a darkened 

room so that the ordinary light will not fog the film. In some cases this is incon- 

venient, since considerable time is usually required to uncover a large sheet of film or 

762 
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sensitive paper. A modification of the method is to substitute a ground glass for the 

film and then photograph the image from the back with an ordinary camera. 

The second method illustrated in Fig. 1 uses a large condensing lens (not neces- 

sarily of high optical quality) between the subject and the light source. Adjustments 

are made so that the image of the light source appears on the film as a circle large 

enough to cover the film. The camera lens is then focused on the subject (using 

reflected light), and a shadow of the subject appears on the film, reduced in size opti- 

cally as in ordinary photographic procedure. The aperture is very small, since it is 

determined by the dimensions of the light source, and therefore the depth of focus is 

I Shadow (Dvorak Method) 
Saeee Focus 
Joely, - Object lenson 
sl object 
le xx 

Adjust condenser until field is) 
filled with light in camera —7 

II Shaclow 

Lens 
Spark Stop =f Object Stop 
7 | oe 

I Schlieren Method of Toepler 

-Sphericay/ mirror 

Camera 
Combination - Geet 
mirror and stop 

IW Schlieren 
Fig. 1.—Diagram illustrating various methods of making high-speed silhouette photo- 

graphs. 

great. Two advantages result from the use of this arrangement, v2z., (1) the effective 

use of the light, since a large cone of light is collected; and (2) the ability to change 

the image size on the film. However, the field is restricted to the diameter of the 

condensing lens. This method is useful for taking high-speed motion pictures on 

continuously moving film with stroboscopic light. 
The last two arrangements of Fig. 1 illustrate methods of the “‘Schlieren” type of 

silhouette photography. The upper diagram shows the use of a lens, and the lower, of 

amirror. In both most of the light is cut off by stops, and variation of the refractive 

index of the material in the field of view deflects the light rays passing through the 

affected region slightly, so that they clear or strike the stop and thereby either increase 
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or decrease the amount of light reaching the film at the corresponding image points. 

In this way variations in density in a volume of gas, such as those produced by sound 

waves, and thermal disturbances, may be observed and photographed. 

An optically perfect lens or mirror is required for Schlieren photography in order to 

obtain a uniformly illuminated field. In fact, the arrangement is exactly the same as 
the test used for the final polishing of optical surfaces. 

The size of field is naturally limited to the size of the lens or mirror. Since cor- 

rected lenses of large diameter are very expensive or not obtainable, mirrors are more 

commonly used. The references show numerous different optical arrangements. 

Shadow photography is often of great advantage in many practical problems 

because the amount of light required is small compared with that needed for reflected- 

light photography. Furthermore, a sharp image is obtained which is useful for meas- 

urement. The waves in air, such as are caused by bullets, may be recorded by the 
silhouette methods, especially the Schlieren method, which can be made very sensitive. 

In fact the Schlieren arrangement can be made sufficiently sensitive to observe heat 
waves rising from one’s hand, because of the fact that the index of refraction of air 
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Fic. 2.—Electrical circuit for making silhouette photographs. 

changes with temperature. The principal disadvantages of the silhouette method are 

that only an outline is obtained and that with some kinds of shadow photography the 

experiment must be performed in a darkened room. 
The electrical circuit of a typical arrangement for taking silhouette photographs 

is shown as Fig. 2. The various circuit elements are labeled in the figures. Many 

other circuits are described in the references, which should be consulted for further 

details. 
Since the light from the sparks in air and from most of the other gaseous-discharge 

sources is largely in the blue end of the spectrum, the less sensitive films or papers— 

such as the process or positive types—are often satisfactory. 
The duration of the flash which determines the exposure time for silhouette photo- 

graphs depends upon the electrical arrangement and also upon the afterglow in the 

gas. The duration is dependent on the natural frequency of the discharge circuit, 

which in turn increases with the size of the condenser and the inductance resulting 

from the connecting wires and the internal inductance of the condenser. Further- 

more, discharges in circuits of this type usually oscillate a great many cycles—some- 

times as many as 10 or more. For this reason sufficient resistance is often added to 

damp critically the oscillations. This resistance decreases the duration of the flash 

but at the same time reduces the quantity of light by from five- to tenfold, which is a 

serious disadvantage. The mercury-control tube shown in Fig. 2 has the advantage 

of tending to prevent the reversal of current, as well as serving as a switch for starting 

the spark gap at the required instant. The ignition coil starts conduction in the mer- 
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eury-control tube and simultaneously causes the spark gap to break down. The 

effective exposure time for silhouette spark photographs may easily be made as short 

as 10-6 sec. and, under favorable conditions, may be as short as 10 sec. 

Reflected-light Spark Photography.—Reflected-light photography, with illumina- 

tion from sparks or from gas-filled tubes, produces photographs similar to those 

obtained with ordinary lighting and camera technique, except that since the exposure 

time is not limited by a mechanical shutter, it may be made extremely short. The 

electrical circuit for producing the short condenser discharges through the lamps is 

similar in operation to that used for silhouette photography. However, with reflected- 

light illumination it is not necessary to have a point source of light; in fact, it is usually 

better to have a light source of large area to give a better distribution of illumination. 

Reflected-light photography usually requires considerably more energy because the 

light is not so effectively used. Therefore the energy-storage capacity of the con- 

densers must be larger than is required for silhouette photography. A typical circuit 

is shown in Fig. 3 with the details explained in the caption. This equipment will 

give sufficient illumination for photographing an area approximately 6 ft. square, using 
an f/8 stop, orthochromatic film, and an effective exposure of about 1/50,000 sec. 

The effective exposure time for reflected-light photographs is longer than for 

silhouette photographs, principally because the energy required is much larger. How- 

Same we circult 4 
as In Fig. eee 

Fig. 3.—Diagram of electrical circuit for making high-speed photographs by reflected 

light. 

ever, a very short flash is seldom necessary, and except for certain ballistic problems a 

flash duration of less than 1/50,000 sec. is entirely adequate and easily obtained. 

Reflected-light photographs of small areas can be taken with an exposure time of 107° 

sec. if circuit conditions are adjusted properly and if the afterglow in the gas 

is extinguished. 
Correct timing of the flash of light is often the most important part of any particu- 

lar problem. For example, to obtain a photograph of a golf ball compressed with a 

driver requires that the flash of light be timed to about 1/10,000 sec.; otherwise the 

photograph will be taken either before the ball is hit, or after it has left the club. The 

simplest method of timing is to arrange the switch marked ‘‘trip”’ (Figs. 2 and 3) so 

that contact is made at the desired instant. In the case of the golf ball two small 

wires can be arranged behind the ball so that the club will knock them together at the 

desired part of the swing. A series of photographs with different positions of the trip 

wires shows successive stages of the action, if the action can be repeated. Other 

methods of tripping ean be used, such as the interruption of a beam of light to a photo- 

cell or the use of a microphone to pick up a sound impulse. A time delay can be 
introduced electrically to delay the flash of light by a known interval of time after the 

signal is received. 
Single-flash high-speed photography is much more convenient to use than high- 

speed motion-picture photography, since the apparatus required is much simpler and 

since standard cameras and lens equipment can-be used. Any camera is capable of 
taking photographs with effective exposures of 10-* to 1076 sec., simply by using a 
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source of light actuated by a condenser discharge. While only one photograph at a 

time can be taken by this method, in contrast to a large number by the high-speed 

motion-picture camera, many practical problems can be solved by this method, par- 

ticularly if the action of the subject can be repeated. 

High-speed Motion-picture Cameras.—Motion pictures taken at high speed and 
subsequently shown at ordinary projection speeds have the effect of slowing fast 
motions so that the eye can see what is going on. Naturally the faster the action 

that is being photographed, the faster the camera must be driven. It seems imprac- 

tical, because of mechanical limitations, to drive the usual intermittent types of 
motion-picture cameras at speeds in excess of about ten times normal. Practically 
all cameras operating above this speed depart from the intermittent-motion mecha- 
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Fic. 4.—Diagram showing various possible optical systems for use in high-speed motion- 

picture cameras. 

nism and use instead a continuously moving-film mechanism. Although the film 

moves continuously during the exposure, the image cast by the lens on the film must 

either move with the film or the film must not move an appreciable distance during the 

exposure time. The first requirement is met by the use of a moving optical system to 

keep the image stationary with respect to the moving film during the exposure time; 

and the second, by the use of intermittent illumination (stroboscopic light) for exposing 

the photographs, each flash of light lasting such a short time that sharp images are 

obtained although the film is moving. The moving-optical-system method is espe- 

cially well adapted to the study of subjects which emit their own light, common exam- 

ples of which are the burning of vapors, the action of explosives, the motions of an 

electric arc, the reactions in a photoflash lamp, and the behavior of the cathode spot 

in a mercury-are tube. 
There are three general types of the moving-optical-system camera: (1) those 

using rotating lenses or slits, (2) those using rotating mirrors, and (3) those using 
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rotating prisms. Some of these are illustrated in Fig. 4. A comprehensive treatment 
of these and other moving-optical systems as applied to projectors has been made by 

Tuttle and Reed. 
The rotating-prism type is available from the Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, 

N. Y. The Carl Zeiss Company, Jena, Germany, manufactures a camera in the 

second classification. Cameras of the moving-lens type are made by the Allgemeine 

Elektrische Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany, and by the Merlin and Gevin Company, 

Grenoble, France. 

In high-speed cameras employing stroboscopic light, the film is moved past the 

lens at a constant speed; and each time the film has moved the distance occupied by 

one frame, the subject is illuminated by a short intense flash of light. The time at 

which the flash occurs is in some cases controlled by a contact disk rigidly attached 

to the film-driving mechanism and properly spaced so that the motion-picture film is 

properly framed for projection in standard equipment. Normal illumination such 

as that encountered indoors is insufficient to fog the film in a stroboscopic-light camera 

because the film passes the lens so rapidly. A stroboscopic-light camera is manu- 

factured by the General Radio Company, Cambridge, Mass. 

When motion pictures are taken at high speed with either type of camera,‘ the film 

must move rapidly, and one of the important problems in the design is to make the 

film travel at the requisite speed without vibrating, fluttering, or breaking. The 

rapidly moving film must be guided properly, but the friction in sliding contacts may 

generate enough heat to ignite it. Static charges of electricity resulting from the 

friction must also be avoided, as they cause dendriform exposures on the film. Fur- 

ther than simply traveling smoothly at a high speed, it is important that the film 

accelerate rapidly so that it will attain the proper speed before much of it has passed 

through the camera. The acceleration must be uniform as well as rapid, as sudden 

jerks are likely to break the film. 

Taste I.—Sprep oF Fium In Terms or FRAME HEIGHT AND RATE OF EXPOSURE 

Exposures per second 

é | 
nee oe 500 | 1000 2000 | 4000 | 8000 | 16,000 | 32,000 | 64,000 

Film velocity, ft. per see. 

| | | 
0.75% 31.25 62.5 125.0 | 250 500 1000 2000 4000 
0.30° 12.50 25.0 50.0 100 200 400 800 1600 
0.15 6.25 12.5 25.0 50 100 200 400 800 
0.075 3.175 6.25 12.5 25 50 100 200 400 

| 

¢ Standard 35-mm. frame height. 

> Standard 16-mm. frame height. 

The height of the frame, as well as the rate of making exposures, is a factor influenc- 

ing the film speed, since it is not necessary for the film to move as rapidly for a small 

frame as for a large one. Most of the very high-speed pictures are small in size, in 

some cases so minute as to be of little use in presenting detail even after enlargement. 

Conversely, if the film speed is increased in order to produce larger pictures, the camera 

becomes so bulky that it is no longer portable, and the subjects must be brought to 

1 Possible exceptions are those high-speed cameras employing stationary film and a large number of 

lenses or a number of spark sources of light. 
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the camera—a serious limitation to its usefulness. Table I shows the speed of the 

film in feet per second as a function of the height of the frame and the number of expo- 
sures per second. 

When film speeds higher than about 150 or 200 ft. per sec. are desired, a short strip 
of film is usually placed on the periphery of a drum. The length of film that can be 

used is limited to the circumference of the drum, but very high film velocities can be 

attained in this way more easily than with a long strip. There are no acceleration 

problems, since the film may be brought up to speed as slowly as desired. Cameras 

of this type require a shutter that remains open during one revolution only, to prevent 

multiple exposure of the film. 

Still another method employs a stationary film over which the beam of light is 

rapidly thrown by means of a rapidly rotating mirror. 

The electric spark in air produced by the discharge of an electrical condenser 

through an air gap has been extensively used as a source of stroboscopic light. The 

duration of the flash can be made as short as 1/100,000 sec., or less. A spark gap, 
however, presents serious problems when it is desired to produce enough light to 

illuminate an area several feet square 1000 or more times a second, because of the 

great power required and the difficulty of controlling it. Although a spark is not an 

efficient source of light, it is sufficient for some purposes, such as silhouette photog- 

raphy. The light is highly concentrated, having a high intrinsic brillianey which 

permits the use of reflectors and condensing lenses. 

The discharge of electrical condensers through gas-filled tubes, such as the argon- 

filled tube of Fig. 3, provides an efficient source of intermittent light for taking high- 

speed motion pictures. In service the lamp is connected to a condenser and is made to 

flash at the desired instant by suddenly charging an external grid to a high potential. 

Naturally the circuit must be capable of recharging the condenser in time for the next 

flash, and this becomes increasingly difficult as the frequency of exposure or the power 

used per flash is increased. Difficulty is sometimes encountered because of the tend- 

ency of the tube to hold into a steady glow or to fail to deionize, z.e., to trip by itself 

as the voltage builds up across the condenser. A mercury-control tube of the type 

shown in Fig. 2 can be used to advantage to overcome these limitations. 
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CHAPTER XXVII 

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY AND TECHNICAL MICROSCOPY 

By Francis F. Lucas 

Principles of Photomicrography. Jntroduction.—Technical microscopy and photo- 

micrography are widely employed in science and industry. The microscope produces 

an image which the eye can see; photomicrography is the art of recording the image 

photographically so that a permanent record is available for reference and study. At 

its best the microscope will reveal on the photographic plate details of structure which 

the eye fails to observe. 

Metallography, or that particular branch of it which relates to the microstructure 

of metals, has grown in the life span of those now living to be one of the most important 

single control methods of the metal industry. In the paint, pigment, and color indus- 

tries, improved methods of producing fine pigments have taxed the powers of visible- 

light microscopes, and to photograph clearly very small pigments, the ultraviolet 

microscope is the last resort. In the medical and biological sciences the microscope 

fills an important place. With recent developments in ultraviolet microscopy the 

resolving powers available for biological investigations have been more than doubled. 

Since selective absorption to ultraviolet light is manifested by many cells, it 1s now 

possible to photograph living ceils at extremely high magnifications. By means of 

the ultraviolet microscope photographs may be taken on optical planes spaced 4p 

apart, making it possible to photograph a single living cell, though microscopic in 

size, on many different planes from the top to the bottom of the cell. The same 

technique may also be applied to many problems of industrial microscopy. 

Improvements in resolving powers have made it possible to photograph details of 

structure which measure but 200 atom diameters across. Vision has been pushed 

downward into the range of colloidal matter so that by ultraviolet microscopy and 

refined methods of ultramicroscopy the behavior of colloidal dispersions may be 

studied to better advantage. 
The aim in photomicrography should be a faithful reproduction of the image. The 

image should be in exact focus. Out-of-focus effects may result in misleading con- 

clusions. No one should ever attempt to interpret details in terms of structure or 

composition when the particular details are not in exact focus. Halos, shadows, 

flares, and other abnormal effects of lighting, photography, or microscopy have no 

place in scientific or industrial photomicrography. When photographing a prepara- 

tion which consists of particles of matter differing in size or when the detail is not all 

confined to a single focal plane, it is obvious that some of the detail will be above or 

below the focal plane and therefore out of focus. Such conditions are encountered 

frequently. The photographic results are of value only as they relate to the details 

which are in focus in the photomicrograph. - ‘te: 

Principles, Technique, and Optics of Photomicrography.—This section’ ‘treats of 

principles, technique, optics, light, and materials. It omits, intentionally, deserip- 

tive matter of apparatus, information about which is liberally distributed by 

manufacturers. 

The design trend of scientific apparatus is being changed from time to time. This 

has resulted in the gradual evolution of better apparatus which is more stable, is made 

770 
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of better materials, possesses better mechanical and optical features, can be operated 

more easily, and is readily and conveniently altered to suit a wide diversity in work. 

Research laboratories are having little difficulty with the present inverted-type micro- 

scope whereas older apparatus was a constant source of trouble, largely because the 

assembly was flexible on an optical bench and was not easily aligned and coordinated. 

The older equipment also had mechanical weaknesses which tended to introduce 

optical misalignment often difficult to recognize and rectify. 

By photomicrography is meant the adaptation of photography to microscopy or 

the art of photographing a magnified image. The scope of the art embraces the 

reproduction of images ranging from actual size to magnifications of several thousand 

times. Low-power photomicrography may be considered as treating with magnitudes 

from about 1 to 30 diameters, medium-power work with magnifications from about 

30 to 500 diameters, and high-power photomicrography generally includes all magni- 

fications in excess of about 500 diameters. The apparatus used in each case is differ- 

ent, and the preparation of the material and its treatment also differ. For low-power 

work the microscope is often dispensed with entirely, the lens being secured directly 

to the camera; in other cases the microscope serves only as a support for a specialized 

camera lens. In the treatment of most transparent mounts an illuminating device 

termed a ‘‘substage condenser”’ is necessary, the microscope then forms a very neces- 

sary adjunct to low-power photomicrography. 

Medium-power photomicrography always requires a microscope, and because 

rigidity in mounting and accuracy in adjustment are necessary, an optical bench is 

desirable on which the microscope and a suitable illuminating train are mounted. 

For high-power photomicrography great attention is given to the mechanical and 

the optical design of the apparatus. It is extremely important to prevent shocks, 

vibrations, and extraneous disturbances from reaching the optical bench or camera. 

It is also important that the apparatus and the camera vibrate or move as a unit and 

that vibrations are not introduced, through use of the apparatus, which will result in a 

slight change in focus of the microscope objective. The operations of removing a 

focusing screen and substituting a plateholder can introduce sufficient shock to throw 

the image completely out of focus unless the mechanical design has been carefully 

worked out. For high-power photomicrography only the best optical systems should 

be employed. A skilled technician may produce remarkable medium-power results 

with quite ordinary apparatus but in high-power photomicrography nothing can 

make up for the actual shortcomings of an objective. 

Optical System of Microscopes.—The optical system of the compound microscope 

is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. In the diagram three parallel pencils of light are 

shown reflected upward into the condenser which illuminates a transparent object 

placed in position on the microscope stage. As shown, the objective would form an 

inverted real image of the object O; at O2 but the rays are intercepted by the lower 

lens of the eyepiece before the real image is formed. The lower eyepiece lens in com- 

bination with the upper eyepiece lens forms a magnified virtual image O, of the real 

image O2. There are two magnifications of the object, and the resulting final magni- 

fication is the product of the magnifying powers of the objective and the eyepiece. 

It should be noted that the objective produces an enlarged image of the object and 

that the eyepiece further magnifies this image; from this it is evident that if detail 

is lacking or if the i image is not a good likeness of the object, the eyepiece will not make 

up for the shortcomings of the objective. The objective then becomes the most 

important part of the microscope. No one objective will serve all purposes because of 

the limited range throughout which each particular objective is most useful; hence it 

is desirable to have a representative group of objectives available so that an objective 

may be selected to suit the specimen and the requirements of the work, 
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Classes of Objectives.—Objectives are divided into four general classes: achromatic, 

semiapochromatic, apochromatic, and monochromatic. These objectives do not 

consist of single lenses but are composed of two or more lenses very accurately centered 

and permanently mounted in a metal holder. The component parts of the lens system 

are selected so as to correct or compensate certain errors which are always characteris- 

tic of a simple lens. The value of the objective depends on the degree to which these 
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Fie. 1.—Optical system of compound microscope. 

imperfections have been overcome. The difference in quality between the first three 

classes of objectives is primarily a matter of the degree to which corrections for chro- 

matie and spherical aberrations have been applied. The achromatic objectives are 

intended primarily for visual observations and the principal optical defects are cor- 

rected or approximately so for the yellow-green of the visible spectrum since the eye 

can see best with light of this color. In these objectives the correction becomes less 
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and less complete toward the extremes of the visible spectrum, and there are also 

residual imperfections in the fusion of the rays. The apochromatic objectives repre- 

sent the highest order of correction, and the semiapochromats are about intermediate 
in the quality of correction. 

Objectives are listed according to their optical characteristics such as primary 

magnification, numerical aperture, focal lengths, and whether ‘‘dry”’ or “‘immer- 

sion.” The term dry signifies that the objective, when properly used, is separated 

from the specimen by a stratum of air. In the case of immersion objectives some one 

fluid for which medium the objective has been computed, such as water, glycerin, 

cedarwood oil, etc., is used to connect the front lens of the objective with the specimen. 

Resolving Power.—The ability of an objective to resolve detail is dependent, theo- 

retically, upon the numerical aperture of the objective and the wavelength of light 

used. 
The relation is expressed numerically by the equation 

pe BNE 
Pinsent (1) 

and shows that, if the numerical aperture N.A. of the objective is increased or if the 

wavelength X of the light is decreased, the number of lines n capable of being resolved 
will be increased. 

This theoretical resolving ability might well be termed ‘‘potential resolving abil- 

ity’; the ability to resolve is inherent in the lens but whether it is achieved in practice 

is quite another matter. In theory two things are of interest: numerical aperture and 

wavelength of light. 

The fundamental difference between a dry objective and an immersion objective 

is one of resolving power. An immersion objective has greater light-gathering power 

than a dry lens of corresponding focal length. This light-gathering power is expressed 

by the numerical aperture. 

The present commercial limit for numerical aperture is 1.40 for the best apochro- 

matic objectives. Objectives of 1.60 N.A. are available for metallurgical work. 

The apochromats of 1.40 N.A. have a primary magnification of about ninety times 

so that they not only possess the ability to resolve but also the ability to magnify 

greatly. The full magnifying power of the optical combination is secured almost. 

irrespective of all other conditions. The specimen may be well prepared or very 

poorly prepared; the illumination may be critical, or it may be very poorly arranged; 

the operator may be skillful or unskillful; and many other combinations may occur 

short of total disruption which will not alter the magnification but which vill impair 

very seriously, if not wholly ruin, definition and consequently the resolving ability of 

the combination. 

Numerical Aperture —Figure 2 shows the conditions prevailing in a metallurgical 

microscope where light is directed by suitable means to the prepared surface of the 

specimen from which it is reflected. Two rays, such as rays | and 2 leaving the object 

at the same angle, will behave quite differently. Ray 2 is refracted by the immersion 

oil or bent mward. Ray 1, which is pictured to show the conditions without immer- 

sion oil, just enters the front lens of the objective. Other rays leaving at a greater 

angle than ray 2 will also be bent inward, and some extreme ray, such as ray 3, will just 

enter the front lens of the objective. 
Figure 3 illustrates numerical aperture when the specimen is viewed by transmitted 

light. In this case the specimen is mounted on a glass slide, which is placed on the 

stage of the microscope and is illuminated through the substage condenser. For 

purpose of illustration the right half of the front lens of the objective is assumed to be 

that of a dry lens and the left half that of an immersion objective. Thus an immersion 
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objective has greater light-gathering power than a dry objective. This light-gathering 

power or numerical aperture supplies a measure for several essential qualities of an 

objective. Abbe, who first. defined the conditions, expressed the relationship by the 
formula 

N.A. = nsin U (2) 

where v7 is the refractive index of the medium contained between the specimen and the 

front lens of the objective and U the semiapertural angle of the system. 

Front lens of objective Ray 2 

\ / 
/ Ray 3 

Surface of 
Specimen --~ 

Fie. 2.—Optical conditions prevailing in metallographic microscope. 
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Fig. 3.—Comparison of paths of light rays for oil immersion and dry objectives. 

, 

The resolving power of the objective is directly proportional to the numerical 

aperture, and the brightness of the image to the square of the numerical aperture. As 

the numerical aperture increases, the depth of penetration, 7.e., the power of the 

objective to resolve detail simultaneously at different depths or distances from the 

objective, and the flatness of the field both decrease. 
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Figure 4 shows the relationship of theoretical resolving power, numerical aperture, 
and dominant wavelength of light for immersion objectives having numerical apertures 

ranging from 1.25 to 1.60. The equation expressing theoretical resolving power is 
based on the assumption that the detail being resolved consists of equally spaced lines, 

in other words, a very fine ruling or grating. 

The designation ‘‘lines-per-inch,’”’ as a measure for resolution, is not a very for- 

tunate one because few specimens exhibit a uniform arrangement and spacing of detail. 

Perhaps the nearest approach is in the age-hardening (or softening) phenomenon of 

metals in which a hard constituent is precipitated from the matrix in a very fine par- 
ticle size—so fine that we must see millions of particles only as a cloud. These par- 
ticles under suitable treatment may be induced to coalesce and to grow in size so that 
they may easily be recognized at low powers as single particles. The utmost in resolv- 
ing power is required to reveal the smaller particles. 

220 

200F N= Number of lines per inch 
NA= Numerical aperture 

of lens 
180 X= Wavelength in inches 

of light used 

Resolution in Thousands of Lines per Inch 
80 
4000 5000 6Q00 ~ 7000 
Dominant Wavelength in Angstrom Units 

Fic. 4.—Relationship of theoretical resolving power, numerical aperture, and dominant 

wavelength of light. 

Color Correction of Obiectives—The numerical aperture of an objective does not 

disclose information concerning the chromatic or spherical corrections which have been 

applied to the objective. The value of an objective also depends on the degree to 

which aberrations inherent in a simple lens have been corrected. 

In the achromatic objectives the correction is least perfect of all, and in the apo- 

chromatic objectives the correction is of the highest order. The semiapochromatic 

objectives, as their name implies, occupy a position about intermediate. All lens 

systems have some imperfections, in the fusion of the rays. 

The achromat is an objective which is designed for visual work. It is corrected to 

work at its best with the particular color of light which is most effective to the eye, 

viz., the yellow-green. This color is referred to as the preferred color. 

The achromats are corrected chromatically for two colors and spherically for one 

color. As the extremes of the visible spectrum are approached, the fusion of the rays 

becomes less and less complete. When an achromat objective is properly corrected, 

residual colors of the secondary spectrum remain. 

Apochromatic objectives are corrected chromatically for three colors and spheri- 

cally for two, and the fusion of the rays is more nearly perfect. The colors of the 

secondary spectrum are eliminated altogether in a good objective, and only a faint 
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tertiary spectrum remains as residual color. Objects are rendered in their natural 

colors with apochromatic objectives. 

The correction of semiapochromatic objectives is better throughout than that 

of the achromatic objectives. The residual color of the secondary spectrum, which 

is always characteristic of the achromatic and semiapochromatic objectives, makes it 

necessary to use a filter which will exclude all secondary images when photographing 

with these objectives. 

Tests with the A pertometer.—The numerical aperture of an objective may be deter- 

mined in several ways; one of the most convenient is by means of the Abbe apertom- 

eter, Figs. 5 and 6. This instrument consists of 

a semicylindrical plate of optical glass with two 

scales engraved on its upper surface. A revoly- 

ing arm, bearing a target with cross lines, revolves 

in close contact with the cylindrical wall of the 

plate. Near the middle of the straightedge of 

the plate is a circular disk of silver which has a 

small slit. An auxiliary objective is screwed into 

the thread at the lower end of the microscope 

drawtube. 

In operation, the plate is placed upon the 

stage of the microscope, and the objective, the 

aperture of which is to be measured, is focused on 

the small slit in the circular disk of silver, using 

any convenient eyepiece. Illumination of the 

slit is secured by directing diffused hight toward 
the cylindrical wall of the plate. After the 

objective has been focused, the drawtube of the 

microscope is carefully removed and the auxil- 

lary objective screwed into position. The draw- 

tube is then replaced and a Huyghenian eyepiece 

is inserted. The drawtube now becomes an 

auxiliary microscope for viewing the back lens 

of the objective. The cross lines of the target 

are sharply focused by sliding the drawtube in 

or out within its collar. Measurements are 

made by displacing the target along the periph- 

ery of the plate until the cross lines just touch 

the boundary of the circle of light. 

Figure 7A is a diagram illustrating what one sees through the microscope when 

focused on the silver slit of the apertometer. Figure 7B illustrates how the back lens 

of the objective appears when looking through the auxiliary microscope. The target 

should be displaced both to the right and to the left, and the mean of the readings 

of the outer peripheral scale gives the value of the numerical aperture of the objective 

under test. The mean of the readings of the inner scale gives the values of the aper- 

tures in terms of the air angles. 
Testing Objectives with the Abbe Test Plate-—For the purpose of testing the correc- 

tion of microscope objectives for spherical and chromatic aberrations, we may use a 

prepared test object of maximum contrast. It takes the form of a crude ruling or 

erating and is known as the Abbe test plate. The test plate is a means for testing and 

studying some characteristics of objectives. 
It consists of several sets of parallel lines ruled across a thin film of silver deposited 

upon a cover glass. The cover glass is a long narrow strip of glass worked optically 

Fic. 5.—Abbe apertometer assem- 

bled for use. 
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plane on either side and in such a way that the strip tapers gradually in thickness from 

about 0.1 mm. at one end to about 0.2 mm. at the other end. The cover glass with 

the film side down is permanently mounted on a microscope slide on which is engraved 

a scale indicating, by increments of 0.01 mm., the thickness of the cover glass from one 

end to the other. 

The ruled lines are usually designated as the ‘“‘white spaces” and the undisturbed 

silver film between adjacent ruled lines as the “‘black spaces.”’ The silver film is not, 

Fic. 6.—Photograph showing the various parts of Abbe apertometer. 

totally opaque but is sufficiently transparent to reveal the silver grains. The ruled 

lines have jagged edges which form a delicate test object for high-power objectives. 

To test objectives, a microscope should be used which is fitted with the usual sub- 

stage illuminating apparatus, in order to provide for a rapid transition from axial to 

oblique illumination. 

The quality of the image at the center of the field and the changes which occur 

when the illumination is changed from axial to oblique are carefully observed. The 

DT BEC
 

A 
Fic. 7.—Testing numerical aperture of objectives with Abbe apertometer. A shows 

silver slit of apertometer as viewed through microscope. B shows the back lens of an 
objective as viewed through the auxiliary microscope. Cross hairs are displaced to right 

and left. The mean of the readings is the numerical aperture of the objective. 

performance of an objective is judged by the way in which the sharp edges of the 

rulings and the silver grains themselves are defined and also by the color and width of 

the color frmges which border the edges of the black spaces. 

Figure 8 illustrates diagrammatically the appearance of color fringes as seen with a 

test plate and a semiapochromatic objective when using axial light. If the objective 

is pushed within the focus, the edges appear violet, and if the objective is drawn with- 

out the focus, the color fringes change to apple green. This is known as “‘symmet- 

rical’’ coloring because both edges of the black spaces are colored the same. 
The cause of these color fringes is made clear in Fig. 9, which illustrates in an 

exaggerated way the formation of the images with a semiapochromatic objective when 

using white light and axial illumination of the test plate. In this diagram, the colors 

are indicated separately instead of blended. 
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When the objective is lowered, the yellow-green fringe first appears, and, if the 

objective is lowered still further, the orange-blue and the red-violet combinations 

successively appear. It is evident that, if the objective is pushed within the focus, 

blue-violet fringes should appear bordering the black spaces of the test plate, or, if the 

objective is pulled without the focus, the fringes should appear yellow-green. 

z Yellow green 

Objective within the Focus Objective without the focus 
Fic. 8.—Diagram of color fringes as seen with test plate and a semiapochromatic objective 

when using axial light. 

White light 
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Fic. 9.—Diagram illustrating the formation of color fringes with semiapochromatic. 
objective and white-light axial illumination of test plate. 

When oblique light is used with the test plate and a semiapochromatic objective, 

the upper borders of the black spaces are fringed with apple-green color and the lower 

borders with violet, as illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 10. If the light is directed 

from a diametrically opposite direction, the order of colors will be reversed, the apple 

green appearing where formerly the violet appeared and vice versa. The same color 

arrangement persists regardless of whether the objective is pushed within or pulled 
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without the focus. The coloring is now termed nonsymmetrical because the edges are 

not colored the same. 
The reasons for this nonsymmetrical coloring with oblique light are illustrated in 

Fig. 11. Light enters from the lower third of the substage condenser and illuminates 
the white space of the test plate A-A*. At A! the image is really in the apple green, 
but, unless very closely observed, this color is lost because of the brilliancy of the white 

space. The orange-blue (omitted to simplify the diagram) and the blue-violet appear 

as passing through the black space and have been so represented in the diagram. At 
A? just the opposite conditions obtain. The orange-blue and the blue-violet are lost 

and the yellow-green appears to come through the black space. No matter whether 

the objective is raised or lowered, the same color relationship persists. 

ie —-Ye/low green 

peeene need 

Whether the objective is within or 
without the focus the coloring 
remains the same 

Fig. 10.—Coloring of borders of subject when oblique light is used with test plate and 
semiapochromatic objective. 

Fig. 11.—Diagram illustrating nonsymmetrical coloring of the type shown in Fig. 10. 

Cleaning Objectives and Oculars.—Objectives must be clean if they are to perform at 

their best. After an immersion objective is used, the nnmersion fluid should be 

wiped from the front lens with a fresh piece of lens paper moistened with pure ben- 

zene. It may be necessary to use several pieces of lens paper and repeat the opera- 

tion until the lens and its mount are clean, bright, and dry. The objective should 

then be stored in its case. When handling objectives, the fingers should be confined to 

the knurled collar, and they should not come in contact with the front and back lenses. 

To care properly for objectives and oculars simple appliances are useful. A supply 

of very clean fine-grade absorbent cotton should be stored dust free in a covered glass 

vessel. Tufts of this cotton are twisted securely about the ends of wooden applica- 

tors. Care should be exercised to see that the end of the stick is deeply buried in the 

cotton. This cotton swab is then moistened in benzene and the lens surfaces gently 
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and carefully wiped. Several different swabs should be used in succession, especially 

if any immersion fluid has dried on the lens mounts or surfaces. All of this must be 

removed. The lens surfaces are inspected with magnifiers. Finally a small hand 

syringe is used to blow loose dust particles and cotton linters from the lens surfaces. 
Microscopy of Metals. Development of Metallography.—Metallography is that 

branch of science which deals with the anatomy of metals and teaches how the struc- 

ture changes under the influence of mechanical and thermal treatments. It is the 

means by which good, poor, or indifferent physical properties are explained on the 

basis of structure. With control of structure comes control of physical properties. 

Two decades ago optical systems were available which theory indicated were 
capable of resolving some 140,000 lines per inch, and others could be developed with 

considerably greater resolving powers. Yet photomicrographs of metal structures 

Q 

Fig. 12.—Precision high-power metallographic apparatus. 

were at low magnifications, and the lens systems employed had low resolving powers. 

Immersion objectives of high numerical aperture probably were seldom utilized, and, 

if so, the resulting photomicrographs were of doubtful scientific or industrial value. 

Such interest as they attracted was due more to, the large magnification employed 

rather than to any real information disclosed by the photographs. High-magnifica- 

tion images were not crisp or brilliant but were the exact opposite. Resolution 

probably was of the order of a few thousand lines per inch. The best optical systems 

were not used to their full potential resolving ability, and except in rare cases it 

appears likely that objectives of 1.40 N.A. were not employed in the microscopy of 

metals. 
The preparation of metal specimens was crude and in the course of evolutionary 

development. Better and more uniformly graded abrasives were needed to replace 

the ones which had been adopted from the metal-polishing and buffing trades. Speci- 

mens were left in a scratched and pitted condition, and, when subsequently etched, any 
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fine details which existed in the structure were not developed and were oftentimes 

obliterated. 
The development of high-power metallography led to the utilization of the full 

potential resolving ability of existing optical systems. In order to make use of this 

resolving power, it was necessary to learn how to prepare metal specimens to better 

advantage for microscopic examination. 

The trend in the design of metallographic apparatus has been entirely toward the 

inverted type of microscope. Many faults of the early inverted microscope have been 

overcome. These instruments are more convenient to use than any other type, and 

they are more compact so that the illuminating train, microscope, and camera can be 

rigidly mounted as a unit and insulated by spring suspensions, or otherwise, from 

outside disturbances. A great deal of care and attention has been devoted by the 

manufacturers to the optical and mechanical design of the apparatus. It has been 

made largely foolproof, so that the average worker of limited experience can achieve 

remarkable results. Twenty years ago magnifications of 100 < to 500 X were the rule 

with an occasional photograph at 1000, but common practice today has increased 

magnifications to 3000 X with good definition and a high order of resolution. 

The optical systems of higher numerical aperture are coming into common use, 

and with increase in numerical aperture of objectives more skill and experience are 

required on the part of the user. The monobromnaphthalene objective of 1.60 

N.A. is now available for metallographic work but because of certain inherent char- 

acteristics of this lens it is used only with considerable difficulty. 

Preparation of Specimens.—The preparation of specimens for metallographic 

examination is a laborious and somewhat tedious job but can be systematized so as to 

take from the task much of the drudgery. The vast majority of specimens are alloys, 

which usually have more than one phase present. Most specimens contain solid 

nonmetallic inclusions. Some specimens are cold-worked in whole or in part, and 

some contain fractures, cracks, or discontinuities which it is desired to study. Some 

specimens are hard and some are so soft that any attempt to polish a surface results 

in a myriad of scratches which are difficult to remove. When etched deeply enough 

to get below the scratches, these soft specimens generally have their fine details of 

structure and often the coarser ones obliterated by the very operation which was 

intended to disclose them. When more than one constituent is present in a specimen, 

differences in solubility of the constituents are disclosed by etching and, if care and 

understanding are not exercised, misleading conclusions are apt to occur. The use of 

oblique illumination, dark field, or polarized light cannot compensate for faulty 

workmanship in the preparation of a metallographic specimen. The detail must be 

developed in the specimen, and then the order of resolving power and magnification 

in the optical system must be sufficient to reveal the detail clearly. Since photog- 

raphy in the final analysis is rendering in black and white the contrasts and gradations 

in tone and color value which exist in the object, it follows that, if one is to achieve crisp, 

brilliant images photographically, the subject must have extremely well-developed 

detail, otherwise we could not photograph it at all at very high magnifications. 

Soft metals such as lead cable-sheath alloys, precious metals, aluminum, etc., 

can best be prepared by cutting a specimen with a very rugged microtome. A very 

satisfactory one is the Jung wood-sectioning microtome. ‘The feed of this instrument 

can be set for any thickness of section from 2 to 50 ». The specimen is first roughly 

cut to a flat surface by setting the feed to cut off slices about 10u thick. This thickness 
is gradually reduced to the minimum cut of 2 uw. The sections or slices are not used 

in the subsequent metallographic examination. After the block or specimen has 

been removed from the microtome, the cut surface is etched without any further 

treatment. 
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It is obvious that the serrations in the knife edge produce scratches in the face of 

the specimen and that any section cut from the specimen will have scratches on the 

upper face due to the previous cut of the knife and on the lower face due to the cut just 

completed. By decreasing the thickness of the sections, a point will be reached when 

a complete section is no longer secured but only fragments of a section, 7.e., the 

scratches on top and bottom have so little material in between that the section 

crumbles. It has been found that, when the microtome cuts complete sections 2. 

in thickness, the surface of the specimen will be satisfactory to etch for metallographic 

examination. If it is necessary to set the microtome at 4 » to cut sections, it Indicates 

that the knife is not well honed or stropped. These specimens will not etch free of 

scratches when viewed under the microscope. Even a well cut and etched specimen 

often presents to the unaided eye the appearance of slight furrows or undulations in 

the prepared surface, but these imperfections disappear and are not troublesome under 

the microscope. From the standpoint of what can be seen with the microscope there 

is no comparison between the old polishing technique as used for lead specimens, for 

example, and the newer method of microtome preparation. Moreover a specimen 

may be prepared in 2 or 3 min. by the sectioning method while the old method not 

uncommonly required several hours work to prepare a single specimen. ‘The improved 

means of preparation makes it possible to study the structural effects of small quan- 

tities of alloying elements, incipient fusion, cold-working, aging phenomena, etc. 

Hard specimens such as iron and steel are gradually brought to a plane smooth 

surface free from scratches, pits, and other polishing imperfections by a sequence of 

grinding and polishing operations. 

Large specimens are more difficult to prepare and require a much longer time in 

preparation than small specimens. The ideal specimen is one about 34 or 1 in. in 

diameter and not more than 15 in. in height. If the specimen is much higher than 

this, difficulty will be encountered in maintaining a flat surface. For smaller speci- 

mens the height should be proportionately less. Specimens much smaller than 44 in. 

in diameter are difficult to hold in the fingers, and it will be found advantageous to 

mount small specimens and irregularly shaped ones in a plastic molding medium such 

as bakelite. If the edge of the specimen is to be examined, it is always advisable to 

mount the specimen either by molding it in a compound or clamping it between metal 

blocks. 
Surface Preparation.—The first step in the preparation of the surface is to grind 

one face of the specimen flat. A bench grinder may be used for the purpose, and it is 

desirable in many cases to keep the specimen cool by directing a stream of cold water 

against the wheel. For general work an Aloxite Brand—60 grit—Grade J Bond 

3-ft. wheel measuring 8 by 1 in. and revolving at about 3400 r.p.m. in a vertical plane 

is recommended. Grinding wheels should not be used if their surfaces are clogged 

or scored. The edges of the specimen should be beveled slightly on the grinding 

wheel. If this is not done, the paper work to follow will produce on the specimen a 

sharp knifelike edge which is liable to catch and tear the lap cloths used in subsequent 

polishing operations. 
After grinding on the wheel the specimen is ground by hand on various abrasive 

papers. Aloxite papers are recommended for the purpose, starting with No. 240 and 

grinding in turn on Nos. 280, 320, and 400. The papers are placed on a bench plate 

or other smooth hard surface such as a piece of plate glass. The specimen is then 

held firmly in the fingers and pushed back and forth slowly under pressure the entire 

length of the paper. The direction of grinding on the No. 240 paper should be across 

the previous wheel scratches, and this grinding operation should be continued until 

the wheel scratches are completely removed. On each succeeding paper a new set of 

uniform scratches is established across the preceding scratches until the latter are 
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completely replaced by finer ones. From the 400 paper, the specimen goes to a hori- 

zontal lap wheel covered with broadcloth and charged with 600 alundum powder where 

the polishing continues until the scratches are removed. Final polishing is carried out 

on another lap wheel covered with a very fine broadcloth and charged with a mag- 

nesium oxide paste. The paste is made by mixing magnesium oxide with water or 

with a mixture of water and glycerin. Magnesium oxide forms carbonates readily 

when in contact with air and water, and because of the difficulty encountered in secur- 

ing uniformly good powder it is advisable to prepare the powder by air floatation. 
It is not within the scope of these brief notes to give complete details for preparing 

specimens, but the successful photography of the specimen depends to a large extent 

on the care with which the surface has been prepared. For that reason it has been 

deemed advisable to give some indication of reeommended procedure. More detailed 

Fic. 13.—Bench and horizontal laps for polishing metal specimens. 

accounts and modifications of the procedure will be found in the literature, to which 

reference should be made. 

The Ultraviolet Microscope. Development of the Ultraviolet Microscope-—About 
1900 Kéhler of the Zeiss Works developed a microscope which had about twice the 

resolving power of other systems. Its superior resolving power was due to the use of 

ultraviolet light. Prior to that time only visible light had been employed to illuminate 

microscopic preparations. To take advantage of the greater resolving power through 

the use of shorter wavelengths, Kéhler devised an apparatus which operated at a 

wavelength of 2750 A. Since glass is opaque to wavelengths in this region of the 

spectrum, all optical parts were made of quartz. The system is monochromatic 

because optical materials of suitable refractive and dispersive powers are not available 
with which to achromatize objectives for a range of wavelengths in the ultraviolet 

region. Chromatic aberrations are eliminated by confining the system to a single 

wavelength of light. Spherical aberrations are corrected by virtue of the curves to 

which the lens elements are ground. Monochromatic light is secured by means of a 

suitable monochromator. 
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Fig. 144.—Structure of lead-antimony cable sheath which has seen long service. Note 

the widened grain boundaries and mottled grain. (Magnification, 200 X.) 

Fic. 14B.—Same as Fig. 14A but at a magnification of 2450 x to reveal details of inter- 

granular structure. 
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Fic. 15A.—Internal stress raisers in cast iron due to fatigue. Minute serrations in the 
walls of graphite flakes and the very small tips of the flakes are internal stress raisers of 
major importance. The path of a fatigue crack is generally from one such structural detail 
to another. (Magnification 1000 x.) 

Fic. 158.—Internal stress raiser in cast iron. This is the same as Fig. 15A but at a magnifi- 

eation of 3700 X. 
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To visualize the image, a fluorescent screen is employed. This takes the form of a 

uranium glass wedge on which the image is received. The image is viewed by a small 

magnifier and is focused in the ordinary way by racking the tube of the microscope 

upward and downward. In principle this seems rather simple, but in practice it did 

not work out very well because operators had difficulty in coordinating a system with 

light which could not be seen. In the first place, the intensity of the light is low, 

and the image is very small on the uranium glass wedge. Fluorescence in uranium 

glass is not a surface effect entirely, and this made it difficult to focus the instrument. 

Beck and Barnard of London attempted to get around the focusing trouble by 

means of an interferometer focusing arrangement which they imcorporated in an 

ultraviolet microscope of their design. Ké6hler in recent years has developed a more 

powerful light source and has improved the searcher eyepiece or focusing device, but in 

principle and in application it is essentially the same as the original. The fact 

remains that the original apparatus, as available in 1900, was a workable precision 

system although its successful use was delayed a quarter of a century. 

More powerful illumination for inert material such as finely divided mineral 

matter, for opaque metallurgical specimens, or for preparations which are quite 

absorbent at 2750 A. unquestionably would be of great benefit. However, organic 

and living material especially may be affected by exposure to a stronger source of 

energy. This is something which will have to be determined but the indications are 

that, while many living cells may be photographed successfully with the present 

intensity of light, there is no assurance that disintegration may not occur if the 

intensity of the light source is much increased. 

In this country Bausch & Lomb have developed a simple ultraviolet system on an 

entirely different system. They have corrected objectives for two wavelengths, one 

in the visible region of the spectrum and one in the near ultraviolet. The preparation 

is focused in the visible light and photographed in the ultraviolet. The source of 

illumination is a mercury-vapor lamp, and separation of wavelengths is accomplished 

by filters. Since the wavelength used in the ultraviolet is the 3650 A line, optical 

glass may be employed instead of quartz. 

The Kohler system, of which the Beck system is essentially but a modification, 

is without doubt the most powerful microscope ever devised. Its highest power 

objective has a numerical aperture of 1.25, but owing to the short wavelength of light 

used its effectiveness is equivalent to an objective with a numerical aperture of at least 

2.50 when used with visible blue light. However, for many purposes this system has 

advantages over those using visible light which searcely can be reckoned in terms of 

numerical aperture. 

The ultraviolet microscope was intended originally for biological research, but 

inability to use it successfully all but caused its complete abandonment. About 1925 

it was redesigned as a metallurgical microscope and was provided with a quartz plate 

vertical illuminator. At best these illuminators are not efficient, and with the rather 

weak source of ultraviolet light available it was practically impossible to do much 

with the instrument in the field of metallography. The metal specimens absorbed 

practically all the hght and thus very seriously complicated the problems of focusing 

and photography. 

A great deal of experimental work was done with the equipment in an attempt to 

improve conditions but without much avail. It was discovered, however, that the 

system had inappreciable depth of focus, and it was reasoned that, if a transparent 

biological specimen or one approximately so was substituted for the opaque metallur- 

gical specimen, the ultraviolet light could be transmitted through the specimen from 

below in the usual way and that it should then be possible to photograph the specimen 

on successive planes. By spacing the planes from top to bottom of the specimen 
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slightly more than the depth of penetration of the system, optical sectioning was 

obtained. 
In developing the art of optical sectioning, experimental malignant tumor material 

wasused. At first this material was fixed and stained, but soon it was discovered that 

staining of tissues was unnecessary and that better results were secured with unstained 
material. Differentiation of structure resulted by selective absorption of the ultra- 

violet light. The fact that organic material manifested selective absorption paved 
the way to the study of living material and the elimination of changes in the specimen 

Fic. 16.—A three-dimensional picture of manganese steel, water toughened and drawn at 
750°C. (Magnification, 3500 X.) 

(artifacts) incident to fixation, staining, and mounting. Thus it became possible to 

photograph living cells in isotonic salt solutions most of which readily transmit ultra- 

violet light. Further experimental work demonstrated that most living cells were 

not affected by light of wavelength of 2750 or 2573 A. of intensity and duration of 

exposure ordinarily required in ultraviolet microscopy. The rule, however, is not 

universal in its application, as some few living organisms are almost immediately 

disintegrated and others soon shrivel and die. Most cells are immune to long 

exposures at 2750 and 2573 A., but at shorter wavelengths such as those of the 2300 A 

group and for still shorter wavelengths, the lethal action is very rapid. 
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Thus it became possible to photograph most living material at very high powers 

(1200 to 3600 diameters), to take optical sections on planes spread 14 u apart, and to 

avoid many of the artifacts which have perplexed cytologists. Cytological studies 

soon demonstrated that some of the details of structure attributed to cells on the basis 

of fixed and stained material did not appear to be present in the living cell. As a tool 

for biological research the ultraviolet microscope offers far-reaching possibilities, 

notwithstanding the fact that a more precise technique is required than for the visible- 

light microscope. 

In science and industry it has much to offer. High resolving power and the 

characteristic crisp, brilliant images obtained make it possible to photograph very 
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Fig. 17.—Diagram illustrating optical system of ultraviolet microscope. 

small particles such as pigments, fillers, etc. Organic compounds such as soaps, oils, 

fats, waxes, etc., can be studied in the same manner as tissue preparation. Problems 

in catalysis, adsorption, filtration, ete., are open to study as never before, and the 

deposition of metallic salts and compounds can be traced and detected oftentimes to 

far better advantage than by any other means. In a system in which two or more 

phases are present, selective absorption differentiates the phases and enables one to 

trace their origin or history through manufacturing or production cycles. Under 

favorable conditions particles of matter which measure only a few hundred atom 

diameters across can be clearly photographed. When absorption is strong, resolution 

can be extended downward to about 200 atom diameters. In the colloidal state of 

matter the ultraviolet microscope has provided the means to secure real images, not 

diffraction effects of the submicrons. Photographs of these bodies may be analyzed 

mathematically as one might the photograph of coarse pigments and fillers. From the 

SPA 
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photographs, distribution curves may be plotted on the basis of particle diameters in 

fractions of a micron or in small units of mass. In some cases it is surprising how 

little the older visual-light microscopes have revealed in comparison to the wealth of 

detail developed with the high power of the ultraviolet microscope. 

Optical System.—The optical diagram of the ultraviolet microscope as arranged for 

transmitted-light is shown in Fig. 17. The microscope parts are at the left and the 

light-generating parts at the right. The system is designed to operate on wavelength 

of 2750 A. (cadmium, 2748) from a high-tension spark generated across cadmium 

electrodes. The light is spectroscopically decomposed into the slit images of the hight 

source. The slit images are not monochromatic in the strict sense of the word, but 

each slit image is composed of a small group of lines which the monochromator fails to 

separate as individuals. For practical purposes, however, the slit images of the 2750 

and 2573 A. groups are monochromatic. Hach group contains a strong line and one 

or more weak lines. 
The slit images have been analyzed and their true spectroscopic nature determined. 

Spectroscopic data are given in Table I]. The image is photographed with the strong 

line, before the weaker lines register. Some workers have used a strong magnesium 

group at 2800 A. because of its greater brilliancy, but the resulting photographic image 

suffers since a separate image is obtained from each of the strong lines in the group. 

Photographic negatives taken with this group lack the crispness and brilliancy which 

are characteristic of the cadmium groups at 2750 and 2573 A. While the optical 

system is corrected for 2750 Ike experience shows that it may be used with equal 

facility with hght at 2573 A. At the lower powers quite good photographs can be 

secured with the magnesium group at 2800 A, or the cadmium group at 2300 Top but 

at high powers and when the utmost in resolving power is required, it is necessary to 

employ monochromatic light or its practical equivalent. For some purposes differen- 

tiation in structure through selective absorption of the ultraviolet light is more impor- 

tant than high resolving power, and in such cases the illumination can be adjusted te 

TasBLe |.—WaveELEeNGTHS Usep with ULTRavioLeT MicroscoPE 

Slit image wave- Wy avGenENs Spark-intensity 
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meet the circumstances, due allowances being made in the interpretation of results 

for the falling off in the quality of the image. Similarly, to study the effects of various 

wavelengths in the ultraviolet region on living cells and organisms, the slit image may 

be altered and the effects observed visually in the searcher eyepiece or recorded 

photographically. For such work the lower powers of the system should be used to 

simplify the procedure. Perhaps the best practice is to photograph the field with a 

wavelength of 2750 A., then irradiate it with some other wavelength, and again photo- 
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Fig. 18.—Schematic diagram for optical system for working in the ultraviolet range when 

using reflected light. 
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Fie. 19.—Diagram showing electrical system for ultraviolet illumination. 

graph it with 2750 A. This has the advantage of yielding good photographic images 

but the disadvantage of having to refocus the substage condenser and illuminating sys- 

tem for each change in wavelength. It must be remembered that, if the illumination is 

not properly focused, the intensity of the ultraviolet light on the specimen per unit of 

area is greatly reduced. When observing the lethal or stimulating effects of a given 

wavelength, the results will mean little unless the illumination is properly focused and 

centered. 

The optical system of the microscope as arranged for opaque objects is shown in 

Fig. 18. The only difference in this assembly from that for transmitted light is the 

elimination of the substage apparatus and the addition of vertical illumination. 
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Electrical System.—The details of the electrical system are shown in Fig. 19. The 

assembly of the apparatus as illustrated in Fig. 20 has been arranged to protect the 

user against accidental electric shock and from exposure to short-wavelength ultra- 
violet light. These short waves have an injurious effect on the skin, producing pre- 
mature aging and small tumorous growths. If the spark-generating apparatus is not 

Fie. 20.—The ultraviolet microscope. 

shielded, long-continued exposure may result in serious injury to the operator. The 

hands especially are exposed to the radiations when adjusting the spark, and some 

frequent adjustment is required; the spark source is covered with a housing. A flexible 

shaft provides a means for controlling the electrode. The housing must be ventilated 

by an exhaust fan to prevent the fumes generated by the spark from contaminating the 

atmosphere within and absorbing the ultraviolet light. 
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Tables II and III contain data on the monochromatic objectives and the quartz 

oculars. Table IV gives the magnifications which result from various optical com- 

binations and optical camera lengths. The optical camera length is the distance in 

centimeters from the top of the ocular to the plane of the photographic plate. 

TasLe III.—Quarrz EYEPIECES 

Descriptive no. Magnification | Focus, mm. 

5 5 36 

a 7 26 

10 10 18 

14 14 13 

20 20 9 

TaBLE 1V.—MAGNIFICATIONS AND OptTicaL CAMERA LENGTH FOR THE MONOCHROMATS 

AND THE QUARTZ EYEPIECES AT 160-mmM. TuBE LENGTH AND \ = 275 Mu 

Eyepieces 

Objectives 

5 7 10 14 20 

Magnifications 75 100 150 200 300 

16 mm. N.A. = 0.20 | Optical camera lengths | 27.5 cm.| 26.5 cm.| 27.5 cm.| 26.5 em. | 27.5 em. 

Magnifications 200 300 450 600 900 

6mm. N.A. = 0.35 | Optical camera lengths | 24cm. 25.5cem.| 27 cm. 25.5em.| 27 em. 

Magnifications 250 400 500 800 1000 

Optical camera lengths | 30cm. 34 cm. 30 cm. 34 cm. 30 cm. 

Magnifications 500 700 1000 1400 2000 

2.5 mm. N.A. = 0.85] Optical camera lengths | 26.5cm.| 26.5cem.| 26.5cem.}| 26.5cem.| 26.5 ecm. 

Magnifications 600 800 1200 1600 2400 

Optical camera lengths | 31.5cm.| 30cm. 31.5cm.| 30cm. 31.5cm. 

Magnifications 700 1000 1500 2000 3000 

Optical camera lengths | 24cm. 24.5cm.| 26cm. 24.5em.| 26cm. 

1.7mm. N.A. = 1.25 | _ > —  _ [Aor | —-— 

Magnifications 900 1300 1800 2500 3600 

Optical camera lengths | 31cm. 32 cm. 31 ecm. 31cm. 31cm. 

Mounted on the rear of the spark-generating stand is a mercury-vapor lamp in a 

suitable metal housing. A flask in front of an opening in the housing contains a green- 

filter solution. The flask and the filter solution concentrate the light of the mercury- 

vapor lamp on a small mirror which may be swung against the prism face and thus 

reflect the light into the microscope for preliminary adjustment and focus of the 

microscope. 

Operation of Apparatus.—The objectives are provided with centering mounts 

which first of all should be carefully adjusted so that, when the illumination is centered 

for one objective, it will be practically centered for all objectives. The centering of 

the objectives maintains the same field of view when objectives are changed. 
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For preliminary adjustment a 20 X achromat objective and a 5X Huyghens glass 

ocular are fitted to the microscope. The substage condenser, with front lens removed 

and with the condenser adjusted centrally in its centering mount, is inserted in the 

substage holding ring. Light from the mercury-vapor lamp is then reflected into the 

base of the microscope. A suitable specimen is placed on the microscope stage and 

the microscope focused in the usual way. The condenser is focused to bring the field- 
of-view diaphragm into focus. When the diaphragm is partly closed, the bright 

circular area should be centered by turning the microscope prism and by adjusting the 

leveling screws of the optical bench of the spark-generating apparatus. The uranium 

glass disk is now substituted in place of the substage condenser; the reflecting mirror in 

front of the prism is swung out of position; and the mercury-vapor lamp is extinguished. 

Fig. 21.—Ultraviolet microscope fitted with graduated half circle, graduated slider. 
and the aluminum pointer attached to the slow-motion thumb-screw. In this particular 
assembly, 1° on the protractor corresponds to a change in focal planes of 14 wp. A sensitivity 
of 144° in adjustment may easily be attained. By means of a different slow-motion 
mechanism a spacing in focal planes of about 14g » may be secured, although a spacing of 
4 wu seems adequate for most work. 

The spark is generated with cadmium electrodes and the 2750 A slit image sharply 

focused on the uranium glass disk, as indicated by a small circle marked on the disk. 

The spark is now turned off and a low-power quartz objective and quartz ocular of 

5X or 10X power substituted for the glass optical parts. The mercury-vapor lamp 

is again used as the illuminant. The specimen, mounted on a quartz slide and covered 

with a quartz slip, is placed on the stage and focused with the visible light. The 

apparatus is now ready for final adjustment with the ultraviolet light. The searcher 

eyepiece is swung around into position over the ocular. This searcher eyepiece con- 

sists of a uranium glass wedge on the surface of which are ruled two cross lines. This 

is the surface on which the image fluoresces, and the image is observed by a small 

adjustable magnifier which forms part of the searcher eyepiece. The image, as it 

appears on the uranium glass wedge, is very small and so must be enlarged by the 

magnifier to make even the gross details of structure visible. The magnifier is 
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focused on the cross rulings, and the microscope is focused in the usual way, which 

brings into focus the fluorescent image. 

The focal plane i is different for each wavelength. The microscope was focused with 

visible light since, to enter the focal plane in the 

ultraviolet, the tube of the microscope must be 

racked downward and, to focus the illumination 

as indicated by the field-of-view diaphragm, the 

condenser must be racked upward. The bright — 
central area as seen in the searcher eyepiece will 

: _ not be exactly centered but should be made so by 

C22 eee bown ee diucimentmotmthe centering condenser meunt. 
method of optical sectioning with : age ; 
the ultraviolet microscope. When the image is in focus in the searcher 

eyepiece, it will also be in focus approximately 30 

em. above. The camera is swung around into this position and a photograph taken. 

Optical sections are taken by changing the focal adjustment mechanically by very 

small increments. This technique requires precision slow-motion adjustment of the 

“Mm O0OWM> 

13 14 

Fig. 23.—Optical sections of fixed but unstained mouse-tumor specimen, photographed 
on planes spaced 14 yp apart. 

Fig. 24A.—A fixed specimen of tumor Fig. 24B8.—A fixed specimen of tumor 
material photographed by ultraviolet light. material photographed by visual light 
(Magnification 1500 X.) methods. (Magnification 1000 X.) 

microscope and accurate adjustment of all mechanical features of the microscope. 

The slow-motion drum requires some amplification. A simple arrangement consists 

of an aluminum counterbalanced pointer attached to the slow-motion screw and a 
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semicircular scale mounted on the microscope stand. This scale has a slider with 
four 4° divisions. Each 1° is made to equal 14 » change in focus. The first division 
of the slider is set to the pointer at the starting position. The slider is a convenient 

means to show the starting position and the number of exposures in the photographic 

sequence. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 21. A modification of the same idea 

provides an extension of the slow-motion drum which terminates in a larger drum 
divided into microns and these subdivided into quarters. 

Fic. 25.—Living sperm cells of the grasshopper. (Magnification 500 X.) 

Photographic Materials for Ultraviolet Microscopy.—The most suitable plates for use 

at 2750 and 2573 A. are the process-type plates. Plates which can be recommended 

are the Eastman Process, Eastman Contrast Process, and Hammer Process. Used 

with a contrast developer such as the Eastman D-19,! they give excellent results. 

When absorption in the specimen is not very strong, the Eastman Contrast plates are 

recommended. For the wavelengths between 2500 and 1900 A. special ultraviolet- 

sensitive plates are required as the ordinary plates are insensitive at these wavelengths. 

1HastmMaNn D-19 Contrast DEVELOPER FOR MErrALLOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

Srock SoLurion 

Wistbetan (ab Oubplt2 Soh!) ere Usinc rh gayi ssf he cs is: soastebie. ea lscaveh ae at 64 oz. 2.01. 

Wet ale (Eon) epee eee eel eye Ea uh she than slays rabies w eke e Peeees 128 er. 8.8 g. 

Sodiumisulp biter(desiccated) emacs coe eae cree ee ee eee 12 oz. 360 gr. 384.0 ¢ 

ERY AROGUINONEG REP EI o tek eects ci lln vides melas euslere) apa 1 oz. 75 gx. 35.2 g. 

Sodium carbonate (desiccated)............. 5.0.0.0 cee eee eee 6 oz. 180 er. 192.0 g. 

Potassiumybromid exer eere ys ee ore be eevee as cae 300 er. 20.0¢. 

@oldiwaterstonmakerscr a were wnn a isk hee albania eee 1 gal. 4.01. 

Use without dilution. Develops 3 to 6 min. in a tray at 65°F. according to the contrast desired. 
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These special ultraviolet-sensitive plates are now available through the Hastman 

Kodak Co. 

Gelatin absorbs light in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum, and the absorption 
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clearly resolved by means of ultra- 

Rubber latex particles 

violet light. 
14 micron 
1800 X.) 

Optical sections spaced 
apart. (Magnification 

becomes strong for wavelengths below 2800 A. 

Practically all the light is absorbed below 2000 
A. even by very thin layers of gelatin. Shumann 

plates which contain only a small trace of gelatin 

or none at all have been extensively used for 

ultraviolet photography, but these plates were 

handmade and quite expensive. Another method 

also used to increase the sensitivity in the ultra- 

violet consists in dissolving the gelatin of an 
ordinary plate. A method which has been 
successfully applied by Lyman and others consists 

in bathing the plate with some fluorescent mate- 
rial, such as mineral oil, which transforms the 

short wavelengths into longer ones capable of 

penetrating the gelatin and thus exposing the 

plate. Burroughs, of the Eastman Laboratories, 

found in his researches on the fluorescent prop- 

erties of a large number of organic substances 

that the ethyl carboxylic ester of dihydro- 

credladine was particularly satisfactory as an 

ultraviolet-sensitizing medium for ordinary plates. 

This substance is insoluble in water but can be 

dissolved in certain organic substances. When a 

plate is bathed in a solution of it and allowed to 

dry, the surface of the plate is covered with a 

microcrystalline deposit which fluoresces strongly 

under ultraviolet light. The fluorescent materials 

after exposure of the plate can be removed by 

washing the plate with acetone before develop- 

ment or, if desired, by brushing the plate with a 

camel’s-hair brush as soon as it is in the developer. 

The crystais loosen and are thus brushed off. 

The sensitized plates are supplied ready for use, 

or the material may be secured with which to 

sensitize plates. 

Plates, plateholders, and camera of the ultra- 

violet microscope must be clean and free of dust, 

otherwise speckled plates arising from dust or 

paper fibers on the plate surface will be sure to 

result. Some plates are not carefully wrapped, 

and during manufacture, shipment, and handling 

the sensitized surfaces seem to collect a great 

deal of dust particles which are difficult to remove 

completely. For ordinary photographic work the 

dust, lint, particles of glass, ete., which lodge on 

the plate surfaces may be brushed or wiped off 

reasonably well. When the plate is used for ultra- 

violet microscopy, every little particle completely blocks out the ultraviolet light and, of 

course, shows up as an unexposed spot on the developed negative. Dust particles 
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are not easy to remove, presumably because they become electrified by brushing and 

merely move about. However, by carefully brushing the plates in one direction with 

a camel’s-hair brush, they can be made dustfree. It is best to avoid the use of all 
plates which are poorly packed. 

Preparation of Specimens.—For ultraviolet microscopy specimens are prepared 

somewhat differently than for visible-light systems. Since ordinary glass is wholly 

opaque to ultraviolet light of short wavelengths, special quartz slides and cover slips 

must be used. Some of the special ultraviolet-transmitting glasses may serve but 

these lack the full transmitting qualities of quartz and consequently reduce the effi- 

ciency, lengthen the exposure, and make the problem of focusing more difficult. 

Slides and cover slips of these materials are relatively cheap compared with quartz 

slides and covers, but, since the latter may be cleaned and used repeatedly, there is 

little point in working with the glass slides. The quartz slides measure 26 by 30 mm., 

and the cover slips are 12 mm. in diameter. The slides are placed in a small metal 

holder of the same size as an ordinary glass slide, and thus are convenient to handle. 

Usually, for examination with visible-light microscopes, tissue is fixed, sectioned, 

stained, and mounted on glass slides. Many of the biological fixatives contain sub- 

stances which are totally opaque to ultraviolet light or by combination with the tissue 

render the latter opaque. Other fixatives, such as formaldehyde, are satisfactory, but 

they often have serious limitations for cytological studies. Practically all common 

stains absorb ultraviolet light. Differentiation of structure will result through 
selective absorption of the ultraviolet light. 

For ultraviolet microscopy of tissue the best practice, as previously pointed out, 

is to use living material mounted in a suitable isotonic salt solution. The cover slip 

is sealed with a mixture of vaseline and olive oil applied by a small camel’s-hair brush 

while revolving the slide on a turn table. This sealing medium has no effect on the 

preparation, whereas lacquer and other similar mediums may infiltrate the mounting 

medium and have harmful effects. 

Other mounting mediums, such as glycerin, mineral oil, olive oil, castor oil, water, 

and some of the synthetic resins and gums, may be used for special purposes with 

technological preparations. Most of the natural gums, balsams, etc., are opaque to 

ultraviolet light and therefore not suitable for use. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII 

GEOLOGIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

By Rosert F. Cours 

Ability to photograph geologic phenomena clinically in the field is a rare and 

valuable attribute. Equipment and procedure are simple and attainable by the 

average amateur and when employed they assure superior results. For outdoor 

work in geologic photography there are three axioms: 

1. Work in the field, not the darkroom. 

2. Stop down and use a tripod. 

3. Use a sunshade. 
The importance of following these three rules cannot be overemphasized; they hold 

true regardless of the film, lens, and shutter used. 

Photographic Field Equipment.—Equipment for field photography must be 

adequate and practical. Five items are fundamental and should be assembled in a 

kit which can and will be carried by the owner in the field at all times: camera, tripod, 

sunshade, exposure meter, and filter kit. Pictures are not obtained by equipment 
left in the car. 

The camera may be of any sturdy type, not prefocused, equipped with an anastig- 

matlens. A focusing back is not essential and action shots are never taken; hence box 

reflexes are unnecessary, and fast shutters a luxury. On the contrary, shutter speeds 

from 149 to 2 sec. are most useful. Size of negative today is not of prime importance, 

anything from 35 mm. to 314 by 414 in. is satisfactory and practical. Larger cameras, 

of course, yield very fine results, but their bulk and weight are entirely unnecessary; 

the 5- by 7-in. ones are absurd for field photography. Fast lenses are not required, 

except for some color work; an f/7.7 or f/6.3 is entirely adequate. The lens, however, 

should be of the very best correction for flare, coma, and spherical and chromatic 

aberration; the ultimate limit of needle-sharpness will naturally be determined by 

lens refinement. Fortunately nearly all modern high-quality speed anastigmats are 

satisfactory for field photography if stopped down. 

A tripod which will support the camera firmly is essential. Slightly oversize good- 

quality telescoping metal tripods will usually hold the camera satisfactorily in various 

wind conditions. Bulky and heavy tripods, in spite of their greater stability, are 

impractical for the field geologist; they are too much to carry. A valuable procedure, 

in addition to shortening the tripod legs when a field photograph must be taken in a 

stiff breeze, is to suspend a 4- or 5-lb. rock close under the tripod head. Finally, use 

the tripod on every shot, even if there is an f/1.5 lens on the camera. 

A sunshade should be used at all times. Direct sun rays are only one danger; 

bright sky light, water surface reflections, and snow glare are others. Use a sunshade 

for every exposure, and for piece of mind use a good one and a big one. 

A photoelectric exposure meter should be carried and used. In spite of the latitude 

of modern film, an exposure that is correct pays dividends later. For color work, a 

photoelectric meter is a necessity. 

Filters, selected according to the owner’s experience, should be part of the field kit. 

K2, K3, infrared, and panchromatic green should be ample for black-and-white work. 
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Close-up Technique.-—Geologic field photography is of two types: (1) close-ups to 

show details of fossils, joints, and rock texture; and (2) land-surface views to record 

a sweep of country. Details of field procedure are given below: 

Close-ups are taken with tripod, sunshade, small stop, and panchromatic film, 

usually at a distance of 6 ft. or less. Focusing should be done with a ground-glass 

back, steel tape, or accurate range finder. Filters are rarely needed, and many times 

orthochromatie film will be satisfactory. 

Needle-sharpness and depth of focus are desiderata. Best results are obtained 

by using a small stop and avoiding sunlit surfaces if possible. Apertures of f/32 or 

smaller are advisable except in a strong wind. Shadow contrast is usually desirable 

only when illustrating surface texture of rock. 

Relative scale must be indicated by including some readily recognizable article in 

the picture, such as hammer, knife, compass, watch, or coin. Do not depend upon 

vegetation to give scale when photographing rock exposures close up; a clear record 

of scale on the negative is superior to any statement in type. For scientific work, 

people in geologic photographs are generally unsatisfactory and should not be used. 

Human interest is not desired and is distracting, if only because clothing styles change 

within the useful lifetime of a scientific negative. 

View Technique.—Land-surtace views are scientific landscape photographs made to 

record geologic features over large areas. They are among the most difficult negatives 

that the geologist is required to make. The following points should be observed: 

Sharpness and clarity are of first importance. In spite of the temptation of a fast 

lens and a distant view, always stop down and use tripod, sunshade, and exposure 

meter. This procedure cannot be overemphasized. 

Filters should be used judiciously. If there is absolutely no haze, a filter will not 

improve the scientific value of the negative. Usually there is some haze in the dis- 

tance, however, and filters should be selected according to the owner’s experience. 

The best technique for really distant views is infrared photography. Prints from 

infrared negatives of distant topography are unequaled in sharpness and detail; the 

false color values rendered are seldom of any hindrance to the geologist. 

Correct perspective and advantageous viewpoint are essential. An assortment of 

lenses, including a wide angle and telephoto, are valuable and usable additions to the 

field geologist’s photographie kit; unfortunately the investment is frequently pro- 

hibitive. Telephoto lenses require exact focusing and absolutely rigid support, and 

with most cameras such a lens calls for a heavier tripod than would be employed 

otherwise. Excellent land-surface views are obtainable, however, with standard 

lenses judiciously employed. 

Position of the camera and of the sun are important considerations in photo- 

graphing distant geologic subjects. An elevated camera position is usually chosen, 

if available, to minimize the immediate foreground and increase the field of view. 

Shots against the sun are avoided, although much of the resulting flare effect can be 

eliminated by the use of a polarizing screen. Shadow development should be con- 

sidered where erosional forms are being photographed; registering the shadow relief 

produced by a low-angled late-afternoon sun will mean the difference between success 

and failure in many cases. Under noonday sun even areas of high relief usually 

photograph with unwanted flatness. It should be noted that the desired type of 

shadow contrast cannot be produced by darkroom manipulation; like portrait lighting, 

it must be registered on the original negative. 

Although the scientist professes abhorrence of art in his publications, it behooves 

the physiographic photographer to employ such artistic instincts as he may possess. 

A strictly technical photograph of a land surface will be looked at and remembered 

longer if its sky has clouds. Again, a pine bough framing an unused corner of the 
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film will add depth of perspective to distant valley and mountain. Finally, in framing 

the finished print under the enlarger, regard for the rules of pictorial composition 

and rhythm will yield subtle but sure results. This is not to advocate soft-focus 

effects, bromoils, or pebble-surfaced paper; the scientist’s medium is the needle-sharp 

ferrotype print from which he should and must not swerve. Nevertheless artistic 

principles are as much needed in scientific photography as a good voice in a scientific 

lecturer; there is no merit in nasality nor in poor pictorial composition. 

Color photography is not yet practical for the field geologist. The exposure 

technique and equipment are simple enough, but the limited advantage of colored 

field photographs as scientific data does not compensate for their high cost and rela- 

tively narrow range of usefulness. Furthermore there is comparatively little need 
for color representation in geologic field photography. 

Darkroom procedure is standard. Tank development with suitable developers 

and projection printing on glossy paper are recommended. The procedure should be 

worked out carefully and standardized, both for efficiency and to justify the care 

exercised in making the field exposure. Pro- 

jection printing is strongly urged not only 

because it eliminates the need for large 
negatives but especially because it permits [i= |Orthochromatic| [Super-panchro.| _| 
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Geologic Laboratory Photography.—Pho- [Remarks 

tographic technique employed in geologic 

laboratories is exacting and varied and Fig. 1.—Printed form which is useful 

differs markedly from geologic field photo- 12 quickly checking data taken in the 
graphic technique in that conditions are Hele 

controllable. Aside from routine work, such as copying and lantern-slide making, 

geologic laboratory photography falls into two main groups: (1) thin-section photog- 

raphy through the petrographic microscope, and (2) photography of objects possess- 

ing surface relief. 

Equipment.—The camera should be a well-constructed ‘‘view type” plate camera, 

from a 314- by 414-in. to a 5- by 7-in. in size, according to the user’s preference. A 

removable lens board, a rising front, a revolving back, and ground-glass focusing are 

essential. For indoor work, when weight and portability are not of prime importance 

but accuracy is, glass photographie plates will furnish a higher percentage of perfect 

negatives than any type of film; the cost per unit area is no higher, and breakage of 

plates troubles only clumsy workers. Plate size will vary with personal preference 

and with the demands of the work. A convenient device is to employ a 5- by 7-in. 

camera and plateholders equipped with insert frames to hold 4- by 5-in. plates when 

desired. Interchangeable lenses are a necessity; the removable lens board is more 

convenient than a threaded flange and, for megascopic work, possesses sufficient 
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accuracy. For fine microscopic work an accurately threaded metal flange should be 
employed as the lens mount. (The writer does not advocate the laboratory use of 

ultra-small cameras because the purchase price and operational effort, if expended on 

standard-size equipment will yield better results. Obviously portability and even 

low operational expense are not of prime importance in the laboratory.) 

Lenses should be of the highest possible quality; a rapid rectilinear, stopped down, 

will not equal a good anastigmat, even in copying. In scientific laboratory photog- 

raphy the quality standards are properly set so high that only the best lenses available 

should be considered. One other generalization is possible: one lens will not be 

sufficient. A geologic photographic laboratory should possess objectives of the 

Micro-Tessar or Micro-Summar class for photographing opaque relief objects of 

almost microscopic size, and well-corrected anastigmats of 4- and 8-in. focal length for 

routine megascopic work. Obviously the size and relief of the specimen, together 

with the desired image size, will determine the proper lens and in many cases will 

allow little leeway. Shutters cease to be important in most geologic laboratory 

photography. Usually shutters are unnecessary, although for shorter exposures than 

1 sec. a between-the-lens shutter will be required. Focal-plane shutters are unneces- 

sary and unwise because of vibration. A lens shade is a valuable accessory. 

Camera supports should be of generous proportions and good design. A solid-leg 

wooden tripod with revolving and tilting head is the best general support commercially 

available for megascopic work; its size should be adequate for the camera employed. 

Provision against slippage of the tripod feet should be made, such as soft rubber tips 

or a light chain loop placed around the feet. When makeshift supports are employed 

occasionally for megascopic work, it is imperative that the assembly of camera and 

support be solid and vibration be eliminated. Positive connection of parts by screws, 

thumb nuts, or C clamps is necessary, and the insertion of a vibration trap, beneath 

the camera, consisting of sponge rubber mat or four tennis balls, will improve long- 

exposure negatives. 

Object supports are a great convenience in megascopic work and frequently are 

necessities. Small- and medium-sized specimens are supported adequately by a piece 

of plasticene modeling clay covered with wax paper to protect the back of the speci- 

men; large rocks may be held for photographing by blocking up with wood or lead 

blocks. Control of background is best gained by employing a deep box of sufficient 

size, lined with black flannel or velvet. The specimen should be supported in the 

plane of the open top on glass or a stiff pillar from the box bottom; for white back- 

grounds a glass-topped box, covered with smooth tracing cloth (or ground glass) and 

lighted evenly from inside, is used to support the specimen. 

Illumination is best provided by strong—500 watt or more—prefocused-type 

incandescent lamps, mounted in parabolic reflectors and held by metal floor stands 

whose arms permit three-way adjustment. At least three units, consisting of lamps, 

reflector, and floor stand, should be provided. Heavy ring stands may be substituted 

for floor stands in table-top work. Photoflood bulbs are less satisfactory, although 

cheaper, for permanent equipment, because of their short life and rapid change in 

the quantity and spectrum of their emissions. 

The microscope and accessories employed in thin-section technique should be the 

best quality petrographic microscope obtainable. Especial attention should be given 

the objectives used for photographie work; they should be apochromatic if possible. 

Accessories in keeping with the microscope need no further comment, except for the 

camera itself. For any small amount of work a temporary setup of view camera may 

prove satisfactory. A lighttight sleeve around the ocular tube, convenience in 

focusing and changing plates, and absolute rigidity are essential. For any consider- 

able amount of thin-section photography it is advisable to purchase a standard 

photomicrographic camera. 
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Thin-section Technique.—Photography of rock and mineral material in thin section 

may be done with either unpolarized incident or reflected hght, or with polarized 

light between crossed Nicol prisms or polaroid plates. When using thin sections with 

unpolarized light, the photographic problem is to secure correct definition and ade- 

quate contrast of grain boundaries and microscopic structure. Definition is obtained 

by routine focusing of an adequately equipped microscope and in extreme cases by 

employing monochromatic light and suitable filters; contrast is obtained largely by 

altering the illumination intensity and angle of incidence until the desired results show 

on the focusing panel. Many workers prefer a clear-glass focusing panel to ground 

glass, because the critical focus point is sharper. The practice of cementing a thin 

cover glass on a ground-glass plate to secure a clear spot is not recommended because 

the focal plane is shifted thereby. 

Photomicrographs made through crossed Nicol prisms should be exposed on 

panchromatic plates to gain correct color rendering. Here apochromatic objectives 

and oculars are desirable for the best work since they bring nearly all wavelengths into 

focus on a single plane. More light is required when working with crossed Nicols, 

although the usual laboratory microscope lamp will generally prove strong enough. 

Very dense, deeply colored sections may require a stronger source such as a laboratory 

are illuminator. 
Relief-object Technique-—When photographing geologic specimens, other than 

thin sections, more or less surface relief is present and must be photographed sharply. 

This involves mastery of two details: securing depth of focus, and control of lighting. 

For megascopic negatives sufficient depth of focus is usually attained with a small 

diaphragm opening. With small relief objects, whether photographed through a 

compound microscope or through the Micro-Tessar or Micro-Summar lens in a view- 

type camera, the securing of sufficient depth of focus is often the most serious problem. 

The two approaches are through stopping down the objective and guarding against 

vibration during the lengthened exposure and, secondly, employing lenses with as 

short a focal length as possible. When the resulting negative is of the very highest 

quality, it is possible to obtain some additional magnification by ordinary darkroom 

enlargement without loss of definition, this method, however, is not a substitute for 

lens quality and skill in making the original negative. 
Illumination of relief objects evolves into a trial-and-error technique employing 

the few comparatively simple devices mentioned above, 7.e., shadow contrast is 

secured by low-angle illumination and detail in shadows by a somewhat weaker high- 

angle light. Methodical experiments leading to a standardized technique for a given 

laboratory is the best solution of the lighting problem. Among special devices which 

will be useful at times are the time-tested ammonium chloride coating blown on fossils 

when a matte white surface will show detail better; the ingenious use of water for 

“‘yainting”’ outlines of obscure details such as footprints and plant impressions; and 

the cloth or tissue paper ‘‘tent”’ separating the light sources from the camera lens and 

object when it is necessary to prevent point reflections from crystal faces or highly 

polished surfaces into the camera. Polaroid screens are valuable for the latter pur- 

pose also. 
Color Technique-—Natural-color photographs in the geologic laboratory are 

valuable chiefly for recording details of minerals and petrographic thin sections 

between crossed Nicol prisms. The indoor technique resembles that of field color 

photography, except for the use of artificial light and accompanying filters, and follows 

standard indoor color procedure. Except for lantern-slide illustrations for mineralogy 

and petrography, color photography does not appear to be practical or necessary for 

indoor geologic photography. 



CHAPTER XXIX 

SPECTROSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

By G. R. Harrison 

The Spectrograph.—Any device for separating a beam of light into its component 

wavelengths or colors is called a “‘spectroscope,’”’ and any spectroscope which is pro- 

vided with a camera for photographing the spectrum which it produces is called a 

“spectrograph.” The light to be analyzed is sent into the spectrograph through a 

slit, and a suitable optical system produces an image of this slit for each wavelength 

present in the light beam. These slit images are called “‘spectrum lines,”’ and taken 

together they form a ‘“‘line spectrum,” while a plate or film on which they have been 

photographed is called a ‘‘spectrogram.” Light from certain sources like the incan- 

Fic. 1.—Component parts of spectrograph, consisting of slit S, condensing lens C, dispersing 

prism D, camera lens HE, and photographie plate P. 

descent lamp contain waves whose lengths vary continuously over a wide range, 

and the resulting slit images merge together, forming a continuous spectrum. 

The usual component parts of a spectrograph (Fig. 1) are the slit S, a collimating 

-lens C or mirror to make parallel the rays of light from the slit, a dispersing element D 

which may be a prism or a diffraction grating, and a special type of camera. This 

camera usually contains one or more lenses # which, though uncorrected for chromatic 

aberration, have been specially figured for sharpness of focus and flatness of field and 

which are set to focus on the plate P the parallel bundles of light which come from the 

dispersing element. The position of a spectrum line on the spectrogram gives a 

measure of the wavelength of the light producing it, while the density of the image of 

the line, when measured under controlled conditions, can be used to determine the 

intensity of the light which produced it. 
Choice of Spectrograph.—In selecting a spectrograph, the important properties to 

be considered are the range of wavelengths over which it can be used, its dispersion, 

its resolving power, and its speed, as determined by the brightness of the spectrum 

which it produces. Secondary characteristics, such as the variation of dispersion 
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with wavelength, the amount of scattered light, and the sizes and shapes of the spec- 
trum lines produced, are sometimes of importance. 

In choosing a spectrograph for any problem one should first determine whether a 

prism or a grating instrument will be most suitable. The advantages of prism 

instruments are their high light-gathering power (which results in greater intensity of 

the spectrum and hence in shorter exposures when it is to be photographed), their 

ruggedness and permanence, and the fact that they can readily be made to give 

stigmatic spectra. They suffer from the disadvantage that their dispersion changes 

markedly with wavelength (although much less with frequency), and they can, of 

course, be used only in regions of the spectrum to which their optical parts are trans- 
parent. Their fundamental dispersion and resolving power are usually smaller than 

those which can readily be obtained with diffraction gratings. Prisms are very widely 

used in portable instruments, for studying comparatively simple spectra, and for any 

purpose for which relatively great light-gathering power is required. 

The diffraction grating is coming more widely into use even where only low resolv- 

ing power and dispersion are needed, and since it is unrivaled for obtaining high values 

of these quantities, it seems destined to play a much larger part in the development of 

spectroscopy in the future than it has in the past. It can be used in such a way as to 
produce an almost normal spectrum, in which the dispersion is nearly uniform over the 

length of a spectrum plate, and it requires a minimum of adjustment. 

A further advantage of the grating is that it can be used in the reflecting concave 

form (page 813) without any transparent optical parts; consequently a single instru- 

ment can be used over the entire photographic range. Grating spectroscopes can be 

obtained having a resolving power as high as 400,000 and with dispersions of as much 

as 0.1 A. permm. Their chief disadvantage is that most gratings throw the light not 

into one spectrum but into several, and since usually only one of these is wanted at a 

time, much of the light may be wasted. 

Spectral Range. —Spectrum photography in the infrared is commonly limited to 

the range 12,000 to 7500 Ae in the visible it covers the entire range 7500 to 4000 A. 

and in the ultraviolet it goes from 4000 to 1000 AS although these limits are commen 

arbitrary. 

Prisms have limited transparency, and several must be provided to cover the 

different ranges. Flint glass, quartz, and rock-salt prisms are most frequently used 

for the infrared, glass prisms of various sorts for the visible, and quartz or rock-salt 

prisms for the ultraviolet down to 2000 A. Below this wavelength only fluorite or 

lithium fluoride optical parts can be used. Fluorite is transparent to about 1250 A., 

while lithium fluoride which will transmit to 1050 A. can occasionally be produced. 

No suitable material has yet been found which is transparent to shorter wavelengths 

and only the concave grating spectrograph can be used in this region. For wave- 

lengths shorter than about 2000 A. all light paths must be in vacuum (except that dry 

nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium can be used in parts of these regions) since the air 

begins to absorb at this wavelength. 

The most common practice is to use glass optical parts in prism instruments 

designed for the visible and photographic infrared and crystal quartz optical parts for 

those photographing that part of the ultraviolet to which air is transparent. 

Dispersion.—The dispersion of a spectrograph can be measured as angular or as 

linear dispersion. The angular dispersion d6/d), the change in angle with wavelength 

of the light emerging from the prism, is fundamental and depends on the dispersing 

element. The linear dispersion is of more practical interest, as it gives the actual 

separation of two close lines on a spectrogram. In common practice the spectral 

range covered by 1 mm. of plate 1 is used to measure the dispersion; thus 30 A. per mm. 

is a low dispersion, while 1 A. per mm. is a relatively high value. The linear dis- 
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persion obtained with a given angular dispersion can be varied by changing the focal 

length of the camera lens. It depends also on the inclination of the focal curve to 

the optic axis of the camera. 
The dispersion of prism spectrographs is nonuniform, depending as it does on the 

variation of the refractive index of the prism material with wavelength, and may 

vary tenfold along one short spectrogram. Prisms deviate the short waves more than 

the longer, and the dispersion increases as the wavelength decreases. 

Resolving Power.—The ability of a spectrograph to separate close-lying lines is 

measured by its resolving power. Resolving power P is defined as \/d), dd being 

the wavelength difference between two lines which the instrument can just resolve 

at wavelength \. If unresolved, the two lines will appear as one. 

Most spectrographs have theoretical resolving-power values lying between 2000 

and 200,000, the lower value being typical for a small prism instrument and the higher 

for a large diffraction grating. The theoretical limiting resolving power of a given 

spectrograph increases as the linear aperture of its camera lens is increased (if this is 

kept filled with light) and as the angular dispersion of its prism or grating is increased. 

By using good optical parts it is possible to approach the theoretical resolving power 

very closely. 
Dispersion and resolving power are closely related but are two distinct properties 

of a spectrograph and should not be confused. Increased linear dispersion may 

separate the centers of two close spectrum lines more widely, but since, if unaccom- 

panied by an increase in resolution or of angular dispersion, it results merely in 

increased magnification, the lines are no more clearly resolved than before. 

The ability of a spectrograph to resolve two close lines may be reduced by its 

auxiliary parts. When properly designed, a spectrograph will be provided with a 

camera of such focal length that the resolving power \/dd of the instrument will 

match, through the linear dispersion d/dl, the resolving power \/dl of the photo- 

graphic materials used to record the spectrum, unless some other consideration such 

as speed intervenes. 
Speed.—The efficiency of a spectrograph is commonly defined as its speed times 

the purity of the spectrum it produces. Speed depends on the intensity of the trans- 

mitted light, which will in turn depend on the fraction of incident intensity of each 

wavelength which penetrates the instrument, and on the numerical aperture of the 

camera lens. The total light flux which can be obtained from any spectrograph, 

assuming that a light source of the extent required to fill the slit used is available, is 

limited by the size of slit which can be used with a given purity of spectrum. This 

means that the larger a spectrograph is made, if its proportions are kept the same, the 

more light flux can be sent through it. With a given spectrograph, shortening the 

focal length of the camera lens will increase the light intensity, the spectrum lines 

being correspondingly reduced in size. 
Most prism spectrographs operate at numerical apertures of from f/12 to f/24, 

while grating instruments may have apertures as low as f/70. Exposure times 

required may range from a few seconds to several hours, depending on the speed of the 

instrument and of the photographic materials used and the intensity and energy dis- 

tribution of the source being photographed. 

The Slit.—Since spectrum lines are merely images of the slit, this slit is one of the 

most important parts of a spectrograph. It should be carefully made and adjusted, 

with its edges kept clean and smooth. The opening of the slit should be variable in 

width, preferably between 1 and 0.002 mm. The slit jaws are usually drawn apart 

by a calibrated screw acting in opposition to a spring which tends to move the jaws 

together. A typical slit is shown in Fig. 2. 
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In order that the space between the jaws shall form a suitable line, it is necessary 

that their edges be accurately straight and that they be mounted with their edges 

truly parallel and with their front faces lying in the same plane. The jaws are usually 

beveled, and placed with the beveled side turned away from the entering beam, so that 

light reflected from them will not enter the spectrograph. 

Slits in which only one jaw is movable are cheaper than the symmetrically opening 

type but have the disadvantage that the center of the spectrum line produced with 

them moves when the slit width is changed. The best adjustable slits are made to 

close at the ends only, so that their sharp jaws will not be marred by careless operaton 

of the screw. The jaws should be made of some hard and durable material, such as 
stainless steel, which can be ground to a 
sharp edge and polished. 

Simple slits can be made by coating a 

plate of quartz or other transparent material 

with a thin opaque coating of metal or lac- 
quer and by engraving lines of the desired 

widths in this. Slits of several widths can 

thus be provided, the proper one being set 

into the slit holder as needed. For certain 

purposes such slits are more useful than the 

adjustable type, since a definite slit width 

can be reproduced more accurately than by 

setting a screw in which backlash and zero 

position may change. 

The slit is usually mounted in a drawtube 
in such a way that it can be moved into or 

out of the spectroscope for focusing pur- Fic. 2.—Typical slit of spectrograph. 

poses, or rotated about a horizontal axis so The width of the slit may be varied by the 
that it can be brought accurately parallel aa knob and scale im the lower left 

; : and corner of this illustration. 
to the faces of the dispersing element. 
The slit should be provided with diaphragms by means of which its length or the parts 

of it being used can be varied. 
With stigmatic spectrographs (see page 810) an almost closed slit may 

cause horizontal streaks to appear in the spectrum, due to dust particles which 

close the slit entirely in spots. Such a slit should be cleaned by opening it 

and carefully stroking its edges in one direction with a freshly sharpened stick of 

soft wood. 
The Camera.—In spectrographs, provision is made for holding a photographic 

plate or film so that the spectrum is in focus throughout all parts which are simul- 

taneously recorded. A criterion which distinguishes a good spectrograph from a poor 

one is that, while both may give sharp lines in certain spectral regions, it will be 

found impossible to get all parts of the spectrum into good focus at once in the poor 

instrument. 

The plate must be bent to fit the focal curve, and it is desirable to keep this curva- 

ture as small as possible. The plate or film is held in a plateholder which is provided 

with templates to bend it to the proper curvature, this plateholder, in portable instru- 

ments, being provided with a dark slide. The plateholder is in turn carried in a 

mounting which usually has provision for moving the plateholder vertically so that 

a number of different spectra can be photographed on the same plate. 

On account of the nonuniform dispersion of prism instruments, they are frequently 

provided with wavelength scales, which can be impressed on the spectrogram by 
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swinging the engraved transparent scale up into position before the plate and mak- 

ing a brief exposure to a small incandescent lamp provided for the purpose in the 

spectrograph. 

Prisms.—Dispersing prisms are almost always cut with 60° refracting angles. 

This angle is a compromise between smaller angles which give less dispersion and 

larger angles which require more material, produce a greater loss of light by reflection, 

and give a decreased aperture. 

A dispersing prism should be used in such a way that the ray of mean wavelength 

passes through it at the angle of minimum deviation, this ray then passing through 

the prism parallel to its base. Under these conditions the effective free aperture 

of the prism is a maximum, and the light loss by reflection is a minimum. ‘The 

resolving power of a prism is proportional to the difference in thickness between the 

prism base and its refracting edge. The exact calculation for the resolving power of a 

prism as used in a given spectroscope is exceedingly complex since it depends on many 

factors, including the method of illumination of the slit. 

A prism is usually shaped so that it will transmit a beam of circular cross section 

falling on its front face at the proper angle for minimum deviation. This condition 

leads to a standard set of dimension ratios for any material, the length of a face being 

for most substances roughly 1.6 times the height. For good definition the prism 

height should be at least three times as great as the maximum length of slit which 

is to be used with it, and preferably the ratio should be even greater. Spectrum lines 

produced with prisms are curved, and definition may be lost when the prism slit-height 

ratio is too small. . 

Prisms made of crystalline quartz show double refraction, and produce doubled 

spectra even when cut with their optic axis parallel to the crystalline axis. Cornu 

showed how to overcome this defect by making a 60° prism of two 30° prisms in 

optical contact, one of left-handed and the other of right-handed quartz, the second 

thus serving to offset the optical rotation produced by the first. When a reflection 

prism is used, only one type of quartz is required, since the beam passes through it 

both ways. 

Gratings.—Diffraction gratings consist essentially of a large number (sometimes 

as many as 180,000) of close equidistant slits, which are usually made by ruling lines 

with a diamond on a smooth surface. The greater the number of these slits, the 

greater the resolving power of the grating. Light which falls on a grating is thrown 

into several orders of spectra, and the resolving power P of the grating is given by 

the formula P = nm, where n is the total number of lines on the grating and m is the 

order being considered. Theoretically, resolving powers of 500,000 can be realized 

in the higher orders of some gratings which have been produced, but actually values of 

P greater than 300,000 are seldom found. 

The angular dispersion of a grating depends on the distance between successive 

rulings (the grating space d) and can be derived by differentiating the grating formula 

md = d (sin 6 + sin 2) where @ is the angle of emergence, 7 is the angle of incidence, 

and mis the order. The dispersion can also be written d6/d\ = A/nm, where A is the 

linear aperture of the grating. 

Small gratings are sometimes ruled on glass, successive lines being ruled as closely 

as 500 per inch for a very coarse grating or 15,000 per inch for a fine grating of high 

dispersion. Glass gratings can be used only in the visible and infrared regions to 

which the glass is transparent, and require collimator and camera lenses to make the 

light parallel and refocus to it. For larger instruments and for those suited to all 

spectrum regions, gratings are commonly ruled on highly polished reflecting surfaces. 

either plane or concave. Gratings up to 7 in. in diameter have been successfully 

ruled with 20,000 and even 30,000 lines per inch. 
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The fact that a grating throws the light which falls on it into a number of orders 

naturally results in a loss of ight in any one spectrum, but this loss can be reduced 

somewhat by shaping the point of the ruling diamond so that more light will be thrown 

to one side than the other. When very high resolving power is desired, a grating can 

sometimes be found in which most of the energy is thrown into the higher orders, and 

it is desirable, if possible, to have most of the light in the orders on one side. In 

general, if a grating shows high intensity in one order in a given direction, all other 

orders lying in that same direction will tend to be strong. Thus a grating which is 

found to give high intensity on one side in the second-order green (5500 A.) may be 

expected to be bright also for the infrared near 11,000 A. in the first order, though 
other factors may prevent this. 

In selecting a grating, it should be tested for brightness in the various orders and 

for resolving power, line shape, amount of scattered light, and intensity of ghost lines. 

Ghosts are false lines produced by regularities in some irregularity of ruling of the 

grating. Ina good grating the intensity of a ghost line should be less than 0.1 per cent 

that of the real line corresponding to it. Lyman ghosts are very objectionable, but 

fortunately these have been successfully eliminated in the better ruling engines. 

Rowland ghosts occur near the lines which produce them and hence can readily be 

Fig. 3.—Diagram illustrating the principle of the Littrow mounting. 

identified. While these can usually be kept to less than 14900 the intensity of the 

parent line, a grating which has Rowland ghosts of 1499 the parent line may still be 

usable for many purposes. Lyman ghosts can be tested for by illuminating the grating 

strongly with collimated light from a slit, behind which is placed a powerful mercury 

arc, and by looking into the grating near the central image or elsewhere where no 

spectrum lines should be visible. If colored lines are seen, they may be Lyman 

ghosts, and the grating should be carefully tested photographically. 

Gratings should be kept free from dust, which can be removed by gently stroking 

with a soft camel’s-hair brush. When dirty, gratings should be cleaned by light and 

careful rubbing in the direction of the rulings with a piece of clean cotton moistened 

with absolute alcohol and dipped in very fine precipitated chalk or tin oxide. Great 

care must be taken not to scratch the grating. A portion of the unruled surface 
should be rubbed gently before the rulings are touched to make sure that no gritty 

particles are on the cotton. Fingerprints should not be produced on the grating face, 

and acid or other fumes which tarnish the surface should be carefully avoided. 

Mountings.—The device of autocollimation developed by Littrow is widely used 

with either prisms or plane gratings, when it is desired to obtain high linear dispersion 

by the use of a camera lens of long focus. The principle of the method is illustrated in 

Fig. 3. The diverging beam from the slit S is made parallel by the collimator C and 

enters the dispersing system D, which in the case illustrated is a half prism with a 

mirror coating on its back face. The light is reflected from this mirror, passes back 
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through the prism, and retraverses the collimator, which behaves now as a camera 

lens and brings the spectrum to a focus on P. 

Two defects keep the Littrow mounting from displacing all other types of prism 

mounting to the extent that its simplicity and compactness would lead one to expect. 

The proximity of slit and plateholder requires the introduction of a reflecting prism 

or other device to separate the incoming and outgoing beams, and the reflection and 

scattering of light from the front face of the collimator directly back to the photo- 

graphic plate may cause objectionable fogging which is hard to eliminate. This can 

often be decreased either by tipping the lens slightly, which will introduce a certain 

amount of astigmatism but throws the reflected hight above the plate, or by intro- 

ducing stops and diaphragms at strategic points. In any event the inside of the 

case surrounding a Littrow mount should be thoroughly blackened and numerous — 

baffles should be used to cut down stray light. 

To locate the cause of plate fogging, when this is found to occur with a Littrow 

mounting, the slit may be widened to its fullest extent with a high-intensity incan- 

descent lamp placed in front of it. On looking at the collimator lens through the 

horizontal slot which admits light to the cassette, the location of any bright points of 

light should be noted, and these should be eliminated by some means which will cut 

off as little as possible of the main beams of light. In order to carry out this operation 

successfully, it is sometimes necessary to eliminate as much as one-fourth of the lens 

aperture with diaphragms. In attacking stray light a polished reflecting surface 

which directs an unwanted beam of light into a dark pocket is often more satisfactory 

than a rough blackened surface which may scatter some of the radiation falling on it. 

In one widely used and excellent type of Littrow instrument having quartz or glass 

optical parts, the length of the case is over 7 ft., but as the optical system may be 

considered as having been folded together in the middle by use of the autocollimation 

principle, the dispersion obtained is equivalent to that furnished by an instrument 

twice as long. 

The prism and lens are mounted on a carriage which moves s along a slide, their 

positions on this being determined by means of a scale and index. The prism can be 

rotated to throw various regions of the spectrum on a 4- by 10-in. plate, which is held 

in a cassette-plateholder combination which in turn can be rotated to bring it into 

coincidence with the focal curve for any spectral region between 2000 and 8000 A. 

Plane-reflection gratings are almost always mounted in the Littrow manner. A 

grating so arranged has the advantage over a concave grating in the Eagle mounting 

(page 813) of giving stigmatic images, with a resulting increase in brightness and 

resolution in the higher orders. A lens carefully corrected for chromatic aberration 

must be used in all orders except the first, however, for otherwise the various over- 

lapping orders will not be brought to a focus on the same curve. 
Stigmatic and Astigmatic Spectrographs.—A camera lens or mirror, unless especially 

designed, produces a true image of an object only when image and object are close to 

the optic axis. As the beam angle departs more and more from the optic axis, greater 

amounts of astigmatism are introduced, the rays being brought to one line focus at a 

certain distance and to a second line focus perpendicular to the first at a greater dis- 

tance. In common types of prism spectrographs the astigmatism can usually be 

neglected, as extremely fine focus is needed only in the horizontal direction to resolve 

close spectrum lines and a focus only one-tenth as sharp will serve in the vertical 

direction. 
The spectrum lines produced by a concave grating as ordinarily used are astigmatic 

images of the slit, each illuminated point of this slit being imaged as a, vertical line in 

the Rowland circle. No decrease in the purity of the spectrum results so long as the 

slit is accurately parallel to the rulings of the grating and if neither the slit nor the 

astigmatic images are curved. With most gratings a slight line curvature does exist, 
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and it is advisable to keep the illuminated portion of the slit as short as 

possible when high resolving power is required. However, since each 

astigmatic line image has a central portion of uniform intensity whose 

brightness depends on the length of the illuminated slit, astigmatism may 

cause a serious decrease of intensity. Stigmatic spectrographs have the 

advantage that with them small right-angled prisms and Hartmann 

diaphragms can be used at the slit for introducing comparison spectra, 

rotating sector disks or step diaphragms can be used at the slit for 

photographic photometry, and Fabry-Perot or other interferometers can 

be crossed with them. Also, if the source is imaged on the slit, variations 

in intensity along the lines produced may give useful information as to the 

points of origin of the lines in the source. These considerations make 

especially useful the stigmatic mounting of the concave grating, devised 

by Wadsworth and realized by Meggers and Burns. 

Astigmatism is occasionally useful, as with certain types of inten- 

sity measurements where uniform spectrum lines are desirable and for 

producing spectrograms which are neat in appearance. Also it is possible 

in certain cases to utilize the separation of the horizontal and vertical 

focal curves to image slit and photometric device on a single plate 

simultaneously. 

Commercial Spectrographs.— Most spectrographs manufactured com- 

mercially are enclosed, portable units, varying in length from 18 in. to 

8 ft. In the smaller instruments no adjustments of the prism or camera 

are necessary, since the entire transmitted spectrum can be obtained 

at a single setting. In larger instruments, where the whole spectrum 

cannot be recorded at once on a plate of reasonable size, some provision 

must be made for turning the prism and changing the focal distance of 

the lenses and the tilt of the plate when various regions of the spectrum 

are to be photographed. 
The greatest number of spectrographs of any one type manufac- 

tured are those which contain quartz optical parts. These can be 

obtained in three or more standard sizes, the small and medium models 

being of fixed focus. : 

The small quartz spectrograph usually covers the range 8000 to 

1850 RY with a spectrum length of about 85 mm. This type finds its 

greatest usefulness at wave-lengths shorter than 2500 ie where its rela- 

tively great light transmission and high aperture aid in rapid photog- 

raphy of a difficult region where absorption and lack of plate sensitivity 

conspire to reduce the intensity of the recorded spectrum. It can be 

obtained fitted with a transparent wavelength scale, and a fluorescent 

screen can be used to make the ultraviolet spectrum visible and thus 

to aid in the preliminary focusing adjustments. 

Until recently the most commonly used spectrograph was the medium- 

sized quartz instrument, manufactured by a number of firms. Lenses 

of about 600-mm. focus and 50-mm. diameter are used, giving a spectrum 

from 2100 to 8000 A. about 200-mm. long. The prism, of the Cornu type, 

may be about 40-mm. high by 65-mm. length of face. A standard 4- 

by 10-in. photographic plate is ordinarily used. ‘This is the largest 

standard size of quartz instrument which will give the entire ultraviolet 

region in air at a single setting of the prism and camera. 

The medium-sized instrument can be obtained with or without a 

transparent scale of wavelengths. The variation of dispersion with wave- 

length is well illustrated by the scale shown in Fig. 4. 
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Typical spectrograms taken with the instrument depicted in Fig. 5 are shown in 

Fig. 6. The numerical aperture, f/12, is sufficient to give short exposures with most 

ordinary are and spark sources, and the resolution and dispersion in the ultraviolet are 

ample for simple spectra, and for absorption spectrophotometry of solutions. 

In purchasing any fixed-focus instrument care should be taken to see that the 

manufacturer has provided sufficient rigidity to the adjustment of prism and lenses 

so that they will not readily get out of focus when once adjusted, and that the cassette 

and plateholder are constructed so they will not warp. Manufacturers should be 

asked to submit sample spectrograms taken on the instrument to be purchased and are 

usually very willing to do so. 

Where higher dispersion is needed than the medium-sized quartz instrument will 

supply, recourse is usually had to the Littrow type of mounting (see page 810) in order 

to save space and improve rigidity. The large quartz Littrow is now the most widely 

used of all spectrographs, being especially suited to spectroscopic analysis of materials. 

Almost any quartz spectrograph can be obtained with glass optical parts which will 

render it suitable for use in the visible region. While quartz is also transparent in 

this region, its dispersion is so low as to make quartz spectrographs almost valueless 

Fic. 5.—Bausch and Lomb medium quartz spectrograph. 

at wavelengths longer than about 5200 A., beyond which, also, the ordinary photo- 

graphic plate becomes insensitive and special plates must be used. 

The dispersive properties of even heavy flint glass are not so great as is desirable, 

and several prisms are sometimes used in train to increase dispersion and resolving 

power in the visible region. In general the concave diffraction grating, with its uni- 

form dispersion, usefulness for all wavelengths, and simplicity of adjustment, is to be 

preferred to prism spectrographs when high resolution and dispersion are important. 

While grating spectrographs can be obtained from certain manufacturers, satis- 

factory gratings are so difficult to obtain that the grating spectrograph is not standard. 

The great usefulness of the grating in the past has come largely from its high dispersion 

and resolving power, and since gratings of 6-in. aperture or over are not unusual, 

while prisms of over 2-in. aperture are rare, grating spectrographs ordinarily have 

three or more times the focal length of prism instruments. On account of their size, 

large grating instruments ordinarily are assembled by their user and operated uncov- 

ered in a darkened room, though standard commercial models in the smaller sizes are 

appearing on the market. 

TaBLE I.—Mountines AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
Rowlands. se 5 Spectrum of uniform dispersion; simple to change region 

Abneyimuewe. «lee Same as Rowland, but source and slit move while grating and camera are fixed 

Pia gele teres. sve cts. Long and narrow, relatively low astigmatism, reaches higher orders 

Rasch eneeee ons Broad spectral coverage with single exposure 

Wadsworth..:.... Stigmatic, and of high light-gathering power; best for most purposes of applied 

spectroscopy 
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Concave Grating Mountings.—I{ a diffraction 

grating be ruled on a concave spherical mirror, no 
collimator or camera lenses are required, for light 

sent through a slit placed anywhere on a circle 

whose diameter equals the radius of curvature of 

the mirror and passes through the mirror will be 

brought to focus on this circle as a spectrum. 

The focal curve is known as the “‘ Rowland circle.” 

Since so many possible relative dispositions of slit, 

grating, and camera are possible, numerous special 

mountings have been designed for special purposes. 

Table I gives the advantages of the standard 

mountings for concave gratings. 

Small commercial concave-grating spectro- 

graphs, which are of necessity portable, ordinarily 

use the Hiagle or in some cases the Rowland mount- 

ing. When one is faced with the necessity of 

choosing the most suitable mounting for a large 

grating, the first consideration must be that of the 

spaceavailable. Where only along narrow corridor 

or a small vertical shaft can be used, the Eagle 

mounting is useful. The cross section of its con- 

taining box is conditioned only by the length of 

spectrum which it is desired to photograph at one 

setting, and by the baffles needed to cut down 

stray light. 

If a room of medium size (say 12 by 15 ft.) is 

available, a 21-ft. grating in the Wadsworth mount- 

ing will probably be found more useful than a 

shorter focus grating in any other mounting. This 

is because the grating of longer radius will cost no 

more than a shorter one for the same area of rul- 

ing, and the advantages of a stigmatic mounting 

are obtained, while the grating can always be used 

at its full dispersion in another mounting. 

The Paschen mounting is so much more flexible 

than others that its use is advantageous in many 

cases where sufficient space is available. For a 

21-ft. grating the 100m should be at least 25 by 

15 ft. for a half circle or 30 by 25 ft. for a full 

circle, with a separate room to serve as a source 

room, the slit being mounted on a pier and let 

through the partition between the two rooms. 

Detailed directions for adjusting gratings in the 

Rowland and Abney mountings will be found in 
Kayser’s ‘‘Handbuch der Spektroskopie,’”’ while 

the original article by Eagle should be consulted in 

connection with his mounting. 

When the camera of a grating spectrograph 

has been placed in approximately the proper posi- 

tion, it is clamped in the position of best focus by 

viewing the spectrum lines produced on a piece of 

white paper or a fluorescent screen when a broad 
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slit is used. In this way the focal curve can be located within 1 in. or less either 

way. An eyepiece can be used in the visible region to approximate still more closely 

to the focal curve, the slit being greatly narrowed for this purpose. The remainder 

of the focusing process must be carried out photographically. 

A number of small brackets are hung on the camera, each holding a small piece 

of photographie plate inclined at an angle of 45° to the vertical, the center of each 

plate lying in the focal plane of the camera, as in Fig. 7. Photographs are taken 

with these inclined plates distributed at intervals, and the spot of best focus is marked 
on each plate. The camera is then moved to 

the position corresponding to best focus and 

inclined test plates are taken again but at 

intermediate points. This process is re- 

peated until the whole of the camera is in 

satisfactory focus. 

Illumination of the Spectrograph.—Vari- 

ous methods are available for directing into 

the spectrograph the light to be studied, 

that most commonly used being one in which 

an image of the source is focused on the slit 

by means of a double-convex lens. Either 

one of the two conjugate foci of this lens can 

be used, the first giving a diminished and 

ir _ the second an enlarged image. The latter 
Fig. 7.—Use of inclined photographic js generally to be preferred when the source 

ae for determining position of best i, of small extent, provided the angular 
j aperture of the lens is sufficient to fill the 

collimator of the spectrograph with light under these conditions. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 8, from which it will be seen that use of an extra-large collecting lens Ls is 

of no value if it more than fills the angular aperture of the spectrograph collimator. 

In certain cases one can place the source directly in front of the slit in such a way 

that the spectrograph is filled with light. Under such circumstances, as in a third 

method (Fig. 9) in which a lens is placed directly in front of the slit in such a way as to 

throw an image of the source on the collimator lens, unless the slit is narrow the lens 

may not be filled with coherent radiation, and a loss in resolving power may result. 

Fig. 8.—Diagram illustrating illumination of spectrograph. The light source A, and lens 
L, illuminate the slit S, the collimating lens C, and the dispersing element D. 

At a certain optimum slit width, given approximately by the formula W/ = N.A., 

where W is the slit width, \ is the wavelength of the light considered, and N.A. is the 

numerical aperture of the collimator, the line intensity reaches a maximum, though 

the intensity of the continuous spectrum continues to increase as the slit is widened. 

For this reason a narrow slit may help to reduce continuous background relative to the 

line spectrum. 

In considering the efficiency of any method of spectrograph illumination, it 

should be kept in mind that so long as the entrance slit and the collimator lens or other 
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internal limiting aperture remain constant in area and filled with light of each 
wavelength considered, nothing done outside the spectrograph will increase the 

illumination which passes through it from a given source. With certain types of 

source it may be difficult to fulfill these conditions, in which case auxiliary focus- 

ing apparatus is desirable. But the method, frequently suggested by the beginner, 

of using a collecting lens of very short focus and high aperture, produces no increase 

in intensity. 

Certain manufacturers provide optical benches attached to their spectrographs to 

aid in alignment of light sources. In lining up an optical bench or a source-lens com- 

bination, the lens should first be removed and the light from the unaided source be 

allowed to fall on the widened spectroscope slit. The cover of the spectroscope, if this 

be enclosed, should then be removed and a white card held directly behind the colli- 

mator lens. The source may be shifted until the small spot of light coming through 

the slit is centered in the collimator both horizontally and vertically. The collector 

lens should then be placed in position to focus the source on the slit, if this type of 

illumination is desired, and the collimator should now be found filled with light when 

the slit is narrowed to any desired extent. If the light beam falling on the collimator 

more than fills this, the collecting lens should be stopped down or a lens of different 

Fic. 9.—Illumination of spectrograph. 

focal length should be used, since overfilling the collimator may give rise to undesirable 

seattered light inside the spectrograph. 

The collecting lens should, needless to say, be transparent to the entire spectrum 

region transmitted by the spectrograph with which it is to be used, but need not be of 

high quality. Ordinary spherical lenses of spectacle quality will usually serve, though 

when the maximum intensity at all wavelengths is needed it is desirable to use a lens 

free from chromatic aberration. In using uncorrected quartz lenses, it should be 

kept in mind that the focal length for the ultraviolet rays is much shorter than that for 

the visible, so focusing should be done with a fluorescent screen or by deliberately 

bringing the source closer to the lens so as to throw the visible beam somewhat out of 

focus. 

A concave mirror can be used instead of a lens for focusing light on the slit, though 

usually with some loss in intensity and with difficulties due to astigmatism substituted 

for those arising from chromatic aberration.! Glass mirrors covered with a thin coating 
of aluminum have high reflecting power throughout the visible and ultraviolet regions. 

Adjustment and Focusing of Spectrographs.—Commercial spectrographs of fixed 

focus are usually shipped with their optical parts in adjustment, and instruments with 

variable setting are provided either with calibrated controls or a table of scale settings. 
Occasionally mechanical or optical parts are moved in shipment and readjustment may 

be necessary. 

After unpacking, the cover of the instrument should be removed and the optical 

surfaces of prisms and lenses wiped clean with a soft piece of cleth, or with Japanese 

rice paper or the lens paper sold by optical manufacturers. The faces of diffraction 
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gratings should not be cleaned with a cloth unless glass enclosed, but they should be 

carefully stroked, parallel to the rulings, with a very soft camel’s-hair brush. The slit 

should be cleaned with a freshly sharpened stick of soft wood and should be set at a 

moderately narrow adjustment; its parallelism to the vertical edge of the prism or 

grating should be checked. 
A test photograph should be taken using a mercury or iron arc, or some other source 

having a profusion of fine lines. If satisfactory spectrograms are obtained, the lines 

being sharp and straight, in good focus, and the spectrogram clean and free from 

fogging and scattered light, no further adjustment is necessary. 

When a spectrograph does not function satisfactorily the following procedure will 

be found useful. After the slit has been checked for parallelism to the dispersing edge, 

it is widened to perhaps 0.5mm. Light from a high-power mercury arc is sent through 

it, and with dispersing element and camera lens removed, the slit-collimator distance 

is adjusted until light of the wavelengths in a median spectral region is made into a 

parallel beam as shown by focusing on a distant screen or wall. The prism is then 

replaced and turned until the beam containing the same central wavelength is found 

to be bent least, as shown by the fact that its diffuse image caught on a white card 

(or fluorescent screen for the ultraviolet) moves first in one direction and then back as 

the prism is rotated continuously forward. After this position of minimum deviation 

for the central wavelength has been found, the prism is moved sideways, if necessary, 

so that the collimated beam is centered on it, and is clamped in position. The camera 

lens is then adjusted in the beam so that it is filled with light of all desired wavelengths, 

and the camera-plate distance and plate tilt are adjusted to bring the spectrum into 

good focus on a viewing screen held in the plateholder. 

The final focusing adjustment can best be carried out photographically. Once 

prism and camera lens are set, it may be found most convenient to make fine adjust- 

ments by slightly altering the slit-collimator distance and the plate tilt. Using a 

narrow slit, a series of photographs is taken moving the collimator (or slit) by }2-mm. 

steps, and the position of best focus is marked by dots for a number of uniformly 

spaced lines. When these dots are in a horizontal line, the collimator lens need 

merely be set in the position indicated as best; when the line they form is straight but 

inclined, the plateholder angle must be changed. When they lie on a curved line 

the plate curvature must also be changed to compensate, though manufacturers 

usually provide holders of the proper curvature for their instruments, of course, and a 

setting of the lenses and prisms can often be found after a number of combinations have 

been tried, which will suit the curvature furnished. The inclined-plate technique 

described on page 814 for focusing large gratings can often be used to advantage 

with smaller spectrographs also. 

Comparison Spectra.—For many purposes it is desirable to impress several spectra 

on a plate without moving that plate, for even if the plateholder moves in carefully 

made vertical ways, some measurable lateral displacement is sure to result. With 

stigmatic instruments a 45° reflecting comparison prism can be moved into position 

over a portion of the slit and used to throw in a beam of light from a second source. 

Or a Hartmann diaphragm can be used to cover parts of the slit during one exposure 

and to uncover these parts for others. This type of diaphragm, illustrated in Fig. 10 

together with a standard fishtail diaphragm used for varying the slit length, is designed 

to be slipped into place over the spectrograph slit in the ways usually found provided 

for this purpose. 
With astigmatic instruments it is necessary either to use some typé of diaphragm 

at the position of the external vertical focus or to place occulting diaphragms in front 

of the plate. These should be as close to the plate as convenient, to provide sharp 

boundaries between contiguous spectra. 
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When diaphragms are used at or before the slit, one should remember that the 

lower part of a spectrum line corresponds to the upper part of the slit and vice versa, 

since a spectrograph produces inverted real images of its slit. 

Identification of Spectrum Lines.—A spectrum line is best identified by its wave- 

length, which can be deduced from its position in the spectrum and under proper 

conditions can be determined to one part in several million. Most wavelength deter- 

minations are made photographically and involve first the determination of the relation 

between the wavelengths \ of known lines and the distances / of these lines from some 

fixed point on the plate. This relation, when plotted graphically, gives the dispersion 

curve of the plate, which is seldom a straight line. The dispersion curve can be plotted 

graphically or determined mathematically without plotting, and from it the wave- 

lengths of unknown lines can be deduced by interpolation of their observed positions. 
Wavelengths can be determined from theoretical dispersion formulas, but so many 

easily identifiable lines have now been precisely measured that these formulas are 
seldom used except in special cases. 

Standards of Wavelength.—The international angstrom unit is defined as a length 

equal to the wavelength of a certain red line in the cadmium spectrum divided by 

6438.4696. In other words, this red line, the so-called ‘‘primary standard” of wave- 

Section throughA 

Fie. 10.—Diaphragms for shortening the lengths of spectrum lines in making wavelength 
determinations. 

length, has by definition the length 6438.4696 A. Anumber of ‘secondary standards” 

have been measured in terms of this line by means of interferometers. Wavelengths 
of the secondary standards are given in the Transactions of the International Astro- 

nomical Union, 3, 86 (1928); and International Critical Tables, Vol. 5, p. 275. 

The secondary standards are somewhat far apart in the spectrum for convenient 

use, and to fill the gaps between them, “tertiary standards”’ have been carefully 

measured by means of gratings and interferometers. These “‘working standards”’ 

of wavelength, as adopted by the International Astronomical Union, are given in the 

International Critical Tables, Vol. 5, p. 275. 
Wavelength Tables.—For routine spectrographic work sufficiently precise wave- 

length values can be obtained from the ‘“‘ Handbuch der Spectroskopie,”’ by H. Kayser, 

an encyclopedic work of eight volumes in German which lists more than 120,000 

lines. More convenient is the shorter list of ““Tabelle der Hauptlinien der Elemente,” 
by Kayser, which gives wavelengths for approximately 19,000 of the more important 

spectral lines of the elements, and the M.I.T. wavelength tables which list wave- 

lengths and intensities for the 110,000 most important lines between 10,000 and 

2,000 A. Wavelengths determined before 1911 are usually on the old Rowland 

scale which has been superseded by the International Scale, and require corrections 
varying between 0.12 A. at 2950 A. and 0.28 A. at 7700 A. 

Wavelength Determinations——When an unknown spectrum is photographed, 

provision should be made to photograph a known spectrum and a spectrum containing 
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standard lines on the same plate, care being taken to allow no sideways displacement 

of the plate between exposures. Even the racking of a plate from one position to 

another will involve some sidewise displacement, and the two spectra should be taken 

with no intervening motion of the plate when precision is required. Diaphragms may 

be inserted to shorten the lengths of some of the lines, as in Fig. 10, so that lines of the 

two spectra can be separated readily. 
The positions of the lines are usually determined with a wavelength comparator, 

which consists of a carriage to which the plate can be clamped, an observing microscope 

provided with a cross hair, and a precision screw which moves the plate (or less con- 

veniently, the microscope itself). Comparators can seldom be read more precisely 

than to + 0.001 mm., which is sufficient for most spectrograms. Care should be taken 

to avoid undue magnification in the comparator eyepiece, as unless the spectrum 

Fig. 11.—Identification of unknown spectrum wavelength by means of known spectrum. 

lines are extremely sharp, they can be set most accurately on the cross hair when 

magnifications of from 5 to 15 diameters are used. In some comparators the spectrum 

is projected on a screen for measurement. 
For routine identification of lines precision to 0.01 mm. often suffices, in which 

case a simple plate magnifier with engraved scale will serve. These can be obtained 

with scales 20 mm. long, engraved with 0.1-mm. divisions which can be estimated to 

0.01 mm. 

Knowing the wavelength of any one line, the distance to an unknown line can be 

measured with the eyepiece or comparator. Multiplying this distance by the approxi- 

mate dispersion of the plate at that point gives the wavelength of the unknown line. 

For example, in Fig. 11 line A was identified as 3542.079 of iron. The distance to 

line B was measured as 9.972 mm. The dispersion between lines A and C was 

3542.079 — 3521.264(20.815A.), divided by 14.820 mm. or 1.403 A. permm. Multi- 
plying the distance AB by 1.408, we obtain 14.006 A. from A to B, which subtracted 

from 3542.079 A. for A gives 3528.073 A. for the wavelength of B. 
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This method is called ‘‘linear interpolation,” and, while it always involves some 

error, this error can be made negligible by choosing known lines lying so close together 

that the dispersion of the spectrograph varies but slightly between them. 

Simplified Line Identification.—Most spectrum lines have been observed and 

measured many times, and many can be identified from their appearance or the pat- 

terns they form with other lines. Unknown lines can often be identified by merely 
comparing them directly with spectra of known elements photographed on the same 

or a similar plate. It is often convenient with a newly acquired spectrograph to 

photograph the are and spark spectra of a number of the more common elements 

which can be obtained comparatively pure, the resulting plates being marked and 

kept to aid in identifying unknown lines. These plates can be laid directly over later 

plates taken with the same instrument, so that corresponding lines appear in juxta- 

position. Atlases of spectral lines can be used similarly, though less directly because 

usually their dispersion scale is different. 

To aid in identifying wavelength positions approximately, a simple well-known 

spectrum such as that of mercury or of copper may conveniently be impressed on 

each plate taken. The iron spectrum should then be impressed on the plate also, to 
give more precise locations of desired lines. 

Light Sources for Emission Spectroscopy.—The source most commonly used for 

producing line spectra is the electric arc in air, preferably run on 220 volts d.c. with a 

202 

R 1202. 

Reactor 

Fig. 12.—Circuit for arc light source suitable for use in spectroscopy. 

current of from 2 to 10 amp. The circuit used-is shown in Fig. 12. A rheostat & 

capable of carrying 10 amp., whose resistance can be varied from 20 to 120 ohms, is 

kept in series with the arc, together with an ammeter A and a stabilizing reactance 

made by winding a few hundred turns of wire on an iron core. A voltmeter V may be 

provided to read the voltage across the are terminals, but this should not be con- 

nected except when being read, as when the arc goes out a high voltage may be built 

up across its terminals. The series reactance helps keep the are burning steadily, and 

use of 220 volts d.c. instead of 110 volts also gives greater steadiness. 
The arc may be burned between pure graphite electrodes, the lower electrode being 

cupped to receive small samples of the material whose spectrum lines are to be studied. 

Or the electrodes themselves may be formed from the material to be studied. Metals, 

ashes, or liquids may be burned in the cup, and even slags and glasses can be thus 

handled. When the material is a poor conductor, it is desirable to mix with it some 

conducting material such as ammonium sulphate, which emits few spectrum lines in 

the visible or ultraviolet regions, and to moisten the mass with pure dilute hydrochloric 

acid. 
The condensed electric spark, connected as shown in Fig. 18, is used almost as much 

as the are as a spectrum source. Most of the spectrum lines which appear in the are 

also appear in the spark, and in addition new lines, usually produced by atoms from 

which one or more electrons have been removed, also appear. Strong fuzzy lines due 
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to air are frequently seen in spark spectrograms; these can usually be diminished in 

strength or eliminated entirely by inserting a coil of a few dozen turns of wire, with 

iron core, as shown in Fig. 13. The number of turns should be adjusted so that the air 

lines are reduced as much as possible without too greatly reducing the intensities of the 
lines which are being studied. 

Advantages of the arc compared to the spark are that it is safer electrically, is more 

intense, is usually quieter, produces no air lines, and shows greater variation between 

lines so that they can be identified more readily by their appearance. Advantages 

Variable 
reactor 

Spark 

AIr coll 

Fig. 13.—Electrical circuit of spark light source for use in spectroscopy. 

of the spark are that it burns less material, needs less attention, brings out some lines 

not found in the are, and produces fewer band lines. The cyanogen bands are par- 

ticularly annoying in the violet and near ultraviolet regions when a graphite are is 

burned in air. Burning metallic material in the are weakens these bands. They 

produce a strong violet light in the are, and by carefully watching it and refilling with 

material when this color appears, the intensity of the bands can be reduced. 

There is no royal rule as to when an arc is to be preferred to a spark, or vice versa. 
Most spectroscopists keep both available and use whichever is best for the problem 

Fic. 14.—Spark A and arc B spectrograms made under identical conditions. 

in hand. Figure 14 shows spectrograms taken under identical circumstances of the 

same material, A being a spark exposure, and B an are exposure. 
High-frequency ares, high-voltage ares, vacuum arcs and sparks, electrodeless 

discharges, and numerous other light sources are often found useful for spectroscopic 

purposes and will be found described in the literature. 

Light Sources for Absorption Spectroscopy.—When transparent liquids or solids 

are studied by absorption spectrophotometry, new absorption bands can be located 

most readily if light producing a continuous spectrum is sent through the absorbing 

material. The most convenient source for this purpose between 10,000 and 4000 A. is 

a straight-filament incandescent lamp, while between 6000 and 2000 Ala high-voltage 

discharge through hydrogen gas in a quartz tube is useful. A high-tension spark 

discharge under distilled water between tungsten or aluminum electrodes, or electrodes 

of almost any other metal, gives a useful continuous background throughout the entire 
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spectrum, though this is usually crossed with occasional emission or absorption lines. 

A condensed spark in air between cadmium electrodes can be made to give a heavy 

continuous background in the ultraviolet region, though crossed with a number of 

emission lines. Exploded wires probably give the most intense continuous back- 

ground, but, compared to the other methods listed, these are difficult to control and 

inconvenient to use. 
When extinction coefficients are to be measured, especially in the ultraviolet 

region, a rich line spectrum can be used conveniently for background, since measure- 

ments must be made at known wavelengths and these need not be continuously spread. 

A spark between tungsten-steel electrodes is commonly used for this purpose. 

Uranium electrodes are also useful—in fact, any hard metal with numerous lines in 

_ the ultraviolet will serve for this purpose. A spark source is commonly used with 

the Hilger Spekker Photometer and with rotating-sector disk photometers, which are 

commonly used for ultraviolet absorption spectrophotometry. 
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CHAPTER XXX 

RADIOGRAPHY 

By Roserr C. Woops 

Introduction.—The shadow picture resulting when X rays pass through an object 

and fall upon a sensitive photographic film is known as a “‘radiograph.’’ The process 

of taking such a picture is called “radiography,” and the apparatus used is a “ 

graphic machine.”’ While these terms are most commonly used, others may be 

correctly substituted, such as skiagraph for radiograph or roentgen ray for X ray. 

Radiography may be roughly divided into three classifications: (1) clinical, (2) 

industrial, and (3) diffraction. The purpose of clinical radiography is to study the 

outline of the human frame with all its surrounding tissues so as to locate accurately 

the site of possible disease, injury, or foreign body. Industrial radiography provides a 

nondestructive test for studying the internal structure of industrial materials with 

the purpose of discovering subsurface defects. While diffraction methods are not 

generally classed under radiography, a literal interpretation of the word “radiograph ”’ 

requires the inclusion of diffraction patterns, since they are also shadowgraphs pro- 

duced by X rays. Diffraction pictures are used as a method to disclose the crystalline, 

molecular, or atomic structure of almost any material and are invaluable in many ways 

to industry, medicine, and pure research. 

Characteristics of X Rays.—The principal characteristics of X rays may be sum- 

marized as follows: X rays are produced in special types of vacuum tubes by the impact 

of electrons on a target of hard metal, the rays being emitted in straight lines from 

the target where they originate. The number of rays produced is proportional 

to the current passing through the tube, whereas their penetrating power depends upon 

the voltage at which the tube is operated. X rays are a form of electromagnetic 

energy and travel with a velocity approaching 186,000 miles per second. X rays 

behave sometimes as waves and sometimes as discrete particles, in common with other 

forms of electromagnetic radiations. The X-ray spectrum has a mean wavelength 

which depends upon the voltage at which this tube is operated. The rays are incap- 

able of producing visual sensation unaided, but their presence may be indicated visu- 

ally through the use of fluorescent screens which emit visible light when acted upon 

by X rays. The rays are capable of penetrating substances which are opaque to 

visible light but are attenuated more or less in passing through solid materials, the 

amount of attenuation depending upon the thickness of the object and its atomic 

structure. 

X-ray Photography.—It has been found that X rays have the very important 

property of producing a latent image on photographically sensitive materials, 

and this property is made use of in radiography. It enables the X-ray worker to 

record on film facts about the internal condition of closed structures which would 

normally be invisible. This effect depends on the fact that wherever X rays strike a 

gelatin emulsion of silver bromide, the silver salt is reduced to a black metallic condi- 

tion. For all practical purposes this reduction is proportional to the intensity of the 

incident radiation. The photographic effect is also approximately inversely propor- 

tional to the square of the distance between the target of the X-ray tube and the 

sensitive film. 

822 

radio- ¢ 
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X-ray film emulsion, while it follows the same principle as that of photographic 

film, is shghtly different both as to chemical and physical characteristics, being more 

sensitive to X rays. Even so, less than 1 per cent of X-ray energy is absorbed by 

such an emulsion, and the remaining 99 per cent passes through without performing 

any useful work. To utilize some of the wasted 99 per cent energy, screens coated 

with some salt hke calctum tungstate are placed in direct contact with the double- 

sensitized film surfaces. These screens, under X-ray bombardment, fluoresce, 7.e., 

absorb X rays and emit visible light. Thus the X-ray effect on film emulsion is 

increased many times by the addition of visible light from the screens. This not only 

reduces exposure time but makes practical the radiography of several thicknesses. 

The grain size of fluorescent coatings on screens is larger than that of film emulsions, 

and the result is some loss of fine detail in the finished radiograph. The best picture 

will be made without screens, but many times the use of screens is imperative, and so 

they may be classed as a necessary evil. 

X-ray Protection.—X rays have a deleterious effect on the human system and every 

possible precaution should be taken by the operator of an X-ray machine to avoid 

repeated personal exposure. Before engaging in X-ray work of any kind, it is essen- 

tial to make a thorough study of X-ray protection under all conditions which might 

arise. Those technicians who are unequipped with electroscopes or other instru- 

ments for detecting stray radiation should carry out the dental film test while at their 

work. This consists in attaching a silver coin to the front of a dental packet loaded 

with photographic film and carrying it, coin outward, in the vest or watch pocket. If, 

after several days of X-ray work, the film is developed and shows an image of the coin, 

it indicates the operator is being exposed to X-rays and should immediately take steps 

to obtain better shielding. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on this phase of the 

work, for serious illness, and even death, can ensue from small X-ray doses constantly 

taken. 

X-ray Equipment.—No attempt will be made to describe in detail the various 

possible electrical circuits which are capable of producing X rays. For this informa- 

tion, reference may be made to any of several excellent books on the subject. At the 

same time, a brief mention of the fundamentals may not be amiss. 

X rays are produced by the impact of electrons on a target of solid hard metal, 

which is usually tungsten. In modern practice, X rays are produced in a vacuum 

tube containing a heated filament and the anode or target. The filament is heated to 

incandescence by means of a transformer operating from the 110-volt line and supply- 

ing suitable filament voltage and current to the tube. When the filament becomes 

incandescent, the thermal energy is sufficient to liberate a source of free electrons which 

are capable of traveling through the vacuous space within the tube. In order that 

these electrons may travel through the tube rather than cluster around the filament 

from which they are emitted, 1t is necessary to accelerate them in a direction toward 

the target. Since the electrons are negatively charged particles of electricity, they 

may be made to move in the direction of the target by applying a voltage between the 

filament and target such that the target is at a positive potential with respect to that 

of the filament. 

In impinging upon the target, the electrons give up the kinetic energy which was 

imparted to them by virture of the positive charge on the target, and in so doing they 

produce those radiations known as X rays. The penetrating power of the X rays 

depends upon the potential difference between the filament and target. The number 

of rays depends upon the number of available electrons 7.e., the current through the 

tube, and this in turn depends upon the temperature of the filament which is regulated 

by the filament voltage and current. Thus, by controlling the filament temperature 

and the filament-target voltage, the operating characteristics of the tube may be 
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determined at will. The voltage between the filament and target (sometimes called 
the ‘‘cathode”’ and “anode,” respectively) may be as high as 1,000,000 volts, although 

ordinarily voltages of from 30,000 to 200,000 volts (80 to 200 kilovolts) are used. The 

current through the tube is commonly between about 10 and 100 ma. (0.010 to 0.100 

amp.). 

The point at which the beam of electrons emitted from the filament strikes the 

target is known as the focal spot. This spot should be as small as possible in order 

that the tube may simulate as much as possible a point source, and thereby produce 

radiographs which are as sharp as possible. If this focal point is unduly large, the 
resulting radiographs will be less sharply defined. 

Factors in Making Radiographs.—In addition to as small a focal spot as is possible, 

there are other conditions which contribute to correct radiographic images. The 

distance between the anode and the object being radiographed should be as great 

as is practical. While a distance of 25 in. from anode to film may be satisfactory for 

radiography of the extremities, with thicker parts it is usually necessary to increase this 

distance. 
The film should be as close to the object as possible. Distance between object 

and film allows the rays to spread to such an extent before reaching the film that hazi- 

ness occurs. 
The film should not deviate too far from perpendicularity to the line of the prin- 

cipal rays; otherwise serious distortion will result. 

In the radiography of thick objects, scattered rays form the greater part of the 

radiation passing to the film. Any effective method of preventing this scattered 

radiation from reaching the film produces a marked improvement in the quality of 

the image. 
In the medical field the most effective way to reduce scattered rays from the object 

is through the use of a Potter-Bucky diaphragm. This apparatus is a moving grid 

interposed between the part to be taken and the film. The grid is composed of a series 

of lead strips held in place by intervening wood strips. The lead strips are so tilted 

that the plane of each is in line with the tube focal spot; these strips have the function 

of absorbing the scattered rays which come from the part radiographed, so the larger 

image portion is formed by primary rays from the tube focal spot. 

The grid can be flat or curved, but, to eliminate direct shadows of the lead strips, it 

must be attached to some mechanism for moving it between object and film while an 

exposure is being made; such a device is generally incorporated as part of the 

diaphragm. 
For correct use of the Bucky diaphragm, the anode-film distance must be at least 

25 in. or more, dependent upon its design, and it must be placed so the primary X-ray 

beam will pass directly through the spaces between the lead strips. Longitudinal 

shifts are permissible, but lateral shifts should not be extended more than 1 or 2 in. 

from the grid center. 
Medical Radiography.—It is almost impossible to condense into table form all the 

variable factors which affect the taking of a clinical radiograph. Added to the large 

number of X-ray tubes with different ratings, there is the variation in calibration of 

machines and difference in size of patients, as well as the preference of the attending 

physician in matters of film density, contrast, ete. Nor is it practical for a technician 

to learn the correct position for the patient in various pictures except through actual 

observation. As an example of the variation in X-ray tube ratings and their effect 

on technique, an instance may be cited. The General Electric X-ray Co . recommends 

the following factors for radiography of the kidney with two of their tubes: With one 

tube the exposure is given as 100 ma. at 50 kilovolts for 2 sec. at a distance of 36 in., 

while with another the technique is 60 ma. at 56 kilovolts for 2 sec. at 30 in. Also 
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the technician or doctor in charge of the X-ray department may find that some other 

combination of factors produces a radiograph more to their liking. The operative- 

technique chart with accompanying remarks shows the procedure for one particular 

model X-ray unit and tube. 
A rough beginning for techniques with other apparatus may be obtained from this 

chart (Table I) as follows: Take the product of current (milliamperes, ma.) multiplied 

by the time, which will give milliampere-seconds, and then adhere to the other factors 

shown. For instance, in this chart, radiography of the gall bladder calls for 60 ma. at 

56 kilovolts for 2 sec. at 30 in. distance. If it is desired to make this radiograph with 

an outfit that will not run so high as 60 ma. for 2 sec., the first step is to determine 

the current-time factor, which in this case is 60 times 2, or 120 ma.-sec. If another 

machine will operate at 30 ma. for 4 sec. at 56 kilovolts, the resulting film should be 

about the same using a 30-in. distance. In any event, use of similar total milliampere- 

seconds, with other factors as shown, will serve as a starting point for development of a 
satisfactory technique. 

Exposure times for areas subject to movement should be as short as possible. A 

heart which completes its diastole and systole 80 times a minute performs one of these 

functions in about 0.3 sec. Therefore, to avoid blurring, a heart picture must be taken 

in as small a fraction of a second as possible. Also to be considered is the fact that 

each heart beat displaces various surrounding tissues, e.g., the lung. 

Clinical Interpretation.—Correct interpretation of clinical radiographs depends 

almost entirely on experience under some efficient diagnostician. No amount of 

study can take the place of actual viewing of films. Film diagnosis is not part of an 

X-ray technician’s work and under no condition should the technician attempt to give 

such information to a patient without the consent of the radiologist in charge. Infrac- 

tion of this rule may lead to serious consequences. 

Industrial Radiography.—While the application of X rays in industry for deter- 

mination of flaws and internal defects in industrial materials is a more recent develop- 

ment than that of medical radiographic diagnosis, it has progressed so rapidly in the 

past few years that the value of this inspection method is no longer questioned. 

Industrial radiography is the only nondestructive test now known for the actual 

visualization of subsurface conditions. X-ray examination of welds, castings, molds, 

radio tubes, and countless other manufactured articles is now a routine occurrence in 

numerous plants throughout the world. As in medicine, the basis of industrial 

radiography is the differential absorption of X rays by matter of varying densities. In 

radiography of an object containing areas which, intentionally or not, differ in density 

from surrounding material, those areas will register on a film providing they are not too 

small. In general, defects 114 to 2 per cent of the total thickness of the object under 

inspection can be detected, and in special instances flaws as small as 1 per cent can be 

demonstrated. If, for example, in a sample of carbon steel the carbon has precipitated 

in one section, that area will be of lower density than the surrounding steel and allow 

X rays to pass more freely. The result will be a dark spot on the film signifying 

increased exposure. Any section of increased density will absorb X rays more readily 

and record a lighter area on the film. When handled correctly, areas of increased 

and decreased density may be registered on a film in faithful reproduction of the 

original as to size and shape. Ordinary radiographic technique does not magnify or 
enlarge any objects or their defects on the final film. 

Industrial X-ray Apparatus.—Industrial X-ray apparatus operates on the same 

principle as medical radiographic machines, but whereas clinical equipment only 

occasionally exceeds a rating of 100,000 volts, industrial work often requires a 200,000- 

volt technique and in some instances industrial apparatus can be runas high as 400000, 

volts. 
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TasLeE J.—OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE CHART! 
Extremities 

Region Ky. Ma. Time, sec. | Dist., in. Screens 

44 10 5 30 No 
Hand 40 75 io 36 Yes 

: 48 10 5 30 No 

Wie 44 75 Yo 36 Yes 
56 10 5 30 No ae 

Wage 52 z Ko 36 Yes 
60 10 5 30 No 

Hlbow 57 75 ie 36 Yes 
63 CT nS 30 No 

Elbows 59 75 a 36 Yes 
45 10 5 30 Yes 

* 

Shaulder 65 Tinh lle iG 36 Yes 
50 10 5 30 No 

Beet 46 75 ie 36 Yes 
53 10 5 30 No 

Foot 50 75 15 36 Yes 
63 10 5 30 No 

dake 59 75 Wo 36 Yes 
= 59 10 5 30 No 

Ankle 5A. 75 Vo 36 Yes 

= 42 10 5 30 Yes 
Hace 62 75 lio 36 Yes 

~ 39 10 5 30 Yes 
Knee 59 75 Wa 36 Yes 

\ 1 1 

Head 
WBS. ee Sh ee ee eee 

Region Ky. Ma. Time, sec. | Dist., in. Bucky Screens 

70 10 5 25 Yes Yes 

Skull 52 50 2 30C No Yes 
65 10 5 30 Yes Yes 

cull 
Seu 44 50 2 30 No Yes 
Gonniial 70 10 5 25 Yes Yes 

Doe 52 50 2 30C No Yes 
Weontal cienek 70 10 5 25C Yes Yes 

54 50 2 30C No Yes 

pe eet : 74 10 5 25C Yes Yes 
Maxillary sinus* 59 50 2 30C No Vis 

Bae : 70 10 5 25€ Yes Yes 

Pebmoidisinus! 54 50 2 300 No Yes 
ses ; 74 10 5 25C Yes Yes 

Repent sinuses 59 50 2 30C No Yes 
Sates 50 10 5 25C Yes Yes 

38 50 2 30C No Yes 

‘i 65 10 5 25 Yes Yes 
Mast * pale 50 50 2 30C a wee Yes 

s 54 10 5 | 25C Yes Yes 
Mast * | 
Mestold 44 50 31 PAL BOS No Yes 
joo 53 10 Seoul on Cre oimemevies Yes 

40 50 2 | 30C No Yes 
eee Oes=S 

C = Use of cone or cylinder recommended. 
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TaBLE I.—OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE CHART.!— (Continued) 
Trunk 

Region Ky. Ma. Time, sec. | Dist., in. Bucky Screens 

Wenvicallspime*......--.... | 63 10 5 36 Yes Yes 

@enviealuspine*..— ..-...-. =: 62 75 1g 72 No Yes 

DOrsaespIMert sss ine the. sls 3! 64 10 20 30 Yes Yes 

Worsailvspine+*.J.55 boa. 0... 70 10 5) 30 Yes Yes 

Lumbar spine........ 59 10 20 30 Yes Yes 

WimbarjspIne. -.25- .: 2. oe ss 77 10 30 30 Yes Yes 

TREINTIS  w0 ble aeeoe eee ne 56 10 20 30 Yes Yes 

SUDEEOITE Nt 5 es ee 70 10 5 30 | Yes Yes 

SOA ATUTS . 5 Ohh Be oes EE eareeene 63 10 5 30 Yes Yes 

Ribs* 70 10 1 30 Yes Yes 

IRTIOS. « 6 Scloltke Bek eene eee 58 60 3 30 Yes Yes 

TRA] SENS, 6 '5'b Gee, USN Ieee 75 10 1 30 Yes Yes 

Organs 

Region Ky. Ma. Time, sec. |} Dist., in. Bucky Sereens 

(CUBS IEEE) an BE ee 68 75 lio 72 No Yes 

Ghestpeeeyr crn. aioe AG 68 75 250 72 No Yes 

Chest ** 68 75 240 48 No Yes 

Heart** 68 75 lio 2) No Yes 

Tsing". § 2G aia rere 56 60 2 30 Yes Yes 

Uninanyibladder*s..2..5.-... 56 60 2 30 | Yes Yes 

Gallibladder*.2.5..-.. 22... 56 60 2, 30 Yes Yes 

SUOMeR TIO a SS | ey rans pea ee 73 60 1s 25 Yes Yes 

SU@WACA) 5 seein eo aenee ioe 78 60 he 25 | Yes Yes 
SLiG aD CLINE ca ae en ee 78 60 1 25 Yes Yes 

(COlone IR Ea at ae 68 60 1 30 Yes Yes 

lepuiseenee beete nctse cas 76 60 2 30 Yes Yes 

Infants 

Region Ky Ma. Time, sec. | Dist., in. Bucky Sereens 

WGISUMRTeS irae eae eta ne 40 75 he0 36 No Yes 

ESD OW PE hae ro oe ie 44 75 Iso 36 No Yes 

Sla@uilaeie. ig Sa a See 48 75 1o0 36 No Yes 

Anne. 2218s ier ae noes 44 iD) loo 36 No Yes 

TEE hl i a a ae 46 75 120 36 No Yes 

“recanted 25 yaa: re ae Ros 50 75 lio 36 No Yes 

(CHES UM Te a ee neat eee 46 75 loo 36 No Yes 

SKU e ete td 2 44 ao lio 30 No Yes 

SIMMUSCS Baer sheen eee eek 48 75 lio 30C No Yes 

IMISSE OIC M ne ere ene stark ws 44 15) Loo 25C No Yes 

11937 General Electric X-Ray Corp. 

“This chart is based upon an adult of average size. 

“In this chart, all milliampere values over 10 ma. are for use with the large focal spot. 

“The Ky. values given in the chart are to be used simply as a starting point or guide. 

“For regions such as sinuses, gall bladder, ete., with or without the Potter-Bucky Diaphragm, the 

smallest cone available should be used to cover the desired area—particularly for heavy parts without 

the Potter-Bucky Diaphragm. 

“The distance as given on the chart in those instances where a cone or cylinder is recommended, 
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Industrial X-ray Technique.—In making an industrial radiograph the factors to be 

considered are (1) thickness and composition of object under examination, and (2) 

size and shape of the object. There are, naturally, many other influencing factors, but 

they are mostly small mechanical problems which vary from one piece of work to 

another and can be solved with a little ingenuity. 

1. Thickness and composition of the object determine the voltage, current, and 

time to be used in making an exposure. In the majority of cases voltage and time 

are the only factors changed, and the current remains at some predetermined setting; 

say 5ma. Many curves have been published to give the proper settings for penetra- 

tion of ‘‘steel,’’ but they are notably unreliable and inaccurate. ‘‘Steel’’ has become a 

loose, generic term which no longer denotes any specific metal with fixed chemical and 

metallurgical properties, and it covers a wide range of alloys. Variations in metal 

densities, atomic properties, X-ray machine calibration, development technique, etc., 

involve such large exposure differences that it is far better for each individual operator 

to establish his own exposure charts by the trial-and-error method. After a number of 

exposures on different alloys, the technician will develop a sense of exposure technique 

which can then be enhanced by reference to a table of element and alloy densities. 

TaBLe JJ.—Sprciric Graviry oF Merats HNCOUNTERED IN RADIOGRAPHY 
Metal Specific Gravity 

rom COOGAN) eee 2 Ate encase nea acca ORR Te Here Meret Ue ERE Sen nee ee 7.86 

Tronncasts (Q4EMe..S2 5 C2 Duh) iaraiisene eo eerens okig Ysa mee OR 7.00 

Stanaless srecls @O le, 8 Cie, O4! hn, Osll Qos csscsccscesssocsdsvoccssece 7.75 

ANileaioeragy nactell (US, 1S Cis; SING, Wit, Si, O©)essccccccoesccachoccssn0000% 7.86-7.95 

Coppern(OO ONG ul) ye rece Geese ee ana se oe ep see 8.50 

mss, Orelmainy (By Cm, 883 Vn). 4-scccccssouowssoduosaaondesoeboaceooos 8.40 

Amami (992 GAM) ea eis eve st ca We ane SOc T USES Por eO MAILS OC eRe eee 2.71 

INTE el (GSES RING) eersrscies ere cushy ee ae etree oe eae abe Pe eRe RE a5 5c 8.86 

INichromes(SOUNT ONG) he setae eo ene ego soy SIO anya eae eee ee 8.50 

8 IMGoaval mnexicll (GO) INM, B83 Ci, Gs WE). . ccc aco see scecoadcasanocvdsoveceeoee .90 

D Greene (n((O P31] ob Al] o}) lean ool erate COL AnN REN eI Rin Bch sl Mian coeeuee nt.) MANOR Geel ego O to! og 11.00 

Goldmstandardy Gites Br (O2)eAniee SiC.) eee es sy eee ge 7 

Platinum (GOW Gs MOM) ye wc soto oe eae sucess tose einer era ce ht Ce ae a ree 21.61 

SPUN SECT Cee eT Te rE OR ree NG aE ete a eo eee ca 14.00 

A few of the metals frequently encountered in industrial X-ray work are given in 

Table II with their composition and specific gravities. The higher the relative 

gravities are, the higher the X-ray voltage must be to penetrate the metal. Gravities 

depends on the type of cone available. In any instance, the best results will be obtained when the small- 

est possible cone is used, according to the area to be covered. 

“‘The procedure changes with the size of cone used. The smaller the cone, the greater the energy 

required, and the larger the cone the less energy required. However, the improved contrast made 

possible by the smaller cone, despite the increase in energy necessary, makes its use advisable whenever 

possible, either with or without the Bucky diaphragm. 

““To change the radiographic density for any area, the best results will be obtained if only one factor 

at a time is changed. The two factors which may be considered variable are voltage and exposure time. 

Of these two, voltage is the variable factor of preference. 

“To change a Potter-Bucky procedure to one without the diaphragm, either deduct approximately 

15 kv. or use 4 the exposure time as given on the chart for Potter-Bucky work. To reverse the 

procedure, either add 15 kv.p. or use 4 times the exposure time. i 

“Tmmobilization of the part should always be provided when practical; sand bags for such parts as 

extremities, and immobilizing bands for the skull, pelvis, spine, etc.; cones or cylinders for sinuses. 

“15 mm. to 1 mm. of aluminum should be used as a filter, with the following exceptions: soft tissue 

technic in extremity work; radiography without screens; chest. 

“For children from 5 to 12 years of age, either a reduction in penetration of approximately 10 kv.p., 

or 14 the exposure time given on the chart, should be made. 

“One star * indicates that the patient should stop breathing. 

““Pwo stars ** indicate that the patient should take a full breath and hold it.” 
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which differ only slightly may be radiographed satisfactorily by changing the time 

and keeping the voltage constant. By establishing exposure values for a few different 

metals, by studying the effect of composition on density, and by becoming familiar 

with various settings on his own X-ray machine, the operator will soon be able to make 

a good radiograph of almost any object with one 

trial exposure. 

This table shows why lead is used as a shield 

against X rays. Only gold, platinum, and tungsten 

are greater X-ray absorbers and the last three are 

expensive whereas lead is cheap. 

2. Size and shape of the object examined are - 

important and are frequently such that they provide 

the major problem of the work. It is desirable to 

place the film in its holder as near as possible to the 

area where defects are likely to occur, and to avoid, 

in the case of complicated castings and machine 

parts, interposition of irrelevant sections between 

film and X-ray tube. Ideal radiographic conditions 

are those which allow the X-ray beam to pass from 

the target through the area to be inspected and 

thence, without interruption, to a film placed per- 

pendicular to the line of the main beam (Fig. 1). 

Although this condition is often unattainable, 

the nearest possible approach should be made. In 

Fig. 1.—Diagram illustrating 
operation of X-ray photography. 
A source of electrons striking the 
target produces waves which 
spread out as indicated by the 
diverging lines. These waves 
pass through the object to be 
radiographed, where they are 
partially absorbed, and thence to 
the film where a permanent 
record is produced. 

some cases it is better to place the film other than 

perpendicularly, to avoid overlapping of undesired 

shadows on the film (Fig. 2). 

In the case of curved surfaces care should be taken to center the target and film, 

and the distance should be such as to permit the whole film to be exposed. Some 

allowance must also be made for the fact that the ends of the film are farther from the 

target than the center because of their curvature (Fig. 3). 

Overlapping 

Film-" Area to be examined” 
Fig. 2.—Diagram illustrating one possible method of examining a portion of an object hay- 

ing sections which ordinarily would provide some shielding of X rays. 

This distance defect may be overcome either by increasing the target-film distance 

or by shortening the X-ray film. In the first the exposure time is increased to com- 
pensate for the distance, and in the second instance more pictures must be made to 

cover the total area, so that conditions prevailing at the time must decide which is the 

better course. 

In cases where the entire film is not covered by the object some provision must be 

made to keep scattered radiation from ‘‘creeping”’ in around the edges and utterly 
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ruining the radiograph. In most instances shielding with lead blocks or formed lead 

sheets will be sufficient, but on oddly shaped objects it is often necessary to resort to a 

more plastic type of shielding material. There are a number of these on the market, 

none of which is entirely satisfactory. Were it not for its tendency to amalgamate 

with some metals and penetrate the crystalline interstices of others, mercury would 

be an ideal shield where a liquid is needed of high atomic weight. Even so, it has been 

used on occasion and gives a fine radiograph free from all scattering fog. Various 

lead salts in solution have been used as has the finely powdered red oxide of lead made 

into a paste with different oils. 

These various shielding materials may also be used as filler where on the same film 

it is necessary to penetrate two different thicknesses. In some cases, correct exposure 

for one part will result in a high overexposure of a thinner part. The thinner part is 

then built up to the same density as the thicker portion. 

Uniform 
exposure 

/ 
/ 

/ 
Film 

Fig. 3.—For best results in examining curved objects, the film should be symmetrically 
placed with respect to the source of radiation as shown at the right. 

Air Shieldin 
Sie Lead Lead Seeas ma te : ee Sa 

--~ Film Film --s 

Scattered rays 
me Less scattering Overexposure and fog 

Fig. 4.—Shielding by means of lead blocks will assist in reducing scattered radiation. 

With small, easily penetrated objects fluorescent screens are not needed. How- 

ever, beginning with 14 in. of steel or its equivalent, exposure times are so prolonged 

or such a high voltage is necessary that too much time is used for each picture or the 

final film loses detail due to excessive penetration. At this point it is advisable to 

resort to use of fluorescent screens, one on each side of the film in a lighttight holder. 

Care must be taken not to bend the screens for their fluorescent coating is easily 

cracked, thus introducing errors into the radiograph. A slight curvature is permissi- 

ble, but where more than this is required to place the screen against the area to be 

inspected, it is wisest to keep the film flat even if the resulting picture loses something 

in quality. Where the film holder can be placed against the weld or casting, many 

simple methods will come to mind for holding it in place and for keeping good contact 

between screens and film. For example, while examining welding in a large tank, the 

film may be held against the inner surface by use of a flexible wooden pole slightly 

longer than the internal diameter of the tank. 
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Industrial Radiographic Interpretation.—In the interpretation of industrial radio- 

graphs, as in medical work, there can be no substitute for experience and observation. 

It is necessary for the operator to be more or less familiar with industrial processes 

such as welding, casting, molding, etc., and he should have at least a working knowl- 

edge of the fundamentals of metallography. For the beginner a fairly safe rule is as 

follows: if on the radiographic film of a weld, casting, mold, plate, or other supposedly 

Fig. 5.—Radiograph of welded steel plates showing gas pockets and cracks of faulty weld. 

homogeneous material, one or more dark spots or lines appear in an otherwise even 

field, these areas represent defects. 

Example: Fig. 5 is an actual radiograph of two steel plates which have been placed 

edge to edge and welded together. The dark areas are the plain steel and the light 

center strip is the weld material which is denser than the surrounding metal. Within 

this center strip numerous spots and one or more dark lines appear. The spots are 

small gas pockets while the lines are cracks. This is a faulty weld and, if subjected to 

Fig. 6.—Diagram illustrating diffraction of X rays. 

high pressures or excessive strain, is likely to fail. This film is fairly representative of 

the general run of industrial radiographs, the interpretation of which depends on a 
knowledge of the relative densities involved in the object being inspected. 

X-ray Diffraction.—Although X-ray diffraction is not usually classed under radi- 

ography, a strict interpretation of the word radiograph would require the inclusion of 

this application of X rays. A simple explanation of this phenomenon is as follows: 
Reference to Fig. 6 shows that a single light beam L divided at pinholes A and B 

will produce alternate light and dark areas on surface X—points like P, equidistant 
from A and B will be brightly illuminated by reinforcing similar-phased waves, but 
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points like Q, unequally distant from A and B, will be unlighted due to the arrival 

there of canceling, out-of-phase waves. 

Such reinforcements and cancellations due to single-wavelength light traveling 

different distances can also be caused by reflecting a beam from surfaces at varying 

distances. Thus in a system of parallel mirrors a, b, and c, as in Fig. 7, which reflect 

light of wavelength 4, all waves starting from line AA’A” and ending at X will not have 

10 10 {2 Bl 5 

Fic. 7.—Diffraction reinforcements (right) and cancellations (left) of X rays caused by 
erystal structure. 

covered the same distance. If the angle at which the light strikes a mirror is 6 and d 

is the distance between planes, then route A’B’X is longer than route ABX by twice 

the distance times the sine of angle 6. Therefore, although all waves starting from 

AA’A” are in phase, they will be in phase on arrival at X only when the distance-differ- 

ence between them (2d sine 6) = X, or 2X, or 3A, or... nd. A graphic means of 

illustrating X-ray diffraction by a single crystal is the combination of Figs. 6 and 7 into 

the crystal atom of Fig. 8, a three-dimen- 

S sional affair with many planes at different 

angles. A monochromatic X-ray beam, S 

is reflected from the atom sheets a, b, and c 

(which compose the crystal) on surface X. 

_ As in Fig. 7, those sheets so spaced that X 

rays are reflected at some whole wave- 

length distance ahead or behind other rays 

make a diffraction pattern characteristic of 

the crystalline. The result is as though 

the energy beam had come from L (see also 

Fig. 6) and had been diffracted from pin- 

holes at A, B, and C. 
Lie ian Various diffraction methods are used 

2) widely in industrial processes to reveal facts 

Fic. 8.—Reflections of diffracted X-ray about the internal structure of material 

beam coming from S behave as though which could be disclosed in no other way. 
they came from L and passed through 4 yalysis of crystal structure in all different 
apertures A, B, and C. ‘ ‘ 

types of metals and alloys is a particularly 

fertile field. This application is also bringing to light fundamental facts in biology, 

in medicine, and in research into the structure of the atom and its energy relations. 

Although widespread application of diffraction methods is relatively new, it is 

proving a remarkable instrument wherever investigation takes place into the essential 

processes of nature. 
Radiographic Darkroom.—The principles involved in processing X-ray films are 

the same as in any other photographic procedure, and the ordinary photographic 

darkroom may be used for X-ray film work. There are, however, certain differences 
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between the two. Developing and fixing solutions made specifically for X-ray films 

should always be used. The usual process of developing, fixing, and washing is fol- 

lowed, but the times used are different. When the processing factors are correct 

and the radiographs are found to lack density, it can be assumed that underexposure 

has taken place, and when the radiographs are too dense, overexposure is indicated. 

Any change in exposure time should be an increase or decrease of the original factor 

by about 35 per cent. 

After a certain number of films have passed through the solutions, it will be found 

necessary to add 1 min. to the development time to obtain the desired density. This 

time, in turn, will have to be augmented by another minute at a later date. While 

no formula can be given for change of development time; in general, after 100 films 

14 by 17 in. have been processed, the development should be raised to 6 min. Smaller 
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Fig. 9.—Gamma-ray exposure chart for steel of various thickness. 

films take correspondingly less life from the solutions, and one 14- by 17-in. film can 

safely be made to equal three 8- by 10-in. films, two 10 by 12 in., or one 11 by 14 in. 

plus one 8 by 10in. Likewise, after fifty 14- by 17-in. films, or equivalent, have been 

processed, it is wise to increase the time to 7 min. At the end of another fifty units, 

the solution has about reached the limit of its efficiency and introduction of new 

solutions should be considered. The life of solutions varies so that the above recom- 

mendation should be viewed more as a rough guide than as an absolute formula. 

In actual use the tank system, where proper temperature can be controlled by 

regulating the flowing water around the tanks, is the most efficient system of process- 

ing. Here the technique is merely to place the exposed film on a hanger which can be 

conveniently immersed in developer, rinse water, fixer, and wash water for the pre- 

determined intervals; the hanger should be held flat throughout the procedure. The 

tray system may be used if a tank installation is not available, although more care 
must be taken not to scratch or otherwise damage the surface of the film. 
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Radium Radiography.—In recent years the use of gamma rays from radium as a 

means of visualizing subsurface faults has received increasing attention in cases where 

the examined material is too thiek to be conveniently penetrated with X rays. 

Gamma rays are similar in nature to X rays but are of much shorter wavelength than 

the X rays used in general practice and are therefore able to pass through substances 

opaque to the X ray. Figure 9 shows a gamma-ray exposure chart for steel. 

The apparatus necessary for gamma radiography is extremely simple and does not 

require the space, trouble, or attention encountered in X radiography. A small 

capsule container of radioactive material is held rigidly in front of the specimen to be 

inspected and X-ray films in holders are fastened to the back of the specimen. After 

the required time has passed, radium and films are removed. It will be found on 

development of the film that the gamma rays passing through the specimen have 

recorded, as with the X ray, conditions existing within the sample. 

The exposure chart given is applicable for practically any type of steel because 

gamma radiography errors in exposure time generally amount to a small fraction of 

the total. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLES OF CONVERSION FACTORS 

CoMPILED BY BEVERLY DUDLEY 

TaBLE I.—Avorrpuprois WEIGgHT—For GENERAL CoMMODITIES 

i} 

Metric United States and English 

| | | 

SEENON ila DIEOr Grams Hehe Grains | Drams | Ounces|Pounds 
By grams grams grams | 

MS 
To obtain 

)} mg. g. kg. gr. oz. lb. 

Milligrams mg. 1 100 1,000 108 64.80 |0.0002572| 28,350 |453, 600 

Decigrams 0.01 1 10 10,000; 0.6480 0.02572) 283.5) 4,536 

Grams 2. 0.001 0.1 1 1,000) 0.06480} 0.2572/} 28.35) 453.6 

Kilograms kg. | 0.000001} 0.0001 0.001 1 6.480 X 257.2 |0.02835) 0.4536 

10-5 

Grains gr. 0.015438 1.543 15.43 |15,4380 1 27.34 437.5 | 7,000 

Drams 5.643 X | 0.05643 | 0.5643 | 564.3) 0.01667 1 72292) |) 116°7 

10-4 

Ounces oz. | 3.527 X | 3.527 X | 0.03527 | 35.27| 0.002286; 0.1371 1 16 

10% 1073 

Pounds lb. 2.205 X | 2.205 X |0.002205| 2.205) 1.429 X | 0.008571 | 0.0625 1 

10-6 10-4 el OmA | 
| | | 

Tasie I].—TrRoy WeigHtT—For Gems anp Precious MrErats 

Metric United States and English 

waaay wuilts Deer Grams Eales Grains Drams |} Ounces} Pounds 
By grams grams grams 

‘Sy 
To Obtain 

{} me. g. kg. gr. oz. Ib. 

Milligrams mg. 1 100 1,000 106 64.80 1,555 | 31,100 373 , 200 

Decigrams 0.01 1 10 10,900 0.6480 15255 311.0 | 3,732 

Grams g. 0.001 0.1 1 1,000 0.06480 i Gs |] Bil WO) |) S732 

Kilograms ke. 0.000001 0.0001 0.001 1 |6.480 X 10 |0.001555| 0.0311 | 0.3732 

Grains gr. 0.01543 1.543 15.43 |15,430 1 24 480 5,760 

Drams 6.430 X 10-4} 0.0643 | 0.6430 | 643.0 0.04167 1 20 240 

Ounces oz. |8.215 X 10-4] 0.00325 | 0.03215 | 32.15 /2.083 K 10-3) 0.05 1 12 

Pounds lb. |2.679 X 10-8 |0.0002679|0.002679} 2.679 |1.736 X 10-4 |0.004167)0.08333 1 

835 
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TaBLe II].—GENERAL Liqguip MEASURE 

Metric United States 

GETS aul Liters Gills Pints Quarts Gallons 
By liters 

SS 
To Obtain 

{| ml. il, pt. qt. gal. 

Milliliters ml. 1 1,000 118.3 473.2 946.4 3,785 

Liters 1. 0.001 1 0.11838 0.4732 0.9464 3.785 

Gills 0.008453 8.453 1 4 8 32 

Pints pt. 0.002113 2.413. 0.25 1 2 8 

Quarts qt. 0.001057 1.057 0.125 0.5 1 4 

Gallons gal. 0.0002642 0.2642 0.03125 0.125 0.25 1 

TaspiE 1V.—APporHecaRiges Liguip MEASURE 

Metric United States 

| 

Multiply — Milli- Centi- thers Wee Fluid Fluid 

By liters liters drams ounces 

NX 
To Obtain 

l ml. i. oz 

Milliliters ml. 1 10 1,000 HUG S< WO 3.697 29.57 

Centiliters 0.10 1 100 6.161 X 1073 0.3697 2.957 

Liters 1. 0.001 0.01 1 6.161 X 10} 0.003697 0.02957 

Minims 16.23 162.3 16, 230 1 0.01667 0.002083 

Fl. drams 0.2705 2.705 270.5 60 1 0.1250 

Fl. ounces oz. 0.003382 0.3382 33.82 480 8 1 

TaBLE V.—LENGTH 

Metric United States and English 

MALO wills Cent DEG Meters| Inches Feet Yards | Rods 
By meters meters meters 

NS 
To Obtain 

{ mm. em. m. in. ft. yd. 

Millimeters mm. 1 10 100 1,000 25.40 304.8 | 914.4 5029 

Centimeters em. 0.10 1 10 100 2.540 30.48 91.44 | 502.9 

Decimeters 0.01 0.1 1 10 0.2540 3.048 | 9.144 | 50.29 

Meters m. 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 0.02540 | 0.3048 | 0.9144] 5.029 

Inches in. 0.03937 0.3937 3.937 | 39.37 1 12 36 198 

Peet ft. 0.003281 | 0.03281 | 0.3281 | 3.281 | 0.08333 1 3 16.5 

Yards yd. 0.001094 | 0.01094 | 0.1094 | 1.094 | 0.02778 | 0.3333 1 55 

Rods 0.0001988| 0.001988) 0.01988} 0.1988} 0.005050) 0.06060) 0.1818 1 
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TaBLE VI.—TEMPERATURE 

Fahrenheit Centigrade Reaumur Kelvin or absolute 

oF, Ser HR, °K. or CA. 

0.0 — 17.8 —14.2 250.2 

5.0 — 15.0 —12.0 258.0 

10.0 — 12.2 — 9.8 260.8 

14.0 — 10.0 — 8.0 263.0 

15.0 — 9.4 — 7.6 263.6 

20.0 Ging, — 5.3 266.3 

23.0 — 5.0 — 4.0 268.0 

25.0 — 3.9 — 3.1 269.1 

30.0 mite lanl — 0.9 271.9 

32.0 0.0 0.0 273.0 

35.0 + 1:7 + 1.3 274.7 

40.0 4.4 3.6 PW 4 

41.0 5.0 4.0 278.0 

45.0 Ue? 5.8 280.2 

50.0 10.0 8.0 283.0 

51.0 10.6 8.4 283.6 

51.8 11.0 8.8 284.0 

52.0 iboal 8.9 284.1 

53.0 Wise 9.3 284.7 

53.6 12.0 9.6 285.0 

54.0 UP) 9.8 285.2 

55.0 12.8 10.2 285.8 

55.4 13.0 10.4 286.0 

56.0 1333 10.7 286.3 

57.0 13.9 ili, i 286.9 

57.2 14.0 UL 2 287.0 

58.0 14.4 11.6 287.4 

59.0 15.0 12.0 288.0 

60.0 15.6 12.4 288.6 

60.8 16.0 12.8 289.0 

61.0 16.1 12.9 289.1 

62.0 16.7 13.3 289.7 

62.6 17.0 13.6 290.0 

63.0 Ug? 13.8 290.2 

64.0 17.8 14.2 290.8 

64.4 18.0 14.4 291.0 

65.0 18.3 14.7 291.3 

66.0 18.9 i155, Th 291.9 

66.2 19.0 15.2 292.0 

67.0 19.4 15.6 292.4 

68.0 20.0 16.0 293.0 

69.0 20.6 16.4 293.6 

70.0 Pail al 16.9 294.1 

71.0 Bil 5 27 7/58 294.7 

a6: 22.0 17.6 295.0 

72.0 222 17.8 295.2 

73.0 22.8 18.2 295.8 

73.4 23.0 18.4 296.0 

74.0 23} 83 18.7 296.3 

Hajav 23.9 19.1 296.9 

76.0 24.4 19.6 297.4 

77.0 25.0 20.0 298.0 

78.0 25.6 20.4 298.6 

79.0 26.1 20.9 299.1 

80.0 PAD) 5 0 21.3 299.7 

85.0 29.4 23.6 302.4 

| 
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TaBLeE VI.—TEMPERATURE.—(Continued) 

Fahrenheit Centigrade Reaumur Kelvin or absolute 

10, XO} Ci GUS Ory Ha\, 

86.0 30.0 24.0 303.0 

90.0 S2e2 25.8 305.2 

95.0 35.0 28.0 308.0 

100.0 37.8 30.2 310.8 

104.0 40.0 32.0 313.0 

105.0 40.6 32.4 313.6 

110.0 43.3 34.7 316.3 

113.0 45.0 36.0 318.0 

115.0 56.1 36.9 319.1 

120.0 48.9 G2). I 321.9 

122.0 50.0 40.0 323.0 

125.0 51.7 41.3 324.7 

130.0 54.4 43.6 327.4 

131.0 55.0 44.0 328.0 

135.0 Dae! 45.8 330.2 

140.0 60.0 48.0 333.0 

145.0 62.8 50.2 335.8 

149.0 65.0 52.0 338.0 

150.0 65.6 52.4 338.6 

155.0 68.3 54.6 341.3 

158.0 70.0 56.0 343.0 

160.0 7 il 41 56.9 344.1 

165.0 73.9 59.1 346.9 

167.0 75.0 60.0 348.0 

170.0 MOE 61.3 349.7 

175.0 79.4 63.5 352.4 

176.0 80.0 64.0 353.0 

180.0 82.2 65.8 355.2 

185.0 85.0 68.0 358.0 

190.0 87.8 70.2 360.8 

194.0 90.0 72.0 363.0 

195.0 90.6 72.4 363.6 

200.0 93.3 74.7 366.3 

203.0 95.0 76.0 368.0 

205.0 96.1 76.9 369.1 

210.0 98.9 79.1 BY 33 

+212.0 +100.0 +80.0 +373 .0 
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APPROXIMATE RELATIVE VALUES FOR SPECIFYING SPEED OF PHOTO- 
GRAPHIC MATERIALS 

A B G; D E F G A | if | df CRN IL 

Ameri- | 

mies eee fee: a ae Ameri- Con- = 

; ts ritis inen- at- roughs can tinen- }der- 

a eaae mil tal || iano) V7="e | wel. | Sehe li schel. | echt |) CEM | Htord 
(EC = || LEE 85 3D) come ner ner 

10) 

1.00 0.23 5.8 Pill) 0) || TYP 2.83 1.00 6.00 42.5 

25, 0.29 Usk 34) 13.2 | B/23.4 |2.24 1.9 6.9 45.0 

1.60 0.37 9.3 44) 17.0 | F/26.5 {1.75 2.9 7.9 47.4 

2.00 0.46 11.6 55} 20.5 | F/29.5 |1.38 3.8 8.8 50.0 

2.50 0.58 14.5 69| 26.4 | F/33.0 |1.10 4.8 9.8 52.0 

3.00 0.69 17.0 83} 30.8 | F/36.2 |0.925 5.5 10.5 54.0 

4.00 0.93 BB} 111} 42.4 | F/41.9 |0.880 6.7 il 7 57.0 

5.00 1.16 29 135| 53.0 | F/47.0 |0.550 7.6 12.6 59.5 0/10 

6.40 1.48 37 173} 68.0 | F/53.0 |0.425 8.6 13.6 62.0 1/10 

8.00 1.85 46 215| 85.0 | F/59.3 |0.338 9.6 14.5 64.0 2/10 

10.00 2.33 58 270 106] F/66.0 |0.270 10.5 15.4 67.0 3/10 

127.6) 2.90 72 336 133] F/74.0 |0.215 11.4 16.4 69.4 4/10 

16.0 3.70 93 430 171| F/84 0.170 12.4 17.4 72.0 5/10 A 

20.0 4.65 116 535 214) F/94 0.135 13.3 18.3 74.0 6/10 

25.0 5.80 145 670 268} F/105 |0.108 14.2 19.2 76.5 7/10 B 

30.0 6.90 174 810 320} F/115 |0.090 15.0 20.0 78.5 8/10 

40.0 9.30 232 1,080 425) F/133 |0.068 16.2 2152 81.5 9/10 

50.0 11.6 290 1,350 535] F/148 |0.054 WZ, Ih PP), 1 83.8 | 10/10 Cc 

64.0 14.8 371 1,730 685| F/167 |0.043 18.1 PFs} 9) 86.5 | 11/10 

80.0 18.5 464 2,170 860| F/187 |0.034 19.0 24.1 88.0 | 12/10 

100.00} 23.3 580 2,700} 1,070} F/209 |0.028 20.0 25.0 92.0 | 13/10 

125] 29.0 725 3,400} 1,350) F/234 |0.022 20.9 26.0 93.6 | 14/10 D 

160 | 37.0 930 4,400} 1,730) F/265 |0.018 22.0 27.0 96.1 15/10 

200 | 46.5 |1,160 5,500} 2,170) F/295 |0.014 22.9 27.9 98.5 | 16/10 E 

250} 58.0 {1,450 6,900} 2,720) F/330 |0.011 23.8 28.8 101.0 | 17/10 

300} 69.0 j|1,740 8,300} 3,300) F/362 |0.0092 | 24.6 29.6 103.0 | 18/10 

400 | 93 2,020 11,200} 4,400) F/420 |0.0088 | 25.8 30.7 106.0 19/10 

500 |116 2,900 14,000} 5,500) F/470 |0.0055 | 26.7 Bil. ? 108.0 | 20/10 Fr 

640 |148 3,710 18,000} 7,100) F/530 |0.00425) 27.7 B67 110.8 | 21/10 

800 |186 4,640 22,500} 9,000) F/595 |0.00338) 28.6 33.6 1163. |), BVA) 

1,000 |232 5,800 28,500} 10,700) F/665 |0.00370) 29.5 34.6 Ss by |) 2ay/il@) 

Norte: It is not possible to make exact comparisons between the various systems of rating speeds, 

and therefore the above table should be considered only as approximations. The data for the above 

table were obtained from several sources as listed below. In a few of the columns the values were 

extended in order to have a more complete set of data. 

Recent film speeds published by the Eastman Kodak Co. [see ‘‘The Problem of Film Speeds’”’ by 

Walter Clark, Photo Technique, 1, 12 (1939)] indicate that the Kodak speeds are, numerically, about 

four or five times the speed as given by the Weston rating. However, the available data are not 

regarded as being sufficiently complete to warrant listing Kodak film speeds in this tabulation. 

A, C, E, F, H, and J. Jonss, L. A., ‘‘ Photographic Sensitometry.” 

B. Compiled by A. T. Williams. 

G. ““Welleome Handbook and Diary’’ (common fractions have been converted to decimals). 

D and I. Values in columns D and J are representative of the continental ratings, which are always 

higher than the American ratings. The Scheiner ratings usually are from 3 to 6 units higher than the 

equivalent American speeds. The values given are from Turner, Brit. J. Phot., July 8, 1938. 

K. “Handbook of Physics and Chemistry,” 21st ed. 

L. Turner, Brit. J. Phot., July 8, 1938. 
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APPENDIX C 

DENSITY-OPACITY-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION FACTORS 
ComPILED BY BEVERLY DUDLEY 

Density | Opacity | % Transmission 

0.00 1.000 100.00 
0.01 1.023 97.72 
0.02 1.047 95.50 
0.03 1.072 93.33 
0.04 1.095 91.20 
0.05 1 12D 89.13 
0.06 1.148 87.10 
0.07 1.175 85.11 
0.08 1,202 83.18 
0.09 1.230 81.28 
0.10 1.259 79.43 
0.11 1.288 77.62 
0.12 1.318 75.86 
0.13 1.349 74.13 
0.14 1.380 72.44 
0.15 1.413 70.79 
0.16 1.445 69.18 
0.17 1.479 67.61 
0.18 1.514 66.07 
0.19 1.549 64.57 
0.20 1.585 63.10 
0.21 1.622 61.66 
0.22 1.660 60.26 
0.23 1.698 58.88 
0.24 1.738 57.54 
0.25 1.778 56.23 
0.26 1.820 54.95 
0.27 1.862 53.70 - 
0.28 1.905 52.48 
0.29 1.950 51.29 
0.30 1.995 50.12 
0.31 2.042 48.98 
0.32 2.089 47.86 
0.33 2.138 46.77 
0.34 2.188 45.71 
0.35 2.239 44,67 
0.36 2.291 42.65 
0.37 2.344 42.66 
0.38 2.399 41.69 
0.39 2.455 40.74 
0.40 2.512 39.81 
0.41 2.570 38.90 
0.42 2.630 38.02 
0.43 2.692 37.15 
0.44 2.754 36.31 
0.45 2.818 35.48 
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Densiry-OpaciTy-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION Factrors.—(Continued) 

Density | Opacity | % Transmission 

0.46 2.884 34.67 

0.47 2.951 33.88 

0.48 2.020 33.11 

0.49 3.090 32.36 

0.50 3.162 31.62 

0.51 3.236 30.90 

0.52 3.311 30.20 

0.53 3.388 29.51 

0.54 3.467 28.84 

0.55 3.548 28.18 

0.56 3.631 27.54 

0.57 3.715 26.92 

0.58 3.802 26.30 

0.59 3.890 25.70 

0.60 3.981 25.12 

0.61 4.074 24.55 

0.62 4.169 23.99 

0.63 4.266 23.44 

0.64 4.365 22.91 

0.65 4.467 22.39 

0.66 4.571 21.88 

0.67 4.677 21.38 

0.68 4.786 20.89 

0.69 4.898 20.42 

0.70 5.012 19.95 

0.71 5.129 19.50 

0.72 5.248 19.05 

0.73 5.370 18.62 

0.74 5.495 18.20 

0.75 5.623 17.78 

0.76 5.754 17.38 

0.77 5.888 16.98 

0.78 6.026 16.60 

0.79 6.166 16.22 

0.80 6.310 15.85 

0.81 6.457 15.49 

0.82 6.607 15.14 

0.83 6.761 14.79 

0.84 6.918 14.45 

0.85 7.079 14.13 

0.86 7.244 13.80 

0.87 7.413 13.49 

0.88 7.586 13.18 

0.89 7.762 12.88 

0.90 7.948 12.59 

0.91 8.128 12.30 

0.92 8.318 12.02 

0.93 8.511 11.75 

0.94 8.710 11.48 

0.95 8.913 11.22 

0.96 9.120 10.96 

0.97 9.333 10.72 

0.98 9.550 10.47 

0.99 9.772 10.23 

1.00 10.000 10.000 

1.01 10.23 9.772 

1.02 10.47 9.550 
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DensitTy-OpaciTy-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION Factrors.—(Continued) 

Density | Opacity | % Transmission 

103 |) OL72 9.333 
1.04 | 10.95 9.120 
1 05a ele 8.913 
HS. |) UIs 8.710 
TO Tg Waele 8.511 
1.3 | 12.02 8.318 
109M EL2H30 8.128 
1 LO 2.59 7.943 
1.11 12.88 7.762 
Tete | TB a 7.586 
1-13 | 13.49 7.413 
1.14 ||| 13.80 7.244 
ois |) ae 7.079 
Mons | es 6.918 
ely | ee) 6.761 
1.18 | 15.14 6.607 
1.19 | 15.49 6.457 
1.20 | 15.85 6.310 
1.21 16.22 6.165 
1.22 | 16.60 6.026 
1.23 | 16.98 5.888 
oa || 77.88 5.754 
1.25 | 17.78 5.623 
145 |) SPD 5.495 
ey | 13.69 5.370 
1 | 1) 05 5.248 
1.29 | 19.50 5.129 
180 || 19.05 5.012 
ee |) AO .<e 4.898 
1.32 | 20.89 4.786 
188 | Qisee 4.677 
184 |) Biles 4.571 
1.35 | 22.39 4.467 
1.36 | 22.91 4.365 
eee | 2B ce! 4.266 
1.38 | 23.99 4.169 
1.89 |) D465 4.074 
10, |) OS ae 3.981 
1.41 | 25.70 3.891 
1.42 | 26.30 3.802 
1.43 | 26.92 3.715 
1.44 | 27.54 3.631 
1.45 | 28.18 3.541 
1.46 | 28.84 3.467 
I Avaul| se 2950 3.388 
1.48 | 30.20 373i 
1.49 | 30.90 3.236 
1.50 | 31.62 3.162 
(olen 82.36 3.090 
Sze oelT 3.020 
1.53 | 33.88 2.951 
1.54 | 34.67 2.884 
15500 | ge5e4s 2.818 
1.56) | 36.31 2.754 
IesrMall nora 2.692 
1.58 | 38.02 2.630 
1.59 | 38.90 2.570 
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Densrry-Opaciry-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION F Actors.— (Continued) 

Density | Opacity | % Transmission 

1.60 39.81 NA) 

iL Ol 40.74 P) AUaS) 

1.62 41.69 2.399 

1.63 42.66 2.344 

1.64 43.65 2.291 

1.65 44.67 2.239 

1.66 45.71 2.188 

1.67 46.77 2.138 

1.68 47.86 2.089 

1.69 48.98 2.042 

1.70 50.12 1.995 

iL, 71 51229 1.950 

172 52.48 1.905 

1.73 53.70 1.862 

1.74 54.95 1.820 

ILA 7A5) 56.23 1.778 

1.76 57.54 1.738 

io ee/ 58.88 1.698 

1.78 60.26 1.660 

1.79 61.66 1.622 

1.80 63.10 1.585 

1.81 64.57 1.549 

1.82 66.07 1.514 

1.83 67.61 1.479 

1.84 69.18 1.445 

1.85 70.79 ae 9 

1.86 72.44 1.380 

1.87 74.13 1.349 

1.88 75.86 1.318 

1.89 77.62 1.288 

1.90 79.43 1.259 

1.91 81.28 1.230 

1.92 83.18 1.202 

1.93 85.11 iba alzas) 

1.94 87.10 1.148 

1.95 89.13 1, Wee 

1.96 91.20 1.096 

1.97 93.33 1.072 

1.98 95.50 1.047 

1.99 97.72 1.023 

2.00 100.00 1.000 

2.01 102.3 0.9772 

2.02 104.7 0.9550 

2.03 107.2 0.9333 

2.04 109.6 0.9120 

2.05 112.2 0.8913 

2.06 114.8 0.8710 

2.07 LUlyees 0.8511 

2.08 120.2 0.8313 

2.09 123.0 0.8128 

2.10 125.9 0.7943 

Wil 128.8 0.7762 

2p: 131.8 0.7586 

elo: 134.9 0.7413 

2.14 138.0 0.7244 

D5 141.3 0.7079 

2.16 144.5 0.6918 
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Densiry-OpaciTry-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION Factors.— (Continued) 

Density 

DNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNYNNNNNNNNNNNDND 

NID or 

Opacity 

SON MONE NANA ORHONNHDANIDHANTOHBRWDARNOONMORHOMHONNOMUNOWDHDHONMOKO 

% Transmission 

. 6761 

. 6607 

. 6457 

.6310 

.6166 

. 6026 

. 5888 

. 5754 

. 5623 

-5495 

.5370 

- 5248 

-9129 

.5012 

- 4898 

- 4786 

.4677 

.4571 

4467 

-4365 

. 4266 

. 4169 

. 4074 

.3981 

. 3890 

. 3802 

.38715 

- 3631 

.3548 

. 3467 

. 3388 

.3311 

. 3236 

3162 

. 3090 

. 3020 

.2951 

. 2884 

. 2818 

. 2754 

2692 

. 2630 

. 2540 

.2512 

. 2455 

. 2399 

. 2344 

. 2291 

. 2239 

. 2188 

- 2138 

. 2089 

. 2042 

.1995 

. 1950 

. 1905 

. 1862 
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DeEnsiTy-OpaciTy-TRANSMISSION CONVERSION Factors.— (Continued) 

Density | Opacity 

2.74 549. 

2.75 562. 

2.76 575. 

2.77 588. 

2.78 602. 

2.79 616. 

2.80 631. 

2.81 645. 

2.82 660. 

2.83 676. 

2.84 691. 

2.85 707. 

2.86 | 724. 

2.87 741. 

2.88 758. 

2.89 776. 

2.90 794. 

2.91 812. 

2.92 831. 

2.93 851. 

2.94 871 

2.95 891. 

2.96 912. 

2.97 933. 

2.98 955. 

2.99 977. 

3.00 |1000. SWNOWOWOHDDWNAWRODHNINODAWEWE 

% Transmission 

SOOO OOeoeoeeeqqeeeoeeoeoeoeee 22 

. 1820 

.1778 

. 1738 

. 1698 

. 1660 

. 1622 

. 1585 

. 1549 

.1514 

. 1479 

. 1445 

. 1413 

. 1380 

1349 

. 1318 

. 1288 

. 1259 

. 1230 

1202 

.1175 

. 1148 

- 1122 

. 1096 

. 1072 

1047 

. 1023 

. 100 

845 

Novre:—The values of density, opacity, and transmission given in Appendix C are the values most 

commonly used in photography. The table may be easily extended for other values, which, however, 

are not frequently encountered. Every time another digit is added in the density column, the corre- 

sponding opacity is increased ten times its value by moving the decimal point one place to the right; 

the transmission is reduced to 10% of its values by moving the decimal point one place to the left. 

Thus, density 0.3 has opacity of 1.995 and transmission of 0.5012, whereas density 1.3 has opacity of 

19.95 and transmission of 0.05012. 



APPENDIX D 

FILTER FACTORS 

TasLe [.—FiInTeER Factors FoR WrRaTTEN FILTERS AND HASTMAN FILMS 

Ortho- 
Ordinary 

Filter 

Day | Tung 

UNG TO leo een nent enctc ter Alege tac ic 4 3 

INGROP2 Eve Sa ear 18 14 

iKodaka@ olorauen en cen 8 5 

TRG ran eens ee rsa aete 4 3 

TR EG a res sioner Seo eke 8 5 

ND i er Roe fost oe a 12 9 

DK cena EEN ie oot eee Le 20 15 

INGO LDR Sanches aeisters sierdeye 

(Cree, gral ee ea ee clones ee 

1535 6 2 ict a RI eS aS 

UNE oie ner ORI Rec ite 

CA eer conin Ses eeae te et 6 6 

CBU ARES Re ararmene a aur Salers 25 25) 

By aphey oc naamcy Soko he tic toes 

1s Ragone SOE Ge Shen creates Aa 

1 Deere auton eins, G ola a yarmoe sa ons 

ING oisre ea tence ener tee caste Oa 

AXED en ce eS. oo eK. SORE 

Dn DA edits evict Si RT ENG SRE Te 

ORDINARY MATERIALS 

Process films and plates 
Commercial film 
X-Ray film 
Safety Positive film 
Sound Recording film 
Eastman 33 plates 
Eastman 40 plates 
Eastman Universal plates 
Eastman Post Card plates 
Eastman Lantern Slide plates 

ORTHOCHROMATIC MATERIALS! 

Super Speed Portrait Ortho (AH) 
Ortho Press film 
Verichrome 
Wratten Metallographic plates 
Palychrome plates 
Ortho Press plates 
Par Speed Portrait sheet film 
Commercial Ortho sheet film 
Super Ortho-Press sheet film 
Commercial Ortho plates 
S. C. Ortho plates 
D. C. Ortho plates 
Eastman 50 plates 

Pan A 
Commercial Panchromatie film 
Process Panchromatiec film 
Recordak film 

Pan B 

Portrait Panchromatic film 
Micro-file Panchromatic Safety film 
Super XX 35-mm. and Bantam films 
Panatomic X roll films and film packs 
Panatomie X sheet film 

‘ Pan A Pan B Pan C 
chromatic 

Day | Tung} Day | Tung] Day | Tung| Day | Tung 

2 11 5u) 2 isi) 1.5 

2 2 QO woe 2 tee 2 

2 1S 2 i & 15) 1,5) 14) 5) 

Dy ers 2 1155 148) 1.5 1.5 ib) 

2 1.5 2 8) eS) 5) 1.5 1.5 

BS 2 2.5 2 2 155) 2 165) 

25) 2 Pt) 2 2 15 2 15 

3 Py) 3 Poh) 2 1S) 2, es 

5 3 4.5 3 3 2 Zee 2 

8 Al G) | i 9 6 6 7 6 

bye atts cnet 8 4 a 4 4 2 

9 12 10 5 12 24 12 24 

3 358 3 5 5 10 5 10 

i 355) 5 33545) S00) 2 

12 5 15 8 8 4 

20 30 24 40 24 40 

14 10 a 7 9 8 

3 5 

5 

Super XX Panchromatic sheet film 
Super XX Panchromatic Negative 16-mm. Safety 

m 
Wratten Tricolor Panchromatic plates 
Wratten Panchromatic plates 
Wratten Process Panchromatic plates 
Wratten M plates 
Wratten Contrast Thin Coated plates 
Panatomie X 
Plus X 

Pan C 

SS Pan sheet film 
SS Pan Aero film 
SS Pan Cine Negative film 
Panatomic X Aero film 
Super XX Panchromatie Aero film 
Panatomic Bantam film 
Super X Cine Negative Panchromatic film 
Super XX Panchromatic roll films and film paeks 
Super Panchro-Press sheet film 
Tri X Panchromatie sheet film 
Cine Kodak 8 Panchromatic film 
Cine Kodak Panchromatie Negative film 
Cine-Kodak Safety film 
Cine-Kodak Super X Panchromatic Safety film 
Cine-Kodak Super XX Panchromatic Safety film 
Ging, Kodals Eight Super X Panchromatie Safety 

m 
Background Panchromatic Motion Peiture Nega- 

tive film 
Plus X Panchromatic Motion Picture Negative 

m 
Super XX Panchromatie Motion Picture Nega- 

tive film 
Background Cine Negative Panchromatic 
Fine Grain Duplicating Negative Panchromatic 
Panchro Press film 

1 Filter factors for orthochromatic materials not listed will vary only slightly from those given 

for the above films and plates. 
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APPENDIX D 849 

TaBLeE IIJ.—Fitrer Factors ror Zeiss Ikon anp Cart Zeiss Frurers.—(Continued) 

DuPont Film Mfg. Corp. Eastman Kodak Company 

Orthochromatic Panchromatic ae 
red 

No. 18 | No. 19| No. 20} No. 21 | No. 22 | No. 23/|No. 24 

DIT |DITID TI DIT pD|Tlp\ Tit 

—|—|—|_ |_|} |_| __|__|__|_|_|__ 

2.0) 1.5/2.0/1.5)2.0]1.5) 1.5)1.5] 1.5/1.5)1.5)1.5 

2.5| 2.0/2.5)2.0/2.5/2.0} 2.0/1.5] 1.5)1.5)1.5]1.5 

5.0} 4.0/3.5/2.5)2.5)2.0) 2.5)2.0] 2.0/1.5)2.0]1.5 

9.0) 5.0/5.0)3.0)2.5/2.0) 2.5}2.0] 2.0)1.5/2.0]1.5 

20.0)10.0)9.0)7.0)4.0/2.5] 4.0/2.5) 2.5|2.0|2.0/2.0 

1.3} 1.5/1.3/1.5/1.5}2.0} 2.0/3.0} 2.0/3.0|2.0/3.0 

7.0} 5.0)/3.0/2.0/3.0)2.0} 2.0/1.5) 1.5]1.5)1.5)1.5 

8.0} 5.0)6.0/4.0/6.0/4.0] 6.0/4.0) 3.5/3.0/5.0/4.0 

caer ili oerey| ests 12.0/5.0/15.0/8.0/8.0/4.0/15)2.0 

ee yl S| Be | Sooo POW) 

Aecrei| rene .|...|25/3.0 

= Fes] | ecerce | eee | ets Soo|oocl Mateo leaellecoa| tee elena lone slut 

4.0} 3.0/3.0)2.0)2.0/1.5| 2.0]1.5) 1.5}1.5}1.5)1.5 

9.0) 5.0)5.0/3.0/2.5)2.0) 2.5/2.0) 2.0)1.5|2.0)1.5 

3.0) 3.0/3.0)2.5|2.5/2.5| 2.5/2.5) 2.5)2.0/2.5/2.0 

Panchromatic Mars Ue 
red nary 

Filter Color aa 

No. 14] No. 15 | No. 16] No. 17 

ID) AE 1D) Pe 1D) ey Dy ye 

G-0 | Ultra violet UOlecel) UsBloaacllec 5.0} 4.0 

G-1 | Light yellow [1.4/1.4] 1.5} 1.4).. 8.0} 6.0 

G-2 | Medium yellow}1.4/1.4} 1.9] 1.5)... 12.0) 9.0 

G-3 | Dark yellow (|1.5/1.5| 2.0) 1.6} 14]. .|20.0/15.0 

G-4 | Orange PW (PO OV oe Wellner a 

B-40 | Blue Bee fers (aillatevssel|te:sis lle ILA i} 

GR-55| Yellow green /1.9/1.6) 2.0) 1.6]....|..].... 

GR-50] Green Ze 250259 a4 |e 

R-10 | Light red 9.5/4.8/25.0]13.0} 30). . 

R-15 | Mediumred |...]...}.... 30}. . 

ReZOnWDarksredy | Ul fter-i|le<r-'|\-1- 30]. . 

R-30 | Infra red soda eae soslPNOO elles alles scl. 

Zeiss L| Light yellow |1.4/1.4| 2.0) 1.6)... 8.0| 5.0 

ZeissD| Dark yellow 1.5/1.5} 2.0) 1.7|....]..]....]....| 

Zeiss G 

Zeiss R 

Ber- 

romp | letdemvear |i salecellbecolisoss ae 4.0) 3.5 

Eastman Kopak COMPANY 

No. 17. Onprnary Marte- No. 19. OrTHOCHROMATIC— 
RIALS ype B Bene 

Process Plates and Films Super Speed Rotea IN 
Commercial Film 
Motion Picture Positive 
Film No. 20. OrrHocHRoMATIC— 

33 Plates Type C 
40 Plates Super Speed Portrait 
Universal Plates Ortho (AH) 

Ortho Press Film and 

No. 18. OrTHocHROMATIC— ete 
Type A 

Regular N. C. Film No. 21. PANCHROMATIC— 

Par Speed Portrait Film Type A 
Commercial Ortho Film Commercial Panchromatic 
Polychrome Plate Film 

Process Panchromatic film 
oie Kodak Panchromatic 

ilm 

Commercial Plates 
8. C. Ortho Plates 
D. C. Ortho Plates 

Panatomic Roll Film 
Panatomic Safety Cut 

Film 
Panatomic Aero Film 
Super X Cine Negative 

Panchromatic Film 
Cine Kodak 8 Panchro- 

matic Film 
Cine Kodak Panchromatie 

Negative Film 
Background Cine Nega- 

tive Panchromatic 
Panchro Press Film 
Wratten Hypersensitive 

Panchromatic Plates 

No. 22. PANCHROMATIC— 
Type B 

Super Sensitive Panchro- 
matic Roll Film 

Portrait Panchromatic 
Film 

Wratten Panchromatic 
Plates 

Wratten Process Panchro- 
matic Plates 

No. 23. PANCHROMATIC— 
Type C 

Super Sensitive Panchro- 
matic Cut Film 

Super Sensitive Panchro- 
matic Aero Film 

Super Sensitive Panchro- 
matic Cine Negative 
Film 

Super Sensitive Panchro- 
matic Cine Kodak Film 

No. 24. Inrra Rep 

Cine Negative Pan K 
Aero Pan K 
Retain Pan K 

Vw Som 



APPENDIX E 

WESTON FILM-SPEED RATINGS 

The film-speed ratings given in this appendix are those compiled by the Weston Electrical Instru- 

ment Co. In conjunction with suitably calibrated exposure meters these ratings may be used to deter- 

mine correct exposure. However, it should be recognized that processing conditions and errors in 

shutter speed or aperture may make it necessary to deviate from these speed ratings in order to obtain 

the best negatives. T indicates tentative value subject to further test. 

Fitm LIstTine 

The number given for each film in the listing on this sheet represents a group of three consecutive 

emulsion speeds. For the sake of simplicity, the group number listed is the mean value for the group, 

and is the rating to use for those who have had no previous experience with the film or who do not know 

what developer will be used. 

The following table shows the group number and the three emulsion speeds that it ep tenes 

Daylight 
Speed Range Group Number 

160—200—250 |. 200 

80—100—125 100 

40— 50— 64 50 

20— 24— 32 24 

10— 12— 16 12 

5— 6— 8 6 

2.5— 3— 4 3 

1.2—1.5— 2 156 

Tungsten 
Speed Range Group Number 

100—125—160 125 

50— 64— 80 64 

24— 32— 40 32 

12— 16— 20 16 

6— 8— 10 8 

3— 4— 5 4 

1.5— 2-—2.5 2 

Rouuts AND Packs 
Daylight Tungsten 

Group Group 

No. No. 

Agfa 

100 StrperpannPress sais scope ee ees aasee age tev aks aes) se ap eyes een ee ase SICR Cue eee 64 

50T SupernsPlena chrome) see som sates a es ie sects ensure ey eee ee ee 32T 

24 1 i ka¥0) o}0 i Rea c= ie io ee MEM TOISAS ICS sob cc ac 16 

24 Plenachrome sso osc sche egos She cies Re ie POSE Ne gr 16 

12 STTET 1C0E his COR een nen ee Rr Se eee Mamta ah pasinoso-c.5 bso o 3 ¢ 4 

24 STFU eY-10 of: 7 Re eRRny 5 Greiate Sein oicid Gn isiokana come oe amon DEmoGob sesame eso 36s 16 

. Eastman 

100 SURO T oe Nai ole duchahuet et gene ot letovisiralarls infaitey ss Bite uctac es ooeeatio: Sus Catal Oem Meg feat ert Caer eee 64 

24 AVerTV CHT ONE): eee shcce es cee cesar de Ree tare caa 3 Ee eC et cae 16 

24 PTs E OVINE CHIN. «scot Eee sree ae eR Dole, ileus site aticwcnl atodas Sage le ee be oe 16 

12 IN C) ee Res nn eRe ge er Maar rvs ini inte Maisin Me OEBEG GLa 0 ocho 7 4 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

A 

Abbe apertometer, 776-779 

Abbe number, of glass, 40 

Aberration, chromatic, 28, 30-31 

spherical, 28-30 

Acceptance angle, 

meters, 255 

Achromatic lens, 30-31, 37 

Actinometers, 249 

Additive-color process (see Color processes) 

Adurol, 322 

Aerial photography, 708-732 

contour mapping, 729-731 

laboratory operations, 720-721 

oblique pictures, 715-716 

rectification in, 722-723 

requirements of, 708-714 

vertical pictures, 716-720 

Aerocartograph, 731 

Agfa screen color plate, 655-656 

Airy disk, 25 

Amidol, 324, 335, 337 

Aminophenols, 322 

p-, 334 

Anaglyphs, 583-584 

Angle of view, 5 

Antihalation backings, 124-125 

Apertometer, Abbe, 776-779 

Aperture, of microscopes, numerical, 773-775 

Aperture and exposure ratio, 19-20 

Aperture ratio, measurement of, 20 

Aperture stop, effect on exposure, 219-220 

Are, light-distribution diagram of high-intensity, 

692 

Artigue printing process, 493 

Astigmatism, 28, 32-33 

Astrometry, 750 
Astronomical lenses (see Lenses) 

Astronomical photography, 733-761 

exposures for, 747-748 

lenses for, 737-741 

measuring photographic plate in, 750-751 

mechanical aids for following celestial objects, 

736 

mountings for, 736 

photographic plates for, 744-747 

in photoelectric exposure 

B 

Back focal distance, 16 

Barium glass, 40 

Barrel distortion, 31 

Bausch and Lomb (see Lenses) 

Bell and Howard photometer, 249-250 

861 

Bellows, effect of extending, 20 

Binocular vision, 577 

Bleach, catalytic, 150 

Blisters on negatives, 529-530 

Box-camera shutter, 98 

Brightness, of optical images, 18 

Bromoil printing, 497-505 

Buffers, 340 

Bunsen and Roscoe, reciprocity law of, 128 

C 

Cameras, 68-96 

accessories for, 80—93 

view finders, 80-82 

adjustments in, 78-80 

for aerial photography, 712-714 

basic elements of, 68-69 

box, 71—72 

color-photography, 624-629 

Contaflex, 76 

Contax, 76 

as enlargers, 434 

Exakta, 76 

folding, 72-73 

Graflex, 74, 78 

hand, 73 

high-speed motion-picture, 766-768 

identification, 78 

as integrated units, 5-6 

Leica, 76 

miniature, 75-78 

motion-picture, 680-685 

optical and mechanical requirements for, 76, 78 

panorama, 78 

pinhole, 25—26, 69-71 

Recordak, 77, 78 

recording, 78 

rectifying, 722 

reflex, 71, 74-75 

Robot, 78 

roll-film, 72-73 

Schmidt, 740 

sequence, 78 

single-exposure high-speed, 762—765 

Speed Graphic, 73 

stereoscope, 78, 579-580 

studio, 73-74 

Twentieth Century-Fox silent, 682 

Ulea, 71 

universal, 75 

view, 73-74 

Camera-object relationships, 93-96 

Carbon ares, 285-286 

Carbon printing, 466-474 
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Carbro process, 150, 474-478, 629-640 

Carbro solutions, 631-636 

Chloride paper, H and D curves for, 142 

Chromatic aberration, 28, 30-31 

transverse, 28 

Chromatic difference of magnification, 28, 31 

Chromatone, 645-648 

Cinematography (see 

raphy) 
Circle of confusion, 23 

Clouds, printing in, 439 

Coelostat, 743-744 

Color control table, 442 

Color correction, of microscopic 

775-776 

Color filters, graduated, 303 

Color index and visual magnitudes, 7538-754 

Color photography, 7—9, 616-662 

cameras for, 624-629 

emulsions for, 148-149 

negative materials, 148-149 

positive materials, 149 

Color plate, Agfa screen, 655-656 

Color processes, additive, 7, 148, 654-660 

earbro, 629-640 

chemical toning, 645-648 

Chromatone, 645-648 

Duxochrome, 648-651 

Dyebro, 645 

dye-mordanting, 652-653 

Eastman wash-off relief, 640-643 

Finlay, 659-660 

Kodachrome, 151, 611 

Pinatype, 643-645 

subtractive, 8-9, 148 

Technicolor, 150, 660 

toning, 150-151 

Color response, determining, 184-190 

Color separation, composite photography by, 703 

Color-separation negatives, 617-629 

Color transparencies, 653-660 

Coma, 28, 30 

Comets, photographing, 758 

Composite photography, 703-704 

Constringence, 40 

Contour mapping, 729-731 

Contrast, 420 

effect of development on, 142 

maximum, 179 

in negatives, incorrect, 520-521 

paper, 142-145 

in prints, incorrect, 539 

Contrast control in prints, 440 

Contrast filters, 311-313 

Conversion factors, tables of, 835-838 

Coupled range finders, accuracy of, 89 

Curling of prints, 409-410, 543 

Curvature of lens field, 28, 33 

Cut films, identification of, 137-138 

D 

Motion-picture photog- 

objectives, 

Darkroom, equipment for, 565-569 

general characteristics of, 561—565 

paints for, 563 

radiographic, 832-833 
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Davis and Gibson liquid filter, 155, 160-161 

Densitometers, 171-177 

Density, determinations of, 167-177 

diffuse, 169-170 

filters, neutral, 307 

fog, 181 

negative, incorrect, 522—523 

optical, 123 

print, incorrect, 540 

printing, 171 

range of papers, 201 

specular, 169-170 

table, 840 

Depth of field, 90-92 

table for, 92 

Developers, Adurol, 322 

Amidol, 324, 335, 337 

aminophenol, 322 

p-, 304 

color-forming, 375-377 

Diphenal, 324 

Duratol, 324 

Eikonogen, 326 

Elon, 335 

ferrous oxalate, 319 

glycine, 3238, 335, 368 

Hydramine, 327 

hydroquinone, 320, 328, 334 

inorganic, 319 

litho, 369 

Metacarbol, 337 

Meritol, 328 

metol, 334-335 

metoquinone, 327 

Monomet, 323 

motion-picture, 363-366, 701—702 

MQ, 367-368 

with organic reducers, 3197. 

Ortol, 328 

pH of, 340 

phenylenediamine, p-, 323, 337 

Piral, 328 

polyphenol, 321 

portrait and commercial, 365-368 

printing paper for, 370 

Pyramidol, 324 

pyro, 320 

pyro-soda, 366 

Rodinal, 334 

for X-rays, 371-372 

Developing agents, blue-black, 344-345 

methods of identifying (table), 336 

Development, 6, 318-377 

accelerator in, 339-341 

aerial fog, 342 

agitation and _ circulation 

355-357 

alkaline agents for (table), 341 

brushed, 355 

buffered borax formulas for, 340 

change produced by, 346-347 

chemical, 3187f. 

defects in, 361-362 

Eberhardt effect, 362-363, 754-755 

fine-grain, 345-348, 371 

systems in tank, 
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Development, formulas for, 363 

hand-agitation, 354 

hardeners for, 343-344 

high-temperature, 372 

induction period in, 348 

influence of agitation on, 353 

inspection methods of correct, 358 

Mackie line, 362—363 

organic compounds for (table), 329-333 
physical, 318, 373-374 

preservative, 337-339 

process of, 368-369 

quantitative studies of, 348-350 

rapid processing, 373 

reduction potential, 337-338 

restrainer, 341-343 

reticulation, 363 

reversal, 372 

roll-film, 370 

silver halide solvents in, 344 

squeegee, 355, 356 

stagnant, 354 

tank, 355-357 

teaspoon, 335 

technique of, 351-377 

temperature control in, 351-353 

theory of, 318-350 

time-temperature, 359-360 

toning by direct development, 454-455 

tray, 354-355 

tropical, 344 

two-solution processes, 346 

velocity constant, 337, 348 

windshield-wiper methods in, 355 

Development fog, 518-519 

Diffraction, X-ray, 831—832 

Diffusion, 439 

Diffusion attachments, 23 

DIN speed system, 192-193 

Diphenal, 324 

Distance, back focal, 16 

hyperfocal, 25 

Distortion, 28, 31-32 

barrel, 31 

correction of, in enlarging, 440 

pincushion, 31 

Documentary photography, ultraviolet, 600-602 

Dodging, 438 

Dolly (rotambulator), 684 

Drying, 407—409 

by alcohol and ether, 408 

eurling of prints in, 409-410 

prints, 409 

(See also Fixing, washing, drying) 

Dufaycolor film, 147, 656-659 

Duratol, 324 

Duxochrome, 648-651 

Dye toning, 463-465 

Dyebro color process, 645 

Dyes, basic, for toning, 464 

types of, 126 

E 

Eastman wash-off relief, 640-643 

Eberhardt effect, 362-363, 754-755 

Eclipse photography, 759-761 

Eder-Hecht speed rating, 192-193 

Hikonogen, 326 

Elon, 335 

Embossing prints, 446 

Emulsions, choice of negative, 133-134 

in color photography, 148-149 

double-coated, 124-125 

grain structure of, 118-119 

hyperpanchromatic, 131 

negative, 130-138 

orthochromatic, 131 

orthopanchromatic, 131 

overcoated, 125 

panchromatic, 131 

photographic, 116-122 

physical properties of, 120-121 

positive, 138-146 

resolving power of, 23-24, 131 

reversal, 146-147 

spectrograms for paper, 141 

Emulsion fog, 519-520 

Emulsion speed and contrast, 132-133 

Emulsion supports, 121-125 

Enlarger, camera as, 434 

condenser, 430—4382 

diffusion, 432 

fixed-focus, 429 

variable-focus, 429-430 

Enlargement, depth of focus and, 25 

measuring degree of, 434-435 

of negatives by reversal, 448 

Enlargement formula, 432 

Enlarging, distortion correction in, 440 

exposure meters in, 436-437 

Enlarging lenses, 35 

Enlarging and reducing tables, 433 

Entrance pupil, 18 

Exit pupil, 18 

Exposure, for astronomical photography, 747—748 

definition of, 211—212 

effect on, of extending bellows, 20 

effect of lamp voltage upon, 435 

factors affecting, 216—217 } 

methods of determining, 228 

for motion-picture photography, 245-248 

for near-by objects, 227—228 

over-, 178 

photochemical action during, 208—209 

practical considerations, 217 

spectral sensitivity bearing on, 223 

with supplementary lenses, 224—225 

with telephoto lenses, 225—226 

test-strip method of determining, 436 

under-, 177-178 

use of diaphragm aperture in determining, 239 

Exposure aids, 228-229 

Exposure and aperture ratio, 19—20 

Exposure calculators, 246-248 

Exposure devices, 208—260 

Exposure disk, Zeiss Diaphot, 250 

Exposure latitude, 134, 178-179 

in processing prints, 440-441 

Exposure meters, 249-260 

Bewi Sr., 251 
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Exposure meters, brightness-range method of 

using photoelectric, 257—258 

characteristics of American photoelectric. 

256-257 

Cinephot, 250 

comparison of visual, 252 

in enlarging, 486—437 

General Electric, 253 

Instoscope, 250 

Justaphot, 250 

Leudi, 250 

limiting acceptance angle in photoelectric, 255 

Mini-Photoscop, 255 

operation of photoelectric, 254—255 

photoelectric, 253-260 

scale calibrations of photoelectric, 255 

Weston, 253 

Exposure range of paper, 201—204 

Exposure scales of paper, 144 

Exposure tables, 229-248 

Exposure time and film speed, 214-216 

Eye, spectral sensitivity of, 156 

EF 

f-number, 219-220 

Fades, 705 

Fading negatives, 527 

Ferrotyping, 410-411 

Ferrous oxalate, 319 

Field, depth of, 23-25, 90-92 

Films, characteristics of, motion-picture, 665-680 

dimensional standards for 35-mm. and 16-mm., 

137, 664 

Dufaycolor, 147, 656-659 

identification of cut, 1387-138 

motion-picture positive, 139 

overcoated, 125 

positive for motion pictures, 678-680 

spectrograms of, 127-128 

stripping, 125 

X-ray, 148 

Film-base characteristics, 122—123 

Film speed, and exposure time, 214-216 

Film-speed ratings, Weston, 850-854 

Film-speed relations, equations for, 215 

Filters, 292-317 

eare of, 308-309 

cementing, 310-311 

classification of, 311-316 

compensation, 311, 312 

contrast, 311-313 

Davis and Gibson liquid, 155, 160-161 

effect of thickness of, 296-297 

equalizing, 311, 312 

graduated color, 303 

image brightness as function of, 214 

for incandescent light sources, 160-161 

for infrared photography, 604—606 

monochromatic, 312, 315-316 

in motion-picture photography, 693-697 

mounting, 309-310 

neutral-tint density, 307 

polarizing agents as, 303-307 

polaroid, 12 

Filters, properties of, 295-296 

safe-light, 141, 312, 316 

separation, 311, 313-315 

theory of, 292-301 

types of, 301-305 

for ultraviolet photography, 597—598 

use of several, 297 

Filter factor, 128, 220, 298, 300-301 

tables of, 132, 846-849 

Fine-grain developers (see Developers) 

Finger marks on negatives, 526 

Finlay color process, 659-660 

Fixing, 6 

chemistry of, 380-381 

practical considerations in, 389-391 

purpose of, 380 

Fixing, washing, drying, 378-411 

Fixing-baths, 383-399 

acid hardening, 385-386 

composition of, 386-389 

plain, 384-885 

reducing action of, 392 

Fixing-bath troubles, blisters, 392-393 

dichroic fog, 393 

failure of hardener, 393-394 

milkiness, 394 

scum, 394-395 

sludging (see milkiness) 

stains in negatives, 395-396 

water-supply difficulties, 396-399 

Flare spot, 22 

Flash guns, synchronized, 93 

Flashlight powders, 238, 288 

Focal length, 14 

choice of, 28, 96 

measurement of, 17 

of telescope, determining, 748 

Focal-plane shutters, 106—109 

efficiency of, 112-115 

of Contax, 112 

of Leica, 111 

Focal points, 15 

Focus, depth of, 23-25 

Focusing, 79 

Focusing scale, 82—83 

calculation of, 15 

Focusing system (see Lenses) 

Fog, aerial, 342, 517 

antifogging compounds, 343 

development, 518-519 

dichroic, 517-518 

emulsion, 519-520 

light, 520 

local, 520 

in prints, 539 

Fog density, 181 

Fresson printing process, 479, 493-497 

Frilling, 531 

in prints, 543 

Gamma, 179-180, 420 

reproduction, 701 

time, curves, 181-183 

f 
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Gamma infinity, 181-182 

Gelatin, photographic, 117 

Gelatin backing, 123-124 

Gelatin relief color process, 648-651 

Geologic field photography, 799-803 

Ghost image, 22 

Glass, Abbe number of, 40 

barium, 40 

index and dispersion of, 40 

Glass plate characteristics, 121—122 

Glycine, 323, 335, 368 

Gradient speed, minimum useful, 195-196 — 

Grain structure of emulsion, 118-119 

Graininess, 129 

Grating mountings, 813-814 

Gum printing, 486-493 

H 

H and D, characteristic of, 1384, 177 

curves for chloride paper, 142 

Halation, 525-526 

Half-tone engravings, prints for, 437—438 

Halide crystals, silver, 118-119 

Harcourt pentane lamp, 155 

Hardeners, 343-344 

Hardening fixing bath, acid, 444 

Harmonizing, 559 

Hartmann microphotometer, 752 

Harvard Sky Maps, 738 

Hefner lamp, 155 

Heliostat, 743 

High-speed photography, 762-769 

Hydramine, 327 

Hydroquinone, 320, 328, 334 

Hyperfocal distance, 25, 90-91 

Hyperstereoscopy, 588 

Hypo, electrical methods of testing, 405 

eliminators, 407 

test solution for, 404-405 

Illumination, brightness of optical, 18 

depth of focus in, 24 

distance of, 15 

ghost, 22 

reversal of, 522 

size of, 16 

of sloping object, 17 

variation of illumination over image, 20-21 

Image brightness, as function of filter, 214 

of optical systems, 212—214 

Image tone, of prints, 145 

Imbibition process, 150 

Inertia, of photographic material, 180-181 

Inertia-speed ratings, 193-195 

Infrared, sources of, 603-604 

Infrared photography, 602-614 

applications of, 610-614 

filters for, 604—606 

lenses for, 49 

methods of, 608-610 

Intensification, 547-554 

local, 559-560 

proportional, 550 

subproportional, 550 

superproportional, 550 

Intensifiers, characteristics of common, 549 

chromium, 551—552 

mereury, 552-553 

negative gradient, 551 

physical, 553 

positive gradient, 551 

silver, 553 

uranium, 553-554 

zero gradient, 551 

Intermittency effects, 161-162 

Iris diaphragm, 18 

Ives stereo system, 590-591 

J 

Javelle water, 496 

Kodachrome, 151, 661 

Kodak (see Lenses) 

Kodak coupled range finder, 85-86 

Kodak pocket range finder, 84-85 

L 

Lamps, carbon arc, 285-286 

controlling light output of, 284-285 

photoflash, 286-288 

photoflood, 282-285 

voltage effect, 158-160, 435 

Lantern slides, 139, 449-450 

Leica coupled range finder, 86-87 

Lenses, absorption and reflection in, 226-227 

achromatic, 30-31 

action of, 13 

aero, 49 

Agfa, 54 

Aldis, 44, 54 

Alvan Clark, 44 

anamorphie, 50 

anastigmat, principal types of, 53-67 

angular field of, 27, 33-34 

Aplanat, 39 

apochromatic, 31, 49 

Astro-Gesellschaft, 54 

Astro Tachar, 43 

astronomical photographie, 51, 737—741 

Bausch and Lomb, 55 

Bausch and Lomb Aero, 43 

Bausch and Lomb Metrogon, 44 

Bausch and Lomb Plastigmat portrait, 52 

Bausch and Lomb Raytar, 45 

Beck, 55 

Beck Biplanat, 53 

Beck Bystigmar, 42 

Beck Isostigmar, 52 

Beck Neostigmar, 43 

Beck Portrait Biplanat, 53 

Beck Symmetrical, 53 

865 
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Lenses, Berthiot Périgraphique, 53 

Boyer, 55-56 

Bruce Doublet, 737 

bubbles in, 22—23 

Busch, 56 

Busch Bistelar, 47 

Busch Leukar, 42 

Busch Omnar, 44 

Busch Pantoskop, 38 

Busch Rapid Aplanat, 53 

Busch Rapid Symmetrical, 53 

Busch Stigmar, 42-43 

Busch Wide-angle portrait, 53 

calculation of, 13 

cleaning of, 23 

combination of two, 14-15 

concave, 15-16 

condensing, 4381—432 

Cooke, 43 

curvature of fields of, 33 

Dallmeyer, 56—57 

Dallmeyer Adon, 51 

Dallmeyer-Bergheim diffuse portrait lens, 50 

Dallmeyer Dallon, 47 

Dallmeyer Pentac, 46 

Dallmeyer Rapid Rectilinear, 53 

Dallmeyer Stigmatic, 52 

defects in, 28 

double-protar, 41, 42 

Dynar, 46 

enlarging, 35, 49 

equivalent refracting surface, 14 

Ernostar, 45 

exposure with single elements of, 225 

exposure with supplementary, 224-225 

Fleury-Hermagis Eidoskop, 53 

focal length of, 14 

for astronomical photography, 739 

for roll-film cameras, 73 

and focusing system, 4-5 

four-piece, 44-45 

Friedrich, 57 

Goerz, 57 

Goerz Alethar process, 44-45 

Goerz Celor, 44 

Goerz convertible anastigmat, 41, 42 

Goerz Dagor, 41, 42 

Goerz Dogmar, 44 

Goerz Lynkeioskop, 53 

Goerz Pantar, 41 

Goerz Paraplanat, 53 

Goerz Telegor, 48 

Gundlach-Manhattan, 58 

Gundlach Perigraphic, 42 

Gundlach Radar, 46 

Harrison and Schnitzer Globe, 38 

Harting Oxyn, 46 

Hartnack Pantoskop, 53 

Hill, 48, 52 

Hypergon wide angle, 39 

Tlex, 58 

Ilex convertible rapid rectilinear, 53 

for infrared photography, 49 

Kern, 58 

Kodak, 58-59 

Lenses, Kodak cine, 52 

Kodak Ektar, 45 

Laack, 59 

Laack Polyxentar, 52 

landscape, 37 

Leitz, 59-60 

light transmission of, 21-23 

measurement of focal length, 17 

Meyer, 60 

Meyer Aristoplan, 53 

Meyer Aristoplanat, 53 

Meyer Aristostigmat, 44 

Meyer Kino-Plasmat, 42—43 

Meyer Makro-Plasmat, 52 

Meyer Plasmat, 42 

Meyer Primoplan, 45 

objective, 432 

O.1.P., 60 

opties of, 10-36 

orthoscopic, 32, 37-38 

Pancratic, 47 

periscopic, 38 

Petzval portrait, 37 

Plaubel, 61 

Plaubel Tele-Makinar, 48 

Plaubel Tele-Peconar, 52 

Polyplast, 42 

portrait, 50, 53 

principal point, 14, 15 

principal types, 51—53 

process, 48-49 

Protar, 40—41 

rectilinear, 32, 38-39 

Reichert, 61 

Reichert Combinar, 41, 42 

resolving power of, 25 

Richter, 44 

Rietzschel, 61 

Rietzschel Linear, 41, 42 

Rodenstock, 61 

Rodenstock Hikonar, 42 

Rodenstock Imagonal, 52 

Rodenstock Pantagonal wide angle, 52 

Rodenstock Recti-aplanat, 53 

Rodenstock Wide-angle Aplanat, 53 

Ross, 62 

Ross Concentric, 40 

Ross Homocentrie, 44 

Ross Telecentric, 48 

Ross Teleros, 48 

Ross Xpres, 42, 46 

Roussel, 62 

Rudolph Planar, 45 

Rudolph Unar, 44 

Schneider, 62-63 

Schneider Ortho-Angulon, 42, 43 

Schneider Symmar, 42 

Schneider Tele-Xenar, 48 

Schneider Xenon, 45 

Schulze, 63 

Schulze Euryplan, 42, 45 

Schulze Orthoskop, 53 

Schulze Spiriskop, 53 

scratches in, 22—23 

Simon, 63 
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Lenses, Simon Octanar, 42 

soft-focus, 50 

Stable (Staeble), 63 

Stible Neoplast, 48 

Steinheil, 53, 63 

Steinheil Unofocal, 44 

Steinheil Orthostigmat, 42 

stray light in, 22—23 

supplementary, 50-51 

Suter Aplanat, 53 

Sutton’s panoramic, 38 

system of, magnification in, 16 

Taylor-Hobson, 34, 64 

Taylor-Hobson Aviar, 44 

Taylor-Hobson convertible, 42—43 

Taylor-Hobson Opic, 45 

Taylor-Hobson Speedie, 43, 44 

Taylor-Hobson Super-speed Panchro, 45 

Taylor-Hobson telephoto, 47 

Technicolor, 34 

telenegative, 47 

telephoto, 16, 46-48 

Tessar, 45-46 

tests for, 34-85 

thin, 15 

transmission of, 18 

Turner-Reich convertible, 41, 42 

Voightlander, 64 

Voightlainder Collinear, 41, 42 

Voightlinder Euryskop, 53 

Voightlinder Heliar, 46 

Voightlinder Heliostigmat, 46 

Voightlander Tele-Dynar, 47-48 

Watson, 65 

Watson Holostigmat, 41, 42 

Wollensak, 65 

Wollensak Versar, 53 

Wray, 65 

Wray Lustrar, 44, 45 

Wray Platystigmat, 53 

Zeiss, 65-66 

Zeiss Biotar, 43, 45 

Zeiss Biotessar, 46 

Zeiss Convertible Protar, 42 

Zeiss Magnar, 47 

Zeiss Ortho Protar, 42 

Zeiss Orthometar, 43 

Zeiss Sonnar, 43-44 

Zeiss Tele-tessar, 47, 48 

Zeiss Triple-Protar, 41, 42 

zoom, 684 

Light, actinic, 261 

definitions of, 261 

intensity and quality of, 

exposure, 217-219 

limitation of beam, 17-18 

nature and properties of, 10-12, 266 

photographic effects of, 268-273 

polarized, 12 

scattering of, by negative, 168-169 

solarspot incandescent, 689 

stray, in lenses, 22—23 

Light beam, effect of inserting parallel plate into, 

34 

in determining 

867 

Light-distribution diagram of high-intensity arc, 

692 

Light filters, 292-317 

Light fog, 520 

Light output of lamps, controlling, 284-285 

Light reflection, from colored objects, 218 

diffuse, 262-263 i 

specular, 262-263 

Light reflectors, 289-291 

Light sources, artificial, 277-288 

carbon ares, 285-286 

flashlight powders, 288 

moonlight as, 276 

natural, 273-277 

photoflood lamps, 282—285 

photographic, 261-291 

reflectors as, 289-291 

for sensitometry, 154-161 

spectral-intensity curves for, 271 

for spectroscopy, 819-820 

Light spectra, 266-268 

Light transmission of lens, 21—23 

Lighting, motion-picture, 685-693 

spotlight characteristics, 690 

Littrow mounting of spectrograph, 809 

Lumiére Autochrome plates, 147 

M 

Mackie line, 362-363 

Magnification, in lens system, 16 

longitudinal, 16-17 

telephoto, 16 

Map, aerial, 721-731 

compiling mosaic, 724—729 

Harvard Sky, 738 

Marten’s polarization densitometer, 175-177 

Masking, 438-439 

Medical radiography, 824-825 

Meritol, 328 

Metacarbol, 337 

Metallography, 780 

Metals, microscopy of, 780-783 

Meteors, photographing, 758-759 

Metol, 334-335 

Metoquinone, 327 

Microphotometer, Hartmann, 752 

Microscope, numerical aperture of, 773-775 

optical diagram of, 789 

optical systems of, 771 

resolving power of, 773 

ultraviolet, 783-797 

Microscopic objectives, color correction of, 775— 

776 

Microscopy, of metals, 780-783 

technical, 770-798 

Miniature cameras (see Cameras) 

Monomet developing agent, 323 

Montages (see Photo montages) 

Moon, photographing, 758 

Moonlight, as light source, 2 

Mosaic map, 724-729 

Motion-picture cameras, high-speed, 766-768 

Motion-picture developers, 363-366 

= 
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Motion-picture photography, 7, 663-707 

exposures for, 245-248 

laboratory practice in, 697-702 

polarizing screens in, 697 

Motion-picture positive film, 139 

Motion-picture process photography, 702-706 

Mounting prints, 445-446 

N 

Negatives, blisters on, 529-530 

blurred, 512-513 

color-separation, 617—629 

condition for correct, 211 

defects in, 507—538 

distorted image, 514-517 

emulsions for, 130-138 

choice of, 183-134 

enlarged by reversal, 448 

fading of, 527 

finger marks on, 526 

fogged, 517—520 

frilling, 531 

harmonizing, 559 

image reversal in, 522 

incorrect contrast in, 520-521 

incorrect density of, 522-523 

matching of, with paper, 418-422 

materials for, types of, 135-136 

multiple image on, 513-514 

opacity-brightness relation, 196-199 

paper, 446-447 

reticulation in, 531—532 

standard sizes of, 136-137 

static lines and markings on, 511—512 

O 

Object distance, 15 

Opacity, 23 

Opacity-brightness relation, 196-199 

Optical density, 23 

Optical diagram of ultraviolet microscope, 789 

Optical printer, diagram of, 704 

Optical system, of microscopes, 771 

Optics, of lenses, 10-36 

Orthoscopic lenses, 32, 37-38 

Ortol, 328 

Ostwald ripening, 116 

12 

Paints, for darkroom, 563 

Paper, characteristics of contact, 423 

density range of, 201, 422 

direct positive, 147, 450-451 

effect of curvature of, 422-425 

exposure range of, 144, 201-204 

H and D curves for chloride, 142 

matching with negative, 418-422 

for platinum printing, 480 

printing-out, 146, 451 

projection, 424 

sheen of, 145 

Paper, storage of printing, 426 

texture, 145-146 

weight, 146 

Paper base characteristics, 123-124 

Paper contrast, 142-145 

Paper negatives, 446-447 

Parallax, 82 

in view finders, 36 

Paraxial ray, 13 

Periscopic lens, Steinheil’s, 38 

Perspective, 26—27, 94-95 

Petzval theorem, 39 

pH of developing formulas, 340 

Phenylenediamine, p-, 323, 337 

Photo montages, 439-440 

Photo murals, 447-448 

Photoflash lamps, 286-288 

Photoflood lamps, 282—285 

Photographic materials, 5, 116-152 

graininess of, 129 

methods of use, 126-127 

reciprocity failure, 128-129 

resolving power, 130 

sensitivity, 140-142 

spectral sensitivity, 125-127 

speed, 190-196 

types of dyes, 126 

Photographic sketching, 448-449 

’ Photography, color (see Color photography) 

elementary, 3-7 

motion-picture (see Motion-picture photog- 

raphy) 
present status of, 1 

Photometer, Bell and Howard, 249-250 

Photometry, 751-753 

Photomicrography, 770-798 

Photon, 264 

Pigments, for gum printing, 488 

Pinatype color process, 643-645 

Pincushion distortion, 31 

Pinhole camera, 25-26 

Piral, 328 

Planets, photographing, 759 

Plateholder, double-slide, 737 

Plates, for astronomical photography, 744-747 

Eastman spectroscopic, 745 

measuring in astronomy, 750-751 

Platinum printing, 478-486 

Polarized light, 12 

Polarizing agents, as filters, 303-307 

Polarizing screens, in motion-picture photog- 

raphy, 697 

Polaroid filters, 12 

Polaroid stereo system, 584-585 

Polyphenols, 321 

Pomeroy-Dunning system, 703 

P O P (see Paper, printing-out) 

Portrait lenses (see Lenses) 

Positive materials, 138-146 

characteristics of, 199-204 

Principal point, 14, 15 

Printer, optical, 704 

Printing, 7 

Artigue process, 493 

carbon, 466-474 
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Printing, carbro, 474-478 

contact, 426-427 

equipment for, 427-428 

contrast control in, 440 

Fresson process, 479, 493-497 

gum, 486-493 

gum platinum, 484-485 

materials for, 414-415 

characteristics of, 2017. 

multiple-carbon, 471-473 

oil and bromoil, 497-505 

papers for exposure range, 415 

tone range, 415 

platinum, 478-486 

practical considerations in, 417-426 

projection, 428-438 

safe lights for, 442 

Printing-in clouds, 439 

Printing processes, 412-452 

control of, 438-440 

special, 466-506 

types of, 412-414 

Prints, curling of, 409-410, 543 

defects in, 5388-545 

embossing, 446 

exposure latitude in processing, 440-441 

fog in, 539 

frilling in, 543 

glossy, 416-417 - 

for half-tone engravings, 437-438 

high-key, 425 

image tone, 145 

incorrect contrast in, 539 

incorrect density in, 540 

low-key, 425 

matte, 416-417 

mounting, 445-446 

paper for, 140 

processing, of, 440 

tonal quality of, 339 

tone control of, 441-442 

toning, 453-465 

waxing matte, 416 

Purkinje shift, 264-265 

Pyramidol, 324 

Pyro, 320, 328 

Pyrogallol (see Pyro) 

Quantum, 264 

R 

Radiation, effects of, 292-295 

Radiographic darkroom, 832-833 

Radiography, 822-834 

industrial, 825-831 

medical, 824-825 

radium, 834 

Range finders, 83-89 

Reciprocity law, 128-129, 161-162 

Recording cameras and projectors, 78 

(See also Cameras) 

SUBJECT INDEX 

Rectification, of aerial photographs, 723 

Rectilinear lenses, 32 

Reducer, Farmer’s, 556 

Haddon’s, 557 

proportional, 558-559 

subtractive, 556-558 

superproportional, 559 

Reducing and enlarging tables, 433 

Reduction, 554-560 

local, 559-560 

Reflected light (see Light) 

Reflecting-type finders, 81—82 

Reflection, diffuse, 262-263 

factors in, 290 

specular, 262-263 

Reflectors, 289-291 

Refraction, 10 

law of, 12-13 

(See also Lenses) 

Resolving power, of emulsions, 23-24, 131 

of lens, 25 

of microscopes, 773 

Reticulation, 363, 531-532 

Reversal, enlarged negatives by, 448 

Reversal emulsions, 146-147 

Reversal materials, 147-148 

Reversal process, Kodachrome, 151 

Rodinal, 334 

869 

Roll-film cameras, focal length of lenses for, 

73 

Ross corrector, 739-740 

Rotambulator (dolly), 684 

Ss 

Safe lights, 141, 312, 316 

for printing, 442 

Scheiner speed ratings, 192-193 

Schmidt camera, 740 

Sensitometer, Eder-Hecht, 192-193 

practical, 165 

Sensitometry, application of, 154 

development for, 166-167 

light sources for, 154-161 

practical applications of, 1967. 

Sepia toning, 456-461 

Short-stop baths, 378-3880, 444 

Shutters, 5, 97-115 

automatic, 100 

care of, 114-115 

Compur, 103, 104 

Deckel, dimensions of, 105 

focal-plane, 109-110 

of Contax, 112 

efficiency of, 112-115 

of Leica, 111 

Graflex, 110, 111 

Tlex specifications, 106—107 

interlens, 97—100 

Kodamatiec, 104 

Kodo, 98 

of modern box-camera, 98 

multiblade, 100-106 

retarding devices, 102-104, 107-109 
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Shutters, single-blade, 97 

special types of, 109-110 

testing, 110-112 

tests for, 114 

Wollensak Betax, 104 

Wollensak, dimensions of, 108 
Wollensak Regno, 101 

Wollensak studio, 109 

speed of, 221-222 

to stop motion, 222 

Siderostat, 743 

Silver halide crystals, 118-119 

Silver halide solvents, 344 

Solarspot incandescent lighting, 689 

Solutions, accuracy in compounding, 571 

Spark photography, 765-766 

Spectra, comparison, 816-817 

light, 266-268 

Spectral intensity, of mean noon daylight, 157 

Spectral-intensity curves, for common light 

sources, 271 

Spectral sensitivity, 125-127, 183-190 

bearing of, on exposure, 223 

of human eye, 156 

of negative emulsions, 130-132 

of typical photographic materials, 271 

Spectrograms, of film, 127-128 

for various paper emulsions, 141 

Spectrographic measurements, 755-757 

Spectrographs, astigmatic, 810 

commercial, 811—812 

illumination of, 814-815 

Littrow mounting of, 809 

stellar, 741-742 

stigmatic, 810 

Spectroheliograph, 742-743 

Spectroscopic photography, 804-821 

Spectroscopic plates, Eastman, 745 

Spectroscopy, light sources, for absorption, 819- 

820 

for emission, 819-820 

Spectrum, visible, 11 

wavelengths of, 817-819 

Speed, DIN system of rating, 192-193 

Eder-Hecht rating, 192-193 

film, and exposure time, 214—216 

inertia ratings, 193-195 

latitude-inertia method of determining, 195 

minimum useful gradient, 195-196 

of photosensitive material, 190-196 

Scheiner ratings, 192-193 

shutter, 221-222 

to stop motion, 222 

threshold ratings of, 191-193 

Weston system of rating, 195 

Speed relations, equations for film, 215 

Speed seale, Watkins, 194 

Speed system, Wynne, 194 

Speed tables, 839 

Spherical aberration, 28-30 

Spotlight characteristics, 690 

Stereophotography, anaglyphs in, 583-584 

cameras for, 579-580 

distortions and aberrations in, 591 

hyper-, 588 

Stereophotography, Ives system, 590-591 

polaroid system, 584-585 

theory of, 572-576 

viewing instruments for, 580-583 

Stereoplanigraph, 730 

Stereoscopic photography, 572-594 

Stop, effects of shifting, 38 

uniform scale of designating, 19 

Stripping film, 125 

Subtractive color process (see Color processes) 

Sun, photographing, 757 

Sutton’s panoramic lens, 38 

T 

Technicolor, 150, 660 

lens for, 34 

Telenegative, 16 

Telephoto lenses, exposures with, 225—226 

(See also Lenses) 

Telephoto magnification, 16 

Telescope, determining focal length of, 748 

refracting and reflecting, 734-736 

Temperature, maintenance of, in darkroom, 569- 

570 

Threshold-speed ratings, 191-196 

Time-gamma curves, 181-183 

Tintype, 147 

Tone, control of, 441-442 

rendition of, 204—207 

reproduction of, requirements for, 209-212 

Toning, copper, 462 

direct development, 454—455 

direct sepia, 456 

dye, 463-465 

ferrocyanide, 462 

green, 463 

hypo-alum gold, 457-458 

hypo-alum sepia, 456—457 

indirect sepia, 458-459 

intermediate sepia method, 460—461 

liver of sulphur sepia, 458 

mercury sulphide sepia, 459-460 

obtaining red tones from sulphide-toned print, 

461 

potassium permanganate sulphide, 460 

of prints, 453-465 

processes of, for color photography, 150-151 

sepia on bromide papers, 461 

sulphide processes, 455-456 

uranium, 462-463 

Transmission of lens, 18-19 

Transparencies, color, 653-660 

materials for, 138-139 

Transverse chromatic aberration, 28 

Tray cleaners, 568 

Tripack, 149 

Tripod, 93 

U 

Ultraviolet (see Microscope) 

Ultraviolet filters, 597-598 

Ultraviolet microscope, 783-797 
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Ultraviolet photography, 595-602 

applications of, 600-602 

filters for, 597-598 

methods of, 599-600 

Uniform scale, 19 

Vv 

View finders, 35-36, 80-82 

Viewing distance, proper, 95—96 

Viewing instruments, for stereo, 580-583 

Vignetting, 21, 33, 35 

Vision, binocular, 577 

normal, 264-265 

Visual magnitudes and color index, 753-754 

Voightlander (see Lenses) 

Voltage, effect of, on incandescent lamps, 158-160 

WwW 

Washing, 399-407 

effect of container on, 406—407 

multiple-bath, 402—403 

Washing, of prints, 405—406 

(See also Fixing, washing, and drying) 

Washing time, minimum, 404 

Wash-off relief, 150, 640-643 

Watkins speed scale, 194 

Watkins and Wynne actinometers, 249 

Wavelength determinations, 817-819 

Waxing matte prints, 416 

Weber-Fechner law, 265 

Wedges, neutral-tint, 307 

Weston speed system, 195, 850-854 

Wynne speed system, 194 

xX 

X-ray diffraction, 831-832 

X-ray films, 148 

X-ray photography, 822-823 

Z 

Zeiss (see Lenses) 

Zeiss coupled range finder, 87-89 

Zincke-Sommer, 37 
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